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6 FRAUD.

CROSS-REFERENCES

:

Assignment for Benefit of Creditors;

Cross-Examination

;

Duress

;

Elections

;

Fraudulent Conveyances;

Guardian and Ward;

Handwriting; Husband and Wife;

Insolvency ; Intent

;

Parol Evidence ; Principal and Agent

;

Specific Performance; Spoliation;

Undue Influence

;

Vendor and Purchasor.

I. IN GENERAL.

1. Presumptions and Burden of Proof. — A. In General.— In

all cases, except those involving transactions between persons occu-

pying fiduciary or confidential relations with each other/ where the

right to relief is based upon the alleged commission of a fraud, the

presumption is in favor of the fairness of the transaction and the

innocence of the person accused, and the burden of proof is upon the

party asserting the fraud to establish the same.-

1. Mathews v. Reinhardt, 149 111. v. White, 21 Cal. 495 ; Levy v. Scott,

63s, 37 N. E. 85. 115 Cal. 39, 46 Pac. 892.
2. United States.— United States Colorado. — Marsh v. Cramer, 16

V. Iron Silver Min. Co., 128 U. S. Colo. 331, 27 Pac. 169; Allen v. El-

673; Evans V. Mansur, 87 Fed. 275; crick, 29 Colo. 118, 66 Pac. 891.

United States v. King, 83 Fed. 188; Connecticut. — Dwight v. Brown,
Michel V. Olmstead, 14 Fed. 219; 9 Conn. 91.

Walker v. Collins, 59 Fed. 70. Dclai\.'are. — Clayton v. Cavender,
Alabama. — Wilk v. Key, 117 Ala. i Marv. 191, 40 Atl. 956; Freemar v.

285, 23 So. 6; Moses t/. Katzenberger, Topkis, i Marv. 174, 40 Atl. 948;
84 Ala. 95, 4 So. 237. Terry v. Piatt, i Penn. 185, 40 Atl.

Arkansas. — P>ank of Little Rock 243.

V. Frank, 63 Ark. 16, 37 S. W. 400, Florida. — White v. Walker, 5
58 Am. St. Rep. 65 ; Stephens v. Op- Fla. 478.
penheimer, 45 Ark. 492; Holt v. Georgia. — Robinson z'. Donehoo,
Moore, 37 Ark. 145. 97 Ga. 702, 25 S. E. 491 ; Lewin v.

California. — Truett 7'. Onderdonk, Thurber, 62 Ga. 25.

120 Cal. 581, 53 Pac. 26; McCarthy Illinois. — Union Nat. Bank v.
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State Nat. Bank, i68 111. 256. 48 N.
E. 169; Dexter v. McAfee, 163 111.

508, 45 N. E. 115; compare
Mathews v. Rcinhardt, 149 111. 635,

2,7 N. E. 85; Schrocder v. Walsh, 120
111. 403, II N. E. 70; Mey v. Gulli-

nian, 105 111. 277; Walker v. Hough,
59 111- .375; Strauss v. Kranert, 56 111.

254; Mitchell V. Deeds, 49 111. 476;
VVright V. Grovcr, 27 111. 426; Barrie

V. Frost, 105 111. App. 187; Stale Bank
of Frecport v. Blake, 78 III. App. 166;

Faulkner v. Elwood Mfg. Co., 79 III.

App. 544.

Indiana. — McCoy v. Able, 131 Ind.

417, 30 N. E. 528, 31 N. E. 453;
Adams v. I^augel, 144 Ind. 608, 42
N. E. 1017; McLaughlin v. Ward, 77
Ind. 383; Tcnbrook v. Brown, 17 Ind.

410; Baltimore & O. C. R. Co. v.

Scholes, 14 Ind. App. 524, 43 N. E.

156.

Iowa. — Daugherty v. Hockman,
74 N. W. 6; Lillie r. McMillan, 52
Iowa 463, 3 N. W. 601 ; Drummond
7'. Couse, 39 Iowa 442; Schofield v.

Blind, 33 Iowa 175.

Kansas. — Railway Co. v. Good-
holm, 61 Kan. 758, 60 Pac. 1066;
Ferguson v. Willig, 57 Kan. 453, 46
Pac. 936.

Kentucky. — American Harrow Co.

v. Tweddle, 19 Ky. L. Rep. 1356. 43
S. \\. toq; Kentucky Life & Ace. Ins.

Co. V. Thompson, 18 Ky. L. Rep. 79,

35 S. W. 550.

Louisiana. — American Furn. Co.
V. Grant-Jung Furn. Co., 50 La. Ann.
931, 24 So. 182; Barlaw v. Harrison,

51 La. Ann. 875, 25 So. 378; Lewis ?'.

Western .A.ssur. Co. of Toronto, 49
La. Ann. 658, 21 So. 736.
Maine. — Burleigh v. White, 64

Me. 23; Nichols v. Patten, 18 !Me.

231, 36 Am. Dec. 713; Bartlett v.

Blake, 37 Me. 124. 58 .\m. Dec. 775.

Maryland. — Shaffer v. Cowden,
88 Md. 394, 49 .\t.\. 786; Brewer v.

Bowersox, 92 Md. ^67. 48 .A.tl. T060;
Phelps 7'. George's Creek & C. R. R.
Co., 60 Md. 536; Hill 7'. Reifsneider,

46 Md. 555.

Massachusetts. — Wood r. Massa-
chusetts Mut. Ace. Ass'n, 174 Mass.
217, 54 N. E. 541; Beatty ?•. Fishcl,

100 Mass. 448 ; Page 7-. Bent, 2 Mete.
.371.

.

Michifian. — Bly 7'. Brady, T13
Mich. 176, 71 N. W. 521 ; Gumherg
7'. Treusch, 103 Mich. 543, 61 N. W.
872; Peaselee v. Collier, 83 Mich. 549,

47 N. W. 353; Bostwick V. Benjamin,
63 Mich. 289, 29 N. W. 714; Michels
7'. Stork, 52 Mich. 260, 17 N. W. 833;
Darling 7'. Hurst, 39 Mich. 765.

Mississippi. — Parkhurst v. Mc-
Graw, 24 .Miss. 134.

Missouri. — Nauman v. Obcrle, 90
Mo. 666, 3 S. W. 380; Muenks v.

Bimch, 90 Mo. 500, 3 S. W. 63;
Priest 7'. Way, 87 Mo. 16; Henry v.

Buddicke, 81 Mo. App. 360; Mapes
7'. Burns, 72 Mo. App. 411; Redpath
V. Lawrence, 48 Mo. App. 427.

Nebraska. — Knapp v. Fisher, 58
Neb. 651, 79 N. W. 553; Hampton v.

Webster, 56 Neb. 628, 77 N. W. 50;
Hom€ Fire Ins. Co. v. Bredehoft, 49
Neb. 152, 68 N. W. 400; Western
Horse & Cattle Ins. Co. v. Putnam,
20 Neb. 331, 30 N. W. 246; Ahlman
v. Meyer, 19 Neb. 63, 26 N. W. 584.
New Hampshire. — Griswold v.

Sabin, 51 N. H. 167, 12 Am. Rep. 76.

New York. — Pryor 7'. Foster, 130
N. Y. 171, 29 N. E. 123; Morris v.

Talcott, 96 N. Y. 100; Cowee 7'. Cor-
nell. 75 N. Y. 91 ; Marsh v. Falker,

40 N. Y. 562; Ward v. Center, 3
Johns. 271.

North Carolina. — Atkins 7'.

Withers, 94 N. C. 581 ; Tomlinson v.

Payne, 53 N. C. 108.

North Dakota. — Montgomery v.

Fritz. 7 N. D. 348, 75 N. W. 266.

Oregon. — Fisk 7'. Basche, 31 Or.
178, 49 Pac. 981.

Pennsvlvania. — Miller 7'. Mc.\lis-

ter, 178 Pa. St. 140, 35 Atl. 504-

Rhode Island. —White 7-. Fitch, ig

R. T. 687, 36 Atl. 425.
South Carolina. — Habersham 7'.

Hopkins, 4 Strob. L. 238.

Tennessee. — Old Folks Society 7'.

Millard, 86 Tenn. 657, 8 S. W. 851-

Te.vas. — Carson v. Houssels
(Tex. Civ. App.), 5T S. W. 290; Tur-
ner V. Lambeth. 2 Tex. 365.

Utah. — Deseret Nat. Bank 7'. Lit-

tle R. & Co., 13 ITtah 265, 44 Pac. 930.

I'ermont. — Sawver v. Childs, 68
Vt. 360. 35 Atl. 84.

Virginia. — Todd 7'. Sykes, 97 Va.

143. 33 S. E. 517; New York Life

Ins. Co. 7'. Davis, 96 Va. 737, 32 S.

E. 475, 44 L. R. A. 345; Gregory 7-.

Peoples, 80 Va. 3i;5; Crebs 7'. Jones,

70 Va. 381 ; Engleby v. Harvey, 93
Va. 440, 25 S. E. 225.

IVashington. — Manhattan Trust
Co. 7'. Seattle Coal & Iron Co.. 19

Wash. 493, 53 Pac. 951.
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8 FRAUD.

B. Strength of PRRSUArpTioN. — It has been held that the pre-

sumption at^^ainst fraud is " a presumption approximate in strength

to that of innocence in crime,"^ but the overwhelming weight of

authority does not so hold it.*

C. Extent of Burden.— The party alleging fraud takes upon
himself the burden of proving every necessary element of the fraud.

^

D. No Presumption from Intent or Motive Ai.one.— Fraud
will not be presumed from a showing merely that a motive'' or

intent' to perpetrate the same existed.

E. Validity of Contract or Transaction.— This rule is not

varied or affected by the equally strong principle that a contract or

transaction, in order to be enforced or to be made the foundation

for relief, must be free from fraud. Thus, in an action on a con-

tract, while it is incumbent on the plaintiff to show that the contract

is a valid and binding obligation between the parties, this does not

throw upyon him the burden of showing an absence of fraud therein,

but in such case it is incumbent on the defendant in the first instance

to show the fraud affirmatively.^

West Virginia. — Board of Trus-

tees V. Blair, 45 W. Va. 812, 32 S. E.

203 ; Wood V. Harrison, 41 W. Va.

376, 23 S. E. 560; Armstrong v. Bai-

ley, 43 W. Va. 778, 28 S. E. 766;

Harden v. Wagner, 22 W. Va. 356.

JVisconsin. — The Piano Mfg. Co.

z'. Bergmann, 102 Wis. 21, 78 N. W.
157; Small V. Champeny, 102 Wis.

61, 78 N. W. 407; Curtis V. Hoxie, 88

Wis. 41, 59 N. W. 581.

3. Truett V. Onderdonk. 120 Cal.

581, 53 Pac. 26, and see Willoughby
V. Fredonia Nat. Bank, 52 N. Y. St.

387, 23 N. Y. Supp. 46.

4. See post, " Weight and Suffi-

ciency of the Evidence," and espe-

cially cases cited in notes 2 and 11

thereunder.
5. Illinois. — Dickinson v. Atkins,

100 111. App. 401.

Kansas. — Ferguson v. Willig, 57
Kan. 453, 46 Pac. 936.

Massacliusetts. —Horton v. Weiner,
124 IMass. 92; Springer v. Crowell,

103 Mass. 65.

New York. — Wakeman v. Dalley,

51 N. Y. 27; Brackett v. Griswol'd,

112 N. Y. 454, 20 N. E. 376.
6. Moore v. Parker, 25 Iowa 355.
7. Seward v. Seward, 59 Kan.

387, S3 Pac. 63, in which it was said

:

" It is not the law that proof of an
intent to perpetrate a fraud will jus-

tify a finding that fraud was com-
mitted."

8. Stephens v. Oppenheimer, 45

Vol. VI

Ark. 492; Murray z'. Supreme Lodge
M. E. O. P., 74 Conn. 715, 52 Atl.

722; Bly V. Brady, 113 Mich. 176, 71

N. W. 521 ; Sloan z'. Holcomb, 29
Mich. 153; Briggs v. Humphrey, 5
Allen (Alass.) 314; Sperling v. Boll,

75 N. Y. St. 1256, 41 N. Y. Supp.
889. And see Carson v. Houssels
(Tex. Civ. App.), 51 S. W. 290.

Wrong Instruction— In an action

upon a written lease, to which de-

fendant pleaded fraud by plaintiff in

its procurement, an instruction that

the burden was upon plaintifif to

prove that the lease was executed and
delivered by defendant under such
circumstances as to make it a valid

contract, was held correct. But the
further instruction (viz., that if the
jury believed that the alleged fraudu-
lent representations were made, or if

they, on the whole testimony, could
not say whether the lease had been
executed and delivered under such
circumstances as to make it a valid

contract, as had been explained to

them, the verdict should be for de-

fendant) was held erroneous because
the instruction implied that the bur-
den was on plaintifif to prove the ab-

sence of fraud in the transaction in-

stead of upon the defendant to prove
the contrary, and that the doubt of
the jury should be resolved in favor
of the defendant instead of the plain-

tifif. Beatty Z'. Fishel, 100 Mass. 448.
Insurance Cases This rule is



FRAUD. 9

Adverse Possession. — Likewise, under a statute requiring good
faith as an essential element in order to constitute valid adverse pos-

session, the color of title under which such adverse possession was
initiated is presumed to have been accpiired in good faith.''*

F. When Paktv Ciiakgi;i) II.vs Burden. — a. Generally. ^-'Vht

circumstances may so shape themselves as to throw upon the party

charged with the fraud the burden of proof in the first instance.

Thus, where such party claims and is allowed the privilege of open-

ing and closing the case, he thereby assumes the burden of proof. ^^

Likewise, where the misrepresentation charged as the basis of the

fraud is admitted to have been made and to have been untrue, but

facts are alleged as a justification, the burden of proof is ujwn the

often invoked in actions upon insur-

ance policies where the insurer de-

fends on the ground of fraudulent
representations on the part of the in-

sured, either in connection with the

statements required in his application

or in the policy. The rule is general

in such cases that the burden is upon
the insurer to show such fraud in the

first instance.

Piedmont Ins. Co. v. Ewing, 92 U.
S. 277; Lampkin v. Travelers Ins.

Co., II Colo. App. 249, 52 Pac. 1040;
State Ins. Co. v. DuBois, 7 Colo. App.
214, 44 Pac. 756; Penn Mut. Life Ins.

Co. V. Mechanics Sav. Bank & T. Co.,

72 Fed. 413; Sullivan v. Hartfonl
Fire Ins. Co. (Tex. Civ. App.), 34
S. W. 999; Mutual Benefit Ins. Co.
7'. Robertson, 59 111. 123, 14 Am. Rep.
8; Fiske i'. New England M. Ins. Co.,

15 Pick. (Mass.) 310; Jones v.

Brooklyn Life Ins. Co.. 61 N. Y. 79;
and this is the rule, although the ap-
plication in which the alleged false

statements are contained is, by the

very terms of the policy, made a
part of the contract and the faith of
such statements warranted. Supreme
Lodge of Knights of Honor v. Woll-
schlager, 22 Colo. 213, 44 Pac. 598;
Grangers Life Ins. Co. v. Brown, 57
Miss. 308.

Contract of Blind or Illiterate

Person. — In Robinson v. Doncboo,
97 Ga. 702, 2$ S. K. 401, which was
an action involving a written instru-

ment, the partv contending that

when he signed the piper he was not
fully acquainted with its contents,

that he thought be was signing a

paper of a different import, and it

appeared that he was not an illiterate

man, but that at the time when he

signed the paper his face was swollen,

and, according to his own testimony,

he could not clearly make out the

writing, the trial judge charged the

ji.ry that one who attacks an instru-

ment signed by himself, on such

grounds, and that his signature was
obtained by fraud, carries the burden
of proving the truth of bis allega-

tions. The court held that this charge

was proper, and distinguished the au-

thorities holding that where the

maker of an instrument is illiterate

or blind the burden of showing that

it was read over to him, and that he
understood it, is on the person claim-

ing rights therein. " Here the evi-

dence is conflicting as to whether the

defendant was able to read the instru-

ment or not on the occasion in ques-

tion ; there is evidence strongly tend-

ing to show that he was able to do
so. and a significant fact is that he
made an addition to It in his own
handwriting. In view of this evi-

dence it is certainly no cause for a

new trial that the court failed to give

in charge a rule of law applicable to

persons confessedly blind or illiter-

ate."

9. Stumpf 7'. Ostcrbngc. ttt Til.

82; Sexson 7'. Barker, 172 Til. •?6t. ^n

N. E. T09; Davis 7'. Hall. 02 111. 8?:

cn'lln'siusr Bowman 7'. Wettig. 30 lib

41^; Hardin 7'. Gouveneur. 60 111.

140; Morritjon 7'. Norman, 47 111. 477;
Fagan 7-. Rosier, 6?^ Til. 84.

" When a party claims adversely, it

is not necessary for bim to show tint

he went into possession bona Hdc."
H.ill 7'. Gay, 68 Ga. 442; Evans v.

Baird, 44 Ga. 645.
10. Armstrong 7'. Penn, 105 Ga.

229, 31 S. E. 158.

Vol. VI



10 FRAUD.

party alleging such justification in the first instance." Proof of

slight circumstances may also be sufftcient to shift the burden to the

party charged with the fraud.^^

b. Pichtciary and Confidential Relations. — (1.) In General.

Transactions between persons occupying confidential or fiduciary

relations with each other constitute exceptions to the general rule."

Thus, in transactions between persons occupying such relations, in

which the stronger or superior party obtains a benefit or advantage,
fraud is presumed, and the burden is cast upon the superior party

to show fairness, adequacy and equity in the transaction.^"* This
rule has been held applicable to transactions between attorney and
client, ^^ guardian and ward,^" trustee and cestui que trnst,^'' principal

and agent, '^ executor or administrator and heirs, '** spiritual adviser

and dying person,-'^ physician and patient,-^ husband and wife,"^

parent and child,^^ a young, inexperienced child and his grand-

11. Winans v. Winans, 19 N. J.

Eq. 220.

12. See Kelley v. Owens (Cal.),

30 Pac. 596, affirming on rehearing, 31

Pac. 14; Gill V. Crosby, 63 III. 190.

13. See article " Undue Influ-
ence." As to the application of the

rule to particular relations, see the

particular title.

14. Thompson v. Lee, 31 Ala. 292;
Lee V. Pearce, 68 N. C. 76; Atkins v.

Withers, 94 N. C. 581.

Overcomes Other Presumptions.

The ordinary presumption (in Ilh'-

nois) that the color of title, which
is relied upon in adverse possession,

was obtained in good faith, does not
apply where such color of title con-

sists of a deed obtained by an attor-

ney from his client during the rela-

tionship. The presumption of fraud

in transactions between persons occu-

pying confidential relations overcomes
the presumption of good faith in the

acquisition of color of title. Ross v.

Payson, 160 111. 349, 43 N. E. 399-
15. Attorney and Client Ross

V. Payson, 160 111. 349, 43 N. E. 399;
Elmore v. Johnson, 143 111. 513, 32
N. E. 413, 36 Am. St. Rep. 401, 21

L. R. A. 366; Ziegler v. Hughes, 55
111. 288; Paris V. Briscoe, 78 111. App.
242.

16. Guardian and Ward Wick-
iser v. Cook. 85 111. 68; Ooodrick v.

Harrison, 130 Mo. 263, 32 S. W. 661.

17. Trust and Cestui Que Trust.

Ward V. Armstrong. 84 111. 151

;

Jones V. Lloyd, 117 111. 597, 7 N. E.

IT9; Smith V. Howlett, 47 N. Y.

Supp. 1002, 51 N. Y. Supp. 910.
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Sale by Trustee to Third Person
•with Reconveyance. — Webb v.

Branner, 59 Kan. 190, 52 Pac. 429.

18. Principal and Agent— Webb
v. Marks, 10 Colo. App. 429, 51 Pac.

518; Alwood V. INIansfield, 59 111.

496; Faust V. Hosford, 119 Iowa 97,

93 N. W. 58; Brook v. Berry, 2 Gill

(Md.) 83.

Principal and Attorney in Fact.

Rubidoex v. Parks, 48 Cal. 215.

19. Executor or Administrator
and Heirs— Branner v. Nichols, 61

Kan. 356, 59 Pac. 633, 44 L. R. A.

464; Humphreys v. Burleson, 72
Ala. I.

20. Spiritual Adviser and Dying
Person Ross v. Conway, 92 Cal.

633. 28 Pac. 785.

21. Cadwallader v. West, 48 Mo.

483 ; Woodbury v. Woodbury, 141

Mass. 329, 5 N. E. 275, 55 Am. Rep.

470.
22. Prison v. Brison, 75 Cal. 525,

17 Pac. 689; 90 Cal. 323, 27 Pac. 186,

7 Am. St. Rep. 189.

Burden on Wife The burden
may be upon the wife to disprove the

fraud. See Disch v. Timm, loi Wis.

179, 77 N. W. 196; Horton v. Dewey,

53 Wis. 410, 10 N. W. 599.

23. Davis v. Strange, 86 Va. 793,

II S. E. 406; Todd V. Sykes, 97 Va.

143- 33 S. E. 517; Hickman v. Trout,

83 Va. 478, 3 S. E. 131 ; Sands v.

Sands, 112 111. 225; Doyle v. Welch,
100 Wis. 24, 75 N. W. 400; Davis v.

Dean, 66 Wis. 100, 26 N. W. 737.
Aged Father to Son Oard v.

Oard, 59 111. 46.
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parents," ag-ed relative and heir,"' mortgagor and mortgagee,-"

partners,-^ creditor and surety of del)tor,-* stockholder and officer of

coriX)ration concerning corporate affairs,-" joint ])nrchasers of jjrop-

erty,^° and to a party dealing with an expectant heir as to the

expectant estate. ^^

(2.) After Relation Dissolved. — This rule has heen held applicable

to transactions occurring within a short time after the relation has

been dissolved.
•''-

(3.) Extent of Rule. — The application of this principle is not con-

fined to the known and definite fiduciary relations, such as attorney

and client, guardian and ward, etc., but it extends to any and all

cases in which it is manifest from the facts and circumstances that

confidence is reposed by one person in another who possesses con-

24. Brown v. Burbank, 64 Cal. 99,

27 Pac. 940.

25. Zimmerman 7'. Bitner, 79 Md.
115. 28 Atl. 820; Duncombe z'. Rich-
ards. 46 Mich. 166, 9 N. W. 149;
Lansing v. Russell, 13 Barb. (N. Y.)

510.

26. Wygal v. Bigclow, 42 Kan.
477, 22 Pac. 612, 16 Am. St. Rep. 495;
Jones Z'. Franks, ^3 Kan. 497, 6 Pac.

789; Hall V. Lewis, 118 N. C. 509, 24
S. E. 209; Whitehead v. Hclfen. 76
N. C. 99; McLeod v. Bullard, 84 N.
C. 515, overruling Chapman z:

Mull, 42 N. C. 292; Villa V. Rod-
riguez, 79 U. S. 32^; Perkins v.

Drye, 3 Dana (Ky.) 170.

27. Pomeroy ?'. Benton, 57 Mo.
531; Caldwell 7/. Davis, 10 Colo. 481,

15 Pac. 696, 3 Am. St. Rep. 599;
Coggswell-Boulter & Co. v. Coggs-
well (N. J. Eq.), 40 Atl. 213.

Compare Stephens v. Orman, 10

Fla. 9.

28. First Nat. Bank v. Mattinglv,

92 Ky. 650, 18 S. W. 940: Burks z'.

Wanterline, 6 Bush (Ky.) 20; Ben-
ton Co. Sav. Bank z>. Boddicker, 105
Iowa ?4<S. 75 N. W. 632, 79 Am. St.

Rep. 310, 45 L. R. A. 321.

29. Barbar v. Martin (Neb.), 93
N. W. 722; Bristol z'. Scranton, 63
Fed. 218; Cumberland Iron Co. z'.

Parish, 42 Md. 598; Bent v. Priest,

86 ^To. 47!^; Oorder ?•. Plattsmouth
Canning Co., 36 Neb. 5.18. 54 N. W.
8^0. Compare ITorbnch ?'. Marsh, 37
Neb. 22. 55 N. W. 286.

Contra.— Rule Not Applicable In
Private Transaction It was held

in Krumbhnar <•. C.riffith, 151 Pa. St.

223, 25 Atl. 64, that no confidential

relation existed between the secretary

of a corporation and a stockholder

from whom he purchased stock in a

private transaction which such stock-

holder claimed to have been induced

by the secretary's fraud.

30. Joint Purchasers Bergeron

V. Miles, 88 Wis. 397. 60 N. W. 783,

43 Am. St. Rep. 911; and see Con-
stant v. Lehman, 52 Kan. 227, 34 Pac.

745-
31. "The rule is well settled that

a party dealing with an expectancy

must prove that the bargain was upon
an adequate consideration, was en-

tered into carefully, deliberately and
with a knowledge of all the circum-

stances connected with it." Wells v.

Houston, 29 Tex. Civ. App. 619, 69

S. W. 183; Hale V. Hollon, 90 Tex.

427, 39 S. W. 287, 59 Am. St. Rep.

819, 2,6 L. R. A. 75, in which latter

case, in speaking of this doctrine as

being of ancient common law origin,

the court say :
" We find the doc-

trine firmly established in. said courts

that, whether the suit be by the

holder of the contract to enforce spe-

cific performance, or by the expec-

tant to be relieved from the terms
thereof, the prima facie presumntion
was that the same was a fraud both
upon the expectant and the ancestor

or party from whom the expectancy
was to be derived, and therefore the

burden was imposed upon the holder
to rebut such presumption." Citing
Farl Chesterfield 7'. Janssen, 2 Ves.
Sr. 158. and see also Clark v. Mal-
pas, 31 Reav. 87; Golland z'. De Faria,

17 Ves. 20.

32. Coodrick z'. Harrison, 130 Mo.
263. 32 S. W. 66t.

Guardian and Ward. — A transac-

Vol. VT
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trollingf influence over the former.-"'^ Thus, a person who occupies

no definite confidential relation with another, if he clothe himself

with a character which bring^s him within the range of the principle,

c. g., an attorney acting for the executor in a transaction with a lega-

tee,-'* or a self-constituted agent,^^ or confidential adviser,^'' has the

burden of proving a want of fraud in the transaction.

(4.) Limitations of Rule. — But the mere fact that the persons

between whom the transaction takes place stand in a relation that is

generally one of confidence is not of itself, in all cases, sufficient to

raise the presumption of fraud. Thus, in all cases other than those

of guardian and ward, attorney and client, trustee and cestui que

trust, and the other known and definite fiduciary relations, ^^ in which
the superiority on the one side and the weakness on the other are

tion occurring shortly after the ward
attained his majority. Wright v. Ar-
nold, 14 B. Mon. (Ky.) 638.

33. England. — Dent v. Bennett,

4 Myl. & C. 269.

United States. — Taylor v. Taylor,

8 How. 183.

Alabama. — Thompson v. Lee, 31

Ala. 292.

Connecticut. — Nichols v. i\IcCar-

thy. 53 Conn. 299, 55 Am. Rep. 105.

Illi>iois. — Ward v. Armstrong, 84
111. 151.

Maryland.— Zimmerman v. Bit-

ner, 79 i\Id. 115, 28 Atl. 820.

Michigan. — Wartemberg v. Spie-

gel. 31 ilich. 400.

New 7or/^. — Whelan v. Whelan,
3 Cow. 576; Green v. Roworth, 113
N. Y. 462. 21 N. E. 165.

Pennsylvania. — Stepp v. Framp-
ton, 179 Pa. St. 284. 36 Atl. 177; Het-
rick's Appeal. 58 Pa. St. 477.

Texas. — Goar v. Thomnson, 19
Tex. Civ. App. 330. 47 S. W. 6t.

Virginia. — Francis v. Cline, 96 Va.
20T. 31 S. E. 10.

Wisconsin. — Watkins v. Brant, 46
Wis. 410. T N. W. 82.

Hule Applies to " Trustees, Attor-
neys, or Anyone Else." — Lord El-
don, in Gibson v. Jej^es. 6 Ves.
rEng.) 266, cited and quoted in Ei?h-
bnrne v. Furguson's Heirs, 84 Va. 87,

4 S. E. ^7?.

Rule Stated.— "And if the circum-
stnncos disclose that the person under
the infirmity, whether through choice,

accident or otherwise, was as matter
of fact for the time being in the place
of ward of the other party, or was
by his own consent, however brought
about, in a state of submission to the

Vol. VI

judgment or opinion of the other, a

presumption will arise adverse to the

justice and equity of the bargain, and
the bargainee will be required to

show that no advantage was taken,

and that in itself the arrangement
was not only suitable, fair and con-

scientious, but one expedient under
the circumstances and conducive to

the interests of the other." Jacox v.

Jacox, 40 Mich. 473.
34. Reed v. Peterson, 91 111. 288;

and see Hixon v. Bryan Adm'r, 75
Ga. 392.

35. Casey v. Casey, 14 111. 112.

36. See Mallory v. Leach, 35 Vt.

156.

Friend Acting as Attorney This
rule applies to a friend and confiden-

tial adviser, who acts the part of an
attorney in a proceeding before a

court where attorneys do not appear.

, Buffalow V. BufFalow, 22 N. C. 241.

37. Fraud Presumed From Rela-
tionship Alone In Atkins 7-. With-
ers, 94 N. C. 581, the court held that

the relations of guardian and ward,
trustee and beneficiary, principal and
agent, mortgagor and mortgagee, at-

torney and client, husband and wife,

are the only ones in which fraud is

presumed from the relation of the

parties; and in McLeod v. Bullard,

84 N. C. 515, the following are added
as coming within the rule, to wit:

partners, executors and administra-

tors, and parent and child. And see

Cowee V. Cornell, 7$ N. Y. 91.

In Lee v. Pearce, 68 N. C. 76, this

question is thoroughly discussed, the

court among other things saying:
" After a full consideration of the au-

thorities and ' the reason of the
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apparent, the trust and confidence, the superiority and weakness,
must be clearly made out before the presumption of fraud is raised

and the burden shifted.''^

thing,' we are of opinion that only
' the known and definite fiduciarj^ re-

lations,' by which one person is put

in the power of anotlier, are sufficient

under our present judiciary system

to raise a presumption of fraud, as a

matter of law to he laid down by the

judge, as decisive of the issue unless

rebutted. For instances, and by
way of illustration : (i.) Trustee and
cestui que trust dealing in reference

to the trust fund; (2) attorney and
client, in respect to the matter where-

in the relationship exists; (3) guar-

dian and ward, just after the ward
arrives at age; (4) when one is the

general agent of another and has en-

tire management so as to be, in ef-

fect, as much his guardian as the

regularly appointed guardian of an
infant. There may be other in-

stances. Fiduciary relations that do
not fall under the first class raise a

presumption of fraud as a matter of

fact, to pass before the jury for what
it may be worth. For instance: (i)

Family physicians; (2) a minister of

religion; (3) parent and child; (4)
when the only relation is that of

friendly intercourse and habitual re-

liance for advice and assistance, and
occasional employment in matters of
business as agent."

38. Alabama. — Thompson v. Lee,

31 .Ma. 2Q2.

California. — 'NTcCarthy v. White,
21 Cal. 495, 82 Am. Dec- 754.

Connecticut. — Looby v. Redmond,
66 Conn. 444, 34 Atl. 102: TTeming-
way 7'. Coleman, 49 Conn. 390, 44
Am. Rep. 243.

Io7va. — Wheatley 7'. Wheatley, T02
Towa yT,7, 70 N. W. 689.

Kansas. — Seward v. Seward, 59
Kan. 387, 53 P.Tc. 63.

Kentucky. — Waters v. Rarral. 2
Bush 598.

Maryland. — Brown v. Mercantile
T. & D. Co.. 87 Md. T,77. 40 Atl. 2;6.

distitifiuislunfi Rronke v. Bcrrv, 2 Gill

85. and Todd 7-. Grove, 2,2, ^1^- 188.

Ne7v York. — Cowee v. Cornell, 75
N. Y. 91.

North Carolina. — ^faunev 7'. Red-
wine, 119 N. C. 534, 26 S. E. 52.

IVisconsin. — The Piano Mfg. Co.

V. Bergmann, 102 Wis. 21, 78 N. W.
157; Small 7'. Chanipeny, 102 Wis.
61, 78 N. W. 407-
Defendant a Partner of Plaintiff's

Husband. — The fact that the per-

son charged with the fraud was the

partner and banker of the plaintiff's

husband, and that their relations had
been satisfactory, does not show such

relation of confidence between the

wife and such party as to throw upon
him the burden of proof. Warden
V. Reser, 38 Kan. 86, 16 Pac. 60,

citing Roach 7'. Kerr, 18 Kan. 529, 26

Am. Rep. 788.

Husband and Wife— In Ken-
tucky it is held that the wife, her

husband joining her, can convey her

property to a third person with the

understanding that such person will

reconvey it to the husband. A con-

veyance thus made is valid, and if

attacked for fraud or undue influence,

the burden is upon the party attack-

ing the deed to establish the facts

justifying its rescission. Wicks v.

bean, 19 Ky. L. Rep. 1708, 44 S. W.
397, citing Scarborough v. Watkins,

9 B. Mon. (Ky. ) 540, 50 Am. Dec.

528; Todd's Heirs v. Wickliffe, 18

B. Mon. (Ky.) 908.

Parent and Child— No pre-

sumption of unfair dealing between
parent and child is to be drawn solely

from the fact of relationship. Ten-
brook V. Brown, 17 Ind. 410; Jenk-

ins 7'. Pye, 12 Pet. (U. S.) 241 ; Bax-

ter V. Bailey, 8 B. Mon. (Ky.) 336;
In re Flagg's Estate, 27 Misc. 401,

59 N. Y. Supp. 167; Reehling 7-.

Bycrs. 94 Pa. St. 316.

Brother and Sister A deed from
the married sisters nf a decedent con-

veying their interest in the estate to

their brothers is not presumed to

have been obtained by fraud from
the fact that the parties are such

near relatives. Goar 7-. Thompson,
19 Tex. Civ. App. 3.30, 47 S. W. 61.

But see Million 7-. Taylor, 38 .-Xrk.

428, and Boney 7'. Hollingsworth, 23
Ala. 690, in which it is said that

while it is generally true that the

mere relation of brother and sister

Vol. VI
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G. Successor in Interest of Wrongdoer. — It is not always

essential that the party alleg-inp^ fraud trace it to the person against

whom it is urged. When fraud is once shown it affects all persons

whose rights are dependent upon the transaction polluted by it, and
the transaction itself, and all subsequent transactions growing out

of it or dependent upon it, are prima facie fraudulent. Thus where
it is shown by the original vendor that the purchase by his vendee
was fraudulent and void, or where the execution of a promissory

note is shown to have been originally obtained by fraud or deceit,

the burden of proof in the former instance is upon the assignee of

the fraudulent vendee,^^ and in the latter instance upon the assignee

does not impose a relation of confi-

dence of itself, if there be nothing in

the circumstances showing depend-
ency and trust on the one hand, and
a superiority or influence on the

other, yet a transaction by which a
sister divests herself of a valuable in-

terest in favor of a brother is re-

garded with suspicion, and until the

act is satisfactorily accounted for

the inference of fraud or abuse of
confidence is so strong that equity
should relieve against it.

Conveyance Between Other Close
Helatives.— Ditmas v. Ditmas, ii

App. Div. 628, 41 N. Y. Supp. 108;
Shaflfer v. Cowden, 88 Md. 394, 49
Atl. 786.

Intimate Relations of Friendship.

Intimate relations of friendship do
not raise the presumption of fraud.
Wells V. Houston, 29 Tex. Civ. App.
619, 69 S. W. 183 ; s. c. on former ap-
peal, 2T, Tex. Civ. App. 629, 57 S. W.
584; ]\Iiller V. Welles, 23 Conn. zi.

Persons Who Have Agreed to
Marry. — The relations subsisting
between a man and woman who have
agreed to marry are not such as to

raise a presumption of fraud in deal-
ings between them, 'or to throw upon
the man the burden of proof. Atkins
V. Withers, 94 N. C. 581.

39. C n n e c t i c u t. — Lynch v.

Beecher, 38 Conn. 490.
lo'cva. — Gardner v. Early, yi Iowa

518. 34 N. W. 311; Sillyma'n v. King,
36 Iowa 207 : Falconbury v. 'NTcTlravy,

^6 Iowa 488; Rush v. Mitchell, 71
Iowa 322, 32 N. W. 367; Starr v.

Stevenson, 91 Iowa 684, 60 N. W.
217.

Kansas. — Wafer v. Harvey Co.
Bank, 46 Kan. 597, 26 Pac. 1032;
Kilpatrick-Koch Dry Goods Co. v.

Kahn, 53 Kan. 274, 36 Pac. 327.
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Massachusetts. — Easter v. Allen, 8
Allen 7; Haskins v. Warren, 115

Mass. 514.

Michigan. — Durrell r. Richardson,

119 Mich. 592, 78 N. W. 650; Whit-
aker Iron Co. v. Preston Nat. Bank
of Detroit, loi Mich. 146, 59 N. W.
395-
Mississippi. — McLeod v. Nat.

Bank, 42 Miss. 99.

Missouri. — Strauss v. Hirsch, 63
IMo. App. 95; Reid v. Lloyd, 52 Mo.
App. 278.

Nezv York. — Devoe v. Brant, 53
N. Y. 462.
Mortgage by Fraudulent Vendee.

The subsequent mortgagee of a

fraudulent vendee must show mort-
gage in good faith, without notice

and for value. Cappon & B. Leather
Co. V. Preston Nat. Bank, 114 ]\Iich.

263, 72 N. W. 180.

Assignee's Participation or Intent
is Immaterial— Traywick z: Keeble,

93 Ala. 498. 8 So. 573 ; Cohn Bros. v.

Stringfellow, 100 Ala. 242, 14 So. z86.

Rufe in Alabama— The plaintiff

in the first instance must prove fraud

in the original purchase. When this

proof is made, the burden is then on
the defendant, as sub-purchaser, to

show that he paid value for the

goods. The onus is then again

shifted to the plaintiff, the original

vendor, to prove that the defendant
had notice of the fraud when he
made the purchase. Wilk v.

Key. 117 Ala. 285, 23 So.

6; Kyle v. Ward, 81 Ala. 120,

I So. 468; McCormick v. Joseph,

77 Ala. 236; Loeb v. Flash, 65 Ala.

526; Snira r. Hornthall, 77 Ala. 137;
Roswald V. Imbs, 78 Ala. 315 ; Rob-
inson V. Levi. 81 Ala. 134, i So. 554.
This doctrine has also been applied in

other courts. See Atlas Nat. Bank
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or indorsee of the orig-inal payee/" to prove that his rights were

initiated in good faith and for value, and not upon the party relying

upon the fraud to prove the contrary in the first instance. And the

fact that the complainant alleges in his pleading that such sub-

V. Holm, -I Fed. 489, and cases cited.

40. England. — Bailey v. Bidvvcll,

13 M. & W. 72.

United States. — Pana v. Bowler,

107 U. S. 542; Stewart v. Lansing,

104 U. S. 505 ; Atlas Nat. Bank z:

Holtn, 71 Fed. 489.

California. — Jordan v. Grover, 99
Cal. 104, 33 Pac. 889.

Indiana. — Palmer v. Poor, 121

Ind. 1.^5, 22 N. E. 984, 6 L. R. A.

469; Giherson z: Jolley, 120 Ind. 301,

22 N. E. 306; Zook 7'. Simonson, 72
Ind. 83 ; Pope z\ Branch Co. Sav.

Bank, 23 Ind. App. 210, 54 N E. 835.

lozi'a. — Union Nat. Bank v. Bar-
her, 56 Iowa 559, 8 N. W. 890; Bank
of Monroe 7'. Anderson Bros. M. &
R. Co., 65 Iowa 692, 22 N. W. 929.

Compare Swan v. Mathre, 103 Iowa
261, 72 N. W. 522.

Kansas. — Brook v. Tcague, 52
Kan. 119, 34 Pac. 347.

Kentucky. — David v. Merchants
Nat. Bank of C, 20 Ky. L. Rep. 263,

45 S. W. 878.

Maine. — Perrin v. Noyes, 39 ]Me.

384, 63 Am. Dec. 633; Aldrich v.

Warren, 16 Me. 465.

Maryland. — Totten v. Bucy, 57
Md. 46.

Massachusetts. — Smith z'. Living-

ston, III Mass. 342; Smith v. Edge-
worth, 3 Allen 233; Sistermans v.

Field. 9 Gray 331 ; Tncker 7'. Morrill,

I Allen 528. Compare Worcester
Co. Rank z'. Dorchester & M. Bank,
10 Cnsh. 488, 57 Am. Dec. 120.

Michigan. — ]Mace Z'. Kennedy, 68
Mich. 389, 36 N. W. 187; Stevens 7:

McLachlan, 120 Mich. 285, 79 N. W.
627.

Minnesota. — Bank of Montreal 7-.

Richtcr. 55 Minn. 632. 57 N. W. 61

;

First Nat. Bank v. Holan, 63 Minn.
525, 65 N. W. 9.=;2.

Missouri. — Brown z'. Hofflemeycr,

74 Mo. App. 385. Compare Terry v.

Hickman, i Mo. App. 119.

Nebraska. — National Bank of Bat-
tle Creek 7'. Miller, 51 Neb. 156, 70
N. W. 9\3 ; Violet v. Rose, 39 Neb.
66cx 58 N. W. 2Tfi.

Nezv York. — Vosburg 7'. Diefen-

dorf, 119 N. Y. 357, 23 N. E. 801. 16

Am. St. Rep. 836; Seymour v. Mc-
Kinstry, 106 N. Y. 230, 12 N. E. 348,

14 N. E. 94; First Nat. Bank v.

Green, 43 N. Y. 298; Rogers 7-. Mor-
ton, 12 Wend. 484.

Oregon. — Owens v. Snell, 29 Or.

483, 44 Pac. 827.

J^ermont. — McCasker v. Enright,

64 \''t. 488, 24 Atl. 249, 3i Am. St.

Rep. 938.

I'irginia. — Vathir v. Zane, 6
Gratt. 246.

See article " BiLLS AND NoTES."

Reason for Rule One of the

reasons for this rule is that the fact

that it was obtained by fraud af-

fords a presumption that the guilty

person would place the instrument in

the hands of another person to sue

upon it. Smith 7'. Livingston, ill

]\Iass. 142; Bailey 7'. Bidwell, 13 M.
& W. (Enp.) 73.

Insufficient Ptoof to Shift Burden.

The burden does not shift upon mere
proof of the note and its execution
and assignment, although this may
constitute prima facie evidence that

it was acquired in good faith and for

value. Estabrook 7'. Boyle, i Allen
(Mass.) 4x2; Palmer 7'. Poor. 121

Ind. 135, 22 N. E. 984, 6 L. R. A.

469; Harbison 7'. Bank of State of

Indiana, 28 Ind. 133, 92 .\ni. Dec. 308.

Surety of Fraudulent Maker.
This rule applies where the indorsee

or holder attempts to recover from
the surety whose signature was ob-
tained by the fraud of the maker.
The Bank of Monroe v. The Ander-
son Bros. M. &- R. Co.. 65 Iowa 692,

22 N. W. 929.

Proof Required to Overcome Pre-
sumption The decisions are not
entirely harmonious as to the extent
of proof required on the part of the

holder in order to overcome the pre-

sumption. The general rule seems to

be that the holder must show not only
that he paid value for the instrument,
but also that he took it in good faith

and without notice. Bunting v.

Mick. 5 Ind. App. 289, 31 N. E. T055.

31 N. E. 378; Giberson 7'. Jolley, 120

Vol. VI
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purchaser or assig-nee had notice of the fraud and participated

tlierein, which alleviation is denied, does not affect the rule.''^

2. Substance and Mode of Proof. — A. Parol Evidence. — a. To
Prove Prand. — It is always competent to prove fraud by parol evi-

dence,*^ notwithstanding the fact that the contract or transaction

assailed may have been reduced to writing.*^ This principle does

not conflict with the rule excluding- parol evidence to vary the terms

of a written contract,** nor is it at all affected by the rule which

Tnd. 301. 22 N. E. 306; Hunter v.

Batterson, 28 Misc. 479, 59 N. Y.
Supp. 501 ; Stifter v. Boggs, 15 Misc.

623, 37 N. Y. Supp. 219, while, on
the other hand, a number of the de-

cisions hold that he is only required

to show that he paid value for the

instrument, but not to go further and
show affirmatively his want of notice

or knowledge of the fraud, the onus
of proving this latter fact being upon
the party charging the fraud. Mears
V. Waples, 4 Houst. (Del.) 62,

afUnning 3 Houst. 581. See also

Arnold v. Lane, 71 Conn. 61, 40 Atl.

921, and Atlas Nat. Bank v. Holm,
71 Fed. 489, and cases cited.

This Rule Does Not Apply to Bank
Bills, because they pass as money, and
in most cases cannot be identified.

Wyer v. Dorchester & M. Bank, 11

Cush. (Mass.) 51, 59 Am. Dec. 137,
and cases cited.

Not Applicable Where Holder Is

Party to Original Fraud In Potter
V. Young, 90 Iowa 138, 57 N. W. 699,
it is held that this rule does not ap-
ply to an action where the holder of
the note is not charged with being a

sub-purchaser thereof, with notice of
the original fraud of the payee, but
as being one of the parties to the
original fraud. And see also First

Nat. Bank v. Getz, 96 Iowa 139, 64
N. W. 799.

41. Starr v. Stevenson, 91 Iowa
684, 60 N. W. 217.

42. The fraudulent representa-
tions need not be in writing in order
to be admissible. Sibley v. Hulbert,
15 Gray (Mass.) 509.

43. Nelson v. Wood, 62 Ala. 175;
Hanger v. Evins, 38 Ark. 334; New-
man V. Smith, yy Cal. 22, 18 Pac. 791

;

Kerrick v. Van Dusen, 32 Minn. 317,
20 N. W. 228.

Rule Tlniversally Recognized.
" The right to prove fraud, in what-
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ever shape it may exist, to avoid
written contracts, has been so uni-

formly recognized that it can hardly
be said to have been the subject of
serious judicial discussion." Cum-
mings V. Case, 52 N. J. L. 77, 18

Atl. 972.
" There is no contract, sealed or un-

sealed, that is sufficient of itself, un-
aided by other circumstances, to

cover and protect fraud. And rules

of evidence which exclude parol

proof, when offered to affect written

instruments, will generally give way
and allow the fraud to be proved."
Feltz V. Walker, 49 Conn. 93 ; Indian-

apolis, P. & C. R. Co. V. Tyng, 2

Hun (N. Y.) 311.

Fraud in Acknowledgment.
Parol evidence is admissible to show
that a fraud was practiced not only in

procuring execution of the deed, but
also in the obtaining of the acknowl-
edgment. Cover V. Manaway, 115
Pa. St. 338, 8 Atl. 393, 2 Am. St. Rep.

552.

44. Alabama. — Dickson v. Bar-
clay, 22 Ala. 370; Thompson v. Bell,

27 Ala. 438; Pierce v. Wilson, 24 Ala.

596; Tabor v. Peters, 74 Ala. 90.

California. — Brison v. Brison, 75
Cal. 525. 17 Pac. 689.

Connecticut.— Fox v. Tabel, 66
Conn. 397, 34 Atl. loi ; Feltz v.

Walker, 49 Conn. 93.

Illinois. — Antle v. Sexton, 137 111.

410, 27 N. E. 691.

Indiana.— Burns v. Thompson, 91

Ind. 146; Hines v. Driver, 72 Ind.

125-

loTca. — Humbert z'. Larson, 99
Iowa 275, 68 N. W. 703 ; Sisson v.

Kaper, 105 Iowa 599, 75 N. W. 490;
Porter zk Stone, 62 Iowa 442, 17 N.
W. 654.

Kansas. — Brook v. Teague, 52
Kan. 119, 34 Pac. 347-

Massachusetts. — Burns v. Dock-
ray, 156 Mass. 135, 30 N. E. 551-
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declares that all prior nej^otiations and transactions are deemed to

have been merp^ed in the written contract thereafter executed/'^

because the action in which the fraud is in issue is based on the deceit

and not on the contract ;*" nor is the rule varied by the fact that the

fraudulent representations which are souj^'ht to be proved relate to

the title to real property ;*' nor by the fact that the ]>arties have, by a

written contract, ai^rccd that their rij^hts and liabilities thereunder

shall be finally and conclusively settled by the decision of some third

person.^* The fact that the parties have, in such contract, stipulated

certain facts as true does not render parol evidence incompetent to

prove the contrary for the purpose of showinpf fraud.""*

b. /;/ Disproof of Fraud. — Parol evidence is likewise admissible

to disprove fraud in the transaction, although it may be evidenced

b\- a written instrument.'"'''

AV-c York. — Sand ford v. Handy,
23 Wend. 259.

North Carolina. — McLeod 7'. Bill-

iard, 84 N. C. 51s; Powell If. Hep-
tinstall, 79 N. C. 206.

Vermont. — Mallory v. Leach, 35
Vt. 156; Dano V. Sessions, 65 Vt. "9.

45. Hick V. Thomas, 90 Cal.

289, 27 Pac. 208, 376; Tyler
V. Anderson, 106 Ind. 185. 6
N. E. 600; The Dowagiac
Mfg. Co. 7". Gibson, y^ Iowa 525, 35
N. W. 603, 5 Am. St. Rep. 697;
Leicher 7'. Keeney, 98 Mo. App. 394,

72 S. W. 145; Burns v. Dockray, 156
Mass. 135, 30 N. E. 551; Gustafson
7'. Rustemeyer, 70 Conn. 125, 39 All.

104, 66 Am. St. Rep. 92, 39 L. R. A.

644. And see Lovejoy 7'. Isbell, 73
Conn. 368, 47 Atl. 682.

In Weeks 7'. Currier, 172 Mass. 53,

51 N. E. 416, the court said: " Fraud-
ulent representations and oral mis-
statements made with intent to de-

ceive are not so merged in the writ-

ten instrument procured by means of

them that they may not be made the

basis of a decree to set it aside."

Immaterial Effect of Express War-
ranty Parol evidence is admissible

to show other fraudulent representa-

tions inducing the contract, although
there was a written warranty in re-

spect to certain representations other

than those sought to be shown. Cum-
mings V. Cass, 52 N. J. L. 77, 18 Atl.

972.
Contract Silent As to Representa-

tions. — Parol evidence is competent
to establish fraudulent representations

as an inducement to the contract, al-

though the written contract itself is

silent on the subject to which the rep-

resentations refer. Carvill Adm'r 7'.

Jacks Adm'r, 43 Ark. 439; Antle v.

Sexton, 137 111. 410, 27 N. E. 691;

Davis 7'. Driscoll, 22 Tex. Civ. .A.pp.

14, 54 S. W. 43; Mitchell v. Zim-
merman, 4 Tex. 75.

46. Such Evidence Does Not Vary
the Writing: or add to it. hut proves

that it was void in its inception.

O'Donncll 7'. Clinton, 145 Mass. 461,

14 N. E. 747; McLeod z'. Bullard, 84

N. C. 515.

47. Whitney 7'. Allaire, i N. Y.

305-

48. Baltimore & O. C. R. Co. v.

Scholes. 14 Ind. App. 524, 43 N. E.

156, 56 Am. St. Rep. 307; McCoy v.

Able,' m Ind. 417, 30 N. E. 528, 31

N. E. 453.

49. The Fact That the Insurance
Policy is a " Valued " Policy and the

demand therein liquidated does not

render incompetent parol proof of the

real value of the property insured

for the purpose of proving a fraudu-

lent overvaluation of the property in

procuring the insurance. Sullivan 7'.

Hartford Fire Ins. Co. (Tex. Civ.

App.). 34 S. W. 999.

50. Cameron v. Paul, 11 Pa. St.

277-

In defense to a charge that the

defendant (grantor) fraudulently as-

serted title to a piece of land con-

veyed to plaintiff, parol evidence on
the part of such defendant to show
that the real transaction between the

parties covered a different piece of

land and that an erroneous descrip-

tion thereof was placed in the deed

Vol. VI
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c. Must Tend to Sliozv Fraud.— But where the tendency of the

parol testimony is simply to control or modify the effect of a written

agreement, it is incompetent, although the object in offering it may
have been to establish an alleged fraud.^^

B. Direct Evidence.— Testimony of Party.— The intent or

motive^- of a party in a transaction, whether he knew of the falsity

of the representation ,*"'' and whether he relied upon the fraud

charged,^* may be shown by the direct testimony of the party

whose motive, belief or intent is in issue.

C. Circumstantiate Proof.— While a vast number of the decis-

ions have adopted and used the expression that the law will never

presume fraud, and that it must be proved,^^ this is but the mere

by mistake, is competent. Taylor Z'.

Leith, 26 Ohio St. 428.

Where the grantor in a quitclaim

deed is charged with deceit in that

he had no title to convey, he may tes-

tify that no representation was made
by him as to the nature of the title

at the time the deed was given, as

this tends to show that no deceit was
practiced. Walton v. Mason, 109
Mich. 486, 67 N. W. 692.

51. Faucett v. Currier, 109 Mass.

79; Cowles V. Townsend, 31 Ala. 133.

See McLeod z'. Johnson, 96 Me.
271, 52 Atl. 760, in which it was
held that evidence of the language
used by the parties during the con-
versation at the time and place of

the execution of the contract was not

admissible. The particular language
sought to be proved did not tend
to prove fraud in the execution of

the contract, in that it did not ap-

pear that the supposed words, if

spoken, were intended to induce or
did induce the defendant to sign the

contract, they being merely sugges-

tions upon which the defendant
might or might not act as he saw fit.

" Proof of the Violation of an
Alleged Contemporaneous Parol
Agreement does not establish fraud

in the procurement of the written

contract." Slaughter v. Smither, 97
Va. 202, 33 S. E. 544-

52. See post IT. i. C. a. (i.)

53. See post II. I. C. b. (i.)

54. See post II. 3. B. a.

55. United States — Farrar v.

Churchill, 135 U. S. 609; Gregg v.

The Lessee of Sayre, 8 Pet. 244.

Alabama. — Thames v. Rembert, 63
Ala. 561.

Arkansas. — Toney i'. INIcGehee, 38
Ark. 419.
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California. — Smith z'. Yule, 31

Cal. 180, 89 Am. Dec. 167.

Delazvarc. — Meares z'. Waples, 3
Houst. 581 ; Boyce v. Cannon, 5
Houst. 409; Kent Co. R. Co. v.

Wilson, 5 Houst. 49.

Illinois. — Dexter v. McAfee, 163
III. 508, 45 N. E. IIS; Wright v.

Grover, 27 111. 426.

Indiana. — Luce v. Shoff, 70 Ind.

152 ; Morgan v. Olvey, 53 Ind. 6.

lozva. — Kenosha Stove Co. v.

Shedd, 82 Iowa 540, 48 N. W. 933.

Massachusetts. — Wood v. Massa-
chusetts Mut. Ace. Ass'n, 174 Mass.

217, 54 N. E. 541.

Michigan. — Allison v. Ward, 63
Mich. 128, 29 N. W. 528; Michels
V. Stork, 52 Mich. 260, 17 N. W. 833

;

Miller v. Finley, 26 Mich. 249.

Mississippi. — Parkhurst v. Mc-
Graw, 24 Miss. 134.

Nebraska. — Hampton v. Webster,
56 Neb. 628, 77 N. W. 50; Alter v.

Bank of Stockham, 53 Neb. 223, 72, N.
W. 667; Western Horse & Cattle Ins.

Co. V. Putnam, 20 Neb. 331, 30 N. W.
246; Davidson v. Crosby, 49 Neb. 60,

68 N. W. 338.

Nezv Foryt. — Morris v. Talcott, 96
N. Y. 100.

Pcnnsvlvania. — Throop v. Griffin,

180 Pa. "St. 452, 36 Atl. 865.

Utah. — Deseret Nat. Bank v. Lit-

tle, 13 Utah 265, 44 Pac. 930.

West J^irginia. — Wood v. Harri-

son, 41 W. Va. 376, 23 S. E. 560.

Fraud Cannot Be Assumed.
*' Fraud, it is sometimes said, may be

inferred. But this expression must
not be construed to warrant the mere
assumption of a fact. This inference

can only be drawn legitimately from
some tangible fact in proof." Funk-
houser v. Lay, 78 Mo, 458.
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expression of the abhorrence with which the law regards fraud, and

does not attempt to lay down any rule as to the mode of proof.^"

Indeed, this expression has been severely criticised, and an instruc-

tion to that efifcct, in the absence of a proper qualification, hold mate-

rial error." It is not true that the law will never imply or infer

fraud without direct and ix)sitive proof, but, on the contrary, it is

always permissible to prove it by any circumstances from which it

this case, while you are not to pre-

sume it, you may infer, if you find

the evidence will warrant you in that

presumption, the fraudulent character

of this transaction," was held proper,

and not in conflict with the former

part of the instruction.

57. Burch v. Smith, 15 Tex. 219;

Spark V. Dawson, 47 Tex. 138;

Lowry v. Beckner, 5 B. Mon. (Ky.)

41, and see cases cited in note 56.

In Kaine r. Wcigley, 22 Pa. St. 179,

the court uses this language :
" It is

said that fraud must be proved, and
is never to be presumed. This propo-

sition can be admitted only in a quali-

fied and very limited sense. But it is

often urged at the bar, and sometimes
assented to by judges, as if it were
a fundamental maxim of the law,

imiversally true, incapable of modifi-

cation, and open to no exception;

whereas it has scarcely extent enough
to give it the dignity of a general

rule ; and, as far as it does go, it

is based on a principle which has no

more application to frauds than to

any other subject of judicial inquiry.

It amounts but to this : that a con-

tract, honest and lawful on its face,

must be treated as such until it is

shown to be otherwise by evidence of

some kind, either positive or circum-

stantial. It is not true that fraud can
varr be presumed. Presumptions
are of two kinds. lr,^al and natural.

Allegations of fraud are sometimes
supported by one and sometimes by
the other, and are seldom, almost
never, sustained by that direct and
plenar>' proof which excludes all pre-

sumption. ... A resort to pre-

sumptive evidence, therefore, be-

comes absobitely necessary to protect

the rights of honest men from this,

as from other invasions."

Error to Charge that Fraud Can-
not be Presumed. — In Crnnrud :•.

Po.i, 24 Tex. Civ. App. 20Q, 50 S. \V.

841. the court says: "On the trial

the court charged the jury, among
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56. Delaware. — Sanders 7'. Clark,

6 Houst. 462.

Illinois. — Reed v. Noxon, 48 111.

2i2T,\ Strauss v. Kranert, 56 III. 254.

Indiana. — Farmer v. Calvert, 44
Ind. 209.

Michigan. — O'Donnell v. Segar,

25 Mich. 367.

Missouri. — State of ^Missouri ex
rel. Erhardt v. Estel, 6 Mo. App. 6.

Pennsylvania. — StaufTer v. Young,

39 Pa. St. 455.

Te.vas. — Sparks t'. Dawson, 47
Tex. 138.

JVest J^'irgiitia. — Harden v. Wag-
ner, 22 W. Va. 356.

In Mathews r. Rcinhardt, 149 IH-

635, 37 N. E. 85, the trial court in-

structed the jury that " fraud cannot

be presumed, but must be proved."

It was held that the instruction was
not obnoxious to the objection that

it must have been understood by the

jury as holding that fraud must be

proved by direct evidence and not by
circumstances. " It simply holds that

fraud must be proved, but does not

attempt to deal in the least with the

question of the mode of proof."

Distinction Between " Presumed "

and " Inferred." — In Alorford t'.

Peck, 46 Conn. 380, the charge to the

jury that the plaintiffs must prove

the fraud, and that it could not be
inferred, was held erroneous, and was
held not to mean the same as the

maxim, " The law never presumes
fraud " (which maxim itself was
criticised); because the word "in-
ferred " is a stronger word than
" presumed " when preceded by the

word " cannot," for the purpose of

excluding indirect evidence. The
court holds that while fraud cannot
be presumed without proof, it may be
inferred from circumstances.

In Barndt v. Frederick, 78 Wis. T,

47 N. W. 6, II L. R. A. 199. where
the court had instructed the jury that

fraud is not presiuned, a further ad-
dition to such instruction, viz. :

" In
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may follow as a legitimate inference, and in most cases such circum-
stances arc the only evidence available.^^

other things, that ' fraud cannot be
presumed, but must be proven to the
satisfaction of the jury by compe-
tent evidence.' The charge is er-

roneous in two particulars: (i) The
jury should never be charged that
fraud can never be presumed, be-
cause it can be presumed by the jury
from facts and circumstances proved,
and often the only way of establish-

ing it is to presume its existence
from other facts and circumstances
prov^ed to exist."

58. United States. — Gregg z'.

The Lessee of Sayre, 8 Pet. 244;
Mudsill Min. Co. v. Watrous, 61

Fed. 163.

Alabama. — Nelms v. Steiner, 113
Ala. 562, 22 So. 435 ; Loeb r. Flash,

65 Ala. 526; Pickett v. Pipkin, 64
Ala. 520; Adams v. Thornton, 78
Ala. 489.

Arkansas. — Bank of Little Rock
V. Frank, 63 Ark. 16, 2,7 S. W. 400,

58 Am. St. Rep. 65; Gavin v. Armi-
stead, 57 Ark. 574, 22 S. W. 431,
38 Am. St. Rep. 262; Hanger v.

Evins, 38 Ark. 334.
California. — McDaniel v. Baca, 2

Cal. 325, 56 Am. Dec. 339; Maxson
V. Llewellyn, 122 Cal. 195, 54 Pac.

732; Belden v. Henriques. 8 Cal. 88.

Colorado. — Marsh v. Cramer, 16
Colo. 331, 27 Pac. 169; Grimes v.

Hill, 15 Colo. 359. 25 Pac. 698.

Connecticut. — Quinebaug Bank v.

Brewster, 30 Conn. 559.
Delazvare.— Brown v. Dickerson,

2 Marv. 119, 42 Atl. 421; Freeman
7". Topkis, I Marv. 174, 40 Atl. 948;
Slessinger r. Topkis, i Marv. 140, 40
Atl. 717; Sanders v. Clark, 6 Houst.
462.

Florida. — Smith v. Hines, 10 Fla.

258.

Georgia. — Hoffer v. Gladden, 75
Ga. 532.

Idaho. — Sears v. Lydon, 5 Idaho
358. 49 Pac. 122.

Illinois. — Gill v. Crosby. 63 111.

190; Reed v. Noxon, 48 111. 323;
Bowden v. Bowden, 75 111. 143 ; Bul-
lock ZK Narroti, 49 111. 62; Strauss v.

Kranert, 56 III. 254; Johnson v.

Worthington, 30 III. App. 617.

Indiana. — Timmis v. Wade, 5
Ind. App. 139, 31 N. E. 827; McCoy
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V. Able, 131 Ind. 417, 31 N. E. 453;
Parrish v. Thurston, 87 Ind. 437

;

Kelly v. Lenihan, 56 Ind. 448;
Rhodes v. Green, 36 Ind. 7 ; Furry v.

O'Connor, i Ind. App. 573, 28 N. E.

103.

lozva. — Lindauer v. Hay, 61 Iowa
663, 17 N. W. 98; Oswego Starch
Factory v. Lendrum, 57 Iowa 573, 10

N. W. 900, 42 Am. Rep. 53.

Kentucky. — Ward v. Crutcher, 2

Bush 87.

Maine. — Franklin Bank v. Cooper,

39 Me. 542.

Maryland. — Keller v. Gill, 92 Md.
190, 48 Atl. 69; Hiss V. Weik, 78 Md.
439, 28 Atl. 400.

Massachusetts. — Cook v. Moore,
II Cush. 213.

Michigan. — Ferris v. IMcQueen, 94
Mich. 367, 54 N. W. 164.

Minnesota. — Berkey v. Judd, 22

Minn. 287.

Mississippi. — Parkhurst v. Mc-
Graw, 24 Miss. 134.

Missouri. — Hopkins v. Sievert, 58

Mo. 201 ; State of Missouri ex rel.

Erhardt v. Estel, 6 Mo. App. 6.

Nebraska. — Alter v. Bank of

Stockham, 53 Neb. 223, 73 N. W. 667.

Nezv York. — Clark v. Baird, 9 N.
Y. 183; Marsh v. Falker, 40 N. Y.

562; Booth V. Powers, 56 N. Y. 22.

Pennsylvania. — Kaine v. Weigley.
22 Pa. St. 179; Stauffer v. Young, 39
Pa. St. 455-

Texas. — Sparks z'. Dawson. 47
Tex. 138; Burch v. Smith, 15 Tex.

219; Graham z'. Roder, 5 Tex. 141;
Briscoe v. Bronaugh, i Tex. 326.

Virginia. — Todd v. Sykes, 97 Va.

"^43, 33 S. E. 517; Saunders v. Par-

rish, 86 Va. 5Q2, 10 S. E. 7^8; Jones
7'. McGruder, 87 Va. 360, 12 S. E. 792;
Ferguson ?'. Daughtrey, 94 Va. 308,

26 S. E. 822; Hazlewood v. Forrer,

94 Va. 703, 27 S. E. 507.

Washington. — Tacoma 7'. Tacoma
L. & W. Co., 16 Wash. 288, 47 Pac.

738; Millar v. Plass, il Wash. 237,

39 Pac. 956.

JVest Virginia. — Bronson 7*.

Vaughn. 44 W. Va. 406, 29 S. E.
1022; Goshorn Ex'r v. Snodgrass, 17

W. Va. 717; White v. Perry, 14 W.
Va. 66.

Wisconsin. — Bamdt v. Frederick,
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D. Opinion or Conclusion of Witnkss. — Fraud is an infer-

ence or conclusion of fact to be drawn by tbc court or jury from all

the evidence in a case/'" and the general rule is that the opinion or

conclusion of a witness that a transaction was or was not fraudulent
is incompetent."" Some of the decisions, however, seem to have
digressed materially from this rule and have held such evidence

competent."^

78 Wis. I, 47 N. W. 6, II L. R. A.
199.

In Henncquin v. Naylor, 24 N. Y.

139, the court said: " 1 accede to the

proposition of the counsel for the de-

fendant that fraud must be proved.
It can never be presumed, in the

absence of all evidence on the sub-

ject. Nevertheless, the motive with
which an act is done may be, and
often is, ascertained and determined
by inferences drawn from the proof
of facts and circumstances connected
with the transaction, and the parties

to it. . . . In cases where there

is no overt act of fraud it is often

very difficult to prove a dishonest

purpose. In all such cases, instead

of proving false representations or

other fraudulent purposes, resort is

had to various incidents and circum-
stances which are calculated to ex-
hibit the hidden purposes of the

actor's mind."

Difficulty in Proving Fraud.
" It would, in most cases, be ex-
tremely difficult, and in many cases
absolutely impossible, to procure di-

rect evidence of this nature. In all

cases it is permissible to prove fraud
by circumstances, and in most cases

it is the only evidence available. In
aid of the direct facts proved, legiti-

mate inferences are permitted to be
indulged to establish others not di-

rectly in evidence." Maxson v.

Llewellyn, 122 Cal. 195, 54 Pac. 732.

Difficulty in laying- Down Rule.

Moars 7'. Waples, 3 Houst. (Del.")

581. And see Gill v. Crosby, 63 111.

190.
" Sometimes Negative Circum-

stances Are Quite as Cogent in mani-
festing its influence as are affirma-

tive and direct statements." Rerger
7'. Rullock, 85 Md. 441, ^7 .\tl. 36S.

Circumstantial Proof Exclusively.

For a strong case in which it was
held that fraud was satisfactorily

made out by circumstantial proof ex-

clusively, sec ^^udsill Min. Co. t".

Watrous, 61 Fed. 163.

59. See post, " Weight and Suf-
ficiency of the Evidence."

60. Liveright v. Greenhouse, 61

N. J. L. 156, 38 Atl. 697; Stone v.

Denny, 4 Mete. (Mass.) 151; Sweet f.

Wright, 62 Iowa 215, 17 N. W. 468;
Kipp 7'. Chambcrlin, 20 N. J. L. 656;
Bunting 7'. Mick, 5 Ind. App. 289, 31
N. E. 37S, 31 N. E. 1055; Hoyle v.

Southern Saw Wks., 105 Ga. 123, 31

S. E. 137-

The testimony of a witness that he
had discovered that the representa-

tion was absolutely false (Borone v.

Titus, 30 N. J. L. 340), or that a

person had misrepresented the facts

(German Fire Ins. Co. 7'. Grunert,
112 111. 68), or that a person obtained

certain property honestly (Johnson 7'.

State, 35 Ala. 370), or that the wit-

ness purchased in good faith (Pope
7'. Branch Co. Sav. Bank, 23 Ind.

App. 210. 54 N. E. 835), is a conclu-

sion of the witness and is incompe-
tent.

Incompetent to Contradict Wit-
ness. — The statement of a witness
that the transaction " was a swindle,"

it being claimed that he had made
such statement as a previous declara-

tion, or admission, is incompetent
even to contradict the testimony of

.such witness tending to show good
faith in the transaction. It was the

province of the jury, and not the wit-

ness, to determine this question. Sun-
berg V. Babcock, 66 Iowa 515, 24 N.

w^ 19.

61. See McLeod 7'. Bullard, 84 N.

C. 51=;; Starr v. Stevenson, 91 Iowa
684! 60 N. W. 217.

Opinion that Fraud Had Been
Practiced. — In McLean 7'. Clark, 47
Ga. 24, which was an action by the

vendor of property to set aside the

sale thereof on the grounds that de-

fendant had falselv represented to

complainant that his life and prop-

Vol. VI
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3. Relevancy.— A. Liberal Rule op Admissibility. — The
courts are a unit in allowing the greatest liberality in the method of

examination, in the scope of the inquiry, and in the latitude of the

direct and cross-examination of witnesses in all cases where the issue

of fraud is involved.*'* It has been held, however, that this very

crty were in danger by reason of the

indignation of the people of the

connniinity for his having raised the

British flag over his premises as a

means of protection from the federal

forces, whereby he was induced to

convey his property for a sum far

less than its value, it was held error

for the court to rule out the testi-

mony of a witness who was present

at the transaction, and who had testi-

fied as follows :
" The sale in all its

features was a compulsory one, and
effected through the misrepresenta-

tions of his (plaintiff's) legal adviser,

who negotiated the whole transac-

tion; the sale was not of his own
free wnll and accord, because Mr.
Clark (plaintiff's legal adviser),

made statements to plaintiff that if

he did not sell the factory his life

would be in constant danger," and
further, " The impression on my mind
was, and still is, that plaintiff would
not have sold the property if he had
not believed that his own life and
the lives of his family were in dan-

ger, and that this belief was caused

by the persistent misrepresentations

of Clark," and further that "The
property was sold because the plain-

tiff was fraudulently led to believe by
Clark's representations that his life

would be in danger." The court

said that a witness who was present

at the time of the transaction, and
who testified to the general statement

that McLean was alarmed, did not

act of his own free will, and that his

legal adviser misrepresented the facts

(the legal adviser being one of the

defendants and a partaker of the ben-

efits of the fraud, if there was a

fraud), was giving competent testi-

mony; that he might, when ques-

tioned, go into greater detail, and
.'that it was in the power of the

other side to push the inquiry

into those details. The testimony

did go into some of those details,

and the other portions of what
he said were to be considered

in determining the weight to be
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given to the general statements. The
witness stated that he was present

He stated that Clark negotiated the

trade; that Clark was McLean's lega'

adviser; that he deceived McLean ana
put him in fear, so that he had no
free w-ill. He stated, in other parts

of his testimony, the character of the

misrepresentations, etc. So far ai

this was a statement of facts it was
surely competent. That it did not

sufficiently go into details ; that it

was general ; that the witness stated,

as facts, what other parts of the tes-

timony showed he was mistaken in.

or did not know ; these were objec-

tions to its weight, and not to its

competency. Some of it was matter

of opinion ; bu^ so far as the state of

McLean's mind was concerned,

whether he was or was not alarmed,

and the cause of his alarm, were nec-

essarily matters of opinion; and, un-

der the law (Code, §3811), a

witness may, in such matters, give his

opinion, if he states the ground of

that opinion. The whole goes to the

jury for what it is worth. If the

grounds stated show that the circum-

stances were such as to justify the

opinion, or if they show the contrary,

the opinion has more or less weight

with the jury.

62. United States. — Castle v.

Bullard, 23 How. 172; Butler v. Wat-
kins, 80 U. S. 456; Spurr V. United

States, 87 Fed. 701.

Alabama. — Nelms v. Steiner, 113

Ala. 562, 22 So. 435 ; Benning v. Nel-

son, 23 Ala. 801 ; Snodgrass v.

Branch Bank of Decatur, 25 Ala.

161, 60 Am. Dec. 505.

California. — Butler v. Collins, 12

Cal. 457; Richards v. Fraser, 122

Cal. 456, 55 Pac. 246.

Colorado. — Grimes v. Hill, 15

Colo. 359, 25 Pac. 698.

Connecticut. — Hoxie v. Home Ins.

Co., 32 Conn. 21, 85 Am. Dec. 240.

Georgia. — Kidd v. Huff, 105 Ga.

209, 31 S. E. 430; Robinson v. Wood-
mansee, 80 Ga. 249, 4 S. E. 497;
Roberts v. Neal, 62 Ga. 163.
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latitude of evidence imposes upon the jury the duty of closest

scrutiny."^

B. Relevant Circumstances. — a. In General. — Every fact or

circumstance from which a legal inference of fraud may be drawn
is relevant."*

b. Individual Weight Immaterial. — It is the "bearing" and not

the independent force or weight of the particular fact or circum-

stance upon which its relevancy depends, and although it may be of

very little consequence intrinsically, still if it has a "breath of

importance," it is relevant and admissible.*"^

Idaho. — Sears v. Lydon, 5 Idaho

358. 49 Pac. 122.

Illinois. — Vigus v. O'Bannon, 118

III. 3.U. 8 N. E. 778.

Kansas. — Smith v. Smidt, 5 Kan.
30.

Maryland. — IMcAleer v. Horsey, 35
Md. 439; Cook V. Carr, 20 Md. 403.

Michigan. — Kirschbaum v. Jass-

pon, 119 Mich. 452, 78 N. W. 473;
Barnett v. Farmers Mut. Fire Ins.

Co.. 115 Mich. 247, 73 N. W. 372;
Dibble v. Nash, 47 Mich. 589, 11 N.
W. 399; Gumberg v. Treusch, 103

Mich. 543, 61 N. W. 872.

Minnesota. — Pfefferkorn v. See-
field, 66 Minn. 223, 68 N. W. 1072.

Missouri. — Bank of North Amer-
ica V. Crandall. 87 Mo. 208; Smalley
V. Hale, 37 Mo. 102; Mosby v. Com-
mission Co., 91 Mo. App. 500; Hop-
kins V. Sievert, 58 Mo. 201 ; Erfort v.

Consalus, 47 Mo. 208.

Neiv York. — Townsend v. Felt-

housen, 156 N. Y. 618, 51 N. E. 279;
Benham v. Cary, 11 Wend. 83; White
V. Benjamin, 150 N. Y. 258. 44 N. E.

956; Vicle 7'. Goss, 49 Barb. g6.

Pennsylvania. — Cole v. High, 173
Pa. St. 590, 34 Atl. 292; Glessner 7-.

Patterson, 164 Pa. St. 224, 30 Atl.

355; Baltimore & O. R. Co. v.

Hoge, 34 Pa. St. 214; Reinhard 7-.

Kecnbartz, 6 Watts 93 ; Winters r.

Movvrer, 163 Pa. St. 239, 29 Atl. 916;
Van Sciver Co. 7'. McPherson, 199
Pa. St. 331. 49 Atl. 73 ; Cover 7'. Man-
away. IIS Pa. St. 338, 8 Atl. 393, 2

Am. St. Rep. 552.

South Carolina. — Gist V. Mcjun-
kin, 2 Rich. L. 154.

Texas. — Loftus v. Ivy, 14 Tex.
Civ. App. 701, 37 S. W. 766; Burn-
ham V. Logan, 88 Tex. i. 29 S. W.
1067.

Utah. — Leedom v. Earls Fiirn. &
C. Co., 12 Utah 172, 42 Pac. 208.

Virginia. — Piedmont Bank v.

Hatcher, 94 Va. 229, 26 S. E. 505.
Meaning of Maxim— In Stauffer

V. Young, 39 Pa. St. 455, the reason of

the rule was fully and clearly stated:

The meaning of the maxim that great

liberality of evidence is to be allowed
in the trial of questions of fraud is

that every circumstance in the condi-

tion and relation of the parties, and
every act and declaration of the per-

son charged with the fraud, shall be
competent evidence, if in the opinion

of the judicial mind it bears such a

relation to the transaction under in-

vestigation as in its nature is calcu-

lated to persuade the reasonable men
in the jury box to the belief that the

allegation of fraud is or is not well

founded.
Cross-Examination of Party. — A

wide latitude will generally be al-

lowed in cross-examinations where
the issue is fraud, especially of wit-

nesses who are parties to the alleged

fraudulent transaction. Altschuler

V. Coburn, 38 Neb. 881, 57 N. W. 836.

63. Freeman 7'. Topkis, I Marv.
(Del.) 174, 40 Atl. 948.

64. Cover v. Manaway, 115 Pa.

St. 338, 8 Atl. 393, 2 Am. St." Rep.

552; Tillman v. Fountaine, 98 Ga.

672. 27 S. E. 149.

65. United States. — Ca.st\e v.

Bullard, 23 How. 172; United States

V. Kenney, 90 Fed. 257.

Alabama. — Nelms 7'. Steiner Bros.,

113 Ala. 562, 22 So. 435.
Colorado. — Grimes 7'. Hill, 15

Colo. 359, 25 Pac. 698.

Dclazcare. — Sanders 7". Clark, 6

?Toust. 462.

Indiana. — Robinson 7'. Reinhart,

137 Ind. 674, 36 N. E. 519.

Maine. — Franklin Bank v. Cooper,

39 Me. 542; Walker v. Thompson, 61

Me. 347-
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c. The Transaction Itself and Its Results. — The form or intrinsic

characteristics of the transaction or instrument itself,'^'* and all the

circumstances, whether .preceding, accompanying, or following it, if

bearing upon it or tending to throw any light upon it, are relevant

and admissible to prove or disprove fraud therein.^^ The trans-

Mcssachusctts. — Stebbins v. Mil-
ler, 12 Allen 591.

Neiv York. — White v. Benjamin,
150 N. Y. 258, 44 N. E. 956.

" It is a great error, generally in-

sisted on by defendants, in cases in-

volving questions of fraud, that each
item of testimony is to be tested by
its own individual, intrinsic force,

without reference to anything else in

the case; and if on such a test it

does not prove fraud, it must be ex-
cluded. . . . Courts have the
power, and must prevent such a sys-

tem of assault, otherwise fraud
would ever after be victorious."

Baltimore & O. R. Co. v. Hoge,
34 Pa. St. 214.

66. Colorado. — Lewis v. Dodge, 3
Colo. App. 59, 31 Pac. 1022.

C nn e c t i c ti t. — See Salmon v.

Richardson, 30 Conn. 360.

Illinois. — Bowman v. Wettig, 39
111. 416.

lotva. — Terhune v. Henry & Car-
michael, 13 Iowa 99.

Maine. — Brown v. Blunt, 72 Me.
415.

Maryland. — Brooke v. Berry, 2
Gill 83.

Massachusetts.— Sullivan v. Lang-
ley, 128 Mass. 435.

Michigan. — Adams v. Bowman, 51
Mich. 189, 16 N. W. 37^.

Minnesota. — Goddard v. King, 40
Minn. 164, 41 N. W. 659.

New York. — Booth v. Powers, 56
N. Y. 22.

Texas. — Briscoe v. Bronaugh, i

Tex. 326.

Presiunption In Frazier v. Mil-

ler, 16 111. 48, which was an action to

set aside for fraud, a contract by
which plaintiff had conveyed to de-

fendant all of his real and personal
property, constituting his whole for-

tune, in consideration of defendant's
agreement to support plaintiff and
wife during their lives, the court
said: "The bill is silent as to the

ages of Miller and wife, and their

constitutional vigor, but we might in-

dulge a presumption, without vio-
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lence, of their age and feebleness,

from the nature and character of the

transaction."

Extravagance of Representations.

If the representations were so extrav-
agant that a sensible, cautious person
would not have believed them, this

is a proper consideration for the jury
in determining whether the plaintiff

believed and relied upon them.
Barndt v. Frederick, 78 Wis. I, 47
N. W. 6, II L. R. A. 199, and see

James v. Work, 54 N. Y. St. 166, 24
N. Y. Supp. 49.

Transaction Conclusively Disprov-
ing Fraud— See Binney's Appeal,
116 Pa. St. i6g, 9 Atl. 186, in which
it was held that the face of the pub-
lic record of a mortgage on which B,
as an administrator, had entered sat-

isfaction of the mortgage, which his

decedent had not owned, but such sat-

isfaction on its face showing plainly

a reference to the record of a mort-
gage which his decedent did own, was
sufficient and conclusive of itself to

show that there was no fraud on the

part of B in entering the satisfaction

in the wrong place, and that it sim-
ply amounted to a mistake.

Exaggerated Represe ntations.
The representation itself, when com-
pared with the actual condition of
the subject-matter, which has been
viewed and examined by the party
charging the fraud, may be so

grossly exaggerated or false as to

negative the claim that the party re-

lied thereon. See Allison v. Ward,
63 Mich. 128, 29 N. W. 528.

67. Dclaivare. — Brown v. Dick-
erson. 2 Marv. 119, 42 Atl. 421.

Illinois. — Kingman v. Reinemer,
166 111. 208, 46 N. E. 786; Fames v.

Morgan, T,y 111. 260.

Indiana. — Bloomer v. Gray, 10

Ind. App. 326, 27 N. F. 819.

Louisiana. — Smith v. Berwick, 12

Rob. 20.

Massachusetts. — Sullivan z'. Lang-
ley, 128 Mass. 435; Smith v. Living-
ston, III Mass. 342,
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action may, of itself and by itself, furnish the most satisfactory

proof of fraud, so conclusive as to outweigh the answer of the party

charged and even the evidence of witnesses.**^

Result. — The result accomplished by the act charged as fraudu-

lent niav be relevant as clearly indicating the purpose or intent with

which the act was done,"" and a comparison between the actual result

of an alleged fraudulent act and what would have been the result of

a similar act if fair and equitable, is competent.''"

d. Acts, Conduct, and Declarations of the Parties. — (1.) In General.

The statements of the parties at the time of the transaction,^^ their

Missouri. — Smalley v. Hale, 37
Mo. 102.

Neiv Hampshire. — Blodgctt Paper
Co. V. Farmer, 41 N. H. 398.

Pennsylvania. — Cole x'. High, 173
Pa. St. "590, 34 Atl. 292.

In an action by the vendor count-

ing on the fraud of the vendee in de-

livering to such vendor a false and
fraudulent promissory note as the

purchase price of the goods without

any active misrepresentation, which
note was signed " E. K. P.," evidence

that there was only one person bear-

ing that name in the county ; that he

was a man of great wealth; that the

signature to the note resembled his

signature and that the vendor be-

lieved the signature to be his, when
in reality the real maker was the

vendee's brother residing in another
county, and who was financially em-
barrassed, is relevant and admissible

to establish the fraudulent intent and
as proof of the inducement. Parrish

V. Thurston, 87 Ind. 437.
68. Todd V. Sykes, 97 Va. 143, 33

S. E. 517; Jones V. McGruder, 87
Va. 360, 12 S. E. 792; Parr v.

Saunders (Va.), 11 S. E. 981; Haz-
lewood V. Forrer, 94 Va. 703, 27 S. E.

507.
Instrument from Execution Debtor

to Sheriff. — In Gist 7'. Frazier,

2 Litt. (Ky.) 118, in speaking of

an instrument in and by which an
execution debtor recited the holding

by the sheriff of a number of execu-

tions against him, and fully author-

ized and directed such sheriff to sell

the debtor's premises without com-
plying with the ordinary requirements

concerning such sales, the court said :

" .Although the present instrument

may not be styled a contract, yet it

is such a total dispensation of the

duties of the officer on the one hand

and such an annihilation of the legal

rights and privileges of the debtor on
the other, that it must have been pro-

cured by the officer taking an undue
advantage of the attitude in which he
was placed, and was as injurious to

the interest of the debtor as any ex-

torted sacrifice by contract could be."

69. United States 7'. Kenney, 90
Fed. 257; Kisterbock's Appeal, 51 Pa.

St. 48.V
In Keller 7-. Gill, 92 Md. IQO, 48

Atl. 6g, the court, in speaking of the

effect of an act charged to have been
fraudulent, said :

" It is impossible

to ascribe to an honest purpose a re-

sult so obviously inequitable and un-

just."

Agent Making Tlnusual Profit.

In an action involving the fraud of

plaintiff's broker, whereby plaintiff

was induced to enter into a transac-

tion to his damage, although the evi-

dence of the fraud was not as satis-

factory as might reasonably have

been expected, it was held that the

fact that the agent made an unus-

ually large profit out of the transac-

tion had a strong tendency toward
establishing the fraud and was prop-

erlv submitted to the jury. Wyeth
V. 'Morris, 13 Hun (N. Y.) 338.

70. Turnbull v. Boggs. 78 Mich.

158. 43 N. W. T050.

Discrepancy Conclusive of Fraud.

The discrepancy between the actual

result of an act claimed to have been

fraudulent and what the result would
have been had no fraud been prac-

ticed, may be so gross as to conclu-

sively establish fraud in the act. See
Cleveland Iron M. Co. 7-. Eastern R.

Co., 75 Minn. 505. 78 N. W. 84.

71. Wollner 7-. Lehman. 85 Ala.

274, 4 So. 643; Meek 7'. State, 117

Ala. 116, 2T, So. 155; Milliken 7-.

Thorndike, 103 Mass. 382; Miller v.

Vol. VI
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correspondence during- the negotiations leading- thereto/- and their

acts and declarations both precedent and subsequent thereto, if tend-

ing at all to elucidate the motive or intent of the parties therein, are

relevant and admissible. ^^ The acts and declarations of a party

made at a former time may be relevant and competent to prove^* or

disprove'® his fraudulent intent in a subsequent transaction. Like-

v^rise, the acts and declarations of a party subsequent to the trans-

Barber, 66 N. Y. 558; Lovejoy v. Is-

bell, 73 Conn. 368, 47 Atl. 682.

Self-Serving Declarations of Party
Charging the Fraud— The declara-

tions of the party charging the fraud,

accompanying the transaction, or so

nearly connected therewith in time

as to free them from suspicion of de-

vice or afterthought, are relevant and
admissible to explain the influences

that moved him to enter into the

transaction. McLean v. Clark, 47
Ga. 24. And see Cook v. Carr, 20

Md. 403, wherein it was held that the

declarations of the party upon whom
the fraud was practiced, and who had
since died, to the effect that she had
been induced to act by the fraud and
intimidation of defendant, were held

competent.

72. Moses v. Katzenberger, 84
Ala. 95, 4 So. 237.

73. Alabama. — Wollner v. Leh-
man, 85 Ala. 274, 4 So. 643.

Connecticut. — Salmon z'. Richard-

son, 30 Conn. 360, 79 Am. Dec. 255.

Georgia. — Kidd v. Huff, 105 Ga.

209, 31 S. E. 430.

Kansas. — Elerick v. Reid, 54 Kan.

579, 38 Pac. 814.

Massachusetts. — B r o w n e 1 1 v.

Briggs, 173 Mass. 529, 54 N. E. 251

;

Somes V. Skinner, 16 Mass. 348;

Com. V. Jeffries, 7 Allen 548, 83 Am.
Dec. 712.

Michigan. — Stackable v. Estate of

Stackable, 65 Mich. 515, 32 N. W.
808.

Missouri. — Smalley v. Hale, 37
Mo. 102.

Ne7v York. — Crary v. Sprague, 12

Wend. 41 ; Hennequin v. Naylor, 24

N. Y. 139; Hersey v. Benedict, 15

Hun 282.

74. Hicks V. Stevens, 121 111. 186.

II N. E. 241; Dibble v. Nash, 47
Mich. 589, II N. W. 399; Maxwell v.

Brown Shoe Co., 114 Ala. 304, 21 So.

lOOQ.

Previous "Unguarded Declaration.
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The previous unguarded declaration

of the person charged with fraud,

that he was going home to live with

his mother " until he made his

scheme," leaves no room for doubt as

to the motive that prompted him in

obtaining a conveyance from his

mother while he was at home, after

which he left her. Berger v. Bul-

lock, 85 Md. 441, 37 Atl. 368.

In an action for fraud in selling

plaintiff a second mortgage, repre-

senting it to be a first mortgage, evi-

dence that at the time of the making
of the mortgage defendant stated

that he did not want it to contain an

exception in the covenant against in-

cumbrances, as it might prejudice its

sale, is relevant. Cronkhite v. Dick-

erson, 51 Mich. 177, 16 N. W. 371.

Statements of Vendee to Person
Recommending Him. — Everything
occurring between the alleged fraud-

ulent vendee (defendant) and the

witness, at the time a letter was writ-

ten by such witness, at the request of

the defendant, to the plaintiff, to the

effect that such vendee was entitled

to credit, is admissible as tending to

establish the fraud of such vendee in

procuring the sale. Van Sciver Co.

V. McPherson, 199 Pa. St. 331, 49
Atl. 73-

Reason for Rule— "The only

mode of showing a present intent is

often to be found in proof of a like

intent previously entertained. The
existence in the mind of a deliberate

design to do a certain act, when once
proved, may properly lead to the in-

ference that the intent once harbored
continued and was carried into effect

by acts long subsequent to the origin

of the motive by which they were
prompted." Cook v. Moore, 11 Cush.

(Mass.) 213.

75. The fact that the party

charged with the fraud had, previous

to the time he made the representa-

tions complained of, and when he
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action are often strong evidence to prove^" or disprove^^ fraud

therein.

(A.) Fraud of Vendee in Purchase.— Thus, where a vendee of goods

is charged with purchasing them with the intent not to pay there-

for, the fact that immediately preceding such purchase he bought

large and unusual quantities on credit," or that a short time there-

could have had no motive to misrep-

resent, made similar statements to

another person, is relevant and com-
petent to disprove his alleged fraud-

ulent intent in making the represen-

tations complained of. McCracken v.

West, 17 Ohio 16.

76. Colorado. — Brewster v.

Crossland, 2 Colo. App. 446, 31 Pac.

236.

Connecticut. — Elwell v. Russell,

71 Conn. 462, 42 Atl. 862.

Illinois. — Honchett v. Mansfield,

16 111. App. 407.

Indian Territory. — Noble v.

Worthy, i Ind. Ter. 458, 45 S. W.
137-

loiva. — Bartlett v. Falk, no Iowa
346. 81 N. W. 602.

Massachusetts. — Lynde v. Mc-
Gregor, 13 Allen 172; Packer v.

Lockman, 115 Mass. 72; Kline v.

Baker, 106 Mass. 61 ; Cheney v. Glea-
son. 125 Mass. 166.

Michigan. — Ross v. Miner, 64
Mich. 204, 31 N. W. 185.

Missouri. — Rennolds v. Insurance
Co., 62 Mo. App. 104.

rr.ra.y. —O'Neill v. Willis Point

Bank, 67 Tex. 36, 2 S. W. 75. Com-
pare Mosler Safe Co. v. Hartog, 26
Misc. 14, 55 N. Y. Supp. 624.

Subsequent Contradictory State-

ments A subsequent declaration of

the wrongdoer contradictory to or

inconsistent with the representation

complained of is admissible. Potter

V. Mellen, 41 Minn. 487. 43 N. W.
375; Meek v. State, 117 .\h. 116, 23

So. 155.

Subsequent Repetition of Misrep-
resentation The fact that the

party charged subsequently repeated

the alleged false representation at a

time when he could not have been ig-

norant of its falsity is relevant and
competent to prove his bad faith from
the beginning. Cummings z: Cum-
mings, 5 Watts & S. (Pa.) 553.

" In cases of this character, where
fraud is alleged, it is always permis-
sible to prove every act of the party

charged, connected in any way with

the subject-matter of the fraud ; and
sometimes the subsequent action of

the party more clearly demonstrates

the fraudulent intent than any or all

of the circumstances that occurred

prior to or at the particular time of

the transaction that is alleged to be

fraudulent." Min.x v. Mitchell, 42

Kan. 688, 22 Pac. 709. And see But-

ler V. Collins, iz Cal. 457.
Letters Written by the Wrong-

doer to Third Persons tending to ex-

plain the conduct charged to have
been fraudulent are competent
against such wrongdoer. Furry v.

O'Connor, i Ind. App. 573, 28 N. E.

103.

Subsequent Admission Insufficient

to Prove Prior Guilty Knowledge.

Where an attempt is made to hold

the defendant liable for moneys mis-

appropriated by a guardian, evidence

of a statement made by defendant

five years after the misappropriation,

to the effect that he (defendant) had

sold the ward's property and paid the

money to the guardian, who was
financially embarrassed and guilty of

fraud with respect to his creditors

and with respect to his ward, is in-

sufficient to raise the inference that

the defendant knew or had reason to

believe at the time of the misappro-

priation that the guardian intended to

commit a breach of his trust. Armit-

age 7'. Snowden, 41 Md. 119.

77. Sackett v. Stone, 115 Ga. 466,

41 S. K. ^(^4.

Inconsistent Statements of Plain-

tiff. — Shaffer v. Cowden, 88 Md.

394. 40 .^tl. 786.

The admissions of a parent, since

deceased, that he had made a gift of

his property to his son, made after a

conveyance of such property to said

son, are admissible to disprove the

alleged fraud of such son in obtain-

ing such conveyance. Howell z'.

Howell, 47 Ga. 492.

78. Cox Shoe Co. v. Adams, 105

Iowa 402, 75 N. W. 316; Kirschbaum
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after he was insolvent and made an assignment to his creditors/®

is relevant and admissible.

(B.) Admission of Fraud by Person Since Deceased.— It has been
held that the mere admission of a person, since deceased, that he
had committed a fraud, standing alone, is incompetent against his

representatives in an action in which such fraud is in issue.*"

(C.) Newspaper Article or Printed Circular.—A newspaper arti-

cle*^ or printed circular^" containing the representation and shown
to have been authorized by the party charged, is relevant and com-
petent evidence to prove the fraud.

(2.) Concealment or Suppression of a Material Fact (A.) In General.
A positive, false affirmation is not the only foundation upon which
fraud may be based. *^ The fraudulent intent may be inferred from

V. Jasspon, 119 Mich. 452, 78 N. W.
473; Jacobs V. Shorey, 48 N. H. 100,

97 Am. Dec. 586.

Unusual or extraordinary meth-
ods of conducting business on the
part of the vendee are relevant.

Phelps, Dodge & Palmer Co. v.

Sampson, 113 Iowa 145, 84 N. W.
1051.

79. Horton v. Weiner, 124 Mass.
92; Haskins v. Warren. 115 Mass.
514; Hersey v. Benedict, 15 Hun (N.
Y.) 282; Cincinnati Cooperage Co. v.

Gaul, 170 Pa. St. 545, 32 Atl. 1093;
Rennolds v. Insurance Co., 62 Mo.
App. 104; Noble V. Worthy, i Ind.
Ter. 458. 45 S. W. 137-

Presumption. _ " Every man may
be presumed to have some knowledge
of his pecuniary condition. If un-
foreseen circumstances arrive which
change his situation, he is the proper
party to explain them. In the ab-
sence of satisfactory explanations, it

is not a violent presumption to in-

fer that a man who stops payment to-

day, because he is hopelessly insol-

vent, must have known and contem-
plated it six days before." Johnson
V. Monell. 2 Keyes (N. Y.) 655. ex-
plaining Nichols V. Pinner, 18 N. Y.

But see New York & H. Cigar Co.
V. Bernheim, 81 Ala. 138. i So. 470,
and Thompson v. Peck, 115 Ind. 512,

18 N. E. 16, I L. R. A. 20T, in which
it is held that mere proof of such
assignment for the benefit of credit-

ors does not warrant the inference of
fraud in the previous purchase.

80. Declarations of Decedent In-
competent. —" The evidence of an
admission by the deceased that he
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had committed a fraud would be
competent to be given in corrobora-

tion of other and direct evidence of

such fraud. But proof that the

fraud was actually perpetrated must,
in some manner, be shown. A mere
declaration of a deceased person
given in evidence, that he had per-

petrated a fraud, unsupported by di-

rect evidence, is not competent to es-

tablish the fact of fraud, so as to

avoid, for fraud in its inception, a

written obligation sued upon by his

personal representatives. The decla-

ration of a deceased party to a writ-

ten instrument made to a third per-

son prior to the execution of the in-

strument, and offered to be proved at

the trial for the purpose of impeach-
ing and annulling that instrument for

the fraud of the deceased, but which
was not communicated by the wit-
ness to the other parties, is but
hearsay evidence, and that, too, of an
extremely dangerous character, and
when standing alone, and not merely
in aid of direct evidence, is incompe-
tent to destroy the validity of the
writing." Hard v. Ashley, 44 N. Y.
St. 792, 18 N. Y. Supp. 413, afHrmed
136 N. Y. 645, 32 N. E. 1015.

81. Timmerman z>. Bidwell, 62
Mich. 205, 28 N. W. 866; Bradbury r.

Bardire, 35 Conn. 577.
82. Hicks V. Stevens, 121 Til. 186,

II N. E. 241, in which it is said:
" The statements therein may be re-

garded as of a more deliberate char-
acter than if made in a conversation."
See also Williams v. McFadden, 23
Fla. 143, I So. 618, II Am. St. Rep.

34^-

83. In Devoe v. Brandt, 53 N. Y.
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a suppression of the truth or the willful concealment of a material

fact by a person who, by reason of the circumstances, is in duty

bound to disclose the same.*** And in such case, proof of such sup-

pression or concealment is relevant and justifies the inference of

fraud, ^* but is not necessarily conclusive thereof.^'

(B.) CoNCEALMKNT OF INSOLVENCY BY Vendee.— The most common
aj)plication of this principle occurs in transactions where an insolv-

ent vendee purchases goods on credit without intending to pay for

them, in which case his concealment of his known insolvency and
intent raises the presumption of fraud in the purchase, and justifies

462, the court, in speaking of the

fraud of a vendee in the purchase of

goods, said :
" Such a fraud may be

as easily consummated by a suppres-

sion of the truth as by the suggestion
of a falsehood. The law is guilty of
no such absurdity as to require a

false affirmation as the only basis on
which to prove a fraud among mer-
chants."

84. Florida. — Stephens v. Orman,
10 Fla. 9.

Georgia. — HofTer v. Gladden, 75
Ga. 532 ; Gordon v. Irvine, 105 Ga.

144, 31 S. E. 151 ; Southern Express
Co. V. Wood, 98 Ga. 268, 25 S. E.

436.

Iowa. — Faust v. Hosford, 119
Iowa 97, 93 N. W. 58.

Kansas. — Webb v. Branner, 59
Kan. 190, 52 Pac. 429; Wafer v.

Harvey Co. Bank, 46 Kan. 597, 26
Pac. 1032.

Kentucky. — Singleton's Adm'r v.

Kennedy, 9 B. Mon. 222; Ward v.

Crutcher, 65 Ky. 87.

Massachusetts. — Lobdell v. Baker,
1 Mete. 193, 35 Am. Dec. 358.

Minnesota. — Marsh v. Webber, 13

Minn. 99.

Missouri. — Morley v. Harrah, 167
Mo. 74, 66 S. W. 042.

Nebraska. — Forbes v. Thomas, 22
Neb. 541. 35 N. W. 411.

Ne'ii' York. — Viele v. Goss. 49
Barlv 96; Dovoe ?. Brandt. 53 N. Y.
462; Ward 7'. Center, 3 Johns. 271.

Peckham, J., in Johnson 7". Monell,
2 Keyes (N. Y.) 655, in speaking of
the fraud of a vendee in purchasing
goods, said :

" To my mind, there
seems to be an absurdity in holding
that such false statement is the only
evidence that can establish the fraud.

That is the simple principle upon
which alone such a decision can be

based, and there is no such principle

in the law."

Where No Obligation to Speak.

But fraud cannot be established by
proof of a party's mere silence where
he is under no obligation to speak.

May V. Dyer, 57 Ark. 441, 21 S. W.
1064; Comer v. Grannis, 75 Ga. 277;
Diggs V. Denny, 86 Md. 116, 37 Atl.

^037; Crowell V. Jackson, 53 N. J. L.

656, 23 Atl. 426; Sankey z'. McElevey,
104 Pa. St. 265.

85. Poullain v. Poullain, 76 Ga.

420; Hall V. Naylor, 18 N. Y. 588;
Ballard v. Fuller. 32 Barb. 68; Devoe
7: Brandt, 53 N. Y. 462; Huber v.

Wilson, 23' Pa. St. 178; Beatty v.

Bulger, 28 Tex. Civ. App. 117, 6(5 S.

W. 893 ; Stewart r. Wyoming Cattle

Ranch" Co., 128 U. S. 383.

Concealment from Surety. — Proof
that the obligee in a bond concealed

facts material to the risk from the

surety raises a presumption of fraud

therein. First Nat. Bank 7-. Mat-
tingly, 92 Ky. 650, 18 S. W. 940;
Burks V. Wonterline, 6 Bush (Ky.)

20; Franklin Bank v. Cooper, 39 Me.
=;42; National Bank v. Fidelity & C.

Co., 89 Fed. 819.

86. .Alabama. — Moses v. Katzen-
berger, 84 .Ma. 95, 4 So. 237.

Georgia. — Robinson 7'. Woodman-
see, 80 Ga. 249, 4 S. E. 497.

Indiana. — Parrish 7'. Thurston, 87
Ind. 437.

Kansas. — Small ?'. Small, 56 Kan.
I, 42 Pac. 323, 54 Am. St. Rep. 581,

30 I,. R. .A.. 243.

MassacJiusetts. — Tryon 7\ Whit-
marsh, I Mctc. I. ^'^ Am. Dec. 339.

Ne7c York. — Hall v. Naylor, 8 N.
Y. 5R8.

North Carolina. — Lunn ?'. Shcr-

mer, 93 N. C. 164; Brown 7: Gray,

51 N. C. 103, 72 Am. Dec. 563.
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a rescission by the vendor.^^ But the mere fact of concealment of

insolvency, in the absence of proof of a fraudulent intent, is insuffi-

cient,^* and it is held in some decisions that even when such conceal-

ment and intent not to pay are proved, this does not justify the infer-

ence of fraud in the purchase in the absence of proof of an affirma-

tive, overt act of fraud.*®

Texas. — Beatty ?•. Bulger, 28 Tex.
Civ. App. 117, 66 S. W. 893.

" Suppression of circumstances is

evidence of insincerity, though not
conckisive." Sharswoqd, J., in Huber
v. Wilson, 23 Pa. St. 178.

87. United States. — Donaldson v.

Farwell, 93 U. S. 631.

Alabama. — LeGrand v. Eufaula
Nat. Bank, 81 Ala. 123, i So. 460, 60
Am. Rep. 140; Maxwell z'. Brown
Shoe Co., 14 Ala. 304, 21 So. 1009;
Hudson z'. Bauer Grocery Co., 105
Ala. 200, 16 So. 693.

Arkansas. — Bugg v. Wertheimer-
Schwartz Shoe Co., 64 Ark. 12, 40 S.

W. 134.

California. — Seligman v. Kalk-
man, 8 Cal. 208.

Connecticut. — Thompson v. Rose,
16 Conn. 71, 41 Am. Dec. 121.

Georgia. — Johnson v. O'Don-
nell, 75 Ga. 453.

lozva. — Reid, Murdock & T. Co.

V. Cowduroy, 79 Iowa 169, 44 N. W.
351, 18 Am. St. Rep. 359; Cox Shoe
Co. z'. Adams, 105 Iowa 402, 75 N.
W. 316.

Maryland. — Powell v. Bradlee, 9
Gill &"j. 220.

Massachusetts. — Kline v. Baker,

99 Mass. 253.

Michigan. — Edson v. Hudson, 83
Mich. 450, 47 N. W. 347.
Minnesota. — Newell v. Randall, 32

Minn. 171, 19 N. W. 972.

Tennessee. — Belding v. Frank-
land, 8 Lea 67, 41 Am. Rep. 630.

Texas. — Aultman, M. & Co. v.

Carr, 16 Tex. Civ. App. 430, 42 S.

W. 614; Boaz V. Coulter Alfg. Co.

(Tex. Civ. App.), 40 S. W. 866.

Vermont. — Redington 7'. Roberts,

25 Vt. 686.
" If a purchaser of goods has

knowledge of his own insolvency

and of his inability to pay for them,
his intent not to pay should be pre-

sumed, but such inference may be re-

butted by other facts and circum-

stances." Talcott V. Henderson, 31

Ohio St. 162, 27 Am. Rep. 507.
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The Vendor of Goods Is Author-
ized to Presume that the vendee in-

tends to and will pay for them ; and
although no affirmative misrepresen-
tations are made if the vendee does
not intend to pay for the goods, and
the proof shows that he concealed the

fact, this justifies setting aside the

sale for fraud. Oswego Starch Fac-
tory V. Lendrum, 57 Iowa 573, 10

N. W. 900, 42 Am. Rep. 53 ; Phelps,

Dodge & P. Co. v. Sampson, 113
Iowa 145, 84 N. W. 1051. And see

Stewart v. Emerson, 52 N. H. 301.

88. Alabama. — LeGrand v. Eu-
faula Nat. Bank, 81 Ala. 123, i So.

460, 60 Am. Rep. 140 ; Barnett v.

Stanton, 2 Ala. 181.

Dciatvare. — Mears v. Waples, 3

Houst. 581.

Indiana. — Thompson v. Peck, 115

Ind. 512, 18 N. E. 16, I L. R. A. 201.

Maine. — Burrill v. Stevens, y2)

Me. 395, 40 Am. Rep. 366.

Maryland. — Powell v. Bradlee, 9
Gill & J. 220; Diggs z'. Denny, 86

Md. 116, 37 Atl. 1037.

Minnesota. — Sprague v. Kempfe,

74 Minn. 4.65, 77 N. W. 412.

Missouri. — Bidault v. Wales, 19

]\Io. 7,6.

Nezv Hampshire.— Hanson v. Edg-
eriy, 29 N. H. 343.

Nezv York. — Phoenix Iron Co. v.

" Hopatcong " and " Musconetcong,"

127 N. Y. 206. 27 N. E. 841 ; Nichols

V. Pinner, 18 N. Y. 295 ; Hall v. Nay-
lor, 8 N. Y. 588; Morris v. Talcott,

96 N. Y. 100; Williams v. Hay, 21

Misc. 72,, 46 N. Y. Supp. 895.

Ohio. — Talcott v. Henderson, 30

Ohio St. 162. 27 Am. Rep. 501.

Contra. — See INTooney v. Davis, 75

Mich. 188, 42 N. W. 802, 13 Am. St.

Rep. 42=;.

89. Smith v. Smith. 21 Pa. St.

367 ; Backentoss v. Speicher, 31 Pa.

St. 324; see also Cincinnati Cooper-

age 'Co. V. Gaul, 170 Pa. St. 545, 32

Atl. 1093 ; Rodman v. Thalheimer, 75

Pa. St. 232; Diggs V. Denny, 86 Md.
116, 2:7 Atl. 1037.
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(3.) Undue Activity or Unusual Conduct.— The acts and conduct of

the alleged wrongdoer, evincing an unusual desire to bring about

the transaction,"" or to deter the other party from an examination of

the subject-matter,"^ his extreme activity, indicative of a desire to

make the transaction appear fair and equitable,"'"' and his unreason-

able delay ,"^ or his urgent and undue haste in taking advantage of

the results of the transaction,"^ or in speedily disposing of the

fruits thereof,"'^ are relevant circumstances, and are admissible as

tending to establish his fraud in such transaction.

On the other hand, the anxiety of the person charging the fraud

and the reluctance of the party charged therewith to enter into the

90. Perkins v. Embry, 24 Ky. L.

Rep. 1990, 72 S. VV. 788; Turnbull v.

Boggs. 78 Mich. 158, 43 N. W. 1050;

Patrick v. Leach, 8 Neb. 530. And
see Jackson v. Armstrong, 50 Mich.

65, 14 N. W. 702.

The Alleged Fraudulent Vendor's

representation that a third pei^on

had offered and stood ready to give

a certain amount for the property if

he purchased it is relevant and ma-
terial. Ives f. Carter, 24 Conn. 3QI.

Undue Haste to Procure Release

of claim for damages. Railway Co.

V. Goodholm, 61 Kan. 758, 60 Pac.

1066.

91. Stubly V. Beachboard, 68

Mich. 401. 36 N. W. 192.

92. Keller v. Gill, 92 Md. 190, 48
Atl. 69; Mann v. Parker, 6 N. C.

262; Morehouse v. Northrop, 33
Conn. 380, 89 Am. Dec. 21 r.

Wrongdoer's Insisting on Exam-
ination by Plaintiff The undue
acts of the wrongdoer in trying to

induce the other party to examine the

property misrepresented may have
ijeen for the very purpose of throw-
ing such other party off his guard,

and the jury may consider this fact

in determining whether fraud was
practiced. Woolenslagle v. Runals,

76 Mich. 545. 43 N. W. 454.
Attempt of Wrongdoer to Avoid

Suit for Fraud. — In an action by

the vendee against his vendor for de-

ceit in a sale, the plaintiff's testimony

to the effect that defendant followed

him into another state, where he hap-

pened to g'o for a day, and there, in

an action for the purchase price,

caused his arrest, just as he was
about to start for home, on the al-

leged ground that he was about to

leavf the state with intent to defraud

his creditors, is relevant and admis-

sible as tending to show that defend-

ant was unwilling to submit his claim

to the usual course of litigation and
felt the need to resort to oppression

to compel a settlement, and that he

was conscious of some infirmity in

his claim. Pearson v. Dover Beef

Co., 69 N. H. 584, 44 Atl. 113.

Statements made by one defend-

ant after the fraudulent transaction,

endorsing it and declaring it to be a

good thing, are competent as tending

to show his collusion with the other

defendant who was an active party.

Stubly v. Beachboard, 68 Mich. 401,

36 N. W. 192.

93. Woodbridge v. DeWitt, 51

Neb. 98, 70 N. W. 506.

Where, in a suit against an estate

based on a check signed by the de-

ceased, the defense alleged fraud in

the procurement of such check, the

fact that the plaintiff held the check

for eighteen months and failed to

present it, during which time he had
frequent interviews with the execu-

tors concerning his claim, is rele-

vant. Tcrhune v. Henry, 13 Iowa 99.

94. National Bank 7: Fidelity &
Casualty Co., 89 Fed. 819.

95. Starr v. Stevenson. 91 Towa

684, 60 N. W. 217; Arnold v. Lane,

71 Conn. 61, 40 Atl. 921 ; Morley v.

Harrah, 167 Mo. 74. 66 S. W. 942;
Wafer 7'. Harvey Co. Bank, 46 Kan.

597, 26 Pac. 1032 ; Wiggin v. Day, 9
Grav (Mass.) 97; McCreadv 7'. Phil-

lip?.' ?6 Neb. 446. 76 N. W. 885.

Failure to Indorse Fraudulent
Note— In an action charging the

former holder of a note with fraud

in procuring the same from the plain-

tiff, evidence showing that such

holder immediately disposed of the

note, and carefully refrained from in-

dorsing it, is competent to show

Vol. VT
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transaction,** and the staleness of the demand of the party complain-

ing,"^ are relevant circumstances in disproof of the charge.

(4.) Conduct of Parties During Litigation— (A.) In Proof of the Charge.

Thus, the neglect or failure of the alleged wrongdoer to testify,***

or to produce available evidence explanatory of suspicious circum-

stances,"" or his conduct in destroying evidence that might be

material,^ is a strong circumstance tending to establish the charge

against him. But it has been held that if the evidence not produced

is equally as accessible to the party charging the fraud as to his

adversary, no presumption of fraud is raised from its non-pro-

duction.

-

(B.) To Disprove the Charge.— The fact that the party charging

the fraud prevented the attendance of the alleged fraudulent actor

as a witness,' or failed to produce the person to whom the repre-

sentations are alleged to have been made,* has been held a relevant

circumstance and competent evidence in disproof of the charge.

The fact that the party charging the fraud employed a detective to

hunt up evidence in the case is irrelevant and inadmissible.'

(C.) Fraud in Former Proceeding,
—"The fact that an action was

submitted for decision upon an agreed statement of facts under
stipulation of the respective attorneys,® or that no appeal was taken

guilty knowledge on the part of such
former holder. Glaspie v. Keator, 56
Fed. 203.

96. Curtis v. Hoxie, 88 Wis. 41, 59
N. W. 581 ; Blackwell v. Cummings,
68 N. C. 121.

97. Nelson v. Steen, 192 Pa. St.

581, 44 Atl. 247; Straight v. Wilson,
176 Pa. St. 520, 35 Atl. 230. And
see People v. Lett, 36 111. 447.

98. Hess V. Weik, 78 Md. 439, 28

Atl. 400; Zimmerman v. Bitner, 79
Md. 115, 28 Atl. 820; Berger v. Bul-

lock, 85 Md. 443, 37 Atl. 368; Keller

V. Gill, 92 Md. 190, 48 Atl. 69;
Mooney v. Davis, 75 Mich. 188, 42 N.
W. 802, 13 Am. St. Rep. 425.

"When the charge of fraud is dis-

tinctly made and is not denied by one
who, if innocent, could truthfully re-

pel it, his silence, when he ought to

speak, becomes, if not convincing, at

least persuasive evidence of the bad
faith imputed to him." Berger v.

Bullock, 85 Md. 441, 37 Atl. 368.

But it has been held that where
defendant in equity answers undel*

oath, specifically denying the fraud
alleged, no presumption arises against

him because of his failure to offer

himself as a witness, inasmuch as

the plaintiff can call and cross-exam-

ine him. United States v. Budd, 144
U. S. 154.
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99. Hoffer v. Gladden, 75 Ga. 532;
Redfern v. Cornell, 6 App. Div. 436,

39 N. Y. Supp. 656; Briscoe v.

Bronough, l Tex. 326; Baldwin v.

Whitcomb, 71 Mo. 651 ; Franklin

Bank v. Cooper, 39 Me. 542.

In Cheney v. Gleason, 125 Mass.

166, the party charged with fraud

failed to produce material evidence

which was available to him, and it

was held that this was a strong cir-

cumstance against him.

1. Baldwin v. Threlkeld, 8 Ind.

App. 312, 34 N. E. 851.

2. Nelms v. Steiner Bros., 113

Ala. 562, 22 So. 435.

3. Easter v. Allen, 8 Allen

(Mass.) 7.

4. The neglect of the party

charging the fraud to call as a wit-

ness the person to whom the alleged

fraudulent representations were
made, he being available, raises the

presumption that nothing was said by

the party charged with the fraud to

this person which would show an in-

tent to defraud. Kern v. Simpson,

126 Pa. St. 42, 17 Atl. 523.

5. Hudson v. Bauer Grocery Co.,

105 Ala. 200, 16 So. 693.

6. Wetherbee v. Fitch, 117 111. 67,

7 N. E. 513-
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from the judgment rendered tlicrein,'' does not raise any inference

that fraud was i)racticed upon the losinj^ party in such proceeding,

and is irrelevant.

(5.) Offer of Settlement. — The general rule is that evidence that

the party charged with the fraud offered to settle or compromise

the subject of controversy is irrelevant either to prove* or to refute"

the charge, but there are exceptional cases in which this rule does

not ai:)ply.^''

(6.) Other Fraudulent Acts.— (A.) Gi:nf.rai.i.y. — Where the fraudu-

lent intent of a party in the performance of an act is in issue, proof

of other similar fraudulent acts is relevant and admissible to estal)-

lish his intent or motive in the performance of the act in question,

when it appears that there is such a connection between such other

acts and the act in question as to authorize the inference that

both are parts of one scheme or plan, in which the same motive is

operative, ^^ and it is immaterial whether such other fraudulent acts

7. Doig V. Morgan Machine Co.,

89 Fed. 489.
8. Cox V. Highley, 100 Pa. St.

240.

9. Carlisle Z'. State, 77 Ala. 71

;

Finlay Brg. Co. v. Prost, iii Mich.

635, 70 N. W. 137.

10. In Brown v. Shields, 6 Leigh
(Va.) 440, in which the defendant
was charged with fraud, a letter

which contained an offer to settle and
compromise the matter was held

relevant and competent, and the rule

which- excludes offers of compromise
from heing given in evidence and the

proper application thereof was con-

sidered.

Where a defendant charged with
purchasing goods from plaintiff with

the intent not to pay therefor claims

that he had been ready to pay the

debt whenever he could have got set-

tlement of a claim as to the freight

on the goods, it was held proper to

allow plaintiff's counsel to ask de-

fendant if he had not offered to al-

low defendant this discount in full

if defendant would settle. Whitney
Wagon Wks. v. Moore, 61 Vt. 230,

17 Atl. 1007.

11. United States. — J zck v.

Mutual Reserve Fund Life Ass'n, 113

Fed. 30 ; United States v. Kenncy. 90
Fed. 257: Mudsill :\Iin. Co. v. Wat-
rous. 6t Fed. 163 ; Castle v. Rullard,

23 How. 172; Wood 7'. LTnited States,

16 Pet. 342; New York Mut. L. Tns.

Co. V. Armstrong, 117 V. S. 50T

;

Butler V. Watkins, 13 Wall. 456;
Lincoln v, Claflin, 7 Wall. 132; Penn

3

Mut. Life Ins. Co. v. Mechanics Sav.

Bank & Trust Co., 72 Fed. 413 ; Spurr
7'. United States, 87 Fed. 701 ; Amer-
ican Surety Co. v. Pauly, 72 Fed.

470. Compare United States v.

Budd, 144 U. S. 154.

Alabama. — Davidson v. Kahn. iig

Ala. 364, 24 So. 583; Dent v. Port-

wood, 21 Ala. 588.

Califnrnxa. — Bancroft v. Heringhi,

54 Cal. 120.

Connecticut. — Hoxie 7'. Home Ins.

Co., 32 Conn. 21, 85 Am. Dec. 240.

Delaii'are. — Freeman 7'. Topkis, i

Marv. 174. 40 Atl. 948.

Florida. — West Fla. Land Co. v.

Studebnker, ^7 Fla. 28, 19 So. 176.

Georgia. — Farmer 7'. State, 100

Ga. 41, 28 S. E. 26. But see Wright
7'. Zeigler Bros., 70 Ga. 501.

Illinois. — Huthmacher 7'. Lowman,
66 111. App. 448; Gray 7-. St. John, 35
III. 222; Lockwood v. Doane, 107 111.

lozca. — Foster 7'. Trenary, 65 Iowa
620, 22 N. W. 898; Porter v. Stone,

62 Iowa 442. 17 N. W. 654; Zim-
merman V. Brannon, T03 Iowa 144,

72 N. W. 439; Cox Shoe Co. 7'.

Adams, 105 Iowa 402, 75 N. W. 316;

State 7'. Brady, 100 Iowa 191, 69 N.

W. 290, 62 Am. St. Rep. 560, 36 L.

R. A. 693.

Kansas. — Flerick 7>. Rcid, ?4 Kan.

.^79. 38 Pac. 814. .And sec Slinx 7'.

i\Titchcll, 42 Kan. 688, 22 Pac. 709.

Kentucky. — First Nat. Bank of

Paducah 7'. Wisdom, 23 Kv. L. Rep.

530. 63 S. W. 461.

Maine. — Cragin v. Tarr, 32 Me.
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55; Nichols V. Baker, 75 Me. 334;
Aldrich v. Warren, 16 Me. 465. But
see Flagg t'. Willington, 6 Me. 386.

Maryland. — McAleer v. Horsey,

35 Md. 439; Carnell v. State, 85 Md.
I, 36 Atl. 117.

Massachusetts. — Com. v. Shep-

hard, i Allen 575 ; Horton v. Weiner,

124 Mass. 92; Lynde v. Mc-
Gregor, 13 Allen 172; Rowley v.

Bigelow, 12 Pick. 306; Wiggins v.

Day, 9 Gray 97; Com. v. Coe, 115

Mass. 481 ; Brown v. Greenfield Life

Ass'n, 172 Mass. 498, 53 N. E. 129.

And see Foster v. Hall, 12 Pick. 89.

Michigan. — Beard v. Hill, 131

Mich. 246, 90 N. W. 1065 ; Beebe v.

Knapp, 28 Mich. 65 ; People v. Sum-
mers, 115 Mich. 537, 73 N. W. 818;
Ross V. Miner, 67 Mich. 410, 35 N.
W. 60; French v. Ryan, 104 Mich.

625, 62 N. W. 1016. Compare Par-

ker V. Armstrong, 55 Mich. 176, 20
N. W. 892.

Minnesota. — Man waring v.

O'Brien, 75 Minn. 542, 78 N. W. i

;

Berkey v. Judd, 22 Minn. 287.

Mississippi. — Compare Uhler v.

Adams, 73 Miss. 332, 18 So. 367, 654.
Nevada. — Swinney v. Patterson,

25 Nev. 411, 62 Pac. i.

Nezv Hampshire. — Blake v. White,
13 N. H. 267; Whittier v. Varney,
10 N. H. 291 ; Jacobs v. Shorey, 48
N. H. 100, 97 Am. Dec. 586.

Ne7v York. — People v. Dimick,
107 N. Y. 13. 14 N. E. 178; Mayer v.

People, 80 N. Y. 364; Miller v. Bar-
ber, 66 N. Y. 558; Amsden v. Man-
chester, 40 Barb. 158; The Nauga-
tuck Cutlery Co. v. Babcock, 22 Hun
481 ; Hersey v. Benedict. 15 Hun 282;
Chisholm v. Eisenhuth, 69 App. Div.

134, 74 N. Y. Supp. 496; Benham v.

Car}', II Wend. 83; Hall v. Naylor,
18 N. Y. 588; Hawthorn v. Hodges,
28 N. Y. 485 ; People v. Garrahan, 19
App. Div. 347, 46 N. Y. Supp. 497;
Ballard v. Fuller, 32 Barb. 68.

Ohio. — Edwards v. Owen, 15 Ohio
500.

Pennsylvania.—Schofield v. Shiffer,

156 Pa. St. 65, 27 Atl. 69; Catasau-
qua Mfg. Co. v. Hopkins, 141 Pa. St.

30, 21 Atl. 638; Wheeler v. Ahlers,

189 Pa. St. 138, 42 Atl. 40.

South Carolina. — Brown v. New-
ell, 64 S. C. 27, 41 S. E. 835.
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Texas. — Raby v. Frank, 12 Tex.
Civ. App. 125, 34 S. W. 777.

Vermont. — Eastman v. Premo, 49
Vt. 355 ; McCasker v. Enright, 64 Vt.

488, 24 Atl. 249, 2,2, Am. St. Rep. 938

;

Bradley Fertilizer Co. v. Fuller, 58

Vt. 315, 2 Atl. 162; Pierce v. Hoff-

man, 24 Vt. 525.

Virginia. — Trogdon v. Com., 31

Gratt. 862; Piedmont Bank v.

Hatcher, 94 Va. 229, 26 S. E. 505.

Washington. — Stack v. Noltc, 29
Wash. 188, 69 Pac. 753, distinguish-

ing McKay v. Russell, 3 Wash. 378,

28 Pac. 908, 28 Am. St. Rep. 44;
Oudin V. Grossman, 15 Wash. 519, 46
Pac. 1047.

Insurance Cases. — In an action

on an insurance policy where the in-

surer defends on the ground of the

insured's false and fraudulent repre-

sentations, evidence that the insured

had practiced frauds on other insur-

ance companies in the procurement
of other policies is competent when
a like motive may be imputed to the

other acts. Jack v. Mutual Reserve
Fund Life Ass'n, 113 Fed. 49; Brown
V. Greenfield Life Ass'n, 172 Mass.

498, 53 N. E. 129; New York Mut.
Life Ins. Co. v. Armstrong, 117 U.

S. 591 ; Barnett v. Farmers Mut. Fire

Ins. Co., 115 Mich. 247, 72, N. W.
372. But see Supreme Lodge of

Knights of Honor v. Wollschlager,

22 Colo. 213, 44 Pac. 59S.

Cumulative or Corroborative Evi-
dence It has been said that proof
of the making of similar fraudulent

representations to others is nothing
more than cumulative evidence upon
the question of the intent with which
the representations in issue were
made. Bach 7'. Tuch, 126 N. Y. 53,

26 N. E. 1019; while in Schofield v.

Shiffer, 156 Pa. St. 65, 27 Atl. 69,

such evidence was denominated as

corroborative.

Qontro.. — Compare the Gate City

Land Co. v. Heilman, 80 Iowa 477, 45
N. W. 760, in which it was said, in

speaking of similar representations to

others :
" This testimony is clearly in-

admissible, as such representations
were not made to, and could not have
influenced, the defendant to make
the contracts."
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occurred before or after the act in question, as remoteness in point

of time affects onlv their \vei.c:ht.'-

(B.) Purposes for Which Compi-tent,— Evidence of such other

fraudulent acts is usually offered upon the issue of motive or

intent/^ and some of the decisions limit its competency to the proof

of these issues.^* Such evidence, however, has been held competent

to establish the party's knowledge of the falsity of his representa-

tions," to prove a system of fraud^" or a fraudulent conspiracy, ^^

12. United States. — :Miulsill Min.
Co. V. Watroiis, 6i Fed. 163; Penn
Mut. Life Ins. Co. t'. Mechanics Sav.

Bank & T. Co., 72 Fed. 413; afJinned

73 Fed. 653 ; Wood v. United States,

16 Pet. 342.

Connecticut. — Hoxie 7'. Home Ins.

Co., 32 Conn. 21, 85 Am. Dec. 240.

Massachusetts. — Horton t. Wein-
er, 124 Mass. 92; Rowley v. Bigelow,
12 Pick. 307, 23 Am. Dec. 607.

New York. — Sommcr z'. Oppen-
heim, 19 Misc. 605, 44 N. Y. Siipp.

396; Allison V. Matthieu, 3 Johns.

23.=^.

Pennsylvania. — White v. Rosen-
thal, 173 Pa. St. 175, ::i3 Ati. 1027.

In Hoxie r. Home Ins. Co., ;^2

Conn. 21, 85 Am. Dec. 240, the other

transactions admitted eoctended over
a period of five or six years.

13. See cases cited in note 11,

ante.

14. People V. Peckens, 153 N. Y.

576, .\7 N. E. 883 ; Jordan v. Osgood,
109 Mass. 457, 12 Am. Rep. 731.

Contra. — The Neu' York court, in

Boyd ?'. Boyd, 164 N. Y. 234, 58 N.
E. 118, in discussing evidence of
other fraudulent acts, says: "The
grounds upon which evidence of this

character is admitted have not al-

ways been stated by the courts in the

same language, but I think there is

neither reason nnr authority to sup-
pf)rt the proposition that it must be
limited to cases where motive is ma-
terial."

15. Mudsill Min. Co. t". Watrous,
61 Fed. 163 ; Hoxie v. Home Ins. Co.,

32 Conn. 21, 85 Am. Dec. 240; Zim-
merman 7'. Brannon, 103 Iowa 144,

72 N. W. 439; Kelley v. Owens^
(Cal.), ,30 Pac. 596; Dwyer v. Bas-'
sett, I Tex. Civ. App. 513, 21 S. W.
621 ; Oudin v. Crossman, 15 Wash.
519, 46 Pac. 1047; Com. v. White, 145
]\Iass. 392, 14 N. E. 611. Compare
Haskins v. Warren, T15 Mass. 514;
Easter v. Allen, 8 Allen (Mass.) 7.

Limited to Scienter and Intent.

It has been held in Nebraska, where
the scienter or intent of the person

making a false representation is an
immaterial issue in an action for de-

ceit, that proof of other fraudulent

acts is incompetent and immaterial

for any purpose, because the only

facts which they are relevant to

prove— viz., the scienter and intent

— are not in issue. Johnson v. Gu-
lick, 46 Neb. 817, 65 N. W. 883, 5°

Am. St. Rep. 629, and see Insurance
Co. 7: Wright. 33 Ohio St. S^-'^-

Incompetent to Prove Falsity,

It was held in Dwycr t-. Bassclt. I

Tex. Civ. App. 513. 21 S. W. 621.

that evidence of other fraudulent acts

was not admissible to prove that the

representations in question were false

in fact.

16. RafTertv v. State, 91 Tenn,

65?. 16 S. W. 728.

17. Edwards z: Warner, 35 Conn.

517; Raby Z'. Frank, 12 Tex. Civ.

App. T2?.'34 S. W. 777.

Competency limited to Cases of

Conspiracy. — In Knotwell z: P.lancli-

ard, 41 Conn. 614, the court said

:

" Suffice it to say that in cases of

con.spiracy to defraud, embracing a

number of similar cases in which
there is one common design. . . .

the proceedings of the conspirators

may be regarded as one continuous

act. In such cases each part has an

important relation to the whole and
may throw light upon the entire

transaction. There is a difficulty in

carrying the principle further than

cases of conspiracy and applying it

to the case of an individual who
should form a design by some fraud-

ulent operation to cheat a number of

persons successively. The difficulty

of proving that the party had such

design — that he had one object to

accomplish by all the frauds, may be

the reason why the principle is not

extended to such cases."

Vol. VI
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and to identify the person charged as the fraudulent actor. ^^ By
the great weight of authority, such evidence is not admissible to

prove the fact of the making or utterance of the particular repre-

sentations in suit/" although some of the decisions hold it compe-
tent as affording a ground of presumption to prove the main
charge.-"

(C.) Reasons for Rule. — Necessary Caution.— This is an excep-

tion to the general rule of evidence which prohibits proof of other

acts or crimes to establish the act or crime in issue, and is justi-

fiable only by reason of the difificulty, if not impossibility, of proving

a guilty knowledge and purpose of mind by direct evidence.-^ Care

must be used in limiting such evidence to its proper eflfect.-^

(D.) Same Motive Must be Imputable to Both. — Where the object

in offering evidence of the commission of other fraudulent acts is

to establish the motive or intent of a party in the act or transaction

17

17

18. Boyd V. Boyd, 164 N. Y. 234,

58 N. E. 118.

Identity— "Acts which are parts

of one general scheme or plan of
fraud, designed and put into execu-
tion by the same person, are admissi-
ble to prove that an act which has
been done by some one was in fact

done by the person who designed
and pursued the plan, if the act in

question is a necessary part of the
plan." Fowle v. Child, 164 Mass.
210, 41 N. E. 291, 49 Am. St. Rep.

451-

19. lotva. — See Gardner v. Tre-
nary, 65 Iowa 646, 22 N. W. 912.

Kentucky. — Claus v. Evans,
Ky. L. Rep. 1085, 22 S. W. 620.

Maine. — Hawes v. Dingley,
Me. 341.

Massachusetts. — Jordan v. Os-
good, 109 Mass. 457, 12 Am. Rep. 731.

Minnesota. — Faribault z'. Staer, 13
Minn. 210.

Nebraska. — Johnson v. Gulick, 46
Neb. 817, 65 N. W. 883, 50 Am. St.

Rep. 629.

New York. — Mayer v. People. 80
N. Y. 364.

Ohio. — Edwards v. Owen, 15 Ohio
500.

Pennsylvania.— Schofield v. Shif-

fer, 156 Pa. St. 65, 27 Atl. 6g.

Vermont. — Eastman v. Premo, 49
Vt. 355-

Wisconsin.— Cahn v. Ladd, 94
Wis. 134, 68 N. W. 52; Huganir v.

Cotter, 92 Wis. i, 65 N. W. 364.
And see Birdseye v. Flint, 3 Barb.
500.

" It cannot be presumed that fraud-
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ulent representations are made to one
person because the' same or other

fraudulent representations were made
to another." Mather v. Robinson, 47
Iowa 403.

20. Barbar v. Martin (Neb.), 93
N. W. 722. And see Castle v. Bul-
lard, 23 How. (U. S.) 172; Lock-

wood V. Doane. 107 111. 235; Rowley
V. Bigelow, 12 Pick. (Mass.) 307, 23
Am. Dec. 607.

In Porter v. Stone, 62 Iowa 442,

17 N. W. 654, the court, in speaking

of similar representations made by
the vendors to other prospective pur-

chasers, said :
" Evidence that they

had made such representations to

those with whom they had negoti-

ated, to induce them to enter into a

contract, tends to support plaintiff's

testimony to the effect that like rep-

resentations were made to him for

that purpose."
21. Cook V. Moore, 11 Cush.

(Mass.) 213; Cary v. Hotailing, I

Hill (N. Y.) 311.

The court, in Com. v. Stone, 4
Mete. (Mass.) 43, in discussing the

admissibility of this class of evi-

dence, says :
" This is an exception

to the general rule of evidence, but
it must be considered that it is to

prove a fact not provable by direct

evidence— that is, guilty knowledge
and purpose of mind, which can rarely

be proved by admissions or declara-

tions. The rule can generally be
proved only by extraordinary acts

and conduct."

22. Com. V. Shephard, i Allen
(Mass.) 575.
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which forms the basis of the action, it must be shown that such

other acts are so connected with the fraud, which is the subject of

controversy, as to make it apparent that the same motive or purpose

may be imputed to the party in both,^^ and if such other acts are

distinct from and not connected with the fraud they are desig-ned

to prove, they arc inadmissible."*

(E.) Common Motive May Appear From Circumstances. — The fact

that the fraudulent act in issue and the other acts or transactions

sought to be offered in evidence have a common motive or purpose

need not be shown by direct evidence, but may be inferred from
the circumstances, and if it appear that one reasonable explanation

of the facts and circumstances is that they disclose such motive

23. White v. Beal & Fletcher

Grocer Co., 65 Ark. 278, 45 S. W.
1060; Hardy v. Moore, 62 Iowa 6?,

17 N. W. 200: Williams v. Robbins,
1=; Gray (Mass.) 590; Com. v.

Damon, 136 Mass. 441 ; Hall v.

Naylor. 18 N. Y. 588; Bradley
Fertilizer Co. v. Fuller, 58 Vt.

315, 2 Atl. 162; McKav V. Russell, 3

Wash. 378, 28 Pac. 908, 28 Am. St.

Rep. 44.

In the leading cases of Jordan v.

Osgood, log Mass. 457, 12 Am. Rep.

731, the court said: "The question

whether the evidence objected to

was admissible under the second is-

sue appears from some of the au-
thorities to be one of more difficulty.

The plaintiff's position is that the de-
fendant obtained the goods with the
intention not to pay for them. This,
if proved, would authorize them to

repudiate the sale. Dow ?'. Sanborn,
3 Allen 181. It is obvious that the
principal element involved in this is-

sue is the intention of the defendant
at the time of the trnnsactions. and
any evidence which directly tends to
show such intention is competent.
Therefore, contemporaneous frauds
committed by the defendant are ad-
missible if they tend to prove the
motive or intention which actuated
the defendant in the transaction un-
der investigation. . . . We think
the result of the authorities is, as
stated in substance in Williams v.

Robbins, 15 Gray (Mass.) 590, that

the transaction proposed to be proved
for the purpose of showing the fraud
which is the subject of controversy
must be shown by some evidence, di-

rect or circumstantial, to be so con-
nected with it as to make it apparent
that the defendant had a common

16t

purpose in both ; but if the transac-

tion is distinct and with no connec-

tion of design, it is not admissible."

24. Alabama. — Johnston v.

Branch Bank of Montgomery, 7 Ala.

379; Nelms V. Steiner Bros., 113 Ala.

562, 22 So. 435.

California. — Cohn v. Mulford, 15

Cal. 51-

Connecticut. — Edwards v. Warner,
35 Conn. 517.

Illinois. — Henderson v. Miller, 36
111. App. 232 ; Johnston v. Beeney, 5

111. App. 601 ; Hanchett v. Riverdale
Distillery Co., 15 111. App. 57; Bur-
roughs V. Comegys, 17 111. App. 653.

lozi'a. — Hardy v. Moore, 62 Iowa

65. T7 N. W. 200.

Krnfuckv. — Perkin 7'. F.mbrv, 24
Ky. L. Rep. 1990, 72 S. W. 788.'

Maine. — Flagg v. Willington. 6

Me. 386.

Massachusett.<:. — Williams 7'. Rob-
bins, 15 Gray 590; Com. v. Jackson,

132 Mass. 16; Whiting v. Withington,

3 Cush. 413.

Missis.'iipf'i. — Uhler v. Adams, y^
Miss. 332, 18 So. 367, 654.

NcTV York. — Compare Townsend
V. Felthousen. 70 N. Y. St. 124, 35
N. Y. Supp. "538; aihrmed in 156 N.
Y. 618, 51 N. E. 279.

South Dakota. — Tootle v. Petrie,

8 S. D. 19, 65 N. W. 43.
" Proof of fraud in a transaction

with one person is not even presump-
tive proof of fraud in another and
different transaction with another
person." Simpkins 7*. Bergren, 2 III.

App. loi, and see McKay v. Russell,

3 \\'ash. 378, 28 Pac. 008, 28 Am.
5^t. Rep. 44, wherein the court said :

" The mere fact that a man has
cheated his neighbor in some trans-

action does not justify the inference

Vol. VI
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or purpose as common to both, this is sufficient.*" It has been
held that this question is for the jury.^*

(F.) Must Have Been Fraudulent. — Such other acts on the part

of the party charged with the fraud, in order to be competent to

show his intent in the transaction in suit, must have been tainted

with fraud, and if this does not appear as an element of the offered

evidence, it is immaterial and should be excluded.
^'^

(G.) Different Means of Accomplishment.— Tn order to render

evidence of such other fraudulent acts competent, it is not necessary

that the means of accomplishing them should be the same as that

practiced in the transaction. Thus, where the fraud counted on

consists in the suppression or concealment of a material fact, it

that he has formed a general scheme
to cheat other men."
Where the plaintiff, in a personal

injury suit against a railroad com-
pany, is charged with fraudulently

prosecuting such suit against such

company, evidence that plaintiff made
other fraudulent claims against in-

surance companies, arising out of ac-

cidents, is inadmissible in the absence
of proof of a common design. Hood
V. Chicago & N. W. R. Co., 95 Iowa
331, 64 N. W. 261.

Reasons for Rule.— Other distinct

acts of fraud, not shown to be con-
nected with the fraud they are de-
signed to prove, are excluded as in-

troducing collateral issues and as
tending to prejudice the jury by im-
peaching the general character of the

party charged, when he had no right

to expect such an attack and could
not be prepared to protect himself,

however unimpeachable his conduct
might have been. Somes v. Skinner,
16 Mass. 348.

25. Fowle V. Child, 164 Mass. 210,

41 N. E. 291, 49 Am. St. Rep. 451

;

Lynde v. McGregor, 13 Allen
(Mass.) 172; Stubly v. Beachboard,
68 Mich. 401, 36 N. W. 192.

"The plaintiff had the right to
show, if he could, a fraudulent in-

tent, purpose or motive on the part
of the defendant. . . . Proof of
other similar fraudulent acts is ad-
missible when it appears that there
is such a connection between the
transactions as to authorize the in-

ference that both frauds are part of
one scheme, and where transactions
of a similar character by the same
party are closely connected in point
of time, and otherwise, the inference
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is reasonable that their purpose and
origin are the same." Boyd z>. Boyd,
164 N. Y. 234, 58 N. E. 118.

26. Nelms v. Steiner Bros., 113

Ala. 562, 22 So. 435.
27. Alabama. — 'i^tw York & H.

Cigar Co. v. Bernheim, 81 Ala. 138,

I So. 470.

California. — Cohn v. Mulford, 15

Cal. 51-

Massachusetts. — Williams v. Rob-
bins, IS Gray 590; Klein v. Baker,

106 Mass. 61.

Michigan. — Parker v. Armstrong,

55 Mich. 176, 20 N. W. 892.

Nnv Hampshire. — Blake v. White,

13 N. H. 267.

Nezv York. — Hall v. Naylor, 18 N.

Y. 588.

Ohio. — See Insurance Co. v.

Wright, 32 Ohio St. 553.

Texas. — Tarkington v. Brunett

(Tex. Civ. App.), 51 S. W. 274.

It was held in West Fla. Land Co.
V. Studebaker, 2,7 Fla. 28, 19 So. 176,

that statements of the vendor as to

the character and quality of land
which had been published in a news-
paper as an advertisement to induce
the sale thereof, but which were dif-

ferent from the express representa-
tions relied upon by the plaintiff in

the purchase of the land, were inad-
missible to show fraud in the sale,

in the absence of proof that they
were false and fraudulent.
Similar Suits by Others Incompe-

tent In a replevin suit by the
vendor to recover goods sold, count-
ing on fraud of vendee in purchase,

evidence of the institution of other
similar suits by the other creditors
is inadmissible. White v. Beal &
Fletcher Grocer Co., 65 Ark. 278, 45
S. W. 1060.
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is competent to prove instances in which the fraud consisted in

actual misrepresentation concerning- the material facts.^*

(H.) Competency Against Assignee or Transferee.— Evidence of

such other fraudulent acts is admissible to prove the original fraud,

although the action is against the subsequent purchaser or assignee

of the original wrongdoer.^"

(I.) Order oe Proof.— Although the party claiming fraud has

failed to introduce evidence of other frauds as a part of his affirma-

tive case, it may be competent in rebuttal.""

(J.) Rebuttal. — Acquittal IN Criminal Prosecution.— It has been

held that where evidence of the commission of a similar fraudulent

act has been admitted, an offer on the part of the alleged wrongdoer

to prove that he had been acquitted of such charge on a criminal

prosecution is incompetent as being res inter alias acta.^^

(7.) Other Transactions to Disprove Fraud. — It has been held proper

for a vendor charged with fraud in the sale, by preventing a fair

examination of the goods, to prove that on a former occasion another

person who was contemplating the purchase was accorded a full and

fair examination.^^

e. Sfafenieufs to MereantUe Agency. — (1.) In General.— A per-

son furnishing information by statement or otherwise to a mercan-

tile agency in relation to his financial condition is presumed to do

so with the intent that the agency shall communicate such informa-

tion to persons who may be interested in obtaining it, and that it

will be relied upon by them in g'iving credit to such person there-

after.^^ Evidence showing the furnishing of such statement.

28. Hall V. Naylor. i8 N. Y. s88.

And see Hersey v. Benedict, 15 Hun
(N. Y.) 2R2.

Statements to Commercial Agen-
cies. — Such other fraudulent acts

may consist in statements made by
a vendee to commercial agencies for

the purpose of obtaining credit from
other creditors. BHss v. Sickles, 142

N. Y. 647, 36 N. E. 1064.

29. Howe V. Reed, 12 Me. 515;

Hersey v. Benedict, 15 Hun (N. Y.)

282; McCasker v. Enright, 64 Vt.

488. 24 Atl. 240, .33 Am. St. Rep. 938.

Confro.— Wright v. Zeigler Bros.,

70 Ga. 501.

Where the question at issue is

whether a judgment confessed by a

debtor in failing circumstances was
confessed with the intent to defraud

other creditors, or in good faith to

secure future advances, evidence that

soon after the confession of such

judgment the debtor confessed an-

other judgment to a third person for

a fraudulent purpose is incompetent
against the creditor in tlie former
judgment in the absence of proof of

his knowledge of such second judg-

ment. ]\Iil!er v. McAlister, 178 Pa.

St. 140, 35 Atl. 594.

30. Ankersmit 7-. Tuch, 114 N. Y.

51, 20 N. E. 819.

31. Fowle V. Child. 164 Mass. 210,

41 N. E. 291, 49 Am. St. Rep. 451.

32. Salem India Rubber Co. v.

Adams, 2t, Pick. (Mass.) 256.

33. Arkansas. — Triplett v. Rugby
Distilling Co., 66 Ark. 219, 49 S. W.
975-

Io7i'a. — Cox Shoe Co. v. Adams,
T05 Iowa 402, 75 N. W. 316.

Michigan. — Genesee Sav. Bank 7:

The Michigan Barge Co., t;2 Mich.

164, 17 N. \V. 790, 18 N. W. 206, 438:

Hinchman z: Weeks, 85 Mich. 535, 48
N. W. 790.

^finucsota. — Stevens r. Ludlun,

46 Minn. t6o, 48 N. W. 77i-

New York. — Eaton C. & B. Co. v.

Avery, 83 N. Y. 31; Naugatuck Cut-

lery Co. V. Babcock, 22 Hun 481.

Tc.vas. — Aultni.nn 7'. Carr, 16 Tex.

Civ. App. 430, 42 S. W. 614.

Wisconsin, ^l^dX. Bank of M. v.
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knowledge thereof by the creditor and his reHance thereon, together

with proof of its falsity, is competent in favor of a creditor of such
person claiming to have been defrauded by relying thereon.^* The
fact that such statement was made some time before it was relied

upon does not affect the rule,*^ provided it was not too remote.^"

It has been held that if the statement was true when made it con-
stitutes no evidence of fraud in a subsequent transaction,^^ but there

is authority to the contrary.^^

(2.) Ratings or Report of Mercantile Agency. — The authorities seem
to distinguish between statements made by the person himself to

the mercantile agency and their reports or ratings upon his financial

condition based upon their own conclusions, and in the absence of

proof that the party authorized or had knowledge thereof, such
reports or ratings are irrelevant on the question of fraud.^® How-
ever, it has been held that it is not necessary that the statement
actually made or authorized by the party charged with fraud be
shown to have been, itself, communicated to the creditor, but the

rating or report of the agency, although in one sense its mere
conclusion, if founded or based upon information derived from the

debtor, or if referred to by him, is sufficient.*'^

f . Customs and Usages. — Custom cannot sanction a fraud either

in fact or in law,*^ but in many cases evidence of a general custom

Illinois & W. L. Co., lOi Wis. 247,

77 N. W. 185.

But see Macullar v. McKinley, 99
N. Y. 353, 2 N. E. 9, and Curtis v.

Koxie, 88 Wis. 41, 59 N. W. 581.

34. See Furry v. O'Connor, i Ind.

App. 573, 28 N. E. 103; Kirschbaum
V. Jasspon, 119 ]\Iich. 452, 78 N. W.
473 ; Soper Lumber Co. v. Halstead,

73 Conn. 547, 48 All. 425; Robinson
V. Levi, 81 Ala. 134, i So. 554. And
see cases cited in previous note.

Best Evidence. — It is not neces-

sary that the writing itself be pro-

duced. See Triplett v. Rugby Distill-

ing Co., 66 Ark. 219. 49 S. W. 975.

In Schwartz ta Mittenthal (Tex.

Civ. App.), 50 S. W. 182, the court,

in speaking of statements made by a

buyer to a mercantile agency, said

:

" The burden was upon appellees to

show these facts : That Mrs. S.

made a statement to the agency as a

basis for credit rating. Second.

That the statement was materially

fraudulent. Third. That the agency
gave her a rating upon such false

statement to which she was not en-

titled upon a fair statement of her
financial condition. Fourth. That
such false rating was known to ap-

pellees, and on the truth of it the

credit was extended." Citing Bank
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V. Bamberger, 77 Tex. 54, 13 S. W.
959, and other cases.

35. Lindauer v. Hay, 61 Iowa 663,

17 N. W. 98; Cox Shoe Co. v. Ad-
ams, 105 Iowa 402, 75 N. W. 316.

36. Curtis V. Hoxie, 88 Wis. 41,

59 N. W. 581 ; Treadwell v. State, 99
Ga. 779, 27 S. E. 785-

37. Reid v. Kempe. 74 Minn. 474,

77 N. W. 413, and see Taylor 7'. Mis-
sissippi Mills, 47 Ark. 247, i S. W.
283.

38. Boaz V. Coulter Mfg. Co.
(Tex. Civ. App.), 40 S. W. 866, and
see cases cited in note 35, ante.

39. Henderson v. Miller, 36 111,

App. 232; Curtis z'. Hoxie, 88 Wis.
41, 59 N. W. 581 ; Poska v. Stearns,

56 Neb. 541, 76 N. W. 1078, 71 Am.
St. Rep. 688; Kilpatrick-Koch Dry
Goods Co. V. McPheely, 37 Neb. 800,

56 N. W. 389; Richardson v. String-

fellow, 100 Ala. 416, 14 So. 284.

40. See Tindle v. Birkett, 171 N.
Y. 520, 64 N. E. 210; Aultman v.

Carr, 16 Tex. Civ. App. 430, 42 S.

W. 614; Mooney v. Davis, 75 Mich.

188, 42 N. W. 802, 13 Am. St. Rep.

425 ; Cox Shoe Co. v. Adams, 105

Iowa 402, 75 N. W. 316.

41. See Flannery v. Jones, 180 Pa.

St. 338, 36 Atl. 856, 57 Am. St. Rep.
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or usage^^ in vogue in the community in which the transaction

occurs, or of a violation thereof in the particular instance/^ may be

relevant and competent as tending to establish the fraud or some

of its constituent elements. And it seems that proof of a compli-

ance with a uniform and reasonable custom may be competent to

refute the fraud charged.**

g. Status and Relation of the Parties. — (1.) In General.— Any-
thing tending to show the relations existing between the parties

to the transaction and the feelings likely to influence their actions

therein is relevant."

648, which was a suit to set aside an
auction sale of property on the

ground that the owners ran up the

price by puffing or fictitious bidding,

and in which it was held that evi-

dence that such puffing or fictitious

bidding at public sales is and has

been customary is incompetent and
inadmissible. See also Fuller v.

Robinson, 86 N. Y. 306.

42. Where the fraud complained
of was the acts and conduct of the

seller in fraudulently inducing the

purchaser to believe that a private

letter mark on each of the articles

purchased indicated the cost thereof

to the seller, when in fact it indi-

cated a price greatly in excess there-

of, the testimony of merchants as to

the custom of merchants in marking
goods with private marks and figures,

and that in their opinion it would not
subserve any purpose in the ordinary
way of transacting retail business,

was held competent and proper.

Elerick v. Reid, 54 Kan. 579, 38 Pac.

814.

To Prove Reliance Thus, the

custom and usage of loan agencies

(whose business it is to procure loans

for the owners of property) to re-

quire written applications from the

party desiring the loan, stating the

value and condition of the property

offered for security, is a circumstance

to be considered on the question of

whether a person making a loan

through such agency relied on such
application. It is presumed that

these applications are made for the

very purpose of giving investors re-

liable information, and that such in-

vestors relied thereupon. King v.

Sioux City Loan & Investment Co.,

76 Iowa II, 39 N. W. 919.

43. Thus, in Kaiser v. Hamburg-
Bremen Fire Ins. Co., 59 App. Div.

525, 69 N. Y. Supp. 344, evidence as

to the general custom practiced in

relation to appraising insurance

losses by arbitration, and the viola-

tion of such custom in the particular

instance, was held competent to

prove that the insured was defrauded

in the appraisement in question.

In an action involving the fraud of

defendant in putting up wool in

such a manner as from appearances

to indicate that it was of good qual-

ity, while the facts showed that the

appearances were deceptive, and the

interior was of poor quality and filled

with tags, evidence of the custom
of putting up wool in that section of

the country is admissible on the

question of a fraudulent intent in the

manner in which the wool in question

was put up. Willard z\ Mcrritt. 45
Barb. (N. Y.) 205.

Contrary to Regular Course of

Business. — In an action involving

fraudulent intent of a vendee in the

purchase of goods, evidence that he

used and disposed of them in a man-
ner contrary to the usual and cus-

tomary course of business was held

relevant and admissible to establish

such fraudulent intent. Loeb v.

Flash, 65 Ala. 526. And see Phelps,

Dodge & P. Co. r. Sampson, 113

Iowa 145, 84 N. W. 1051.

44. See Fuller v. Robinson, 86 N.

Y. 306, and Jacobs 7'. Shorey, 48 N.

H. 100. 97 Am. Dec. 586, in which

it is implied that proof of a general

custom and compliance therewith by

the alleged wrongdoer may be com-
petent to rebut the charge of fraud,

but which evidence in those cases

was held incompetent because the

custom sought to be proved was ab-

surd and unreasonable.
45. Blodgett Paper Co. v. Far-

mer, 41 N. H. 398; Somes v. Skin-

Vol. VI
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(2.) Friendship, Confidence, Etc. — The fact that defendant is an

intimate friend'" or relative*^ of plaintiff, or occupies a position of

confidence** or advantage*" over him,- is relevant on the question of

whether fraud was practiced in a transaction between them.

(3.) Intelligence, Skill and Capacity. — Among the circumstances

always pertinent to the inquiry is whether, in intelligence, skill and

capacity, the parties are uix)n an equal footing, or whether the more

wary has overreached the unwary.^"

(4.) Mutual Course of Dealings. — Evidence of a course of dealings

existing between the parties for a period of time may be relevant

and competent as tending to prove the intent of the alleged wrong-

doer," or that the complaining party was justified in relying, upon

ner, l6 Mass. 348; Whitaker Iron

Co. V. Preston Nat. Bank of Detroit,

loi Mich. 146, 59 N. W. 395; James
V. Work, 54 N. Y. St. 166, 24 N. Y.

Supp. 149.

.A.S to confidential relations see ar-

ticle " Undue Influence."

In Equity. — "The attitude of the

parties to a contract, in relation to

each other, has often been made a

conspicuous figure by the chancellor

in testing the soundness of the

transaction." Gist v. Frazier, 2 Litt.

(Ky.) 118.

46. Wells V. Houston, 29 Tex.

Civ. App. 619, 69 S. W. 183, explain-

ing s. c. in former appeal, 23 Tex.

Civ. App. 629, 57 S. W. 584; Nolte

V. Reichelm, 96 111. 425.

47. Durrell v. Richardson, 119

:\Iich. 592, 78 N. W. 650; Tucke v.

Buchholz, 43 Iowa 415.

48. Brooke v. Berry, 2 Gill (Md.)
83-

Defendant, Plaintiff's Physician.

Dibble v. Nash, 47 Mich. 589, 11 N.

W. 399.
49. Gist V. Frazier, 2 Litt. (Ky.)

118.

Where a Deputy Sheriff Purchases

at a sale made by his employer, al-

though the sale may not be expressly

illegal, " equity will narrowly watch
the actions of a person possessing

such opportunities for questionable

practices." Massey v. Young, yz
'Mo. 260.

50. Alabama. — Thompson v. Lee,

31 Ala. 292.

California. — Hick ?•. Thomas, 90
Cal. 289, 27 Pac. 208, 376.

Illinois. — Nolte v. Reichelm, 96
111. 425; Frazier v. Miller, 16 111. 48.

Indiana. — Bloomer v. Gray, 10
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Ind. App. 326, yj N. E. 819; Wor-
ley 7'. Moore, 77 Ind. 567.

Massachusetts. — Somes v. Skin-

ner, 16 Mass. 348.

Missouri. — Beck & P. L. Co. v.

Obert, 54 Mo. App. 240.

Washington. — Tacoma v. Tacoma
L. & W. Co., 17 Wash. 458, 50 Pac.

55-
Distress of Mind; Nervousness.

The fact that the party complaining

was in great sorrow and distress of

mind (Stewart v. Stewart, 7 J. J.

Marsh. (Ky.) 183, 23 Am. Dec. 393),
or was in a feeble and nervous condi-

tion (Railway Co. v. Goodholm, 61

Kan. 758, 60 Pac. 1066), at the time
of the transaction, is relevant.

The fact that the party complaining
is a lawyer of experience is relevant

on the question of whether he relied

or had a right to rely upon the rep-

resentations. Lucas 7'. Crippen, 76
Iowa 507, 41 N. W. 205.

Woman Unskilled in Business.

Woodbridge v. DeWitt, 51 Neb. 98,

70 N. W. 506.

Municipal Corporation— " In the

consideration of questions of fraud

and misrepresentation arising upon a

contract for the sale of property by a

private corporation to a municipal
corporation, it is a fact properly for

the consideration of the jury that the

less expert business capacity, skill

and experience may be with the mu-
nicipal corporation." Tacoma z'. Ta-
coma L. & W. Co., 17 Wash. 458, SO
Pac. 55, and cases cited.

51. Nelms 7'. Steiner Bros., 113

Ala. 562, 22 So. 435 ; Johnson v. Mo-
nell, 2 Keyes (N. Y.) 6s5 ; O'Neil v.

Wills Point Bank. 67 Tex. 36. 2 S.

W. 754; Finlay Brg. Co. v. Prost, in
Mich. 635, 70 N. W. 137.
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the representations.'^ Likewise, such course of dealing^s may be a

stronji^ circumstance in favor of the good faith of the alleg^ed wron(T-

doer in the transaction, °'' or to prove that the party complaiiiin{T

relied upon such course of deahnp^s and not upon the particular

representations complained of as the inducement."*

h. Financial Condition. — (l.) In General. — The insolvency of

either of the parties standing alone is not sufficient to justify the

inference of fraud in a transaction between them," but the finan-

cial condition of a party in connection with other facts is often

relevant to prove'*" or it may, by disclosing the ability of the

Fraudulent TJse of Well-known
" Brand,"— The fact that the mer-
chandise which is charged to have
been fraudulently misrepresented to

the purchaser was put onto the

market under a " brand " previously

well and favorably known, and was
sold by the vendor without disclosing

the fact, well known to him, that it

was inferior to the former and usual

make of the vendor sold under such
"brand," is relevant. Singleton's

Adm'r v. Kennedy, S. & Co., 9 B.
Mon. (Ky.) 222.

52. Johnson v. Monell, 2 Keyes
(N. Y.) 655.

53. In Monroe v. O'Shea, 27 N.
Y. St. 91, 7 N. Y. Supp. 540, which
was an action based upon the pur-
chase of cattle in New Jersey by the

defendant from the plaintiffs with the

alleged intent of defrauding plaintiffs

out of the purchase price, the facts

showing that it was a cash transac-

tion, but the sale being made on Oc-
tober 15th, the defendant, on the

i6th, drew his check for the price upon
a bank in New Jersey, which check
was delivered to plaintiffs in Massa-
chusetts, and was by them presented
to the bank for payment on October
20th, when payment was refused on
account of shortage of funds; and it

further appearing that defendant on
the i6th had more than the amount
of the check to his credit, but most of
this amount had been drawn out be-
fore the 20th; and it further appear-
ing that defendant, on October 19th,

was insolvent and made a general as-

signment, it was held that evidence
of a previous course of dealings of

the same description between the
parties tending to show that it was
their custom for defendant to send
checks to plaintiffs in Massachu-
setts and for them to be returned to

New Jersey to be paid, was compe-
tent to show that defendant had rea-

son to believe in good faith that he
would be able to sell the cattle, and
thereby procure the necessary money
to pay the check when returned to

New Jersey.
54. See Gregory v. Schoenell, 55

Ind. loi.

55. Edson V. Hudson, 83 Mich.

450, 47 N. W. 347; Foster v. Brown,
65 Ind. 234.

Poverty of Plaintiff— In an ac-

tion counting on defendant's fraud in

inducing plaintiff to exchange his

land for a stock of goods, evidence
adduced merely to show plaintiff's

poverty is irrelevant and incompe-
tent. DeWulf I'. Dix, no Iowa 553,
81 N. 'V\^ 779.

56. Kingman z'. Reinemer, 166 111.

208, 46 N. E. 786.

Where plaintiff claims to have
loaned deceased a large sum of

money during his lifetime, for the

recovery of which she has brought
an action against his estate, proof of

circumstances tending to show that

plaintiff was without means and de-

pendent upon deceased is relevant

and competent to show fraud in her
claim. Glessner v. Patterson, 164
Pa. St. 224. 30 Atl. 355.

Where an insolvent debtor con-

fessed judgment in a large sum in

favor of an alleged creditor and
transferred valuable property in pay-

ment of such judgment, and the

scheme is charged as fraudulent in an
action by other creditors, evidence of

the general financial condition of such
alleged judgment creditor is rele-

vant and competent, it appearing un-

reasonable that a person of such
small means would own such a large

claim. Sanders v. Clark. 6 Houst.
(Del.) 462.
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party to respond in damag^es, tend to disprove" the charge.

(2.) Fraud of Vendee in Purchase. — Thus, in an action in which a

vendor is charged with a fraudulent intent in the purchase of goods,

evidence of the vendee's insolvency at the time of such purchase is

always relevant and competent in connection with other facts and

circumstances to establish such fraudulent intention,"*^ but does not

of itself amount to conclusive proof thereof.^'

Evidence of insolvency may be

relevant to prove the party's fraudu-

lent motive in the transaction. Mos-
by T'. Commission Co., 91 Mo. App.

500.

Embarrassment of Party Com-
plaining. — The financial embarrass-

ment of the party claiming fraud in

the transaction may be relevant ^to

prove the fraud when the opposite

party avails himself of such embar-
rassment. Stephens v. Orman, 10

Fla. 9.

57. Where the fraudulent repre-

sentations relied upon consisted of

false statements by defendant as to

the value of a bond and mortgage
which he had previously taken as se-

curity for a debt owing to him, and
which were purchased from him by
plaintiff under such representations,

the fact that the defendant was finan-

cially responsible and had verbally

agreed to guarantee the mortgage
was held competent evidence from
which the jury might infer a lack of

fraudulent intent in the making of

representations. Newell v. Chap-
man. 56 N. Y. St. 380, 26 N. Y.

Supp. 361.

58. United States. — Castle v. Bul-

lard, 23 How. 172.

Alabama. — Johnston ZK Bent, 93
Ala. 160, 9 So. 581 ; Hudson v. Bauer
Grocery Co., 105 Ala. 200, 16 So. 693.

Arkansas. — Taylor v. Mississippi

IVIills, 47 Ark. 247, i S. W. 283;

Gavin v. Armi stead, 57 Ark. 574, 22

S. W. 431, 38 Am. St. Rep. 262.

Colorado. — Brock v. Schradsky, 6

Colo. App. 402, 41 Pac. 512.

lozva. — Starr v. Stevenson, 91

Iowa 684, 60 N. W. 217; Phelps-

Dodge & P. Co. V. Sampson, 113

Iowa 145. 84 N. W. 1051; Reid ;Mur-

dock & F. T. Co. V. Cowduroy, 71

Iowa 169, 44 N. W. 351, 18 Am. St.

Rep. 359-
Massachusetts. — Watson ?'. Silsby,

166 Mass. 57, 43 N. E. 1117.
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Michigan. — Edson v. Hudson, 83

Mich. 450, 47 N. W. 347.

Minnesota. — Slagle z'. Goodnow,

45 Minn. 531. 48 N. W. 402.

Missouri. — Strauss P. &. Co. v.

Hirsch, 63 Mo. App. 95.

Nezv Hampshire. — Jacobs v. Sho-

rey, 48 N. H. 100, 97 Am. Dec. 586.

Nezv York. — Bullis v. Montgom-
ery, 50 N. Y. 352 ; Hennequin v. Nay-
lor, 24 N. Y.' 139; Hersey v. Bene-

dict, 15 Hun. 282.

Pennsylvania. — Cincinnati Coop-

erage Co. V. Gaul, 170 Pa. St. 545,

32 Atl. 1093; Rodman v. Thalheimer,

75 Pa. St. '232.

In Com. V. Jeffries, 7 Allen

(Mass.) 548, 83 Am. Dec. 712, the

court said :
" The inability of the

person making the false pretenses to

pay for the goods which he has re-

ceived becomes a significant circum-

stance bearing on his intent, and
tends to show that the pretense,

which otherwise would be innocent
or harmless, was made for the pur-

pose of accomplishing a fraud. The
insolvency of the party has a direct

tendency to show the intent with
which the false pretense was used.

Indeed, it is evidence of the most
stringent and satisfactory character.

The law affirms that every man in-

tends the natural and necessary con-

sequence of his acts. ... If at

the time of the transaction he was
deeply insolvent, and was cognizant

of his condition, the necessary conse-

quence of the act was to deprive the

vendor of his property without
recompense or the chance of pay-
ment, and leads to the just and al-

most unavoidable inference that it

was done with an intent to defraud."
59. Alabama. — Wilk v. Key, 117

Ala. 285, 23 So. 6: Kyle v. Ward, 8r

Ala. 121, I So. 468.

Arkansas. — Gavin v. ArmSstead,

59 Ark. 574, 22 S. W. 431, 38 Am.
St. Rep. '262.
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(3.) When Irrelevant.— But where a party is charp^ed with having

fraiuhileiitly obtained money or goods by a positive affirmation as

to a specific fact, which is shown to have been false, his financial

condition or ability to pay the debt is immaterial on the question of

intent, and evidence thereof is incompetent.®**

i. Inadequacy of Consideration.— (1.)" In General.— Mere inade-

quacy of price or consideration is not, of itself, sufficient to justify

the inference of fraud in the transaction,®^ unless the inadequacy

is so great as to impress every reasonable person with its grossness,

in which case it may, per se, raise the presumption of fraud,"- and

it has been held to amount to conclusive evidence thereof."' There
is no certain rule as to the degree of grossness necessary to accom-
j)lish this result."*

(2.) Relevancy with Other Circumstances. — But, in all ordinary

cases where fraud is involved, such inadequacy is always a relevant

circumstance to be considered in connection with other facts and

circumstances as tending to establish the fraud,*"^ and when the

Colorado. — Brock v. Schradsky, 6
Colo. App. 402, 41 Pac. 512.

Indiana. — Sweet v. Campbell, 14
Ind. App. 570. 43 N. E. 236.

Imva. — Starr Bros. v. Stevenson,

91 Iowa 684, 60 N. W. 217.

Nc'v York. — Williams z\ Hay, 2t

Misc. 72>, 46 N. Y. Supp. 895.

Pennsylvania. — Cincinnati Coop-
erage Co. V. Gaul, 170 Pa. St. 545, 32
At). 1093 ; Rodman v. Thalheimer, 75
Pa. St. 232.

60. Com. V. Coe, 113 Mass. 481.

Ilathcock V. State, 88 Ga. 91, 13 S.

E. 959- ,

Where the false representation

counted upon was that defendant had
money in the bank, and he is charged
with obtaining goods under such

false representation, evidence that he
owned real estate is irrelevant and in-

competent. Carnell zk State, 85 Md.
I, 36 Atl. 117.

61. Georgia. — Comer v. Grannis,

75 Ga. 277.

Illinois. — Reed i'. Peterson, 91

111. 288.

Indiana. — Cagney v. Cuson, 77
Ind. 494.

Kentuckv. — Gist v. Frazier, 2

Liu. 118.

Nebraska. — Hanson v. Berthelsen,

19 Neb. 433, 27 N. W. 423.

Nc'ii' York. — Fleming ?'. Slocum,
18 Johns. 403; Swctt V. Colgate, 20

Johns. 196.

Texas. — Wells r*. Houston. 29
Tex. Civ. App. 619. 69 S. W. 183.

Vermont. — Howard 7'. Edgell, 17

Vt. 9-

I'irginia. — Moore v. Triplett,

23 S. E. 69.

IJ'isconsin. — Risch 7'. Lillienthal,

34 Wis. 250.

62. Burch ?-. Smith, 15 Tex. 219;
Rennolds 7'. Insurance Co., 62 Mo.
App. 104; Briscoe 7'. Bronaugh, i

Tex. 326; Reed v. Peterson. 91 111.

288: Zeigler v. Hughes. 55 111. 288;

Parker Adm'r v. Glenn, 72 Ga. 637;
Cagney 7'. Cuson, 77 Ind. 494.

63. Tn Jones 7". Galbraith CTcnn.
Ch.), 59 S. W. 350, it is held that the

mere inadequacy of the consideration,

in certain cases, may be so great as

to shock the conscience, and of itself

to conclusively show the fraud. And
see Burch 7-. Smith. 15 Tex. 219-

But contfyare Wells v. Houston, 29
Tex. Civ. App. 619, 69 S. W. 183,

in which case it was held that al-

though the inadequacy inight be so
groat as, of itself, to justify the jury
i'l finding fraud, yet it was error for

the court to instruct that it was con-

clusive evidence thereof.

64. Howard 7-. Edgell, 17 Vt. 9.

65. United States. — Baldwin 7'.

National Hedge & Wire Fence Co.,

73 Fed. 574-

Georgia. — Hoyle 7*. Southern Saw
Wk=;.. T05 Ga. T23. 31 S. E. 137-

Illinois. — Macoupin Co. r. People,

58 Til. 191 ; Reed 7'. Peterson. 91 111.

288; Ross 7'. Payson, 160 111. 349, 43
N. E. 399.
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disparity is very great, it may, in connection with other circum-

stances, amount to conchisive proof thereof.®"

(3.) When Irrelevant. — It has been held that the question of

whether inadequacy of price is admissible as evidence of fraud

depends upon the facts known to the parties at the time of the

transaction, and where the value of the subject-matter is known
to neither of the parties and is open to the investig'ation of both,

evidence of such inadequacy, no matter how great, is incompetent.®'^

(4.) Deficiency in Quantity. — A deficiency in the quantity of prop-

erty received is not, of itself, sufficient to prove fraud, but if such

deficiency is great in proportion to the whole, it is evidence of

lozva. — Tucke v. Buchholz, 43
Iowa 415.

Kentucky. — Gist v. Frazier, 2 Litt.

118.

Minnesota. — Christiansen v. Chi-

cago, St. P., M. & O. R. Co., 67
Minn. 94, 69 N. W. 640.

Missouri. — Massey v. Young, y2>

Mo. 260.

North Carolina. — Futrill 7". Futrill,

58 N. C. 61; McLeod v. Bullard, 84
N. C. 515; Hartly v. Estis, 62 N. C.

167.

Texas. — Wells v. Houston, 29
Tex. Civ. App. 619, 69 S. W. 185;

Eurch V. Smith, 15 Tex. 219; Weekes
7'. City of Galveston, 21 Tex. Civ.

App. 102, 51 S. W. 544,

Vermont. — Howard v. Edgell, 17

Vt. 9-

In Lloyd V. Higbee, 25 111. 495, the

court said :
" And where fraud is

charged and it appears that the price

given is much less than the real value

of the property, it is a strong circum-
stance to prove the fraud ; as the love

of gain, and the disinclination of all

men to abandon their property, is so

strong that it is unusual for persons
knowingly to part with property of
great value for only a trifle."

Settlement of Damages. — Where
the question at issue is as to whether
a certain alleged settlement of plain-

tiff's claim for damages for personal
injuries was obtained by defendant
in fraud of the rights of plain-

tiff, the gross inadequacy of the

amount of the consideration for

which the claim is alleged to have
been settled is a circumstance mate-
rial to the inquiry whether the settle-

ment was procured by fraud. Feath-
erstone 7'. Bctlejewski, 75 111. App. 59.

Shifts Burden of Proof. — The

Vol. VI

gross inequality of the bargain, fol-

lowed by proof of other circum-

stances justifying the inference of a

confidential relation, shifts the bur-

den of proof as to the fairness and
equality of the transaction. Stepp 7'.

Frampton, 179 Pa. St. 284, 36 Atl.

177-

Fraudulent Sale of Mortgaged
Chattels.— The fact that the prop-

erty covered by a chattel mortgage
was sold thereunder in a lump, and
brought much less than its actual

value, is relevant as proof that the

mortgagee, who purchased the prop-

erty himself, did .so with a fraudu-
lent intent. Wygal v. Bigelow, 42
Kan. 477, 22 Pac. 612, 16 Am. St.

Rep. 495.
Where a person for the sum of

$50 is induced to assume the re-

sponsibility of worthless paper of the

amount of over $5000, the inade-

quacy of the consideration is strong
evidence of fraud. Walker v.

Thompson, 61 Me. 347.

Sales on Execution This rule

applies to sales under execution.

Parker Adm'r v. Glenn, 72 Ga. 627.

66. Burch 7'. Smith, 15 Tex. 219;

Allore V. Jewell, 94 U. S. 506; Risch
7'. Lillienthal, 34 Wis. 250; Kuelkamp
V. Hidding, 31 Wis. 503 ; Lester v.

Mahan. 25 Ala. 445, 60 Am. Dec. 530.

"That circumstance [inadequacy
of price] taken in connection with

others of a suspicious nature, may
afford such a vehement presumption
of fraud as will authorize the court

to set it aside." Wormack v. Rog-
ers, 9 Ga. 60.

67. Wood V. Boynton, 64 Wis.
265, 25 N. W. 42, 54 Am. Rep. 610;

Mosher v. Post, 89 Wis. 602, 62 N.
W. 516.
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fraud,*® and in cases where quantity is an essential part of the

contract, gross deficiency alone. raises the presumption of fraud.'''

(5.) Comparison of Values. — Evidence of the actual value of the

property parted with by the alleged defrauded party,^° and of a com-

parison between such value and the value of the property received

by him in the transaction,^^ or between the actual value and the

\alue as represented,'- may have and often has a relevant bearing

on the question of the motives and intentions of the parties.

(6.) Equivalent in Return. — (A.) Generally.— Where the proof

shows that, if the false representations complained of had been true,

the property received by the defrauded party would have been

worth more or would have been diflFerent from its real value or

condition, the fact that he has received an equivalent to that

68. Griswold ?'. Gebbie, 126 Pa.

St. .353, 17 Atl. 673. 12 Am. St. Rep.
87S; Kreiter v. Bomberger, 82 Pa.

St. 59.

69. " In cases of gross deficiency,

presumptive fraud is usually held to

exist where quantity is an essential

part of the contract." Carney ?'.

Harbert, 44 \V. Va. 30, 28 S. E. 712;
Crislip 7'. Cain, 19 W. Va. 441.

70. Bloomer v. Gray, 10 Ind. App.

326, ^7 N. H. 819; Weidner v. Phil-

lips, 114 N. Y. 458, 21 N. E. ion.
It is proper to prove the value of

land given in exchange for other
property where the contract of ex-
change was procured by fraud.

Johnson 7*. Culver, 116 Ind. 278, 19

N. E. 129.

To Disprove Fraud and Reliance.

In Likes f. Baer. 10 Iowa 89, the de-

fendant was charged with fraudu-
lently representing the land ex-

changed by him to plaintiff to be of

a quality far superior and worth very
much more than it really was, and it

was held competent for the defend-
ant to prove the actual value of the

property received by him in the ex-

change from the plaintiff, for the

purpose of proving that he made no
such representations, or that if he
did, plaintiff did not rely upon them,

it appearing that tlic actual value of

the land exchanged by plaintiff wns
so small as to make it unreasonable
that, for the purpose of obtaining

such land, defendant would overesti-

mate the quality of his own land to

such an extent as was claimed by
plaintiff.

71. Cheney 7'. Gleason, 125 Mass.

166; Lloyd V. Higbee. 25 111. 495; Le-

grand v. Eufaula Nat. Bank, 81 Ala.

123, I So. 460, 60 Am. Rep. T40;

Stewart v. Stewart, 7 J. J. Marsh.

(Ky.V 183. 23 .\in. Dec. 393.

Improbability of Making the Al-

leged Misrepresentations. — Relative

values of the two properties may be

relevant to sliow tlie improbability of

th? making of the representation com-
plained of. See Gustafson 7*. Rust-

meyer. 70 Conn. 125, 39 Atl. 104. 66

Arn. St. Rep. 92, 39 L. R. A. 644.

Fraudulent Issue of Corporate

Stock. — Gross and obvious overval-

uation of property given by stock-

holders in payment for stock, which
is claimed to have been " fully paid

up," is strong evidence of fraud in

payment for such stock in a suit by a

creditor on a stockholder's liability.

Coit V. Gold Amal'g Co., 119 U. S.

343; Boynton z: Hatch, 47 N. Y. 225.

72. Where the fraudulent repre-

sentations complained of cnn.-isted of

statements of the vendor that a cer-

tain lot pointed out by him during the

negotiations was included within the

property he proposed to sell to the

vendee by a sale thereafter consum-
mated, and it subsequently appeared

that such lot was not owned by the

vendor, nor covered by the convey-

ance, evidence of the value of that lot

and its appearance and character is

admissible and relevant on the ques-

tion of fraudulent intent. Loveioy 7-.

Ishell. 73 Conn. ^r-^. XI Atl. 682.

To Prove that Representations

Caused the Damage. — Where the

plaintiff (mortga.cor) complains that

by reason of the fraud of the defend-

ant in making fal.se representations to

the mortgagee, which representations

induced the mortgagee to take the

property on grounds that, from the

Vol. VI
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with which he parted is immaterial, and evidence thereof is

incompetent.
''''

(B.) Ckoss-PE'iiTioN. — But where the defendant files a cross-peti-

tion charging plaintiff with fraudulent representation as to the

value of property exchanged by him with defendant in the same
transaction, the real value of plaintiff's property is directly involved,

and evidence thereof is competent.''*

j. Character and Reputation. — Although fraud, to some extent.

representations, he thought himself

unsafe, evidence showing the value

of the property to be amply sufficient

to satisfy the mortgage is competent
as tending to prove that the repre-

sentations complained of were the di-

rect cause of the damage. O'Horo v.

Kelsey, 60 App. Div. 604, 70 N. Y.
Supp. 14.

Overvaluation of Insured Prop-

erty. — Question for Jury— Wheth-
er the discrepancy between the actual

value of the property insured and

the amount for which it is 'in-

sured is so great as to make it cer-

tain that the overestimate was made
with a fraudulent motive, is a ques-

tion for the jury. Williams v. Phoe-

nix Fire Ins. Co., 61 Me. 67.

73. Colorado. — Herfort v. Cra-

mer. 7 Colo. 483, 4 Pac. 896.

Connecticut. — Murray v. Jennings,

42 Conn. I.

Illinois. — Antle v. Sexton, 137 111.

410, 27 N. E. 691 ; distinguishing

Hiner v. Richter, 51 111. 299.

Maryland. — Pendergast v. Reed,

29 Md. 398, 96 Am. Dec. 539.

Missouri. — Chase r. Rusk, 90 Mo.
App. 25.

Nebraska. — Compare Hankins v.

Majors, 56 Neb. 290. 76 N. W. 544.

Pennsylvania. — Staines v. Share,

16 Pa. St. 200.

IVisconsin. — Bergeron v. Miles, 88
Wis. 397, 60 N. W. 783, 43 Am. St.

Rep. 911.

Thus in an action counting on the

fraud of the vendor in the sale of a

business, the fraudulent representa-

tions alleged being confined to the

value of the stock of goods, the as-

sets and liabilities of the firm, evi-

dence of the value of the good will

of the business is inadmissible on the

part of the vendor to disprove the

fraud. Plines v. Driver, 72 Ind. 125.

Incompetent to Show Non-reli-

ance The value of the property

parted with by the party complaining
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of the fraud is irrelevant and in-

competent to prove that he did not

rely upon the alleged false represen-

tations where the property concern-

ing which the representations were

made was valued at a fixed price.

]\Tatlock V. Reppy, 47 Ark. 148, 14 S.

W. 546; Lee V. Tarplin, 183 Mass.

52, 66 N. E. 431.

Plaintiff Having no Title. — In

Watson V. Atwood, 25 Conn. 313, an
offer on the part of the defendant

charged with fraudulent representa-

tions, inducing the exchange of prop-

erties between himself and the

plaintiflf, to prove that the plaintiff at

the time of such exchange had no
title to the property which he con-

veyed to defendant, was held irrele-

vant and inadmissible.

But see Carson z'. Houssels (Tex.
Civ. App.), 51 S. W. 290, in which
it was held that on the issue of the

materiality of the alleged false rep-

resentations as to the number of cat-

tle in a herd, made by the vendor to

the vendee, evidence that the cattle

actually received by the vendee were
worth more than the price paid was
admissible. And see Springstead v.

Lawson, 2^ How. Pr. (N. Y.) 302,

which was an action for deceit in the

sale of a horse by the defendant to

plaintiff, based on false representa-

tions as to the health and condition

of such horse, and in which it was
held that, where the plaintiff had
testified that the horse was worth
only $125 when purchased, whereas
it would have been worth $500 if as

represented, defendant might prop-

erly prove on plaintiff's cross-exami-

nation that in less than three months
plaintiff sold the horse for what he
had paid for it— to wit, $400— no
change in the animal having been
shown.

74. Jackson v. Armstrong, 50
Mich. 65, 14 N. W. 702.
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involves moral turpitude, it is a general rule, supported by the great
weight of modern authority, that evidence of the character or repu-
tation of the party charged is irrelevant and inadmissible to prove
or refute the fraud in a civil action in which it is in issue." But
there ^re authorities and exceptional cases where the contrarv
doctrine has been affirmed. ''''

k. Interest of Alleged Wrongdoer in the Transaction. — The fact

that the party charged with the fraud or with the making of the

fraudulent representations constituting the inducement had no inter-

est of his own to subserve, does not exempt him from liability from
the damages resulting from his acts,''^ nor is it sufficient proof of

one's commission of a fraudulent act that it was to his interest

and not that of any one else to have the act done.''^ But his interest

or lack of interest in connection with the subject-matter may be
relevant as a circumstance tending to prove his intent or motive
in the transaction.'^®

75. American Fire Ins. Co. v.

Hazcn, no Pa. St. 530, i Atl. 605;
Brooke v. Berry, 2 Gill (Md.) 83.

And see article "Character," Vol.

Ill, p. 5, et seq.

Especially is this true when the

fraud is shown not merely by circum-
stance, but the intent is conclu-

sively presumed by the law from the

facts of the transaction. IMcBean v.

Fox, I 111. App. 177.

In Rosenagle v. Handley, 151 Pa.

St. 107, 25 Atl. 42. it was held error

for a court to charge the jury to the

effect that the reputation of the party

charged with the fraud was at stake

and that one's reputation is precious

to him.

That the Purchaser Kept a House
of Ill-fame at the time of the pur-

chase is irrelevant on the question

of his good faith in making such

purchase. Johnson v. Carnley, 10 N.
Y. 570.

76. Rule in Tennessee " But we
think the rule is that, in cases where
a party is charged with a great

moral wrong [fraud], he may intro-

duce evidence of good character and
invoke the presumption of inno-

cence." Continental Nat. Bank v.

First Nat. Bank. 108 Tenn. 374, 68

s. w. 497.
Character of Counsel in Former

Suit. — Where a party attacks a

judgment rendered against him in a

former suit, on the grounds of fraud
in the manner in which it was con-

ducted, the character of counsel

4

therein is relevant. Doig v. Morgan
Mach. Co., 89 Fed. 489.

Reputation Competent to Show
Knowledge The general reputa-

tion that the fraudulent vendee was
slow about paying his debts is

admissible as tending to show knowl-
edge of such fact, and of the in-

solvency of the vendee, on the part

of his subsequent purchaser. Hud-
son V. Bauer Grocery Co., 105 Ala.

200, 16 So. 693.

See article .

" Character," Vol.
ITT, p. 5, et seq., and especially notes

7 and 9.

77. United States. — United
States V. Kenney, 90 Fed. 257; Hind-
man V. First Nat. Bank, 112 Fed.

931-

Georgia. — James v. Crosthwaite,

97 Ga. 673, 25 S. E. 754, 36 L. R. A.
631.

Illinois. — Leonard z'. Springer,

197 Til. 532, 64 N. E. 299.

Kansas. — Wafer v. Harvey Co.
Bank, 46 Kan. 597, 26 Pac. 1032;
Carpenter v. Wright, 52 Kan. 221, 34
Pac. 798.

Maryland. — McAleer v. Horsey,

35 Md. 439.

Massachusetts. — Page v. Bent, 2

Mete. 371 ; Fisher v. Mellen, 103

Mass. 503.

Missouri. — Brownlee v. Hewitt, i

Mo. App. 360.

Netv York. — Williams v. Wood,
14 Wend. 127.

78. Hanna ?. Rayburn, 84 111. 533.

79. Hanna v. Rayburn. 84 111. 533.
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4. Weight and Sufficiency of the Evidence.— A. In General.
If the facts and circumstances in evidence are such as to lead a
reasonable man to believe that fraud existed, this is all that the

law requires.""

B. Question of Fact for Jury. — Actual fraud is a question

of fact to be determined by the jury from a consideration of all

the evidence before them,"^ and where the evidence, upon the whole,

to a reasonable dei^'ree of certainty, tends to sustain the charge of

fraud, it should be submitted to the jury.®^

C. Preliminary Question for Court,— However, there is

always a preliminary question for the court, not whether there is

literally no evidence, but whether there is any that might reason-

ably satisfy the jury that fraud is established, and if this question

To prove that defendant was a

party to the alleged fraudulent con-
spiracy, evidence showing him to he
interested in the fruits of the trans-

action is competent. Hughes v.

Waples-Platter Grocer Co., 25 Tex.
Civ. App. 212, 60 S. W. 981.

Defendant Acting for Third Per-
son— In an action counting on the

fraud of defendant in the purchase
of a business from the plaintiff, evi-

dence on the part of the defendant
tending to show that the purchase,
although made in his own name, was
in fact made for a third person who
advanced the consideration, and that

defendant did not make anything out
of the transaction, is competent, as

it tends to show that he would be
less liable to practice fraud if he
were acting for another than if he
were acting for himself. Hidden v.

Hooker, 70 Vt. 280, 40 Atl. 748,
citing Hadley v. Bordo, 62 Vt. 285,

19 Atl. 476.

In Refutation of Charge.

Where the owners of a boat, sunk
in navigation, in an action on an
insurance policy covering the freight

thereof, are charged with a fraudu-
lent motive to destroy the boat, evi-

dence showing that the boat was not
insured, and that she was worth
$5000, is competent on the part of

such owners to disprove such
fraudulent motive. Louisville Ins.

Co. V. Monarch, 98 Ky. 578, 36 S. W.
563-

80. White v. Perry, 14 W. Va.
66; Williams v. Harriss, 4 S. D. 22,

54 N. W. 926, 46 Am. St. Rep. 753.
81. Delaware. — Mears v. Wap-
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les, 3 Houst. 581 ; Clayton v. Caven-
der, I Marv. 191, 40 Atl. 956.

Georgia. — Trice v. Rose, 80 Ga.

408, 7 S. E. 109; Hickson v. Bryan,

75 Ga. 392.

Indiana. — Adams v. Langel, 144
Ind. 608, 42 N. E. 1017; Luce v.

Shoff, 70 Ind. 152; Baltimore & O.
C. R. Co. V. Scholes, 14 Ind. App.

524, 43 N. E. 156, 56 Am. St. Rep.

307.

loiva. — Sunberg v. Babcock, 66

Iowa 515, 24 N. W. 19.

Maryland. — AIcAleer v. Horsey,

35 Md. 439-
Michigan. — Davidson v. Bennett,

84 Mich. 614, 48 N. W. 279; Woolen-
slagle V. Runals, 76 ]\Iich. 545, 43 N.
W. 454-

Missouri. — Bidault v. Wales, 19

Mo. 36.

North Carolina. — Atkins v. With-
ers, 94 N. C. 581.

Texas.— Graham v. Roder, 5 Tex.

141.

Wisconsin. — Castenholz v. Heller,

82 Wis. 30, 51 N. W. 432.

82. United States. — lasigi v.

Brown, 17 How. 183.

California. — White v. Leszynsky,

14 Cal. 166.

Georgia. — Dooley v. Gorman, 104

Ga. 767, 31 S. E. 203; Hixon v.

Bryan Adm'r, 75 Ga. 392; Hoyle v.

Southern Saw Wks., 105 Ga. 123, 31

S. E. 137 ; lames v. Crosthwaite, 97
Ga. 673, 25 S. E. 754, 36 L. R. A.

631.

Kentucky. — lackson v. Holliday,

3 Mon. 363 ; Ward v. Crutcher, 2

Bush 87.

Michigan. — Francis v. Hurd, 113

Mich. 250, 71 N. W. 582; Whitaker
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is answered in the negative the case should be withdrawn from

the jury.®^

D. Character and Decree of Proof. — a. In General.— The
courts are not in entire harmony as to the character or degree of

proof required in order to establish a charge of fraud. The general

rule is that the proof must be clear and strong, and amount to

something more than a suspicion,^* and the party alleging the fraud

Iron Co. V. Preston Nat. Bank, loi

Mich, 146, 59 N. W. 395 ; Ferris v.

McQueen, 94 Mich. 367, 54 N. W.
164; VVatkins v. Wallace, 19 Mich.

57-

Minnesota. — Haven v. Ncal, 43
Minn. 315, 45 N. W. 612; Rerkey v.

Judd, 22 Minn. 287; Christiansen v.

Chicago, St. P., M. & O. R. Co., 67
Minn. 94, 69 N. W. 640.

Nczv York. — Devoe v. Brandt, 53
N. Y. 462; Monroe 7'. O'Shea, 27 N.
Y. St. 91, 7 N. Y. Supp. 540; Wyeth
V. Morris, 13 Hun 338; Second Nat.

Bank v. Dix, loi N. Y. 684, 5 N. E.

563. And see Yates v. Alden, 41
Barb. 172.

North Carolina. — Quinn v. Pin-
son, 25 N. C. 47.

Pen n s y Iv a n i a. — Cincinnati

Cooperage Co. v. Gaul, 170 Pa. St.

545, .32 Atl. 1093; Cole V. High, 173

Pa. St. 590, 34 Atl. 292.

Virginia. — New York Life Ins.

Co. V. Davis, 96 Va. 737, 32 S. E.

475. 44 L. R. A. 34.S-

Slight Circumstances Sufficient.

Very slight circumstances will war-
rant the submission of an issue in-

volving fraud to the .iury. Mosby v.

Commission Co., 91 Mo. App. 500;
Freedman 7-. Campfield, 92 Mich. 118,

52 N. W. 630.

Where the maker of a negotiable

note, in an action thereon by the

holder, shows that it was originally

procured by fraud, the evidence of

the holder alone as to the circum-

stances attending his purchase and
his knowledge of the party from
whom he obtained it, although tend-

ing positively to show good faith on
his part in the purchase, is insuf-

ficient of itself, he being the inter-

ested party, to justify the court in

taking the question of his good faith

from the jury. Joy 7'. Dicfendorf,

130 N. Y. 6. 28 N. E. 602; Cana-
joharie Nat. Bank 7'. Diefendorf, 123

N. Y. 191, 25 N. E. 402.

83. Cover v. Manaway, 115 Pa.

St. 338, 8 Atl. 393, 2 Am. St. Rep.

552, citing Hyatt 7'. Johnston, 91 Pa.

St. 196; Macullar v. McKinley, 99 N.

Y. 353, 2 N. E. 9; Armstrong v.

Penn, 10.=; Ga. 229; Wright 7'. dro-

ver, 27 111. 426; Hatch 7'. Spooner, 37

N. Y. St. 151, 13 N. Y. Supp. 642.

But see Freedman v. Campfield, 92
Mich. 118, 52 N. W. 630.

84, United States. — Lalone v.

United States, 164 U. S. 235; United
States V. Hancock. 133 U. S. 193;
Colorado Coal & Iron Co. v. United
States, 123 U. S. 307; Baltzer 7'.

Railway Co., 115 U. S. 634; Farrar v.

Churchill, 135 U. S. 609; Evans 7'.

Mansur, 87 Fed. 275.

Arkansas. — Holt v. Moore, 37
Ark. 145.

California. — Bryan v. Ramirez. 8

Cal. 462; Union Trans. Co. 7-. Bas-

sett, 118 Cal. 604, 50 Pac. 754; Truett
7'. Onderdonk, 120 Cal. 581, 53 Pac.

26.

Dclaii'arc. — Mears v. Waples, 3

Houst. 581 ; Massey v. Stout, 4 Del.

Ch. 274; Terry v. Piatt, i Penn. 185,

40 Atl. 243; Boyce v. Cannon, 5

Houst. 409; Freeman v. Topkis, i

]\Iarv. 174, 40 Atl. 948.

Georgia. — Lewin 7'. Thurber, 62

Ga. 25.

Illinois. — Union Nat. Bank v.

State Nat. Bank, 168 111. 256, 48 N.

E. 169; Gubbins z'. Bank of Com-
merce. 79 111. App. 150.

lozva. — Drummon v. Couse, 39
Iowa 442; Schofield v. Blind, 33
Iowa 175.

Kansas. — Wood v. Staudemayer,

56 Kan. 390, 43 Pac. 760.

Maryland. — Lynn 7'. Railway Co.,

60 Md. 404, 45 Am. Rep. 739; Hill 7'.

Reifsnidcr, 46 Md. 555.

Michi'zan. — Darling v. Hurst, 39
Mich. 7^$-

Minnesota. — Christianson v. Chi-

cago. St. P., M. & O. R. Co., 67

Minn. 94, 69 N. W. 640.
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must assume the burden of proving it by a preponderance of

evidence.'^'*

b. Strict Rule. — Numerous cases have adopted the rule that

where the vi^hole of the evidence is susceptible of a reasonable inter-

pretation which makes it as consistent with the innocence of the

party charged as with his guilt, the fraud is not proved.*® It has

Mississippi. — Parkhiirst v. Mc-
Graw, 24 Miss. 134.

Missouri. — Priest v. Way, 87 Mo.
16; Waddingham v. Loker, 44 Mo.
132; Mapes 7'. Burns, '/2 Mo. App.
411; Redpath Bros. v. Lawrence, 48
Mo. App. 427.

Nebraska. — Alter v. Bank of
Stockham, 53 Neb. 223, y^ N. W.
667; Davidson v. Crosby, 49 Neb. 60,

68 N. W. 338.

Nexv York. — Myers v. Myers, 15
App. Div. 448, 44 N. Y. Supp. 513;
Swett V. Colgate, 20 Johns. 196.

North Carolina. — Cobb v. Fogal-
man, 23 N. C. 440.

Pennsylvania. — Bierer's Appeal, 92
Pa. St. 265 ; Nelson v. Steen, 192 Pa.
St. 581, /14 Atl. 247.

Virginia. — Engleby v. Harvey, 93
Va. 440, 25 S. E. 225 ; Saunders v.

Parrish, 86 Va. 592, 10 S. E. 748.

Washington. — Kleeb v. Frazer, 15
Wash. 517, 47 Pac. 11.

West Virginia. — Armstrong v.

Bailey, 43 W. Va. 778, 28 S. E. 766;
Board of Trustees v. Blair, 45 W.
Va. 812, 32 S. E. 203; Harden v.

Wagner, 22 W. Va. 386.

Wisconsin.— Pick v. Mullholland,
48 Wis. 310, 4 N. W. 527.

85. Alabama. — Moses v. Katzen-
berger, 84 Ala. 95, 4 So. 237.

Colorado. — Allen z\ Elerick, 29
Colo. 118, 66 Pac. 891.

Illinois.
—

'East St. L. P. & P. Co.
V. Hightower, 9 111. App. 297; Means
V. Flanagan, 79 111. App. 296; Gene-
ser V. Telgman, ^7 111. App. 374;
Walker v. Hough, 59 111. 375.

loiva. — Allison v. Jack, 76 Iowa
205, 40 N. W. 811.

Kentucky. — Kentucky Life & Ace.
Ins. Co. V. Thompson, 18 Ky. L.
Rep. 79, 35 S. W. 550.

Maryland. — Shaffer v. Cowden,
88 Md. 394, 49 Atl. 786.

Balance in Evidence " And
where two witnesses affirm and two
others, no more interested in the sub-
ject-matter, and, for all that appears,

fully as creditable, deny the fraud,
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it is not proved." Allison v. Ward,
63 Mich. 128, 29 N. W. 528. But
see Hubbard v. Rankin, 71 111. 129,

and Stevens v. Matthewson, 45
Kan. 594, 26 Pac. 38, in the former of
which cases it was held that a verdict

finding fraud would not be disturbed,

although the evidence as to fraud
was confined to two witnesses testi-

fying contradictorily to each other.
86. United States. — Herring v.

Richards, 3 Fed. 439; Conara v.

Nicoll, 4 Pet. 291 ; Gregg v. The
Lessee of Sayre. 8 Pet. 244.
Alabama. — Smith v. Branch

Bank, 21 Ala. 125; Stiles v. Light-
foot, 26 Ala. 443; Crommelin v. Mc-
Cauley, 67 Ala. 542 ; Thames v. Rem-
bert, 63 Ala. 561.

Connecticut. — Bulkley v. Morgan,
46 Conn. 393.

Dclazvare. — Kent Co. R. Co. v.

Wilson, 5 Houst. 49.

Illinois. — State Bank of Freeport
V. Norton, 78 111. App. 174; Mey v.

Gulliman, 105 111. 277; Bowden v.

Bowden, 75 111. 143; McConnell v.

Wilcox, 2 111. 344; Chicago Stamp-
ing Co. V. Hanchett, 25 111. App. 198;
Schroeder v. Walsh, 120 111. 403, 11

N. E. 70. And see People v. Lott,

36 111. 447-
lorva.— Connors v. Chingren, 11

1

Iowa 437, 82 N. W. 934; Lyman v.

Cessford, 15 Iowa 229; Schofield v.

Blind, 33 Iowa 175 ; Drummond v.

Couse, 39 Iowa 442; Kenosha Stove
Co. V. Shedd, 82 Iowa 540, 48 N. W.
933; Turner v. Hardin, 80 Iowa 691,

45 N. W. 758.

Kansas. — IMcPike v. Atwell, 34
Kan. 142, 8 Pac. 118.

Louisiana. — Winter 7'. Davis, 48
La. Ann. 260, 19 So. 263; Lewis v.

Western Assur. Co. of Toronto, 49
La. Ann. 658, 21 So. 736.

Maine. — Burleigh v. White, 64
Me. 23.

Maryland. — Brewer v. Bowersox,
92 Md. 567, 48 Atl. 1060.

Minnesota. — Sprague v. Kempfe,
74 Minn. 465, yy N. W. 412.
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also been held that the proof must be "clear and convincini:^,""

that it must be stronger than is required in ordinary cases ;*** and

that the evidence must " necessarily tend " to establish the fraud.^^

c. Liberal Rule. — On the other hand, there are many authorities

holding that the rule is the same in actions involving fraud as in

any other civil action,"*' and that a preponderance of the evidence

Missouri. — Muenks v. Bunch, 90
Mo. 500, 3 S. W. 63 ; Funkhoiiser v.

Lay, 78 Mo. 438; Page v. Dixon, 59
Mo. 43. Couipare Gay v. Gillilian,

92 Mo. 250, 5 S. W. 7, I Am. St.

Rep. 712.

Nebraska. — Alter v. Bank of

Stockham, 53 Neb. 223, 7^ N. W.
667.

Neiv Mcvico. — First Nat. Bank
of Albuquerque v. Lesser, 65 Pac.

179, citing Dallam v. Renshaw, 26
Mo. 533.

New York. — Mclntyre v. Bucll,

132 N. Y. 192, 30 N. E. 396; Morris
r. Talcott, 96 N. Y. 100.

Washington. — Tacoma v. Tacoma
L. & W. Co., 16 Wash. 288, 47 Pac.

738; Roberts v. Washington Nat.

Bank, II Wash. 550, 40 Pac. 225.

Inconsistent with Integrity.
" Something should be made to ap-

pear inconsistent with integrity, so

as to admit of no reasonable inter-

pretation but meditated fraud."

Slessinger v. Topkis, i Marv. (Del.)

140, 40 Atl. 717.

Question of Law. — The court in

Hatch V. Spooner. 59 Hun 625, 13

N. Y. Supp. 642, in speaking of the

inference of innocence when the facts

were as consistent therewith as with
fraud, said: "Such inference must
be drawn as a matter of law ; and a

jury cannot be permitted to speculate

upon the question as to whether
fraud did or did not exist."

" Tn this case, while there are cir-

cumstances in and of themselves un-
usual, or perhaps in their nature sus-

picious — circumstances upon which
respondent builds a somewhat plausi-

ble ' theory ' of collusion and fraud
— these circumstances comport
equally with the theory of honesty
and fair dealing, and there is noth-

ins: in them inconsistent with the

claim that the transactions of plain-

tiff, from beginning to end, were up-
right and honorable." Levy v. Scott,

IIS Cal. 39, 46 Pac. 892.

Presumption "It is a funda-

mental principle that where an act

may be traced to an honest intent as

well as to a corrupt one, the former

should be preferred." Dexter v. Mc-
Afee, 163 111. 508, 45 N. E. 115;

Massey v. Stout, 4 Del. Ch. 274.

87. Hickman v. Trout, 83 Va.

478, 3 S. E. 131-

88. " We think it not contrary

to any principle or rule of law for

the judge to inform the jury that as

the charge of fraud is a charge

against a presumption of fact, per-

haps often a slight one, yet the jury,

in order to be satisfied, might re-

quire somewhat stronger evidence

than would suffice to prove the

acknowledgment of an obligation

or the delivery of a chattel." Shaw,
C. J., in Hatch r. Bayley, 12 Cush.

(Mass.) 27. Explained and distin-

guished in Bullard v. His Creditors,

56 Cal. 600. Compare Kline v. Ba-
ker, 106 Mass. 61.

89. Hatch v. Spooner, 37 N. Y.

St. 151, 13 N. Y. Supp. 642. In Mor-
ris V. Talcott, 96 N. .Y. 100, the

court said :
" The fraud charged

against the defendant herein is of the

nature of a crime, and cannot be pre-

sumed, but must be established by
evidence. ... A party, therefore,

relying upon the establishment of a

cause of action, or a right to a rein-

edy against another, based upon the

alleged commission of a fraud by

such a person, must show affirma-

tively facts and circumstances neces-

sarily tending to establish a proba-

bility of guilt, in order to maintain

his claim."

90. Kline v. Baker, 106 Mass. 61

;

Reed 7-. Noxon, 48 111. 323.

In Lea 7: Pearce, 68 N. C. 76. the

court said :
" The rule is, if the evi

dcnce creates in the mind of the

jury a belief that the allegation is

true, they should so find." .\nd see

Smith V. Berwick, 12 Rob. (La.) 20.
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is all that is required."^ Accordingly, instructions requiring that

the evidence be '' conclusive,""^ or " irresistible,""^ or that it be
" most clear and satisfactory,"*** or that the facts and circumstances

in evidence must be such as to exclude any other hypothesis than
that of fraud, '*° or that the evidence must be inconsistent with
honesty,"" or in any manner suggesting that fraud requires a diiifer-

91. California. — Ford v. Cham-
bers, 28 Cal. 13.

Illinois. — Eames V. Morgan, 37
111. 260.

Indiana. — Baltimore & O. C. R.
Co. V. Scholes, 14 Ind. App. 524, 43
N. E. 156, 56 Am. St. Rep. 307.

lozva. — Lillie v. McMillan, 52
Iowa 463, 3 N. W. 601.

Massachusetts. — Gordan v. Par-
melee, 15 Gray 413.

Nebraska. — Patrick v. Leach, 8
Neb. 530.

Ohio. — Striipder v. Mullane, 17
Ohio St. 624.

Pennsylvania. — Catasauqua Mfg.
Co. V. Hopkins, 141 Pa. St. 30, 21

Atl. 630.

Texas. — Sparks v. Dawson, 47
Tex. 138.

Vermont. — Cutter v. Adams, 15

Vt. 237.
Mere Preponderance Sufficient.

In Bullard v. His Creditors, 56 Cal.

600, a lengthy instruction, the sev-

eral parts of which, taken by them-
selves, were perhaps correct state-

ments of the law, was held erroneous
because, taken as a whole, it con-
veyed to the mind of the jury the

idea that they were not authorized to

find fraud upon a mere preponder-
ance of evidence.

Testimony of Single Witness Suf-
ficient.— "The plaintiff's claim that

the evidence of a single witness is

insufficient in law to prove fraud, if

denied by the person against whom
fraud is charged, has no foundation.
The quality of the testimony given,

as well as the number of the wit-

nesses produced, must be considered
in determining questions of credibil-

ity or preponderance of evidence."
Beckwith v. Ryan, 66 Conn. 589, 34
Atl. 488.

92. AfcDaniel v. Baca, 2 Cal. 326,

56 Am. Dec. 339; Kingman v. Rei-
nemer, 166 Til. 208, 46 N. E. 786.

Compare Turner v. Hardin, 80
Iowa 691, 45 N. W. 758, in which an
instruction informing the jury that

Vol. VI

the proof must be of " such a char-
acter as to produce in the mind of

the jury a conviction" of the fraud,

was held not erroneous as requiring
too high a degree of proof, although
the word conviction was disapproved.

93. In Carter v. Gunnels, 67 111.

270, an instruction that in order to
be sufficient to prove fraud the tes-

timony should possess such a de-
gree of force as to be irresistible,

was held error, the court saying

:

" Had it been of sufficient force to

produce in the mind nothing more
than a mere preponderance of assent
in favor of the fact in dispute, it

could not have been pronounced in-

sufficient."

94. Painter v. Drum, 40 Pa. St.

467; Rider v. Hunt, 6 Tex. Civ.
App. 238, 25 S. W. 314.

" Clear, Distinct and Positive."

In Patrick v. Leach, 8 Neb. 530, an
instruction to the jury that the evi-

dence must " satisfy their minds
thoroughly, and produce a clear, dis-

tinct and positive conviction, in

which they rest in confidence that
they are right " was held properly re-

fused as exacting too high a degree
of proof.

95. Phoenix Ins. Co. v. Moog, 81
Ala. 335, I So. 108; Adams v. Thorn-
ton, 78 Ala. 489; Seligman v. Kalk-
man, 8 Cal. 208; Linn v. Wright, 18
Tex. ^2,7-

Contra. — Tompkins 7'. Bennett, 3
Tex. 36; Steele v. Kinkle, 3 Ala. 352;
the latter case being overruled in

Adams v. Thornton, ante.

96. State of Missouri ex rel. Er-
hardt v. Estel, 6 Mo. App. 6.

In Diefenthaler v. Hall, 96 111.

App. 639, the court, in speaking of

an instruction informing the jury, in

effect, that where the circumstances
are equally capable of two construc-
tions— one that the transaction was
fair and honest and the other that

it was fraudulent— then the law is

that the former construction must
prevail, said : " Whether it be a
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ent or higher degree of proof than any otlier civil issue,"^ have

hecn disapproved and held erroneous. Indeed, it has been held

that if there is a mere " scintilla " of evidence tending to establish

the fraud the case is properly submitted to the jury, and the

verdict will not be disturbed.'**

d. In Equity. — It is not safe to define what degree of proof will

justify a court of equity in granting relief against fraud,"" but it

seems that a lesser degree of proof is required to establish fraud in

equity than in law.^

presumption of law or a presumption

of fact that all men are presumed
to be fair and honest or not, or

whether, when a transaction is called

in question equally capable of two
constructions— one fair and honest

and one that is dishonest — then the

law is that the transaction called

in question is presumed to be fair

and honest, depends upon the evi-

dence of the case. All that fol-

lows the first sentence of the

instruction is in no manner qual-

ified by it, and seems to be
wholly regardless of the evidence.

The jury might well infer that while

it was necessary to prove fraud af-

firmatively, still the law is that, not-

withstanding this and without re-

gard to the evidence, the presump-

tions are that men are fair and hon-

est, and the transaction was equally

capable of being considered honest or

dishonest, and therefore must be

deemed honest. The vice of the in-

struction is that the law only pre-

sumes all men honest until the evi-

dence proves the contrary, the quali-

fying clause having been omitted

from the instruction. In every case

where the burden of proof rests upon
either party, it is because the pre-

sumptions cither of law or fact are

against such party, and it is always

error to assume that such presump-
tion prevails if there is evidence to

rebut it. This we think the instruc-

tion under consideration did. and it

was error to give it in the form in

which it was given to the jury."

97. Ferris r. McQueen, 94 Mich.

367, 54 N. W. 164; Watkins v. Wal-
lace, ig Mich. 57.

In Granrud v. Rea, 24 Tex. Civ,

App. 299, 59 S. W. 841, it is held er-

ror to charge the jury that fraud

must be proved " to the satisfaction

of the jury by competent evidence."

Same as Other Issues— An in-

struction to the ofToct that stronger

proof was required to establish fraud

than to prove an ordinary sale or

agreement, was held properly refused

in the absence of a further instruc-

tion that the one reason which would
entitle the jury to require extra

clear proof of fraud was the mere
presumption of honest dealings;

otherwise the instruction was held

likely to mislead. Kline v. Baker,

106 Mass. 61.
" Clear Proof " — " Hearty Con-

viction." — In Gumberg v. Treusch,

103 Mich. 543, 61 N. W. 872, an in-

struction stating that fraud could not

be established except by " clear

proof" that carries to the mind a
" hearty conviction," was held er-

roneous as exacting too high a de-

gree of proof.

98. Freedman v. Campfield, 92

Mich. 118, 52 N. W. 630.

99. In -Armstrong 7-. Lachman, 84

Va. 726, 6 S. E. 129, this language is

tised :
" It is not safe to define what

degree of proof will justify a court

of equity in granting relief against

fraud, for the proof must satisfy the

conscience of the court, and no man
would deem it prudent to attempt to

define the extent of that indispensa-

ble qualification in the judge or

court."

1. Lester v. Mahan. 25 Ala. 445,

60 Am. Dec. 530; .Arnold 7: Grimes,

2 Iowa 77. And see Cheney v.

Gleason, 125 Mass. 166.

In Orton v. Madden, 75 Ga. 83,

the court said: " The courts of equity

more readily raise and act upon a

presumption of fraud than courts of

law, from facts pointing thereto."

But a preponderance of evidence is

required in equity as well as at law.

Braddock v. Louchheim, 87 Fed. 287.
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E. Reasonabli; Doubt. — Although the charge of fraud involves

moral turpitude, and is in the nature of a crime, it is not neces-
sary that it be established beyond a reasonable doubt.

^

F. Exceptional Cases. — a. In General. — Owing to the gravity
of the particular offense charged, the courts have, in certain cases,

required a higher degree of proof than would have been sufficient

if the fraud charged had not been so gross. This principle has
been applied in an action involving the fraud of a notary public in

taking an acknowledgment,^ in a suit by the United States to cancel

a pension,* or a patent to its public lands'* on the grounds of fraud
in the procurement thereof, in an action involving the fraud of
public officials in the discharge of their duties,^ and where it was
sought to set aside the award of an arbitrator, who was a disinter-

ested employe of the party charging the fraud, and whose decision

was made final by the contract.'^ It has been held that a lesser

degree of proof is required to prove the fraud of a third person not
directly interested in the purchase than that of the vendor with
w^hom the purchaser dealt at arm's length.^ Some of the decisions

require exceedingly clear and strong proof where it is attempted
to set aside or cancel an executed written instrument by parol
evidence.^

2. Alabama. — Wollncr v. Leh-
man, 85 Ala. 274, 4 So. 643.

California. — Ford v. Chambers, 19
Cal. 143.

Illinois. — Bryant v. Simoneau, 51

111. 324.

Indiana. — Baltimore & O. C. R.
Co. V. Scholes, 14 Ind. App. 524, 43
N. E. 156, 56 Am. St. Rep. 307.
Iowa. — Lillie v. McMillan, 52

Iowa 463, 3 N. W. 601.

Maine. — Knowles v. Scribner, 57
Me. 495.

Massachusetts. — Schmidt v. New
York U. M. F. Ins. Co., i Gray 529.
Minnesota. — Burr v. Wilson, 22

]\Iinn. 206.

Missouri. — Gay v. Gillilian, 92 Mo.
250, 5 S. W. 7, I Am. St. Rep. 712;
Shinnabarger v. Shelton & Lane, 41
Mo. App. 147.

Netv York. — Phoenix Iron Co. z:
" Hopatcong " and " Mnsconetcong,"
127 N. Y. 206, 27 N. E. 841; Som-
mer v. Oppenheim, 19 Misc. 605, 44
N. Y. Supp. 396.

Ohio. — Strader v. Mullane, 17
Ohio St. 624.

Pennsylvania. — Catasauqua Mfg.
Co. V. Hopkins, 141 Pa. St. 30, 21

Atl. 638.

Texas. — Sparks v. Dawson, 47
Tex. 138.

And see Welch v. Jugenheimer, 56
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Iowa It, 8 N. W. 673, where the
question of reasonable doubt, as ap-
plied to civil cases, is exhaustively
treated.

3. Brady v. Cole, 164 111. 116, 45
N. E. 438, and see Shell v. Holston
Nat. B. & L. Ass'n (Tenn. Ch.), 52
S. W. 909.

4. Lalone v. United States, 164 U.
S. 255.

5. United States tk San Jacinto
Tin Co., 125 U. S. 273; Maxwell
Land Grant Case, 121 U. S. 325 ; Col-

orado Coal and Iron Co. v. United
States, 123 U. S. 307; United States
V. Iron Silver Min. Co., 128 U. S.

673, distinguishing MofTatt v. United
States, 112 U. S. 24.

6. Kingsley v. City of Brooklyn,
78 N. Y. 215; Baird v. Mayor of
New York, 96 N. Y. 593 ; Tacoma v.

Tacoma L. & W. Co., 16 Wash. 288,

47 Pac. 738; Pioneer Iron Co. v. City
of Negaunee, 116 Mich. 430, 74 N.
W. 700.

7. Elliott V. Missouri, K. & T. R.
Co., 74 Fed. 707.

8. Medbury v. Watson, 6 ]\Ietc.

(Mass.) 246, 39 Am. Dec. 726.
9. Walton v. Blackman (Tenn.

Ch.), 36 S. W. 195; De Douglass v.

Union Traction Co.. 198 Pa. St. 430,
48 Atl. 262; Walker v. Hough, 59
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b. Where the Charge InTolves a Crime. — Conflict of Authority.

Some decisions have held that where the offense charged as the

basis of a civil action constitutes a crime it must be established

beyond a reasonable doubt.'" but later and seemingly better con-

sidered opinions hold the contrary.'^

n. PARTICULAR ELEMENTS OF FRAUD.

1. Intent and Scienter. — A. Conflict of Authorities.— The

question as to when and in what cases the intent and guilty

knowledge of the party charged with fraud are essential elements,

which must be proved in order to establish the fraud, is one upon

which the decisions are not in entire harmony. ^=^ But this question

is one of substantive law and not of evidence, and consequently

its treatment is not proper here.

111. 375; Hand v. Waddell, 167 111.

402, 47 N. E. 772.
10. McConnell v. Delaware M. vS.

Ins. Co.. 18 111. 228; Barton v.

Thompson, 46 Iowa 30; Thayer v.

Boyle. 39 Me. 475-

In Lexington Ins. Co. z'. Paver, 16

Ohio 324, the court instructed the

jury " that the belief of the defend-

ants that the plaintiff fraudulently

caused the said steamboat to be

burned charged plaintiff with a

crime, and that they ought not lo

find a verdict . . . unless the

evidence . . . was so strong as to

satisfy them of the fact beyond a rea-

sonable doubt," and this instruction

was held proper. See also Stradcr

V. Mullane. 17 Ohio St. 624; Catasau-

qua Mfg. Co. v. Hopkins, 141 Pa. St.

30, 21 Atl. 638. See article " Burden
OF Proof."

11. Hciligmann v. Rose, 81 Tex.
222, 16 S. W. 931 ; Cary v. Hotailing,

I Hill (N. Y.) 311; Gordan v. Par-
melee, 15 Gray (Mass.) 413; Conti-

. nental Ins Co. v. Jachnichen, no Ind.

59, 10 N. E. 636, 59 Am. Rep. 194;

and cases cited.

Fraud Involving Murder In a

civil action it is not necessary to

estabHsh fraud beyond a rcas(jnal)le

doubt, although the proof of such

fraud involves as an essential ingredi-

ent the implication of the alleged

wrongdoer in the crime of murder.
Jack 7'. Mutual Reserve Fund Life

Ass'n, 113 Fed. 49.

Same Eepresentations Constitut-

ing False Pretenses. — Although the

fraud charged may have been such as

to subject the party to a criminal

prosecution for the false and fraudu-

lent representations, it is not neces-

sary that the proof should be of such

a degree or character as to warrant

the conviction of thje defendant in a

criminal prosecution for such false

and fraudulent representations.

Eames v. Morgan, ^,7 111. 260.

12. Necessity of Proving Scienter.

Conflict Thus, in Hubbard v.

Weare, 79 Iowa 678, 44 ,N. W. 915,

the court said :
" We regard it as

well settled in this state that . . .

the law will not afford relief on the

grounds of false and fraudulent rep-

resentations unless it be shown that

the party making the representations

knew them to be false, or that he

made them under circumstances from
which such knowledge will be infer-

red ;" and see Kountze v. Kennedy,

147 N. Y. 124, 41 N. E. 414. 49 Am.
St. Rep. 651, 29 L. R. A. 360; while in

Field V. Morse, 54 Neb. 789, 75 N.

W. 58, it is said :
" It is the settled

law of this state that to entitle a

party to relief on the ground of false

representations it is not necessary

for him to allege or prove that the

party making them, at the time, knew
they were false; in other words,

whether the defendant acted in good
faith or not is immaterial."

For leading and instructive cases

in which the question is discussed

f^ro and con, in addition to the cases

l-.creinbefore cited, see the follow-

ing:

England. — Dcrry r. Peck, 14 App.

Cas. 2V \ Peek v. Gurney, L. R. 6

H. L.\377.
United States. — Penn. Mut. Life
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B. Presumptions and Burden of Proof. — a. hi General.

But, in all cases where the intent and scienter are material and
essential elements, it is incumbent upon the party charging the

fraud to establish either directly or by proof of facts from which
the law will raise the presumption, the existence of a fraudulent

intent^'' and of guilty knowledge^* on the part of the person

charged with the fraud.

Ins. Co. 7'. Mechanics Sav. Bank & T.
Co., 73 Fed. 653.

Alabama. — Brown v. Freeman, yg
Ala. 406; Sledge r. Scott, 56 Ala. 202.

Connecticut. — Scholfield G. & P.

Co. V. Scholfield, 71 Conn, i, 40 All.

1046.

Indiana. — Kirkpatrick v. Reeves,
121 Ind. 280, 22 N. E. 139.

lozva. — Boddy v. Henry, 113 Iowa
462, 85 N. W. 771, 53 L. R. A. 769.

Massachusetts. — Chatham Fur-
nace Co. V. Moffatt, 147 Mass. 403, 18

N. E. 168, 9 Am. St. Rep. 726; Litch-

field V. Hutchinson, 117 Mass. 95;
Nash r. Minnesota Title Ins. & T.

Co.. 163 Mass. 574, 40 N. E. 1039, 47
Am. St. Rep. 489, 28 L. R. A. 753.
Michigan. — Totten v. Burhans,

91 Mich, 495, 51 N. W. 1 1 19.

Nebraska. — Hitchcock v. Gothen-
burg Water P. & I. Co., 95 N. W.
638; Johnson & Gulick, 46 Neb. 817,

65 N. W. 883, 50 Am. St. Rep. 629.

Nezv Jersey. — Cummings v. Cass,

52 N. J. L. 77, 18 Atl. 972.

Pennsylvania. — Erie City Iron
Works V. Barber, 106 Pa. St. 125.

Texas. — Scale v. Baker, 70 Tex.
283, 7 S. W. 742; Beatty v. Bulger,
28 Tex. Civ. App. 117, 66 S. W. 893.

13. Arkansas. — Taylor v. Missis-

sippi Mills, 47 Ark. 247, i S. W. 283.

Colorado.— Brock v. Schradsky, 6
Colo. App. 402, 41 Pac. 512.

Delazi.'are. — Grier z\ Dehan, 5
Houst. 401.

Louisiana. — Winter v. Davis, 48
La. Ann. 260, 19 So. 263.

Maine. — Burrill z'. Stevens, 73 Me.

395, 40 Am. Rep. 366.

Maryland. — Phelps v. George's

Creek & C. R. Co., 60 Md. 536;

Melville z: Gary, 76 Md. 221, 24 Atl.

604; McAleer z'. Horsey, 35 Md. 439.

Massachusetts. — Page v. Bent, 2

Mete. 371 ; Tryon v. Whitmarsh, i

Mete. I, 35 Am. Dec. 339.

Nezv Hampshire. — Page v. Parker,

43 N. H. 363, 80 Am. Dec. 172.

Nezv York. — Pryor v. Foster, 130
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N. Y. 171, 29 N. E. 123; Hemenway
z'. Keeler, 68 N. Y. St. 819, 34 N.
Y. Supp. 808.

Pennsylvania. — Kern 7'. Simpson,
126 Pa. St. 42, 17 Atl. 523; Cincin-

nati Cooperage Co. v. Gaul, 170 Pa.

St. 545, 32 Atl. 1093.

14. England. — Derry 7'. Peek, 14

App. Cas. 337.
Alabama. — Barnett v. Stanton, 2

Ala. 181.

Arkansas. — Morton 7'. Scull, 23
Ark. 289; Plant v. Condit, 22 Ark.

454-
California. — Kelley v. Owens,

30 Pac. 596.

Connecticut.— Morehouse v.

Northrop, 33 Conn. 380, 89 Am. Dec.

211.

Delaware. — Grier v. Dehan, 5

Houst. 401.

Florida. — Williams v. McFadden,
23 Fla. 143, I So. 618, II Am. St.

Rep. 345-
Illinois. — Nolte v. Reichelm, 96

111. 425; Merwin v. Arbuckle, 81 111.

501 ; Johnson v. Beeney, 9 111. App.

64; Hiner v. Richter, 51 111. 299;

Mitchell 7'. Deeds, 49 111. 416, 95 Am.
Dec. 621 ; Hicks 7-. Stevens, 121 111.

186, II N. E. 241; Goodrich v, Rey-
nolds, 31 111. 490, 83 Am. Dec. 240;

White V. Watkins, 23 111. 482.

Indiana. — Gregory 7-. Schoenell, 55
Ind. loi.

Iowa.— Shaw v. Jacobs, 89 Iowa
713, 55 N. W. 2,?,^, 56 N. W. 684. 48
Am. St. Rep. 411, 21 L. R. A. 440;
Hubbard 7'. Weare, 79 Iowa 678, 44
N. W. 915; Boddy v. Henry, 113

Iowa 462, 85 N. W. 771, 53 L. R.

A. 769; Holmes v. Clark, 10 Iowa
423-^

Kansas. — Farmers' Stock Breed-
ing Ass'n V. Scott, 53 Kan. 534, 36
Pac. 978.

Kentucky. — Campbell v. Hillman,

15 B. Mon. 508, 61 Am. Dec. 195.

Massachusetts. — Emerson v. Brig-

ham, 10 Mass. 197, 6 Am. Dec. 109;
Tryon v. Whitmarsh, i Mete, i, 35
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b. Scienter Not Presumed from Falsity. — Proof of the fact that

the representation was false raises no presumption that the maker
thereof knew it was false.

^''

c. Former or Subsequent Kuoivlcii^i^e. — Proof of knowledp^e

of facts inconsistent with or contradictory to the facts as repre-

sented, at some time before^" or after^^ the time of the representa-

tion, does not necessarily raise the presumption of knowledge of

the falsity of such representation at the time when made.
d. Intention Not to Perform Promise. — It has been held that

where a person has promised to do or perform an act, proof of his

failure and refusal to perform such act justifies the inference that

he made such promise with the intent not to perform it.'*

e. E.rceptional Cases. — In some exceptional cases the rule is laid

down that the burden is upon the allep;"ed wronpfdoer to prove that

he had no guilty knowledge. Thus, it has been held that where the

false representation was, in form, a warranty,'® or where it con-

sisted of an assumption of authority to act for another,-" or where
one is shown to have made a false statement, from the consequences

of which he will be relieved if he honestly believed it to be true,^^

Am. Dec. 339; Stone v. Denny. 4
Mete. 151 ; Page v. Bent, 2 Mete. 371.

Mississit^pi. — Sc\m:\. M. & M. R.

Co. V. Anderson, 51 Miss. 829.

Ncrv Hampshire. — Page v. Parker,

40 N. H, 47.

Nezv Jersey. — Cowley v. Smyth,
46 N. J. L. .380, 50 Am.' Rep. 432.

Neiv York. — Hubbell 7\ Aleigs, =;o

N. Y. 4R0; Marsh v. Falker, 40 N.
Y. 562; Hemenway v. Keeler, 68 N.
Y. St. 819, 34 N. Y. Supp. 808; Ar-
thur V. Griswold, 55 N. Y. 400;
Meyer v. Amidon, 45 N. Y. 169; Ob-
erlander v. Spiess, 45 N. Y. 175;
Wakcman v. Dalley. 51 N. Y. 27,

criticising and distinguishing Bennett
V. Judson, 21 N. Y. 238; Townsend 7'.

Felthousen, 156 N. Y. 618, 51 N. E.

279; Hatch V. Spooner, 2,7 N. Y. St.

151, 13 N. Y. Supp. 642; Duffany v.

Ferguson, 66 N. Y. 482; Pryor v.

Foster, 130 N. Y. 171, 29 N. E. 123;
Daley v. Wise, 132 N. Y. 306, 30 N.
E. 837, 16 L. R. A. 236.

North Carolina. — Cobb v. Fogal-
man. 22 N. C. 440.

Ohio. — Taylor v. Leith, 26 Ohio
St. 428.

Pennsylvania. — High v. Bcrret,

148 Pa. St. 261. 23 Atl. 1004; Gris-

wold V. Gebbie, 126 Pa. St. 3S3. 17

Atl. 673, 12 Am. St. Rep. 878; Hex-
ter V. Bast, 125 Pa. St. 52, 17 Atl.

252, II Am. St. Rep. 874; Staines v.

Shore, 16 Pa. St. 200.

J'cnuont. — Baker v. Sherman, 71

Vt. 439, 46 Atl. 57.

15. Southern Development Co. v.

Silva, 125 U. S. 248; Barnett v. Stan-
ton, 2 Ala. 181; McDonald 7'. Traf-
ton, 15 Me. 225; Griswold 7'. Sabin,

51 N. 'H. 167, 12 Am. Rep. 76; An-
derson 7'. AlcPike. 86 Mo. 293 ; Tryoh
V. Whitmarsh, i Mete. (Mass.) i, 35
Am. Dec. 339.

16. Morgan 7-. Skiddy, 62 N. Y.

319-
17. Morriss v. Talcott, 96 N. Y.

100; Nichols 7'. Pinner, 18 N. Y. 295.

But see Johnson v. Monell, 2 Keyes
(N. Y.) 655.

18. Dowd 7'. Tucker. 41 Conn.
203; Cliicago T. & M. C. R. Co. v.

Titterington. 84 Tex. 218, 19 S. W.
472, 31 Am. St. Rep. 39.

And see Porter 7'. Stone, 62 Iowa
442. 17 N. W. 654, and Frazier v.

Miller, 16 111. 48.

19. Warranty— Presumption.
" One will be presumed to know of

the existence or non-existence of a

fact which he undertakes to war-
rant." Hexter 7'. Bast, 125 Pa. St.

52. 17 Atl. 252, II Am. St. Rep. 874.
20. Jackson v. Holliday. 3 Mon.

(Ky.) 363. And see Mcndenhall v.

Stewart, 18 Ind. App. 262, 47 N.
E. 943.

21. Griswold 7-. Gebbie, 126 Pa.

St. 353, 17 Atl. 673, 12 Am. St. Rep.

878.
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the burden of proof in each instance is upon the party charged

with the fraud.

C. Substance and Mode of Proof. — a. As to Intent or Motive.

(1.) Direct Evidence. — Testimony of Party— (A.) In General.— When-
ever a person is charged with a fraudulent motive or intent

in a particular act or transaction, and such motive or intent becomes

a material issue in the cause, it is competent for such person to tes-

tify directly that he did or did not intend to cheat or defraud,^^ and

this is true, notwithstanding the diminished credit to which such

testimony may be entitled as coming from an interested witness, and

notwithstanding its unsatisfactory character^^ or the difficulty in

22. United States. — National Cash
Register Co. v. Leiand, 94 Fed. 502.

Georgia. — Acme Brg. Co. v. Cen-
tral R. & Bkg. Co., 115 Ga. 494, 42
S. E. 8; Hale z: Robertson, 100 Ga.

168, 27 S. E. 937-

Indiana. — Shockey v. Mills, 72
Ind. 288. Compare Curme v. Rauh,
100 Ind. 247.

Iowa. — Boddy v. Henry, 113 Iowa
462, 8s N. W. 771, 53 L. R. A. 769;
Warfield v. Clark, 118 Iowa 69, 91 N.
W. 833; Frost T'. Rosecrans, 66
Iowa 405, 23 N. W. 89s ; Watson v.

Cheshire, 18 Iowa 202.

Kansas. — Gentry v. Kelley, 49
Kan. 82, 30 Pac. 186; Bice zk Rogers,

52 Kan. 207, 34 Pac. 796; Gardom z:

Woodward, 44' Kan. 758, 25 Pac. 199,

21 Arn. St. Rep. 310.

Mame. — Edwards v. Currier, 43
]\Ie. 474; Wheelden zn Wilson, 44
Me. II.

Maryland.— Phelps Z'. George's
Creek &' C. R. Co., 60 Md. 536.

Massachusetts. — Com. v. Wood-
ward, 102 Mass. 155; Snow v. Payne,

114 Mass. 520; Thacher v. Phinney,

7 Allen 146.

Michigan. — Spalding v. Lowe, 56
Mich. 366, 23 N. W. 46.

Missouri. — And see Van Sickle v.

Brown, 68 Mo. 627.

Nebraska. — Campbell v. Holland,
22 Neb. 587, 35 N. W. 871.

Nezv Hampshire. — See Delano v.

Goodwin, 48 N. H. 203, 97 Am. Dec.

601. See Norris v. Morrill, 40 N.
H. 395.

Nezi' York. — Pope v. Hart, .35

Barb. 630; McKown v. Hunter, 30
N. Y. 625 ; Bullis v. Montgomery, 50
N. Y. 352; Forbes v. Waller, 25 N.
Y. 430; Seymour v. Wilson, 14 N. Y.

567; Bedell v. Chase. 34 N. Y. 386;
Starin v. Kelly, 88 N. Y. 418.
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Penn.n'h'ania. — Cole zk High, 173

Pa. St. 590, 34 Atl. 292.

Te.vas. — Fox z'. Robbins (Tex.
Civ. App.). 70 S. W. 597.

Financial Condition of Vendee.

The vendee charged with fraud may
testify that at the time of the pur-

chase he considered himself responsi-

ble, and was of good credit. " It

seems to be conceded that it was
proper to show his belief in his own
pecuniary responsibility; and the

question as to his credit does not dif-

fer. Each was to the purpose of

showing that he did not intend to

obtain the property fraudulently, in-

asmuch as, if he was responsible and
of good credit, it needed not that he

should have such purpose, or that he

should falsely represent." Bullis v.

Montgomery, 50 N. Y. 352.

Contra.— Rule in Alabama— " It

is well settled in this state, whatever
the rule may be elsewhere, that wit-

nesses are not permitted to testify to

their motive, belief or intention,

when secret and uncommunicated

;

such mental status, when relevant,

being a matter of inference to be de-

termined from the circumstances of

the case by the jury." McCormick
V. Joseph, 77 Ala. 236; Wheless v.

Rhodes, 70 Ala. 419; Brewer
V. Watson, 71 Ala. 299, 46 .A.m. Rep.

318; Richardson z: Stringfellow, 100

Ala. 416, 14 So. 284.

23. Bullis z: Montgomery, 50 N.
Y. 352; Watkins v. Wallace, 19

Mich. 57.
" A party, when charged with an

intent to deceive or cheat or defraud,

or with fraud and deceit, must be al-

lowed to testify as a witness in his

own behalf, that he did not intend to

cheat, deceive or defraud, or to prac-

tice any fraud or deceit in the trans-
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directly contradictin*:; it, which objections go to the crc(HbiHly of

the testimony— not its competency.*''

(B.) When Incompetent. — (a.) In General. — But the intent to de-

fraud is shown by acts and declarations, and where the law attaches

to certain acts the conclusive presumption that they were done in bad
faith, testimony of the party afTected to contravene the legal imputa-

tion is incompetent and inadmissible.-'*

(b.) JVherc Representations Are in Writing. — Where the fraudulent

representations constituting the inducement have been reduced to

writing, it has been held that the writing is the only proper evidence

of such representations, and the intent of the person in making
them, and testimony on his part, for the purpose of showing an intent

different from that conveyed by the writing, is incompetent.""

Exception.— It has been held that this rule does not apply w^here

the representation was made by one having no direct interest in the

subject-matter, and standing in the position of a mere gratuitous

informer."

action wherein he is charged with
having had such motive, however in-

conclusive, unsatisfactory or incon-

sistent his evidence may be." Pope v.

Hart, 35 Barb. (N. Y.) 630.

24. " Whether one has acted in

good faith or not is better known to

himself than anybody else; and in

many cases the statement of a per-

son whose conduct is in question that

he did so act is the only way in

which good faith can be proved.
The objection sometimes made to

such testimony, that it cannot be di-

rectly contradicted, and therefore
must be of little value, is one which
might properly be urged to the cred-

ibility of the testimony, but is not one
which should render it incompetent."

Hale V. Robertson, 100 Ga. 168, 27 S.

E. 937.
25. Colorado. — Bell v. Kaufman,

9 Colo. App. 259, 47 Pac. 1035.

Georgia. — See Hale v. Robertson,
100 Ga. 168, 27 S. E. 937.

Kentucky. — See Drake v. Hol-
brook, 23 ky. L. Rep. 1941, 66 S. W.
512.

Maryland. — Phelps v. George's
Creek" & C. R. Co., 60 Md. 536;
Ecker V. McAllister, 45 Md. 290-309.

Massachusetts. — Fisher v. Mellen,

103 Mass. 503.

Missouri. — Dulaney v. Rogers, 64
Mo. 201.

Nebraska. — See ^TcCready v.

Phillips, 56 Neb. 446, 76 N. W. 885.

New Jersey. — Cowley 7'. Smyth,
46 N. J. L. 380, 50 Am. Rep. 432.

North Carolina. — Cheatham v.

Hawkins, 80 N. C. 161.

Tennessee. — Tennessee Nat. Bank
V. Elbert, 9 Heisk. 154.

" In such case, his good or bad
faith must be decided by what he did,

and not by what he intended, and
. . . the question of intent must
be answered from his actions, and
not from what he now says was his

purpose." Forbes ?'. Thomas, 22

Neb. 541, 35 N. W. 411.

Intent of Party Making State-

ment to Commercial Agency.

Where the party charged with fraud

has made a statement of his financial

standing to a commercial agency, the

fact that he did not have the person

charging the fraud, and relying on
such statement, in mind, when he
made the statement, is of no conse-

quence, and his testimony to that ef-

fect is incompetent. Soper Lumber
Co. V. Halstead, 73 Conn. 547, 48
Atl. 425.
Where Representations Constitute

"Warranty. — This rule applies where
the defendant is sued on a warranty
in a sale, although his fraudulent

representations as to the subject of

the warranty are also relied upon.

Zimmerman z: Brannon, 103 Iowa
144, 72 N. W. 439.

26. Flower v. Brumbach, 131 111.

646. 23 N. E. 335 ; Williams z: Wood,
14 Wend. CN. Y.) 127.

27. In Nash t. Minnesota Title

Ins. & T. Co.. 163 Mass. 574. 40 N. E.

1039, 47 Am. St. Rep. 489, 28 I.. R. A.

Vol. VI
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(C.) Weight and Effect. — The direct testimony of the party

charged with the fraud that he acted in good faith and without any
fraudulent intention is never conclusive of such fact,'^ even when
given by such party as a witness for the party charging the fraud.^'*

(2.) Inferred from Circumstances. — But direct evidence of the

753 (-y- f- on former appeal, 159 Mass.

A37, 34 N. E. 625), the court, after

distinguishing between the case

where a representation is made by
a party in interest, and that where a

representation is made by a gratui-

tous informer having no interest in

the subject, said: "Of course, one
will be presumed to have intended
his language to be understood ac-

cording to its usual meaning, and in

ordinary cases, in the absence of a

reasonable explanation of his mis-
take, his testimony that he meant
something different from what he
said will have but little, if any,

weight. But inasmuch as the ques-
tion involved is. What was his state

of mind, and his actual intent, as dis-

tinguished from his apparent intent?

he is entitled to explain his language
as best he can, if it is susceptible of

explanation, and to testify what was
in his mind in reference to the sub-

ject to which the alleged fraud re-

lates. In this respect his expressions,

whether spoken or written, are not
dealt with in the same way as when
the question is. What contract has
been made between two persons who
were mutually relying upon the

language used in their agreement?
. . . In the present case we need
not determine whether the excluded
evidence on this subject was very
important. It is obvious that, if the

defendant's officers knew that their

statement in regard to the title was
false in the sense in which they sup-
posed it would generally be under-
stood, it is immaterial whether or
not they had a purpose to do injury

or cause loss to anybody who might
rely upon it. It is enough to fur-

nish the foundation for a liability if

they used language in regard to the

title which they intended should be
understood as a representation that

the title was perfect, when they knew
it was not perfect. . . . But a

majority of the court are of opinion

that it was competent for them to

testify what their understanding and

Vol. VI

intention were in regard to the mean-
ing of the representation, and that

the presiding justice gave too broad
an interpretation to our former de-

cision in the case."

28. Georgia. — Royce v. Gazan.

76 Ga. 79; Powell v. Watts, 72 Ga.

770.

Illinois. — Geneser v. Telgman, 27
111. App. 374. Compare Shinn v.

Shinn, 91 111. 477.

Maine. — Edwards v. Currier, 43
Ale. 474-
Maryland. — Phelps v. George's

Creek & C. R. Co., 60 Md. 536.

New York, — Thurston v. Cornell,

38 N. Y. 281; Forbes v. Waller, 25
N. Y. 430; More v. Deyoe, 22 Hun
208.

IVisconsin. — Anderson v. Wehe,
62 Wis. 401, 22 N. W. 584; Wilson
V. Noonan, 35 Wis. 355.

When Immaterial " There are

cases which present circumstances in

themselves conclusive evidence of a

fraudulent intent, and in which no
proof of innocent motives, however
strong, will overcome the legal pre-

sumption." Seymour v. Willson, 14
N. Y. 567.

" The intent to defraud is shown
by acts and declarations. If a party

is guilty of an act which defrauds
another, his declaration that his in-

tentions were honest cannot be taken

as sufficient to overthrow the act."

Wafer v. Harvey Co. Bank, 46 Kan.

597, 26 Pac. 1032. Citing Babcock v.

Eckler, 24 N. Y. 623.

Admission of Guilt Not Conclusive.

Where a party charged with fraud
in a transaction testifies to facts tend-

ing to show that he was guilty of
fraud, such testimony is not conclu-

sive of such fact against the pur-

chaser or assignee of such witness,

or other person whose rights are af-

fected by such fraud. Griffin v. Mar-
guardt, 21 N. Y. 121.

29. Ferguson v. Daughtrey, 94
Va. 308, 20 S. E. 822; Barnum v.

Hockett, 35 Vt. 77.
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fraudulent motive or intent is not necessary, as it may in all cases be

proved by circumstances,^" and where it is shown that the party

charged witli the fraud knowinp^ly made a false statement of a mate-

rial fact calculated to induce the party to whom made to act, his

fraudulent intent is presumed, and no further proof thereof is

required.^^

b. As to Scienter. — (l.) Direct Evidence Testimony of Party.

Where the scienter is directly in issue, the party charged may testify

directly that he had no knowledge of the true state of the facts

which he is charged with fraudulently representing.^'

Source of Information.— It is likewise comjietent for him to show
what, if any, information he had on the subject, and the source from

which he received it, in order to establish his good faith in making
the representation.^^

30. Scholfield G. & P. Co. v.

Scholfield, 71 Conn, i, 40 Atl. 1046;

Lindauer v. Hay, 61 Iowa 663, 17 N.

W. 98; Taylor i: Mississippi Mills,

47 Ark. 247, I S. W. 283. And see

infra, " Circumstantial Proof."
" It [the fraudulent intention] may

be shown by proof of its manifesta-

tions. These are usually the acts

done by the wrongdoer and the cir-

cumstances surrounding him and the

transaction." Oswego Starch Fac-

tory Z'. Lendrum, 57 Iowa 573, 10 N.

W. 900, 42 Am. Rep. 53.

31. Illinois. — Endsley v. Johns,

120 III. 469. 12 N. E. 247; Case V.

Ayers, 65 111. 142; John V. Farwell

Co. V. Nathanson, 99 111. App. 185;

Reed & Co. v. Pinny, 35 111. App.

610; McBean v. Fox, i 111. App. 177.

Maryland.— McAleer v. Horsey,

35 Md. 439-

Massachusetts. — Cole Z'. Cassidy,

138 Mass. 437, 52 Am. Rep. 284; Col-

lins v. Denison, 12 Mete. 549; Arnold

V. Teel, 182 Mass. i, 64 N. E. 413.

Minnesota. — Haven v. Ncal, 43
IMinn. 315, 45 N. W. 612; Humph-
rey v. Merriam, 32 Minn. 197, 20 N.

W. 138.

Ne7v York. — Redfern v. Cornell,

6 App. Div. 436, 39 N. Y. Supp. 656;
Williams 7: Wood. 14 Wend. 127.

Pennsvlvania. — Huber v. Wilson,

23 Pa. St. 178.

32. Beach v. Bemis, 107 Mass.

498; Boddy V. Henrv. 113 Iowa 462,

85 N. W. yi'i, 5.3 I^. R- A. 769. And
see Norriss v. Morrill, 40 N. H. 395;
Elwell r. Russell, 71 Conn. 462, 42

Atl. 862.

33. Georgia. — See Hunt v. Hard-
wick, 68 Ga. 100.

loii'a. — Boddy v. Henry, 113 Iowa
462, 85 N. E. 771, 53 L. R. A. 769.

Massachusetts. — Beach v. Bemis,

107 Mass. 498; Cole v. Cassidy, 138

Mass. 437, 52 Am. Rep. 284. And
see Cooper v. Lovering, 106 Mass. 77.

Nebraska. — Moore v. Scott, 47
Neb. 346, 66 N. W. 441.

Nczc York. — Oberlander z'. Spies,

45 N. Y. 175 ; Weed v. Case. 55 Barb.

534. But see Vines z'. Chisolm, 15

N. Y. St. 820. I N. Y. Supp. 102.

North Carolina. — Hinson v. King,

51 N. C. 393-

Vermont. — Baker z'. Sherman, 71

Vt. 439. 46 Atl. 57.

Advice of Counsel Where the

secretary of a corporation is charged
with fraudulently representing the

condition of the company in a state-

ment filed by him as a public record,

testimony that he was acting under
the advice of counsel and of the

auditor of the state is competent.

Warficld 7-. Clark, 118 Iowa 69, 91

N. W. 833. And see Cole v. High,

173 Pa. St. 590, 34 Atl. 292.

Same Representations Made to

Defendant. — Where defendant

(grantor) is charged with falsely and
fraudulently representing the quality

and condition of the land to the pur-

chaser, it is competent for him to

prove that a former owner of the

land had described it to him as he

described it to the plaintiff, the de-

fendant never having seen the land

himself. The court said :
" It

would have tended to show that

Vol. VI
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(2.) Circumstantial Proof— (A.) In General.— Positive and direct

proof of knowledt^e of the falsity of the representations by the per-

son making them is not required; such knowledge may be inferred

from other facts and circumstances that are proved.^*

(B.) The Representation Itself. — The form or inherent char-

acteristics of the representation itself may be such as to constitute,

per se, strong evidence of the party's knowledge'"^^ or lack of

knowledge^^ of its falsity.

(C.) Inferred From Position OF Party. — (a.) In General. — The fact

that the person making the false representation had knowledge of

the falsity thereof may be inferred from proof of circumstances

showing the position occupied by such person in relation to the sub-

ject-matter of the representation.^'^

plaintiff in error did not make the

statement recklessly and without
foundation, or that he had fabricated

the representations. It would have
tended to show the animus with
which they were made, and, as fraud
consists largely of intention, this evi-

dence was proper, and should have
been admitted. If Taylor made the

statements to plaintiff in error, and
he believed them, and had not been
informed to the contrary, then it

would be difficult to see in what man-
ner he committed a fraud on defend-
ant in error." Merwin v. Arbuckle,
8r .111. 501.

Where the representations con-
sisted of statements that flour was
sound and sweet, when in reality it

was unsound and sour, it was held
proper for the defendants to show
that the flour was received by them
as part of a large consignment, the

rest of which was sound, and the

whole of which, so far as they knew,

was all alike and kept in the same
manner until the sale to plaintiff.

Bowker v. Belong, 141 Mass. 315, 4
N. E. 834.

Remoteness Where the grantor

in a sale of real estate is charged with

having falsely and fraudulently rep-

resented the condition and quality of

the land at the time he sold to

plaintiff, evidence of the representa-

tions made to such grantor by the

former owner from whom he pur-

chased eleven years before may be

relevant on the question of such

grantor's honest belief, but, the rep-

resentations in suit having been made
as of his personal knowledge, and
the statements of such former owner

Vol. VI

being directed to the condition of the

land eleven years before, the offered

evidence was of such little weight
that its rejection was held not error.

Drew V. Beall, 62 111. 164.

Contra — When Rule Not Applica-
ble.— This rule does not apply in

those jurisdictions or in those cases

where proof of a scienter is unneces-
sary or immaterial. McCready v.

Phillips, 56 Neb. 446, 76 N. W. 885

;

Mendenhall v. Stewart, 18 Ind. App.
262, 47 N. E. 943; and see cases cited

in note 25 immediately preceding.

34. Hick V. Thomas, 90 Cal. 289,

27 Pac. 208, 376; Hiner v. Richter, 51

111. 299; Jacobs V. Marks, 83 III. App.

156; Timmis v. Wade, S Ind. App.

139, 31 N. E. 827; Baker v. Hallam,

103 Iowa 43, 72 N. W. 419; Wafer v.

Harvey Co. Bank, 46 Kan. 597, 26

Pac. 1032.

35. The Gate City Land Co. v.

Heilman, 80 Iowa 477, 45 N. W. 760.

Thus, if a person (a lawyer espe-

cially) says that he owns a judgment

to which he has no title whatever,

no other proof of his guilty knowl-

edge need be given. Goring v.

Fitzgerald, 105 Iowa 507, 75 N. W.
385.

36. Covenants in Deed— Where
the alleged fraud consists in the

grantor's representing that he owned
the whole title, when in fact he

owned only an undivided portion of

the land, " the very fact that he con-

veyed with full covenants is strong

evidence that he believed the truth

of the statement and did not know
of its falsity." *Tone v. Wilson, 81

111. 529.

37. Gordon v. Irvine, 105 Ga. 144,
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(b.) Fiuaitcial Condition. — Thus, a person is ordinarily presumed
to know the state of his financial condition which he undertakes to

represent to another.^^

(c.) Ozvncr Representing His Property. — It is likewise presumed
that the owner knows the truth concerning the title"""" and the quality

and condition'"' of his property, concerning which he makes state-

ments.

(d.) Manager of Corporation. — A person connected with the man-
agement of a corporation and intimately identified with its interests

is presumed to be acquainted with its affairs."*^

But it has been held that this rule does not apply where the party

31 S. E. 151 ; Corbett 7-. Gilbert, 24
Ga. 454; Van Velsor v. Seebergcr, 59
111. App. 2,22; Rabiiiowitz v. Cohen,

44 N. Y. St. 12.^. 17 N. Y. Supp. 502.

Personal Capacity Where one
falsely represents himself to be an
experienced well-digger, the presninp-

tion is that he knew the falsity of

such representation. Davis v. Dris-

coll, 22 Tex. Civ. App. 14, 54 S. W.
43-
Attorney's Knowledgpe of Client's

Condition— It is not an irrebutta-

ble presumption that an attorney
knows the financial condition of his

client. Evans v. Mansur, 87 Fed.

275-

38. Johnson v. Monell, 2 Keyes
(N. Y.) 65s; Cox Shoe Co. v.

Adams, 105 Iowa 402, 75 N. W. 316.
But see Quinebaug Bank v. Brew-
ster, 30 Conn. 559; see article
" Insolvency."

39. Burns x<. Dockray, 156 Mass.

'^^S, 30 N. E. 5tI; Barns v. Union
P. R. Co., 54 Fed. 87.

40. Hoxie v. Home Ins. Co., 32
Conn. 21, 85 Am. Dec. 240; Gatling
V. Newell. 12 Ind. 118; Velsor v.

Seeberger, 35 111. App. 598; Simmons
V. Horton, 51 N. C. 278; Mitchell v.

Zimmerman, 4 Tex. 75.

A vendor of a patented machine
is presumed to have knowledge of
the truth or falsity of his representa-
tions as to its manufacture, selling

qualities and success. Scholfield G.
& P. Co. ZK Scholfield, 71 Conn, i,

40 Atl. 1046.

Value— The owner of a mer-
chandise store must be presumed to

have known the value of his interest

therein, which be is charged with
falsely representing. Ward v.

Crutcher, 2 Bush (Ky.) 87.

5

" The law presumes that the owner
knows his property and that he truly

represents it." Equitable Trust Co.
V. Milligan, 31 Ind. .\pp. 20, 65 N.
E. 1044; and sec Hanson v. Tomp-
kins, 2 Wash. 508, 27 Pac. j^.

41. Connecticut. — She 1 ton l'.

Healcy, 74 Conn. 265, 50 Atl. 742.

loziv. — Hubbard v. Weare, 79
Iowa 678, 44 N. W. 915.

Kentucky. — Ward v. Trimble, 19
Ky. L. Rep. 1801, 44 S. W. 450;
Drake v. Holbrook, 2^ Ky. L. Rep.

1941, 66 S. W. 512.

Minnesota. — Redding v. Wright,

49 Minn. 322, 51 N. W. 1056.

Nebraska. — Gerner v. Mosher, 58
Neb. 135, 78 N. W. 384, 46 L. R. A.

244.

New York. — Gould v. Cayuga
Co. Nat. Bank, 56 How. Pr. 505

;

Morgan v. Skiddy. 62 N. Y. 319;
Yates V. Alden, 41 Barb. 172.

Texas. — Scale v. Baker, 70 Tex.
283, 7 S. W. 742.

In Prewett z'. Trimble, 92 Kv. 176,

17 S. W. 356. 36 Am. St. Rep. 586,

in speaking of the knowledge to be
imputed to the president of a bank,
as to the status of affairs of the

bank, which he is alleged to have
misrepresented, the court says:
" For leaving out of view the ques-
tion whether he did in fact know the

statement was untrue, being in a sit-

uation to know, and where it was
his duty to know, he, in contempla-
tion of law. did know it, and conse-
quently such statement is to be held
fraudulent."

Contra. — It was held in Warfield
V. Clark, 118 Iowa 69, 91 N. W. 833.
that an instruction informing the
jury that the secretary of a corpora-
tion was charged with knowledge of
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makin,c: the representation is merely a director, and the action con-

cerns liini only as such.''-

(3.) Admissibility.— (A.) In General.— It may be laid down as a

general rnle that, for the purpose of proving that the person making

the false representations knew them to be false, any evidence, direct

or circumstantial, which tends to prove such knowledge or to place

such person in a position from which such knowledge may reasona-

bly and naturally be inferred is competent."'-'' The scienter may be

shown by eviOence of the party's admissions of facts contradictory to

the statements relied upon, in his conversation with other persons,**

or by evidence tending to show that other persons had previously

informed him of facts inconsistent with the truth of those represen-

tations.''^

(B.) Similar Representations to Others. — Evidence to show that

the party charged with the fraud had previously made similar rep-

the true condition of the company at

the date he made and filed a public

statement thereof, and that if the

statement did not correctly report

such condition it was untrue and
false, " and so known to be by the

defendant," was erroneous. This

point was decided on the strict rule

in Iowa, that in order to establish le-

gal fraud, an active, conscious and
intentional misrepresentation must be

shown. And see Hubbard v. Weare,

79 Iowa 678, 44 N. W. 915, and
Boddy V. Henry, 113 Iowa 462, 85

N. W. 771, 53 L. R- A. 769-

42. Wakeman v. Dalley, 51 N. Y.

27; and see Arthur v. Griswold, 55
N. Y. 400; Reeve v. Dennett, 145

Mass. 23, II N. E. 938.

Burden of Proof— The rule pre-

suming knowledge of corporate af-

fairs in the president or managing
agent does not apply where the per-

son is merely a director, and the ac-

tion concerns him only as such.

Held, therefore, in Ward v. Trim-
ble, 19 Ky. L. Rep. 1801, 44 S. W.
450, that where the representations

complained of were made to the

agent of plaintiff, who was a director

and attorney of the corporation, the

presumption that he knew the truth

of the matters misrepresented and,

therefore, could not have relied

thereon, does not apply. But where
the facts in addition show that the

signature of such agent as a direc-

tor was signed to the published

statement concerning the affairs of

the corporation, this raises a rebutta-
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ble presumption that he knew
whether the same was true or false.

And in this case the burden is upon
him or his principal to show that he

did not know that such statement

was in fact untrue.

43. For cases illustrating this

rule, see the following : Shelton v.

Healy, 74 Conn. 265, 50 Atl. 742; Sal-

mon V. Richardson, 30 Conn. 360, 79
Am. Dec. 255 ; Walker v. Thompson,
61 Me. 347; Quinn v. Pinson, 25 N.
C. 47, and see ante " Relevancy."

The state of defendant's bank ac-

count, and his mode of overdrawing
a week or more before the purchase,

is competent to show that he must
have been aware of his financial con-

dition at the time of the purchase.

Haskins v. Warren, 115 Mass. 514.

In order to show knowledge of

defendant that his representation to

the effect that one S. was in July

solvent and able to pay his debts

was false, a mortgage given by S. to

the defendant in the previous March,
which was undischarged at the trial

and was held by defendant at the

time of the representation, is compe-
tent and admissible. Safford v.

Grout, 120 Mass. 20.

44. Parrish v. Thurston, 87 Ind.

437; Cope V. Arberry, 2 J. J. Marsh.

(Ky.) 296; Endsley v. Johns, 120 111.

469!^ 12 N. E. 247, 60 Am. Rep. 572;

Redding v. Godwin, 44 Minn. 355, 46

N. W. 563.

45. Safford v. Grout, 120 Mass.

20; Allin V. Millison, 72 111. 201;

Walker v. Thompson, 61 Me. 347-
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resentations to another is not competent to prove that he knew the

representations in suit to have been false when made," althoujii^h

some of the courts, in particular cases, have held such evidence
competent for such purpose.

""^

2. Falsity of Representation.— A. Burden of Proof. — It is

incumbent upon the party chargin,c^ the fraud to prove that the rep-

resentations alleged to have been fraudulent and deceitful were, in

fact, false.**

B. Substance and Mode of Proof.— a. In General.— The
liberal rule of admissibility applicable to the proof of fraud in gen-

eral'"' applies with equal force to the proof of the truth or falsity of

the representation.^" But such truth or falsity must follow as a

reasonable inference from the ofifered evidence, and must not be too

remote ; otherwise, such evidence is inadmissible.^^

b. Bz'idcnce Based on Experiment. — The falsity of the represen-

46. Johnston v. Beeney, 5 111.

App. 6oi.

47. Edwards v. Owen, 15 Ohio
500. And see ante " Other Fraudu-
lent Acts," and especially cases cited

thereunder.

In Insurance Co. v. Wright, 33
Ohio St. 533, it is held that evi-

dence of similar representations made
to others is admissible " for no
other purpose than to show that the

representations made to the plaintiff

were known by the agent [person

making them] to be false," and in

the absence of proof showing that

such other statements were false or
known to be false, they were irrele-

vant upon the point on which alone

they were admissible. And see ante
" Other Fraudulent Acts," and es-

pecially cases cited in note y^^.

48. California. — Belden v. Hen-
riques, 8 Cal. 88.

Illinois. — Case ?•. Ayers, 65 111.

142; Mitchell V. Deeds, 49 111. 416,

95 Am. Dec. 621.

Indiana. — Gregory v. Schoenell,

55 Ind. Id.
lozca. — Allison v. Jack, 76 Iowa

205, 40 N. W. 811.

Michigan. — Hocft v. Kock, 119
Mich. 458, 78 N. W. 556.

Nczv York. — Sherling v. Bole. 10

App. Div. 290, 41 N. Y. Supp. 889.

North Carolina. — Cobb v. Fogal-
man, 23 N. C. 440.

Pntnsyhania. — Cox v. Highley,
100 Pa. St. 249.

Texas. — Dwyer 7'. Bassett, I Tex.
Civ. App. 513, 21 S. W. 621.

Wisconsin. — Mosher v. Post, 89
Wis. 602, 62 N. W. 516.

Foreign Laws as Part of Fraud.
In Willoughby z\ Fredonia Nat.
Bank, 52 N. Y. St. 387, 23 N. Y.
Supp. 46, it was said :

" It was the

plaintiffs who alleged that the de-

fendant's representation that it had
a lien for the amount of the three
notes was false. The burden was
upon them to prove it so, and, if its

truth or falsity depended upon the
laws of Pennsylvania, it was incum-
bent upon them to make proof of
those laws."

49. See ante I. 3, "Relevancy,"

A. "Liberal Rule of Admissibility."

50. For cases illustrating this

principle, see : Townsend v. Felt-

housen, 156 N. Y. 618, 51 N. E. 279;
Stubly 7'. Beachboard, 68 Mich. 401,

36 N. W. 192; Daniels 7'. Fowler. 12^
N. C. 35. 31 S. E. 598; Whitney
Wagon Works 7'. Moore, 61 Vt. 230,
17 Atl. 1007; Bradbury 7'. Bardin. 35
Conn. 577; Louisville Ins. Co. t-.

Monarch, 18 Ky. L. Rep. 444, 36 S.

^^^ 563.
51. For cases in which the offered

evidence, although having a possible

bearing, was held too remote, see

:

Harmon 7'. Harmon, 6i Mc. 222;
Taylor 7'. Saurman, no Pa. St. 3, i

Atl. 40; Bradburv 7-. Bardin, 34 Conn.
452.

The falsity of a representation that

a man owned considerable land and
was a man of means cannot be in-

ferred from proof merely that shortly

after the representation he was often

borrowing money. Blackman v.

Vol. VT
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tation may be shown by the testimony of persons who, from experi-

ment, have ascertained its falsity .^^

c. Expert Evidence. — Expert evidence is sometimes competent
to prove the falsity^'"^ or to estabHsh the truth^* of the representation.

d. Comparison. — Where the representation relates to a state of

facts not certain and definite, bnt changeable in their nature, such
as the condition or profits of a business, evidence of a comparison
between the subject-matter as it actually existed before or after the

time to which the representation relates, and as it was represented,

is competent on the question of the falsity of such representation.'^'

But the circumstances between which the comparison is drawn must
be similar in all respects ; otherwise the evidence is inadmissible.''*'

e. Judgment Record in Another Action.— The judgment record
of an action in which the maker of the representation was a party
or participant, and in which the falsity of such representation was
determined, is competent evidence of such falsity,^^ and some decis-

Wright, 96 Iowa 541, 65 N. W. 843.
52. Nelson v. Wood, 62 Ala. 175,

and see Merrillat v. Plummer, ill
Iowa 643, 82 N. W. 1020.

53. See Kelley v. Owens (Cal.),

30 Pac. 596.

In an action counting on defend-
ant's fraudulent representations as

to the soundness of a horse, the tes-

timony of a veterinary surgeon as to

the nature and character of the dis-

ease which the horse had before and
at the time of the trade is competent
to establish the falsity. Bennett v.

Gibbons, 55 Conn. 450.

54. In an action where the owners
of a boat, lost by the perils of navi-

gation, are charged by the insurance
company with falsely representing its

seaworthiness, testimony of an ex-
pert that the boat was properly han-
dled is admissible in answer to the

charge that it was sunk because of
the willful, fraudulent misconduct of
its owners and crew. Louisville Ins.

Co. V. Monarch, 18 Ky. L. Rep. 444,
36 S. W. 563.

55. Markel v. Moudy, 13 Neb.
322, 14 N. W. 409; Markel v.

Moudy, II Neb. 213, 7 N. W. 853.
Profits of Business Where a

business is purchased by plaintiff on
the representation that it was large
and remunerative and had a large
custom, " if plaintiff in this case con-
tinued the business under substan-
tially the same conditions, and there
was found to be a marked discrep-
ancy between the amount and value
thereof and the state of the case as
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represented by the defendants, it is a
circumstance proper to be considered
upon the question of the truth of
their alleged representations." Potter

V. Mellen, 41 Minn. 487, 43 N. W.
375-

56. Gatling v. Newell, 12 Tnd. 118;
Mosher v. Post, 89 Wis. 602, 62 N.
W. 516; Linn V. Oilman, 46 Mich.
628, ID N. W. 46.

Profits of Business— In deceit to

recover for defendant's false repre-

sentations as to the income and
profits of a business sold to plaintiff,

the fact that the business had fallen

off in the hands of the purchaser is

no evidence that it was not as valua-
ble as the defendant represented it to

be, especially where such business

was of a kind in which skill, judg-
ment and tact are essential to suc-

cess. Taylor v. Saurman, no Pa.

St. 3, I Atl. 40.

57. Burns v. Dockray, 156 Mass.

135, 30 N. E. 551; Bank of North
America v. Crandall, 87 Mo. 208.

Compare Hexter zr. Bast. 125 Pa. St.

52, 17 Atl. 252, II Am. St. Rep. 874.

Where the false representation of

the defendant consisted of a state-

ment that the property sold to the

plaintiff was free and clear of incum-
brances, and that the statement
of D., made in the pres-

ence of the parties at the

time of the sale, that he held a

mortgage on such property was
false, a judgment subsequently ob-
tained by D., foreclosing said mort-
gage in an action in which the de-
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ions have held such evidence competent, ahhoujT;h the maker of the

representation was not a party to nor at all represented in such
other action.''^

legal Decision. — But, " a le.t^al decision, adverse to an opinion

expressed, cannot establish fraud for which a party can be held

liable in an action."'^"

f. Time to Jl'hich Evidence Directed. — The evidence ofifered to

prove the falsity"** or to establish the truth"^ of the representation

should be directed to the time when the representation was made or

to which it relates, but when the evidence shows such a condition of

facts to have existed at some other time as to render it incredible

with the facts as represented, it is competent and admissible."^

3. Inducement and Reliance. — A. Presumptioxs axd Burden
OF Proof'.— a. In General.— In an action based on an allej^red

fraud, the plaintiff must show that the fraud was the immediate and
proximate cause of the damaci^e, and hence, proof that the plaintiff

fendant was a party, is competent.
Haipht V. Hayt, iq N. Y. 464.

Former judgment Conclusive.

For a case in which such former
judgment was held concUisive and
the testimony of the party to the con-

trary inadmissible, see Carvill v.

Jack, 43 Ark. 439.
58. Hersey v. Benedict, 15 Hnn

(N. Y.) 282; Hadcock v. Osmer,
4 App. Div. 435, 38 N. Y. Pupp. 618;

Cope V. Arherry, 2 J. J. Marsh.
(Ky.) 2q6; but see Baldwin v. Threl-

keld, 8 Ind. App. 312. 34 N. E. 851.

Record Proof Not Essential.

Where a suit is brought by the as-

signee of a note for the fraud of the

assignor in representing the maker
to be solvent, the falsity of such
representation may be shown by pa-

rol, and evidence of a judgment ob-

tained by the assignee against the

maker is not essential. Cope v. Ar-
berry, 2 J. J. Marsh (Ky.) 296. This
rule applies to representations relat-

ing to the title to real property. Cul-

ver V. Avery, 7 Wend. (N. Y.) 380.

59. Duffany v. Ferguson, 66 N. Y.

482.

60. Redding v. Wright, 49 Minn.
322, 51 N. W. 1056; Morris v. Peo-
ple, 4 Colo. App. 136, 35 Pac. 188;

Hemenway v. Keeler, 68 N. Y. St.

819. 34 N. Y. Supp. 808.

Proof that a horse had been dis-

eased when a colt raises but a slight

presumption of the falsity of a rep-

resentation that such horse was sound
when fully grown. Staines v. Shore,

16 Pa. St. 200.

Evidence of the condition of prop-

erty, at a time subsequent to the

making of a false representation as

to such condition, in order to be ad-

missible, must be such as to render

it incredible that the facts as alleged

by the representation could have been
true at the time to which the repre-

sentation refers. The question then

is one for the jury. Mason v. Rap-
lee. 66 Barb. (N. Y.) 180.

61. Catling v. Newell, 12 Ind. 118;

Bradley v. Carter, t,7 N. Y. St. 416,

13 N. Y. Supp. 945.

Financial Condition Before and
After The fact that defendant had
abundant means shortly before and
shortly after the time when he ob-

tained plaintiff's signature to the

note, by false representation, is im-

material, and in order to prove that

plaintiff relied on defendant's own
responsibility, and not upon the par-

ticular misrepresentation alleged, the

evidence as to defendant's solvency

should be directed alone to the time

when he obtained the note. People

V. TIerrick, 13 Wend. (N. Y.) 87.

62. Sledge v. Scott, ^6 Ala. 202;

Mason :•. Raplee, 66 Barb. (N. Y.)

180.

The written statement of the cor-

poration's condition upon April ist,

made by defendant as president and
manager thereof, and duly filed July

2nd, is competent to show the falsity

of his alleged fraudulent representa-

tion as to its condition on jilay 20th

of the same year. Shelton v. Healy,

74 Conn. 265, 50 Atl. 742.
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knew of the representations and relied upon them, and that they

were the inducement which caused him to act, is essential.®^ No
presumption that the representations were rehcd upon by the party

complaining arises from proof merely that they were made to him
immediately before he acted."*

Standing and Reputation of Corporation. — A person dealing with a

corporation is presumed to do so in reliance upon its financial stand-

ing and reputation in the community.^^
b. Ulicn Burden on Wrongdoer. — It is held in some decisions

that when representation is shown to have been material and false,

and made under circumstances calculated to induce a reasonable

person to act thereon, the burden is upon the party charged to show
that such representation was not relied upon.®®

63. United States. — McHose v.

Earnshaw, 55 Fed. 584.

Alabama. — Robinson v. Levi, 81

Ala. 134, I So. 554; Darby v. Kroell,

92 Ala. 607, 8 So. 384; Moses v.

Katzenberger, 84 Ala. 95, 4 So. 2:^7.

Colorado. — IMorris v. People, 4
Colo. App. 136, 35 Pac. 188.

Dclazi'are.— Grier v. Dehan, 5
Houst. 401 ; Mears v. Waples, 3
Hon St. t;8i.

Illinois.— White v. Watkins, 23
111. 426.

Indiana. — Gregory v. Schonell, 55
Ind. Id.

lozva. — Jandt v. Potthast, 102

Iowa 223, 71 N. W. 216.

Kansas. — White v. Smith, 39 Kan.

752, 18 Pac. 931.

Maryland. — Ranstead v. Allen, 85
Aid. 482, 37 Atl. 15.

Minnesota. — Humphrey v. Mer-
riam. 32 Minn. 197, 20 N. W. 138.

Mississit>pi. — Selma M. & M. R.

Co. V. Anderson, 51 Miss. 829.

Missouri. — See Parker v. Marquis,

64 Mo. 38.

Nebraska. — Campbell v. Holland,

22 Neb. 587. 35 N. W. 871; Upton
V. Levy, 39 Neb. 331, 58 N. W. 95;
State Ins. Co. v. New Hampshire T.

Co., 47 Neb. 62, 66 N. W. 9, 1106;

Stetson z: Riggs, 37 Neb. 797, 56 N.
W. 628; Runge v. Brown, 23 Neb.

817. 37 N. W. 660.

Xe7i.' York. — Brackett z'. Griswold,

112 N. Y. 454, 20 N. E. 376; Taylor
z: Guest, 58 N. Y. 262; Newell v.

Chapman, 56 N. Y. St. 380, 26 N. Y.

Supp. 361.

Pcnnsxlvania. — Swazey v. Herr,

II Pa. St. 278.

Tennessee. — Continental Nat.

VoL VI

Bank v. First Nat. Bank, 68 S. W.
497-

Insufficient Offer of Proof.

An offer to prove that the represen-
tations were false and that the offerer

believed them to be true, was held
insufficient because the party did not
further propose to show that he re-

lied on such representations. Ack-
man v. Jaster, 179 Pa. St. 463, 36
Atl. 324.
Fraudulent Intent Alone Insuffi-

cient. — It must be shown, not only
that the representations were fraudu-
lent and intended to deceive, but that
they were successful in deceiving.

Bennett z'. Gibbons, 55 Conn. 450.
64. Railway Co. v. Goodholm,

61 Kan. 758, 60 Pac. 1066.

Proof of Right to Rely, Insuffi-

cient Plaintiff has the burden of
showing not only that he had a right

to rely, but that he did, in fact, rely
upon the representations in question.
Curtis V. Hoxie, 88 Wis. 41, 59 N.
W. 581.

65. A person dealing with a cor-
poration is presumed to rely upon
the fact that its financial standing
and reputation in the community are
founded upon the amount of its pro-
fessed and supposed capital, and does
lO on the faith of that standing and
reputation, although, as a matter of
fact, he may have no personal knowl-
edge of the amount of its professed
capital. Hospes v. Northwestern
:Mfg. & Car Co., 48 Minn. 174, 50 N.
W. II 17, 31 Am. St. Rep. 637, 15 L.

R. A. 470. But see Brackett v.

Griswold, 112 N. Y. 454, 20 N. E.

376.
66. Fishback v. Miller, 15 Nev.
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c. Representations Partly in Writing. — Althoiig:h some of tlie

representations were reduced to writing, there is no presumption

that only those reduced to writing were relied ujxjn."^

d. Knozvlcdge of Contents of Writing.— It is presumed that a

person who has signed a written instrument knows the contents

thereof and understands its true legal import,"" but this presumption

is not conclusive when it is claimed that such instrument l)y reason of

fraud does not embrace the contract as actually made.""

e. Knozvledge of the Law.— Where the rei)resentation affirms

something not allowed by or contrary to the law, the presumption

is conclusive that the party knows the law and consequently does

not rely upon the false representation,''" but there are decisions to

the contrary.''^

f. Investigation of Snhject-matter. — Likewise, proof that the

complaining party investigated and examined the subject-matter of

the representations or made inquiries of others from whom he

obtained information concerning the same raises the presumption

that he relied thereon and not upon the representation.'-

g. Where Means of Knowledge Are Available. — It has been held

that where the subject-matter of the representation is patent and

open to investigation, and the means of acquiring knowledge thereof

are easily available to the party complaining, he is presumed to have

knowledge thereof;"'' but if such means are not easily available,^* or

428; Hicks V. Stevens, 121 111. 186,

II N. E. 241; Hiner v. Richter. 51

III. 299; Holbrook v. Burt, 22 Pick.

(Mass.) 546; Linhart v. Foreman, yj
Va. 540 ; Grosh v. Ivanhoe Land &
Imp. Co., 95 Va. 161, 27 S. E. 841.

See also : Fargo Gas & C. Co. v.

Fargo Gas & E. Co., 4 N. D. 219, 59
N. W. 1066; Cabot V. Christie, 42
Vt. 121; Neff V. Landis, no Pa. St.

204, I Atl. 177; Triplett v. Rugby
Distilling Co., 68 Ark. 219, 49 S. W.
975.

67. Jandt v. Potthast, 102 Iowa
223, 71 N. W. 216. See also Cum-
mings V. Cass, 52 N. J. L. 47, 18 Atl.

972.

68. Kingman 7-. Shawley, 61 Mo.
App. 54; Beck V. O'Bcrt, 54 Mo. .^pp.

240; Wood V. ^Massachusetts Mut.
Ace. Ass'n. 174 Mass. 217, 54 N. E.

541 ; Freyer 7'. McCord, 165 Pa. St.

539. 30 Atl. 1024.

69. Kincnian 7'. Rcincmcr, 166 Til.

208, 46 N. K. 786: Ward 7-. Spelts. 39
Neb. 809, S8 N. W. 426; Woodbridge
V. DeWitt, 51 Neb. 98, 70 N. W. 506.

70. Insurance Co. 7'. Reed, 33
Ohio St. 283; Fish 7'. Cleland. 33 HI.

237; Wight 7'. Shelby R. Co., 16

B. Men. (Ky.) 6, 63 Am. Dec. 522;

Selma M. & M. R. Co. 7-. .Anderson.

51 Miss. 829; Beall 7-. McGehee, 57
.Ma. 438; Upton v. Tribilcock, 91 U.

S. 45.
, „

71. Hess V. Culver, 77 Mich. 598.

43 N. W. 994, 18 .^m. St. Rep. 421,

6'L. R. a. 498; Motherway 7-. Wall,

168 Mass. :i?,2„ 47 N. E. I35-

A person is not debarred from re-

lying on false representations "be-

cause he is presumed to know the

law." Averill v. Wood, 78 Mich.

342. 44 N. W. 381.

72. Wakeman v. Dalley. 51 N. Y.

27; Farrar zk Churchill. 135 U. S.

609; Anderson 7'. ^^cPike, 86 Mo.

293; Fauntleroy 7'. Wilcox, 80 111.

477.
73. Van Velsor 7'. Scebergcr, 35

111. App. 508; Martin v. Harwell. 115

Ga. 156. 41 S. E. 686; Castenholz 7-.

Heller, 82 Wis. 30, 51 N. W. 432.

74. In Fargo Gas & C. Co. 7-.

Fargo Gas & E. Co.. 4 N. D. 219. 59

N. W. 1066, it is held, citing, Mead
V. Bunn. 32 N. Y. 2S0, that every

contradicting party has an absolute

right to rely on the express state-

ments of an existing fact, the truth

of which is known to the opposite

party and is unknown to him, as a

Vol. VI
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if, for any reason, the complaining- party has an absohite right to rely

on the representation," or if the party charged with fraud uses arti-

fice to prevent such investigation, the presumption cannot be
invoked.''" And, in any event, such presumption extends only to

knowledge of facts which such an investigation would disclose.''^

h. JVhcn Burden Shifted.— It has been held that when the party
charging the fraud testifies directly that he relied upon the repre-

sentation, the burden is shifted to his adversary to prove the con-
trary."^

B. Substance; and Modk of Proof'. — a. Direct Evidence.
Testimony of Party.— The fact that the representations complained
of were the inducement which caused the party to act may be proved
by his own testimony. He may testify directly that he believed the
representations to be true, and in reliance upon them changed his

position,'^'' or he may be asked by his adversary whether he would

basis of mutual engagement, and he
is under no obligation to investigate
and verify the statements to the
truth of which the other party has
deliberately pledged his fate. Held,
therefore, that an instruction inform-
ing the jury that if the means were
at defendant's hands to discover the
truth or untruth of the plaintiff's

statements, defendant must be pre-

sumed to have had knowledge of the

actual facts, was erroneous, the only
means being an investigation requir-

ing a great amount of time and
trouble. The authorities are thor-
oughly reviewed in this case.

75. If from the character, situa-

tion or surrounding of the thing
traded for one party is compelled to

trust the representations of the other,

and, reposing special confidence in

him for that purpose, relies on such
representations, the law will protect
him in such trust, although it may
have been possible for him to have
ascertained for himself all that it

was important for him to know.
Chase v. Rusk, 90 Mo. App. 25, and
Cahn V. Reid, 18 Mo. App. 115.

76. Castenholz v. Heller, 82 Wis.
30, SI N. W. 432.

77. Risch V. Lillienthal, 34 Wis.
250; Jackson v. Armstrong, 50 Mich.
65, 14 N. W. 702. And see Rhoda v.

Annis, 75 Me. 17, 46 Am. Rep. 354.

78. Sprague v. Taylor, 58 Conn.
542, 20 Atl. 612.

79. ///mow. — Miner v. Phillips,

42 111. 123.

Indiana. — Parrish v. Thurston, 87
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Tnd. 437; Shockey v. IMills, 71 Ind.

288.

loiva. — Boddy v. Henry, 113 Iowa
46a 85 N. W. 77^, 53 L. R. A. 769;
Bartlett v. Falk, no Iowa 346, 81

N. W. 602.

MassacJiusetts. — Pedrick v. Por-
ter, 5 Allen 324; Safford v. Grant,
120 ]Mass. 20; Kline v. Baker, 106
Mass. 61.

Michigan. — Averill v. Wood, y^
Mich. 342, 44 N. W. 381 ; Stubly v.

Beachboard, 68 ]\Iich. 401 ; 36 N. W.
192; Berkey v. Judd, 22 Minn. 287.

Nebraska. — Bennett v. Apsley
Rubber Co., 54 Neb. 553, 74 N. W.
821.

Nezi) York. — Thorn v. Helmer, 2
Keyes 27 ; Gould 7'. Cayuga Co.
Nat. Bank, 56 How. Pr. 505; Hardt
V. Schulting, 13 Hun 537; Vines v.

Chisholm, 15 N. Y. St. 820, i N. Y.
Supp. 102.

Pennsylvania. — Weaver v. Cone,
174 Pa. St. 104, 34 Atl. SSI.
Rhode Island. — Charbonnel v.

Seabury, 23 R. I. 543, si Atl. 208.

Vermont. — Whitney Wagon Wks.
V. Moore, 61 Vt. 230, 17 Atl. 1007.

Wisconsin. — Castenholz v. Heller,
82 \Nh. 2,0, SI N. W. 432.
"There is no reason why a person

claiming to be defrauded cannot tell

• how it was done and what he relied

upon." Parker v. Armstrong, 55
Mich. 176, 20 N. W. 892.
Form of Question The party

complaining may be asked, " What
induced you to sign the papers and
complete the trade ? " Knight v.

Peacock, 116 Mass. 362.
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not have acted independent of the representations.^"

Alabama Rule. — As in the case of proof of intent,**^ the courts of

Alabama hold this character of evidence incompetent to prove reli-

ance.^-

h. Circumstantial Proof. — (1.) In Qeneral. —It is not essential

that the partv complainin.c: of the fraud produce direct evidence that

he relied uix)n the representations. Such fact may be inferred from

the nature of the transaction, the relation of the parties, and the

circumstances surrounding the entire transaction,"^ in the absence

"This is one of tlie facts which is

always a part of the res gestae, and
whicii it is always competent for the

party to prove. And, now that the

party is a witness, there is no sound
reason why he should not prove it by
his own testimony, so long as he is

confined to the facts, and does not

undertake to contradict his words or

acts by an undisclosed motive or in-

tent." Com. V. Julius, 173 Pa. St.

322, 34 Atl. 21, distinguishing Spen-

cer z: Colt, 89 Pa. St. 314. and other

cases.

Reasons for Reliance— Where
the plaintiff has testified that he was
fraudulently induced to pip;n a note

in favor of defendant, upon defend-

ant's representation as to a certain

specified fact, and that he did not

rely upon the personal responsibility

of the defendant, it is competent for

him (plaintiff) to give the reason

why he did not so rely upon defend-

ant's responsibility, although this

testimony is unnecessary. People v.

Ilerrick, 13 Wend. (N. Y.) 87.

Agent.— Where the transaction

was liad with the agent of the party

defrauded, such agent may testify

that he relied upon the representa-

tions and that they induced the trans-

action. Kh'ne 7'. Baker, 106 Mass.
61, s. c. on former appeal, 00 Mass.
2^-?; Jandt 7'. Potthast, 102 Iowa 223,

71 N. W. 216.

Contra Conclusion Incompetent.

In Hoyle 7'. Southern Saw Wks.. 105

Ga. 123, 31 S. E. 137. the testimony of
the party complaining of the fraud,

that the purchase was made under a
misunderstanding of the value of the
goods, caused by misrepresentations
of the defendant, was held properly
excluded, as a conclusion of the wit-
ness, it not appearing what the mis-
representations were, or how they in-

duced the purchase.

One Cannot Speak for Several.

One of several defrauded parties can-

not be asked what eflfect the represen-

tations had upon the minds of all

of them; his testimony must be

confined to himself. Fairbault v.

Sater, 13 Minn. 210.

80. Carson v. Houssels (Tex. Civ.

App.), SI S. W. 290.

But see Cabot 7'. Christie, 42 Vt.

121, in which it is said, in speaking of

an instruction that the jury must find

that plaintiff would not have acted

but for the representation :
" What

the plaintiff would have done but for

the false representation is often a

mere speculative inquiry, and is not

the test of the plaintiff's right. Tf

the false representation is often a

terial and relied upon, and were in-

tended to operate and did operate as

one of the inducements to the trade,

it is not necessary to inquire whether

the plaintiff would or would not have

made the purchase without this in-

ducement."
81. See ante, cases cited in note

22 immediately preceding.

82. Ball 7'. Farley. 81 Ala. 2&9. I

So. 2?3; Sledge 7-. Scott, 56 Ala. 202.

In McC^ormick v. Joseph, 77 Ala.

236, it was held error to allow the

vendor, seeking to avoid the sale on

the grounds of fraud of the vendee

therein, to state that he believed the

vendee to be insolvent and that "he
would not have sold had he known
of such insolvency."

83. Allin 7'. Millison. 72 111. 201

;

Nolte 7'. Rcichelm, 96 111. 425: Tay-
lor 7'. Guest, 58 N. Y. 262; Baker v.

Hallam. T23 Iowa 43. 72 N. W. 419.

Presumption. — The relation ex-

isting between the parties and the

circuinstances surrounding the trans-

action may be such as to raise the

presumption that the party alleging

fraud rqlied upon the representations
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of any direct evidence,^* and it has been held that such circum-

stances afford much stronger and more satisfactory evidence of the

inducement which moved the party than his direct testimony to

the same effect.
^°

(2.) Common Knowledge, — The fact that the truth of the matters

misrepresented was generally known in the community may be con-

sidered in determining whether the complainant had a right to rely

on the representation.®^

(3.) Position of Party. — Any evidence tending to show that the

person charging the fraud occupied a position from which it may be

inferred that he possessed knowledge or the means of knowledge
of the subject-matter, is releyant to prove that he did not rely on the

representation,^''' but is not conclusive thereof.^®

(4.) Information from Other Sources,— The party charged may show
that the complainant had acquired knowledge concerning the sub-

ject-matter from other sources than the representation.®^

c. To Whom Representation Made.— (1.) In General,— While

some connection, direct or indirect, between the person making the

representation and the person relying thereon must be shown,®*^ it is

not essential that the representation be shown to have been made
directly to the party claiming to have relied thereon in order to enti-

tle him to prove that he had a right to and did rely thereon.^^

where such reliance is material.

Hicks V. Stevens, 121 111. 186, 11 N.
E. 241.

84, Direct Testimony Not Essen-

tial If from the nature of the

transaction, the relation of the par-

ties, or the surrounding circum-

stances, it may fairly be presumed
that the plaintiff relied upon the rep-

resentations, and that they were
the inducing cause, the mere
fact that he has or has not

sworn to the conclusion that he re-

lied upon them is immaterial.

Hatch V. Spooner, 27 N, Y. St. 151,

13 N. Y. Supp. 642.
85, Lucas V. Crippen, 76 Iowa 507,

41 N. W. 205.

86, Perkin v. Embry, 24 Ky. L.

Rep. 1990, 72 S. W. 788.

87, Gustafson v. Rustemeyer, 70
Conn. 125, 39 Atl. 104, 66 Am. St.

Rep. 92, 39 L. R. A. 644; Mires v.

Summerville, 85 ]\Io. App. 183; Cahn
z'. Reid, 18 ]Mo. App. 115; Ranstead
V. Allen, 85 Md. 482, 27 Atl. 15;
Weaver v. Shriver, 79 Md. 530, 30
Atl. 189; Allen v. Gibson, 53 Ga.
600; Goring V. Fitzgerald, 105 Iowa
507, 75 N. W. 385.

88, Goring v. Fitzgerald, 105 Iowa
507, 75 N. W. 385. And see Swin-
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ney v. Patterson, 25 Nev. 411, 62

Pac. I.

89. Mather z'. Robinson, 47 Iowa
403; High V. Kistner, 44 Iowa 79;
Bowker v. Delong, 141 Mass. 315,

4 N. E. 834; Cameron v. Paul, 11

Pa. St. 277; Bennett v. Gibbons, 55
Conn. 450, 12 Atl. 99; Byrd v. Tur-
pin, 62 Ga. 591.

90. Hindman v. First Nat. Bank,
112 Fed. 931; Smither v. Calvert, 44
Ind. 242: Phelps zk George's Creek
& C. R. Co., 60 Md. 536.

91. Carville v. Jack's Adm'r, 43
Ark. 454; Brown z'. Brown, 62 Kan.
666, 64 Pac. 599; Alexander zk Beres-
ford, 27 Miss. 747; Scholfield G. &
P. Co. V. Scholfield, 71 Conn, i, 40
Atl. 1046. And see ]\iorse z'. Swifts,

19 How. Pr. (N. Y.) 275.

Where a grantor in a deed, in

which the name of the grantee is left

blank, delivers such deed to another
person, he is presumed to have known
that he might thereby become the
grantor of a person with whom he
had no personal dealings, and by ac-
companying the deed with an ab-
stract, he is presumed to have in-

tended to thereby represent to any
person taking the title under him
that he believed the abstract to be
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(2.) Representations to Agent. — Tlie party complaining^ may show
that the representations were made to his ap^ent and were by such

agent communicated to him, and that he rehed thereon."-

d. Time of Representation. — The false representation and the

reliance thereon need not concur in point of time,"^ hut the repre-

sentation must have been the inducement which caused the party

to act, and therefore evidence of a false representation made after

the partv had changed his position is incompetent on the question of

reliance."*

C. Sufficiency of Evidence. — It has been held that "it does

not require very strong proof to establish " the fact of reliance,'*^ and

the question is ordinarily one for the jury.""

4. Injury and Damages. — A. In General.— Essential Proof.
" In the absence of averment and proof to that effect, fraud cannot

be presumed to have been injurious.""'^

B. Burden of Proof.— It is incumbent upon the party charging

correct, and such person is justified

in relying thereon. Baker v. Hallam,
123 Iowa 43, 72 N. W. 41Q.

Public Eecord of Corporate Condi-

tion The reports and statoincnls

required by law to be filed by certain

corporations with the state records

are presumed to be filed for the pro-

tection and perusal of the pul)lic, and
a person may rely upon such reports

as fully as he would were they per-

sonal communications to him, and
may treat them as frauds if he is de-

ceived thereby. Warfield V. Clark,

118 Iowa 69, 91 N. W. 833; Scale v.

Baker, 70 Tex. 283, 7 S. W. 742. But
see Hunnewell v. Duxbury, 154 Mass.

286, 28 N. E. 267, 13 L. R. A. 7?,?>,

and Hindman v. First Nat. Bank,
112 Fed. 931.

92. Sigafus 7'. Porter. 84 Fed. 430;
Jandt V. Potthast, 102 Iowa 223, 71

N. W. 2x6; Banner v. Schlessinger,

109 Mich. 262, 67 N. W. 116; Schu-
maker v. Alather, 38 N. Y. St. 542,

14 N. Y. Supp. 411; Tate v. Watts,

42 111. App. 103.

Contra— Compare Henderson v.

Miller, 36 111. App. 232.

93. Chilson v. Houston, 9 N. D.

498. 84 N. W. 354-

False representations inducing

plaintiff to purchase property at an
auction sale are admissible, although

made after the property was struck

off, if made before the final consum-
mation of the sale by writings.

Haight V. Hayt, 19 N. Y. 464.

Representations in Former Trans-

action— Evidence of false repre-

sentations made by defendant in a

prior and similar transaction some
months before may be competent as

the grounds of reliance in a subse-

quent transaction between the same
parties. Reeve v. Dennett, 145 Mass.

23, II N. E. 938. See also Chisholm
7'. Eisenhuth, 69 App. Div. 134. 74
N. Y. Supp. 496. But see Morris v.

Talcott, 96 N. Y. 100.

94. ;Matlock v. Reppy, 47 Ark.

148, 14 S. W. 546; Farmers Stock
Breeding Ass'n v. Scott, 53 Kan, 534,

36 Pac. 978; Robinson t". Levi, 81

Ala. 134, I So. 554; Mahoney v.

O'Neill. .36 Misc. 84.3, 74 N- Y. Supp.

918; Birdseye v. Flint, 3 Barb. (N.
Y.) 500. And see Kline z'. Baker,
106 Mass. 61 ; Manhattan Brass Co.
7'. Reger, 168 Pa. St. 644, 32 Atl. 64.

95. Taylor v. Guest. 58 N. Y. 262.

96. Indiana.— Ingalls v. Miller,

121 Ind. 188, 22 N. E. 995.

/o7C'fl. — Warfield 7'. Clark, ii3

Iowa 69, 91 N. W. 833.

Maryland. — McAleer v. Horsey,

35 Md. 439.

Massachusetts. — Nash v. Minne-
sota Title Ins. & T. Co., 159 Mass.

437. 34 N. E. 625.

North Dakota. — Chilson 7'. Hous-
ton, 9 N. D. 498. 84 N. W. 354-

Vermont. — Whitney Wagon Wks.
7'. Moore. 6t Vt. 230, 17 Atl. 1007.

Wisconsin. — Farr 7'. Peterson, 91

Wis. 182, 64 N. W. 863; Bamdt v.

Frederick. 78 Wis. i, 47 N. W. 6,

IT L. R. A. 199.

97. ^Tissouri Valley Land Co. 7-.

Bushnell, 11 Neb. 192. 8 N. W. 389-
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the fraud to prove that the fraudulent conduct of his adversary

resulted directly in loss or injury to himself.®^

III. RELEVANCY TO PLEADINGS.

1. In General.— The evidence of fraud must follow and corre-

spond to the alleviations in the pleading."'*

2. Proof of Scienter. — Thus, where the pleading alleges positively

that the defendant knew the representation to be false, this must

be established affirmatively,^ and in order for plaintiff to recover on

a showing of any facts short of positive knowledge of such falsity,

such facts must be alleged."

3. Allegation of Specific Representations. — Where the pleading

alleges certain specific representations as the basis of the action and

as the inducement, evidence of representations other than those

alleged for the purpose of proving the inducement is incompetent.^

98. Illinois. — V^hiit v. Watkins,
23 111. 426.

Kansas. — Stinson v. Aultman, 54
Kan. 537, 38 Pac. 788.

Kentucky. — Wilson v. Laffoor, i

J. J. Alarsh. 6.

Maine. — Brown v. Blunt, 72 Me.

415 ; Fuller v. Hodgdon, 25 IVIe. 243.

Maryland. — Melville v. Gary, 76
Md. 221, 24 Atl. 604.

Massachusetts. — Packer v. Lock-
man, 115 Mass. 72.

Michigan. — Bristol v. Braidwood,
28 Mich. 191.

Mississippi.— Moss v. Davidson, I

Smed. & M. 112.

Tc.vas. — Read v. Chambers (Tex.

Civ. App.), 45 S. W. 742.

99. Means v. Flanagan, 79 III.

App. 296; Foster v. Kennedy, 38 Ala.

359, 81 Am. Dec. 56; Hoxie v. Home
Ins. Co., 32 Conn. 21, 85 Am. Dec.

240; Cutter V. Adams, 15 Vt. 237.

And see Sills Stove Works v. Brown,
71 Vt. 478, 45 Atl. 1040; Clark v.

Ralls, 58 Iowa 201, 12 N. W. 260;

Dudley^'. Scranton, 57 N. Y. 424.

1. Pearson v. Howe, i Allen

(Mass.) 207; Corbett v. Gilbert. 24

Ga. 454. And see Ross v. Mather,

51 N. Y. 108, 10 Am. Rep. 562.

2. Marshall v. Fowler, 7 Hun (N.

Y.) 237.

Contra.— In Kelly v. Allen, 34
Ala. 663, it was held that although

the pleading alleged that the defend-

ant knew the falsity of the represen-

tation, the evidence was sufficient if

it merely proved that he professed

to know such facts. This was de-
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cided on the theory that where the

representation was absolute, the sci-

enter was immaterial.
Belief of Defendant in Truth of

Representation— If the party

charged with fraud intends to rely

on his belief in the truthfulness of

his representation it is incumbent
upon him to frame his pleadings on
such hypothesis; and if in his plead-

ings he admits making representa-

tions and positively alleges that they

were true, he should not be per-

mitted to introduce evidence merely

that he believed them to be true.

Brewster v. Crossland, 2 Colo. App.

446, 31 Pac. 236.

3. Nash V. Alinnesota Title Ins. &
T. Co., 159 iMass. 437, 34 N. E. 625

;

Meek r. State, 117 Ala. 116, 23 So.

155; Hubbard v. Long, 105 Mich. 442;
62 N. W. 644. And see Pedrick v.

Porter, 5 Allen (Mass.) 324; Hemen-
way v. Keeler, 68 N. Y. St. 819, 34 N.

Y. Supp. 808.

"Where Representation Verbally

Repeated Where plaintiff's decla-

ration in deceit was based upon al-

leged written representations of the

defendant which induced him to act,

parol evidence that such representa-

tions were verbally repeated is inad-

missible where the declaration

counts only on the written statement.

Sills Stove Wks. v. Brown, 71 Vt.

478, 45 Atl. 1040.

Evidence limited to Representa-

tions Alleged as Fraudulent— Tn

Johnson v. Beeney, 9 111. App. 64, it

was held that where the declaration
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4. Whole Conversation Competent. — But none of the foreg^oing

rules preclude proof of all the statements made by the party char.o^ed

with the fraud at the time he made the representations complained

of. The whole of such conversation is competent as illustrative and
explanatory of the transaction and intent, althoug-h only the words
relied upon are set forth in the plead inc;'.''

5. Substantial Proof Sufficient.— The party allep^inpc the fraud is

not bound to prove the same precisely as alleged in his pleading. It

is suflficient if he prove such allegations substantially."*

sets forth several representations,

only part of wliich are specifically al-

leged to have been false and fraudu-
lent, the evidence is confined to the

representations which are alleged to

have been false and fraudulcMit, and
evidence oflfercd to prove that the

rest of the representations were
false and fraudulent is inadmissible,

the court saying: " He cannot be al-

lowed to make one case by his plead-

ing and another by his proof."

Distinction— In Thurman v.

Mosher, i Hun (N. Y.) 344, it was
held that there was a distinction be-

tween those cases where speciiic

charges of fraud are made the basis

of recovery and those where a fraud-
ulent intent constitutes the gravamen
of the action. In the latter case any
representations or statement of a

fraudulent character bearing on the
motive of the party is competent evi-

dence; but where a specific fraudu-
lent act or statement is alleged as

the basis of the action, such act or
statement must be proved substan-

tially as alleged in the pleading, and
evidence of other fraudulent repre-

sentations is irrelevant and im-
proper.

*. Pedrick v. Porter, 5 Allen
(Mass.) 324; Hick v. Thomas, 90
Cal. 289, 27 Pac. 208, 376; Averill

V. Wood, 78 Mich. 342. 44 N. W.
381 ; Jones r. State, 99 Ga. 46, 25 S.

E. 617; Scholficld G. & P. Co. 7'.

Scholfield, 71 Conn, i, 40 Atl. 1046.

"Representations diflfering from
but tending to prove those alleged,

may be shown, and to enable the

court or jury to understand the

meaning of the statements made by
the defendant, and relied upon as
proving the alleged representations,

the plaintiff may often properly be
permitted to prove the entire con-

versation in which statements occur,

even though representations materi-

ally different from those alleged are

thereby shown." Shclton v. Healy,

74 Conn. 265. 50 Atl. 742.

5. California. — Hick v. Thomas,
90 Cal. 289, 27 Pac. 208, 376.

Connecticut. — Shelton v. Healy,

74 Conn. 265. 50 Atl. 742.

Illinois. — l.zdd V. Pigott, II4 111.

647, 2 N. E. 503.

lozca. — Dashiel v. Harshman, 113

Iowa 283, 85 N. W. 85.

Maryland. — McAleer v. Horsey,

35 Md. 4.19-

Massachusetts. — Packard v.

Pratt, 115 Mass. 405; Cunningham 7'.

Kimball, 7 Mass. 64; Com. v. Coe,

IIS Mass. 481.

Nezv York. — James 7-. Work, S4
N. Y. St. 166, 24 N. Y. Supp. 149;
Craig V. Ward, i Abb. Dec. 184.

language of Representation— It

is not necessary to prove the exact

language of the representation as set

out in the pleading, but proof of it in

substance and legal effect is sufficient.

Weaver 7-. Shriver, 79 Md. 530, 30
Atl. 189; Endsley v. Johns, 120 111.

469. T2 N. E. 247.

In Bly V. Brady, 113 Mich. 176, 71

N. W. 521, where defendant alleged

that the written instrument upon
which suit was brought was obtained

without any consideration, he was
properly allowed to prove that he

was induced to sign the instrument

by reason of false represcntntion.

Representations Alleged, Not Sole

Inducement— Although the decla-

ration alleges that the plaintiff relied

exclusively upon the representations

set forth therein, the fact that the

proof shows that they were not the

sole inducement is not a material

variance, if plaintiff mainly and sul)-

stanfially relied upon the representa-

tions alleged. Cook v. Gill, 83 Md.
117, 34 Atl. 248.
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6. Proof of One of Several Alleged Representations. — Although
several fraudulent representations are alleged in the pleading as the

inducement upon which the party acted, proof of any one of them, if

material, is sufficient."

IV. WAIVER AND SATISFACTION OF FRAUD.

1. Knowledge of Fraud Essential to Waiver. — A. In GeIneral.

The acts or conduct on the part of the person charging the fraud,

in order to be sufficient to preclude him from obtaining the desired

relief, must be shown to have been done or performed after he had
obtained knowledge or the means of knowledge of such fraudJ

B. Presumptions and Burden of Proof. — a. Generally.

Intent is an essential element in waiver or acquiescence, and unless

the facts show knowdedge and are such as to make the inference of

intent natural and free from doubt, no presumption of waiver arises,^

and, in ordinary cases, the burden of proving knowledge of the fraud

and the time of its discovery rests upon the person alleging the

waiver or acquiescence.^

b. When Burden on Party Charging Fraud. — It has been held

that where the time prescribed by a statute of limitations has run

since the commission of the fraud," or where the party charging
the fraud has done or performed an act prima facie indicating his

intent to abide by the transaction,^^ the burden of showing a lack of

knowledge is upon him.

c. Constructive Knozvledge From Record. — Under a statute pro-

Thus where the pleading alleges

that the vendee, being insolvent,

knowingly concealed his insolvency

from the vendor, proof of false state-

ments made by such vendee respect-

ing his financial standing, whereby he
represented himself to be possessed
of a large amount of property over
and above his liabilities, is admissi-

ble, and does not constitute a vari-

ance. First Nat. Bank. v. McKin-
ney, 47 Neb. 149, 66 N. W. 280.

6. Dashiel v. Harshman, 113 Iowa
283. 85 N. W. 85 ; People v. Haynes,
II Wend. (N. Y.) 557; Yates v. Al-
den, 41 Barb. (N. Y.) 172.

7. I.oeb V. Flash, 65 Ala. 526;

Melick V. First Nat. Bank, 52 Iowa
94, 2 N. W. 1021 ; Hays v. Midas,

104 N. Y. 602, II N. E. 141.

8. IVTcLean v. Clark, 47 Ga. 24.

Knowledge not Presumed Where
a stockholder has been defrauded in

the purchase of his stock, the fact

that he has a right to examine the

books of the corporation, from which
he could have discovered the fraud,

does not raise the presumption of
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knowledge of the fraud so as to

start the running of the statute of

limitations. Gerner v. Mosher, 58
Neb. 135, 18 N. W. 384, 46 L. R. A.

244. And see cases cited in note 43
under " Intent and Motive," ante.

But see contra, Truett v. Onderdonk,
120 Cal. 581, 53 Pac. 26, in which
it is held that where the party is

shown to have been possessed of the

means of acquiring knowledge, he is

presumed to have such knowledge.
9. Pence v. Langdon, gg U. S.

578; Wells V. Houston, 2g Tex. Civ.

App. 619, 69 S. W. 183; Baker v.

Lever, 67 N. Y. 304, 23 Am. Rep.
117; Smith's Adm'r v. Smith, 30 Vt.

139-

Principal and Agent— Where the

transaction attacked is between prin-

cipal and agent, the burden is on the

agent to show plaintiff's knowledge
of the fraud. Faust v. Hosford, 119
Iowa 97, 93 N. W. 58.

10. Teall V. Slaven, 40 Fed. 774;
Wood V. Carpenter, loi U. S. I35-

11. First Nat. Bank v. McKin-
ney, 47 Neb. 149, 66 N. W. 280.
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viding that a recorded instrument is constructive notice of its con-

tents to subsequent purchasers or incumbrancers, it has been held

that an instrument, duly recorded, which bears the evidence of fraud
on its face affords just as stronj^ evidence of fraud to the parties

defrauded as it does to such subsequent purchasers or incum-
brancers. '-

C. Direct EvinENCic— Testimony of Party. — The party

charg-in.c: the fraud may testify directly when he learned thereof."

2. Relevant Circumstances. — A. Acts in Affirmance of Con-
tract. — Evidence of any acts or conduct on the part of the i)erson

charg^inf]^ the fraud, evincive of an intent to abide by the contract or

transaction, is relevant and competent on the question of his waiver
of the right to rescind.^*

B. Acceptance and Retention of Benefits.— Likewise, evi-

dence of an acceptance and retention of the benefits of the transaction

is relevant to establish the waiver.^^

C. Delay. — Delay in rescinding the contract or transaction is a

relevant circumstance tending to prove a waiver of the right to

rescind.^®

D. Newspaper Article. — A newspaper article, describing and
publishing the fraud, has been held competent to show the party's

knowledge thereof.^'

E. Not Conclusive. — But evidence of such circumstances, while

competent and relevant, is not conclusive of such waiver.^* Evi-

dence is admissible on the part of the person charging the fraud to

explain such circumstances.^^

3. In Deceit for Damages. — But where the action is brought, not

to rescind, but in deceit for damages, evidence as to whether plain-

12. Teall z'. Slaven, 40 Fed. 774. the grounds of fraud. First Nat.
13. Berkey v. Judd, 22 Minn. 287 ; Bank v. McKinney, 47 Neb. 149, 66

Dean & Co. v. Zenor, 96 Iowa 752, N. W. 280.

65 N. W. 410. 15. Pollock V. Smith. 49 Neb.
14. United States. — Vence r. 864, 69 N. W. 312: Martin 7-. Butler.

Langdon, 99 U. S. 578; Mudsill Min- iii Ala. 422, 22 So. 352; Brewer 7'.

ing Co. t'. Watrous, 61 Fed. 163. Keeler, 42 Ark. 289; Walker 7'.

California. — Ruhl v. Mott, 120 Thompson. 61 Me. 347; Cobb. f. Hat-
Cal. 668, S3 Pac. 304. field, 46 N. Y. 533.

Connecticut. — Bulkley v. Morgan, 16. Ruhl 7'. I^Tott, 120 Cal. 668, 53
46 Conn. 393; Soper Lumber Co. 7'. Pac. 304; Blackman 7'. Wright. 96
Halstead, 7:^ Conn. 547, 48 At!. 425. Iowa 541, 65 N. W. 843; Wood 7-.

Georgia. — Hunt v. Hardwick, 68 Staudemayer, 56 Kan. 399, 43 Pac.

Ga. TOO. 760.

Indiana. — Gregory v. Schoenell, 17. Martin 7'. Butler, in Ala. 422,

55 Tnd. lor. 20 So. 352.

Kansas. — Evans v. Rothschild, 54 18. Hawthorne z: Hodges. 28 N.
Kan. 747. 30 Pac. 701. Y. 486; Hinchman v. Weeks, 85
Record of Action Brought on Con- Mich. 535, 48 N. W. 790, and see

tract. — The record of a former ac- cases cited in next note. But see

tion brought by the vendor on the Evans v. Rothschild, 54 Kan. 747, 39
contract of sale for»the price of the Pac. 701.
goods is admissible in evidence to 19. Soper Lumber Co. 7'. Hal-
show a waiver of the fraud in a sub- stead, 73 Conn. 547. 48 Atl. 425;
sequent action to rescind the sale on Morford v. Peck, 46 Conn. 380;
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tiff had received or retained the fruits derived from the transaction

or had ever offered to return the same is immaterial.-"

4. Satisfaction of Fraud. — The defendant charj^ed with fraud

may prove that the damages occasioned by the fraud have been sat-

isfied by another person,^^ or, that the plaintiff, by a subsequent

agreement between the parties, agreed that a promise or obligation

executed by defendant was taken in satisfaction of the original

fraud. "^

Hoyle V. Southern Saw Wks., 105
Ga. 123, 31 S. E. 137-

20. Arkansas. — Matlock v. Rep-

py, 47 Ark. 148, 14 S. W. 546.

Florida. — Williams v. McFadden,
23 Fla. 143, I So. 618, II Am. St.

Rep. 345-

Indiana. — Johnson v. Culver, 116
Ind. 278, 19 N. E. 129; St. John v.'

Hendrickson, 81 Ind. 350.

Maryland. — Weaver v. Shriver, 79
Md. 530, 30 Atl. 189; McAleer v.

Horsey, 35 Md. 439 ; Groff v. Hansel,

33 Md. 160.

Massachusetts. — Arnold v. Teel,
182 Mass. I, 64 N. E. 413.
Missouri. — Parker v. Marquis, 64

Mo. 38.

Nebraska. — Pollock v. Smith, 49
Neb. 864, 69 N. W. 312.

yoi. VI

No Presumption from Performance
of Contract. — In Pryor z: Foster,

130 N. Y. 171, 29 N. E. 123, which
was an action by a tenant to recover
damages from his landlord on the

grounds of fraudulent representa-

tions made by such landlord, prior

to the lease, as to the quality and
condition of the premises, it was
held that the fact that the tenant
occupied the premises for the entire

term of the lease— to wit, fifteen

months— and paid the rent thereon

from month to month, did not raise

the presumption of an intent to

waive the fraud.

21. Merchants Bank v. Curtiss, 37
Barb. (N. Y.) 317.

22. Tallant v. Stedman, 176 Mass.

460, 57 N. E. 683.
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Consideration ; Conspiracy
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;
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;

Husband and Wife;
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;

Vendor and Purchaser.

I. RELATIONSHIP OF DEBTOR AND CREDITOR.

1. Burden of Proof. — A. Ix General.— When a party claiming

to be a creditor of the grantor in a conveyance alleged to be fraudu-

lent seeks to set it aside, he must prove that the grantor is his

debtor.^

1. Alabama. — Russell v. Davis,

133 Ala. 647, 31 So. 514; Lawson v.

Alabama Warehouse Co., jt, Ala.

289; Deposit Bank of Frankfort v.

Caflfee, 135 Ala. 208, 23 So. 152.

Colorado. — Arnett v. Coffey, i

Colo. App. 34, 27 Pac. 614.

Illinois. — ^loritz z: Hoffman, 35
111- 553; Merrill z: Johnson, 06 111.

224; Tunison v. Chamblin, 88 111.

378.

Kentucky. — Warren v. Hall, 6

Dana 450.

Michigan. — Bodine z: Simmons,
38 Micli. 682.

Minnesota. — Schmitt v. Dahl. 88
Minn. 506, 93 N. W. 665; Bloom z:

Moy, 43 Minn. 397, 45 N. W. 715,

19 Am. St. Rep. 243.

A'cbraslca. — Citizens State Bank
V. Porter, 93 N. W. 391.

Te.ras. — Kerr v. Hutchins, 46
Tex. 384.

Wisconsin. — Norton z\ Kearney,
10 Wis. 443 ; Jones v. Lake, 2 Wis.
210.

Rule Stated— In Yecnd z:

Weeks, 104 Ala. 331, 16 So. 165, the

court said :
" The fact of primary

importance in such a proceeding—
whether it be to set aside the con-

veyance, as constructively fraudulent,

and therefore voidable as against

past due debts, or actually fraudulent,

and voidable as to future as well as

to past obligations — is the e.xist-

ence of a debt, for the payment of

which, except for the conveyance,

the property transferred could be

made liable. The grantee in the con-

veyance must have an opportunity
to dispute the debt, and may plead

any defense, not merely personal,

which the grantor debtor could have
made against it."

Open Account as Proof of Debt.

In Pidcock v. Voorhies. 84 Iowa
705. 42 N. W. 646, 49 N. W. 1038.

it was held that proof of an open ac-

count against the grantor, commenc-
ing at a date prior to said convey-
ance, and showing almost daily debits

and credits to a date subsequent

thereto, but not disclosing the

Vol. VI
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An Attaching Creditor who seeks, prior to the recovery of a judg-

ment, to have a conveyance or incumbrance set aside as fraudulent,

has the burden of showing that he is a creditor of the defendant.

-

B. Validitv of Claim and Judgment. — Although a creditor

attacking a conveyance by his debtor as fraudulent must establish

the fact that the relationship of creditor and debtor existed between
himself and the vendor prior to or at the time of the conveyance, it

is not incumbent upon him to establish the fact that the claim on
which his subsequent judgment was rendered was lawful ;^ nor is it

incumbent upon him to show the character and validity of his judg-

ment.*

2. Mode of Proof. — Judgment, Pleadings, etc. — A judgment in

favor of the creditor and against the grantor is competent evidence

of the indebtedness at the time of the rendition of the judgment,^ but

not for the purpose of proving the existence of a debt prior to the

date of the judgment.®

amount of the indebtedness at any
time up to the date of certain notes
given by the defendant in settlement
subsequent to said conveyance, was
not sufficient to establish such prior
indebtedness of the defendant,
though the plaintifif testified that be-

fore the notes were given, and at

other times, there were arrearages
upon the account against said de-

fendant.
In an Action Against a Third

Person by the Grantee in a Deed of

Trust to recover the property con-

veyed, it is not incumbent on the

plaintiff to prove the consideration

of the deed until the defendant has
shown that he claims as a creditor

of the grantor. Pennington v.

Woodall, 17 Ala. 685.

Sheriff Justifying Seizure Tinder
Attachment.— In Braley v. Byrnes,
20 Minn. 435, an action in replevin

by a chattel mortgagee against a
sheriff who justified the seizure un-
der a writ of attachment against the
mortgagor, claiming that the mort-
gage was fraudulent as to creditors,

it was held incumbent upon the sher-

iff to show that the attachment debt
existed, and that it was not enough
merely for the sheriff to show that

the mortgagor was indebted to credit-

ors other than himself against whom
the mortgage would be fraudulent

;

that as only creditors of the mort-
gagee could "be defrauded, so only
a creditor can question the bona
fides of the mortgage; and the re-

Vol. VI

spondent must therefore show that

he is himself a creditor, or that he
represents such a creditor, and not
a mere general creditor, but one
who has acquired a Hen upon the
mortgaged property either by pro-
ceedings in equity, or by virtue of
process by which such property, if

the mortgagor's, might lawfully be
seized."

'

2. Cocks V. Varney, 45 N. J. Eq.
72, 17 Atl. 108. See also Bogert v.

Phelps, 14 Wis. 88; Remington v.

Bailey, 13 Wis. 370; Blue v. Pennis-
ton, 27 Mo. 272, wherein a third per-
son intervened claiming the property
attached as trustee for a wife of the
defendant, by virtue of a deed exe-
cuted and recorded two years prior

to the date of the plaintiff's claim

;

and it was held incumbent upon the
plaintiff to show that his debt was
really due long before the note was
given, and that evidence to that ef-

fect was proper, notwithstanding that

the note bore date subsequent to the

execution of the trust deed.

3. Schmitt V. Dahl, 88 Minn. 506,

93 N. W. 665.

4. Eller V. Lacy, 137 Ind. 436, 2^
N. E. 1088.

5. Vogt V. Ticknor, 48 N. H. 242;
Hunsinger v. Hofer, no Ind. 390, 11

N. E. 463 ; Damon v. Bryant, 2 Pick.

(Mass.) 401; Church v. Chapin, 35
Vt. 223 ; Yeend v. Weeks, 104 Ala.

331, 16 So. 165.

6. Snodgrass v. Branch Bank, 25

Ala. 161, 60 Am. Dec. 505; Bloom v.
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The Pleadings in the Original Action in which judgment was ren-

dered asi^'aiiist the allej^'ed fraiuhilent ci^rantor are not competent evi-

dence as against the grantee to show when the debt was created.''

II. THE CONSIDERATION FOR THE CONVEYANCE.

1. Presumptions and Burden of Proof. — A. In Gi:xi:f<ai.. — The
question as to who has the liurden to prove the consideration for the

conveyance attacked is one upon which the authorities do not agree.

This disagreement, however, seems to correspond to a Hke disagree-

ment as to whether or not the recital in such a conveyance regarding
the consideration is competent evidence against attacking. creditors,

as will be shown in a subsequent portion of this article.^ Accordingly
on the one hand it is held that the attacking creditor has the burden
of showing that the grantee paid no consideration," although it is

said to be wholly immaterial by whom this proof is made.^"

Moy, 43 Minn, ^(yj, 45 N. W. 715,

19 Am. St. Rep. 243; Schmitt v.

Dahl, 88 Minn. 506, 93 N. W. 665;
Citizens State Bank v. Porter
(Neb.), 93 N. W. 391. See also

Yeend v. Weeks, 104 Ala. 331, 16

So. 165, where the court, quoting
from Lawson v. Alabama Ware-
house Co., 72 Ala. 289, said :

" It is

not evidence of an indebtedness ex-

isting at any time anterior to its ren-

dition ; and if the conveyance is

impeached as merely voluntary, as

wanting in a valuable consideration,

if the time of rendition is subsequent

to the conveyance, there must be

other evidence than the judgment af-

fords to show the existence of the

debt when the conveyance is made.
But if, as in the present case, the gift

or conveyance is assailed as tainted

with actual fraud, as having been
made to hinder, delay or defraud ex-

isting creditors, it is void, not only

as to such creditors, but as to sub-

sequent creditors; and the judgment,
of itself, establishes the right of the

creditor to impeach the gift of con-

veyance." Comfiare State Ins. Co. v.

Prestage, 116 Iowa 466, 90 N. W. 62.

7. Arnett v. Coffey, I Colo.

App. 34, 27 Pac. 614.

8. See infra, " Substance and
Mode of Proof," wherein the ques-
tion of the competency of such re-

citals is discussed.
9. Indiana. — Andrews v. Flana-

gan, 94 Ind. 383; American Varnish
Co. V. Reed, 154 Ind. ^, 55 N. E.
224.

Iowa. — Johnson v. McGrew, 11

Iowa 151, 77 Am. Dec. 137; Wright
V. Wheeler, 14 Iowa 8 ; Eisfield v.

Dill, 71 Iowa 442, 32 N. W. 420;
Wolf V. Chandler, 58 Iowa 569, 12

N. W. 601 ; .Mien v. Wegstein, 69
Iowa 508, 29 N. W. 625.

Maryland. — Totten v. Brady, 54
Md. 170; Crooks v. Brydon, 93 Md.
640, 49 .\i\. 921.

Mississippi. — Brown v. Bartee, IQ

Smed. & M. 268. See also Hund-
ley V. Buckner, 6 Smed. & M. 70.
Exchange of Property. — In Wat-

erbury Lumb. & Coal Co. v. Hinck-
ley, 75 Conn. 187, 52 Atl. 739, it ap-

peared that the property in question
had been conveyed to the grantee in

exchange for property owned by the

debtor, on which the grantee had a
mortgage, and the grantee asserted
that the conveyance to her was in

consideration of her relinquishing her
mortgage on the debtor's property

;

and it was held error for the court
to impose upon the grantee the bur-
den of proving that the property in

question was conveyed to her upon
a good consideration.

10. Eisfield V. Dill, 71 Iowa 442,

32 N. W. 420, where the conveyance
in question was made by a husband
to his wife at a time when he was
likely to be called upon to pay debts
as surety for his son, and the wife,

to show the consideration for the

conveyance to her, introduced a

written contract signed by herself
and her husband, which bore date of
thirty years previous, at which time

Vol. VI
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On the other hand many of the conrts hold that the p^rantee has

the burden of showinj^ that his conveyance was executed upon an

adequate and valuable consideration ;^^ that the recitals in the instru-

ment of conveyance as to the consideration therefor are not compe-
tent evidence of that fact against creditors,^^ and that production and
proof of a mere formal transfer of property by the debtor is not

they both testified it was executed

;

which contract was an agreement on
the part of the wife to furnish the

husband with certain moneys and an
agreement on his part to repay them,
which moneys so furnished, they

testified, formed the consideration for

the conveyance ; but the paper ap-

peared on its face to have been re-

cently written and experts testified to

that effect. It was held that the con-

veyance was properly set aside as

being without consideration and in

fraud of creditors.

11. Alabama. — Dolin v. Gard-
ner, 15 Ala. 758; Houston v. Black-

man, 66 Ala. 559, 41 Am. Rep. 756;
Yeend v. Weeks, 104 Ala. 331, 16 So.

165; Miller v. Rowan, 108 Ala. 98,

19 So. 9; Wooten v. Steele, 109 Ala.

563, 19 So. 972; McCain v. Wood, 4
Ala. 258; Gordon v. Tweedy, 71

*Ala. 202 ; Lipscomb v. McClellan, 72
Ala. 151; McTeers v. Perkins. 106

Ala. 411, 17 So. 547; Schall v. Weil,

103 Ala. 411, 15 So. 829; Chipman v.

Glennon, 98 Ala. 263, 15 So. 822;
Sparks V. Rawls, 17 Ala. 211; Smith
V. Collins, 94 Ala. 394, 10 So. 334;
Roswald V. Hobbie, 85 Ala. 72,, 4 So.

177; Stix V. Keith, 85 Ala. 465, 5 So.

184; Norwood V. Washington, 136
Ala. 657, 32 So. 869.

New Hampshire. — Kimball v.

Fenner, 12 N. H. 248.

Pcnnsyk'ania. — Redfield & R.
Mfg. Co. V. Dysart, 62 Pa. St. 62.

Virginia. — Flynn v. Jackson, 93
Va. 341, 25 S. E. I.

West Virginia. — Rogers v. Ver-
lander, 30 W. Va. 619, 5 S. E. 847.

See also Harrington v. Johnson, 7
Colo. App. 483, 44 Pac. 368, an ac-

tion to set aside a mortgage as hav-
ing been given in fraud of creditors,

wherein the fraudulent character of

the original transaction was fully

established ; and it was held that the

burden of proof was upon the de-
fendant holder of the note to show
that he was a bona fide purchaser
for value before maturity.

Vol. VI

A Transfer of Property Made by a
Debtor Upon a Secret Trust is

prima facie fraudulent as against

creditors, and as against them the

burden of proof is upon the party
claiming under it to show adequacy
of consideration and good faith in

the transaction. Ferguson v. Gil-

bert, 16 Ohio St. 88, so holding on
the ground that the facts in respect

to the consideration were peculiarly

within the knowledge of the grantee
and the grantor.

On a trial of a right of property
in a stock of goods, between a
plaintiff in attachment and a pur-
chaser from the debtor, the burden is

on the plaintiff, in the first instance,

to show that the goods belonged to

the defendant at the time of the levy

;

but, when he has proved that his

debt antedates the claimant's alleged

purchase ; that the defendant was in-

solvent at the time ; that the sale

conveyed substantially all of his

property, in payment of an ante-

cedent debt, the burden is shifted to

the claimant to establish the validity

of his purchase. Waxelbaum v.

Bell, 91 Ala. 331, 8 So. 571.

12. Leonhard v. Flood. 68 Ark.
162, 56 S. W. 781. See also Foster
V. Haglin, 64 Ark. 505, 43 S. W. 763.

In Prescott v. Hayes, 43 N. H,
593, the court, in holding that a re-

cital acknowledging a consideration

received is not evidence of that fact

against existing creditors, and that

the conveyance is presumed to be
fraudulent as against them until

proof of consideration is made, said:
" The party who alleged that a deed
was made mala fide and without con-
sideration, and is consequently void
as to him as a creditor, upon the

ordinary principles of evidence
would be required to prove the fact.

But the rules of evidence are sub-

ject to exceptions based upon princi-

ples of public policy, and designed to

throw the burden of proof upon the

party who, from the nature of the
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enough to cast upon antecedent creditors the burden of showing a

want of a vaUiable consideration.'"' Other courts, however, hold

that this burden is not imposed until the attacking creditor has

shown that the conveyance was made by the debtor with a fraudu-

lent intent.'*

A Prima Facie Case is made and the burden of proof put upon the

attacking creditor by the production of the securities recited in the

transaction, has the host means of

knowing the facts, and of showing
that his own conchict has l)ecn honest

and free from fraud. The question

as to this point was early raised

and considered in this State, in the

case of Kimball v. Fenner, iz N. H.
248, where it was held that the ac-

knowledgment in a deed of the re-

ceipt of a consideration is not of

itself evidence against existing

creditors that a consideration was in

fact received. As to creditors who
have levied on the land, the deed is

to be regarded as a mere voluntary

conveyance, and presumed to be
fraudulent until some evidence is of-

fered of the consideration ; and that,

even if the admission contained in

the deed were held to be prima facie

evidence of a showing, that evidence

would be sufficiently rebutted by
showing that a person who had
levied on the land was a creditor

when the deed was made. This de-

cision goes far beyond any natural

construction of the statutes, which
merely provide that if deeds are

made without good faith, or with-

out a valuable consideration, they

shall be void as to creditors
;
yet it

was competent for the court, for the

purpose of carrying into effect the

policy of these statutes, to prescribe

a rule of presumption different from
that existing in ordinary cases. The
rule estabHshed in this case is dis-

tinctly recognized in Belknap v.

Wendell, 21 N. H. 184. where it is

said, by Gilchrist, C. J., that there

is no doubt that the general rule is

that a party claiming under a deed
must .show, as against existing

creditors, that the deed was made
upon good consideration. And the

same point was held in Ferguson v.

Clifford. 37 N. H. 97."

13. Ferguson v. Gilbert, 16 Ohio
St. 88.

14. Jones v. Simpson, 116 U. S.

6og; Leonhard v. Flood, 68 Ark. 162,

56 S. W. 781 ; Ross V. Wellman, 102

Cal. I, 36 Pac. 402; Rogers ?•. Ver-
lander, 30 W. Va. 619, 5 S. E. 847;
Knight V. Nease, 53 W. Va. 50, 44
S. E. 414; First National Rank v.

Prager, 50 W. Va. 660, 41 S. E. 363;
Blackshire v. Pettit, 35 \V. Va. 547,

14 S. E. 133-

In Texas a statute declares in ef-

fect that a conveyance intended to

defraud creditors is void as to them,

and provides also among other things

that " this article shall not affect the

title of a purchaser for a valuable

consideration, unless it appear that

he had notice." etc. And in Tillman
V. Heller, 78 Tex. 597, 14 S. W. 700,

the court held that the order of these

several provisions seems to indicate

how it was intended the burden of

proof should shift during the prog-

ress of the trial: (i) The creditor,

in order to defeat the conveyance,

is bound to show the fraudulent in-

tent; (2) when such intent is shown,
the purchaser, in order to sustain the

transaction, must show that he has

paid value; (3) this being shown,

the burden again shifts, and the

creditor, in order to prevail in the

action, must prove that at the time

of the payment the purchaser had

notice of the fraud. "This seems to

us the most reasonable and satis-

factory rule. .Another argiunent in

its favor is that the payment of the

purchase money is a fact peculiarly

within the knowledge of the pur-

chaser. 1 Stark. Ev. 421. This rea-

son is especially applicable to the

present case. The appellee testified

in his own behalf that he gave two
notes for the agreed price of the

goods, but did not say whether they

were negotiable or not. The appel-

lant did not know the truth of the

matter. Under such circumstances

it would be unreasonable to place

the burden of proof upon the

creditor and compel him to go to

his adversary for his evidence." See

Vol. VI
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conveyance without showing the considerations upon which securi-

ties were based or executed.
''•''•

The Attacking Creditor May Admit the Sufficiency of the Consideration,

or he may introduce evidence himself to show it, and when he does

this he cannot be permitted to say, by way of exception, that the

grantee was bound to prove the consideration.^"

Application of Proceeds. — If the grantee undertakes to reheve him-
self from liability by showing that he has applied the property to the

discharge of the debts of his grantor, or paid to the creditors a sum
of money equal to the value of the property, the burden of proof

rests upon him not only to show such an appropriation by him of the

property, or the payment of a sum of money equal to its value, but

also to show that the debts discharged were subsisting, legal, bona
fide demands against his grantor.^'^

B. Subsequent Creditor. — So also the recital in the instrument

as to the consideration therefor is not any evidence thereof as against

a subsequent creditor, and the burden of proof as to the considera-

tion is upon the grantee. ^^

C. Subsequent Purchaser.— The mere fact that a deed,

attacked as voluntary and fraudulent as against subsequent pur-

chasers, expresses no consideration, does not afifect its validity; the

deed itself imports a consideration, and to avoid it the party object-

ing must prove that no consideration was given. ^^

also Mattel v. Somers, 26 Tex. 551;
King V. Russell, 40 Tex. 124; Comp-
ton-Ault & Co. V. Marshall, 88 Tex.
50, 27 S. W. 121, 28 S. W. 518, 29
S. W. 1059.

15. Hempstead v. Johnston, 18

Ark. 123, 65 Am. Dec. 458. See also

Hundley v. Buckner, 6 Smed. & M.
(Miss.) 70.

16. Belknap v. Wendell, 21 N. H.
175, where the attacking creditor of-

fered the statement of one of the

grantees in a disclosure that the con-
sideration of the conveyance was
money advanced.

17. Cottingham v. Greeley-Barn-
ham Grocery Co., 129 Ala. 200, 30 So,

560.

18. Rogers v. Verlander, 30 W.
Va. 619, 5 S. E. 847, where the court,

in so holding, said :
" While, then,

there can be no doubt that, as against

•a. grantor and his heirs, the ac-

knowledgment in a deed that a con-

sideration has been paid is prima
facie evidence of the truth of the

fact recited, yet the decided weight
of the authorities is that such a re-

cital in a deed is not any evidence

of such fact, as against a stranger, or

as against a creditor of the grantor,
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assailing such deed as voluntary.
The real basis of these decisions

would seem to be that, if the pay-
ment of a valuable consideration is a

fact essential to the maintaining a

claim, this fact must be proven as

other facts are proven. This ac-

knowledgment of the receipt of a

valuable consideration for a deed
made by the grantor in the body of

his deed, should have the weight of

a like acknowledgment made by
him in writing in any other manner,
as by a receipt signed by him. It is,

after all, nothing but an admission
by the grantor that he has received a

valuable consideration for the land

conveyed. And, on general princi-

ples, declarations or admissions made
by a person out of the presence of

another cannot prejudice such other,

when there is no relation of privity,

mutual interest, or agency between
the person making such declaration

or admission and such third person."
19. Boynton v. Rees, 8 Pick.

(Mass.) 329, 19 Am. Dec. 326.

The Grantee of a Wife, to whom
property had been conveyed by her

husband, has not the burden in a

contest with a creditor of the hus-
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D. Creditors Xot Assknting to Assigxmknt ry Debtor.— In

the case of an assignment by an insolvent debtor in trust for some
of his crecHtors by a conveyance to which the others are not parties,

nor assenting, , it is incumbent on the grantees to show a valuable

consideration.^"

E. Conveyance in Payment oe Pre-Existing Debt.— The
same conflict among authorities seems to exist in the case of a con-

veyance claimed to have been made in payment of a pre-existing

debt, some courts holding that the attacking creditor must show that

the conveyance was not made to pay a debt justly due.*^ On the

other hand some courts hold that the burden is on the purchasing

creditor to show by clear and satisfactory evidence not only a bona
fide debt, but also that the amount thereof was not materially less

than the fair and reasonable value of the property.-- But it is not

necessary in such case that each of the items involved should also l>e

separately proved to the satisfaction of the jury; it is enough if they

band to establish the bona /ides of
the conveyance to the wife by that

positive and cogent proof which
would be required of her, but the

burden of proof is upon the party

seeking to impeach the conveyance.
Hooser v. Hunt, 65 Wis. 71, 26 N.
W. 422.

20. Widgery v. Haskell, 5 Mass.

144. 4 Am. Dec. 41. See also

article "Assignment for Benefit op
Crf.ditors," Vol. I.

21. Coates v. Miller, 99 Til. App.
227; Hasie v. Connor, 53 Kan. 713,

37 Pac. 128; Nichols v. Bancroft, 74
Mich. 191, 41 N. W. 891. Compare
Krolik V. Graham, 64 Mich. 226, 31

N. W. 307.

22. Buford v. Shanon, 95 .\la.

205, 10 So. 263 ; Penney v. McCul-
lough, 134 Ala. 580, 33 So. 665 ; Rob-
ert Graves Co. v. McDade, 108 Ala.

420, 19 So. 86; Mitcham v. Schues-
sler, 98 Ala. 635, 13 So. 617 ; Thomp-
son V. Tower Mfg. Co., 104 Ala. 140,

16 So. 116; Calhoun v. Hannan, 87
Ala. 277, 6 So. 291 ; Murray v.

Heard, 103 Ala. 400, 15 So. 565. See
also Wright v. Wheeler, 14 Iowa 8.

Compare Goodgame v. Cole, 12 Ala.

77-

Note A grantee claiming the

consideration for a conveyance to

be the delivering up of a note held
by him against his grantor must, as

against existing creditors of his

grantor, show that the note evidenced
a real debt. McCasklc v. .Xmarine,

12 Ala. 17. See also Valley Dis-

tilling Co. V. Atkins. 50 .'\rk. 289, 7
S. W. 137, where the only evidence
of a consideration aside from the re-

cital in the bill of sale attacked as

fraudulent was evidence of a de-
livery by the vendee to the vendor of
a note which the witness supposed
to be the one described in the bill

of sale. It was held that, conceding
that this established the fact that the

vendee surrendered to the vendor
the note executed by the latter, it

was not sufficient to prove an honest
debt between the parties as against
the attaching creditor. " It was no
better evidence than the vendor's re-

ceipt as for money paid, or what the
parties said about the transaction at

the time, and was insufficient to es-
tablish the payment of a good con-
sideration."

Where the Validity of a Deed of

Trust is Assailed by a creditor whose
debt existed at the time of its exe-
cution, the burden is on the grantee
to show the existence of the alleged

debt, and the statements in the note
and deed are not available for this

purpose. Howell v. Garden, 99 Ala.
100, 10 So. 640.

A Creditor Taking a Mortgage
From His Debtor's Grantee, with
knowledge of the fraud in the origi-

nal conveyance, has the burden of
showing, as against existing creditors

at the time of the original convey-
ance, the existence of his debt be-
fore such conveyance. Rilling v.

Schultze, 95 Tex. "352, 67 S. W. 401.

Vol. VI
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are satisfied from the evidence that the amount of the debt as claimed

was due and allowed on a settlement between the parties.^''

F. Grantor Remaining in Possession. — In the case of a con-

veyance of land or transfer of chattels, where the q-rantor retains

possession of the property after the conveyance and exercises acts

of ownership over it, the burden is on the grantee as a.c^ainst existing

creditors to show the existence and payment of the consideration

named in the conveyance."*

G. Conveyances Between Relatives. — a. In General.— It is

held by some courts that the burden of proving that such, a convey-

ance is voluntary and fraudulent is upon creditors assailing the con-

veyance on that ground ;-^ but by others that although the deed

recites a valuable consideration and the allegations of fraud are

denied and a valuable consideration asserted, the grantee has the

burden of showing that the consideration was paid, and that the

recital in the instrument is no evidence of that fact against the

creditor.-®

Cogency of Proof Required. — And it is held also that when a near
relationship exists between the grantor and grantee, the burden rest-

ing upon the grantee to show a valuable consideration must be dis-

Where a Husband Undertakes to

Prefer His Wife to the exclusion of

other creditors, the proof should be
clear and satisfactory that the wife
has a valid subsisting debt, one
which is to be enforced and payment
exacted regardless of the fortune or
misfortune of the husband. Frank
V. King, 121 111. 250. 12 N. E. 720.

23. Buford v. Shannon, 95 Ala.

205, 10 So. 263.

24. Neal v. Gregory, 19 Fla. 356;
Phillips v. Reitz, 16 Kan. 396; Hay-
den V. Smith, 31 Mo. 566.

25. Hasie v. Connor, 53 Kan. 713,

37 Pac. 128; Williamson v. Wil-
liams, II Lea (Tenn.) 355; King v.

Russell, 40 Tex. 124.

Rule Stated.— In Klay v. McKel-
lar, 122 Iowa 163, 97 N. W. 1091,

wherein the conveyance expressing a

valuable consideration was made to

a brother of the grantor, the court

said :
" It is true that dealing be-

tween parties intimately related, re-

sulting in delay or hindrance to

creditors, will be scrutinized closely,

and promptly be set aside if fraud be
estabhshed ; but, so far as we are

aware, that rule has never been so

far extended as to hold that a deed,

fair in form, from one brother to

another, is presumptively fraudulent

or voluntary. Bump on Fraud. Con.
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54; Wait on Fraud. Con. §§242, 271.

The creditor may, however, allege

the fraudulent or voluntary character
of the conveyance, and if the charge
be made good by proof, may subject

the property to the payment of his

claim."

26. Georgia. — Scott v. Winship,
20 Ga. 429 ; Kelly v. Simmons, y^
Ga. 716.

Nebraska. — Plummer v. Rummel,
26 Neb. 142, 42 N. W. 336; Bartlett

V. Cheesebrough, 23 Neb. 767, 2)7 N.
W. 652; Lusk V. Riggs, 91 N. W.
243; Knudson v. Parker, 91 N. W.
850; Nat. Bank of Commerce v.

Chapman, 50 Neb. 484, 70 N. W. 39.

Oregon. — Mendenhall v. Elwert,

36 Or. 375, 59 Pac. 805.

West Virginia.— Himan v. Thorn,
32 W. Va. 507, 9 S. E. 930; Stauffer

V. Kennedy, 47 W. Va. 714, 35 S. E.
892.

Emancipation of Minor Son. — In
Crary v. Hoffman, 115 Iowa 332, 88
N. W. 833, an action to set aside a

conveyance by a parent to an in-

fant son on a purported considera-

tion of the payment by the infant son
of his wages to the parent grantor,

it was held that the burden of prov-
ing the emancipation of the infant

was upon the defendants.
The Purchase of Land by a Parent
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charg^ed by clearer and more convincing proof than when the parties

are strangers.-^

b. Conveyance Betiiren Husband and Wife. — (1.) Generally.

Again, some of the courts hold that a conveyance from a hus])and to

his wife which purports to have been made for a valuable considera-

tion is not presumi)tively a gift, and a creditor who attacks the

conveyance as fraudulent has the burden to show a want of con-

sideration ;-^ and that this burden is not sustained by mere inference

based on the presumption that the testimony of the wife is untruth-

ful." The majority of the courts, however, hold that the fact of a

conveyance between husband and wife of itself raises a suspicion of

unfairness whenever the result is to throw a loss upon the creditors

of the husband, and that in all cases of contest between the creditors

of the husband and wife there is a strong presumption against her

which must be overcome by affirmative proof. ^° But wdien these

in the Name of a Child is prcsuinp-

tively an advancement. Brown v.

Burke, 22 Ga. 574.

27. Lehman-Durr & Co. v. Green-

hut, 88 Ala. 478, 7 So. 299; Thoring-

ton v. Montgomery, 88 Ala. 548, 7

So. 363.

28. Meredith v. Schaap (Iowa),

85 N. W. 628; Stephenson v. Cook,

64 Iowa 265, 20 N. W. 182; Rhodes

V. Wood, 93 Tenn. 702, 28 S. W. 294

;

Cox 7'. Scott, 9 Baxt. (Tenn.), 305.

Rule Stated In Fishel v. Motta
(Conn.), 56 Atl. 558, it was in-

sisted that as to conveyances between

husband and wife, there is. in the ab-

sence of evidence to the contrary, a

legal presumption of want of con-

sideration. The court said: "Such
a rule makes the mere relation of

husband and wife in such cases, as

matter of law, in the absence of any

evidence to the contrary, prima facie

proof of want of consideration.

That the relation of husband and

wife gives special opportunities for

fraudulent transfers of property, and
that conveyances between them
' should be subject to a rigorous

scrutiny,' are considerations to be ad-

dressed to the trier in passing upon
the question of want of consideration.

Gilligan v. Lord, 51 Conn, 567;

Norwalk 7'. Ireland, 68 Conn. 2, 35
Atl. 804; Throckmorton v. Chapman,
65 Conn. 441, T,2 .A^tl. 930. Any pre-

sumption of want of consideration in

such cases is one of fact, having
simply the force of an argument.
' The difference between a presump-
tion of fact and one of law, as these

terms are commonly used, is that the

former may be. the latter must be,

regarded by the trier.' Ward :.

Metropolitan Life Ins. Co., 66 Conn.

227-239, 33 Atl. 902, 50 Am. St. Rep.

80. We are not aware of the exist-

ence in the law of this state of any

such legal presumption as the plain-

tiffs claim."
29. Gilbert v. Glenny, 75 Iowa

511, 39 N. W. 818.

30. Uuitcd States. — Se'itz v.

Mitchell, 94 U. S. 580.

Alabama. — ]<lob\c v. Gilliam, 136

Ala. 618, 33 So. 861.

Florida. — Claflin v. Ambrose, 19

So. 628.

Georgia. — Richardson t: Sabers,

82 Ga. 427. 9 S. E. 172.

Indiana. — Gable 7'. Columbus Ci-

gar Co., 140 Ind. 563. 38 N. E. 474-

Maryland. — Levi 7'. Rothschild,

69 Md. 348, 14 Atl. 535; Hinkle v.

Wilson, 53 Md. 287.

Minnesota. — Minneapolis Stock

Yards & Pack. Co. 7'. Halonen, 56

Minn. 469, 57 N. W. II35-

Nebraska. — Citizens State Bank
7'. Porter. 93 N. W. 391 ; Lusk 7-.

Riggs, 91 N. W. 243; Lynch 7'. Engel-
harilt-Winning-Davison Merc. Co.,

96 N. W. 524.

Nezv Jersey. — Adoue ?•. Spencer,

62 N. J. Eq. "782, 49 Atl. 10.

Pennsylvania. — Winter v Walter,

37 Pa. St. 155; Gault 7'. Saffin. 44 Pa.

St. 307; Keeney 7*. Good, 21 Pa. St.

349; Wilson V. Silkman, 97 Pa. St.

509-

I 'irginia. — Runkle 7'. Runkle, 98

Va. 663, 37 S. E. 279; Spence v.

Vol. VI
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Repass, 94 Va. 716, 27 S. E. 583;

Robinson v. Bass, 100 Va. 190, 40 S.

E. 660.

West Virginia. — Rogers v. Ver-

lander, 30 W. Va. 619, 5 S. E. 847;

Burt V. Timmons, 29 W. Va. 441,

2 S. E. 780.

Wisconsin. — Le Saulnier v. Krue-

ger, 85 Wis. 214, 54 N. W. 774;

Evans V. Rugee, 57 Wis. 623. 16 N.

W. 49; Hoey v. Pierron, 67 Wis. 262,

30 N. W. 692.

Rule Stated— " All transactions

between the husband and the wife

relative to the property of the for-

mer must be regarded with suspicion,

when the object of such transactions

is to create a preference over other

creditors in favor of the wife, and

when such preference comes in com-

petition with the actual claims of

such other creditors. In such cases,

when these transactions are attacked

for fraud and collusion, it is in-

cumbent on the wife to show the

truth and genuineness of the claim

upon which her judgment against her

husband is founded. The burthen of

proof is upon her to show that her

judgment was fairly obtained. De-
blanc V. Deblanc, 4 La. 19; Malone
V. Kitching, 10 Annual 85 ; Phelps v.

Rightor, 15 Annual 33." Darcy v.

Labennes, 31 La. Ann. 404.

Where Improvements Are Erected

by the Husband With His Own
Money, on lands belonging to his

wife, the presumption is that such

improvements are intended as a gift

to the wife; and on a contest be-

tween her and existing creditors of

her husband seeking to subject such

improvements to the payment of

their debts, the burden is on the wife

to overcome this presumption by

evidence that it was in payment of a

debt. Seasongood v. Ware, 104 Ala.

212, l6 So. '51.

Conveyance to Trustee— In Cru-

ger V. Tucker, 69 Ga. 557, where a

husband, being heavily involved, had

conveyed bis property to a trustee for

his wife and children, alleging as a

consideration therefor that he was
indebted to the trust estate, and that

the funds of such estate had been

invested therein, it was held that in

a contest with creditors who ob-

tained their judgments after the con-
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veyance, the burden of proving the

existence of the debt was on the

trustee, notwithstanding the recitals

in the conveyance.
Wisconsin Rule— In Semmens v.

Walters, 55 Wis. 675, 13 N. W. 889,

the court, in qualifying the rule as

stated in Horton v. Dewey, 53 Wis.

410, 10 N. W. 599; Fisher v. Shelver,

S?, Wis. 498, 10 N. W. 681, said:

"When these opinions speak about

the onus of showing the bona fides

or good faith of her purchase from
her husband being cast upon the wife,

reference is had to the question of

the consideration as her separate

property, upon which the presump-
tion of the law is against her. These
facts clearly established by her, the

question of whether the conveyance
or mortgage from her husband was
taken in good faith, or with the in-

tent to defraud, rests upon the same
general principle as between other

parties, and the burthen of showing
the fraud is upon the party alleg-

ing it. The onus of proving

the fraud being thus upon the

party attacking the conveyance

or mortgage on that ground,

and the onus of showing that the

consideration thereof arose from
some other source than her husband,
and consisted of her separate estate

being cast upon her, then the princi-

ple laid down in Hoxie v. Price, 31

Wis. 82. that, on account of their pe-

culiar relationship, ' the transactions

should be closely examined and scru-

tinized to see that they are fair and
honest,' may have full force. To
illustrate, the language of the statute

in respect to cases where the de-

fendant is an officer alleging fraud in

the mortgage by which the plaintiff

claims the property levied on or at-

tached, §2319, R. S., is, 'then the

burden of proof shall be upon the

plaintiff to show that such mortgage
was given in good faith, and to se-

cure an actual indebtedness and the

amount thereof.' In respect to this

statute Mr. Justice Taylor says, in

James v. Van Duyn, 45 Wis. 512:
' We do not think the statute was
intended to put upon the plaintiff the

burden of proof throughout the whole
case, and compel him to prove af-

firmatively that his mortgage was not

in fact fraudulent and void as to
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facts are clearly established the burden of showing fraud in the

conveyance is upon the party alleging it.^^

(2.) Exempt Property. — But this rule docs not apply where the

property conveyed was exempt from execution while held by the

liusband.^- But where the grantor claims the property to be exemjH

from execution, he has the burden of showing that fact.^'

(3.) Voluntary Conveyance.— The rule just stated imposing the

burden of proof upon a creditor is not recognized where the convey-

ance is upon its face partly or wholly voluntary.^*

(4.) Post-Nuptial Settlements. — Where the husband is indebted at

the time post-nuptial settlements are made, they are, as against his

creditors, fraudulent and void, and will be conclusively presumed to

be voluntary in the absence of proof by those claiming under them

that thev were made for a valuable consideration.^''

creditors. Where tlie mortgagee has

proved that the mortgage was given

to secure an actual indebtedness and
the amount thereof, he has in fact

established prima facie that it was
given in good faith, unless there be

something on the face of the mort-

gage which shows it to be fraudu-

lent.' So, wherever general language
is used in any opinion which asso-

ciates good faith or bona fides with

the fact of consideration or separate

property, as the burden of proof

which is thrown upon the wife, proof

of her separate property, and that it

constituted the consideration of the

conveyance or mortgage, is proof of

the good faith and bona fides used in

this sense."

Relationship of Debtor and Cred-

itor. — A conveyance from husband
to wife in prejudice of the rights of

creditors of the husband cannot be

sustained without satisfactory evi-

dence of contractual relations be-

tween them with reference to the

wife's separate money or property

;

in other words, the relationship of

debtor and creditor must be shown.
Woods V. Allen, 109 Iowa 484, 80

N. W. 540.

In the case of a conveyance be-

tween husband and wife, if the con-

veyance was " made under suspicious

circumstances, as where the husband
was insolvent and failed to meet his

pressing obligations, and the wife

was not previously known to have
or possess any sufficient separate

means or estate with which to ac-

quire an estate in her right— under

such and like circumstances, the wife

is called upon to show by affirmative

proof that the property she claims

under deeds to herself, made under

such circumstances, was purchased

and paid for out of her own separate

means and estate as against the cred-

itors of the insolvent husband. The
relation of husband and wife, and
the suspicious circumstances of the

case, imposed this burden of proof

upon the wife. This is the principle

established by the case of Seitz v.

Mitchell, 94 U. S. 580, the first au-

thoritative exposition of the Married
AVoman's Act of April 10, 1869, Ch.

23 (16 Stat. 45), relating to this dis-

trict, which we have to guide us."

Turner v. Gottwals, 15 App. D. C. 43.

31. Semmens v. Walters, SS Wis.

675. 13 N. W. 889.

32. Allen v. Perrv', =^6 Wis. 178,

14 N. W. 3-

33. Pace v. Robbins (Ark.), 54 S.

W. 213; Blythe v. Jett, 52 Ark. 547,

13 S. W. 137. See also Graham v.

Culver, 3 Wyo. 639, 29 Pac. 270, 30

Pac. 957.

34. Ruppcrt V. Hurley (N. J.

Eq.), 47 Atl. 280; Baldwin' 7'. Tuttle,

23 Iowa 66, holding that in such case

the burden is on the party claiming

under the conveyance to show that

it was made for a valuable considera-

tion.

35. Flynn v. Jackson, 93 Va. 341,

25 S. E. I ; DeFarges v. Ryland, 87

Va. 404, 12 S. E. 805; Yates v. Law,
86 Va. 117, 9 S. E. 508, where the

court, quoting from Seitz v. Mitchell,

94 U. S. 580, said: "Purchases of

Vol. VI
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c. Conveyance to Wife from Third Person. — Again, it is held

that one who alleges that a conveyance to the wife of a debtor was
paid for with money of the debtor and was fraudulent, has the bur-

den of proof. •*•' Other courts, however, hold that purchases of

property by the wife of an insolvent debtor during coverture are

regarded with suspicion, unless it clearly appears that the considera-

tion was paid out of her separate estate, and that in a contest between

her and creditors of her husband the burden is on her to overcome

fhe presumption which the law in such case raises." Nor has the

either real or personal property, made
by the wife of an insolvent debtor

during coverture, are justly regarded
with suspicion, unless it clearly ap-

pears that the consideration was paid

out of her separate estate. Such is

the community of interest between
husband and wife — such purchases
are so often made a cover for a

debtor's property, so frequently re-

sorted to for the purpose of with-
drawing his property from the reach

of his creditors, and preserving it for

his own use, and they hold forth

such temptations for fraud, that they

require close scrutiny. In a contest

between the creditors of the husband
and the wife there is, and there

should be, a presumption against her
which must be overcome by affirma-

tive proof." Citing numerous cases.

36. Richardson v. Subers, 82 Ga.

427, 9 S. E. 172; Wolf V. Chandler,

58 Iowa 569, 12 N. W. 601 ; Osborne
V. Wilkes, 108 N. C. 651, 13 S. E.
285. See also Stephenson v. Cook,
64 Iowa 265, 20 N. W. 182.

Under the Minnesota Statute giv-

ing a married woman absolute con-
trol over her own personal property,

and authorizing her to carry on busi-

ness on her own account, and, except

as respects her own real estate, to

constitute her husband her agent, and
authorizing husband and wife to con-

tract with each other as fully as if

the marriage relation did not exist be-

tween them, a controversy between
the wife and her husband's creditors

as to whether certain personal prop-

erty belonged to her or her husband
is, as in other cases, to be determined
upon the fair preponderance of the

evidence. Laib v. Brandenburg, 34
Minn. 367, 25 N. W. 803. See also

Ladd V. Newell, 34 Minn. 107, 24 N.
W. 366.
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In Maine it is held that since the

passage of the statute authorizing a

married woman to hold property ex-

empt from the payment of her hus-

band's debts, if a creditor of the hus-

band would impeach her title to

any property conveyed to her, the

burden is on such creditor to prove

that it came to her directly or indi-

rectly from her husband after cover-

ture. Winslow V. Gilbreth, 50 Me.
90.

37. Alabama. — Kelley v. Connell,

no Ala. 543, 18 So. 9; Wimberly v.

Montgomery Fertilizer Co., 132 Ala.

107, 31 So. 524
Mississippi. — Mangum v. Finu-

cane, 38 Miss. 354.
Missouri. — Hoffman v. Nolte, 127

Mo. 120, 29 S. W. 1006; Patton v.

Bragg, 113 Mo. 595, 20 S. W. 1059;

Sloan V. Torrey, 78 Mo. 623.

Pennsylvania. — Seeds v. Kahler,

76 Pa. St. 262.

Virginia. — Grant v. Sutton, 90 Va.

771, 19 S. E. 784; Yates V. Law, 86

Va. 117, 9 S. E. 508.

West Virginia. — Burt v. Tim-
mons, 29 W. Va. 441, 2 S. E. 780;
Rose V. Brown, 11 W. Va. 122.

Wisconsin. — Gettelmann v. Gitz,

78 Wis. 439, 47 N. W. 660.

Rule Stated. — In Kelley v. Con-
nell, no Ala. 543, 18 So. 9, the court

said: "While in ordinary cases (in

all cases except where the relation of

husband and wife exists between the

debtor and the grantee) it is upon
the complainant to prove, as a matter

of fact, that the consideration moved
from the debtor (Bank v. Kennedy,
91 Ala. 470, 472, 8 So. 652), a dis-

tinction is taken where that relation

does exist, and it is well established

that in such case the presumption is

that the consideration moved from
the husband, and to overcome this
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effect of a statute as to married women and their property rights

been to change this rule.^*

The Introduction of the Deed to the Wife from such third person is

not of itself sufficient proof that the property did not come to her in

some way from the husband during coverture.^"

A Voluntary Conveyance for the Benefit of a Wife or child when the

grantor is largely indcl)ted at the time of its execution is presump-
tive evidence of fraud. '°

2. Mode of Proof. — A. Parol Evidence. — a. As Respects the

Attacking Creditor. — As has been stated elsewhere herein,*^ it is

competent to receive evidence on behalf of a creditor attacking a

conveyance by his debtor to show the actual consideration, whatever
consideration may be expressed in the instrument, or that the con-

sideration expressed was not in fact paid, where the purpose of such

evidence is to establish the fact that the conveyance was executed
to defraud creditors.'**

presumption the wife (grantee in the

conveyance from a third person)
must affirmatively show that the con-
sideration moved from her— that

she paid the purchase money with
her own funds, and not with the

funds of her husband, directly or in-

directly. Thus it is said by the su-

preme court of the United States

:

* Such is the community of interest

between husband and wife, such pur-
chases are so often made a cover for

a debtor's property — are so fre-

quently resorted to for the purpose
of withdrawing his property from the

reach of his creditors and preserving
it for his own use, and they hold
forth such temptations for fraud—
that they require close scrutiny. In

a contest between creditors and the

wife, there is and there should be a
presumption against her, which she

must overcome by proof.' Seitz v.

Mitchell, 94 U. S. 580. And this

court has fully committed itself to

this view. Booker v. Waller, 81 Ala.

549, 8 So. 225 ; Bangs v. Edwards, 88
Ala. 382, 6 So. 764 ; Lammons v. Al-

len. 88 Ala. 417, 6 So. 915. The bur-

den thus resting on the grantee, Mrs.
E. E. Kelley, in the case at bar, was
not discharged. She offered no evi-

dence in rebuttal of the presumption
that the land conveyed to her by the

third person was paid for with the

money of her husband, who is debtor

to the complainants."

Judgment Confessed In Wilson

7'. Silkman, 97 Pa. St. 509, where a
husband had confessed a judgment
to a trustee in favor of his wife, it

was held that on a controversy with
existing creditors of her husband it

was incumbent on the wife to show
that the judgment given to her was
to secure a bona tide debt due from
the husband to her out of her sepa-

rate estate.

38. Sikking v. Fromm, 23 Ky. L.

Rep. 2138, 66 S. W. 760. See also

Smith V. Curd, 24 Ky. L. Rep. i960,

72 S. W. 744, where the evidence was
held insufficient to establish that the

consideration for the purchase of the

property was derived from the wife's

separate estate.

39. Eldridge v. Preble, 34 Me.
148.

40. Moritz v. Hoffman, 35 111. 553,

holding, however, that this presump-
tion is rebutted where it appears that

the debtor retained in his possession

property sufficient to discharge all

debts existing at the time of making
the conveyance.

41. See article " Consideration,"

Vol. Ill, p. 399.

42. Alabama. — Graham v. Lock-
hart, 8 Ala. 9.

Arkansas. — Clinton v. Estes, 20

Ark. 216.

Kentucky. — Staton z: Com., 2

Dana 397.

Louisiana. — Testart v. Belot, 31

La. Ann. 795.

Vol. 71
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b. As Respects the Grantor. — It is also proper to permit a

grantor to show, as against the grantee, that the conveyance was
executed for the purpose of defrauding creditors of the former/^

c. As Respects the Vendee or Grantee. — (l.) Instrument Not

Expressing Consideration. — Where the instrument of conveyance
attacked expresses no consideration, the vendee may, for the pur-

pose of rebutting the presumption arising from the grantor's reten-

tion of possession after the sale, show what consideration passed.**

Massachusetts. — Rogers v. Ab-
bott, 128 Mass. 102.

Mississippi. — Leach v. Shelby, 58
Miss. 681.

Nebraska. — Karll v. Kuhn, 38
Neb. 539, 57 N. W. 379.

Nezi' Jersey. — Silvers v. Potter, 48
N. J. Eq. 539, 22 Atl. 584.

See also Crawford v. Beard, 12

Or. 447, 8 Pac. 537; Hirsch v. Nor-
ton, 115 Ind. 341, 17 N. E. 612.

Defeasance— It is competent for

a creditor attacking a conveyance by
his debtor as fraudulent, to show by
parol that the conveyance, a deed ab-

solute on its face, was in fact in-

tended to operate only as a mortgage.
Hartshorn v. Williams, 31 Ala. 149.

Books of Account— Where the is-

sue was whether or not a conveyance
was made in payment of a pre-exist-

ing debt, books of account of the

grantee, since deceased, properly

proved, may be received in evidence
against those claiming under him for

the purpose of showing the state of

accounts existing between him and
the grantor. Archer v. Long, 38 S.

C. 272, 16 S. E. 998. And in Loos v.

Wilkinson, no N. Y. 195, 18 N. E.

99, where the issue was as to whether
or not a bond, the amount of which
was claimed to be the consideration

for the conveyance in question, was
ever a subsisting obligation, and
whether there was anything due on
it, it was held proper to permit evi-

dence that books of account kept by
the grantors as bankers, in which
their financial transactions were en-

tered, contained no entry of indebt-

edness from them to the grantee
upon any such bond or any other
debt.

Tax lists Returned by Grantee.

On an issue as to the validity of a

mortgage claimed to have been given

in consideration of a pre-existing

Vol. VI

debt, it is competent for the purpose
of showing that the grantor was not

indebted to the grantee, to introduce

in evidence tax lists for several years

in the county and town of the resi-

dence of the grantee in which were
listed no solvent credits. While this

may not be absolute and convincing

proof, it is surely some evidence com-
petent to go to the jury upon that

issue. Allen v. McLendon, 113 N.
C. 321, 18 S. E. 206.

43. Demerit v. Miles, 22 N. H.
523, an action on a promissory note

secured by mortgage, in which the

mortgagor defendant was permitted
to make such proof. And it was
also held that the fact that the mort-
gagor made oath to the mortgage,
that it was intended to secure the

debt therein specified, and for no
other purpose, did not preclude him
from making this proof. The court

said: "The oath made upon the

mortgage by both parties can have no
effect in depriving the defendant of

his defense. The parties merely
added perjury to fraud."

" As between the parties to a writ-

ten instrument and their privies, its

recitals are conclusive, and neither

can contradict them by parol evi-

dence ; but this rule does not apply

to a note and mortgage executed by
husband and wife to her father, so as

to estop them from showing, in a

subsequent contest with a creditor of

the husband attacking a convej'ance

to the wife as fraudulent, that the

money for which they were given
w^as intended by the father as an ad-
vancement to his daughter, to be in-

vested in the purchase of the land."

Robinson v. Moseley, 93 Ala. 70, 9
So. 372.

44. Howell V. Elliott, 12 N. C.

66, wherein proof was permitted to

be made to the effect that the con-
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(2.) Consideration Differing in Quantity or Amount.— As shown in the

article just referred to, the true or real consideration of a convey-

ance may be supported by the grantee by evidence showing the con-

sideration to be different in quantity or amount from that expressed

in the instrument,'"* provided the consideration so shown is not

inconsistent with the consideration expressed.''®

Nominal Consideration Recited. — So, also, where the conveyance

recites a mere nominal consideration it has been held competent for

the grantee to support the conveyance by evidence showing an ade-

quate pecuniary consideration.*''

Pre-Existing Debt.— Where the conveyance in question recites a

money consideration, the grantee may support it by parol evidence

sideration was in fact the payment,
by the vendee, of a debt as surety for

the vendor.

45. United States. — Hinde v.

Longworth, ii Wheat. 199.

Alabama. — Miller v. Rowan, 108

Ala. 98, 19 So. 9; Troy Fertilizer Co.

V. Norman, 107 Ala. 667, 18 So. 201
;

Gordon v. Tweedy, 71 Ala. 202;
Graham v. Lockhart, 8 Ala. 9.

Maryland. — Cole v. Alliens, I Gill

412; Glenn v. McNeal, 3 Md. Ch.

349: Clagett V. Hall. 9 Gill & J. 80;

Anderson v. Tydings, 3 Md. Ch. 167.

South Carolina. — Garrett v.

Stuart, I McCord 514.

46. Ruford v. Shannon, 95 Ala.

205, 10 So. 263; Hclfrich v. Stem, '17

Pa. St. 143; Hamburg v. Wood, 66
Tex. 168, 18 S. W. 623; Barnes v.

Black, 193 Pa. St. 447, 44 Ax\. 550;
Pomeroy v. Bailey, 43 N. H. 118.

Mortgage Given to Secure Ad-
vances Where the consideration

stated in the mortgage in controversy

is money in hand paid, and the mort-
gage is taken to secure that sum, it

may bo shown that the mortgage was
given in part or wholly to secure ad-

vances made or to be made. Such
evidence docs not affect the nature

of the conveyance ; it is still founded '

on a money consideration. Cole v.

Albcrs, I Gill (Md.) 4T2; Lawson v.

Alabama Warehouse Co., 80 Ala. 341.

Liability as Indorser In Mc-
Kimster v. Babcock, 26 N. Y. 378,

the mortgage attacked recited a

present, absolute indebtedness, and it

was held that although no such debt

existed, and no money was ad-

vanced when the mortgage was exe-

cuted, the mortgagee could introduce

evidence that he had indorsed cer-

tain notes in reliance upon the mort-

gage as security therefor, and that

the purpose of the mortgage was to

secure such liabilities.

In Morse v. Powers, 17 N. H. 287,

the mortgage attacked was condi-

tioned to save the mortgage harmless

from certain Habilities, and also to

save a third person harmless from a

certain note to which he, with the

mortgagor, was a party, but which

was in reality the debt of the mort-

gagor. It was held that the note re-

ferred to was admissible in evidence

for the purpose of repelling an in-

ference of fraud which might other-

wise have been drawn from its non-

production.

47. Cunningham v. Dwyer, 23 Md.
219. Compare Ogden State Bank v.

Barker, 12 Utah 13, 40 Pac. 765,

where the court said :
"• In the ab-

.sence of mistake or fraud, the writ-

ten instrument speaks for itself, and,

when attacked by creditors, its stip-

ulations are conclusive as to the

grantor and grantee; and the instru-

ment cannot be supported by falsify-

ing its recitals, because they must be

presumed to have been made and ac-

cepted deliberately, and to express

the intention of the parties thereto.

The law presumes that every man in-

tends the necessary and natural con-

sequences of his own acts, and where
the proximate and natural results of

a debtor's acts arc to hinder, delay or

defraud creditors, it will be presumed
that he intended his acts to produce

such results."

Vol. VI
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showino;- that the consideration was a pre-existing debt due to him
from the grantor.*^

(3.) Consideration Diflfering in Character or Species.— Again, as shown
in the same article, the grantee cannot support the conveyance by
parol evidence showing a consideration differing in character or
species from that recited in the instrument," although there are

48. Cunningham 7-. Dwyer, 23 Aid.

219. See also Howell v. Garden, 99
Ala. 100, 10 So. 640.

And in Waters v. Riggin, 19 Md.
536, where the grantee under the deed
in question offered in evidence copies
of certain bills obligatory and judg-
ments against him, and the testimony
of their payment by the grantee un-
der the first deed, and their assign-
ment to him to show the payment of

the consideration set forth in the

deed in question, it was held that the

evidence so offered proved nothing
inconsistent with the consideration in

the deed ; that the claims paid by
the defendant will be considered as

paid by the grantor himself.

In Baze v. Arper, 6 Minn. 220, an
action of ejectment wherein the de-

fense was that the title of the plain-

tiff was founded on a conveyance to

his grantor in fraud of the creditors

of the first grantor, it was held per-

missible for the defendant to show
that the conveyance to the plaintiff

was in consideration of a pre-existing

debt from his grantor, and not for a

new and valuable consideration ad-
vanced by the plaintiff at the time
of the purchase, inasmuch as, if the
plaintiff had merely relinquished a

precedent debt for the property, he
would not occupy the position of a
bona fide purchaser, and the defend-
ant would be relieved from the ne-

cessity of convicting him of notice of

the fraud. It was held, however,
that the exclusion of such evidence
did not, under the peculiar circum-
stances of that case, constitute fatal

error.

In Credle v. Carrawan, 64 N. C.

422, the consideration as recited in

the conveyance was an agreement be-
tween the grantor and his wife, who
was the grantee, made prior to their

marriage. Evidence was offered in

support of the conveyance to explain
and render more specific the consid-
eration thus recited, and to show that

Vol. VI

the agreement referred to constituted

a bona fide and valuable considera-
tion. The evidence offered tended to

show that the grantor had purchased
the land from the trustee of the de-

fendants; that a large part of the

purchase money was still due, and
that a mortgage had been taken to

secure it and had existed for some
time, and that the property was then
of less value than the debt. Under
these circumstances the grantor and
his intended wife entered into an
agreement that the debt and mort-
gage should be canceled, and for this

consideration the grantor should exe-
cute a deed to the defendants. It

was held that this parol agreement
was afterwards executed before the

marriage by the cancellation of the

debt and mortgage, and constituted

a valuable consideration for the deed
afterwards executed to the defend-
ants, and that the evidence offered

should have been admitted.

In Connelly v. Walker. 45 Pa. St.

449, an action by an execution cred-

itor against a sheriff for a false re-

turn, wherein the latter was per-

mitted in defense to assert title in the

assignee of the debtor under a bill

of sale which was executed and pos-
session delivered thereunder before
the levy, it was held that evidence

of an indebtedness by the debtor to

the vendee as a consideration for the

sale was relevant and admissible on
the part of the defendant.

49. Arkansas. — Carmack v. Lov-
ett, 44 Ark. 180; Galbreath v. Cook,
30 Ark. 417.

Maryland. — Anderson v. Tydings,

3 Md.'Ch. 167; Cole v. Albers, i Gill

412: Glenn v. McNeal, 3 Md. Ch. 349.

Pennsvlvania. — Busclev's Appeal,

48 Pa. St. 491, 88 Am. Dec. 468.

See also article " Con-sideration,"
Vol. Ill, p. 39Q.

Rule Stated. — In Houston v.

Blackman, 66 Ala. 559, 41 Am. Rep.

756, where the conveyance in ques-
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cases which liold to the contrary/'"

(4.) Parol Evidence Negativing Secret Trust. — Where a deed of
assignment is not fraudulent on its face, it is competent to show by
parol evidence that no secret fraud was intended to be consummated
by it."

(5.) Payment of Consideration Subsequent to Suit.— The grantee can-
not, in support of the conveyance, introduce evidence showing- pay-
ment of the consideration after the commencement of the action
attacking the conveyance.°^

tion recited a consideration of love
and affection and one dollar, it was
held that the grantee could not be
permitted to introduce evidence that

it was founded on a valuable con-
sideration. The court said: "It is,

at all times, dangerous to relax the
conservative principle of law which
declares that when parties enter into

a contract, and reduce its stipulations

to writing, the written memorial is

the sole expositor of the contract,

and cannot, in the absence of fraud,

be varied by parol evidence. Mis-
takes may occur requiring a court of

equity to intervene and correct, so

that the contract may conform to the

intention the parties proposed ex-

pressing. But, without fraud or mis-

take, as between the parties, the writ-

ten contract is conclusive. When
assailed by creditors, it must be
taken, as to the parties to it, as it

may be written. It cannot be sup-

ported by falsifying express recitals,

which, it must be presumed, were de-

liberately made, and deliberately ac-

cepted. ... A valuable, as dis-

tinguished from a good, considera-

tion is necessary to support a bar-

gain and sale; while a good consid-

eration is essential to support a cove-
nant to stand seized. When either

of these considerations singly is ex-
pressed in a conveyance of lands, to

receive parol evidence that the other
was the real consideration would al-

ter the character of the conveyance."
See also Potter v. Gracie, 58 .A.la.

303, 29 .A.m. Rep. 748; Murphy v.

Branch Bank of Mobile, 16 Ala. 90;
Maigley v. Hauer, 7 Johns. (N. Y.)
341 ; Wilkinson v. Wilkinson, 17 N.
C. M7.

50. Ferguson v. Harrison, 41 S.

C. 340, 19 S. E. 619; Leach z\ Shelby.

58 Miss. 681, where the court, in

holding that a grantee of a convey-
ance, assailed for fraud, may show
a consideration different from that
expressed in the instrument, said

:

" Truth is the proper object of in-

vestigation, and both parties stand on
the same footing and have equal op-
portunity to establish it."

51. Abercrombie v. Bradford, 16
Ala. 560, where the court said

:

" When a deed is vojd because of
fraudulent provisions incorporated in

it, parol testimony cannot be received
to expunge from the deed these

fraudulent provisions; for inasmuch
as they exist in the deed and form a

part of it, they could not be stricken

out by parol proof, and if the deed
is fraudulent on its face, no parol
evidence can be received to avoid the

legal consequences that attach to the

deed in consequence of such provis-

ions. The construction of a deed is

a question of law, and if by the terms
of the instrument it is void, no other
judgment can be pronounced than
that it is null and void. To sustain

a deed void on its face, by resorting

to parol proof, would in my judg-
ment be to create a new instrument
and then to give effect to its validity.

See Grover v. Wakeman, 11 Wend.
187 ; Gazzam v. Poyntz, 4 Ala. 374.
But as the deed is not fraudulent on
its face, the admission of the parol

proof, showing under what circum-
stances the provision was inserted,

and the intent that governed the par-
tics in inserting it, is not an error of
which the plaintiff in error can com-
plain, for the deed being prima facie
good, the plaintiff had the right to
show by parol proof that no secret

fraud, not apparent on the deed, was
intended to be consummated by it."

52. Angrave v. Stone, 45 Barb.
(N. Y.) 35, where the court said:

Vol. VI
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B. Recitals. — Recitals in a conveyance as to the consideration"

therefor are regarded as mere hearsay, and are not competent evi-

dence against the creditors,^^ although there is authority to the effect

that they are prima facie proof of the consideration.^*

C. Admissions by Grantor.— The admissions of the grantor to

third persons before the conveyance was made to the effect that he

was indebted to the grantee, are admissible in evidence to show that

fact,^' although they are held to be entitled to little or no weight as

proof of consideration as against a creditor whose debt was in exist-

ence at the time of the sale.^^

" The payment of the consideration

after the commencement of the suit

could not change the character of the

transaction. The defendants cannot
make evidence to purge the fraud
and at so late a period."

53. Alabama. — ^c\\^.\\ v. Weil,

103 Ala. 411, 15 So. 829; Chipman v.

Glennon, 98 Ala. 263, 15 So. 822;

McCain v. Wood, 4 Ala. 258.

Arkansas. — Valley Distilling Co.

V. Atkins, 50 Ark. 289, 7 S. W. 137.

Georgia.— Cruger v. Tucker, 69
Ga. 557.

Kentucky. — Jarboe v. Colvin, 4
Bush 70.

New Hampshire. — Vogt v. Tick-
nor, 48 N. H. 242.

Pennsylvania.— Redfield & R. Mfg.
Co. V. Dysart, 62 Pa. St. 62.

Virginia. — Flynn v. Jackson, 93
Va. 341, 25 S. E. I ; William &
Mary College v. Powell, 12 Gratt.

2,72; Blow V. Maynard, 2 Leigh 29;
Massey v. Yancey, 90 Va. 626, 19 S.

E. 184; DeFarges v. Ryland, 87 Va.

404, 12 S. E. 805.

West Virginia. — Childs V. Hurd,
32 W. Va. 66, 9 S. E. 362.

_

The recitals are admissible to

prove the fact of the existence of the

instrument recited as the considera-

tion, so as to show that, as between
the grantor and grantee, there had
been an effectual transfer of title to

the property claimed ; and the instru-

ments themselves are admissible, in

connection with other evidence after-

wards adduced, as tending to show a

valuable consideration. Howell v.

Carden, 99 Ala. 100, 10 So. 640.

54. Moore v. Blondheim, 19 Md.
172.

55. Moss V. Bearing, 45 Iowa 530.

Compare McKane v. Wood, 4 Ala.

258.
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Admissions by an Alleged Fraudu-
lent Vendor that he was indebted to

the vendee, if made at a time pre-

vious to contracting the debt with
the creditor attacking the sale, are

admissible, where it is shown that

the consideration of the sale was
notes due from him to his vendee.
Goodgame v. Cole, 12 Ala. yj. It was
also held in this case that admissions

to the same effect made at the time

of the sale were admissible as part

of the transaction.

On an issue as to the bona £des
of a conveyance alleged to have
been executed without consideration,

but claimed by the grantee to have
been given in consideration of a pre-

existing debt due from the grantor,

evidence of declarations by the

grantee, since deceased, showing that

he knew and had spoken of the in-

debtedness, is admissible as being

evidence of declarations against in-

terest. Byrne v. Reed, 75 Cal. 277,

17 Pac. 201.

On an issue as to the considera-

tion of a mortgage attacked as being
in fraud of creditors, declarations of

the mortgagor before the execution
of the mortgage, made in the pres-

ence of the mortgagee and while they

were apparently in the act of settling

accounts for which the mortgage was
claimed to have been given, rela-

tive to the result of such settlement,

are admissible as part of the res

gestae. Cook v. Swan, 5 Conn. 140.

56. Goodgame v. Cole, 12 Ala. 77.

In Bicknell v. Mellett, 160 Mass.

328, 35 N. E. 1 130, an action by an
assignee in insolvency to recover the

value of the insolvent's stock in trade

from the holder of a mortgage upon
it, alleged to have been made in

fraud of the insolvent laws, declara-
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Want of a Consideration for a conveyance cannot be shown by

evidence of ex parte statements or admissions of the grantor made
subsequent to the conveyance.^^

D. Circumstantial Evidkncic. — a. Pccioiiary Condition of

Parties. — The pecuniary condition at and about the time of the

conveyance, of the parties thereto, is competent and important

proof.^^

Thus, evidence of the financial abihty of the grantee to purchase,

loan money and the like, at and al)Out the time of tlie conveyance,

io relevant and admissible, not only on behalf of the grantee,^" but

tions of the insolvent that he had re-

ceived full consideration for the

mortgage, are not admissible. The
court said: "In cases of this sort,

whore a voluntary petition is filed

shortly after making a mortgage,
and the good faith of the mortgagor
is the very question in issue, it is im-
possible to assume that his state-

ments bearing on that question have
been disinterested, or have appeared
to him to be against his interest, at

least without something more than
the naked fact that they have been
made. Whether they are not inad-

missible for another reason we need
not decide. They are not like decla-

rations as to boundary by a mort-
gagor in possession (Flagg v. Ma-
son, 141 Mass. 64, 67), or by a seem-
ing owner showing that he holds
only by a conditional title. Holt v.

Walker, 26 Me. 107. They are ad-

dressed primarily to a collateral

matter, the receipt of a certain sum
of money, and although logically this

statement is a step toward showing
that the mortgage is valid, and so

toward an admission adverse to the

insolvent's title, it is a degree more
remote than a direct admission."

57. Silva V. Serpa, 86 Cal. 241. 24
Pac. 1013. See also Hicks v. Sharp,

8g Ga. 311, 15 S. E. 314, where it

was held that evidence of declara-

tions of the grantor to the effect that

the real consideration was for value
as to one-half of the property and
for a good consideration as to the

other half, were not admissible, the

declarations having been made when
the grantees were in sole possession.

58. In Covanliovan v. Hart. 21 Pa.
St. 495, 60 Am. Dec. 57, where the

consideration for the conveyance was
alleged to be a prior indebtedness of

the vendor to the vendee for money
loaned, it was held competent to

show in support of the allegation of

the loan that the vendor, who had
commenced business about the time

of the loan, was possessed of little

or no means of support.

59. Allen v. Kirk, 81 Iowa 658, 47
N. W. 906; Rrickley v. Walker. 68
Wis. 563. 32 N. W. 773; Schaible v.

Ardner, 98 Mich. 70, 56 N. W. 1105;
Waxelbaum v. Bell, 91 Ala. 331, 8
So. 571, wherein it was held that as
tending to show such ability, a note
and mortgage executed by grantee to

a bank for a loan of about the same
amount, or executed by his agent for

him and in his name, was relevant.

Assignment to Employee. — In
Winfield v. Adams, 34 Mich. 437,
wherein an assignment to an em-
ployee, claimed to have been given
in consideration of a debt from the

employer, partly for money loaned

and partly for wages earned, was at-

tacked as being fraudulent, it was
held error to refuse to permit the

employee to show that the money
loaned was money belonging to her
before entering the service of the

employer. The court, in holding
thus, said :

" As bearing on the

question of fraud, it was a very im-
portant circumstance if the woman
had money of her own at a time
when there could be no suspicion of

a purpose on the part of the debtor

to make use of her as a cover for his

property. A loan by a servant to

the employer is likely to be more or

less suspicious, and whatever would
fairly tend to show whether it was
real or simulated, ought to be re-

ceived. It is true, as the circuit judge
said, that when 'one loans money it

is presumed that it is his own ; but
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also on behalf of the attacking creditors.*'"

b. Value of Property.— The value of the property embraced in

the conveyance is a material subject of inquiry. ^^

But evidence of such value at the time of the trial several years

after the conveyance is not relevant, especially where it appears

the presumption in a case like this

would be greatly strengthened by
such evidence as was proposed."

Upon an Issue as to the Fraudu-
lent Character of a Purchase by a
"Wife of the property of a corpora-

tion, of which her husband was pres-

ident, in payment and satisfaction of
moneys loaned by her to the corpo-
ration, it is proper to permit her to

show that she had at about the time
of her loans to the company bor-
rowed various sums of money, this

being relevant to show that she was
possessed of a separate estate, and
had the control of large sums of

money. Ragland v. McFall, 137 111.

81, 27 N. E. 75-

60. It is proper to permit the at-

tacking creditor to show that at the

time of the loan and payment claimed
the grantee was possessed of but lit-

tle property, and that what property
he did possess was mortgaged to its

full value. Hoyt v. Olmsted, 11

Conn. 376; overruling Cook v. Swan,
5 Conn. 140, and folloiving Jackson
v. Mather, 7 Cow. (N. Y.) 301.

Indebtedness of Grantee. — In
Hannis v. Hazlett, 54 Pa. St. 133,

where the issue was as to the houa
fides of a conveyance to the wife of
the debtor, it was held that letters

from herself to the administrator of

an estate from which she claimed to

have derived the funds with which
she purchased the property, and his

letters in response thereto about the

time of the conveyance in question,

and showing that she received larger

loans from the estate than she
claimed, were held to be competent
evidence as to her ability to pur-
chase.

Selling Property at Sacrifice In
Demeritt v. Miles, 22 N. H. 523, it

was held that for the purpose of

showing that a mortgagee was not
financially so situated as to loan
money, evidence that fifteen months
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before the date of the mortgage he
sold property very cheap and stated

that he was pressed for money, was
not too remote to be admissible.

61. Weadock v. Kennedy, 80 Wis.

449, SO N. W. 393 ; Seals v. Robin-
son, 75 Ala. 363 ; Howell z'. Carden,

99 Ala. 100, 10 So. 640; Baze v. Ar-
per, 6 Minn. 220.

The Value of the Property a Short
Time Subsequent to a conveyance
assailed as fraudulent is proper mat-
ter for inquiry where it is made to

appear that there was no material

change in the property in the inter-

val. Goldstein v. Morgan (Iowa),
96 N. W. 897.

Inadequacy of Price. — For the

purpose of showing that a sale of

property of long credit is fraudulent

by reason of the inadequacy of the

price agreed to be paid, it is admissi-

ble to show that the price stipulated

is less than the property would have
commanded at the time given. Bor-
land V. Mayo, 8 Ala. 104.

On a proceeding to set aside a
conveyance for inadequate considera-

tion, the fact that the land trans-

ferred had been held under a tax
title only is relevant, the purpose of

the inquiry being to ascertain how
the amount paid compares with the

market value of the interests sold.

West V. Russell, 48 Mich. 74, 11 N.
W. 812.

Evidence as to the value of prop-

erty involved when offered by either

party is relevant and admissible, but
its rejection is not an error of which
the plaintiffs in attachment can com-
plain when they fail to recover a
judgment, since it could not have in-

jured them, yet if they assailed the

validity of the conveyance under
which the claimant derived title, both
being creditors of the same debtor,

the value of the goods is material

and the exclusion of the evidence is

reversible error. Roswald v. Hobbie,

85 Ala. 72, 4 So. 177-
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that property in the same vicinity had for various reasons greatly

enhanced in value."-

And evidence of the value of the property without specification as

to time or of its value at the time of the trial is not admissible

on an issue as to the bona Mcs of a conveyance made many years

before.°^

That the value of the property included in a chattel mortgage is

out of all proportion to the mortgage debt is a circumstance to be

considered by the jury.°*

III. FRAUDULENT INTENT, KNOWLEDGE, PARTICIPATION,

INSOLVENCY, ETC.

1. Presumptions and Burden of Proof.— A. As Respects the
Grantor. — a. /;; General. — The general rule is that fraudulent

iutent on the part of the debtor will not be presumed*^— that the

62. Bowden v. Achor, 95 Ga. 243,
22 S. E. 254. See also Norwegian
Plow Co. V. Hanthorn, 71 Wis. 529,

2,7 N. W. 825, where it was held that

evidence of what the vendor had
paid to his former partner for the

latter's interest in the property is ir-

relevant in the absence of evidence
connecting the vendee with that

transaction, or showing his knowl-
edge of its particulars.

Subsequent Sale— Where a sale

of goods by an insolvent debtor in

payment of an alleged indebtedness

is assailed on the ground of under-
valuation, the amount the claimant

received for the goods at a private

sale, subsequently made to third per-

sons, is not legal evidence against

the attacking creditor of the value
of the goods. H. B. Claflin Co. v.

Rodenberg, loi Ala. 213, 13 So. 272.

63. Zerbe v. Miller, 16 Pa. St. 488.

64. Ganong v. Green, 71 Mich, i,

38 N. W. 661. Citing (Dlmstead v.

Mattison, 45 Mich. 617, 8 N. W. 555;
Allen V. Kinyon, 41 Mich. 281, I N.
W. 863; Loomis V. Smith, Z7 Mich.

595-

65. In Hatch v. Bayley, 12 Cush.
(Mass.) 27, the jury were charged
that it was necessary that there

should be adduced stronger proof to

establish fraud than is necessary to

prove a debt or a sale ; that the pre-

sumption was that every man con-
ducted his business honestly without
fraud ; and when fraud was alleged,

the proof must not only be sufficient

to establish an innocent act, but to

overcome the presumption of honesty.

The court in sustaining this charge

said :
" As we understand them, the

judge intended to say that he who al-

leges fraud against another is bound
to prove it. That every man is pre-

sumed to act honestly until the con-

trary is proved ; that he who charges
another with an act involving moral
turpitude or legal delinquency must
prove it; that as this is an allegation

against a presumption of fact, it re-

quires somewhat more evidence than
if no such presumption existed. It

carried no direction as to the amount
of evidence required, or as to the

nature of evidence, whether posi-

tive or circumstantial, but only that,

on the whole, it must be somewhat
stronger ; and we cannot perceive

that such a direction is incorrect.

The ordinary direction to the jury is

that he who charges fraud must
prove it to the satisfaction of the

jury. We think it not contrary to

any rule or principle of law for the

judge to inform the jury that as the

charge of fraud is a charge against a

presumption of fact, perhaps often a
slight one, yet the jury, in order to

be satisfied, might require somewhat
stronger evidence than would suffice

to prove the acknowledgment of an
obligation or the delivery of a chat-

tel."

In Lewis 7-. Rice, 61 Mich. 97, 27
N. W. 867, the court said that the

law does not prohibit " honest sales
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burden of proving- it is iijwn the creditor attacking the conveyance;**

but if the evidence estabHshes a prima facie case of fraud the bur-

den of showing that the transaction was fair is then imposed upon

of goods on credit merely because a
merchant owes debts. A very large

share of business is necessarily done
in that way, and it has never been
supposed that the purchaser could be
held responsible for a dishonest pur-
pose of his vendor on that account.
The statute in regard to frauds
against creditors makes fraud in all

cases a question of fact, and has laid

down no rules showing presump-
tions of fraud from sales on credit.

Such presumptions may arise from
failure to change possession, and
some express deviations from the or-

dinary course of business, but not

from mere failure to pay cash down.
A large majority of business sales

would fail if any such rule prevailed.

There must be fraud in fact."

66. Alabama. — Howell v. Garden,

99 Ala. 100, 10 So. 640; Shealy v.

Edwards, 75 Ala. 411 ; Jordan v. Col-

lins, 107 Ala. 572, 18 So. 137; Yeend
V. Weeks, 104 Ala. 331, 16 So. 165;
Tompkins v. Nichols, 53 Ala. 197.

Arizona. — Rochester v. Sullivan,

II Pac. 58.

Arkansas.— Clinton v. Estes, 20
Ark. 216.

C^jlifornia. — Visher v. Webster, 8
Cal. log; Thornton v. Hook, 36 Cal.

223 ; Cohen v. Knox, 90 Cal. 266, 27
Pac. 215; Ross V. Wellman, 102 Cal.

I, 36 Pac. 402.

Colorado.— Smith v. Jensen, 13
Colo. 213, 22 Pac. 434; Arnett v.

Coffey, I Colo. App. 34, 27 Pac. 614;
Grimes v. Hill, 15 Colo. 359, 25 Pac.

698.

Delaware. — Brown v. Dickerson,
2 Marv. 119, 42 Atl. 4:21.

District of ColiDnbia. — McDaniel
z'. Parish, 4 App. D. G. 213.

Georgia. — Colquit v. Thomas, 8
Ga. 258.

Illinois. — Edwards v. Story, 105

111. App. 433; Bear v. Bear, 145 111.

21. 33 N. E. 878; Davis V. Kennedy,
105 111. 300; Mey V. Gulliman, 105

111. 272; Mathews v. Reinhardt, 149
111- 635, 37 N. E. 85 ; Reed v. Noxon,
48 111. 323.

Indiana. — Andrews v. Flanagan,

94 Ind. 383; Hogan v. Robinson, 94
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Ind. 138; Morgan v. Olvey, 53 Ind.

6; American Varnish Co. v. Reed,

154 Ind. 88, 55 N. E. 224; Levi v.

Kraminer, 2 Ind. App. 594, 28 N. E.
1028.

lozva. — Fifield v. Gaston, 12 Iowa
218; Hardy v. Moore, 62 Iowa 65, 17

N. W. 200 ; Jones v. Brandt, 59 Iowa
332, ID N. W. 854, 13 N. W. 310;
Adams v. Ryan, 61 Iowa 733. 17 N.
W. 159; Chase v. Walters, 28 Iowa
460 ; Kuhn v. Gustafson, 73 Iowa 633,

35 N. W. 660; Bixby v. Carskaddon,

70 Iowa 726, 29 N. W. 626; Eherke
V. Hecht, 96 Iowa 96, 64 N. W. 652;
Shaffer v. Rhynders, n6 Iowa 472,

89 N. W. 1099.

Kansas. — Gleason v. Wilson, 48
Kan. 500, 29 Pac. 698.

Kentucky. — Casteel v. Baugh, 13

Ky. L. Rep. 916, 18 S. W. 1023 ; Redd
V. Redd, 23 Ky. L. Rep. 2379, 67 S.

W. 367.

Louisiana. — Martin v. Drumm, 12

La. Ann. 494; Chaffe v. DeMoss, 37
La. Ann. 186; Chaffe v. Lisso, 34
La. Ann. 310.

Maine. — Rice v. Perry, 61 Me.

145 ; Hartshorn v. Eames, 31 Me.

93; Blaisdell v. Cowell, 14 Me. 370.

Maryland. — Powles v. Dilley, 9
Gill 222; Cooke v. Cooke, 43 Md.
522; Anderson v. Tjdings, 3 Md.
Ch. 167 ; Glenn v. Grover, 3 Md. Ch.

29, .y. c. 3 Md. 212.

Massachusetts. — Elliott v. Stod-

dard, 98 Mass. 14s; Marsh v. Ham-
mond, II Allen 483.

Michigan. — Bodine v. Simmons,
38 Mich. 682; Whitfield v. Stiles, 57
?ilich. 410, 24 N. W. 119; Brace v.

Berdan, 104 Mich. 356, 62 N. W,
568; Blanchard v. Moors, 85 Mich.

380, 48 N. W. 542; Bendetson v.

Moody, 100 Mich. 553, 59 N. W. 252.

Minnesota. — Derby v. Gallup, 5
Minn. 119; McMillan v. Edfast, 50
Minn. 414, 52 N. W. 907; Hathaway
V. Brown, 18 Alinn. 414.

Mississippi. — Parkhurst v. Mc-
Graw, 2 Cushm. 134; Mclnnis v.

Wiscassett Mills, 78 Miss. 52, 28 So.

725; Brown v. Bartee, 10 Smed. &
M. 268.

Mf^^own'.— Albert v. Besel, 88 Mo.
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the party who seeks to uphold it.*"^ And this burden of proving

fraudulent intent is not changed because of the fact that the

evidence to rebut the grantee's prima facie title comes in part or

wholly from his witnesses on cross-examination."*

An Intent to Defraud a Particular Creditor need not be shown."
Where a Creditor Purchases from an Insolvent or Failing Debtor

goods or other property in payment of his debt, paying a fair and
reasonable price, and other creditors assail the transaction as fraud-

ulent on the ground that there was a reservation of a benefit to the

debtor, the burden of proof rests upon the attacking creditors.'"'

150; Martin v. Fox, 40 Mo. App. 664;
Deering & Co. v. Collins, 38 Mo.
App. 7i', Thompson v. Cohen, 24 S.

W. 1023.

Nevada. — Gregory v. Frothing-
ham, I Nev. 253.

North Carolina. — Feimester v.

McRorie, 34 N. C. 287 ; Ferree v.

Cook, 119 N. C. i6r, 25 S. E. 856;
Morgan v. Bostic, 132 N. C. 743, 44
S. E. 639; Madal v. Britton, 16 S. E.

914.

Peunsylvania. — Evans v. Kilgore,

147 Pa. St. 19, 2^ Atl. 201.

Texas. — Edwards v. Anderson, 31
Tex. Civ. App. 131, 71 S. W. 555;
Talcott V. Rose (Tex. Civ. App.), 64
S. W. 1009.

]Vcst rirginia. — Burt z'. Timmons,
29 VV. Va. 441, 2 S. E. 780.

U'isco)isi)i. — Mchlhop v. Petti-

bone, 54 Wis. 652, II N. W. 553, 12

N. W. 443; James v. VanDuyn, 45
Wis. 512.

In Maury Nat. Bank v. McAdams,
104 Tenn. 404, 61 S. W. 773, the or-

iginal bill was filed by the complain-
ant as a judgment creditor to reach
certain promissory notes alleged to

be the property of the judgment
debtor, in which he and the makers
of the notes were made defendants.

Subsequently the complainant filed

an amended bill charging a transfer

of the notes by the judgment debtor
soon after the filing of the original

bill, and that the transfer was a de-

vice of the parties for the purpose of
hindering, delaying and defrauding
the complainant, which the defend-

ants denied ; and it was held that the

complainant had the burden of prov-

ing his case.

In Sawyer v. Bradshaw, 125 111.

440, 17 N. E. 812, where the alleged

fraudulent grantee had executed a

deed of trust to secure a note given
for an amount largely in excess of

the actual debt, it was held that in

the absence of proof of an intent to

protect the property from other cred-

itors, the difference between the ap-

parent and real amount of the in-

cumbrance was not enough of itself

to stamp the deed of trust as fraud-

ulent as against creditors.

An admission that a conveyance,
absolute on its face, was in fact a
mortgage only does not change the

burden of proof as to the good faith

of the transaction. Fifield v. Gaston,
12 Iowa 218.

67. Goshorn v. Snodgrass, 17 W.
Va. 717; Leach v. Fowler. 22 Ark.

143; Smith V. Reid, 34 N. Y. St.

489, II N. Y. Supp. 739; Grambling
V. Dickey, 118 N. C. 986, 24 S. E.

671 ; Lyman v. Tarbell, 30 Vt. 463.
68. Foster v. Hall, 12 Pick.

(Mass.) 89, 22 Am. Dec. 400,

wherein the court in so holding said

that the attacking creditors might
rely on such evidence solely, or
strengthen it by further evidence ad-

duced on their part; still, the burden
of proof was upon them to prove the

conveyance fraudulent, and that it

was a question for the jury on the

whole evidence to determine whether
it was fraudulent so as to rebut the

grantee's legal title.

69. Jordan v. Collins, 107 Ala.

572. 18 So. 137.

70. Wood V. Clark, 121 111. 359, 12

N. E. 271. See also Cook v. Thorn-
ton, 109 Ala. 523, 20 So. 14. Com-
pare Demarest v. Terhune, 18 N. J.

Eq. 532.

Where a Preference is Created

by an Insolvent Debtor by a Sale,

the parties claiming the preference as

against existing creditors must sup-
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In Attacking an Assignment for Creditors as Fraudulent it is incum-
bent upon the attacking parties to establish only the fraudulent intent
of the assignor.''^

b. Insolvency of Debtor.— Some of the courts state the rule to

port it when assailed by proving its

consideration, that the debt preferred
is a just debt of legal obHgation, and
that the property taken in payment
does not materially exceed in value
the amount of the debt ; and upon
these facts being shown the sale will

be supported, unless it is shown that
there was a secret trust for the bene-
fit of the debtor or a reservation of
some benefit to him which is not the
mere incident of the sale itself. Na-
tional Bank of the Republic v. Dick-
inson, 107 Ala. 265, 18 So. 144.

Rule Under Wisconsin Statute.

In Kalk v. Fielding, 50 Wis. 339, 7
N. W. 296, the court, after quoting
from James v. VanDuyn, 45 Wis. 512,
to the effect that they did not think
the Wisconsin statute was intended
to put upon the plaintifif the burden
of proof throughout the whole case
and compel him to prove affirmatively
that his mortgage was not in fact
fraudulent and void as to creditors,
and that when a mortgagee has
shown that the mortgage was given
to secure an actual indebtedness to

the amount thereof a prima facie
case of good faith is made unless
something on the face of the mort-.
gage shows otherwise, said :

" We
are still inclined to give this con-
struction to the statute, notwithstand-
ing the very able argument made by
the learned counsel for the appellant
in favor of a different construction.
We think the object of the statute
was to negative the presumption
which arises under the statute con-
cerning chattel mortgages. By that
statute the filing of a chattel mort-
gage in the proper clerk's office is

declared to be equivalent to the de-

livery to, and the continued posses-

sion thereof retained by, the mort-
gagee, of the property described in
the mortgage. Under this statute a

mortgagee would make out a prima
facie case in his favor against any
one claiming under the mortgagor by
simply proving the execution of his

mortgage, and the filing of it in the
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proper office, and the burden of
proof to show that the mortgage was
not given to secure a real indebted-

ness would be upon the party claim-

ing under the mortgagor. This stat-

ute made it difficult for the party at-

tacking the mortgage to prove affirm-

atively that there was no bona fide

debt due to the mortgagee from the

mortgagor, or to show that the debt

was not as great as that specified in

the mortgage. These facts were
generally known only to the mort-
gagor and mortgagee, and conse-
quently the party attacking the valid-

ity of the mortgage would be com-
pelled to call upon the parties hostile

to him, as his witnesses, to attack the
mortgage, especially if he sought to

attack it on the ground that there

was no bona fide debt from the

mortgagor to the mortgagee, or that

the real debt was less than that

stated in the mortgage. The section

of the statute removes this difficulty

when an officer is a party, and re-

quires the mortgagee to assume the

affirmative upon these questions, and
show that there is a debt due from
the mortgagor to him, and the

amount thereof, and that the mort-
gage was given to secure that debt;

and when he has done this, we think
he has done all that is necessary to

make out a prima facie right to re-

cover. We do not think that the mort-
gagee is bound to establish the nega-
tive upon all other issues in the case,

which, if established affirmatively,

would tend to show the mortgage
fraudulent and void as to creditors."

71. Loos V. Wilkinson, no N. Y.

195, 18 N. E. 99, holding that if this

be shown the assignment is void, and
the assignee, however innocent he
may be of the fraud, will not be pre-

sumed to act under it, and the cred-
itors may then pursue their remedies
as if the assignment had not been
made. See also more fully on this

case the article " Assignment for

Benefit op Creditors."
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be that before a conveyance will be set aside as beinp^ fraudulent

against creditors of the grantor, it is incumbent upon the attacking

creditors to show that at the time of the conveyance as well as

of bringing the action the debtor did not have sufficient property

subject to execution from which their debts could be paid ;^- and
the fact that insolvency existed at the time the action is brought
raises no presumption of the existence of insolvency prior to that

time, and docs not extend it back to the time when the conveyance
was made."

c. Co!?;ency of Proof. — Where a conveyance prima facie vests

the title in a grantee, the creditor who attacks it as fraudulent should

not leave the court or jury to act upon mere conjecture,'* nor upon
proofs loose and indeterminate in their character. The rule of the

criminal law requiring proof beyond a reasonable doubt does not

apply in such actions,''* and a charge to the effect that in order to

justify the imputation of fraud the facts must be such that they are

not explicable on any other reasonable hypothesis exacts too great

72. Nevers v. Hack, 138 Ind. 260,

27 N. E. 791 ; Boyd v. Vickrey, 138

Ind. 276, 2J N. E. 972; Eiler v. CruU,
112 Ind. 318, 14 N. E. 79; Hogan v.

Robinson, 94 Ind. 138; Evans v.

Hamilton, 56 Ind. 34; Bishop v.

State ex rcl. Lord, 83 Ind. 67. See

also Erb v. Cole, 31 Ark. 554; Lewis
V. Boardman, 78 App. Div. 394, 79
N. Y. Siipp. 1014; following Kain v.

Larkin, 131 N. Y. 300, 30 N. E. 105,

and refusing to follow Smith v.

Reid, 134" N. Y. 568, 31 N. E. 1082.

Compare Wright v. Wheeler, 14

Iowa 8.

73. Nevers v. Hack, 138 Ind. 260,

37 N. E. 791. Compare Strong v.

Lawrence, 58 Iowa 55, 12 N. W. 74;
Carlisle v. Rich. 8 N.'H. 44.

74. Urdangen v. Doner (Iowa),
98 N. W. 317; Miller v. Beadle, 65
Mich. 643, 36 N. W. 165; McDaniel
V. Parish. 4 App. D. C. 213.

Where notes and a mortgage given
for their security are fair on their

face, the presumption is that they are
valid and binding until that presump-
tion is overcome by satisfactory

proof. To create a mere suspicion

of fraud is not sufficient. But if it

exists it must be satisfactorily shown.
The policy of the law is opposed
to overturning solemn written instru-

ments and deeds and conveyances on
slight evidence. The law designs
that such instruments shall stand un-
til overcome by evidence that con-

vinces the understanding that they

have been entered into for a purpose

that is prohibited by the law. Whilst

courts are vigilant in relieving

against fraud, they are careful to

protect fair and honest transactions.

Pratt V. Pratt, 96 111. 184.

In Casey v. Leggett, 125 Cal. 664,

58 Pac. 264, the court, quotiiiii from
Levy V. Scott, 115 Cal. 39, 46 Pac.

892. said: "It is quite true that

evidences of fraud are not left lying

patent in the sunlight; that fraud it-

self is always concealed, and that the

truth is to be discovered more often

from circumstances, from the inter-

ests of the parties, from the irregu-

larities of the transaction, coupled
with injury worked to an innocent
party, than from direct and primary
evidence of the fraudulent contriv-

vance itself. Nevertheless the evi-

dence of these matters, facts and
circumstances, taken together, must
amount to proof of fraud, and not to

a mere suspicion thereof, for the pre-

sumption of the law, except where
confidential relations are involved, is

always in favor of the fair dealing of
the parties."

75. Hough V. Dickinson, 58 Mich.

89. 24 N. W. 809. Compare Wilson
V. Cunningham, 24 L'^tah 167. 67 Pac.

118, where the court said that the
proof must be by testimony, clear,

plain, convincing, and beyond a rea-

sonable controversy.
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a measure of proof, and is erroneous. '''"• But in such actions fraud

may be established by a preponderance of the evidence/^ although

some of the courts hold that because of the rule that where all

the facts bearing upon the question of the intent with which the

conveyance was made will as well consist with honesty as with

dishonesty and fraud therein, fraud cannot be imputed ;'^® proof

of the fraud should accordingly be clear, direct and satisfactory.'^

76. Adams v. Thornton, 78 Ala.

489, 56 Am. Rep. 49, overruling
Steele v. Kinkle, 3 Ala. 352 ; and
Tompkins v. Nichols, 53 Ala. 197.

The court said :

" Fraud requires no
higher measure of proof for its es-

tablishment in any civil proceeding
than is required in many other cases

where the presumption of honesty,

official uprightness, or kindred pre-

sumption is to be overcome. The as-

sailing party encounters the pre-

sumption of honesty and fair deal-

ing; but it is a disputable presump-
tion, the burden of overcoming
which rests on him. When he pro-

duces facts and circumstances in ev-

idence which not only cast a sus-

picion on the transaction, but show
a state of facts which are not fairly

or reasonably reconcilable with fair

dealing and honesty of purpose, then
he has overcome the presumption of

purity of intention and is entitled to

a judgment of condemnation."
77. Lilly V. McMillan, 52 Iowa

463 ; Kroliic v. Graham, 64 IMich. 226,

31 N. W. 307; Doxsee v. Waddick
(Iowa), 98 N. W. 483.

In Schroeder v. Walsh, 120 111.

403, II N. E. 70, the court said :
" By

the words ' preponderance of evi-

dence ' is meant the greater weight of

evidence, and it is difficult to see

how any disputed question of fact

can be found except by the greater

weight of evidence. The difference

in the weight may be slight, but un-
less it preponderates on one side, or
has greater weight than on the other,

the matter in dispute cannot be said

to be proved. If the evidence, in its

weight, is equally balanced between
the contending parties, the one hold-

ing the affirmative of the issue must
fail; and the same may be said when
he has less than a preponderance of

the evidence."

78. Dallam v. Renshaw, 26 Mo.
533; Rumbolds v. Parr, 51 Mo. 592;
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Shafifer v. Rhynders, 116 Iowa 472,

89 N. W. 1099; Eichstaedt v. Moses,

105 111. App. 634. See also Stauffer
7'. Kennedy, 47 W. Va. 714, 35 S. E.

892.

79. Fifield V. Gaston, 12 Iowa
218; Palmer %'. Palmer, 62 Iowa 204,

17 N. W. 463 ; Rice v. Jerensen, 54
Wis. 248, II N. W. 549; Edwards v.

Story, IDS 111. App. 433; McDaniel
V. Parish, 4 App. D. C. 213; Danner
Lumb. & Land Co. v. Stonewall Ins.

Co., 77 Ala. 184. See also Blanchard
V. Moors, 85 Mich. 380, 48 N. W.
542, where the court said that the

evidence must " show such a combi-
nation of facts and circumstances as

will lead an unbiased mind to be-

lieve that fraud has been perpe-
trated."

In Pogodzinski v. Kruger, 44 Mich.

79, 6 N. W. 116, the court said, in

speaking of the degree of proof nec-

essary to establish fraud, that " it

was necessary to adduce a species

and amount of proof so convincing
as to cause a very hearty and firm

belief of the fact. It was not suf-

ficient to entangle the mind in per-

plexity, or generate mere doubt or
suspicion. A party charging fraud
is not entitled to succeed unless his

proof creates a clear and full im-
pression that the charge is true. It

is unnecessary to write out a discus-

sion of the evidence in the record.

L^pon close examination it fails to

satisfy the understanding that the

mortgage was a mere sham. It may
have been, but there is too much
room for thinking it may not have
been."

In Gumberg v. Treusch, 103 IMich.

543, 61 N. W. 872, the jury were
charged as follows :

" The proof to

establish fraud should be clear and
convincing. If the circumstances are

equally as consistent with honesty

and fair dealing as with fraudulent

and dishonest transactions, then it
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Equivalent of Testimony of Two Witnesses Not Necessary.— The cred-

itor has the burden of proof to make out his case under the rules

of evidence ai)pHcable in actions at law, but he is not required to

do so under the rules of equity that the equivalent of the testimony

of two witnesses is necessary to overcome the responsive answer to

the fact averred in the bill.**"

B. As Rkspkcts Tiiic Grantee.— a. In General. — Allhoup:h it

is not incumbent upon creditors to show a fraudulent intent ujx^n

the part of the p^rantce. they have the burden of showinj^f that he
had knowledge of the fraudulent intent or purpose on the part of

the g-rantor, or that he had notice of such facts as would have put
him upon an inquiry leadinef to knowled.c:e of, or that he participated

in. such fraudulent intent.*^ And it is not error on the part of the

must be said (hat the fraud is not
established. The presumption of law
is in favor of honesty and fair deal-

ing, and that presumption must be
overcome; and where it is sought to

overcome it by circumstances, in the

absence of direct or positive proof of

fraudulent acts, the proof must be
clear and convincing. It is not suf-

ficient to prove facts and circum-

stances, or a combination of facts and
circumstances, that create doubt and
suspicion in the mind as to the hon-
esty and fairness of the transaction,

but the proof must be of the kind
and amount as to create in the mind
a hearty conviction that the charge

is true. Fraud is never to be pre-

sumed, neither is it to be lightly in-

ferred, but the proof should be clear

and convincing. It is not necessary

to establish it by proof beyond a

reasonable doubt, but it must be

proof, as I have said, that carries

to the mind a conviction — a hearty

conviction — that the charge is true."

It was held that under the rule laid

down in Ferris z: McQueen. 04
Mich. 367, 54 N. W. 164, the court

was not justified in the use of the

language given. " The words ' clear

proof ' and ' hearty conviction ' are

apt to mislead. Proof of facts and
circumstances is sufficiently clear if it

creates a belief that a fraud has been
perpetrated, and a conviction so pro-

duced is sufficiently hearty to predi-

cate a verdict upon."
In Ferris v. McQueen. 94 Mich. 367,

54 N. W. 164. where the jury had
been told that fraud could " be proved
by circumstantial evidence as well as
positive proof," but that these facts

and circumstances must not be slight

and the inferences could only be
drawn from strong presumptive cir-

cumstances which must amount to

clear proof, it was held that the lan-

guage used had a tendency to mis-
lead the jury into a belief that more
stringent proof was necessary than
the law requires. See also Watkins
V. Wallace, ig Mich. 57.

80. Miles V. Lewis, 115 Pa. St.

580. 10 Atl. 123.
81. United States. — Van Sickle

7'. Wells-Fargo & Co., 105 Fed. 16.

Alabama. — Tompkins v. Nichols,

53 Ala. 197 ; Norwood v. Washing-
ton. 136 Ala. 657, 2?) So. 869; Jor-
dan 7'. Collins, 107 Ala. 572. 18 So.

137; Shealy v. Edwards, 75 Ala. 411;
Lipscomb v. McClellan, 72 Ala. 151.

Arkansas. — Stephens z'. Oppen-
heimcr. 45 Ark. 492; Erb t'. Cole. 31
Ark. 554.

California. — Casey z'. Leggett, 125

Cal. 664. 58 Pac. 264: Ross v. Well-
man. 102 Cal. I. 36 Pac. 402; Cohen
V. Knox. 90 Cal. 266. 27 Pac. 215.

Colorado. — Smith z'. Jensen. 13
Colo. 213, 22 Pac. 434; Grimes v.

Hill, 15 Colo. 359. 25 Pac. 698.

Connecticut. — Partclo z<. Harris,

26 Conn. 480.

Georgia. — Claflin z'. Ballance. 91

Ca. 411, 18 S. E. 309; Scott z: Win-
ship, 20 Ga. 429.

Illinois. — Johnston z: Hirschberg,

85 111. App. 47; Schroeder f. Walsh,
120 111. 403, II N. E. 70; Eichstaedt
t'. Moses, 105 111. App. 634.

Indiana. — American Varnish Co.
7'. Reed, 154 Ind. 88, 55 N. E. 224;
Scott V. Davis, 117 Ind. 232, 20 N. E.

139-

Vol. VI
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trial judge to withdraw from the consideration of the jury evidence

of fraud on the part of the grantor offered against the grantee in

Iowa. — Aulman v. Aulman, 71

Iowa 124, 32 N. W. 240; Hughes v.

Monty, 24 Iowa 499; Ray v. Tea-

bout, 65 Iowa 157, 21 N. W. 497; Fi-

field V. Gaston, 12 Iowa 218; Spauld-

ing V. Adams, 63 Iowa 437, 19 S. W.
341; Chase V. Walters, 28 Iowa 460;

Thompson r. Zuckmayer, 94 N. W.
476.

Kansas. — LaClef v. Campbell, 3

Kan. App. 756, 45 Pac. 461.

Kentuckv. — Barker v. Boyd, 24
Ky. L. Rep. 1389. 7i S. W. 528.

Maine. — Spear v. Spear, 97 Me.

498. 54 Atl. 1 106; Tolman v. Ward,
86 Me. 303, 29 Atl. 1081.

Massachusetts. — Lincoln v. Wil-
bur, 125 Mass. 249; Bridge v. Eggles-

ton, 14 ]\Iass. 245, 7 Am. Dec. 209.

Michigan. — Hough v. Dickinson,

58 Mich. 89, 24 N. W. 809; Bedford
V. Penny, 58 Mich. 424, 25 N. W.
381; Fisher v. Hall, 44 Mich. 493, 7

N. W. 72 ; Bauermann v. Van Buren,

44 Mich. 496, 7 N. W. 67; Hill v.

Bowman, 35 Mich. 191 ; Loomis v.

Smith, 37 Mich. 595; Jordan v.

White, 38 Mich. 253; Eureka Iron &
Steel Wks. v. Bresnahan, 66 Mich.

489. 33 N. W. 834-

Minnesota. — Hathaway z'. Brown,
18 Minn. 414; Leqve v. Smith, 63

Minn. 24, 65 N. W. 121.

Mississippi. — Verner v. Verner, 64
Miss. 184, I So. 52.

Missouri. — Hurley v. Taylor, 78
Mo. 238.

Nebraska. — Grandin v. First

Nat. Bank, 98 N. W. 70.

Nevada. — Gregory v. Frothing-

ham, I Nev. 253.

New Hampshire. — Currier v. Tay-
lor, 19 N. H. 189.

New Jersey. — New York F. Ins.

Co. V. Tooker, 35 N. J. Eq. 408.

New York. — Jaeger v. Kelley, 52

N. Y. 274; Starin v. Kelly, 4 Jones &
S. 366; Beals V. Guernsey, 8 Johns.

446, 5 Am. Dec. 348.

North Carolina. — Beasley v. Bray,

98 N. C. 266, 3 S. E. 497 ; Nadal v.

Britton, 112 N. C. 180, 16 S. E. 9I4-

Pennsylvania. — Benson v. Max-
well, 14 Atl. 161.

South Carolina.— Wemges v. Cash,

15 S. C. 44-
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T^xaj. — Hadock v. Hill, 75 Tex.

193, 12 S. W. 974-

West Virginia. — Bishoff v. Hart-

ley, 9 W. Va. 100.

Wisconsin. — Mehlhop v. Petti-

bone, 54 Wis. 652, II N. W. 553, 12

N. W. 443.

Rule Stated. — Although the

grantee did not have such knowledge,
he may have made his purchase un-
der such circumstances as will pre-

vent him from being deemed a bona
Ude purchaser. If he had knowledge
of facts and circumstances which
were naturally and justly calculated
to excite suspicion in the mind of a
person of ordinary care and pru-
dence, and which would naturally

prompt him to pause and inquire be-

fore consummating the transaction,
and such inquiry would have neces-
sarily led to a discovery of the fact

with notice of which he is sought to

be charged, he will be considered to

be affected with such notice, whether
he made inquiry or not. But, while
the fact of notice may be inferred
from circumstances as well as proved
by direct evidence, yet the proof must
be such as to affect the conscience of
the purchaser, and must be so strong
and clear as to fix upon him the im-
putation of mala fides. Ferguson v.

Daughtrey, 94 Va. 308, 312, 26 S. E.
822; Fischer v. Lee, 98 Va. 159, 35 S.

E. 441, and cases cited.

"If the Creditor Is Guilty of

Fraud it is because he is a partici-

pant in the fraudulent intent of the

debtor. To charge that he is such
a participant is to charge him with
fraud. Upon him who charges fraud
rests the burden of proof. The fact

that another is guilty of fraud in the

same transaction cannot, in the na-

ture of things, shift the burden of

such proof." State ex rel. Robert-
son V. Hope, 102 Mo. 410, 14 S. W.
985-
Under the National Bankruptcy

law a preferential transfer by an in-

solvent debtor four months before the

filing of the petition in bankruptcy is

voidable at the suit of the trustee

in bankruptcy, if the preferential

transferee shall have had reasonable
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the absence of evidence connecting- the p^rantee with such fraud.*^

But such knowledg^e need not he shown by the testimony of two
witnesses, or one witness with corrolwratinr:;- circumstances, but

it may l>e shown from all the circumstances surrounding the trans-

action.*^

Knowledge of Each Particular Act. — The rule requiring proof of

knowledge or participation on the part of the grantee does not
render it necessary, however, to prove his knowledge of everv par-

ticular act or declaration on the part of the grantor from which
such fraudulent intent is to be inferred.**

Preferred Creditor.— Where it is claimed that a preferred creditor

participated in the fraudulent designs of the debtor, the burden is

upon the other creditors attacking the conveyance to prove such
participation by a preponderance of the evidence.*^

cause to believe that the transfer was
intended to give him a preference

;

and in Cullinane v. State Bank of
Wavcrlcy (Iowa), 98 N. W. 887, an
action by a trustee in bankruptcy to

recover from a mortgagee of a bank-
rupt on the ground that the mortgage
was a preference, it was hold that the

burden was on the plaintiff to show
that the mortgagee had reasonable

cause to believe not only that in-

solvency existed as a fact, but that

a preference was intended by the

mortgage. See also Pirie v. Chi-
cago, 182 U. S. 438; Deland v. Miller

& C. Bank, 119 Iowa 368, 93 N. W.
304.

82. Mathews v. Rciuhardt, 149
III. 63s. 37 N. E. 85.

83. Cooke V. Cooke, 43 Md. 522.

84. Holmes v. Braidwood, 82 Mo.
610.

" Such a Requirement would ren-

der futile and impracticable all at-

tacks upon fraudulent transfers, in

perhaps ninety-nine out of every one
hundred cases, in which it might be
attempted to assail their validity. It

would put a facile means within the

reach of parties to destroy the force

and admissibility of evidence by the
artifice of management. Hence, the

law does not require more than a

knowledge of facts, which, however
general in their nature, are sufficient

to put the grantee on inquiry, by
reasonably exciting a just suspicion

in his mind as to the honesty or bona
Udes of the alleged fraudulent trans-

action." Shealy v. Edwards. 75 .\la.

411. The specific point ruled upon

8

in this case was that it was not

proper to permit evidence of the

transfer by one of the grantors sev-

eral days after the conveyance of the

notes taken for the purchase-money
of the property, which transfer was
shown to have been made without the

knowledge of the grantee and subse-
-quent to their purchase.

85. Steinburg 7'. Buffum, 61 Neb.
778, 86 N. W. 491, where the court

in .so holding said that the preferred
creditor " could only maintain his

case by proof that he was a creditor

of the vendor, and purchased the

property in satisfaction of the debt.

This done, the law presumes the

transaction was honest, and fairly

consummated. The defendant may
disprove these facts, and defeat
plaintiff's right to the property, or,

as he attempted to do, may avoid
the transfer by proving a fraud on
the rights of other creditors in the

sale of the property, and that the

plaintiff, by reason of his actions in

connection with the transaction, was
chargeable with such fraud. To suc-

ceed in this aspect of the case, it was
incumbent upon him to establish his

defense by a preponderance of the

evidence. Having charged the plain-

tiff with fraudulent acts on his part

sufficient to void the transaction, he
was required to make the charge
good by evidence in support thereof

preponderating in his favor. It is

not, we think, the law that when he
proves the fraudulent intent of the

vendor, and that the vendee had no-

tice of it, the burden is on the vendee

Vol. VI
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b. Vendee Taking Without Consideration.— Where the fraudu-

lent design of the vendor is shown, it is not necessary, in addition

to proof that the vendee took without consideration, to show his

fraudulent participation.®"

c. Mere Stispicion Insufficient. — In order to afifect a vendee with

knowledge of the vendor's fraudulent design, the attacking cred-

itors must show more than the possession of facts calculated to

create a mere suspicion of such design f they must show facts and
circumstances not fairly and reasonably reconcilable with fair deal-

ing and honesty of purpose.®®

Actual Relief.— It has been held necessary to show that the ven-

dee had an actual belief that the vendor made the transfer with

such intent.^^

-d. Knozvledge of Insolvency. — Nor is it suflicient to show merely
that the vendee had knowledge of the vendor's insolvency.®"

C. Rule as to Subsequent Creditors. — a. In General. — The
general rule is that where subsequent creditors seek to set aside a

to prove that he did not participate

in the fraud. The defendant is re-

quired to proceed one step further,

and prove also that the plaintiff was
a participant in the fraud complained
of. Blumer v. Bennett, 44 Neb. 873,

6:i N. W. 14. The rule is well set-

tled in this state that, as to a bona
fide creditor of a fraudulent vendor,
buying property or obtaining secu-

rity for the satisfaction of his de-

mand, the transaction cannot be
avoided as to him by other creditors,

except it is shown that he shared in

the fraudulent designs of his vendor,
and received the property or security

for other purposes than protecting
himself from loss by reason of his

demand against the vendor. Jones v.

Loree, 27 Neb. 816, 821, 56 N. W.
390; Grosshans v. Gold, 49 Neb. 599,
68 N. W. 103 1 ; Bank v. Bunn
(Neb.), 85 N. W. 527."

86. Preston v. Cutter, 64 N. H.
461, 13 Atl. 874.

87. Hooks V. PafTord (Tex. Civ.

App.), 78 S. W. 991, where the court
said :

" If he did not know of the in-

tent, then, to constitute notice, he
must be in possession of facts and
circumstances such as would put an
ordinarily prudent person UDon in-

auiry. which, by the use of proper
diligence on his part, would lead to

a knowledge of such intention. A
purchaser might be in possession of

facts that would create a suspicion
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as to the seller's fraudulent intent,

but which by the use of proper dili-

gence would not lead to a knowledge
of such intention. Of course, if he
knew facts which would excite the

suspicion of a man of ordinary pru-
dence, and put him upon inquiry, and
by the use of diligence would dis-

cover the fraudulent intent, then he
would be charged with notice. The
charge was calculated to mislead, in

that it did not fully state the law,

as indicated."

88. Smith v. Collins, 94 Ala. 394,
10 So. 334; Keller v. Taylor, 90 Ala.

289, 7 So. 907.

In an action by an assignee in in-

solvency to recover the property sold

by the, assignor in violation of the in-

solvent laws, it is not sufficient, in

order to establish the fact that the

vendee had at the time of the pur-

chase reasonable cause to believe the

debtor to be insolvent, that the cred-

itor had some cause to suspect such
insolvency, but it must be shown that

he had such a knowledge of facts as

would induce . a reasonable belief of

the debtor's insolvency. Cutler v.

Dunn, 68 N. H. 394, 44 Atl. 536.

89. Knower v. Cadden Clothing
Co., 57 Conn. 202.

90. Meyer Bros. Drug Co. z\ Dur-
ham (Tex. Civ. App.), 79 S. W. 860;

Vickers v. Buck Stove & Range Co.,

60 Kan. 598, 57 Pac. 517; Cannon v.

Young, 89 N. C. 264.
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conveyance, the burden is upon them to show that the conveyance

was made with intent to defraud them ;"* and an intent to defraud

subsequent crechtors is not to be presumed from the fact of an

intent to defraud existing creditors."^

b. Actual Intent Not Necessary.— Rut a subsequent creditor does

not have the burden of showing an actual intent to defraud ; it is

sufficient for him to show facts affording a reasonable ground to

presume fraud."''

c. Intent as an Indepoidcnt Pact. — Nor need the fraudulent

intention be proved as an independent fact. It may be gathered from

91. Alabama. — V.\yinx\ Land Co.

V. Iron City Steam Bottling Wks., 109
Ala. 602, 20 So. 51 ; Seals v. Rob-
inson, 75 Ala. 363 ; Stoiitz v. Huger,
107 Ala. 248, 18 So. 126; Stiles v.

Lightfoot, 26 Ala. 443; Wilson v.

Stevens, 129 Ala. 630, 29 So. 678.

.Arkansas. — May v. State Nat.

Bank, 59 Ark. 614. 28 S. W. 431.

Illinois. — Tunison v. Chamblin, 88
111. 378; Lamont r. Regan, 96 111.

App. 35Q-

Maine. — Knight v. Kidder, i Atl.

142.

Massachusetts. — Winchester v.

Charter, 97 Mass. 140; s. c. 12 Allen
606.

Mississipfii. — Wynne v. Mason, 72
Miss. 424, 18 So. 422.

Missouri. — Zickel 7'. Douglass, 88
Mo. 382.

Nebraska. — Ayers v. Wolcott,

92 N. W. 1036; modifying 62 Neb.
805, 87 N. W. 906.

Nerv Jersey. — Kinsey 7". Feller

(N. J. Eq.), 51 Atl. 485; Carpenter
V. Carpenter, 27 N. J. Eq. 502; Ha-
german 7'. Buchanan, 45 N. J. Eq.
292, 17 Atl. 946, 14 Am. St. Rep. 732;
Boquet r. Heyman, 50 N. J. Eq. 114,

24 Atl. 266.

Oregon. — Crawford 7'. Beard, 12
Or. 447.

Texas. — O'Neal v. Clymer (Tex.
Civ. App.), 61 S. W. 545.

West Virginia. — Rogers 7'. Vcr-
lander, 30 W. Va. 619, 5 S. E. 847;
Colin 7'. Ward, 32 W. Va. 34, 9 S.

E41.
92. Lawton 7'. Gordon, 34 Cal. 36,

91 Am. Dec. 670; Evans 7*. David. 98
Mo. 405, IT S. W. 975; Stevens v.

Morse, 47 N. H. 532; Harton v. Ly-
ons, 97 Tenn. 180. 36 S. W. 851.

Compare Hudnnl 7*. Wilder, 4 ^Ic-

Cord (S. C.) 294.

93. Snyder 7'. Free, IT4 Mo. 360,

21 S. W. 847, where the court said

:

" Sometimes it has been loosely said

that, in order for a subsequent pur-

chaser to successfully attack a vol-

untary conveyance on the ground of

fraud, it is necessary that he show
an ' actual intent ' to defraud ; but

this phrase is inaccurate and mis-

leading. The statute uses no such
expression. It is satisfied with 'the

intent to defraud,' and courts ought
to require no more. In the highest

grade of crime proof of an ' actual

intent' is not required, and, if re-

quired, convictions would rarely oc-

cur. So it would be in regard to

instances like the present. It would
be, indeed, a vain and hopeless task

to set aside a voluntary conveyance
if a subsequent purchaser had to

prove an ' actual intent ' to defraud.

But, if such an intent were required,

this case would furnish as strong

proof of it as it is ordinarily possible

to obtain. But such a high degree of

proof is not necessary. Fraud under
the statute is nowise different from
that found elsewhere. Whatever sat-

isfies the mind and conscience of the

existence of fraud is sufficient. . . .

A similar view of the law is taken in

New Jersey. Claflin 7'. Mess, 30 N.

J. Eq. 211, in which, after declaring
that ' fraud in fact ' must be shown
by future creditors, it is explained
that such 'may be considered found
when it appears that, after deducting
the property which is the subject of

the gift, the grantor has not retained

sufficient available assets for the pay-
ment of his debts.' This view ap-

pears to be that entertained by the

learned author of a recent work on

the subject now in hand. 2 Bigelow
on Fr. 105, et seq."

Vol. VI
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the deed itself, and from the acts of the parties and the surrounding
circumstances."'

d. Insohrncy of Grantor. — A subsequent creditor has the bur-
den of showing insolvency of the grantor at the time of the convey-
ance."'*

D. Rule as to Subsequent Purchaser.— As the Attacking
Creditor. — A subsequent purchaser has been held to stand upon
the same footing as a subsequent creditor. He can only attack a
previous conveyance by showing that it was made with intent to

defraud him."*'

Against Attacking Creditors. — Although there mav have been a

fraudulent intent on the part of both the vendor and vendee, it is

incumbent upon creditors attacking the conveyance to show that

a purchaser from the vendee had actual knowledge of the first

vendee's fraudulent intent."'^

E. Circumstances Raising Presumption of Fraud. — a. In
General.— The broad rule is sometimes laid down that fraud is

never presumed."^ This is not strictly true, however, because where
badges of a fraudulent conveyance appear,"" bona iide creditors

94. Baltimore High Grade Brick
Co. V. Amos, 95 Md. 571, 53 Atl. 148,

52 Atl. 582.

95. Lewis V. Boardman, 78 App.
Div. 394, 79 N. Y. Supp. 1014.

96. Prestige v. Cooper, 54 Miss.

74-

97. Thornton v. Hook, 36 Cal.

223; Paige V. O'Neil, 12 Cal. 483;
Hodges V. Coleman, 76 Ala. 103

;

White V. Million, 102 Mo. App. 437,
76 S. W. 723, holding that knowledge
of such facts as would put a prudent
man on inquiry may be submitted as

evidence tending to show actual
knowledge, but that such knowledge
it not itself the same as actual knowl-
edge. See also Maddox v. Reynolds,

69 Ark. 541, 64 S. W. 266. Compare
Schaible v. Ardner, 98 Mich. 70, 56
N. W. 1105, holding otherwise in the
case of a conveyance presumptively
fraudulent as to creditors.

98. In Sedgwick v. Tucker, 90
Ind. 271, it was held that the phrase
" Fraud is never presumed," when
used by the court in charging the

jury, is not available error if it be
used under such circumstances as to

be understood by the jury as mean-
ing merely that fraud cannot be
found as a fact without some evi-

dence of its existence.

In Kendall v. Hughes, 7 B. Mon.
(Ky.) 368, it was held misleading to
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charge the jury that " fraud cannot
be presumed, but must be proved like

any other fact," because fraud may
be presumed if there be sufficient ev-

idence of other facts which will au-

thorize the inference of fraud.

In Cooper v. Friedman, 23 Tex.
Civ. App. 585, 57 S. W. 581, it was
held error for the court to charge
the jury that fraud is never pre-

sumed, but must be proved like any
other fact. " Of course it is true that

fraud must be proven like any other

fact, and, as a matter of law, in the

absence of proof it may not be pre-

sumed ; but, from the existence of

certain facts which have a tendency
to establish fraud, the jury might be
warranted in indulging in the pre-

sumption that fraud existed in the

transaction complained of."

99. " A badge of fraud has been
defined to be a fact which is calcu-

lated to throw suspicion upon a

transaction, and calling for an ex-

planation. Peebles v. Horton, 64 N.

C. 374. In Terrell v. Green, 11 Ala.

213, it was said to be an ' inference

drawn by experience from the cus-

tomary conduct of mankind.' These
badges of fraud do not in themselves,

or per se, constitute fraud, but are

rather signs or indicia from which its

existence may be properly inferred as

matter of evidence. They are more
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have the right to require that these shall be explained, and all

unfavorable presumptions arising from them be repelled by evidence

of good faith on the part of those claiming under the conveyance.^

or less strong or weak according to

their nature and number concurring
in the same case. They are as in-

finite in number and form as are the

resources and vcr.satility of human
artifice. The present case presents

numerous illustrations of many such
badges, which are enumerated in the

various rulings of the court with ex-

planations as to their legal force and
effect, which seem correct except in

one particular. The court erred in

charging the jury as to the rule gov-
erning the burden of proof in such
cases. The weight which is to he
given badges of fraud is a matter
usually for the determination of the

jury. * In some cases,' as observed
by a learned author, ' fraud is self-

evident; and when so, it is the

proper province of the court to ad-

judge upon it.' Bigelow on Fr., p.

468. But it cannot be asserted, as a

general rule, that everything which
casts .suspicion upon the good faith

of a tran.saction shifts the burden of

proof upon the grantee or interested

party, so as to require him to explain
it, and that, in the absence of ex-
planation, such transaction is neces-
sarily to be pronounced fraudulent.

There are numerous badges or in-

dicia of fraud which might, although
without explanation, entirely fail to

satisfy the minds of a jury that the

transaction to which they relate had
its origin in a fraudulent intent.

There may be a suspicion, in other
words, falling far short of satisfac-

tory proof." Shealy v. Edwards, 75
Ala. 411.

!• Wimberley v. Montgomery
Fertilizer Co., 132 Ala. 107, 31 So.

524. See also Harrell v. Mitchell, 61
Ala. 270; Watts v. Burgess, 131 Ala.

3:iZ, 30 So. 868; Orr v. Peters, 197
Pa. St. 606, 47 Atl. 849. See also

Cincinnati Tobacco Warehouse Co.

V. Matthews, 24 Ky. L. Rep. 2445,
74 S. W. 242, where the grantor ex-
ecuted the conveyance within a few
days after suits were threatened, con-
veying all his property to his son and
son-in-law for the recited considera-
tion of $500, the land itself being

probably worth $1500, and there was
no change C)f possession or use of the

land following the execution of the

deed. O'Conner M. & M. Co. v.

Coosa F. Co.. 95 Ala. 614, 10 So. 290,

36 Am. St. Rep. 251.

Sales in Bulk. — In Maryland a

statute provides that " A sale of

any portion of a stock of merchan-
dise otherwise than in the ordinary

course of trade in the regular and
usual prosecution of the seller's busi-

ness, or a sale of an entire stock of

merchandise in bulk, will be pre-

sumed to be fraudulent and void as

against the creditors of the seller,

' unless the seller and the purchaser
shall, at least five days before the

sale, make an inventory as therein

provided, and unless the purchaser
shall in good faith make certain in-

quiries as to the creditors of the

seller, and give them notice of such
proposed sale. The seller is also re-

quired to fully and truthfully an-

swer in writing each and all the in-

quiries to be made of him.' " In Hart
V. Roney, 93 Md. 432, 49 Atl. 661, it

was held that the presumption re-

ferred to in this statute was a re-

buttable presumption, and that in that

particular case the presumption was
rebutted by the testimony of the

seller to the effect that he purchased
the stock to secure his rent, and to

have the business conducted in a

more profitable way, as the building

occupied by the seller belonged
to him and adjoined his own busi-

ness, and that he did not suspect

that the seller had any motive in

selling beyond going out of business;

and also proof that he had inquired

as to whether a certain judgment
existed against the seller. The court

said :
" Prior to the passage of

the act, the presumption was that

such a transaction was bona fide,

and the burden was on the one at-

tacking it to prove fraud ; but the

statute shifts the burden of proof un-

less its provisions are complied with.

The difficulty in proving fraud was
doubtless known to the members of

the legislature, and, as those endcav-
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Thus, when the necessary result of a debtor's act is to place his

])ropcrty beyond the reach of legal process it will be presumed
that he did so with a fraudulent intent.-

Debtor Paying Consideration. — The presumption of fraudulent intent

arising" by reason of a statute of uses and trusts, of one who pays
the consideration for a grant to another, casts upon the grantee

the burden of disproving a fraudulent intent.^

Secret Reservation of Benefit to Debtor. — So also without reference

to the actual intention of the parties the law condemns as offending

the rights of existing creditors an absolute conveyance made by
an embarrassed debtor when there is a secret reservation for his

benefit.*

Conveyances Between Corporations Having Same Directors. — Where
property of a corporation is conveyed to another corporation repre-

sented by the same directors, the fact of such relationship is a

circumstance calculated to arouse suspicion, and calls for a rigid

and severe scrutiny in the examination of such transaction when
assailed by creditors.^

oring to do so were frequently with-

out evidence unless they made the

parties to the alleged fraud their wit-

nesses, it is apparent that the legis-

lature thought it would lessen, if not
relieve, the difficulty by casting the

burden on the parties to establish the

bona £des of such transactions. To
have made such sales absolutely void
and conclusively fraudulent unless

the parties complied with such pro-
visions as are contained in the law
might in some cases have worked
great injustice."

2. Crawford v. Beard, 12 Or. 447,
8 Pac. 537. See also Cook v. Burn-
ham, 3 Kan. App. 27, 44 Pac. 447.

3. This presumption may be over-

come by proof that the one paying
the consideration was at the time
neither insolvent nor contemplating
insolvency, but had, aside from the

consideration paid for the property
so granted, ample funds to pay his

debts, and that an inability to meet
his obligations was not and could not
reasonably have been supposed to

have been in his mind. Dunlap v.

Hawkins, 59 N. Y. 342, where the

court said :
" By proving the pe-

cuniary circumstances and condition
of the grantor, or him who pays for

and procures a grant from others,

his business and its risks and con-
tingencies, his liabilities and obliga-

tions, absolute and contingent, and
his resources and means of meeting
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and solving his obligations, and
showing that he was neither insolvent,

nor contemplating insolvency, and
that an inability to meet his obliga-

tions was not and could not reason-

ably be supposed to have been in the

mind of the party, is the only way in

which the presumption of fraud, aris-

ing from the fact that the convey-

ance is without a valuable considera-

tion, can be repelled and overcome,
except as the party making or pro-

curing the grant may, if alive, testify

to the absence of all intent to hinder,

delay or defraud creditors."

4. The intent in such case is de-

duced from the transaction itself, the

inevitable consequence being to hin-

der, delay or defraud creditors. A
conveyance, absolute in form, but in-

tended as security for a debt, operates

a secret reservation, for the benefit of

the debtor, of a valuable right and
property— the equity of redemption
which is capable of being subjected to

the payment of his debts. On this

ground rests the settled doctrine of

this court, that such conveyances,
when made by an embarrassed or in-

solvent debtor, are obnoxious to the

provisions of the statute, which de-

clares void as against creditors all

conveyances " made in trust for the

use of the person making the same."
Hill V. Rutledge, 83 Ala. 162, 4 So.

^^S-
. ,. .

5. When such a relationship is
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b. Vendee's Knoii.'lcdi:^e of I'endor's Fraudulent Desis^n. — Where
the circumstances surroundiiif,'' a fraiuhilent conveyance by an insolv-

ent debtor are out of the usual course of business, and are such as

to excite the suspicions of a reasonably prudent man, knowledge
on the part of the vendee of the fraudulent design of the vendor

may be presumed."

c. Missfatemejif as to Consideration. — It has been held that a

misstatement of the consideration in the bill of sale attacked as

fraudulent is presumptive evidence of fraud.''

d. Preferences. — The law does not presume that a transfer of

all of a debtor's property in payment of the claim of one creditor

is fraudulent merely because the debtor retains nothing wherewith

to pay other creditors.^

e. Alorfi^as^e Exeeedin^^ Auioutit of Indebtedness. — The fact that

a mortgage is taken for more than is due from a person known
to be insolvent is presumptive evidence of fraud, and imposes upon

the mortgagee the burden of showing good faith and to satisfactorily

explain why the excess was thus secured.**

shown to exist between the contract-

ing parties, clearer and fuller proof
must be given of a vahiablc and ade-
quate consideration, and of the good
faith of the parties, than would be re-

quired if the transferee or grantee
had been a stranger. When, however,
such examination is made, and such
proof is forthcoming, and the result

is that no fraud or unfair dealing is

shown, and it appears that the trans-

action was not vitiated by any in-

firmity of which a creditor has the

right to complain, then the transac-

tion must stand, and it is as valid, as

against the creditor, as if the cor-

poration had dealt with a stranger
who was not involved in any way
with the corporate representatives.

O'Conner M. & M. Co. v. Coosa, 95
Ala. 614, 10 So. 290, 36 Am. St. Rep.
251.

6. Haskett v. Auhl, 3 Kan. App.

744, 45 Pac. 608. See also Urdangen
V. Doner (Iowa), 98 N. W. 317,

where the court held that if a sus-

picion of fraud exists and is based
upon facts and circumstances known
to the vendee or grantee, it is then
a question for the jury to determine
whether the knowledge of such facts

and circumstances would have put a

man of ordinary prudence upon in-

quiry, which, if made with diligence,

would have led to knowledge of the

vendor's intention ; in other words, it

is the facts known to the vendee

which require him to act, and not his

suspicions.

Conveyance by Insolvent Debtor
Not Made in Course of Business.

In Metcalf z: Munson, 10 Allen

(Mass.) 491, it was held that a Mas-
sachusetts statute, providing that_ a

conveyance of property by an in-

solvent debtor not made in the usual

and ordinary course of business was
prima facie evidence that the grantee

had reasonable cause to believe him
insolvent, applied to conveyances

made to pre-existing creditors as

well as to other conveyances.

7. Cottingham v. Greely-Barnham
Grocery Co., 129 Ala. 200, 30 So 560.

8. Meachem v. Hahn, 46 111. App.

144. Citing Schrocdcr v. Walsh, 20

111. 403. II N. K. 70.

9. Henry v. Harreld, 57 Ark. 569,

22 S. W. Sj^^: Carson, Pccry, Scott

& Co. V. Bvers, 67 Iowa 606. 2=, N.
W. 826; Wallach 7-. Wylie, 28 Kan.

138; Worrell v. Vickers. 30 La. .*\nn.

202; Taylor r. Wood (N. J. Eq.).

5 Atl. 818; Liver v. Thiclkc, 115

Wis. 389, 91 N. W. 975. Compare
Brace v. Berdan, 104 Mich. 356, 62

N. W. 56S, holding that thi^ fact, al-

though amounting to fraud in law
if the mortgage was made for the

purpose of hindering or delayiiiGj

creditors, does not impose upon the

mortgagee the burden of proving

that there was no fraud, but that
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f. Voluntary Conveyance.— (1.) Generally. — If a vendor be in-

debted at the time of a voluntary conveyance of his property, the

conveyance is presumed to be fraudulent as to those debts," and
it is not incumbent upon the attacking creditor to show that the

debtor contemplated a fraud in making it, or that it was an immoral
or corrupt act,^^ or that the debtor was actually insolvent at the

the burden still rests on the party at-

taching the mortgage.
If a chattel mortgage is executed

for a valuable consideration and in

good faith, and not for the pur-

pose of defrauding the creditors of

the mortgagor, the fact that it is

given to secure a larger sum than
is actually due does not affect its

validity (Nazaro v. Ware, 38 Alinn.

443, 38 N. W. 359) ; but where the

mortgage on its face secures a sum
greatly in excess of the true amount
due to the mortgagee, it is an im-
portant circumstance to be taken into

consideration in determining whether
or not the mortgage was made in

good faith and not for the purpose
of defrauding the creditors, and the

burden is on the mortgagees to es-

tablish the botia iides of the mort-
gage. Heim v. Chapel, 62 Minn. 338,

64 N. W. 825.

10. Spear v. Spear, 97 Me. 498,

54 Atl. 1 106. Young V. White, 3
Cushm. (Miss.) 146, where the court
said :

" The law presumes a volun-
tary conveyance as to such creditors

to be .fraudulent and void, and the
party claiming under it must, by
clear and satisfactory proof, rebut
this presumption. It will not be suf-

ficient merely to show the fair in-

tentions of the grantor, and that by
good management the property by
him retained was sufficient to pay
his debts. The proof must show that,

by the ordinary course of human
transactions, the deed could not
operate to hinder, delay, or to defeat

the claims of prior creditors."

That a Conveyance Between Rela-
tives is Without Consideration does
not establish it fraudulent, as a mat-
ter of law, in an attack upon it by
creditors ; it but casts the burden of
proof of its good faith upon the
parties who desire to sustain it.

Boldt V. First Nat. Bank, 59 Neb.
283, 80 N. W. 905.
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11. Alabama. — Early v. Owens,
68 Ala. 171.

Arkansas. — Hershey v. Latham,
46 Ark. 542.

Florida. — McKeown v. Allen, ^y
Fla. 490, 20 So. 556.

Indiana. — Heaton v. Shanklin, 115
Ind. 595, 18 N. E. 172.

Massacliusctts. — Blake v. Sawin,
10 Allen 340.

Missouri. — Potter v. McDowell,
31 Mo. 62.

Nebraska. — Smith v. Schmitz, 10

Neb. 600, 7 N. W. 329.

Nczv Jersey. — Boquet v. Heyman,
50 N. J. Eq. 114, 24 Atl. 266.

Rhode Island. — McKenna v.

Crowley, 16 R. I. 364, 17 Atl. 354.
Compare Burdsall v. Waggoner, 4
Colo. 256.
Where a Parent Immediately Be-

fore a Judgment Conveys all of his

property, not exempt, to a son who
is absent and who does not appear to

have the means to purchase, it is suf-

ficient to impose upon the grantee
the burden of proving that it was a

purchase upon an actual considera-

tion and in good faith. Leach v.

Fowler, 22 Ark. 143.

In Malcom Brg. Co. v. Wagner (N.

J, Eq.), 45 Atl. 260, a debtor con-
veyed to her son immediately after a

threat to enforce payment of the
debt by her creditor, and the son im-
mediately thereafter reconveyed to

his step-father for a recited con-
sideration of $1 ; the conveyance also

recited that the first conveyance was
given in order to have the latter exe-

cute and place the whole title to the

lands described in such step-father,

and it was held that the circum-
stances under which the conveyances
were made, in connection with the

consideration expressed in the two
instruments and the clause recited,

made out a prima facie case for the

attacking creditor and cast on the

grantee the burden of showing a

good and valuable consideration paid.
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time lie executed it,'- Imt the burden of proof to sliow that the con-

veyance was not frauchilcnt falls upon those claiminp^ under it.*^

And there is authority to the effect that this presumption of fraud
in such case is conclusive."

A Debtor's Insolvency at the Time a Judgment Against Him is ren-

dered will be considered as relatinj^ back beyond a voluntary

conveyance of his property made durinjx his indebtedness, unless

the contrary is shown, and the burden is on the party claiminp^

under the conveyance to show that at the time it was made his

donor had other property amply sufficient to pay all his debts. '^

(2.) Necessity of Showing Insolvency of Debtor.— There is authority,

however, to the effect that merely provin.c^ that the conveyance is

voluntary does not of itself impose upon the parties to the convey-

ance the burden of disprovinp^ fraudulent intent, but that the

creditor nevertheless has the burden of showing the insolvency of

the grantor, or such facts and circumstances as would authorize

the presumption of insolvency.^®

(3.) Subsequent Sale by Donor.— The subsequent sale of the prop-

erty by the donor under a voluntary conveyance without notice to

To invalidate a voluntary convey-
ance, a fraudulent intent must be
shown, and this is shown when it

appears that a debtor makes a gift

of such an amount or under such
circumstances, taking into account
all existing conditions, as must neces-

sarily binder, delay or defraud his

creditors. In such case the donor
intends to defraud, in legal contem-
plation, because he deliberately, in-

tentionally, does an act which does
hinder, delay or defraud his credit-

ors, and which he must see will have
that effect. Whitehouse v. Bolster,

95 Me. 458, 50 Atl. 240.

12. O'Kane 7'. Vinnedge, 21 Ky. L.

Rep. 1551, 55 S. W. 711.

13. United States. — Pratt v. Cur-
tis, 2 Low. 87, 19 Fed. Cas. No. ll,-

375-

Alabama. — Harrell v. Mitchell, 61

Ala. 270.

Arkansas. — Norton v. McNutt, 55
Ark. 59, 17 S. W. 362.

Florida. — McKeown z'. Allen, 37
Fla. 490. 20 So. 556; Claflin v. Am-
brose, 37 Fla. 78, 19 So. 628.

Georf^ia. — Cothran v. Forsythe, 68
Ga. 560.

Maryland. — ElHnger v. Crowl, 17
Md. 361.

Mississipl^i. — Young v. White, 25
Miss. 146; Wynne v. Mason, /2
Miss. 424, 18 So. 422.

Missouri. — Clark r. Tbias, 173

Mo. 628, 73 S. W. 616; Walsh v.

Ketchum, 84 Mo. 430; Hoffman v.

Nolte, 127 Mo. 120, 29 S. W. 1006;

Snyder v. Free, 114 Mo. 360, 21 S.

W. 847.

Ohio. — Oliver v. Moore, 23 Ohio

St. 473-

Pennsylvania. — Woolston's Ap-
peal, 51 Pa. St. 452. In re Mc-
Kowan's Estate, i^ Pa. St. 96, 47
Atl. nil.
South Carolina. — Martin v. Evans,

2 Rich. Eq. 368; Footman t'. Pcn-
dergrass, 3 Rich. Eq. 2>2- Compare
Hyde v. Chapman, 33 Wis. 391,

holding that under the Wiscou'^in

statute there must be proof affording

an inference of fraud, other than that

of the mere voluntary character of

the conveyance.

14. Hutchison v. Kelly, I Rob.
(Va.) 123, 39 Am. Dec. 250.

15. Strong V. Lawrence, 58 Iowa
55, 12 N. W. 74.

16. Kalish v. Higgins, 70 App.
Div. T02, 75 N. Y. Supp. 397; Multz
V. Price, 82 App. Div. 339, 81 N. Y.
Supp. 931. See also Woods v. Al-
len. 109 Iowa 484, 80 N. W. 540;
Merrill 7'. Johnson, 96 111. 224: Morit/^
7'. Hoffman. 35 111. 553. Compare
Baker v. Potts, 72, App. Div. 29, 76
N. Y. Supp. 406.
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the purchaser is also presumptive evidence of fraud in the prior

conveyance. ^^

(4.) Conveyance Between Husband and Wife.— Where the effect of a
voluntary conveyance hy a husband to his wife is to defraud his

creditors, it is not incumbent upon them to show an actual intent

to defraud.^^

(5.) Vendee's Knowledge of Vendor's Intent. — In the case of a volun-

tary conveyance which operates to the injury of creditors, it is

immaterial whether or not the vendee participated in the fraud-

ulent design.^"

In the Case of a Conveyance to a Wife From a Third Person, if the

husband's intent was actually fraudulent, it is not incumbent upon

17. Footman v. Pendergrass, 3
Rich. Eq. (S. C), 33.

18. Felker v. Chubb, 90 Mich.
24, 51 N. W. no.

In Baker v. Hollis, 84 Iowa 682, 51
N. W. 78, a husband conveyed to his

wife all of his property without con-
sideration and without change of
possession. Some time thereafter
the wife reconveyed the property to
her husband, who, while the property
was so held, became indebted to the
plaintiff. The husband being pressed
for a settlement of such indebtedness
again conveyed the property to his
wife without consideration. On the
trial both husband and wife testified

that the reconveyance from the wife
to the husband was in trust and that
the last conveyance back to the wife
was merely an execution of that trust.

This testimony was not contradicted
by any witness. It was held that
the circumstances attending the exe-
cution of the conveyance rebutted
the claim that there was any trust

created, and that the last conveyance
was fraudulent as against the hus-
band's creditors. The court said that
the last conveyance " was without
consideration and to the prejudice of
the plaintiff. It is presumptively
fraudulent and it is incumbent upon
appellant (the wife) to make some
showing upon which the conveyance
can be sustained in equity. That the
conveyance is presumed to be fraud-
ulent is one of the recognized and
elementary principles which does not
demand the citation of authority in

its support."
Under the Michigan Statute (3

Comp. Laws, 1897, § 10,203) the bur-
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den of proving the bona Mcs of a

voluntary conveyance from husband
to wife is, as to creditors of the

husband attacking the conveyance,
upon the husband, and this burden
can only be satisfied by evidence that

at the time of the transfer he had
sufficient property remaining in his

hands to pay his indebtedness. Wil-
cox V. Hammond, 128 Mich. 516, 87
N. W. 636.

19. Schaible v. Ardner, 98 Mich.

70, 56 N. W. 1 105; Farmers Nat.
Bank v. Thomson, 74 Vt. 442, 52 Atl.

961 ; Ross V. Wellman, 102 Cal. i, 36
Pac. 402; Pickett v. Pipkin, 64 Ala.

520; Bishop V. State ex rel. Lord,
83 Ind. 67.

Rule Stated. — "A deed of gift

made by the grantor for the purpose
of defrauding his creditors is none
the less fraudulent because the

grantee took no part in the fraud.

. . . It is well settled that it is the

motive of the grantor, and not the
knowledge of the grantee, that de-

termines the validity of the transfer.

The grantee, however innocent, can-

not retain the fruits of a voluntary
fraudulent transfer. (Swartz v.

Hazlett, 8 Cal. 128; Lee v. Figg, 2,7

Cal. 336; Peek v. Peek, 77 Cal. in;
Bump on Fraudulent Conveyances,
§239)." Bush V. Helbing, 134 Cal.

676, 66 Pac. 967.

Knowledge on the Part of a Wife
as to Her Husband's Intent in con-
veying the property to her is im-
material and not necessary to be
shown where she gave no valuable
consideration for the property con-

veyed. Threlkel v. Scott (Cal.), 34
Pac. 851.
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a creditor attacking- tlic conveyance to show that the wife partici-

pated in the intent if she paid no part of the consideration.'-"

(6.) Rule as to Subsequent Creditor. — A snbsequent crechtor, how-
ever, attackinj; a prior conveyance by his debtor, cannot rely uix)n

the vokintary character of the conveyance alone, but it is incum-
bent upon him to also show circumstances justifyinc^ the presump-
tion that the intent of the conveyance was fraudulent.-^

g. Retention of Possession by Vendor Subsequent to Sale.

(1.) Generally. — Formerly it was the rule that the retention by a

vendor of the property subsequent to an absolute sale thereof was
conclusive evidence of fraud as to creditors of the vendor.--

Conclusive Presumption Under Statute. — Sometimes by virtue of an
express provision in the statute relatinc^ to fraudulent conveyances,

the fact that the vendor of personal property remains in iX)ssession

after the sale thereof is conclusive evidence of fraudulent intent

on his part.-^

Modern and Statutory Doctrine. — The former rule, however, has

been g^reatly relaxed, not only by the courts in modern times,

but also by express statutory enactment, and the rule is at the

present day, in the absence of statutes to the contrary, that the

fact of possession by the vendor subsequent to the sale is merely

prima facie evidence of fraud,-'* and that failure on the part of the

20. Clarke v. Chamberlain, 13 Al-

len (Mass.) 257.

21. United States. — Hinde v.

Longworth, il Wheat. 199.

Alabama. — Heinz v. White, 105

Ala. 670, 17 So. 185.

Connecticut. — Converse v. Hart-
ley, 31 Conn. 372.

Indiana. — Barrow v. Barrow, 108

Ind. 345, 9 N. E. 371.

Maine. — Laughten v. Harden, 68
Me. 2aS.

Missouri. — Boatmen's Sav. Bank
V. Overall, 90 Mo. 410, 3 S. W. 64.

New Jersey. — Boquet v. Heyman,
50 N. J. Eq. 114. 24 Atl. 266.

Nortli Carolina. — Messick 7*.

Fries, 128 N. C. 450, 39 S. E. 59.

Ohio. — Evans v. Lewis, 30 Ohio
St. II.

Oregon. — Crawford v. Beard, 12

Or. 447, 8 Pac. 537.
JJ'cst I'irc^inia. — Lockhard v.

Beckloy. 10 W. Va. Sy.

Tinder the Kentucky Statute pro-

viding that a conveyance without
valuable consideration therefor shall

not on that account alone be void as

to creditors whose debts or demands
are thereafter contracted, a subse-

quent creditor who assails a volun-

tary conveyance must show in addi-

tion circumstances justifying the pre-

sumption that the conveyance was
fraudulent. " It is the intent and
purpose with which the grantor acts

which renders the conveyance fraud-

ulent, and this must be determined
by the facts of each particular case."

Rose V. Campbell, 25 Ky. L. Rep.

885. 76 S. W. 505. See also O'Kane
V. Vinnedgc, 21 Ky. L. Rep. 1551, 55

S. W. 711; Endcrs v. Williams, i

Mctc. (Ky.) 346.

22. Jackson v. Timmerman. 7
Wend. (N. Y.) 436; Seward v. Jack-

son, 8 Cow. (N. Y.) 406; Hamilton
7: Russel, I Cranch (U. S.) 309.

23. As for example in California.

Stevens v. Irwin, 15 Cal. 503, 76

Am. Dec. qoo. See also Kennedy t'.

Conroy (Cal.), 44 Pac. 795.

24. .Alabama. — Ward v. Shirley.

131 Ala. 56S, 32 So. 489; Tcaguc v.

Bass. 131 Ala. 422, 31 So. 4.

Arkansas. — Cocke v. Chapman,
7 Ark. 197, 44 .A^m. Dec. 536; Field

V. Simco, 7 Ark. 275; s. c. 7 Ark.

269.

Florida. — Volusia Co. Bank v.

Bertola, 33 So. 448; Briggs v.

Weston, 36 Fla. 629, 18 So. 852.
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grantee to overcome this justifies the presumption that the interest

of the vendor in the goods sold, indicated by his actions, contin-

ued to exist notwithstanding the sale.^^

Valid Excuse for Retention of Possession. — A vendee of personal

property under such a sale must show in addition to proof of the

Georgia. — Ross v. Cooley, 113 Ga.

1047, 39 S. E. 471 ; Fleming v. Town-
send, 6 Ga. 103. 50 Am. Dec. 318.

Indiana. — Pennington v. Flock, 93
Ind. 378; Kane v. Drake, 27 Ind.

695; Higgins V. Spahr, 145 Ind. 167,

43 N. E. II.

Iowa. — Wright v. Wheeler, 14

Iowa 8; Osborn v. Ratliffe, 53
Iowa 748, 5 N. W. 746.

Louisiana. — Yale v. Bond, 45 Lai.

Ann. 997, 13 So. 587; A. Baldwin &
Co. V. Bond, 45 La. Ann. 1012, 13

So. 742; Payne v. Buford, 106 La.

83, 30 So. 263.

Maine. — Hartshorn v. Eames, 31

Me. 93-

Minnesota. — Leqve v. Smith, 63
Minn. 24, 65 N. W. 121.

Mississifypi. — Comstock v. Ray-
ford, 12 Smed. & M. 369.

Missouri. — Hartman v. Vogel, 41
Mo. 570.

Nebraska. — Snyder v. Dangler,

44 Neb. 600, 63 N. W. 20; Marcus
V. Leake, 94 N. W. 100.

New Jersey. — Runyon v. Gro-
shon, 12 N. J. Eq. 86.

Nezv York. — Sidenbach v. Riley,

III N. Y. 560, 19 N. E. 275.

North Carolina. — Howell v. Elli-

ott, 12 N. C. 66.

Pennsylvania. — Baltimore & O. R.
Co. V. Hoge, 34 Pa. St. 214.

Texas. — Mills v. Walton, 19 Tex.
271 ; Perry v. Patton (Tex. Civ.

App.), 68 S. W. 1018.

Virginia. — Curd v. Miller, 7
Gratt. 185.

Wisconsin. — Kayser v. Hartnett,

67 Wis. 250, 30 N. W. 363; Williams
V. Porter, 41 Wis. 422 ; Mayer v.

Webster, 18 Wis. 393 ; Grant v.

Lewis, 14 Wis. 528.

Rule Stated. — « Every sale by a

vendor of goods and chattels in his

possession or under his control, un-

less the same is accompanied by an
immediate delivery, and followed by
an actual and continued change of
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possession, of the things sold, is

presumed fraudulent and void as

against the creditors of the vendor,

unless those claiming under the sale

make it appear tliat the same was
made in good faith, and without any
intent to hinder, delay or defraud
such creditors. Gen. St. 1878, ch. 41,

§ 15." Murch V. Swensen, 40 Minn.

421, 42 N. W. 290.

The Fact That a Mortgagor of
Personal Property Remains in Pos-
session of the property after the exe-
cution of the mortgage is prima
facie evidence of fraud, but may be
explained ; it is a mere rule of evi-

dence calculated to shift the burden
of proof from the creditor to the
vendee. Runyon v. Groshon, 12 N.

J. Eq. 86, wherein the court said:
" There ought to be some protection
to third parties where the chattels

are permitted to remain in the pos-

session of the vendor. Such posses-

sion should be considered prima
facie evidence of fraud, and the party
who claims the benefit of a mortgage
under such circumstances should
have the burthen thrown upon him
of proving the bona Udes of the

transaction. He should be com-
pelled to prove not only that his

debt is a just one, but give reasons
satisfactory to the tribunal who is to

decide upon the validity of the deed
for the non-delivery of the property."

Sign Remaining Over Door In

Seavy v. Dearborn, 19 N. H. 351, it

was held that where a purchaser of
a stock of goods permitted the sign

of the vendor to remain over the

door, that fact was evidence that the

vendor remained in possession after

the sale and was so far evidence of
fraud, although it admitted of ex-

planation by evidence of a custom or
usage to permit signs to so remain
after such sales.

25. Teague v. Bass, 131 Ala. 422,

31 So. 4.
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bona fides of the sale that there was a valid excuse for leavinj;- the
property in the vendor's jwssession.^®

Test as to Change of Possession.— Whether there has been a deliverv.

and an actual chani^e of ])Ossession, so as to avoid the presumption
of fraud, depends larg-cly on the nature and kind of chattels, the

situation of ithe parties to the sale, and other circumstances peculiar

to each case ; no arhitrary test or rule can be laid down."
(2.) Conveyance of Real Estate.— This rule that retention of pos-

session by the vendor, subsequent to the conveyance, is presumptive
evidence of fraud has been held in some cases'-'' not to apply to the

conveyance of real estate.-''

(3.) Rebuttal of Presumption.— Althou.q'h possession of property by
the vendor subsequent to the sale, wholly unexplained, raises the

presumption of fraud, as will be shown with more particularity,

this presumption may be rebutted by such a disclosure of the circum-

stances as will make the possession innocent,^" as where the pos-

26. Mitchell v. West. 55 N. Y. T07,

so holding on the authority of Han-
ford v. Artcher, 4 Hill (N. Y.) 271.

27. Tiniell v. Larson, 39 Minn.
269, 39 N. W. 628.

28. Where the deed postpones the

day of payment for an unreasonahle
length of time after the maturity of

the debts secured by it, and provides
that the grantor shall retain the pos-
session and use of the property until

default of payment, a fraudulent in-

tent to cover up the property for the

use of the grantor, and hinder and
delay creditors, may be presumed.
Hafner v. Irwin, 23 N. C. 490; Can-
non V, Peebles, 24 N. C. 453 ; Ben-
nett V. Union Bank, 5 Humph.
(Tenn.) 612. But if the time fixed

for payment and sale upon default be
reasonable, under all the circum-
stancs, fraud is not to be inferred.

Hempstead v. Johnston. 18 Ark. 123,

65 Am. Dec. 458. But this rule does
not apply to mortgages and deeds of

trust where the grantor, by the terms
of the deed, is permitted to retain

possession of the property until de-
fault of payment.

29. Miller v. Rowan. 108 Ala. 98,

19 So. 9; Tompkins v. Nichols, 53
Ala. 197. Compare Neal v. Gregory,
19 Fla. 356.

The Reason for this Rule is said
to be that to hold possession of real

estate by the grantor presumptive
evidence of fraud would be in effect

to abolish the distinction known and

acknowledged between real and per-
sonal property, and to lo.se sight of
the different methods of transferring
the title to the two kinds of property.

Rochester v. Sullivan (Ariz.), 11

Pac. 58.

30. Norton v. McNutt, 55 Ark.

59. 17 S. W. 362.

In Scott V. Winship, 20 Ga. 429.
where personal property was abso-
lutely conveyed, and a verbal agree-

ment entered into that the property
should remain in the possession of
the vendor until the performance of

certain conditions, it was held that

although the stipulation might not
amount to a valid contract, still it

was sufficient to explain the con-
tinued possession and rebut the pre-
sumption therefrom.
A father may contract with his

minor son to pay the latter wages
for his services, and may in satisfac-

tion of the debt deliver to him per-

sonal property, and in such case the

possession of the vendor becomes
that of the son and does not of itself

raise any presumption that the trans-
action was fraudulent. Hargrove v.

Turner. 112 Ga. 134. :>,7 S. E. 89.

In Hinton v. Greenleaf, itS N. C.

7, 23 S. E. 924, a father had pur-
chased property at a sale under a
mortgage given by his son and al-

lowed it to remain in the possession
of his son. and it was held that pos-

session under such circumstances did
not raise a presumption of fraud so as

to impose upon the father the burden

Vol. VI
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session is inconsistent with the terms of the conveyance,^^ or the
vendor holds possession merely as ag-ent for his vendee.^^

Proof of the Payment of a Valuable Consideration rebuts the presump-
tion of fraud arising from the continued possession by the vendor
after the sale.^^

The Notoriety of a Sale or other transfer is always strong evidence
to rebut the inference of fraud from possession by the vendor.^'*

h. Conveyances Betiveen Relatives.— (l.) Generally. — Although
there is. authority supporting the proposition that transfers between
relatives, if creditors are thereby delayed, hindered or defeated in

the collection of their debts, should be closely scrutinized, and that

those claiming under the transfers have the burden of showing the

bona fides of the transaction,^^ the weight of authority is that the

mere fact of relationship between the grantor and grantee in a
conveyance, assailed as fraudulent against other creditors, without
other facts and circumstances indicating fraud, affords no presump-

of proving the bona fides of his pur-
chase.

In Easly v. Dye, 14 Ala. 158, it

was held that for the purpose of re-

pelling the inference arising from
the subsequent possession of a donor
it was competent to show that such
donor took possession of the prop-
erty by advice. The court, in hold-
ing as stated, said :

" The fact that
the possession was not taken simul-
taneously with the advice given
does not furnish a test of its admissi-
bility; for it would, notwithstanding,
serve to show qxio animo the one
party parted with and the other re-

ceived the possession. True, it

might not be conclusive, yet it was
proper for the consideration of a

jury, if material. The competency of
such evidence does not depend upon
the principle upon which a declara-

tion is admitted as part of the res
gestae; but it is enough if the act

follow in some reasonable time. It

is still more clear that if the evidence
be important, the donees might
show that the money received for the
hire was appropriated for their

benefit."

In Mauldin v. Mitchell, 14 Ala.

814, it was held that the presumption
of fraud arising from the fact of re-

tention of possession by the grantor
after the transfer was not repelled

or explained by proof that the vendee
was a man of fortune, and the ven-
dor, his brother, poor and with a
family dependent upon him.
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TJnder the Wisconsin Statute, pro-

viding that the retention of posses-

sion of chattels by a vendor after a

sale is presumptive evidence of fraud

as against creditors, this presump-
tion is overcome by evidence that the

consideration for the transfer had
been credited upon an existing bona
fide indebtedness from the vendor to

the vendee. Griswold v. Nichols,

117 Wis. 267, 94 N. W. 2>2.

31. Footman v. Pendergrass, 3
Rich. Eq. (S. C.) 2Z-

32. Troy Fertilizer Co. V. Nor-
man, 107 Ala. 667, 18 So. 201, where
the grantors held the property, not
as their own, but as the agents of

the vendee, for the latter's conve-

nience, or for the purpose of sale on
account of the principal.

33. Scott V. Winship, 20 Ga. 429;
Rose V. Colter, 76 Ind. 590.

34. Walcott v. Keith, 22 N. H.
196.

35. ConSiecticut. — Thomas v.

Beck, 39 Conn. 241.

Minnesota. — Shea v. Hynes, 89
Minn. 423, 95 N. W. 214.

Nebraska. — Marcus v. Leake, 94
N. W. 100; Fisher v. Herron, 22 Neb.
183, 34 N. W. 365; Hefifley v. Hun-
ger, 54 Neb. 776, 75 N. W. 53; Lusk
V. Riggs, 91 N. W. 243; Ayers v.

Wolcott, 92 N. W. 1036, modifying
62 Neb. 805, 87 N. W. 906; Plum-
mer v. Rummel, 26 Neb. 142, 42 N.
W. 336; Bartlett v. Cheesebrough, 2^
Neb. 767, 2,7 N. W. 652.
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tion of law aj^ainst the bona fides of the conveyance ; that the only

effect of this rclatioiiship is to excite suspicion ami reciuire a less

degree of i)roof on the part of the attacking creditor to show fraud.'"

(2.) Conveyance Between Parent and Child. — Conveyances between
parent and child are to be treated as are the transactions of other

people; and if the bona fides of such conveyances is attacked, the

fraud will not be presumed, but must be established.'''^

(3.) Conveyance Between Husband and Wife. — lUit in the case of a

conveyance from husband to wife, although there is authority to

the effect that in a contest between the wife and her husband's

creditors the mere fact of relationship does not raise a presumption
of fraud,^^ the weight of authority is to the effect that the burden of

North Carolina. — Hinton v.

Greenleaf, Ii8 N. C. 7, 23 S. E. 924;
Tredwcll v. Graham, 88 N. C. 208.

IVcsf J'iriiinia. — Reynolds v.

Gawthrop. 37 W. Va. 3, 16 S. E. 364.

Compare Rierne v. Ray, 37 W. Va.

571, 16 S. K. 804.

A Brother-in-law is a relative

within the contemplation of the rule

requiring the bona fides of a con-
veyance between relatives to be es-

tablished by affirmative evidence on
the part of a grantee. Marcus v.

Leake (Neb.), 94 N. W. 100.

36. United States. — OoiiWiih v.

Thatcher. 151 U. S. 271.

Alabama. — Teague v. Lindsey,
106 Ala. 266, 17 So. 538; Smith v.

Collins, 94 Ala. 394, 10 So. 334.
Arkansas. — Hempstead v. John-

ston, 18 Ark. 123, 65 Am. Dec. 458.
District of Columbia. — Clark v.

Krause, 2 Mackey 559.
Illinois. — Schroeder v. Walsh, 120

III. 403. II N. E. 70; Martin v. Dun-
can. 156 III. 274, 41 N. E. 43; Nelson
7'. Smith, 28 111. 495 ; Wightman v.

Hart, T,y III. 123; Waterman v. Dnn-
alson, 43 III. 29; Meachem v. Hahn,
46 Til. App. 144.

Indiana. — Rockland Co. v. Sum-
merville, 139 Ind. 695, 39 N. E. 707.

loii'a. — Oberholtzer v. Hazen, 92
Iowa 602, 61 N. W, 365; Wilcox v.

Williamson Law Hook Co., 92 Iowa
215, 60 N. W. 618.

Kentucky. — Redd v. Redd, 23 Ky.
L. Rep. 2379. 67 S. W. 367.
Minnesota. — Shea v. Hynes, 89

Minn. 423, 95 N. W. 214.

Missouri. — Martin r. Fox, 40 Mo.
App. 664.

S^e-iC Jersey. — Demarest v. Ter-
hune, 18 N. J. Eq. 45.

Pennsylvania. — Reehling v. Byers,

94 Pa. St. 316.

Tennessee. — Bumpas v. Dotson, 7
Humph. 310, 6 Am. Dec. 81.

litest I'irginia. — Burt v. Tim-
mons, 29 W. Va. 441, 2 S. E. 780;
Bierne v. Ray, 37 W. Va. 571, 16 S.

E. 804; Farmers Transp. Co. i'.

Swaney, 48 W. Va. 272, 37 S. E.

592. See also Fry Fertilizer Co. v.

Norman (Ala.), 18 So. 201.

The fact that a vendee was a

brother-in-law of the vendor is not

in itself sufficient to establish fraud.

Transactions between inembers of a
family or others in close confidential

relations will be scrutinized closely,

but the law gives a relative or friend

the same right to protect himself in

the collection of a claim, and the

same right to purchase property
which is enjoyed by a stranger, and
in order to justify such a transac-
tion being set aside as fraudulent
against creditors the burden rests on
the creditor alleging such fraud to

prove it. Thomnson f. Zuckmaver
(Iowa). 94 N. W. 476.

37. Curr>' r. Lloyd, 22 Fed. 258;
Gray v. Galpin. gS Cal. 633. 33
Pac. 725; State ex rel. John-
son V. True, 20 Mo. App. 176;
Weaver v. Wright, 13 Rich. L. (S.

09: BIciler 7'. Moore, 88 Wis. 438,
60 N. W. 792. See also Douglass v.

Douglass, 41 W. Va. 13, 23 S. E. 671.

38. Allen v. Perry, 56 Wis. 178,

14 N. W. 3; Grant 7-. Ward. 64 Me.
239. Virden v. Dwyer, 78 ^iiss. 515,
30 So. 45, where the court, quntinQ
from Kaufman 7'. Whitney, 50 Miss.

103, said :
" Such dealings, though to

be carefully scrutinized on account of

the temptation to give an unfair ad-

Vol. VI
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proof is on the wife to show by clear and satisfactory evidence the

bona fides of the transaction ; that in all such cases the presump-
tions are in favor of the creditors and not in favor of the wife.^'-'

i. Presumption From Non-Production of Testimony. — On an
issue as to the bona iides of a conveyance, the omission of the

grantee to testify/" or to produce the debtor when it is not

vantage to the wife over other credit-

ors, must be tested by the same prin-

ciples as a conveyance by a debtor
to a stranger when brought into

question as fraudulent against credit-

ors." Citing numerous Mississippi

cases.

39. Alabama. — Wedgworth v.

Wedgworth, 84 Ala. 274, 4 So. 149;
McTeers v. Perkins, 106 Ala. 411,

17 So. 547-

Iowa. — Elwell V. Walker, 52 Iowa
256, 3 N. W. 64.

Nebraska. — Glass v. Zutavern, 43
Neb. 334, 61 N. W. 579.
North Carolina. — WoodrufT v.

Bowles, 104 N. C. 197, 10 S. E. 482.

South Dakota. — Williams v. Har-
ris, 4 S. D. 22, 54 N. W. 926, 46 Am.
St. Rep. 753-

Virginia. — Baker v. Watts, 44 S.

E. 929.

]\^est Virginia. — Maxwell v. Han-
shaw, 24 W. Va. 405.

" The Reasons for Distinguishing
Transactions Between Husband and
Wife from those between other near
relatives are obvious. The financial

relation and the community of inter-

est existing between husband and
wife are entirely different from those
existing between other relatives.

While their respective rights and re-

lations, as existing at common law,

have been greatly changed and modi-
fied by statute, the confidential rela-

tion is still preserved and protected.

Contracts between them with respect

to the sale of real estate are pro-

hibited, and each is charged with
knowledge of the contracts and debts

of the other. The same is not true

as to other near relatives." Shea v.

Hynes, 89 Minn. 423, 95 N. W. 214.

In Neighbor v. Hoblitcel, 84 Iowa
598, 51 N. W. 53, where a hus-
band, pending litigation against him
and just before trial, conveyed to

his wife, on demand, certain prop-
erty in payment of his indebtedness
to her, exceeding the value of the
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property, it was held that in the

absence of evidence that the con-

veyance was taken in part to hinder

the creditors of the husband, it was
not fraudulent.

40. Whitney v. Rose, 43 Mich.

27, 4 N. W. 557, where the court

said :
" If the transaction were an

honest one on his part, he should not

have permitted any doubtful matter
of right to have stood in his way of

making a full explanation. A per-

son certainly is not obliged to an-

swer vague and indefinite charges,

but when made a party defendant in

a litigation where the question at

issue is the bona iides of a purchase

made by him, and evidence is given

tending to show that the sale was
made with an evident intent to de-

fraud creditors, silence under such

circumstances may well prevent the

court from presuming too much in

favor of the honesty of the transac-

tion. The inferences from the facts

proved against the validity of the

sale should be allowed to have their

full force and effect where the party

defendant was called upon to remove
them, had an opportunity s'o^to do,

and did not avail himself of it."

First Nat. Bank v. Prager, 50 W.
Va. 660, 41 S. E. 363, was to the

effect that failure of the alleged

fraudulent grantee and grantor to

go upon the stand and testify and to

explain the many acts charged and
proved against them were circum-
stances tending strongly to support

the allegations of fraud. The court

said: "If the transactions had been
honest and square, they could have
been well explained. Truth is con-

sistent in all its parts and in har-

mony with all its surroundings. It

antagonizes nothing but error. It is

in perfect accord with every other

truth ; while falsehood comes in con-

flict with everything that is true, and
is inconsistent with itself. A fair,

square transaction is always suscep-
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shown to be impossible/^ or other important witnesses, or evi-

dence in support of the conveyance, is ground for an unfavorable
presumption, and frequently exercises an important influence upon
the final determination of the issue.*-

2. Mode of Proof.— A. Direct Evidence. — a. As Respects the

Grantor. — (l.) Generally. — Whether or not a conveyance by a

debtor was executed with a fraudulent intent on his part is ulti-

mately a question for the jury, and one that cannot be proved by
the opinions or conclusions of witnesses.*^

tiblc of satisfactory explanation. In-

deed, as a rule it needs no explana-

tion. There were evidently large

sums of money taken in by the firm

shortly before the assignment which
were never accounted for, and which
could only be accounted for by the

Pragers, Keller, and Katzenstein, or

some of them, and why they failed

to appear as witnesses can only be
explained on one theory, and that is

that they were each and every one
unable to make an explanation of

their transactions consistent with the

truth, and sliow that they were free

from the fraud and conspiracy
charged in the bill, and of which
there was so much convincing proof."

41. Presumption from Non-Pro-
duction of Debtor Smith v. Rige-

low (Iowa), 99 N. W. 590. where
the record presented the alleged

fraudulent grantor sitting in the

court room during the trial, but with-

out being heard as a witness. See
also McDaniel v. Parish, 4 App. D.
C. 213.

42. Goshorn v. Snodgrass, 17 W.
Va. 717. See also Glenn v. Glenn,

17 Iowa 498.

When fraud is proven and sus-

picious circumstances are shown
which implicate a grantee, and those

circumstances are peculiarly within

his knowledge, an unfavorable pre-

sumption of fact is raised if he fails

to offer some affirmative proof that

his part in the transaction is an hon-
est one. " If he has acted honestly

he should not permit his conduct to

wear a doubtful aspect, when, by
making a statement, he can clear up
the whole matter." Dawson v.

Wnltemeycr, 91 Md. 328, 46 .\tl. 094.
Failure to Produce Inventory.

Failure of the vendees to file notice

of the inventory of the stock of

9

goods taken at the time of the sale,

when questioned as witnesses and in-

vited by the attacking creditors to do
so, warrants the inference that its

production would have been preju-

dicial to their case. Carter v. Rich-

ardson, 22 Ky. L. Rep. 1204, 60 S.

W. 397-

In Shcaly v. Edwards, 78 Ala. 176,

where the alleged fraudulent vendee
had given his notes for the purchase

price, it was held that failure on his

part to produce such notes w^as not

ground for an unfavorable presump-
tion as to whether the contract of

sale was valid or invalid as to credit-

ors.

43. Cullers v. Gray (Tex. Civ.

App.), 57 S. W. 305; Ward v. Shir-

ley, 131 Ala. 568, 32 So. 489; Mc-
Knight V. Reed, 30 Tex. Civ. App.

204, 71 S. W. 318, wherein the court

.said it would have been proper for

the witnesses to state the conduct of

the grantor and what was said, if

anything, by him concerning his pur-

pose and intention prior to the time

when the deeds w'ere intended to

take effect.

Testimony of an Attorney Who
Drew a Bill of Sale, which has been

assailed as being fraudulent, to the

effect that he regarded the transac-

tion as an honest one, is not admis-
sible on the question of the bona
Hdcs of the conveyance; that is an
ultimate question of fact for the jury.

Sweet V. Wright, 62 Iowa 215, 17 N.
W. 468.

Efforts of Debtor to Fraudulently
Convey Property— On an issue as

to the wrongful suing out of an at-

tachment it is not competent to ask

a witness what efforts were being

made by the defendant in attach-

ment to convey his property with in-

tent to defraud his creditors. Carey

Yol. TI
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A Conclusion Reached by a Judicial Officer Upon Ex Parte Affidavits

to the effect that they contained sufficient evidence to prove the
perpetration of fraud on the part of the debtor in incurring- the
debt is not competent evidence in an action between third persons
to estabhsh the fraud.**

Knowledge of Surrounding Circumstances. — It has been held proper
to ask a witness if a subsequent purchaser knew, at the time of
his purchase, of certain specific circumstances attending the original

sale."

Appearance as to Control Subsequent to Sale.— Where the issue is as

to the bona fides of a sale of personal property, it is proper to ask
a witness whether he observed any difference in the management
of the property subsequent to the sale.**

(2.) Testimony of Grantor— (A.) Generally. — The grantor may tes-

tify, as a witness, as to what his intent in fact was.*'^ Nor does

V. Gunnison, 51 Iowa 202, i N. W.
510. The court said: "It is very
plain that in replying to the question

the witness determined in his own
mind whether the acts of defendant
were or were not with the intention

to defraud creditors. His answer
was an expression of his opinion as

to the fraudulent character of the

acts and intentions of defendant.

He could not have answered the

question negatively as he did, nor
affirmatively, without expressing an
opinion upon all the acts of defend-

ant upon which he based his reply."

44. Bookman v. Stegman, 105 N.
Y. 621, II N. E. 376, where the

court, in so holding, said :
" Such

proof derives no force from the ju-

dicial order and is merely hearsay,

having no greater efifect as proof of

the facts stated therein than ex parte

affidavits made under any other cir-

cumstances. No statute makes them
evidence and no rule of common-
law evidence justifies their admis-
sion."

45. Hodges v. Coleman, 76 Ala.

103.

46. Gallagher v. Williamson, 23
Cal. 332. Compare Richardson Bros.

V. Stringfellow, 100 Ala. 416, 14

So. 283, wherein the statement of

a witness that " it seems " the as-

signor was in control of the business

after the assignment, was a mere
conclusion of the witness.

47. Colorado. — Brown v. Potter,

13 Colo. App. 512, 58 Pac. 785.
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Indiana. — Sedgwick v. Tucker, 90
Ind. 271.

lozi'a. — Selz V. Belden, 48 Iowa
45

1;
Kansas. — Gardom z'. Woodward,

44 Kan. 758, 25 Pac. 199.

Maine. — Law v. Payson, 32 Me.
521.

Massachusetts. — Thatcher v.

Phinney, 7 Allen 146.

Michigan. — Hart v. Newton. 48
Mich. 401, 12 N. W. 508; Angell v.

Pickard, 61 Mich. 561, 28 N. W. 680.

Nebraska. — Hackney v. Raymond
Bros. & Clark Co., 94 N. W. 822.

South Carolina. — McGhee v.

Wells, 57 S. C. 280, 35 S. E. 529.

Texas. — Wade v. Odle, 21 Tex.
Civ. App. 656, 54 S. W. 786. See
also Acme Brewing Co. v. Central
R. & Bkg. Co., IIS Ga. 494, 42 S.

E. 8.

Rule Stated.— In Love v. Tom-
linson, i Colo. App. 516, 29 Pac. 666,

the court, quoting from Seymour v.

Wilson, 14 N. Y. 567, said: "In this

case the party who made the alleged

fraudulent transfer was a competent
witness, and he was examined as to

the facts of the transaction by the

plaintiff, who sought to set aside the

conveyance. It may be that the cir-

cumstances disclosed by him would
lead to the conclusion that the as-

signment was fraudulent, notwith-
standing anything which he might
say as to his motives in making it.

That was a question for the referee

to determine after he had heard all

the testimony respecting it, and it
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such testimony come within the rule exckuHnpf evidence of the

declarations of a vendor, made after the sale and with the knowl-
edge of the vendee, offered to defeat the vendee's title to the prop-
erty conveyed.'**

(B.) Circumstances Surrounding Transfer. — And it is proper to

permit the allcf^cd fraudulent vendor to testify directly to the facts

and circumstances connected with the transfer, tending to show the

fraudulent character thereof."*"

(C.) Character of Transfer. — So on an issue as to the fraudulent

character of a sale of personal property, it is competent for the

vendor to state whether the transfer, which was evidenced by a

writing, was an absolute sale, and whether there were any reserva-

tions outside of it.^"

(D.) Character of Vendor's Possession.— Where the issue is

whether or not there had l>een a change of possession of property

alleged to have been conveyed for the purpose of defrauding cred-

itors, it is proper to permit the grantor to testify that he continued

in possession of the property after the conveyance merely as an

employe of his grantee. '^^

(E.) Belief of Creditors as to Grounds for Attachment.— The rule

permitting a party charged with fraud to testify as to his intent

does not apply where the issue is whether the attaching plaintiffs

had reasonable grounds to believe at the time of the attachment

that the witness was disposing of his property with intent to defraud

creditors."^

is one upon which we express no
opinion. There are cases which pre-

sent circumstances in themselves
conclusive evidence of a fraudulent

intent ; and there, no proof of inno-

cent motives, however strong, will

overcome the legal presumption.

. . . But where the facts do not

necessarily prove fraud, but only

tend to that conclusion, the evidence
of the party who made the convey-
ance, when he is so circumstanced
as to be a competent witness, should

be received for what it may be con-

sidered worth."

48. Schmitt v. Jacques, 26 Tex.
Civ. App. 125, 62 S. W. 956.

49. Schmitt v. Jacques, 26 Tex.
Civ. App. 125, 62 S. W. 956, where
the court, in so holding, said :

" In-

stances are not numerous where the

parties to the fraud, or either of
them, will testify to the facts con-
stituting it, but there is no rule con-
travening the right of either to tes-

tify when the facts indicate that both
parties to a contract were parties to

the fraud." See also Drake v.

Steadman, 46 S. C. 474. 24 S. E. 458.

On an issue as to the bona fides

vcl lion of an assignment for credit-

ors, it is competent for the assignor

to detail all the circumstances under

which the instrument was executed,

including the fact that it was made
after taking legal advice. Richard-

son V. Stringfellow, lOO Ala. 416, 14

So. 283.

50. Angel! v. Pickard, 61 Mich.

561, 28 N. W. 680.

51. Benjamin v. McElwaine-
Richards Co., 10 Ind. App. 76, 37 N.

E. 362.

52. Selz V. Belden, 48 Iowa 451,

where the court, in so holding, said

:

" The object of the testimony intro-

duced was not to set aside the sale,

but to enable the defendants to re-

cover on their counter-claim, because

of the alleged fact that the attach-

ment had been wrongfully sued out;

the gist of the issue being whether
the plaintiffs at that time had reason-

able grounds to believe the defend-
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(F.) Presumption of Fraud From Facts. — The rule permittinjy 'a

witness to testify to his own intent does not apply where the law

conclusively presumes fraud from a certain state of facts.^^

(G.) Scope of Cross-Examination.— Where a grantor testifies as to

his intent, his cross-examination at the instance of the attacking

creditors is not subject to the usual limitation of cross-examination,

but a wide latitude within the range of material facts should be

allowed.^*

ants had disposed of their property

with intent to defraud their creditors.

It was immaterial what the intent

of the defendants in fact was; they

may have acted with the utmost

good faith. The true question is,

had they so conducted themselves as

to give the plaintiffs reasonable

grounds to believe their intent was
fraudulent?

"

53. Selz V. Belden, 48 Iowa 451.

Citing Seymour v. Wilson, 14 N. Y.

567; Forbes z'. Waller, 25 N. Y. 430.

See also Hale v. Robertson, 100 Ga.

168, 27 S. E. 937-

In Snyder v. Free, 114 Mo. 360,

21 S. W. 847, the court said: " If the

necessary consequence of a conceded
transaction was defrauding another,

then, as a party must be presumed to

have foreseen and intended the

necessary consequences of his own
act, the transaction itself is conclu-

sive evidence of a fraudulent intent,

for a party cannot be permitted to

say that he did not intend the neces-

sary consequence of his own volun-

tary act. Intent or intention is an
emotion or operation of the mind,

and can usually be shown only by
acts or declarations, and, as acts

speak louder than words, if a party

does an act which must defraud an-

other, his declaring that he did not

by the act intend to defraud is

weighed down by the evidence of his

own act."

54. Bixby v. Carskaddon, 70 Iowa
726, 29 N. W. 626; Chapman v.

James, 96 Iowa 233, 64 N. W. 795

;

Clark V. Reiniger, 66 Iowa 507, 24 N.
W. 16; Kalk V. Fielding, 50 Wis.

339, 7 N. W. 296; Ganong v. Green,

71 Mich. I, 38 N. W. 661; Weadock
V. Kennedy, 80 Wis. 449, 50 N. W.
393, where the court said :

" Fraud,
as a question of fact, depends gener-
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ally upon circumstantial evidence

alone, and on a great variety of

minor facts, and the court should

not be technical or illiberal in sus-

taining objections to questions hav-

ing the least bearing upon the issue.

If there is any doubt about their ma-
teriality, they ought to be answered
rather than rejected as immaterial.

If the questions are immaterial they

injure no one. To reject seemingly
doubtful questions, in such a case,

might sometimes result in great in-

justice by shutting out important
facts."

In Robinson v. Woodmansee, So
Ga. 249, 4 S. E. 497, where the

debtor had testified that he applied to

a third person for a loan of money,
who introduced him to the mort-
gagee in the first mortgage given,

and which was attacked in the bill,

and took part in obtaining the loan
for him and a subsequent extension
of time, it was held that the debtor
might be asked on cross-examination
whether or not the person to whom
he had applied for the loan had not
shortly thereafter failed and had
made him a preferred creditor.

An alleged fraudulent grantor
may, upon cross-examination, be
asked if he conveyed the property
in question in order to prevent its

being seized on attachment. Hal-
lock V. Alvord, 61 Conn. 194, 23
Atl. 131.

Statements Contradicting Testi-

mony in Chief— In Beuerlien v.

O'Leary, 149 N. Y. t,2,> 43 N. E. 417,

where the vendor had testified as a

witness for the vendee and in sup-

port of the good faith of the sale, it

was held that he might be asked, on
cross-examination, as to his having
made statements out of court and in

the absence of the vendee, to the

effect that the sale was colorable
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(H.) Weight of Testimony.— Where tlie facts and circumstances
show a conveyance to be frauchilent as against creditors, the testi-

mony of the grantor that the conveyance was made in good faith

and without fraudulent intent will avail but little.^'*

(3.) Testimony of Grantee.— An alleged fraudulent grantee is not

a competent witness to testify concerning the intent of the grantor

in making the conveyance.^'^

b. As Rcsf^ccfs the Grantee.— (1.) Testimony of the Grantee.

An alleged fraudulent grantee is a competent witness to testify

that he did not know that the conveyance was made by the grantor

with intent to defraud his creditors," and that in taking the con-

veyance he had no intent to defraud the creditors of his grantor.^*

only. And in Whittle v. Bailes, 65
Mich. 640, 32 N. W. 874, an action

to recover the value of property sold

on execution brought by an alleged

purchaser from the judgment debtor,

it was held that the defendant should

have been permitted to show by tlic

debtor, on cross-examination, that

he was insolvent and had trans-

ferred all of his property with in-

tent to defraud his creditors.

55, Bell r. Devore, 96 111. 217.

See also Pickett v. Pipkin, 64 Ala.

520. where the parties to the trans-

action professed their good faith and
vigorously disclaimed all purpose to

defraud, yet it was held that these

professions were but their own esti-

mate of their conduct and transac-

tions, and could not relieve them
from offering a reasonable and just

explanation of facts which are in-

consistent with their opinions.

In Personette f. Cronkhitc, 140
Ind. 586, 40 N. E. 59, it was held

that although the alleged fraudulent
grantor had testified positively that

he did not intend or design that the

conveyance should operate as a fraud

upon all of his creditors, but that

•he had made the conveyance in order

to hinder or defraud a particular

creditor, he must be charged with
the probable and necessary conse-

quences of his own acts, and the re-

sult of his fraud must be attributed

to him.

56. Manufacturers & Traders
Bank v. Koch. 105 N. Y. 6.^0. 12 N.

E. 9. See al.so Cothran 7'. Forsythe,

68 Ga. 560, to the effect that the

grantee is not a competent witness

to testify as to the intention of the

grantor without giving facts to show
the basis for such conclusion.

57. Frost V. Rosecrans, 66 Iowa

405, 23 N. W. 895; Richolson V.

Freeman, 56 Kan. 463, 43 Pac. 772;

Lincoln v. Wilbur, 125 Mass. 249.

In Wade v. Odle, 21 Tex. Civ. App.

656, 54 S. W. 786, an alleged fraud-

ulent trustee was held to have been

properly nermitted to testify that
" he had no knowledge whatever of

any fraudulent intent or of any in-

tent on the part of Odle Bros, to

hinder or delay their creditors in

making the deed of trust. There
was no secret agreement or under-

standing between them and him
that he was to handle the property

and become the owner of it. Neither

was there any secret understanding

or agreement between them by which
any of their property was to be

covered up or secreted. His inten-

tion in accepting the position of trus-

tee was to endeavor to go ahead and
execute the trust, and to sell the

property for every dollar he could,

and, if possible, make it pay every

dollar they owed."
58. California. — Byrne t'. Reed,

75 Cal. 277, 17 Pac. 201.

Colorado. — Brown z'. Potter. 13

Colo. App. 512, 29 Pac. 666; Love z:

Tomlinson, i Colo. App. 516, 58 Pac.

Iiuliana. — Wilson z\ Clark, i Ind.

App. 182, 27 N. E. 310.

lozva. — Frost v. Rosecrans, 66

Iowa 405, 2T, N. W. 895.

Kansas. — Gentry z'. Kelley, 49
Kan. 82, 30 Pac. 186.

Michigan. — Bedford v. Penny, 58
Mich. 424, 25 N. W. 381 ; Blanchard
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(2.) Cross-Examination. — The court should permit a wide latitude
in the cross-examination of the g-rantee.^"

B. Indirect ExiDiiNCiC. — a. Circumstances Surrounding Trans-
action. — (1.) Generally.— As Respects the Grantor. — While the bur-
den of proving- a deed fraudulent in fact as to creditors is upon the
creditors, positive evidence of fraudulent intent on the part of the

V. Moors, 85 Mich. 380, 48 N. W.
542.

New York. — Bedell v. Chase, 34
N. Y. 386. Compare Hathaway v.

Brown. 18 Minn. 414.
Rule Stated.— In Hamburg v.

Wood, 66 Tex. 168, 18 S. W. 623,
the court said :

" The motive which
actuated the witness in a given act
was not opinion or legal conclusion,
but knowledge as direct as that de-
rived from the senses. Such testi-

mony lacks some of the sanctions of
an oath. It would perhaps be im-
possible to convict the witness of
perjury; he cannot be directly con-
tradicted in what he states. But he
is allowed to testify, and knows the
truth, known absolutely only to him-
self; and authority, almost without
dissent, holds such testimony ad-
missible. Abb. Tr. Ev. 739; Bump
Fraud. Conv. 574; i Whart. Ev.
§§482, 508, and cases cited in the
notes ; Wait Fraud. Conv. § 205.
That the truth of the testimony can-
not be tested in the usual methods,
and the witness cannot be detected
and disgraced, or convicted and pun-
ished, in the usual or in fact in any
way, affects the weight, and not the
competency, of the evidence. The
evil can be remedied by the legisla-
ture, but not by the courts. Wheel-
den V. Wilson, 44 Me. 18; Berkey v.

Judd, 22 Minn. 297."

Alabama Rule._ In Richardson v.

Stringfellow, 100 Ala. 416, 14 So. 283,
an action by a creditor attacking an
assignment for creditors as being
fraudulent, wherein a witness had
testified to a conversation, occurring
shortly before the assignment, be-
tween him and the assignor concern-
ing certain failures, in which the lat-

ter remarked that he did not know
but that he might be forced to make
an assignment himself— that if it

were not for the name of the thing he
would do so— it was held that the
assignor might, in rebuttal, testify to
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any reasonable explanation of such
remark, but that he could not state

the uncommunicated intention or pur-
pose which actuated him to make the
statement, because such purpose or
intention was to be arrived at from
what he then said and all then exist-

ing circumstances throwing light on
the conversation.

59. Allen v. Kirk, 81 Iowa 658,

47 N. W. 906; Weadock v. Kennedy,
80 Wis. 449, 50 N. W. 393; Wood-
ruff V. Wilkinson, y^ Ga. 115; Krolik
V. Graham, 64 Mich. 226, 31 N. W.
307 ; Bowersock v. Adams, 55 Kan.
681, 41 Pac. 971 ; Nicolay v. Mallery,
62 Minn. 119, 64 N. W. 108.

In Trumbull v. Hewitt, 65 Conn.
60, 31 Atl. 492, an action to set aside

conveyances made by a husband to

his wife, as being fraudulent, the

wife had testified on her own behalf

that at the time of the conveyance she

had no knowledge that her husband
was in embarrassed circumstances,
and knew nothing about his business
or of any intent to defraud creditors,

and it was held, as bearing on this

question of knowledge, that she
might properly be inquired of on
cross-examination respecting trans-

fers of other property made to her
by her husband about a year previ-

ous.

In Hathaway v. Brown, 18 ]\Iinn.

414, where the issue was as to the

good faith of a sale by a debtor to

the plaintiff, attacked by the defend-
ant as having been made in fraud of

creditors, it was held that the plain-

tiff, while testifying as a witness on
his own behalf, might be asked on
cross-examination what reasons the

debtor gave for wishing to sell out
when he proposed the sale.

In Urdangen v. Doner (Iowa), 98
N. W. 317, the testimony of the al-

leged fraudulent vendee relative to

his having been offered another stock
of goods at a certain price was
brought out on his cross-examination
and was held competent.
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j::rantor is not required,"" but it may be inferred from the circum-
stances surroundin}^:- the transaction, and the relation and situation

of the parties to it and to each other."'* This circumstantial evi-

dence, if adequate to satisfy the court or jury of such fraudulent

60. " Where a fraud is contem-
plated and coinmitted upon creditors,

concealment of it is the first and
generally the most persistent effort

of those who re engaged in it.

Publicity would render their acts

vain and useless. Leaving direct

and positive evidence accessible to

those injured by it would be the

equivalent of a confession of the

culpable intent, and of the defeasible

character of the transaction. There
are numerous circumstances, so fre-

quently attending sales, conveyances
and transfers, intended to hinder, de-

lay and defraud creditors that they

are known and denominated badges
of fraud. They do not constitute— are

not elements of— fraud, but mere-
ly circumstances from which it may
be inferred. So there are many cir-

cumstances from which crime and the

identity of the criminal agent may be

inferred, yet no one of them, in it-

self, criminal. When a fact is proved,

or to be proved, by circumstantial

evidence, the concurrence of a num-
ber of independent circumstances,

each tending to prove it, increases

and strengthens the probability of
its truth. They may be, each and
all, explained, and their probative

force lessened, if not destroyed. But
the absence of evidence in explana-

tion or weakening or neutralizing

their force adds to the probability of

the truth of the conclusion to which
they point." Thames z'. Rembert,

63 .-Ma. 561.

In Schroeder v. Walsh, 120 111. 403.

II N. E. 70, the jury were charged
as follows :

" Fraud is never to be
presumed, but must be affirmatively

proved by the party alleging the

same. The law presumes that all

men are fair and honest — that their

dealings are in good faith, and with-
out intention to disturb, cheat, hin-

der, delay or defraud others; and if

any transaction called in question is

equally capable of two constructions
— one that is fair and honest, and
the other that is dishonest — there

the law is that the transaction ques-

tioned is presumed to be honest and
fair." To the objection that this in-

struction required fraud to be .shown

by affirmative testimony, and ex-

cluded all circumstantial evidence, the

court said :
" We do not think it

does so, by any fair and reasonable

construction. Fraud in fact, as con-

tradistinguished from fraud in law,

is never presumed without evidence,

but must be proved by either direct

or indirect evidence. The instruction

does not undertake to say what kind

of evidence must be adduced, but its

drift and purpose is to show that the

party charging fraud has the affirma-

tive of the issue, and must sustain

the charge by proof on his part. He
may do this by showing facts or cir-

cumstances from which fraud is in-

ferred, and thus establish fraud af-

firmatively. This instruction is not
obnoxious to the objection made to

it." See also Mathews z'. Reinhardt,

149 111. 635. 37 N. E. 85.
" The proposition that ' fraud must

be proved and not presumed ' is to

be understood only as affirming that

a contract honest and lawful on its

face must be treated as such until it

is shown to be otherwise by evi-

dence either positive or circumstan-
tial. Fraud may be inferred from
facts calculated tq establish it. If

the facts established afford a suffi-

cient and reasonable ground for

drawing the inference of fraud, the

conclusion, to which the proof tends,

must in the absence of explanation
or contradiction be adopted. A
deduction of fraud may be made not
only from deceptive assertions and
false representations, but from facts,

incidents and circumstances which
may be trivial in themselves, but may
in a given case be often decisive of a
fraudulent design." Goshorn z:

Snodgrass, 17 W. Va. 717.

61. Heath 7-. Koon, 130 Mich. 54,

8g N. W. 559; Meyer r. Baird. 120

Iowa 597, 94 N. W. 1129; Burrill z:

Kimbell, 65 Mich. 217, 31 N. W.
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intent, is sufficient, and, indeed, is often the only evidence attaina-

ble.'^- Thus, it is proper to receive evidence tending' to show

transactions contemporaneous with the conveyance in question indi-

842; New York Store Merc. Co. v.

West (Mo. App.), 80 S. W. 923;
Merrill v. Meachum, 5 Day (Conn.)

341-
" In every transaction where fraud

is imputed, it must be conceded to

be of essential importance that the

jury should be put in possession of

every fact and circumstance tending

to elucidate the question. It is im-

possible to say the same conclusion

would arise in the mind of any one,

of the validity of a transaction car-

ried on by parties secretly and

without any known motive, and one

which was transacted at the instance

or on the advice of another." Good-
game V. Cole, 12 Ala. 77.

The entire antecedents of the

dealings between a principal defend-

ant and a garnishee and their agents,

and all transactions regarding the

property and its disposal, are admis-

sible in evidence on an issue as to

the fraudulent character of the deal-

ings of the garnishee as against the

principal defendant's creditors. Cum-
mings V. Fearey, 44 Mich. 39, 6 N.

W. 98.

In an action by a fraudulent

grantee to quiet the title in himself

against a subsequent purchaser in

good faith and for value, a contract

between the fraudulent grantor act-

ing as attorney in fact for the plain-

tiff and the defendant for the pur-

chase of the property in controversy,

is admissible. Hurley v. Osier, 44
Iowa 642.

On an issue as to the fraudulent

intent on the part of a vendor it is

competent to show that at the place

where the sale was negotiated he

went to a hotel and registered under

an assumed name as if to conceal his

identity. Freese v. Kemplay, 118

Fed. 428.

The fact that an alleged fraudu-
lent grantee did not return the prop-

erty conveyed for taxation is some
evidence that he did not consider
himself as the owner thereof, and is

admissible to establish fraud. Shober
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V. Wheeler, 113 N. C. 370, 18 S. E.

328.

On an issue as to whether a debtor

was attempting to fraudulently con-

vey his property, it is competent to

show that he tried to collect certain

garnished claims and offered to give

receipts for payments therefor ante-

dating the garnishment. Milwaukee
Harvester Co. v. Tymich, 68 Ark.

225. 58 S. W. 252.
" The purpose or intent of the par-

ties to a sale of goods must be

judged of by the conduct of the par-

ties and by all the circumstances con-

nected with and surrounding the

transaction. Circumstances appar-

ently trivial or unimportant in them-
selves when considered singly, may,
when taken in connection with others,

form important links in the chain of

evidence that fixes the character of

the transaction." Kane v. Drake, 27

Ind. 29.

62. United States. — Vansickle v.

Wells-Fargo & Co., 105 Fed. 16.

Alabama.—Constantine v. Twelves,

29 Ala. 607 ; Whelan v. McCreary, 64
Ala. 319; Pickett v. Pipkin, 64 Ala.

520; Coal City & C. Co. v. Hazard
Powder Co., 108 Ala. 218, 19 So. 392.

Arkansas. — Erb v. Cole, 31 Ark.

554-
Delazvare. — Brown v. Dickerson,

2 Marv. 119, 42 Atl. 421.

Georgia. — Colquit v. Thomas, 8

Ga. 258.

Illinois. — Reed v. Noxon, 48 III.

323; Bear v. Bear, 145 111. 21, 33 N.

E. 878; Schroeder v. Walsh, 120 111.

403, II N. E. 70.

Indiana. — Levi v. Kraminer, 2

Ind. App. 594, 28 N. E. 1028.

lozva. — Zimmerman v. Heinrichs,

43 Iowa 260; Turner v. Hardin, 80

Iowa 691, 45 N. W. 758; Craig v.

Fowler, 59 Iowa 200, 13 N. W. 116.

Kansas. — LaClef v. Campbell, 3

Kan. App. 756, 45 Pac. 461.

Louisiana. — King v. Atkins, 33
La. Ann. 1057; Worrell v. Vickers,

30 La. Ann. 202.

Maryland. — Anderson v. Tydings,

3 Md. Ch. 167; Powles v. Dilley, 9
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catinj];' a general ])uriiose of fraud."'' So also the manner in which

the debtor had recently obtained j^oods from his creditors, as well

Gill 222; Kolb V. Whitcly, 3 Gill &
J. 188.

Massachusetts.—Svveetser v. Bates,

117 Mass. 466; O'Donncll v. Hall,

157 Mass. 463, 32 N. E. 666; Mansir
V. Crosby, 6 Gray 334.

Michigan. — Ferris v. McQueen, 94
Mich. 367, 54 N. W. 164; Judge v.

Vogel. 38 Mich. 569; Carew v.

Mathews, 49 Mich. 302, 13 N. W.
600.

Minnesota. — Blackman v. Whea-
ton, 13 Minn. 326; Filley v. Reg-
ister, 4 Minn. 391, yj Am. Dec. 522.

Mississippi. — Parkhurst v. Mc-
Graw, 2 Cushm. 134.

Missouri. — New York Store Merc.
Co. V. West (Mo. App.). 80 S. W.
923; Deering z'. Collins, 38 Mo. App.
73; Peters-Miller Shoe Co. v. Case-

beer, 53 Mo. App. 640; Thompson i'.

Cohen, 24 S. W. 1023.

Virginia. — Knight v. Nease, 53 W.
Va. 50, 44 S. E. 414.

63. Debtor Taking Notes for Out-
standing Accounts in Wife's Name,
etc— In Dyer v. Taylor, 50 Ark.

314, 7 S. W. 258, where the issue

was as to the bona fides of a sale by
a merchant, in embarrassed circum-
stances, to his brother-in-law, it was
held that evidence showing that at

about the time of the sale the mer-
chant took notes in his wife's name
in settlement of accounts, that his

books were mutilated, that dates were
altered, and that balances on the

books were changed, was admissible,

as it tended to prove transactions in-

dicating a general purpose of fraud,

and thus to show the motive which
actuated the debtor in making the

sale. In Chapman v. James, 96 Iowa
233, 64 N. W. 795, an action by a

mortgagee against attaching credit-

ors who attacked the mortgage as

being in fraud of their rights, and
al'^o claimed that a bill of sale by one
of the mortgagors to the other was
fraudulent, the defendant called the

vendee under the bill of sale and in-

quired of him as to the disposition

made by him of his property, includ-

ing that embraced in the bill of sale

made soon after such sale. It was
claimed by the plaintiffs that this

evidence came within the rule that

evidence of acts and declarations of a

grantor, after he has parted with
title, are not admissible against his

grantee. But the court held that as

it was alleged that the mortgagors
had considered that the mortgage
was vohmtary and without considera-

tion, the evidence offered tended to

support the charge of conspiracy, and
the transactions proved were so con-

nected in point of time and circum-
stances as to constitute a part of tlic

res gestae, and were hence admis-
sible.

In Gumberg r. Treusch, 103 Mich.

543. 61 N. W. 872, the principal de-

fendant and the garnishees had been
engaged in the same kind of business.

The principal defendant had been at

one time an employe of the gar-

nishees, and later a partner with
them, and later still had purchased
from them the stock owned by the

firm, and another broken stock be-

longing to a branch store which the

garnishees had operated for a time

at a loss. The theory of the plain-

tiffs was that the principal defendant

had transferred a large amount of

goods to the garnishees in payment
of an indebtedness which was not

bona fide, and which goods were pro-

cured for that purpose pursuant to a

fraudulent srheme entered into by the

principal and garnishee defendants.

And it was held competent for the

plaintiffs to show whether orders for

goods given by the garnishees were
filled in the usual course of business

or otherwise; and that, immediately
after the sale of the stock of goods

by the garnishees to the principal de-

fendant, he sent out a number of

letters to different dealers, asking for

quotations and samples, it appearing

that he was without capital, and,

according to the claim of the gar-

nishees, his indebtedness equaled, if

it did not exceed, his assets.

In Rosenthal v. Bishop, 98 Mich.

527. 57 N. W. 573, an action involv-

ing the bona fides of a chattel mort-

gage given by a retail dealer to a

firm with whom he had dealt for sev-

eral years, to secure the existing in-

debtedness and the price of a bill of
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as the manner in which he had disposed of them, is proper to be

shown.®*

As Respects the Grantee. — Again, on an issue as to the knowledge
and intent of the grantee, it is proper to show what preceded and
followed the transaction, the relations of the parties prior and sub-

sequent thereto, and all the facts and circumstances surrounding the

principal event.®'

goods which the mortgagees claimed
had been ordered by him, but which
the mortgagor denied, and testified

that the mortgage was given for a

larger amount in fraud of other cred-
itors, it was- held competent for the

assailants of the mortgage to show in

what quantities the mortgagor had
usually ordered goods from the mort-
gagees, and that the alleged order
was an unusual one, and out of all

proportion to the business carried on
by him.
Unusual Extension of Credit In

Spaulding v. Adams, 63 Iowa 437, 19

N. W. 341, where the property em-
braced in the conveyance attacked
had been sold under an agreement for

an unusual extension of credit to the

purchaser, it was held that that fact

might be considered by the jury in

determining the good faith of the

transaction ; and that it was error

for the court to charge the jury as a

matter of law that such fact should
have no tendency to show an intent

on the part of the vendor to defraud
his creditors in case they should find

an intent on his part to apply the pro-

ceedings of the sale, when collected,

to the payment of his debts.

64. Gray v. St. John, 35 111. 222.

65. Craig v. Fowler, 59 Iowa 200,

13 N. W. 116; Zimmerman v. Hein-
richs, 43 Iowa 260; Buckingham v.

Tyler, 74 ]\Iich. loi, 41 N. W. 868;
Showman v. Lee, 86 Alich. 556, 49 N.
W. 578; Erfort V. Consalus, 47 >Tn.

207; Reynolds v. Cawthrop, 37 W.
Va. 3, 16 S. E. 364; Knower v. Cad-
den Clothing Co., 57 Conn. 202.

In Levi 7'. Kraminer, 2 Ind. App.
594, 28 N. E. 1028. the alleged fraud-
ulent vendee claimed that he had
bought the property of his vendor to

prevent its sale at a sacrifice and thus
injure the local market: and it was
held that newspaper advertisements
published at the instance of the ven-

dee, advertising the property for sale
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at a sacrifice as a bankrupt stock,

were properly received in evidence as

tending to show that he at once ad-

vertised and sold the stock in the

manner in which he pretended to be

fearful it would be sold by his ven-

dor.

In First Nat. Bank v. Marshall, 56

Kan. 441, 43 Pac. 774. it was held

on a controversy between a chattel

mortgagee and a sheriff claiming pos-

session by virtue of an attachment
wherein it was claimed that the mort-
gage was fraudulent, that letters writ-

ten by the managing officer of the

chattel mortgagee to creditors while

the rights of the parties remained un-

determined, calculated to influence

their action v/ith reference to the col-

lection of their claims, as well as

telegrams sent by creditors to the

mortgagee with reference thereto,

were admissible in evidence, although

written and sent after the execution

of the mortgage, and after the levy

of the attachment. The court said:
" Although the chattel mortgages had
been executed and attachments had
been levied on the goods, the rights

of the parties had not been deter-

mined. The bank was still seeking

to hold the property as against cred-

itors, and its communications with
them, through its president, with ref-

erence to litigation pending or pros-

pective, and with reference to the ac-

tion they might or ought to take for

the protection of their interests, and
with reference to the claims of the

bank, were all properly admissible

in evidence."

In Bridge v. Eggleston, 14 Mass.
245, 7 Am. Dec. 209, it was held that

as a fraudulent intent of the grantor
and a knowledge thereof or partici-

pation therein by the grantee are
both to be proved, the evidence may
apply separately to the two branches
of the case. To prove the fraud of
the grantor, his conduct and declara-
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(2.) Soope of Inquiry. — r.rcat latitude is g^cnerally allowed in the

admission of evidence tending to prove the fraud.""

tions before the conveyance may be

the best evidence of his framhilent

purpose. And if this be proved, the

knowledge of it on the part of the

grantee may be proved by circum-
stances tending to show a knowledge
of the designs of the grantor.

On an issue as to whether' or not

an assignment of a bank deposit was
fraudulent, evidence that the assignee

knew of the creditor's claim against

his assignor, and that they were at-

tempting to hold the fund repre-

sented by the deposit, is admissible

to aid in determining whether the

assignment was made in good faith,

for a good consideration. Sullivan v.

Langley. 124 Mass. 264.

66. A lab a m a. — Shealy v. Ed-
wards, 75 Ala. 411.

Florida. — Armour v. Doig, 34 So.

249-

Iowa.— McNorton 7'. Akers, 24
Iowa 369; Price z\ Alahoney, 24
Tnwa 582; Kelliher V. Sutton, 115

Iowa 632, 89 N. W. 26.

Louisiana. — ChafTe v. Lisso, 34
La. Ann. 310.

Maryland. — Cooke v. Cooke, 43
]\Id. 522.

Michigan. — Hart v. Newton, 48
Mich. 401, 12 N. W. 508; Fury v.

Strohecker, 44 Mich. ^t,7, 6 N. W.
834; Flanigan v. Lampman, 12 Mich.

58; Gumbcrg z\ Trcuesch, 103 Mich.

543. 61 N. W. 872.

Minnesota. — Ladd 7'. Newell, 34
Minn. 107, 24 N. W. 366.

Missouri. — Field v. Liverman, 17

Mo. 218.

Pennsylvania. — Heath v. Slocum,
11=; Pa. St. 549, 9 Atl. 2S9; Zcrbe v.

Miller, 16 Pa. St. 488; Oarrigues v.

Harris, 17 Pa. St. 344; Snayberger v.

Fahl, 195 Pa. St. 336. 45 Atl 1065.

Rhode Island. — Sarle 7'. Arnold, 7
R. I. 582.

South Carolina. — Archer v. Long,
38 S. C. 272, 16 S. E. 998.

Texas. — Cox v. Trent. I Tex. Civ.

App. 639. 20 S. W. II 18.

Utah. — Ogden State Bank v.

Barker. 12 Utah 13. 40 Pac. 765.

Parties committing such frauds
usually seek to conceal the direct and
positive evidence of their guilt.

Hence, resort may generally l)e had
to proof of circumstances somewhat
remotely connected with the trans-

action. Circumstances, however
slight, relating to the transaction

and tending to throw light upon its

character are competent evidence so

far as the same are connected with
the parties. Grimes v. Hill, 15 Colo.

359, 25 Pac. 698.

As a general rule, great latitude is

allowed in the range of evidence,

when the question of fraud is in-

volved. It is indispen.sable to truth

and justice that it should be so; for

it is hardly ever possible to prove

fraud, except by a comprehensive and
comparative view of the actions of

the party to whom the fraud is im-

puted, and his relative position a

reasonable time before, at and after

the time at which the act of fraud is

alleged to have been committed. No
more precise general rule can be laid

down in such cases. Snodgrass 7'.

Branch Bank, 25 Ala. 161, 60 Am.
Dec. 505.

In Loos 7'. Wilkinson, 1 10 N. Y.

195, 18 N. E. 99, wherein it was
claimed that the consideration for

the conveyance was a balance due on
a bond then held by the grantee, exe-

cuted by the grantors, and the ques-

tion was as to whether the bond was
ever a subsisting obligation, and
whether there was anything due on
it. It appeared that the grantors

kept books of account as bankers, in

which their financial transactions

were entered. On the trial, evidence

was received that those books con-

tained no entry of indolitcdncss of

the grantors to the grantee upon any
such bond or any other indebtedness.

The court, in holding that this evi-

dence was properly received, said:
" The scope of the inquiry where
fraud is under investigation may be

a very broad one, and the inquiry

may, subject to some control of the

trial judge, extend over a wide field,

and it should not be limited, as it

must be in an action by a creditor

simply to recover his debt from his

debtor."

In Robinson v. Woodmansce, 80

Vol. VI
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(3.) Evidence Supporting Validity of Conveyance.— And the rule per-

mitting' a wiilc latitude of inquiry applies with equal force to evi-

dence to support the conveyance,"^ and the grantee has a full and
perfect right to prove any fact or circumstance, not otherwise objec-

tionable, wiiich will in any way tend to avoid the actual fraud and
prove the real intention of the parties.*^^ Thus, it is proper to permit

Ga. 249, 4 S. E. 497, where a bill

had been filed by creditors against a

debtor, alleging that the latter had
made a fraudulent sale of his property

to his brother and others, and an in-

junction was granted, it was held

that it was not error to receive in

evidence on the trial a petition filed

by the complainants against the

debtor and his vendee, praying for

an attachment for contempt against

them for violating the injunction

and their answer thereto; that one of

the questions in the case was whether
or not the debtor had made a fraudu-
lent sale, and these documents tend-

ing to show that he persisted in try-

ing to give effect to such sale were
admissible against him.

67. Heath v. Slocum, 115 Pa. St.

c;49, 9 Atl. 259; Barnett v. Vincent,

69 Tex. 68s, 7 S. W. 525.

Evidence that an alleged fraudu-
lent vendor of chattels was in ill-

health and required a change of cli-

mate is admissible to show the good
faith of the transaction. Vyn v. Kep-
pel, 108 ]\Iich. 244, 65 N. W. 966.

It is proper to permit the trans-

feree to show that he was advised by
a third person to come to the debtor's

place of residence for the purpose of
securing a debt due to him, and that

he came for that purpose. His pur-
pose in coming is a part of the res

gestae. Goodgame v. Cole, 12

Ala. 77.

On a controversy between attach-

ing creditors and an alleged fraudu-
lent grantee it is proper to permit the
latter to introduce evidence showing
that the grantors, within four months
preceding the execution of the con-
veyance in question, had paid out to

their creditors and expended in their

business a large sum of money.
Troy Fertilizer Co. v. Norman, 107
Ala. 667, 18 So. 201, where the court
said :

" They reduced their actual

indebtedness by the amount they paid
their creditors, and if they expended
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the money in their business, these

facts w.ere competent to be considered

by the jury, together with all the

evidence in the cause tending to show
that defendants were not contemplat-

ing a failure and closing up of their

business and defrauding their cred-

itors at the time."

In Evans v. Lewis, 30 Ohio St. II,

an action by a subsequent creditor to

set aside a voluntary conveyance on
the ground that it was made with
intent to defraud the plaintifif, which
intent the plaintiff had offered evi-

dence to disprove, it was held error

to exclude evidence offered by the

defendant tending to show that some-
time prior to the conveyance in ques-

tion, and before the cause of action

for which the plaintiff's judgment
was recovered has accrued, the

grantor had promised his wife that

he would convey the property in

question to her.

Applying Proceeds to Payment of

Debts. — It is proper to show that

the entire proceeds of the sale in

question were immediately applied by
the vendor in payment of his debts.

Bedell v. Chase, 34 N. Y. 386.

68. Filley v. Register, 4 Minn.
391-

In Rice v. Bancroft, 11 Pick.

(Mass.) 469, an action of trespass

for seizing the plaintiff's property

wherein the defendant relied on evi-

dence that a debtor in failing circum-
stances fraudulently conveyed the

property to his son and that the

plaintiff with knowledge of the fraud
received it from the son in exchange
for other property, it was held
proper for the plaintiff to rebut evi-

dence of such knowledge by intro-

ducing evidence that before the

debtor was in failing circumstances
he had been heard to speak of ex-
changing property with the plaintiff.

On a controversy between a vendee
of personal property under a bill of
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an alleged fraudulent grantee to show that he had insured the prop-
erty,®" and had used it as his ownj"

sale, alisnhitc on its face, and a crcrl-

itor of the vendor, the fact that the
vendee filed the bill of sale in the
proper recording office is relevant

upon the claim made by him that

the transfer was absolute and not by
way of security. Wesscls v. Bee-
man, 87 Mich. 481, 4Q N. W. 483,

where the court said :
" It was

proper for the jury to consider the

fact in determining whether it was
an absolute sale, as claimed by plain-

tiff, or intended as a security, as

claimed by defendants. If the jury

found that there was an absolute

sale, then the question of delivery

and actual and continued change of

possession was important, for, if there

was no actual delivery, followed by a

continued change of possession, the

burden of proof was upon the plain-

tiff to show that the sale was made
in good faith, and without any inten-

tion to defraud creditors; but if it

was intended as a security, and the

affidavit was not filed as required by
the statute, then it would be void as

against such creditors as should ac-

quire a lien after the expiration of a

year and before the filing of the re-

newal affidavit ; and in this case it

is conceded that no renewal affidavit

was filed. The act of the party in

filing a bill of sale had some sig-

nificance upon the question as to

whether it was an absolute transfer

or only a security."

Rebutting Presumption Prom
Grantor's Acts. — On an issue as to

the fraudulent character of a deed of

trust it is competent for the trustee

to show that his actions, with refer-

ence to the trust property, have been
in accordance with the deed for the

purpose of rebutting any presump-
tion which might arise from the acts

of the grantor. Graham v. Lockhart,
8 Ala. 9.

On an issue as to whether or not
a transfer of a stock of goods was
fraudulent, the fact that the goods
had been delivered to the transferee
and that sales therefrom had been
made by his clerk in due course of
trade prior to the levy of attachments
issued against his vendor, is relevant

evidence as tending to show his bona
fidr ownership of the goods. Shealy
V. Rdwards, 75 Ala. 411.

Purchase of Property Under Ad-
vice to Secure Debt In (ViKidgaine

V. Clifton. 13 Ala. 583, a purchase
made by a ward from his former
guardian was attacked for fraud ; it

was held that the ward might show
that he was advised to come to the

guardian's place of residence and se-

cure the debt by a purchase of the

property in controversy, and that he
did come within a very short time
and make the purchase. This was
for the purpose of explaining the

transaction and the motives which
prompted the purchase. But in Bick-
nell V. Mellett, 160 Mass. 328, 35 N.
E. 1130, an action by an assignee
in insolvency to recover the value of
the insolvent's stock in trade from
the holder of a mortgage upon it al-

leged to have been made in fraud
of the insolvent laws, it was held that

the defendant coula not introduce ev-

idence of what he had been told by
counsel with reference to his legal

right to make the mortgage loan.

If the debtor intended a fraud on
the insolvent laws, all that is neces-
sary to be proved against the de-

fendant is that he had reasonable
cause to believe that the debtor was
insolvent and had such an intent.

This depends on the opinion of the

jury or court, as the case may be, as

to what conclusion a prudent busi-

ness man would draw from the facts

known by the defendant, and the only
matter for evidence, therefore, is as

to what facts were known.
69. Brickley v. Walker, 68 Miss.

70. Hall V. Moriarty, 57 Mich.

345. 24 N. W. 96.

In Flood 7'. Clcmence, 106 Mass.
299. the plaintiff proved the convey-
ance to him by mortgage and sale of

the property in question and offered

evidence to show that before the at-

tachment of it by the defendant he
took possession of the property and
the building thereon. These convey-
ances the defendant alleged to be
fraudulent, and produced evidence

Vol. VI
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b. Unduly WithJwhling Instrument from Record.— The circum-
stance of unduly witlilioldine;- the instrument of conveyance in ques-
tion from record is undoubtedly indicative of a fraudulent design
and proper to be shown ; although, like other facts, it may be
explained."^

c. Retention of Possession by Vendor. — The fact that after the
transfer alleged to be fraudulent the vendor retained possession of

the property may be shown on an issue as to whether or not the

conveyance was made in fraud of creditors.'^

d. Subsequent Fraudulent Use of Instrument. — Although a deed
which at the time of its execution may be fair and valid as against

creditors cannot become fraudulent and void by matters occurring
subsequently, yet, in determining the intent with which the deed was
made, it is competent, as against the parties to it, to show the use to

which they applied it subsequently.''^

e. Existence of Other Debts.— It may be shown as against an

alleged fraudulent vendee that the vendor had creditors at the time

of the alleged fraudulent conveyance, and that their claims were so

large as to furnish a probable motive to defraud,''* and that the

vendee knew of such indebtedness/^

that there was no change in the
building inside or outside after the

sale up to the time of the trial, and
that the business was carried on ap-
parently by the same person and in

the same manner as before. In reply

the plaintiff offered to prove that be-

fore the final sale to him the former
owner offered to sell to another
party who applied to him for his

consent, and that after the attachment
other stock was purchased for the
store by the plaintiff in his own
name. It was held that even though
the evidence rejected would materi-
ally contradict the evidence to which
it was offered in reply, it was not so
significant in character as to make
its rejection error.

Evidence on the part of an alleged
fraudulent grantee to the effect that

after the conveyance he had put im-
provements upon the property, is ad-
missible. Stewart v. Fenner, 8i Pa.

177-

71. McDaniel v. Parish, 4 App. D.
C. 213.

72. Moog V. Benedicks. 49 Ala.
512. See also Ashcroft ?'. Simmons,
163 Mass. 437, 40 N. E. 171, and
Cowles V. Coe, 21 Conn. 220.

73. Kelliher v. Sutton, 115 Iowa
632, 89 N. W. 26; Lynde v. Mc-
Gregor, 13 Allen (Mass.) 172; Ship-
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man v. Seymour, 40 Mich. 274; Far-

mers Bank v. Douglass, 11 Smed. &
M. (Miss.), 469. See also Tolerton

V. First Nat. Bank, 63 Neb. 674, 88
N. W. 865.

74. Helfrich v. Stem, 17 Pa. St.

143 ; Stewart v. Fenner. 81 Pa. St.

177. See also Ross v. Wellman, 102

Cal. I, 36 Pac. 402.

Records of Judgments against the

party whose property has been pur-

chased at a sheriff's sale, one ob-

tained before the sale and others

soon thereafter, are competent evi-

dence to establish the fact of the ex-
istence of creditors who might be in-

jured by the sale. McMichael v. Mc-
Dermott, 17 Pa. St. 353, 55 Am. Dec.

560.

75. Hallock v. Alford, 61 Conn.
194, 23 Atl. 131, where the court said

:

" Considering the relationship of the

parties [mother and son], it was a

circumstance bearing upon the prob-
ability that there was an actual sale

of the property, a question upon
which it was the right of the de-

fendant to turn all the light which
the surrounding circumstances would
afford."

The fact that a vendor of property
was largely in debt for it, and that

that fact was known to his vendee,
on a purchase of most of the prop-
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f. Pendency of Actions A (gainst J^ciidor. — It is competent for the

attackini]^ creditor to prove the ix^ndcncy of actions against his debtor

at the time of the execution of the conveyance.''"

g. Clai)n of I 'cndcc Barred by Statute of Limitations.— The fact

that some of the items of the claim of indebtedness relied on to

constitute the consideration for a conveyance were barred by the

statute of limitations may be shown as a circumstance [)roper to be

considered on the question of good faith.
''^

h. Mortgage Exceeding Amount of Indebtedness. — The fact that

a mortgage attacked as fraudulent was given for a greater sum than

the amount due is a circumstance proper to be shown.''*

i. Inadequacy of Consideration.— Inadequacy of consideration,

although of itself not sufficient to invalidate a deed as against the

grantee, is a circumstance affording inferences upon the question of

bona fides more or less strong, according to the circumstances of

the particular case ;''* and there are cases in which it has been given

much weight.*"

j. Relationship of Parties. — The relationship existing between

the vendor and the vendee is a fact proper to be shown and con-

sidered.*^

erty on a credit extending beyond
the time when the vendor's original

indebtedness for the property should
become due, may he shown for the

consideration of the jury in connec-
tion with otiier evidence in determin-
ing the question of fraud. Hughes t'.

Monty, 24 Iowa 499, where the court
said :

" It cannot be true that the law
will presume fraud from the fact that

property is bought on credit, and es-

pecially so when such party pur-
chased it for the purpose of sale. If

this proposition was true, it would be
dangerous for any one to deal with
a person indebted. The sale of prop-

erty on credit is often made, and
such sale being fully legal, the law
ought not to be held to presume fraud
from it. Of course, if there are un-
usual circumstances attending a sale

on credit, or for cash even, such cir-

cumstances may be proper to go to

and be considered by the jury in de-

termining the fraudulent intent on
the part of the vendor or the knowl-
edge of such intent on the part of
the vendee."

76. Barber v. Terrill, 54 Ga. 146;

Evans V. Hamilton, 56 Ind. 34; Sher-

man V. Hogland, 73 Ind. 472;
Wright V. Nostrand, 94 N. Y. 31.

77. Vansickle v. Wells-Fargo &
Co., 105 Fed. 16.

78. Brace r. Berdan, 104 Mich.

3^6; 62 N. W. s68.
79. Stix V. Keith, 85 Ala. 465, 5

So. 184, Urdangen 7-. Doner (Iowa),

98 N. W. 317; Downs V. Miller, 95
Md. 602, 53 Atl. 445 : Feigley 7'. Feie-

ley, 7 Md. 537, 61 Am. Dec. 37^; Ful-

ler V. Brewster, 53 Md. 358; Wood-
ruff r. Bowles, 104 N. C. 197. 10 S. E.

482; Fisher v. Shelver, 53 Wis. 498,

10 N. W. 681.

80. McNeal v. Glenn, 4 Md. 87;
Worthington v. Bullitt, 6 Md. 172.

81. United States. — Vansickle v.

Wells-Fargo & Co.. 105 Fed. 16.

Alabama. — Tompkins v. Nichols,

53 Ala. 197.

Illinois. — Schroeder ?'. Walsh, 120

111. 403, II N. E. 70; Rindskoph v.

Kuder, 145 111. 607. 34 N. E. 484.

Indiana. — Sherman v. Hogland,

73 Ind. 472; Adams v. Ryan, 61 Iowa
733, 17 N. W. i.sg.

Kansas. — Hasie 7'. Connor, 53
Kan. 713, 37 Pac. 128; Hough 7'

Dickinson, 58 Mich. 8q, 24 N. W.
809.

Missouri. — Martin 7'. Fox, 40 Mo.
App. 664.

In Davis 7'. Zimmerman, 40 Mich.

24, a controversy between a wife and
creditors of her husband as to the

bona tides of an alleged gift of prop-

erty from him to her, the court said:
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k. Character. — Evidence of g^ood character and reputation for

honesty and fair deahng- is not admissible on the part of the alleged
fraudulent vendee on a controversy between himself and creditors
of his vendor.^-

1. Pecuniary Condition of Parties.— (1.) Generally. — It has been
held that under some circumstances evidence as to the pecuniary

circumstances of both parties is a proper subject of inquiry.®^

(2.) As Respects the Grantor (A.) Generally.— Thus, it is compe-
tent to show that the grantor was insolvent at the time of the con-
veyance;** or that he had or retained no other property than the

property embraced in the conveyance,*'' and that the vendee knew
of such insolvency.** And it is error to exclude evidence of such

" No doubt the circumstances of the
relation, and the facility with which
frauds may be accomplished under
the pretense of sales or gifts between
husband and wife, ought to be care-
fully weighed in determining whether
or not a gift has been made, but
when all are considered, the one
question and the only question is,

whether the wife has established her
right by a fair preponderance of ev-
idence; if she has, no court has any
business to require more."

82. Simpson v. Westenberger, 28
Kan. 756, 42 Am. Dec. 195 ; Heywood
V. Reed, 4 Gray (Mass.) 574.

83. Miller v. Hanley, 94 Mich.

253, 53 N. W. 962, where the debtor
had undertaken to assign and con-
vey his property in recognition of a
debt due to his wife, originating
twenty-five years previously, no ac-
count of which had been kept, no
evidence thereof given, and no in-

terest or principal paid or requested.
On an issue as to the knowledge

on the part of the grantee of the
grantor's insolvency at the time of
the conveyance in question, it is

proper to permit a witness to testify

that a short time previous the
grantee had told him that the
grantor's father-in-law wished to see
him in respect to his liability on cer-

tain notes which he had signed for
the grantor and which the latter

could not take care of, and that the
father-in-law afterward did see the
witness. Lynde v. McGregor, 13
Allen (Mass.) 172.

84. Goldstein v. Morgen (Iowa),
96 N. W. 897 ; Vickers v. Buck Stove
& Range Co., 60 Kan. 598, 57 Pac.
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517; Helfrich v. Stem, 17 Pa. St.

143 ; Martin v. Fox, 40 Mo App.
664; Beeson v. Wyley, 28 Ala. 575;
Price V. Mazange, 31 Ala. 701 ; over-

ruling Stanley v. State, 26 Ala. 26.

In Marsh v. Hammond, 11 Allen
(Mass.) 483, it was held that for the

purpose of establishing the grantor's

fraudulent intent it is proper to prove
his pecuniary condition ; and that evi-

dence that he obtained an extension
of certain notes about to fall due a

few months before the conveyance in

question, by representations to the
holders that he should not be able

to pay them at maturity, tended to

prove that he knew himself to be
insolvent at that time.

85. Dumangue v. Daniels, 154
Mass. 483, 28 N. E. 900; Bristol Co.
Sav. Bank v. Keavey, 128 ]\Iass. 298;
Boyd V. Jones, 60 Mo. 454; Threl-
kel V. Scott (Cal.), 34 Pac. 851.

The fact that a grantor by the
conveyance attacked as being fraudu-
lent strips himself of all visible, tan-

gible property subject to execution
at law, retaining only choses in ac-

tion of uncertain, doubtful value,

while not in itself conclusive (but,

it may be, weak and inconclusive)

evidence of fraud, will awaken sus-

picion and add strength to other cir-

cumstances which may also be, in

themselves, insufhcient to establish a
fraudulent intent. Seals v. Robinson,

75 Ala. 363.

86. Helfrich v. Stem, 17 Pa. St.

143-

The fact that an alleged fraudu-
lent grantor was slow in paying his

debts is admissible as some evidence
of insolvency; and the fact that
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insolvency merely because it cannot also he shown hy direct testi-

mony that the grantee had knowledge thereof.*^

(B.) Vendee's Knowledge. — The transferee may, for the purpose

of showing that he had no reasonable cause to believe the vendor

insolvent, show inquiries by him. and what he had been told, as to

the financial standing of the vendor ;** and whether these were made
in the presence or absence of the vendor is immaterial.®'

Exempt Property. — In the case of a conveyance oT property

exempt from seizure under execution, evidence that the grantee had

he had the reputation of heing slow
in that regard, while not admissible

to prove insolvency, is admissible as

tending to show the grantee's knowl-
edge of his embarrassed condition at

the time of the conveyance as shown
by other evidence. Hudson v.

Bauer, 105 Ala. 200, 16 So. 693.

87. Bernhcim v. Dibrell, 66 Miss.

199, 5 So. 693.

88. Houeh v. Dickinson, 58 Mich.

89, 24 N. W. 809.

In Carpenter v. Leonard, 3 .\llen

(Mass.) 2)2, an action by the assignee

of an insolvent debtor to set aside a

mortgage alleged to have been given

as a preference to the defendant, it

was held competent for the defend-
ant, for the purpose of showing that

he had no ground for believing the

mortgagor to be insolvent, to intro-

duce evidence of representations and
statements made to him long prior

to the mortgage by the mortgagor as

to his means and ability to carry on
business, in reply to inquiries made
by him prior to forming a copartner-
ship with the mortgagor, provided
such evidence was coupled with other
evidence that subsequent to the rep-

resentations neither the firm nor the

mortgagor had met with losses ; but
that it was not competent to put in

evidence the opinion of one who had
e.xamincd the books and papers of the

firm, and cast up the receipts and
disbursements, having no knowledge
as to their correctness or complete-
ness except by information from the

mortgagee, for the purpose of show-
ing that there had been no losses in

the business. The court, in speaking
of the declarations, said: "It is

true that they were hearsay, and in

the trial of an ordinary issue would
have been for that reason incompe-
tent. But they were declarations

10

made directly to the tenant, under

circumstances calculated to impress

his mind, at a time when his atten-

tion was especially turned to the sub-

ject of the mortgagor's pecuniary

condition, and of such a nature that

they might properly affect the belief

of any reasonable man concerning the

solvency of the mortgagor. .They
were made, too, ante litem nwtam,
not for the purpose of influencing the

mind of the tenant to induce him to

take the mortgage, the validity of

which is now called in question, but

to effect an entirely different object.

Indeed, if it be competent to offer in

evidence the declarations and opin-

ions of third persons concerning the

solvency and credit of a party, as has
been decided in the cases above cited,

a fortiori it would seem to be proper
to admit the declarations of the

debtor himself, as having a tendency
to create a reasonable belief in the

mind of an honest and reasonable

man that he was not insolvent. To
the objection that the declarations of-

fered in evidence were made long

previous to the execution of the

mortgage in question, and that there-

fore they were too remote to have
any legitimate bearing on the issue

before the jury, we think there is an
obvious and decisive answer. The
tenant did not rely on proof of the

declarations alone. If he had. the

objection would have been entitled to

some weight. But he coupled his of-

fer to prove his statements of the

mortgagor in October, 1856, with the

additional fact, which he was al.so

ready to prove, that the tenant had
suffered no loss in his business from
that date down to the time of the

execution of the mortgage."

89. Boardman v. Kibbee, 10 Cush.
(Mass.) 545.

Vol. Yl
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knowledg^e of the grantor's condition as to insolvency is irrelevant.""

(3.) As Respects the Grantee. — It is competent to show the pecu-

niary condition of the grantee at the time of the conveyance,"^ that

he was insolvent,®- and his character for honesty and fair dealing

bad,"^ even though the purchase was made on time.®*

m. Other Conveyances. — (1.) As Respects the Grantor. — (A.)

Generally.— On an issue as to the fraudulent intent of a grantor

it is proper to show that other fraudulent conveyances had been

made by him about the same time and as a part of the same scheme

to defraud.®"* And it is not necessary to the admissibility of such

90. PoUak 7'. McNeil, lOO Ala.

203, 13 So. 937, where the court said

in so holding that the grantor had
the right to sell exempt property

whether he was solvent or insolvent.

91. Jones v. Meyer Bros. Drug
Co., 25 Tex. Civ. App. 234, 61 S. W.
553 ; Sherman v. Hogland, 72 Ind.

472; Bernard v. Guidry, 109 La. 451,

2,2, So. 558.

In Dale v. Gower, 24 Me. 563, it

was held that declarations of the

plaintiff tending to show that he was
not in a condition to have paid the

consideration named in the convey-
ance were admissible.

92. Robinson v. Woodmansee, 80
Ga. 249, 4 S. E. 497-

In Rowland v. Plummer, 50 Ala.

182, where the issue was as to the

bona Hdcs of a transfer of a promis-
sory note by a husband to a trustee

for his wife, it was held that attack-

ing creditors could not show the in-

solvency of the trustee at the time of

the transfer, since the fact of his in-

solvency in no way affected the va-

lidity of the transfer nor the rights

of the party under it.

93. Holmberg v. Dean, 21 Kan.
67, where the court in so holding said

:

" If the assignee be so deficient in

business capacity or standing, in pe-

cuniary responsibility or character

for integrity, that a prudent man,
honestly looking to the interest of the

creditors alone, would not likely se-

lect him as a proper person for the

performance of the trust, then his

selection will furnish an inference,

more or less strong, according to the

circumstances, that the assignor in

making the selection was actuated by
some other motive than the desire to

promote the interest of creditors; in

other words, an inference of intent

Vol. VI

to hinder, delay, or defraud his cred-

itors. If the assignment was made
with this intent, the transaction was
fraudulent."

94. Borland v. Mayo, 8 Ala. 104,

where the court said :
" Such testi-

mony, it is true, might not establish

a fraud, yet, in connection with other

facts, the indebtedness of the claim-

ant might exert a controlling influ-

ence. No matter what may be the

extent of one's property, prudent
men, who are indebted, are less dis-

posed to make heavy purchases, even
on time ; especially if they do not ex-

pect or intend to realize by a re-sale."

95. United States. — Wilson v.

Prewett, 3 Woods 631, 30 Fed. Cas.

No. 17,828, 103 U. S. 22.

California. — Landecker v. Hough-
taling, 7 Cal. 391.

Connecticut. — Thomas v. Beck, 39
Conn. 241 ; Knower v. Cadden Cloth-

ing Co., 57 Conn. 202.

Iowa. — Gollobitsch v. Rainbow, 84
Iowa 567, 51 N. W. 48; Doxsee v.

Waddick, 98 N. W. 483; Kelliher v.

Sutton, 115 Iowa 632, 89 N. W. 26.

Maine. — Howe v. Reed, 12 Me.
515-

Massachusetts. — Stockwell v. Sil-

loway, 113 Mass. 384; Lynde v. Mc-
Gregor, 13 Allen 174; Taylor v. Rob-
inson, 2 Allen 562.

Michigan. — Krolik v. Graham, 64
Mich. 266, 31 N. W. 307.

Nezv Hampshire.— Hills v. Hoitt,

18 N. H. 60s.

Nezi> York. — Angrave v. Stone, 45
Barb. 35; Loos v. Wilkinson, no N.
Y. 195, 18 N. E. 99; Beuerlien v.

O'Leary, 149 N. Y. 33, 43 N. E. 417-

North Carolina. — Brink v. Black,

77 N. C. 59-

Pennsylvania. — Deakers v. Tem-
ple, 41 Pa. St. 234.
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evidence as against the vendor that there be also proof that the

vendee had knowledge of or participated in the fraudulent purpose

of such other conveyances."" But where two transactions are

claimed to be fraudulent, only one of which, however, is attacked, it

Rhode Island. — Saric v. Arnold,

7 R. I. 582.

South Carolina. — Thorpe v.

Thorpe, 12 S. C. 154.

Texas. — Day v. Sloan, 59 Tex.
612.

In Bernheim v. Dihrcll. 66 Miss.

199, 5 So. 693, it was held proper

to permit proof that the debtor had
on the day following the conveyance
in question conveyed other property

with the intent to defraud creditors.

The court said: "It is not essential

to the competency of such evidence

that it should relate to transactions

contemporaneous with the one inves-

tigated. If they are so closely re-

lated in time that the intent that gov-

erned in the one may fairly and rea-

sonably be inferred to be the intent

that controlled the other, then the

one sheds light upon the other, and
is therefore a relevant subject of in-

vestigation. If Mrs. Pollard, on the

night of the day on which she sold

the goods levied on to the claimants,

made transfers of other portions of

her estate for the fraudulent purpose

of defeating her creditors, it is for

the jury to say whether such was
the purpose of the transfer to the

claimants. The intervening time was
too short for the court to say as

matter of law that the one act could

not shed light upon the other."

In Engraham v. Pate, 51 Ga. 537,

it was held error to reject evidence

that at about the time of the con-

veyance in question the debtor had
sold to the same grantee, who was
his son-in-law, all his other real es-

tate. The court said: "The fact,

if it be so, that about the same time

he sold to the same son-in-law prop-

erty in a different locality—in fact,

all his real estate— is surely some
evidence going to cast suspicion

upon the transaction at present

under investigation. It is a cir-

cum.stance which, from its very na-

ture, will affect the mind in com-
ing to a conclusion upon the matter

in issue. As a matter of course, it

is but one fact, and did it stand alone

it would not amount to much. But
the evidence in this case leaves the

transaction open to strong suspicion,

and the verdict is by no means de-

manded by the evidence. Perhaps,

had this additional fact gone to the

jury the verdict would have been dif-

ferent."

96. In Foster v. Hall, 12 Pick.

(Mass.) 89, 22 Am. Dec. 400, evi-

dence of other fraudulent convey-

ances made at or about the same
time with the conveyance in question

had been held inadmissible, unless

some evidence was offered that the

grantee knew of these particular con-

veyances or of a general purpose of

the grantor to convey away his prop-

erty to the injury of his creditors.

The appellate court, in holding the

ruling to be incorrect, said that the

law does not hold a conveyance to be

void on proof that it was made with

a fraudulent intent to delay or de-

feat the creditors of the grantor, un-

less there was a fraudulent intent in

both parties, nor that the grantee's

estate could be defeated by showing

a fraudulent intent in the grantor,

unless it was also shown that the

grantee participated therein or by his

concurrence promoted it. " The
proposition to be established, then, by
the attaching creditor, who seeks to

vacate a prior conveyance on the

ground of fraud, is that the grantor

made his conveyance with the in-

tent and for the purpose of defraud-

ing his creditors by a pretended

and colorable sale, or by a sale with-

out consideration, or upon a secret

trust contrary to good faith, and that

the grantee knew of this intent and
purpose, and participated in it. These
propositions are in some measure in-

dependent of each other, inasmuch as

there may be a fraudulent intent on
the part of the grantor, but not

known to the grantee, though proof of

both must concur to make out a case

for the creditor. But the evidence to

prove these several propositions may
be of different kinds and drawn from
different sources."

Vol. VI
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must be shown that they are so connected as to evince a common
purpose before the transaction not attacked can be admitted in evi-

dence for the purpose of estabHshing the fraudulent character of the

other."

Other Attachments. — On an issue as to the fraudulent character of

a conveyance, evidence that other creditors of the grantor had sued
out an attachment, on hearing of the conveyance in question, is not

admissible for the purpose of proving the fraudulent character of the

conveyance.®®

Best Evidence Rule Not Applicable. — The rule in regard to the pro-

duction of the best evidence does not apply in such cases in a way
requiring the written evidence of such other conveyance, because the

inquiry in such case relates to a fact collateral to the main issue.®®

(B.) Fraudulent Character oe Other Conveyance. — In order to jus-

tify the admission of such evidence it must appear that the other

transactions were in fact fraudulent ; thus, evidence of such other

conveyance cannot be received where it does not appear that at the

time when they were executed the grantor had any creditors to be
defrauded.^

(C.) Other Independent Conveyances.— But evidence tending to

show fraud on the part of the vendor in other conveyances, inde-

pendent of and having no connection with the conveyance in contro-

versy, is not competent.^ Nor is evidence of other transfers

between the same parties, but apparently valid and not shown to

have been in any way connected with the transfer in controversy,

admissible.'

97. Hardy v. Moore, 62 Iowa 65,

17 N. W. 200.

98. Miner v. Phillips, 42 111. 123,

where the court, in so holding, said

:

" The fact that other creditors had
sued out attachments is not evidence
of fraud. To so hold would enable
creditors in any case to defeat the
fairest transaction and a sale made
in the utmost good faith. It would
only be necessary for one creditor to

sue out an attachment, and for other
creditors to prove that fact, to estab-

lish a fraud that would impeach the
fairest sale that could be made."

99. In Phinney v. Holt, 50 Me.
570, where the grantor was a witness
to disprove any fraudulent intent, it

was held that lie might be asked on
cross-examination if he had not on
the same day made a conveyance of
other property to a third person.

1. McAulay v. Earnhart, 46 N. C.
502.

2. Uhler 7-. Adams, 72, Miss. 332,
18 So. 654; Staples v. Smith, 48 Me.

Vol. VI

470. See also Clark v. Reiniger, 66
Iowa 507, 24 N. W. 16.

3. Cocke V. Carrington Shoe Co.

(Miss.), 18 So. 683; Holmesly v.

Hogue, 47 N. C. 391.

Williams v. Robbins, 15 Gray
(Mass.) 590, where the court, in so

holding, said: "To allow proof of

the design and purpose of the par-

ties in the latter for the purpose of

showing that the former, which
otherwise appears to be perfectly le-

gal and valid as having been made
upon a just and sufficient considera-

tion, was infected by the fraudulent

intention of the parties to hinder and
delay the creditors of the grantor in

the collection of their respective

claims and demands, would authorize

an effect to be given to it to which it

is in no respect entitled. There was in

fact no connection whatever between
them. Each was the result, so far

as is known from anything disclosed

upon the trial, or then offered to be
proved, of a distinct, separate and
independent negotiation; and the one
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(2.) As Respects the Grantee. — Evidence of other frauds committed
by a grantor in which his grantee did not participate, and of which
he had no notice, cannot be received for the purpose of defeating the

title of his grantee.* Nor is it permissible to show that the grantor
proposed to others fraudulently to convey the property to them,
unless it is also shown that the grantee had knowledge thereof, and
of the object and motive of the grantor in making them."^ Nor is

evidence of other fraudulent transactions between the grantor and
third persons admissible, even if the grantee had knowledge thereof

before the conveyance, unless the two transactions were so connected

as to evince a common fraudulent purpose.® But evidence that an

alleged fraudulent grantee had, in other transactions about the time

of the transaction in question, aided and advised the grantors in

preventing their creditors from availing themselves of their legal

remedies, is competent,'^

n. Acts and Declarations of the Parties.— (1.) Generally. — On
an issue as to the bona fides of a conveyance, whatever is said by
the parties in the progress of the negotiations and contemporaneous

therewith, and having a tendency to give character to the transaction,

and which derives credit from it, is admissible.® And such evidence

had therefore no tenrlency to charac-
terize or to evince the purpose and
design of the parties in the other."

4. Alabama. — Shealy 7'. Edwards,
75 Ala. 41 1 ; Moog v. Farley, 79 Ala.

246; Schroeder v. Walsh, 120 111. 403,
II N. E. 70.

Illinois. — Mathews v. Reinhardt,

149 111. 635, 37 N. E. 85.

lozva. — Hardy v. Moore, 62 Towa
65, 17 N. W. 200; Doxsee v. Wad-
dick, 98 N. W. 483.

Maine. — Blake z\ Howard, li Me.
202.

Michigan. — Keating v. Ritan, 80
Mich. 324, 45 N. W. T41.

Nciv Havtpshire— Blake v. White,
13 N. H. 267.

Nezv York. — Ford v. Williams, 13

N. Y. 577, 67 Am. Dec. 83.

Pennsylvania. — Wolf v. Koler,

133 Pa/ St. 13, 19 Atl. 284.

]]'isconsin. — Rozek v. Redzinski,

87 Wis. 525, 58 N. W. 262.

A creditor attempting to impeach
a conveyance as fraudulent will not
be permitted to give evidence of other
conveyances by the same grantor of
other land at other times without
connecting it with proof of privity or
knowledge on the part of the grantee
upon whom the testimony is intended
to bear. Blake v. Howard, 11 Me.
202. See also Flagg v. Wellington,

6 Me. 386; Grant v. Libby, 71 Me.

427; Staples V. Smith, 48 Me. 4/0.

5. Reed v. Smith, 14 Ala. 380.

6. Bi.xby v. Carskaddon, 70 Iowa
726, 29 N. W. 626.

7. Adams v. Kenney, 59 N. H.

133. Citing Whittier v. Varney, 10

N. H. 291 ; Lee v. Lamprey, 43 N.

H. n; Pomerov v. Bailcv. 43 N. H.
118.

"

In an action to set aside a convey-

ance as fraudulent, the plaintiff is not

confined to evidence of the one trans-

action, but has a right to give evi

dence of the general course of busi-

ness between the grantor and
grantee, as well as of distinct trans-

actions. Hunsinger v. Hofer, no Ind.

390, II N. E. 463-

In Dent 7'. Portwood, 21 Ala. 588,

it was held that for the purpose of

showing a bill of sale to be fraudu-

lent, a deed for land executed by the

vendor, on the same day, to the

vendee, is admissible as tending to

show that the vendor was disposing

of his whole estate, and thus adding
to the other proof of the mala tides

of the bill of sale.

8. California. — Eppingcr ?'.

Scott, 112 Cal. 369, 42 Pac. 301, 44
Pac. y2^\ Tcvis V. Hicks, 41 Cal. 123.

Connecticut. — Lesser v. Brown,

54 Atl. 205.
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is not only competent to show fraud, but to rebut it, its object being
not to vary or alter the terms of the written contract representing

the transaction, but to show its good faith.®

Subsequent Acts of the Parties to the conveyance may be submitted

to the jury as they may reflect light back upon the original intent

and help to characterize and discern it more correctly.^"

Declarations by Agent.— So, also, are declarations admissible which
are shown to have been made by a duly authorized agent at or prior

to the consummation of the transfer. ^^

(2.) As Respects the Grantor. —(A.) Generally. —'Fraudulent intent

on the part of the grantor may be shown by his acts and declarations

so immediately connected with the transaction as to throw light upon
or illustrate its nature.^^ This evidence often consists of a series of

lozva. — Hurley z\ Osier, 44 Iowa
642; Bener v. Edgington, 76 Iowa 105,

40 N. W. 117; Moss z'. Bearing, 45
Iowa 530; Whitney v. Brownewell, 71
Iowa 251. 32 N. W. 285.

Maine. — Littlefield v. Getchell, 32
Me. 390.

Maryland. — Cooke v. Cooke, 43
Md. 522.

Massachusetts. — Elliott v. Stod-
dard, 98 Mass. 145.

Michigan.— Leland v. Collver, 34
Mich. 418; Gumberg v. Treuesch, 103
Mich. 543, 61 N. W. 872.

Nebraska. — Bennett v. McDonald,
60 Neb. 47. 82 N. W. no.
New Hampshire. — Banfield v.

Parker, 36 N. H. 353.
9. Angell v. .Pickard, 61 Mich.

561. 28 N. W. 680.

10. :\Iessick v. Fries, 128 N. C.

450, 39 S. E. 59.
11. Grimes v. Hill. 15 Colo. 359,

25 Pac. 698; Potts V. Hart, 99 N. Y.
168, I N. E. 605. See also Kaufman
V. Burchinell (Colo. App.), 63 Pac.
786, where it was held that state-

ments of a creditor's agent, who was
in possession of the property and
packing^ it up for shipment, as to the
disposition that was being made of
the property, were admissible against
the creditor. Compare Reed v.

Noxon, 48 III. 323, wherein it was
held that declarations of a mortgagee
made at a time when he was not act-
ing as the mortgagor's agent were
not admissible in evidence in an at-

tachment by a creditor against the
mortgagor alone charging the mort-
gage to have been made with intent
to defraud creditors.
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12. England. — Phillips v. Eames,
I Esp. 357.

United States. — Freese v. Kemp-
lay, 118 Fed. 428.

Alabama.—Shealy f. Edwards, 75
Ala. 411.

Arkansas. — Hiner v. Hawkins, 59
Ark. 303, 27 S. W. 65.

California. — Visher v. Webster, 8

Cal. lOg; Landecker v. Houghtaling,

7 Cal. 391 ; Threlkel v. Scott, 34
Pac. 851.

Connecticut. — Cook v. Swan, 5

Conn. 140.

Florida. — Hardee v. Langford, 6

Fla. 13.
.

Georgia. — Pearson v. Forsyth, 61

Ga. 537-
Illinois.— Reed v. Noxon, 48 111.

323-

Indiana. — Hunsinger v. Hofer, no
Tnd. 390, II N. E. 463; Benjamin v.

McElwaine-Richards Co., 10 Ind.

App. 76, 37 N. E. 362.

lozva. — Chapman v. James, 96
Iowa 233, 64 N. W. 795 ; Risser v.

Rathburn, 71 Iowa 113, 32 N. W.
198.

Kansas. — LaClef v. Campbell, 3
Kan. App. 756, 45 Pac. 461 ; Haskett
V. Auhl, 3 Kan. App. 744, 45 Pac.

608.

Maine. — White v. Chadbourne, 41

Me. 149; Fisher v. True, 38 Me.

534-

Maryland. — Sanborn v. Lang, 41

Md. 107; Kolb V. Whitely, 3 Gill &
J. 188.

Massachusetts. — Winchester v.

Charter. 97 Mass. 140.

Michigan. — WyckofT v. Carr, 8
Mich. 44; Heath v. Koon, 130 Mich.
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acts and declarations more or less significant antecedent to,^' con-

54, 89 N. W. 559; Swcetzer v. Mead,
5 Mich. 107 ; Krolik v. Graham, 64
.Mich. 226, 31 N. W. 307.

Missouri. — Blue v. Pcnniston, 27
Mo. 272; Gage v. Trawick, 94 Mo.
App. 307; 68 S. W. 85; Potter V.

McDowell, 31 Mo. 62; Gamble v.

Johnston, 9 Mo. 605 ; Holmes v.

Braidwood, 82 Mo. 610.

Nevada. — Gregory v. Frothing-
ham, I Nev. 253.

New Hamt'shire. — Pomeroy z'.

Bailey. 43 N. H. 118.

North Carolina.— Harshaw v.

Moore, 34 N. C. 247.

Pennsylvania. — Hclfrich v. Stem,
17 Pa. St. 143; Stewart v. Fenner,
81 Pa. St. 177.

Tennessee. — Carney v. Carney, 7
Baxt. 284.

Vermont. — McLane v. Johnson,

43 Vt. 48.

Tn Taliaferro v. Evans, 160 Mo.
380. 61 S. W. 185, the court, in hold-
ing it error to exclude evidence of

statements made by the vendor, who
was a party defendant, although sev-

eral months after the conveyance in

question, to the effect that he was
then insolvent, that he would not pay
anything, that he had nothing to pay
with, and that he was rendered in-

solvent by the making of the deed in

question, said :
" There could have

been no better way of proving his in-

solvency than by his own admissions
or statements to that effect. He be-

ing one of the defendants, and one of

the parties to the conveyance, his ad-

missions that he was insolvent, and
had no property, were admissible in

evidence as against himself, although
made after the execution of the deed
from him to his wife."

Admissions of the vendor in the

presence of the vendee and before the

latter parted with the consideration,

as to the intent with which the sale

was made, were competent, though
coming after the vendee had taken
possession, since they tend to show
notice of the vendor's intent to the

vendee. Bender v. Kingman, 62 Neb.
469, 87 N. W. 142.

In an action by an assignee in in-

solvency to recover the value of the
insolvent's stock in trade from the

holder of a mortgage upon it, al-

leged to have been made in fraud of

the insolvent laws, it is proper to re-

ceive in evidence the insolvent's

books of account in his own hand-
writing as tending to show at least

what he thought his condition was
at the time of making the mortgage.
Bicknell v. Mellett, 160 Mass. 328, 35
>J. E. 1 1 30.

In Merrill v. Meachum, 5 Day
(Conn.) 341, the attacking creditor

was permitted to show that at the

time of the execution of the deed the

grantor declared to the witness that

a certain named creditor was "about

to attach the land, but he intended to

let him know he would be quick

enough for him" ; and also other dec-

larations of the grantor tending to

show that the deed was executed for

the purpose of securing the land

against the attachment of his credit-

ors.

13. Hiner 7'. Hawkins, 59 Ark.

303. 27 S. W. 65; Thrclkel v. Scott

tCal.), 24 Pac. 851; Seeleman v.

Hoagland, 19 Colo. 231. 34 Pac. 995;

C B. Rogers Co. v. Meinhardt, 2>7

Fla. 480, 19 So. 878; McKinnon v.

Reliance Lumber Co., 63 Tex. 30;

O'Hare v. Duckworth, 4 Wash. 470,

30 Pac. 724.
Declarations by Grantor When

Purchasing Property Upon an is-

sue as to whether or not a convey-

ance is fraudulent and void, evidence

of statements made and language

used by the grantor when ho pur-

chased the goods of the creditor at-

tacking the conveyance, tending to

show a fraudulent intent on his part,

is admissible. Spalding 7'. Adams. 63

Iowa 437, 19 N. W. 341. And in Kalk
i\ Fielding, 50 Wis. 339, 7 N. W. 296,

wherein it was held that such state-

ments tended to show the fraudulent

intent of the mortgagor, the court

said: "His intent was a material

fact in issue, and for that purpose the

evidence was admissible, although the

fraudulent intent on the part of the

mortgagor would not prejudice the

mortgagee unless he were privy to

such intent, and aided in its execu-

tion. The objection being general, if

the evidence was admissible for any
purpose it should have been received,

and the court should have instructed
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temporaneous with,'* and even sometimes immediately subsequent

to the principal fact.''

(B.) Test of Admissibility. — It has been held that whether decla-

rations of a vendor showinf;^ an intent on his part to defeat an execu-

tion creditor are relevant to the issue or not, depends on whether
they were made before or after the conveyance, and where the evi-

dence is conflicting as to when the declarations were made, the evi-

the jury as to how far it would
affect the rights of the plaintiff."

In Picket v. Garrison, 76 Iowa 347,

41 N. W. 38, for the purpose of

avoiding a conveyance to the plain-

tiff of certain property, on the ground
that it was made with a fraudulent

intent on the part of the grantor to

defeat a claim made by his wife for

alimony, evidence was admitted that

on the day previous to the convey-
ance he had consulted an attorney

about the matter. This was also be-

fore the action for divorce had been
begun, and the plaintiff was not at

the conference with the attorney. It

was held that this evidence was, not-

withstanding properly admitted in

connection with other matters for the

purpose of showing the grantor's mo-
tive in the whole proceeding.

14. In Bussard v. Bullitt, 95
Iowa 736, 64 N. W. 658, the contro-

versy was between an -attaching cred-

itor and an intervening mortgagee as

to whether or not the mortgage was
given in fraud of creditors ; it was
held proper for the court to compel
the mortgagor to testify, as bearing
on his intent in making the mortgage,
whether he did not tell the mortgagee
when he made it that he had con-

veyed his homestead to his wife. The
court said that it was true that the

mortgagee had the right to secure his

debt if he took all the property, pro-

vided he did so in good faith, but that

as the question of intent with which
the parties acted was being tried, the

amount of property which the mort-
gagor had and the way it was being
used was proper to be considered as

bearing on that question, and to the
extent that the mortgagee knew such
facts they could be considered in de-
termining his intent.

15. Hogan v. Robinson, 94 Ind.

138; Exchange Bank v. Russell, 50
Mo. 531 ; Burbank v. Wiley, 79 N. C.
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501. Hardee v. Langford, 6 Fla. 13,

where it was held that a few days or

even a week did not constitute such a

remoteness of time as would of itself

be ground for excluding such evi-

dence. See also Landecker v. Hough-
taling, 7 Cal. 391.

The Reason for This Exception

to the general rule is that one fact

to be established by the defense was
his fraudulent intent in making the

conveyance, which might be inferred

from his declarations respecting it,

or respecting other sales made by him
about the same time. Fisher v. True,

38 Me. 534.
A proposal by an alleged fraudu-

lent grantor, made long after the con-

veyance in question, to a creditor,

enumerating certain debts owed by
him, and in which he proposes to

mortgage certain property standing in

his wife's name, is not competent evi-

dence against the wife in an action

by her against the husband's credit-

ors to quiet her title. In Jones v.

Snyder, 117 Ind. 229, 20 N. £. 140,

the court said that as it did not ap-

pear, nor was it proposed to show,
that the debts spoken of in the letter

were subsisting claims against the

husband at the time the conveyances
complained of were made, or that

they had not been contracted since,

the letter could cast no light upon the

financial condition of the writer at

any time material to the inquiry be-

fore the court.

In Marsh v. Hammond, 11 Allen
(Mass.) 483, where the alleged

fraudulent grantor had testified that

he had no fraudulent intent in mak-
ing the conveyance in question, and
in removing with his goods from the

state, it was held that the letters

written by him or on his authority

shortly after reaching the place of

his destination, and tending to show
that he had such fraudulent intent,

were admissible.
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dence is properly admitted.^" Nor is it necessary to the admissibility

of such evidence that the acts or declarations should have been done
or made in the presence of the vendee. ^^ Nor is the presence of the

vendor in court, when such evidence is offered, any objection to it.'^

(C.) As Evidence OF Good Faith.— The p^ood faith of a vendor

whose sale of property is assailed as fraudulent cannot be proved by

the evidence of his declarations that he honestly owed certain debts

and intended to pay them.^®

(3.) As Respects the Grantee.— (A.) Generally.— Declarations of an

allepfcd fraudulent vendee prior to the conveyance, tending to show
knowledge on his part, are admissible in evidence.^"

(B.) Declarations by Grantor Subsequent to Conveyance. — It is a

settled rule in the law of evidence that acts or declarations of a

grantor made after a conveyance or sale by him, and after he has

parted with the possession to his grantee, and in the absence and

without the knowledge of the latter, cannot be received in evidence

against the grantee for the purpose of affecting or impeaching the

bona fides of the conveyance or sale, or of defeating the title on the

ground that the transaction was in fraud of creditors." And it is

16. Clark v. Reiniger, 66 Iowa 507,

24 N. W. 16.

17. White V. Chadbourne, 41 Me.
149; Buckingham 7'. Tyler, 74 Mich.
loi, 41 N. W. 868; Covanhovan v.

Hart, 21 Pa. St. 495, 60 Am. Dec. 57.

18. White V. Chadbourne, 41 Me.
149-

19. Harwick v. Weddington, 73
Iowa 300, 34 N. W. 868.

20. Himsinger v. Hofer, 110 Ind.

390, II N. E. 463-
21. England. — Roberts v. Justice,

I Car. & K. 93, 47 E. C. L. 93.

Alabama. — Reed v. Smith, 14 Ala.

380; H. B. Claflin Co. v. Rodenberg,
loi Ala. 213, 13 So. 272; Strong v.

Brewer, 17 Ala. 706; Moog v. Farley,

79 Ala. 246; Foote v. Cobb, 18 Ala.

585.

California. — Garlick v. Bowers, 66
Cal. 122, 4 Pac. 1 138: Eppinger v.

Scott, 112 Cal. 369, 42 Pac. 301, 44
Pac. 723 ; Jones v. Morse, 36 Cal.

205 ; Ross V. Wellman, 102 Cal. i, 36
Pac. 402.

Connecticut. — Partelo v. Harris,
26 Conn. 480; Beach v. Catlin, 4 Day
284, 4 Am. Dec. 221 ; Rcdficld v.

Buck, 35 Conn. 328, 95 .^m. Dec. 241.

Georgia. — James v. Kerby, 29 Ga,

684 ; Bowden v. .A.chor. 95 Ga. 243, 22

S. E. 254; Oatis 7'. Brown, 59 Ga.

711; Roberts 7'. Neale. 62 Ga. 163.

Idaho. — Deasey v. Thurman, i

Idaho 775- Compare Ferbracher v.

Martin, 3 Idaho 573, 32 Pac. 252.

Illinois. — Meachem v. Hahn, 46

111. App. 144; Durand v. Weightman,
108 111. 489; Nichols V. Wallace, 31

111. App. 408; Sawver v. Bradshaw,
125 111. 440, 17 N. E. 812.

Indiana. — Bishop 7'. Redmond. 83

Ind. 157; Gamer v. Graves, 54 Ind.

188.

Io7i'a. — NeufFer 7-. Moehn, 96 Iowa

731, 65 N. W. 334; Bixby v. Cars-

kaddon, 70 Iowa 726, 29 N. W. 626;

Chapman 7'. James. 96 Iowa 233, 64

N. W. 795 ; Benson v. Lundy, 52 Iowa
265; Turner 7'. Hardin, 80 Iowa 691,

4!; N. W. 758; Urdangen v. Doner,

98 N. W. 317.

Kansas. — Crust v. Evans. ^7 Kan.

263. 15 Pac. 214; Stickel 7'. Bender,

37 Kan. 457, 15 Pac. 580.

Kentucky. — Nelson 7'. Terry, 22

Ky. L. Rep. in, 56 S. W. 672.

Louisiana. — Burg r. Rivers, 105

La. 144, 29 So. 482. Compare Car-
rollton Bank v. Cleveland, 15 La.

Ann. 616.

Maryland. — Sanborn v. Lang, 41

!Md. 107; Hall 7'. Hinks, 21 Md. 406.

MassacJiusctts. — Tapley 7'. Forbes,
2 Allen 20; Horrigan 7". Wricht, 4
Allen 514; Parry r. Libbey, 166 Mass.
112, 44 N. E. 124; Lincoln 7'. Wil-
bur, 125 Mass. 249: Roberts 7-. Med-
bery, 132 Mass. 100; Holbrook v.
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error for the court to admit evidence of such subsequent declara-

tions.-^ Nor can evidence of declarations by a grantor prior to the

sale and not connected with it, and in the absence and without the

knowledge of the grantee, be received to involve the transaction in

fraud as against the grantee,-^ although such evidence may be
received if it be shown that he had notice thereof.^*

Holhrook, 113 Mass. 74; O'Donnell v.

Hall, 154 Mass. 429, 28 N. E. 349;
Taylor v. Robinson, 2 Allen 562.

Michigan. — Rlanchard v. Moors,
85 Mich. 380: 48 N. W. 542; Merritt
V. Stebbins, 86 Mich. 342, 48 N. W.
1084; C.anong v. Green, 71 Mich. I,

38 N. W. 661 ; Hedstrom v. Kings-
bury, 40 Mich. 636.

Minnesota. — Derby v. Gallup, 5
Minn. 119; Shaw v. Robertson, 12

Minn. 445 ; Adler v. Apt, 30 ]Minn.

45, 14 N. W. 63 ; Hathaway v. Brown,
18 Minn. 414.

Mississippi. — Taylor v. Webb, 54
Miss. 36.

Missouri. — Boyd v. Jones, 60 Mo.
454; Wall V. Beedy, 161 Mo. 625, 61

S. W. 864; Peters-Miller Shoe Co.

V. Casebeer, 53 Mo. App. 640; Sam-
mons V. O'Neill, 60 Mo. App. 530;
Albert v. Besel, 88 Mo. 150; Wein-
rich 7'. Porter, 47 Mo. 293.
Nebraska. — Simpson v. Arm-

strong, 20 Neb. 512, 30 N. W. 941.

Nevada. — Hirschfield v. William-
son, 18 Nev. 66, I Pac. 201.

New Hampshire. — Banfield v.

Parker, 36 N. H. 353.
Nezi' York. — IMultz v. Price, 82

App. Div. 339, 81 N. Y. Supp. 931;
Kalish z'. Higgins, 70 App. Div. 192,

75 N. Y. Supp. 397 ; Burnham v.

Brennan, 74 N. Y. 597; Flannery 7'.

VanTassel, 127 N. Y. 631, 27 N. E.

393 ; Kain v. Larkin, 131 N. Y. 300,

30 N. E. IDS; Bush V. Roberts, in
N. Y. 278, 18 N. E. 732.

North Carolina. — Burbank v.

Wiley, 79 N. C. 501.

Oregon. — Crawford v. Beard, 12

Or. 447, 8 Pac. 537-
Pennsylvania. — Widdall v. Gar-

sed, 125 "Pa. St. 358, 17 Atl. 418.

South Carolina. — McLemore 7'.

Powell, 32 S. C. 582, 10 S. E. 287.

Texas. — Hinson v. Walker, 65
Tex. 103.

Vermont. — Eaton v. Cooper, 29
Vt. 444-

Virginia. — Thornton v. Gaar, 87
Va. 315, 12 S. E. 753-
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Wisconsin. — Norton v. Kearney,

10 Wis. 443; Bogert v. Phelps, 14

Wis. 88; Grant v. Lewis, 14 Wis. 528;

Rindskopf v. Myers, 71 Wis. 639, 38

N. W. 185.

22. Strauss v. Murray, 31 Misc.

69, 63 N. Y. Supp. 201.

23. Murphy v. Butler, 75 Ala. 381

;

Hodge V. Thompson, 9 Ala. 131

;

Simpkins v. Smith, 94 Ind. 470; Ben-

son v. Lundy, 52 Iowa 265, 3 N. W.
149; McElfatrick v. Hicks, 21 Pa.

St. 402.

In Bush V. Rogan, 65 Ga. 320, 38
Am. Rep. 785, an action of ejectment
by a vendee against one claiming un-

der his vendor, it was held that dec-

larations by the vendor, whether
made before or after the execution of

the deed, as to his embarrassed con-

dition, and that the deed to the plain-

tiff was made to defraud the grantor's

creditors, were not admissible against

his grantee.

24. Farmers Bank v. Douglass, 11

Smed. & M. (Miss.) 469.

Knowledge on the part of an al-

leged fraudulent grantee of declara-

tions and statements by his grantor

indicating a fraudulent intent on the

part of the latter need not be estab-

lished by positive and direct ^proof.

It may be inferred from circum-

stances. Farmers Bank v. Douglass,

11 Smed. & M. (Miss.) 469.

In Armor v. Doig (Fla.), 34 So.

249, an action by a creditor of an as-

signor for the benefit of creditors at-

tacking the assignment as fraudulent,

it was held that declarations made by
the assignor within six months prior
to the date of the assignment tending

to show that he had a much larger

amount of property than he had
turned over to his assignee, it also

appearing that he had suffered no
material losses between the date of
his declarations and the date of his

assignment, were competent evidence
upon the questions whether he did
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The Object of the Hule prohibit in
j::f

evidence of acts or declarations

by a ,q"rantor subsequent to the conveyance is to prevent prejudice to

the title of an innocent i^rantee from acts or declarations of the

vendor subsequent to the transaction.-"*

Voluntary Conveyance. — The rule prohibitinp;' evidence of subse-

quent acts or declarations of a f^rantor applies not only where the

object of the conve\'ance is to prevent the property from g^oinj^ to

satisfy existinj:^ debts, but in the case of a voluntary conveyance
soujT^ht to be impeached by subsequent creditors.'"

Conveyance Between a Husband and Wife. — And this rule has also

been ajiplied to a case where the husband, who was the p;"rantor, and
the wife, wdio, throug-h the intervention of a third person, had

acquired the title, were both parties to the record and pleaded

jointly."

(C.) Grantor and Grantee Acting As Conspirators. — The rule

excludinc^ evidence of the acts or declarations by a .q:rantor subse-

quent to the conveyance does not apply where the parties to_ the

instrument entered into the conspiracy to defraud the j^rantor's

creditors, and the acts or declarations in question were done or made
by the j^rantor while engag-ed in the furtherance of the conspiracy,^*

turn over all his property to his as-

signee, and whether the assignment
was fraudulent.

25. Derby v. Gallup, 5 ]\Iinn. 119.

26. Winchester v. Charter, 97
Mass. 140.

27. Aldrich v. Earle, 13 Gray
(^fass.) 578.

In Barnes v. Black, 193 Pa. St. 447,

44 Atl. 550, where the conveyance was
from a husband to his wife, who
claimed that the consideration for

the conveyance was an antenuptial

agreement, it was held that declara-

tions by the husband before and at

the time of the agreement to the ef-

fect that he was in debt at that time
were admissible as against the wife
on a subsequent controversy between
her and his creditors. The court
said: "The fact inquired into was
whether the husband was in debt to

the parties named at the time referred
to, which was long prior to his mar-
riage to the plaintiff and to the ante-

nuptial agreement. At the time they
were made they were adverse to his

own int»erest, and his future wife had
no interest in the matter. His dec-
larations, therefore, even as against
her, stand on the same footing as

those of a grantor before he has
parted with his title."

28. Cox 7'. Vise. 50 .A.rk. 283. 7

S. W. 134; Borland v. Mayo, 8 Ala.

104; Higgins t'. Spahr. 145 Ind. 167.

43 N. E. 11; Hunsinger v. Hofcr, no
Ind. 390, IT N. E. 463; Sherman v.

Hogland, 73 Ind. 472; Benjamin v.

McElwaine-Richards Co., 10 Ind.

App. 76, 37 N. E. 362; Cowles v.

Coe, 21 Conn. 220.

" The general rule that the decla-

rations of a grantor made after the

execution of a grant cannot be used

to impeach it has been so far modi-
fied that, when the good faith of a

transfer has been attacked by cred-

itors, and some evidence has been
advanced to show a common purpose

or design by the parties to hinder,

delay or defraud creditors, subse-

quent declarations by the grantor

arc admissible. TIartman 7'. Diller,

62 Pa. 37; Souder v. Schechterly, 91

Pa. 83." Bover 7-. Weimer, 204 Pa.

St. 295, 54 Atl. 21.

In Little V. LichkofT, 98 Ala. 321,

12 So. 429, where there was evidence

of a conspiracy between the debtor

and another to defraud creditors by
false transfers or sales shortly before
the attachment, it was held proper to

ask the debtor on cross-examination

if such other persoii had not clianged

the labels on a quantity of goods ob-
tained from him.
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even though the acts or declarations in question were done or made
subsequent to the execution of the transfer itself.""

Existence of Conspiracy. — But as in cases of other conspiracy proof

must be given of the existence of such conspiracy^" by evidence

other than the declarations themselves before evidence thereof can

be received. ^^

Declarations Narrating Past Events. — But even on the theory of a

conspiracy between the grantor and grantee, declarations of the for-

mer subsequent to the conveyance and independent of it come within

the rule that a mere recital or narrative of past events not made in

furtherance of the conspiracy and not connected with the transaction

in question are not admissible against co-conspirators.^^

(D.) Grantor Remaining in Possession of Property. —The rule that

the declarations of a grantor subsequent to the conveyance cannot

affect the title of his grantee does not apply where he remains in

possession of the property after the conveyance, and in such case his

statements explanatory of such possession and of the relation which

he holds to the property are admissible as original evidence for the

purpose of showing fraud in the sale if they have that tendency f'

29. " It cannot be assumed that

the execution of the transfer was a

consummation of the fraudulent con-

spiracy, and that, therefore, no dec-

larations made after the transfer are

admissible, for there is no consum-
mation of the conspiracy until the

purpose thereof has been accom-
plished." Benjamin v. McElwaine-
Richards Co., lO Ind. App. 76, 27 N.
E. 362.

30. Hathaway v. Brown, 18 Minn.
414. See also Nicolay v. Mallery, 62
Minn. 119, 64 N. W. 108.

31. Wall V. Beedy, 161 Mo. 625,

61 S. W. 864; Boyd V. Jones, 60 Mo.

454; Exchange Bank v. Russell, 50
Mo. 531.

32. Clinton v. Estes, 20 Ark. 216;
Smith V. Jensen, 13 Colo. 213, 22 Pac.

434; Knower & Cadden Clothing
Co., 57 Conn. 202; Allen v. Kirk, 81

Iowa 658. 47 N. W. Q06; Adler v.

Apt, 30 'Minn. 45, 14 N. W. 63.

33. United States. — VnxitA States

V. Griswoid, 8 Fed. 556.

Alabama. — Byrd v. Jones, 84 Ala.

336. 4 So. 375 ; Reed v. Smith, 14 Ala.

380; Goodgame zk Cole, 12 Ala. 77;
Price V. Branch Bank, 17 Ala. 374.

Arkansas. — Bowden v. Spellman,

59 Ark. 251, 27 S. W. 602.

California. — Murphy v. Mulgrew,
102 Cal. 547, 36 Pac. 857.
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Connecticut. — Redfield v. Buck, 35
Conn. 328, 95 Am. Dec. 241.

Georgia. — Williams v. Hart, 65

Ga. 201.

Indiana. — Skelley v. Vail, 27 Ind.

App. 87, 60 N. E. 961; Tedrowe v.

Esher, 56 Ind. 443 ; Higgins v. Spahr,

145 Ind. 167, 43 N. E. II.

loiva. — Hardy v. Moore, 62 Iowa
65, 17 N. W. 200.

Minnesota. — Cortland Wagon Co.

V. Sharvy, 52 Minn. 216, 53 N. W.
II47-

New Hampshire. — Walcott v.

Keith, 22 N. H. 196.

New York. — Loos v. Wilkinson,
no N. Y. 195, 18 N. E. 99, I L. R. A.

250.

North Carolina.— Woodley v.

Hassell, 94 N. C. 157; Marsh v.

Hampton, 50 N. C. 382; Hilliard v.

Phillips, 81 N. C. 99-

Texas.— Hamburg v. Wood, 66

Tex. 168, 18 S. W. 623; Cooper v.

Friedman, 23 Tex. Civ. App. 585, 57
S. W. 581.

Wisconsin. — Grant v. Lewis, 14

Wis. 528.
Rule Stated— In Murch v. Swen-

sen, 40 Minn. 421, 42 N. W. 290, the

court said :
" As proof of continued

possession of the vendor is competent
evidence to impeach the transfer, it

logically follows that any acts or

declarations of the possessor, while
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even thoup^h the declarant is not a party to the action.^* There is

authority, however, that such evidence is not admissible, even if the

grantor was in possession at the time of making the declarations.''"'

Delivery Doubtful. — Declarations by the vendor, jnade after the

sale, may be given in evidence against his vendee, if it appears that

the delivery of the property in question is doubtful.'®

Possession as Agent. — Declarations of a vendor subsequent to the

conveyance, but whilst in possession of the property, to the effect

that he had conveyed his property beyond the reach of his creditors

are admissible, notwithstanding it is shown that his possession was

merely as that of agent for the vendee.^^

Possession Consistent with Terms of Conveyance. — Evidence of such

declarations is not admissible when the possession of the grantor is

consistent with the terms of the conveyance.^*

(E.) As EviDENCK OF Good Faith. — The declarations of a vendor,

whether living or dead, as to the purpose he had. in view in making

the conveyance, are self-serving, and cannot be used to show the

good faith of the parties in making the sale when it is attacked by

creditors as fraudulent,'* especially if they were no part of the res

so retaining the property, must also

be competent as characterizing his

possession. These are received in

such cases upon the ground that they

show the nature and object of the act

which they accompany, and which is

the subject of the inquiry. They are

admitted as part of the res gestae,

for, so long as the debtor remains in

possession of property which once be-

longed to him, the res gestae of the

fraud, if any, may be considered as

in progress, and his declarations,

though made after he has parted

with the formal paper title, may be

given in evidence in favor of the

creditor, and against the vendee, by
reason of the continuous possession

which accompanied them."

In Kendall v. Hughes, 7 R. Mon.
(Ky.) 368, where the vendee left the

property in the possession of a son

of the vendor on the same farm, it

was held that the acts and declara-

tions of the vendor in regard to the

property might be considered by die

jury in determining the character of

the transaction, and that the fact

that the vendee was ignorant of such
acts and declarations did not neces-

sarily prevent them from being evi-

dence against him if they were
known to his agent and acquiesced

in by him.

34. Burlington Nat. Bank r.

Beard, 55 Kan. 77?,, 42 Pac. 320.

where the declarations were made
at or about the time of the transfer,

and there had been no open and

visible change of possession.

35. Smith v. Tarbox, 70 Me. 127;

Gates V. Mowry 15 Gray (Mass.)

564, where the grantor afterward

conveyed part of the land in his

own name to a third person and pro-

cured a release of that part from the

first grantee.

36. Helfrich v. Stem, 17 Pa. St.

37. Hamburg v. Wood. 66 Tex.

168, 18 S. W. 623.

38. Williamson v. Williams, il

Lea (Tenn.) 355.

39. Johnson v. Burkus (Mo.

App.). 77 S. W. 133; Fisher v. True.

38 Me. 534; Colquit v. Thomas, 8

Ga. 258; Heywood v. Reed, 4 Gray

(Mass.) 574.

Buckingham v. Tyler. 74 Mich,

loi. 41 N. W. 868, wherein a debtor

had exchanged his stock of goods

for a farm, expecting, as he claimed,

to get a loan from his vendee which

the vendee refused to make after

the levy of attachments on the goods
by creditors, and on the trial of an
action brought by the vendee for the

value of the goods he sought to

show the statements of the debtor

made to him after the attachments
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gestae of the conveyance ;^*' although of course if a grantor's state-

ments have been received against the vendee, whatever else the

as to his efforts to secure the loan

from other persons.

In Tucker v. Tucker, 2,2 Mo. 464,
the court said :

" No assertions or
protestations of the maker of the

deeds, of their honest intent, can be
stronger than those implied in his

execution of the deeds; and there-

fore his declarations were properly

excluded."
In Wheeler v. McCorristen, 24 111.

40, wherein the issue was whether or

not certain property, which had been
seized by creditors, was owned by
the execution debtor or by the plain-

tiff in replevin, it was held that the

only evidence of a sale from the

debtor to the plaintiff was the bill of

sale executed, as was proved, after

the commencement of the action,

which the court said could not af-

fect the right of an execution
creditor, and that such evidence
would amount to no more than a

parol declaration of the debtor after

other rights had accrued, and to

receive the written or oral declara-

tions of a vendor after a sale under
such circumstances would be open-
ing the door to fraudulent combina-
tions between vendors and vendees
which would be of the most danger-

ous tendency.

Upon the question of the good
faith of a deed alleged to have been
made in fraud of a contemplated
marriage, what the husband, who
was the grantor, said in favor of

the deed even before the marriage
is not admissible because the wife
claims by act of law paramount to

the husband. Pinner v. Pinner, 47
N. C. 398.

40. Borland v. Mayo, 8 Ala. 104.

In Carter v. Gregory, 8 Pick.

(Mass.) 165, a note had been made
by a failing debtor upon which the

payee immediately caused an attach-

ment to be made of the debtor's

property. Part of the alleged con-

sideration for the note was an ac-

ceptance made by the payee of an
order drawn on him by the debtor

in favor of another creditor. In an
action on the note in which a sub-

sequent attaching creditor was ad-
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niitted under the statute to defend,

it was held that the plaintiff payee
could not introduce evidence of his

own declarations made on the date

when the note was given to show
that the acceptance was made before

the attachment, inasmuch as they

were not part of the res gestae, but
Were mere naked assertions of a

fact.

In Barber v. Terrill, 54 Ga. 146,

where it was held that as the dec-

larations of an alleged fraudulent

grantor cannot be used in evidence
on behalf of the grantee, a memo-
randum and schedule of debts made
out by the grantor and attached to

his petition in bankruptcy, executed
after the conveyance in question and
after the attacking creditor had ob-

tained his judgment, were not ad-

missible in evidence for the grantee

to show that the grantor was in-

debted to him.
Book Entries as Res Gestae In

Fleming v. Yost, 137 Ind. 95, 36 N.

E. 705. an action to set aside a con-

veyance as fraudulent, it was held

that the grantee was properly per-

mitted to introduce in evidence book
entries of the various amounts of

money paid to the grantor, at various

times, the entries being made at the

time of payment, such evidence be-

ing admissible as a part of the res

gestae, to illustrate and bring out

fully the whole transaction in regard

to the transfer and the consideration

therefor, and that it made no dif-

ference in regard to the admissibility

of such evidence that the entries

were made in the absence of the at-

tacking creditor. The court said

:

" In a suit of this character, where
the creditors of the grantor assail a

conveyance, if the grantee could not

show both the manual and verbal

acts of the grantor and himself re-

specting both the consideration and
the transfer, except such as were
done in the presence of the attacking

party, the grantee would have no
chance of retaining his property hon-
estly acquired. It would place him
at the mercy of any one who might
confront him and challenge hia
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vendor said at the same time and in the same conversation, even in

his favor, is legal testimony for him.*^

Previous Offer to Sell. — On an issue as to whether or not a convey-
ance was made to defraud crechtors, evidence that the allej2:ed fraud-

ulent .c^rantor previously offered to sell the property to other persons

is not admissible to disprove fraud."

Subsequent Honest Act. — It is not permissible for an alleged fraud-

ulent vendee to show that the vendor, after the conveyance, had
performed an honest act relative to the same subject-matter.*^

Public Statements by the Owner of Property, of his intent and purpose

to dispose of it, are com])ctcnt evidence to show that a subsequent

sale of the property by him was made in good faith and without

intent to defraud creditors.'**

IV. QUESTIONS OF LAW AND FACT.

The definition of fraud is a question of law.*^ But the existence

of fraud, whether actual or constructive, is, at least in the absence

of a statute to the contrary, a question of fact to be established by

the evidence in each particular case,** and courts are not permitted

right." See also PoHak v. Searcy,

84 .A.la. 2S9. 4 So. 137; Beaver v.

Taylor, i Wall. (U. S.) 637-
" The creditors were not parties to

the transfer in any way, and if they

subsequently bring suit to set aside

the conveyance, the position they
thereby take against the grantee is

that they are entitled to judgments
on their claims against the grantor,

which shall be declared liens against

the land, because the conveyance
thereof is fraudulent and void. That
is, they proceed against the grantee
through and under the grantor, and
the grantee, in his defense, may in-

troduce all the acts and declarations

which are connected with the trans-

action." Fleming v. Yost, 137 Ind.

95, 36 N. E., 705.

41. Brown v. Upton, 12 Ga. 505.

In Martin v. Duncan, 181 111. 120,

54 N. E. 908, the alleged fraudulent

grantee had previously been in pos-

session as agent of his brother, the

mortgagor, and it was held proper

to permit him to show certain acts

of his own in dealing with the prop-

erty after he took possession of it

under the mortgage, as tending to

prove a change in the character of

his possession, and that he then
openly claimed, treated, and dealt

with the property as his own.

42. Tufts V. Bunker, 55 Me. 178.

See also Fisher v. True, 38 Me. 534.

43. Law V. Payson, 32 Me. 521,

where the evidence in question was
that subsequent to the commence-
ment of that action the grantor had
offered to turn over to a creditor

the note given by the grantee for the

purchase price of the property in

question, and the court said that
" fraud can not be purged by subse-

quent honesties."

44. I Icywood V. Reed, 4 Gray
(Mass.) 574-

45. Whitehouse v. Bolster, 95 Me.

458, 50 Atl. 240.

46. United States. — Knowlton v.

Mish, 17 Fed. 198; Morse v. Riblet,

22 Fed. 501.

Alabama. — Jordan v. Collins, 107

Ala. 572, 18 So. 137.

California. — Thrclkel v. Scott,

34 Pac. 851.

Dclaii'arc. — Brown v. Dickerson,

2 Marv. 119, 42 Atl. 421.

Indiana. — Personette v. Cronk-
hite, 140 Ind. 586, 40 N. E. 59;
Pence f. Groan, 51 Ind. 336; Bishop
V. State r.r rcl. Lord, 83 Ind. 67;
Rose 7'. Colter, 76 Ind. 590.

Maine. — Whitehouse v. Bolster,

95 Me. 458, 50 Atl. 240.

Massachusetts. — O'D o n n e 1 1 v.
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to indulge in presumptions of fraud and therefrom conclusively

judge as a matter of law that a particular conveyance is fraudu-

lent.^^ So, also, whether or not the alleged fraudulent vendee par-

ticipated in the fraudulent intent of the grantor is a question of

fact.*«

Hall, 154 Mass. 429, 28 N. E. 349-

Michigan. — State Bank v. Chap-
elle, 40 Mich. 447 ; Bedford v. Pen-

ney, 65 Mich. 667, 32 N. W. 888;

Johnson v. Crispell, 43 Mich. 261, 5

N. W. 299; Partlow v. Swigart, 90

Mich. 61, 51 N. W. 270; Ferris v.

McQueen, 94 Mich. 367, 54 N. W.
164.

Missouri.— Potter v. McDowell,
31 Mo. 62; Hungerford v. Green-

gard, 95 Mo. App. 653, 67 S. W. 602.

Nebraska. — Pope v. Kingman &
Co., 96 N. W. 519.

New Hampshire. — Pomeroy v.

Bailey, 43 N. H. 118.

Pennsylvania. — McMichael v. Mc-
Derinott", 17 Pa. St. 353, 55 Am. Dec.

560.

Wisconsin. — Hoey v. Pierron, 67

Wis. 262, 30 N. W. 692; Weadock
V. Kennedy. 80 Wis. 449, 50 N. W.
393; Hooser v. Hunt, 65 Wis. 71, 26

N. W. 442.

47. Personnette v. Cronkhite, 140

Ind. 586, 40 N. E. 59-

48. Landecker v. Houghtaling, 7
Cal. 391.

FUTURES.— See Gaming.
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Disorderly House.

I. CIVIL RIGHTS AND LIABILITIES.

1. Stock and Produce Gambling.— A. Intent As Essence oe

Illegality.— The character of a speculative purchase or sale of

commodities as a wagering^ transaction is determined by the inten-

tion of the parties,^ and it is to the ascertainment of this intent that

the evidentiary inquiry is directed.

1. United States. — Kirkpatrick t;. Nctc York. — Yerkes r. Salomon,
Adams, 20 Fed. 287. 11 Hun 471.

Illinois. — Pixley z: Boynton, 79 Pcnns\lvania. — Fareira v. Gabell,

III. 351. 89 Pa. St. 89.

Michigan. — Gregory v. Wendell, And see also Hentz v. Miner, 58

39 Mich. T^T,7, s. c. 40 Mich. 433. Hun 428, 12 N. Y. Supp. 474; Grize-

Mississippi. — Clay v. Allen, 63 wood v. Blane. 11 C. B. 526, y^ E. C.

Miss. 426. L. 525. and Williams v. '1 iedemann. 0\

Missouri. — Cockrill v. Thompson, Mo. App. 269, where the different

85 Mo. 510. varieties of contracts of sale are
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carefully analyzed and the impor-
tance of the element of intent is made
apparent.

In Gregory v. Wendell, 40 Mich.

432, Justice Cooley said that the
question of legality was one of fact

depending on intent.

It has been held that in determin-
ing the validity of a purchase of
stocks through a broker, as between
him and a client as principals, the

real question is not whether the lat-

ter secretly intended to receive the

stock or not, but whether he in-

tended to obligate himself to do so.

Winward z\ Lincoln, 23 R. I. 476, 51
Atl. 106.

Rule in Missouri It was for-

merly held in Missouri that merely an
illegal intent was insufficient to in-

validate a contract as a wagering
transaction, but that a positive

agreement that an actual delivery

should not take place was necessary.

Kent V. Miltenberger, 13 Mo. App.
503. But afterward this doctrine
was repudiated and the unlawful in-

tention or understanding of the par-
ties that the contract should consti-

tute a wagering transaction was held
sufficient to invalidate it. See Hill
V. Johnson, 38 Mo. App. 383, for a

discussion of the decisions in which
the rule was changed.
Somewhat in conformity with the

former rule in Missouri it has been
held that the mere expectation on
the part of a broker and his client

that the third person with whom the
broker dealt would be willing to ad-
just the transaction by a payment of
differences, would not render the
contracts illegal where there was no
agreement to that effect, or to the
effect that the broker should protect
the client from actual delivery.

Barnes v. Smith, 159 Mass. 344, 34
N. E. 403.

Time When Intent is Entertained.
It is the intent of the parties at the
time when the contract is made
which fixes its invalidity. Lehman v.

Strassberger, 2 Wood (U. S.) 554,
15 Fed. Cas. No. 8216; Melchert v.

American Union Tel. Co., 11 Fed.

193; Kingsbury v. Kirwan, 77 N. Y.
612.

Character of Intent. — The intent

must be not merely to make a specu-
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lative profit, but to avoid an actual

transfer of the property.

United States. — Kirkpatrick v.

Adams, 20 Fed. 287.

Connecticut. — Hatch v. Douglas,
48 Conn. 116, 40 Am. Rep. 154.

Michigan. — Gregory v. Wendell,

40 Mich. 432.

Minnesota. — Mohr v. Miesen, 47
Minn. 228, 49 N. W. 862.

Missouri. — Kent v. Miltenberger,

13 Mo. App. 503.

North Dakota. — Dows v. Glaspel,

4 N. D. 251, 60 N. W. 60.

Pennsylvania. — Smith v. Bouvier,

70 Pa. St. 325 ; Kirkpatrick v. Bon-
sall, 72 Pa. St. 155; Peters v. Grim,
149 Pa. St. 163, 24 Atl. 192; Wagner
V. Hildebrand, 187 Pa. St. 136, 41
Atl. 34-

Rhode Island.— Winward v. Lin-
coln, 22, R. I. 476, 51 Atl. 106.

Wisconsin. — Barnard v. Backhaus,

52 Wis. 593, 6 N. W. 252, 9 N. W.
595-

And the fact that one who buys
for future delivery resolves, before
making the purchase, that he will

resell before the day of delivery,

does not tend to show that the

transaction was illegal as a gambling
transaction. Sawyer v. Taggart, 77
Ky. 727,

Mutuality of Intent— A transac-

tion which is legitimate on its face is

not invalidated by showing that one
party thereto understood and meant
it to be a wagering contract ; but the
proof must go further and show that

both so understood it.

United States. — Irwin v. Williar,

no U. S. 507; Bibb v. Allen, 149 U.
S. 481 ; Lehman v. Strassberger, 2

Woods 554, 15 Fed. Cas. No. 8216;
Hentz V. Jewell, 20 Fed. 592; Ward
V. Vosburgh, 31 Fed. 12; Edwards v.

Hoeffinghoff, 38 Fed. 635 ; Sampson
V. Camperdown Cotton Mills, 82 Fed.

833; Hill V. Levy, 98 Fed. 94; Boyle
V. Henning, 121 Fed. 376.

Illinois. — Pixley v. Boynton, 79
111. 351 ; Carroll v. Holmes, 24 111.

App. 453; Jamieson v. Wallace, 167
111. 388, 47 N. E. 762; Benson v.

Morgan, 26 111. App. 22; Staninger v.

Tabor, 103 111. App. 330.

Indiana. — Whitesides v. Hunt, 97
Ind. 191.

Iowa. — First Nat. Bank of Lyons
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V. Oskaloosa Pack. Co., 66 Iowa 41,

23 N. W. 355 ; Counselman v. Reich-

art, 103 Iowa 430, 72 N. W. 490.

Louisiana. — Conner v. Robertson,

27 La. Ann. 814.

Michigan. — Gregory v. Wendell,

40 Mich. 432.

Minnesota. — Mohr v. Miesen, 47
Minn. 228, 49 N. W. 862.

Missouri. — Crawford v. Spencer,

92 Mo. 498, 4 S. W. 713, I Am. St.

Rep. 745-

Mississil^f^i. — Clay v. Allen, 6^
Mis.s. 426.

Nebraska. — Rogers T'. Marriott, 59
Neb. 759. 82 N. W. 21.

North Dakota. — Dows v. Glaspcl,

4 N. D. 251, 60 N. W. 60.

And see Kingsbury 7'. Kirwan, 43
N. Y. Super. Ct. 451. The rule that

all parties to a contract, in order to

invalidate it, must have intended a

wagering tran.saction, is altered by
statute in Missouri (Rev. St. 1889,

§§3931, 3936), so that if one party

does not intend a delivery, and the

other is aware of such intent, the

contract is invalid whether the lat-

ter shares in the intent or not.

Schreiner v. Orr, 55 Mo. App. 406.

Where a customer entertaining an il-

legal intent engages in fraudulent

transactions through a broker, and
the broker is aware of his illegal

purpose, the intention of the third

persons with whom the broker deals

is immaterial when the question of

the legality of the contract arises be-

tween the broker and the client.

First Nat. Bank of Lyons v. Oska-
loosa Pack. Co., 66 Iowa 41, 23 N.
W. 255 ; Dows V. Glaspel, 4 N. D.

251, 60 N. W. 60; Coffman v. Young,
20 111. -App. 76; Carroll v. Holmes, 24
111. App. 453; Miles V. Andrews, 40
111. App. 155; Hill V. Johnson, 38 Mo.
App. 383.

But in Missouri this rule does not
obtain. See Teasdale v. McPike, 25
Mo. App. 341 ; Cockrill v. Thompson,
85 Mo. 510. In this latter case the

court said: "If a party, actuated

by the spirit of a gambler, authorizes

his agent to buy or sell an article for

him as a trader, and the agent does
so, at the same time knowing that his

principal does not mean to receive

or deliver the commodity, as the case
may be, but means, when the proper

time comes, to settle the business

by paying losses or receiving gains,

according to the fluctuations of the

market, still the contract is valid

and binding, unless the other party

made it as, or understood it to be,

a wagering arrangement, a good

contract in form, but, in fact, a mere
wager upon the future state of the

market."

See also Ward v. Bosburgh, 31

Fed. 12; and Kirkpatrick v. Adams,
20 Fed. 237, in which the intention

of the brokers' customers was held

immaterial, the only important evi-

dence being the intentions of the

brokers and the third persons with

whom they deal.

When the question of the legality

of the contract arises between the

broker and his client, it is not neces-

sary to prove that the broker had
express notice of his client's illegal

intention. Mohr v. Miesen, 42 Minn.

228, 49 N. W. 862.

Intent of Agent. — In statutory

actions (as authorized in Massachu-
setts) against brokers to recover

money paid out on speculative deals,

the intent of the agent of the client

through whom the contracts with the

brokers were made becomes a mate-
rial factor in determining their le-

gality. Crandall v. White, 164 Mass.

54, 41 N. E. 204.

Intent of Both Principal and
Agent— To enable a person to re-

cover money paid out through an
agent to brokers on speculative

transactions in stocks, he must prove
that neither he nor his agent intended

to perform the contracts made by the

brokers, by the actual receipt and
delivery of the securities and pay-
ment of their prices. Davy z'. Bangs,

174 Mass. 238, 54 N. E. 536.

Intent of Agent Controls Where
it appears that an agent dealing with
brokers had no intention that the

contracts made at his direction by
the brokers should be actually per-

formed, the fact that his principal

had an undisclosed intention to en-

gage in real transactions is immate-
rial to her recovery of money paid

out to the brokers on the deals.

Marks v. Metropolitan Stock Ex-
change, 181 Mass. 251, 63 N. E. 410.
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B. Presumptions and Burden of Proof.— Contracts of pur-

chase or sale for future delivery are presumed to be valid. ^ And
the burden of showing that a sale or purchase for future delivery is

illegal as a gaming transaction rests on the party attacking it, where
the contract is valid on its face.*

2. United States. — Trwin v. Wil-
liar, no U. S. 507; Bibb v. Allen,

139 U. S. 481 ; Edwards v. Hoeffing-
hoff, 38 Fed. 635; Hill v. Levy, 98
Fed. 94; Boyle v. Henning, 121 Fed.

376.

Kentucky. — Beadles v. M'Elrath,
8 Ky. L. Rep. 848, 3 S. W. 152.

Louisiana. — Conner v. Robertson,

37 La. Ann. 814.

Mississippi. — Clay v. Allen, 63
Miss. 426.

Missouri. — Cockrill v. Thompson,
85 Mo. 510; Kent v. Miltenberger,

13 Mo. App. 503; Williams v. Tiede-
mann, 6 Mo. App. 269.

New York. — Kenyon v. Luther,
50 Hun 602. 4 N. Y. Supp. 498;
Story V. Salomon, 71 N. Y. 420;
Dykers v. Townsend, 24 N. Y. 57.

And see Bennett v. Covington, 22
Fed. 816, where the evidence relat-

ing to cotton futures in general, to

the usual customs of persons speculat-

ing in them, and to an alleged ex-
pectation or understanding that

such contracts were to be settled

without an actual delivery, was held
insufficient to take the issue of the
illegality of such a contract to the
jury, the court saying that if it held
otherwise it would be compelled to

presume contracts for future deliv-

ery were illegal.

In Bangs v. Hornick, 30 Fed. 97,
the only evidence to show that con-
tracts for the purchase and sale of
stock for future delivery were wager-
ing contracts, was the testimony of
defendant that he left orders with
his brokers to purchase or sell, de-
positing a margin, and that if a profit

was made his account was credited,

less a commission, and if a loss re-

sulted it was in like manner debited,

defendant never receiving any cer-

tificates of stock, never having seen
any, and not knowing if any were
bought or sold. This was held not
sufficient to invalidate the contracts,
the court saying: "Counsel for de-
fendant insist that it is the absolute
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duty of the court to denounce this

transaction, unless it clearly appears

that it was valid and honest. I think

the duty of the court is precisely the

reverse, and that it is the duty of the

court to uphold it, unless it appears

that it was an invalid and dishonest

one."

3. United States. — Irwin v. Wil-

liar, no U. S. 507; Bibb v. Allen,

149 U. S. 481 ; Bennett v. Covington,

22 Fed. 816; Ward v. Vosburgh, 31

Fed. 12; Boyd v. Hanson, 41 Fed.

174; Sampson v. Camperdown Cot-

ton Mills, 82 Fed. 833; Hill v. Levy,

98 Fed. 94; Boyle v. Henning, 121

Fed. 376.

Georgia. — Forsyth Mfg. Co. v.

Castlen, 112 Ga. 199, 37 S. E. 485-

Illinois. — Benson v. Morgan, 26

III. 22; Pixley V. Boynton, 79 111.

351 ; Carroll v. Holmes, 24 111. App.

453; Marvel v. Marvel, 96 111. App,
609.

Kentucky. — Beadles v. M'Elrath,

8 Ky. L. Rep. 848, 3 S. W. 152.

Louisiana. — Conner v. Robertson,

37 La. Ann. 814.

Mississippi. — Clay v. Allen, 63

Miss. 426.

Missouri. — Crawford v. Spencer,

92 Mo. 498, 4 S. W. 713, I Am. St.

Rep. 745 ; Williams v. Tiedemann, 6

Mo. App. 269.

New Jersey. — Pratt v. Boody, 55
N. J. Eq. 175, 35 Atl. 1113.

New York. — Bigelow v. Benedict,

70 N. Y. 202; Harris v. White, 81

N. Y. 532; Mackey v. Rausch, 60

Hun 583, 15 N. Y. Supp. 4.

North Dakota. — Dows v. Glaspel,

4 N. D. 251, 60 N. W. 60.

In a suit by a client against his

brokers to recover money lost on
wager contracts on the price of grain,

the rule is the same, and the burden
is on the plaintiff to prove that the

contract, which in form is a genuine
one, was in fact made with the intent

to gamble. Peck v. Doran-Wright
Co., 57 Hun 343, 10 N. Y. Supp. 401.

And he must make out his case by
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Presumption As to Conduct of Broker. — But where a broker is

directed to make a deal to be settled ujx)n differences alone, and

a fair preponderance of the evidence.

Post V. Leland, 184 Mass. 601, 69
N. E. 361.

In Edwards v. Hoeffinghoff, 38
Fed. 635, the court said :

" The de-

fendant having denied all the allega-

tions of the petition, goes on to state

affirmatively . . . that his trans-

actions . . . were not real or

bofia fide transactions at all; that

they were nothing more than wager-
ing contracts, having the form and
semblance of reality, but being in

fact nothing more than bets upon the

prices of the markets. This is an
affirmative defense . . . and the

burden of making that out devolves

upon the defendant, not only for the

reason that I have stated, but for

another reason : that the presump-
tion of law is in favor of the validity

of contracts and not in favor of their

invalidity, and therefore he who sets

up the invalidity is bound to

prove it."

In Dwight V. Badgley, 60 Hun 144,

14 N. Y. Supp. 498, which was an
action by brokers to recover ad-

vances from a client, the court said

:

" In this case it is sought to stamp
a transaction as illegal, as being in

contravention of the provisions of the

revised statutes against wagers or
gaming. The statute is penal in its

nature, and the burden of proof is

upon the defendant to establish the

illegality of the contract." And in

Dykers v. Townsend, 24 N. Y. 57, it

was held that under i Rev. Stat., p.

710, § 6, providing that contracts for

the sale of stocks are void unless the

seller has at the time actual posses-

sion of the certificates or is other-

wise entitled thereto in his own
right, or duly authorized to sell the

shares contracted for, the burden of

proof is upon the purchaser seeking

to invalidate a transaction under the

statute to show that the seller did

not have the stocks contracted to be
sold; and hence evidence on the pur-

chaser's part that the seller had other

outstanding contracts to sell the

same stock is inadmissible, without

further proof that this was all the

stock the seller owned. In this case

the court disapproved. Stebbins v.

Lcowolf, 3 Cush. (Mass.) 137.

And the burden is on the party

asserting it to prove that a sale of

stocks was within Mass. Gen. Stat.,

ch. 105, § 6, making void sales of

stocks where the seller does not own
or is not authorized to sell them.

W'yman v. Fiske, 3 Allen (Mass.)

238. Or within the Illinois statute

prohibiting option deals. Jackson v.

Foote, 12 Fed. 37; Barnett v. Bax-
ter, 64 111. App. 544.

But in Cobb v. Prell, 15 Fed. 774,

the court said :
" It is the duty of

the courts to scrutinize very closely

these time contracts, and if the cir-

cumstances are such as to throw
doubt upon the question of the inten-

tion of the parties, it is not too much
to require a party claiming under
such a contract to show affirmatively

that it was made with actual view to

delivery and receipt of the grain."

See also First Nat. Bank of Lyons
V. Oskaloosa Pack. Co., 66 Iowa 41,

23 N. W. 255; Mohr V. Miesen, 47
Minn. 228, 49 N. W. 862; Sprague 7'.

Warren, 26 Neb. 326, 41 N. W. 11 13,

3 L. R. A. 679-

In Bartlett v. Collins, 109 Wis. 477,

85 N. W. 703, the court expressly ap-
proved the rule as to the burden of

proof laid down in Barnard v.

Backhaus, 52 Wis. 593, 6 N. W. 252,

9 N. W. 595, saying :
" This rule

has not been departed from, so far

as we can ascertain, by this court. It

is not, in our judgment, unreasona-
ble. It is based on the well-knowu
fact that a very large majority of

the transactions on such boards (as

the Chicago board of trade) are not
really transactions, but simply bet-

ting on future prices. . . . We
are aware that many courts do not
approve of this rule, but it has been
definitely approved by respectable

courts." It was also held that stat-

utes 1898. § 2319a. passed after this

decision, did not change the rule. In

this case Chief Justice Cassoday and
Justice Dodge dissented as to the

burden of proof. See also Wheeler
V. McDermid, 36 111. App. 179.

Vol. VI
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does make the deal, the presumption is that he made it as directed.*

But the broker has a right to assume that orders given him con-
template real transactions, and he is presumed to have expected his

clients to execute the contracts which he made for them.^
Presumption As to Illegal Participation. — Where it is shown that

the broker and his client intended to engage in a fictitious sale, the

presumption has been held to obtain that all the parties to such sale

entered into it with a like view f but it has also been held that the

burden of proof is on the client seeking to invalidate transactions

negotiated for ,him by his broker, to show that the third persons

with whom the broker dealt intended to enter into illegal trans-

actions.'^

C. Evidence Admissible in General.— a. Party's Evidence as

to His Ozvn Intent. — A party may testify to his own intent

in making a contract for future delivery,^ and this has been said

4. Phelps V. Holderness, 56 Ark.
300, 19 S. W. 921.

It is presumed that a cotton broker,
employed to purchase " cotton fu-

tures " for the purpose of specula-
tion, understood the terms of the
employment as they were delivered,

and that he executed the orders ac-
cording to the client's illegal intent.

Hill V. Johnson, 38 Mo. App. 383.

5. Williar v. Irwin, 11 Biss. 57,

30 Fed. Cas. No. 17,761 ; Kirkpatrick
V. Adams, 20 Fed. 287; but see Dows
V. Glaspel, 4 N. D. 251, 60 N. W. 60,

in which it was said that if the
brokers were aware of their clients'

illegal purpose when negotiating
transactions for them, it was the in-

evitable inference that the brokers
participated in the gambling project

and aided the clients therein.

6. Beveridge v. Hewitt, 8 111.

App. 467.

In Dows V. Glaspel, 4 N. D. 251, 60
N. W. 60, which was an action by
commission merchants against a
client to recover money advanced in

transactions in grain, the court said:
" There is no direct evidence as to
the intention of the other parties to
the several purchases and sales. The
transactions on both sides appear to
have been precisely alike, and it is a
fair inference that the transactions
which defendant intended should be
mere wagers, which the plaintiffs,

with knowledge of such intention,

entered into on behalf of defendant,
and which were in the form in which
gambling in all kinds of commodities
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is carried on, were in fact intended

by all the parties thereto— principals

and agents on both sides— to be

mere bets with reference to the fu-

ture price of wheat."
7. Kent v. Mittenberger, 13 Mo.

503-

In Bennett v. Covington, 22 Fed.

816, it was held that a party seeking

to invalidate transactions had through
his broker, in a suit between them,
must not only show the illegal intent

of the parties with whom the broker
dealt, but also that the broker him-
self was privy to the general unlawful
design. Contra. — Holding that the

burden of proof was on the broker to

show the innocence of the persons

with whom he dealt. Beveridge v.

Hewitt, 8 111. App. 467.

8. Yerkes v. Salomon, 11 Hun
(N. Y.) 471; Kenyon v. Luther, 50
Hun 602, 4 N. Y. Supp. 498; Waite
V. Frank, 14 S. D. 626, 86 N. W.
645 ; Counselman v. Reichart, 103

Iowa 430, 72 N. W. 490.

Dwight V. Badgley, 60 Hun 144, 14

N. Y. Supp. 498. In this case the

court said that while the party's

answer to his own intent would not
have conclusively shown what the

intention of the opposite parties was
in entering upon the course of deal-

ing, it involved an answer which the

first party was entitled to have pre-

sented to the jury, and which might
have aided them in determining what
was the real intention of the parties.

In an action to recover money paid
out on speculative deals in stocks, the
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to be the best evidence." But circumstantial evidence may be

adduced.^"

b. Declarations of Agent. — Evidence of what was said by the

agent of a party to a contract for future dehvery at the time he

negotiated it, is admissible on the issue of whether or not it was a

gambling transaction.^^

D. Significance of the Contract. — a. Conclusiveness.

(1.) In General. — It is the real intention of the parties to a con-

tract for future delivery and not the form a contract may take, or

the designation the parties may give it, that is controlling.^^

testimony of plaintiffs that they did

not intend any stocks to be in fact

bought, though incompetent on di-

rect examination, is admissible and
may be considered by the jury when
called out by the defendants them-
selves on cross-examination. Allen

V. Fuller, 182 Mass. 202, 65 N. E. 31.

Where in a suit to recover money
lost in speculating in provisions the

plaintiff testifies that defendant's

agent, when urging him to speculate,

stated that if he wanted him to buy
one thousand bushels of wheat he

had to pay ten dollars, and if the

market went up a cent he would
make ten dollars, and if it went down
a cent he would lose that amount,
and also stated there was no delivery

on it, but that defendants dealt

merely on margins, it is not error to

permit plaintiff to then testify that

he himself had no intention of

actually receiving or delivering his

purchase or sales, but intended to

settle by the payment of difference.

Staninger v. Tabor, 103 111. App. 330.

But it has been held in an action

by a broker to recover a balance due
on a contract to purchase wheat,

made for him by the defendant, in

which the defense was that the

transaction was a gambling deal,

that defendant's evidence that he did

not intend to make an actual pur-

chase is rendered inadmissible by the

accompanying admission of counsel

that he did not expect to prove that

such intention was known to the

plaintiff. Amsden f. Jacobs, 75 Hun
311, 26 N. Y. Supp. 1000.

9. Crandell v. White, 164 Mass.

54, 41 N. E. 204; First Nat. Bank of

Lyons v. Oskaloosa Pack. Co.. 66

Iowa 41, 23 N. W. 255.

But in Dows v. Glaspel, 4 N. D.

251, 60 N. W. 60, in speaking of the

proof of commission merchants'

knowledge of their clients' intention

to gamble in grain transactions, the

court said that they insisted that the

sales were genuine and that they did

not know of such purpose, but that
" courts are not bound by the testi-

mony of interested parties, but may
look to the surrounding circum-

stances to ascertain the true character

of the transactions."

And in Melchert v. American Un-
ion Tel. Co., II Fed. 193, the court

said that in seeking to ascertain the

intentions of parties to alleged grain-

gambling transactions it would not

do to place any great stress on their

own declarations, whether under

oath or not ; and that all its experi-

ence admonished it to receive with

extreme caution, if not with absolute

distrust, what parties charged with

transactions apparently illegal say

respecting the innocence of their own
intentions.

10. Edwards v. Hoeffinghoff, 38

Fed. 635-

11. Cassard v. Hinman, 6 Bosw.

(N. Y.) 8.

In Dows V. Glaspel, 4 N. D. 251,

60 N. W. 60, evidence of the state-

ment of an agent of commission mer-

chants to a client, that his transac-

tions would be mere wagers on the

price of wheat, was held admissible to

show the client's intention to gam-
ble, and that he had ground for be-

lieving that that was all he was do-

ing, notwithstanding the contention of

the commission merchants that the

agent had no authority to represent

them in illegal transactions.

12. United States. — W'WWzr v.

Irwin, II Biss. 57, 30 Fed. Cas. No.

17,761 ; Melchert v. American Union
Tel. Co., II Fed. 193; Kirkpatrick v.

Vol. VI
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(2.) Admissibility of Parol Evidence.— Parol evidence is admissible
to show that a cojitract for future delivery, though in writing and
apparently legal, is a mere gambling transaction.^'

(3.) Brokers' Memoranda and Accounts. — Memoranda of transac-
tions ufXDn the board of trade and entries on brokers' books are
not conclusive evidence of the legitimate character of the trans-

Adams, 20 Fed. 287; Embrey v.

Jemison, 131 U. S. 336.

Illinois. — Jamison v. Wallace, 167
111. 388, 47 N. E. 762; Tenney v.

Foote, 4 111. App. 594; Coffman v.

Young, 20 III. App. 76; Carroll v.

Holmes, 24 111. App. 453; Beveridge
V. Hewitt, 8 111. App. 467; Staninger
V. Tabor, 103 111. App. 330.

Indiana. — Whitesides v. Hunt, 97
Ind. 191.

Maine. — Morris v. Western Union
Tel. Co., 94 Me. 423, 47 Atl. 926.

Maryland. — Stewart v. Schall, 65
Md. 289, 4 Atl. 399, 57 Am. Rep. 327.

Massachusetts. — Barnes v. Smith,

159 Mass. 344, 34 N. E. 403-

Michigan. — Gregory v. Wendell,
37 Mich. 337.

Minnesota. — Mohr v. Miesen, 47
Minn. 228, 49 N. W. 862.

Missouri. — Crawford v. Spencer,

92 Mo. 498, 4 S. W. 713, I Am. St.

Rep. 745; Kent v. Miltenberger, 13
Mo. App. 503 ; Ream v. Hamilton,
15 Mo. App. 577 ; Schriener v. Orr,

55 Mo. App. 406.

Nebraska. — Sprague v. Warren,
26 Neb. 326, 41 N. W. 1 1 13, 3 L. R.

A. 679.

Nezi' York. — Amsden v. Jacobs,

75 Hun 311, 26 N. Y. Supp. 1000;
Yerkes v. Salomon, 11 Hun 471.

Pennsylvania. — Kirkpatrick z:

Bonsall, 72 Pa. St. 155; Brua's Ap-
peal, 55 Pa. St. 294; Gaw V. Ben-
nett, 153 Pa. St. 247, 25 Atl. 1 1 14.

Rhode Island. — Winward v. Lin-
coln, 23 R. I. 476, 51 Atl. 106.

South Dakota. — Waite v. Frank,
14 S. D. 626, 86 N. W. 645.

Wisconsin. — Barnard v. Backhaus,
52 Wis. 593, 6 N. W. 252, 9 N. W.
595-

And see Press v. Duncan, 100 Iowa
355, 6g N. W. 543.

In Dows V. Glaspel, 4 N. D. 251,
60 N. W. 60, the court said :

" Mere
wagering contracts invariably wear
the garb of bona fide sales. This is

common knowledge. Myriads of
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gambling operations are daily arrayed

by two interested brokers, who fatten

on the folly of their dupes, in the

decent and decorous habiliments of

lawful business transactions. The
naivete of a tribunal which in such
cases should unquestioningly take the

semblance for the substance would
indeed be pitiable, if it did not excite

derision and contempt. The courts

have always sought to pierce the dis-

guise and ascertain the real intention

of the parties."

13. Beadles v. M'Elrath, 8 Ky. L.

Rep. 848, 3 S. W. 152; Peck v. Doran,

57 Hun 343, 10 N. Y. Supp. 401;
Counselman v. Reichart, 103 Iowa
430, 72 S. W. 490.

The Rule Excluding Parol Evi-

dence to vary written contracts only

protects valid transactions. Cassard
V. Hinman, i Bosw. (N. Y.) 207,

and see Cassard v. Hinman, 6 Bosw.
(N. Y.) 8. But in Porter v. Veits,

I Biss. 177, 19 Fed. Cas. No. 11,291,

it was held that parol evidence was
inadmissible to show that a contract

for future delivery, valid on its face,

was vitiated by a contemporaneous
oral agreement that it should be

closed out by a payment of differ-

ences, the court saying :
" No doubt

all contracts which are illegal may be
attacked, but no case has been shown
which authorizes a party to prove
verbally that another contract (in

itself illegal) existed, and so get rid

of a written contract on its face un-
exceptionable."

Evidence of Previous Conversa-
tions. — In an action by grain
brokers against their clients to re-

cover advances made on a purchase
of grain, the order for which called

for a certain number of bushels
" more " of January wheat, it was
permissible to prove previous con-
versations between the parties to ex-
plain what was meant by such order
and whether or not the transaction
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actions ; but the surrounding circumstances and the conduct of the

parties may be looked to.'^

b. Form and Circuuista)iccs of the Coittract. — (1.) In General.

Failure to Reduce Contract to Writing.— The fact that the contract has

not been reduced to writin^^, when, without at least a written memo-
randum, the sale would be invalid, is a circumstance showin<^ that

commission merchants knew their client's intent to engage in wager-

ing transactions.^'*

Unintelligible Business Methods.— The fact that the method of con-

ducting the business is not intelligible to the court is a suspicious

circumstance.^'

Interpretation of Contract. — Where a contract for future delivery

is susceptible of two interpretations, it must be accorded that which

renders it lawful.^''

(2.) Purchase for Future Delivery. — The fact that a purchase is

made for future delivery does not ipso facto invalidate it as a wager-
ing transaction,^* while on the other hand the fact that the contract

was a gambling deal. Brand v.

Henderson, 107 111. 141.

Evidence of Usage is admissible to

fix the meaning of a technical phrase
used in an order to a stock broker to

purchase stock, as bearing on the is-

sue of the legality of the transaction.

Also expert evidence is admissible to

show the meaning of the expression

:

" I want to buy, say, lOO shares Un-
ion Pacific stock on margin," con-

tained in an order to a stock broker.

Hatch I'. Douglas, 48 Conn. 116, 40
Am. Rep. 154.

14, Kullman v. Simmens, 104
Cal. 595, 38 Pac. 362. See also

Boyd V. Hanson, 41 Fed. 174; In re

Green, 7 Biss. 338, 10 Fed. Cas. No.
5751. In this last case the court

said :
" The fact that the parties

charged the bankrupt with the price

of the grain when he ordered it pur-

chased, and credited him with the

price sold for, when sold, does not

prove what the real transaction was.

That only represents the form, not

the nature of the transaction. It was
as well to keep the account in that

way when the real intention was to

speculate and pay only the difference,

as when the sale was of the article it-

self."

But in Winward v. Lincoln, 23 R.
I. 476, 51 Atl. 106, the court, in

speaking of a broker's account
which showed items of interest

charged to and dividends credited to

his client, said: "The bookkeeper
who kept the account had no sus-

picion that the entries did not rep-

resent real transactions. The ac-

count appears to be a record of gen-

uine purchases and sales, and belongs

to a class of evidence which is given

much weight by our court."

15. Dows V. Glaspel, 4 N. D. 251,

60 N. W. 60.

16. Lowry v. Dillman, 59 Wis.

197, 18 N. W. 4, in which the court

said that after reading over more
than once the testimony of the

broker and his clerk, no member of

the court was certain that he under-

stood how the business was trans-

acted.

17. Clay V. Allen, 63 Miss. 426.

For an instance of a contract held to

show on its face that it contemplated

a wager, see Marks v. Metropolitan

Stock Exchange, 181 Mass. 251, 63
N. E. 410.

18. United States. — Edwards v.

Hoeffinghoflf, 38 Fed. 635.

Illinois. — Cole v. Miimine, 88 111.

349-

Maine. — Pumsey 7'. Berry, 65 Me.
570.

Michigan. — Gregory v. Wendell,

40 Mich. 432.

Minnesota. — Mohr v. Miesen, 47
Minn. 228. 49 N. W. 862.

.Mississippi. — Clay v. Allen, 63
Miss. 426.

Missouri. — Crawford v. Spencer,

Vol. VI
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is in the form of immediate instead of future purchases and sales

does not entitle it to be viewed in a more favorable light. ^®

And so the fact that one selling goods for future delivery does

not have them in his possession, and has not arranged for them, does

not affect the validity of the contract.^"

92 Mo. 498, 4 S. W. 713, I Am. St
Rep. 745-

Pennsylvania. — Brua's Appeal, 55
Pa. St. 294; Wagner v. Hildebrand,

187 Pa. St. 136, 41 Atl. 34; Smith v.

Bouvier, 70 Pa. St. 325; Peters v.

Grim, 149 Pa. St. 163, 24 Atl. 192.

Vermont. — Noyes v. Spaulding,

27 Vt. 420.

In Logan v. Musick, 81 111. 415,

the court said :
" The statute [pro-

hibiting options] does not prohibit a

party from selling or buying grain

for future delivery. Such was not

the purpose of the statute."

But in Barnard v. Backhaus, 52

Wis. 593, 6 N. W. 252, 9 N. W. 595,

the court said that it was the mani-

fest duty of courts to scrutinize

closely time contracts, and determine
whether they were really intended to

be what their language imported—
real contracts for the future sale

and delivery of grain— or whether
in fact that were simply wagers.

19. In Flagg V. Gilpin, 17 R. I.

10, 19 Atl. 1084, the court remarked
that the case of stock-gambling pre-

sented by the proof differed from a

contract for future delivery in that

it was the understanding of the par-

ties, a client and his broker, that the

client should order the broker to buy
stock and that the broker should then

be treated as having bought, and that

the client should order the broker to

sell and he should then be treated as

having sold, at which time the dif-

ferences between the market price as

it then was, and as it was when the

purchase was made, should be set-

tled between them. But the court

said that it did not see any essential

difference, for in the one case, as in

the other, the cause of action was
merely a wager masked under the

semblance of a sale, or of a sale and
resale.

20. United States. — Irwin v. Wil-
liar, no U. S. 507; Porter v. Viets,

I Biss. 177, 19 Fed. Cas. No. 11,291.
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Illinois. — Logan v. Musick, 81

111. 415.

Indiana. — Whitesides v. Hunt, 97
Ind. 191.

Kentucky. — Sawyer v. Taggart,

77 Ky. 727-

Louisiana. — Conner v. Robertson,

S7 La. Ann. 814.

Michigan. — Gregory v. Wendell,

39 Mich. 337, s. c. 40 Mich. 432.

Minnesota. — Mohr v. Miesen, 47
Minn. 228, 49 N. W. 862.

Mississippi. — Clay v. Allen, 63
Miss. 426.

Missouri. — Crawford v. Spencer,

92 Mo. 498, 4 S. W. 713, I Am. St.

Rep. 745 ; Williams v. Tiedman, 6

Mo. App. 269; Kent v. Miltenberger,

13 Mo. App. 503; Cockrill v. Thomp-
son, 85 Mo. 510.

Nebraska. — Rogers v. Marriott,

59 Neb. 759, 82 N. W. 21.

New York. — Bigelow v. Bene-
dict, 70 N. Y. 202; Stanton v. Small,

3 Sand. 230; Cassard v. Hinman, i

Bosw. 207.

Ohio. — Kahn v. Walton, 46 Ohio
St. 19s, 20 N. E. 203.

Wisconsin. — Barnard v. Back-
haus, 52 Wis. 593, 6 N. W. 252, 9
N. W. 595. And see Whitehead v.

Root, 2 Mete. (Ky.) 584; Dickson
V. Thomas, 97 Pa. St. 278.

The contrary doctrine announced
in some early English cases (see

Bryan v. Lewis, R. & M. 386, 21 E.

C. L. 467) has been long since over-

ruled. See cases cited above.

A sale " short," while evidence of

a wager transaction, is not ipso facto

a wager, but there must be other

facts to characterize the transaction

and show the illegal intent of the

parties. Maxton v. Gheen, 75 Pa.

St. 166.

From the rule in the text it fol-

lows that on an issue as to whether
contracts for future delivery were
legal, questions asked of parties

whether at the time of making such

sales they had the commodities on
hand, may be properly excluded.
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So also the fact that .q-oods sold for future delivery arc not identi-

fied is, of course, not significant of illegality.*^

(3.) Option Contracts. — An option contract is not per se invalid as

a wagering transaction. ^-

Mackey v. Rausch, 60 Hun 583, 15

N. Y. Supp. 4.

But in Watte v. Wickersham, 27

Neb. 457, 43 N. W. 259, in support of

a contention that certain sales of

grain were gambling deals, evidence

that the person selling did not own
or have possession of any grain, and
particularly of the grain sold at the

time he ordered the plaintiff brokers

to sell, was held admissible in con-

nection with proof that the plain-

tiffs knew the fact.

In Donovan v. Daiber, 124 Mich.

49, 82 N. W. 848, a statute (Comp. L.

Mich. 1897, §11,373) prohibiting the

pretended buying or selling of stocks

or produce on margins when the

seller does not have the property on
hand to deliver or when the pur-

chaser does not intend actually to re-

ceive the property, was held not to

invalidate contracts for future de-

livery, though the seller did not have
the property, where it was the un-
derstanding of both parties that an
actual delivery could be enforced.

21. Sawyer v. Taggart, 77 Ky.

727; Conner v. Robertson, Z7 La.

Ann. 814.
" The law does not require that the

stock [purchased] should be in ex-

istence, and that the customer should

acquire such control by the purchase

as to be able to deliver the title to it,

if called for, when he sells." Win-
ward V. Lincoln, 23 R. I. 476, 51 Atl.

106.

22. North v. Phillips. 89 Pa. St.

250; Williams v. Tiedemann, 6 Mo.
App. 269.

But see Dickson v Thomas, 97 Pa.

St. 278, where the testimony of a

broker concerning an option contract

was held to show it to be merely a

wager. An option to purchase with-
in a certain time is not illegal as a

gaming transaction, and the case is

not altered if, instead of paying for

an option to buy. the person pays
for an option to sell. Story v. Salo-
mon, 71 N. Y. 420.

A contract providing that in con-

sideration of a certain sum, the mak-
ers bind themselves to deliver a cer-

tain amount of petroleum should the

opposite party call on them to do so

at any time within six months, and
if the oil is called for, the call be-

comes a contract, the opposite party

agreeing to receive and pay for the

commodity, is not on its face a gam-
bling contract, but as it is evident

that such an agreement can be read-

ily prostituted to the worst kind of

gambling ventures, its character may
be weighed by the jury in connection

with other facts in considering

whether the bargain was a mere
scheme to gamble. Kirkpatrick v.

Bonsall, 72 Pa. St. 155.

Right to Insist on Actual Delivery.

Where it is agreed by the parties

that the contract shall be actually

performed if either party requires it,

it is not a wagering contract, though
one or both of the parties intend

when the time for performance ar-

rives to substitute therefor a settle-

ment by the payment of differences,

such an intention being immaterial

except so far as it is made a part of

the contract. Harvey z'. Merrill,

150 Mass. I, 22 N. E. 49, 15 Am. St.

Rep. 159, 5 L. R. A. 200. See also

Winward v. Lincoln, 23 R. L 476, 51
Atl. 106; and Ward v. Bosburgh, 31

Fed. 12, in which the court said :
" It

has been of late repeatedly decided
that if the parties intend in fact to

buy or sell property to be delivered

at a future time agreed upon by
them, it is not a gambling transac-

tion, although they exercise the op-

tion of settling the difference in price

rather than make delivery of the

property."

But see cnnfra. Melchert v. Ameri-
can Union Tel. Co., 11 Fed. 193; and
Kirkpatrick 7'. Adams, 20 Fed. 287,

in which latter case the court said :

"It is not sufficient that the parties

reserve to themselves an option of

converting the contracts into a real

transaction of buying and selling for

actual delivery, if the original intent

Vol. VI
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Option as to Time of Delivery.— So a mere option within certain

limits as to the time of deHvery does not invahdate the contract.^'

(4.) Effect of Requiring Margin. — Deals on margin are not neces-

sarily wagering transactions.'' And the fact that brokers assume
no risk on deals made for a client is evidence of the legality.'^

was to make a contract which con-

templated in fact no delivery, but a

mere adjustment of differences in

price. It would be none the less a

gambling transaction if sucfi was the

original purpose, because of the op-
tion. . . . The existence of the
option in the contract is merely one
element of fact to which you may
look, with all the others, in arriving

at the real bona Me intent of the
parties."

23. United States. — Melchert v.

American Union Tel. Co., ii Fed.

193; Ward V. Vosburgh, 31 Fed. 12.

Illinois. — Pixley v. Boynton, 79
111. 351; Wolcott V. Heath, 78 111.

433-
Iowa. — Gregory v. Wattowa, 58

Iowa 711, 12 N. W. 726.

Missouri. — Crawford v. Spencer,

92 Mo. 498, 4 S. W. 713, I Am. St.

Rep. 475 ; Williams v. Tiedemann, 6
Mo. App. 269.

An option by which a seller secures

the right to deliver a commodity
within a certain time, and to receive

therefor a certain price, though con-
taining an element of hazard, is not
necessarily inconsistent with the fact

that the seller owned the commodity
when making the contract or had an
existing contract to receive it; and
hence is not void as a wager. Bige-
low V. Benedict, 70 N. Y. 202. So
the existence of an option as to the

time of delivery does not bring the

contract within the Illinois statute

prohibiting option contracts. Logan
V. Musick, 81 111. 415.

24, United States. — Edwards v.

Hoeffinghoff, 38 Fed. 635.

Connecticut. — Hatch v. Douglas,

48 Conn. 116, 40 Am. Rep. 154.

Indiana. — Whitesides v. Hunt, 97
Ind. 191.

Massachusetts. — Marks v. Metro-
politan Stock Exchange, 181 Mass.
251, 63 N. E. 410.

Pennsyh'ania. — Wagner 7'. Hilde-
brand, 187 Pa. St. 136, 41 Atl. 34;
Hopkins v. O'Kane, 169 Pa. St. 478,
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2,2 Atl. 421 ; Peters v. Grim, 149 Pa.

St. 163, 24 Atl. 192.
" The fact that after the stocks

have been bought by the broker he

is to actually receive them from the

seller, and to pay for them for the

most part out of his own pocket, or

with funds raised on his personal re-

sponsibility and the pledge of the

stocks, and then carry them for his

customer so long as his customer
keeps him indemnified from loss by
keeping the margin agreed upon
good, and that in so carrying the

stocks the relation between the cus-

tomer and the broker is a contractual

one, does not make the transaction

a wagering transaction." Rice v.

Winslow, 180 Mass. 500, 62 N. E.

1057-

But the fact that orders for wager-
ing stock transactions are marked
" Protect in full," by which is meant
that the stock was not to be sold out,

and that the margin would be kept

good, does not validate the transac-

tion on the theoretic possibility that

under such an order margins might
be furnished until the stock had lost

all its value, and the then worthless
certificate turned over ; this being
very far from establishing an intent

to make an actual purchase.
Thompson v. Brady, 182 Mass. 321,

65 N. E. 419-

25. In Hatch v. Douglas, 48
Conn. 116, 40 Am. Rep. 154, the

court referred to the fact that the
brokers did not assume any risk, as
indicative of the legality of transac-

tions in stocks made by them for a
client.

In Brown v. Speyers, 20 Graft.

(Va.) 296, the court regarded the

circumstance that a broker could sus-

tain no loss nor realize any profit

from speculative transactions, be-

yond his commissions, as conclusive

against their invalidity as wagers,
saying it had yet to see a case in

which it had been held that a con-

tract was a wager, by the terms of
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(5.) Nature of Commodity Dealt In. — The nature of the commodity
dealt in is not, ai)parently, suggestive of illegality.^"

(6.) Place Where Transaction Occurs. — And it would seem that the

fact that the transaction occurs on a stock exchange or board of

trade is not evidence of its illegality, at least beyond suggesting the

propriety of its close scrutiny. ^^

But the importance of a certain city as a grain market has been

regarded as a circumstance to be considered in determining

whether brokers there were aware of their client's intention to

engage in wagering transactions in grain. ^*

Rules of Exchange or Board of Trade. — The weight of authority

seems to favor the view that the rules of an exchange or board of

trade on which transactions are conducted are not admissible-" to

which the loss and profit were all

on one side.

But in Flagg v. Baldwin, 38 N. J.

Ep. 219, the fact that a broker specu-
lating for his client on margins had
retained, or attempted to retain, per-

fect indenmity against loss on his

part, was said not to affect the il-

legal character of the transactions as
wagering contracts.

26. The only difference between
stocks and other commodities is that

as stocks are more commonly made
the vehicle of gambling speculation

than some other things, courts are

disposed to look more closely into

stock transactions to ascertain their

character. Hopkins v. O'Kane, 169
Pa. St. 478, 32 Atl. 421.

An option for the sale of gold does
not warrant the inference that it is

a wagering contract on account of
the nature of the commodity dealt

in, notwithstanding contracts for the

purchase and sale of gold are a con-
venient cover for gambling transac-

tions, in view of the frequent fluctua-

tions in the value of gold, the op-
portunities for combinations affect-

ing the market, and the ability to

ascertain the market value on any
day or hour. Bigelow v. Benedict,

70 N. Y. 202.

27. Sawyer v. Taggart, yy Ky.
727.

Contra. — Rogers v. Marriott, 59
Neb. 759, 82 N. W. 21, in which the
court remarked that it is a matter of
common knowledge that many mil-

lions of bushels of wheat are annu-

ally, in form, bought and sold on
the Chicago board of trade, which

are not in existence, never change
hands, and are never intended to,

and that as the transactions repre-

senting bona fide sales are but a

small part of the sum total, the most
natural and probable inference would
be that any particular transaction

occurring there would fall within the

category of speculative ventures.

Judicial Notice. — Courts are

bound to take notice that stock and
grain gambling is carried on at the
exchanges in the commercial cen-
ters of the country ; and in view of
this contracts for future delivery will

be very carefully scrutinized. Alohr
V. Miesen, 47 ]Minn. 228, 49 N. W.
862.

Transactions Between Other Par-
ties Evidence as to transactions

on a board of trade between parties

other than those before the court
is inadmissible to characterize the

transaction engaged in on the board
by the parties to the suit. Edwards
V. Hoeffinghoff, 38 Fed. 635.

28. Williar r. Irwin, 11 Biss. 57,

30 Fed. Cas. No. 17,761 ; Roundtree
z: Smith, 108 U. S. 269.

29. Waite v. Frank, 14 S. D. 626,

86 N. W. 645; Whitesides v. Hunt,
07 Tnd. 191 ; Pardridgc 7'. Cutler, 168

111. 504, 48 N. E. 125; Mackey v.

Rau.sch, 60 Hun 583, 15 N. Y.
Supp. 4.

In Bartlett 7>. Collins, ioq Wis.
477. 85 N. W. 703, the court held
that where a client authorizes his

Vol. VI
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characterize them, and when admitted, the significance attached to

them has varied greatly.'"

E. Circumstances and Conduct of the Parties.— a. Impor-

tance ill General. — More than the provisions of the contract itself

or the declarations of the parties, their circumstances and conduct

furnish the most cogent and reliable evidence of their true intent.^^

brokers to enter into transactions for

him, under the auspices of a board

of trade, he impHedly submits him-

self to the lawful rules of the or-

ganization, which are therefore ad-

missible in an action between them,,

as bearing on the illegality of the

transactions entered into.

Parties Ignorant of the Rules.

See Davy v. Bangs, 174 Mass. 238,

54 N. E. 536.

Failure to Offer Rules Referred to

in Contract But in Lowry v.

Dillman, 59 Wis. 197, 18 N. W. 4,

the court enumerated among the sus-

picious circumstances tending to dis-

credit a grain broker's testimony

that he made an actual purchase for

his client, the fact that though the

written contract provided that it

was subject to the rules of a cham-
ber of commerce, these rules were
not introduced in evidence.

30. In Crawford v. Spencer, 92
Mo. 498, 4 S. W. 713, I Am. St. Rep.

745, the fact that contracts made by
grain brokers for a client were not

written, and under the rules of the

exchange under which they operated

the purchaser had the right to cnll

for the commodity bought, was not

regarded as establishing the legiti-

mate character of the transactions.

In Sawyer v. Taggart, 77 Ky. 727,

a rule of the New York cotton ex-

change providing that either party to

a contract might close out on notice,

the party receiving the notice having
the option either to make settlement

by paying or receiving the difference,

or to accept a satisfactory person in

the room of the party giving the no-
tice, and also a rule relating to mar-
gins, and one governing settlements

on default in delivery or receipt of

goods sold, were considered, and it

was said that they seemed to provide
for real and not fictitious trade, that

they provided against unreal trans-

actions, and that so large a portion
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of the real business in great cities is

done on 'change as to wholly forbid

the conclusion that the contracts

made there are unlawful.

In Dows V. Glaspel, 4 N. D. 251,

60 N. W. 60, the court, in referring

to a rule of a board of trade provid-

ing that in cases of sales of produce

the parties selling should deliver the

property unless the purchaser should

accept or consent to pay the defend-

ant in cash but in all cases the

buyer should have the right to de-

mand the property, as confirming its

views that transactions on the board
of trade were known by the com-
mission merchant making them to be
wagering deals, said :

" In this very

rule the purchaser is given the option

to accept or pay the difference in

price when the seller so requests him
to do. In other words, the rule pro-

vides that the parties may agree to

do what every layman knows they

can agree to do without any such

rule. Why mention this right to

agree to settle by paying differences

when it is a right which exists inde-

pendently of any rule? The reason

is obvious, when the almost uni-

versal practice is considered. When
brokers, by their rules, inform their

speculating customers that no de-

livery is necessary if the parties

agree to dispense with it, and this is

followed by the almost uniform prac-

tice of settling by paying differences,

we are constrained to believe that no
delivery was intended from the very

outset of any of these transactions,

and that the brokers were well aware
of it."

31. In Melchert v. American
Union Tel. Co., 11 Fed. 193, in

speaking of the legality of transac-

tions in grain futures, the court said

:

" We must look at the actions of

interested or accused persons, rather

than their mere words, to ascertain

their real intention. We must con-

sider what they have done, rather
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And a statute making^ certain conduct prima facie evidence of the

illegal nature of the transaction in futures, is constitutional. ^-

Even the moral estimate which a party ])ut upon the transaction

he was about to engage in has been held significant.'"''

b. Course of Dealing Between Parties.— At least in those cir-

cumstances in which the question of the legitimate character of a

transaction arises between the broker and his client, the field of

inquiry into conduct includes the whole course of dealing between

the parties.
^"^

c. Delivery.— (1.) In the Course of Dealing.— Thus the fact that

numerous deals in commodities for future delivery were uniformly

closed out without delivery is significant evidence of the intention

than what they have said, when
called to account for their actions.

We can best learn what interpreta-

tion the parties themselves have put

upon their own contract by consider-

ing what they have done under and
in pursuance of it, with a view to its

settlement or fulfillment."

32. Crandell v. White, 164 Mass.

54, 41 N. E. 204.

33. Tn Wheeler v. McDermid, 36
111. App. 179, the court, remarking
on the circumstances that the defend-

ant, who purchased grain through
the plaintiff broker, was a clergyman,
and doubtful about the propriety of

engaging in speculative deals, said

:

" The very fact that the conscience

of this honest clergyman pricked him
as he stood in the charmed circle of

the ' corn pit ' and watched the con-
flict between the 'bulls and bears,'

and looked with longing eyes upon
the golden calf he was about to

worship is a circumstance not without
significance as showing what the in-

tent of appellant [the defendant]

was."

34. Williar 7-. Irwin. 11 Biss. 57.

30 Fed. Cas. No. 17,761 ; Kenyon v.

Luther, 50 Hun 602, 4 N. Y. Supp.

498; Carroll v. Holmes, 24 111. App.

453 ; Edwards v. Hoeffinghoff, 38
Fed. 635; Waite v. Frank, 14 S. D.
626, 86 N. W. 645.

In Crandell %'. White, 164 Mass.

54, 41 N. E. 204, which was an ac-

tion by a principal against his agents

•to recover money paid out on specu-

lative deals in futures, evidence was
admitted concerning transactions

which took place during the five days

preceding that on which those in suit

began, the court saying: '^' It is a

general rule that separate and dis-

tinct acts, unconnected with those in

suit, are inadmissible for the purpose

of raising an inference that the party

did the particular things which he is

charged with doing. But we think in

this case that the transactions ob-

jected to were of such a nature and

were so connected with those in suit,

and so near to them in time, that they

might fairly be regarded as having

some tendency to show what the de-

fendant had reasonable cause to be-

lieve that no intention existed actu-

ally to perform the contracts which
form the basis of the present suit."

In an action on a note, defended on

the ground that it was based on spec-

ulations of a gambling nature on a

board of trade, evidence as to other

similar transactions between the par-

ties for three months after the note

was given, as well as evidence of

transactions prior thereto, is admissi-

ble to show the intention of the par-

ties. Gardner v. Meeker, 169 111. 40.

48 «N. E. 307.

But in Dwight v. Badgley, 60 Hun
144, 14 N. Y. Supp. 498, which was
an action by brokers to recover dif-

ferences from a client, the court held

that evidence as to whether grain had
been actually delivered in previous

transactions was inadmissible to char-

acterize those in suit as wagering con-

tracts, saying: "Even if the parties

had been guilty of entering into ille-

gal contracts prior to the transactions

upon which this action is based, as

the plaintiff is entitled to the strictest

proof in this case, we think that proof

of former transactions alleged to be

illegal, not embraced w-ithin the time

Vol. VI
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of the parties to gamble. ^^ And is also evidence that brokers or

commission merchants were aware of the illegal intent of their cus-

tomer.^®

But instances of actual delivery in the course of a series of deals

will rob the failure to deliver, in the majority of instances, of its

evidentiary force.
•''^

(2.) In the Particular Transaction.— The fact that a particular con-
tract for future delivery is closed out before maturity does not, how-
ever, prove its invalidity.^^ But while not conclusive, it is admissi-

specificd in ihc bill of particulars, is

not competent."
So in Benson v. Morgan, 26 HI.

App. 22, the court refused to notice

evidence of a transaction between the

maker of a note and his brokers prior

to the execution of the instrument, as

bearing on the question whether it

was given for a gambling considera-

tion arising out of speculations in

grain ; saying that it did not consider

the evidence relevant.

35. Colderwood v. IMcCrea. 11 111.

App. 543 ; Carroll v. Holmes, 24 111.

453; Beveridge v. Hewitt, 8 III. App.
467; Curtis V. Wright, 40 HI. App.
491 ; Fareira v. Gabell, 89 Pa. St. 89

;

Miles V. Andrews, 40 III. 155; Craw-
ford V. Spencer. 92 Mo. 498, 4 S. W.
713, I Am. St. Rep. 745.

Contra. — Sawyer v. Taggart, yj
Ky. 727, in which the fact that in the

whole course of dealing between
brokers and their clients, covering
about two years and aggregating sev-

eral hundred thousand dollars, no
goods were actually received by
either, was denied significance as in-

dicating gambling transactions, the

court saying that all the purchases
were had with an intention to reeell,

and that resales were actually made
in all instances. See also Ward v.

Bosburg, 31 Fed. 12, and Williar v.

Irwin, II Biss. (U. S.) 57, 30 Fed.

Cas. No. 17,761, in which latter case

the custom of commission merchants
to reciprocally surrender or cancel

their contracts and adjust differences

in price between themselves was said

to be founded in commercial con-
venience and not to be in contraven-
tion of the law.

36. Dows V. Glaspel, 4 N. D. 251,

60 N. W. 60, in which, in speaking
of the proof of the knowledge of

commission merchants concerning
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their client's illegal intent, the court

said :
" From the very beginning the

defendant pursued the course of clos-

ing out these purchases long before
the day of delivery had arrived ; in

some cases ordering sold within a

few days after the purchase all or a

portion of the wheat purchased for

I\Iay delivery. What did this indi-

cate to the mind of the plaintiffs, if

it did not tend to show them that

defendant was merely gambling in

options? . . . His [the client's]

indifference to the matter of delivery,

all through these transactions, was
certainly suggestive to plaintiffs, who
were familiar with such indifference,

and the reasons for it, they having
witnessed it in a multitude of similar

transactions." And see to the same
effect, Mohr v. Miesen, 47 Minn. 228,

49 N. W. 862.

37. Ward v. Vosburg, 31 Fed. 12.

In Pratt v. Boody, 55 N. J. Eq. 175,

35 Atl. 1 113, it appeared that a client

purchased in one month from a
broker stocks amounting to over
$200,000, and that the actual deliver-

ies to the client amounted to $47,000.

During the next ten months the pur-
chases amounted to $1,500,000, with
deliveries only to the amount of $556.
During the succeeding year the pur-
chases amounted to over $650,000,
with actual deliveries amounting to

%S7,2:2>7, and the court held that the
small proportion of deliveries was
insufficient to justify the conclusion
that both parties intended a mere set-

tling of differences, without actual

delivery, saying that the importance
of the deliveries actually made in de-

ciding as to the validity of the whole
account was very great.

38. Ward v. Bosburgh, 31 Fed.
12; Kirkpatrick v. Adams, 20 Fed.

287; Conner v. Robertson, 2i7 La.
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ble,^" and has been regarded as not devoid of weight in indicating

the intent of the parties. '*•'

On the other hand the fact of actual delivery, under a contract

Ann. 814; Sawyer v. Taggart, yy
Ky. 727 ; Williams v. Tiedcmann, 6

Mo. App. 269; Kent z'. Miitenberger,

13 Mo. App. 503 ; Edwards v. Hoef-
finghofF, 38 Fed. 635; Fareira v. Ga-
bell, 89 Pa. St. 89.

Where in a contract for future de-

livery the actual transfer of the goods
is contemplated, the vendee may, be-

fore the time for delivery has arrived,

agree to sell or transfer his right to

the goods, or, under the contract, to

some one else who, should he retain

the same, would be entitled to receive

possession at the time agreed ; and
such transfer would not affect the

validity of the transaction. Gregory
V. Wendell, 39 Mich. 337.

But in Rogers v. Marriott, 59 Neb.

759, 82 N. W. 21, which was an ac-

tion by commission merchants to re-

cover advances from a client, the

court said it was not amiss to note
that both parties were contemplating
selling the " trades," as these trans-

actions were termed, as soon as the

market would permit of a profit be-
ing realized, and that there was not
in any of their communications the
remotest suggestion or inference of

an actual delivery at any time, or of

any intention to transfer wheat to the

client.

39. Curtis V. Wright, 40 Til. App.
491 ; Mohr v. Miesen, 47 Minn. 228,

49 N. W. 862.

In Edwards v. Hoeffinghoff, 38
Fed. 635, the court said that the jury
had a right to look to the circum-
stance of the absence of deliveries,

in connection with other circum-
stances, to determine whether or not
the purchases and sales were actual.

40. Lyon 7'. Culbertson, 83 111. 33.

In Melchert v. American Union
Tel. Co., II Fed. 193. the court, after

holding that it was no objection to a
bona fide contract for future delivery
that the parties afterward settled it

by payment of differences, added
that, notwithstanding their subse-
quent conduct might, as evidence,
cast " strong reflected light " upon
their intent in making the contract,

and said: "How can we judge of

their intentions except by considering
what they actually did in adjusting
their contracts? Is it not just to con-
clude, in the absence of proof to the

contrary, that parties to a contract

adjusted it according to their under-
standing of their own intents in mak-
ing it?

"

In Dows V. Glaspel, 4 N. D. 251,

60 N. W. 60, the circumstance that a

purchase of grain by commission
merchants for a client for future de-

livery was closed out by selling a like

amount, was regarded by the court as

cogent evidence that the commission
merchants knew their client intended

to gamble. The court said: "How
could the plaintiffs [the commission
merchants] expect that the defendant

would regard a boua fide purchase by
him closed out, and himself released

from all further liability on the con-

tract by ordering a new contract to

be made with another person — a con-

tract of sale— thus increasing, rather

than extinguishing, his liability, if llie

two transactions were boua fide

sales? The natural mode of wiping
out an obligation is to reach the

party who holds it, and agree with

him as to the terms on which he will

release the other party who desires

to be discharged. Yet the plaintiflfs

knew that the defendant was willing

to pursue a widely different course

and close out his purchase at a profit

by obligating himself to sell more
wheat to another without securing a

release from the contract of purchase
which he wiped out."

Stat. 1890. ch. 437, §4, making the

fact that settlements had been made
prima facie evidence of the wagering
character of contracts for future de-
livery embraces, if it is not confined
to, settlements of the transactions

concerned ; and the fact that a trans-

action of that sort is not completed in

fact is prima facie evidence of its

illegal character. Thompson v.

Brady, 182 Mass. 321, 65 N. E. 419.

And .see Marks v. Metropolitan Stock
Exchange, 181 Mass. 251, 63 N. E.
410.

Vol. VI
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for future delivery, is not conclusive evidence of the intention of the

purchaser to receive the property when the order for its purchase
was given."*^

(3.) Preparations for Receipt or Delivery of Commodity. — Lack of

preparation by a party to a contract for future dehvery, for the

deUvery or receipt of the commodity dealt in, has been regarded as a

circumstance tending to show the wagering character of the transac-

tions, and to charge the party's broker with knowledge of his illegal

intent.*-

(4.) Delivery by Broker to Client. — The fact that a broker who has

purchased stocks and commodities for his client does not deliver

them to him does not indicate illegality, and is irrelevant to that

issue when it arises between them.^^ So the client's intent as to

delivery is quite immaterial.^*

41. Miles V. Andrews, 40 111. App.
ISS-

The fact that a commission mer-
chant, who made a contract for his

client without intending a delivery,

and afterward, when the client's de-

meanor began to inspire mistrust,

bought the grain, to make a show of
fulfilling the contract, would not
validate it. Edwards v. Hoeffinghoff,

38 Fed. 635.

42. Melchert v. American Union
Tel. Co., II Fed. 193; Crawford v.

Spencer, 92 Mo. 498, 4 S. W. 713, I

Am. St. Rep. 745.

In Watte v. Wickersham, 27 Neb.

457, 43 N. W. 259, in support of the

contention that certain transactions

in grain were gambling deals, evi-

dence that the purchasers were not
the owners of elevators, or other
means of receiving or storing grain,

was held admissible in connection
with proof that the fact was known
to the plaintiff brokers.

43. Young V. Glendenning, 194 Pa.

St. 550, 45 Atl. 364; Post V. Leland,
184 Mass. 601, 69 N. E. 361; Win-
ward V. Lincoln, 23 R. I. 476, 51 Atl.

106. And see Davy v. Bangs, 174
Mass. 238, 54 N. E. 536.

The prima facie case under Stat.

1890, ch. 437, § 4, making the fact of

settlement prima facie evidence that

the transaction was a wagering con-

tract, is not made out by showing
that the broker purchased stocks for

his client, and retained them until

resold, instead of delivering them to

the client, and that on the resale a

settlement was made between them,
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there having been bona fide trans-

fers of stocks between the broker and
third persons with whom he dealt.

Rice V. Winslow, 180 Mass. 500, 62

N. E. 1057.

But in Hill v. Johnson, 38 Mo.
App. 383, the fact that no cotton was
ever delivered or tendered to a client

by commission merchants employed
to purchase for him, was said to be
" certainly a material circumstance"
bearing on the validity of the trans-

actions as gambling deals.

And in Walters v. Comer, 79 Ga.

796, 5 S. E. 292, the fact that brokers
who had bought cotton for their

client did not deliver it to him, was
apparently regarded as a circum-
stance tending to show the gambling
nature of the transaction.

44. Where a broker purchases
stock for a client it is entirely im-
material to the character of the trans-

action as a gambling deal, whether
the client intends to have the broker
hold the securities for him until they
shall actually be sold, and then to

settle with the broker, or whether he
intends ultimately to pay the balance
of the purchase money and receive

the securities. Rice v. Winslow, 180

Mass. 500, 62 N. E. 1057.

In Winward v. Lincoln, 23 R. I.

476, 51 Atl. 106, it was held that

where a broker actually purchased
stock on his client's account, the fact

that the client did not intend to re-

ceive it from the broker is immate-
rial to the legality of the transac-

tion, the court saying :
" If the de-

fendants [the clients] had ostensibly

bought stock of the plaintiff [the
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(5.) Validity of Broker's Transaction with Third Person.— On the

Other hand, the fact that a broker niakinj^ contracts for future deUv-

ery for a cHciU actually purchases the stocks and commodities, or

intends an actual delivery thereof to the third persons concerned, is

also immaterial ^vhen the issue of the leg^ality of the transaction

arises between the broker and the client ;*'' but the failure of evidence

to affirmatively disclose that the broker made an actual purchase

indicates a wa.c:ering' contract,*" as does also the client's indifference

to the pecuniary responsibility of the persons with whom the broker

is supposed to deal."*^

broker] and sold stock to him, then

their intention to deliver certificates

would have been of importance. But
when they directed him to buy for

their account, the question is, did
they intend that he should actually

buy and receive the certificates, and
did they intend that he should de-

liver certificates when they ordered
him to sell?

"

45. Flagg V. Baldwin, 38 N. J.

Eq. 219; Pardridge r. Cutler, 168 111.

504. 48 N. E. 125.

In Rogers v. Marriott, 59 Neb. 759,
82 N. W. 21, the court held tfiat the

fact that commission merchants made
actual purchases and sales of com-
modities for a client was not conclu-
sive of the legality of the transactions

as between them and the client, re-

marking that there was no evidence
as to the parties from whom the

nominal purchases were made, or that

any third party appeared, in any
order, to enter into the transaction.

In an action to recover from brok-

ers money lost in an alleged gambling
transaction on a board of trade, the

nature of the contract that the brok-
ers may have made on the board of

trade or elsewhere, with some third

party, is immaterial or a mere cir-

cumstance of corroboration. Ken-
nedy r. Stout, 26 111. App. 133.

In Griswold v. Gregg, 24 111. .A.pp.

384, it was held that the fact that

brokers dealing for a client on a

board of trade intended in making
such deals an actual performance by
delivery, was not the criterion of the

validity of the transactions as be-

tween the broker and the client, but

if, as between them, it was intended

that the broker should only deal in

options, the transactions were illegal.

In Harvey v. Merrill, 150 Mass.

I, 22 N. E. 49, IS Am. St. Rep. 159.

5 L. R. A. 200, the court held that

the fact that brokers bound them-

selves to actual deliveries on a cli-

ent's account would not prevent the

transactions, as between them and

the client, being void as gambling

deals, they being treated as having

bound themselves on their own ac-

count merely.

But in Post V. Leland, 184 Mass.

601, 69 N. E. 361, which was an
action to recover money paid out on
speculative deals in stocks, the fact

that the defendant broker purchased

the stock at plaintiff's request and
held it subject to his control was
held to be an element to be consid-

ered on the question whether the

broker had reasonable cause to be-

lieve that plaintiff was carrying on
a wagering contract.

46. Peck 7'. Doran, 57 Hun 343, 10

N. Y. Supp. 401 ; First Nat. Bank
of Lyons r. Oskaloosa Pack. Co., 66

Iowa 41, 23 N. W. 255.

Where a commission merchant
testifies that he never had a ware-

house receipt for grain claimed to

have been purchased on the order of

a client, that he did not know in

what elevator the alleged grain was,

and that he settled the alleged loss by
" ringing up " in the board of trade,

his evidence fails to show a bona
fide purchase for actual delivery.

Sprague v. Warren, 26 Neb. 326, 41

N. W. 1 1 13, 3 L. R. A. 679.

47. " The purchaser in an hon-

est business sale naturally wishes to

know something of the pecuniary re-

sponsibility and of the character of

the man who has agreed to deliver

property to him at a certain time

for a specified price. If the vendor

will not perform his contract, and
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(1. Pecuniary Responsibility of Purchaser. — Evidence of the

financial inability of one purchasing for future delivery to pay for

the goods is admissible to show that 'he was gambling,'** and is a

strong circumstance in demonstration of that fact ;*" and a broker's

cannot be made to pay damages for

breach of it, the contract is of no
value to the purchaser." Dows v.

Glaspel, 4 N. D. 251, 60 N. W. 60.

48. Watte v. Wickersham, 27
Neb. 457, 43 N. W. 259; Kirkpatrick

V. Bonsall, 72 Pa. St. 155.

The means of a purchaser of grain

for future delivery may be consid-

ered in determining the wagering
character of the contract, and if they

are inadequate to carry the contract

into effect, it is a circumstance
which, though not conclusive, may
be viewed in determining the pur-
chaser's intention. And the pur-
chaser's own evidence as to his lack

of means is admissible. Myers v.

Tobias (Pa.), 16 Atl. 641.

In Stewart v. Schall, 65 Md. 289,

4 Atl. 399, 57 Am. Rep. 327, evi-

dence that defendant, sued by his

brokers for a balance of account
which he asserted arose out of

gambling transactions, was worth
only thirty-five hundred dollars,

while the transactions aggregated
eight hundred thousand dollars, was
a lawyer by occupation and resided

next door to plaintiffs, who knew
him well, was held competent to go
to the jury.

49. United States. — Willmr v.

Irwin, II Biss. 57, 30 Fed. Cas. No.
47,761.

Illinois. — Jamieson v. Wallace,

167 111. 388, 47 N. E. 762; Colder-
wood V. McCrea, 11 111. App. 543;
Carroll v. Holmes, 24 111. App. 453;
Beveridge v. Hewitt, 8 111. App. 467,

Kentucky. — Beadles v. M'Elrath,

8 Ky. L. Rep. 848, 3 S. W. 152.

Minnesota. — Mohr v. Miesen, 47
Minn. 228, 49 N. W. 862.

New Jersey. — Flagg v. Baldwin,

38 N. J. Eq. 219.

Pennsylvania. — Kir kpatrick v.

Bonsall, 72 Pa. St. 155.

South Dakota. — Waite v. Frank,

14 S. D. 626, 86 N. W. 645- And see

Rogers v. Marriott, 59 Neb. 759, 82

N. W. 21 ; Sprague v. Warren, 26
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Neb. 2,2(>, 41 N. W. 1113, 3 L. R. A.

679; North V. Phillips. 89 Pa. St.

250; Ruchizky v. De Haven, 97 Pa.

St. 202.

In Wheeler v. McDermid, 36 111.

App. 179, the fact that a country

clergyman bought and sold within

three months hundreds of thousands

of bushels of corn, that on a single

day he sold four hundred thousand
bushels and made a single purchase

for a like amount, and that not a

bushel of corn was ever seen, re-

ceived, delivered, tendered or de-

manded by anybody, was regarded as

evidence of the wagering character

of the transactions, the court saying:
" Was this country parson a mer-
chant prince, that he could ' corner

'

the corn of Illinois, or a Joseph, that

he could buy and crib such vast

quantities of corn without money and
without credit? To believe that

such a thing was possible is to tax

the credulity to the utmost limit,

and to substitute for reason and
common sense mere fairy tales, and
gullibility that would put Baron
Munchausen himself to shame." But
see Stewart v. Schall, 65 Md. 289, 4
Atl. 399, 57 Am. Rep. 327; Edwards
V. Hoefifinghoff, 38 Fed. 635.

In Winward z'. Lincoln, 23 R. I.

476, 51 Atl. 106, the court said:
" The defendants urged, and some
of the cases which they cited took

the view, that the pecuniary inability

of the defendants to pay the full

price charged for the stocks bought
ought to have great weight in in-

clining the court to believe that the

intention was not to buy, but to fix a

starting point for a wager. We do
not find any force in this argument,
particularly when the purchase is

made through his broker and the

purchaser avails himself of the brok-
er's credit and facilities for borrow-
ing on the stocks themselves. It

only indicates at the most that the

customer is buying for speculation

rather than for permanent invest-

ment."
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knowledg-e of such inability on tlie part of his dient is a circumstance

to be considered in determining his knowledge of the client's illegal

intent.^"

e. Residence. — So also a party's residence may be relevant evi-

dence as to his intent to gamble in futures.^*

f. Occupation. — And his occupation, and that he was not a dealer

in the commodity involved in the transaction, is also admissible."

g. Broker s Failure to Demand Purchase-money. — Among the

features of conduct indicating wagering contracts conducted by a

broker, the fact that he never calls upon his client for purchase-

money, but only for margins, will sustain the inference that there

was no intention actually to receive the property," and also indi-

cates the broker's knowledge of the client's intent."

50. Williar v. Irwin, II Diss. (U.

S.) 57, 30 Fed. Cas. No. 17,761 ;

Dows V. Glaspel, 4 N. D. 251, 60

N. W. 60.

In Waite v. Frank, 14 S. D. 626,

86 N. W. 645, the circumstances that

a broker and his client resided in

the same town, and that the broker

was fully acquainted with the client's

financial condition and knew that he
could not make payment for the

amount of commodities which he or-

dered purchased, and that he was
not a shipper of such commodities
nor interested in any business re-

quiring their use, were held to sus-

tain a finding that the broker had no
intention of making deliveries of the

commodities purchased, but did in-

tend a settlement of differences.

First Nat. Bank of Lyons i'. Oska-
loosa Pack. Co., 66 Iowa 41, 23 N.
W. 255.

To charge grain brokers with
knowledge that a client, ordering

purchase and sales to be made for

future delivery, intended to gamble,

the fact that at the time the brokers

made contracts for the client he was
behind with his margins and was be-

ing pressed by them for money to

make his margins good, should be
considered by the jury. Mohr r.

Miesen, 47 Minn. 228, 49 N. W. 862.

51. Mohr V. Miesen, 47 Minn.
228, 49 N. W. 862.

In Rumsey z'. Berry, 65 Me. 570, it

was held by practically an evenly di-

vided court that the circumstance
that a client of Chicago grain brokers

lived in Bangor and had no wheat of

his own, though making it appear

"singular and even suspicious" that

he should undertake to sell and de-

liver ten thousand bushels of wheat

in Chicago, was an immaterial cir-

cumstance so far as the validity of

the contract, or the broker's knowl-

edge of the client's intent, was con-

cerned; the dissenting judges re-

garding this circumstance, with

proof that the client furnished the

brokers with a margin which he

failed to keep good, as sufficient evi-

dence to go to the jury on the ques-

tion of the intent of the parties to

gamble.

52. Mohr v. Miesen. 47 Minn.

228, 49 N. W. 862; Williar r. Irwin,

II Biss. (U. S.) 57, 30 Fed. Cas.

No. 17,761.

In Dows V. Glaspel, 4 N. D. 251,

60 N. W. 60, in speaking of the

proof on the issue of commission

merchants' knowledge of their cli-

ent's intention to gamble in grain

transactions, the court said :
" The

defendant was a lawyer, as plaintiff

well knew. Why was he buying

thousands of bushels of wheat for

future delivery, and then closing out

the transaction in a short time?"
So, conversely, it may be shown that

the client was producing the com-
modity sold. Forsyth Mfg. Co. v.

Castlen, 112 Ga. 199, 37 S. E. 485-

53. Janiieson 7>. Wallace. 167 111.

388, 47 N. E. 762. And see Wagner
r. Hildebrand, 187 Pa. St. 136, 41

Atl. 34; Phelps 7: Holderness, 56
Ark. 300, 19 S. W. 921 ; Wheeler v.

McDermid, 36 III. App. 179.

54. Dows V. Glaspel, 4 N. D. 251,
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h. Broker's Statonents and Accounts.— A broker's statements

and accounts have been held evidence to show the legality of a trans-

action or to cast suspicion upon it.^^

i. Correspondence. — Correspondence between a broker and his

client, couched in the language of illicit speculation, is evidence of

gambling.""

j. Method and Appliances of Broker's Business. — And the

method and appliances of a broker's business may be indicative of

the illegal character of transactions had with him.^^

60 N. W. 60; Melchert v. American
Union Tel. Co., 11 Fed. 193.

As bearing on grain broker's

knowledge that the cHent ordering
purchases and sales to be made for

future dehvery intended to gamble,
the fact that immediately after clos-

ing the deals the broker treated the

transaction as at an end, and instead

of charging the client with the pur-
chase of grain sent him statements
charging or crediting him, as the

case might be, with the differences

between the purchase and sale price,

should be considered by the jury.

Mohr V. Miesen, 47 Minn. 228, 49
N. W. 862.

55. Lowry v. Dillman, 59 Wis.
197, 18 N. W. 4.

In Winward v. Lincoln, 23 R. I.

476, 51 Atl. 106, the circumstance
that a broker's client was credited

on the formers books with the divi-

dends on stocks purchased for him,
was regarded as evidence of the

actuality of the purchases, the court
saying that it seemed quite improb-
able that this would have been done
had no purchases in fact been made,
and in the same case the court also

said :
" Another circumstance shown

by the account seems to us remark-
able, if it represented fictitious trans-
actions. The final sale was on De-
cember 21 St, entered on Monday, the
23rd. There were ninety shares of

St. Paul sold—fifty at 62, and forty

at 61%. If the contract had been to

close out marginal stock at market
quotations, the closing quoted prices

for the day would have fixed the
market price for the whole."

56. In Wheeler v. McDermid, 36
111. App. 179, letters by a grain
broker to his client, saying :

" You
insisted on trading in such large

amounts that we were obliged to
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urge some closing of it to prevent

our making a loss." "We trusted

you, or rather I trusted you, be-

cause your trades would have been

closed out when the margins ex-

pired had it not been for me," and
" You know, of course, you can sell

at any time and draw your profits

and margins as soon as sold," were
said to be not apt for describing a

real transaction, but exactly the re-

verse.

In Dows V. Glaspel, 4 N. D. 251,

60 N. W. 60, on the issue of com-
mission merchants' knowledge of

their client's intention to gamble in

grain transactions, the court re-

ferred to correspondence in which
the client distinguished between his
" actual wheat account " and his
" option account," and in which the

commission merchants advised the

client to close out wheat bought for

future delivery and buy it back
cheaper, as furnishing strong evi-

dence of such knowledge.

57. Crawford v. Spencer, 92 Mo.
498. 4 S. W. 713, I Am. St. Rep. 745.

In Ballon v. Willey, 180 Mass,

512, 62 N. E. 1064, the fact that the

defendant maintained an " ex-

change " on a shopping street for

the purpose of enabling women to

watch the stock market and specu-

late thereon, and that there was tele-

phonic communication between liv-

ing-rooms in the hotel, where there

was a " ticker," and defendant's of-

fice, were referred to as circum-

stances tending to show that de-

fendant had reasonable cause to be-

lieve that plaintiff did not intend to

carry out her contract, the court say-

ing that they might be " considered
fairly, if unexplained, as trade tools

or appliances, justifying

such inferences as are drawn in an-
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k. General Character of Broker's Business. — But evidence of the

illegal nature of transactions between a broker and other customers

is inadmissible to characterize those had between him and a particu-

lar client."

2. Eecovery of Money Wagered. — A. Actions by Winner.
a. Burden of Proof. — It is incumbent on a party suing to recover

winnings on a gambling transaction to prove facts taking the case

out of the general rule that courts will not aid parties to gambling

contracts."*® On the other hand, where the defense that the obliga-

tion sued on and fair on its face was given for a gambling debt is

sought to be established, the proof on the part of the defendant must

be clear and strong ;"" and evidence from which it may be imagined

or suspected merely that the obligation originated in gambling

transactions is insufficient."^

'It has been held, however, that an indorsee, suing on a non-

negotiable certificate of deposit averred by the defendant to have

been originally transferred in settlement of a gaming debt, must
negative the fact of the gambling transaction in order to have any

standing in court.®^

b. Evidence Relez-ant to Defense of Wagerin^^ Transaction.

Where an action on a note is defended on the ground that it was

given for a gambling consideration, evidence that the payee had the

other class of cases from the use of

beer pumps, or the possession of

liquor glasses containing heeltaps."

58. In Edwards v. Hoeffinghoff,

38 Fed. 635, the court permitted the

books of a commission merchant,
exhibiting transactions between him
and third persons, to be examined by
the jury to aid them in determining
whether there was anything excep-
tional in selling wheat for cash, and
whether the absence of entries

showing such transactions tended to

show that the commission merchant
was not conducting a legitimate

business. See also Gregory v. Wen-
dell, 40 Mich. 432.

And in Staninger v. Tabor, 103
III. App. 330, which was an action

to recover money lost in speculating
in produce, evidence of defendants'
deals with other customers than
plaintiff was held admissible to show
that defendants were running a

"bucket shop," and that no grain or
provisions were ever received or de-
livered.

59. Thus in an action by a client

against a broker to recover profits

made on a wagering contract for the
future delivery of produce, it is in-

cumbent on the plaintiff to show
affirmatively that the money was paid

to the broker by some third person

;

and the fact that the defendant held

himself out as a broker, and may
have ostensibly contracted as such,

is insufficient to prove that in the

particular transaction in question he

had a principal who paid him monev
for the plaintiff. Floyd v. Petter-

son, 72 Tex. 202. 10 S. W. 526.

60. Pixley r. Boynton. 79 111. 351

;

Johnson v. Godden, 2,3 Ark. 600.

But in McCormick i'. Nichols, 19

111. App. 334, it was held that an in-

struction that the defense of a gam-
bling consideration pleaded in an ac-

tion of assumpsit must be " clearly

proven by a preponderance of the

evidence " was properly refused, the

court saying " A criminal offense was
not necessarily, nor in fact, imputed
to the plaintiffs, but we hold that as

against them it was sufficient to prove
a gambling contract ... by the

measure of evidence generally re-

quired in civil actions."
61. West V. Marquart, 78 111.

App. 61.

62. Savings Bank of Kansas t.

National Bank of Commerce, 38
Fed. 800.
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general character of a gambler is inadmissible.®' But evidence that

he was in truth and fact a gambler is properly admitted.®*

In an action on a note in the handwriting of a professional

gambler, and executed by the maker while drunk, evidence that

whenever he was in that condition he had a propensity to gamble is

not admissible for the defense.*"^

B. Actions by Loser.— a. Presumptions and Burden of Proof.

In an action to recover money lost in gambling, the defendants will

be presumed to have known that they were receiving money which

the owner could recover if he chose."® In such an action, the bur-

den of proof is on the plaintiff to establish his case by a preponder-

ance of the testimony.®^

Matters Material to Be Shown.— It is sufficient for plaintiff to show
the aggregate amount of his losses or their excess over his winnings

between specified dates, without proving the amount and date of

each particular loss, or the particular agent to whom each sum was
paid.®^ It is not material in whose name the money lost was paid

or deposited.®^

Where suit is brought to recover money paid on a note given for

a loss at gaming, the burden is upon the plaintiff to show the fact of

payment, and the amount paidJ"

63. Chambers v. Simpson, 3 Litt.

(Ky.) 290. But in Fowler v. Chap-
man, I W. & W. Civ. Cas. Ct. App.
(Tex.), §963, evidence of the payee's

reputation as a gambler was held

admissible to prove that the trans-

feree of a check had notice, when he

obtained it, of its illegality.

64. Chambers v. Simpson, 3 Litt.

(Ky.) 290.

65. Thompson v. Bowie, 4 Wall.

(U. S.) 463. In this case the court

said: "All evidence must have rel-

evancy to the question in issue, and

tend to prove it. If not a link in

the chain of proof, it is not properly

receivable. Could the habit of B.

to gamble, when drunk, legally tend

to prove that he did gamble on the

day the notes were executed? . . .

That B. gambled at other times,

when in liquor, was surely no legal

proof that because he was in liquor

on the first day of January, 1857, he

gambled with S. It is very rare that

in civil suits the character of the

party is admissible in evidence, and
it is never permitted, unless the na-

ture of the action involves or directly

affects the general character of the

party. B. was not charged with
fraud, nor with any action involving
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moral turpitude. He was simply en-

deavoring to show that his own ne-

gotiable paper was given for money
lost at play; and to allow him as

tending to prove this to give evidence

of his habit to gamble when drunk,

would overturn all the rules estab-

lished for the investigation of truth."

66. Parker v. Otis, 130 Cal. 322,

62 Pac. 571, 927.

67. Perry v. Gross, 25 Neb. 826,

41 N. W. 799.

68. Lear v. McMillen, 17 Ohio St.

464.

But where a statute authorizes the

recovery of money lost at gaming by
a person who " shall, at any time or

sitting." lose a sum amounting in

whole to $10, the plaintiff must prove

a loss of $10 at some one time or

fail in his case. Ranney v. Flinn, 60

111. App. 104.

69. Harnden v. Melby, 90 Wis. 5,

62 N. W. 535-

70. Buckley v. Saxe, 10 Mich.

328, in which it was also held that

the mere production of the note by
the plaintiff would not be evidence

either of payment or the amount
paid, since plaintiff's possession of

the instrument is as consistent with
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Money Wagered on Horse-Races.— In an action to recover money
lost on a horse-race, it is immaterial whether the race was properly

conducted, who was the winner, or who promoted the contest''

b. Co)}ipctciicy and Relevancy of Evidence. — Checks, drawn by
the loser, to obtain, as he testifies, money afterward lost at gaming,

are admissible in his action to recover it, as tending to corroborate

him to the extent of showing that at that time he had money
with which to gambles-

Evidence in defense of an action to recover money lost on a

wager, that part of that staked was counterfeit, is admissible,

though the defendant does not produce the counterfeit notes."

In an action against a stakeholder for money paid over on a

wager after notice not to do so, one of the plaintiffs is a proper

witness to prove such notice, though the wager was made by his

co-plaintiff, he being an undisclosed principal/*

II CRIMINAL RESPONSIBILITY.

1. General Rules.— A. Circumstantial Evidence.— In crim-

inal prosecutions for violations of the laws against gambling, a

conviction mav be had on circumstantial evidence alone.^°

the presumption that it was surren-

dered to him because void, as that

it was given up upon payment.

71. Perry v. Gross, 25 Neb.' 826,

41 N. W. 799.

Where a statute authorizing an ac-

tion by the loser of money at gaming
excepts money or property lost on
any " turf race," the plaintiff, in such
action, having shown that he lost his

horse in a horse-race, must negative
the possibility that it was a " turf

race." Nelson v. Waters, 18 Ark.
570.

72. Kizer v. Walden, 96 111. App.
593.

73. App V. Coryell, 3 Pen. & W.
(Pa.) 494. But the court said that

the defendant's refusal to produce
notes was a strong circumstance to
rebut the evidence that they were
counterfeit.

74. Turner 7'. Thompson, 21 Ky.
L. Rep. 1414, 55 S. W. 210.

75. Rice V. State. 10 Tex. 545;
Com. V. Warren, 161 Mass. 281, 2>7

N. E. 172; Padgett v. State. 68 Ind.

46. In a prosecution for keeping a
gambling-house, evidence from which
the jury may infer the fact that de-
fendant was a keeper is sufficient,

since from the nature of the thing

positive proof on the part of the state

can neither be expected nor re-

quired. State V. Worith, R. M.
Charlt. (Ga.) 5.

In Roberts v. State, 25 Ind. App.

366, 58 N. E. 203. which was a pros-

ecution for visiting a gambling-

house, certain circumstantial evidence

was held to warrant the inference

that the room where defendant was
found was a gambling-room, not-

withstanding the direct testimony of

the persons found there that no gam-
bling was being carried on, the court

saying: "If it was necessary to es-

tablish the fact by direct and positive

evidence, the state has wholly failed.

But such is not the law. It often oc-

curs in prosecutions for the violation

of criminal statutes, that it is impos-
sible to establish the defendant's

guilt by direct and positive evidence,

and. if the state did not have resort

to other means of proof, the guilty

would go unpunished. . . . Cir-

cumstantial evidence is one of the

means of establishing the fact in dis-

pute." See also Need v. State, 25
Ind. App. 603, 58 N. E. 734.

On a prosecution for keeping a

gambling-house, evidence that de-

fendant was seen in certain rooms
dealing cards at faro, that the rooms

Vol. VI
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B. Expert and Opinion Evidence.— Though a witness who
saw a game may testify in general terms what it was, expert evi-

dence that certain acts constitute a gambHng game is not admis-
sible;^*" and testimony that the witness supposed defendant was the

were kept and used as common
gambling-rooms, that defendant had
charge of them, and that whenever
any questions arose about the games
played there disputes were referred

to him for settlement, is sufficient to

warrant an inference that the gam-
bling there carried on was for money
or other valuable things, and will

support a conviction, though explicit

testimony to that effect was not
given. Robbins v. People, 95 111. 175.

'Jn a prosecution for renting a

house to be used for gaming, the

illegal purposes for which the lease

was made need not be shown by di-

rect evidence. Rodifer v. State, 74
Ind. 21. At least, where there is a

statute providing that it shall be suf-

ficient evidence of the unlawful pur-

pose, if gaming is actually carried

on in the building and the owner or

lessor knows or has reason to be-

lieve that such is the fact and does
not prevent it. Voght v. State, 124
Ind. 358, 24 N. E. 680.

76. People v. Rose, 85 Cal. 378, 24
Pac. 817 ; People v. Gosset, 93 Cal.

641, 29 Pac. 246; People v. Carroll,

80 Cal. 153, 22 Pac. 129. In this last

case, the court said :
" We do not

concur in the view, however, that

one witness can describe the game,
and another can be allowed to testify

that, from the description, the game
was a banking game, or any other.

We think a person who knows the

game may testify in general terms
what the game he witnessed was.
If not familiar with the game, he
may describe it, and the court should
instruct the jury as to what consti-

tutes the game charged to have been
played or conducted, leaving the
jury to determine whether the game
played was the one charged or not.

To leave the question open to be
proved or disproved in every case by
experts would lead to great uncer-
tainty in the administration of jus-

tice." But in this case it was held
not a ground for reversing a convic-
tion of gambling, that a witness had
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been permitted to define a " banking
game," the definition being substan-
tially correct, and such as the court
should have given in its instructions.

In People v. Sam Lung, 70 Cal.

515, II Pac. 673, the court said:
" The testimony of the witnesses
Carrow and Nesbit was not expert
testimony in the proper sense of such
term. One of them was called, who
testified in effect that he saw the de-

fendant conducting a certain game
for money or its equivalent, and de-

scribed it before the jury; the other
witness was called, who had illus-

trated to him the game which was
shown before the jury. He said:
' That is the game of tan.' This did
not take away from the jury the de-

termination of the material thing at

issue — that is, whether or not the de-

fendant had carried on or conducted
such a game for money as that illus-

trated by one witness, and identified

as being a certain kind of a game by
another witness. A given individ-

ual may have witnessed the playing

of some ordinary game of cards for

money but twice or thrice in his life,

and heard the players denominate it

by its proper name, and yet he may
be able readily (when he has such

a game as he formerly observed il-

lustrated before him) to declare that

such game is the game he formerly

saw played ; and in such recollection

or identification no special skill or

science is a necessary ingredient.

And such evidence is entirely proper,

and may sometimes be all that can
be had in a given case upon a special

point. The evidence given was com-
petent and pertinent to the issue ; of

its force the jury alone were the

judges."

But in Com. v. Adams, 160 Mass.
310, 35 N. E. 851, which was a pros-
ecution for being present in a com-
mon gaming-house when gambling
implements were found there, the

court said :
" The witness O. was

properly permitted to testify as an
expert. It is not to be assumed that .
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banker in a g'amblinef game from the position he occupied at the

table has been exchulcd as opinion evidence.''^

C. Proof of Value. — It will be presumed that thin^js bet at

a gambling game were of some value,^* and courts will take judicial

notice that money used in gambling has value/® so that fact need not

be proved.**" So a jury may infer that tokens used in play at a

gaming table represented money or something of value. *^ Still the

fact that such tokens represented dififercnt denominations of money

may be proved, the fact being material and relevant.®-

D. Evidence of Other Offenses— Evidence of other offenses

or of convictions thereof is generally inadmissible,®^ but where such

the jury were acquainted with the

mode of playing an unlawful game,

and the presiding justice might al-

low the witness to testify to his spe-

cial knowledge, derived from playing

the game more than one thousand

times during a period of ten years,

although the last occasion was more
than a year before the trial, and there

had since been changes and altera-

tions in the game of which the wit-

ness knew only by hearsay. Even if

he testified on the strength of infor-

mation which he had not personally

verified, such testimony might be ad-

missible." The testimony of the

witness, or the issue on which it

was offered, is not disclosed in the

opinion. See also Hall v. State, 6

Ba.xt. (Tenn.) 522.

So in a prosecution for selling
" lottery policies," under a statute

containing no definitions of the

terms, and the papers themselves not

being before the court, it has been

held competent to show by one who
has familiarized himself with such

documents, precisely what is known
among those who use them, as a
" lottery policy." People v. Emer-
son, 25 N. Y. St. 466, 6 N. Y. Supp.

274-

77. People v. Ah Own, 85 Cal.

580, 24 Pac. 780.

78. Simms v. State, 60 Ga. 145.

79. Grant v. State, 89 Ga. 393, 15

S. E. 488.

80. Mallory v. State, 62 Ga. 164.

81. In order to convict for bet-

ting at faro, it is not necessary to

prove that defendant wagered some
particular piece of coin, it being suf-

ficient to show that he bet small

pieces of silver money, the denomi-

nation or legal character of which

the witness did not know. State v.

Douglass, I Mo. 527; Stevens v.

State, 3 Ark. 66; but see contra,

State v. Brooks, 94 Mo. App. 57, 67

S. W. 942.

82. And the state may prove gen-

erally, in chief, that poker-chips,

such as defendant had, commonly
represented money in gambling, leav-

ing the source and extent of the wit-

ness' knowledge to be tested upon
cross-examination. Wilson z: State,

113 Ala. 104, 21 So. 487.

83. Thus in a prosecution for

gambling it is error to ask defendant

on cross-examination whether he

ever before played cards for money.

State V. Trott, 36 Mo. App. 29. In

this case the court said :
" The

question thus put to the witness by

the state's attorney was not only not

pertinent to the witness' direct exam-
ination, or to the issues, but it was
inadmissible as evidence against him

on any theory, and it thrust into the

minds of the jurors an irrelevant

matter which was highly prejudicial

to the accused."

So in a prosecution for keeping

and exhibiting a gaming-table, evi-

dence that defendant had often been

seen gambling, that he and his partner

kept a gambling-house, and that de-

fendant had frequently played poker,

is irrelevant and inadmissible. Ah
Kee V. State (Tex. Crim.), 34 S.

W. 269.

And in a prosecution for playing

cards in a public place, evidence that

defendant had been previously con-

victed of gambling is not competent.

Goldstein v. State (Tex. Grim.), 35

S. W. 289.
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evidence illustrates, explains or corroborates the previous proof it

is admissible.®'*

2. Evidence in Particular Cases.— A. Proskcutions for Gam-
bling. — a. Presumptions, Burden of Proof and Matters to he
Proved.— (l.) in General.— In conformity no doubt to the usual
presumption of innocence, it has been held in a criminal prosecution
for dealing in options, that telegrams from the defendant to the
firm with which he was charged to have dealt unlawfully, but
which were within the lines of his legitimate business, would be
presumed to relate to lawful business matters.®^

And yet it has also been held in a prosecution for betting at a
gaming table that if it were material to make out the offense, the

keeper of the table would be presumed to have known of and con-
sented to the gambling.*®

The nature of the game is the important element, and its name
is immaterial.*'^ It is sufficient to show that defendant, with others,

played at cards for money, without explaining the character of the

game, or which of the players lost or won.**

Thougfh in a prosecution for betting money on an alleged gaming
table, the character of the table must be shown, proof of a single

instance of unlawful playing, even by the defendant himself, is

sufficient for that purpose.*®

(2.) Necessity of Showing Wager. — In a prosecution for gambling,
the state must show that defendant bet money or some other thing

of value.^'' And this must be proved beyond a reasonable doubt.®^

84. Thus in a prosecution for 90. Thompson v. State, 99 Ala.
keeping a gaming-house, evidence of 173, 13 So. 753.
other acts than the one relied on as But in a prosecution for betting at

constituting the offense is admissible a pool-table it seems that the money
for the purpose stated in the text. or thing bet must have been in ex-
Toll V. State, 40 Fla. 566, 23 So. 942. cess of the charge for the use of

And in a prosecution for selling the table, and the mere statement of

lottery tickets, evidence that defend- a witness that defendant bet at a

ant, for a period of time covering game is insufficient to show this.

the particular offense charged, had Bone v. State, 63 Ala. 185.

been engaged in the lottery business, 91. Russ v. State (Ala.), 35 So.
is relevant. People v. Noelke, 94 107.
N. Y. 137. In Moss v. State, 17 Ark. 2>27, the
So where the defendant has affinnative testimony of one witness

pleaded guilty to violating an ordi- to an act of betting was held suf-
nance, that fact may be shown on the ficient as against that of another wit-
trial of an indictment for an offense riess that he was present and saw no
consistmg of the same acts. Bibb bet made, the court saying that tes-
V. State, 83 Ala. 84, 3 So. 711. timony of the latter witness was of

85. State v. Gritzner, 134 Mo. a negative character, which did not
512, 36 S. W. 39. counterpoise that of the witness for

86. Ramey v. State, 14 Tex. 409. the state, but that the jury had a

87. Smith V. State, 17 Tex. 191. P^*"^^^* V^^t to discredit the state-

QQ . , , f,, ^ ^ ^ ments of one and found their ver-
88 Arnold v. State, 117 Ga. 706, ^ict upon those of the other.

00
^^' ^" Tatum V. State, 33 Fla. 311. 14

89. Ramey v. State, 14 Tex. 409. So. 586, a conviction of gambling
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So it must he shown that defendant himself did the bettinp:.®^ It

is also necessary to show that other persons were jiresent besides

defendant who played and bet on the game."^
It seems that it is unnecessary to prove the actual payment over

to defendant of money won by him at the gaming for which he
is prosecuted.®*

b. Competency and Relevancy of Eridence. — The articles used
in gambling are admissible to aid in illustrating the kind of game,
and also as part of the res gesfae.^^

Where one witness has testified to the commission of the

offense by the defendant, the evidence of another that he saw
defendant at the place where the gambling occurred is admissible

in corroboration, though the latter witness did not see defendant

play."

On a prosecution for betting on an election parol evidence is

admissible to show that one of the persons on whom the wager was
placed was a candidate.®^

c. Testimony of Accomplice. — The general rule that a conviction

of a criminal offense cannot be had on the uncorroborated testimony

of an accomplice obtains in prosecutions for gaming."^ but the

views of the court as to what constitutes an accomplice vary

widely.*'

was sustained on the evidence of a

witness who testified that he saw
some money on the ground where
defendant and others were playing
cards, Init did not know whether they
were betting or not. But see Oder
V. State, 26 Fla. 520, 7 So. 856.

92. Jackson v. State, 117 Ala. 155,

23 So. 47.

Evidence that defendant was play-

ing poker when a pool was up war-
rants the conclusion that he put up
his money, though there is no direct

proof to that effect. Cohen z'. State,

17 Tex. 142.

The fact that defendant has not
paid for the chips with which he
gambles at poker is immaterial.
Robinson v. State, 77 Ga. loi.

For an instance of evidence held
sufficient to warrant the inference by
the jury that defendant bet money
on a game of " craps," see Thomp-
son V. State, 99 Ala. 173, 13 So. 753.

93. Thompson v. State, 99 Ala.

173. 13 So. 753.

94. Branscum 7: State. 7 Tnd. 503.
95. People t*. Sam Lung, 70 Cal.

515, II Pac. 673. In this case the

game in question was " tan," and the

articles used in carrj'ing it on were
styled the " layout."

96. Washington ?•. State (Tex.
Crim.), 50 S. \V. 341.

97. Brand v. Com., 23 Ky. L. Rep.

416, 63 S. W. 31.

98. Bird v. State, 36 Ala. 279.

But in Grant v. State, 89 Ga. 393,

15 S. E. 488, which was a prosecu-

tion for gambling, the court says

that the uncorroborated testimony of

an accomplice is sufficient to warrant
a conviction of a misdemeanor.

In Texas it is provided by statute

(Penal Code. Art. 367) that a con-

viction for gaming may be had on
the unsupported evidence of an ac-

complice or participant, and this stat-

ute has been sustained as constitu-

tional. Wright v. State, 23 Tex.
App. 313. 5 S. W. 117. And see ar-

ticle " Accomplices." Vol. I.

99. Thus it has been held that a
participant in a game of cards is an
accomplice of his adversary. David-
son V. State, 33 Ala. 350.

But it has al.so been held that one
who bets at a game of pool with
others, the players betting with and
against each other, is not an accom-
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B. Prosecutions for Gaming at Particular Placf;. — a. Bur-
den of Proof and Matters to he Proved. — (1.) Fact of Bet.— In a
prosecution for playing^ cards in a public house, it has been held

unnecessary for the state to show that anything was bet on the

game, the fact that no wager was made being a matter of defense

which the defendant must affirmatively establish.^

(2.) Character of Place. — In a prosecution for playing cards in a

public place the state must show the place to have been such as the

general public had access to for business, pleasure, religious worship
or other public purpose.^

plice of the others. Stone v. State,

3 Tex. App. 675. In this case the
court said :

" There is not that one-
ness of intent and oneness of of-

fense between them to make them
principals. No one of them is aiding
or assisting another by acts or en-
couraging by words in the commis-
sion of the offense. Each acts in-

dependently for himself against the
others, and without concert medi-
ately or immediately with the other
betters. . . . Each one, as he
takes part in the game and bets
money on it, is guilty of a separate
offense." And in Branscum v.

State. 7 Ind. 593, a conviction of
gambling seems to have been sus-
tained on the uncorroborated testi-

mony of the defendant's adversary in

the game, the question of corrobora-
tion not having been raised.

It has been held that one who
plays without participating in the
betting is not an accomplice. Bass v.

State, 27 Ala. 469, and, contra, that

a dealer in a game of stud-poker is

an accomplice with those who bet
at the game, though he does not bet
himself and receives no compensa-
tion or share of the profits. State
V. Light, 17 Or. 358, 21 Pac. 132.

But it seems that one who partici-

pates in the betting, sharing the
gains and losses of a player and ad-
vancing money to him to be used
in wagers on the game, is an accom-
plice of the player, though he does
not play himself. English v. State,

35 Ala. 428.

Merely assisting a player who
does not understand the game, by
instructing him from time to time
how to play, occasionally taking a

card from his hand and throwing it

on the table for him, and in one in-
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stance, during the player's momen-
tary absence, playing one of his

cards for him, is insufficient to con-
stitute an accomplice. Smith v.

State, Z7 Ala. 472.

In Day v. State, 27 Tex. App. 143,

II S. W. 36, it was held that a wit-

ness who had engaged in playing
" craps " during the night on which
defendant had also played, was not
an accomplice to an extent that

would exclude his testimony in de-

fendant's behalf, under a statute

making persons indicted as accom-
plices incompetent witnesses for the
principal defendant.
One who purchases a lottery ticket

for the purpose of detecting and pun-
ishing the crime of selling the same
is not an accomplice of the seller,

since he lacks the criminal intent.

People V. Noelke, 94 N. Y. 137.

And see also. People v. Emerson,
53 Hun 437, 6 N. Y. Supp. 274,
where such a purchaser was held not
an accomplice of the seller because
the statute did not make the pur-
chase of a lottery ticket a criminal
act.

1. Wilcox V. State, 26 Tex. 146.

2. But a house to which all who
wish can go night or day and in-

dulge in gaming is a public place,

though it is also otherwise used and
entrance can be obtained only by
permission and after surveillance.

Smith V. State, 52 Ala. 384. The
playing must be shown to have taken
place at the time when the house
was accessible to the public, and
proof that it occurred at night when
the house was closed for its regular

business is insufficient. Turbeville

V. State, 37 Tex. Crim. 145, 38 S.

W. loio. But a mere temporary
closing for the purposes of the game
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Propinquity to Public Place. — Tn Alabama, in a prosecution for

playing- cards in a public place, tlie same beinj:;' an upper room in

a house occupied below for business purposes, it has been held that

the house is prima facie an entirety, a presumption which is not

overthrown by evidence of mere non-user, or by use as a storeroom

for waste material.'' But in Texas this idea of entirety, which for-

merly prevailed, is now overthrown; and some business connection

must be shown between the portion of the building- used for busi-

ness purposes and that in which the .gaminq- occurs.'* Nor will

it be presumed that the proprietor of the business establishment

had control over rooms in the buildinj^ not connected with his own.''

Proof, however, that the room in which the playing^ occurred was
in any manner connected with or used' for the purposes of the

business established is sufficient."

In a prosecution for playing cards in a public place, proof of

playing within view of a public ])lace sufficiently makes out the

state's case.^

b. Competency and Relevancy of Evidence. — In a prosecution

for playingf cards at a g-ambling-house, evidence that ji^amblcrs were

will not defeat a conviction. Gom-
preclit V. State, 36 Tex. Crim. 434,

27 S. W. 734-

'Where the prosecution is for

playing cards at a store, the state

need not prove that the proprietor

sold his goods to all persons in gen-

eral, the presumption being that

merchants sell to all who choose to

become their customers. Redditt v.

State, 17 Tex. 610.

In a prosecution for playing cards

at a gambling-house, it must be
shown that gaming was carried on
there as a business and the house
devoted to that purpose. Anderson
V. State (Tex. App.), 12 S. 'W. 868.

Card-playing on but one occasion

when no one is present but those con-

cerned in the game will not show the

place to be one where people resort.

Wheelock v. State, 15 Tex. 260.

3. Cochran v. State. 30 Ala. 542.

4. In O'Brien v. State. 10 Tex.
App. 544. the court said :

" If de-

fendant used the room in connection
with his beer saloon, or the business

carried on in the saloon ; if he had
sent drinks into the room to the

players, thus using it in connection
with and in aid of his business, the

allegation that it was a beer saloon

would be sustained. The learned

judge must have fallen into the

opinion of the Supreme Court in

13

Cole V. State, 9 Tex. 42; Pierce v.

State, 12 Tex. 210; Redditt v. State,

17 Tex. 610. In these cases it was
held that a house for retailing spir-

ituous liquors included the whole
house, from cellar to garret, regard-

less of approaches. These cases have

been overruled, and now the room in

which the game is played must be

shown to have the inhibited charac-

ter. It is not necessary that it is in

the main business room ; if it be

auxiliary to or used in connection

with the business of the principal

room, this will suffice. Holtzclaw
7'. State, 26 Tex. 682; Horan v.

State, 24 Tex. 161."

5. Iloltzclaw 7'. State, 26 Tex.
682. And see Robinson x: State

(Tex. App.), 19 S. W. 894; Steb-

bins V. State, 22 Tex. App. 2>2, 2 S.

W. 617.

6. Watson v. State, 13 Tex. App.
160.

But in a prosecution for playing

cards at a house where spirituous

liquors are retailed, evidence that

liquors were served from the saloon

to the players in the room where the

gaming occurs establishes a suf-

ficient connection. Stebbins v. State,

22 Tex. App. 32. 2 S. W. 617.

7. White V. State, 39 Tex. Crim.

269, 45 S. W. 702.

But proof of playing in a hollow
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in the habit of resorting to the house is admissible as tending to

show its character.^

So evidence that hghts were seen at different times in a house
is admissible to prove that people commonly resorted there," and
evidence that whisky was sold at a certain place is admissible to

show public patronage thereof."

In a prosecution for gaming at a place other than a private

residence, evidence of the particular place where the offense

occurred may be introduced. ^^ Evidence of a group of persons

playing cards where and when the offense was charged to have

been committed is admissible in corroboration, though defendant

was not recognized by the witness. ^^

C. Prosecution for Being a Common Gambler. — Compe-
tency AND Relevancy oe Evidence.— On a prosecution for being

a common gambler, evidence of the defendant's reputation is im-

proper,^^ but evidence of a single act of gaming by the defendant

is admissible.^*

D. Prosecutions for Keeping or Permitting Gaming-house
or Device. — a. Burden of Proof and Matters to he Proved.

(1.) In General.— The general irule that in a criminal case guilt must

be established beyond a reasonable doubt has been extended to an

action to recover from a railroad company a penalty for suffering

gaming on its cars— the action being, in effect, a criminal prose-

cution.^^ In a prosecution for keeping a gambling-room, the names

of the persons who gamble at the place are immaterial,^^ and like-

wise, in a prosecution for exhibiting a gaming-table, it is imma-

more than a hundred yards from a said: "It is the general course of

public place, and not in view there- conduct in pursuing the business or

from, nor from which the public place practice of unlawful gaming which
may be seen, and where no one has constitutes a common gambler. A
played before, is insufficient. Smith man's character is, no doubt, formed
V. State, 22, Ala. 39. y^y a^d results from his habits and

8. Anderson v. State (Tex. practices ; and we may infer, by
App.), 12 S. W. 868, in which it was, proving his character, what his hab-
however, held that evidence that one jts and practices have been. But we
of the players who played with de- jg ^^^ ^riow any principle of law
fendant was a professional gambler

^^,^^^^^ sanctions the introduction of
was immatenal and irrelevant See

^^.j^ence to establish the character of
also Washington v. State (Tex.

^^^ ^^^^^^^^ ^^j^j^ ^ ^,.^^ ^^ ^^,^^,j^^
Lrim.J, 50 b. VV. 341- him of offending against the law

9. Moore v. State, 35 Tex. Crim. upon such evidence alone."

74, 31 S. W. 649.
_

14. A single act may be attended
10. White V. State, 39 Tex. Cnm. ^vith such circumstances as will jus-

269, 45 S. W. 702. tify a conviction. Com. v. Hopkins,
11. Washington v. State (Tex. 2 Dana (Ky.) 418.

Crim.), so S. W. 34i- 15. Louisville & N. R. Co. v.

12. Franklin v. State, 91 Ala. 23, Com., 23 Ky. L. Rep. 1900, 66 S. W.
8 So. 678. 505.

13. Com. V. Hopkins, 2 Dana 16. Winemiller v. State, 11 Ind.

(Ky.) 418. In this case the court 516.
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terial to whom the token was sold which entitled a player to

participate in the ^ame.^^

(2.) Character of House or Device.— To COnvict of keeping a com-
mon gaming-house, the state must prove two essential things : first,

that the house was a gaming-house; second, that it was kept by
defendant.^*

It seems that proof of a single instance of gambling is insufficient

to fix the character of the house. ^" While it is held in one state

that if the house was kept with the intent that gambling should

be carried on there, it is sufficient to establish the oflFense, whether
gambling was actually carried on or not.^° Certainly, it is not

necessary to show that the house w^as open to the public generally.-*

It is not necessary to show that defendant carried on gaming at

the place as a business for profit, or that gambling was the only

business for which the place was used, or that it was constantly

kept for that purpose, or that the gaming was visible from the

exterior, or that defendant occupied the whole house. ^^ Nor need

it be shown that the mechanism of the defendant's business consti-

tuted a gambling device.^'

In a prosecution for exhibiting a gaming-table, the nature of

the game played must be shown sufficiently to establish its incrim-

inating character.^*

17. Dalton v. State (Tex.
Crim.), 74 S. W. 25.

18. State V. Mosby, 53 Mo. App.
571-

19. White V. State, 115 Ga. 570,

41 S. E. 986; Bell V. State, 92 Ga.

49. 18 S. E. 186.

Thus proof of occasional games of

poker privately played with acquaint-

ances for money is insufficient.

State V. Mosby, 53 Mo. App. 571.

But in State v. Cooster. lO Iowa
453, in commenting on an instruction

that a single act of gambling was
sufficient to show that defendant
kept a gambling-house, the court

said that while some of the old au-
thorities seemed to sustain the con-
tention that this was erroneous, it

did not think that a fair construc-

tion of the statute punishing a per-
.son " who kept a place resorted to

for the purpose of gambling " re-

quired that the place kept must be
first frequented by numbers before
the crime was complete. So evidence
of a single act of gaming is admissi-
ble, and is sufficient to sustain a

conviction if the jury chooses to so

regard it. Armstrong v. State, 4
Blackf. (Ind.) 247. A single act,

with attending circumstances and
surrounding indications, may be suf-

ficient evidence to show that the

house was really a gaming-house.
Bell V. State, 92 Ga. 49, 18 S. E. 186.

20. State V. Miller, 5 Blackf.

(Ind.) 502; McAlpin v. State, 3 Ind.

567.

21. State V. Mosby. 53 Mo. App.

571 ; Com. z'. Blankinship, 165 Mass.

40, 42 N. E. 115. In this latter case,

the fact that an unincorporated club of

one hundred and fifty members occu-

pied rooms commonly used for gam-
bling by them and such others as

they invited, was held to establish

a common gaming-house, though it

was not open to the public generally.

22. State v. Mosby, 53 Mo. App.
571-

23. State v. Grimes. 74 Minn.

257. 77 N. W. 4.

24. Jackson v. State (Tex.
Crim.), 2^ S. W. y-jT,. and see Ra-
mev V. State (Tex. App.), 18 S.

W.'4I7.
Proof that defendant owned the

table, exhibited the game, and took
the bets, and that the players bet

against him, is sufficient to show
that the game was played as a table
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(3.) Scienter. — The state must prove that the defendant had
knowledg;;e that gambhng was taking- place on his premises."^ But
where defendant is in possession of the premises, the fact that

gaming- occurs there raises a presumption of knowledge.^*' Supply-
ing instrumentalities for gaming is, of course, sufficient evidence

of knowledge. ^^ Defendant's presence while gambling is going on
in his premises, even though he is inattentive, will also show
knowledge.-^

(4) Permission.— In a prosecution for permitting gambling in

one's house, proof of express permission, while the best evidence,

is not essential, proof of facts from which permission may be
fairly inferred being sufficient.^®

or banking game. Mohan v. State,

42 Tex. Crim. 410, 60 S. W. 552.

But the principle of one against

the many need not be shown to per-

meate the game played. Dalton v.

State (Tex. Crim.), 74 S. W. 25.

In a prosecution for keeping a

faro-table for the purpose of betting

thereat, proof that the things bet

were of value is not essential. Simms
V. State, 60 Ga. 145.

Judicial Notice— In a prosecu-
tion for setting up and keeping a
contrivance in general use for gam-
ing purposes, proof must show that

the contrivance was ordinarily used
for gambling, and the court will not
take judicial notice that a keno-table
is such a contrivance. Com. v. Mon-
arch, 6 Bush (Ky.) 298.

25. Harris v. State, 5 Tex. 11.

Mere proof that gambling occurs
on the defendant's premises is a cir-

cumstance tending to show the sci-

enter. State V. Cooster, 10 Iowa 453.
But standing alone it is not sufficient

evidence thereof. Padgett v. State,

68 Ind. 46; State v. Currier, 23 Me.
43; State V. Cooster, supra, in which
latter case an instruction that the
law would presume defendant's per-
mission from the fact that gambling
occurred on the premises, was held
improper.

See post, " E.— Prosecution for
Renting Houses for Gambling Pur-
poses, a. — Burden of Proof and
Matters to be Proved."

26. McGaflFey v. State. 4 Tex.
156; Robinson v. State, 24 Tex. 152,
and see Ward v. People, 23 111. App.
510.

But the mere fact of ownership
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without possession would not raise

such presumption. The presump-
tion is commensurate with the size

of the house and the defendant's ex-
clusive occupancy. Harris v. State,

5 Tex. II. The burden is of course

on the defendant to rebut the pre-

sumption. McGaflFey v. State, 4 Tex.

156; Robinson v. State, 24 Tex. 152.

27. State v. Cooster, 10 Iowa 453,
and see Mohan v. State, 42 Tex.
Crim. 410, 60 S. W. 552.

But where such instrumentalities

may also be innocently used, and de-

fendant has expressly forbidden

their improper use, there must be

further evidence of the scienter.

"Wells V. State, 22 Tex. App. 18, 2

S. W. 609; Smith V. State, 28 Tex.
App. 102, 12 S. W. 412.

28. Hamilton v. State, 75 Ind. 586.

29. Harris v. State, 5 Tex. 11, in

which it was also held that proof

that defendant witnessed the occur-

rence and did not immediately stop

it or prevent its recurrence showed
permission.

So, evidence that persons came to-

gether and gambled at defendant's

house has been held to warrant an
inference of permission. Stoltz v.

People, 5 111. 168. And see also Ward
r. People, 23 111. App. 510, in which
it was held that proof that after as-

sembling at defendant's house the

persons so meeting there engaged in

gambling with his consent would be

strong evidence that he permitted

them to meet for that purpose, but

that such proof of playing was not

indispensable to establish his guilt of

the oflfense of permitting persons to

come together to gamble.
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(5.) Participation.— Tn a prosecution for keepinj^ and cxhihitinj:^

a gaming-table, the state must show that defendant actually partici-

pated in the exhibition, or was interested therein.*'"'

Proof that defendant dealt the cards as keeper of a faro-table

is prima facie evidence that he was keeper of the house.'^

Evidence that defendant conducted the business of a gambling-
room and took out a " chip " when certain cards were played,

the take-out going to pay for drinks, etc., warrants the inference

that he received compensation, though it does not directly appear

that he received the balance of the take-out after the expenses were
paid.^^ So the fact that persons came together and gambled at

defendant's saloon warrants an inference that he benefited thereby.^^

In a prosecution for permitting gaming in a house under defend-

ant's control, evidence that the house was under the control of

defendant's tenant will not sustain a conviction.'*

(6.) Permitting Minor to Play at Billiard-Table. — On the trial of the

keeper of a billiard-table for permitting a minor to play thereat

without his parents' consent, the burden of proving the absence of

such consent is upon the state.^°

(7.) Keeping Pool-Room. — On a prosecution for keeping a pool-

room where bets were registered on horse-races, evidence that the

defendant was the mere agent of the person making the bet, to

place it on a certain horse, for a commission, does not show the

offense.^® Where defendant, by the part he takes in registering

30. Jackson v. State (Tex.
Crim.). 25 S. W. 773.

But he need not be shown to be

the owner or have an interest where
the proof shows that he exhibited the

table. Lettz v. State (Tex. Crim.),

21 S. W. 371 ; Rice v. State, 3 Kan.

135-

On the other hand, proof that the

business was in the immediate con-
trol of an agent will not defeat a con-
viction where the defendant was the

actual owner; and this is true not-

withstanding that the fact that de-

fendant is the person whose estab-

lishment or business the gambling
room is must be shown beyond a

reasonable doubt. Wooten v. State,

24 Fla. 335, 5 So. 39.

But actual participation must be
shown, and proof of defendant's mere
presence is insufficient. Blum v.

State (Tex. Crim.), 47 S. W. 1002;
Erwin V. State, 25 Tex. App. 330. 8
S. W. 276.

Slight participation, however, such
as returning the dice to the dealer,

has been held to be enough. Smith
V. State (Tex. Crim.), 33 S. W. 871.

31. United States v. Miller, 4
Cranch C. C. 104, 26 Fed. Cas. No.

15.773.

32. Harper v. Com., 93 Ky. 290,

19 S. W. 737-

33. Stoltz V. People, 5 111. 168.

34. Kimborough v. State, 25 Tex.
App. 397. 8 S. W. 476.

But where defendant retains con-

trol in spite of the renting, the rule is

otherwise. Hodges v. State, 44 Tex.
Crim. 444, 72 S. W. 179.

35. Conycrs v. State, 60 Ga. 103,

15 Am. Rep. 686.

But the state, having made a prima
facie case, it is incumbent on the de-

fendant to show, that he believed in

good faith and with good reason that

the minor was of full age. Taylor
V. State, 107 Ind. 483. 8 N. E. 450.
in which it was also held that mere
inquiries of him and his reply that

he was an adult would not overthrow
a conviction.

36. People v. Wynn, 58 Hun 609,

12 N. Y. Supp. 379.

But the agency must be bona Ude.

People V. Fisher, 62 Hun 622, 17 N.
Y. Supp. 162.
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bets, practically admits that there arc horses of the names shown
on the blackboard, the fact that the witness had never seen the

horses is immaterial. •''^ And where it appears that a witness selected

a number and bet his money without anything being said as to the

defendant's undertaking, the inference from the form of the trans-

action is that it was selling a pool and not making an ordinary bilat-

eral wager.^^

b. Statutory Rules as to Prima Facie Evidence.— A statute pro-

viding that if any gambling apparatus shall be found in any house
it shall be prima facie evidence that the house is kept for gambling
purposes is not unconstitutional.^^

c. Competency and Relevancy of Evidence.— (1.) In General.

In a prosecution for keeping a gaming-table, evidence that defend-

ant was a professional gambler is not admissible.*"

(2.) Character of House. — In a prosecution for keeping a gaming-

house, evidence of defendant's reputation as a gambler is admissible

to establish the character of the place."

Evidence of what was done at the place, the kind of games played,

and the character of the betting transacted is admissible for the

same purpose, though defendant is not shown to have been present.*^

And evidence of the reputation of those who frequent the place as

being gamblers is relevant.*'

37. Com. V. Clancy, 154 Mass.

128, 27 N. E. looi.

38. Com. V. Watson, 154 Mass.

135, 27 N. E. 1003.

39. Wooten v. State, 24 Fla. 335,

5 So. 39. In this case it was also

held that such a statute did not de-

prive a defendant of due process of

law.

Nor does it infringe the presump-
tion of innocence accorded to all ac-

cused persons. Houston v. State, 24
Fla. 356, 5 So. 48.

Such a statute does not render the

discovery of gambling apparatus

prima facie evidence of actual gam-
bling. Richardson v. State, 41 Fla.

303. 25 So. 880.

40. Lettz V. State (Tex. Crim.),

21 S. W. 371.

41. State V. Mosby, 53 Mo. App.

571-
42. Bindemagle v. State, 60 N. J.

L. 307, 37 Atl. 619, in which such ev-

idence was also held admissible as

part of the res gestae. See also, as

to the admissibility of evidence of

the res gestae. State v. Wilson, 9
Wash. 16, 36 Pac. 967, and Bibb v.

State, 83 Ala. 84, 3 So. 711, in which
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latter case it was held, on the trial

of an indictment for keeping a gam-

ing table, to be competent to show by

a witness that he had heard on sev-

eral occasions " the rattle of chips,"

such as are commonly used in play-

ing poker, going on in the room oc-

cupied by the accused; and on one

occasion had heard, accompanying

such sounds, words indicative of a

proposal to bet money.
Evidence of gaming in the house

previous to the offense charged is

likewise admissible to show its char-

acter. Chase v. People, 2 Colo. 509;
State V. Agudo, 5 La. Ann. 185.

But evidence for the defense of

other uses to which the room and ap-

paratus were put, such as that the

room was defendant's private bed-

room, and that the table found .there

was ordinarily used by him to eat

his meals on, is properly excluded
as irrelevant. Bibb v. State, 83 Ala.

84, 3 So. 711.

43. State v. Mosby, 53 Mo. App.
571. In this case the court said:
" Now, proof showing the reputation

of those who frequented a house, or
who habitually resorted to it, is a

very persuasive portion of evidence.
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(3.) Scienter and Participation. — Evidence that gambling; was
carried on in the house previous to the offense charp^ed is admissible

to show defendant's guilty knowledge and intent." And where it

appears that defendant was cognizant of the gaming and frequently

took part therein, evidence that he had established a rule forbidding

gambling is properly excluded." Evidence that defendant's salcxjn

was connected by call bells with the rooms in which the offense

occurred is admissible to show his connection with the gaming.*" A
deed to him is admissible to show his ownership of the premises.''^

A servant charged with participating in keeping his master's

gambling-house may put in evidence representations made to him by
his master, respecting the nature of the business, to show his inno-

cent intent.''^

(4.) Opinion Evidence.— As a general rule, the mere opinions of

witnesses as to whether gambling took place in the house are not

admissible.*"

(5.) Permitting Minor in Pool-Room. — In a prosecution for permit-

ting a minor to stay in defendant's pool-room, evidence that

defendant ordered him from the room after the offense had been
committed, or after defendant was prosecuted, would be inad-

missible.'**'

E. Prosecution for Renting House for Gambling Purposes.
a. Burden of Proof and Matters to be Proved. — In a prosecution

tending to establish the character of

a house, especially when it is sup-

plemented with evidence of actual

gaming in the house."

So in a prosecution for keeping a

bucket-shop, evidence of the intent

of those who frequent the place not

to receive or deliver the commodities
dealt in is admissible. Soby v.

State, 31 111. App. 242.

44. State v. Agudo, 5 La. Ann.
185.

45. Humphreys i\ State, 34 Tex.
Crim. 434, 30 S. W. 1066.

46. Com. V. Edds, 14 Gray
(Mass.) 406.

47. But evidence of impeaching
the deed is also admissible on the

part of the defense. Biles v. State,

25 Tex. App. 441, 8 S. W. 650.
48. State v. Ackerman, 62 N. J.

L. 456, 41 Atl. 697.

49. Thus in a prosecution for per-

mitting gambling in defendant's

house, the opinion of witnesses that

wagers of cigars and other things
sold by defendant did not constitute

betting is properly excluded. Hum-

phreys V. State, 34 Tex. Crim. 434,

30 S. W. 1066.

So in a prosecution for keeping a

gambling-house, a question asked a

witness whether he knew of defend-

ant's having kept a gaming-table or

room is improper as calling for a con-

clusion. Wheeler v. State, 42 Md.

563.

But on the trial of a steamboat

captain for suffering cards to be

played on his boat, a witness was
permitted to testify that he saw or

participated in the game, without

giving a particular description of it,

the court saying that the accuracy of

his knowledge was subject to the

test of cross-examination. Johnson
V. State, 74 Ala. 537.

So in a prosecution for keeping a

pool-room, a witness was allowed to

testify that certain names appearing

in a combination bet on were, so far

as he knew, those of baseball clubs.

Com. V. Watson, 154 Mass. 135, 27
N. E. 1003.

50. Alexander 7'. State (Tex.

Crim.), 67 S. W. 319-
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for rentinpf a house to be used for .sraming, the state must show that

the defendant let the property with that object in view.^^

Proof that defendant had full opportunity to know the illicit

occupation of his tenants places the burden on him to show that

he was actually ig^norant thereof. ^^

b. Statutory Rule as to Sufficiency of Evidence. — A statute pro-
viding- that it shall be sufficient evidence that any building is rented
for the purpose of gaming, if gaming is actually carried on there,

and the owner or lessor knows or has good reason to believe such
to be the fact, and takes no means of preventing it, is not unconsti-

tutional as an invasion of the right of the jury to determine the

facts in a criminal case.^^

c. Relevancy of Biidence. — Evidence of the reputation of the

tenant,"* or of the house,"^ or that it had previously been used for

gambling purposes,^*^ is relevant to show the scienter.

51. Rodifer v. State, 74 Ind 21,

in which it was held that mere evi-

dence that gambhng was carried on
in the premises after the lease would
not sustain a conviction. A point
also ruled in Harris v. State, 5 Tex.
II. This latter case also holds that

evidence that defendant knew the

character of his tenants raises the in-

ference that he knew in what way it

was intended to use the house.
In Gaby v. Hankins, 86 111. App.

529, which was a civil action against
the owner of a building where gam-
bling was carried on, to recover
money lost thereat, the fact that de-
fendant had discovered a poker-table
and other paraphernalia of gaming
on making a visit to the place was
said to have been sufficient to put
him on inquiry as to what was taking
place there.

52. Rivers v. State, 1 18 Ga. 42, 44
S. E. 859.

Ordinarily, however, the defendant
is not required to prove his want of
knowledge of his tenant's intent.

Harris v. State, 5 Tex. 11.

53. Morgan v. State, 117 Ind. 569,

19 N. E. 154. See also Voght v.

State, 124 Ind. 358, 24 N. E. 680.

54. Rivers v. State. 1 18 Ga. 42,

44 S. E. 859. In this case the court
said that the tenant's reputation was
a circumstance having more or less

weight according as it was more or
less notorious, .and the fact thj.t he
had been presented before the grand
jury for keeping a gaming-house
was admissible to show reputation.

Voght V. State, 124 Ind. 358, 24 N.
E. 680. In this case not only evi-

dence of the tenant's reputation but
that he had been indicted on and
pleaded guilty to the charge of keep-
ing a gambling-room, while keeping
the room in question, was held com-
petent as tending to raise an infer-

ence than the owner, who was an
active man residing in the com-
munity, knew the facts.

55. Voght V. State, 124 Ind. 358,

24 N. E. 680.

56. Rivers v. State, 118 Ga. 42, 44
S. E. 859.

GAMING CONTRACTS.— See Gaming.

GARNISHMENT.— See Attachment.
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Husband and Wife.

I. GIFTS INTEE VIVOS.

1. In General.— A. Degree oe Proof Required. — a. General
Rule. —: As a general rule gifts inter vivos are watched with caution
by the courts, and clear and convincing evidence is required to prove
them.^ But in the absence of suspicious circumstances the gift will

be presumed to be valid. ^ It has been held that there is no pre-

sumption in favor of a gift.^

!• Canada. — McConnell v. Mc-
Connell, 15 Ch. 20.

Illinois. — Boudreau v. Boudreau,
45 111. 480; Barnum v. Reed, 136 111.

388, 26 N. E. 572.

Nevada. — Simpson v. Harris, 21
^'ev. 353, 31 Pac. 1009.

New Yotk. — Scoville v. Post, 3
Edw. Ch. 203 ; Jones v. Perkins, 29
App. Div. ^7, 51 N. Y. Supp. 380;
Gilkinson v. Third Ave. R. Co., 47
App. Div. 472, 63 N. Y. Supp. 792.

Ohio. — Flanders v. Blandy, 45
Ohio St. 108, 12 N. E. 321.

Pennsylvania. — Osthaus v. McAn-
drew, 8 At). 436.

It has been held that a gift inter
vivos will not be sustained upon the
uncorroborated testimony of the
donee. Grant v. Grant, 34 Beav.
(Eng.) 623.

In Freese v. Odd Fellows Sav.
Bank, 136 Cal. 662, 69 Pac. 493, the
trial court refused to sustain the gift
when the only evidence supporting it
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was the uncorroborated deposition of

the donee, althongh there was no di-

rect evidence to contradict the dep-
osition.

In Canada, by virtue of a statute,

if the gift is not asserted until the

death of the donor, it will not be
sustained upon the uncorroborated
testimony of the donee. Watson v.

Bradshaw, 6 A. R. 666.

In the case of Gilkinson z'. Third
Ave. R. Co., 47 App. Div. 472, 63 N.
Y. Supp. 792, it was held that the

uncorroborated testimony of the

donee's aunt was sufficient to estab-

lish a gift.

Compare Richardson v. Colburn,

77 Minn. 412. 80 N. W. 356.
2. Hackney v. Vrooman, 62 Barb.

(N. Y.) 650; Yeakel v. McAtee, 156
Pa. St. 600, 27 Atl. 277.

3. White V. Warren, 120 Cal. 322,

49 Pac. 129, 52 Pac. 723; Denigan v.

Hibernia Loan & Sav. Soc, 127 Cal.

^37, 59 Pac. 389.
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The quantum of proof necessary to establisli a ^ih, however,

depends largely upon the peculiar circumstances of each particular

case.*

b. Mere Declarations of Intciitioi.— A mere promise or decla-

ration of intention is not usually sufficient to establish a valid gift.''

c. Declarations Accompanied by Possession in Donee. — But

where there is evidence of a declared intention to give, accompanied

by possession in the donee, it is sufficient to raise a presumption" that

4. Lewis V. Merritt, 42 Hun (N.

Y.) 161.

" The rule to be extricated from
the great weight of all the authori-

ties, and the one suggested by sound

reason, it seems to us, as to the quan-

tum of proof requisite to support a

gift inter z'ivos, is that which, applied

to each case, and the situation and re-

lation of the parties, satisfies the

court that the donor, understandingly,

and without improper influence, in-

tended to give the property to the

donee, and did give it to him, or a

bailee for him, in the unconditional

and immediate control and possession

of it." Hesse v. Heniberger (Tenn.),

39 S. W. 1063.

5. United States. — Backer v.

Meyer, 43 Fed. 702.

Alabama. — Stallings v. Finch, 25
Ala. 518.

California. — Giselman v. Starr,

106 Cai. 651, 40 Pac. 8.

Connecticut. — Minor v. Rogers,

40 Conn. 512.

Illinois. — Meyers v. Malcom, 20

III. 621 ; Bamum v. Reed, 136 111.

388, 26 N. E. 572; May v. May, 36
111. App. 77.

Kentucky. — Callcnder v. Callen-

der, 24 Ky. L. Rep. 1145, 70 S. W.
844; Rodemer v. Rettig, 24 Ky. L.

Rep. 1474, 71 S. \V. 869.

Maine. — Bath Sav. Inst. v. Ha-
thorn. 88 Me. 122, 33 Atl. 836, 51

Am. St. Rep. 382, 32 L. R. A. 377.

Maryland. — Pennington v. Git-

tings. 2 Gill & J. 209; Whalon v.

Milholland, 89 Md. 199, 43 Atl. 45, 44
L. R. A. 208.

Massachusetts. — Gerrish v. Insti-

tution for Savings, 128 Mass. 159,

35 A.m. Rep. 365.

Michigan. — Duncombe v. Rich-
ards, 46 Mich. 166, 9 N. W. 149;

Casserlv v. Casserly, 123 Mich. 44,

81 N. VV. 930.

Mississippi. — Wheatley v. Abbott,

32 Mich. 343.

Nezv York. — Geary v. Page, 9
Bosw. 290; Young v. Young, 80 N.

Y. 422; Adler v. Davis, 31 Misc. 120,

63 N. Y. Supp. 875; Tyrrel v. Emi-
grant Industrial Sav. Bank, 77 App.
Div. 131, 79 N. Y. Supp. 49.

Ohio. — Larimore v. Wells, 29

Ohio St. n; Flanders v. Blandy, 45
Ohio St. 108, 12 N. E. 321.

Pennsylvania. — Crawford's Ap-
peal, 61 Pa. St. 52.

Texas. — Doyle v. First Nat.

Bank (Tex. Civ. App.), 50 S. W. 480.

Vermont. — Frost v. Frost, 32, Vt.

639; Pope V. Savings Bank, 56 Vt.

284. 48 Am. Rep. 781.

Virginia. — Yancey v. Field, 85 Va.

756, 8 S. E. 721.

6. Illinois. — Breier v. Weier, 33
111. App. 386; Morey v. Wiley, 100

111. App. 75-

/oTC'o. — Wescott 7'. Wescott, 75
Iowa 628, 35 N. W. 649.

Kentucky. — Jones v. Jones, 102

Ky. 450, 43 S. W. 412; Scollard f.

Scollard, 22 Ky. L. Rep. 33, 56 S. W.
648.

Maryland. — Gardner v. Merritt.

32 Md. 78.

Nezv Hampshire. — Liscomb v.

Manchester & L. R. Co., 70 N. H.

312, 48 Atl. 284.

A't'ti' York. — Hackney v. Vroo-
man, 62 Barb. 650; Rix r\ Hunt. 16

App. Div. 540, 44 N. Y. Supp. 988.

South Carolina. — McCluney i\

Lockhart, i Bail. 117.

Tennessee. — Mason v. Willhite, 61

S. W. 298.

On the question whether the de-

livery of a promissory note by a

mother, since deceased, to her son.

was a gift inter vivos or mortis
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the gift was actually made. ]\Icrc possession by the donee, how-
ever, is, in itself, insufficic^nt.''

d. Admissions of Donor. — It has been held that the admissions
of the donor to the efifect that he had made the gift are not con-
clusive in themselves, but are to be weighed by the jury with the
other evidence.*

_e. Gift Not Asserted Until After Death of Donor. — Where the
gift is not asserted until after the death of the donor it is regarded
as an additional reason for requiring the transaction to be proved by
clear and convincing evidence.^

causa— held, that though there was
no evidence to show that it was a gift

mortis causa, yet the possession of the

note with his mother's indorsement
on it was sufficient to support a com-
mon gift and to corroborate the
donee's testimony concerning it.

Phelps V. Hopkinson, 6i 111. App.
400.

The fact that the alleged donee had
possession of certain notes up to the

time of the donor's death, and that

this was with the knowledge and ap-
proval of the donor, is sufficient to

raise a presumption in favor of the
validity of the gift. Rix v. Hunt,
16 App. Div. 540, 44 N. Y. Supp. 988.

7. Possession of Donee Insufficient.

Thus where a husband purchased a

piano, under an agreement that title

was to remain in the vendors until

paid for, and that he was not to part
with possession without their written
consent, it was held that a gift to his

wife, so as to subject the instrument
to levy upon execution by her cred-
itors, was not to be presumed from
the fact that he afterward abandoned
his home, leaving the instrument in

her possession. Dawson v. Lindsay,
III Mich. 200, 69 N. W. 495.
Where two sisters were the own-

ers of a mortgage as the heirs of
their mother, and one of them, who
had possession of the mortgage, de-
livered it to the other, saying at the
time that she gave it to her, but no
notice of this transaction was given to
the mortgagee, and he subsequently
paid interest to both the sisters in the
same manner that he had been doing
previously, and also paid a part of
the principal to both of them held,
that the evidence did not establish a
gift inter vivos, since the word
" give " was probably not used in its

technical sense and the transfer of
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possession lost a great deal of sig-

nificance inasmuch as the sisters

were already joint owners, either of

them being entitled to possession.

Thompson v. West, 56 N. J. Eq. 660,

40 Atl. 197.

In an action of replevin to re-

cover a slave, the proof was that

when plaintiff's son J. was about
leaving home, plaintiff told him he

would let him have one of three

negro boys, that he might take

choice, and J. selected the boy in

controversy, and that plaintiff then
remarked to him that he would let

him have the boy he selected " as

a loan," to be delivered when called

for, and J. assented to this and left

with the boy ; that plaintiff had
given slaves to several of his chil-

dren in the same way. Held, to be
clearly a loan and not a gift. Smith
V. Jones, 8 Ark. 109.

8. Rooney v. Minor, 56 Vt. 527.

(See this case commented upon in

Gross V. Smith, 132 N. C. 604, 44
S. E. III.)

But in an action by a daughter
against the executor of her father
to recover certain money which she
alleged was due to her as a gift,

held, that the deliberate admissions
of the father made to third persons
relating to facts and not to mere
intentions to give were sufficient to
establish the gift. Sourwine v.

Claypool, 138 Pa. St. 126, 20 Atl.

840.

9. Fitzpatrick v. Graham, 122
Fed. 401 ; Denigan v. Hibernia Loan
& Sav. Soc, 127 Cal. 137, 59 Pac.

389; DePuy v. Stevens, 37 App. Div.

289, 55 N. Y. Supp. 810; In re Mun-
son, 25 Misc. 586, 56 N. Y. Supp.
151 ; In re Taber, 30 Misc. 172, 63
N. Y. Supp. 728; Robinson v. Car-
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B. Burden cm- Proof. — It is obvious from the foregoinp^ that

the burden of proof usually rests upon the donee, or those claiming

under him, to establish every element of a valid gift.^*'

C. Essential Elkmicnts o\- Proof.— a. The Donor's Intent.

(1.) Mode of Proof in General. — As a general rule the intent of the

donor to make the gift is to be gathered from all the surrounding
circumstances.^^

(2.) Evidence Bearing Upon Intent. — C\.) Reasons and Motrt.s.

As bearing upon the jiroof of intent, evidence showing the reasons

and motives of the donor is usually competent and relevant.^

-

(B.) Declarations OF Inti-ntion. — On the question of intent the

declarations of the donor, made prior to the gift, showing an intent

to make it, are admissible in favor of the donee ;*^ and it has been

penter, yj App. Div. 520, 79 N. Y."

Supp. 283; Bray v. O'Rourke, 89
App. Div. 400, 85 N. Y. Supp. 907.

" He who attempts to establish

title to property through a gift inter

vivos, as against the estate of a de-

cedent, takes upon himself a heavy
burden, which he must support by
evidence of great probative force,

which clearly establishes every ele-

ment of a valid gift — that the de-

cedent intended to divest himself of
the title in favor of the donee, and
accompanied his intent by a delivery

of the subject-matter of the gift."

In re O'Connell. t,2, App. Div. 483,

53 N. Y. Supp. 748.

10. Burden of Proof.

England. — Cooke v. Lamotte, 15
Beav. 234.

Canada. — Murray v. Murray, 8
Ch. 203.

United States. — Wright v. Bragg,
106 Fed. 25.

Alabama. — Wheeler v. Glasgow,

97 Ala. 700, II So. 758.

Arkansas. — Norton z*. McNutt,
55 Ark. 59, 17 S. W. 362.

Georgia. — Porter v. Allen, 54 Ga.

623.

Maine. — Hansan v. Millett, 55
Me. 184.

Netv York.— Doty v. Willson, 47
N. Y. 580.

When a person attempts to take
a benefit under a voluntary settle-

ment or deed of gift, he has the

burden of proving that there was a
distinct intent upon the part of donor
to make the deed irrevocable.

Coults V. Acworth, L. R. 8 Eq. 558.

11. Dille V. Webb, 61 Ind. 85;

Porter v. Gardner, 39 N. Y. St. 671,

IS N. Y. Supp. 398.

In an action of replevin for a

piano stool and cover which plain-

tiff claimed as a gift from her in-

fant brother, who had been emanci-

pated by his father, it was held that

"the general circumstances of the

family at the time of the pretended

purchase and gift were proper to be

shown to sustain and corroborate

and make probable the transaction

as testified to by the plaintiff and

her brother, and therefore were not

irrelevant." Wambold v. Vick, 50

Wis. 456. 7 N. W. 438.

12. Gilhani v. French, 6 Colo. 196.

Thus the testimony of the donee's

wife that she had rendered services

to the donor's wife during her last

illness is competent for this purpose.

Hurlburt v. Hurlburt, 18 N. Y. St.

407, 2 N. Y. Supp. 317.

And where it is sought to estab-

lish a gift of a deposit in a savings

bank, the fact that the alleged donor
had on deposit in his own name all

that he was allowed to have under
the statute is of material importance
as showing a reason for depositing

in the name of another. Cogswell
T'. Newburyport Inst, for Savings,

165 Mass. 524, 43 N. E. 296.

13. United States. — M'xWcr v.

Clark, 40 Fed. 15.

Georgia. — Sanderlin v. Sander-
lin, 24 Ga. 83.

lozL'a. — Sherman r. Sherman, 75
Iowa 136, 39 N. W. 232.

Vol. VI
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held that such declarations are admissible whether made before

or after the transaction."

Such declarations, however, are weaker in proportion as they

recede from the time of delivery. ^"^

(C.) Donee Not Told of Gu't. — It has been held that the fact that

the allep^ed donor never communicated to the donee the fact that he

had made the gift is relevant evidence on the question of intent.^"

b. Delivery. — (1.) Mode of Proof in General (A.) Acts and Con-

duct OF Donor. — As a general rule, the fact of delivery may be

arrived at from the acts, conduct and declarations of the alleged

donor." It has been held, however, that the declarations of the

New York. — Hunter v. Hunter,

19 Barb. 631.

Ohio. — Larimore v. Wells, 29
Ohio St. 13.

See contra, Barnuni v. Reed, 136

111. 388, 26 N. E. 572.
" The declarations of the donor

made prior to the gift are admissible

in evidence if made during the time

the gift was under consideration and
discussion by the donor, and were in

reference to and contemplation of it,

and explanatory of the donor's inten-

tion." Gillespie v. Burleson, 28 Ala.

551-

In an action against certain ad-

ministrators to recover two promis-

sory notes which plaintiff claimed

as a gift from defendant's intestate,

the court instructed the jury that the

mere declarations of the decedent of

her purpose to give plaintiff her

property or any portion of it would
not vest him with any right or in-

terest in the notes unless they be-

lieved from the evidence that de-

cedent delivered the notes to plain-

tiff with the purpose and intent of

giving them to him. Held, that this

instruction was improper and that

these declarations of deceased should

have been allowed to go to the jury

without any expression of opinion

by the court as to the weight to be

given to them. Jones v. Jones, 102

Ky. 450, 43 S. W. 412.

A deed of gift which was invalid

to pass title for want of proper exe-

cution has been admitted in evi-

dence as a declaration of the donor's
jntent. Sewall v. Glidden, i Ala.

52; Myers v. Peek, 2 Ala. 648.

Although a mere recital in a deed
referring to a previous conveyance
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has been held inadmissible for this

purpose. Stephens v. Murray, 132

Mo. 468. 34 S. W. 56.

14. Prior and Subsequent Decla-

rations— Ruiz v. Dow, 113 Cal. 490,

45 Pac. 867. In this case a husband
made out a deed to his wife of all

his property, both real and personal,

and completed the transaction by a

valid delivery to the wife, with the

understanding that the deed was not

to be recorded until after his death.

Subsequent to the delivery of the

deed he collected some money on a
promissory note and deposited it in

the bank in his own name. On the

question as to whether the deed
transferred the money, so collected, to

the wife as a gift inter z'iz'os— held,

that it was purely a question of the

intent of the donor, to prove which
his own declarations made both be-

fore and after the transaction were
admissible.

15. Powell V. Olds, 9 Ala. 861.

16. Ide V. Pierce, 134 Mass. 260.

17. " All courts hold that deliv-

ery is necessary to the validity of the

gift, but the fact of delivery may
be found by the jury from the ac-

tions, conduct and declarations of the

alleged donor, just as any other ma-
terial fact may be found in the same
way from the acts, conduct and dec-

larations of a party to be affected

thereby." Gross v. Smith, 132 N. C.

604, 44 S. E. III.
" In the case of a gift inter vivos,

the evidence should be sufficient to

render a finding of the fact of de-

livery reasonable, and should dis-

close the circumstances under which
the delivery occurred ; that it may
appear that the gift was absolute, not
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donor are insufificient, of themselves, to prove an actual delivery/^

but other authorities have disputed this doctrine.^'

Where the intent of the donor is proved by a writinj;^ under his

own hand, the courts will presume a delivery in sui)port of the

gift on slight evidence.*"

(2.) Delivery Inferred from Circumstances.— Where the parties stand

in close personal relation, such as members of the same family, it

often becomes unnecessary to prove an actual manual delivery, the

law presuming one in such cases from the attendant circumstances.^^

conditional ; thnt it was complete,

not made in the donor's last sickness

or on his deathbed and in view of

death." Bean v. Bean, 71 N. H. 538,

53 Atl. 907-

And though proof of delivery is

necessary, still, where the property
has passed into the possession of
the donee, an actual manual tradition

at the time of making the gift may
be dispensed with. Wing v. Mer-
cliant, 57 Me. 383.

18. Declarations to Prove Deliv-

ery. — United States. — Chambers v.

McCrecry, 106 Fed. 364.

Alabama. — Bryant v. Ingraham,
16 Ala. 116.

Georgia. — Anderson v. Baker, i

Ga. 595.

New Jersey. — Smith t'. Burnet,

34 N. J. Eq. 219; Smith v. Burnet,

35 N. J. Eq. 314-

Nexi' York. — Johnson v. Spies, 5
Hun 468.

North Carolina. — Adams v.

Hayes, 24 N. C. 361 ; IMedlock v.

Powell, 96 N. C. 499. 2 S. E. 149.

Pennsylvania. — Schiehl's Estate,

179 Pa. St. 308, 36 Atl. 181.

The indorsement on a promissory
note to a third party for the benefit

of another is strong evidence of an
intention, but not, in itself, sufficient

evidence of delivery. Yokem v.

Hicks, 93 111. App. 667.

Where the subjects of the alleged
gift, a note and mortgage, were
placed in the hands of an agent who
placed them in an envelope upon
which he made an indorsement show-
ing the nature of the transaction,

held, the donor and the agent being
dead, that this envelope with the in-

dorsement thereon was inadmissible
in evidence to show a delivery.

Wright V. Bragg, 106 Fed. 25.

The fact that a father when buy-

14

ing a piano stated that it was for his

daughter is not sufficient to make
out a valid gift to her, when there

was no actual or constructive de-

livery to her at the time of the

purchase or afterward. Cambre-
leng V. Graham, 60 N. Y. St. 855, 29
N. Y. Supp. 419.

19. See Blake v. Jones, i Bail.

Eq. (S. C.) 141, 21 Am. Dec. 530;
Gross V. Smith, 132 N. C. 604, 44 S.

E. Ill; Lord V. New York Life Ins.

Co., 95 Tex. 216, 66 S. W. 290, 56 L.

R. A. 596; Yancey v. Stone, 7 Rich.

Eq. (S. C.) 16; Grangiac v. Arden,
10 Johns. (N. Y.) 293.

20. BrinckerhofF z>. Lawrence, 2
Sandf. Ch. (N. Y.) 400; Matson v.

Abbey, 53 N. Y. St. 794, 24 N. Y.
Supp. 284; Pennington v. Lawson, 23
Ky. L. Rep. 1340, 65 S. W. 120.

21. England. — Grant v. Grant,

34 Beav. 623.

Canada. — Queen v. Carter, 13 C.

P. 611; Viet V. Viet, 34 Q. B. 104.

Alabama. — Sewall v. Glidden, i

Ala. 52.

Arkansas. — Danley v. Rector, 10

Ark. 211; Dodd r. McCraw, 8 Ark.

83; Prater v. Frazier, 11 Ark. 249.

Georgia. — Moore v. Cline, 115 Ga.

405, 41 S. E. 614; Poullain v. Poul-

lain, 79 Ga. 11, 4 S. E. 81.

Indiana. — Tenbrook v. Brown, 17

Ind. 410.

Kansas. — Schwindt v. Schwindt,
61 Kan. 377, 59 Pac. 647.

Kentucky. — Meriwether v. Mor-
rison. 78 Ky. 572.

Maine. — Wing v. Merchant, 57
Me. 383.

Maryland. — Isaac v. Williams, 3
Gill 278; Hitch V. Davis, 3 Md. Ch.
266.

Michigan. — Harris v. Hopkins, 43
Mich. 272, 5 N. W. 318, 38 Am. Rep.

180.

Vol. VI
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c. Acceptance. — (l.) When Presumed. — (A.) When Beneficial to

Donee. — Where tlie ^ift is for the advantap^e of the donee he will

be presumed to have accepted it until the contrary appears.-^

(B.) When Unaccompanied by Any Condition. — When the gift is

unaccompanied by any condition to be performed by the donee his

acceptance will be presumed. ^^

(C.) When Donee is a Minor. — So when the donee is a minor the

New York. — Crouse v. Judson, 41

Misc. 338, 84 N. Y. Supp. 755 ; Scott

V. Simes, 10 Bosw. 314.

Pennsylvania. — Crawford's Ap-
peal, 61 Pa. St. 52.

South Carolina. — McLure v. Lan-
caster, 24 S. C. 273, 58 Am. Rep. 259

;

Bennett v. Cook, 28 S. C. 353, 6 S.

E. 28; Reid V. Colcock, i Nott &
McC. 592. .

Tennessee. — Davis v. Garrett, 91
Tenn. 147, 18 S. W. 113.

Texas. — Hillebrant v. Brewer, 6
Tex. 45.

D., while a minor, was engaged
by his father in carrying the mail,

in consideration of which he gave
to D. a negro slave. D. lived with
his father on the farm, and subse-
quent to this transaction the father

exercised the same control over the

slave that he had before. Held, that

since D. was a minor this transaction
could be treated as a gift, and that,

where an infant child resides with
his father and continues a member
of his family, the possession will be
presumed to be in the infant, al-

though the father exercises control

over the slave and appropriates his

labor. Danley v. Rector, 10 Ark.
211.

Where the donee had lived in the
donor's family for a number of years,

it was held that a complete gift

inter vivos to her of a promissory
note was shown when he gave her
the note and told her so, and, as evi-

dence of the gift, indorsed it to her,

although she allowed him to retain

possession of the note as her agent.

Royston v. McCulley (Tenn.), 59 S.

W. 725.
" It requires less positive and un-

equivocal testimony to establish the
delivery of a gift from a father to

his children than it does between
persons who are not related, and in

cases where there is no suggestion
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of fraud or undue influence very

slight evidence will suffice." Love v.

Francis, 63 Mich. 181, 29 N. W. 843,

6 Am. St. Rep. 290.

22. California. — De Levillain v.

Evans, 39 Cal. 120.

Indiana. — Goelz v. People's Sav.

Bank, 31 Ind. App. 67, 67 N. E. 232;

Pruitt V. Pruitt, 91 Ind. 595; Rin-

ker V. Rinker, 20 Ind. 185.

Kentucky. — Denunzio z'. Scholtz,

25 Ky. L. Rep. 1294, 77 S. W. 715.

Michigan. — Dunlap v. Dunlap, 94
Mich. II, 53 N. W. 788; Holmes v.

McDonald, 119 Mich. 563, 78 N. W.
647, 75 Am. St. Rep. 430.

Nezu York. — Adler v. Davis, 31

Misc. 120, 63 N. Y. Supp. 875.

Reason for Rule " The rule

that requires acceptance to complete
a gift rests largely upon the very
reasonable ground that the donee
may not desire to have the prop-
erly intended as a gift, for the rea-

son ihat there may be burdens grow-
ing out of its ownership which he
does not desire to assume, and the

law will not enforce a gift against
his will. But the rule prevails that,

where the gift is entirely beneficial

to the donee, his acceptance of it

will ordinarily be presumed, unless
the contrary appears." Goelz v.

People's Sav. Bank, 31 Ind. App. 67,

67 N. E. 232. See also Armitage
V. Widoe, 36 Mich. 124.

Every Gift Supposed to Be Bene-
ficial. — Goss V. Singleton, 2 Head
(Tenn.) 67.

It has been held that an acceptance
might be inferred from the fact that

the donor informed the donee of the

gift, with the express or implied as-

sent of the donee. Scott v. Berk-
shire Co. Sav. Bank, 140 Mass. 157,

2 N. E. 925.

23. Blanchard v. Sheldon, 43 Vt.

512.
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law will imply an acceptance, even though the infant be ignorant

of the gift.2*

(D.) Whkn DoNKr, IS Non Compos. — And where the donee is a per-

son of unsound mind the law will presume an acceptance.-^

(2.) Acts of Acceptance.— Any acts of the donee displaying an in-

intent to receive the gift or to take advantage of it are admissible

in evidence for the purpose of proving an acceptance.^**

D. Admissibility of Eviokxcic in General.— a. Declarations

of Donor. — (1.) When Admissible— (A.) When Part of Res Gestae.

As a general rule the declarations of the donor are always admissible

when they are properly a part of the res gestae.-''

24. Pruitt r. Priiitt, 91 Ind. 595;
De Levillain v. Evans, 39 Cal. 120.

25. Malonc v. Lcbus, 20 Ky. L.

Rep. 1 146, 77 S. W. 180.

26. Thus where the gift is deliv-

ered to a third person for the use
of the donee, his subsequent demand
for possession of the written evi-

dence of the gift from such third

person is evidence of his acceptance.

Hunter v. Hunter, 19 Barb. (N. Y.)

631.

On the question as to whether the

donee in a deed of gift of real es-

tate intended to accept the gift and
comply with its conditions, held, that

evidence showing that the donee
bought land contiguous to the prop-
erty described in the deed, and which
would be needed to make the use of
the latter more beneficial, was com-
petent and relevant as showing the
donee's attitude towards the trans-

action. Pierce v. Brown University,

21 R. I. 392, 43 Atl. 878.

27. United States. — King v.

vSmith, no Fed. 95, 54 L. R. A. 708;
Miller v. Clark, 40 Fed. 15.

Alabama. — Olds v. Powell. 7 Ala.

1652; Powell v. Olds, 9 Ala. 861;

Caldwell v. Pickens, 39 Ala. 514;
Gillespie v. Burleson, 28 Ala. 551

;

Gunn V. Barrow, 17 Ala. 743; Bragg
V. Massie, 38 Ala. 89, 79 Am. Dec.
82; Hale V. Stone, 14 Ala. 803; Jen-
nings V. Blocker, 25 Ala. 415.

California. — Ruiz v. Dow, I13
Cal. 490, 45 Pac. 867.

Connecticut. — Mcriden Sav. Bank
V. Wellington, 64 Conn. 553, 30 Atl.

774-

Georgia. — Burney v. Ball, 24 Ga.

505; Sanderlin v. Sanderlin, 24 Ga.

583; Evans V. Lipscomb, 31 Ga. 71.

Illinois. — Weaver v. Weaver, 73
111. App. 301 ; Martin v. Martin, 174

111. 371. 51 N. E. 691.

Indiana. — Woolery v. Wollery, 29

Ind. 249, 95 Am. Dec. 630; Durham
V. Shannon, 116 Ind. 403, 19 N. E.

190, 9 Am. St. Rep. 860; Durling v.

Johnson, 32 Ind. 155.

lozca. — Sherman v. Sherman, 75
Iowa 136, 39 N. W. 232.

Kentucky. — Smith v. Montgom-
ery, S Mon. 502.

Maryland. — Bowie v. Bowie, I

Md. 87; Graves v. Spedden, 46 Md.
527; Parks V. Parks, 19 Md. 323;
Cecil V. Cecil, 20 Md. 153.

Massachusetts. — Gerrish v. Insti-

tute for Savings, 128 Mass. 159, 35
Am. Rep. 365 ; Scott v. Berkshire

Co. Sav. Bank, 140 Mass. 157, 2 N.
E. 925; Whitwell V. Winslow, 132

Mass. 307.

Mississippi. — Carradine v. Col-

lins, 7 Smcd. & M. 428.

Nezu Jersey. — Skillman v. Wie-
gand, 54 N. J. Eq. 198, 33 Atl. 929.

Ne7v York. — Grangiac v. Arden,
10 Johns. 293; Hunter z\ Hunter, 19

Barb. 631 ; Smith ?'. Maine, 25 Barb.

3,3; Hurlburt r. Hurlburt, 18 N. Y.
St. 407, 2 N. Y. Supp. 317; Devlin v.

Farmer. 30 N. Y. St. 541, 9 N. Y.
Supp. 530; Hill V. Froehlich, 38 N.
Y. St. 24. 14 N. Y. Supp. 610.

North Carolina. — Collier z'. Poe,

16 N. C. 55; Moore v. Gwyn, 26 N.
C. 275; Cowan V. Tucker, 30 N. C.

426.

Pennsylvania. — Swab v. Mille, 9
Atl. 667; Jacques v. Fourthman, 137
Pa. St. 428. 20 Atl. 802; Stewart's

Estate. 137 Pa. St. 175, 20 Atl. 554.

South Carolina. — Banks v. Hat-

Vol. VI
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(B.) When Against His Interest. — They are also admissible when
made against his interest.-*

(C.) Subsequent Admissions. — And the declarations of the donor

made subsequent to the gift, and admitting that it was made, are

admissible on behalf of the donee and those claiming under him.^'*

ton, I Nott & McC. 211 ; Brashears v.

Blassingame, i Nott & i\IcC. 223;
Davis V. Davis, i Nott & McC. 224;
Snowden v. Logan, Rice Eq. 174;
Watson v. Kennedy, 3 Strob. Eq. i

;

Blake v. Jones, i Bail. Eq. 141, 21

Am. Dec. 530.

Texas. — Higgins v. Johnson, 20

Tex. 389; Smith v. Strahan, 25 Tex.

103.

Vick,]Fisconsi)i. — Wainbold v.

50 Wis. 456.

In Lark v. Cunningham, 7 Rich.

L. (S. C.) 376, the plaintiff claimed

title to a slave as a parol gift from
his father-in-law. Held, that the de-

fendant might put in evidence, as

part of the res gestae, a receipt,

signed by the wife of plaintiff, show-
ing that at the time the slave was de-

livered to her it was considered a

loan to be returned when called for;

even though such receipt was not

given in the presence of the husband
and was not known to him.

Where a father gave a slave to his

daughter upon her marriage, but

afterward obtained possession of the

property and mortgaged it to a third

party, held, that a recital in his will,

made at the time of the gift and ac-

knowledging it, was admissible in

evidence as part of the res gestae.

Jennings v. Blocker, 25 Ala. 415.

28. Rule Stated— " In almost

all the cases in which gifts have been

the subject of litigation, the declara-

tions of the donor have been received

in evidence, without objection, or

any question that they were not com-
petent. If the donor were living,

and suing for the property, it is quite

clear that his declarations in refer-

ence to a gift to the donee would be

admissible on the most elementary

principles of the law of evidence.

When the contest, as to the gift, is

between the donee and the represent-

atives of the donor, the declarations

of the donor are undoubtedly ad-

missible, being against his interest
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Zi'hen made; and the admissions of

the testator or intestate, as a uni-

versal rule, are admissible against

the representatives." Hackney v.

Vrooman, 62 Barb. (N. Y.) 650.

29. Subsequent Admissions.

England. — Ivat v. Finch, i Taunt.

141.

Georgia. — Poullain v. Poullain, 76

Ga. 420, 79 Ga. 11, 4 S. E. 81.

Indiana. — Dean v. Wilkerson, 126

Ind. 338, 26 N. E. 55-

I\fa s s a c h u s e 1 1 s. — Fellows v.

Smith, 130 Mass. 378.

Missouri. — Gunn z'. Thruston, 130

Mo. 339, 32 S. W. 654-

North Carolina. — Gross v. Smith,

132 N. C. 604, 44 S. E. III.

South Carolina. — Richards v.

Munro, 30 S. C. 284, 9 S. E. 108.

Upon a trial involving the ques-

tion of a parol gift of land the sub-

sequent declarations of the donor
tending to show a motive for the

gift are admissible in favor of the

donee ; but they would not be ad-

missible for the purpose of fastening

a parol trust upon a deed previously

made to the donor. Rives v. Lamar,

94 Ga. 186. 21 S. E. 294.

In an action brought against the

administrator of plaintiff's father for

the value of board and lodging fur-

nished the deceased by the plaintiff,

the defendant set up as a counter-

claim certain promissory notes which
the deceased held against the plain-

tiff, but which plaintiff claimed had
been given up to him. Held, that it

was competent to put in evidence

declarations of the deceased made
to third persons to the effect that he

had made the gift. Pritchard v.

Pritchard, 69 Wis. 373, 34 N. W.
506.

In an action brought by a hus-

band against his wife's administrator,

to recover money which he alleged

had been given to him by her, held,

that it was proper to receive in evi-

dence her declarations made during
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(2.) When Inadmissible— (A.) When Subsequent to Gift. — (a.) Gen-

eral Rule. — As a general rule the declarations of the donor, made
after the consummation of the p^ift, are not competent to qualify it

or to aflfect the title conferred.^"

her last sickness to the effect that she

had given her personal property to

her husband, and also a letter written

by her to him, saying that he could
have the money after a certain date.

Dean v. Dean, 43 Vt. 337.
" When money is delivered, as in

this case, from father to son, and no
writing is made, and no evidence of

debt taken, and under circumstances
rendering it uncertain as to whether
it was intended as a loan or gift, and
not inconsistent with either, then a
distinct declaration to the donee,

made afterward, that it was intended
as a gift, may have the effect, not of

changing it, but of determining
which it was." Doty v. Willson, 47
N. Y. 580.

If the donee introduce subsequent
declarations of the donor, his oppo-
nent may introduce other declara-

tions of the donor denying the gift.

Stallings V. Finch, 25 Ala. 518; Han-
sell V. Bryan, 19 Ga. 167 ; Sims v.

Saunders, Harp. L. (S. C.) 374; Mc-
Kane v. Bonner, i Bail. (S. C.) 113;
Stone V. Stroud, 6 Rich. L. (S. C.)

306; Bennett 7'. Cook, 28 S. C. 353,
6 S. E. 28.

See this doctrine disputed in

Woodruff V. Cook, 25 Barb. (N. Y.)

505, and compare Doty v. Willson.

47 N. Y. 580; Young z\ Young, 80
N. Y. 422.

In an action brought by a wife

against her husband's adniinistrator

for the recovery of a slave which
plaintiff claimed as a gift from her
husband, the only evidence of the

gift was the declarations of the hus-

band. Held, that it was error to ex-

clude from evidence on behalf of the

defendant a will executed by the

husband subsequent to the gift, in

which he bequeathed the slave, to-

gether with other property, to hi.s

wife for life only with remainder to

her children. Barziza v. Graves, 25
Tex. 322.

And the declarations of the donor
made prior to the gift and in his own
favor are sometimes admissible

against the donee to rebut previous

declarations put in evidence by the

donee. Sherman f. Sherman, 75
Iowa 136, 39 N. W. 232.

30. When Subsequent to Gift.

General Rule— Gillespie v. Burle-

son, 28 Ala. 551 ; Cowan v. Tucker,

30 N. C. 426; Hicks i: Forrest, 41

N. C. 528; Lam v. Brock (Va.), 2^

S. E. 224.

It has been held that the subse-

quent declarations of the donor im-

peaching or denying the gift are in-

competent and irrelevant; that "the
donor's subsequent denials of the

gift no more disprove the gift than

the disavowal of his hand and seal

would have been disproof of his

bond, nor is the evidence a whit
more competent in the one case than

in the other. The denial is not
an operative act in itself. It lays no
other foundation for disbelieving the

witness who proves the act of giving

than the mere veracity of the declar-

ant. It is the mere statement of a

fact, without the sanction of an
oath." Snowden i'. Logan, Rice's

Eq. (S. C.) 191. See also Newman
V. Wilbourne, i Hill Eq. (S. C.) g;
Hunter v. Parsons, 2 Bail. (S. C.)

59; compare Sims v. Saunders, Har-
per 374-

Gift of Judgment to Wife.
Reese v. Reese, 157 Pa. St. 200, 27
Atl. 703.

Some authorities hold that the sub-

sequent declarations of the donor are

inadmissible against the donee un-

less they explain other declarations

already put in evidence by the donee.

Blagg V. Hunter. 15 .^rk. 246; How-
ell V. Howell, 59 Ga. 145.

When too Remote to Be Part of

Res Gestae. — Gcorgui. — Carter 7\

Buchannon, 3 Ga. 513.

Indiana. — Thistlewaitc 7'. Thistle-

waite, 132 Tnd. 355. 31 N. E. 946;
Hamlyn 7'. Nesbit, :ii7 Ind. 284; Har-
ness T. Harness, 49 Ind. 384.

Ncxv Jersey. — Lister v. Lister, 35
N. J. Eq. 49-

Vol. VT
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b. Declarations of Donee.— (1.) When Admissible.— (A.) Made in

Presence oe Donor. — The declarations of the donee asserting title

to the property in dispute, made in the presence of the donor, and
acquiesced in by him, are admissible on behalf of the donee and
those claiming- under him.^^

The declarations and acts of the donee, while in possession of
the gift, against his interest and acknowledging title in the donor
are admissible on behalf of the donor and those claiming under him.-''-

c. Declarations of Party in Possession.— (1.) When Admissible.

(A.) To Explain Nature of Possession. — The declarations of the

Vermont. — Ross v. White, 6o Vt.

558, 15 Atl. 184.

In an action to recover possession
of a tract of land, it appeared that

defendant was an adopted son of

the person through whom plaintiffs

claimed title, while plaintiffs were
nieces and nephews. Defendant
claimed title by parol gift and
sought to put in evidence a conver-
sation between his natural father and
plaintiff's uncle, the alleged donor, in

which the latter agreed to adopt the

defendant and make a parol gift to

him of the property in dispute.

Held, that this conversation, occur-

ring nearly twenty-five years before

the alleged gift was made, was too

remote to be a part of the res gestae,

and was inadmissible as evidence.

\\'ard V. Edge, 100 Ky. 757, 39 S. W.
440.

Subsequent to Gift and in his Own
Favor— Gunn v. Barrow, 17 Ala.

743 ; High V. Stainback, i Stew.
(Ala.) 24; Kimball v. Leland, no
Mass. 325 ; Scott v. Berkshire Co.

Sav. Bank, 140 Mass. 157, 2 N. E.

925 ; Duff V. Leary, 146 Mass. 533,

16 N. E. 417; Woodruff V. Cook, 25
Barb. (N. Y.) 505. Compare Sander-
lin V. Sanderlin, 24 Ga. 583.

On the question whether a parent

had given certain negro slaves to her

child upon the marriage of the latter,

held, that since the parent on the

morning before the marriage had
made certain admissions acknowledg-
ing the gift, any after declarations of
hers tending to defeat the gift were
inadmissible. Eelbank v. Burt, 3 N.
C. 330.

While Donee is in Possession.

Gillespie v. Burleson, 28 Ala. 551;
Porter v. Allen, 54 Ga. 623; Baxter
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V. Knowles, 12 Allen (Mass.) 114;
Fellows V. Smith, 130 Mass. 378.

After Donor Has Parted With Pos-
session Walden v. Purvis, 72 Cal.

518, 15 Pac. 91.

Where Donor Has Regained Pos-

session— Cornett v. Fain, 22, Ga.

219.

When not Made in Presence of

Donee— Prater v. Frazier, 11 Ark.

249; Dixon V. Labry, 16 Ky. L. Rep.

522, 29 S. W. 21 ; Mulliken v. Greer,

5 Mo. 489; Griffin v. Stadler, 35
Tex. 695 ; Whittaker v. Marsh, 62 N.

H. 477; Cowan v. Tucker, 30 N. C.

426; Rumbley v. Stainton, 24 Ala.

712; Miller v. Hartle, 53 Pa. St. 108;

Ray V. Loper, 65 Mo. 470.

To Defeat Deed of Gift. — Julian

V. Reynolds, 8 Ala. 680; Strong v.

Brewer, 17 Ala. 706; Gregory v.

Walker, 38 Ala. 26; Hatch v.

Straight, 3 Conn. 31 ; Blalock v. Mi-
land, 87 Ga. 573, 13 S. E. 551;
Grooms v. Rust, 27 Tex. 231.

31. Thomas v. Degraffenreid, 17

Ala. 602.

Declarations of Wife in Presence
of Husband.— In an action brought
by the administrator of a husband
against the vendee of his wife to re-

cover certain slaves which the de-

fendant claimed had been a gift to

the wife as her separate estate from
her father, held, first, that any dec-

larations of the husband admitting

the separate estate in his wife, and
second, any declarations of the wife

while she was in possession of the

slaves asserting her own title thereto,

made in the presence of the husband
and acquiesced in by him, were ad-

missible against his administrator.

Gillespie v. Burleson, 28 Ala. 551.

32. Parr v. Gibbons, 23 Miss. 92.
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party in possession of the p^ift, when properly a part of the res

gestae, are usually admissible to explain the nature of his pos-

session.^^

d. Other Evidence Bearing Upon the Issue. — (1.) Ability of Donor,

Evidence showin<;' the financial standinj^ of the donor and his ability

to make the g^ift is relevant as corroborating the other evidence

of the gift.-''-'

(2.) Acts of Ownership. — Any acts of ownership exercised over

the subject of the gift, either by the donor or the donee, and acqui-

esced in by the other party, are competent as evidence either to sup-

port or defeat the gift.^'*

33. Degraffenreid v. Thomas, 14
Ala. 681 ; Nelson v. Iverson, 17 Ala.

216; Nelson 7'. Iverson, 19 Ala. 95;
Vincent i'. State, 74 Ala. 274; Bach-
man z'. Killinger, 55 Pa. St. 414.

In an action of replevin brought bj'

a ciau£>hter against her mother, who
was administratri.x to her father's

estate, to recover a piano claimed as

a gift from her father, it appeared
that an inventory of the estate had
been filed nearly five years previous
in v.hich the piano was not included

among the goods of the decedent.

The defendant was sued, not as ad-

ministratrix, but personally. Held,
that the declarations of the defendant
made at the time the piano was re-

plevied, to tiie effect that it belonged
to her daughter and not to the de-

ceased, were admissible against her;
that since she was sued personally

they were not the declarations of a

trustee offered to divest the title of

the cestui que trust. Swab v. Mil-
ler (Pa.), 9 Atl. 667.

Personal property belonging to the

wife was sold by her husband. In

an action by her to recover the prop-

erty, in which the defense was that

it had been given by her to her hus-
band

—

held, that his declarations

made before the sale, that he was not
the owner, was important proof to

negative the idea of a gift. Although
if the property had formerly belonged
to the husband, his declarations

would have been inadmissible to vest

title in the wife as against creditors.

Musscr V. Gardner, 66 Pa. St. 242.

W'hen the declarations are not
merely explanatory of possession, but
are offered to disprove a title derived

from the declarant, they are inadmis-

sible as evidence in favor of the

party making them. Walker v. Blas-

singame, 17 Ala. 810.

But before such declarations can

be put in evidence the main fact, the

possession, must be proved. Thomas
V. Degraffenreid, 17 Ala. 602.

34. Thus, in an action to recover

a sum of money claimed by the de-

fendant as a gift from plaintiff's in-

testate to his wife, the decedent's

daughter

—

held, that evidence show-
ing the financial standing of the de-

cedent and his ability to give the

amount claimed was relevant to cor-

roborate the other evidence of the

gift. Blaisdell v. Davis, 72 Vt. 295,

48 Atl. 14.

Family Connections In an ac-

tion brought for money alleged to

have been loaned by plaintiff's tes-

tator to the defendant, to whom he
was engaged to be married, but

which the defendant claimed as a gift

— held, that evidence was admissi-
ble showing that the testator had no
child, wife or parents to provide for

as bearing upon the probability of

the gift to the defendant. Also his

will, executed shortly after the al-

leged gift, was competent evidence
to show his family relationship.

Russell V. Langford, 135 Cal. 356, 67
Pac. 331.

35. Acts of 0-wnership In an
action to recover possession of cer-

tain bonds which plaintiff claimed as

a gift from her deceased aunt — held.

that it was competent for the de-
fendant, the aunt's executor, to show
that, at the time of her death, the

bonds were deposited in bank in her
own name, as tending to refute any

Vol. VI
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(3.) Discrediting Acts. — Evidence showing- any acts of the claim-

ant which are inconsistent with the theory of a gift, or which cast

suspicion upon his conduct, is relevant and material.^^

(4.) Evidence of Other Gifts.— In contests involving- gifts to chil-

dren, evidence showing gifts or advancements to other children of

the same parent is relevant as bearing upon the probability of the

parent having made the gift in question.^^

inference of a gift. Patterson v. Du-
shane, 137 Pa. St. 23, 20 Atl. 538.

In an action by the heirs of a de-

ceased wife to recover certain money
which the husband claimed as a gift

from her— held, that it was compe-
tent to show that he afterward loaned
the money and took a note therefor,

payable to himself, with her knowl-
edge and without any objection on
her part. Whitaker v. Marsh, 62 N.
H. 477.

On the question as to whether a

piano had been given to a wife by
her husband— held, that the manner
in which the piano was treated by the

husband and wife, and their acts re-

specting it, were relevant, and con-

sequently it was not error to admit
evidence showing that the piano had
been insured in the wife's name.
Fletcher v. Wakefield, 75 Vt. 257, 54
Atl. 1012.

" The fact that a promissory note

was found in the possession of the

payee at the time of his death is ev-

idence that he had not made a present

of it to the maker." Oelke v. Theis
(Neb.), 97 N. W. 588.

Evidence of improvements made by
the donee under a parol gift of land,

after the commencement of the con-
troversy involving the gift, is in-

admissible. Aurand v. Wilt, 9 Pa.

St. 54-

36. Discrediting Acts Where a
person claimed certain property by
virtue of a will and also by deed of
gift, the fact that she did not pro-

duce the deed until after the will

had been declared invalid was held
strong evidence to contradict the va-

lidity of the gift, but not sufficient

to work as an estoppel. Bishop v.

Hendrick, 42 N. Y. St. 296, 17 N.
Y. Supp. 241.

Where a son in settling up his

father's estate first credits the es-

tate with a judgment standing in
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the testator's name, and afterward
claims the judgment by an assign-

ment to himself as a gift, the fact

that he first recognized the judg-

ment as belonging to the estate, and
that the assignment is without con-

sideration, is evidence from w^hich

it might be inferred that the assign-

ment was not intended to operate as

a gift. Stewart's Estate, 137 Pa. St.

175, 20 Atl. 554.

The fact that a deed of gift was
executed at the instigation of one of

the donees is of material importance
as bearing upon the question of fraud.

Sears v. Shafer, i Barb. (N. Y.)

408.

Threats— In an action for certain

bonds and bank stock which plaintiff

claimed as a gift from defendant's in-

testate, it appeared that plaintiff had
possession of the property after the

death of the donor, but had given

them up to the administrator. Held,

that plaintiff's evidence showing that

she had been threatened by the ad-

ministrator with imprisonment, if

she did not give them up, was com-
petent and relevant evidence as

tending to explain her surrender of

possession. Pryor v. Morgan, 170

Pa. St. 568, 33 Atl. 98.

37. " In order to show the mo-
tive which prompted the intestate in

giving plaintiffs the amounts with
which the attempt is made to charge
them, all the circumstances should be
considered. These would include the

value of the estate, the value of the

donations, and what has been done
by w-ay of gifts or advancements to

the other heirs. The law ascribes

to the parent the intention to deal

equally with all his children in the

distribution of his estate, and evi-

dence that he had made absolute gifts

to other children would tend to prove
that the same motive prompted him
in giving to these plaintiffs. Evidence
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2. Particular Classes of Gifts.— A. With Reff.renck to Naturk
OF Transaction. — Where money is deposited in a savings bank

in the name of a person other than the depositor, some authorities

hold that the mere form of the deposit raises a presumption of a

gift.^® But the weight of authority and better reasoning is to the

that he had made advancements to

other children would tend to for-

tify the presumption that these gifts

were intended as advancements. We
think it was competent, therefore, for

plaintiffs to prove that deceased had,

in his lifetime, made absolute gifts to

his other children, and to show their

value. The evidence would tend to

prove the intention of the intestate

in making the gifts in question, and
would be admissible for that pur-

pose, without pleading the facts."

r.imn 7'. Thruston, 130 Mo. 3^Q, 3,2

S. W. 654. See also Lam v. Brock
(Va.), 23 S. E. 224.

Contra— In an action by a father-

in-law against his son-in-law to re-

cover a slave which defendant

claimed as a gift — held, that evidence

.showing that plaintiff had not given

his other sons-in-law any propertj'

upon their marriage, and his declara-

tions to the effect that he did not in-

tend to make any donations to his

future sons-in-law, were irrelevant

and improperly admitted. Olds v.

Powell, 7 Ala. 652. See also Porter
V. Allen, 54 Ga. 623.

38. Connecticut. — ]\Iinor v. Rog-
ers, 40 Conn. 512; Kerrigan v. Rau-
tigan, 43 Conn. 17.

Maryland. — Gardner v. ]\Ierritt,

32 Md. 78.

Nczv Hampshire. — Blasdel v.

Locke, 52 N. H. 238; Kimball v.

Norton, 59 N. H. i.

Nczv York. — Hannon 7'. Shechan,

51 N. Y. St. 902, 22 N. Y. Supp.

935 ; Millspaugh zk Putnam, 16 Abb.
Pr. 380; Wit/el V. Chapin, 3 Bradf.

386; Orr 7'. McGregor, 43 Hun 528;

Martin v. Funk, 75 N. Y. 134.

Rhode Island. — Ray v. Simmons,
II R. L 266, 23 Am. Rep. 447.

Vermont. — Howard 7'. Savings
Bank, 40 Vt. ^97 ; Pope 7'. Savings
Bank, 56 Vt. 284. 48 Am. Rep. 781.

D. deposited in a savings bank a

certain sum of monej' in her own
name as trustee for W., a minor.

She afterward drew out the whole

sum and signed a receipt in the

bank-book in her own name without

the word trustee, and delivered the

book up to the bank. She had al-

ways retained the book in her pos-

session. A few days after making

the deposit she informed W.'s father

of it and afterw^ard alluded to it in

conversations with his parents. W.
knew nothing of the deposit until

after D.'s death. Held, in a suit

against her executor, that the evi-

dence established a complete and
executed gift at the time of the de-

posit, that was irrevocable by the

donor. Minor v. Rogers, 40 Conn.

512.

Presumption May Be Rebutted.

Bath Sav. Inst. v. Hathorn, 88 Me.

122. 33 Atl. 836, 51 Am. St. Rep. 382,

32 L. R. A. T,y7\ Parret v. Craig, 56

N. J. Eq. 280, 38 Atl. 305. Compare
McDermott's Appeal, 106 Pa. St. 358,

51 Am. Rep. 526.

"While we think that the deposit

of one's own money in a savings

bank to the credit of another, with-

out any qualification expressed at the

time, is of itself prima facie evidence

of a gift to the latter of the fund

deposited, an intent to the contrary

may be shown, and the retention by

the depositor of the deposit-book

(like the one in question) is .some

evidence of intent not to perfect the

gift at the time of making the de-

posit. Tn this fact, and in withhold-

ing knowledge from the person to

whom the credit is so given, may in-

dicate a purpose as of the time the

deposit is made not to surrender
dominion over the fund to the latter."

Orr V. McGregor, 43 Hun (N. Y.)

528.
" Where it clearly appears that such

deposit is made merely for the con-

venience of the parent in drawing
money, and not with the intention to

make a gift to the child in case of

its surviving the parent, a subsequent
change of intention and determina-
tion to make a gift to the child tnust

Vol. VI
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cfifect that a gift will not be presumed merely from the form of the

deposit, without corroborating circumstances.^'*

The authorities differ as to the necessity of showing a transfer of

possession of the deposit-book, but where the gift is otherwise com-
pletely executed, it is immaterial that the deposit-book remains in the

possession of the donor.*"

be proven by clear and satisfactory

evidence. The mere permitting the

account to remain in joint names,
and loose declarations indicating a

gift, are not sufficient." Skillman v.

Wiegand, 54 N. J. Eq. 198, 33 Atl.

929.

Question of Tact in Each Case.

Ide z'. Pierce, 134 Mass. 260; Bart-

lett V. Remington, 59 N. H. 364;
Marcy v. Amazeen, 61 N. H. 131.

" It is a matter wholly between the

depositor and the bank. If, by the

delivery of the book, or a sufficient

declaration of trust, or other act be-

tween the depositor and the claimant,

the latter should acquire a right, the

form of deposit would estop the de-

positor, as against the bank, from de-

nying that right." Sherman v. New
Bedford Sav. Bank, 138 Mass. 581.

39. England. — Green v. Carlill, 4
Ch. Div. 882.

United States. •— Stone v. Bishop,

4 Cliff. 593, 23 Fed. Cas. No. 13,482.

California. — Denigan z\ Hibernia
Loan and Sav. Bank, 127 Cal. 137, 59
Pac. 389.

Connecticut. — Burton v. Savings
Bank, 52 Conn. 398.

Maine. — Bath Sav. Inst. v. Hat-
horn, 88 Me. 122, 33 Atl. 836, 51 Am.
St. Rep. 382, 32 L. R. A. 377; Fair-

field Sav. Bank v. Small, 90 Me. 546,

38 Atl. 551 ; Getchell v. Biddeford
Sav. Bank, 94 Me. 452, 47 Atl. 895,
80 Am. St. Rep. 408.

Maryland. — Pennington v. Git-

tings, 2 Gill & J. 209; Whalen v. Mil-
holland, 89 Md. 199, 43 Atl. 45, 44 L.

R. A. 208.

Massachusetts. — Alger v. North
End Sav. Bank, 146 Mass. 418, 15
N. E. 916, 4 Am. St. Rep. 331 ; Adams
V. Brackett, 5 Mete. 280; Ide v.

Pierce, 134 Mass. 260; Sherman v.

Savings Bank, 138 Mass. 581.

New York. — Beaver v. Beaver, 117
N. Y. 421, 22 N. E. 940, 15 Am. St.

Rep. 531, 6 L. R. A. 403; Geary v.

Page, 9 Bosw. 290.

"It may be justly said that a de-
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posit in a savings bank by one per-

son of his own money to the credit of

another, is consistent with an intent

on the part of the depositor to give

the money to the other. But it does

not. we think, of itself, without more,

authorize an affirmative finding that

the deposit was made with that in-

tent, when the deposit was to a new
account, unaccompanied by any dec-

laration of intention, and the de-

positor received at the time a pass-

book, the possession and presentation

of which, by the rules of the bank,

known to the depositor, is made the

evidence of the right to draw the de-

posit. We cannot close our eyes to

the well-known practice of persons

depositing in savings banks money to

the credit of real or fictitious persons,

with no intention of divesting them-
selves of ownership. It is attribu-

table to various reasons ; reasons con-

nected with taxation; rules of the

bank limiting the amount which any
one individual may keep on deposit;

the desire to obtain high rates of in-

terest where there is a discrimination

based on the amount of deposits, and
the desire, on the part of many per-

sons, to veil or conceal from others

knowledge of their pecuniary condi-

tion. In most cases where a deposit

of this character is made as a gift,

there are contemporaneous facts or

subsequent declarations by which the

intention can be established, independ-
ently of the form of the deposit.

We are inclined to think that to in-

fer a gift from the form of the de-

posit alone would, in the great ma-
jority of cases, and especially where
the deposit was of any considerable
amount, impute an intention which
never existed and defeat the real

purpose of the depositor." Beaver v.

Beaver, 117 N. Y. 421, 22 N. E. 940,

IS Am. St. Rep. 531, 6 L. R. A. 403.

40. Possession of Deposit-Book.
Rule Stated— " There is some
confusion in the authorities re

specting the disposition of a
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As Between Husband and Wife. — As between husband and wife it

has been held that a deposit by the husband in tlic name of himself

aiiJ his wife raises no presumption of a gift to the wife.*^

B. With Refkrkxce to tiiiv Parties.— a. Confidential Rela-

tions in General. — (1.) General Rule. — As a general rule, where

it is shown that a relation of special trust and confidence exists

between the parties, a gift to the party in the ascendency is prima

facie void.'*-

bank-book, showing a deposit in

the name of the donee, as af-

fecting the rights of the parties,

and there is no reasonable hypothesis
upon which they can be reconciled.

The weight of the authorities, how-
ever, and better reason support the
proposition that, where a completely
executed gift of the money deposited
is shown, it is immaterial that the

deposit-book has not been delivered
to the donee, but remains in the pos-
session of the donor." Goelz v. Peo-
ple's Sav. Bank, 31 Ind. App. 67, 67
N. E. 232.

On the other hand, the mere pos-
session of a check-book and bank-
book by the alleged donee is insuffi-

cient in itself to raise a presumption
of a gift. Dinlay v. McCullagh, 72
N. Y. St. 416, 36 N. Y. Supp. 1007.

41. As Between Husband and
Wife. — Marshal v. Cruttwcll, L. R.

20 Eq. 328; Brown's Estate, 113 Iowa
351, 85 N. W. 617; Getchcll v. I^idde-

ford Sav. Bank, 94 Me. 452, 47 .A.tl.

895, 80 Am. St. Rep. 408 ; In re Ward
51 How. Pr. (N. Y.) 316; Greeno v.

Greeno. 23 Hun (N. Y.) 478; Slee
V. Kings Co. Sav. Inst., 78 App. Div.

534, 79 N. Y. Supp. 630. See contra.
Payne v. Marshall, 18 O, li. (Can.)
488. Compare Brown v. Brown, 174
Mass. 197, 54 N. E. 532, 75 Am. St.

Rep. 292.

42. Confidential Relation Gen-
eral Rule. — /i/i^/djirf. — Griffiths v.

Robins, 3 Madd. 191; Hunter v. At-
kins, 3 Myl. & K. 113; Consett v.

Bell, I Y. & C. Ch..s69; Gibson v.

Russell. 2 Y. & C. Ch. 104; Huguenin
V. Baseley, 14 Ves. Jr. 2y2.

Canada. — Mason v. Seney, 11 Ch.

447.
California. — White v. Warren, 120

Cal. 322. 49 Pac. 129, 52 Pac. 723.

lozca. — Samson r. Samson, 67
Iowa 253, 25 N. W. 233.

Maryland. — Todd v. Grove, 33

Md. 188; Brooke v. Berry, 2 Gill 83;
Griffith V. Diffenderffer, 50 Md. 4^16.

Missouri. — Hall v. Knappenbcr-
ger, 97 Mo. 509, II S. W. 239, 10 Am.
St. Rep. 337; Garvin v. Williams. 44
Mo. 465, 100 Am. Dec. 314; Hamilton
r. Armstrong, 20 S. W. 1054; Mc-
Clure V. Lewis, 72 Mo. 314; Reed v.

Carroll. 82 Mo. App. 102.

Nczv York. — Sears v. Shafer, i

Barb. 408; Decker 7: Waterman. 67

Barb. 460; Ross v. Ross, 6 Hun 80.

Tennessee. — Graves v. White, 4
Baxt. 38.

But where the relation of principal

and agent exists between donor and
donee, the fact that the donor was in

a declining state of health at the time

the gift was made does not necessa-

rily raise a presumption of fraud and
undue influence. Ralston v. Turpin,

129 U. S. 663.

Sisters. _ The fact that the donor
and donee were sisters, that the busi-

ness relation of principal and agent

did not exist between them, and that

whatever was done for the donee by
the donor was through sisterly af-

fection, does not .show such a confi-

dential relation as to raise a presump-
tion of undue influence. Funston t'.

Twining, 202 Pa. St. 88, 51 Atl. 736.

Half-sisters. — The fact that the

donee is the half-sister of the donor
does not show such a confidential re-

lation as to raise a presumption of
undue influence. Richardson v.

Smart. 1^2 Mo. 623, ^4 S. W. 542, 75
Am. St. Rep. 488.

The English Courts have adopted
even a more stringent rule in the

case of confidential relations, requir-
ing it to be shown that the d<Mior

had free and independent advice in

making the gift.

England. — Rhodes v. Bate, L. R.
I Ch. App. 2S2; Liles v. Terry
(1895). 2 Q. B.'679; Barron v. Wif-
lis, 2 Ch. 121 ; Kempson v. .\shbee.

Vol. VI
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The presumption of undue influence may be rebutted by showing
that the donor, after the confidential relation has ceased, has elected
to ratify the gift.*^

(2.) Burden of Proof.— The burden of proof is upon the donee to

show that the transaction is free from any fraud or undue influ-

ence.**

L. R. 10 Ch. App. IS ; Walsh v. Stud-
dart, 6 Ir. Eq. Rep. i6l.

Canada. — Mason v. Seney, ii Ch.
447; Fraser v. Rodney, ii Ch. 426;
.y. c, 12 Ch. 154; Dawson v. Dawson,
12 Ch. 278.

The EngHsh rule is not applied
with the same force to a mere trifling
gift as it is where the donor gives
up his whole property or subjects
himself to a Hability involving it.

Rhodes v. Bate, L. R. i Ch. App. 252.
See also Cray v. Mansfield, i Ves.
379-

43. Subsequent Ratification.
IMitchell z\ Homfray, L. J. 8 Q. B.
460. See also Ralston v. Turpin, 120
U. S. 663.

44. Confidential Relation Bur-
den of 'Srooi.— England.— Himttr
V. Atkins, 3 Myl. & K. 113; Billage
V. Southee, 9 Hare 534; Toker z\
Toker, 31 Beav. 629; Morley v.
Loughnan, i Ch. 736; Dent v. Ben-
nett, 4 Myl. & Cr. 269.

Canada. — Mz?,s.n v. Sehey, 11 Ch.
447; Dawson v. Dawson, 12 Ch. 278;
Kersten v. Tane, 22 Ch. 547.

United States. — Ralston v. Tur-
pin, 129 U. S. 663.

Maryland. — Todd v. Grove, 33
Md. 188; Griffith v. Diffenderfifer, 50
Md. 466.

Missouri. — Hall v. Knappenber-
ger, 97 Mo. 509, II S. W. 239, 10
Am. St. Rep. 337; Gay v. Gillilan, 92
Mo. 250, 5 S. W. 7, I Am. St. Rep.
712; Hamilton v. Armstrong, 20 S.
W. 1054.

New Jersey. — Parker v. Parker, 45
N. J. Eq. 224, 16 Atl. 537; Haydock
V. Haydock, 34 N. J. Eq. 570, 38 Am.
Rep. 385.

New York. — Adee v. Hallett, 73
N. Y. St. 754, 38 N. Y. Supp. 273;
Cowee V. Cornell, 75 N. Y. 91,
31 Am. Rep. 428; Case v. Case,
17 N. Y. St. 313, I N. Y.
Supp. 714; Decker v. Water-
man, 67 Barb. 460; Barnard v. Gautz,
140 N. Y. 249, 35 N. E. 430; In re

Vol. VI

Taber, 30 Misc. 172, 63 N. Y. Supp.
728.

Pennsylvania. — Hasel v. Beilstein,

179 Pa. St. 560, 36 Atl. 336.

Tennessee. — Graves v. White, 4
Baxt. 38.

JVisconsin. — Doyle v. Welch, 100

Wis. 24, 75 N. W. 400.

Parties on Unequal Terms

—

In

re Rogers, 10 App. Div. 593, 42 N.
Y. Supp. 133.

" where a confidential relationship

exists, and one party is exposed to

the arts and designs of the other,

and a voluntary settlement or deed
of gift is made, the policy of the law
requires the party claiming the bene-

fit of such a deed or settlement to

show affirmatively that it proceeded
from the donor's own free will, and
was fully understood by him, and
carried into effect by the intervention

of some disinterested third person.

If all this appears, the gift will be
supported." Siemon v. Wilson, 3
Edw. Ch. (N. Y.) 36. See also

Chalker v. Chalker, 5 Redf. (N. Y.)

480.

" When the Gift is Dispropor-

tionate to the Means of the Giver,

and the giver is a person of weak
mind, of an easy temper and yielding

disposition, liable to be imposed upon,
the court will look upon such a gift

with a very jealous eye, and will very
strictly examine the conduct and be-

havior of the person in whose favor
it is made. If it can discover that

any arts or stratagems, or any undue
means, have been used by him to pro-
cure such gift; if it see the least

speck of imposition at the bottom, or
that the donor is in such a situation
with respect to the donee as may
naturally give him an undue influence
over him; if there be the least scin-

tilla of fraud, a court of equity will

interpose." Sears v. Shafer, i Barb.
(N. Y.) 408.

The question of undue influence

in such cases is for the jury. Wood-
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(3.) Property Conveyed to Dependent Person. — Where property is

conveyed to a person toward whom the vendor is under moral or

Ic.ci^al oblif^ation for maintenance or supi)ort, the presumption is tliat

the transaction was a ^ift or advancement. ""^

b. Gifts From Husband to Wife. — (l.) Degree of Proof Required.

The aufhorities are almost universal in holding that a g'ift from hus-

band to wife will be sustained only upon the clearest and most con-

vincing evidence.''*

bury 7'. Woodliury, 14T Ma?s. 329, 5
N. E. 275, 55 Am. Rep. 479; Osthous
v. McAndrew (Pa.), 8 Atl. 436.

45. Illiuois. — Lux V. Hoff, 47 111.

425; Capek V. Kropik, 129 111. 509. 21

N. E. 836.

Iowa. — Cotton v. Wood, 25 Iowa
43-

Massachusetts. — Whitten v. Whit-
ten, 3 Ciish. 191.

Missouri. — Darrier v. Darrier, 58
Mo. 222.

AVti' York. — Welton v. Divine, 20
Barb. 9.

Exception to Sule as to Resulting
Trust. — " In ordinary actions, as we
have said, in order to prima facie

establish a resulting trust, all that is

necessary is to establish the fact that

the party seeking to enforce the trust

paid the purchase money. The law
then raises the presumption of the
trust. It is different, however, where
the purchaser, and he who seeks to
establish a resulting trust, takes the
conveyance in the name of a wife or
child, or some other person for whom
he is under some natural or moral or
legal obligation to provide. When
this appears, the presumption of a re-

sulting trust is rebutted, and the law
will presume, until the contrary is

shown, that a gift or advancement
was intended." Doll 7: GifFord, 13
Colo. App. 67, 56 Pac. 676.

Rule Does not Apply as Between
Brothers. _ Atwcll v. Watkins, 13
Tex. Civ. App. 668, 36 S. W. 103.

The mere possession by a son of
a promissory note, made by himself
and payable to his father, is not suf-

ficient to raise a presumption that it

had been given back to the son after
being delivered to the father. Grey
7'. Grey, 47 N. Y. 552.
This presumption may be rebutted

by evidence showing a different in-

tention. Creed v. Lancaster Bank, i

Ohio St. I.

" The mere circumstance that the

name of a child or a wife is inserted

on the occasion of a purchase of

stock is not sufficient to rebut a re-

sulting trust in favor of the pur-

chaser if the surrounding circum-

stances lead to the conclusion that a

trust was intended. Although a pur-

chase in the name of a wife, or a
child, if altogether unexplained, will

be deemed a gift, yet you may take
surrounding circumstances into con-
sideration, so as to say that it is a
trust, not a gift. So in the case of a
stranger, you may take surrounding
circumstances into consideration, so

as to say that a purchase in his name
is a gift, not a trust." Marshal 7'.

Cruttwell, L. R. 20 Eq. 328.

46. Degree of Proof Required.

England. — Mews v. Mews, 15 Rcav.

529; Walter v. ?Iodge, i Wils. Ch.

445; s. c, 2 Swans. 92; Rich v.

Cockell, 9 Ves. Jr. 369.

Canada. — O'Doherty v. Bank, 32
C. P. 285 ; McEdwards v. Ross, 6 Ch.

27Z-
Connecticut.— Jennings v. Davis,

31 Conn. 134.

Maine. — Lane v. Lane, 76 Me.
521 ; Trowbridge v. Holden, 58 Me.
117.

Maryland. — George v. Spencer, 2

Md. Ch. 353.
.Missouri. — Walker v. Walker, 25

Mo. 367.

New Jersey. — Dielts v. Stevenson,

17 N. J. Eq. 407-

Nczi' York. — Neufville v. Thom-
son, 3 Kdw. Ch. 92.

North Carolina. — Paschall v. Hall,

58 N. C. mS.
Pennsylvania. — Herr's Appeal, 5

Watts & S. 494.

West Virginia. — Martin 7'. Smith,
25 \\. ^^^. 579.

Opportunity for Fraud " The de-

fendant contends that the savings
were received by her as a gift from

Vol. VI
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In Equity, a g^ift from husband to wife need not be evidenced by
any formal deed of trust or of gift, but may be made and evidenced
by acts and declarations.'*^

(2.) Property Conveyed to Wife. — Where a husband conveys prop-
erty to his wife or furnishes the consideration for property which is

conveyed to her by a third party, it raises a presumption of a gift to

the wife.*^

her husband. The burden is upon
her to establish the fact by clear and
incontrovertible evidence. The mari-
tal relation often affords temptation
and opportunity for fraud in such
matters. A strong linstinctive pas-
sion for property often leads a hus-
band or wife into schemes for the
absorption and conversion of the
other's possessions. And equity is

watchful to defeat all such wrongful
appropriations. It requires that the
donor's intention to divest himself or
herself of the property, and the exe-
cution of that intention by an act of
delivery, shall be clearly proved by
the donee." Lane v. Lane, 76 Me.
521.

Especially When Rights of Cred-
itors Involved. — Liule v. Willetts,

37 How. Pr. (N. Y.) 481; Myers v.

King, 42 Md. 65 ; In re Sweeting, 172
Pa. St. 161, 33 Atl. 543.

47. Grant v. Grant, 34 Beav.
(Eng.) 623; Lockwood v. CulHn, 4
Rob. (N. Y.) 129.
Mere Possession by the Wife of

Money belonging to the husband is no
evidence that it is a gift to her as her
separate estate. Par\'in v. Capewell,
45 Pa. St. 89; Resch v. Senn, 28 Wis.
286.

A parol gift from husband to wife
of the family furniture must be
proved by an actual or constructive
delivery, and mere possession by the
wife for the usual familv purposes is

insufficient. Tyrrell v. York, 32 N.
Y. St. 368, 10 N. Y. Supp. 611; Stan-
ton V. Kirsch, 6 Wis. 338.

48. Property Conveyed to Wife.
England. — Kingdome v. Bridges, 2
Vern. 67; Slanning v. Style, 3 P.
Wms. 336.

Alabama. — Tillis v. Dean, 118 Ala.
645, 23 So. 804.

Arkansas. — Ward v. Ward, 36
Ark. 586; Kline v. Ragland, 47 Ark.
Ill, 14 S. W. 474.

California. — Read v. Rahm, 65
Cal. 343, 4 Pac III.

Vol. VI

District of Columbia. — Cohen v.

Cohen, i App. D. C. 240.

Illinois. — Johnston v. Johnston,

138 111. 38s, 27 N. E. 930; Pool V.

Phillips, 167 111. 432, 47 N. E. 758.

Iowa. — Cotton z: Wood, 25 Iowa

43; Sunderland r. Sunderland, 19

Iowa 325.

Maine. — Stevens v. Stevens, 70
IMe. 92; Spring v. Hight, 22 Me. 408;

Lane v. Lane, 80 Me. 570, 16 Atl.

323-

Massachusetts. — Jaquith v. Bap-
tist Convention, 172 "Sla.ss. 439, 52 N.

E. 544; Whitten v. Whitten, 3 Cush.

191; Cormerais z'. Wesselhoeft, 114

]\Iass. 550; Edgerly v. Edgerly, 112

Mass. 175.

Mississippi. — Warren v. Brown,
25 ]Miss. 66; Fatheree v. Fletcher, 31

Miss. 265.

Missouri. — Richardson v Lowry,
67 Mo. 411; Barrier v. Barrier, 58

Mo. 222; Alexander v. Worrance, 17

:Mo. 228.

Nebraska. — Kobarg v. Greeder, 51

Neb. 365, 70 N. W. 921 ; First Nat.

Bank r. Havlik, 51 Neb._668. 71 N.
W. 291 ; Lavigne v. Tobin, 52 Neb.

686, 72 N. W. 1040; Veeder v. Mc-
Kinley-Lansing Loan & Trust Co., 61

Neb. 892, 86 N. W. 982 ; Boan v. Bun-
ham. 64 Neb. 135, 89 N. W. 640;
Solomon V. Solomon, 92 N. W. 124.

N'ezi' Jersey. — Whitley v. Ogle, 47
N. J. Eq. 67, 20 Atl. 284; Leslie v.

Leslie, 53 N. J. Eq. 275, 31 Atl. 170;
Selover v. Selover, 62 N. J. Eq. 761,

48 Atl. 522; Lister v. Lister, 35 N.

J. Eq. 49; Buvale z'. Buvale, 54 N. J.

Eq. 581, 35 Atl. 750; Moran z'. Ne-
ville, 56 N. J. Eq. 326, 38 Atl. 857;
Linker v. Linker, 32 N. J. Eq. 174;
Read v. Huff, 40 N. J. Eq. 229.

Nezi' York. — Guthrie v. Gardner,
19 Wend. 414; Welton z». Bivine, 20
Barb. 9.

North Carolina. — Arrington v.

Arrington, 114 N. C. 116, 19 S. E.

278.

Oregon. — Parker v. Newitt, 18
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Property Purchased with Community Funds and title taken in name of

the wife is i)re.sumc(l to continue community property-''" This pre-

sumption may be rebutted by ])arol evidence.'*" But the rebutting

evidence must be clear and convincing.^^

Or. 274, 23 Pac. 246; Taylor z'. Miles,

19 Or. 550, 25 Pac. 143.

Petnisylvaiiia. — Earnest's Appeal,

106 Pa. St. 310.

South Dakota. — Bern v. Bern, 4
S. D. 138, 55 N. W. 1 102.

Texas. — Higgins z'. Johnson, 20

Te.x. 389; Smith v. Stralian, 16 Te.x.

314; Dunham v. Chatham, 21 Tex.

231 ; Smith V. Boqiiet, 27 Tex. 507.

Vermont. — Walston v. Smith, 70
Vt. 19, 39 Atl. 252.

I'irgiiiia. — Irvine v. Greever, 32
Gratt. 411.

" If the evidence shows the con-

sideration was the separate property

of the husband, then it will he pre-

sumed that in taking the deed in the

wife's name the husband intended to

make a gift of the property to the

wife. If the evidence shows the

property was purchased with . the

separate estate of the wife, and the

deed is taken in her name, the prop-
erty remains her separate property.
These rules are applicable to a case
arising between husband and wife, or
their heirs, legatees, or representa-

tives." Caffey z\ Cookscy, 19 Tex.
Civ. App. 145, 47 S. W. 65.

Expenditures on Wife's Estate.

"The same reasons which support
the presumption that by purchasing
property, and taking title thereto in

the name of his wife, a husband in-

tends to make a settlement, apply
with equal force to expenditures made
by him in the improvement of her
separate estate, and particularly is

this so when the property upon which
the expenditures are made has pre-

viously been conveyed by the hus-
band to the wife by way of a settle-

ment upon her." Selover v. Selover,

62 N. J. Eq. 761, 48 Atl. 522.

49. Califoniia. — Higgins 7'. Hig-
gins, 46 Cal. 260; Peck z'. Brumma-
gim, 31 Cal. 440, 89 .\m. Dec. 195;
Woods v. Whitney, 42 Cal. 358.

Texas. — Dunham z'. Chatham, 21

Tex. 231 ; Story v. Marshall, 24 Tex.
305; Smith V. Strahan, 25 Tex. 103;

Smith v. Boquet, 27 Tex. 507 ; CafTcy

f. Cooksey, 19 Tex. Civ. App. 145, 47
S. W. 65 ; Schwartzman v. Cabell

(Tex. Civ. App.), 49 S. W. 113;

Johnson z: Burford, 39 Tex. 242.

50. Bern v. Bcm, 4 S. D. 138, 55

N. W. 1 102; Darrier v. Darrier, 58

Mo. 222; Read v. Huff, 40 N. J. Eq.

229; Persons z\ Persons, 25 N. J. Eq.

250; Walston V. Smith, 70 Vt. ig, 39
Atl. 252; Corey v. Morrill, 71 Vt. 51,

42 Atl. 976.

In an action brought by a wife to

establish title to certain land as a

gift from her husband, it appeared

that the land had been purchased by
the husband and the deed made out

to the wife. Immediately afterward,

to protect the husband in case of

her death, she made a will devising

the land to him. He afterward sold

this property and bought other land

in his own name and dealt with it as

his own for several years. Held,
that these facts rebutted any pre-

sumption of a gift to the wife.

[Moore v. ]\Ioore, 165 Pa. St. 464, 30
Atl. 932.

The presumption which arises in

favor of a gift when a husband pur-

chases property and has it conveyed
to his wife may be rebutted by show-
ing that he took possession of the

property and occupied it with her

as a homestead ; that it was assessed

in his name and he paid the ta.xes on
it, and that these acts were done
with his wife's knowledge and con-

sent. Pool z\ Phillips, 167 111. 432,

47 N. E. 758.

The declarations of the husband,
at the time the transactions were
effected, to the effect that the prop-

erty was his and that the trans-

fers were made to his wife for

the purpose of enabling her to trans-

act business for him, together with

her admissions from time to time

that the land and other property be-

longed to him and that she was hold-

ing it for him and his children, af-

ford a better explanation of the true

condition and status of the property
rights than any legal inferences that

might be drawn from the form of the

conveyance. Parrish v. Parrish, 33
Or. 486, 54 Pac. 352.

51. District of Columbia. — Cohen
v. Cohen, i App. D. C. 240.

Vol. VI
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(3.) Security in Name of Wife. — The same presumption arises

where a husband takes a security in the name of his wife, even
thoug'h he retains possession of the security .^^

C. Gifts From Wife to Husband. — (l.) Degree of Proof Required.

As a general rule gifts from wife to husband are regarded with sus-

picion, and clear and convincing evidence is required to prove them.^^

(2.) Gift Inferred from Circumstances. — In many cases, a gift from
a wife to her husband may be inferred from the attendant circum-

stances without showing an actual manual delivery of the gift.^*

lozva. — Sunderland z'. Sunderland,
19 Iowa 325.

Nebraska. — Kobarg z\ Greeder, 51
Neb. 365, 70 N. W. 921 ; Veeder v.

McKinley-Lansing Loan & Trust Co.,

61 Neb. 892, 86 N. W. 982 ; Doane v.

Dunham, 64 Neb. 135, 89 N. W. 640.

Nezv Jersey. — Lister zr. Lister, 35
N. J. Eq. 49; Read v. Huff, 40 N. J.

Eq. 229.

Pennsylvania. — Earnest's Appeal,
106 Pa. St. 310.

South Dakota. — Bern v. Bern, 4 S.

D. 138, 55 N. W. 1 102.

52. Scott V. Simes, 10 Bosw. (N.
Y.) 314. In an action upon a prom-
issory note, the defense set up was
that the note was given for prop-

erty purchased from plaintiff's hus-
band and that the note was made out
to the plaintiff at the husband's re-

quest, and that plaintiff was not the

real owner of the note. Held, that

the fact that the note was made out
to the wife was prima facie evidence
of a gift from her husband. Richard-
son V. Lowry, 67 Mo. 411.

53. England. — Rich v. Cockell, 9
Ves. Jr. 369; McLean v. Lougland,
5 Ves. Jr. 72.

Canada. — Elliott v. Bussell, 19 O.
R. 413.

Alabama. — Smyley v. Reese, S3
Ala. 89, 25 Am. Rep. 598.

Georgia. — Brooks v. Fowler, 82
Ga. 329, 9 S. E. 1089.

Indiana. — Parrett v. Palmer, 8
Ind. App. 356, 35 N. E. 713, 52 Am.
St. Rep. 479-

Kentucky. — Long v. Beard, 20

Ky. L. Rep. 1536, 48 S. W. 158; Scar-
borough V. Watkins, 9 B. Mon. 547.

Michigan. — Wales v. Newbould,
9 Mich. 45; Penniman v. Perce, 9
Mich. 509; White v. Zane, 10 Mich.

333-

Nezv Jersey. — Black v. Black, 30
N. J. Eq. 215.

VoL VI

Ohio. — Hardy v. Van Harlingen,

7 Ohio St. 208.
" There can be no doubt that a

wife may make a valid gift to her

husband of her personal property, but

courts of equity examine every such

transaction with great caution, and
with apprehension of some undue in-

fluence ; but, unless such influence is

evinced, the gift will be upheld."

Long z'. Beard, 20 Ky. L. Rep. 1036,

48 S. W. 158.

Burden of Proof is on Husband.
California. — White v. Warren, 120

Cal. .322, 49 Pac. 129, 52 Pac. 723.

Illinois. — Patten v. Patten, 75 111.

446.

Kentucky. — Broaddus v. Broad-
dus, 16 Ky. L. Rep. 330, 27 S. W. 989.

Michigan. — Wales v. Newbould,

9 Mich. 45.

Nebraska. — Hovorka v. Havlik,

93 N. W. 990.

Nezv Jersey. — Black v. Black, 30
N. J. Eq. 215.

Nezv York. — Boyd v. De La Mon-
tagnie, 73 N. Y. 498; Lamb v. Lamb,
18 App. Div. 250, 46 N. Y. Supp. 219.

West Virginia. — Berry v. Wied-
man, 40 W. Va. 36, 20 S. E. 817, 52
Am. St. Rep. 866.

Contra. — Long v. Beard, 20 Ky.

L. Rep. 1036, 48 S. W. 158; Scar-

borough V. Watkins, 9 B. Mon.
(Ky.) 547; Hardy z'. Van Harlingen,
7 Ohio St. 208.

In Georgia, a deed of gift from
wife to husband is prima facie valid,

but it will be declared void upon the
slightest evidence of fraud or undue
influence upon the part of the hus-
band. Hadden z'. Larned, 87 Ga. 634,
13 S. E. 806.

54. England. — Caton v. Rideout,
I IMac. & G. 599; Beresford v. Ar-
magh, 13 Sim. 643.
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(A.) Use or Wife's Property by Husband.— Tluis the use by the

husband of the wife's money or property with her knowledi^^e or
consent has been held sufficient to raise a presumi)tion of a gift to

the husband." And where the rights of the husband's creditors

become involved, it requires very clear and convincing evidence to

rebut this presumption.'^"' But it has been held that the mere pos-
session by the husband of the wife's chattels is not sufficient to raise

a presumption of a gift to him.'*^ And if the separate property of

Illinois. — Reed v. Reed, 135 111.

482, 25 N. E. 1095, II L. R. A. 513.

Indiana. — Hileman z: Hileman, 85
Ind. I.

New Jersey. — Black v. Black, 30
N. J. Eq. 215; Hanford v. Bockee,

20 N. J. Eq. lOi.

Where a husband was indebted to

his wife and confessed judgment to

a brnther of hers for her use, the

fact that the judgment was after-

Vi.'ifd entered on the record as sat-

isfied with the assent of the wife is

prima facie evidence of a gift by her

to her husband. Kerr's Appeal, 104

Pa. St. 282.

55. Keuiuckv. — Orr v. Orr, 10

Ky. L. Rep. 755, 10 S. W. 640.

Maryland. — Kuhn v. Stansfield,

28 Md. 210; Tyson v. Tyson, 54 Md.

Pennsylvania. — McGlinsey's Ap-
peal, 14 Serg. & R. 64; Towers v.

Hagner, 3 Whart. 48; Naglee v. In-

gersoll, 7 Pa. St. 204; Johnston v.

Johnston, 31 Pa. St. 450; Graybill

V. Moyer, 45 Pa. St. 530; Hinney v.

Phillips, 50 Pa. St. 382.

West Virginia. — McGinnis j/. Cur-
ry, 13 W. Va. 29.

Compare Vinden v. Eraser, 28 Or.

Ch. (Can.) 502.
" The husband having been per-

mitted by the wife to occupy her
land, and receive and dispose of the

products, the law will not, in the

absence of proof of an express agree-

ment that she should share in the

products, or that he should account
to her, imply such a contract, but
will rather regard her as having
made a gift of the use of the land to

the husband, while such occupation
continued." Van Sickle v. Van
Sickle, 8 How. Pr. (N. Y.) 265.

" Where a husband receives funds
belonging to his wife, and with her
knowledge and consent invests it in

15

real estate in his own name, the law
raises a prima facie presumption of
a gift." Crumrine v. Crumrine, 50
W. Va. 226, 40 S. E. 341, 88 Am.
St. Rep. 859.

Presumption Rebutted. — Where it

is
_
shown that the husband, while

using the wife's property, acted as
her agent or attorney in fact, this will

rebut any presumption of a gift. Ma-
hon's Estate, 202 Pa. St. 201, 51 .^tl.

745. So where the husband for a

number of years acknowledges his

indebtedness and promises to pay in-

terest. Latimer v. Glenn, 65 Ky. 535.
56. Newlin v. McAfee, 64 Ala.

2,^7; Ladd V. Smith, 107 Ala. 506,

18 So. 195.

Burden on Wife " Money or
property delivered by a wife to her
husband is presumed, in a contest be-

tween her and the creditors of her
insolvent husband, to have been a

gift, and the burden is upon her to

show the contrary." Horner v. Huff-
man, 52 W. Va. 40, 43 S. E. 132.

Private Understanding " When
the facts and circumstances tend to

show that a gift was intended, and
that the husband used and dealt with
the property as his own, the mere
parol testimony of the husband and
wife of a private understanding be-

tween themselves that the transaction
was by them considered or intended
as a loan to the husband by the
wife, and not a gift, will not, as

against the creditors of an insolvent
husband, rebut the presumption of a
gift." Horner v. Huffman, 52 W.
Va. 40, 43 S. E. 132.

57. Bachman v. Killinger, 55 Pa.
St. 414; Bergey's Appeal, 60 Pa. St.

408; Johnston v. Johnston, 31 Pa. St.

450; Hamill's Appeal, 88 Pa. St. 363;
Wormley's Estate. 137 Pa. St. lor,

20 Atl. 621 ; Dresser v. Zabriskie (N.

J.), 39 Atl. 1066.
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the wife be mortg-aged and the mortgage be taken in the names of
both husband and wife, the mere form of the security will not raise

a presumption that the wife intended to give any portion of her
property to her husband.^^

(B.) Distinction Between Principal and Interest. — In regard to

the use by the husband of the wife's separate estate, a distinction is

drawn between the principal and the interest or profits, and where
the husband receives the principal of the wife's separate estate it

will not generally raise a presumption of a gift, but where he
receives the interest or profits and spends them with her knowledge
or consent, a gift will be presumed. '^^ This doctrine has been dis-

puted by some authorities.*'*'

(3.) Question of Intention, in Each Case.— In all such cases, whether
the transaction is a gift or a loan is largely a question of intention

to be determined from the facts and circumstances."^

d. Gifts From Parent to Child- — (l.) Degree of Proof Required.

It requires less*'" evidence to establish prima facie a gift from parent

58. Form of Security. — Trimble
V. Reis, 2,7 Pa. St. 448; McGovern
V. Knox, 21 Ohio St. 547.

59. England. — Powell v. Han-
key, 2 P. Wms. 82; Pawlet v. Dela-
val, 2 Ves. 663; Smith v. Camelford,
2 Ves. Jr. 698; Milnes v. Busk, 2
Ves. Jr. 500; Digby v. Howard, 4
Sim. 588.

Illinois. — Jackson v. Kraft, 186

111. 623, 58 N. E. 298.

Indiana. — Nicodemus v. Simons,
121 Ind. 564, 23 N. E. 521 ; Parrett

z: Palmer, 8 Ind. App. 356, 35 N.
E. 713, 52 Am. St. Rep. 479; Bristor
v. Bristor, 93 Ind. 281 ; Bristor v.

Bristor, loi Ind. 47; Armacost v.

Lindley, 116 Ind. 295, 19 N. E. 138;
Haymond v. Bledsoe, 11 Ind. App.
202, 38 N. E. 530, 54 Am. St. Rep.
502.

lozva. — Logan v. Hall, 19 Iowa
491.

Michigan. — Wales v. Newbould,
9 Mich. 45; White v. Zane, 10 Mich.

33:^; Campbell v. Campbell, 21 Mich.
438.

Minnesota. — McNally v. Weld, 30
Minn. 209, 14 N. W. 895; Chad-
bourn V. Williams, 45 Minn. 294, 47
N. W. 812; Schmidt's Estate, 56
Minn. 256, 57 N. W. 453.
Nezv Jersey. — Black r. Black, 30

N. J. Eq. 215 ; Jones v. Davenport,

44 N. J. Eq. 33, 13 Atl. 652; Horner

Vol. VI

V. Webster, 33 N. J. L. 406; Adoue
i\ Spencer, 62 N. J. Eq. 782, 49 Atl.

ID, 90 Am. St. Rep. 484, reversing 46
Atl. 543-

Pennsylvania. — Hauer's Estate,

140 Pa. St. 420, 21 Atl. 445, 23 Am.
St. Rep. 245.

Rhode Island. — Steadman v. Wil-
bur, 7 R. I. 481.

South Carolina. — McLure v. Lan-
caster, 24 S. C. 273, 58 Am. Rep.

259; Charkes v. Coker, 2 S. C. 122;

Reeder v. Flinn, 6 S. C. 216.

Tennessee. — Lishey v. Lishey, 2

Tenn. Ch. 5.

Wisconsin. — Lyon v. Railway Co.,

42 Wis. 548.

60. Vreeland v. Vreeland, 16 N.

J- Eq. 525.

61. Fritz V. Fernandez (Fla.), 34
So. 315; McNally v. Weld, 30 Minn.
209, 14 N. W. 895; Coburn v. Storer,

67 N. H. 86, 36 Atl. 607.

62. Kentucky. — Brown v. Brown,
4 B. Mon. 535.

Nezv Jersey. — Betts v. Francis,
30 N. J. L. 152.

North Carolina. — Wessell v. Rath-
john, 89 N. C. 377.

Pennsylvania. — Yeakel v. McAtee,
156 Pa. St. 600, 27 Atl. 277.

Rhode Island. — Thurber v.

Sprague, 17 R. I. 634, 24 Atl. 48.

South Carolina. — Davis v. Davis,
I Nott & McC. 224.
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to child than would be required between stranp^ers, or than would
be necessary to prove one from child to parent."^

(2.) Every Presumption in Favor of the Gift. — Generally every pre-
sumjjtion is in favor of the gift."* IJut where the rights of third

parties are involved, the transaction should be proved with reasona-
ble certainty."'^

(3.) Property Delivered to Child. — When a parent delivers property

Texas. — Saufley v. Jackson, i6

Tex. 579-

63. Wycott V. Hartman, 14 Ch.
(Can.) 219.

64. Canada. — Armstrong v. Arm-
strong, 14 Ch. 528.

United States. — Meyer v. Jacobs,

123 Fed. 90a
Illinois. — Oliphant v. Liversidge,

142 111. 160, 30 N. E. 334.

Indiana. — Teegarden z: Lewis,

145 Ind. 98, 44 N. E. 9.

Kansas. — Schwindt v. Schwindt,
61 Kan. 377, 59 Pac. 647.

Maryland. — Bauer v. Bauer, 82
Md. 241, 33 Atl. 643.

Minnesota. — Prescott v. Johnson,

97 N. W. 891.

Pennsylvania. — Campbell v.

Brown, 183 Pa. St. 112, 38 Atl. 516.

Texas. — Saufley v. Jackson, 16

Te.x. 579; Millican v. Millican, 24
Te.x. 426.

But age and feebleness of the pa-
rent may raise a presumption against
the gift.

Canada. — Donaldson v. Donald-
son. 12 Ch. 431; Bceman r. Knapp,
13 Ch. 398; McConnell v. jNIcConnell,

15 Ch. 20.

Indiana. — Teegarden v. Lewis, 35
N. E. 24; s. c.. 145 Ind. 98, 40 N. E.
1047, overruled in 44 N. E. 9.

Maryland. — Bauer 7-. Bauer, 82
Md. 241, 33 Atl. 643; Highberger v.

Stiffler, 21 Md. 338.

Nebraska. — Gibson v. Hammang,
63 Neb. 349, 88 N. W. 500.

New Jersey. — Collins v. Collins,

15 Atl. 849.

Nezi' York. — Chalker v. Chalker,

5 Redf. 480; Stubing v. Stubing, 27
N. Y. St. 43, 7 N. Y. Supp. 500. In
re Rogers, 10 App. Div. 593, 42 N. Y.
Supp. 133.

Pennsylvania. — Stewart's Estate,

137 Pa. St. 175, 20 Atl. 554.
Texas. — Ellis v. Matthews, 19

Tex. 390, 70 Am. Dec 353.

JFiseonsin. — Doyle v. Welch, 100

Wis. 24, 75 N. W. 400.

Where a child claimed title to cer-

tain property through a deed of gift

from his father which had since been
destroyed, and it was shown that if

the deed had been made as alleged

it would have deprived the parent of

nearly all his property, both real and
personal, leaving scarcely anything
for the support of his wife or any
cl'.ildren that he might have after-

ward, it was held that such a claim

would only be supported upon the

clearest and most convincing evi-

dence. Parker v. Hinson, 36 N. C.

381.

There Must be Other Suspicious
Circumstances besides the mere age
of the parent to raise any presump-
tion of undue influence. Chalker v.

Chalker, 5 Redf. (N. Y.) 480; Ten-
brook V. Brown, 17 Ind. 410; Slay-

back V. Witt, 151 Ind. 376, 50 N. E.

389; Moore v. Moore, 67 Mo. 192.
" In case of a gift or voluntary

conveyance from parent to child, no
presumption of fraud or undue in-

fluence arises, as between the parties

thereto, from the mere fact of the

relation. But where a conveyance
from a parent to one of several chil-

dren by way of gift /t/hio facie is not

a just or reasonable disposition of the

parent's property, and the age and
physical condition of the parent, the

proportion of the property conveyed
to the whole estate, and the circum-
stances surrounding the gift suggest
fraud and undue influence, the trans-

action should be closely scrutinized,

and the burden is upon the donee to

overcome the presumption of fact

arising from such circumstances."
Gibson V. Hammang, 63 Neb. 349,
88 N. W. 500.

65. Berthlett v. Folsom, 21 Tex.
430.
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to his child, allowing' him to retain possession and control of it, a

presumption of a gift or advancement arises.""

Whether the transaction is a gift or an advancement is wholly a

question of intention on the part of the parent, and when there is no

direct evidence of this intent it is to be gathered from the surround-

ing circumstances."^

But it has been repeatedly held that a voluntary transfer of prop-

erty from parent to child will be presumed to be an advancement and
not a gift."^ But money spent by a parent for his child's education

will be presumed to be a gift and not an advancement."^

The intent of a parent in making a voluntary conveyance to his

child may be shown by parol evidence.^" The presumption of gift

66. Alabama. — Merriwether v.

Eames, 17 Ala. 330; Pharis v. Leach-
man, 20 Ala. 662.

California. — Spitler v. Kaeding,

133 Cal. 500, 65 Pac. 1040.

Georgia. — Daniel v. Frost, 62 Ga.

697.

Kentucky. — Smith v. Montgom-
ery, s IMon. 502.

Mississippi. — Falconer v. Hol-
land, 5 Smed. & M. 689.

Nebraska. — Johnson v. Ghost, il

Neb. 414, 8 N. W. 391.

Ohio. — Crumbaugh v. Kugler, 2
Ohio St. 374-

Texas. — Cannon v. Cannon, 66
Tex. 682, 3 S. W. 36; Higgins v.

Johnson, 20 Tex. 389; Smith v. Stra-

han, 16 Tex. 314.

Virginia. — Fitzhugh v. Anderson,
2 Hen. & M. 289, 3 Am. Dec. 625;
Scott V. Scott, 83 Va. 251, 2 S. E.

431
But the mere possession by a son,

temporarily, of a slave belonging to

his father, is insufificient to raise a

presumption of a gift from the

father. Slaughter v. Tutt, 12 Leigh
(Va.) 147.

Rule does Not Apply to Step-Chil-

dren.— Willis V. Snelling, 6 Rich.

L. (S. C.) 280.

67. Bradsher v. Cannady, 76 N.
C. 445; Riddle's Estate, 19 Pa. St.

431; King's Estate, 6 Whart. (Pa.)

370.

68. Indiana. — Woolery v. Wool-
ery, 29 Ind. 249, 95 Am. Dec. 630;

Stanley v. Brannon, 6 Blackf. 193;
Hodgson V. Macy, 8 Ind. 121 ; Dill-

man V. Cox, 23 Ind. 440; Dille v.

Webb, 61 Ind. 85.

Maryland. — Graves v. Spedden,

Vol. VI

46 Md. 527; Stewart 7'. Pattison, 8

Gill 46; Clark v. Willson, 27 Md.
693-

Missouri. — Gunn v. Thruston, 130

jMo. 339, 32 S. W. 654; Ray v. Loper,

65 Mo. 470.

Tennessee. — Dudley v. Bosworth,
10 Humph. 9.

69. Pusey V. Desbouvrie, 3 P.

Wms. (Eng.) 318; Mitchell v.

Mitchell. 8 Ala. 414; Meadows v.

Meadows, 33 N. C. 148.

Presumption Rebutted— Riddle's

Estate, 19 Pa. St. 431.

Subsequent Declarations.
" The presumption that a parent in-

tended the expenses of a child's ed-

ucation to be an absolute gift will

not be repelled by any declaration

afterward of a wish that they shall

be deemed an advancement, unless

contained in a will legally executed."

Bradsher v. Cannady, 76 N. C. 445,

citing Mitchell v. Mitchell, 8 Ala.

414.

70. Indiana.— Woolery v. Wool-
ery, 29 Ind. 249, 95 Am. Dec. 630;

Hodgson v. Macy, 8 Ind. 121 ; Shaw
V. Kent, II Ind. 80; Dillman v. Cox,

23 Ind. 440; Dille v. Webb, 61 Ind.

85.

Maryland. — Graves v. Spedden,

46 Md. 527; Parks v. Parks, 19 Md.
323; Cecil V. Cecil, 20 Md. 153;

Clark V. Willson, 27 Md. 693.

Missouri. — Gunn v. Thurston, 130

Mo. 339, 32 S. W. 654-

Nezv York. — Proseus v. Mcln-
tyre, 5 Barb. 424; Jackson v. Mats-
dorf, II Johns. 92.

Tennessee. — Dudley v. Bosworth,
ID Humph. 9.

Texas. — Higgins v. Johnson, 20
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or advancement is very much strcnj^thcncd if the transaction occurred

at or about the time of the child's marriage,^' or upon his arriving at

age/* The presumption may also be strengthened by showing that,

on hke occasions, the parent had given property to his other chil-

dren.^-' The same rule as to the presunii)tion of a gift prevails

where the parent furnishes the consideration for property conveyed

to the child.^*

Tex. 389; Smith v. Strahan, 16 Tex.

314-

71. Alabama. — \\\\\ v. Duke, 6
Ala. 259; Cole v. Varner, 31 Ala.

244; Olds V. Powell, 7 Ala. 652;
Caldwell v. Pickens, 39 Ala. 514;
Gunn r. Barrow, 17 Ala. 743.

Arkansas.— Gullett v. Lamberton,
6 Ark. 109; Henry v. Harbison, 23
Ark. 25.

Georgia. — Carter v. Buchanan, 9
Ga. 539; Gill v. Strozier, 32 Ga. 688;

Cornclt V. Fain, 33 Ga. 219.

Massachusetts. — Nichols v. Ed-
wards, 16 Pick. 62.

Mississiplyi. — Falconer v. Hol-
land, 5 Sined. & M. 689; Woods v.

Sturdevant, 38 Miss. 68; Fatheree v.

Fletcher, 31 Miss. 265; Whitfield v.

Whitfield, 40 Miss. 352.

Missouri. — Mulliken v. Greer, 5

Mo. 489; Martin v. Martin, 13 Mo.

37; Jones V. Briscoe, 24 Mo. 498.

Ne7V Jersey. — Betts v. Francis, 30
N. J. L. 152.

North Carolina. — Mitchell v.

Cheeves, 3 N. C. 126; Farrel v.

Perry, 2 N. C. 2 ; Carter v. Rut-
land, 2 N. C. 97; Parker v. Phillips,

2 N. C. 452.

(But in North Carolina, in 1806,

a statute was passed requiring a

transfer of slaves to be evidenced by
writing. For interpretation of this

statute in connection with gifts, see

Barrow z'. Pender. 7 N. C. 483;
Lynch v. Ashe, 8 N. C. 338; Hicks
r. Forrest, 41 N. C. 528.)

South Carolina. — Teague v. Grif-

fin, 2 Nott & McC. 93; Johnston 7-.

Dilliard, i Bay 232; Edings v.

Whalcy, i Rich. Eq. 301 ; McCiuncy
7'. Lockhart, 4 McCord 251 ; Wat-
son V. Kennedy, 3 St rob. Eq. i.

Tennessee. — Stewart v. Cheat-
ham, 3 Yerg. 60; Wade i: Green, 3
Humph. 547.

Texas. — Owen v. Tankersley, 12

Tex. 405.

In Virginia, to establish a parol

gift from a parent to his child upon
marriage, the evidence must be clear

and convincing. Collins z'. LofFtus,

10 Leigh (Va.) 5, .34 Am. Dec. 719.

citing Brown v. Handley, 7 Leigh

119, and Mahon v. Johnston, 7 Leigh

317-

72. Hollow^ell 7'. Skinner, 26 N.

C. 165, 40 Am. Dec. 431.

73. Smith v. Montgomery, 5

IMon. (Ky.) 502.

74. England. — Dyer v. Dyer, 2

Cox Ch. 92; Whitehouse v. Ed-
wards, 2,7 Ch. Div. 683; Christy v.

Courtenay, 13 Beav. 96.

Colorado. — DoW v. Gifford, 13

Colo. App. 67, 56 Pac. 676.

Nez<.< Jersey. — Hallenback v. Rog-
ers, 57 N. J. Eq. 199. 40 Atl. 576,

affirmed 43 Atl. 1098; Peer v. Peer,

11 N. J. Eq. 432.

Nezi.' Yorl?. — Partridge v. Havens,

ID Paige 618; Adee v. Hallett, 73 N.

Y. St. 754. 38 N. Y. Supp. 273-

(But see Gibbons v. Campbell, 148

N. Y. 410, 42 N. E. 1055.)

0/mo. — Creed 7-. Bank, i Ohio St.

i; Tremper 7'. Barton, 18 Ohio 418;

Vanzant z'. Davies, 6 Ohio St. 52.

Pennsvtz'ania. — Kern v. Howell,

180 Pa. 'St. 315, 36 Atl. 872, 57 Am.
St. Rep. 641.

Tennessee. — Dudley f. Bosworth,

10 Humph. 9, 51 Am. Dec. 690.

Te.ras. — Shepherd v. White, 10

Tex. 72.

"Where one party pays the pur-

chase-tnoney, and the legal title is

conveyed to another, the usual pre-

sumption is that the grantee holds

in trust for the party paying the

purchase-money; but this may be re-

butted by proof that the latter in-

tended the grantee to take bene-

ficially. Where the parties are pa-

rent and child, the presumption is

that the payment of the purchase-

money was a gift, and this presump-
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(4.) Security in Child's Name. — A presumption of a gift arises

where the parent takes a security in the child's name, even though

the parent retains possession of the security.'^'^

(5.) Presumption of Gift Rebutted. — In all such cases where the

parent delivers property to his child, the presumption of a gift which
arises is not conclusive, but may be rebutted by other evidence.'^''

Evidence showing that it is the general plan of a parent to loan

and not to give property to his children may be sufficient to rebut the

presumption of a gift." The subsequent admissions of the child

may be sufficient for this purpose''^ So the declarations of the

parent made at the time and acquiesced in by the child may be such

as to rebut the presumption of a gift.^^ The presumption may also

be rebutted by showing that the parent has regained possession of

the property and continued in the undisputed ownership of it for

some time.^°

(6.) Parol Gift of Land.— Parol gifts of land, from parent to child,

seem to. form an exception to the general rule and will not be sus-

tained except upon the clearest and most convincing evidence.®^

tion must be overcome by proof in

order to establish a resulting trust."

Hallenbeck v. Rogers, 57 N. J. Eq.

199, 40 Atl. 576.

Rule Denied as Against a Mother.

Where a mother purchased property

with money belonging to her sepa-

rate estate and had the title made
out to one of her sons— held not

to be a gift, but a resulting trust in

favor of the mother. Pinney v. Fel-

lows, IS Vt. 525.
75. Spitler v. Kaeding, 133 Cal.

500, 65 Pac. 1040; Mallett v. Page,

8 Ind. 364-

76. Kentucky. — Smith v. Mont-
gomery, 5 Mon. 502; Reed v. Litsy,

17 Ky. L. Rep. 1 125, 33 S. W. 827.

Missouri. — Beale v. Dale, 25 Mo.
301.

New Jersey. — Betts v. Francis,

30 N. J. L. 152; Peer v. Peer, 11 N.

J. Eq. 432.

Ohio. — Creed v. Bank, i Ohio
St. 1.

Pennsylvania. — Roland v. Schrack,

29 Pa. St. 125.

South Carolina. — Steedman v.

McNeill, I Hill L. 194; Watson v.

Kennedy, 3 Strob. Eq. i.

Te.ras. — Higgins v. Johnson, 20
Tex. 389; Smith v. Strahan, 16 Tex.
314-

Taking Security. — Flower v.

Marten, 2 ]\Iyl. & C. (Eng.) 459.

Vol. VI

77. Lockett V. Mims, 27 Ga. 207;

Rich V Mobley, 33 Ga. 85.

But evidence as to the habits of

business of a man is not admissible

to prove, from his conduct, whether
the sending of property home with

his daughter upon her marriage was
a gift or a loan. Parker v. Cham-
bers, 24 Ga. 518. See also Gilman
V. Riopelle, 18 Mich. 145, as to the

admissibility of evidence, showing a

custom among old settlers of giving

land to the eldest son.

78. Rich V. Mobley, 2,3 Ga. 85.

79. Thus in North Carolina, be-

fore 1806, if a father sent home prop-

erty with his daughter upon mar-
riage it was presumed to be a gift,

but this presumption could be re-

butted by the declarations of the pa-

rent made to the daughter at the

time that it was intended as a loan

and not a gift, even though these

declarations were not made in the

presence of and were not known to

the daughter's husband. Collier v.

Poe, 16 N. C. 55.

80. Watson v. Kennedy, 3 Strob.

Eq. (S. C.) I.

81. Georgia. — Beall v. Clark, 71

Ga. 818; Poullain v. Poullain, 76 Ga.

420.

Illinois. — Schoonmaker v. Plum-
mer, 139 111. 612, 29 N. E. 11 14.

Iowa. — Huston v. Markley^ 49
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Some authorities even go to the extent of holding that in such cases

the gift must be proved by evidence that is direct, positive, express

and unambiguous.®-
e. Gifts from Child to Parent. — (1.) Presumption of Parental

Inffuence. — As a general rule, in cases of gifts trum child to parent,

Iowa 162; Williamson v. Williamson,

4 Iowa 279; Holland i'. Hcnsloy, 4

Iowa 222; Truman 7: Truman, 79
Iowa 506, 44 N. W. 721.

Kciituclcy. — Alley z'. Hastie, 15

Ky. L. Rep. 690, 25 S. W. 274.

Maryland. — Hardesty v. Richard-

son, 44 Md. 617, 22 Am. Rep. 57;
Loney v. Loney, 86 Md. 652, 38 Atl.

1071; Polk V. Clark, 92 Md. 372, 48
Atl. 67.

Michigan. — Jones v. Tyler, 6

:Mich. 364; GifFord v. Gifford. 100

Mich. 258; 58 N. W. 1000; Moross
7'. Moross, 131 Mich. 339, 91 N. W.
631.

Missouri. — Anderson v. Scott, 94
Mo. 6-57. 8 S. W. 235; O'Bryan v.

Allen, 108 Mo. 227, 18 S. W. 892, 32

Am. St. Rep. 595.

Neii' York. — Ogsbury v. Ogsbury,

IIS N. Y. 290, 22 N. E. 219; In re

Munson, 25 Misc. 586, 56 N. Y. Supp.

151-

Pennsylvania. — Hugus v. Walker,
12 Pa. St. 173; Miller r. Hartle, 53
Pa. St. 108.

South Carolina. — Edings v. Wha-
ley. I Rich. Eq. 301 (see Caldwell v.

Williams, Bail. Eq. 175) ; DeVeaux
V. DeVeaux, i Strob. Eq. 283.

Texas. — Wootters v. Hale, 83
Tex. 563, 19 S. W. 134; Murphy v.

Stcll. 43 Tex. 123; Willis v. Mat-
thews, 46 Tex. 478; Woodridge v.

Hancock. 70 Tex. 18; 6 S. W. 818;

Zallmanzig z: Zallmanzig (Tex. Civ.

App.), 24 S. W. 944.

J'irginia. — Lightner V. Lightner,

23 S. E. 301.

JVisconsin. — Hawkes v. Slight, iio

Wis. I2S. 85 N. W. 721; Kelley r.

Crawford, 112 Wis. 368, 88 N. W.
296.

Improvements Made by the Son.
" Where a son goes into possession of

his father's land, and makes improve-

ments, a jury is not to infer from
that, in the absence of other evidence,

that the father gave him the land.

Neither are loose declarations of the

father to his neighbors, in casual

conversations, calling it his son's

property, without any explanation

how it came to be his, sufficient evi-

dence of a gift." Hugus I'. Walker,

12 Pa. St. 173. See also Cox v.

Cox, 26 Pa. St. 375, 67 Am. Dec.

432; Brown r. Brown, 38 S. C. 173,

17 S. E. 452.

In Georgia, by virtue of a statute,

it is held that the exclusive posses-

sion by a child of land belonging to

the father, without payment of rent

for the space of seven years, will

create a conclusive presumption of a

gift to the child, unless there is evi-

dence of a loan or claim of dominion

by the father acknowledged by the

child, or a disclaimer of any title on

the part of the child. But if the

father die before the lapse of the

seven years, the rule will not apply.

IMcKee v. McKee, 48 Ga. 332. See

also Hughes v. Hughes, 72 Ga. 173;

Johnson v. Griffin. 80 Ga. 551, 7 S.

E. 94; Burch V. Burch, 96 Ga. 133.

22 S. E. 718.

This presumption may arise in fa-

vor of a child whose possession be-

g'ln during minority, if at or before

the time he received possession he

had been manumitted by his parent.

Holt z'. Anderson, 98 Ga. 220, 25

S. E. 496. But the rule does not

apply as to illegitimate children.

Floyd V. Floyd, 97 Ga. 124, 24 S.

E. 451-

82. lozi'a. — Wilson v. Wilson, 99
Iowa 688, 68 N. W. 910.

Montana. — Story z: Black, 5

Mont. 26, I Pac. i, 51 Am. Rep. 37.

Pennsylvania. — Sower v. Weaver,

78 Pa. St. 443 ; Erie & W. V. R. Co.

V. Knowles, 117 Pa. St. 77, 11 Atl.

250; Poorman v. Kilgore, 26 Pa. St.

365; Shcllhammer v. Ashbaugh, 83

Pa. St. 24.

West Virginia. — Harrison v. Har-
rison. 2,(> W. Va. 556, 15 S. E. 87.

Such a transaction will be sus-

tained in equity if it is established by

Vol. VI
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the presumption is that the child is under the influence and control

of the parent."-'

(2.) Burden of Ptoof.— The burden of proof is generally upon the

parent to overcome the presumption of parental influence.^*

the evidence with reasonable cer-

tainty. Neale v. Neales, 9 Wall. (U.
S.) I. See also Wylie v. Charlton,

43 Neb. 840, 62 N. W. 220.

Collateral Attack— In an action

against a town for damages for wi-

dening a street through plaintiff's

land, the plaintiff claimed title to the

land through a parol gift from his

father. Held, that for this purpose
all he was required to show was a

prima facie title, and this he did by
showing possession taken and main-
tained for fifteen years, a house
erected and improvements made,
death of the father and quit-claim
deed from the other heirs. Royer
V. Ephrata, 171 Pa. St. 429, 22 Atl.

361, distinguishing Erie & W. V. R.
Co. V. Knowles, 117 Pa. St. 77, 11

Atl. 250.

83. Turner v. Collins, L. R. 7 Ch.
App. 329; Archer v. Hudson, 7 Beav.
(Eng.) 551; Oliphant v. Liversidge,

142 III. 160, 30 N. E. 334; Bauer v.

Bauer, 82 Md. 241, 2,Z Atl. 643; Whit-
ridge V. Whitridge, 76 Md. 54, 24
Atl. 645.

" A child may make a gift to a
parent, and such a gift is good if it

is not tainted by parental influence.

A child is presumed to be under the
exercise of parental influence as long
as the dominion of the parent lasts.

Whilst that dominion lasts, it lies on
the parent maintaining the gift to
disprove the exercise of parental in-

fluence, by showing that the child
had independent advice, or in some
other way. When the parental influ-

ence is disproved, or that influence
has ceased, a gift from a Child
stands on the same footing as any
other gift; and the question to be
determined is, whether there was a
deliberate, unbiased intention on the
part of the child to give to the pa-
rent." Wright V. Vanderplank, 8 De-
G. M. & G. (Eng.) 146.

It has been held that undue influ-

ence of parent over the child will

not be presumed. Jenkins v. Pye, 12

Vol. VI

Pet. (U. S.) 253. See also Murray
V. Hilton, 8 App. D. C. 281.

" In the case of a child's gift of

its property to a parent, the circum-
stances attending the transaction

should be vigilantly and carefully

scrutinized by the court, in order to

ascertain whether there has been un-

due influence in procuring it; but it

cannot be deemed prima facie void;

the presumption is in favor of its va-
lidity; and, in order to set it aside,

the court must be satisfied that it

was not the voluntary act of the

donor. The same rule as to the bur-
den of proof applies with equal, if

not greater, force to the case of a

gift from a parent to a child, even
if the effect of the gift is to confer
upon a child with whom the parent
makes his home and is in peculiarly

close relations, a larger share of the

parent's estate than will be received

by other children or grandchildren."
Towson V. Moore, 173 U. S. 24.

Where Gift is Reasonable Pro-
vision for Parent it will not be de-
feated by any presumption of undue
influence on the part of the parent.

White V. Ross, 160 111. 56, 43 N. E.
336.

84. England. — Hoghton v. Hogh-
ton, 15 Beav. 278; Heron v. Heron,
2 Atk. 162; Turner v. Collins, L. R.

7 Ch. App. 329; Savery v. King, 5
H. L. C. 627.

Illinois. — White v. Ross, 160 111.

56, 43 N. E. 336.
_

Maryland. — Whitridge v. Whit-
ridge, 76 Md. 54, 24 Atl. 645.

Pennsylvania. — Miskey's Appeal,
107 Pa. St. 611.

" The legal right of a person who
has attained his age of twenty-one
to execute deeds and deal with his

property is indisputable. But where
a son, recently after attaining his

majority, makes over property to his

father without consideration, or for

an inadequate consideration, a court
of equity expects that the father shall

be able to justify what has been
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f. Other Confidential Relations.— Where it is shown that the

donor and the donee are of the same family, and the donee in a

position of authority, there is a presumption that the gift was
obtained by fraud or undue influence.^"'

As between near relatives, where the interests of creditors are not

involved, the rule as to the sufficiency of evidence to establish a gift

is not so strict.^®

A gift from client to attorney,®'' from patient to physician,®^ or

done ; to show, at all events, that

the son was really a free agent, that

he had adequate independent advice,

that he was not taking an imprudent
step under parental influence, and
that he perfectly understood the na-

ture and extent of the sacrifice he

was making, and that he was desir-

ous of making it." Savery v. King,

5 H. L. Cas. (Eng.) 627.
85. Maryland. — Snyder v. Jones,

38 Md. 542.

Michigan. — Duncombe v. Rich-
ards, 46 Mich. 166, 9 N. W. 149.

Missouri. — Hamilton v. Arm-
strong, 20 S. W. 1054.

Pennsylvania. — Worrall's Appeal,
no Pa. St. 349, I Atl. 380, 765; Scott

V. Reed, 153 Pa. St. 14, 25 Atl. 604.

Wisconsin. — Davis v. Dean, 66
Wis. 100, 26 N. W. 737.

This Presumption May be Rebut-
ted Eakle V. Reynolds, 54 Md.
305; Madeira's Appeal (Pa.), 5 Atl.

257-

86. Fowler v. Lockwood, 3 Redf.
(N. Y.) 46s; Hadden v. Lamed, 87
Ga. 634. 13 S. E. 806.

.

" A voluntary gift thus made by a

capable donor in pursuance of a

long-cherished purpose, to a favorite

nephew whom he had raised from
childhood and with whom he had
lived on the most intimate and af-

fectionate terms, negatives the sus-

picion of fraud and undue influence

;

and a court ought not to set aside a

deed made under such circumstances,
except upon proof of the strongest

and most conclusive character."

Eakle V. Reynolds. 54 Md. 305.
87. England. — Gibson v. Jeyes, 6

Ves. Jr. 267; Wood v. Downes, 18

Ves. Jr. 120; Morgan v. Minett, L.

R. 6 Ch. Div. 618; Liles v. Terry
(1895"), 2 Q. B. 679: Barron v. Wil-
lis. 2 Ch. 121 ; Walsh v. Studdart,

6 Ir. Eq. 161.

Nczv York. — Decker v. Water-
man, 67 Barb. 460; Nesbit v. Lock-

man, 34 N. Y. 167.

Contra When Made After Suit is

Closed "Up— Oldham v. Hand, 2

Ves. (Eng.) 259.

Burden of Proof "Upon Attorney.

Walsh V. Studdart, 6 Ir. Eq. 161;

Whipple V. Barton, 63 N. H. 613,

3 Atl. 922; Decker v. Waterman, 67

Barb. (N. Y.) 460; Nesbit v. Lock-

man, 34 N. Y. 167; Snook V. Sulli-

van, 53 App. Div. 602, 66 N. Y. Supp.

24, afHrmcd 167 N. Y. 536, 60 N. E.

1 120.

" Where a solicitor purchases or

obtains a benefit from a client, a

court of equity expects him to be

able to show that he has taken no

advantage of his professional posi-

tion ; that the client was so dealing

with him as to be free from the in-

fluence which a solicitor must nec-

essarily possess, and that the solic-

itor has done as much to protect his

client's interest as he would have

done in the case of the client deal-

ing with a stranger. This duty ex-

ists on the part of the solicitor in

all cases where he is dealing with

any client, but of course, where the

client is a very young man who has

only just attained his majority, and
who is so far uncmancipated as to be

still living under his father's roof as

part of his family, the duty is, if not

stronger, at all events more obvious."

Savery v. King, 5 H. L. C. 27.

88. Gibson v. Russell, 2 Y. & C.

Ch, (Eng.) 104; Woodbury v.

Woodbur>'. 141 ISIass. 320, 5 N. E.

275. 55 Am. Rep. 479. See contra,

Audenrcid's Appeal, 89 Pa. St. 114,

2,^ Am. Rep. 731.

When Upheld. — Pratt v. Barker,
I Sim. (Eng.) I.

Vol. VI
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to the donee's spiritual adviser,"" or from a nun to her convent,®"

or from a ward to his guardian, is prima facie void.°^ A gift to a

personal attendant requires clear proof,"- but it has been held that

no presumption of undue influence arises from the fact that the donee
was the donor's mistress."^

n. GIFTS CAUSA MORTIS.

1. Weight and Sufficiency of Evidence in General. — A, Gene;r-

ALLY Regarded With Suspicion.— Gifts causa mortis will not be

sustained except upon clear and convincing evidence."*

89. Huguenin v. Basely, 14 Ves.

Jr. (Eng.) 273; Lyon v. Home, L.
R. 6 Eq. (Eng.) 655; Morley v.

Loughman, i Ch. (Eng.) 736; In re
Corson, 137 Pa. St. 160, 20 Atl. 588.
United States Supreme Court.

Jackson v. Ashton, 11 Pet. (U. S.)

229. In this case, the court uses the

following language :
" Does the pro-

fession of a clergyman subject him
to suspicion which does not attach

to other men? Is he presumed to

be dishonest? It would, indeed, ex-
hibit a most singular spectacle if this

court, by its decision, should fix this

stain on the character of a class of

men who are generally respected for

the purity of their lives and their

active agency in the cause of virtue.

The)' are influential, it is true; but
their influence depends upon the

faithfulness and zeal with which
their sacred duties are performed.
Acquainted as we are with the im-
perfections of our nature, we cannot
expect to find any class of men ex-
empt from human infirmities. But
why should the ministers of the Gos-
pel, who as a class are more exem-
plary in their lives than any other,

be unable to make a contract with
those who know them best and love

them most? "

90. England. — Whyte v. Meade,
2 Ir. Eq. 420; McCarthy 7'. McCar-
thy, 9 Ir. Eq. 620; but see In re Met-
calfe, 2 De G. J. & S. 122, where a

deed of gift by a nun to her con-
vent was held valid.

91. Hylton v. Hylton, 2 Ves.
(Eng.) 547; Hatch v. Hatch, 9 Ves.

Jr. (Eng.) 292; Ferguson v. Low-
ery, 54 Ala. 510; Berkmeyer v. Kil-

lerman, 32 Ohio St. 239; Waller v.

Armistead, 2 Leigh (Va.) 11.

Vol. VI

92. Osthaus v. McAndrew (Pa.),

8 Atl. 436; Hesse v. Hemberger
(Tenn.), 39 S. W. 1063.

93. Utile Stated: "A relation

par amour carries no presumption of

the exertion of an undue influence by

the mistress. It does call for sus-

picious scrutiny of the conduct of

the parties, in ascertaining whether

the challenged act of the man was
induced to be done by an undue in-

terference with his free action."

Schwalber v. Ehman, 62 N. J. Eq.

314, 49 Atl. 1085.

94. England. — Walter v. Hodge,

I Wils. Ch. 445, 2 Swans. 92; Cos-

nahan v. Grice, 15 Moore P. C. 215;

McGonnell v. Murray, 3 Ir. Eq. 460;

Dunne v. Boyd, 8 Ir. Eq. 609.

California. — Knight v. Tripp, 121

Cal. 674, 54 Pac. 267.

Indiana. — Caylor v. Caylor, 22

Ind. App. 666, 52 N. E. 465.

Kentucky. — Albro v. Albro, 23

Ky. L. Rep. 1555, 65 S. W. 592.

Maine.— Hatch v. Atkinson, 56

Me. 324; Goulding v. Horbury, 85

Me. 227, 27 Atl. 127, 35 Am. St.

Rep. 357-

Maryland. — Hebb v. Hebb, 5

Gill 506.

Massachusetts. — Rockwood v.

Wiggin, 16 Gray 402.

Nezv Jersey. — Buecker v. Carr, 60

N. J. Eq. 300, 47 Atl. 34.

Nezv York. — Devlin v. Greenwich
Sav. Bank, 125 N. Y. 756, 26 N. E.

744, reversing Devlin v. Farmer, 30
N. Y. St. c;4i. 9 N. Y. Supp. 530;
Ridden v. thrall, 125 N. Y. 572, 26

N. E. 627, 21 Am. St. Rep. 758, 11

L. R. A. 684; Grymes z'. Hone, 49
N. Y. 17, 10 Am. Rep. 313; Lehr v.
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B. Modified Doctrine. — Some of the later authorities, however,

hold that there is no presumption of law either for or against such

gifts, and that it is sufficient if they are established by a preponder-

ance of the evidence as in other civil cases."°

Jones, 74 App. Div. 54, 77 N. Y.

Supp. 213; In re Swade, 65 App.
Div. 592, 72 N. Y. Supp. 1030; Pod-
more V. Dime Sav. Hank, 29 Misc.

393, 60 N. Y. Supp. 533; Plasterstein

V. Hoes, Z7 App. Div. 421, 56 N. Y.

Supp. 103; Tilford V. Bank for Sav-
ings, 31 App. Div. 565, 52 N. Y.

Supp. 142.

North Carolina. — Shirley v.

Whitehead, 36 N. C. 130.

Ohio. — Gano v. Fisk, 43 Ohio St.

462, 3 N. E. 532, 54 Am. Rep. 819.

Pennsvh'ania. — In re Wise, 182

Pa. St. 168, 37 Atl. 936.

Rhode Island. — Citizens Sav.
Bank v. Mitchell, 18 R. I. 739, 30
Atl. 626.

Virginia. — Smith v. Smith, 92 Va.
696, 24 S. E. 280.

]]'est Virginia. — Seabright v. Sea-
bright, 28 W. Va. 412.

Opportunity for Fraud " Cases
of this kind demand the strictest

scrutiny. So many opportunities and
such strong temptations present

themselves to unscrupulous persons
to attend these deathbed donations,
that there is always danger of having
an entircl}' fabricated case set up.

And, without any imputation of
fraudulent contrivances, it is so easy
to mistake the meaning of persons
languishing in a mortal illness, and,

by a slight change of words, to con-
vert their expressions of intended
benefit into an actual gift of prop-
erty, that no case of this description

ought to prevail unless it is sup-
ported by evidence of the clearest

and most unequivocal character."

Cosnahan v. Grice, 15 Moore P. C.

(Eng.) 215.

Contravene Law of Wills " Gifts

causa mortis are not regarded in the

law with favor, since they are in

contravention of the general rules

prescribed for the testamentary dis-

position of property, and therefore

should, in all cases, be established

by clear and convincing proof of the

requisites of such a gift." Knight v.

Tripp, 121 Cal. 674, 54 Pac. 267.

As Compared With Gifts Inter
Vivos. — It has been held that no
other or different proof is required to

establish a gift causa mortis than is

necessary to prove one inter vivos.

15e(lcll V. Carll, 33 N. Y. 581.

On the other hand, it has been held

that the burden of proof rests much
more heavily upon the donee in the

case of a gift causa mortis than when
the gift is inter vivos. Seabright v.

Seabright, 28 W. Va. 412. See also

/;; re Murray, 9 A. R. (Can.) 369.

95. It has been held that while

there was no presumption of law or

fact against a gift, there was no pre-

sumption of law or fact in favor of

one; and that he who claimed title to

property through the gift must es-

tablish it by evidence which is " clear

and convincing, strong and satisfac-

tory." Parian v. Wiegel, 76 Hun
462, 31 Abb. N. C. 159, 28 N. Y.

Supp. 95.

But in a later case in the same
state the court used the following

language :
" There is no presumption

of law either in favor of or against

such a gift. By reason of the fact

that there is some opportunity for

fraud in cases of this kind, great care
should be exercised by the courts to

see that no wrong is done or fraud
perpetrated. The necessity for care,

however, does not change general
rules applicable to civil cases; and
when the gift is a natural one, and
the evidence is reasonable and prob-
able, and the several steps to estab-

lish the gift causa mortis are es-

tablished by a fair preponderance of
evidence, the donee is entitled to the
decision or verdict." Reynolds v.

Reynolds, 20 Misc. 254, 45 N. Y.
Supp. 338.

In Trenholm v. Morgan, 28 S. C.

268, 5 S. E. 721, the court said:
" Although we cannot say that courts
lean against gifts causa mortis, yet

the evidence to establish them should

Vol. VI
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C. Uncorroborated Testimony oe Donee. — It has been inti-

mated in one or two cases that it would estabUsh a very dangerous

precedent to allow such gifts to be maintained upon the uncorrobo-

rated testimony of the donee.°^

D. Mere Intention Insufficient. — The mere intent to give

is not a gift, and where the evidence shows such an intent without

an actual gift consummated by delivery and acceptance, it will result

in a failure of proof."^ But testimony that an intention to give

existed for a long time before the act of giving serves to corroborate

the other evidence of the gift.''*

2. Burden of Proof. — The burden of proof generally rests upon
the donee or those claiming under him to establish every element of

a valid gift causa mortis.^^

be clear and unequivocal, and will

be closely scrutinized."

Preponderance Sufficient It has

been held error to charge that a gift

causa mortis must be proved " be-

yond suspicion." Lewis v. Merritt,

113 N. Y. 386, 21 N. E. 141, revers-

ing 42 Hun 161. See also Gibbs v.

Carnahan, 4 Misc. 564, 25 N. Y.

Supp. 786, affirmed in 77 Hun 607,

28 N. Y. Supp. 113s, where it was
held proper to refuse to charge the

jury that a gift causa mortis must
be established " beyond a reasonable

doubt " or " by the clearest evidence
"

or " by clear and satisfactory evi-

dence;" that the same rule was to

apply as in all other civil cases, and
that it was sufficient if the gift were
established by a preponderance of

evidence.

Question of Fact in Each Case.

Castle V. Persons, 117 Fed. 835;
Crue V. Caldwell, 52 N. J. L. 215, 19
Atl. 188.

For evidence held sufficient to es-

tablish gift causa mortis, see Calla-

nan v. Clement, 18 Misc. 621, 42 N.
Y. Supp. 514; affirmed in 162 N. Y.

618, 57 N. E. 105 ; Podmore v. South
Brooklyn Sav. Inst., 48 App. Div.

218, 62 N. Y. Supp. 961.

For evidence held insufficient, see

Daniel v. Smith, 64 Cal. 346, 30 Pac.

575 ; Farmer v. Devlin, 32 N. Y. St.

168, 10 N. Y. Supp. 42s ; affirmed in

124 N. Y. 646, 27 N. E. 412; Pod-
more V. Dime Sav. Bank, 29 Misc.

393, 60 N. Y. Supp. 533; Plasterstein

V. Hoes, 37 App. Div. 421, 56 N. Y.
Supp. 103; Alsop V. Southold Sav.
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Bank, 66 Hun 300, 21 N. Y. Supp.

632; Wetmore v. Brooks, 44 N. Y.

St. 327, 18 N. Y. Supp. 852.

In Emery v. Clough, 63 N. H. 552,

4 Atl. 796, it was held that the fol-

lowing memorandum was sufficient

evidence to establish a valid gift

causa mortis: "Give to Hannah K.
Clough, on condition that if I regain

my health it is to be returned to me
in good faith, otherwise the gift is

absolute. William Emery."

96. Kenney v. Public Adminis-
trator, 2 Bradf. (N. Y.) 319.

It has been held that there is no
absolute rule that a gift of this kind

may not be established by the evi-

dence of the claimant alone ; but

that there is no class of questions in

which it is more important that cor-

roborating testimony should be in-

sisted on. McDonnell v. Murray, 3

Ir. Eq. 460.

97. Partridge v. Kearn.s, 32 App.
Div. 483, 53 N. Y. Supp. 154; Del-

motte V. Taylor, i Redf. (N. Y.)

417; Wilcox V. Matteson, 53 Wis.

23, 9 N. W. 814, 40 Am. Rep. 754;
Gano V. Fisk, 43 Ohio St. 462, 3 N.

E. 532, 54 Am. Rep. 819.

98. Goulding v-. Horbury, 85 Me.
227, 27 Atl. 127, 35 Am. St. Rep. 357.

99. Illinois. — Barnum v. Reed,

136 111. 388, 26 N. E. 572.

Maine. — Dole v. Lincoln, 31 Me.
422.

Michigan. — People's Sav. Bank v.

Look, 95 Mich. 7, 54 N. W. 629.

Nezv Jersex. — Snyder v. Harris,

61 N. J. Eq."48o, 48 Atl. 329.
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3. Essential Elements of Proof. — A. In OkxRrat,.— There are

four essential elements to he jiroved in order to estahlish a ^\it causa

mortis. It must he shown that the .c^ift was made under an appre-

hension of impending- death, that the donor died of a present peril

existing at the time of the gift, that there was a delivery of the thing

given and an acceptance by the donee-^

a. Apprehension of Death. — It is necessary in all cases to prove

that the gift was made under an apprehension of impending death

and with the idea of reclaiming it upon recovery.- But it is not

necessary, however, that this apprehension of death be evidenced by

any express declaration of the donor ; it may be inferred from the

surrounding circumstances.^ Thus when the transaction takes place

Ne-cV York. — Lehr v. Jones, 74
App. Div. 54, 77 N. Y. Supp. 213;

Flood V. Cain, 78 Hun 378. 29 N. Y.

Supp. 156; Kirk V. McCusker, 3

Misc. 277, 22 N. Y. Supp. 780; Conk-
lin z: Conklin, 20 Hun 278.

South Carolina. — Trenholm z'.

Morgan, 28 S. C. 268, 5 S. E. 721.

IVest Virginia. — Dickeschied v.

Bank, 28 W. Va. 340; Seabright v.

Seabright, 28 W. Va. 412.

Not to Disprove Fraud— The fact

that the burden of proof rests upon

the claimant does not require him to

prove in the first instance that there

was no fraud practiced upon the de-

ceased. Vandor v. Roach, 73 Cal.

614, 15 Pac. 354; Frantz v. Porter,

132 Cal. 49, 64 Pac. 92.

Not to Show Donor's Sanity.

Vandor v. Roach, 73 Cal. 614, 15

Pac. 354-

Habits of Donor.— Evidence that

the deceased dunor was addicted to

the excessive use of liquor is not

sufficient in itself to establish mental

incompetency to make the gift, but

does impose upon the court the duty

of a very careful scrutiny of the

proof required to establish it, and is

relevant upon the question of intent

and understanding in determining the

purpose of the deceased and in the

weight to be attached to the testi-

mony as a whole. Tilford v. Bank
for Savings, 31 App. Div. 565, 52 N.

Y. Supp. 142.

1. Essential Elements of Proof.

Royston v. McCulley (Tenn.), 59 S.

W. 725.

2. England. — Edwards v. Jones,

7 Sim. 325.

Maine. — Dresser z: Dresser, 46

Me. 48-

Nezv Jersey. — Snyder v. Harris,

61 N. J. Eq. 480, 48 Atl. 329.

Nezu York. — Kirk v. McCusker, 3

Misc. 277, 22 N. Y. Supp. 780; Bick

z: Reese, 21 N. Y. St. 404, 3 N. Y.

Supp. 757; Van Vleet z: McCarn, 18

N. Y. St. 73, 2 N. Y. Supp. 675-

North Carolina. — Kiff r. Weaver,

94 N. C. 274, 55 Am. Rep. 601.

Pennsylvania. — Gourley v. Linsen-

bigler, 51 Pa. St. 345; Rhodes v.

Childs, 64 Pa. St. 18.

South Carolina. — Gilmore v.

Whitesides, Dud. Eq. 14-

Texas. — Thompson v. Thompson,
12 Tex. 327.

Time of Donation Material— It

has been held that for the purpose

of establishing a case of donatio

mortis causa it is absolutely neces-

sary to show at what time it was
that the donation itself took place.

Edwards v-. Jones, 7 Sim. (Eng.)

325.

Expectation of Death Essential.

Evidence showing a vague and gen-

eral impression that death may occur

from those casualties which attend all

human affairs is not sufficient to

sustain a gift causa mortis. It must

be shown that the donor was in a

condition to fear approaching death

from a proximate and impending

peril or from illness preceding ex-

pected dissolution. Irish z'. Nutting,

47 Barb. (N. Y.) 370.

3. Blazo z: Cochrane. 71 N. H.

585, 53 Atl. 1026; Williams v. Guile,

117 N. Y. 343, 22 N. E. 1071, 6 L. R.

A. 366 ; Grymes v. Hone, 49 N. Y. 17,

Vol. VI
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during the last sickness of the donor, it will usually be presumed to

have been made in contemplation of death.* And when the gift,

under these circumstances, consists of the whole or a great portion
of the donor's personal estate, it has been held to raise even a

stronger presumption in favor of a gift causa mortis as distinguished
from one inter z'iz'os.^ 'This presumption, however, that the gift was
made in contemplation of death, is not conclusive, but may be
rebutted by other evidence.®

b. Death From Impending Peril. — As a general rule it must be

shown that the donor died from the very cause from which he appre-
hended death.'' But it has been held sufficient to show death from

10 Am. Rep. 313; Rhodes i-. Childs,

64 Pa. St. 18; Nicholas v. Adams, 2
Whart (Pa.) 17; Seabright v. Sea-
bright, 28 W. Va. 412.

4. In re Swade, 65 App. Div. 592,

72 N. Y. Supp. 1030; Bliss V. Fos-
dick, 86 Hun 162, ZZ N. Y. Supp. 317,

affirmed in 151 N. Y. 625, 45 N. E.
1 131; Merchant v. Merchant, 2

Bradf. (N. Y.) 432; Irish v. Nutting,

47 Barb. (N. Y.) 370; Delmotte v.

Taylor, i Redf. (N. Y.) 417; Sea-
bright V. Seabright, 28 W. Va. 412;
Henschel v. Maurer, 69 Wis. 576, 34
N. W. 926, 2 Am. St. Rep. 757 ; Gard-
ner V. Parker, 3 Madd. Ch. (Eng.)
185. Cited in Williams v. Guile, 117
N. Y. 343, 22 N. E. 1071, 6 L. R. A.
366.

Gift Before Surgical Operation.

So, where the donor was an invalid

of rather advanced age and about to

undergo a surgical operation it was
held that the circumstances precluded
the transaction from being considered
as a gift inter vivos; that in such
a case it nmst be assumed that the

donor had at least a hope of recovery,

and of getting well and safely out of
the surgical operation, and that it

would require very clear evidence to

authorize a conclusion that she in-

tended to make the gift absolute and
not conditional upon death. Knight
V. Tripp, 121 Cal. 674, 54 Pac. 267.

5. Seabright v. Seabright, 28 W.
Va. 412.

6. Blazo V. Cochrane, 71 N. H.
585, 53 Atl. 1026.

Evidenced by Writing Where
the transaction, alleged to be
a gift causa mortis, is evidenced by
an instrument in writing, purporting
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to be a regular assignment, exactly

the same as where the purpose is ab-

solutely and at once to pass the whole
interest in the subject-matter, this is

a strong circumstance against the

presumption of the transaction being
intended to operate as a gift causa

mortis. Edwards v. Jones, i Myl.

& Cr. (Eng.) 226. Compare Wes-
terlo V. De Witt, 36 N. Y. 340, 93
Am. Dec. 517. But another court

said: "Instead, therefore, of con-

sidering such absolute indorsement
and assignment of the bond or
note to the donee as conclusive
evidence that it was a gift inter

vivos and not causa mortis, it

seems to me to be in itself no evi-

dence whatever, and that it only
shows that it is a gift in prescnti,

which may be a gift inter vivos or
causa mortis. Both of such gifts are

always gifts in presenti." Seabright
V. Seabright, 28 W. Va. 412, criticis-

ing Edwards v. Jones, i Myl. & Cr.

(Eng.) 226.

Gift or Will. — It has been held

that where the transaction alleged to

be a gift causa mortis is coupled with
a condition that the donee shall pay
the funeral expenses, this circum-
stance affords a strong argument for

the jury that a mere nuncupative will

was made of which the donee was to

be the executor. Hills v. Hills, 8 M.
& W. (Eng.) 401.

7, Royston v. McCulley (Tenn.),

59 S. W. 725. See also cases cited

under note 2, supra.
" The rule of law, in such cases of

gifts made in prospect of death, de-

mands for the^r validity that the

proof shall show the existence of a

bodily disorder, or of an illness
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a peril existinp^ at the time the p^ift was made, thoiip^h not the one
from which the donor supposed that he was going to die.®

C. Delivery. _ (l.) Requisites as Compared With Gifts Inter Vivos,

As a general rule the recjuisites to prove delivery are practically the

same in both classes of gifts," and it is necessary to show an absolute

parting with possession by the donor. ^**

(2.) Previous Intent As Corroborating Evidence.— Where the evidence

shows that the intent to give was obvious and clear, the delivery may
be supported upon less stringent evidence. ^^

(3.) Where Subject of Gift is Chose in Action. — It has been held

where the subject of the gift is a chose in action, and has been trans-

ferred by a mere manual delivery, without any written assignment,

that the absence of the written assignment affords a presumption
against the gift.^^

which imperils the donor's life, and
which evenlually terminates it. But
that he should be confined to his bed,

or his room, or that he should die

within a certain limited time, are not

essential circumstances to support
such a gift." Williams v. Guile, 117

N. Y. 343, 22 N. E. 1071, 6 L. R. A.
366.

8. " It must appear that the gift

was made by the donor during an
illness or impending peril of such a
nature as to cause him to apprehend
death therefrom ; and while it is not a

legal requisite that he should die of
the disea.se or peril from which he
apprehends death, he must not re-

cover from it, and his death must re-

sult from a disease or peril existing

or impending at the time the gift was
made." Blazo v. Cochrane, 71 N.
H. 5^5. 53 Atl. 1026. See also Rid-
den V. Thrall, 125 N. Y. 572, 26 N. E.

627, 21 Am. St. Rep. 758, 11 L. R. A.
684.

9. Basket v. Hassell, 107 U. S.

602; Yancey v. Field, 85 Va. 756, 8
S. E. 721 ; Ewing V. Ewing, 2 Leigh
(Va.) .337-

It has been held that less stringent

proof would be required to prove de-

livery in the case of a gift inter

vivos than one causa mortis. Sea-
bright V. Seabright, 28 W. Va. 412.

May be Inferred. _ It is not neces-
sary that the delivery be proved by
eye-witnesses who actually saw it

done, but it may be inferred from the
surrounding facts and circumstances.
Hitch V. Davis, 3 Md. Ch. 266.

In New Hampshire, it has been
provided by statute that a gift causa
mortis cannot be enforced unless the

actual delivery of the property to the

donee shall be proved by two indif-

ferent witnesses. Blazo v. Coch-
rane, 71 N. H. 585, 53 Atl. 1026. See
Pub. Stat. N. H. (,1091). ch. 186,

§18.
10. Dole V. Lincoln, 31 ]Me. 422.

11. Previous Intent as Corrobora-
ting Evidence. — " Where the intent

to bestow is obvious and clear, and
the language and deportment of the

donor indicate a belief upon his part

that he has done all that is necessary
to accomplish his purpose, they come
to the aid of the act of delivery, if

slight and ambiguous, but not to dis-

pense with it as an essential element
of a valid gift." Waite v. Grubbe,

43 Or. 406, yz Pac. 206.

12. Varick v. Mitt (N. J.), 55 Atl.

139-

Where the subject of the gift is a
chose in action, such as a bond mort-
gage, or promissory note not in-

dorsed, it may be transferred by de-

livery only; but in such case, more
and different evidence is required, in

enforcing the claim, than where a

specific chattel has been delivered, or
an indorsement or a formal written
transfer of the security has been
made. Westerlo v. DeWitt, 36 N. Y.
340, 93 Am. Dec. 517. Reported be-
low in 35 Barb. (N. Y.) 215.

Contra. — It has been held that
where the subject of the gift con-
sists of a bond and mortgage, the

Vol. VI
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(4.) Possession by Donee. — As a .jjeneral rule the mere possession of

the subject of the .c^ift by the donee is not sufificient evidence of deHv-

cry.^^ especially where a close personal relation existed between the

donor and donee-" It has been held, however, that the custody of

the thinq- p^iven, though not decisive upon the issue of delivery,

usually throws light upon its solution. ^^

(5.) Declarations Insufficient.— Delivery cannot usually be proved

by the mere declarations of the donor, uncorroborated by other evi-

dence.^"

(6.) Re-Appropriation by Donor. — Where the donor, subsequent to

the alleg^ed gift, takes the property into his own possession again, it

shows either an ineffectual delivery or a revocation, and ni either

case is fatal to the validity of the gift.^^

(7.) Question of Fact in Each Case. — The question of delivery must
usually be decided according to the peculiar facts and circumstances

of each particular case.^*

mere possession by the donee is

prima facie evidence of ownership in

him ; and that in such case the rule

that the gift must be estabhshed by
clear and unmistakable proof does

not apply, but that the preponderance
of the evidence is sufficient. Kiff v.

Weaver, 94 N. C. 274, 55 Am. Rep.

601.

13. Hawkins v. Blewitt, 2 Esp.

663, 5 Rev. Rep. 761 ; Dickeschied v.

Bank, 28 W. Va. 340; Seabright v.

Seabright, 28 W. Va. 412; Buecker v.

Carr, 60 N. J. Eq. 300, 47 At!. 34;
Podmore v. Dime Sav. Bank, 29
Misc. 393, 60 N. Y. Supp. 533.

Delivery, Not Possession, Essential.
" It is not the possession of the donee,

but the dcHvery to him by the donor,

which is material in a donatio mortis

causa. The delivery stands in place

of nuncupation, and must accompany
and form a part of the gift. An
after-acquired possession of the donee
is nothing; and a previous and con-

tinuing possession, though by the

authority of the donor, is no better."'

Miller v. Jefifress, 4 Gratt. (Va.) 472.

It has been held that to establish

a gift causa mortis by parol evidence

alone, the mere fact that the subject

of the gift has passed into the pos-

session of the donee, even by the act

of the donor himself, is not sufficient;

but the circumstances must be such
as are consistent with the presump-
tion that he parted with ail dominion
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over it, subject only to its revoca-

tion upon the happening of any of

those events which make such a gift

revocable and distinguish it from one
inter vivos. Delmotte v. Taylor, i

Redf. (N. Y.) 417.

14. Conklin v. Conklin, 20 Hun
(N. Y.) 278.

15. Tomlinson v. Ellison, 104 Mo.
105, 16 S. W. 201.

16. Rockwood v. Wiggin, 16 Gray
(Mass.) 402.

17. Kirk v. McCuster, 3 Misc. 277,

22 N. Y. Supp. 780.

18. Claytor v. Pierson (W. Va.),

46 S. E. 935-

See the case of Ellis v. Secor, 31

Mich. 185, 18 Am. Rep. 178, for facts

held sufficient to constitute a deliv-

ery. Also Waite v. Grubbe, 43 Or.

406, ys Pac. 206.

Question for Jury All questions

regarding the fact of delivery, as well

as of the capacity in which the per-

son who receives the property holds

it, are for determination by the jury,

just as other questions of fact in

actions of law. Dunn v. German-
American Bank, 109 Mo. 90, 18 S. W.
1 139.

" While every case must be
brought within the general rule that,

to constitute a valid gift causa mor-
tis, there must be a delivery of the

property or the thing given to the

donee, or to a third person for his
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d. Acceptance.— (1.) When Presumed. — When the gift is unac-
companied by any burden and is wholly beneficial to the donee, his

acceptance will usually be presumed.^®
4. Admissibility of Evidence. — A. Prior Declarations oi?

Intention. — The prior declarations of the donor, showing an
intention to make the gift, arc usually admissible in favor of the

donee.^°

B. Declarations of Donee. — The declarations of the donee, in

his own favor, made in the donor's presence, are admissible, both as

part of the res gestae and to rebut his subsequent declarations against

his interest.-^

C. Previous Intention oe Donor. — Where the intent with

which the donor made the delivery is doubtful, evidence showing a

previously fixed state of mind, on his part, inconsistent with the gift,

is relevant and admissible.-^

D. Conduct oe Donee— The conduct of the donee is always a

material circumstance in the proof, especially where he has been

guilty of concealment and falsity in such a way as to lend suspicion

to the transaction.^^

use and benefit, yet, as the circum-

stances under which such gifts are

made must of necessity be varied and
infinite, the courts must determine
each case upon its own pecuHar facts

and circumstances." Caylor v. Cay-
lor, 22 Ind. App. 666, 52 N. E. 465.

Where the subject of a gift was a

trunk and its contents, and the evi-

dence showed that the donor had di-

rected a third person to put some
dresses into the trunk, and then to

lock it and put the key back where
it was found, and the key remained
there until after the death of the

donor, it was held not sufficient to

show such an absolute delivery
as is necessary to establish a gift

causa . mortis. Coleman v. Parker,
114 Mass. 30.

19. Leyson v. Davis, 17 Mont. 220,

42 Pac. 775, 31 L. R. A. 429; Blazo
V. Cochrane, 71 N. H. 585, 53 Atl.

1026. Ill re Swade, 65 App. Div. 592,

72 N. Y. Supp. 1030; Darland v.

Taylor, 52 Iowa 503, 3 N. W. 510,

35 Am. Rep. 285.

20. Leyson z>. Davis, 17 Mont. 220,

42 Pac. 775, 31 L. R. A. 429; Ridden
V. Thrall. 125 N. Y. 572. 26 N. E.
627, 21 Am. St. Rep. 758. 11 L. R.

A. 684. In re Swade, 65 App. Div.

592, 72 N. Y. Supp. 1030; Smith v.

16

Maine, 25 Barb. (N. Y.) 33; Parker

V. Marston, 27 Me. 196.

Where the Circumstances Sur-

rounding the Transaction are Am-
biguous, the prior declarations of the

donor, .showing an intention to make
the gift, are properly admitted upon
the trial against his personal repre-

sentative. Smith V. Maine, 25 Barb.

(N. Y.) 33.

21. Declarations of Donee.
Thomas v. Lewis, 89 Va. i, 15 S. E.

3S9, :i7 Am. St. Rep. 848, 18 L. R.

A. 170.

22. Where there is any ground for

doubt as to the intent with which the

delivery was made, or whether pos-
session was obtained by the donee as
a voluntary gift or in some other
mode, evidence tending to show a

continuous and apparently fixed

state of mind and purpose incon-
sistent with such alleged gift, exist-

ing previously thereto, is relevant
and competent as affecting the in-

ferences to be drawn from the sur-
rounding facts and circumstances.
W'hitncy v. Wheeler, 116 Mass. 490.

23. The conduct of the donee is

a material circumstance in the proof;
and when he has been guilty of con-
cealment and falsity at a period when
the validity of the gift, if the trans-

Vol. VI
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E. State of Feeling. — Evidence showing the state of feeling
existing between the donor and donee is generally admissible to
show a motive either for or against the gift.^*

5. Confidential Relations.— A. In General. — Where a confi-

dential relation is shown to exist between the parties, the general
rule applies as in cases of gifts inter vivos, and the transaction is

prima facie void.^^

B. Mere Personal Friendship.— But where the relation exist-

ing between the parties is one of mere personal friendship, there can
be no presumption of any fraud or undue influence.^'^

action was fair and honest, might
have been evidenced by competent
witnesses, this circumstance in itself

will cast suspicion upon the validity
of the gift. Kenney v. Public Ad-
ministrator, 2 Bradf. (N. Y.) 319.

24. Smith v. Maine, 25 Barb. (N.
Y.) 33.

Where a Married Woman Made a
Gift causa mortis to a person other
than her husband, evidence of her
husband's ill-treatment of her is ad-
missible to show a motive for the
gift. Comner v. Root, 11 Colo. 183,

17 Pac. 733.
25. Walsh V. Studdart, 4 D. & W.

159; Thompson v. Heffernan, 4 D.
& W. 28s; Varick v. Hitt (N. J.),
55 Atl. 139.

" When a clergyman attends upon
a person in his last moments, and sets
up a gift from the dying man to
himself, the evidence of the transac-
tion ought to be perfectly free from
all suspicion, and such as to leave
no reasonable doubt in the mind of
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the court as to its truth. A death-

bed is not the fit place, nor the

proper time, at which a clergyman of

any persuasion should look to his

own personal interest, or seek to ob-

tain the property of the dying man.
On such an occasion, if a man has

a testamentary intention, and time al-

lows, proper advice should be ob-

tained, some professional person

should be sent for, and disinterested

witnesses called in; all due solemni-

ties should attend the disposition of

the property. Advantage ought never

to be taken of a man's last moments
in order to obtain dispositions of

his property in favor of persons not

connected with him by ties of blood;

and I shall always require strong

evidence, more especially in the case

of a clergyman, before I support a
gift made in extremis." Thompson
V. Hefifernan, 4 D. & W. 285.

26. Frantz v. Porter, 132 Cal. 49,

64 Pac. 92.
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I. WITNESSES.

1. Attendance.— A. Subpoena. — A subpoena is the proper

process with which to bring a witness before the grand jury.^

B. Recognizance.— The Circuit Court has power to require

witnesses subpoenaed to testify before the grand jury to enter into

a recognizance to appear before that body, whether at the present

or a future term of court.^

C. Presence and Demeanor oe Witness.— A witness before

the grand jury has no right to leave its presence, after being sworn
and placed under examination, without its permission.^ The grand
jury cannot enforce the obligation of a witness to answer a ques-

tion, but must refer the matter of his refusal to the court.*

D. Persons Amenable to Process. — The grand jury cannot

summon witnesses from other states.^

2. Oath.— A. Necessity.— Witnesses must be sworn before

testifying.®

B. JMannER AND Form. — Witnesses before the grand jury should

be sworn in such manner that if their testimony is false they may

1. The testimony of a witness

may support an indictment although

he was not subpoenaed. State v.

Parrish, 8 Humph. (Tenn.) 8o. As
to right of private person to volun-

tarily give information to grand jury,

see infra " II. Evidence, i. Scope
of Inquiry, B. Inquisitorial Power."
Baldwin v. State, 126 Ind. 24, 25

N. E. 820. The decision involves the

construction of numerous statutes as

to the power of the grand jury to

subpoena witnesses to discover the

commission of offenses.

See infra " II. Evidence, I. Scope
of Inquiry, B. Inquisitorial Power."

The Subpoena Should Require At-
tendance Before the Court, not be-
fore the grand jury; if the latter, it

is void. State v. Butler, 8 Yerg.
(Tenn.) 83.

State's Attorney May Have Sub-
poenas Issued in Vacation. — O'llair

V. People, 32 III. App. 277.

2. 'Gwynn v. State, 64 Miss. 324.

3. People V. Kelly, 12 Abb. Pr.

(N. Y.) 150.

4. In Heard v. Pierce, 9 Cush.
(Mass.) 338, 54 Am. Dec. 757, the

action was for assault and battery,

and was brought by an officer in at-

tendance on the grand jury against

a recalcitrant witness, the question of

the jury's power to place the witness

in the officer's custody being raised.

In passing on it the court said :
" In

truth, without the power to take re-

fractory witnesses, or witnesses who
honestly interpose unfounded objec-

tion to giving evidence, before the

court for its direction and aid, the

grand jury would be wholly unable

to perform the duties imposed upon
them by law, . . . and power to

detain such a witness and take him
to the court is manifestly essential

to enable the jury to exercise the

powers expressly given them, and to

perform the duties imposed upon
them by law."

Ex parte Hendrickson, 6 Utah 3,

21 Pac. 396. See article " Cox-
TlvMPT," Vol. III.

5. Beal v. State, 15 Ind. 378.

6. Testimony of unsworn wit-

ness if material is fatal to the in-

dictment. United States v. Cool-
idge, 2 Gall. 364, 25 Fed. Cas. No.
14,858; State V. Roberts, 19 N. C.

540.

Where One Without Authority
Administered the Oath to a witness
before the grand jury it was held that

the indictment found on such testi-

mony would he quashed, the witness'

statement having been given without
the requisite sanction. Joyner v.

State, 78 Ala. 448.

In Re.x V. Dickinson, Russ. & R.
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be indicted for perjury/ But the manner of swearing witnesses
cannot be inquired into.®

General Oath.— An oath of a witness to give evidence touching
criminal charges to be laid before the grand jury, without reference
to any particular person accused, is unobjectionable.''

Swearing in Open Court.— A witness for the grand jury^" should

(C. C.) 401, the fact that a defend-
ant was indicted on the testimony of

witnesses not sworn was made the
occasion for recommending him for

a pardon.

In State v. Easton, 113 Iowa 516,

8s N. W. 795, the fact that a witness
was not sworn as required by statute

was held not ground for setting

aside the indictment, it not being
among those specified in the code.

Testimony of Child In State v.

Doherty, 2 Overt. (Tenn.) 80, it was
held that the testimony of a child

under fourteen years of age who had
no sense of the obligation of an oath,
and was therefore incompetent to

take one, could not be heard by the
grand jury without that sanction.

But in People v. Sexton, 42 Misc.
312, 86 N. Y. Supp. 517, it was held,
construing Code Crim. Proc, §§255,
392, to be discretionary with the
grand jury to receive the testimony
of children under twelve years of
age without being sworn.

In King v. State, 5 How. (Miss.)

730, it was held that it need not
appear from the record that wit-
nesses examined before the grand
jury were sworn. See also State v.

Barnes, 52 N. C. 20; State v. Har-
wood, 60 N. C. 226.

Where the foreman of the grand
jury has omitted to mark the wit-
nesses before that body as having
been sworn, the state may show by
proof that they were sworn, notwith-
standing a statute providing that the
foreman shall so mark the witnesses.
State V. Hines, 84 N. C. 810.

Where the witnesses for the grand
jury are in fact sworn by the clerk
of the court as required by statute,
the fact that they did not deliver to
the foreman a certificate showing that
fact, or that no such certificate was
ever made by the court, as the stat-
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ute required, would not invalidate the
indictment. Duke v. State, 20 Ohio
St. 225.

7. State V. Fasset, 16 Conn. 457.
For an instance of an oath suf-

ficient to sustain such an indictment,

see State v. Green, 24 Ark. 591.

8. Turner v. State, 57 Ga. 107;

Simms V. State, 60 Ga. 145 ; Reg. v.

Russell, I Car. & M. 247.

But in United States v. Reed, 2

Blatchf. 435, 27 Fed. Cas. No. 16,134,

it was held that the manner of

swearing witnesses for the grand
jury, when they were sworn in open
court, might be inquired into.

In Reg. V. Russell, i Car. & M. 247,

it was said that even if the inquiry

were open, an improper mode of

swearing a witness would not vitiate

an indictment. This is because grand
jurors may indict on their own
knowledge.

9. In United States v. Reed, 2
Blatchf. 435, 27 Fed. Cas. No. 16,134,

it was held that an indictment
against R. on the testimony of wit-

nesses sworn to give evidence touch-
ing charges against S. and others
was not objectionable as based on
testimony given without the sanction
of an oath. Contra — Construing
statute, Ashburton v. State, 15 Ga.
246. And see infra— "II. Evi-
dence, I. Scope of Inquiry, B. In-

quisitorial Power."

10. Gilman v. State, i Humph.
(Tenn.) 59; State v. Kilcrease, 6
S. C. 444.

But the temporary absence of the

judge is immaterial. Jetton v.

State, Meigs (Tenn.) 192.

Where a statute gives a foreman
of the grand jury power to admin-
ister oaths, witnesses need not be
sworn by or before the court. Bird
V. State, 50 Ga. 585.
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be sworn- in open court. But the rule lias been altered by statute

in some states.
^^

C. Authority to Administer. — In tbe absence of statute, the

foreman of the .c:ran(l jury has no authority to swear witnesses on
indictments for felony.*^

3. Examination. — A. Mode. — a. Discretion. — The mode of ex-

amining witnesses is discretionary with the grand jury, and cannot

be reviewed by the court.
^'''

b. Public Examination. — The court has no right to require the

grand jury to have the witnesses before it examined publicly.^*

c. Absence of Judge. — An indictment is not vitiated by the fact

that some of the witnesses were examined by the grand jury while

the judge was absent from the county holding another term of

court.^°

Failure to swear witnesses in open

court is not a ground for a motion

in arrest of judgment, but of plea in

abatement. Gilman v. State, i Humph.
(Tenn.) 59.

11. In State v. Fasset, 16 Conn.

457, the swearing of witnesses in the

grand jury room by a magistrate,

who was himself a grand juror, was
sustained, the court saying: "The
practice in England and in the

courts of the United States certainly

is that the witnesses should be sworn
in open court; growing probably out

of the fact that formerly grand ju-

ries met with the court, and the pro-

ceedings seem to have been carried

on under the eye of the court. . . .

By the laws of this state, a provision

was early made that every town
should choose two or more . . .

grand jurors. . . . They were to

meet quarterly, or oftcner, to inquire

into breaches of the law; to call wit-

nesses before them for examination

;

and if such persons, after being duly
summoned by a warrant from an as-

sistant or justice of the peace, re-

fused to be examined on oath, such
magistrate might commit them to

gaol ; ... In 1784 the statute
was altered so far that the superior
and county courts might order a
grand jury from those chosen by the
towns, or other sufficient freeholders.

Under these circumstances, it was
very natural that the grand juror.s

of the respective towns, when eight-
een of them met together, at the call

of the court, should pursue the same

course as to the witnesses as when
they met in their respective towns;

and that they should suppose that the

justice of the peace might as well

summon and swear the witnesses as

v.here a smaller number of grand

jurors had convened. ... So far

as we arc informed, no witness has

ever been sworn in our courts and
sent to the grand jury for examina-

tion. A practice so ancient and so

uniform, growing up under the eyes

of the court, is certainly strong evi-

dence of what is the law."

See also the statutes of the several

states.

12. Ayrs v. State, 5 Cold. (Tenn.)
26.

But under Tex. Crim. Code, arts.

2949-2955, an indictment cannot be at-

tacked on this ground. Morrison v.

State, 41 Tex. 516.

In State v. Allen, 83 N. C. 680.

a statute empowering the foreman of
the grand jury to swear the witnesses
whose names were indorsed on the
bill was held not to abrogate the

practice of swearing witnesses for

the grand jury in open court. See
also State v. White, 88 N. C. 698.

13. United States z*. Reed, 2
Blatchf. 435, 27 Fed. Cas. No. 16.134.

For a discussion of the right of
the grand jury to continue to ex-
amine witnesses after the indictment
has been returned, see Coppcnhaver
V. State, 160 Ind. 540, 67 N. E. 453.

14. State V. Branch, 68 N. C. 186,

12 Am. Rep. 633.
15. Com. V. Bannon, 97 Mass.

214.
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d. Interpreter.— Where the statute allows the presence of an
interpreter before the grand jury, the prosecuting witness may
properly act as such.^°

B. Persons Present and Participating. — a. Bailiff. — Th^
mere presence of the bailiff of the court who is in attendance on
the grand jury during their examination of witnesses will not

vitiate an indictment/^

b. Prosecuting Attorney. — The prosecuting attorney has the

right to be present before the grand jury and aid in examining

witnesses, but cannot make suggestions as to the weight and credi-

bility of the testimony.^^

c. Attorney. — The fact that an attorney, not an official, was pres-

ent before the grand jury and examined watnesses, but left before

the deliberation upon the accusation, would not invalidate an indict-

ment."

16. People V. Ramirez, 56 Cal.

533-

Witness Must Not Advise Grand
Jury as to making a presentment. In

re Gardiner, 31 i\Iisc. 364, 64 N. Y.

Supp. 760.

It is error for an attorney for the

prosecution to procure himself to be

summoned as a witness before the

grand jury, and to address that body
urging the finding of an indictment.

Welch V. State, 68 iMiss. 341, 8 So.

673-

17. State V. Kimball, 29 Iowa 267.

18. In re District Attorney of
United States, 7 Fed. Cas. No. 3925;
Charge to Grand Jury, 2 Sawy. 667,

30 Fed. Cas. No. 18,225 ; Stattuck v.

State, II Ind. 473; State v. Adam,
40 La. Ann. 745, 5 So. 30; State v.

Baker, 33 W. Va. 319, 10 S. E. 639.

So a regular assistant of the dis-

trict attorney may examine witnesses.
United States v. Kilpatrick, 16 Fed.

765 : Franklin v. Com., 105 Ky. 22,7,

48 S. W. 986.

Special counsel appointed by the
court may examine witnesses before
the grand jury. Raymond vj Peo-
ple, 2 Colo. App. 329, 30 Pac. 504;
State V. Kovolosky, 92 Iowa 498, 61
N. W. 223; State v. Tyler, 122 Iowa
125, 97 N. W. 983.

Notwithstanding a statute limiting
the persons allowed to be present be-
fore the grand jury to the prosecut-
ing attorney and witnesses, the fact
that an attorney acting for the prose-
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cuting attorney, though not his dep-

uty, examined witnesses, would not

warrant quashing an indictment.

Bennett v. State, 62 Ark. 516, 36 S.

W. 947. Contra— People v. Scan-
nell, 36 Misc. 40, 72 N. Y. Supp. 449.

In State v. District Court of Mon-
tana, 21 Mont. 25, 55 Pac. 916, a

statute giving the attorney-general

supervisory power over county attor-

neys and empowering him when re-

quired by the public service to assist

the county attorney in the discharge

of his duties, together with a statute

requiring the county attorney to at-

tend before the grand jury, was held

to give the attorney-general the right

to examine witnesses before that

body, though another statute pro-

vided that an indictment must be set

aside where ,any one but members
of the grand jury, witnesses, the

county attorney and the judge were
present during the jury's session.

For an instance of the quashing of

an indictment on account of the

participation in the examination of

witnesses of an examiner of the de-

partment of justice, see United States

V. Kilpatrick, 16 Fed. 765.

19. Wilson V. State, 41 Tex.
Crim. 115, 51 S. W. 916.

Contra. — Durr v. State, 53 Miss.

425, where the proper remedy was
held to be a plea in abatement, and
whether a motion to quash would
lie was said to be doubtful.

For an instance of a refusal to

quash an indictment because the
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(1. Witnesses. — The presence of an expert witness while other
witnesses are being examined before the grand jury and his pro-
pounding questions to them vitiates an indictment ; and the court
will not inquire whether the accused was prejudiced thereby.-"

e. Stcnoi^nip/icr. — The fact that a stenograi)her was present

during the taking of testimony would not vitiate an inrlictment,

where he left before the grand jury began the discussion of the

propriety of finding a bill.-^

f. Presence of Accused.— The accused has no right to be present

during the examination of witnesses before the grand jury.--

n. EVIDENCE.

1. Scope of Inquiry. — A. Evidence for the Defense.— One
against whom a charge is being investigated by the grand jury has

no right to introduce witnesses in his own behalf." But where the

clerk of the grand jury, who was a

practicing attorney, asked witnesses

certain questions at the foreman's re-

quest, see State v. Miller, 95 Iowa
368, 64 N. W. 288.

For an instance of the quashing of

an indictment on account of the par-

ticipation of an attorney for creditors

of a bank, in the grand jury's inves-

tigation of a charge of embezzlement
by the bank's officers, the attorney

having been originally called as a

witness, see United States v. Far-
rington, 5 Fed. 343.

20. United States v. Edgerton, 80
Fed. 374. But see Lawrence v. Com.,
86 Va. 573, 10 S. E. 840.

21. Sims V. State (Tex. Crim.),

45 S. W. 705; United States v. Sim-
mons, 46 Fed. 65.

This is true, at least, where no
prejudice to the defendant is shown.
State V. Bates, 148 Ind. 610, 48 N. E.
2; State V. Brewster, 70 Vt. 341, 40
Atl. 1037, 42 L. R. A. 444. But .see

contra. State v. Bowman, 90 Me. 363,
38 Atl. 331, 60 Am. Rep. 266.

22. Billingslea v. State, 85 Ala.
T,2T„ 5 So. 137; United States v.

Terry, 39 Fed. 355; People v. Gol-
den son, 76 Cal. 328, 19 Pac. 161.

Contra— State v. Fasset, 16 Conn.
457. The grand jury should permit
the accused to put any proper ques-
tions he may desire to the witness.
Lung's Case, l Conn. 428.

Whether the accused shall go be-

fore the grand jury and interrogate

witnesses is discretionary with the

court. State v. Hamlin, 47 Conn. 95,

36 Am. Rep. 54.

The declaration of the bill of

rights that in criminal prosecutions

the accused shall have the right to

be confronted with the witnesses

against him does not entitle, as a

matter of right, a person accused of

crime before the grand jury to be
present during their investigation.

State V. Wolcott, 21 Conn. 271.

As to the right of an accused per-

son to introduce evidence, see infra,
" II. Evidence, i. Scope of Inquiry,

A. Evidence for the Defense."

Right to Confront Witnesses does
not apply to proceedings before grand
jury. State v. Smith, 74 Iowa 580,

38 N. W. 42; People v. Stuart, 4 Cal.

218.

23. Respublica 7-. Shaffer, i U. S.

236; United States v. Palmer, 2
Cranch C. C. 11. 27 Fed. Cas. No.
I5>989; Charge to Grand Jury, Taney
615, 30 Fed. Cas. No. 18,257;
United States v. Terry, 39 Fed.
355 ; People v. Goldenson, 76 Cal.

328, 19 Pac. 161 ; Lung's Case, i

Conn. 428.

This is on the ground that to per-
mit the accused to introduce evidence
would amount to a usurpation by the
grand jury of the functions of the
trial court and petit jury, and would
give to the grand jury's investigation
the effect of former jeopardy, and to

Vol. VI
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grand jury has reason to believe that there is evidence within its

reach which will qualify or explain away the charge under investi-

gation, it should order it to be produced.^*
B. Inquisitorial Power. — a. Definition. — The inquisitorial

power of the grand jury is the authority to secure and examine
witnesses with a view to the discovery of the commission of offenses,

though no specific accusation has been presented to it for investi-

gation. -°

an indictment, when found, an undue
weight with the petit jury. Respub-
lica V. Shaffer, i U. S. 236.

The refusal of the district attorney

to summon witnesses at the request
of the grand jury in behalf of an ac-

cused person does no vitiate an in-

dictment. United States v- Terry,

39 Fed. 355-

Evidence on behalf of one charged
with crime before the grand jury
cannot be received by that body,
though the district attorney promised
the accused that he might introduce
it. United States v. Blodgett, 35 G.
A. 336, 30 Fed. Cas. No. 18,312. See,

however, United States v. White, 2

Wash. C. C. 29, 28 Fed. Cas. No.
16,685.

In Reg. V. Rhodes (1899), i Q. B.

77, a statute providing that every per-

son charged with an offense should
be a competent witness for the de-

fense at every stage of the proceed-
ings was held not to confer on one
charged with crime before a grand
jury the right to appear and be
sworn in his own behalf, the court
saying: "A grand jury have nothing
whatever to do with the defense.
Their functions are well known.
They sit in private. They have to

hear the evidence, or at any rate

part of the evidence, for the prose-
cution, and to say whether in their

opinion a prima facie case against
the prisoner has been made out. It

would be difficult to believe that the
legislature intended by this section
to enable the grand jury to hear evi-
dence for the defense. Such a thing
would be no less than an anomaly."'

The Insanity of the Accused is not
a subject which the grand jury can
investigate. United States v. Law-
rence, 4 Cranch C. C. 514, 26 Fed.
Cas. No. 15,576. And in Reg. v.
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Hodges, 8 Car. & P. 195, it was
held that the grand jury could not

refuse to indict for murder on the

ground of the defendant's insanity,

though that fact clearly appeared
from the evidence for the prosecu-

tion.

24. Charge to Grand Jury, 2
Sawy. 667, 30 Fed. Cas. No.
18,255; United States v. Kilpatrick,

16 Fed. 765. In re Grand Jury, 62
Fed. 840.

25. The inquisitorial power of
grand juries was unknown at com-
mon law. State v. Lee, 87 Tenn.
114, 9 S. W. 425; Harrison v. State,

4 Cold. (Tenn.) 195; Glenn v. State,

I Swan (Tenn.) 19; Warner v.

State, 81 Tenn. 52. And see Com.
V. Green, 126 Pa. St. 531, 17 Atl.

878, 12 Am. St. Rep. 894.
" That the powers of the body

[the grand jury] are inquisitorial to

a certain extent is undeniable
;

yet
they have to be exercised within
well-defined limits. Anything they
can find out by their own inquiry
and observation is legitimate and
praiseworthy, but they have no au-
thority to force private persons or
the officers of other courts to dis-

close to them who may have violated
the public laws, and the names of
persons by whom such infractions

can be established ; in short, to make
every man a spy upon the conduct of
his neighbors and associates, and
compel him to violate the confidence
implied in holding social intercourse
with his fellows by forcing him to

become a public informer. Such an
exercise of power would be in dero-
gation of general principles essential

to the enjoyment of rights regarded
as sacred and paramount in the inter-

course between man and man ; and
these rights have been carefully
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guarded, not only by the spirit of

our law, but by its express enact-

ments. . . . It is the right of any
citizen or any individual of lawful

age to come forward and prosecute

for offenses against the state, or when
he does not wish to become the

prosecutor, he may give information

of the fact to the grand jury, or any
member of the body, and in either

case it will become their duty to in-

vestigate the matter thus communi-
cated to them, or made known to

one of them, whose obligation it

would be to lay his information be-

fore that body. This, however, dif-

fers widely from forcing a person

to reveal his knowledge to the in-

quest. This latter process is in the

nature of an unlawful search, against

which citizens are protected by con-

stitutional provisions. . . . We do
not intend to intimate that the state's

prosecuting officer may not, if he sees

proper to do so, make search for evi-

dence and secure its forthcoming by
serving subpoenas upon witnesses in

anticipation of the impaneling and
qualification of the grand jury be-

fore whom the matter is to be in-

vestigated ; he is certainly not bound
to do so. but he violates no official

duty in thus acting, provided he is

careful to state in the subpoena the

names of the parties and the offense

to be investigated." In re Lester,

77 Ga. 143.

In Lewis v. Board of Com'rs, 74
N. C. 194, it was said that there was
no authority of law to summon and
send witnesses before the grand jury

upon mere matters of inquiry, " a

power which, if allowed, is capable

of the grossest and most oppressive

abuse, coupled with great tempta-
tions to abuse it." And again :

" The
law denounces such inquisitorial

power, which may be carried to the
extent of penetrating every house-
hold, and exposing the domestic
privacy of every family."

Grand juries "cannot make inquisi-

tions into the general conduct and
private business of their fellow-citi-

zens, and hunt up offenses by send-
ing for witnesses to investigate vague
accusations founded upon suspicious
and indefinite rumors. The repose
of society, as well as the nature of

our free institutions, forbids such a

dangerous mode of inquisition. A
prosecuting officer has no right to

send witnesses to the grand jury
room merely to be interrogated

whether there has been any viola-

tion of law within their knowledge."
United States v. Kilpatrick, 16 Fed.

70s.

Where an offense with respect to

which inquisitorial power has not

been specially conferred by statute

is under investigation, the inquiry

must be confined to the grand jurors

themselves, and in such case they can
make a lawful presentment only upon
knowledge or information possessed

within themselves. State v. Lee, 87
Tenn. 114, 9 S. W. 425.

A presentment not on the knowl-
edge of any of the grand jury, but

upon information detailed to it by

others, should be abated. State v.

IMcManus, 4 Humph. (Tenn.) 258.

In Ward v. State, 2 Mo. 120, 22

Am. Dec. 449, it appeared that the

grand jury had subpoenaed a witness

to appear and testify generally, with-

out saying in what particular matter

or cause he was to testify. It was
objected that the grand jury had no
right to interrogate a witness in this

general way, but that an indictment

should have been drawn up charging

some particular persons with crimes,

and then the witness be required to

give testimony as to the matter of the

indictment. The court said that if

it should ever happen that a grand
jury should determine to summon
every person in the county with a

view to experiment if, perchance,

they might find out some offense, it

would be the duty of the court to

withhold its process and stop such a

course, as this would be an abuse of

power. But in ordinary cases when
the jury had cause to believe that

some offense had been committed,
such procedure as that pursued was
proper. If the jury were not to be
trusted with the power to send for

witnesses until .some malignant prose-

cutor or some injured persons should
cause an indictment to be sent up to

them, this would strip them of their

greatest utility. And in United
States V. Kimball, 117 Fed. 156, the

exercise of inquisitorial power by

Vol. VI
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b. Existence. — Statutes conferring it must be strictly construed. ^^

And an individual has no right to communicate private information
to the grand jury for the purpose of obtaining a presentment."

c. Indictment on Testimony in Other Investigation. — The grand
jury may base the indictment of a witness before it on testimony
given while another offense was under investigation.^*

2. Competency and Relevancy.— A. Duty to Receive; Co,mpe-

TENT Evidence.— The evidence before the grand jury must be

competent legal evidence, such as is proper before a petit jury.^^

But subject to the qualification of its legitimate character, the grand
jury should receive all evidence presented tending ,to throw light

the grand jury seems to have been
countenanced.

26. Glenn v. State, i Swan
(Tenn.) 19; Harrison v. State, 4
Cold. (Tenn.) 195.

Under a statute conferring inquisi-

torial power, the fact that the pre-

sentment was not made upon the

knowledge of the jurors themselves,
but upon information communicated
by others, would not vitiate it. Gar-
ret V. State, 9 Yerg. (Tenn.) 389.

Under such a statute it is no ob-
jection to an indictment that it was
prepared after the witnesses were ex-
amined instead of before. State v.

Parrish, 8 Hump. (Tenn.) 80.

A statute giving the grand jury
power to send for witnesses when-
ever they suspect the commission of
certain offenses does not confer upon
the attorney-general authority to or-

der subpoenas upon his own motion
for witnesses to appear before that
body. Warner v. State, 81 Tenn. 52.

For instances of statutes confer-
ring inquisitorial power, see State v.

Lee, 87 Tenn. 114, 9 S. W. 425; Stale
V. Estes, 3 Lea (Tenn.) 168; State
V. Smith, Meigs (Tenn.) 99; State
V. Adams, 2 Lea (Tenn.) 647; State
V. Barnes, 5 Lea (Tenn.) 398; Glenn
V. State, I Swan (Tenn.) 19.

27. United States v. Kilpatrick, 16
Fed. 765; Charge to Grand Jury, 2
Sawy. 667, 30 Fed. Cas. No. 18,255.
And see Com. v. Green, 126 Pa. St.

531, 17 Atl. 878, 12 Am. St. Rep. 894.
But in State v. Stewart, 45 La.

Ann. 1 164, 14 So. 143, it was held
that the fact that the leading witness
for the state went without summons
or request before the grand jury and
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gave his version of the case against

the defendant, and instituted the

prosecution, did not vitiate an indict-

ment, the court saying :
" The witness

had the undoubted right to go before

the grand jury voluntarily and dis-

close his knowledge of the case. As
a good citizen it was his duty to do
so. No one can be excused for with-

holding knowledge of a crime from
the public until he is summoned to

give his testimony of its commis-
sion."

28. People v. Craven-Fair, 137
Cal. 222, 69 Pac. 1041 ; State v.

Beebe, i^ Minn. 241 ; People v.

Northey, "77 Cal. 618, 19 Pac. 865, 20
Pac. 129. But see Com. v. Green,
126 Pa. St. 531, 17 Atl. 878, 12 Am.
St. Rep. 894; Com. v. McComb, 157
Pa. St. 611, 27 Atl. 794.

29. United States v. Reed, 2
Blatchf. 435, 27 Fed. Cas. No. 16,134.

So hearsay evidence is inadmissible.

L'nited States v. Kilpatrick, 16 Fed.

765, and likewise mere reports and
suspicions. In re Grand Jury, 62
Fed. 840. Charge to Grand Jury, 2
Sawy. 67, 30 Fed. Cas. No. 18,255.

In Territory v. Pendry, 9 Mont.
67, 22 Pac. 760, a statute directing

the grand jury to receive none but
legal evidence was held directory
merely.

Notwithstanding a statute provid-
ing that the grand jury can receive
none but legal evidence, the fact

that the justice reads to it certain
affidavits and instructs that if the
things therein sworn to be proven
the jury should indict, does not
vitiate the indictment. People v.

Glen, 173 N. Y. 395, 66 N. E. 112.

Such conduct under a statute requir-
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on the matter under consideration, whether it tends to show the

guilt or the innocence of the accused.-'"

B. Effect of In-compf.tent Evidencf. — The grand jury's

reception of incompetent evidence will not vitiate an indictment. ^^

ing the court or justice to give the

grand jury such information as he

may deem proper concerning charges

returned to court or hkcly to come
before them is discretionary with
him. People v. Glen, 64 App. Div.

167, 71 N. Y. Supp. 893.

Where there is doubt as to the ad-

missibility of evidence, the grand
jury should submit the question to

the court for its instructions and
directions. United States v. Kil-

patrick, 16 Fed. 765.

A witness summoned to produce
books before the grand jury, portions

of which he deems immaterial, should
produce the books, and on being re-

quested to exhibit any one of them
should then raise the question of ma-
teriality and have it determined by
the court. In re Archer (Mich.), 96
N. W. 442.

30. In re Grand Jury, 62 Fed.
840; Charge to Grand Jury, 2 Sawy.

667, 30 Fed. Gas. No. 18,255.

31. State V. Fasset, 16 Conn. 457.

See also People v. Willis, 23 Misc.

568, 52 N. Y. Supp. 808; United
States V. Smith, 3 Wheel. Grim. Gas.

100, 2-j Fed. Gas. No. 16,342. Contra,
In re Gardiner, 31 Misc. 364, 64 N.
Y. Supp. 760.

It is not a proper plea to an indict-

ment that the grand jury received in-

competent or irrelevant evidence, and
for a ruling on the sufficiency of a
motion to quash an indictment on
account of the grand jury's reception

of incompetent evidence. See Hope
V. People, 83 N. Y. 418, 38 Am. Rep.

460.

Nor can the question whether im-
proper evidence was received by the

grand jury be inquired into on /la^ra.?-

corpus brought to obtain the release

of a person indicted. Harkraer v.

Wadlcy, 172 U. S. 148.

Because Subject Not Open to In-

quiry. — United States V. Gobban,

127 Fed. 7^3\ State v. Boyd, 2 Hill

(S. G.) 287. 27 Am. Dec. 376.

So an indictment will not be set

aside because the accused's wife im-

properly gave evidence against him
before the grand jury. Dockery t:

State, 35 Tex. Grim. 487, 34 S. W.
281; State V. Tucker, 20 Iowa 508;

Buchanan v. State (Tex. Grim.), 52

S. W. 769; Ghapman v. State (Tex.

Grim.), 49 S. W. 587. At least it is

too late to raise the objection after

conviction. State v. Houston, 50

Iowa 512.

So receiving the testimony of an

accomplice will not vitiate an indict-

ment. State V. Wolcott, 21 Gonn.

271.

Where a statute prescribes the

grounds of a motion to quash or set

aside an indictment and omits as

one of them the competency of the

evidence before the grand jury, the

effect is to remove that question from
the field of inquiry.

United States v. Brown, 13 Int.

Rev. Rec. 126, i Sawy. 531, 24 Fed.

Gas. No. 14,671; United States v.

Gutler, 5 Utah 608, 19 Pac. 145 ; Peo-
ple v. Montgomery, 36 Misc. 326, 73
N. Y. Supp. 535 ; Com. v. Minor, 89
Ky. 555, 13 S. W. 5; Territory v.

Pendry, 9 Mont. 67, 22 Pac. 760.

This last holding was made despite

a statute directing the jury to re-

ceive none but legal evidence.

For a full discussion of the prac-

tice in New York, see infra, "
4.

Sufficiency, B. Review of Sufficiency

of Evidence," note 51.

But in United States v. Reed, 2

Blatchf. 435, 27 Fed. Gas. No. 16.134,

it was said that the competency of

the evidence before the grand jury,

whether oral or written, and the

manner of the authentication of the

latter species of evidence, might be

inquired into. Prox'iJrtf, there is suf-

ficient legal evidence to warrant in-

dictment.

People V. Sexton, 42 Misc. 312, 86

N. Y. Supp. 517; People 7-. Winant,

24 Misc. 361, 53 N. Y. Supp. 695;
Hammond v. State, 74 Miss. 214, 21

So. 149; State V. Shreve, 137 Mo. i,

38 S. W. 548; Bloomer v. State, 3
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C. Presumptions. — It is to be presumed that only proper evi-

dence will be laid before the grand jury.^^ It will not be presumed
that the grand jury allowed itself to be influenced in finding an
indictment by matters not properly before it.^^

D. Confessions. — Evidence of confessions ought never to be

admitted before the grand jury, except under the direction of the

court, or unless the prosecuting officer is present and carefully

makes the necessary preliminary inquiries.^*

E. Documentary Evidence. — a. Direction of Court. — Docu-
mentary evidence ought not to be submitted to the grand jury

except under the direction of the court.^^

b. Depositions. — The grand jury may base an indictment on
depositions taken before an examining magistrate.^^

3. Self-Criminating Evidence. — A. Involuntary Statement.
The grand jury's action in compelling a witness before it to give

self-criminating evidence will render his subsequent indictment

void.^''

Sneed (Tenn.) 66; State v. Coates,

130 N. C. 701, 41 S. E. 706.

But the jury must not have been
influenced by the improper evidence.

People V. Hayes, 28 Misc. 93, 59 N.
Y. Supp. 761 ; People v. Molineux,
27 Misc. 60, 58 N. Y. Supp. 155.

It is presumed that such sufficient

legal evidence existed. People v,

Lauder, 82 Mich. 109, 46 N. W. 956.

See also infra, " 4. Sufficiency, B.

Review of sufficiency of Evidence."
And note 45.

Incompetent Evidence Will Viti-

ate if without it evidence is insuffi-

cient. People V. Metropolitan Trac-
tion Co., 12 N. Y. Crim. 405, 50 N.
Y. Supp. 1 1 17; People v. Molineux,
27 Misc. 60, 58 N. Y. Supp. 155.

So. where the wife's testimony was
vitally material to her husband's in-

dictment. People V. Moore, 65 How.
Pr. (N. Y.) 177; People v. Briggs,

60 How. Pr. (N. Y.) 17.

32. Motion to charge Grand Jury,

9 Pick. (Mass.) 495.
33. People v. Hayes. 28 Misc. 93,

59 N. Y. Supp. 761 ; State v. Schieler,

4 Idaho 120, S7 Pac. 272.

34. United States v. Kilpatrick, 16

Fed. 765. See article " Confes-
sions."

35. United States v. Kilpatrick,

16 Fed. 765.

The fact that a witness has re-

ferred to a paper which on that ac-
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count is wanted by the grand jury

is sufficient warrant for its submis-

sion to them. United States v. Burr,

Coombs Tr. of Aaron Burr i, 25 Fed.

Cas. No. 14,693.

36. People v. Stuart, 4 Cal. 218.

In State v. Schieler, 4 Idaho 120, 27
Pac. 272, the use of depositions be-

fore the grand jury was held not a

ground of reversal, where oral evi-

dence was also introduced, and the

defendants, with one exception, also

testified in person.

That witnesses on whose testimony
an indictment was found were not
examined viva voce, but their writ-

ten statements were accepted by the

grand jury, cannot be made the sub-

ject of inquiry by the court. State

V. Boyd, 2 Hill (S. C.) 288, 27 Am.
Dec. 376.

The grand jury cannot take the

depositions of witnesses in other

States. Beal v. State, 15 Ind. 378.

37. State v. Gardner, 88 Minn. 130,

92 N. W. 529; State V. Froiseth, 16

Minn. 296; contra, as to the offense

gaming, Wheately z'. State, 114 Ga.

175. 39 S. E. 877 (this holding seems
to be in view of constitutional and
statutory provisions not referred to) ;

and see Pointer v. State, 89 Ind. 255.

The admission of self-criminating

evidence will vitiate an indictment,

though it does not appear that the

defendant was prejudiced thereby.
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But the fact that in the investigation of another charge a person

may have been required to give evidence material to an ofifensc for

which he is afterward indicted is no cause for setting the indictment

aside, unless it appears from the indorsement of his name thereon

as a witness that it was found in whole or in part on his evidence/'''

Where the names of other witnesses are also indorsed on an

indictment it will not be presumed that defendants, whose names
are on the indictment, gave material or any evidence before the

grand jury; and hence the indictment is not objectionable as based
on self-criminating evidence,*®

United States v. Edgerton, 80 Fed.

374; Boone r. People, 148 111. 440,

36 N. E. 99.

And the same is true where he at-

tends without counsel. People v.

Haines, 6 N. Y. Crim. 100, i N. Y.
Supp. 55. But see People v. Lauder,
82 Mich. 132, 46 N. W. 956.

In United States v. Kimball, 117

Fed. 156, it was held that a witness

who attended with counsel and testi-

fied without compulsion, and another
who welcomed the opportunity for

explanation, and a third who after

being warned answered or not as he
chose, were not coerced into giving

self-criminating evidence in violation

of their constitutional privilege.

Knowledge of Charge and Warn-
ing- — Where a person appears be-
fore the grand jury in response to a

subpoena, and is examined touching
things material to an offense for

which he is afterward indicted,

without being informed that the

grand jury is considering a charge
against him. the indictment will be
quashed. United States v. Edgerton,
80 Fed. 374. Contra. — People v.

Lauder, 82 Mich. 109, 46 N. W. 956.

In United States v. Kimball. 117

Fed. 156, it was held that witnesses

who had been actors in a bank fail-

ure under investigation by the grand
jury could not complain of a viola-

tion of their constitutional privilege

on the ground that they did not know
their conduct was being inquired into.

Where a defendant under arrest

and in jail for an offense was
brought before the grand jury and
examined with relation thereto, with-

out being informed of his right not

to give incriminating evidence or the

effect his answers might have, or

whether they might be used against

him. the indictment was held void.

State V. Clifford, 86 Iowa 550, 53 N.

W. 299, 41 Am. St. Rep. 518. But
merely compelling a person charged
with crime to appear before the grand
jury will not vitiate an indictment

where he is properly warned before

testifying that he need not incrimi-

nate himself. State v. Trauger
(Iowa), 77 N. W. 336; State v.

Donelon, 45 La. Ann. 744, 12 So.

922. Contra. — People v. Singer, 18

Abb. N. C. (N. Y.) 96. In Indiana

it is held that the grand jury is under
no obligation to inform a witness be-

fore it that he is not obliged to in-

criminate himself. State v. Comer,

157 Ind. 611, 62 N. E. 452.

In State v. Burlingham, 15 Me. 104,

a motion to quash because of the re-

ception of self-incriminating evidence

by the grand jury was held too late

after arraignment and plea.

In Texas the grand jury's reception

of self-incriminating evidence can-

not be made a ground of a motion
to quash the indictment. Mencheca
r. State (Tex. Crim.), 28 S. W. 203.

This is under a statute not includ-

ing that ground among those author-

izing the motion. Spearman v. State,

34 Tex. Crim. 279, 30 S. \\\ 229.

It is proper to examine each of two
co-defendants against the other be-

fore the grand jury, for the purpose
of obtaining an indictment against

both. State v. Frizcll, in N. C. 722,

16 S. E. 409 (in effect overruling

State V. Krider, 78 N. C. 481, which
is said to have been decided under
a statute since altered).

38. State v. Hawks, 56 Minn. 129,

57 N. W. 455-

39. United States v. Brown, 13

Vol. VI
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The fact that the g^rand jury received as evidence ag-ainst a
pharmacist, charged with violating- the prohibitory Hquor law, the
monthly reports which the law requires him to file with the auditor,

does not vitiate his indictment as compelling him to testify against
himself.*"

B. Voluntary State:ment. — The voluntary testimony before
the grand jury of a person accused of crime does not vitiate a sub-
sequent indictment against him.'*^

C. Constitutional Protection.— The constitutional privilege

of a person not to be compelled to criminate himself extends to an
investigation by the grand jury.^-

D. Statutory Protection From Subsequent Prosecution.
Where a statute frees the witness from prosecution for any matter
he may disclose, he may be compelled to testify notwithstanding his

constitutional privilege.*^ Such a statute applies to proceedings
before the grand jury.**

Int. Rev. Rec. 126, i Sawy. 531, 24
Fed. Cas. No. 14,671.

40. State V. Smith, 74 Iowa 580,

38 N. W. 492.

41. United States v. Brown, 13
Int. Rev. Rec 126, i Sawy. 531, 24
Fed. Cas. No. 14,671 ; State v. Comer,
157 Ind. 611, 62 N. E. 452. And see

United States v. Kimball, 117 Fed.
156.

Where the witness has been
warned, his voluntary statement will

support an indictment against him.
EastHng V. State, 69 Ark. 189, 62 S.

W. 584; People V. Sebring, 14 JNIisc.

31, 35 N. Y. Supp. 237.

42. Counselman v. Hitchcock, 142
U. S. 547J Ex parte Wilson, 39 Tex.
Crim. 630, 47 S. W. 996; People v.

Haines, 6 N. Y. Crim. 100, i N. Y.
Supp. 55; 'Boone v. People, 148 III.

440, 36 N. E. 99; Cullen v. Com., 24
Gratt. (Va.) 624 (where the privi-

lege was accorded to a witness ex-
amined as to another's offense).
And see State v. Froiseth, 16 Minn.
296; State V. Gardner, 88 Minn. 130,
92 N. W. 529.

But in People v. Kelly, 12 Abb. Pr.
(N. Y.) 150, a constitutional provi-
sion that no person shall be com-
pelled in any criminal case to be a
witness against himself was held not
to protect a witness before the grand
jury from being compelled to give
self-criminating evidence, the investi-
gation being directed against other
parties. See also United States v.
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Brown, 13 Int. Rev. Rec. 126, i Sawy.
531, 24 Fed. Cas. No. 14,671.

The fact that two members of the

grand jury were present in court and
heard a witness pleading his consti-

tutional privilege against giving in-

criminating evidence would not viti-

ate an indictment afterward found
against him, it not appearing that

they were thereby influenced to vote
for the bill. People v. Northey, yy
Cal. 618, 19 Pac. 685, 20 Pac. 129.

43. Hirsch v. State, 8 Heisk.
(Tenn.) 89; People v. Kelly, 24 N.
Y. 74. Contra. — Warner v. State, 81

Tenn. 52.

The common law rule that a wit-

ness cannot be compelled to incrimi-

nate himself does not apply to an
examination before the grand jury

where a statute prevents the use of

the witness' testimony against him-
self. People V. Kelly, 12 Abb. Pr.

(N. Y.) 150.

44. Elliott V. State (Tex. App.),

19 S. W. 249.

A statute providing that a witness
shall not be criminally prosecuted for

any offense about which he may
testify does not preclude the indict-

ment of a witness testifying before

the grand jury for an offense of a

similar character to that concerning
which he testifies. Owens v. State,

2 Head (Tenn.) 455.
Nor does it preclude his indict-

ment for a different offense volun-
tarily disclosed by him when testify-
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4. Sufficiency.— A. Kxowlkock of Grand Jury. — The ^rand'
jury may find an indictment on its own knowledj^^e." So the fact

that some of the grand jurors had personal knowledge relative to

the crime docs not vitiate an indictment.**' And a grand juror may
testify as a witness before that body.'*^

B. Review of Sufficiency of Evidence. — The sufficiency of

the evidence to warrant an indictment cannot be inquired into ;**

ing before the grand jury as to a

charge against another. People v.

Reggel, 8 Utah 21, 28 Pac. 955.

In United States v. Kimball, 117
Fed. 156, where the affairs of an in-

solvent bank were under investiga-

tion by the grand jury, no specific

charge having been made against any
one, and certain persons connected
with the institution being called on
to testify, it was held that evidence

given by them might be made the

basis of their subsequent indictment
without a violation of Rev. Stat.,

§ 860, declaring that his evidence can-

not be used against a witness in a

subsequent prosecution.

45. State v. Skinner, 34 Kan. 256,

8 Pac. 420 ; State v. Schmidt, 34
Kan. 399, 8 Pac. 867; State v. Terry,

30 Mo. 368; Reg. V. Russell, Car. &
M. (Eng.) 247.

But under a statute providing that

if a grand juror knows or has rea-

son to believe that a crime has been
committed he must declare it to

his fellow-jurors, who must there-

upon investigate it, the grand jury
have no right to make a presentment
of facts within their own knowledge
and without making an investigation.

In re Gardiner, 31 Misc. 364, 64 N.
Y. Supp. 760, and see State v. Grady,
12 Mo. App. 361.

So, under a statute providing that

no person shall be arrested on a

presentment, before the attorney for

the state shall prepare a bill which
shall be found by the grand jury.

State V. Cain, 8 N. C. 352.

The absence of a prosecutor does
not raise a presumption that a pre-

sentment was found upon the knowl-
edge of the grand jurors in the face

of a plea averring the contrary'.

State V. Lee, 87 Tenn. 114, p S. W.
425-

46. People v. Breen, 130 Cal. 72,

62 Pac 408.

17

The fact that a grand juror, before

the meeting of that body, made a

personal investigation into the guilt

of the accused and secreted himself

in a room with an officer for the pur-

pose of listening to declarations and
admissions made by the accused con-

cerning the crime, and heard such

declarations and admissions, which,

with statements of officers to the ef-

fect that the accused was guilty, led

the juror to the opinion which he
entertained at the time of the in-

vestigation by the grand jury, would
not invalidate the indictment. Com.
V. Woodward, 157 Mass. 516, 2,2 N.

E. 939, 34 Am. St. Rep. 302.

47. Com. V. Hayden, 163 Mass.

453, 40 N. E. 846, 47 Am. St. Rep.

468, 28 L. R. A. 318; State v. Mil-

lain, 3 Nev. 409. But in Reg. v.

Cunard, 2 New Brun. 500, it was
held that the fact that a grand juror

was the prosecutor vitiates an in-

dictment. In State v. Cannon, 90
N. C. 711, the fact that the foreman
of the grand jury was also the prose-

cuting witness was held unavailable

by way of motion in arrest of judg-
ment.

48. United States. — United
States v. Reed, 2 Blatchf. 435, 27 Fed.

Cas. No. 16,134; United States v.

Cobban, 127 Fed. 713.

Alabama. — Hall v. State, 134 Ala.

90, 32 So. 750; Jones r. State, 81

Ala. 79, I So. 32; Bryant v. State, 79
Ala. 282; Washington v. State, 63
Ala. 189.

Indiana. — Stewart v. State, 24
Ind. 142; Pointer v. State, 89 Ind.

255; State v. Comer, 157 Ind. 611,

62 N. E. 452.

lotm. — State v. Fowler, 52 Iowa
103, 2 N. W. 983; State V. Smith,

74 Iowa 580, 38 N. W. 492.

Louisiana. — State v. Lewis, 38
La. Ann. 680; State v. Chandler, 45
La. Ann. 49, 12 So. 315.

Vol. VI
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at least where the grand jury had some evidence before it.*^

But where there was no legal evidence whatever before the grand
jury to sustain an indictment it will be quashed.'^"

Effect of Statute Specifying Grounds of Motion to Quash. — A statute

prescribing the grounds on which an indictment may be attacked
by motion and not enumerating the insufficiency of the testimony
upon which the grand jury acted, in effect prohibits an inquiry by
the court in regard thereto.^^

Tf.raj. — Clark v. State (Tex.
Crim.), 43 S. W. 522; Cotton v.

State, 43 Tex. 169.

Virginia. — Wadley v. Com., 98
Va. 803, 35 S. E. 452.

The fact that the minutes of the
evidence taken before the grand jury
do not show sufficient to justify the

finding of an indictment is not a
ground for quashing it. State v.

]\Iorris, 36 Iowa 272.

49. Agee v. State, 117 Ala. 169,

22 So. 486; State V. Logan, i Nev.
427; Sparrenberger v. State, 53 Ala.

481, 25 Am. Rep. 643. And see

supra, " 2. Competency and Rele-
vancy, B. Effect of Incompetent
Evidence."

50. Sparrenberger v. State, 53
Ala. 481, 25 Am. Rep. 643; People
V Clark, 8 N. Y. Crim. 169, 179, 14
N. Y. Supp. 642; State v. Grady, 84
]Mo. 220, affirming 12 Mo. App. 361

;

State V. Logan, i Nev. 427 ; State v. .

Lanier, 90 N. C. 714; State v. Rob-
erts, 19 N. C. 540. Contra. — Kings-
bury V. State, 37 Tex. Crim. 259, 39
S. W. 365; State V. Dayton, 23 N. J.
L. 49, 53 Am. Dec. 270.

Under statutes requiring the grand
jury to receive none but legal evi-

dence, and forbidding it to indict

without evidence warranting a con-
viction, its presentment cannot be
sustained where there is no evidence
whatever to justify it. In re Gardi-
ner, 31 Misc. 364, 64 N. Y. Supp. 760.
Where a former conviction is re-

lied on by the prosecution to increase
the defendant's sentence, and the
grand jury finds an indictment alleg-
ing such former conviction without
any testimony before them showing
the defendant's identity with the for-
mer convict, the indictment will be
quashed. People v. Price, 6 N. Y.
Crim. 141, 2 N. Y. Supp. 414. But
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where a defendant was indicted for

five different offenses, he was not

allowed to show upon the trial that

the grand jury had evidence of but

one offense. People v. Hulbut, 4
Denio (N. Y.) 133, 47 Am. Dec. 244.

The rule in the federal courts is

thus stated in United States v. Far-
rington, 5 Fed. 343 :

" While it is

not the province of the court to sit

in review of the grand jury, as upon
the review of a trial when error is

alleged, yet in extreme cases

where the court can see that

the jury's finding is based upon ut-

terly insufficient evidence or such
palpably incompetent evidence as to

indicate prejudice, it should interfere

and quash the indictment."

The court will not inquire whether
there was any evidence before the

grand jury as to a fact material to

the charge. United States v. Reed,

2 Blatchf. 435, 27 Fed. Cas. No.

16,134-

In State v. Savage, 89 Ala. i, 7

So. 7, 183, 7 L. R. A. 426, the court

said that it admitted of grave doubt
whether the rule as to quashing an
indictment on the ground that it was
found without legal evidence should

be extended to a report of the grand
jury which was made the basis of

an impeachment proceeding against a

judicial officer.

51. United States v. Brown, i

Sawy. 531, 13 Int. Rev. Rec. 126, 24
Fed. Cas. No. 14,671. So, under
statutes summarizing the pleadings

on the part of the defendant and
omitting a plea or exception on ac-

count of the insufficient proof before
the grand jury. Morrison z'. State,

41 Tex. 516.

The Rule in New York Prior to

1897, tlie New York Code of Crimi-
nal Procedure, § 313, specified the
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C. Degree of Proof.— a. In General. — The grand jury ought

not find an indictment unless the evidence before it, unexplained

and uncontradicted, would warrant a conviction.^-

b. Indictment on Indictment.— The grand jury cannot base an

indictment merely on a previous one fo;- the same offense, which

has been quashed.^^

c. Re-examination of Witnesses After Indictment Quashed.

The grand jury may find an indictment without re-examining the

witnesses where they have already testified before it when a prior

but defective indictment was found.^*

D. Presumptions. — It is presumed that an indictment is based

upon legal and sufficient evidence,^^ and that an indictment has been

cases in which an indictment should
be set aside on motion, among which
the insufficiency or incompetency of

the evidence was not included. Not-
withstanding this, it was held that an
indictment not supported by any evi-

dence would be quashed. People v.

Metropolitan Traction Co., 12 N. Y.
Crim. 405, 50 N. Y. Supp. 11 17; Peo-
ple V. Clark, 8 N. Y. Crim. 169, 179,

14 N. Y. Supp. 642 ; People v. Ed-
wards, 25 N. Y. Supp. 480; People

V. Brickner, 8 N. Y. Crim. 217, 15 N.
Y. Supp. 528. The reception of ma-
terial illegal evidence was also held

a ground for the motion. In 1897
the code was amended by adding,

after the enumeration of grounds for

the motion to set aside, " but in no
other." Since this amendment the

decisions have been in conflict, it

being held in People v. Rutherford,

47 App. Uiv. 209, 62 N. Y. Supp. 224,

that an indictment could no longer

be attacked for insufficiency or in-

competency of the testimony, while

in People v. Thomas, 32 Misc. 170,

66 N. Y. Supp. 191, the court was held
to have authority under §671, pro-

viding that it might dismiss an ac-

tion after indictment to set aside an
indictment found only on illegal evi-

dence, notwithstanding §313. But in

People V. Montgomery, 36 Misc. 326,

73 N. Y. Supp. 535, §671 was held

not to confer any such authority.

For a discussion of the right of the

court under the amended statute, sec

People 7'. Glen, 64 App. Div. 167. 71

N. Y. Supp. 893.

52. People v. Clark, 8 N. Y. Crim.

i6q, 179. 14 N. Y. Supp. 642; People

r-. Baker, 10 How. Pr. (N. Y.) 567;

People V. Hyler, 2 Park. Crim. (N.
Y.) 570; United States v. Kilpatrick,

16 Fed. 765 ; In re Grand Jury, 62

Fed. 840; Charge of Grand Jury,

Taney 615, 30 Fed. Cas. No. 18,257;

Charge to Grand Jury, 2 Sawy. 667,

30 Fed. Cas. No. 18,255. This is pro-

vided by statute in New York (Code
Crim. Proc, § 258). See People v.

Edwards, 25 N. Y. Supp. 480.

53. Sparrenberger v. State, 53
Ala. 481, 25 Am. Rep. 643; State v.

Grady, 12 Mo. App. 361.

Contra.— Terry v. State, 15 Tex.
App. 66. As to the necessity of re-

examining witnesses where same
grand jury reindicts, see infra note

54-

54. State v. Clapper, 59 Iowa 279,

13 N. W. 294; State V. Peterson, 61

Minn. 72, 63 N. W. 171, 28 L. R. A.

324; Com. V. Woods, 10 Gray
(Mass.) 477; Whiting v. State, 48
Ohio St. 220, 27 N. E. 96. See also

Creek v. State. 24 Ind. 151.

Contra. — State v. Ivey, 100 N. C.

539, 5 S. E. 407-

The fact that certain grand jurors
who found the original indictment

were absent when a second indict-

ment was found without a re-ex-

amination of the witnesses, and that

others were present who were absent
on the former occasion, does not ren-

der the second indictment invalid.

Com. V. Clune, 162 Mass. 206, 38 N.
E. 435. And see Turk v. State, 7
Ohio. (Pt. 2) 240.

55. United States.— United
States V. Reed, 2 Blatchf. 435, 27
Fed. Cas. No. 16,134; United States

V. Wilson, 6 McLean 604, 28 Fed.

Cas. No. 16,737.
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presented only after all the testimony accessible to the grand jury

has' been heard by it.*^®

E. Practice. — A plea to an indictment is not the proper method
of raising the question of the sufficiency of the evidence before

the grand jury;**' nor is a motion in arrest, but the proper remedy
is a motion to quash. ^*

5. Record and Inspection Thereof.— A. Preservation of Min-
utes. — Minutes of the evidence taken before the grand jury should

be delivered to the district attorney and be kept by him among the

governmental records. ^^

B. Inspection.— The right of a defendant to inspect the evidence

before the grand jury has been denied in Illinois, Kentucky and

Arkansas,*"* but in New York it is held discretionary with the

trial court.®^

New York. — People v. Glen, 173

N. Y. 395, 66 N. E. 112; People v.

]\Iartin, 87 App. Div. 487, 84 N. Y.

Supp. 823.

North Carolina. — State v. Lanier,

9 N. C. 214; State v. Mclntire, 2 N.

C. Law Repos. 287.

Virginia. — Wadley v. Com., 98 Va.

803, 35 S. E. 452.

It is not sufficient to repel this pre-

sumption that insufficient evidence

was presented to the police magis-

trate. People V. Martin, 87 App.
Div. 487, 84 N. Y. Supp. 823.

Where a statute requires an in-

dictment for perjury to be based on

the testimony of two witnesses it

will be presumed that an indictment

for that crime was found as the law
directs rather than on the knowledge
of the grand jurors themselves.

Mackin v. People, 115 111. 312, 3 N.

E. 222, 56 Am. Rep. 167.

56. Terry v. State, 15 Tex. App.
66.

57. Hope V. People, 83 N. Y. 418,

38 Am. Rep. 460; Sparrenberger v.

State, 53 Ala. 481, 25 Am. Rep. 643.

58. United States v. Kilpatrick, 16

Fed. 765
Accused's affidavit, upon alleged in-

formation and belief, that only in-

competent testimony was given be-

fore the grand jury, and that there

was not sufficient evidence to war-
rant his indictment, is insufficient to

sustain a motion to set the indict-

ment aside ; and is also insufficient

to warrant the production, for the

purposes of the motion, of the evi-
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dence taken before the grand jury.

People V. Sebring, 14 Misc. 31, 35 N.

Y. Supp. 237.

It is not error to refuse to quash
an indictment on the ground that it

was found and returned without evi-

dence, where defendant does not sus-

tain his motion to quash by any evi-

dence or offer thereof. O'Shields v.

State, 92 Ga. 472, 17 S. E. 845.

The report of a grand jury on
which an information is filed for the

impeachment of a judge cannot be
attacked for the first time by motion
to quash the information on the

ground that the report was not

based on legal and sufficient evi-

dence. State V. Savage, 89 Ala. i,

7 So. 7, 183, 7 L. R. A. 426.

59. In re District Attorney of U.

S., 7 Fed. Cas. No. 3925.

Minutes are filed when deposited

with the clerk along with the indict-

ment, though the clerk does not in-

dorse a certificate thereof on them.
State 7'. Briggs, 68 Iowa 416, 27 N.

W. 358.

60. Cannon v. People. 141 111. 270,

30 N. E. 1027 ; Franklin v. Com.,
105 Ky. 237, 48 S. W. 986; Hofler v.

State, 16 Ark. 534.

61. The imposition of a condi-

tion on such privilege, which, were
the defendant's right absolute, would
have been improper, is not error.

People 7'. Diamond, 72 App. Div.

281, 76 N. Y. Supp. 57.

The refusal of the court to compel
a public prosecutor to furnish pris-

oner's counsel the evidence before
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6. Use in Subsequent Proceedings.— A. Secrecy in General.

Grand jurors may testify as to the evidence admitted in their inves-

tigations ;"'' and so may the witnesses before them."^ The prose-

cuting attorney may testify as to evidence before the grand jury

the grand jury is not subject to re-

view upon writ of error. Eighmoy
V. People, 76 N. Y. 546.

The practice is to permit inspec-

tion only where there has been no
preliminary examination before the

committing magistrate. People v.

Proskey, 2:2 Misc. 367, 66 N. Y. Supp.

736. And see People v. Naughton,
38 How. Pr. (N. Y.) 430.

Where defendant has not had a

preliminary examination he should

be permitted to inspect the grand
jury's minutes though he shows no
extraordinary cause or necessity

therefor. People z'. Molineux, 27
Misc. 60, 57 N. Y. Supp. 936.

Where the defendant had no pre-

liminary examination in the magis-
trate's court, and though tried be-

fore the commissioner of police it

did not appear that the charges or

the witness were the same, he should

be given leave to inspect the minutes
of the grand jury which indicted him.

People V. Foody, 38 Misc. 357, 77 N.

Y. Supp. 943.

62. State v. Benner, 64 Me. 267.

State V. Wood, 53 N. H. 484, and
see Com. v. Green, 126 Pa. St. 531, 17

Atl. 878, 12 Am. St. Rep. 894; and
Com. V. McComb, 157 Pa. St. 611,

27 Atl. 794-

Contra. — State v. Fasset, 16 Conn.

457; State V. Logan, I Nev. 427.
" The oath of a grand juror that

he will keep secret the state's coun-
sel, his fellows', and his own, is in-

tended to protect the grand jury
from the interference of persons in-

terested in its action in finding bills

and to prevent the accused from
learning of the investigation of his

offense. But when these things have
been accomplished the entire purpose
of secrecy is effected, so that if at a

subsequent period it becomes neces-

sary to the attainment of justice and
the vindication of truth and right in

a judicial tribunal that the testimony
of a witness shall be inquired into

it may be done." Jones v. Turpin,

6 Heisk. (Tcnn.) 181. See also as
to the effect of a grand juror's oath,

State V. Broughton, 29 ISI. C. 96, 45
Am. Dec. 507; Hinshaw v. State, 147
Ind. 344, 47 N. E. 157.

In Fotheringham v. Adams Ex-
press Co., 34 Fed. 646. it was held,

following the decision of the Missouri
supreme court, that under the stat-

utes of that state a grand juror could

not testify in an action for malicious

prosecution concerning the testimony
given before the grand jury when
the indictment upon which the action

was based was found. In this case

it was held also that the statutes of a
state, construed by its courts to for-

bid a grand juror from disclosing the
evidence before the grand jury ex-
cept in certain cases, would be con-
formed to by the local United States
District Court as not merely estab-

lishing a rule of evidence, but as
declaratory of the public policy of

the state.

But in Hunter v. Randall, 69 Me.
183, the testimony of a witness be-
fore the grand jury was held admis-
sible in a subsequent action for ma-
licious prosecution.

A member of the grand jury which
found an indictment is a competent
witness on the trial to prove that a
certain person was not a witness be-
fore that body. Com. v. Hill,

II Cush. (Mass.) 137. Or that he
was. Rocco V. State, 27 Miss. 357.

This last decision is under statute.

A witness before the grand jury
cannot object that the secrecy of the

proceedings is violated by a mem-
ber's testifying as to what he swore
to. People V. Young, 31 Cal. 564;
State V. Broughton, 29 N. C. 96, 45
Am. Dec. 507; People v. Reggel, 8
Utah 21, 28 Pac. 935.

And see infra, " B. Use as Origi-

nal Evidence," and " C. For Pur-
poses of Impeachment."

63. People v. Naughton. 38 How.
Pr. (N. Y.) 430; Billingslca v. State,

85 Ala. 323, 5 So. 137.
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of which he has personal knowledg'e.*'* And the clerk of the grand
jury is also a competent witness.®^

The fact that testimony before the grand jury is not written has
been held a sufficient reason why it cannot be disclosed.*^" But
where a statute provides for the appointment of a clerk or a stenog-
rapher to preserve the evidence taken before the grand jury, the
effect is to alter the rule, and it may be examined.®^

B. Use as Original Evidence. — The admissions or confessions
of a defendant made before the grand jury are admissible as original

evidence against him.*'^ And grand jurors are competent witnesses
to prove that a witness before them committed perjury.^®

Contra. — State v. Fasset, i6 Conn.
457-

64. State v. Van Buskirk, 59 Ind.

384. See also Hunter v. Randall, 69
Me. 183.

Contra. — People v. Thompson, 122
Mich. 411, 81 N. W. 344. And he
may testify that an indictment was
returned without evidence. State v.

Grady, 84 Mo. 220.

65. State v. McPherson, 114 Iowa
396, 87 N. W. 421.

66. Territory v. Benoit, i Mart.
(La.) 142.

67. People v. Hyler, 2 Park.
Crim. (N. Y.) 570; People v. Van
Home, 8 Barb. (N. Y.) 158; In re

Gardiner, 31 Misc. 364, 64 N. Y.
Supp. 760.

68. United States v. Porter, 2
Cranch C. C. 60, 27 Fed.
Cas. No. 16,072; United States

V. Charles, 2 Cranch C. C.

76, 25 Fed. Cas. No. 14,786; Wis-
dom V. State, 42 Tex. Crim. 579, 61

S. W. 926; State V. Moran, 15 Or.
262, i4Pac. 419; Thomas z'. State, 35
Tex. Crim. 178, 32 S. W. 771; State
V. Broughton, 29 N. C. 96, 45 Am.
Dec. 507. See also Paris v. State, 35
Tex. Crim. 82, 31 S. W. 855.

Defendant's admissions before the
grand jury are admissible as original

evidence notwithstanding the implied
restrictions of a statute providing
that grand jurors may be required to

disclose the testimony of witnesses
for purposes of impeachment or on a
prosecution for perjury. Hinshaw
V. State, 147 Ind. 344, 47 N. E. 157;
United States v. Kirkwood, 5 Utah
123, 13 Pac. 234.

In Gutgesell v. State (Tex. Crim.),
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43 S. W. iot6, various statutes bear-

ing on the secrecy of the proceedings
of the grand jury were construed,

and it was held that testimony was
inadmissible in a criminal prosecu-
tion to show what defendant testified

to when examined as a witness be-

fore that body, he not being a wit-

ness on the trial.

The fact that the testimony of ac-

cused before the grand jury was re-

duced to writing will not exclude
parol evidence on the trial of his tes-

timony before that body. Grim-
singer V. State, 44 Tex. Crim. i, 69
S. W. 583; Hinshaw v. State, 147
Ind. 334, 47 N. E. 157-

In Higgins v. State, 157 Ind. 57,
60 N. E. 685. a stenographer's evi-

dence was admitted in a criminal
trial to show what the defendant tes-

tified to before the grand jury, al-

though the stenographer admitted
that he had no recollection of the de-
fendant's evidence aside from his

notes.

In Thompson v. State, 19 Tex.
App. 593, it was held that evidence
of statements made before the grand
jury by the defendant regarding in-

ducements made to him to secure a
confession was admissible only when
in the judgment of the court it be-
came material to the administration
of justice that it should be allowed.
In this case the court's refusal to per-
mit grand jurors to testify to such
statements was held proper.

See article, " Confessions."

69. Crocker v. State, Meigs
(Tenn.) 127; State v. Logan, i Nev.
427.

But in Tindle v. Nichols, 20 Mo.
326, it was held in an action for
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In Civil Actions. — So, in a civil action the admissions of a party
before the grand jury may be shown.''" While there can be but

little doubt that in those instances in which evidence given before

a grand jury constitutes in itself a cause of action, such action may
be shown. The cases on the subject are not satisfactory.''^

C. For Purposes of Impeachment. — A witness may be im-

peached by showing that he made statements before the grand
jury in conflict with his testimony at the trial.''-

slander in charging plaintiff's wife

with false testimony before a grand
jury, that grand jurors could not be

used as witnesses to show, in de-

fendant's behalf, the truth of the al-

leged slander. This holding was un-

der statutes specifying the instances

in which grand jurors might be re-

quired to disclose testimony given be-

fore them, and providing that they

should not do so except when law-

fully required.

70. Burnham v. Hatfield, 5
Blackf. (Ind.) 21; Kirk v. Garrett,

84 Md. 383, 35 Atl. 1089.

Contra. — Loveland v. Cooley, 59
Minn. 259, 61 N. W. 138.

In re Pinney's Will, 27 Minn. 280,

69 N. 'W. 791, 7 N. W. 144, on an is-

sue as to the mental capacity of a

testator, it was held that evidence

of what he had testified to before the

grand jury was properly excluded,

the court saying that the only cases

in wliich the testimony of a witness
might be disclosed were those speci-

fied in the statute.

The testimony of a married
woman, illegally elicited .before the

grand jury on a charge against her
husband, is not admissible against

her on a question of property. Wil-
son V. Hill, 13 N. J. Eq. 143.

71. In Sands z'. Robison, 12

Smed. & M. (Miss.) 704, 51 Am.
Dec. 132, the competency of grand
jurors to testify to the utterance of

slanderous words before them was
held discretionary with the court, it

being remarked that no oath of se-

crecy was required of them.
In Beam v. Link, 27 Mo. 261, which

was an action for malicious prosecu-
tion in which plaintiff alleged that

the defendant appeared before the

grand jury without probable cause,

causing plaintiff to be indicted for

perjury, it was held that no grand
juror could be permitted to testify

and disclose the name of any witness
who appeared before that body.

72. Indiana. — Burdick v. Hunt,
43 Ind. 381.

lozi'a. — State v. McPherson, 114
Iowa 492, 87 N. W. 421.

Maine. — State v. Benner, 64 Me.
267.

Maryland. — Kirk v. Garrett, 84
Md. 383, 35 Atl. 1089.

Massachusetts. — Com. v. Mead,
12 Gray 167, 71 Am. Dec. 741.

Missouri. — State v. Ragsdale, 59
Mo. App. 590.

Nczv Hampshire. — State v. Wood,
53 N. H. 484.

Pennsylvania. — Gordon i\ Com.,
92 Pa. St. 216, 2>7 Am. Rep. 672.

Tennessee. — Jones v. Turper, 6
Heisk. 18.

Texas. — Scott v. State, 23 Tex.
App. 521. 5 S. W. 142.

Virginia. — Little's Case, 25 Gratt.

921.

And under a statute, Dean v.

Com., 25 Ky. L. Rep. 1876, 78 S. W.
1112.

Contra. — Imlay v. Rogers, 7 N.

J. L. 347-

In Ruby v. State, 9 Tex. App. 353,
the proposition of the text was held
to be the common law rule, but a
statute prescribing the oath of grand
jurors was held to change the rule

and render the statements of wit-
nesses before the grand jury inad-
missible for purposes of impeach-
ment. But the same statute was
afterward construed in Clanton v.

State, 13 Tex. App. 139, and a con-
trary conclusion arrived at, Ruby z'.

State being expressly overruled.
To render a witness' testimony be-

fore the grand jury competent for

purposes of impeachment, his truth-

fulness on the particular matter must
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D. To Refresh Witness' Recollection. — The testimony of
a witness before the grand jury, which has been reduced to writing
and signed by him, may be used to refresh his recollection on the
trial."

have become an issue in the case.

Spangler v. State, 41 Tex. Crim. 424,

55 S. W. 326. And his contradictory
statements before the grand jury
must have related to the same matters
as to which he is to be examined.
Hines v. State, 27 Tex. Crim. 399,

39 S. W. 935.

A written statement of the wit-
ness' testimony is admissible to im-
peach him, although there is no law
requiring testimony before the grand
jury to be reduced to writing. Par-
ker V. State (Tex. Crim.), 65 S. W.
1066.

Where an effort is made to im-
peach a witness by proving that he
made contradictory statements be-

fore the grand jury, the practice is

the same as that to be followed when
it is sought to contradict him by
statements made anywhere else. The
witness must first be asked if he
made the statement at the time and
•place, and if he does not admit doing
so any person who heard the state-

ment may be called to prove it.

Looney v. People, 81 111. App. 370.

Where a witness has been im-
peached by showing contradictory

statements made out of court, his

testimony before the grand jury is

admissible in corroboration of his

evidence. Perkins v. State, 4 Ind.

222. See also Way v. Butterworth,
106 Mass. 75.

73. Billingslee v. State, 85 Ala.

323, 5 So. 137-

But the witness cannot be asked
to recur in his own mind to his testi-

mony before the grand jury. Com.
V. Phelps, II Gray (Mass.) 72.

Howard's Annot, Stat., § 9502, pro*

vides that grand jurors may be
required to testify as to whether
the testimony of a witness be-
fore them was inconsistent with
or different from his testimony
in court, etc. In a prosecution
for violating the local option

law, unwilling witnesses, prejudiced

against the prosecution, were asked
by the prosecutor about their testi-

mony before the grand jury. Held,
that it was competent to call their

attention to such previous testi-

mony for the purpose of refreshing

their memories and, if possible, elicit-

ing the truth. People v. O'Neill, 107
Mich. 556, 65 N. W. 540.

GRAND LARCENY.— See Larceny.

GRANTS.— See Deeds.
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I MODE OF PROOF.

1. In General.— Contracts of guaranty differ from other ordi-

nary simple contracts only in the nature of the evidence required to

establish their validity. And in other respects the same rules of

evidence apply to contracts of this character as apply to other ordi-

nary contracts.^ The statute of frauds (29 Car. 2, ch. 3, §4)
provides that " no action shall be brought whereby to charge the

defendant uix)n any special promise to answer for the debt, default,

or miscarriage of another person, unless the agreement upon which
such action shall be brought, or some memorandum or note thereof,

shall be in writing and signed by the party to be charged therewith."

This statute has been substantially copied into the statute law of the

several states,^ and no parol evidence will be allowed as a substitute

for the requirements of the statute.* The statute established a rule

of evidence.*

2. Guaranties Not Within the Statute of Frauds. — There is, how-
ever, one important instance in which the statute of frauds is held not

to apply to contracts of guaranty, which in such cases may be proved

by parol. The rule may be thus stated : Where the holder of a contract

of a third person transfers it to another upon a consideration moving
to himself, his guaranty thereof, made simultaneously with the trans-

fer and as a part of the transaction, is not within the statute of

frauds, and need not be evidenced by a written memorandum.'* The

1. Union Bank of Louisiana v.

Coster, 3 N. Y. 203, 53 Am. Dec. 280.

2. See the statutes of the several

states.

In Pennsylvania, the clause of the

statute of frauds requiring a written

memorandum to bind one to answer
for the debt of another was not

adopted until 1855, previous to which
contracts of guaranty might be

proved by parol. Jack v. Morrison,

48 Pa. St. 113. But as a precaution

against fraud, the courts required

that such parol evidence should be
clear and explicit, so that there

might be no room for suspicion, mis-
take, misapprehension, or any mis-

representation in the transaction.
' Petriken v. Baldy, 7 Watts & S.

(Pa.) 429. And every ambiguity in

the evidence was weighed in favor

of the defendant. Kellogg v. Stock-
ton, 29 Pa. St. 60.

The Iowa statute of frauds pro-

viding that no evidence of any con-

tract to answer for the debt, default

or miscarriage of another person
shall be competent, unless such stat-

ute is in writing, means the same as

the English statute which provides
that no action shall be brought on
such an agreement. Westheimer v.

Peacock, 2 Iowa 527.

3. Union Bank of Louisiana %:

Coster, 3 N. Y. 203, 53 Am. Dec. 280.

4. " It is too well established to

justify referring to authorities that

the statute of frauds relates only to

the form of evidence." Sheehy t:

FuUon, 38 Neb. 691, 57 N. W. 395,

41 Am. St. Rep. 767.

5. Georgia. — Mobile & G. R. Co.

V. Jones, 57 Ga. 198.

Indiana.— Beaty v. Grim, 18 Ind.

131-

Michigan. — Thomas z*. Dodge, 8

Mich. 50; Huntington v. Wellington,
12 Mich. 10.

Minnesota. — Wilson v. Hentges,
29 Minn. 102, 12 N. W. 151 ; Nichols

V. Allen, 22 Minn. 283.

Missouri. — Barker v. Scudder, 56
Mo. 272.

Nezv York. — Cardell v. McNici,
21 N. Y. 336; Johnson v. Gilbert, 4
Hill 178; Bruce v. Burr, 67 N. Y.

237-

North Carolina. — Ashford v. Rob-
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reason of this rule, as commonly given, is that the guarantor is in

effect paying his own debt by the transfer of the contract, the guar-

anty, therefore, being of an original and not a collateral character.®

inson, 30 N. C. 1 14; Rowland v.

Rorke, 49 N. C. 337.

Oregon. — Kiernan v. Kratz, 42
Or. 474, 69 Pac. 1027.

Pennsylvania. — Malone v. Keener,

44 Pa. St. 107.

Tennessee. — Hall v. Rodger s, 7
Humph. 536.

Vermont. — Fullam v. Adams, 37
Vt. 391.

Wisconsin. — Wyman v. Goodrich,
26 Wis. 21 ; Eagle ]\Iowing & Reap.
Mach. Co. V. Shattuck, 53 Wis.

455, 10 N. W. 690, 40 Am. Rep. 780.

Hence, the guaranty need not express

a consideration. Brown v. Curtiss, 2

N. Y. 225. And parol evidence may
be resorted to to show a new and
independent consideration, removing
the guaranty from the operation of

the statute. Tyler z\ Stevens, 11

Barb. (N. Y.) 485. And see Burt
z'. Plorner, 5 Barb. (N. Y.) 501.

But mere forbearance to the prin-

cipal debtor is not sufficient to re-

move the guaranty from the statute

of frauds. Caston v. AIoss, i Bail.

(S. C.) 14
In Crenshaw v. Jackson, 6 Ga. 509,

50 Am. Dec. 361, evidence that on
transferring notes payable to bearer,

the transferrer said that they were
good and the maker, though a poor
man, was perfectly good, and if he

were not, he (the transferrer) was
good, was admitted to prove a guar-

anty of the notes. The court said

that it was properly sent to the jury

for what it was worth.

In Hopkins v. Richardson, 9 Gratt.

(Va.) 485, it appeared that R. had
assigned the bond of G. to K., guar-
anteeing the same, to enable K. to

purchase goods on the credit of the

assignment and guaranty. K. pur-
chased goods of H., who instituted

action on the guaranty. Held, that

the guaranty was not within the

statute of frauds.

But in Dows v. Swett, 120 Mass.
322, it was held, in contravention of

the rule stated in the text, that an
oral guaranty of the notes of a third

Vol. VI

person transferred by a guarantor in

settlement of his own outstanding
due-bill was within the .statute. But
see Jones v. Palmer, i Doug. (Mich.)

379, where the rule of the text was
applied to such a case.

6. Barker v. Scudder, 56 Mo. 272;
Cardell v. McNiel, 21 N. Y. 336;
Johnson v. Gilbert, 4 Hill (N. Y.)
17S; Kiernan v. Kratz. 42 Or. 474,
69 Pac. 1027 ; Leonard v. Vreden-
burgh, 8 Johns. (N. Y.) 29, 5 Am.
Dec. 317 (see post, note 28) ; Ashford
V. Robinson, 30 N. C. 114; Wyman v.

Goodrich, 26 Wis. 21.

In Wilson v. Hentges, 29 Minn.
102, 12 N. W. 151, the court said:
" The reason assigned in some of the

cases is that a promise is not within

the statute where the leading or main
object of the promisor is to subserve
some purpose of his own and to bene-

fit himself. This has been often, and
we think very justly, criticised as

being too indefinite and elastic to be
adopted as a legal rule or test. Again,
other authorities (following the clas-

sification of Chancellor Kent in

Leonard v. Vredenburgh, 8 Johns. 29)
hold that such a guaranty is not

within the statute, because founded
on a new and original consideration

moving from the guarantee to the

guarantor, the idea being that ' any
new and independent consideration

of benefit to the promisor moving
between the newly-contracting par-

ties,' takes the case out of the stat-

ute. Notwithstanding the eminent
authority for this doctrine, yet, as

thus broadly stated, it is now very

generally criticised and disapproved,

as not furnishing a correct criterion

by which to determine whether or not

a case comes within the statute. Some
text-writers have suggested, as the

reason why a guaranty made under
such circumstances is not within the

statute, that it is a mere extension

of the terms of the warranty which
the law implies upon the sale of any
chattel or chose in action, and not a

contract created ah origine for the
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3. Admissibility of Parol Evidence. — A. In General. — The
contract of guaranty beinj; usually written, the common rule exclud-
ing parol evidence to vary or contradict a written instrument, or to

expound it, except in cases of a latent ambiguity, applies,^ rendered
more strict in such phases of its application by the requirement of
the statute of frauds.®

B. Matters Provable by Parol. — In cases of uncertainty or
ambiguity, the identity and amount of the obligation guaranteed,'

purpose specified in the statute of

frauds. Another reason often as-

signed is that such a guaranty is in

substance a promise to pay the guar-
antor's own debt, and therefore not
within the statute, though the debt
of a third person be incidentally

guaranteed. This provision of the

statute of frauds was never designed
to enable men to evade their own
obligations entered into solely for

their own benefit, but it was designed
to accomplish just what it says — viz.,

to prevent persons from being held

liable for the debts or defaults of

others upon mere verbal promises.

The reason for such a provision was
the temptation, through fraud and
perjury, to impose a bad debt upon
some other person of substance.

Hence a general principle running
through all the cases is that whenever
a person's promise is in effect to pay
his own debt, it is not within the

statute, although in form and inci-

dentally it guarantees the debt cf
another. Such a case is not within
either the spirit or the mischief of

the statute."

7. Klein v. Kern, 94 Tenn. 34, 28
S. W. 295 ; Tyler v. Waddingham,
58 Conn. 375, 20 Atl. 335, 8 L. R.

A. 657; Monroe v. Matthews, 48 Me.

555 ; Smith v. Montgomery, 2 Wils.

Civ. Cas. Ct. App. (Tex.) §427;
Union Bank of Louisiana r. Coster,

3 N. Y. 203, 53 Am. Dec. 280; Hutch-
inson V. Root, 2 App. Div. 584, 38
N. Y. Supp. 16.

8. Thus in Lazear v. Nat. Union
Bank, 52 Md. 78, 36 Am. Rep. 358,
the court said that the rule excluding
parol evidence where there was an
ambiguity in the language employed
in the written memorandum, or un-
certainty as to the subject-matter,
should be more readily enforced in

these cases falling within the pur-
view of the statute of frauds.

" In cases not within the statute of
frauds, the rule which excludes evi-

dence to vary, etc., a written instru-

ment, has been held with less strin-

gency, especially with regard to the

consideration." Brewster v. Silence,

8 N. Y. 207.

9. Lee V. Butler, 167 Mass. 426,

46 N. E. 52, 57 Am. St. Rep. 466;
Willis V. Ross, 77 Ind. i, 40 Am.
Rep. 279; Lynn Safe Deposit & Tr.
Co. V. Andrews, 180 Mass. 527, 62
N. E. 1061 ; Sanders v. Barlow, 21

Fed. 836; McDonald v. Fernald, 68
N. H. 171, 38 Atl. 729.

In Haskell v. Tukesbury, 92^ Me.
551, 43 Atl. 500, 69 Am. St. 'Rep.

529, parol evidence was admitted to

identify the subject-matter of a guar-
anty which read :

" Friend Geo.

:

Pop Dyer has been up to see me
about a bill that he owes your con-
cern. If they will give him time, I

will see that the bill is paid."

In Eckel V. Jones, 8 Pa. St. 501,
parol evidence was admitted to show
that a note drawn by A to the order
of B and indorsed by him to C
was the subject-matter of a written
guaranty of a note by A " payable

"

to C.

Where the principal is intrusted
with a general contract of guaranty
to use at his discretion, parol evi-

dence is admissible to show that he
delivered it to the guarantee as se-
curity for particular debts. Commer-
cial Bank of Albany v. Eddy, 7 Mete.
(Mass.) 181.

In Maryland a Stricter Rule
seems to obtain. Thus, in Deutsch
V. Bond, 46 Md. 164. parol evidence
was held inadmissible to show that
the subject-matter of a guaranty
reading, " We. the undersigned, take
pleasure in recommending S. to D.
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and whether it consists of a past or future indebtedness,^" may be
shown by parol evidence of the situation of the parties and the cir-

cumstances surrounding the transaction ; so also, the parties/^ the

We also severally agree to become
responsible for $350 to said D. to

be forthcoming in thirty days after

the final delivery of the work," was a

contract between S. and D. for the

publication of a book ; the purpose
of the evidence being to show the

consideration of the guaranty. So,

in Frank v. Miller, 38 Md. 450, parol

evidence was held inadmissible to

show the subject-matter of a guar-
anty reading, "If you will make it

4 notes, 3, 6, 9, and 12, I will settle

them; 2 notes due;" the court saying

that the statute of frauds required the

contract to be in writing, and it could

not be partly in writing and partly in

parol.

Where the written guaranty itself

defines its subject-matter by a recital,

parol evidence of the subject-matter

is inadmissible. Hall v. Rand, 8
Conn. 560.

10. Standley v. Miles, 36 Miss.

434-
Thus, parol evidence is admissible

to show whether the term " advance "

relates to past or future advances.
Haigh V. Brooks, 10 Ad. & E. 309,

37 E. C. L. 108; Goldshede v. Swan,
I Ex. 154.

And to show whether the term
" account " relates to an existing or
future obligation. Waldheim v.

Miller (Wis.), 72 N. W. 869; Wal-
rath v. Thompson, 4 Hill (N. Y.)
200.

In Hall V. Soule, 11 Mich. 494,
parol evidence was held inadmissible

to show that a letter reading, " And
now I hardly know what to say to

you. I think, on the whole, that you
will have to rely on my pledge al-

ready made, that as soon and fast

as I can, I will see that five hundred
dollars of the demand you hold
against Harry is paid ; beyond that,

I do not think myself under obliga-

tion," was, in fact, a memorandum of
a guaranty of future advances.

In an action on a guaranty of pay-
ment for goods " delivered from
time to time " to the principal, pro-

viding that it should be a continuing

Vol. VT

guaranty, it is proper to reject evi-

dence of an agreement between the

principal and the guarantee, of which
the guarantor was ignorant, that the

guaranty should stand for past in-

debtedness. Pritchett v. Wilson, 39
Pa. St. 421.

11. Identity of Guarantor .In

Small V. Elliott, 12 S. D. 570, 82 N.
W. 92, 76 Am. St. Rep. 630, parol

evidence was admitted to show that

the letters " Pt." following a signa-

ture to guaranty were intended to

show that the signer affixed his sig-

nature in the capacity of a president
of a bank.

In Aaronson v. David Mayer
Brew. Co., 26 Misc. 655, 56
N. Y. Supp. 387, parol evi-

dence seems to have been re-

ceived to show that a written
guaranty signed by the defendant
corporation, but containing within the

body of it the name of David Mayer
as an individual, as guarantor, was
in fact the contract of the corpora-
tion.

But in First Nat. Bank of Sturgis
v. Bennett, 33 I\Iich. 520, parol evi-

dence was held inadmissible to show
that a contract of guaranty signed by
the president of a bank, but on its

face importing only his individual ob-
ligation, was, in fact, the contract
of the bank, such proof being a vio-

lation of the statute of frauds.

Identity of Principal. — In Has-
kell r. Tukesbury, 92 Me. 551, 43 Atl.

500, 69 Am. St. Rep. 529, parol evi-

dence was admitted to identify the

principal debtor, referred to in the

written memorandum of guaranty as
" Pop Dyer." See also Eichhold v.

Tiffany, 21 Misc. 627, 48 N. Y. Supp.
70.

Identity of Guarantee Notwith-
standing the statute of frauds, the

surrounding circumstances may be
looked to to ascertain who are the

guarantees. McDonald z'. Fernald,

68 N. H. 171, 38 Atl. 729; Thomas
v. Dodge, 8 Mich. 50; Watson v.

McLaren. 19 Wend. (N. Y.) 557;
Haskell v. Tukesbury, 92 Me. 551,
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time of execu'tion^^ and the consideration." But parol evidence

cannot be resorted to, to incoqwrate conditions or limitations affect-

43 Atl. 500, 69 Am. St. Rep. 529.

Co>i/ra. — Hoffman v. LaRue, 3 N. J.

L. 259-

In Jones v. Dow, 142 Mass. 130,

7 N. E. 839, the action was upon a

guaranty indorsed on a note by the

directors of a corporation under

whose authority the treasurer of the

company had executed the note pay-

able to his own order, the purpose

being to raise funds for the com-
pany. It was objected that the guar-

anty was insufficient under the statute

of frauds, because it did not contain

the name of the plaintiff. The court

held that the guaranty was made to

the first holder for value, which, in

this instance, was the plaintiff, and
that the memorandum was sufficient,

saying: "It is true that in order to

satisfy the statute of frauds it is

necessary that the memorandum
should show who are the parties to

the contract, but it is sufficient if this

appears by description instead of by
name; and if the promisor or prom-
isee is described instead of named,
parol evidence is admissible to apply

the description and identify the per-

son who is meant by it." It also held

that evidence of the circumstances
under which the plaintiff took the

note was competent to identify him
as the first holder for value and the

promisee in the guaranty.

In Michigan State Bank v. Peck,

28 Vt. 200, 65 Am. Dec. 234. parol

evidence was admitted to show that

a guaranty addressed to "T., Presi-

dent," was in fact intended for the

bank of which T. was president, as

guarantee.

In Wadsworth v. Allen. 8 Gratt.

(Va.) 174, 56 Am. Dec. 137, parol

evidence was admitted to show that

a guaranty addressed to W. & W.
was really intended for W., W. &
Co., W. & W. being partners in that

firm and not engaged in business on
their own account. See also Drum-
mond 7'. Prestman, 12 Wheat. (U.
S.) 516.

In Hedges z: Bowcn, 9:;^ 111. 161,

parol proof was admitted to show
that a guaranty of the liabilities of an
insurance company, not running to

any person in particular, was in-

tended merely to secure another

company which assumed the business

of the first, and was not intended to

secure a policy-holder. In this case

the court said that the instrument

w-as manifestly intended to indemnify

somebody, but it failed to state whom,

and in such case it was, perhaps, ad-

missible to resort to extrinsic evi-

dence, even parol, to learn who the

persons were who were to be indem-

nified; and that if the paper was to

have any effect whatever it must be

by the force of extrinsic evidence.

But in Marston v. French, 43 N. Y.

St. 538. 17 N. Y. Supp. 509, a mem-
orandum which failed to disclose the

guarantee, but left it in doubt

whether it was the obligation of the

party of the first part or of the party

of the second part to certain con-

tracts, which were secured, was held

sufficient evidence of a guaranty.

Burden of Proof, .see post, " II.

Presumptions and Burden of Proof.

4. Title of Guarantee," and note 53-

12. The date of a written memo-
randum of guaranty, where omitted

or incorrectly given, may be proved

by parol without contravening the

statute of frauds. Hewes v. Taylor,

70 Pa. St. 387; Wilson Sewing Ma-
chine Co. 7'. Schnell, 20 Minn. 40;

Draper r. Snow. 20 N. Y. 331, 75

Am. Dec. 408; Ordeman v. Lawson,

49 Md. 135-

Presumption as to time of execu-

tion of indorsed guaranty, see post,

notes 48 and 49.

13. Jones v. Dow, 142 Mass. 130,

7 N. E. 839.

In Southard v. Bryant, 26 Neb. 253,

41 N. W. 1009, parol evidence was ad-

mitted to show that a written promise
" to release and defend B. on a cer-

tain mortgage held by S. against said

B.'s team of horses in case of said S.

to ever collect said mortgage," was

made as a part of an executory agree-

ment of separation between B. and

his wife and in consideration of B.'s

ceasing to molest her. which he had

refused to do. the court saying: "In
an action between the original parties

to an agreement, the consideration

may be inquired into."

Vol. VI
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ing the guarantor's liability, and which do not appear in the written

memorandum. ^^ Whether oral evidence is receivable to fix the

In Taylor v. Wightman, 51 Iowa

411, the court held that parol evi-

dence was admissible to show the

consideration for a written guaranty

other than the nominal consideration

of one dollar mentioned therein.

Parol evidence is admissible to

show the actual consideration for a

written guaranty, not within the

statute of frauds, though the guar-

anty recites, " for value received
;"

such evidence not varying the writ-

ten contract. Jones v. Palmer, i

Doug. (Mich.) 379.

In Burt V. Horner, 5 Barb. (N. Y.)

501, the court said, concerning a writ-

ten guaranty, not within the statute

of frauds, that it could be supported

by parol evidence of a consideration

consistent with the written agreement,

though the writing itself disclosed no
consideration.

In Tyler v. Stevens, 11 Barb. (N.

Y.) 485, the court said that parol

evidence was admissible to show a

new and distinct consideration for the

guaranty of an existing indebtedness

whereby the contract was removed
from the statute of frauds, following,

in this instance, the case of Leonard
V. Vredenburgh, 8 Johns. (N. Y.)

29, 5 Am. Dec. 317, though it added
that if the question was an open one,

it would hesitate before submitting to

the doctrine which it regarded as a

violation of the rule excluding parol

evidence to vary an unambiguous
written contract.

For a discussion of the effect of

the statute of frauds on parol proof

of the consideration, see post, "
4.

Sufficiency of Memorandum Required
by Statute of Frauds. C. Expres-
sion of Consideration," and notes 26-

42.

14. Hakes v. Hotchkiss, 23 Vt.

231 ; Neil v. Board of Trustees, 31

Ohio St. 15; Jones v. Albee, 70 111.

34; Watson V. Hurt, 6 Gratt. (Va.)

633; Squier v. Evans, 127 Mo. 514,

30 S. W. 143.

Parol evidence that it was a con-

dition of a written guaranty that the

guarantee was to bring suit on the

Vol. VI

obligation secured is inadmissible.

Nixon V. Long, 33 N. C. 428.

In McKee v. Needles (Iowa), 98

N. W. 618, parol evidence was held

inadmissible to show that the guar-

anty of a board bill, to be paid on

the publication of a special edition of

the guarantor's newspaper, was in-

tended to be satisfied out of the prin-

cipal's share of the proceeds of such

edition.

In Jones v. Hoyt, 25 Conn. 374,

parol evidence was held inadmissible

to show that a guaranty of freight

indorsed on a bill of lading was in-

tended to prevent a sale of the ship-

ment for the transportation charges.

The court said that the bill of lading

in providing that the freight should

be payable before delivery clearly

implied that payment was a condition

upon which the goods were to be de-

livered ; and that the evidence offered

was an attempt to vary this provision

by parol, in violation of the rule ex-

cluding parol evidence when offered

to vary a written contract.

In Allen v. Rundle, 50 Conn. 9,

47 Am. Rep. 599, parol evidence of

an agreement contemporaneous with

a written guaranty of the collecti-

bility of a note, by which the

guarantors were to become principal

debtors and the maker of the note be

relieved from liability, was held in-

admissible as varying the terms of

the guaranty, even though it was
offered, not to affect the construc-

tion of the guaranty, but merely to ex-

cuse the guarantee's want of dili-

gence in pursuing the maker of the

note.

But in Clark z'. Merriam, 25 Conn.

576, parol evidence was received to

show that the blank indorsement of

a note payable in one day from date,

importing prima facie a guaranty of

collectibility when due, was really in-

tended to guarantee collectibility for

a reasonable time. And in Swisher
V. Deering, 204 111. 203. 68 N. E.

517, a letter of the guarantor's ex-

pressing his readiness to pay the

debt was admitted in aid of the in-

terpretation of a waiver in the

guaranty of notice of its acceptance.
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character of the guaranty as a limited or continuing one depends
on whether or not its provisions are ambiguous in that particular.^'

C. Limitations on the Introduction of Parol. — But this rule

cannot, of course, be pressed to the extent of admitting parol evi-'

dence to transform into a guaranty a writing which on its face does
not imi)ort such an obligation.^*

15. Arkansas. — West-Winfree
Tobacco Co. v. Waller, 66 Ark. 445,
51 S. W. 320.

Connecticut. — Indiana Bicycle Co.
V. Tutllc, 74 Conn. 489, 51 Atl. 538;
Hotchkiss v. Barnes, 34 Conn. 27^ 91
Am. Dec. 713; Hall v. Rand, 8 Conn.
560.

Massachusetts. — Boston & Sand-
wich Glass Co. V. Moore, 119 Mass.

435-

AVw York. — McShane Co. i'.

Padian, 142 N. Y. 207, 36 N. E. 880;
White's Bank v. Myles, 73 N. Y. 335,
29 Am. Rep. 157.

Texas. — Gardner v. Watson, 76
Tex. 25, 13 S. W. 39.

In Hamill v. Woods, 94 Iowa 246,

62 N. W. 735, it was held that a

guarantor to be personally responsible

for goods advanced to the principal,
" and I will see the same is paid as

if it was my own debt," might be

shown by parol evidence not to have
been a continuing guaranty, the court

saying :

" It is a generally recognized

rule that, when the language of a

guaranty is not so clear as to indicate

its meaning conclusively, parol evi-

dence is admissible to show the cir-

cumstances under which it was exe-

cuted, that it may be construed in the

light of all material facts, to the end
that the intent of the parties to it

may prevail."

In Schneider-Davis Co. v. Hart,

23 Tex. Civ. App. 529, 57 S. W. 903,

parol evidence was held inadmissible

to show that a guaranty for " a line

of credit " was not intended by the

parties to be a continuing one, the

court saying, however, that evidence
to explain the meaning of that ex-
pression might be received.

From expressions in a few cases it

might be inferred that parol evidence
to show whether a guaranty was lim-

ited or continuing might be received
without much reference to the exist-

ence of an ambiguity in a written
memorandum. Thus, in Crist v.

18

Burlingame, 62 Barb. (N. Y.) 351,

the court said :
" There is another

rule, partly of evidence and partly

of construction, which applies to this

class of contracts as well as to others,

and that is, that in order to arrive

at the intention of the parties, the cir-

cumstances under which, and the

purposes for which, the contract was
made may be proved and must be

kept in view in its construction."

The question at issue in this case was
whether a guaranty was a continuing
one.

So in Schwartz v. Hyman, 107 N.
Y. 562, 14 N. E. 447, the court said

that the construction of a guaranty
claimed to be a continuing one must
always be largely influenced by the

precise language used, viewed in the
light of the circumstances attending
its execution.

And in Michigan State Bank t*.

Peck, 28 Vt. 200, 65 Am. Dec. 234,
the subsequent conduct of the parties

was admitted to show that a guaranty
was a continuing one, though the
court said that the terms of the
guaranty would naturally incline it

to regard it as a single guaranty for

a particular sum.
16. Eckman v. Brash, 20 Fla. 763

;

Eaton z\ Mayo, 118 Mass. 141 ; Clarke
V. Russel. 3 Dall. (U. S.) 415.

In O'Harra v. Hall, 4 Dall.

(U. S.) 340, parol evidence to

show that a written assignment,
general in its terms, was in-

tended as a guaranty, was excluded,
the objection being that it varied the

written instrument. But see contra,

Overton z'. Tracey, 14 Serg. & R.

(Pa.) 311.

To determine whether a transac-
tion is a parol guaranty or an original

promise, the language is to be con-
strued in the light of the acts of the

parties and the surrounding circum-
stances. Cowdin V. Gottgetren, 55 N.
Y. 650.

So in Wichita University r.

Schweiter, 50 Kan. 672, 32 Pac. 352,

Vol. VI
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Blank Indorsement of Principal Obligation. — The weight of authority

is, however, that a l)lank indorsement of the principal obUgation may
sufficiently evidence a contract of guaranty w^ithin the statute of

frauds, and be shown by parol to constitute such a contract.^'^

4. Sufficiency of Memorandum Required by Statute of Frauds.

A. In General. — Closely connected with the question of the

admissibility of parol evidence is that of the sufficiency of the writ-

ten evidence which the statute of frauds demands ; for where this

may be supplemented by parol its sufficiency is assured.

While the memorandum must be in writing, a telegraphic dispatch

where certain persons had signed an
instrument reciting that whereas
divers individuals had undertaken to

subscribe a certain sum to a building
fund for a college, they, the under-
signed, bound themselves that the

full sum should be paid at the time
and in the manner mentioned, it was
held that it was competent for the

signers, when sued on the writing, to

show by parol that the instrument
was a guaranty of the subscriptions

mentioned therein.

Parol Evidence to Show That the

Letters " 0. K." indorsed on a princi-

pal obligation, and followed by a sig-

nature, were intended to constitute a

guaranty, has been held inadmissible

in Salomon v. AIcRae, 9 Colo. App.

23, 47 Pac. 409. To the same effect,

Moore v. Eisaman, 201 Pa. St. 190, 50

Atl. 982, in which parol evidence that

such letters were understood by the

parties to constitute a contract of

guaranty was likewise rejected as

violating the statute of frauds,

though in this case the court said

that it had been shown that such
was their significance in trade circles

that evidence would have sustained

the guaranty. Contra. — Penn To-
bacco Co. V. Leman, 109 Ga. 428, 34
S. E. 679.

17. Connecticut. — Beckwith v.

Angel, 6 Conn. 315.

Illinois.— Underwood v. Hossack,
38 111. 208; Featherstone v. Hendrick,

59 111. App. 497.

Kansas. — Fuller v. Scott, 8 Kan.

Massachusetts. — Tenney v. Prince,

4 Pick. 385, 16 Am. Dec. 347; Ulen
V. Kittredge, 7 Mass. 233.

Minnesota. — Peterson v. Russell,

62 Minn. 220, 64 N. W. 555, 54 Am.
St. Rep. 634, 29 L. R. A. 612.
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Virginia. — Hopkins v. Richard-

son, 9 Gratt. 485.

Contra. — Schafer v. Farmers &
Mechanics Bank, 59 Pa. St. 144, 98
Am. Dec. z^i', Jack v. Morrison, 48
Pa. St. 113; Wilson v. Martin, 74
Pa. St. 159; Hauer v. Patterson, 84
Pa. St. 274; Temple v. Baker, 125

Pa. St. 634, 17 Atl. 516, II Am. Sf.

Rep. 926, 3 L. R. A. 709.

In Perkins v. Catlin, 11 Conn. 213,

29 Am. Dec. 282, parol evidence was
held admissible to show that a blank
indorsement on a note was intended

to evidence a contract of guaranty,

as against the objection that it

amounted to receiving such evidence

to vary a written contract. The fur-

ther objection that the reception of

such evidence infringed the statute

of frauds requiring a contract of

guaranty to be in writing was like-

wise held untenable, the court saying

that the contention had no founda-
tion in principle and was not sup-

ported by any precedent which it

could find ; that the indorsement
being in writing and in blank, was of

itself an authority to write over it

the agreement it was designed to ex-
press, and that it constituted in it-

self a memorandum of the contract
signed by the party to be charged".

It also said that if the objection
should be sustained the statute would
be an insuperable bar in every case of
blank indorsement, to the proof of a
limited contract. See also on this

latter point. Castle v. Candee, 16

Conn. 223.

But in Pennsylvania, evidence to

show that an indorsement on a

promissory note was a guaranty
thereof must itself be sufficient to

constitute a memorandum under the

statute of frauds, in which case it

may be admitted. Eilbert v. Fink-
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is sufficient.^* The memorandum must contain the promise ;^® but

it need not be made contemporaneously with the guaranty since the

writing is only required to make valid proof of the contract j^" nor

need it be delivered to the guarantee.^^

B. Memorandum Consisting oi' Detached Papers.— It is the

established rule that the memorandum need not consist of a single

paper, but that the statute is satisfied by several papers having refer-

ence to each other, showing they were parts of the same transaction.^^

And parol evidence is not, in general, admissible to establish thk
connection,^^ though the rule excluding it is not absolute.^*

beiner, 68 Pa. St. 243, 8 Am. Rep.
176.

In Hodgkins v. Bond, i N. H. 284,

however, the blank indorsement on
a note by a stranger thereto after its

delivery was held insufficient as a

memorandum of guaranty under the
statute of frauds, and it was also

held that the matter was not helped
by the writing of a memorandum
above such signature by the holder
of the note, the court saying :

" When
an agent has been authorized to write
over the signature of the principal

a contract already made, it is not
enough to prove the signature of the
principal and the authority of the

agent to write a contract over it.

This does not make the writing evi-

dence of the contract, unless the con-
tract is to be presumed to be anything
the agent pleases to write. It would
still be necessary to show that the

agent had pursued his authority; and
this could be done only by showing
what the contract was, and compar-
ing it with the writing. And when
it was proved that the writing con-
tained the real contact, this would
not make the writing itself evidence
of the contract. The proof of the

contract would still rest altogether

upon the evidence introduced to

show that the writing was true."

So also Culbertson v. Smith, 52
Md. 628, 36 Am. Rep. 384.

In Minnesota it is held that while
a blank indorsement on a note by a
stranger thereto is not a sufficient

memorandum of a guaranty under
the statute of frauds, yet, when the

holder of the note writes above the
signature a contract of guaranty, it

thereupon becomes an adequate
memorandum. Moor v. Folsom, 14
Minn. 340; Peterson ?'. Russell, 62
Minn. 220, 64 N. W. 555. Blank in-

dorsement as expressing considera-

tion, see post, "4. Sufficieny of
Memorandum Required by Statute of

Frauds. C. Expression of Con-
sideration, e. Indorsed or Sub-
joined Guaranty," and notes 36-38.

18. Smith V. Easton, 54 Md. 138,

39 Am. Rep. 355.

19. Marston v. French, 43 N. Y.
St. 538, 17 N. Y. Supp. 509.

20. Ward v. Hasbrouck, 44 App.
Div. 32, 60 N. Y. Supp. 391.

21. Ward v. Hasbrouck, 44 App.
Div. 32, 60 N. Y. Supp. 391.

22. Alabama. — Strouse v. Elting,

no Ala. 132, 20 So. 123.

Massachusetts. — Lee v. Butler, 167
Mass. 426, 46 N. E. 52, 57 Am. St.

Rep. 466.

Minnesota. — Highland v. Dresser,

35 Minn. 345, 29 N. W. 55.

New Hampsliire. — Simons 7>.

Steele, 36 N. H. 73.

New York.— Barney v. Forbes,
118 N. Y. 580, 27, N. E. 890; Marston
V. French, 43 N. Y. St. 538, 17 N. Y.
Supp. 509; Hanford v. Rogers, il

Barb. 18; Ward v. Hasbrouck, 44
App. Div. 22, 60 N. Y. Supp. 391.
South Carolina. — Lccat v. Table,

3 McCord 158. As to resorting to

principal obligation to ascertain con-
sideration of guaranty, see post notes
36 to 38, inclusive.

23. Dcutsch V. Bond, 46 :^Id. 164;
Ordeman v. Lawson, 49 Md. 135;
Frank v. Miller, 38 Md. 450; Eck-
man v. Brash, 20 Fla. 763.

When the relation between the
papers is apparent by intrinsic refer-

ence, parol evidence is receivable to

identify the paper referred to. Mars-
ton V. French, 43 N. Y. St. 538, 17
N. Y. Supp. 509.

24. In Strouse v. Elting, no Ala.

132, 20 S. W. 123, the court said:

Vol. VI
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In analocry to this rule, it has been also held that written evidence

is not admissible to add to or interpret a guaranty, unless made a

part thereof by intrinsic reference.'^

C. Expression of Consideration. — a. In General.— Among
the features of the contract, the necessity of the incorporation of

which in the memorandum has been determined, the chief and most
vexatious is the consideration.

It was early held in England that in view of the statute's

requiring a note or memorandum of the " agreement " the con-

sideration must appear ;'" and this has become the settled law

" The general rule is that it is not
competent to connect several papers

by parol, but the several instruments

must be connected by references con-

tained in the papers themselves. The
rule is not absolute." It was ac-

cordingly held in this case that parol

evidence might be received to con-
nect correspondence between the
parties with the memorandum of

guaranty, so as to exhibit the con-
sideration for the latter.

In Lee v. Butler, 167 Mass. 426, 46
N. E. 52, 57 Am. St. Rep. 466, the
court said that it was well settled

that parol evidence might be intro-

duced to show the connection of dif-

ferent writings, constituting a memo-
randum, with one another.

In Union Bank of Louisiana v.

Coster,» 3 N. Y. 203, 53 Am. Dec.
280, parol evidence was said to be
admissible to connect a written con-
tract of guaranty with the principal

contract, also in writing.

In Barney v. Forbes, 118 N. Y. 580,

23 N. E. 890, parol evidence was held
admissible to show that two letters,

one from a principal debtor to his
creditor promising to make payments
out of his salary received from a cer-
tain firm, and the other a letter from
a member of the firm guaranteeing
such payments, were inclosed in one
envelope and sent by the writers to

the creditor; the purpose being to
gather from the two instruments the
consideration for the guaranty.

25. In Bell v. Bruen, i How. (U.
S.) 169, it was said that under the
statute of frauds a letter of guaranty
could not be added to by written evi-

dence, if not signed by the guarantor,
unless the written evidence was by
a reference in the letter adopted as

part of it. It was held, however,
that a guaranty reading " Our mutual
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friend, T., has informed me that he

has a credit given by you in his

favor with A.," sufficiently referred to

letters of the friend to the guarantee,

and to A., to permit of their being
read in evidence.

In Looney v. Le Geirse, 2 Wils.

Civ. Cas., Ct. of App., (Tex.) §531,
the court held parol evidence admis-
sible to connect sheets of paper con-

secutively numbered, inclosed in a

single envelope, and mailed to the

alleged guarantee, so as to show that

the fifth paper containing a guaranty
in these words, " I will be responsi-

ble for the amount bought by my
brother," had actual reference to an
order for goods contained in the

other papers, the court saying:
' When an ambiguity arises which
the contract itself does not explain,

parol evidence is admissible to aid in

its construction;" and that in the

case at bar the guaranty by its terms
would cover any purchase made of

the guarantee by the principal at any
time and to any amount, and that

the subject-matter could only be as-

certained by the evidence in question.

Where a letter of guaranty begins

by saying that the guarantor has be-

fore him a letter addressed to the

principal by the prospective guaran-
tee, whatever letter or letters were
so addressed on the subject and
shown to the guarantor are compe-
tent in evidence as tending to prove
the contract between the parties;

and even if they were not shown to

the guarantor, but their contents

communicated to him, that would be
sufficient. Nelson Mfg. Co. v.

Shreve, 94 Mo. App. 518, 68 S. W.

26. In the leading and famous
case of Wain v. Warlters, 5 East
(Eng.) 10, the syllabus reads: "No
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of certain of the states by judicial adoption of the construction

given the English statute,-^ and in others by express statutory

person can, by the statute of frauds,

be charged upon any promise to pay
the debt of another, unless the

agreement upon which the action is

brought, or some note or memoran-
dum thereof, be in Zi'viting: Iiy which
word agreement must be understood
the consideration for the promise as

well as the promise itself. And
therefore, where one promised in

writing to pay the debt of a third

person, without stating on what con-

sideration, it was holden that parol

evidence of the consideration was in-

admissible by the statute of frauds;
and consequently such promise ap-
pearing to be without consideration
upon the face of the written engage-
ment, it was nuduvi pactum and gave
no cause of action."

" By the 4th section of the statute

of frauds, an agreement to pay the

debt of another must, in order to give
a cause of action, be in writing, and
must contain the consideration for

the promise, as well as the promise
itself, and parol evidence of the con-
sideration is inadmissible." Saunders
V. Wakefield, 4 B. & A. 595, 6 E. C.

L. 531-

27. Maryland. — Sloan v. Wilson,
4 Harr. & J. 322, 7 Am. Dec. 672;
Elliott V. Giese, 7 Har. & J. 457;
Culbertson v. Smith. 52 Md. 628, 36
Am. Rep. 384; Nabb v. Koontz, 17
Md. 283; Ordeman v. Lawson, 49
Md. 135; Deutsch v. Bond, 46 Md.
164; Hutton V. Padgett. 26 Md. 228.

Nezi' Jersey. — Buckley v. Beards-
lee, s N. J. L. 570, 8 Am. Dec. 620;
Ashcroft V. Clark, 5 N. J. L. 577.

In Georgia the English doctrine

was early followed in the case of

Henderson z'. Johnson, 6 Ga. 390.

But in Plargroves f. Cooke, 15 Ga.

321, the propriety of the former de-

cision was doubted, though it was
held that the consideration must not

be left to mere conjecture from the

instrument. The matter was finally

settled by statute (Pamphlet Acts,

1851-2, §243), providing that the

consideration need not be expressed
in writing. . See Sorrcll v. Jackson,

30 Ga. 901; Black v. McBain, 32 Ga.

128.

In New York the English rule

was also followed, though in its more
liberal aspect. In the leading case of

Leonard v. Vredenburgh, 8 Johns.

(N. Y.) 29, 5 Am. Dec. 317. Chief

Justice Kent said :
" There are, then,

three distinct classes of cases on this

subject, which require to be discrimi-

nated : (i.) Cases in which the

guaranty or promise is collateral to

the principal contract, but is made at

the same time, and becomes an es-

sential ground of the credit given to

the principal or direct debtor. Here,

as we have already seen, is not, nor
need be, any other consideration than

that moving between the creditor and
original debtor. (2.) Cases in which
the collateral undertaking is subse-

quent to the creation of the debt and
was not the inducement to it, though
the subsisting liability is the ground
^of the promise, without any distinct

and unconnected inducement. Here
must be some further consideration

shown, having an immediate respect

to such liability, for the consideration

for the original debt will not attach

to this subsequent promise. The
cases of Fish v. Hutchinson (2 Wils.

94), of Chater v. Beckett (7 Term
Rep. 201), and of Wain v. Warlters

(S East 10), are samples of this class

of cases. (3.) A third class of cases,

and to which I have already alluded,

is when the promise to pay the debt

of another arises out of some new
and original consideration of benefit

or harm moving between the

newly contracting parties. The
first two classes of cases are

within the statute of frauds,

but the last is not. The case before

us belongs to the first class; and if

there was no consideration other than
the original transaction, the plaintiff

ought to have been permitted to show
the fact, if necessary, by parol proof;

and the decision in Wain r. Warlters
did not stand in the way."

In 1830 a provision was incorpo-
rated in the New York statute re-

quiring the consideration to be ex-
pressed, and this remained until 1863,

when, in re-enacting the statute, it

was omitted. But, notwithstanding
this omission, it is settled that the

Vol. VI
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enactment.-® But the holding gave rise to dissatisfaction,^^ and the

more general and better rule is that in the absence of express

statutory requirement, parol evidence of the consideration of the

guaranty, not repugnant to the terms of the memorandum, may be

received ; and hence the consideration need not be disclosed in the

writing in order to satisfy the statute of frauds.^"

English rule is still in force, and the

memorandum must disclose the con-
sideration, either expressly or by
implication. Union Nat. Bank v.

Leary, 77 App. Div. 332, ^9 N. Y.

Supp. 217; Castle V. Beardsley, 10

Hun (N. Y.) 343; Marston v.

French, 43 N. Y. St. 538, 17 N. Y.
Supp. 509; Brumm v. Gilbert, 27
Misc. 421, 59 N. Y. Supp. 237.

Contra. — Speyers z'. Lambert, 27
How. Pr. (N. Y.) 315-

28. Such statutory provision exists

in Alabama, California, Minnesota,
Montana, Nevada and Wisconsin, and
existed in New York between 1830
and 1863. Under this provision

parol evidence of the consideration

has been rigorously excluded. Brew-
ster V. Silence, 8 N. Y. 207; Rigby
V. Norwood, 34 Ala. 129; Taylor v.

Pratt, 3 Wis. 674.

In White v. White, 107 Ala. 417,

18 So. 3, it was said that where the

statute requires not only that guaran-
ties shall be in writing, but that the

writing shall express the considera-

tion, the failure to express a valuable

consideration is as fatal to the bind-

ing force of the contract as would be
the failure to reduce it to writing.

But in O'Bannon v. Chumasero, 3
Mont. 419, parol evidence of the

situation of the parties seems to have
been considered in determining
whether a memorandum of a guar-
anty sufficiently expressed the con-
sideration as required by the Mon-
tana statute of frauds.

29. The law has now been
changed in England, by the third sec-

tion of the Mercantile Law Amend-
ment Act, 1856 (19 & 20 Vict. c. 97),
providing that " no special promise to

be made by any person after the

passing of this act, to answer for the

debt, default or miscarriage of an-

other person, being in writing, and
signeo by the party to be charged
therewith, or some other person by
him thereunto lawfully authorized,
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shall be deemed invalid to support

an action, suit or other proceeding

to charge the person by whom such

promise shall have been made, by
reason only that the consideration

for such promise does not appear in

writing or by necessary inference

from a written document." See
Houghton V. Ely, 26 Wis. 181, 7 Am.
Rep. 52.

30. United States. — Dunlap v.

Hopkins, 95 Fed. 231.

Conneeticut. — Sage v. Wilcox, 6

Conn. 81.

Maine. — Levy v. Merrill, 4 Me.
180; King 7'. Upton, 4 Me. 387, 16

Am. Dec. 266; Gilligan v. Boardman,
29 Me. 79.

Massachusetts. — Lent v. Padel-
ford, 10 Mass. 230, 6 Am. Dec. 119;
Packard v. Richardson, 17 Mass. 122,

9 Am. Dec. 123.

Nezv Hampshire.— Brown v.

Fowler, 70 N. H. 634, 47 Atl. 412.

North Carolina. — Ashford v. Rob-
inson, 30 N. C. 114; Nichols V. Bell,

46 N. C. 32; Green v. Thornton, 49
N. C. 230.

Ohio. — Reed v. Evans, 17 Ohio,
128.

Pennsylvania.— Shively v. Black,

45 Pa. St. 345; Moore v. Eisaman,
201 Pa. St. 190, 50 Atl. 982.

South Carolina. — Fyler v. Giv-
ens, 3 Hill L. 48.

Tennessee. — Gilman v. Kibler, 5
Humph. 19.

Vermont. — Smith v. Ide, 3 Vt.

290; Roberts v. Griswold, 35 Vt. 496,

84 Am. Dec. 641.

In Gregory v. Gleed, ^2) Vt. 405,
the court said that the rule excluding
parol evidence of the consideration

of a guaranty, founded on the statute

of frauds, was independent of the

common law rule of evidence that

parol testimony was not admissible
to supply the defects of, or add to, a

written contract.

By the Indiana statute of frauds

(1 G. & H., §2, p. 351), the con-
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b. Memorandum of "Promise." — Where the statute uses the

word " promise " in connection with or as a substitute for the word
" agreement," it is held that the consideration may be omitted.^^

c. Expression by Implication.— The consideration need not

appear in express language, but it is sufficient if it may be collected

by necessary or reasonable implication from the writing, without the

aid of parol.''^ Where a guaranty expressly refers to a previous

agreement between the principal and a guarantee, executory in its

character and embracing prospective dealings between the parties, it

sideration for the promise or agree-

ment to answer for the debt, etc., of

another, need not be set forth in the

written evidence thereof, but may be

proved. Hiatt v. Hiatt, 28 Ind. 53.

By the civil law as it exists in

Louisiana, a guaranty is good without
proof of a consideration, and hence
the written memorandum thereof

need not contain the consideration.

Ringgold V. Newkirk, 3 Ark. 96.

Performance of the consideration

for a written guaranty may be proved
by parol, though the statute requires

the consideration to be in writing;

since the parol evidence is used
to show not what the consideration
is, but that it has been performed.
Union Bank of Louisiana z'. Coster,

3 N. Y. 203, 53 Am. Dec. 280.

31. Taylor v. Ross, 3 Yerg.
(Tenn.) 330; Britton v. Angier, 48
N. H. 420; McDonald r. Fernald., 68
N. H. 171, 38 Atl. 729; Wren t'.

Pearce, 4 Smed. & ]\I. (Miss.) 91;
Colgin V. Henley, 6 Leigh (Va.) 85;
Sanders v. Barlow, 21 Fed. 836. And
see Patmor r. Haggard, 78 111. 607.

32. England. — James v. Wil-
liams, I Bing. (N. C.) 476, 27 E. C.

L. 280; Hawes v. Armstrong, i Bing.
(N. C.) 761, 27 E. C. L. 565.

Maryland. — Hutton v. Padgett, 26
Md. 228; Ordcman z'. Lawson, 49
Md. 135; Deutsch v. Bond, 46 Md.
164; Roberts r. Woven Wire ALit-

tress Co., 46 IMd. 374.

Minnesota. — Straight v. Wight, 60
Minn. 515. 63 N. W. 105.

Nezv Hampshire. — Simons v.

Steele. 36 N. H. 72,.

Nezv Jersey. — Laing v. Lee, 20 N.

J- L. 22,7-

Nezv York. — Union Bank of
Louisiana ?•. Coster, 3 N. Y. 203, 53
Am. Dec. 280; Douglass v. Howland,
24 Wend. 35.

Contra. — Bennett v. Pratt, 4
Denio (N. Y.) 275.

In Wilson Sewing Mach. Co. v.

vSchnell, 20 Minn. 40, the court said

it would be sufficient if the memoran-
dum was so framed that any person

of ordinary capacity must infer from
it that such and no other was the

consideration ; but that a mere con-

jecture, no matter how plausible,

would be insufficient to satisfy the

statute, the law requiring a well-

grounded inference to be necessarily

collected from the terms of the

memorandum.
In Laing v. Lee, 20 N. J. L. 2>i7'

a recital that the principal debtor

had transferred his stock of goods to

the person sought to be charged
as guarantor, which the latter

intended to sell at the least

possible expense, intending to make
the most of it for the creditors, fol-

lowed by a statement that the credit-

ors might consider him as security,

was held to sufficiently disclose a con-

sideration in the transfer of the stock

of goods to the guarantor.

A written guaranty to pay an exe-

cution if the execution plaintiff would
delay service to a certain date and the

defendant then failed to pay, suf-

ficiently expresses the consideration

thereof. Lent v. Padelford, 10 Mass.

230, 6 Am. Dec. 119. See also Union
Nat. Bank v. Leary, jy App. Div. 22,2,

79 N. Y. Supp. 217.

A guaranty indorsed on a note as-

suring the payment thereof, " The
one-half within six months and the

other half within twelve months."
sufficiently expresses a consideration

of forbearance toward the principal

debtor to satisfy the statute of frauds.

Neelson v. Sanborne, 2 N. H. 413, 9
Am. Dec. 108.

In Oldershaw v. King, 2 H. & N.
(Eng.) 399, a guaranty reciting as

Vol. VI
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imports on its face a sufficient consideration f^ but an already exist-

ing indebtedness or obligation of the principal is insufficient.^*

d. Parol Proof of Consideration of Original Obligation. — Where
it is sought to show the consideration of the original obligation as

a consideration the creditor's forbear-
ance to press for immediate payment
was held not to express a considera-
tion, the stipulation being too in-

definite.

In Packer v. Wilson, 15 Wend.
(N. Y.) 343, it was held under 2
Rev. Stat. 135, §2, subd. 2, requiring
the memorandum of a contract of
guaranty to express the consideration,

that a guaranty indorsed on a promis-
sory note after it had become over-
due, by which the payment thereof
was guaranteed in six months, but
which expressed no further con-
sideration, was insufficient, the court
saying that while under the former
statute, which was the same as the
English statute, it was permissible
to infer a consideration, yet under
the present act the argument that
forbearance could be inferred from
the guaranty as a consideration there-
for so as to satisfy the statute, could
not prevail.

33. Roberts v. Woven Wire Mat-
tress Co., 46 Md. 374. and see
Straight v. Wight, 60 Minn. 515, 63
N. W. 105.

In Stadt V. Lill, 9 East (Eng.) 348,
it was held that a written guaranty
to pay for goods which the vendor
delivers to the principal, suf-
ficiently expresses a consideration
in the stipulation for such de-
livery. To the same effect, Dun-
ning V. Roberts, 35 Barb. (N.
Y.) 463; Hoad V. Grace, 7 H. & N.
(Eng.) 494; Church v. Brown, 21
N. Y. 315; Eastman v. Bennett, 6
Wis. 232; Waldheim v. Miller, 97
Wis. 300, 72 N. W. 869; Coxe V.

IMilbrath, no Wis. 499, 86 N. W.
174-

In Marquand v. Hipper, 12 Wend.
(N. Y.) 520, an undertaking to

guarantee and become security for
any amount in silver which B. might
from time to time during two years
put into the hands of C. for the pur-
pose of manufacture, was held to suf-
ficiently express the consideration
therefor as required by the statute of
frauds.
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A guaranty reading :
" I hold my-

self to P. for drafts he has accepted
or may hereafter accept for L.," suf-

ficiently expresses a consideration,
the plain meaning of the draft
being that in consideration of the
plaintiff's acceptances for L., the
defendant will be responsible for
their payments. Hutton v. Padgett,
26 Md. 228.

But in Hutson v. Field, 6 Wis. 407,
a guaranty incorporated in a lease

and reading, " I, H., agree to become
surety for the prompt payment of
the lease," the lease being signed by
H., who was not, however, otherwise
a party to the transaction, was held
not to express a consideration as re-
quired by the Wisconsin statute of
frauds.

34. Elliott V. Giese, 7 Har. & J.
(]\Id.) 457; James v. Williams, i

Bing. (N. C.) 476, 27 E. C. L. 280;
Walrath v. Thompson, 4 Hill (N.
Y. ) 200.

In Brumm v. Gilbert, 27 Misc. 421,

59 N. Y. Supp. 237, it was held that
a written promise to guarantee an
existing debt of another which did
not disclose a consideration was in-
sufficient under the statute of frauds
requiring that every promise to an-
swer for the debt of another shall
be in writing, etc., the court saying
that from the earliest times, with
but few exceptions, the courts of
New York, following the English de-
cision of Wain v. Warlters, 5 East
10, have held that the written memo-
randum must contain the whole con-
tract, including a recital of a con-
sideration, which could not be shown
by extrinsic evidence.
A guaranty reciting that whereas

certain parties " have made and en-
tered into various contracts," dis-

closes only a past consideration and
is, therefore, insufficient under the
statute of frauds. Marston r. French,

43 N. Y. St. 538, 17 N. Y. Supp. 509.
In Oldershaw v. King, 2 H. & N.

(Eng.) 399, a recital of possible fu-

ture advances and a guaranty of the

balance of account, including past and
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sustaining also a contemporaneous guaranty, this may be done by
parol.^'

e. Indorsed on Subjoined Guaranty. — A memorandum indorsed

on the contract guaranteed at the time of the execution of the

latter, need not sej^arately express a consideration in order to satisfy

the statute of frauds;^" and this is true even where the statute

requires the consideration to be expressed in writing.^^ But the

future indebtedness, was held insufl'i-

cient.

35. Leonard v. Vredenburgh, 8

Johns. (N. Y.) 29, 5 Am. Dec. 317;
Bailey v. Freeman, 11 Johns. (N. Y.)

221. 6 Am. Dec. 371; D'Wolf v. Ra-
baud, I Pet. (U. S.) 476; Wren v.

Pearce, 4 Smed. & M. (Miss.) 91.

But see contra, Brewster v. Silence,

8 N. Y. 207.

36. Illinois. — Underwood r. Hos-
sack, 38 111. 208.

Maryland. — Nabb v. Koontz, 17

Md. 283 ; Ordeman v. Lawson, 49
Md. 135.

Mississipt^i. — Wren v. Pearce, 4
Smed. & M. 91.

Ne-M Hampshire.— Simons v.

Steele, 36 N. H. 7Z.

Nczv York. — Leonard v. Vreden-
burgh, 8 Johns. 29, 5 Am. Dec. 317;
Bailey v. Freeman, 11 Johns. 221, 6

Am. Dec. 371 ; Alarsh v. Chamberlain,
2 Lans. 287.

The consideration of a guaranty in-

dorsed on a note at the time of its

execution will be presumed to be the

same as that of the note. Parkhurst
V. Vail, 73 111. 343.

Parol evidence is admissible to

show that an indorsed guaranty was
concurrent with the making of the

original obligation and a part of the

same transaction, the purpose being to

show the consideration for the guar-

anty. Leonard zk Vredcnburg, 8
Johns. (N. Y.) 29, 5 Am. Dec. 317.

But in Deutsch v. Bond, 46 Md.
164, parol evidence was held inadmis-

sible to connect a written guaranty
with a written contract between the

principal and the guarantee, for the

purpose of showing a consideration

for the guaranty.

Sufficiency of indorsement as con-

stituting memorandum in general, see

ante. "3. Admissibility of Pa-
rol Evidence. — Blank Indorsement of

Principal Obligation," and note 17.

37. Moses v. National Bank 01

Lawrence Co., 149 U. S. 298; Evoy v.

Tewksbury, 5 Cal. 285 ; Riggs v. Wal-
do, 2 Cal. 485, 56 Am. Dec. 356; and
see Ford v. Hendricks, 34 Cal. 673.

Contra. — Van Doren i'. Tjader, i

Nev. 380, 90 Am. Dec. 498.

In Hazeltine v. Larco, 7 Cal. 32,

and Otis v. Haseltine, 27 Cal. 81, the

court noted the fact that the indorsed

guaranty referred in terms to the

principal contract.

But in Taylor v. Pratt, 3 Wis. 674,

evidence for plainliflf, in an action on
a guaranty indorsed on' a promissory

note but not separately e.xpressing a

consideration, of the actual consider-

ation therefor, and that the guaranty

was given at the same time with the

making of a note, and that the prin-

cipal credit was given to the guaran-

tors, was held properly rejected, the

court in effect thus repudiating the

doctrine that the consideration of the

principal obligation on which a con-

temporaneous guaranty is indorsed

can be extended to the latter so as to

satisfy the requirement of the statute

of frauds that the consideration shall

be expressed in the written memo-
randum. This case was severely

criticised by Chief Justice Dixon in

Ploughton f. Ely, 26 Wis. 181, 7
Am. Rep. 5:?, in which the case of

Sears v. Loy, 19 Wis. 96, was said

to be directly in conflict therewith

and to have overruled it. But in

Parry v. Spikes, 49 Wis. 384, 35 Am.
Rep. 782, the doctrine of Taylor v.

Pratt was expressly adhered to, the

criticism in Houghton v. Ely being
said to be that of the chief justice

alone, in which the majority of the

court did not concur. In this last

case the rule obtaining in Wisconsin
was tliiis stated, in conformity to the

previous statement made in Taylor v.

Pratt :
" A written guaranty, upon a

negotiable promissory note, though

Vol. VI
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indorsement of the guaranty must be contemporaneous with the

referring to the note, and though
made at the same time with the note,

and constituting a ground of the
credit given to the maker, is void
within the statute of frauds because it

does not express the consideration
for the guaranty."
The Rule in New York During

the period from 1830 to 1863, when
the New York statute of frauds re-

quired the written memorandum of

a guaranty to express the considera-

tion, the decisions in that state as

to the application of this requirement

to an indorsed guaranty contempo-
raneous with the principal obligation,

are in hopeless confusion. Two
leading cases diametrically opposed
to each other, that of Union Bank
of Louisiana v. Coster, 3 N. Y. 203,

53 Am. Dec. 280, and Brewster v.

Silence, 8 N. Y. 207, may be noted.

In the first of these the consideration
of a guaranty subjoined to a letter

of credit was held sufficiently in-

ferable to satisfy the statute of
frauds, the two contracts being read
together to the effect that in con-
sideration of the guarantee's pur-
chase of drafts drawn on the princi-

pal, the acceptance of such drafts was
guaranteed. A decision of similar

import was reached in Hanford v.

Rogers, 11 Barb. (N. Y.) 18, in

which a guaranty indorsed on a bond
was construed with an assignment
thereof, so as to show a considera-
tion for the guaranty. In Church v.

Brown, 21 N. Y. 315, a guaranty of
the payment of goods indorsed on
a contract for their purchase was
construed therewith, in order to dis-

close the consideration. In this case
the court distinguished between the

case of Union Bank v. Coster, supra,
and that of Brewster v. Silence,

supra, saying that under the former
decision a guaranty indorsed on the
original obligation may be construed
therewith where the original obliga-

tion is contracted on the credit of the
guaranty and the consideration is a
future one ; while under the latter

case, the two contracts cannot be
read together, where the considera-
tion for the principal obligation is an
executed one, such as an existing in-

debtedness ; since, in such case, even
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if they were construed together, the
consideration disclosed would not be
an adequate one for the guaranty.
" In the one case, the guaranty was
of an existing debt ; in the other, of

a debt to be contracted on the credit

of the guaranty. One had a past

consideration to support the promise,
which was none at all ; in the other,

the promise was supported by an act

to be done by the promisee at the

implied request of the promisor. In
the one there was no consideration

moving between the promisor and the
promisee ; there was none, in fact,

and none could be legally implied.

. . . In the other, the act to be
done by the promisee, at the request

of the promisor, and which was the

consideration of the promise of the

latter, was expressed in writing."

The court held, however, that if this

attempt at reconcilement was unsuc-
cessful, the case of Brewster v. Si-

lence must be considered overruled
by that of Union Bank v. Coster.

How this could be in view of the

fact that the former is the later case
is not clear. Prior to this line of
decisions and as early as 1833, it had
been held in Stymets v. Brooks, 10

Wend. (N. Y.) 206, that a guaranty
subjoined to a contract reciting the
giving of a deed to the principal,

showed the consideration, it being
inferable that without the guaranty
the deed would not have been made.
In Manrow v. Durham, 3 Hill (N.
Y.) 584, a guarantee of payment in-

dorsed on a note was regarded in

legal effect as itself a promissory
note, and as such, importing a con-
sideration. But, in Hunt v. Brown,
5 Hill (N. Y.) 145, this rule was
held not to apply to a guaranty of
collection so indorsed. And in Hall
V. Farmer, 5 Denio (N. Y.) 484,
and Tyler v. Stevens, 11 Barb. (N.
Y.) 485, the idea that an indorsed
guaranty was itself a promissory
note was repudiated. Following the
authority of Manrow v. Durham,
supra, it was held in Curtis v. Brown,
2 Barb. (N. Y.) 51, that it was the
settled law of New York that
a guaranty of payment indorsed
on a promissory note, but hav-
ing no connection with the mak-
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execution of the instrument g-uaranteed, and a part of the same
transaction ; and one subsequently indorsed and not in itself express-

ing- a consideration is not sufficient.^®

ing thereof, might be sustained

by proof of its actual con-

sideration and need not express a

consideration. The conflicting cases

of Manrow z: Durham, and Hall v.

Farmer, supra, were both aftirmcd by
the court of appeals in the same year,

by a badly-divided court. Three
years after Union Bank of Louisiana
V. Coster, supra, was decided, the

same court rendered the decision in

Brewster v. Silence, supra, by which
it was held that a guaranty of pay-
ment indorsed on a note contempo-
raneously with its execution must
itself express its consideration. The
court referred to the case of Leonard
7'. Vredenburgh, 8 Johns. (N. Y.)

828, 5 Am. Dec. 317, saying it was
a fundamental error in that case to

hold that in the case of a guaranty
contemporaneous with the original

transaction, parol proof might be re-

ceived to show that it had no other
consideration than that supporting
the principal obligation. It also

added :
" But I know of no case

where the statute of frauds requires
the consideration to be expressed in

a written agreement that, in an ac-

tion at law founded upon it, the
omission to state the consideration
in the writing can be supplied by
parol proof. When the case of Leon-
ard V. Vredenburgh was decided, the

statute did not require the considera-

tion to be expressed in the writing.

The remark of the chief justice that

the omission to state the considera-

tion in the writing might be sup-

plied by parol proof conflicted with

no statute. . . . Indeed, under
the former statute, it was enough if

the court could make out the con-
sideration by inference. . . . But
since the Revised Statutes, something
more than mere argument or infer-

ence has been deemed necessary to

make out a consideration." Previous
to this it had been held in Hall v.

Farmer, supra, that a guaranty con-
temporaneously indorsed on a note
given for a pre-existing indebtedness
and payable instanter, must separately

express a consideration. Following
Brewster v. Silence, it was held in

Glen Cove Mut. Ins. Co. v. Har-
rold, 20 Barb. (N. Y.) 298, that a

contemporaneous guaranty indorsed

on a note must express a considera-

tion, the court saying that prior to

Brewster v. Silence it had held the

opinion that if the principal contract

and guaranty were both on the same
piece of paper and written at the

same time, they should be considered

as one transaction and the signature

of the guarantor be deemed a sub-

scription by him, not only to the

guaranty, but also to the acknowledg-
ment of a consideration in effect ex-

pressed by the.principal contract; but

that all previous decisions had been
overruled by that case. Brewster z:

Silence was also followed in Gould
V. Moring. 28 Barb. (N. Y.) 444;
and in Draper z: Snow, 20 N. Y.
33'^< 75 Am. Dec. 408, the same doc-
trine was again reiterated by the
court of appeals, which a little later

was to repudiate it in Church v.

Brown, supra. The matter was
finally settled by the alteration of the
statute in 1863, omitting the require-

ment that the consideration be ex-
pressed in writing, since which the
doctrine of the text has obtained in

New York. Marsh v. Chamberlain,
2 Lans. (N. Y.) 287.

The rule stated in the text has
been extended to apply to a guaranty
on a separate paper, but referring
to the guaranteed obligation, which
under such circumstances need
not express a consideration, even
though the statute so requires.

Jones V. Post, 6 Cal. 102; Wilson
Sewing Machine Co. tv Schncll, 20
Minn. 40; Highland v Dresser, 35
Minn. 345, 29 N. W. 55 ; Union Bank
of Louisiana z'. Coster, 3 N. Y. 203,

53 Am. Dec. 280.

38. Moses v. National Bank of
Lawrence Co., 149 U. S. 298; Rigby
V. Norwood, 34 Ala. 129; Crooks v.

Tully, 50 Cal. 254; Nichols v. Allen,

23 Minn. 542.

A guaranty written on a promis-

sory note in these words. " I hereby
guarantee that the above note is not

outlawed, according to the laws of the

Vol. VI
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f . Recitals of Consideration. — The words " for value received
"

are a sufficient recital of consideration in a written guaranty to

satisfy the statute of frauds,'"*^ as is also the recital of a consideration

of one dollar paid to the guarantor.*"

state. Isaac Hampton," is invalid, no
consideration being expressed in it.

Clark V. Hampton, i Hun (N. Y.)
612.

In Manrow v. Durham, 3 Hill (N.
Y.) 584, the court said that where a
note and indorsed guaranty were con-
temporaneous the note might be re-

sorted to to sustain the consideration

of the guaranty. " The note contains
aliment to support the guaranty."

But when the guaranty was made at

a different time, it must be sustained

by showing an independent consider-

ation.

But in Curtis v. Brown, 2 Barb.

(N. Y.) 51, the court said that it

must be taken as the settled law of

New York that where a guaranty of

payment was indorsed on a promis-
sory note as a distinct and independ-
ent agreement having no connection
with the making of the note, the val-

idity of the guaranty might be sus-

tained by proof of its actual consid-
eration, and it need not express a con-

sideration. This case was professedly
decided on the authority of Alanrow
v. Durham, supra.

In Howland v. Aitch, 38 Cal. 133,

the court said that the test as to

whether the guaranty indorsed on the

original contract rested upon the con-

sideration of that contract, was not

whether the indorsement was made
contemporaneously with the execution

of the original contract, but whether
they constituted in fact a single trans-

action ; and in this case an indorse-

ment guaranteeing a note, but made
three days after the delivery of the in-

strument, was held sufficient under
the statute of frauds-, though not re-

citing a consideration, it having been

made pursuant to an oral understand-

ing prior to the execution of the note.

In those states where the statute

does not require the consideration to

be expressed in a written memoran-
dum, it seems that parol evidence of

a new consideration for a subse-

quently indorsed guaranty will be re-

ceived, the burden of adducing which

Vol. VI

will be on the guarantee. Dreyer v.

Kadish, 70 111. App. 76; Parkhurst v.

Vail, 73 111. 343.

In McCoskey v. Deming, 3 Blackf.

(Ind.) 145, it was held that a guar-

anty indorsed on a promissory note

after its delivery was admissible in

evidence in an action against the

guarantors, though it did not recite

a consideration.

Where it appears that the guaranty
was indorsed on a lease after its de-

livery and the occupation by the ten-

ant under it, parol evidence should
be received to show that there was no
new consideration for the obligation.

Lewin V. Barry, 15 Colo. App. 461,

63 Pac. 121.

Presumption as to time of indorse-

ment, see post, " II. Presumptions
and Burden of Proof. — i. Blank
Indorsement of Principal Obliga-
tions. — B. Time of Execution," and
notes 48 and 49.

39. United States. — Moses t/. Na-
tional Bank of Lawrence Co., 149 U.
S. 298.

Colorado. — Jain v. Giffin, 3 Colo.
App. 90, S2 Pac. 80.

Maryland. — Emerson v. Aultman,
69 Md. 125, 14 Atl. 671.

Minnesota. — Osborne v. Baker, 34
Minn. 307, 25 N. W. 606, 57 Am. Rep.

55-

Neiv York. — Watson v. McLaren,
19 Wend. 557; Douglass v. Howland,
24 Wend. 35; Miller v. Cook, 23 N.
Y. 495 ; Mosher v. Hotchkiss, 3 Keyes,
161 ; Howard v. Holbrook, 9 Bosw.
237; Connecticut Mut. Life Ins. Co.
V. Railway Co., 41 Barb. 9; Cooper v.

Dedrick, 22 Barb. 516.

Wisconsin. — Day v. Elmore, 4
Wis. 190; Dahlman v. Hammel, 45
Wis. 466. And see Brewster v. Si-

lence, 8 N. Y. 207.

40. Recitals in guaranty as making
prima facie case of consideration, see

post, " II. Presumptions and Bur-
den of Proof. — 6. Consideration. —
C. Effect of Recitals in Instrument,"

and note 57. Moses v. National Bank
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And a seal attached to tlie memorandum of guaranty expresses a

consideration as the statute of frauds requires/^

g. Statutory Presumption of Consideration. — The statutory pre-

sumption of consideration arising from the fact that a contract is in

writing does not apply to a written guaranty so as to take it out of

the statute of frauds where it fails to express the consideration.*^

II. PRESUMPTIONS AND BURDEN OF PROOF.

1. Blank Indorsement of Principal Obligation. — A. Existence
OF Contract.— Where the hlank indorsement of a stranger to the

instrument appears on a note in the hands of the payee, the presump-
tion obtains in certain states that he is a guarantor." But the pre-

sumption is not conclusive and parol evidence is admissible^'' to show

of Lawrence Co., 149 U. S. 298;
Childs V. Barnum, 11 Barb. (N. Y.)

14.

41. Rosenbaum v. Gunter, 2 E. D.

Smith (N. Y.) 41 S: Douglass v.

Rowland, 24 Wend. (N. Y.) 35. As
to effect of seal on burden of prov-

ing consideration, see post, " II. Pre-
sumptions and Burden of Proof. 6.

Consideration. C. Effect of Recitals

in Instrument," and note 58.

42. Rigby v. Norwood, 34 Ala,

120. But see Thompson 7'. Hall, 16

Ala. 204; Boiling zk Munchus, 65
Ala. 558. As to effect of statutory

presumption on burden of proving
consideration in general, see post,
" II. Presumptions and Burden of

Proof. 6. Consideration. B. Pre-

sumption from Writing," and note

56.

43. Illinois. — Klein v. Currier, 14
111. 237; Camden v. McKoy, 4 111.

437, .38 Am. Dec. 91 ; Cushman t-.

Dement, 4 111. 407; Carroll v. Weld,
13 111. 682, 56 Am. Dec. 481; Web-
ster 7'. Cobb, 17 111. 459; Donovan
V. Griswold, yj HI- App. 616; Glick-

auf 7'. Kaufmann, y2> HI- 3/8; Boyn-
ton 7'. Pierce. 70 Til. 145.

Kansas. — Firman v. Blood, 2
Kan. 491 ; Fuller v. Scott, 8 Kan. 25

;

Withers 7'. Berry. 25 Kan. 2>7?i-

Nevada.— Van Doren v. Tjader,
I Nev. 380. 90 Am. Dec. 498.

Ohio. — Greenough v. Smead, 3
Ohio St. 416.

In Boguc V. Melick, 25 111. 80. it

was held that where the payee of a

note is also one of the makers, the

rule that a blank indorsement by a

stranger will be presumed to be a

guaranty will not apply, but such

indorser will be regarded as a sec-

ond indorser, since before the note

can have validity the payee must first

indorse it. But in Griffiths t'. Her-
zog, 100 111. App. 380, it was held

that a name indorsed on a note

drawn by the maker to his own
order and indorsed by him, appear-

ii^ there when the maker presented

the note for discount, was presump-
tively that of a guarantor.

Sufficiency of blank indorsement
as memorandum under statute of
frauds, see ante, " I. Mode of Proof.

3. Extent of Admissibility of Parol
Evidence. D. Blank Indorsement
of Principal Obligation," and note 19.

Blank indorsement as expressing
consideration within statute of

frauds, see ante, " I. Mode of Pronf.

4. Sufficiency of Memorandum Re-
quired by Statute of Frauds. C. Ex-
pressions of Consideration, e. In-

dorsed or Subjoined Guaranty," and
notes 26-28.

44. Lincoln v. Hinzcv. 51 111. 435

;

Eberhart v. Page, 89 111. 550; Wal-
lace 7'. Goold, 91 111. 15; Kingsland
V. Koeppe. 137 111. 344, 28 N. E.

48, 13 L. R. A. 649.

The proof to rebut the presump-
tion must, however, be clear and sat-

isfactory. Stowell V. Raymond, 83
111. 120.

In Ewen v. Wilbor, 70 111. App.
153, extrinsic evidence was admitted
to show that the note guaranteed
represented only a conditional lia-

bility.

Vol. VI
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the true contract, the burden of adducing which is on the indorser.*^

The rule does not apply to the signature of the payee himself,*^ and
the burden of showing that the payee has become liable as a guaran-
tor by his blank indorsement is on the holder of the note.*''

B. Time op Execution. — Where an undated guaranty is

indorsed on the principal obligation, it is presumed that the two
were executed at the same time,*^ and the burden is on the guarantor

to show that the guaranty was made subsequently-*®

2. Execution and Delivery.— Possession of the contract of guar-

anty raises a presumption of its due delivery sufficient to make a

prima facie case.^° Where the terms of the principal obligation

have been modified, it devolves on the guarantee, in order to bind

the guarantor, to prove the latter's consent to the new contract.^^

45. Pfirshing v. Heitner, 91 111.

App. 407 ; Donovan v. Griswold, 37
111. App. 616.

Where, in an action on a blank
indorsement of a note by a stran-

ger to the instrument, sued on as a
contract of guaranty, the proof es-

tablishes the fact that the defend-
ant was in fact an entire stranger to

the note, the burden of proof is

shifted to him, and to escape respon-
sibility as guarantor he must show
that his contract was one of assign-

ment and not of guaranty. Arnold
v. Bryant, 8 Bush (Ky.) 668.

Proof that the name of an in-

dorser on a note was put there for

the purpose of becoming liable as se-

curity that the makers should be re-

sponsible for the payment of the
note, and that he refused to sign as
maker, will not rebut the presump-
tion that he indorsed as guarantor.
Stowell V. Raymond, 83 111. 120.

46. Dietrich v. Mitchell, 43 111. 40,

92 Am. Dec. 99; Wallace v. Goold,
91 III. 15 ; Hinsey v. Studebaker
Mfg. Co., 73 111- App. 278.

47. Boynton v. Pierce, 79 111. 145;
Windheim v. Ohlendorf, 3 111. App.
436.

48. Illinois. — Webster v. Cobb,
17 111. 459; Boynton v. Pierce, 79
111. 145 ; Gridley v. Capen, 72 111.

11; Underwood v. Hossack, 38 111.

208.

Massachusetts.— B i c k f*o r d v.

Gibbs, 8 Cush. 154.

Michigan. — Higgins v. Watson, i

Mich. 428.

New York. —Union Bank of Lou-
isiana 7'. Coster, 3 N. Y. 203, 53 Am.
Dec. 280.
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Texas. — Cook v. Southwick, 9
Tex. 615, 60 Am. Dec. 181.

In Parkhurst v. Vail, 73 111. 343.

it was held that the presumption
was not overcome by testimony of

one of the makers of the note guar-
anteed, that when he signed it the

guarantor's name was not indorsed,

isut that the loan for which the note
was given was not then consum-
mated.

A guaranty of a promissory note,

written above the indorsement of the
payee, is presumed to have been
made at the time of his signature
and to be his genuine obligation. Gil-

man V. Lewis, 15 Me. 452.

49. The reason of the holding is

that the fact is peculiarly within the

guarantor's knowledge. Higgins v.

Watson, I Mich. 428.

50. The production of a letter of
credit by the plaintiff suing thereon
raises a fair presumption of the de-
livery of the instrument and that the
advances made by the plaintiff were
made on the faith thereof. Union
Bank of Tenn. v. Lockett, 18 La.
Ann. 678.

51. Gardner v. Watson, 76 Tex.
25, 13 S. W. 39, in which it was
held incumbent on a guarantee who
had received valuable property from
the debtor and the promise of an in-

creased rate of interest, for which
he had granted an extension of time,

to show the guarantor's consent to

the new agreement.
Where a contract of guaranty is

signed by the guarantor and deliv-

ered to the guarantee's agent, and is

in the possession of the guarantee
at the time of suit thereon and is
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3. Scope of Liability.— Where the guaranty is equivocal on its

face, the parties will be presumed not to have intended a continu-

ing guaranty."^

4. Title of Guarantee.— The burden of proof rests on him who
seeks to recover on a guaranty which does not name the guarantee,

to show himself a party thereto.'*^

5. Prima Facie Case From Possession of Guaranteed Instrument.

The possession of an overdue note on which a guaranty is indorsed

makes a prima facie case of liability against the guarantor, upon
whom the burden then lies of defeating the action.^*

6. Consideration. — A. Burden of Proof in General. — The
burden Hes on the guarantee to show the consideration for the con-

tract of guaranty.^*

produced by him, there is sufficient

prima facie evidence of its delivery
and acceptance. Roberts v. Woven
Wire Mattress Co., 46 Md. 374.

Where a guaranty of a note covers
renewals thereof, it will be presumed
in the absence of evidence that a

provision for interest and attorney's

fees in the renewal was not at vari-

ance with the terms of the original
note. Stanford v. Coram, 26 Mont.
285, 67 Pac. 1005.

52. Cremer v. Higginson, I Ma-
son C. C. 322, 6 Fed. Cas. No.
3,^8^: Carson z\ Reid, 137 Cal. 253,

70 Pac. 89. But see Gates v. McKee,
13 N. Y. 232, 64 Am. Dec. 545.

In Gard v. Stevens. 12 Mich. 292,

the court, in construing an ambigu-
ous guaranty as limited to a single

transaction, said :
" Every person is

supposed to have some regard to his

own interest; and it is not reasonable
to presume any man of ordinary
prudence would become surety for

another without limitation as to tmie
or amount, unless he has done so in

express terms, or by clear implica-

tion. If the guaranty w^as limited in

express terms, either as to time or
amount, but not as to both, it might
be said it was the intention of the
guarantor to leave it open as to the

other, or that a further limitation

could not be implied. Rut where it

contains no express limitation as to

either, and there is nothing in the
instrument itself from which it can
be inferred that it was the intention

of the guarantor to leave it open
as to both, we think it must be un-
derstood as referring to a single

transaction."

53. M'Doal v. Yeomans, 8 Watts

It is not mcumbent on the tirst

holder for value of a note to prove

affirmatively that a contract of guar-

anty indorsed on the note was in

fact made with him; the note having

been indorsed by one shown to be

merely an accommodation indorser.

Northumberland Bank v. Eyer, 58

Pa. St. 97-

Where a guaranty is indorsed on

a note and the note transferred, such

sale furnishes privia facie evidence

of the sale of the contract of guar-

anty; and possession of the note and
guaranty is prima facie evidence of

the holder's right to the guaranty

and to sue thereon. Cooper v. Ded-
rick, 22 Barb. (N. Y.) 516.

Proof of parties by parol notwith-

standing statute of frauds, see autc,
"

1. Mode of Proof. 3. Admissibility

of Parol Evidence. B. Matters Prov-

able by Parol," and note 11.

54. Ewen v. Wilbor, 208 111. 492,

70 N. E. 575, aiHrming 99 111! App.
132.

The production of a written

guaranty of a note and the note it-

self without any credits indorsed

thereon, both instruments being in

possession of the guarantee, makes
out a prima facie case against the

guarantor. Burns v. Cole, 117 Iowa
262. 90 N. W. 731.

55. Richner z'. Kreutcr, 100 111.

App. ^48; Green v. Thornton, 49 N.

C. 230.

In Klein 7'. Currier. 14 111. 237, it

was held that proof of the considera-

tion of a guaranty consisting in the

blank indorsement on a note at the

Vol. VI
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B. Presumption From Fact oi' Writing. — Tn certain states

it is held that the statutory presumption of consideration attaching

to all written obligations will also be indulged in the case of written

guaranties casting on the guarantor the burden of showing a

want of consideration.^"

C. Effect of Recitals in Instrument. — Recitals in the guar-

anty, as " for value received," may make a prima facie case of

consideration, requiring proof on the part of the guarantor of lack

thereof f and the same significance has been attached to the fact of

a seal.°*

time of its execution is made in the

first instance by proving the genuine-
ness of defendant's signature, for

when this is done, the presumption
arises that the name was put there at

the time the note was made and a
part of the original transaction!, in

which case the consideration for the
note is also that for the guaranty. But
where it appears that a guarantor
indorsed in blank a promissory note
after its delivery and in pursuance
of some subsequent arrangement, the
original consideration for the note
no longer supports the guaranty and
the burden of proof is again thrown
on the plaintiff guarantee to show
a new and express consideration. In
such case, the defendant is not bound
to show the circumstances of the
transaction and especially the ab-
sence of consideration, but is only
required to prove the time of his
signature, thus overcoming the pre-
sumption that it was contemporane-
ous with the execution of the note.

In Featherstone v. Hendrick, 59
111. App. 497, the court approved the
doctrine of Klein v. Currier, supra,
saying that it was the settled law of
the state.

And in Dreyer v. Kadish, 70 111.

App. 76, it was held that the burden
was on a plaintiff suing on the guar-
anty of a note indorsed thereon after
delivery, to show the consideration.
It was also held that proof of the
guarantor's admission of his liability

on the note, and his assurance that
he would pay it when due, were not
sufficient proof of consideration.

56. Sabin v. Harris, 12 Iowa 87

;

Taylor v. Wightman, 51 Iowa 411;
McKee v. Needles (Iowa). 98 N.
W. 618; Fuller v. Scott, 8 Kan. 25.

As satisfying .statute of frauds,
see ante, " I. Mode of Proof. 4. Suf-

Vol. VI

ficiency of Memorandum Required
by Statute of Frauds. C. Expression
of Consideration, g. Statutory Pre-

sumption of Consideration," and note

42.

57. Quimby v. Morrill, 47 Me.

470; Rattelmiller v. Stone, 28 Wash.
104, 68 Pac. 168; Austin v. Heiser,

6 S. D. 429, 61 N. W. 445 ; Citizens

Sav. Bank & Trust Co. v. Babbitt,

71 Vt. 182, 44 Atl. 71.

In this last case it was held that

the admission of parol evidence to

show a consideration consisting in

the forbearance to sue the principal

debtor, though unnecessary, was not
error, as the evidence did not con-
flict with the writing.

In Sears v. Loy, 19 Wis. 107, it

was held that it was incumbent on
a guarantor in a written guaranty
reciting the payment of one dollar

as a consideration, who had offered

evidence negativing the payment
thereof, to show that there was no
other adequate consideration for his

undertaking before he could be re-

leased from liability.

As satisfying statute of frauds, see

ante, "I. Mode of Proof. 4. Suf-
ficiency of Memorandum Required
by Statute of Frauds. C. Expression
of Consideration, f. Recitals of Con-
sideration," and notes 39 and 40.

58. Where a guaranty under seal

expresses a consideration of $1.00

"to him [the guarantor] in hand
paid," the seal imports a considera-
tion, casting the burden on the guar-
antor, to negative that fact; and this

is not done merely by proof that the

one dollar has not been paid, since

this leaves a presumption that it was
agreed to be paid, which agreement
would also be a sufficient considera-
tion. Childs V. Barnum, 11 Barb. (N.
Y.) 14.
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7. Conditions.— The burden is on the plaintiff guarantee to show
the hapj)enin,<;- or performance of a condition on which the p:iiar-

antor's liability depends.'"

8. Default.— And he must also prove the principal's default.'"

Evidence that the principal has paid money or property to the

guarantee, but without showing that it was understocKl that the

payment should be applied on the obligation guaranteed, does not

authorize a legal presumption of the satisfaction of that obligation.'^

9. Notice of Default, and Injury From Failure to Give Notice.

Where notice of the principal's default is properly addressed to

the guarantor, postpaid and mailed, a presumption arises that it

was received.'^ Failure to give notice and a resulting injury to the

guarantor are matters of defense, the burden of showing which is

As satisfying statute of frauds, see

ante, note 41.

59. Gillett V McAllister, i Colo.

App. 168, 27 Pac. 1013; Cereghino

V. Hammer, 60 Cal. 235 ; Wieder z:

Union Surety & Guaranty Co., 42
Misc. 499, 86 N. Y. Supp. 105.

In Smith z'. Compton, 6 Cal. 24,

it was held incumbent on the plain-

tiff to prove his performance of the

consideration, which was a con-dition

precedent to the guaranty's becoming
the operative.

And this is true, though the con-
dition was of no apparent beneft to

the guarantor. Waldheim v. Sonnen-
strahl, 8 Misc. 219, 28 N. Y. Supp.
582.

60. Craig v. Phipps, 23 Miss. 240.

In this case, the fact that the rule

required the plaintiff to prove a

negative— i. e., that the principal

obligation had not been paid — was
held to make no difference.

The presumption is that the guar-
antee's claims against the principal

debtor have been settled, and the
guarantee, to make a case, must ad-
duce proof to the contrary. Peck v.

Barney, 12 Vt. -J2.

Where in addition to taking a
guaranty for the payment of goods
the creditor takes the negotiable note
of the principal debtor, the burden is

on him when suing on the guaranty
to show that this note has never been
negotiated or paid. Goodman v. Par-
ish, 2 McCord (S. C.) 259.

Rut in Kimball v. Cockrell, 23
Wash. 529, 63 Pac. 228, the court
held that it was not incumbent on a

guarantee, in order to make out a

19

case on the guaranty, to show what
disposition had been made of certain

notes mentioned in the contract guar-
anteed ; syice in the first place there

was no evidence that the notes ever
came into the guarantee's possession,

and in the second place, the guaranty
was absolute in terms and imposed
no such obligation on the guarantee.
Where one guarantees the payment

for goods purchased by the principal

under an agreement that they are
to be resold to a certain institution

and the proceeds of the resale turned
over to the guarantee in satisfaction

of his claim, and it appears that

drafts from the institution were
turned over to the guarantee to an
amount sufficient to satisfy the prin-
cipal's indebtedness, but that the in-

stitution had made other purchases
from the principal, the burden rests

on the guarantor to show that these
drafts were given on account of
goods sold under the contract so
guaranteed. Fulton Grain & MiUing
Co. V. Angiim, 34 App. Div. 164,

54 N. Y. Supp. 632.

61. Tyler v. Stevens, 11 Barb.
(N. Y.) 485.

The mere fact that a payment was
made to a creditor having several
claims upon the same debtor, with
the debtor's money, through one who
was the debtor's guarantor for one of
the debts, is not a circumstance from
which any inference can arise that
the debtor intended it should be ap-
plied to the debt guaranteed. Mitchell
7'. Dall, 4 Gill & J. (Md.) 361.

62. Aaronson v. David Maver Br.
Co., 26 Misc. 65s, 56 N. Y.' Supp.
387.
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on him f^ but in jurisdictions where the contrary is held, it is also

held that the guarantee must assume the burden of showing the

principal's insolvency as an excuse for failure to give notice of

default.**

63, Illinois. — Voltz r, Harris, 40
111. 155; Mamerow v. National Lead
Co.. 206 111. 626, 69 N. E. 504, i;9

Am. St. Rep. 196, affirming 98 111.

460.

Indiana. — Snyder v. Click, 112

Ind. 293, 13 N. E. 581 ; Closson v.

Billman, 161 Ind. 610, 69 N. E. 449.
loii'a. — Sabin r. Harris, 12 Iowa

87; Martyn v. Lamar, 75 Iowa 235,

39 N. W. 285.

Kansas. — Fuller v. Scott, 8 Kan.
25-

Michigan. — Farmers & Mech.
Bank v. Kercheval, 2 Mich. 505.

Neiv Haynpshire. — Simons v.

Steele, 36 N. H. 72,-

Pennsylvania. — Brown v. Brooks,
25 Pa. St. 210.

Contra. — Rankin v. Childs, 9 Mo.
673-

In Allen v. Rightmere, 20 Johns.
(N. Y.) 365. it was held that the

guarantee need not prove the prin-

cipal's default and notice thereof to

the guarantor, in order to charge the

latter.

The guarantor must not only prove
want of notice, but resulting injury.

Brackett v. Rich, 23 Minn. 485, 23
Am. Rep. 703; Furst & Bradley Mfg.
Co. V. Black, III Ind. 308, 12 N. E.

504. And in this latter case it was
held that in order to show injury, the

guarantor must prove that at the
time of the default the principal was
solvent, and afterward became in-

solvent, or that he was a non-resident
of the state without property therein
subject to execution.
An assignment for the benefit of

creditors made by the principal is

not evidence, without proof of the
extent of his assets and liabilities,

that the guarantee's failure to give
notice of default to the guarantor re-

sulted in loss to the latter. Hughes
V. Heyman, 4 App. D. C. 444.

In Burns v. Cole, 117 Iowa 262,

90 N. W. 731, evidence that one
guaranteeing that his principal would
obtain a title to certain realty and
convey it tc the guarantee, or else

he (the guarantor) would pay the
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principal's note, would, had he had
notice of the principal's default, have
obtained a conveyance from him, or

could Rave enforced the collection of

a note, was held insufficient to go to

the jury on the question of injury

from want of notice, it not appear-

ing that the principal became in-

solvent, and title not having been
obtained by him until eighteen

months after the guarantee was un-

der contract to accept the convey-
ance.

64. Nelson Mfg. Co. v. Shreve,

94 Mo. App. 518, 68 S. W. 376.

In Rankin v. Childs, 9 Mo. 673,
the court said that to charge a guaran-
tor, proof of notice of default to him
was absolutely necessary, unless the

guarantee could show that the prin-

cipal was insolvent and that the

guarantor was apprised of that fact,

so that no injury resulted to him
from failure to give such notice.

In an action against the guarantor
of a promissory note, evidence that

the maker, fourteen months after the
guaranty was executed, took advan-
tage of the insolvent laws does not
warrant the presumption that he was
insolvent when the guaranty was
made, so as to relieve the guarantee
from the efifect of failure to give
proper notice of default. Whiton v.

Mears, 11 Mete. (Mass.) 563, 45 Am.
Dec. 2Z-
By statute in Iowa (Code 1897,

§ 3049), it is provided that to charge
a guarantor whose contract is evi-

denced by the blank indorsement of
the principal obligation, notice of
non-payment by the principal must
be given within a reasonable time un-
less the holder shows affirmatively

that the guarantor received no det-

riment from want thereof; and in

Knight V. Dunsmore, 12 Iowa 35, it

was field tfiat this obligation on the

part of the guarantee was met prima
facie by showing the principal's in-

solvency at the time his obligation

matured; and this proof was not nec-

essarily rebutted by evidence that

the principal was in the habit of re-
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10. Proceeding's Against Principal. — A. Guaranty op Coi.i.fx-

TiON. — Where tlie guaranty is one of collection merely, it is held

in some jurisdictions that the guarantee, when he sues the guar-

antor, must show that he has exhausted his legal remedies against

the principal."" But the weight of authority favors the view that

he may also show either the principal's insolvency,"® or a waiver

newing his paper, nor by showing
that, through his friends or other-

wise, he might have succeeded in

making some arrangement for an ex-
tension of time.

65. Bosnian v. Akeley, 39 Mich.

710, 23 Am. Rep. 447; Cumpston v.

McNair, i Wend. (N. Y.) 457;
Moakley v. Riggs, 19 Johns. (N. Y.)

69; Van Dereer v. Wright, 6 Barb.

(N. Y.) 547; Newell v. Fowler, 23
Barb. (NT Y.) 628; Northern Ins.

Co. V. Wright, 76 N. Y. 445;
French v. Marsh, 29 Wis. 649.

In Getty z\ Schantz, 100 Fed. 577,
and McNall v. Burrow, 33 Kan.

495, 6 Pac. 897, the possibility of

the principal's insolvency is not ad-
verted to.

In McMurray v. Noyes, 72 N. Y.

523, 28 Am. Rep. 180, the court said:
" The fundamental distinction be-

tween a guaranty of payment and
one of collection is that in the first

case the guarantor undertakes un-
conditionally that the debtor will

pay, and the creditor may, upon de-

fault, proceed directly against the

guarantor, without taking any steps

to collect of the principal debtor,

and the omission or neglect to pro-
ceed against him is not (except un-
der special circumstances) any de-
fense to the guarantor; while in the
second case the undertaking is that

if the demand cannot be collected by
legal proceedings the guarantor will

pay, and consequently legal proceed-
ings against the principal debtor and
a failure to collect of him by those
means are conditions precedent to

the liability of the guarantor; and to

these the law, as established by nu-
merous decisions, attaches the

further condition that due diligence

be exercised by the creditor in en-
forcing his legal remedies against the
debtor."

Where the guaranty itself is con-
ditioned on the guarantee being un-
able "by due course of law "to col-

lect the principal obligation, suit

against the principal, with execution
returned nulla bona, is indispensable

to charge the guarantor; and proof

of the principal's insolvency is no
excuse for the failure to pursue the

principal. Ehvight z: Williams, 4
McLean 581, 8 Fed. Cas. No. 4218.

A guaranty of the collection of the

amount of a bond as " it becomes
due " requires proof to charge the

guarantor that the principal has

been prosecuted with reasonable dil-

igence to judgment and execution;

and the fact that he is hopelessly in-

solvent does not excuse a failure to

show such prosecution. Craig v.

Parkis, 40 N. Y. 181, 100 .\m. Dec.

469. Three of the eight judges dis-

sented from this last decision.

Where a guarantee sues on a

guaranty of collection, relying on the

prosecution of the principal debtor to

judgment and execution without re-

sult, he is bound to maintain this

fact by proper proof; and evidence
of seasonable suit against the prin-

cipal, diligently and in good faith

carried on to final judgment and ex-

ecution w-ithout avail, is sufficient to

establish his right to recover. A1<1-

rich 7'. Chubb, 33 Mich. 530.

Where a guaranty is that mort-
gaged land will bring the money for

which it is pledged, or otherwise the

guarantor will pay it, it is incumbent
on the guarantee to prove when he
sues on the guaranty that he pur-
sued the original debtor with all good
faith, and that he failed not by his

own negligence, but because the

debtor was never in such a situation

that he could probably recover from
him. Overton v. Tracy, 14 Serg. &
R. (Pa.) 311.

66. United States.— Osborne v.

Smith, 18 Fed. 126.

Alabama. — Grannis v. Miller, i

Ala. 471.

Connecticut. — .'Mien v. Rundle, 50
Conn. 9, 47 Am. Rep. 599.

Minnesota. — Brackett v. Rich, 23
Minn. 485^ 23 Am. Rep. 703.

Vol. VI
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of dili.cjence by the g-uarantor,"'' as an excuse for not pursuing the

principal by litigation. In certain cases it has been intimated that

the burden is on the guarantor to show injury from the creditor's

want of diligence.®®

B. Gu.'VRANTY OF Payment. — Where, however, the guar-

anty is one of payment, it is settled that no showing of dili-

gence need be made by the guarantee,®" the burden being on

Nebraska. — Rice v. McCague, 6i

Neb. 86i, 86 N. W. 486.

New Hampshire. — Colby v. Far-

veil, 71 N. H. 83, 51 Atl. 254.

Ohio. — Stone v. Rockefeller, 29

Ohio St. 625.

Pennsylvania. — M'Doal v. Yeo-

mans, 8 Watts 361.

Vermont. — Bull v. Bliss, 30 Vt.

127; Wheeler v. Lewis, 11 Vt. 265.

In default of legal proceedings

the guarantee must show the princi-

pal's insolvency. Osborne v. Thomp-
son, 36 Minn. 528. 33 N. W. i.

And see Gallagher v. White, 31

Barb. (N. Y.) 92; Shepard v.

Phears, i White & W. Civ. Cas. Ct.

of App. (Tex.) §168.

Where the principal becomes in-

solvent before the debt becomes due

and remains so, it is not necessary

in order to charge the guarantor, to

show that legal proceedings against

the principal have been commenced
and prosecuted to judg'.nent. Dana
V. Conant, 30 Vt. 246.

In Cady v. Sheldon, 38 Barb. (N.

Y.) 103, the court held that ordi-

narily it was necessary, in order to

charge a guarantor of the collecti-

bility of a note or other evidence of

debt, to prove a resort to legal pro-

ceedings against the principal ; and
that a return of an execution unsat-

isfied was prima facie evidence of the

guarantor's liability; but that it was
not absolutely indispensable that le-

gal proceedings should be resorted

to, if it otherwise satisfactorily ap-

peared that a resort • thereto would
be entirely ineffectual ; and hence that

proof that the principal debtor, from
the period of the maturity of the

debt, had been uniformly insolvent,

was likewise sufficient to charge the

guarantor.

On the guaranty of " final pay-

ment " of a draft, evidence of the

insolvency of the principals prior to

the institution of suit on the guar-
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anty is inadmissible to charge the

guarantor; and proof of prior legal

proceedings against the principals, or

of their insolvency when the draft

became payable, is not necessary.

Huntress v. Patten, 20 Me. 28.

67. Allen v. Rundle, 50 Conn. 9,

47 Am. Rep. S09; Rice ?'. McCague,
61 Neb. 861, 86 N. W. 486; Good-
win V. Buckman, 11 Iowa 308; Day
V. Elmore, 4 Wis. 190.

68. Thus, in Thomas v. Woods,
4 Cow. (N. Y.) 173, where the ac-

tion was on a guaranty of collecti-

bility by due process of law, it was
said that if the guarantor had sus-

tained damage through the failure of

the guarantee to promptly sue the

principal, it was proper evidence for

the defense.

So in Ashford v. Robinson, 30 N.
C. 114, where the guaranty was that

the principal obligation should be
" good," the court said that the guar-
antor was not discharged simply by
the creditor's negligence in ^pursuing
the principal, but he must also show
a loss to himself thereby.

But in Burt v. Horner, 5 Barb.
(N. Y.) 501, after remarking that it

was contended that if the guarantors
had been prejudiced by delay in pur-
suing the principal, the burden of
showing it was on them, the court
held inferentially that the rule was
the other way and the burden on the
gr.arantee to show diligence.

69. United States. — Memphis v.

Brown, 87 U. S. 289; Getty v.

Schantz, 100 Fed. 577.

/Alabama. — Donley v. Camp, 22
Ala. 659, 58 Am. Dec. 274.

Colorado. — Jain v. Giffin, 3 Colo.

App. 90, 32 Pac. 80.

Connecticut.— Garland v. Gaines,

73 Conn. 662, 49 Atl. 19.

Illinois. — Penny v. Crane Bros.

Mfg. Co., 80 111. 244.

In-ci'a. — Peddicord v. Whittan, 9
Iowa 471.
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Kansas. — Crissey v. Inter-State

Loan & Trust Co., 59 Kan. 561, 53
Pac. 867.

Maine. — Read v. Cutts, 7 Me. 186,

22 Am. Dec. 184; Prentiss v. Gar-
land, 64 Me. 155.

Michigan. — Roberts v. Hawkins,
70 Mich. 566, 38 N. W. 575.

Mississif^pi. — Wren v. Pearce, 4
Smed. & M. 91.

Nezv York. — Bank of New York
z: Livingston, 2 Johns. Cas. 409;
Grant v. Hotchkiss, 26 Barb. 63.

Pc n n s y Ivan i a. — Campbell t'.

Baker, 46 Pa. St. 243 ; Janes v. Scott,

59 Pa. St. 178, 98 Am. Dec. 328.

Tennessee. — Klein v. Kern, 94
Tenn. 34, 28 S. W. 295.

Te.vas. — McCormick Harv. Mach.
Co. V. Millett (Tex. Civ. App.), 29
S. W. 80.

West Virginia. — But see McNeel
V. Auldridge, 25 W. Va. 113.

Wisconsin. — Day v. Elmore, 4
Wis. 190.

But in Johnson v. Mills, 25 Tex.

704, it was held that a guaranty of

payment imposes on the guarantee
the duty of using reasonable diligence

in its collection by due process of

law against the principal unless ex-
empted therefrom by stipulation to

the contrary. And where it appears
that the guarantee has departed
from the regular course of law by
giving a stay of execution to the

principal debtor, the burden is im-
posed on the guarantee to show that

the failure to collect the debt was not
caused in whole or in part thereby.

In the case of a general guaranty
of a non-negotiable security which
is assigned, all that the guarantee
need show is that he first sought
payment from the maker within a

reasonable time by ordinary means,
and where the maker has left the

state or is insolvent he need not bo
pursued. Benton v. Gibson, i Hill

L. (S. C.) 56.

In Pennsylvania, however, a stricter

rule obtains, and it is held that the
creditor, in order to recover against
a technical guarantor, must prove
due diligence against the principal
debtor or excuse himself by showing
insolvency so that such pursuit w^ould
be fruitless. But it is not necessary
that he should prove both. Woods

V. Sherman, 71 Pa. St. 100; Brown
V. Brooks, 25 Pa. St. 210, in which
it was Sdid that a guaranty is an
engagement to pay in default of
solvency in the debtor, provided due
diligence be used to obtain payment
from him. So in Parker v. Culbert-
son, I Wall. Jr. ( U. S.) 149, 18 Fed.
Cas. No. 10,732, the court, applying
tlie law of Pennsylvania to a contract
of guaranty, held that the creditor
must prove either fruitless legal pro-
ceedings against the principal or the
latter's insolvency in order to charge
the guarantor. It is sufficient to

show that the principal debtor is ut-
terly insolvent at the maturity of
the guaranty. McClurg v. Fryer, 15
Pa. St. 293. In order to hold a guar-
antor of a corporate debt, it is suf-
ficient for the guarantee to show that
he has exhausted his remedy against
the corporation, without also show-
ing that he has sought to enforce the
individual liability of the stockhold-
ers. National Loan & Bldg. Assn.
V. Lichtenwalner, 100 Pa. St. 100, 45
Am. Rep. 359. In an action on a
guaranty of a mortgage, it is essen-
tial that the plaintiff show that with-
in a reasonable time after default on
the mortgage he sought to collect
the debt from the land or from the
debtor, or that he produce evidence
which would warrant a jury in find-
ing that such course would have
been idle. Dutton v. Pyle, 195 Pa.
St. 8, 45 Atl. 429. Where a guaran-
tee resorts to legal process against
the principal debtor without unneces-
sary delay there is a legal presump-
tion that he has been duly diligent,

but this presumption is not conclu-
sive, since there may be cases in
which something more may be
needed than simply suing out legal

process and letting it run its course.
Hoffman v. Bechtel. 52 Pa. St. 190.

The return of execution nulla bona
in an action against the principal
debtor is prima facie evidence of his
in.solvency and of due diligence on
the part of the creditor, wdien intro-
duced in evidence in an action
against the guarantor; but it is not
conclusive evidence of these facts.

National Loan & Bldg. Assn. v.

Lichtenwalner, 100 Pa. St. 100. 45
Am. Rep. 359. And see Woods r.

Sherman. 71 Pa. St. 100, where the
fact that the execution was not re-

Vol. VI
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the defendant g-uarantor to prove injury to himself from a

want thereofJ"

11. Discharge of Guarantor.— The burden of proving the facts

entithng him to a discharge from habihty is on the guarantor.''^

in. COMPETENCY AND RELEVANCY OF EVIDENCE.

1. Existence and Execution of Guaranty.— The existence of a

guaranty may be proved by the admissions of the defendant guar-
antor.'^- Parol evidence of a conditional delivery by which the

signature of another guarantor was to be obtained before the

guaranty became operative is admissible in behalf of the guaran-
tor.''^ An insufficiently executed written assent to an extension of

turned till after suit had been be-

gun against the guarantor was held

immaterial.

70. Peddicord v. Whittam, g
Iowa 471 ; Farrow v. Respess, S3 N.
C. 170; Heaton v. Hulbert, 4 111. 489;
Sabin v. Harris, 12 Iowa 87.

In Curtis v. Brown, 2 Barb. (N.
Y.) 51, evidence offered by the guar-

antor of a note that the maker thereof

was solvent when it became due
and remained so for several years,

but that when the suit was begun he

was insolvent, was held admissible

provided the guaranty was a col-

lateral agreement, but if it was to be
regarded as amounting in fact to a
promissory note, then such evidence
was inadmissible. In this case, the

language, " I guarantee the payment
of the within," was held to import
merely a collateral agreement.

The burden is on a guarantor
when sued on his guaranty of a note
made in another state, to show that

the maker had property in such other

state out of which the note might
have been collected; and the guaran-
tee is not required to prove the ma-
ker's insolvency in the state of his

residence. Fall v. Youmans, 67 Minn.
83, 69 N. W. 697, 64 Am. St. Rep.

390.

71. The burden of proving the

fact of an extension of credit to the
principal, whereby the guarantor
claims to have been discharged, is

on the latter when sued on his guar-
anty. Eichhold V. Tiffany, 21 Misc.

627. 48 N. Y. Supp. 70.

The burden is on the defendant
guarantor to show that an e.xtension

of time to the principal relied en
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as effecting the defendant's dis-

charge, did not conform to the pro-

visions of the contract of guaranty.
Alger V. Alger, 83 App. Div. 168, 82
N. Y. Supp. 523.

In Meyer z: Blakemore, 54 Miss.

570, an instruction that it devolved
upon a guarantor, when sued on his

guaranty, to show by affirmative evi-

dence, other than the mere execution
and delivery by the principal of ad-
ditional security, that the same was
not taken as cumulative security

merely, but that it was agreed that

it should absolutely discharge the
guarantor's liability, was approved.

In an action on a guaranty of
freight, the burden is on the guaran-
tor to show to what extent the plain-

tiff's claim was reduced by sale of
the shipment to satisfy the transpor-
tation charges. Jones Z'. Hoyt, 25
Conn. 374.

In Kortlander v. Elston, 52 Fed.
180, a guarantor was required to

prove that the guarantee had settled

the loss on insurance policies held as
collateral, for less than he was
properly entitled to.

72. Eichhold v. Tiffany, 20 Misc.

680, 46 N. Y. Supp 534, in which the

guarantor's admission at a former
trial of the fact of his signature

was held sufficient proof of the ex-
ecution of the guaranty, in the ab-

sence of countervailing evidence.

73. New Home Sew. Mach. Co.
V. Simon, 104 Wis. 120, 80 N. W.
71, in which it was held that such
evidence must be supplemented by
proof that before extending credit on
the faith of the guaranty the creditor

had notice of the stipulation.
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a guaranty may be introduced as a circumstance tending to show
actual assent by the guarantors.''*

2. Proof of Notice of Acceptance. — Notice of the acceptance of

a guaranty need not l)e shown by direct proof/" but the guarantor's

conduct and remarks may justify an inference thereof.^®

3. Understanding of the Parties. — Evidence of tlie interpretation

placed on the contract by the parties is receival)le for some pur-

poses, but not as a rule to aid in its construction.''^

In Price v. Oatman (Tex. Civ.

App.), 77 S. W. 258, it was said that

parol evidence of a guarantor that

he signed and delivered the guaranty
to the principal debtor on condition

that another guarantor be obtained

before its delivery to the guarantee,

while inadmissible standing alone,

may properly be received to explain

the principal's subsequent return of

the guaranty to the guarantor with

the statement that the guarantee had
refused to receive it until another
signature was obtained, and the guar-

antor's redelivery of it to the prin-

cipal on the condition that that be

done.

74. Rutherford f. Brachman, 40
Ohio St. 604. In this case, a written

assent to an extension of time to

the principal was admitted in evi-

dence to show an actual assent of

the guarantors thereto, though one
guarantor had not executed it.

75. Barnes Cycle Co. v. Reed, 91

Fed. 481.
" This notice need not be proved

to have been given in writing, or in

any particular form, but may be in-

ferred by the jury from facts and
circumstances which warrant such
inference." Reynolds v. Douglass, 12

Pet. (U. S.) 497-

76. Rankin v. Childs, 9 Mo. 673;
Barnes Cycle Co. v. Reed, 91 Fed.

481 ; Peck V. Barney, 13 Vt. 93 ; Oaks
V. Weller, 16 Vt. 63; White v.

Reed, 15 Conn. 457.

In this last case, conversations
with the guarantor in which, on be-
ing shown the guarantee's account
with the principal, he said he would
see the principal about it, hoped he
would pay it and that it was a just

debt; and on being again shown the

account, asked why it had not been
presented to the principal's agent

;

said he knew it ought to be paid

;

took a copy, and said he would con-

sult counsel and if not barred, he

would pay it, were held admissible

to prove notice to him of the ac-

ceptance of the guaranty.

A statement by a guarantor when
called on to fulfill his obligation that

he had surrendered to his principal,

on the latter's assurance that the

debt had been settled, certain papers

which would have indemnified him,

docs not warrant the inference as a

matter of law that he had received

due notice of the acceptance of the

guaranty, but at most the question

is one for the jury. The Louisville

Mfg. Co. V. Welch, 10 How. (U.
S.) 461.

77. Douglass v. Reynolds, 7 Pet.

(U. S.) 113, in which such evidence

was admitted to show that the guar-

antee had regarded the contract as a

continuing guaranty. In this case

the court said :
" We are of opinion

that the evidence was rightly ad-

mitted. ... It was not offered

to explain or establish the construc-

tion of the letter of credit, whether
it constituted a limited or continuing

guaranty ; and was not thus open to

the objection which has been re-

lied on at the bar, that it was an
attempt by parol evidence to explain

a written contract. It was admitted
simply to establish that credit had
been given to H. [the principal]*

. . . and that it was treated by
the plaintiffs as a continuing guar-
anty; so that if, in point of law, it

was entitled to that character, the

plaintiff's claim might not be open
to the suggestion that no such ad-

vances, acceptances or indorsements
had in fact been made upon the credit

of it; an objection which, of founded
in fact, might have been fatal to

their claim."

In Lombard r. Martin, 39 Miss.

147, it was said that the fact that
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4. Condition Not Disclosed to Guarantee.— Proof of the exist-

ence of the condition agreed on between the principal and the guar-

antor, on which the guaranty is to become operative, but which is

not communicated to the guarantee, cannot be received against himJ^
5. Reliance on Guaranty.— The guarantee may testify directly

that he extended credit on the faith of the guaranty,''^ and evidence

of his understanding of the contract has also been received to show
the same fact.^" So the circumstances under which the guaranty
was given, and the fact of the guarantee's previous refusal to

extend credit to the principal alone, are admissible. ^^ In order to

charge the guarantor with the payment of goods, the delivery

thereof may be shown by other evidence than the original order

made by the principal.^^

6. Declarations and Admissions of Parties.— A. In General.
The declarations of the guarantor, constituting part of the res

gestae of an assignment of a bond, have been admitted to show that

the assignment was not made under such circumstances, or with

such intent as would render him liable on the accompanying
guaranty.®^

the alleged guarantee considered
from a conversation which he had
with the guarantor that the latter

was either originally or secondarily

liable, could have no effect upon his

actual liability.

In Glenn v. Lehnen, 54 Mo. 45,

evidence of the understanding of one
of the guarantees as to the contract

of guaranty was held admissible, the

court saying that it was certainly

material to know what understand-

ing he had with his co-plaintiff, at

or near the time of the transaction.

In Lawrence v. McCalmont, 2

How. (U. S.) 426, the fact that the

principal and the agents of the guar-
antee had agreed that the guaranty
was a continuing one and need not

be renewed on the making of further

advances was said to be strong evi-

dence to establish that such an inter-

pretation of the guaranty was neither

a forced nor an unnatural one,

though the guarantor was not a party

to the agreement.

78. Belloni v. Freeborn, 63 N. Y.

383; D'Wolf V. Rabaud, i Pet. (U.

S.) 476; in which latter case the

guarantor who had contracted to

forward merchandise to the guaran-

tee to meet advances to the principal,

was not permitted to show that the

shipment was only to be made, as

arranged between him and the prin-
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cipal without the guarantee's knowl-
edge, in case funds were furnished

by the principal for the purchase of

the goods.

79. Worcester Coal Co. v. Utley,

167 Mass. 558, 46 N. E. 114, in which
the officers of the creditor corpora-
tion were permitted to testify that

they sold goods on the faith of the
guaranty.

80. Douglass v. Reynolds, 7 Pet.

(U. S.) 113, in which the guarantee
was permitted to show that he under-
stood the contract to be a continuing
guaranty, the evidence being received
not to aid in the interpretation of
the contract, but solely to show the
guarantee's reliance on it.

81. Dunning v. Roberts, 35 Barb.
(N. Y.) 463, in which, however, the

written memorandum sufficiently ex-
pressed a consideration under the

statute of frauds, and the evidence of

the circumstances surrounding the

guaranty and the guarantee's previ-

ous refusal of credit were allowed
only as showing the execution of the

consideration.

82. Feustmann v. Gott, 65 Mich.

592, 32 N. W. 869.

83. Hopkins z'. Richardson, 9
Gratt. (Va.) 485.

A letter written by the guarantee
to a friend at the time of receiving
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B. Conclusiveness of Admissions in Guaranty. — A p^uar-

anty is evidence of all the facts therein stated, and in g-cneral the

guarantor cannot impeach it by contradictory evidence ; thus, where
the guaranty recites that the principal was indebted to the guaran-
tee, the guarantor cannot contest the validity of the principal

obligation f* and a guaranty indorsed on the principal obligation is

sufficient and conclusive evidence of the execution thereof f^ yet

proof of the principal obligation is admissible, and its rejection

error.®^ So, where a guarantor undertakes that his principal actu-

ally is in possession of property which he professes to pledge to

the guarantee, he cannot be heard to say that it was not in

existence.^'' The same conclusiveness attaches in behalf of the

guarantor to a stipulation in the contract by which the principal

agrees that his liability to his guarantor shall be conclusively

evidenced by the production of documentary evidence of payment
made on the guaranty, and the princijxil cannot assail the justice

of the claims against him which were thus settled.**

the guaranty has been held admissi-

ble in the writer's behalf as a memo-
randum made at the time of an oc-

currence and testified to as correct,

to show the date of the guarantee.

Dunlap V. Hopkins, 95 Fed. 231.

A guaranty previously tendered

and rejected as insufficient is admis-
sible against the guarantor when sued

on a subsequent guaranty. Nelson
IMfg. Co. r. Shreve (Mo. App.), 79
S. W. 488.

84. Di lorio v. Di Borasio, 21 R.

I. 208, 42 Atl. 1 1 14.

Where a guarantee recites that the

creditor has two notes and a judg-
ment on which execution has issued

against the principal debtor, these

facts require no further proof in an
action on a guaranty. Peck v. Bar-
ney, 12 Vt. 72.

85. Austin Co. v. Heiser, 6 S. D.

429, 61 N. W. 445 ; Cooper v. Ded-
rirk. 22 Barli. (N. Y.) 516.

The confession of the execution of

a guaranty indorsed on a note nec-

essarily carries with it the admission
of the existence and execution of the

note as and for what it purports to

be. Martin v. Butler, iii Ala. 422,
20 So. 352.

In an action on a guaranty in-

dorsed on a contract executed by the

principal's agent, it is unnecessary fo

prove the authority of the agent in

order to introduce the contract and
the guaranty in evidence, the object

of introducing the contract being
merely to fix the extent of the guar-

antor's liability. Mallory v. Lyman,
3 Finn. (Wis.) 443.

86. Ward v. Hasbrouck, 44 App.
Div. 32, 60 N. Y. Supp. 391, in

which it was said that the first step

in fixing the creditors' liability was
to show that there was a principal

contract between the other parties,

the performance of which he had
guaranteed.

87. Farmers and Mech. Nat. Bank
V. Lang, 29 N. Y. Super. Ct. 372. In

this case the guarantor offered proof,

not only that the property described

in the warehouse receipts given to

the guarantee was not in existence,

but that he was ignorant of the guar-

antee taking such receipts; that he
knew nothing of the dealings between
the other parties; that the property

described in the receipts was worth
much less than they called for, and
with the guarantee's consent, had not

been separated from the principal's

other property in the warehouse; and
all this evidence was held properly

rejected in view of the undertaking
of the guaranty.

88. Guarantee Co. of North
America v. Pitts, 78 Miss. 837, 30
So. 758. In this case, the court said

:

" There is nothing wrong or un-
reasonable or against public policy in

this stipulation. Lender such contract

the company was authorized in ad-
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C. Declarations of Principal Ofi^icred Against Guarantor.
The admissions and declarations of the principal debtor are compe-
tent against the guarantor, when made in the transaction of the
business for which the guarantor is boimd, so as to be part of the
res gestae, or when made in a transaction subsequent to the guar-
anty, but which it contemplated and authorized f° but other admis-
sions and declarations, such as subsequent acknowledgments of

vance, as a condition of guaranteeing,
to exercise discretion as to paying
any demand made by the holder of
the guaranty, and was bound only
to act without fraud in settling a
claim, and, thus paying, is entitled to

hold the party guaranteed for reim-
bursement ; and the voucher proves
the claim, if not shown to have been
infected with fraud."

89. Guarantee Co. of North
America v. Mutual Building & Loan
Assn., 57 111. App. 254; Hatch v.

Elkins, 65 N. Y. 489.

In Eichhold v. Tiffany, 20 Misc.
680, 46 _N. Y. Supp. 534, statements
by a principal to the guarantee, prior
to the time the guaranty was given
and in the absence of the guarantor,
but in the course of selection of the
goods the payment for which was
secured, and in contemplation of the
furnishing of the guaranty and at no
great interval from its execution,
were held properly admitted as a part
of the res gestae: and in this case
it was also held that where a prima
facie case against a guarantor is

made out by proving the admissions
of his principal, it then devolves upon
him to introduce evidence negativing
their truth. See also on this latter

point, Eichhold v. Tiffany, 21 Misc.

627, 48 N. Y. Supp. 70.

A letter by the principal to the

guarantee, announcing his intention

to take an agency for the guarantee
and offering his brother as his guar-
antor, pursuant to which a contract

of agency was entered into and a
bond of indemnity executed by the

brother, is admissible in evidence in

a suit against the latter, as consti-

tuting a part of the transaction. Rob-
erts V. Woven Wire Mattress Co.,

46 Md. 374.-

In Glenn v. Lehnen, 54 Mo. 45, the

admission of evidence of a conversa-

tion between the principal and the

guarantee prior to the execution of
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the guaranty was held not ground for

reversal, the court saying that while
it was not competent to bind the

guarantor or fi.x his responsibility, yet

it seemed that the evidence was only
detailed by the witness to show that

the guarantee had refused to sell to

the principal on the latter's own re-

sponsibility, and as preliminary to

the conversation had with the guar-
antor in which the guaranty was
made; and while not strictly legal

evidence, its admission could not be
regarded as an injurious error.

But in Taylor v. Shouse, 73 Mo.
361, a letter written by the principal

to the guarantee stating that he sup-
posed a guaranty from the guarantor
would be sufficient, and which pre-

ceded the giving of the guaranty,
was held properly excluded, it not ap-
pearing that the guarantor knew of
the letter, or of any existing agree-
ment between the other parties, to

which the instrument sued on was
intended or could be made to apply.

The purpose of the letter seems to

have been to show that the guaranty,
which was prospective in its terms,
was intended to cover existing in-

debtedness.

In Bushnell v. Church, 15 Conn.
406, the declaration of a principal to

a contract of guaranty, that he had
made a sale of certain goods which
the guarantee was to produce for him,
was held admissible against the
guarantors to prove the fact of sale,

over the objection that it was merely
hearsay. The theory of its admission
seems to have been that it was part
of the res gestae, being made at the
time the principal ordered the goods
from the guarantee, for the payment
of which the guarantors were bound.

R. assigned the bond of G. to K. to
enable K. to purchase goods on the
credit of R.'s assignment, and K.
purchased goods of H. Held, that
in an action by H. against R.
upon the assignment, the statements
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indebtedness, or the like, are not competen.t unless brought home to

the guarantor.^"

of K. to H. in relation thereto, pend-
ing the negotiation for the goods and
the transfer of the bond, were com-
petent evidence against R. Hopkins
V. Richardson, 9 Gratt. (Va.) 485.

In Meade v. McDowell, 5 Binn.

(Pa.) 195, letters of the principal

debtor were admitted against the

guarantor to prove the terms of the

contract guaranteed, though written

subsequently to the making of such

contract ; it appearing that by the

terms of the guaranty the principal

debtor was intrusted with the mak-
ing of the contract to be secured

thereby. Such declarations, however,
were not conclusive.

In Waldheim v. Sonnestrahl, 8

Misc. 219, 28 N. Y. Supp. 582, re-

ceipts by the principal were said to

be competent to show the delivery of

the goods, payment for which was
guaranteed.

90. In Wieder v. Union Surety
and Guaranty Co., 42 Misc. 499, 86

N. Y. Supp. 105, an admission of the

alleged defalcation by the principal,

whose honesty was guaranteed, was
held inadmissible against the guaran-

tor as not being part of the res ges-

tae.

So, in Hatch v. Elkins, 65 N. Y.

489, the admissions and acknowledg-
ments of the principal as to the

amount due from him to the creditor

were held incompetent to establish

the fact against the guarantor.
Statements made by the principal

after the purchase of goods, the pay-
ment for which was guaranteed, has
been concluded, are not admissible to

bind the guarantor. Eichhold v. Tif-

fany, 21 Misc. 627, 48 N. Y. Supp.

70; Hopkins v. Richardson, 9 Gratt.

(Va.) 485-

But in Swisher v. Deering, 204 111.

203. 68 N. E. 517, a statement of ac-

count between the guarantee and the

defaulting principal was admitted
against the guarantor, though the

principal had gone into bankruptcy.

This seems to have been on general

principles, though the guaranty it-

self provided that the written ac-

knowledgment of the principal should
bind and be conclusive against the

guarantor.
And in Drummond v. Prestman, 12

Wheat. (U. S.), 516, the principal's

admission of liability contained in his

confession of judgment to the guaran-

tee was admitted against the guaran-

tor after the principal's death.

In Horn v. Perry, 14 Hun (N.
Y.) 409, the books of a firm which
had been composed of the principal

debtors and the guarantee, which did

not fully show the liability of the

former to the latter, together with a

check and receipt evidencing a settle-

ment made on the basis of the books,

were held inadmissible against the

guarantor, the court saying :
" As

against the principals, the proof

would have been sufficient ; but, as to

the sureties, the contents of the books
of the principals, the receipt given by
them, their verbal admissions to the

plaintiff, and his check, were but the

declarations of third persons by
which the sureties were in no man-
ner affected."

Where suit is brought against the

guarantor of the credit of the debtor,

and the guarantor relies on a pay-
ment made by the debtor and alleged

to have been applied to the account
sued on, conversations between the

debtor and the plaintiff's agent as

to the state of the account, and let-

ters written by the debtor to

such agent requesting him to

misrepresent to the guarantor the

state of the account, are irrele-

vant and not admissible over the

guarantor's objection. Coxe Bros. &
Co. V. Milbrath, no Wis. 499, 86 N.
W. 174.

In Deere Plough Co. 7'. McCullough
102 Mo. App. 458, 76 S. W. 716,

declarations of a principal or his at-

torney relevant to having turned his

assets over to his guarantor, were held

inadmissible against the latter.

Evidence of a conversation between
a guarantee and the principal occur-
ring after the transaction and not in

the guarantor's presence, in which
the principal stated that the guarantor
had promised to protect him, and that

it was agreed when he signed the

guaranteed note that he was not to

pay it and should have no trouble

with it. but that the guarantor would
take care of it, is inadmissible against

the guarantor to excuse the guaran-
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7. Admissibility of Judgment Recovered Against Principal. — It

seems that a judgment recovered against the principal debtor is, in

general, admissible in the action against the guarantor, ^^ and is

evidence of its own existence,"- but it cannot be received as proof

of credit extended on the faith of the guaranty, nor as a ground
of recovery."^ Whether it may be used to show the amount of the

debt is doubtful.®*

tee's failure to proceed against the

principal. Allen 7'. Rundle. 50 Conn.

9, 47 Am. Rep. 599.
91. In Fletcher z'. Jackson, 23 Vt.

581, 56 Am. Dec. 98, the rule was
thus stated :

" Where a suit is neces-

sary to fix the liability of the guaran-
tor, the fir.st judgment is prima facie

evidence of the default ; but where
the guarantor is liable without suit

against the principal, the judgment
against him is regarded as strictly

matter inter alios."

A judgment against the principal,

the record of which includes the dec-

laration and account of the guarantee
on which is was rendered, is admis-
sible against the guarantor, its con-

nection with the subject-matter of

the guaranty being thereby shown.
Roberts v. Woven Wire Mattress
Co., 46 Md. 374.

92. In an action against the guar-

antor of a note, the record of a judg-
ment against the makers is competent
evidence of the fact of its rendition,

especially where notice of the suit

was given the guarantor. Robinson
v. Lane, 14 Smed. & M. (Miss.) 161.

In Grommes v. St. Paul Trust Co.,

147 111. 634, 35 N. E. 820, 37 Am. St.

Rep. 248, it was held that in the ab-

sence of a notice and opportunity to

defend given to the guarantor, or of

an assumed responsibility by him for

the result of the suit against his

principal, the judgment rendered
therein was not conclusive against

the guarantor, but could only be in-

troduced against him as evidence of

its own existence and not as evidence
of any of the facts upon which its

recovery rested. As to the latter, it

was res inter alios acta.

93. Commercial Rank of Albany
7'. Eddy, 7 Mete. (Mass.) 181, and
see Eaton v. Harth, 45 111. App. 355.
Where A. indorses a note to B.

" to be liable only in second in-

stance " and B. sues one of the mak-
ers, who pleads a release from A.
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while the holder of the note, and is

discharged by the judgment of the

justice, that judgment is only prima
facie evidence, at best, in a subse-

quent suit against A., and to make
it conclusive evidence of B.'s right to

recover, notice to A. of the first ac-

tion was indispensable. Brown v.

Chaney, I Ga. 410.

In an action against the guarantor
of the consideration of a note, the

record of a suit against the maker
exhibiting a judgment for the defend-

ant, was read, and it was held com-
petent to show by parol whether the

judgment was on the merits of the

case and was rendered because of a

want or failure of consideration; but

a bill of exceptions taken on the trial

of the suit against the maker and
embodying the proof would not be
competent evidence, as the witnesses

themselves would be required so they

could be cross-examined. Robinson
V. Lane, 14 Smed. & M. (Miss.) 161.

Judgment as evidence of principal's

insolvency, see post, note 3.

94. InAyres v. Findley, i Pa. St.

501, an award against the plaintiff in

an action by the guarantee against

the principal debtor was held to be
prima facie evidence against the

guarantor of the debt, who had as-

signed it with an accompanying
guaranty that nothing was due
thereon ; but in the absence of notice

of the litigation to the guarantor, it

was said that the award was not con-

clusive.

In Brown v. Brooks, 25 Pa. St.

210, a judgment recovered against the

principal debtor was held evidence
in an action on the guaranty of the

amount of the debt.

But in Giltinan v. Strong, 64 Pa.

St. 242, it was held error to admit a

judgment against the principal debtor
as evidence against the guarantor of

the sum due, the court saying that it

would be a novelty if the principal

could call on his surety to defend
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It seems fairly well settled, however, that a jud.ejncnt against

the principal is admissible to show due diligence in pursuing him,

by the guarantee.'"*

8. Proof of Insolvency. — In an action on a guaranty, the fact of

the principal's insolvency, when in issue, should be proved in the

same manner as any other fact in the case.""

9. Default and Notice. — The guarantor's promise to pay the

debt is admissible as an admission of the princijjal's default ;"^ and
his statement that he does not deny liability is also proof, either of

notice of default or of its waiver."** Written notice bearing the

official certificate of the sheriff that he has served the same is

competent evidence of such service.®"

10. Proof of Damages. — It is proper to show, on the question of

damages, that tlic principal debtor is insolvent, and that a judgment
against him cannot be collected.^

11. Discharge of Guarantor.— Facts showing the discharge of

the guarantor may be proved by parol, though the guaranty is in

writing.^ Evidence of negligence in enforcing an execution against

him, and that there was no legal priv-

ity between the parties.

95. Woodward v. Moore, 13 Ohio
St. 136; Commercial Bank of Albany
V. Eddy, 7 Mete. (Mass.) 181.

The prima facie evidence of dili-

gence afforded by a judgment against

the principal secured before a justice

is rebutted by showing that had it

been recorded in the district court

it might have been made a lien upon
the principal's real estate. Osborne v.

Smith, 18 Fed. 126.

In Sterns v. Marks, 35 Barb. (N.
Y.) 565, a judgment whereby the

principal secured a release from his

obligation on the ground of fraud
was held admissible in an action

against the guarantor who was cog-
nizant of the circumstances on which
the former case had been decided, to

excuse the guarantee's failure to pro-

ceed against the principal, the court
saying it had the same legal effect

on the rights of the parties as if the

guarantee had sued the principal, who
had recovered a judgment discharg-
ing him from liability.

In the absence of notice to the
guarantor of a suit begun by a guar-
antee against the principal, the judg-
ment therein does not conclude the

guarantor from showing that had
proper diligence been used in the

conduct of such action, the judgment
would not have been recovered.
Woodward v. Moore, 13 Ohio St
136.

96. Consequently, record evidence

is not indispensable, but insolvency

may be shown by parol. McClurg v.

Fryer, 15 Pa. St. 293; Reynolds v.

Douglass, 12 Pet. (U. S.) 497- But
record evidence, such as a duplicate of

the bankrupt record in the matter

of the principal's bankruptcy, is ad-

missible. Falcs & Jenks Mach. Co.

V. Browning (S. C), 46 S. E. 545-

In Nelson Mfg. Co. v. Shreve (Mo.
App), 79 S. W. 488, the opinion of

a witness as to the value of the con-

tents of a principal's plumbing shop
was held admissible on the issue of

his insolvency, arising in a suit

against the guarantor.

Judgment recovered against the

principal debtor and execution re-

turned thereon nulla bona are prima
facie evidence of insolvency. Brown
7'. Brooks, 25 Pa. St. 210; Lawson z:

Wright, 21 Ga. 242, and see Buttram
t'. Jackson, 32 Ga. 409.

97. Harbert v. Skinner, 37 Iowa
208.

98. First Nat. Bank v. Carpenter,

34 Iowa 433, in which such a state-

ment by a member of a guarantor
partnership was admitted as an ad-

mission of the firm.

99. Taylor v. Taylor. 64 Ind. 356.

1. Clark V. Hampton, i Hun (N.
Y.) 612.

2. \Yhite 7'. W^^lker, 31 H]- 422.

The objection to the evidence in this

case was grounded on the ancient
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the principal debtor is admissible to show want of proper diligence

on the part of the guarantee.^ Evidence of what the guarantor has

done with property of the principal in his possession is immaterial,

except so far as it shows a payment thereof to the guarantee, and
the pro tanto reduction of his claim.*

rule of the common law that an obli-

gor could be released only by an in-

strument of a? high dignity as that

by which he was bound, but the

court declined to follow this rule,

holding that it was no longer prac-
tically enforced.

3. Hoffman v. Bechtel, 52 Pa. St.

190. In this case the guarantor was
permitted to prove that the princi-

pal was the owner of real estate upon
which the judgment recovered against

him was a lien ; that under an exe-

yoi. VI

cution issued thereon the property
was sold for an insignificant sum to

the debtor's wife; that the guarantee
paid no attention to the sale, absented
himself from it and remarked that

he did not care as he was secure for

his claim; and that he made no ef-

fort to have the sale set aside, but
privately offered the purchaser an ad-

vance on the bid, if it was trans-

ferred to him.

4. Farmers & Mech. Nat. Bank v.

Lang, 29 Super. Ct. (N. Y.) 372.
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I. PRESUMPTIONS AND BUHDEN OF PROOF.

1. Appointment and Qualification,— A. Appointment in Gen-
eral. — The maxim, " Omnia pracsumuntur rite et solemniter esse

acta donee probetur in contrarium," applies to the appointment and

qualification of a guardian and the various steps in the proceed-

ings connected therewith- Thus, the residence of the guardian at

the time of appointment will be presumed, though it is shown that

at the time of instituting a suit the guardian lived without the

state ;^ and the formal removal of a testamentary guardian will be

presumed to have preceded the appointment of a statutory one."

Nevertheless, in suing his ward's debtor, the burden is on the

guardian to show a legal appointment.^

Effect of Record. — The record of an appointment is so far satis-

factory evidence thereof that the issuance of a certificate is unnec-

essary;* but, on the other hand, the fact that no record of appoint-

ment can be discovered is not conclusive against the fact of the

appointment in view of the maxim above quoted ;" and the

1. Martin v. Tally, 72 Ala. 23, in pointinent, consisting both of cir-

which the court said that it would cumstantial proof and the direct tcs-

presume a change of residence after timony of one witness, the court

appointment, if necessary. said: "But the maxim 'Omnia
2. Den v. Gaston, 25 N. J. L. 615. pracsumuntur esse rite acta' is

« TT . . • T u /-> clearly applicable in such case, and
o. Hutchms z: Johnson, 12 Conn. , ^ ,t \a a tu „ •.• „

^-<; ^ \ T\ i when to this is added the positive
376, 30 Am. Dec. 622. ... ... . ^ ,

' _, » A I r r> c
testimony of a living witness, and

4. Eysters Appeal, 16 Pa. St. strongly corroborative circumstances
^^^"

^ concurring with and happening in
5. Fink's Appeal, loi Pa. St. 74. consequence of the principal fact in

In this case, after referring 'to the question, and that fact occurred
evidence adduced to show the ap- more than thirty years ago, the

20 Vol. VI
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presumption of authority to act, notwithstanding the absence or

silence of the record, has been extended to a foreign guardian.*'

B. Jurisdiction.— Jurisdiction to appoint a guardian will be
presumed in a court of record making the appointment ;^ and a
foreign appointment will be presumed to have been made by a

court having general jurisdiction and authority to act ;^ and both the

fact of jurisdictional notice'' and the residence of the minor^° have
likewise been presumed in favor of the validity of the proceedings.

C. Effect of Letters of Guardianship.— Letters of guardian-

ship regular on their face and issued by a court having jurisdiction

judicial mind may well rest satisfied

with the sufficiency of the proof."

But in House v. Brent, 69 Tex.

27, 7 S. W. 65, it was held that the

authority of one signing a deed to a

minor's realty in the purported ca-

pacity of guardian, to act as such,

would not be presumed, in the ab-

sence of ail proof, even after a lapse

of thirty years.

6. Cole V. Collett, 5 Litt. (Ky.)

47, in which it appeared that the

personal estate of an infant had been
delivered over with the approbation
of a court of a neighboring state,

having competent jurisdiction, to one
who was not shown by the record to

have been a guardian or otherwise
vested with legal authority to re-

ceive it.

7. Davis V. Hudson, 29 Minn. 27,

II N. W. 136, in which this presump-
tion of jurisdiction was held to ap-
ply to probate courts in view of the
constitutional provision making them
courts of record, but in which the
court said that even in the absence
of this provision public policy and
general utility would require the in-

dulgence of the same presumption.

8. Halliburton v. Fletcher, 22
Ark. 453.

Record of domestic court as evi-

dence of valid foreign appointment,
see post, note 49.

9- On a collateral inquiry it will

be presumed that the probate court
of a territory gave proper notice of
the application for appointment of a
guardian to persons interested,

though the record fails to disclose
such notice. Kelley v. Morrell, 29
Fed. 736.

The fact that an order for the ap-
pointment of a guardian for a non-
resident minor recites that on read-
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ing and filing the petition, and the

bond having been duly filed and ap-

proved, it is ordered that the ap-

pointment be made, etc., does not

constitute an affirmative showing on
the face of the record that the juris-

dictional notice of the appointment

was not given ; so that the general

presumption of jurisdiction accorded

to probate courts in Minnesota, as

courts of record, is not overthrown
thereby. Davis v. Hudson, 29 ]Minn.

27, II N. W. 136.

10. In Collins v. Powell, 14 Ky.

L. Rep. 119, 19 S. W. 578, the court,

in speaking of the appointment of a

guardian which was assailed twenty
years afterward on the ground of the

non-residence of the minor in the

county where the appointment was
made, and the consequent lack of

jurisdiction in the county court, said

that when the jurisdiction was so
questioned after the lapse of so
many years, great weight should be
attached to the proceeding for the
appointment, although ex parte so
far as the ward was concerned, and
that in view of the rights of an in-

nocent purchaser at the guardian's

sale of realty, the chancellor should
be reluctant to disturb the appoint-
ment so as to divest the purchaser
of his title upon no other testimony
than the recollection of witnesses,
refreshed doubtless by the insolvency
of the guardian. In this case it ap-
peared that the judge making the
apoointment knew that his jurisdic-
tion depended upon the infant's resi-

dence and that it was his usual cus-
tom to have proof on the subject.

It also appeared that the judge in

the county now claimed to have been
the infant's residence had refused to
make the appointment on the ground
of want of jurisdiction.
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are presumed to have l)ecn rej^ularly issued," and are prima facie

evidence that all previous requisites necessary to a valid ai)point-

ment have been complied with ;^^ but they are not absolutely

essential to a due proof of appointment."
D. Qualification. — A presumption of due qualification is in-

dulged where the cj'uardian has acted as such.^*

2. Reception of Assets. — A. In Gknekal. — Prima Facik E\i-
DENCE. — The fact of giving a bond and filing a settlement is prima

facie evidence against a guardian that he took charge of the estate.'''

11. Den V. Gaston. 2."; N. J. L.

615, in which it was held, in conse-
quence, that such letters could not
be collaterally attacked.

Burden of impeaching appointment
in attack on validity of sale. See
post, note 49.

12. Hence, it is unnecess;iry to

show an application for an appoint-

ment or a notice thereof to the per-

sons interested. Prescott v. Cass, 9
N. H. 93-

In an action by the guardian of an
insane person it is unnecessary for

the plaintiff to prove the insanity of

his ward or the regularity of the

proceedings in the probate court ap-
pointing him as guardian, since in a

collateral action the letters of guar-
dianship themselves are conclusive of

both these facts. Minnesota Loan &
Trust Co. V. Beebe, 40 Minn. 7, 41

N. W. 232, 2 L. R. A. 418.

Where letters of tutorship set

forth that a tutor has complied with
the requisites of the law to entitle

him thereto, it is evidence that he
has given a bond. Smith v. Porter,

16 La. Ann. 370.

13. Martin v. Martin (Tenn.). 52

S. W. 902, in which the guardian
had testified without objection that

he was in fact such.

14. Tn State v. Richardson, 29
Mo. App. 595, the giving of a bond
by a guardian and the filing of a set-

tlement showing a balance against

himself were held to dispense with
proof that his bond had been ap-

provedi.

Where a will appoints the mother
of testator's infant children as their

guardian, excusing her from giving

security, and she has answered as

such guardian, she will be presumed,
in the absence of evidence to the

contrary, to have been regularly

qualified. Brown v. Severson, 12

Heisk. (Tenn.) 381.

Hoover v. Sellers, 5 La. Ann. 180.

In this case the court said :
" But

the plaintiff seeks to escape from the

effect of these principles by question-

ing the legal capacity of her several

tutors to act as such. Osburn, it is

said, was not her tutor; because, al-

though he was appointed, it does not

appear that he had given or taken

the oath of office. That he acted as

tutor is proved. That he was rec-

oenized as such by the parish judge
in subsequent proceedings is also

inferable. Moreover, we find charges
made in 1831 by the parish judge,
' for taking bonds,' and by the notary,

for ' writing bonds for tutors.' Un-
der the circumstances the defendant
is fairly entitled to the benefit of the

presumption, omnita rite acta. This
presumption is peculiarly equitable

in the present case, considering the

state of confusion and dilapidation

into which the records of the pro-

bate court have fallen."

The fact that a guardian's bond is

not found on file is not sufficient to

show that one was not given, and
therefore to show that the guardian
was not legally qualified, where the

letter of guardianship which is on
record recites the giving of a bond,
and the court afterward recognizes
the guardian as properly qualified by
entertaining his petition for leave to

sell real estate. As the letter of

guardianship could not have been is-

sued properly by the court until the

bond had been filed, such filing is to

be presumed. McGale v. McGale, 18

R. I. 675, 29 Atl. 967.

15. State V. Richardson. 29 Mo.
App. 595. And see Richards v.

Swan, 7 Gill (Md.) 366.
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Eflfect of Joint Receipt. — A joint receipt by two J2:iiarcUans for
money due the ward's estate is presumptive evidence that the money
came equally into the possession and control of both-^"

B. Loss OP AssiCTS. — The burden is on a guardian who has
failed to reduce assets to possession to show that he could not do
so/^ or that he employed due diligence in the attempt to secure
them.^*

C. Release of Claim Due Estate.— The general rule is that a
guardian's compromise and release of a claim existing in favor of
the ward's estate is presumably valid, and the burden of impeaching
it is upon the ward;" but this rule has been refused application
in the case of the compromise of a pending action, made with-
out obtaining authority from the court. '° Nor does a receipt given
by a guardian on compromising debts due his ward at a fraction
of their nominal value create a presumption of negligence.-^

3. Management of Estate. — A. Investments. — a. Pracficabil-
'0'-— It will be presumed in the absence of evidence that a guardian

16. Monell v. Monell, 5 Johns.
Ch. (N. Y.) 283, 9 Am. Dec. 298, in
which it was said that the evidence
to rebut this presumption must be
direct and positive, but if such evi-
dence is adduced, and it apnears that
the money did in fact go exckisively
into the hands of one, then the pre-
sumption would arise that it was so
paid under the direction of the other
party and that he voluntarily agreed
to such a disposition of it.

17. Stewart v. McMurray, 82 Ala.

269, 3 So. 47; Micou V. Lamar, 7
Fed. 180.

But in Brown v. Bessou, 30 La.
Ann. 734, it was held that a tutor
could not be charged with more than
he collected of a debt due the minor,
where it was not shown that the debt
was worth more than the sum real-
ized.

In Dakin v. Demming, 6 Paige Ch.
(N. Y.) 95, the court said that the
presumption that notes belonging to
a ward's estate and inventoried as
bad had been collected did not arise
from the fact that they had been
placed in judgment and the consta-
ble fees paid out of the estate; and
if the judgment was actually col-

Jectible, the ward, who was attempt-
ing to charge the guardian with the
amount of the notes after a lapse
of sixteen years, was bound to es-
tablish the fact by proof less equiv-
ocal than the payment of the con-
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stable's fees. The court also said

that it might be fairly presumed
after such a lapse of time, in order
to sustain a settlement by the guard-
ian with an executor from whom
the notes were received, that even
notes inventoried as good had
proven uncollectible.

18. Stewart v. McMurray, 82 Ala.

269, 3 So. 47.

19. Ordinary v. Dean, 44 N. J. L.

64.

A guardian's release of a claim

existing in favor of a ward's estate,

made under seal, is binding on the

ward when he becomes of age if

fairly made and free from fraud;
and if a ward claims otherwise, the

burden of impeaching the receipt is

on him. Torrey v. Black, 58 N. Y.

185.

In Dakin v. Demming, 6 Paige Ch.
(N. Y.) 95, the court held that a re-

ceipt given by a guardian to an ex-
ecutor for the ward's distributive

share of the estate was evidence of

the settlement between executor and
guardian, and that such settlement
was so far conclusive upon the ward
when he became of age as to throw
on him the burden of proving that
there was error in the account upon
which settlement was made.

20. Hogy V. Avery, 69 Iowa 434,
29 N. W. 409.

21. Luton v. Wilcox, 83 N. C. 20.
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could loan his ward's funds as required by statute,-- and the burden
is on him to show the contrary. "^"^

>b. Identity of Fund. — It will be presumed that if a guardian

has actually invested his ward's money in certain securities, thev

will appear payable to him as j^^uardian, and not in his own name ;-*

but the mere fact that he takes an evidence of indebtedness in a

fiduciary capacity is not conclusive of the identity of the fund.-^

c. Loss of Investment- — It is incumbent on a guardian to free

himself from the suspicion of neg-lect attaching- to a loss of funds

invested by him.^®

B. Expenditures. — a. In General. — Tt will be presumed that

a guardian has discharged the duties imposed on him of providing

for the maintenance, protection and education of his infant ward f

22. Steyer v. Morris, 39 III. App.
382. But in Ashley v. Martin, 50
Ala. 537, the supreme court of that

state took judicial notice, as a part

of the history of the community fol-

lowing the civil war, that its people

were in a condition of very great

pecuniary embarrassment, so that it

might not have been practicable for

a guardian to make a safe loan of

$22,000 without delay, though a

statute authorized and required such
investment to be made.

23. Thompson v. Thompson, 92
Ala. 543, 9 So 465.

But the burden of proving that a
guardian has received a higher inter-

est than the legal rate upon his

ward's money is on those who repre-

sent the ward's interests on an ac-

counting; and they must identify the

instances in which such interest has
been received. Moyer v. Fletcher, 56
Mich. 508, 23 N. W. 198.

24. Ammon v. Wolfe, 26 Gratt.

(Va.) 621, in which the presumption
of the text was indulged against the

e.xecutor of a deceased guardian and
was said to obtain whether the in-

vestment was made pursuant to a

chancery decree, or under a statute

which exnressly provided that, when
practicable, the bonds therein author-
ized to be purchased should be taken
in the name of the fiduciary in his

fiduciary character.

25. The mere fact that a guardian
on making a loan took a note and
mortgage to himself as executor of

the estate of his ward's father is not

conclusive evidence that the funds
used in making the loan belonged to

the ward, the guardian not being in

fact such executor of the estate.

Railsback v. Williamson, 88 111. 494.

26. A conversion of funds of the

wards' estate into Confederate bonds

during the civil war bound the wards

only if it were done in a legal way
pursuant to the statutes then in force

on the subject ; and the burden of

showing such legal conversion is on

the guardian and his representatives.

Munroe v. Phillips, 64 Ga. 32.

Where a guardian admits that he

collected notes of his ward prior to

the civil war, but claims that the

money was lost to the ward's estate

by reason of its being in Confederate

currency, the burden is on him to

show when and by what means the

fund became commuted. Johnson v.

McCullough, 59 Ga. 212.

Where a guardian accepts on a loan

of the ward's funds a mortgage exe-

cuted by a husband alone, the burden
is on him to show that the husband's

estate in the land was an adequate
.security for the money loaned, so

that it was unnecessary that the wife

should join in the incumbrance.
Slauter 7'. Favorite, 107 Tnd. 291, 4
N. E. 880, 57 Am. Rep. 106.

27. Nicholson 7'. Spencer, 11 Ga.

607, in which it was said that this

presumption was but a special ap-

plication of the general rule that when
a person is required to do a certain

act, the omission of which would
make him guilty of a culpable neglect

of duty, it ought to be presumed that

he had performed it unless the con-
trary is shown.

Vol. VI
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and that he has paid for services procured by him in his ward's

behalf, and has charg-ed and received credit therefor.-*

b. Gifts by Guardian to Ward. — Where one not a parent is

g^iiardian, he will not be presumed to have made gifts of necessaries

to his ward f° but where a parent is guardian and has the ability to

supplv his children with necessaries, such supplies will be presumed

to be gifts, and no allowance will be made him therefor.^"

c. Burden of Pro7'ing Credits. — The burden of proof is upon

the guardian claiming a credit for money expended for, or neces-

saries supplied to, his ward, to establish his right by evidence. ^^

And where the credit is claimed for cash paid the ward during

minority, the proof must show that the ward ratified the payment

after majority, and must be of a clear character.^^ Where proper

and improper charges against the ward's estate are commingled,

28. Brown v. Eggleston, 53 Conn.
110, 2 Atl. 321.

29. In re Bushnell, 17 N. Y. St.

813, 4 N. Y. Supp. 472.

30. In re Bushnell, 17 N. Y. St.

813, 4 N. Y. Supp. 472, in which the

presumption was said to obtain that

unless the children's estate was so

ample and the parent's means so in-

significant it would be a hardship to

compel the parent to support his chil-

dren by his own exertions or from
his own property.

The existence of the relation of

stepfather and stepchild is not con-
clusive against the stepfather's right

to compensation from the child's

guardian for clothing and boarding
the child. Glidewell v. Snyder, 72
Ind. 528.

While a stepfather may receive the

children of his wife by a former mar-
riage into his family under such cir-

cumstances as to create a presump-
tion that he is to board and clothe

them gratuitously, yet where he re-

ceives such children as their legally

appointed guardian, and as such ren-

ders his account for expenditures
from year to year, and such accounts
are allowed by the county court, the
presumption does not arise. Bond v.

Lockwood, 33 111. 212.

31. Hutton V. Williams, 60 Ala.

133-

May V. Duke, 61 Ala. S3, in which
it was also said that the credit could
not be allowed unless the evidence
was of a character which would sup-
port an action at law if the guardian
was suing the ward in an action ex
contractu.
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It is incumbent on the curator of

an interdicted person to sustain his

account, particularly those items of

it which are opposed, by satisfactory

proof ; but where the accounts are

not contested they will be presumed
to be correct. Interdiction of Ros-
ette Rochon, 18 La. Ann. 272.

A guardian must afifirmatively

show that the ward's estate justified

the expenditure of money for the

ward's board and schooling, for

which the guardian claims credit in

his account. Peelle v. State ex rel.

Hipes, 118 Ind. 512,21 N. E. 288.

By making repairs and improve-
ments on the ward's lands, without

a preceding order on the county
court, a guardian assumes the burden
of showing, at the time of asking

credit therefor, that they were neces-

sary and proper to the interest of

the ward, and paid for at reasonable

rates. Cheney v. Roodhouse, 32 111.

App. 49-

Where a guardian sues his ward
for reimbursement for the expenses
of litigation, one item of which is

for bringing a witness one hundred
miles to testify in a suit in another
state, the court will presume that

the attendance of the witness could
have been secured by subpoena ; and
if there existed any peculiar circum-
stances rendering it necessary or ex-
pedient to send for the witness, or if

the law of the sister state imposed
such a duty on the guardian, he
should prove the same. Taylor v.

Kilgore, 22 Ala. 214.

32. Hescht v. Calvert, 32 W. Va.
215, 9 S. E. 87.
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it is incumbent on the p^uardian to adduce evidence discriminatiufj

l)ct\veen the two.''''

d. Expenditures Beyond Ineonie- — \\'liere a q'uardian makes
expenditures beyond the income of the ward's estate, and without

obtaining" an order of the court therefor, he must show, on claiming

a credit, such a case as would justify a court of equity in ordering

the expenditures had application been made for the purpose.^*

e. J'onchers. — Kxpenditures shown in a gfuardian's account

should be supported by vouchers and by such further evidence as is

requisite to show them necessary and reasonable ;^° but the produc-

33. TTudson t'. TTawkins, 79 Ga.

274, 4 S. K. 682; Moore v. Banner-
man (Tex. Civ. App.), 45 S. W. 825.

A guardian cannot have credit for

counsel fees expended in partitioning

lands belonging to his ward and his

own wife, by showing that he paid
the fee and that it was reasonable,

but he must also show that it was
a proper payment, made without in-

justice to the ward ; since, as coun-
sel may have represented both the
ward and the wife, the guardian is in

a position which forbids any pre-

sumption in favor of his acts. Mc-
Gary v. Lamb, 3 Tex. 342.

34. Owens v. Pearce, 10 Lea
(Tenn.) 45; Olsen v. Thompson, jj
Wis. 666, 47 N. W. 20; Holmes v.

Logan, 3 Strob. Eq. (S. C.) 31;
Davis V. Harkness, 6 111. 173. But
see Aloore v. Cason, i How. (Miss.)

53, where the direction of the court
seems to have been regarded as an
imperative requisite.

Where proper expenditures for a
ward, other than for necessaries,

have been allowed as items in a
guardian's account, the presumption is

that they were not so allowed with-
out proof of their propriety and of a

satisfactory excuse for not procuring
an order for making them before they
were made. Bond v. Lockwood, 23
111. 212.

It will not be presumed that a
ward did not earn his living during
the time for which a guardian seeks
to charge the principal of his estate

for his support. Clark v. Clark, 8
Paige Ch. (N. Y.) 152, 35 Am. Dec.
676. But in Brent 7'. Grace's Ad-
ministrator, 30 Mo. 253, the court
said :

" There is nothing in the ob-
jection that no previous order was
obtained from the probate court au-

thorizing expenditures for education

and maintenance. It is the duty ot

the court to order the proper educa-
tion of minors according to their

means, and for that purpose it may
from time to time make the neces-

sary appropriations of the money or
personal estate of any minor, (i. R.

C. 185s, p. 826, §24.) The guardian
may, 'if he chooses, apply in the first

instance for an order and appro-
priations; but if he does not, and
takes the risk of having his accounts
disallowed when he makes his settle-

ments, that is his own concern, and
his omission to do so is no fraud
upon his ward. The court, in either
case, determines whether the expen-
ditures are necessary and proper, and
allowing accounts for expenditures
already incurred is, in effect, the
same as making a formal order
for appropriations beforehand, and
equally satisfies the statute."

35. Newman v. Reed. 50 Ala. 2^7.
Credits claimed by a guardian for ex-
penditures on behalf of his ward
should be supported by evidence that
the expenditures were necessary and
reasonable, and this, notwithstand-
ing the statute (Code, § 1401) makes
vouchers presumptive evidence of
disbursements actually made, since
the statute does not make them evi-
dence of the nature, purpose or ne-
cessity of the disbursements, when
the same are not expressed in the
vouchers ; and to make the vouchers
presumptive evidence on those points,

they should state with reasonable par-
ticularity the purpose of them, on
what particular account made, tne

time when made, etc., so as to make
it appear that the disbursement was
a proper one. McLean v. Breese, log
N. C. 564, 13 S. E. QIC.

Where a guardian who has grossly
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tion of vouchers does not seem indispensable to an allowance of the
expenditures.^"

It has been held that receipts taken by a guardian are insufficient

as vouchers to support his account.'"

A guardian's omission to take a receipt, however, is not a fatal

objection to an allowance of the expenditure''^
f. Burden of Estahlishing Ward's Set-off for Services. — Where

a ward claims a set-off against his guardian's account for services
rendered by him to the guardian, the burden is on the ward to
establish the same.^^

C. Payment of Claims.— The burden is on the guardian to
establish an alleged payment made in the ward's behalf, and
with which the guardian seeks to charge him/^ and to show at

abused his trust claims a credit for
expenditures for his ward, but files

no exhibits for the items and does
not make it appear that they were
proper, the credit will not be allowed.
Boyett V. Hurst, 54 N. C. 166.

Vouchers sustaining a guardian's
charge for clothing, schooling, tuition
and board ought not to be rejected on
account of their generalness, though
they show great carelessness and
negligence in his mode of keeping his
accounts; but the accounts thus kept
should be strictly proven by testi-
mony, to support the charges made,
that the clothing, etc., were actually
furnished, and the charges reasonable
and suitable to the ward's circum-
stances. Hendry v. Hurst, 22 Ga. 312,

36. Foteaux v. Lepage, 6 Iowa 123.
The fact that an executor of a de-

ceased tutor is deprived, by the de-
struction of the papers connected with
the tutor's account, of 'written evi-
dence concerning the same, does not
excuse him from supplying its place
as far as possible by secondary evi-
dence, and a fragmentary account un-
supported by such secondary evi-
dence is insufficient. Succession of
Peniston, 19 La. Ann. 277.

37. Alexander v. Alexander, 8 Ala.

796.

A guardian's own receipt to him-
self is no evidence to support a charge
in his own favor against his ward.
Hendry v. Hurst, 22 Ga. 312.

But in Richard v. Blanchard, 12
Rob. (La.) 524. it was held that as a
tutor is bound to procure medical as-
sistance, when_ necessary, for the
minor, the receipt of a physician for
the amount of his fees for such serv-
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ices paid by the tutor, being admitted
without opposition, was a sufficient

voucher to entitle the latter to credit

for the amount, the tutor not being
bound to procure evidence of the ne-
cessity for such services where the
amount paid was not large and noth-
ing authorized the presumption that

the payment was improper.

38. Albert's Appeal, 128 Pa. St.

613, 18 Atl. 347.

39. Thompson v. Hartline, 84 Ala.

65, 4 So. 18, in which it. was said

that the burden of proving his case

rested on the ward precisely as if

he were suing to recover for his

services.

So he must show the value of his

services. Calhoun v. Calhoun, 41 Ala.

369.
In Jennings v. Kee, 5 Ind. 257,

which was a bill by a ward to charge
her guardian with the proceeds of

the sale of land, in speaking of the
guardian's claim for credit for the
board of the ward, who was a minor
sister-in-law, and of her counter-
claim for her services, the court said

that the strong presumption was that

neither of them ever thought of mak-
ing charges of this character against
each other until after the institution

of the suit.

40. Eberhardt v. Schuster, 10 Abb.
N. C. (N. Y.) 374, in which the bur-
den seems also to have been placed
on the guardian to negative the pos-
sibility of his having reimbursed him-
self from the ward's estate.

And in Sanders v. Forgasson, 3
Baxt. (Tenn.) 249, where it appeared
that the guardian had made several
settlements since the date of a re-
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least a priiiia facie case of liability on the part of the ward's
estate/^

D. Misappropriation and Conversion of Assets. — The law
presumes that in his final settlement a guardian has properly

accounted for all the property of his w^ard which came into his

possession ;*- but where the pi'uardian has failed to properly account,

cr has grossly neglected and abused his trust, every presumption
will be made against him.*^

Where a guardian assigns to his co-guardian assets of the ward's
estate, the presumption arises that he did so to accommodate his

co-guardian with the use of the money for the latter's own private

purposes.''*

Resulting Trust in Realty.— In order to establish a resulting trust

in realty standing in the name of the guardian individually, while

the proof may be by parol, the evidence must be full clear and
conclusive.*^

ccipt from a third person, the pre-
sumption was held to obtain that he
had had credit therefor.

41. Stewart v. McAIurray, 82 Ala.

269, 3 So. 47.

A receipt purporting to be received
by one as administrator imposes the
burden on him of explaining and
proving that the sum referred to was
properly chargeable against the heirs,

so as to convert the receipt into a
voucher for himself as their guard-
ian. Greenlee v. McDowell, 56 N.
C. 325.

In order to obtain credit for the
payment of the ward's funds made
to the ward's mother for support and
education prior to the commence-
ment of the guardianship, the guard-
ian should require as full proof of
the justness of the account as of
claims of any other character.
Hescht z'. Calvert, 32 W. Va. 21c:, o
S. E. 87.

42. Smith v. Denny, 34 Mo. 219.
Where an heir who opposes the ac-

count filed by his former tutor ad-
mits that he received a certain sum
of money from the tutor, but alleges
that it was derived from a source
different from the one set forth by
the latter, he must prove his allega-
tion, or otherwise his admission will

relieve the tutor from any further
proof. Brown v. Bessou, 30 La. Ann.
734.

43. In Jennings v. Kee, 5 Ind. 257,
in referring to the guardian's failure
to_ settle his guardianship, the court
said: "The whole case looks inex-
cusably negligent on the part of J.

[the guardian]. Why did he not set-

tle with the proper court as guardian
and produce the record of that court

as evidence of the correctness of his

course in discharging the duties of

the trust he had accepted? In all.

cases of delinquency and neglect the

courts will presume in favor of the

ward and against the guardian as

strongly as the facts will warrant."

Where a guardian has grossly neg-

lected and abused his trust, every in-

ference on an accounting by him is

to be made against him. Boyett v.

Hurst, 54 N. C. 166.

In Poullain v. Poullain, 76 Ga.

420, it was said that it was scarcely

necessary to observe that the omis-

sion of much the larger part of the

estate from the final account of a

guardian, the incorrectness of other

items, and the failure to furnish any
vouchers whatever, raised a presump-
tion against the good faith of the

settlement.

44. Monell v. Monell, 5 Johns.

Ch. (N. Y.) 283, 9 Am. Dec. 298.

45. Shelton v. Lewis, 27 Ark. 190.

In order to declare a resulting trust

in realty of a deceased guardian, on
the ground of its purchase with funds

of the ward, the evidence relied on
being all matter of record and acces-

sible at all times, but a delay of thirty

years having taken place before in-

stituting the suit, the proof of the

justness of the complainant's claim
must be of the clearest character.

Spring V. Kane, 86 111. 580.

But in Louisiana, where the minor
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E. Actions by Third Pivrsons Aoainst Guardian.— Where a

tutor has created an indebtedness without authority of law, the

burden is on the creditor to show that it was absolutely necessary

either for the support of the minor or the preservation of his

property, and that the supplies furnished by him actually inured

to the minor's benefit.^''

4. Sale of Realty.— A. Prooi? op Necessity of SalE.— Proof of

the necessity of a proposed sale of a ward's realty by the guardian

is essential, and it is error to order a sale on the j^uardian's appli-

cation as a matter of course ;^^ but the introduction of adequate

evidence will be presumed on a collateral inquiry, after a decree for

the sale has been made.*^

B. Presumption op Regularity. — The usual presumption of

the reg-ularity of judicial action where jurisdiction exists applies in

the case of a guardian's sales, and is extended to various matters of

procedure, instances of which will be found in the note.*'^

seeks to enforce his tacit mortgage
against real estate held by a third

person under a title derived from the

tutor, a proceeding which, like the at-

tempt to declare a resulting trust at

common law, involves a pursuit of

the guardian's realty, it is held that

the burden of proving that there is

other property first liable for the

plaintiff's claim is upon the tutor's

grantee. Alva v. Jamet, 4 La. Ann.

353-

46. Urquhart v. Scott, 12 La. Ann.

674; Sanford v. Waggaman, 14 La.

Ann. 852.

47. Lloyd V. Malone. 23 111. 41.

But in Adkins v. Sidener, 5 Ind.

228, in speaking of proceedings by a

guardian for the sale of his ward's

realty, the court said: "It is ob-

jected that the record does not show
that any evidence was offered to sus-

tain the matters set out in the peti-

tion. It does not seem to be required.

If the court is satisfied with the pro-

priety of selling such real estate, it is

sufficient. (Citing Rev. Stat. 1843, ch.

35, §111.) The statute is silent as to

the means to be resorted to to satisfy

the court, and when the record shows
that the result has been produced we
will presume, in favor of judicial

action, that the end was attained by
proper and adequate means."

48. Williams 7-. Pollard (Tex.

Civ. .A.pp.). 28 S. W. 1020; Adkins
V. Sidener, 5 Ind. 228.

49. In Schaale v. Wasey, 70 Mich.
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414, 38 N. W. 317, a file-mark on a

bond given by a guardian in proceed-

ings for the sale of the ward's realty,

reciting its filing and approval as oc-

curring November 25, 1869, was re-

garded as a clerical error in view of

the fact that the bond was dated No-
vember 25, 1868, the license 'issued

and bond ordered on November 24,

1868, and in the report of the sale

and the confirmation thereof on April

14, 1869, the giving and approving of

the bond were recited. In this same
case the presumption was held to ob-

tain that the oath before sale was
taken and subscribed before the oc-

currence of the sale, though it bore
date of the same day as the sale ; both
the guardian's report of the sale and
the confirmation thereof reciting that
the oath preceded the sale.

Where it appears that a notice of
the sale of realty by the guardian was
directed by the court, and the guard-
ian's report recites that the property
was advertised " according to law,"
and the sale is confirmed, there is

sufficient prima facie evidence of no-
tice, though no notice is returned
among the papers and there is no
further proof of its having been
given. Cooper v. Sunderland, 3 Iowa
114, 66 Am. Dec. 52, and see Lar-
imer V. Wallace, 36 Neb. 444, 54 N.
W. 835.

Where it sufficiently appears that

the probate court had jurisdiction of

the proceedings for the sale, it must
be presumed, in the absence of a con-
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So the existence of a license to sell raises the presumption of the

regularity of all prior proceedings.^" And the deed to the minor's

trary showing, that a continuance of

the hearing on the guardian's peti-

tion was authorized. Schlee v. Dar-
row's Estate, 65 Mich. 362, 32 N. W.
717-

Where a guardian's report of a sale

of his ward's realty was approved by
the court and ordered entered, it will

be presumed that the clerk of the

court recorded the report as it was
his duty to do, though by reason of

the destruction of all evidence of

what was in fact done, there is no di-

rect proof that the report was re-

corded ; and so where it appears that

the court approving the sale had
power to call special terms, and that

the proceedings purport to have been
had at such special term, it will be
presumed that the term was regu-
larly called in accordance with the re-

quirements of the statute. Spring v.

Kane, 86 111. 580.

In Farrington v. Wilson, 29 Wis.
383, it was held, in view of Laws
1861, ch. 127, creating the same pre-

sumption in favor of the jurisdic-

tion of the county court and the va-

lidity of its proceedings when acting
in probate as prevails in favor of
the jurisdiction and proceedings of
courts of general jurisdiction, that

the record of proceedings in the
county court for the sale of a ward's
realty, regular on its face, created a
presumption of jurisdiction sufficient

to sustain the sale until the contrary
was shown, and was prima facie evi-

dence of such matters as the court
was necessarily required to adjudicate
as a foundation for its decree, such
as the validity of the foreign appoint-

ment of the guardian and the iden-

tity of the ward. In this same case,

the burden of showing that foreign

letters were void was held to rest

upon the parties attacking the va-

lidity of the sale on that account.

But in Davis v. Hudson, 29 Minn.
27, II N. W. 136, in which a ward
sued the purchaser at his guardian's
sale to recover the land sold, the

burden was held to be on the de-

fendant to maintain his title by proof

of a valid guardian's sale as the law
requires, as a part of which he must
show a valid appointment of the

guardian, notwithstanding Gen. Stat.

1878, ch. 57, § 51, enacting that a

guardian's sale shall not be avoided in

an action by the ward against the pur-
cha.ser on account of any irregularity

in the proceedings, provided it ap-
pears that the guardian was licensed

to make the sale by a probate court
having jurisdiction, since the rule of
proof prescribed by the statute con-
cerns only the proceedings for the
sale itself and not the prior appoint-
ment of the guardian.

And in Reid v. Hart, 45 Ark. 41,

in speaking of the validity of a

guardian's sale of real estate, the

court said :
" The burden was on the

defendant [the purchaser] to show
that it had been duly confirmed, as

without confirmation the sale would
not be effective to pass any title. This
confirmation will not be presumed
under the rule that applies when pro-

bate courts have jurisdiction, that all

things were done rightly unless the

contrary is affirmatively shown. The
meaning of that rule is that when a

substantial order or judgment is

shown to have been made, it will be

presumed that all the proper prelim-

inary steps have been taken which
were necessary to make such order or

judgment correct, that is, after juris-

diction has been acquired— that is

to say, it will be presumed that the

court proceeded orderly from the

time jurisdiction attached to the ef-

fective judgment. But the presump-
tion will not extend to show that the

final order, consummating the pro-

ceedings, has been itself made as a

matter of course, for, perchance, the

court may not have seen fit to make
it out at all. There must be proof.''

50. Schaale v. Wasey, 70 Mich.

414, 38 N. W. 317. Seward v. Didier,

16 Neb. 58, 20 N. W. 12, in which

this presumption, held in this case

to arise after a lapse of twenty-two
years, was said to be an application

of the rule that the law will presume
official acts of public officers to have

been rightlv done, and of the further

rule that acts done which presuppose
the existence of other acts to make
them legally operative are presump-
tive proof of the latter. In this case

the court also said that the doctrine

Vol. VI
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realty is likewise presumptive evidence of the regularity of the

prior proceedings.^^

C. Actions to Set Aside Sale. — The burden is on the ward

suing the purchaser at his guardian's sale to set the same aside, to

show the seasonableness of the commencement of his action as

prescribed by statute;" but the burden in such an action is on the

defendant who invokes the bar of a statute of limitations to show

the conditions which make it applicable. "^^

5. Transactions Between Guardian and Ward. — A. General

was peculiarly applicable to a new
state where, from lack of proper con-

veniences and from the ease with

which access to them may be had, pa-

pers cannot be, or at least are not,

as carefully preserved as in older

communities.
In Pursley v. Hays, 17 Iowa 310,

the court held that in the absence of

anything on the face of the record

showing that a license to a guardian

to sell his ward's realty, or the sale

itself, was void, the proceedings
would, under Rev. Stat., § 4120, be

presumed regular.

Under the act of 1813, Stat. Law
806, conferring on the circuit courts

a special and limited jurisdiction to

order the sale of real estate descended
to infants on the application of the

guardian, the record of the proceed-
ings for such sale must exhibit every
fact prescribed by the statute, or the

order for sale will be deemed prima
facie erroneous ; and hence, where
the record fails to certainly disclose

that the lands came to the infant by
descent, it is insufficient. Singleton
V. Cogar, 7 Dana (Ky.) 479.

51. Edwards v. Powell, 74 Ind.

294.

So in Reid v. Hart, 45 Ark. 41,

the court said: "The recitals of the

guardian's deed would afford prima
facie proof of the confirmation if

properly acknowledged and recorded.
. . . The object in making any
recitals of a court's proceedings in

a deed prima facie evidence is to
make them better assurance of a title,

and to relieve the grantee and those
claiming under him from the burden
of preserving certified copies of the
proceedings, and to furnish ready
proof at all times, and the only proof
in case of the loss of the records by
fire or other accidents. It would to a
considerable extent defeat this policy
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if, after the loss of the records, with

no chance left to verify the recitals,

they should be overturned by any
oral testimony except of the most

convincing nature. It would afford

sometimes the strongest temptation

to perjury in cases where it might
be committed with almost absolute

impunity, and would make titles de-

pend upon the strength or weakness
of human memory after a lapse of

years."

But in Gatton v. Tolley, 22 Kan.
678, the court said that there was no
statute making a guardian's deed
prima facie evidence that the law had
been observed in its execution, and
the proceedings and order under
which it was executed should be
shown before the deed was offered

in evidence, in the absence of which
it was not error to reject it.

52. Stewart v. Ashley, 34 Mich.

183, in which the court said :
" The

seasonableness of his commencement
of suit was an essential condition of
his right to claim recovery of the
land against his guardian's sale. It

was part of his own case and not
separate and independent matter of

defense."

53. Jeffries v. Dowdle, 61 Miss.

504, in which the defendant, claiming

the benefit of Code 1871, §2173, pro-

viding that no action shall be brought
to recover property sold by a guar-

dian under order of the probate

court, on the ground of the inva-

lidity of such sale, unless the action

be commenced within one year — if

such sale were made in good faith

and the purchase-money paid— was
required to show that the sale was
in fact made in good faith, to execute
an order made by the probate court,

and that the purchase-money was
paid.
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PrEsitmption of Invaijditv. — Transactions between pi-uarilian

and ward during the continuance or shortly after the termination

of the relation are presumptively fraudulent when assailed by the

ward ; and the burden is on the g^uardian to justify them by proof

of their fairness and proper conservation of the ward's interests. "'^

Applications of Rule.— This rule has been applied in the case of

j^ifts by wards to s;uardians,
•''"'''

purchases by the p^uardian from the

ward for an inadequate consideration.''" purchases by the <2;"uardian

at a judicial sale,'*^ and to the ward's indorsement of his guardian's

54. Alabama.— Malone 7-. Kelley,

54 Aln. 532; Jackson v. Harris, 66
Ala. 565; Voltz V. Voltz, 75 Ala. 555.

Georgia. — Gaither v. Gaither, 20
Ga. 709.

Indiana. — Wainwright v. Smith,
106 Ind. 239, 6 N. E. iiZ-
Michigan. — Jacox v. Jacox, 40

Mich. 473, 29 Am. Rep. 547.
Missouri. — Goodrick v. Harrison,

130 Mo. 263, 32 S. W. 661.

Nezc Jersey. — Davis v. Davis, 55
N. J. Eq. :^7, 36 Atl. 475.
North Carolina. — Williams v.

Powell, 36 N. C. 460; Whedbee v.

Whedbee, 58 N. C. 392.

And see Wickiser v. Cook, 85 111.

68.

As illustrative of the attitude of
courts to such transactions, the lan-

guage of Willey v. Tindal, 5 Del. Ch.

194, may be quoted. In this case the
court said :

" The relation of guard-
ian and ward is fiduciary in its char-
acter; the principle upon which that

duty is based is no less extensive
than that of doing to others as you
would have others do unto you. The
relation is so intimate, the dependence
so complete, the influence so great,

that any transactions between the two
parties, or by the guardian alone,

through which the guardian obtains

a benefit, entered into while the rt--

lation exists, are in the highest de-

gree suspicious ; the presumption
against them is so strong that it is

hardly possible for them to be sus-

tained. This general doctrine of

equity applies to the parties after the

legal condition of guardianship has
ended, and as long as the dependence
on one side and influence on the

other presumptively in fact con-

tinued."

So in Gillett v. Wiley, 126 111. 310,

19 N. E. 287, 9 Am. St. Rep. 587,

the court said: "Courts will watch
settlements of guardians with their

wards, or any act or transaction

between them affecting the estate of
the ward, with great jealousy."

In McParland r. Larkin. 155 111.

84. 39 N. E. 609, the court declared
that it was not necessary that actual

and intentional fraud be established,

but that it was sufficient when the
parties sustained the relation of
guardian and ward that the former
had gained some advantage by the

transaction with his ward to throw
on him the burden of proving good
faith and absence of influence and of

the ward's knowledge and free con-

sent. To the same effect. Wade v.

Pulsifer, 54 Vt. 45, and Ferguson v.

Lowery, 54 Ala. 510, 25 Am. Rep.

718.

55. Wade v Pulsifer, 54 Vt. 45.

And in Gaither v. Gaither, 20 Ga.

709, it was said that the fact that the

ward's gift miHit happen to be to

the children of the guardian instead

of to the guardian himself did not

take it out of the suspicion with

which it would be viewed by tlie

courts.

56. McParland r. Larkin, 155 HI-

84, 39 N. E. 609; Wright V. Arnold,

14 B. Mon. (Ky.) 638.

The purchase by a ward from his

guardian, on arriving at majority,

will be closely scrutinized by a court

of equity, but if fairly made, will

stand. Sherry v. Sansberry, 3 Ind.

320.

57. In Scott r. Freeland, 7 Smed.
& M. (Miss.) 409, the court, in

speaking of a purchase by a guardian

of a ward's realty, sold under order

of the probate court, said that an in-

clination had been manifested by
some of the English judges, and per-

haps by some of the courts in this

country, to look into the transaction

when a trustee has purchased the

trust pronerty, and to make its valid-
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note for his own antecedent debt given before any accounting had

been hatl.'**

Duration of Presumption. — The duration of the presumption of

invahdity is uncertain, depen(Hng on the circumstances of the par-

ticular case. In general, it may be said that it lasts while the

guardian's functions are to any extent still unperformed, while the

property is still at all under his control, and until his accounts have
been finally settled f^ and it would seem to also continue as long

as the influence arising from the relationship persists.*^" The dura-

tion of this presumption must be distinguished from laches on the

part of the ward in enforcing his rights, which is not here treated.

B. Settlements and Releases. — Settlements made by a guard-
ian with his ward out of court are regarded with distrust, and

ity rest upon its fairness, but that

the decided weight of authority was
the other way, and the sale might be
set aside at the option of the cestui

que trust as a matter of course.
In Chorpenning's Appeal, 32 Pa.

St. 31S, 72 Am. Dec. 789, the court,
in sustaining a purchase by a guard-
ian of realty belonging to his ward
and sold by the sheriff under judg-
ment against the administrator, the
guardian having no assets in his hand
with which to prevent the sale, said
that the guardian's control over the
sale was not to be presumed, but the
contrary would be presumed as the
sale was to be made by a public of-

ficer.

58. Gale v. Wells, 12 Barb. (N.
Y.) 84, in which the guardian's note
was given for the payment of his own
antecedent debt, and the indorsement
of the ward procured within eighteen
months after his majority, while he
was still at school, and before anj'

accounting had been had of the
guardianship.

59. Willey v. Tindal, 5 Del. Ch.
194.

60. Ferguson v. Lowery, 54 Ala.
510, 25 Am. Rep. 718.

In McParland v. Larkin, 155 111.

84, 39 N. E. 609, it was said that
where the guardianship had termin-
ated, and the influence of the guard-
ian upon the ward had ceased so
that they could be said to stand upon
an equality, transactions between
them would be regarded as binding.

See also Wickiser v. Cook, 8s 111.

68.

Undue influence will not be sup-
posed to exist on the part of a guard-
ian over his former ward in a set-
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tlement had more than three years
after the ward attained his major-
ity, and the burden of proof in such
case is on the ward or his repre-

sentative to impeach the settlement.

Kittridge v. Betton, 14 N. H. 401.

In Rhodes v. Robie, 9 App. D.
C. 305, a receipt executed by a
ward and her husband upon a settle-

ment with her guardian, when she
had attained the age of twenty-six
years, was held sufficiently conclusive
to preclude an additional charge in

her behalf against the guardian.
Under acts of 1829, ch. 216, § 7, pro-

viding that the release of females
of the age of eighteen years, to their
guardians, duly executed before the
orphans' court, etc., shall have the
same effect and operation as if such
females were of full age, a release
executed by a female ward on reach-
ing eighteen years of age, to one who
had been her guardian nine years be-
fore, was held not subject to the

presumption of fraud commonly in-

dulged in the case of settlements be-

tween guardians and wards during
the guardianship or immediately after

the ward's majority. McClellan v.

Kennedy, 3 Md. Ch. 234.

In Smith v. Davis, 49 Md. 470,
the court held that the circumstance
that a ward had been partially eman-
cipated from the government and con-
trol of his guardian when he was
about nineteen, and that he was
nearly twenty-two when the settle-

ment in question was made and his

release executed, the guardian's ac-

count being perfectly simple and un-
derstandable by him, relieved the

guardian from the burden of sustain-

ing the fairness of the settlement.
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should be subjected to the closest scrutiny,"' and the burden of

proof is on the guardian to show everything requisite to make the

settlement valid and binding."-

The early doctrine that a release differed from other transactions

between guardian and ward and was prima facie valid, has long

since been overthrown.^*

61. Ela V. Ela, 84 Me. 423. 24
Atl. 893; Wade z: Lobdell, 4 Cush.

(Mass.) 510; Sullivan v. Blackwell,

28 Miss. 737; Hall 7'. Cone, 5 Day
(Conn.) 543; Carter v. Tice, 120 111.

277. II N. E. 529.

Fish r. Miller, i Hoff. Ch. (N. Y.)
266. " I take it to be settled that

where a release is obtained upon a

ward's freshly arriving at age, the

whole burden is cast upon the guard-
ian of proving everything essential

to make the release a valid discharge;

and nothing is more essential than a

full, entire and minute account.

. . . This court . . . requires

tliat a discharge to the guardian shall

not be precipitated ; that ample time
shall be allowed for consultation and
inquiry; that there shall be a full ex-
hibition of the estate and of its ad-
ministration ; and it requires that a

guardian who settles his account in

secret be prepared to prove that he
has fully complied with these requi-

sites unless he can shelter himself

under a positive ratification— a delib-

erate, intelligent, voluntary acquies-

cence; or such a flow of time as will

induce the court to refuse its inter-

position."
62. McConkey v. Cockey, 69 Md.

286. 14 Atl. 465.
But in Pennsylvania a laxer rule

seems to prevail. Thus, in Lukcn's
Appeal. 7 Watts & S. (Pa.) 48, after

remarking that it was the practice

of guardians to settle with their

wards out of court, a proceeding
which ought to be avoided, and that

the ward had the right by the statute

to require a .settlement in court, the

court said :
" But if he chooses, after

he has arrived at full age, to make a

settlement with his guardian without
the intervention of the court, and,

after having received the amount
agreed to be coming to him, to give

an acquittance or release to his guard-
ian, he ought not to trouble the

court or his guardian either, after-

ward, without pointing out some
mistake or error in the settlement,

or showing that a fraud has been
practiced on him by his guardian,

whereby he is prejudiced. But more
especially should he not be allowed
to call his guardian to account before

the court after a lapse of nearly four

years, as in this case, without point-

ing out or designating some mis-

take, or specifying a fraud alleged to

have been committed, and undertak-
ing to prove the same in some way."
In l:x parte Cress, 2 Whart. (Pa.)

494, it was said that where a settle-

ment was made between guardian and
ward, out of court, to save the ex-
pense of an accounting in court, it

was at least ungracious for the ward
to bring it into court after the lapse
of several years ; though if at the
time of settlement the ward had not
had the assistance and advice of
friends, or had not been in posses-

sion of the account and of the vouch-
ers, or if, having them, he had
pointed out to the court any error

of charge or credit, an account might
properly be ordered even after the

period of delay in this case, amount-
ing to four years. In this case, it

appeared that the settlement had been
had about nine months after the ward
came of age, the guardian stating

his account and producing his vouch-

ers, which were examined by a third

person in the presence of both parties

and submitted to a fourth by the

ward some time after .settlement, who
also found them to be correct. See
also Roth's Estate, 150 Pa. St. 261,

24 Atl. 685. and Alexander's Estate,

156 Pa. Sf. 368, 27 Atl. 18.

63. In Kirbv 7'. Taylor. 6 Johns.

Ch. (N. Y.) 242, Chancellor Kent
said :

" A simple release of a guard-

ian by the ward, when arriving at

maturity, is prima facie good ; and
it is not necessarily to have been pre-

sumed to have been obtained by un-

due influence, like bonds from young
heirs, or gifts and conveyances and
lucrative bargains from wards, or

marriage brokerage bonds."

So in Steadham v. Sims, 68 Ga.
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It has, however, been held that where the final settlement involves

no transaction between the guardian and ward, the presumption

against its validity does not apply."*

Among the circumstances casting suspicion upon the settlement,

a prominent one is the absence of the ward's advisers and friends.*"

Modifications of Rule.— Where it appears that, owing to the lapse

of time, the vouchers and papers showing the elements entering into

the settlement have been lost or mislaid, the guardian may be

741, which was a suit by a ward to

recover assets of her estate after a

settlement with her guardian on at-

taining majority, the burden was held

to be upon her to overcome her re-

ceipt by proof that it was fraudu-
lently obtained.

But in Waller v. Armistead, 2
Leigh (Va.) 11, 21 Am. Dec. 594,
the court referred to the doctrine of
Chancellor Kent and said :

" We can-
not perceive the justness of this dis-

tinction. A simple release, by which
the guardian is exonerated from ac-

counting, and consequently from pay-
ing a just balance which may be in

his hands, is as much a gratuity as
a direct gift by formal conveyance.
It may be as gainful to the guardian,
and as disadvantageous to the ward,
as a direct gift would be. And if

such a nractice were tolerated, it

would lead to greater mischiefs than
would result from sanctioning direct

gifts or gratuities ; for wards might
be much more easily induced to grant
releases for unascertained balances of
unsettled accounts than to make di-

rect gifts of what they have in pos-

session and know to be their own.
Besides, if we say that every ac-

quittance executed by a ward is prima
facie good, we exempt the guardian
from the obligation of showing that

it was given in consequence of a just

settlement or that if a settlement had
been made nothing would have been
due to the ward ; and we throw upon
the ward the burden of proving that

the settlement, if one were made,
was not fair, or that if a fair one
were made, the guardian would be
brought in debt. This shifting the
burden of proof, in such cases, is

entirely contrary to our ideas of pro-

priety." To the same effect, Fer-
guson r. Lowery, 54 Ala. 510, 25 Am.
Rep. 718.

Finally, in Fish v. Miller, i Hoff.
Ch. (N. Y.) 266, after referring to
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the grounds on which the presump-
tion of invalidity rests, the court

said :

" In my opinion, such reasons

apply with greater force to a release

precipitately obtained by a guardian
than to a direct gift. In the latter

case the ward knows precisely what
he bestows. The bounty is open.
In the former, the benefit covertly
given is unknown and uncertain.
The temptations to the exercise
of undue influence are the same

;

the liability to be influenced is

greater where the fact itself of ad-
vantage may be concealed, and that
concealment may be effected by fic-

titious or plausible, yet eroneous, ac-
counts."

64. Wainwright v. Smith, 106 Ind.

239, 6 N. E. 333, where it was ac-
cordingly held, in an action to set

aside a final settlement and recover
damages for the guardian's neglect

in the discharge of his trust, that it

was error to instruct that in suits by
wards for the neglect of the guard-
ian the jury should presume in fa-

vor of the plaintiffs and against the
defendant as strongly as the facts

would warrant.
65. Johnston v. Haynes, 68 N. C.

509; Harris v. Carstarphen, 69 N. C.

416.

On the other hand, in Smith v.

Davis, 49 Md. 470, the court re-

ferred to the fact that in making the
settlement in question the parties had
the assistance of an able attorney
and that three witnesses were pres-

ent, including the justice of the peace,

two of whom, the third being dead,
testified to the deliberation and care
with which the settlement was made.
It then added: "Under these cir-

cumstances, it would be inequitable
to hold the appellee [guardian] bound
to recast the account, or to impose
on him the burden of proving that

the settlement was in all respects free

from error, especially after the lapse
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exempted from the onus of sustaining its fairness."" And a dispo-

sition has been shown in the south to refuse to reopen settlements

the propriety of which turned on the results of the civil war."^

C. Wii.i.s. — The unfavorable presumption attaching generally

to transactions between guardian and ward during or shortly after

the close of the relationship has been extended to the case of

wills made by the ward in the guardian's favor."*

D. Ratific-XTion and AcquiKscexce. — But notwithstanding the

unfavorable presumption which attaches to them, transactions

between guardian and ward may be ratified by the subsequent acts

or conduct of the latter ;"" but where ratification is sought to be

proved by the guardian, he must show that the ward, at the time

thereof, was fully acquainted with his rights, and knew the trans-

actions to be impeachable, and that with this knowledge he freely

and spontaneously performed the act of ratification.'^'' While an

express ratification is a matter of fact to be proved, an entire

acquiescence may be inferred from lapse of time, omission to com-

plain, and other circumstances ; but acquiescence, like ratification,

depends for its efficacy on the ward's full and perfect knowledge

of more than six years after the set-

tlement was made."

66. Smith v. Davis, 49 Md. 470.

67. Ferguson v. Lowery, 54 Ala.

510, 25 Am. Rep. 718.

68. Morris v. Stokes, 21 Ga. 552.

In Garvin v. Williams, 44 Mo. 465,

the court said :
" It would be in-

deed strange and remarkable if any
distinction were made, and the doc-

trine did not apply to wills ; that

the law should watch with such ex-
treme jealousy and throw every safe-

guard around the living, and deny it

to those who were just ready to sink

into the grave on account of disease

;

that, on grounds of public utility,

men of health should be protected
because by reason of certain confi-

dences they were placed in a situation

where they were liable to be imposed
on, yet when they were placed in the
same relation, emaciated by sickness,

and bereft to a great extent of their

intellectual capacity, they should fall

a prey to cupidity and avarice. . . .

It is true, that while the testator is

living his will is ambulatory, and
may be altered or revoked; but this

principle is of no consequence when
he is induced to make and publish
it in view of impending death, when
no opportunity of reconsideration is

open to him." This ruling was re-

21

affirmed in Garvin v. Williams, 50
Mo. 206.

Almost the same language was in-

dulged in Meek v. Perry, 36 Miss.

190, in which the court also remarked
that an indefatigable research by
counsel had failed to disclose any
authority, ancient or modern, either

from reported cases or text-books,

warranting any distinction between
wills and other transactions. In this

case, however, Judge Hcndy dis-

sented, urging the difficulty under
which a guardian who was entirely

ignorant of the will's execution would
labor in endeavoring to show his in-

nocence, and saying that the presump-
tion could not apply because a will

was the ex parte act of the testator

and not a deed, transaction, or con-

tract between him and the guardian,

in which the latter could be presumed
to have had any agency.

69. Wade v. Pulsifer, 54 Vt. 45,

in which the court said that some of

its members were inclined to hold that

a gift by wards to their guardian
shortly after majority was absolutely

void, "but that the better rule deduci-

ble from the cases was that, though
prima facie void, it might be con-

firmed by the subsequent acts or con-

duct of the donors.

70. Voltz V. Voltz, 75 Ala. 555.

See also Trader v. Lowe, 45 Md. i.
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of all his rights, the burden of showing which is on the guardian/^
Closely analagous to the doctrine of acquiescence is the principle

that lapse of time, without any claim by the ward, or admission by
the guardian of an existing right in the former, coupled with cir-

cumstances tending to show the guardian's performances of his

trust, raises a presumption of its due executionj-

6. Effect of Settlements and Allowances of Guardian's Account.
A. Annual or Partial Settlements. — a. When Relied on by
Guardian. — Annual or partial settlements, made by the guardian
during the continuance of his trust, and regularly approved, are
prima facie correct, and the burden is on the ward to impeach
themJ^ But in order to have a prima facie efificacy in the guard-

71. Fish V. Miller, i Hoffm. Ch.
(N. Y.) 266.

In Wade v. Pulsifer, 54 Vt. 45,
in referring to a claim of acquies-
cence by wards for a period of ten
years, in gifts made by them to their
guardian shortly before their major-
ity, the court said :

" Acquiescence is

matter of defense. It is not a line

of conduct that, by relation back,
makes a gift valid ab initio; but is a
state of facts arising ex post facto
that enables the defendant to say that
no remedy is available to the claim-
ant to set aside the gift. Hence the
burden of proof to show acquiescence
is upon the person claiming to hold
the gift. And this burden is dis-
charged not by guesswork, but sub-
stantial facts must be proved, or the
defense fails. To make out the de-
fense it must be shown, ist, that the
wards knew that the gifts were in-
valid, and that they have the right
to set them aside; 2d, that knowing
these facts they have consented for
unreasonable time that the gifts might
stand unquestioned; and 3rd, that this
consent is the result of their free
and intelligent choice and not the
product of the pressure and influence
of the confidential relations existing
between the parties."

In Southall v. Clark, 3 Stew. & P.
(Ala.) 338, which was a bill by a
former ward to set aside a settlement
with his guardian, made ten years be-
fore, the court said :

" If the settle-
ment made was a fraud on the com-
plainant, and the receipt given by
him procured by fraud, it was compe-
tent for him to waive all charges,
and confirm the settlement, although
it was originally effected by the
fraudulent practice of the defendant;
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and this confirmation must necessarily
be presumed from so long an ac-

quiescence on the part of the com-
plainant."

72. Gregg v. Gregg, 15 N. H. 190,

in which it appeared that a father

had been appointed guardian of his

minor children in 1795 and received
certain property belonging to them

;

that in 181 1 his daughter arrived at

age, continuing to reside with him
the greater portion of his life ; that he
made some payments for her during
minority, and that she made no claim
against him or his estate until thirty

years after her majority, and after

the guardian's death, when she began
proceedings for an accounting; and
that there was no evidence of any ad-
missions of indebtedness on the part
of the guardian after the ward's in-

fancy. It was held that it would be
presumed that the money received by
the guardian had been paid out and
accounted for to the ward, and that

the guardian's executor could not be

required to render a specific account

of items of expenditure, but a general

credit, to balance the sums which it

was admitted came into the guard-

ian's hands, was sufficient.

73. Alabama. — Bentley v. Dailey,

87 Ala. 406, 6 So. 274; Radford v.

Morris, 66 Ala. 283; Voltz v. Voltz,

75 Ala. 555.

California. — Guardianship of

Cardwell, 55 Cal. 137.

Georgia. — Lewis v. Allen, 68 Ga.

398; Dowling r. Feeley, 72 Ga. 399.

Illinois. — \Vilcox v. Parker, 23 111.

App. 429.

Indiana. — Sherry v. Sansberry, 3
Ind. 320.

lo-Ji'a. — Warfield v. Warfield, 74
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ian's behalf, annual or partial settlements must have been allowed

and approved by the court, as it is this judicial sanction which

makes them evidence for him.^* Such settlements and allowances

are prima facie evidence only and are not conclusive/"

Iowa 184. 37 N. W. 144; Brewer v.

Stoddard, 49 Iowa 279 ; Latham f.

Myers, 57 Iowa 519, 10 N. W. 924.

Louisiana. — Succession of Tucker,
13 La. Ann. 464.
Maryland.— Owens v. Collinson,

3 Gill & J. 25; State v. Baker. 8 Md.
44; Magruder v. Darnell, 6 Gill 204;
Spedden z'. State, 3 Har. & J. 251.

Afississippi. — Roach v. Jelks, 40
Miss. 754; Austin z'. Lamar, 23 Miss.

189; Heard v. Daniel, 26 Miss. 451.
Tennessee. — Matlock i'. Rice, 6

Heisk. 33.

Jl'isconsin. — Willis v. Fox, 25
Wis. 646.

In Thompson z: Thompson, 92 Ala.

545, 9 So. 465, partial settlements reg-
ularly made were held prima facie

evidence that the guardian had satis-

factorily accounted for a failure to

loan his ward's money.
While only prima facie accurate,

partial reports and e.v parte orders in

relation to the duties of guardians
are not subject to collateral attack,

except in actions on the guardian's
bond, and even this apparent excep-
tion is not a real one, but is only a

negation of their enforcement against

third persons. Candy z'. Hanmore, 76
Ind. 125.

The inaccuracy of partial accounts
may be shown in opposition to the

final account, by the accounts them-
selves or other testimony. Curator-
ship of Sarah Beecroft, 28 La. Ann.
824.

Where an account, approved and
passed by the court, has been stand-

ing for several years unquestioned,
there must be clear proof of its in-

correctness to justify its vacation and
restatement. Rhodes v. Robie, 9
App. D. C. 305.

In Davis v. Combs. 38 N. J. Eq.

473, annual accountings of a guard-
ian were held to be prima facie evi-

dence in his behalf, even though the

statute did not require them to be
made on notice to the ward.
But in State z'. Rocper, S2 Mo. 57,

the court held that the annual settle-

ment of a guardian did not constitute

prima facie evidence in his and his

sureties' behalf in an action on his

bond.

This was an affirmance of State z:

Roeper, 9 Mo. App. 21, in which such

annual settlements had been excluded
as merely ex parte " and not in any
sense judicial in their character."

But see State z'. Jones, 89 Mo. 470,

I S. W. 355, in which annual settle-

ments and orders of approval seem to

have been admitted in a guardian's

behalf.

74. Bond v. Lockwood, 33 111. 212;
Glidewell z\ Snyder. 72 Ind. 528.

Redford v. Morris, 66 Ala. 283, in

which it was said that to raise such
settlements to the dignity of prima
facie proof they must be made in

conformity to law, and ex parte set-

tlements or allowances were of no ef-

fect, since they were mere nullities.

It was accordingly held that an ac-

count sworn to, filed and ordered
recorded was without effect as prima
facie proof, there being no decree as-

certaining a balance, and no order
exhibited by the record further than
that directing the account to be re-

corded.

So in Dowling v. Feeley, 72 Ga.

557, returns made out with a view to

presentation, but which were never
received by the ordinary, and some
of which were not even verified, were
declared not to be evidence in favor
of the guardian or his sureties, un-
less satisfactorily proved by other tes-

timony.

In Austin v. Lamar, 23 Miss. 189,

the court, in speaking of annual set-

tlements of a guardian, said that as
they were made under oath and reg-
ularly allowed by the court, they
were prima facie evidence, and must
be sustained unless the ward could
show their incorrectness.

75. A I ab a m a. — Cunningham 7'.

Pool, 9 Ala. 615.

C a I i f o r n i a. — Guardianship of
Cardwell, 55 Cal. 137.

District of Columbia. — Rhodes v.

Robie. 9 App. Cas. 305.
Georgia. — Lewis z-. Allen. 68 Ga.

398; Dowling V. Feeley, 72 Ga. 399.
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b. jr/icu Relied oil by JVard. — The annual or partial settlement

of a guardian during the course of his guardianship is not conclusive

against him or his sureties, but is prima facie evidence only."" The
theory on which such settlements are admitted against the guardian
is that of admissions prejudicial to his interest, from which it

follows that their probative force is not dependent on their approval
by the court.'^^

Illinois. — Wilcox v. Parker, 23 111.

App. 429.

Indiana. — Candy v. Hanmore, 76
Ind. 125.

Louisiana. — Curatorship of Sarah
Beecroft, 28 La. Ann. 824.

Maryland. — Spedden v. State, 3
Har. & J. 251.

Mississippi. — Heard v. Daniel, 26

I\Iiss. 451.
Missouri. — Folger v. Heidel, 60

Mo. 284; West V. West's Adm'r, 75
j\Io. 204; State V. Jones, 89 AIo. 470,

I S. W. 355; State V. Booth, 9 Mo.
App. 583.

_

Wisconsin.— Willis v. Fox, 25
Wis. 646.

In Succession of Tucker, 13 La.
Ann. 464, it was said that annual or
provisional accounts filed by a tutor,
though sanctioned by law, were not
conclusive on the minor unless ren-
dered to him after his majority or
emancipation.

76. State v. Booth, 9 Mo. App.
583 ; Lewis v. Allen, 68 Ga. 398 ; Na-
pier v. Jones, 45 Ga. 520; State ex
rel. Rutledge %'. Holman, 93 Mo.
App. 611, 67 S. W. 747; May v. May,
19 Fla. 2,72,-

In Olsen v. Thompson, 77 Wis. 566,
47 N. W. 20, the holding that orders
of a county court disallowing items
in the guardian's annual account were
not conclusive against the guardian
on a final account, though properly
received in evidence to show the
character of his claims, was made in
view of a rule of the court providing
that no order in reference to the an-
nual account of the guardian should
be conclusive on final settlement, but
that it should be competent to exam-
ine and pass, in such proceedings, on
all the guardian's accounts subsequent
to his appointment.

In McClellan v. Kennedy, 3 Md.
Ch. 234, the rule that accounts of a
guardian, passed by the orphans'
court and admitting an indebtedness
to the ward, were prima facie evi-
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dence thereof, was applied against the
grantees of the guardian claiming
under a deed subsequently executed
bv him. See also Richards v. Swan,
7" Gill (Md.) 366.

In Johnson v. McCullough, 59 Ga.
212, in holding that a guardian might
explain his returns by parol evidence
and show the actual truth of his ac-
counts, the court remarked that this

rule might be treating too lightly the
guardian's solemn admissions, made
under oath, approved and recorded,
but said that such seemed to be the

latest adjudication on the subject.

See also State v. Paul, 21 Mo. 51.

But in Coffin v. Bramlitt, 42 ]\Iiss.

194, the court held that an annual
account by which a guardian charged
himself with a certain sum in par
funds could not be impeached or
contradicted by proof that the balance
stated was money collected in the de-
preciated issues of broken or sus-

pended banks or in Confederate
money, or that the same was at the

time invested in Confederate bonds.
It said :

" Annual accounts of guard-
ians are final and conclusive against
them in the court where rendered,
and can only be set aside by due
course of procedure. Inaccuracies in

such accounts, arising from sheer in-

advertence or oversight, or from
palpable mistake or miscalculation,

may, in proper cases, be corrected.

W'here a guardian, in his annual ac-

counts, has repeatedly stated the bal-

ance due his ward in dollars and
cents, it will be regarded as con-
stitutional currency, and he will not
be permitted to show by parol testi-

mony that such balances were in

Confederate notes or in Confederate
bonds."

77. In State v. Richardson, 29 Mo.
App. 59.=i, in referring to the pro-
posed introduction of a certified copy
of a guardian's annual settlement in

an action on his bond, the court said

:

" But it is said that the settlement
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B. Final Accounts. — a. JVhcii Relied on by Guardian.— The
general rule, sustained by an overwhelming weight of authority, is

that the final settlement of a guardian, duly approved by the court,

is as conclusive against the ward as any other judgment.''^ But in

some instances such accounts are held only prima facie evidence
against the ward, casting on him the burden of impeaching them.'*

should not have been received in evi-

dence for the reason that it did not
appear to have been passed upon by
the court. These settlements are
prima facie evidence against the

guardian and his sureties, and the ob-
jection made involves the question
whether they are evidence from ihe

fact of their being approved by the

court, or from the fact that they are

solemn admissions made by the guard-
ian over his signature and under
oath. I think it is undoubtedly upon
the latter ground that they receive

their probative force and upon which
they are allowed in evidence. . . .

If I am correct in this, the settle-

ment or exhibit became prima facie

evidence against the guardian and his

sureties from the time he filed it in

court. It might happen that a guard-
ian would make out and file his set-

tlement, and before its approval, or
before offering or e.xhibiting evidence
in support of it, he would abscond.

It might never be approved. In such
instances the sworn exhibit which he
has filed in open court would be evi-

dence against him and his bonds-
men."

So if annual settlements are ir-

regular or void, they are, neverthe-
less, admissions of record that the
guardian was on that day indebted
to the ward in the sum therein dis-

closed. Hutton z'. Williams, 60 Ala.

107.

And returns of the guardian made
out with a view to presentation, but
which were never received or ap-
proved by the ordinary, and some of

which were not even verified, may
still be used as admissions of the

guardian. Dowling v. Feelc}', 72 Ga.

399-

See also State v. Roeper, 82 Mo.
57, in which the court said tliat when
annual settlements were offered by
the ward or other person interested

in the estate as prima facie evidence
only of the facts therein contained,

there was no good reason for exclud-

ing them any more than any other
admissions or statements made by an
accounting party in the discharge of
his duty.

78. A lab a m a. — Grumpier f

.

Deens, 85 Ala. 149, 4 Sn. 826; Lewis
V. Allred, S7 Ala. 628; Fousl v.

Chamblce, 51 Ala. 75.

Arkansas. — Reed v. Ryburn, 23
Ark. 47.

California. — Lataillade v. Orena,
91 Gal. 565, 27 Pac. 924, 25 Am. St.

Rep. 219.

Indiana.— Briscoe v. Johnson, 73
Ind. 573 ; Gandy v. Hanmore, 76 Ind.

125 ; State ex rel. Goleman v. Peck-
ham, 136 Ind. 198, 36 N. E. 28;
Holland v. State, 48 Ind. 391.

Missouri. — State e.v rel. Smith v.

Leslie, 83 Mo. 60; Carton v. Botts,

7;^ Mo. 274; Brent v. Grace's Adm'r,
30 AIo. 253.

_

Mississippi. — Hooker v. Hooker,
31 Miss. 448.

79. Rolfe V. Rolfe, 15 Ga. 451.
\\'illiams Estate (Tex. Giv. App), 45
S. W. 412; Gampbell v. Silent, 3
Alon. (Ky.) 122; Grooks v. Turpen,
I B. Mpn. (Ky.) 183.

Where a ward seeks to open a
guardian's final account after his
death, on the ground of fraud or mis-
take, the burden is on her to clearly
prove the saine. And where a ward
appeals from a decree of the probate
court, finding certain mistakes in the
final accounting of her guardian and
accordingly charging him with a cer-
tain amount, the burden is on the
ward to prove that her guardian
should be charged with a larger sum.
Durcll V. Gibson (Me.), 9 Atl. 353.

In Hyer z: Morehouse, 20 N. J. L.

125, which was a proceeding to open
the final settlement of a guardian,
the court held that the party seeking
to open the account ought primarily,
and before any rule calling on the
opposite party to show cause was
niade, to point out specifically where-
in the fraud or mistake complained
of consists, and to lay such evidence

Vol. VI
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Here, agfain, the probative effect of the settlement, when offered by
the guardian, is conditioned on its having received a jiuHcial sanc-

tion.^" But a prima facie effect has been given to final settlements

though of an ex parte character.^^

b. WJicn Relied on by Ward. — The judgment of a probate court

on the final settlement of a guardian, asserting the balance due the

ward, is also conclusive on the guardian and his sureties.*^ Though

of it before the court as to make out

at least a prima facie case ; and if

the court think proper, upon such
complaint, to give the parties a hear-
ing, the burden of proof must lie en-

tirely on the complaining party and
the account and decree must stand

until overthrown by evidence of

fraud or mistake.

80. Beedle v. State ex rel. Small,
62 Ind. 26.

In Moore v. Cason, i How. (Miss.)

53, an account purporting to be be-
tween a guardian and ward, with an
indorsement thereon, made in vaca-
tion by the probate judge, stating

that it had been "examined, audited
and allowed," was held not to be evi-

dence against the ward of a balance
disclosed therein in the guardian's
favor, the indorsement being only a
discharge by the judge of the duties
required of him by law preparatory
to the final settlement ; and ah order
of the probate court in term time, re-
citing that the guardian "had pre-
sented his final settlement," and or-
dering it to be recorded, at the same
time making the guardian an allow-
ance upon the amount expended by
him, was also denied effect as evi-

dence against the ward of the exist-

ence of any such balance, on the
ground that it was not a decree.

81. State V. Strange, i Ind. 538;
Turner v. Turner, 104 N. C. 566, 10

S. E. 606.

In Murphy v. Murphy, 2 Mo. App.
156, a guardian's settlement of his
accounts after a ward's death, but
made without the advertisement re-

quired by law, was denied any bind-
ing or conclusive effect, but was said
to have merely the effect of an an-
nual settlement, open to revision and
amendment at any time.
But in Burnham v. Bailing, 16 N.

J. Eq. 144, a final settlement of a
guardian's account made without no-
tice by public advertisement, as re-

quired by statute, was denied effect
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even as prima facie evidence of the

truth of the charges therein made,
the ward being thus relieved from the

burden of impeaching any of the

items.

And in ]\IcNutt v. Roberts
(Tenn.), 84 S. W. 300, a contention
that a settlement by a guardian in

the county court was prima facie cor-

rect in an action on his bond and
would not be disturbed except on
clear proof, was held untenable, it

appearing that the complainant ward
had arrived at age before the settle-

ment was made, but had no notice

thereof, and the settlement itself not
purporting to be a final one.

82. Alabama. — Waldrom v. Wal-
drom, 76 Ala. 285.

Arkansas. — Norton v. Miller, 25
Ark. 108.

California.— Brodrib v. Brodrib,

56 Cal. 563.

////;;oj5. — Gillett f. Wiley, 126 III.

310, 19 N. E. 287, 9 Am. St. Rep. 587;
Ryan v. People, 165 111. 143, 46 N.

E. 206 ; Kattleman v. Guthrie, 142 111.

357, 31 N. E. 589.

lozca.— Knox z: Kearns, 73 Iowa
286. 34 N. W. 861; ^IcWilHams v.

Kalbach, 55 Iowa no, 7 N. W. 463;
Knepper z'. Glenn, 73 Iowa 730, 36
N. W. 763.

Ohio. — Braiden v. Mercer, 44
Ohio St. 339,. 7 N. E. 155-

Pennsylvania. — Com. v. Gracey,
96 Pa. St. 70; Com. V. Julius, 173
Pa. St. 322, 34 Atl. 21.

Texas.— Hornung v. Schramm,
22 Tex. Civ. App. 327, 54 S. W. 615;
Bopp V. Hansford, 18 Tex. Civ. App.
340. 45 S._W. 744.

Wisconsin. — Shepard v. Pebbles,

38 Wis. 272.

A final settlement made by a guard-
ian, in which a balance is found to
be due from him to his ward, is evi-

dence against him of a debt of that

amount due to his ward, although
as a jud.gment the settlement
would be considered void because not
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in some jurisdictions such a judi^ment is .c^ivcn only a prima facie

effect a.q^ainst the sureties.
"''

7. Actions on Guardian's Bonds. — A. In GexKral. — In an action

against the sureties of a guardian to charge them with assets con-

verted by him, the evidence necessary to recover is the same as that

required in any ordinary suit for wrongful conversion.®*

The bond of a guardian on file as part of the records of the

probate court is presumed to be genuine ;** and the identity of the

plaintifT with the ward for whom the guardian was appointefl has

also been in effect presumed.^" The guardian's admissions in an

answer in equity are prima facie but not conclusive evidence against

his sureties.^'

Where a ward sues the sureties on the guardian's first bond for

assets for which he settled during the life of a second bond, the

ward must assume the burden of proving a misappropriation of

the assets while the first bond was in force.*®

B. Burden of Proving Disposition of Assets. — In an action

rendered in favor of any one, and no
execution could issue upon it.

Hughes V. Mitchell, 19 Ala. 268.

83. Kenner r. Caldwell, i Bail.

Eq. (S. C.) 149; Weaver v. Thornton,

63 Ga. 655; State v. Grace's Adm'r,

26 Mo. 87.

In State v. Hoster, 61 Mo. 544, the

court held that a guardian's settle-

ment, purporting to be a final one,

but not made upon notice, was prop-

erly excluded when offered as evi-

dence against the sureties on his

bond.
84. McDonald v. People, 12 Colo.

App. 98, 54 Pac. 863, in which this

was said to be the rule in the ab-

sence of any order of the court made
in the guardianship proceedings by
which the plaintiff's claim might be

supported.

85. Gravett v. Malone, 54 Ala. 19.

86. Where it appears in an action

on a guardian's bond that the guard-
ian was appointed for " Robert W.
B.," it will be presumed that the

father of Robert had but one child

of that name, for the purpose of
identifying the plaintiff Robert W.
with the ward of the defendant.
Naugle V. State ex ret. Burton, lOi

Ind. 284.

87. Myers v. Wade. 6 Rand. (Va.)

444, in which the admission was that

the guardian had received the estate

of the infant.

88. State v. Paul's Ex'r, 21 Mo.
51. In this case the court said:

" From the face of the papers, the

surety in the last bond is chargeable

with the money sought to be recov-

ered in this suit. Now, as the plain-

tiff has waived her action on the last

bond, and the settlement under it,

there is no hardship in imposing on

her the burden of the proof that

would have exculpated the surety in

that bond. She must show that her

money was wasted by her curator,

whilst Paul was the security. As the

law will not presume a default or

wrong in the curator, nothing more
appearing, the presumption is that

the money was in his hands at the

time the last bond was entered into,

and, consequently, that Paul, the

surety in the first bond, was dis-

charged. . . . The surety in the

last bond, nothing more appearing,

would be liable for the balance found

in the hands of the curator at the

last settlement. But the plaintiff,

waiving the benefit of this presump-
tion against the last surety, as she had
a right to do, has assumed that there

was no money in the hands of her

curator at the time of the last bond
and settlement. Then she must make
good her assumption and show that

her curator spent her money whilst

Paul was her surety. This is the

legal effect of the record as pre-

sented, and its force cannot be broken
by reading only parts of it."

See also State ex rel. Rutledge r.

Holman, 93 Mo. App. 611. 67 S. W.
747-
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on the guardian's bond, a prima facie case for the plaintiff is made
by proving that assets came into the guardian's hands by virtue of

his trust ; whereupon the burden devolves upon the defendants to

show that a lawful disposition was made of the property.^"

n. COMPETENCY AND RELEVANCY OF EVIDENCE.

1. Appointment, Qualification, and Removal.— A. Procekdings
FOR Appointment.— On an application for the appointment of a

guardian for an incompetent person, evidence of the prospective

ward's age and infirmity, and the prejudicial situation in which the

custody of those in charge of her has placed her, is admissible.^"

89. Freeman v. Brewster, 93 Ga.

648, 21 S. E. 165; State V. Richard-
son, 29 Mo. App. 595, in which a re-

hearing was granted on the ground
that the ruHng conflicted with Ren-
fro z: Price, 17 Mo. 431, but the hold-
ing was reaffirmed on the authority

of State z: Weaver, post.

The earHer Georgia cases (Jus-
tices of the Inferior Court v. Woods,
I Ga. 84, and Ray v. Justices of the
Inferior Court, 6 Ga. 303), in which
a doctrine contrary to the text was
announced, would seem to have been
overruled by Freeman v. Brewster,
supra, and by Weaver v. Thornton,
63 Ga. 655, in which it was held that

where one, as guardian, receipts to

himself as administrator for a certain

sum as constituting the ward's estate,

the legal effect was to transfer that

amount from his hands as adminis-
trator into his hands as guardian,
whether any property passed into his

hands at that time or not ; and hence,
such receipt made a prima facie

case of liability against the sureties

on his guardianship bond.
In State ex rel. Weaver v. Weaver,

92 I\Io. 673, 4 S. W. 697, which was
an action on a guardian's bond given
in proceedings for the sale of the
ward's realty, the court, in speaking
of the burden of showing what dis-

position had been made of the pro-
ceeds of the sale which came into

the guardian's hands, said :
" The ob-

ligation of the defendants was to
pay a certain sum of money, to be void
upon the condition that the guard-
ian should account for the proceeds
of the sale of the ward's real estate

;

the plaintiff made out a prima facie
case when he showed that a sale had
been made and that the proceeds of
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the ward's real estate had come into

the hands of the guardian. It then
devolved upon the defendants to show
that those proceeds had been ac-

counted for."

In Howell v. Williamson, 14 Ala.

419, it was held that in an action on
a guardian's bond, the mere intro-

duction of the bond in evidence did
not make a complete case for the

plaintiff, casting the burden of prov-
ing performance of the condition on
the defendant ; but that when the

plaintiff showed that the defendant
had received property as guardian to

which the plaintiff was entitled, the

burden of proof was then shifted in

respect of such property to the de-

fendant, who must show that he made
a proper disposition of it. To re-

quire the plaintiff to prove that the

property had been disposed of accord-
ing to law would require him to

prove a negative, the truth of which
was peculiarly within the defendant's
knowledge. It was further said that,

property having come into the guard-
ian's possession, the law presumed
a continuation of such possession
and thus fixed a prima facie liability

on the guardian to account therefor.
90. In re Streiff, 119 Wis. 566, 97

N. W. 189, in which the court held
that evidence of the prospective
ward's mental weakness resulting
from old age and infirmity and re-

quiring tender care at all times, and
that those with whom she resided,
because of her broken-down condi-
tion, were able to keep her and did
keep her in a state of subjection to
their will ; that they kept her relatives

away from her and ill-treated her,

and that she was too weak and infirm

to protect herself; that they obtained
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The footing::;' on which an api)hcant for appointment as ji^^uardian

stood with the parents of the child or either of them while they were
living, is important, and any declaration or act which throws
light thereon is relevant."^

B. Proof of Appointment.— Record evidence of the appoint-

ment of a guardian is not indispensable, and where the record cannot

be found the appointment may be shown by other proof."- But the

record of an appointment made by a domestic court of record cannot

be impeached by parol evidence showing a want of jurisdiction,

where the defect does not appear on the face of the record itself.**^

Nor can the record be aided by extraneous evidence."* It need

hardlv be added that record evidence of the appointment is admis-
sible.»=

Recitals in Guardian's Bond. — The recital in a guardian's bond of

from her all her property without
consideration and then increased tlie

severity of their treatment; that she

was mentally and physically powerless
to resist or escape — this evidence
bore very strongly upon the ultimate

issue of fact to be solved whether
she was mentally competent to have
the charge and management of her
property, and was consequently prop-
erly admitted.

91. Janes v. Cleghorn, 63 Ga. 335,
in which it was consequently held
that on application for appointment
as guardian, a contestant, who urged
and supported his own right to the
appointment on the ground of a con-
tract with the child's deceased father
by which the latter relinquished to

him the parental right, might testify

to such contract as a part of the
child's history in order to advise the
court in the selection of a guardian,
even though he could not testify to

it to establish his strict legal right,

the other party to the contract being
dead.

92. Fink's Appeal, lOi Pa. St. 74.
15ut such proof as. for instance,

the admissions of the guardian him-
self, cannot be introduced until a
foundation has been first laid by
proof of the loss or destruction of
the record of the court by which the
letters of guardianship were alleged
to have been granted. Halliburton z:

Fletcher, 22 Ark. 453.
Contra. — The appointment of a

guardian for a free person of color

is necessarily a matter of record, and
it is error to allow parol proof there-

of. Bryan v. Walton, 14 Ga. 185.

93. Davis v. Hudson, 29 Minn.

27, II N. W. 136, the holding being

made in view of a constitutional pro-

vision in Minnesota making probate

courts courts of record, by which is

extended to them the presumption of

jurisdiction in particular cases, which
belongs to proceedings in courts of

record.

94. Hutchins z'. Johnson. 12 Conn.

376, 30 Am. Dec. 622, in which it was
held that the failure of the record of

a conservator's appointment, to show
that notice of the application therefor

was ever given, could not be aided

by the fact that the files of the court

showed a summons and an officer's

return.

95. The recording of letters of

guardianship is proper and the record

is competent evidence of them, with-

out producing the original letters or

accounting for their absence; nor

does the fact that the transcript of the

original letters and order of appoint-

ment was made by the clerk of the

probate judge, instead of by the judge
himself, affect the case; and the fact

that the transcription was some j'ears

after they were originally made out

does not deprive the records of their

evidentiary value. Davis v. Hudson,
29 Minn. 27, 11 N. W. 136.

It is no objection to the admission
as evidence of a copy of the record
appointing a guardian, that the certifi-

cate to such record embraces a copy
of the records of the accounts of such
guardian and other proceedings of
the court, as well as the record of
the appointment itself. Halliburton
V. Fletcher, 22 Ark. 453.
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his appointment is evidence thereof, and is j^enerally held to be
sufficient proof.""

C. Subsequent Contest Over Appointment.— The admission
of matter res inter alios acta, ofifered by a guardian to show his good
faith in securing the appointment of his successor, is not ground for

reversal.
"'^

A guardian's personal representative has been held precluded
from contesting the propriety of his appointment."®

D. Qualification. — The fact of qualification must be proved
by record evidence v^here that is attainable.""

E. Proceedings Eor Removal.— In proceedings for the removal
of a guardian on the ground of unsuitableness, evidence of his con-

duct and position adverse to his ward's interest is admissible, though
occurring after the commencement of the proceedings.^

2. Reception of Assets.— A. In General. — A tutor's receipt,

formal and authentic, for the minor's share of the purchase price of

96. Ryan v. People, 165 111. 143, 46
N. E. 206.

Hayden v. Smith, 49 Conn. 83, in

which the guardian and his sureties

were held to be precluded from con-
testing a recital of his appointment.
The recital of the guardian's ap-

pointment in his bond is an admis-
sion thereof when suit is brought
thereon. State v. Richardson, 29 Mo.
App. SPS-

S'?. Where, in a suit by wards
against_ their former guardian, who,
the plaintiflfs allege, fraudulently pro-
cured the appointment of his suc-
cessor, to whom he turned over, as
property of the estate, indebtednesses
due to himself from such successor,
the admission of evidence to show
the good faith of the defendant, that
he consulted the mother of the wards
and that the selection of the suc-
ceeding guardian was made in ac-
cordance with her wishes, is not
ground for reversal, notwithstanding
such matters are res inter alios acta.

Manning v. Manning, 61 Ga. 137.

98. In Munroe v. Phillips, 64 Ga.
32, which was a suit against the ad-
ministratrix of a guardian by wards
who were under guardianship prior
to the civil war as free persons of
color, the court refused to permit the
defendant to contest the freedom de
jure of the plaintiffs during the period
of guardianship, saying that the de-
fendant's intestate could not have
been a guardian of slaves, as there
was no law for it, and that if he
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acted as plaintiff's guardian and the

plaintiffs were de facto free and all

of age, as the evidence showed, it

was material whether they were free

de jure, or not ; and other evidence
showing that funds came to the wards
whose title thereto the guardian
recognized by his accounts. The
guardian stood committed to the

theory that his wards had acquired

their freedom by some lawful means,
and was also committed to their

ownership of the funds ; and that his

administratrix must abide the conse-

quence.

99. Clarke V. State, 8 Gill & J.

(Md.) III.

1. Gray v. Parke, 155 Mass. 433,
29 N. E. 641, in which the court said:
" His acts, after the filing of the pe-
tition and down to the time of the
hearing, tended to show his real po-
sition with reference to the interests

of his ward at the time when she
brought the petition for his removal,
and could properly be considered
upon that question [that of suitable-

ness]. We do not intend to intimate
that, if the petition had alleged mis-
conduct instead of unsuitableness,

acts of alleged misconduct occurring
after the filing of the petition could
have been given in evidence, or have
justified a decree of removal; but the
suitableness or unsuitableness of
a person for a particular trust is

something upon which his subsequent
acts and conduct often throw the
strongest and clearest light."
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realty makes proof of itself and cannot be contradicted by parol evi-

dence.^

So a p^uardian's receipt to himself, as administrator, for cash

belonging to the ward, is admissible to negative the claim that the

property was received otherwise than in cash, and is conclusive

against him on that question.^

In proceedings for the final settlement of the accounts of a curator

who has also been administrator of the estate of the minor's father,

evidence is admissible that, as administrator, he received money with

which he has not charged himself in the settlement of either fiduciary

account.*

An appraisement or inventory of the ward's property is not con-

clusive against the guardian as to the amount thereof.^

Where a guardian, suing for his ward, has established a right in

the latter to the property in suit, he cannot afterward introduce

evidence of a prior right in himself.®

B. Loss OF Assets.— Vouchers showing that expenditures by the

2. ^^ather v. Knox, 34 La. Ann.
410.

3. State ex rcl. Koch 7. Roeper,

9 Mo. App. 21, in which such receipt

was also said to make a prima facie

case against the guardian's sureties.

Crawford v. Brewster, 57 Ga. 226,

in which, in view or such receipt, it

was also held proper to exclude the

testimony of a witness that if the

notes alleged to have been taken by
the guardian had not been collected

in negroes or Confederate money
thev could not have been collected at

all.'

4. In re Final Settlement of
Wood, 71 Mo. 623. In this case the
court said :

" The evidence was of-
fered to show not only that it could
have been, but that it was, collected;
that he actually had in his hands, as
administrator, an amount of money
to which his ward, as one of the
distributees, was entitled. If a
stranger had been administrator of
that estate, and this curator had
known that he had money in his

hands to which his ward was en-

titled, and permitted a final settle-

ment of that estate to be made,
without making a proper effort to

collect it for his ward, would it have
been any answer to a suit against

him as curator for such neglect of

duty that there had been a final set-

tlement of such estate? The lying

by and permitting such final settle-

ment to be made, without collecting

the money due his ward, is the very

ground of complaint. The curator

having also been such administrator,

so far from being in a better, is in

a worse position than if another had

been the administrator of that estate

;

for, in the latter case, he would only

have had an action to recover the

money for the ward, whereas in the

former the money was in his posses-

sion, and he had but to credit his

ward with the amount to which he

was entitled."

5. Magruder v. Darnell, 6 Gill

(Md.) 204.

Abstracts of inventories recorded
as required by statute to preserve
the mortgage of minors are not evi-

dence of the validity of the minor's
claim, much less are they conclu-

sive against the tutor as to the

amount appearing on them to be
due the minor; and as the general

mortgage created by recording these

abstracts is not fixed in amount by
such recording merely, so a special

mortgage on a particular piece of

property executed under permission
of the court to replace that general

mortgage does not irrevocably fix

the sum stated therein as that due
the minor. Succession of Theurer,

38 La. Ann. 510.

6. Edwards v. Ford, 2 Bail. (S.

C.) 461.
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guardian's predecessor were proper, are admissible to show that he
was without fault in failing to sue the predecessor's bond.'^

Where it is claimed that a guardian has permitted a loss of assets
by failing to resist an administrator's sale of realty, the record of
the sale proceedings is admissible to show the amount of damages
claimed.*

3. Management of Estate. — A. In General.— Where a statute
disqualifies a guardian to testify to any transaction with his ward
unless called by the opposite party or the court, he is precluded from
testifying against the ward in a proceeding involving the manage-
ment of his estate.**

The account book of a deceased guardian containing his account
with his ward is not admissible as a trader's book of accounts.^"

B, Investments and Income. — Identity oe Funds.— A guard-
ian's declaration at the time of making a loan has been held com-
petent evidence that the money loaned belonged to the estate of the
ward ;" and the identity of the fund deposited by him is provable by
parol, notwithstanding a certificate of deposit taken in his own
name.^-

Interest on Investments.— The administratrix of a guardian cannot
give in evidence his self-serving declarations as to the rate of interest

at which he had loaned the ward's money, and as to his care and
diligence in doing so.^^

Evidence in a guardian's behalf of the general insolvency of the

people of his own and adjacent counties is competent on the question

of his negligence in failing to promptly loan funds of the estate.^*

Evidence of a creditor that he received payment from the guardian
is admissible to support a credit claimed by the latter.^^

7. And this, though they were not and agreed thereto, was held to ren-
sworn or approved by the court. der it admissible.
Young z\ Gray, 65 Tex. 99. n. Beasley v. Watson, 41 Ala.

8. This is because it tends to 234, in which such declaration was
show the_ extent of the real interest admitted in the guardian's own be-
of the heirs in the land. Anthony i\ half as part of the res gestae.

Estes, lOl N. C. 541, 8 S. E. 347- The recital in a guardian's return,

9. Garwood v. Cooper, 12 Helsk. made eight years after taking a note

(Tenn.) lOi. The statute in ques- payable to himself individually, that

tion (Acts 1869-70, ch*. 78, §2) pro- it represented the ward's funds, is

vided that in actions or proceedings insufficient to identify the note so as

by guardians in which judgment to permit its introduction in evidence,

might be rendered for or against Crawford v. Brewster, 57 Ga. 226.

them, neither party should be al- 12. Beaslev v. Watson, 41 Ala.
lowed to testify against the other 234, in which such parol evidence
as to any transaction with or settle- seems to have been received to show
merit by the ward, unless called to the pertinency of the certificate,
testify by the opposite party or re- 10 td . r> ^ n
quested to do so by the court. „

^^^ ^^yston v. Royston. 29 Ga.

10. Fowler V. Hebbard, 40 App.
Div. 108, 57 N. Y. Supp. 531, in ^*- Ashley's Adm'x v. ]\Iartin, 50
which, however, the fact that

'

the ^^^- 537-

\vasd had access to the book at all 15. Fowler v. Hebbard, 40 App.
times, and knew of all of the entries Div. 108, 57 N. Y. Supp. 531.

• Vol. -TI
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The ward, in contesting- credits claimed In- the c^-nardian for hoard,

etc., may show that the guardian furnished nothing,'" or that the

ohhgations have been paid for, or discharged in some other way ;''

and on an issue as to whether the guardian intended, at the time of

furnishing suppHes, to charge therefor, evidence of all the equities of

the case is admissible.^^

Vouchers.— It is not absolutely essential that a credit be supported

by a voucher, and the absence thereof will not warrant the exclusion

of oral testimony to sustain it.^"

A receipt given by a ward upon receiving a payment from his

tutor after his majority is admissible as a voucher.-''

On appeal from a decision of the ordinary on a guardian's return,

vouchers presented before him should not be permitted to go to the

jury-^ as part of the case for trial, since the vouchers form no part

of the issues.

C. Commissions.— Where a guardian's commissions are fixed by
statute and no special or extraordinary services appear to have been
rendered by him, it is error to examine witnesses as to the value of

his services.^^

Where it is claimed that a guardian has duplicated his commis-
sions, an inquiry into the circumstances surrounding the former and
the present allowances is proper.^^

16. Evidence that a minor was an
admitted member of the family of
his grandmother, with whom his

uncle, who was afterward made his

guardian, also resided, and was pro-
vided for as a member of the grand-
mother's family during a period for

which the guardian afterward
sought to charge him for board and
clothing, is admissible in the ward's
behalf in a proceeding for the set-

tlement of the guardian's accounts.

Bondie 7'. Bourassa, 46 ^lich. 321, 9
N. VV. 433.

17. Jennings v. Kce, 5 Ind. 257.

18. Tn Ela v. Brand, 63 N. H.
14, which was a proceeding for the
settlement of a guardian's final ac-
count, he being also the ward's step-
father, and the issue being as to his
right to an allowance for the sup-
port of the wards, the court admitted
evidence of the understanding of the
wards and their mother relative to

the question of their support, and
also the testimony of one of the
wards that he would not have lived

with his stepfather if he had sup-
posed that he was to pay for his

board ; and the court further re-

marked that if the wards had re-

quested the guardian to take pay-

ment out of their property, this re-

quest, though not legal authority for

the payment, would have been ad-

missible in evidence on the general

question of the equitable appHcation

of the trust fund.

Proof of the parol declarations of

a guardian that she did not intend

to charge her ward for board is ad-

missible to repel a charge for board
in her lifetime, exhibited by her rep-

resentatives after her death. Hooper
V. Royster, i Munf. (Va.) 119.

19. Hutton r. Williams. 60 Ala.

107, the decision, however, being

made under a statute providing that

if any person interested except to

the guardian's account, the court
" shall proceed to hear the proof and
correct errors," etc.

20. Succession of Kidd, 51 La.
Ann. 1 1 57, 26 So. 74.

21. Hendry v. Hurst, 22 Ga. 312.

But it seems that the vouchers would
have the same eflfect as evidence
which they had before the ordinary,
though they would give no additional

force from the fact of the ordinary's

judgment sustaining the guardian's
account.

22. Neilson v. Cook, 40 Ala. 498.

23. Thus, it is proper to ask the
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D. PAY>rivKT OF Claims. — Verbal directions by a probate judge

to a guardian to pay a claim against the ward's estate and take a

receipt for it are not admissible in the guardian's behalf.^*

Proof may be received to show that evidence of indebtedness

given by a tutor in his own name in fact represented the obligation

of the estate.2^

E. Misappropriation and Conversion of Assets.— The fact

that a guardian conceals the existence of assets is a strong circum-

stance to show an intent to appropriate them.*^

An order allowing a claim against the estate of an insane party is

not evidence against her sureties of her conversion of property of

the ward.^^

On the question whether a guardian has paid over the estate to the

ward, evidence is admissible that certain property received by the

ward from the guardian was transferred in discharge of the guard-

ian's liability;-^ and after a long period of time, and the death of

both guardian and ward, the circumstances surrounding them and

the transactions between them also become relevant.-®

F. Actions by Third Persons. — In an action against the guard-

ian for necessaries furnished the ward, evidence of the guardian's

voluntary promise to pay the similar claim of another person is

competent.-^"

Where, in an action against a ward on his contract, it is urged

guardian whether he did not draft

the decree allowing such commis-
sions, whether there was any contest

by the special guardian appointed on
the former accounting in respect to

the amount of commissions; whether
there was, in fact, any argument or

taking of evidence in regard to that

matter, and whether the fact of

duplication was made known to the

surrogate when the second allowance

was made. Matter of Hawley, 104

N. Y. 250, 10 N. E. 352.

24. This is because whatever is

done by a court of record must ap-
pear by the record. Folger v. Hei-
del, 60 Mo. 284.

25. Leonard v. Hudson, 12 La.
Ann. 840, in which it was said that

such testimony did not contradict
any part of the note given by the
tutor, and would authorize a judg-
ment thereon against a tutor sub-
sequently appointed.

26. Eberhardt v. Schuster, 10
Abb. N. C. (N. Y.) 374.

27. McDonald v. People, 12 Colo.
App. 98, 54 Pac. 863, in which it

was said that the terms of the sure-

ties' bond bound them that the guard-
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dian should render accounts as re-

quired by the court, and comply
with the lawful orders of the court,

in view of which only orders made
in the guardianship proceedings

would be of any effect against them.

28. Chapman v. Chapman, 13 La.

Ann. 228.

29. In re Pierce's Estate, 68 Vt.

639, 35 Atl. 546, in which, after a

lapse of thirty years and the death
of both the parties, evidence was re-

ceived to show that the financial con-

dition of the ward and the transac-

tions between him and the guardian
about the time the former obtained
his majority were such as to render
it probable that he would demand
and receive, and that he did in fact

receive, the amount due him.

30. Cook V. Bennett, 51 N. H.
85, in which such evidence was said

to be admissible both as tending to

show the guardian had in his pos-
session and control property of the
ward, and also upon the question of
the probability whether the guardian,
recognizing his liability in the one
instance, did not also consider him-
self liable in the other.
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that the .G^uarchan assented thereto, his assent to other contracts made
by the ward is irrelevant.'"

'4. Sale of Realty.— A. In General. — A deed conveying- the

land of minors and signed by one purporting to be their guarchan is

inachnissible against them without proof of the pretended guardian's

authority to act.^^

A deed purporting to convey the realty of a ward may be shown

to have been, in fact, a transaction to secure by mortgage a personal

debt of the guard ian.^^

B. Record Evidence. — The steps in proceedings by a guardian

to sell realty should be shown by record evidence, where that exists,

but where the record has been lost or destroyed, secondary evidence

may be given.^*

31. Prescott v. Cass, 9 N. H. 93.

32. House v. Brent, 69 Tex. 27, 7

S. W. 65.

A guardian who has sold his

ward's realty cannot afterward tes-

tify in derogation of the title he has

thus made. Williams v. Pollard

(Tex. Civ. App.), 28 S. W. 1020, in

which it was sought to introduce the

guardian's testimony as to his rea-

sons for wanting to make the sale.

33. In re Pierce's Estate. 68 Vt.

639, 35 Atl. 546.

34. In Blanchard v. DeGraflf. fio

Mich. 107, 26 N. W. 849, which was
an action by one claiming under a
ward against a purchaser at the

guardian's sale of the ward's realty,

the court, in speaking of the statute

providing that in such cases the sale

is not to be avoided on account of

any irregularity in the proceedings

provided certain essentials appear,

and of the claim that the sale was
invalid by the failure to file and re-

cord the proceedings, a requirement
not made essential by the statute,

said :
" The questions are. was the sale

licensed, the bond given, the oaths
taken, the notice of sale given, and
the premises sold at public auction
and now held by one who purchased
them in good faith? Of course these
things must be established by the
best evidence, and by the record,

when the record exists and can be
obtained; if not, then the next best

evidence may be resorted to. If the
record or the original papers have
been lost or destroyed, without fault

or fraud on the part of the defend-
ant, their contents may be given in

evidence as in other cases. . . .

It is suggested, however, by the

learned counsel for the plaintiff, that

while it may be proper to show the

contents of lost files or records, such
proof can only be made after it has
first been made clearly to appear that

such files or records once existed,

and that the evidence upon this point

was not only very unsatisfactory,

but entirely insufficient to be sub-

mitted to the jury. It is true the

testimony in regard to some of the

things required to be reduced to

writing and signed and sworn to by
the guardian is somewhat vague and
uncertain ; but. when it appears that
in making the papers the judge of
probate adopted the ordinary blanks
in use for that purpose, the testi-

mony is greatly aided, and is about
as definite and satisfactory as could
well be expected after a lapse of
eighteen years, and we do not feel

at liberty to say it should not have
been submitted to the jury. To hold
otherwise, we think, would not be
in harmony with the liberal view
heretofore taken by this court in

such cases, and might prove destruc-

tive of hundreds of titles long since

obtained, and regarded by all the

parties interested as well settled, de-

rived through the early proceedings
in our probate courts."

The original affidavit of appraisers
in proceedings by a guardian for the
sale of the ward's realty, and their

written appraisement, and the deed
of the guardian, though never re-

ported to the court, are admissible
in evidence to show the proceedings
of the guardian under the court's
order. Robert 7'. Casey. 25 Mo. 5R4.

In this case the court said that the
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C. Proof of Notice.— A mode of proving the service of a notice

of a guardian's sale, pointed out by statute, is not exclusive, but

other evidence may be received.^"^

Slight irregularities in the affidavit of proof of notice are imma-
terial.^^

5. Transactions Between Guardian and Ward.— A. Settlements
IN General.— The judge of probate may receive a settlement

between a guardian and his former ward, made out of court, as

evidence that the guardian ought not to be required to settle a

further account."

Where a ward sues to set aside the settlement of a guardianship

negotiated with the guardian by the ward's husband, evidence is

admissible to show that the settlement was made with her knowledge

and authority.^^

A guardian is not concluded by the considerations named in deeds

from a third person to himself and from himself to the ward, where

the transaction is attacked by the ward as fraudulent.^^

affidavit and appraisement were not

matters of record but proceedings

in pais, and the principle that a court

speaks only by its records was not

applicable.

35. Larimer v. Wallace, 36 Neb.

444, 54 N. W. 835-

How. Stat., § 7498, provides that

proof of the publication of notice of

a sale of realty by a guardian may be

made by the affidavit of the printer

of the newspaper, or of his foreman
or principal clerk ; while § 6047

(equally applicable to guardians'

sales) provides that an affidavit of a

personal representative, or of some
other person having knowledge of

the fact, that notice of the sale by a

personal representative was given,

shall be admitted as evidence of the

giving of such notice. Held, that an
affidavit of publication made by one
who described himself as bookkeeper
of the paper, while not a compliance
with § 7498, was sufficient proof un-
der § 6047, being couched in posi-

tive affirmative language, and there-

fore presumably made on his own
knowledge. The mode of proof pre-

scribed by § 7498 is not exclusive of

every other. Schlee v. Darrow's
Estate, 65 Mich. 362, 32 N. W. 717.

36. Dexter v. Cranston, 41 Mich.
448, 2 N. W. 674, in which it was
said that the objection that the affi-

davit was made by one describing
himself as foreman of the paper in

which the notice was published, in-
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stead of as foreman of the printer

of the paper, as specified in the

statute, was untenable and more nice

than wise.

But an affidavit to prove the pub-
lication of notice must be made by
the proper person. Schlee v. Dar-
row's Estate, 65 Mich. 362, 32 N.
W. 717, in which an affidavit of the

publication of an order for the hear-

ing of a guardian's petition to sell

real estate, made by the bookkeeper
of the newspaper in which the publi-

cation was made, was held not to be
evidence of the publication of the or-

der.

37. Kittridge v. Betton, 14 N. H.
401.

38. Trader v. Lowe, 45 Md. i, in

which evidence that a few weeks
after the ward's marriage, her guard-
ian, who was also her father, pro-

posed to her and her husband a set-

tlement of the guardianship, where-
upon the ward said that she did not

wish to go to town, and if the matter

could be attended to by her husband
without her going she would rather

not go and would assent to what
they did, was held admissible for the

purpose stated in the text.

39. Smith v. Davis, 49 Md. 470,

in which the court said: "The deeds
are altogether collateral to the sub-

ject-matter of inquiry. They are in-

troduced as evidence only, and the

parties are not estopped to show the

real truth of the transaction by other
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, B. RkcivTpt and RklivASR. — A ward's receipt, given to the

guardian, does not conclude the former, but may be explained or

imi:)eached by extraneous evidence,'"' and even where under seal, is

not available to the guardian as against a mistake which he admits.*^

But a release to the guardian is evidence of a receipt of assets by
the ward/-

C. Ratification.— A ward may explain the acceptance of a bill

and the execution of a release by her relied on by her guardian as

constituting a ratification of a prior settlement.^^

6. Accountings and Settlements.— A. Proceedings For Account-
ing.— Jurisdiction of the person of the ward in proceedings for an

accounting and settlement with the guardian cannot be shown by

parol evidence.**

evidence outside of the deeds. But
especially is this so in the present
case. Here the ground of the suit

is the alleged fraud of the appellee

[the guardian]. To sustain the
charge of fraud, the deeds are of-

fered in evidence, and the statement
therein of the amount of considera-
tion is relied on to establish the

charge. In such case, it is clear that

to repel the charge of fraud the

appellee is equitably entitled to prove
the actual cost of the land to him,
and the real consideration paid there-

for by the appellant."

40. Trader v. Lowe, 45 Md. i

;

Gillett V. Wiley, 126 111. 310. 19 N. E.

287, 9 Am. St. Rep. 587; Beedle v.

State ex rcl. Small, 62 Ind. 26.

On proceedings for the final .settle-

ment of guardianship accounts, evi-

dence on behalf of the ward that a

receipt given by him on a private

settlement between the two was ob-

tained bv false and fraudulent pre-

tenses is admissible. Wade v. Lob-
dell, 4 Cush. (Mass.) 510.

41. Felton V. Long, 43 N. C. 224.
42. Trader v. Lowe, 45 Md. i.

A relea.se of all claims against a
guardian concerning specific personal
property is evidence of the delivery

of such property to the releasor, his

ward. Magruder v. Darnell, 6 Gill

(Md.) 204.

But a receipt given by a ward to

his tutor for a certain amount paid
on the ward's reaching majority, but
without, at the time, a final adjust-

ment and settlement of the tutorship,

while it shows the fact of an indebt-

edness to the extent of the sum
therein mentioned, and of the pay-

ment thereof, does not acknowledge

the existence of a further indebted-

ness, or disclose, fix, or recognize

the ultimate balance due. Succes-

sion of Kidd, 51 La. Ann. 1157, 26

So. 74-

43. In a suit by a ward to set

aside a settlement of the guardian-
ship negotiated between the guard-
ian, who was also her father, on
the one hand, and her husband on
the other, the ward's evidence was
admissible that the nature of a re-

lease then made by her husband to

the guardian was not known to her
until she consulted counsel and was
advised that its effect was to dis-

charge the guardianship absolutely,

and that so believing, and with the

full knowledge of all the facts, she
accepted a bill of sale and afterward
indorsed thereon a release; such acts

being relied on by the guardian as
constituting a ratification of the set-

tlement. Trader z'. Lowe, 45 Md. I.

44. In a proceeding to compel an
accounting by a guardian and to set

aside what purports to be a final ac-

count, it is not competent to permit
the probate judge and clerk to tes-

tify that the ward was present in the

court when the guardian's account
was presented, the only proper evi-

dence that the ward had notice of

the proceeding or waived notice by
his personal appearance being the

record of the court. Sullivan v.

Blackwell, 28 Miss. 737.

Where it appears by the record of

the guardian's final settlement that

the ward was not represented therein

by a guardian aJ litem, the defect in

the jurisdiction of the court cannot
be cured by parol evidence. Hutton
V. Williams, 60 Ala. 107.
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On a final settlement, the p^iiardian is bonnd to answer specifically

imder oath all questions concerninp;- his account;"'

The account of the tutor cannot be amplified by verbal testimony'"'

en a final settlement ; but the records of previous annual settlements,

made by the guardian, may and should be looked to as evidence.*''

B. Admissibility of SivTTlkments and Allowances of Guard-
ian's Accounts. — The guardian's settlements and the allowances

thereof are admissible in evidence for various purposes, instances of

which will be found in the note.*^

Where a ward reads in evidence a portion of the guardian's

45. Wade v. Lobdell, 4 Cush.
(Mass.) 510.

46. The account of a tutor must
be in writing and be a full and com-
plete account of all moneys received
or paid by him and of all property
of the estate, and it cannot be ampli-
fied by verbal testimony, for the heir

is not cited to answer a verbal ac-

count to be developed by oral testi-

mony during the trial. Tutorship of
Minor Heirs, 45 La. Ann. 134, 12 So.

12.

47. Bentley v. Dailey, 87 Ala. 406,
6 So. 274.

48. A settlement of a guardian's
account by the county court is the

best evidence of matters contained
therein, as the vouchers on which it

was made may have been lost. Tabb
V. Boyd, 4 Call (Va.) 453.

Guardian's returns referred to in

the testimony of a competent witness
and testified by him to be correct,

are admissible as a part of such tes-

timony and as a sworn statement in

corroboration thereof. Coggins v.

Flythe, 113 N. C. 102, 18 S. E. 96.

in Richards v. Swan, 7 Gill (Md.)
366, which was an appeal by wards
to set aside their guardian's con-
veyance to a third person as fraudu-
lent toward themselves, the court
held that a duly authenticated copy
of an account proved by the guardian
and passed by the orphans' court was
prima facie evidence to show that on
the date of its allowance the guard-
ian admitted that the wards were
minors and that he was their guard-
ian, and that as such he was in-

debted to them in the amount stated
in the account. It also held that
these admissions were competent
against the guardian's grantee, hav-
ing been made prior to the convey-
ance attacked as fraudulent. See to
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the same effect McClellan 7'. Ken-
nedy, 3 Md. Ch. 234.

Orders of the probate court ap-
proving payments by a guardian to

the ward's mother for the ward's
support, together with the accounts
and claims upon which the court
acted in making the orders, are com-
petent evidence for the defense in

an action on the guardian's bond.
Brewer v. Stoddard, 49 Iowa 279.

In an action on a guardian's bond,
the reports of the guardian, current
and final, are admissible in evidence
for the purpose of identifying cer-

tain notes of insolvent persons which
the guardian had taken, without se-

curity, for the rents of his ward's
real estate. French v. State ex rel.

Manifold, 81 Ind. 151.

In State v. Jones, 89 Mo. 470, i S.

W. 355, which was an action on the
bond of a guardian of an insane
person, the guardian was denied in

the court below any compensation
on the volume of business done in

carrying on the business of his ward,
on the theory that he had no right

to do this. After sustaining the
guardian's power in the premises
the court said: "The annual settle-

ments and the orders of approval
made thereon, in this case, were
competent evidefice to show, and
they do show, that the business was
carried on under the eye and super-

A-ision of the court, and that is suf-

ficient, though no previous order
therefor was procured."
Orders of a county court, disal-

lowing items in a guardian's annual
account for the support of his ward,
were properly received in evidence for

the purpose of showing the character
of the claims made by him in regard
to the matter. Olsen z'. Thompson,
77 Wis. 666, 47 N. W. 20.

An annual settlement is competent
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return, the defense may imrochice the rest/** and must do so if it

desires to have the whole admitted in evidence.''" But the record of

a final settlement, though reciting the approval of the g^uardian's

report and his discharge, does not preclude evidence that the balance

ascertained to be due the ward has never been paid.***

7. Actions on Guardian's Bonds.— Evidence impeaching the juris-

diction or authority of the court originally requiring the bond can-

not be introduced by the defendant. ^-

Recitals in the bond of the names of the sureties are sufficient evi-

dence thereof.''^

Admissions of a guardian, in order to be admitted against his

sureties, must have been made during the period of his trust. '^^

Judgments and unsatisfied executions against the guardian, for

his misconduct as such, have been held admissible against his sure-

ties."

against the guardian's sureties as
tending to show a liability for the

amount therein stated. State z>.

Booth, 9 Mo. App. 583.

Annua] settlements, when offered
by the ward or other person inter-

ested in the estate as prima facie

evidence of the facts therein con-
tained, are admissible as admissions
or .statements made by an accounting
party in the discharge of his duty.

State V. Roeper, 82 Mo. 57.

But in Royston v. Royston, 29 Ga.
82, the administratrix of a deceased
guardian was not allowed to put in

evidence, in a suit by the ward to

compel an accounting, returns made
by her of moneys which she had paid

out after the guardian's death, and of

moneys paid out by the guardian in

his lifetime but not returned by him
to the court of ordinary.

Effect of settlements as evidence,
see ante, " I. Presumptions and Bur-
den of Proof, 6. Effect of Settle-

ments and Allowances of Guardian's
Accounts," and notes 73-83, inclu-

sive.

49. Munroe v. Phillips. 64 Ga. 32.
in which a ward, suing the personal
representative of her guardian, read
in evidence two out of a number of
the intestate's returns, which had
all been made at the same time and
.sworn to in the same affidavit, and
it was held competent for the de-
fendant to introduce the rest, and
for the jury to consider the whole
as one entire document, giving more
or less credit to the several parts as
they deserved.

50. DowUng V. Feeley, 72 Ga. 399,

in which the ward, on introducing

an incomplete return, was held not

bound to introduce also the accom-
panying receipts, etc., referred to

therein as vouchers, but it was in-

cumbent on the defendant, if he de-

sired to have the whole admitted in

evidence, to introduce them.
51. Naugle %'. State ex rel. Bur-

ton, lOi Ind. 284, in which such evi-

dence was said not to contradict the

record.

52. United States v. Bender, 5
Cranch C. C. 620, 24 Fed. Cas. No.
I4..=;67.

53. Ryan v. People, 165 111. 143,

46 N. E. 206.

54. .Admissions made by a guard-
ian before he became such are not

binding on the sureties on his bond,
and are inadmissible in a suit on the

bond, though he also is a defendant
thereto. Johnson v. McCullough, 59
Ga. 2T2.

Admissions of a guardian, made
after his letters of guardianship have
been revoked, ought not to be re-

ceived in evidence to charge his co-

guardian, or the sureties on their

bond ; nor would the fact that the

guardian making the admission was
dead at the time of the trial alter the

case, it appearing that the admission
was not particularly against his in-

terest. Freeman v. Brewster, 93 Ga.

648. 21 S. E. 165.

55. Where a guardian pays a bal-

ance .shown by his final account to

be due the ward, by transferring a

worthless note and mortgage, taking

Vol. VI
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from the ward a discharge and an
authority to enter a decree with the
surrogate judicially settHng his ac-

count and discharging Iiini and his

bond, and this discharge and de-
cree are afterward set aside for the

guardian's fraud, and judgment en-
tered for the ward for the balance of
account, such judgment is evidence
against the sureties on the guardian's
bond and is prima facie binding on
them ; and in the absence of evidence
rebutting inferences deduciblc from
the judgment roll, it is proof of the
fact of the guardian's liability to the
ward, and is competent evidence of
his fraud. Douglass z'. Ferris, 44 N.
Y. St. 710, 18 N. Y. Supp. 68s.
A dormant judgment in favor of

a ward against her guardian, with
the entry of nulla bona on the execu-
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tion issued thereon, made before
dormancy supervened, is admissible
to prove a devastavit in an action by
the ward against the guardian's sure-
ties. Carter v. Colcby, 8 Ga. 351.

An execution returned nulla bona,
issued on a decree of a court of
equity against a guardian on a bill

filed against him charging him with
waste and seeking to render him in-

dividually liable and not in his rep-

resentative capacity, is admissible in

a suit on the guardian's bond against
the sureties. Bryant v. Owen, i Ga.

355. But in this case the court held
that the decree was only prima facie
evidence of a devastaz'it as against
the security, and not conclusive; but
the surety would be permitted to in-

quire, ab origine, into the justice of
the decree.
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CROSS-REFERENCES :

Contempt

;

Extradition.

I. RECEPTION OF EVIDENCE IN GENERAL.

1. On Application for the Writ. — It is not necessary that the

appHcation for the writ of liabeas corpus be supported by testimony
where the judge is famihar with the circumstances from his own
personal knowledge.^

2. After Return.— At common law, the return to the writ seems
to have been regarded as conclusive, and no evidence was admissible

to controvert it, the suggested remedy of the relator being an action

for a false return.- In a modified form this rule still persists in the

holding that no evidence is necessary to support the return, but it

will be regarded as true until impeached.-' But the rule has been
almost universally altered by statute, both in England and America,*

1. State V. Lyon, i N. J. L. 403.

2. Street v. State, 43 Miss, i

;

State V. Asselin, Charlt. (Ga.) 184;
People V. Chegaray, 18 Wend. (N.
Y.) 637; Com. V. Chandler, 11 Mass.
83; People V. McLeod, 25 Wend. (N.
Y.) 483, I Hill 277, 2>7 Am. Dec. 328.

In In re Kaine, 14 Fed. Cas. No.
7598, the court, while holding the re-

turn not traversible, said that evi-

dence aliunde was admissible to im-
peach the action of the committing
magistrate.

In Renney v. Mayfield, 4 Hayw.
(Tenn.) 165, the court said that the
law seemed on principle and author-
ity to be that if the return was le-

gally sufficient the court could not
try the facts stated therein by affi-

davits or other proof contradicting
the return, but for the time must
take it to be true ; nor could the
court allow of pleading to the return
nor make an issue upon it ; but after
judgment for the plaintiflf in an action
for false return, then the court would
issue an alias or pluries writ.
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3. Crowley v. Christensen, 137 U.
S. 86; Speer v. Davis, 2>^ Ind. 271.

4. See the statutes of the various
states, and the English statute of 56
G. 3, c. 100, § 4. Also consult

:

England. — Ex parte Beeching, 4
B. & C. 136, 10 E. C. L. 293.

Florida. — Ex parte Pitts, 35 Fla.

149, 17 So. 76.

Mississippi. — Street v. State, 43
Miss. I.

New York. — People v. Chegaray,
18 Wend. 637; People ex rel. Clark v.

Grant, in N. Y. 584, 19 N. E. 281.

Vermont. — In re Hardigan, 57 Vt.

100.

West Virgi)iia. — State v. Rcuff,

29 W. Va. 751, 2 S. E. 801, 6 Am. St.

Rep. 676.

The statutory provision commonly
held to change the rule regarding the

conclusiveness of the return is, in

effect, that the prisoner may deny
any of the facts set forth therein,

and may allege any material facts,

whereupon the court shall in a sum-
mary manner hear the proofs, and
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and even in the a1)sencc of statute the rule has heen (Hsre.c^arded and

evidence received to controvert the return.'* A pecuHar phase of the

conchisiveness of the return appears in the holdinfr that the return

of a United States officer, in habeas corf^its in a state court, showinuf

that the petitioner was held hy him under federal authority, is con-

clusive, and the state court can proceed no further."

II. PRESUMPTION AKD BURDEN OF PROOF.

1. Presumption as to Correctness of Official Acts. — Tn few varie-

ties of litii:^ation is the burden of proof more responsive to particular

presumptions than in habeas corpus. Amon,c: the chief of these is

the common presumption of the re.c:ularity of oflficial acts, instances

of which will be found in the note.' A special and not uncommon

make such order regarding the cus-

tody of the prisoner as justice shall

require.

5. Thus, in Eggington's Case, 2

El. & Bl. 717, 75 E. C. L. 717, the

court permitted the introduction of

affidavits in contravention of a re-

turn good on its face, to show that

the arrest under the process therein

set out was actually made on Sunday.

So in In re Stepen, i Wheel. Crim.

Cas. 323, the court discusses the con-

clusiveness of the return, and de-

clares it is of the opinion that the re-

turn is not conclusive, as otherwise

a man might be restrained of his

liberty by the most unwarrantable
means, and in direct violation of law

and justice, and the oliject of the

Habeas Corpus Act would be de-

feated.

And in State v. Scott, 30 N. H. 274,

the court said :
" But we do not

consider the return of the writ as

conclusive of all the particular facts

contained in it. The object of the

writ is inquiry whether the party be,

in fact, under restraint, and if so,

the reasons and warrant for the

same; an object which might often

fail to be secured if the court had no

power to look beyond the return and
inquire into the truth as well as the

sufficiency of the averments."

6. Ableman v. Booth. 21 How.
(U. S.) 506.

But in hi re Reynolds, 20 Fed. Cas.

No 11,721, it was held that the return

of a United States officer in habeas
corpus in a state court, that he held

the prisoner under authority of the

United States, was not conclusive on

the court, but that it might entertain

an inquiry as to the truth of the alle-

gation, tn this case the court re-

ferred to the case of Ableman v.

Booth, 21 How. (U. S.) 506. and
said that if any doubt could be

entertained that the opinion there-

in required not only an allega-

tion but proof that the prisoner

was legally held under federal

authority, there certainly could be no
doubt that there must be not merely

the allegation of facts showing such

authority, but also their actual exist-

ence, and not the mere formal but

false assertion of a state of facts that

did not e.xist ; and that the state court

should order the discharge of the

petitioner unless the facts alleged in

the return were proved or admitted,

leaving the respondent to refuse to

obey its judgment at his peril.

7. On habeas corpus to secure

release from arrest on the commit-
ment of a magistrate, where the

record fails to show that the magis-
trate made any examination of the

charge against the relator, it will be
presumed, in the absence of evidence,

that such an examination was waived
by the accused. Ex parte Jefferson,

62 Miss. 223.

On habeas corpus to secure release

from re-arrest after an escape from
the hirer of county convicts, it not
appearing from the pleadings or evi-

dence when the re-arrest was ef-

fected, it will be presumed that it

was within so short a time prior to

the issuance of the writ that the

sheriff had not had a reasonable time

Vol. VI
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instance of this presumption occurs where a prisoner is held for the

infraction of a statute, certain clauses of which he assails as uncon-

stitutional ; in which case the presumption will be indulged, in order

to sustain the action of the committing court, that his oiTense really

consists in the violation of those portions not so attacked.^

2. Conclusiveness of Indictment or Information.— Again, where
a prisoner has been indicted, that fact will raise a presumj^tion of his

guilt on habeas corpus, though at his trial before the petit jury the

within which to return the prisoner

to the proper custody. McQueen v.

State, 130 Ala. 136, 30 So. 414.

On habeas corpus to secure release

from arrest for contempt of court in

disobeying its order for the payment
of a judgment for separate mainte-
nance, the court will presume that the

tribunal whose process is questioned
found from the evidence adduced on
the contempt hearincr that the peti-

tioner had property with which to

satisfy the wife's judgment. This is

on the ground that the order of
commitment is conclusively presumed
to be right on a collateral attack.

In re Popejoy (Cal.), 55 Pac. 1083.

On habeas corpus to secure the

release of a prisoner committed to

the reform school, it will be con-

clusively presumed that the recorder,

in certifying the age of the relator,

did his duty, and was not influenced

by any other than legal evidence,

^ilatter of Mason, 8 Mich. 70.

In State ex rcl. Rhodes, 48 La.
Ann. 1363, 20 So. 894, the court, after

saying that the sheriff, when author-
ized, may place a prisoner for safe-

keeping in the jail of another parish

than that in which the arrest was or-

dered, said that it must presume,
until the contrary was alleged and
proven, that the relator was brought
to the jail of such other parish under
proper order and authority.

In State v. Brearley, 5 N. J. L. 639,
which was on habeas cor/'M.y to secure

the discharge of a minor from en-

listment in the United States army,
it was held, in view of a statute

authorizing the enlistment of musi-
cians under the age of eighteen with-
out the consent of parent, guardian,
etc., that the burden was upon the
relator to show that the minor was
not enlisted as a musician, the court
saying that it could not presume or
infer this, but that it must be proven.
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In Mississippi, where one who is

imprisoned on the commitment of a

magistrate seeks release by habeas

corpus on the ground that since his

commitment a regular term of the

court having jurisdiction of his case

has been held, and no indictment

found against him, he must show, in

addition, that the charge against him
was fully investigated by the grand
jury. Ex parte Jefferson, 62 Miss.

223.

Where the process on which the

relator is detained is valid on its

face, it will be deemed prima facie

legal, and the relator must assume
the burden of impeaching its validity

by showing want of jurisdiction.

People ex rel. Tweed v. Liscomb,
60 N. Y. 559, 19 Am. Rep. 211.

But in Ex parte Croom, 19 Ala.

561, which was habeas corpus to se-

cure bail after arrest on the ground
that the court prematurely adjourned
without hearing the petitioner's case,

it was held that if the petitioner

showed that he was in custody before
the adjournment and actually in jail

in time to be tried, unfinished
business being also shown, the pris-

oner had made out a prima facie

case, and was not required to go
further to show that there was not
sufhcient cause for the adjournment,
but that it was incumbent upon those
opposing his discharge to prove af-

firmatively that the court was justi-

fied in adjourning. The court said:
" We know of no rule of law which
would justify us in going beyond the
record to intend the existence of a
state of facts which would deprive a

party of a trial, and at the same
time deny to him his liberty upon
bail."

8. Ex parte Bizzell, 112 Ala. 210,

21 So. 371 ; State v. Rosencrans, 65
Iowa 382, 21 N. W. 688.
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usual presumption of innocence will once more attach.® This pre-

sumption is frequently held, however, not to be conclusive,'" thoup^h

at common law, and in a number of the states, it seems to have been
given that character.^^

9. State 7'. Hcrndnn, 107 N. C.

934, 12 S. E. 268; People V. Rul-
loff. 5 Park. Crim. (N. Y.) 77; Ex
parte Ryan. 44 Cal. 555 ; Ex parte

Duncan, 53 Cal. 410.

10. State V. Hemdon. 107 N. C.

934, 12 S. E. 268. In this case the
court said :

" The grand jury, it

must be remembered, hear the state's

witnesses only, and only such of them
as may be sent before them by the

solicitor or by order of the court. It

may happen, and often does, that,

upon hearing the state's evidence
only, the conviction produced is am-
ple to justify the grand jury in find-

ing a true bill for murder; yet upon
an examination of the witnesses for

both sides by a judge upon a writ of
habeas corpus, it may appear that

there was no proper case as to the
charge of murder, and that it is a
case of manslaughter, and therefore
bailable or excusable homicide; or
it may be there is no proper case upon
the whole evidence that the defendant
was the guilty party." It was held,

however, that after indictment the
judge could not absolutely discharge
the prisoner in any case, however
clear a case of innocence might be
made out.

It. is the settled practice in Mis-
sissippi, on habeas corpus to secure
bail after indictment, to receive evi-

dence aliunde the indictment. Street
V. State, 43 Miss. i.

Where the prisoner is indicted for

murder or other ofTense, he is en-
titled upon habeas corpus to produce
such evidence as may operate to con-
vince the court that he is guilty, if

at all, of an offense of such a grade
that he is entitled to bail, or that

there are such strong doubts that,

upon the case as presented, the jury
should not convict of a capital of-

fense. Finch 7'. State, 15 Fla. 6"? 3.

See also Holley t. State, 15 Fla. 688.

An indictment in a capital case
does not raise such a presumption of
defendant's guilt as absolutely to
preclude the power of the court, on
habeas corpus, to go behind the in-

dictment and investigate the merits

of the charge with a view of ascer-

taining whether the prisoner is en-

titled to bail. Ex parte White, 9
Ark. 222.

The rule of the common law that

on habeas corpus to secure release

from custody after indictment the

court will not go behind the indict-

ment to pass on the evidence on
which it was fmmd, is changed in

Indiana by statutory provisions au-
thorizing the court to summon wit-

nesses and fully investigate the case;

as under these provisions, though the

evidence given to the grand jury is

not attainable, yet the witnesses who
there testified can be summoned
afresh. Lumm v. State, 3 Ind. 293.

Where imprisonment is had on the

warrant of a committing magistrate,

the court, on habeas corpus, has the

right to inquire into the question of

reasonable or probable cause, and re-

ceive evidence bearing on that issue,

notwithstanding an information has
been filed against the prisoner. Ex
parte Sternes, 82 Cal. 245, 23 Pac.

.38. In this case the court distin-

guished between the effect of an in-

formation and that of an indictment.

11. As to the common-law rule,

see Lumm z'. State, 3 Ind. 293 ; Street
?'. State, 43 Miss. i.

As to the rule in California, see

Ex parte Ryan, 44 Cal. 555, and Ex
parte Duncan, 53 Cal. 410, in which
the presumption of guilt seems to

have been regarded as conclusive ; and
also Ex parte Finlev fCal), 4 Pac.
881. But compare Ex parte Sternee,

82 Cal. 245, 23 Pac. 38.

In Hight 7'. United States, Morris
(Iowa) 407, 43 Am. Dec. in, it was
held that the presumption of guilt

furnished by the indictment was con-
clusive on habeas corpus to secure
bail after indictment for a capital

offense, and that evidence of the facts

could not be introduced by the peti-

tioner. It was also held that the
Iowa Habeas Corpus Act, providing
that the officer before whom the writ
is returned shall proceed to examine

Vol. VI
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3. Burden of Impeaching- Indictment. — Tlie consequence of this

presumption is, where evidence is received at all, to throw the bur-

den on the petitioner of showing that the proof of his guilt is not

evident, nor the presumption thereof great.^^ But the quantum of

evidence and the number of witnesses to be examined are within the

discretion of the judge who hears the writ, and his action in that

regard cannot be reviewed. ^^

4. Conclusiveness of Magistrate's Commitment.— Where, however,
the prisoner is in custody upon a warrant of commitment issued by
a magistrate, but has not yet been indicted, he is entitled on Jiabeas

corpus to require the judge to hear and pass on the evidence in

regard to his guilt, and discharge him if it appears that no offense

has been committed, or there is no probable cause of charging him
therewith.^* Yet it is held that on such hearing- the court must

into the facts contained in the return,

and allowing the return to be contro-
verted, did not affect the conclusive-
ness of the presumption raised by the
indictment.

On habeas corpus to secure release

from arrest after indictment, the
indictment is conclusive on the mer-
its of the charge, and evidence tend-
ing to show the innocence of the
prisoner is not admissible; and this

rule is not changed by a statutory
provision that on a return of the
writ the relator may deny any of the
material facts set forth in the return,
or allege any facts showing that his

imprisonment was unlawful, and
thereupon the court shall, in a sum-
mary way, hear such allegations and
proof as may be adduced, and dis-

pose of the relator as justice may re-

fiuire. People v. McLeod, 25 Wend.
(N. Y.) 483, I Hill 377, 37 Am. Dec.
328.

In Missouri the conclusiveness of
the indictment seem>s to be estab-
lished by statute. See In re Sprad-
lend, 38 Mo. 547.

12. Ex parte Jones. 55 Tnd. 176;
Ex parte Kendell, 100 Ind. 5qq;
Street v. State, 43 Miss, i; in Ex
parte Heffren, 27 Ind. 87, after an-
nouncing the rule slated in the text,
the court remarked that, so far as it

was aware, the books were barren on
the subject. It also held that though
the rule required the defendant to
exhibit the proof on the part of the
State, he did not thereby lose his
right to cross-examine the witnesses.

13. State V. Herndon, 107 N. C.

934, 12 S. E. 268.
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14. Ex parte Champion. 52 Ala.

311; Ex parte Mahone. 30 Ala. 49,

68 Am. Dec. iii; Benjamin v. State,

25 Fla. 67^. 6 So. 433; Ex parte Jen-
kins, 2 Wall. Jr. (U. S.), 521. In

this last case the court said it was an
everyday practice to inquire into the

regularity of a warrant, and whether
it had been issued on sufficient

grounds.

So, on habeas corpus to secure a

preliminary examination after arrest

on the warrant of a justice, it is with-
in the power of the court under the

statutes to hear the evidence. Ex
parte Eagan, 18 Fla. 194.

Notwithstanding Code, §671, pro-
viding that the court or judge shall

not inquire into the legality of any
judgment or process whereby a party
is in custody, when the time of com-
mitment has not expired and when
such custody has been on process
issued upon any final judgment, etc.,

the court may hear evidence in

habeas corpus to secure release from
arrest on a commitment issued by a
magistrate after the preliminary ex-
amination ; authority therefor being
conferred by § 672. which provides
that in cases of commitment issued
by a magistrate for want of bail the
court on habeas corpus shall sum-
mon the prosecuting witness, invest-
igate the criminal charge, and admit
to bail, discharge or recommit the
prisoner, as may be just, etc. /;; re
Snyder, 17 Kan. 542.

In a commitment by an alderman
or justice of the peace to the house
of refuge, the adjudication is in no
respect conclusive of the truth of its
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determine the case upon the testimony taken before the mag-istrate,

and evidence to controvert the magistrate's finding cannot be
received, the proceeding being in the nature of a writ of review.^''

But all of the evidence introduced licfore the magistrate should at

least be produced.'"

5. Burden of Impeaching Commitment.— While not conclusive, a

magistrate's commitment mril<cs a pri)iia facie case, which it is

incumbent on the petitioner to rebut. '^

contents, and (lie whole subject is

open on the hearing of a writ of

habeas corpus, when it is incumbent
on the managers to show affirma-

tively and from evidence that the
child detained in their custody is a

proper subject for the house of

refuge within the true intent and
meaning of their charter. Com.
ex rcl. M'Keagy r. Superintendent of

the House of Refuge, i Ashm. (Pa.)

248.

Tn Ux parte Harfourd, 16 Fla. 283,
which was an appeal in habeas cor-

pus to secure release from imprison-

ment on failure to give security to

keep the peace, the court said' that

the statutes relating to habeas corpus
gave ample power to examine into

the cause of imprisonment, and to

discharge, admit to bail, or remand
to custody, as the law and evidence
should require. It was accordingly
held error in the circuit court to re-

fuse to inquire into the merits of the

charge against the prisoner.

15. People v. Stanley, 18 How.
Pr. (N. Y.) 179. Nor can he im-
peach the witnes.ses who testified

against him before the magistrate.

Ex parte Allen, 12 Nev. 87.

Tn State v. Asselin, Charlt. (Ga.)

184. the court held that evidence ex-
traneous to the depositions and evi-

dence taken by the committing magis-
trate could not be admitted on
habeas corpus to controvert the facts

contained in such depositions, or the
charge exhibited in the commitment

;

assigning for this holding the reasons
that otherwise the court would be
compelled to go into a plenary hear-
ing of the merits of the case, and
decide on the issue of the guilt of
the accused, and also that it would
be compelled to determine the credi-

bility of the witnesses, which is pe-
culiarly a matter for the jury.

Tn People v. Mcl.eod, 25 Wend.
(N. Y.) 483. I Hill ::i77. .37 Am. Dec.

328, the court said that nothing was
better settled on English authority

than that on habeas corpus the ex-

amination as to guilt or innocence

could not under any circumstances

extend beyond the depositions or

proofs upon which the prisoner was
committed, and that this would be
so even before indictment found,

however loosely the charge might be
expressed in the warrant of commit-
ment.

Contra.— The Habeas Corpus Act,

§ 58, providing that if the prisoner

appears by the testimony offered

with the return or "on the hearing"
to be guilty the court shill rem.-\nd

him, contemplates an examination
not only of the evidence returned by
the committing magistrate, but also

of original evidence offered at the

hearing, which may therefore be re-

ceived. People V. Richardson, 4
Park. Crim. (N. Y.) 656, 18 How.
Pr. 92, 9 Abb. Pr. 393.

16. On habeas corpus to secure re-

lease from arrest upon the commit-
ment of a magistrate after a prelim-

inary examination, the court should

not discharge the prisoner unless all

the witnesses previously examined
against him, if still living and attain-

able, are produced and examined

;

and in the absence of any material

witness previously testifying, the

question considered should relate only

to the amount of bail, if the case be
bailable. Ex parte Champion, 52 Ala.

311-

17. Matter of Hej-^vard. i N. Y.

Super. Ct. 701; State v. Jones, 113

N. C. 669, 18 S. E. 249. 22 L. R. A.

678 : f.x parte Richards. 102 Tnd. 260,

I N. E. 369; Ex parte McGlaun, 75
Ala. 38; State ex rel. Edwards v.

Sheriff, 2,j La. .\\m. 617; Ex parte

Howe, 26 Or. 181, 27 Pac. 536.

Vol. VI
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6. Conclusiveness of Final Judgment of Conviction.— A final

judgement of conviction, whether pronounced by a superior or infe-

rior tribunal, is conclusively presumed on habeas corpus to be just,

and the merits of a case cannot be retried.^® But the respondent is

required to establish the existence of such judc^ment.^''

7. Conclusiveness of Process for Civil Arrest. — A process for

arrest, in a civil action, is not conclusive of the legality of the deten-

tion.2o

8. Conclusiveness of Governor's Warrant in Extradition Proceed-

ings.— Where habeas corpus is brought to secure release from

Tn this last case the question was
whether five separate commitments
were issued for one offense, and the

court, after remarking that the peti-

tioner under the statute was at lib-

erty to have shown this fact, said that,

not having done so, the court could
not indulge any presumption to that

effect.

Where the petitioner, in his tra-

verse of the return, alleges that there
was no evidence whatever before the

magistrate that he committed the

crime, the burden is upon him to

show that to be the case. In re

Henry, 13 Misc. 734, 35 N. Y. Supp.
210. But see In re Simon, 37 N. Y.
St. 48, 13 N. Y. Supp. 399.

So the findings of the committing
court are prima facie correct. Ex
parte Nicholas, 91 Cal. 640,. 28
Pac. 47.

18. Bx parte Pate, 21 Tex. App.
190, 17 S. W. 460; Matter of Wright,
29 Hun (N. Y.) 357, 65 How. Pr.

119; Ex parte Fisher, 6 Neb. 309;
Ex parte Bushnell, 9 Ohio St. 77. In
this last case a conviction by the
United States District Court was
held conclusive of the prisoner's guilt

on habeas corpus in a state court, the
court saying that a judge would be
guilty of high-handed usurpation and
would deserve impeachment if he un-
dertook in such a proceeding as this

to discharge the relators on any as-
sumed ground that they were not in

fact guilty.

So In Passmore Williamson's Case,
26 P'a. St. 9, 67 Am. Dec. 374, the
court treated the judgment of a
United States District Court, sen-
tencing the prisoner to confinement
for contempt, as conclusive on the
merits, saying that even the judg-
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ment of an inferior state court

would, in such a proceeding, be con-

clusively presumed to be right.

In Brenan's Case, 10 Ad. & E.

(N. S.) 492, 59 E. C. L. 492, the

court said that it was bound to as-

sume prima facie that the court

pronouncing the sentence from which
release was sought by habeas corpus
had jurisdiction to decree the partic-

ular sentence imposed, its jurisdiction

to try the offense not being contro-

verted. It was accordingly held that

the validity of the sentence was not
open to inquiry.

In Peonle ex rel. Danziger v. Prot-
estant Episcopal House of Mercy, 128

N. Y. 180, 28 N. E. 473, which was
on habeas corpus to secure release

from a reformatory after a sentence
thereto by a magistrate, the court
seems to have contented itself with
holding that the burden of impeach-
ing the validity of the process, valid
on its face, under which the relator

was held, must be assumed by him;
receiving, however, evidence to con-
trovert the propriety of the detention.

19. People ex rel. Snyder v.

Whitney, 22 Misc. 226, 49 N. Y.
Supp. 591.

20. On habeas corpus to secure re-

lease from civil arrest on the process
of a state court, brought by a United
States marshal in a federal court, the

court said that to affirm that a tri-

bunal called on to inquire whether an
imprisonment was tortious, must
listen to no evidence but that of the

tort feasor himself and his accom-
plices, was to invert the first princi-

ples of common sense as well as jus-

tice. It held consequently that the

process was not conclusive of the

legality of the arrest. Ex parte Jen-
kins, 2 Wall. Jr. (U. S.) 531.
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arrest on an executive warrant issued in extradition proceedings, the

presumption of the prisoner's S'-"!'^ arising therefrom is conclusive,

and no examination to determine his actual g^uilt or innocence will

be allowed.'^ The warrant is also cdnchisive evidence that the

defendant stands charged with crime in the demanding state. ^- But
while making a prima facie case on the issue of the prisoner's being

a fugitive from justice, it is not conclusive of that fact, and parol

evidence is admissible in his behalf to disprove his presence in the

demanding state at the time of his offense.^^ So the question of the

identity of the person arrested with the one described as the alleged

fugitive is always open to inquiry.^'*

9. Scope of Inquiry After Provisional Arrest. — Rut where a pris-

oner is held under a provisional arrest to await the issuance of the

executive warrant, the question of his probable guilt is open.-''

21. State 7'. Buzine, 4 Har. (Del.)

572; In re Clark. 9 Wend. (N. Y.)

212; Leavy's Case, 6 Abb. N. C. (N.
Y.) 43; /" re Roberts, 24 Fed. 132;

In re White, 55 Fed. 54 ; In re

Bloch, 87 Fed. 981 ; In re Mohr, Ji
Ala. 503, 49 Am. Rep. 63. And see

Ex parte Pearce, 32 Tex. Crim. 301,

23 S. W. i^; and People z'. Dono-
hue, 84 N. Y. 438.

In Massachusetts the governors
warrant is held conclusive unless

there is some defect apparent on the

record. Kingsbury's Case, 106 Mass.

223; Davis' Case, 122 Mass. 324;
though in this latter case it is said

to be prima facie evidence, at least,

that all legal prerequisites have been
complied with.

In People ex rel. Draper 7'. Pink-
erton, 77 N. Y. 245, it was held in

habeas corpus to secure release from
arrest in extradition proceedings

that the governor's warrant was at

least prima facie evidence of the

facts therein recited.

But in Ex parte Powell, 20 Fla. 806.

which was on habeas corpus to se-

cure release from arrest in extradi-

tion proceedings, the court said that

the judgment of the executive of the

demanding state, and of the state of

the forum, though entitled to great

deference, is by no means conclusive

as to the sufficiency of the cause

shown for extradition ; that the books

were thronged with cases in which the

court had made innuiries and de-

cided upon the sufficiency of the

cause; and that a contrary view
would make the executive power om-

nipotent, and impair to a great ex-

tent the writ of habeas corpus.

22. Ill re Leary, 10 Ben. 197. 15

Fed Cas. No. 8162. But in Indiana

the cases seem to go only to the

extent of holding the warrant prr.ia

facie evidence of the existence of an
indictment in the demanding state.

Nichols V. Cornelius, 7 Ind. 611.

In Katyuga v. Cosgrove, 67 N. J.

L. 213, 50 Atl. 679, it was held that

the certificate of the executive of the

demanding state that the indictment

certified presents a crime makes a

prima facie case of the charge of

such a crime.

23. In re Bloch, 87 Fed. 981:
W'ilcox V. Nolze, 34 Ohio St. 520; In

re Mohr, Ti Ala. 503, 40 Am. Rep.

63. But in Katyuga v. Cosgrove, (>7

N. J. L. 213, 50 Atl. 679, it was
doubted whether the governor's deter-

mination that the prisoner is a fugi-

tive from justice can be controverted.

At all events, it makes a prima facie

case.

24. In re Learv, 10 Ben. 197. 15

Fed. Cas. No. 8162.

A governor's warrant in requisition

proceedings for the arrest of O. A. N.
does not conclusively authorize the

arrest of Otto A. N., and the burden
is upon the respondents to show the

identity of the relator when the same
is put in issue by his denial thereof.

People ex rel. Nubell 7'. Byrnes, 33
Ilnn (N. Y.) 98. 2 N. Y. Crim. 398.

25. State 7-. Buzine. 4 Har. (Del.)

572; In re Roberts, 24 Fed. 132.

Where the provisional arrest in ex-

tradition proceedings is had upon

Vol. VI
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10. Presumptions and Burden of Proof Where Prisoner Is Held in

Extradition Proceedings. — Where release is sought from arrest in

extradition proceed inj^s it will be presumed that the governor's war-
rant was rightfully and not improperly issued, and the burden is

upon the relator to show the contrary. -"

And where the attack is made on the indictment as failing to state

facts constituting the crime against the laws of the demanding state,

the prisoner must assume the burden of showing that fact, to which
end it is incumbent on him to produce the statutes of the demanding
state if necessary."'^ This is because the fact that the indictment
has been found raises a prima facie presumption that the acts

charged constitute such a crime.^*

Where the affidavits charging the commission of the crime in the

demanding state, and referred to in the executive warrant, are not
shown to have been made before a magistrate or judicial officer, it

cannot be presumed that they were made in the course of judicial

proceedings for the prosecution of the person demanded.^®

m. COMPETENCY AND RELEVANCY OF EVIDENCE.

1. In General. — While the conventional rules governing the

admission of evidence are applicable in habeas corpus, they are to be
liberally applied, and varied as necessity requires to meet the exi-

gencies of individual cases. ^'^

On habeas corpus in the Supreme Court, after the denial of the

writ by another tribunal competent to act, facts not in evidence on

mere suspicion without a warrant, crime has been committed, the pris-

proof must be given in habeas corpus oner may show by evidence aliunde
to secure release therefrom that the the indictment that the alleged of-
suspicion is well founded; and mere fense was committed and completed
telegrams from the demanding state outside of the demanding jurisdic-
asserting the guilt of the prisoner are tion. United States v. Fowkes, 53
not legal proof authorizing the court Fed. 13.

to remand him Matter of Henry, 26. Bx parte White, 39 Tex.
29 How. Pr. (N. YO 185.

_
, crim. 497, 46 S. W. 639.

U.S. Rev. Stat, §760, authonzmg
27. In re Renshaw (S. D.), 99amendments to the return m habeas

^_ ^ g garranger v. Baum, 103
corpus so that thereby the materia (.^ g g. E. 524, 68 Am. St
facts may be ascertamed, and -d tt^
§ 761 providing for a summary hear- io t? t, r^

ing by testimony, do not authorize /^- Barranger ^'- Baum, 103 Ga.

an examination into the merits of a 4o5, 30 S. E. 524, 68 Am. St. Rep.

commitment by a United States Com- l^^W'Wr^ ^^" Sceiver, 42 Neb. 772,

missioner to await a warrant from 60 N. W. 1037, 47 Am. St. Rep. 730.

the president for the prisoner's sur- I" t^'^ '^st case it was said that the

render to the authorities of a foreio-n •'''i""'^ ^^^^^ would be accorded on
state. /;/ re Stupp. 12 Blatchf. C. C. information.

501, 2:^ Fed. Cas. No. 13,563. 29. Bx parte Powell, 20 Fl a. 806.

On habeas corpus to secure release 30. In re Hardigan, 57 Vt. 100;
froin a provisional arrest pending an Matter of Hevward, i N. Y. Super,
application to an United States Dis- Ct. 701, and see Barranger v. Baum,
tnct Court for a warrant of removal 103 Ga. 465, 30 S. E. 524, 68 Am. St.
tothe jurisdiction in which an alleged Rep. 113.
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the original application cannot be introduced, the jurisdiction being
appellate.^^

Where habeas corpus is brought to secure release from arrest in a
civil action in which defendant was charged with fraud, and in

which he submitted to examination as a poor debtor, such examina-
tion, and also the evidence offered on the charge of fraud, is

properly admitted.^^

Where habeas eorpiis is brought after confinement on final sen-

tence imposed alternatively to the payment of a fine, the official

receipt of the clerk, showing payment of the fine and costs, is admis-
sible for the petitioner, and is prima facie evidence.

"''•''

The contents of the record before the committing magistrate may
be shown by evidence of the magistrate and his clerk, and the clerk,

having the original complaint with him, may produce it in evidence.'*

So the magistrate may be required to produce his minutes, and if

they have been lost or destroyed, may be examined under oath touch-

ing the evidence on which his commitment was foimded."'"^

Release from Military Arrest. — It has been held that statutes

enabling a party to become a witness in his own behalf in civil pro-

ceedings applied to habeas corpus by a captured deserter from the

United States army, to obtain his release, and he was, in consequence,

admitted to testify.^® The descriptive roll made out at the time of

enlistment, and showing the recruit to be an adult, is admissible.
'''

Practice Governing Presentation of Testimony.— It is improper for

the petitioner and respondent to agree as to what testimony was
introduced before the magistrate, and refrain in consequence from

the introduction of testimony.^®

New evidence for the detention of the prisoner cannot be pre-

sented the day after the hearing has been closed.^®

31. Ex parte Brown. 63 Ala. 187. 37. Green 7: Ewell. I N. M. 166.

32. Stevens 7'. Fuller, 136 U. S. In this case the descriptive roll was
468. said to be important evidence of the

33. Rroomhead f. Chisholm, 47 recruit's age. and. in connection with
Ga. 390, holding also that after the proof that he received pay. suhsist-

introduction of the receipt the con- ence, etc., as a properly enlisted sol-

tract between the ordinary of the dier, without objection, to raise a
county and the respondents, under presumption in favor of the regular-
which the prisoner is held, is not ad- j^y pf the enlistment, requiring the

"^o^'^'^'r T r TT T r pctitioncr to establish the contrary
34. ^rafter of Heyward, I N. Y. \^y proof of an evident and decided

Super. Ct. 701. character.

J-, Jv T r^"" M- ^ ^J^*'^^-
^ ^-

But in In vc Reynolds, 20 Fed.
303. 16 Fed. Cas. No 9151.

Cas. No. 11,721. the court said that
36. /„ re Reynolds, 20 Fed. Cas.

-^ g^^^^j^ (,o„,jted the admissibility

\.U^'Ai^^^^.. « ^* „ «*„„*» .u- of a descriptive list of recruits offered

in evidence, though the same was. in

fact, considered.

But in Absence of a Statute, the

court said that it was doubtless error
to hold the relator to be a competent „« « t^ /r t
witness. United States v. Wyngall, ^8. State r. Rosencrans. 65 Iowa

S Hill (N. Y.) 16. which was certio- 3^2. 21 N. W. 688.

rari to review habeas corpus by an 39. Matter of Heyward. 1 N. Y.
enlisted soldier to secure his release. Super. Ct. 701.
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2. Parol Evidence to Vary Records.— The general rule that parol

evidence is inadmissible to contradict a record obtains in habeas
corpus, and has been applied in a variety of ways.*" But parol evi-

40. In Ex parte Hollwedell, 74
Mo. 395, the record of a hearing be-
fore a poh'ce justice, incorporated in

the return to a writ of habeas corpus,
showing' that the chief of police had
signed the report upon which the jus-

tice acted, was held conchisive and
not subject to collateral attack.

On habeas cflrf>us to secure re-

lease from imprisonment on final sen-
tence, on the ground that the prisoner
has been pardoned, the court cannot
inquire whether the pardon, fair on
its face, was obtained by false and
fraudulent pretenses. In re Edy-
moin, 8 How. Pr. (N. Y.) 478.
On habeas corpus to secure re-

lease from a sentence of conviction
of violating a city ordinance, parol
evidence is not admissible to show
errors in the proceedings not affect-

ing the jurisdiction of the court. Ex
parte Bizzell, 112 Ala. 210, 21 So. 371.

Oral evidence is inadmissible on
habeas corpus to secure a discharge
from state's prison, to impeach the
record of the court below, and to
show error in its proceedings. Ex
parte Smith, 2 Nev. 338.
On habeas corpus by a convict to

secure his release on the ground that
the record shows a verdict of guilty
rendered by only eleven jurors, sup-
plementary oral proofs to show a ver-
dict rendered in fact by twelve can-
not be allowed, nor can the effect of
the error be avoided by the indulgence
of any presumption. Scott v. State,
70 Miss. 247, II So. 657, 35 Am. St.

Rep. 649.

On habeas corpus to secure release
from arrest on an indictment, parol
evidence is inadmissible to vary the
record by showing that the foreman
of the grand jury, by mistake, in-
dorsed the indictment a true bill,

when in fact it had been found to be
not a true bill. Whitten v. Spiegel,
67 Conn. 551, 35 Atl. 508.

In habeas corpus to secure release
from an arrest on a commitment
issued by a justice, on the ground
that it erroneously recited the offense,
the petitioner's evidence that the
charge against him before the justice
was not that named in the commit-
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ment is properly excluded, the
charge itself being in evidence, and
the witness' testimony being, at best,

but a legal conclusion. Davis v.

Bible, 134 Tnd. 108, 3^ N. E. 910.

But in Matter of Divine, 5 Park.
Crim. (N. Y.) 62, 21 How. Pr. 80,

II Abb. Pr. 90, on habeas corpus to

secure release from imprisonment on
a conviction of a misdemeanor, evi-

dence was held receivable aliunde the

commitment to show that the court

trying the prisoner was not legally

constituted.

And in In re Alsberg, 16 Nat. Bk.
Reg. 116, on habeas corpus by a

bankrupt to secure his relea.se from a
civil arrest upon the ground that the

debt was discharged by the bank-
rupty proceedings, the court said that

it had come to the conclusion, upon
reflection, that it was its duty to

examine diligently all legal evidence
brought before it, from any quarter

whatever, tending to show that the

debt was not dischargeable, the alle-

gations in the state court not being
conclusive.

In Seavey v. Seymour, 3 Cliff. 439,
21 Fed. Cas. No. 12,596, which was
habeas corpus to secure the release
of a minor enlisted in the United
States army, the court said that
where the recruit was less than eight-
een years of age, and was mustered
into the military service without his

parents' consent, proof to show that
fact had always been admissible in

evidence, and was so still, unless the
provision of 12 Stat, at L. 339, pro-
viding that the oath of enlistment
should be conclusive as to the re-

cruit's age, had established a differ-

ent rule; but after considerable dis-

cussion the court decided that it

did not.

On habeas corpus to secure the re-

lease of a minor enlisted in the
United States army, evidence that he
stated on his enlistment that his age
was only eighteen years, and had not
understood that he was swearing that
he was of age as his enlistment papers
showed, is admissible. In re Stokes,
I Ben. 341, 23 Fed. Cas. No. 13,474.
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dence is admissible to corrol)oratc and sustain a record,^^ and has

been held receivable to supply an omitted recital/- The rule exclud-

ing;' parol evidence has even been carried so far as to result in the

rejection of evidence impeachinj^ the jurisdiction of the court. ""^

3. Affidavits.— While afifidavits are admissible,"** at least where
not ex parte *^ they are not essential, and oral evidence may be intro-

41. State 7'. McClellan, 87 Tenn.

52, Q S. W. 233.
42. Matter of Baker, 11 How. Pr.

(N. Y. ) 418; but see contra, State v
McClellan, 87 Tenn. 52, 9 S. _W. 233.

In People ex rel. Trainer v.

Baker, 89 N. Y. 460. the court

said it had no doubt that if

the minutes of the sentencing

tribunal, furnished to the keeper of

the penitentiary, imperfectly described

the crime of which the relator was
convicted, the keeper could show by
the records of the court what the

crime was, and thus justify the de-

tention; but that the judgment must
be proved by the records and could
not be shown by parol evidence. In
this case, however, an affidavit of the
district attorney as to the identity of

a crime for which the relator was sen-

tenced was held sufficient, in the ab-

sence of objection, for the court to

act on.

43. In re Sproule, 12 Can. Sup.
Ct. 140. So parol evidence is inad-

missible to impeach a record regular

on its face by showing that the
judicial acts therein recited occurred
outside of the territorial limits of the

judge's jurisdiction. In re Watson,
30 Kan. 753, I Pac. 775; Ex parte

Davis, 95 Ala. 9, ii So. 308.

In In re Clarke, 2 Q. B. 619, 42 E.

C. L. 835, the court refused to receive

affidavits in habeas corpus to show
that the master of the rolls issued a
commitment in his private room and
not in court, saying that the state-

ment in the order that the prisoner
was brought to the bar of the court
was conclusive of the locality where
the adjudication was made.
44. Ex parte Pitts, 35 Fla. 149, 17

So. 76.

In Ex parte Jenkins, 2 Wall. Jr.

(U. S.) 531, which was habeas
corpus to secure release from civil

arrest, the court regretted that it did

not have the affidavit of the plaintiff

in the civil case, on account of his

familiarity with the facts.

23

But in Ex parte Stanley, 25 Tex.
App. 372, 8 S. W. 645, which was
habeas corpus to secure release from
arrest in extradition proceedings, the

court held that an affidavit, made in

the demanding state and charging the

applicant with a crime, but which was
not made a part of the respondent's

return, nor attached to the governor's
warrant, nor authenticated as evi-

dence, and which was not shown or
claimed to be the evidence upon
which the warrant was issued, was
erroneously admitted.

So in In re Reynolds, 20 Fed. Cas.

No. 11,721, which was habeas corpus
by a captured deserter from the

United States army to obtain his

release, the court, in speaking of the

affidavit of a witness, said that it

was entirely extrajudicial, and no
indictment for perjury could be sus-

tained upon it, and therefore it was
of itself inadmissible against the pe-

titioner; but that as the witness was
placed on the stand and referred to

the affidavit, it would be considered
in the review of his testimony.

45. In State v. Lyon, i N. J. L.

403, ex parte affidavits offered on
the hearing in habeas corpus were
rejected, the court saying that the

party adducing evidence is bound to

show that the testimony is legal and
taken in a mode conformable to law

;

that the ex parte character of the

affidavits had not been denied ; and
as there existed no reason to take the

case out of the general nWe, the evi-

dence must be rejected.

Ex parte affidavits filed with the

submission of a case in the supreme
court in habeas corpus proceedings,

and undertaking to set forth matters

of record in the office of the super-

visor of registration and clerk of the

circuit court of the county, which can
be shown by duly certified copies,

are not proper or competent evidence
of the facts therein stated. Ex parte

Pitts, 35 Fla. 149, 17 So. 76.
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duccd where it is relevant and competent.^®

4. Where Prisoner Is Held in Extradition Proceedings. — On
habeas corpus to secure release from arrest in extradition proceed-
ings, it is improper for the court to inquire into the motives or
purposes of the prosecution/^ or of the proceedings themselves.^^

In habeas corpus for such purpose, the court, in the inquiry as to

the laws of the demanding state, will not be restricted to the rigid

rule of considering only such testimony as may be formally tendered
in evidence by the parties, but may seek the best sources of infor-

mation at its command."

IV. TTSE IN SUBSEaUENT PROCEEDINGS.

It has been held that testimony taken on the hearing of a writ of
habeas corpus, though reduced to writing and properly authenti-

cated, is not admissible in evidence against the defendant on his final

trial.^o

But in Joab v. Sheets, 99 Ind. 328,
it was said :

" At the hearing in a
habeas corpus case the court acts sum-
marily upon the facts before it,

whether admitted by the pleadings or
established by the evidence, and even
ex parte affidavits are sometimes
treated as, or received in, evidence in

such a case on account of the sum-
mary nature of the proceedings."

46. In State v. Lyon, i N. J. L.

403, the admission of oral testimony
on habeas corpus was objected to on
the ground that affidavits alone were
proper, as the court could not afford
the time to listen to a tedious exam-
ination of witnesses, it being said
that the universal practice in Eng-
land was for courts to proceed on
written evidence ; but the court held
that parol evidence was admissible,
saying that it had been the constant
practice in cases of this kind to hear
oral testimony when offered ; that the
general principle in the admission of
evidence was not that courts were
restricted by narrower rules than
were juries, but that they, being able
to discriminate between that which
ought to be listened to and that which
could be disregarded, were not pro-
hibited from hearing any evidence
which they might think calculated to
illustrate the subject before them;

that the objections urged applied

wholly to the convenience of the

judges; and that when it was
necessary to adopt another course
than that decided on they would give

previous notice, but that no such
necessity then existed for departing
from the custom of receiving oral

evidence.
47. Barranger v. Baum, 103 Ga.

465, 30 S. E. 524, 68 Am. St. Rep. 113.

48. In re Sultan, 115 N. C. 57,
20 S. E. 375, 44 Am. St. Rep. 433, 28
L. R. A. 294; In re Bloch, 87 Fed.
981.

49. Barranger z'. Baum, 103 Ga.
465, 30 S. E. 524, 68 Am. St. Rep. 113.

50. Childers v. State, 30 Tex.
App. 160. The reason of this ruling
was that such testimony is not taken
before an examining court, and the
statutory provisions relating to testi-

mony so taken are not applicable; but
White, J., dissenting, held that the
testimony was admissible both under
such statutes and also by the rules of
the common law.

In Cobbett v. Grey, 4 Ex. 729,
which was an action for false impris-
onment, the return made by one de-
fendant in a previous habeas corpus
case was received both as making a
case against him and as supporting a
plea of justification.

HALLUCINATION. —See Insanity.
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I. INTRODUCTORY.

1. Proof of Execution of Written Instrument by Subscribing Wit-
nesses. — This article does not include the rules as to proving the
execution of an instrument by subscribing witnesses,^

II. NON-OPnnON EVIDENCE.

1. Testimony of Eye-witnesses.— The genuineness of a disputed
handwriting or signature ma}- be established by the testimony of a
witness who was present and saw it written or signed,^ and
indeed such testimony has been declared to be the most satisfactory

proof on such an issue, especially where the purported author is

not competent to testify as a witness.^

2. Admissions of Purported Author. — The genuineness may be
established by the admissions of the purported author.*

3. Testimony of Purported Author.— A. In General. — The
purported author of a disputed signature is a competent witness to

testify whether the signature is his, or whether he authorized any
one to execute it on his behalf.^

1. See the article " Subscribing
Witnesses."

2. Arthur v. Arthur, 38 Kan. 691,

17 Pac. 187; Archer v. United
States, 9 Okla. 569, 60 Pac. 268;
Cothran v. Knight, 45 S. C. i, 22 S.

E. 596. See also Riordan v. Gug-
gerty, 74 Iowa 688, 39 N. W. 107,

an action on a note, the execution
of which the defendant denied,
claiming it to be a forgery, wherein
the plaintiff was permitted on his

direct examination to testify that the
defendant signed the note in his

presence ; that he saw the defendant
sign it; that the signature was the
defendant's, and that he was posi-
tive of it.

Johnston Harv. Co. v. ?iHller, 72
Mich. 265, 40 N. W. 429, wherein it

was held that the agent of the payee
of a note, who states that he saw
the maker sign it, may be cross-
examined fully, as to all that took
place at the time of the alleged sign-
ing.

Witness' Best Recollection In
Patton V. Lund, 114 Iowa zoi, 86 N.
W. 296, the witness who took the
acknowledgment to the instrument
in question testified that he thought
the signature thereto, as well as that
to another instrument which was a
part of the same transaction, was
rnade in his presence; that that was
his best recollection.

Vol. VI

3. Hanley v. Gandy, 28 Tex. 213,

91 Am. Dec. 315. See also Benedict
V. Flanigan^ 18 S. C. 506, 44 Am.
Rep. 583.

4. Bardin v. Stevenson, 75 N. Y.
164.

Recognition of Liability In
Hammond v. Varian, 54 N. Y. 398,

an action against a father and son
upon a promissory note purporting

to have been executed by them as

joint makers, which had been given
in the business of the latter and was
unquestioned by him, and which was
disputed by the former as a forgery,

it was held that evidence tending to

prove that the father had recognized
the validity of, and his liability upon,
other similar notes which he himself
had not signed after full knowledge
that the signature was not in his

handwriting, was proper, in connec-
tion with other evidence that the sig-

nature was in fact made by the son
as tending to show authority in the
latter so to sign.

Declarations of a Testator whose
will is before the court for probate
are admissible to prove that the doc-
ument is in his handwriting. Suc-
cession of Morvaunt, 45 La. Ann.
207, 12 So. 349; Taylor's Will, 10

Abb. Pr. CN. S.) (N. Y.) 300. See
further, the article " Wills."

5. Wentz v. Black, 75 N. C. 491

;

Com. V. Kepper, 114 Mass. 278. See
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Prosecution for Forgery.— But on a prosecution for forgery it is

error to permit him to state that the sig:nature in question is a

forg-ery."

B. Transactions With Dkceaskd Persons. — The testimony

of the purported author of a disputed handwriting or signature as

to the genuineness thereof does not come within the rule prohibit-

ing a party from testifying to transactions with deceased persons

merely because the other party to the instrument is deceased ;^

although he should not be permitted to testify to the genuineness

of his own signature and that of the decedent where his testimony

also involves evidence of conversations which took place at the time

of signing.^

C. Cross-Examination. — a. In General. — It has been held

that where the defense to an action on a note is that it was forged

by the plaintiff, the court should permit great latitude in the cross-

examination of the plaintiff as a witness.^

b. Exhibitino^ Only Part of Writin^^. — The ability of the pur-

ported author of a disputed signature to recognize his own hand-

writing cannot be tested on cross-examination by exhibiting to him

also Averj' v. Starbiick, 127 N. Y.

675, 27 N. E. 1080.

Rogers %'. Tyley, 144 111. 652, 32
N. E. 393, wherein the person whose
handwriting was in dispute was per-

mitted to testify that the signature

in question was not in his handwrit-
ing, although he did not deny that

the writing was similar to his; the

reason for his belief that he did not
write the letter being that the given
name in the signature was abbre-
viated, while he claimed that he
never signed in that way.

In White v. Solomon, 164 Mass.
516, 42 N. E. 104, 30 L. R. A. 537,
it was held that the statement of the

purported author that "the signa-

ture resembles mine. I wish to have
the contract identified before answer-
ing further," coupled with the ab-
sence of any later denial, was suffi-

cient proof of genuineness.
Even, Before the Enabling Statutes

it was held proper to permit the

person whose name appeared upon
forged paper, and who was interested

in setting the instrument aside, to

testify that the signature appearing
upon the instrument claimed to be
forged was not his genuine signature.

Hess 7'. State. 5 Ohio St. 5. 22 .A.m.

Dec. 767; State v. Nettleton, i Root
(Conn.) 308, so ruling notwith-
standing that he would be entitled to

an action for his damage. Compare

State V. Brunson, i Root (Conn.)

307-

6. In Wiggins v. State, i Lea
(Tenn.) 738: "The very point for

which the jury were impaneled was

to try whether the instrument was
a forgery. To constitute forgery

there must be the fraudulent making
or alteration of the writing to the

prejudice of another's rights. In

other words, there must be an act

with a fraudulent intent. The wit-

ness might testify as to the act by

proving that the name was not

signed, nor authorized to be signed,

by him, but it was for the jury to

say with what intent the writing was
made. Perhaps nothing more was
intended than a statement from the

witness that the signature was not

his, but the mode of putting the ques-

tion was improper, and naturally

produced an improper answer."

7. Evans v. Ellis, 22 Hun (N. Y.)

460.

8. Garvey v. Owens, 27 Hun (N.
Y.) 498.

9. Gitchell v. Ryan, 24 111. App.

Other Writings in Evidence.

Where the defendant in a prosecu-

tion for forgery has testified in chief

that the instrument was not in his

handwriting and that he had every
reason to believe that it was in the

Vol. VI
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a written instrument, all of which except the signature is concealed,
and asking him if the signature is his."

c. Collateral Matters. — It has been held that where the purported
author is examined in chief only with respect to the genuineness
of the disputed signature, he should not, on cross-examination, be
required to state his opinion as to the points of difference between
that and others admitted to be genuine.^^

4. Circumstantial Evidence. — Resort may be had to circum-
stantial evidence f- and there is authority to support the proposition

handwriting of the person purporting
to have executed it, it has been held
proper to cross-examine him with
reference to a genuine handwriting
already in evidence as a standard.
Grooms i: State, 40 Tex. Crim. 319,
SO S. W. 370. See also Neal v.

Neal, 58 Cal. 287.

10. North American Fire Ins.

Co. V. Throop, 22 Mich. 146, 7 Am.
Rep. 638. Compare Hardy v. Nor-
ton, 66 Barb. (N. Y.) 527, wherein
several papers were shown to the
witness in such a manner that he
could see only the signatures, and he
was asked if the signatures were his,

whereupon the whole of the papers
were shown to him and he was asked
the same question ; and it was held
that it was discretionary with the
trial judge to permit such a mode of
cross-examination, especially in view
of the fact that the witness had
stated that he could distinguish his
signature whenever he saw it.

11. Norfolk Nat. Bank v. Job, 48
Neb. 774, 67 N. W. 781, so ruling
because of the rule requiring the
cross-examination to be restricted to
matters pertaining to the direct ex-
amination. The court did say that
possibly the trial judge might, with-
out prejudice, have permitted the
examination demanded, but that cer-
tainly its refusal was not an abuse
of discretion calling for a reversal of
the judgment. Compare People v.

Bird,
_
124 Cal. 32, 56 Pac. 639,

wherein it was held to be a matter
within the discretion of the trial

judge whether or not to require the
purported author to point out upon
certain enlarged photographs the dif-

ference between the signatures
charged to be forgeries and those ad-
mitted to be genuine.
Nor can the purported author of a

Vol. VI

disputed signature be shown disputed
signatures of his name on cross-

examination, and asked whether he
would not have considered them
genuine if he had not been told they
were counterfeit ; In re Barney's
Will, 71 Vt. 217, 44 Atl. 75, so ruling

because such signatures presented a
collateral issue.

12. Condition of Writer as to

Sobriety. — People z-. Parker, 67
Mich. 222, 34 N. W. 720.

Pecuniary Condition In Costello

t'. Crowell, 133 Mass. 352, it was
held competent for the defendant to

prove that the plaintiff did not have
the means to advance the money for

which he contended that the notes in

suit were given.

In Thomas v. Miller, 151 Pa. St.

482, 25 Atl. 127, where the issue was
as to the genuineness of the signa-

ture of a note bearing date of Feb-
ruary, 1887, and entered up in Sep-
tember, 1890, it was held error to ex-
clude evidence offered by the defend-
ant to show that the plaintiff had in

her possession a few days before the
entry of judgment on the note in

question, other notes bearing the
signature of the same maker, but in

blank as to dates and amounts ; that
" The possession of such blanks was
a highly suspicious circumstance,
calling for clear explanation, and
none the less so whether plaintiff

then had this note or not. The lapse
of time was not important. If this

note was a forgery as defendant
claimed, then its having been ante-
dated was not only consistent with
defendant's theory, but was highly
probable, and even if it was not an-
tedated the possession of blanks with
the_ maker's signature, when the
plaintiff already had this note rep-
resenting the value of a large part of
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that in all such inquiries ji^reat latitude in the admission of testi-

mony is neither unreasonahle nor improper.'-''

Capacity to Imitate.— Where a writing- claimed to be forged is

traced to a third person, it has been held competent to prove that

such person had the capacity to imitate the signature of the sup-

posed maker.'*

Coincidence of Identity. — The fact that two writings, one of which

is dis})uted, are found to be facsimiles when held up to the light,

superimposed one upon the other, is strong evidence of simulation.''^

But the mere fact that a signature is capable of being traced through

thin paper has a very remote tendency to prove that a particular

signature was thus made.'^
Characteristics.— On an issue as to the authorship of certain writ-

ings, which, when produced, display certain characteristics, it is

his estate, called equally for explana-
tion."

13. Brant v. Dennison (Pa.), 5
Atl. 869. where the issue was as to

the genuineness of a signature to an
assignment claimed to be a forgery,

or a genuine signature obtained
fraudulently, and there was testi-

mony to the effect that the instru-

ment had the appearance of having
been extremely crowded to get the

writing into a limited space; it was
held proper to permit proof that the

purported author was in the habit of

writing his name on pieces of paper
and carelessly leaving them where
they could be readily obtained and
improperly used.

14. First Nat. Bank v. Wisdom,
III Ky. 135. 63 S. W. 461. But see

State V. Hopkins, 50 Vt. 316; Dow v.

Spenney, 29 Mo. 386.

15. Hunt V. Lawless, 7 Abb. N.
C. 113. affirmed 47 N. Y. Super. Ct.

540, where the court said :
" It is a

fact well known, and may be readily

verified, that no two signatures,

actually written in the ordinary
course of writing them, arc pre-

cisely alike. The character of a

person's signature is generally of

uniform appearance, and the re-

semblance between one and another
signature of the same person is thus

apparent. But the coincidence is

seldom, if ever, known where a

genuine signature of a person, when
held up to the window-pane, super-

po.sed over another genuine signa-

ture of the same person, is such a

facsimile that the one is a perfect

match to the other in every respect.

It may be possible for an expert pen-

man, intentionally, to make tw6 sig-

natures so much alike that one will

be a counterpart of the other ; but

the signatures made in ordinary

transactions, written without such

studied and careful intention, are

never counterparts one of another.

There is a diversity in the marks
of the pen, the size of the letter, the

level of the signature, and the space

it occupies, that stands as a guard
Over the genuine signature, and
characterizes it as a true signature.

But where two or more supposed
signatures are found to be counter-

parts, I think the simulation is de-

tected by that circumstance. Genuine
signatures will not lap with perfect

similarity one over another."

16. Doud v. Reid, 53 Mo. App.

553. where the court in so ruling

said :
" The witness was not asked

if the signatures on the note bore

evidence of tracing. Supf>ose the

witness had been permitted to answer
and had said that signatures could
be traced by laying over them a thin

piece similar to the paper upon
which the note in suit was written,

would such answer have tended to

prove that these signatures were
traced? All that it could have
amounted to would have been to

show that the act which defendants
thought had been done in this case

was one which could be performed
or was possible of performance.
And this the jury knew without
proof."

Vol. VT
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competent to introduce other writings by the person claimed to

be such author containing the same characteristics.^''

III. OPINION EVIDENCE.

1. Scope of Section.— In discussing the rules of evidence in

respect to opinion evidence in proof of disputed handwriting,

especially so far as concerns the testimony of expert witnesses, this

section deals only with such evidence when it is not based on com-
parison of handwritings. The question of comparison of hand-
writings is discussed in a subsequent portion of the article.

2. Non-Expert Witnesses. — A. Statements of Rules as to Ad-
missibility. — a. In General. — The genuineness or falsity of a

disputed handwriting may be shown by the testimony of a witness

who, although not an expert, shows himself to be qualified within

the rules stated in this section.^^

17. United States v. Chamberlain,
12 Blatchf. 390, 25 Fed. Cas. No.
14,778, which was a prosecution for
depositing scurrilous postal cards in

the mail, the cards in. question dis-

playing characteristic instances of
misspelling, and it was held compe-
tent to prove other writings of the
defendant containing identical errors
in spelling for the purpose of con-
necting the defendant with the cards
which formed the subject of the case.

18. United States. — Rogers v.

Ritter, 12 Wall. 317; Hopkins v.

Simmons, i Cranch C. C. 250, 12
Fed. Cas. No. 6691.

Alabama. — Griffin v. State. 90
Ala. 596, 8 So. 670; Karr v. State,
106 Ala. I, 17 So. 328; Moon v.

Crowders, 72 Ala. 79.

Colorado. — Salazar v. Taylor, 18
Colo. 538, 2,3 Pac. 369.

Florida. — Thalheim v. State, 38
Fla. 169, 20 So. 938.

Illinois. — Cross v. People, 47 111.

152, 95 Am. Dec. 474; Long v. Little,

119 III. 600, 8 N. E. 194.
Indiana. — Talbott v. Hedge, 5

Ind. App. 555. 32 N. E. 788.
lozca. — State z'. Farrington, 90

Iowa 673, 57 N. W. 606.

Kansas. — Arthur v. Arthur, 38
Kan. 691, 17 Pac. 187 ; Macomber V.
Scott, 10 Kan. 335.
Louisiana. — Succession of Mor-

vaunt, 45 La. Ann. 207, 12 So. 349.
Maine. — Page v. Homans, 14 Me.

478; Hammond's Case, 2 Me. 34. •

.Marvland. — Smith v. Walton, 8
Gill 77.
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Massachusetts. — Hall v. Huse, 10

Mass. 39; Com. v. Hall, 164 Mass.

152, 41 N. E. 133-

Michigan. — Empire Mfg. Co. v.

Stuart, 46 Mich. 482, 9 N. W. SV-
Missouri. — State v. Harvey, 131

Mo. 339, 32 S. W. 1 1 10 ; State v. Min-
ton, 116 Mo. 60s, 2r2 S. W. 808.

Nebraska. — First Nat. Bank v.

Lierman, 5 Neb. 247; Burgess v.

Burgess, 44 Neb. 16, 62 N. W. 242;

Mosher tr. Farmers & Merchants
Nat. Bank, 51 Neb. 55, 70 N. W. 540;
Schmuck V. Hill, 96 N. W. 158.

Neiv Hampshire. — State v. Carr,

5 N. H. 364, 22 Am. Dec. 466.

New Jersey. — West v. State, 22

N. J. L. 212.

Nezu York. — Magee v. Osborn, 32
N. Y. 669; Hammond v. Varian, 54
N. Y. .398; Johnson v. Daverne, 19
Johns. 134, 10 Am. Dec. 198; Jacob
V. Watkins, 10 App. Div. 475, 42 N.
Y. Supp. 6; Green v. Benham, 57
App. Div. 9, 68 N. Y. Supp. 248.

North Carolina. — State v. Cheek,

35 N. C. 114.

Oklahoma. — Archer v. United
States, 9 Okla. 569, 60 Pac. 268.

South Carolina. — Benedict v.

Flanigan, 18 S. C. 506, 44 Am. Rep.
583.

South Dakota. — State v. Hall, 91
N. W. 325.

Tennessee. — Renshaw v. First

Nat. Bank, 63 S. W. 194.

Texas. — Hanley v. Gandy, 28
Tex. 213, 91 Am. Dec. 315; Rector z'.

Erath Cattle Co., 18 Tex. Civ. App.
412, 45 S. W. 427; Timmony v.
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Identity of Ink Used. — Whether certain parts of a writinpf were

written in the same ink as the rcniaininj:^ parts is a question

properly submitted to a witness, aUhout^h not an expert in hanrl-

writinp^ or in ink, who testifies to a lon<^ experience in a business

necessitating- the handhng and examination of a great mass of

papers.^"

b. Distinction Between Civil and Criminal Cases. — Regarding

the admissibility of the testimony of a non-expert based on

acquaintance, there is no distinction between civil and criminal

cases in the application of the rule.-°

The Youth of the Witness is not ground for excluding his testi-

mony where the witness duly qualifies as a non-expert, and his

testimony is otherwise unobiectionable.^^

c. Identity of JVriter. —\Whcve a non-expert testifying to the

Burns (Tex. Civ. App.). 42 S. W.
133-

Vermont. — Redding v. Reddintr,

69 Vt. 500, 38 Atl. 230.

Washington. — Poncin v. Furth,

15 Wash. 201, 46 Pac. 241.

A Manager of a Telegraph and
Messenger Company who states tliat

he knows the signature of a person

by means of correspondence and l)y

having seen his signature upon tele-

grams and upon tickets of the com-
pany returned to the office by mes-
senger boys is duly qualified to tes-

tify as a non-expert, aUhough he ad-

mits that he has never seen the per-

son write. Tyler v. Mutual Dist.

Messenger Co., 17 App. D. C. 85.

Near Relatives On an issue as

to the genuineness of tlie signatures

of the testator and of deceased wit-

nesses to the will, a near relative of

the testator and neighbor of the wit-

nesses, who had seen him write, had
received letters from the testator

and was acquainted with the hand-
writing of each is shown to have suf-

ficient qualifications to entitle him to

give his opinion as to the signatures

of all. Morell v. Morell, 157 Ind.

179, 60 N. E. 1092.

Change in Handwriting In

State V. Henderson, 29 W. \'a. 147,

I S. E. 225, it was held proper to ask
a witness to state whether, during
the time he had been acquainted
with the handwriting of the person

whose name was alleged to have
been forged, it has always been the

same, or whether there has been any
change in it.

Peculiar Formation of letters.

Tn Murphy v. Hagerman, Wright

(Ohio) 293, a witness testified to his

acquaintance wit^i the defendant's

handwriting, and to the opinion that

the signature to the note in question

was not his; that one of the letters

was diflfcrent from his, and the writ-

ing generally not so good as the de-

fendant wrote. The court said that

the particular formation of any one

letter did not appear to be a very

sure test of handwriting. " Acci-

dent, haste, the position of the pa-

per, the presence of a hair in the nib

of the pen, or its more or less free

discharge of ink, might essentially

vary the turn of the letters."

19. Glover v. Gentry, 104 Ala.

222, 16 So. 2>^.

20. Reg. V. IVTurphy. 8 Car. & P.

(Eng.) 297; Hammond's Case, 2

Me. 34. And see other cases cited

passim.

21. Reyburn v. Belotti. 10 Mo.

597, where it was contended that the

witness was too young at the time he

professed to have acquired a knowl-

edge of the handwriting to have done

so. and hence his testimony should

have been excluded ; but the conrt

said that while the facts disclosed by

the witness showed that he could not

reasonably have obtained a knowl-

edge of the handwriting at the time

stated, still the court would not have

been warranted in withholding the

evidence from the jury, and that

how far his statements were within

the range of probability and entitled

to credence was a question entirely

Vol. VI
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genuineness of a d'ispuited signature, 'bases his opinion on his

acquaintance with the writer's handwriting, when he is not per-

sonally acquainted with the writer, the identity of the latter must
be shown by other evidence."^

d. Application of Best Evidence Rule. — The testimony of the

person whose handwriting is in dispute is not superior evidence to

that of a witness testifying from knowledge. ^^

e. Presence of Purported Author at Trial. — The fact that the

person whose signature is in dispute is himself present at the triaP*

and denies that the signature was in his handwriting is not ground
for excluding other competent evidence, the effect of which will

be to prove the genuineness of the signature in question. ^^

f. Acquaintance With Handwriting of Purported Author of
Forged Signature. — It is proper to permit a non-expert witness

familiar with the handwriting of a person to testify that certain

for the jury. See also Wyche v.

Wyche, lo Mart. (O. S.) (La.) 408.

22. Harington v. Fry, i Car. &
P. (Eng.) 289; Snyder v. McKeever,
10 111. App. 18; Sartor v. Bolinger,

59 Tex. 411.

Compare Sewell v. Evans, 4 Ad. &
El. (N. S.) 626, 45 E. C. L. 626, an
action against the defendant as ac-

ceptor of a bill of exchange. It ap-
peared that the defendant had kept
cash at the bank where it was made
payable, and had drawn checks
thereupon which the cashier had
paid. The cashier knew the defend-
ant's handwriting by the checks, and
swore that the acceptance was in the
same handwriting, though he had not
paid any checks for some time ; did
not know the defendant personally
and could not identify the depositor
with the defendant. It was held
that a sufficient prima facie case
was made out.

23. McCaskle v. Amarine, 12 Ala.

17; Royce v. Gazan, 76 Ga. 79;
Smith V. Prescott, 17 Me. 277; Lef-
ferts V. State, 49 N. J. L. 26, 6 Atl.

521 ; McCully v. Malcolm, 9 Humph.
(Tenn.) 187; Foulkes v. Com., 2
Rob. (Va.) 836. Compare Cheri-
tree v. Roggen, 67 Barb. (N. Y.)
124; Haun V. State, 13 Tex. App.
383, 44 Am. Rep. 706, wherein it was
held that the testimony of the pur-
ported writer of the signature in dis-
pute was certainly the best evidence
that could be adduced to disprove the
genuineness of such signature, and
that in the absence of a satisfactory
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excuse for not producing him it was
error to permit another witness to

give his opinion in relation thereto,

even though otherwise he was a

qualified witness.

In Hess v. State, 5 Ohio 5, 22 Am.
Dec. 767, the court said :

" The ob-
jection that secondary evidence is

substituted for the best does not ap-
ply in the case, since there is not
such a distinction between one whose
knowledge is of his own handwrit-
ing, and the knowledge of another's

on the same subject as constitutes

the former evidence of a superior
degree to the latter. 2 Stark. Ev.
586."

24. Williams v. Deen, 5 Tex.
Civ. App. 375, 24 S. W. 536, where
the court said :

" If the party whose
handwriting is sought to be proven
should be present and deny its gen^
uineness, it could never be estab-

lished under the ruling of the trial

judge in this case." See also Com.
V. Pratt, 137 Mass. 98.

25. Burgess v. Burgess, 44 Neb.
16, 62 N. W. 242, where the court in

so holding said that " it would afford

a dangerous precedent to hold that

where the alleged writer of a letter

denied that the signature thereto was
in his handwriting, no other evidence
was competent as to the genuineness
of such signature, yet this is in effect

the condition of the plaintiffs in er-

ror, for it is shown by the bill of ex-
ceptions that at least three witnesses
well acquainted with the handwriting
of W. J. Burgess testified that from
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sig^natnres are his, although the witness is not acquainted with the

handwriting of the person whose signatures are supix)scd to be

imitated or forged.^®

g. Transactions With Deceased Persons. — A non-expert witness,

dulv quahfied within the rules as to such witnesses, offering to

prove the handwriting of a decedent, is properly permitted to give

his testimonv as against the objection that being a party his testi-

monv concerns a personal" transaction or communication between

such knowledge they were able to

say and did say that he signed the

initials in question."

26, Stone v. Moore (Tex. Civ.

App.), 43 S. W. 1097.

Rule Stated and Applied. — In

Brown V. Hall, 85 Va. 146, 7- S. E.

182, wherein it was claimed that a

will was forged by the propounder
of it, it was held error to refuse to

permit a witness acquainted with the

writing of the propounder to testify

that the will was in the latter's hand-
writing merely because the witness

was not acquainted also with the

handwriting of the testator. The
court said :

" A witness may. as in

this case, be unacquainted with the

handwriting of the decedent, and
may yet be perfectly acquainted with
the handwriting of the propounder
of an alleged will, and may be able

to testify positively that it is in his

handwriting; or a witness may have
positive knowledge, independently of

his knowledge of the handwriting,

that the alleged will is a forgery, and
was forged by the propounder, or by
some other person named. Can it

be doubted for a moment that, in

either case, the evidence is clearly

admissible? We think not; for it is

but another and more conclusive

mode of showing that the paper was
not written by the person whose will

it purports to be. It is, too, the most
direct and positive way of proving

the invalidity of the paper pro-

pounded. Tn many cases it might be
extremely difficult, if not impossible,

to prove the handwriting of a dead
person; for the handwriting of a

person may not be sufficiently known
to enable any one to testify with any
degree of confidence in respect

thereof, just as, in questions of ve-

racity, it not infrequently occurs that

persons have formed no character or

general reputation in respect of

which witnesses can be found to tes-

tify."

But knowledge possessed by a non-

expert of the handwriting of a per-

son does not of itself qualify him to

testify whether the forged signature

made in imitation of the handwriting

of another was or was not written

by such person. Neal v. United

States, 118 Fed. 699.

27. Stillwell V. Patton, 108 Mo.

352, 18 S. W. 1075 ; Sankey v. Cook,

82 Iowa 125, 47 N. W. 1077; Sim-

mons V. Havens, loi N. Y. 427, 5 N.

E. 73; Rush V. Steed, 91 N. C. 226;

Hussey v. Kirkman. 95 N. C. 63;

Hoag V. Wright, 6q App. Div. .381, 74

N. Y. Supp. 1069; Monumental
Bronze Co. v. Doty, 99 Mo. App.

195. 73 S. W. 2,-?4. See also People
7'.' Maxwell, 64 N. C. t>\2,< an

action upon the official bond of

the defendant's intestate, wherein it

was held that the plaintiff was not

competent to testify that the intestate

signed the paper in question, although

the court said that he might have

proved the handwriting of the de-

ceased from his general knowledge

of it; that to prove that the deceased

signed the particular paper was to

prove a " transaction " between the

witness and the deceased.

Testimony of Husband After De-

cease of Wife. — In Fcrebcc r.

Pritchard, 112 N. C. 83. 16 S. E. 903.

which was a case involving the va-

lidity of a conveyance by a woman
claimed to have been executed in

fraud of the rights of her contem-

plated husband; it was held that the

testimony of the husband after her

death to the genuineness of a letter

purporting to have been written by

her in which she promised to marry
him was not objectionable within the

rule prohibiting the testimony as to

transactions with deceased persons.

Vol. VI
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the witness and the deceased person, althoug-h there is apparent
authority to the contrary.^*

h. Privileged Comnuinications. — The testimony of an attorney

as to the genuineness of a signature purporting to be that of his

cUent, with whose handwriting he is acquainted, is not open to

the objection that he is testifying to a privileged communication,^''

unless the attorney's knowledge of the handwriting has been
acquired from a communication which was itself privileged.^''

i. Inability of Witness to Read or Write. — The mere fact that

a non-expert witness, testifying to the genuineness of a signature

from his knowledge of the handwriting of the purported author,

cannot himself read or write, does not afifect his competency, but

goes merely to the weight of his testimony.^^

j. Belief of Witness.— The competency of the testimony of a

non-expert testifying as to the genuineness of a signature from
acquaintance with the handwriting of the purported author is not

affected by the fact that he merely states his belief and refuses to

In Hobart v. Verrault, 74 App.
Div. 444, yy N. Y. Supp. 483, an ac-

tion upon a promissory note claimed
to have been executed by the defend-
ant's intestate, after the testimony of

witnesses acquainted with the hand-
writing of the deceased to the effect

that the signature on the note was
not genuine had been received, the
plaintiff called the payee named in

the note, who testified that he had
seen the deceased write, and that she
had signed the note and delivered it

to him. "The admission of the tes-

timony of the payee was sought to be
justified on the ground that the ex-
amination of the defendant had
opened the door so as to permit such
testimony to be given, but it was
held that no such claim could be sus-

tained, and that accordingly the tes-

timony of the payee was not admissi-
ble."

28. Distributee. — In Kirksey v.

Kirksey, 41 Ala. 626, in which the
issue was as to the genuineness of
the signature to a note purporting
to have been made by the intestate

payable to the administrator of his
estate, and claimed by the adminis-
trator as a credit on the asserted
right of retainer, it was held that
the distributee of the estate being a
party to the proceeding, although
otherwise competent as a non-expert,
was not competent to testify to the
genuineness of the intestate's signa-
ture. The court said: "To allow
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the administrator to testify ' as to the

signature to the note in controversy,'

would be allowing him to testify ' as

to a transaction with the intestate

'

within the meaning of the statute,

and he would therefore be an in-

competent witness under the act for

tJiat purpose; and hence, the other

parties must be held to be incompe-

tent."

29. Brown v. Jewett, 120 Mass.

215. See also Holthausen v. Pondir,

23 Jones & S. (N. Y.) 73; Johnson
V. Patterson, 13 Lea (Tenn.) 626.

30. Johnson v. Daverne, 19 Johns.

(N. Y.) 134, 10 Am. Dec. 198, where
the court said :

" If he knew noth-

ing but what his client had communi-
cated to him he could not be com-
pelled to disclose that, but if he be-

came acquainted with his client's

signature in any other manner,
though it was subsequent to his re-

tainer, he was bound to answer; for

an attorney and counsel may be
questioned as to a collateral fact

within his knowledge, or as to a fact

which he may know without being
entrusted with it as an attorney in

the cause."

31. Foye V. Patch, 132 I\Iass. 105.

See also Goodhue v. Bartlett, 5 Mc-
Lean 186, 10 Fed. Cas. No. 5538,
where the witness admitted that he
did not well read writing. Com-
pare People 7'. Corey, 148 M. Y. 476,

42 N. E. 1066, wherein it was held
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swear positively.-''- But a witness called to speak to handwriting

cannot be asked whether to the best of his impression the hand-

writing is that of the person in question.^^

that a witness who was practically

unable to write or to read writing,

or to distinguish words written, and
had only seen the person whose sig-

nature was in question print his

name, was not competent.

32. Succession of Morvaunt, 45
La. Ann. 207, 12 So. 349; State v.

Stair, 87 Mo. 268, 56 Am. Rep. 449;
State V. Harvey, 131 Mo. 339, ^2 S.

W. mo; Com. V. Andrews, 143

Mass. 23, 8 N. E. 643 ; People v.

Bidleman, 104 Cal. 608, 38 Pac. S02.

See also Thalheim v. State, 38 Fla.

169, 20 So. 938; Reyburn v. Belotti,

10 Mo. 597; State v. Mahoney, 24
Mont. 281, 61 Pac. 647 ; Pepper v.

Barnett, 22 Gratt. (Va.) 405.

Belief Amounting: to Opinion.

Gross V. Stale, 62 .Md. 179. where it

was held that although the witness
stated that he would not swear to

the handwriting of the person in

question unless he saw him write, it

did not by any means follow that he
did not know that the instrument in

question was written by such person.

Watson V. Brewster, i Pa. St. 381,

where the court said :
" It is not re-

quired to give positive evidence of
handwriting. The jurors are the

judges of the genuineness of signa-

tures ; and it is usual to submit in-

struments to them upon an expres-
sion of belief, although qualified as
here, that they are in the handwrit-
ing of the person whose name is

signed to them." Chahoon v. Com.,
20 Gratt. (Va.) y23-
Haynes v. Thomas, 7 Ind. 38,

where the witness stated that he
thought the signature was genuine,
but would not be positive, and the
court, sustaining this testimony, said:

"No one can testify positively to a
writing unless he saw it written.

Proof of handwriting bj' inspection
is not susceptible of greater certainty
than was attained in this instance."

Witness TJnwillingf to Swear Posi-

tively In Moslier v. Farmers &
Merchants Nat. Bank, 51 Neb. 55,

70 N. W. 540, where the sole issue

was as to the genuineness of the de-

fendants' signatures to the note in

24

controversy, it was held that the tes-

timony of a witness shown to be well

acquainted with the handwriting of

defendants to the effect that the sig-

natures were genuine, although he

was unwilling to swear positively to

one of the signatures because of a

variation from the general manner
in which the purported writer usually

signed his name, was sufficient proof

of the genuineness of the signatures.

Reasonable Certainty— In Gross

V. Sormani, 50 App. Div. 531, 64 N.

Y. Supp. 300, where the witness had
duly qualified as a non-expert, it was
held error for the court to refuse to

permit him to state whether he could
" with reasonable certainty " state

from his acquaintance with the hand-

writing of the person in question

whether or not the disputed hand-
writing was that of such person.

33. Carter v. Connell, i Whart.
(Pa.) 392, where the court said that

it was proper to ask a witness as to

his belief, but that to inquire of a

witness as to his impression is de-

scending to a test too vague to form
a judgment upon; that "it is like

asking a witness what was his un-

derstanding of a conversation, in-

stead of inquiring what the parties

said." See also Wiggin v. Plumer,

31 N. H. 251, where the court held

that nothing but the belief or opinion

of the witness was competent, and
that his testimony that he could not

swear positively to the genuineness

of the signature, or that it had a

close resemblance, or that he saw
nothing differing from the character

of the writing, was nothing to the

purpose.

In Burnham v. Ayer, 36 N. H. 182,

where the witness appears to have
had the means or knowledge suffi-

cient to have formed an opinion, but

those means had made very little, if

any, impression upon his mind, and
when brought to the point to give an
opinion he failed to do it. the court

held that the fact that he had seen

the person write and had also seen

his handwriting was immaterial un-

less it had fixed such an impression
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Lost Instruments. — Stricter proof is required of handwriting in

the case of lost instruments than where the instrument is produced
and under the inspection of the witness.^*

k. Reasons for Opinion. — A non-expert who expresses an
opinion as to the genuineness of handwriting of another should be
allowed to give his reasons for his opinion.'"^

B. The Qualifications 0? the Witness. — a. Sources of
Knowledge.— (1.) Seeing Purported Author Write. — Any person who
has seen the purported author write and has thus acquired a stand-
ard in his own mind of the general character of his handwriting is

competent to testify as to the genuineness of the signature in

question.^^

upon his mind and recollection as to

enable him to express an opinion as
to the genuineness of the signature
in question, and that nothing but his

belief or opinion was competent ; that

a vague, indistinct impression in re-

gard to the matter was insufficient.

34, " It is not necessary to rule
that after-acquired knowledge in no
case will enable a witness to prove a
signature to a lost instrument. But
this we do say. that evidence in a
case of that description must be of
the most unequivocal and positive
kind That nothing short of actually
seeing the party write, or an
acknowledgment distinctly and
clearly made by the party himself,
will suffice. We wish not to be mis-
understood on this point. We take
the distinction which is a clear and
marked one between the proof of a
lost instrument, and proof of a paper
produced and under the inspection
of the witness. It is the first class
of cases which calls for the stringent
proof alluded to and not the last."

Porter v. Wilson, 13 Pa. St. 641.

35, Kendall v. Collier, 97 Ky.
446. 30 S. W. 1002. See also Com.
V. Webster, 5 Cush. (Mass.) 295, 52
Am. Dec. 711; Collier v. Simpson, 5
Car. & P. (Eng.) 72,\ Keith v. Loth-
rop, ID Cush. (Mass.) 453.

Where a non-expert witness has
given as his reason for his belief that
a signature is not genuine, that cer-
tain peculiarities were not often
found in the genuine signature of
the purported author, it is proper to
introduce another witness acquainted
with the handwriting of the pur-
ported author and permit him to tes-
tify that such peculiarities were not
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an unusual feature in such signature.

Throckmorton v. Holt, 180 U. S. 552.

And there is authority to the effect

that the mere statement of the belief

of the witness when unaccompanied
by grounds for that belief raises only
a slight presumption, " which moveth
not at all." Watson v. McAllister, 7
^lart. O. S. (La.) 368.

36. Colorado. —Salazar v. Taylor,
18 Colo. 538, 2,2, Pac._369.

Connecticut. — Hamilton v. Smith,

74 Conn. 374, 50 Atl. 884.

Florida. — Thalheim v. State, 38
Fla. 169, 20 So. 938.

Illinois. — Riges v. Powell, 142 111.

453, 32 N. E. 482; Cross V. People,

47 111. 152. 95 Am. Dec. 474; Greene-
baum V. Bornhofen, 167 111. 640, 47
N. E. 857 ; Snvder v. McKeever, 10

111. App. 188.

Iowa. — State 7'. Earrington, 90
Iowa 673, 57 N. W. 606.

Kentticky. — Kendall v. Collier, 97
Ky. 444, 30 S. W. 1022; Fee v. Tay-
lor, 83 Ky. 259.

Louisiana. — Succession of Mor-
vaunt, 45 La. Ann. 207, 12 So. 349.
Maine. — Hammond's Case, 2 Me.

34-

Massachusetts. — Brigham v.

Peters, i Gray 139.

Missouri. — State v. Harvey, 131
Mo. 339, 32 S. W. mo; State v.

Stair, 87 Mo. 268, 56 Am. Rep. 449.
New Jersey. — West v. State, 22

N. J. L. 212.

Nezv York. — Hammond 7'. Varian,
54 N. Y. 398; Jacob V. Watkins, 10
App. Div. 475, 42 N. Y. Supp. 6;
Titford V. Knott, 2 Johns. Cas. 211.

Ohio. — Burnham v. Ayer, 3 Ohio
Dec. 327.

Pennsylvania. — Swope v. Don-
nelly, 7 Pa. Dist. 448; Reese v.
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(2.) Inspection of Genuine Writings— (A.) Generally. — In show-
ing familiarity with handwriting the witness is not restricted to

the single means of having seen the person write. ^'^
It is sufficient

that the witness may have acquired knowledge of the handwriting

by having seen writings admitted by the purported author to be his,

or with his knowledge acted upon as his, or so adopted in the

ordinary business of life as to create a reasonable presumption of

genuineness.'*

Reese, 90 Pa. St. 89, 35 Am. Rep.

634-

Rhode Island. — State i>. Brown, 4
R. T. 528. 70 Am. Dec. 168.

South Dakota. — State v. Hall, qi

N. W. 325-

Texas. — Williams 7'. Deen, 5 Tc.x.

Civ. App. 375. 24 S. W. 536.

Vermont. — Redding v. Redding,

69 Vt. 500. 38 Atl. 230.

Washington. — Poncin v. Furth,

15 Wash. 201, 46 Pac. 241.

In Renshaw v. First Nat. Bank
(Tenn.), 63 S. W. 194, the witness

te'^tified that he was acquainted with

the handwriting of the person in

question ; that he still had some
recollection of it ; that he did not

know his handwriting very well, hut

had seen him write and sign his

name, and had papers with his signa-

ture to them which he had seen

made; and it was held that the wit-

ness was shown to have heen suffi-

ciently acquainted with the hand-
writing, notwithstanding its proha-

tive force might be very weak.

37. Stone v. Moore (Tex. Civ.

App.), 48 S. W. 1097; Thomas v.

Horlocker, i Dall. (Pa.) 14; Board
of Trustees v. Misenheimer, 78 111.

22.

In Reid v. Hodgson, i Cranch C.

C. 491, 20 Fed. Cas. No. 11,667, where
the court in holding that a witness

acquainted with the handwriting of

a person may testify as to the gen-

uineness of a purported signature of

such person, although he has never

seen the latter write, said :
" To say

that the handwriting must be proved
by a person who had seen him write

is only to say that a fact known to

one person cannot be proved by him
because there may be a person who
has a more correct knowledge of the

same fact, or whose judgment may
be more mature, or may have had a

better opportunity of getting infor-

mation. It may happen that a wit-

ness may have seen the party once

write his name, but his testimony

would not be so satisfactory as that

offered in this case." where the wit-

ness testified from his acquaintance

based on correspondence.

38. California. — Burdell v. Tay-
lor, 89 Cal. 613, 26 Pac. 1094; Sill v.

Reese, 47 Cal. 334.

Illinois. — Ennor v. Hodson, z8

111. App. 44^: Riggs V. Powell, 142

111. 453, Z2 N. E. 482.

Kentucky. — Fee v. Taylor, 83 Ky.

Massachusetts. — Com. v. Carey, 2

Pick. 47.

Minnesota. — Berg v. Peterson, 49
Minn. 420, 52 N. W. Z7-

Nezv York. — Stevens v. Seibold,

5 N. Y. St. 259; Gross v. Sormani,

50 App. Div. 531, 64 N. Y. Supp. 300;

Sprague v. Sprague, 80 Hun 285, 30

N. Y. Supp, 162.

North Carolina. — United States v.

Holtsclaw, 3 N. C. 577-

Ohio. — Burnham v. Ayer, 3 Ohio
Dec. 327.

Rhode Island. — State v. Brown,
4 R. I. 528. 70 .A.m. Dec. 168.

Tennessee — Allen v. State, 3
Humph. 367.

Te.ras. — Stone 7'. Moore (Tex.

Civ. App.), 48 S. W. 1097.

Vermont. — Redding 7*. Redding,

69 Vt 500, 38 Atl. 230.
" When one testifies as to hand-

writing from knowledge acquired by
seeing the author write, he but testi-

fies from impressions made i-t the

time of the writing, and if that time

be remote, as in the case of one long

deceased, like Bryan, his memory may
fail or deceive him : but where it is

refreshed and kept alive through long

years by constant or even occasional

handling and reading of the written

memorials of undoubted authenticity,

it seems to us that a witness thus
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made familiar with handwriting,
though never having seen the author
write, would be even more capable
of giving reliable testimony than
one testifj'ing alone from memory-
after the lapse of many years — in

this instance more than thirty."

Stone V. Moore (Tex. Civ. App.),

48 S. W. 1097.

" The witness miist either have
seen the party write, or have ob-

tained a knowledge of the character
of his writing from a correspondence
with him upon matters of business,

or from transactions between them,
such as having paid bills of exchange
for the party for which he has aft-

erward accounted. 2 Star, on Evid.

372. These prima facie have been
held to be sure means of acquiring
knowledge; but means short of these

have been deemed inadequate to

afford the opportunity of knowing a
man's handwriting. It may be asked
why this precise distinction? What
difference is there between the

knowledge of handwriting acquired
from observing writings proved to be
those of a party, and observing those
which the witness has himself seen
written? Do not they all, if really

written by him, furnish precisely the
same means of judging to the wit-

ness? Waiving other answers, we
say, in the first place, that it is indis-

pensable to the uniform administra-
tion of justice that there should be
some definite rule for ascertaining
when the witness' belief— for it is

but belief— has been formed under
such circumstances as entitle it to

confidence; and whenever the rule

has been once fixed, it is dangerous
to depart from it because of specu-
lative notions. But we further an-
swer that, if it be admitted that all

instruments written by a man furnish
the same means of acquiring a
knowledge of the character of his
writing (an admission which is not
to be made without many qualifica-

tions), yet it is first necessary that
it shall be known that they were so
written, before any opinion founded
on them can be entitled to the least

confidence. In the cases put by the
rule, the law supposes, prima facie

at least, that this preliminary matter
of fact is known — but in all other
cases it is to be proved. How is

this to be done? By testimony—
Vol. VI

direct or indirect— met, opposed,

weakened, strengthened, repelled or

established by other testimony— and
this upon a number of collateral

issues, of which no previous intima-
tion had been given— embarrassing
the jury, surprising the parties, and
unfitted to the simplicity and distinct-

ness which should characterize the

trial of facts by the country." Pope
V. Askew, 23 N. C. 16, 35 Am.-
Dec. 729.

A Clerk of the Court who has
frequently seen what he believed to

be the official signature of a justice

of the peace, and has certified to its

genuineness on frequent occasions,

is competent to prove the handwrit-
ing of such justice although he has
never seen him write. Amherst
Bank v. Root, 2 Mete. (Mass.) 522.

An Administrator of an Estate

who has seen numerous notes and
checks found among the papers of

his intestate which he has examined
and states that from all this informa-
tion he could say he was acquainted

with the signature of his intestate,

is a competent witness to testify as

to the genuineness of a purported
signature of the intestate. Tucker v.

Kellogg, 8 Utah 11, 28 Pac. 870.

Witness to Will. — In Cabarga v.

Seeger, 17 Pa. St. 514, the witness

called to prove the execution of the

instrument in question stated that he
knew the handwriting of the pur-

ported author from having witnessed
his will; that he did not know that

he had ever seen him write at all,

but that he either wrote the will or
acknowledged it in the witness' pres-

ence, and that in relation to the in-

strument in question to the best of
his knowledge the signature was in

the handwriting of such person.

A Bank Teller who has paid

checks purporting to be drawn by a

depositor, although he has not seen

him write, is not competent to testify

to the handwriting of such depositor

where some of the checks so paid
were forgeries. Brigham v. Peters,

I Gray (Mass.) 139.

Checks— In Cunningham v. Hud-
son River Bank, 21 Wend. (N. Y.)

5S7, it was held that the mere fact

that checks upon one bank had been
passed to the credit of another which
had discounted and transmitted them
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It is held that the trial judc^e should not arbitrarily restrict the

witness in his testimony to knowledg^e acquired from particular

writings.'"'

Casual Inspection.— A witness is not competent to testify to the

genuineness of a disputed signature where he has seen, for a

few moments only, papers acknowledged to be in the handwriting
of the purported author.*"

Inspection of Writings Not Properly Authenticated as Genuine.

A witness who has no other acquaintance with a person's hand-

writing than that acquired from the examination of his signature

to papers which he has heard other persons state, even though under

oath, to be genuine, is not competent to testify to the genuineness

of the signature in question.*^

(B.) CoRRESPONDKNCE. — One who has written letters to the pur-

ported author of the disputed signature and received replies thereto,

on which both have acted, is a com])etcnt witness to testify as to

the genuineness of the disputed signature.*''

to a correspondent for collection was
not sufficient to qualify the cashier

of the discounting bank to testify to

the genuineness of signatures on
other checks purporting to have been
drawn by the same person, of which
he had no knowledge other than that

derived from their similarity to the

signatures of the checks paid.

Custodian of Public Records In

Burdell v. Taylor, 89 Cal. 613, 26
Pac. 1094, it was held that a public

officer who had charge of the official

documents of his office and had given

frequent examination to numerous
documents therein purported to be in

the handwriting of his predecessor,

which the latter had also testified as

being in his handwriting, was com-
petent to testify as to whether or not

certain handwriting was that of his

predecessor.

39. /); re Allcmann's Will. 22 N.
Y. St. 885, 5 N. Y. Supp. 196. a pro-

ceeding to probate a will wherein a

witness called by the contestant

stated that he had seen the testator

sign, elsewhere than at the lodge
where he belonged, a certain check,

and that he had also seen the testator

write in the lodge, and that its rec-

ords were signed by the members

;

it was held error for the court to

confine the witness in his testimony
to the knowledge he had acquired
from seeing the signatures mentioned,
and not permit him to testify as will

from knowledge acquired from see-

ing the testator write in the

lodge, and from his signature in the

lodge records.

40. United States t. Johnson, I

Cranch C. C. 371, 26 Fed. Cas. No.
15.484.

41. Goldsmith v. Bane, 8 N. J. L.

87; First Nat. Bank v. Hovell, 24
111. .App. 594; Snyder v. McKeever,
10 111. App. 188; Pierce v. De Long,

45 111. App. 462. See also White v.

Tolliver, no Ala. 300, 20 So. 97;

Gibson V. Trowbridge Furn. Co., 96
Ala. 357, II So. 365; National Union
Bank v. Marsh, 46 Vt. 443.

See also Putnam v. Wadley, 40 111.

346. where the witness was asked if

he had seen the signature of the de-

fendant to a certain other note or to

official returns made by the latter as

an officer, but no proof was offered

that the defendant had recognized

the returns as signed by him or as

to the genuineness of the other note

referred to.

42. Alabama . — Campbell v.

Woodstock Iron Co.. 83 Ala. 351, 3

So. 369.

Colorado. — Atlantic Ins. Co. v.

Manning, 3 Colo. 224.

Georgia. — Swicard z'. Hooks, 85

Ga. 580, II S. E. 863.

hidiaua. — Thomas 7". State, 103

Tnd. 419, 2 N. E. 808.

Maine. — H' a m m o n d's Case. 2

Me. 34-

]\fassarhusctt.'!. — Chaffee 7'. Tay-
lor, 3 Allen 598.
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There Must Be Some Admission or Acquiescence, however, equivalent

to an acknowledgment that the purported writer was in fact the

v/riter of the letters, independent of their receipt and contents, ^^

and hence the mere receipt of letters purporting to be from a per-

son never seen and with whom no subsequent relations existed

based on the genuineness of the letters is not enough.** Nor

Michigan. — Empire Mfg. Co. z'.

Stuart, 46 Mich. 482. g N. W. 527.

Mississippi. — Southern Express
Co. V. Thornton, 41 Miss. 216.

Missouri. — State v. Harvey, 131

Mo. 339, 32 S. W. mo.
Nebraska. — Violet v. Rose, 39

Neb. 660, 58 N. W. 216.

Tennessee. — Allen v. State, 3
Humph. 367.

Wisconsin. — Parker v. Amazon
Ins. Co., 34 Wis. 363.

In Violet v. Rose, 39 Neb. 660, 58
N. W. 216, the court, quoting from
Mudd V. Suckermore, 5 Ad. & EI.

703, 31 E. C. L. 406, said: "The
knowledge [rendering a witness com-
petent to give his opinion as to the

genuineness of a writing] may have
been acquired by the witness having
seen letters or other documents pro-
fessing to be the handwriting of the

party, and having afterward com-
municated personally with the parties

upon the contents of those letters or
documents, or, having otherwise
acted upon them by written answers,
producing further correspondence, or
acquiescence by the party in some
matter to which they relate, or by
the witness transacting with the
party some business to which they
relate, or by any other mode of com-
munication between the witness and
the party which, in the ordinary
course of the transactions of life, in-

duces a reasonable presumption that
the letters or documents were the
handwriting of the party."

Correspondence With Firm.
Where the signature to an assign-
ment of an account by a partnership
is disputed, one who has corre-
sponded with the firm and knew its

signature only as it had been com-
municated to him in that way may
testify that the signature to such cor-
respondence was the same as that
affixed to the assignment; and it is

immaterial that he never saw the
signature written, and knows it only
through his business transactions and
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corre.spondence. Murray v. Walker,
83 Iowa 202, 48 N. W. 1075.

43. Cunningham v. Hudson River
Bank, 21 Wend. (N. Y.) 557.

Flowers v. Fletcher, 40 W. Va.
103, 20 S. E. 870, where the court

said :
" But he must have some

knowledge, and the mere fact that he
has received letters purporting to be
from the person whose signature is

in controversy is not sufficient, un-

less there has been some admission
or acquiescence equivalent to an ac-

knowledgment on the part of the

supposed writer, other than the let-

ters themselves, that said letters are

genuine, and in the handwriting of

the person from whom they purport
to come. A person who has had
business correspondence with an-
other acted on by both parties is

competent to testify to the handwrit-
ing of his correspondent, although
he may never have seen him write.

But where the letters have no rela-

tion to business transactions, but are

letters of mere friendly or polite

intercourse, some acknowledgment
of handwriting, in some way other

than letters themselves, on the part

of the supposed writer must be
shown. The knowledge of the wit-

ness must be founded in some other

means than the receipt and contents

of the letters."

Confidential Clerk. — In Titford v.

Knott, 2 Johns. Cas. (N. Y.) 211, the

confidential clerk of the plaintiff was
permitted to prove a correspondence
the defendant, and to testify that

from the knowledge he had thus ac-

quired of the defendant's handwrit-
ing he believed the signature in dis-

pute to be in the handwriting of the

by letters between the plaintiff and
defendant, although the witness had
never seen the defendant write.

44. Pinkham v. Cockell, 77 Mich.
265, 43 N. W. 921, where the court
said: "Where there is no direct

knowledge of handwriting there must
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cioes the mere fact that the witness alone has acted on the letters

have any tendency to prove their genuineness.''*

Answering Letter Coming From Another Postoffice. — In an otherwise
proper case a witness who bases his knowledge of the handwriting

in question upon a letter received by him from the purported author,

the fact that the answering letter came from another postoffice than

the one to which his letter was addressed is not ground for holding
him incompetent, especially where further correspondence had
ensued and acts had been performed showing that the purported
writer had acted upon the letters as genuine.''*'

letters Not "Written to Witness. — It is not essential that the writ-

ings should have been sent to the witness,:*' as where the witness

was a clerk of the person with whom the correspondence was had."

be something which assures the recip-

ient of letters in a responsible way
of their genuineness before he can
swear to their writer, or use them as

standards of handwriting." See also

Flowers v. Fletcher, 40 W. Va. 103,

20 S. E. 870; Talbot r. Hedge, 5 Ind.

App. 555, 32 N. E. 788.

45. Cunningham v. Hudson River
Bank, 21 Wend. (N. Y.) 557, where
the court said :

" Although the fact

that the witness has acted on the let-

ters when standing alone is of no
importance, it may be of great value
in a chain of circumstantial evidence.

The acts done in pursuance of the

letters may be followed by such acts

of approval or acknowledgment on
the part of the supposed author as

can only be accounted for on the sup-

position that he was in truth the

writer of the letters; and there can
be no doubt that in this way, as well

as by direct admission, the fact of

authenticity may be satisfactorily

established."

46. Violet V. Rose, 39 Neb. 660,

58 N. W. 216.

47. Tuttle V. Rainey, 98 N. C.

513. 4 S. E. 475; Murray v. Walker,
83 Iowa 202, 48 N. W. 1075. Com-
pare Nunes v. Perry, 113 Mass. 274;
Redd V. State, 65 Ark. 475, 47 S. W.
no; Sutton v. Hayden, 62 Mo. lOl.

In Gordon v. Price, 32 N. C. 385,

an action upon a bill of exchange,
the evidence of a witness, who could
not swear to the handwriting of
either member of the firm in whose
name the bill was drawn, but who
testified that, in his opinion, the
handwriting was the same as that of

many notes he had presented to the

firm, and which had been paid by
them, was held to be competent.

The court said: "The case seems to

be one of that class in which the

proof has been allowed to come from
a witness whose knowledge of the

writing was derived from papers

purporting to be made by the party,

which were established in the mind
of the witness to be genuine, by the

fact they were so treated by the partv

from time to time by paying them ;"

and that it was of no consequence
that the witness had no such knowl-
edge of the writing of one of the

partners, derived in any manner, as

would enable him to say with pre-

cision that he believed that such
partner had personally signed the

firm name to the bill.

48. Reyburn v. Belotti, 10 Mo.
^07; Titford v. Knott, 2 Johns. Cas.

(N Y.) 211.
" Handwriting is proven by one

who has seen the asserted author of

the writing write, or who has in any
reliable way become acquainted with
the hand. By our code, § 3786, if

one testify that he knows the hand,

he is competent. How he acquired

the knowledge may be inquired into,

and the result of the inquiry is for

the jury. The witness is competent,
his credibility, the character of his

knowledge, is a thing of degree.
But if the witness does not testify

affirmatiyely, but says that from the

knowledge so and so acquired, I am
of opinion, etc., then the nature
of that knowledge may or may not
render him incompetent. In this

case the witness does not state that
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(3.) Ancient Writing. — Where writing in dispute is so old that

no Hving witnesses can be produced who have knowledge thereof,

witnesses who have become familiar with the signatures of the pur-

I)orted author from having seen other ancient writings bearing such

signatures, and which have been treated as genuine, are competent.*°

(4.) Writings Specially Prepared. — A witness who has merely seen

a person write for the express purpose of becoming acqliainted with

his handwriting is not competent to testify as to the genuineness of a

disputed signature of such person.'"'

he knew the hand, but says that,

from having read letters, etc., he
thought, etc. Clearly, in order to be

able to know a handwriting so as to

testify on the subject, the witness
must have seen the party write, or

have read papers expressly or by im-
plication acknowledged by the writer
to be genuine." Bruce v. Crews, 39
Ga. 544, 99 Am. Dec. 467. In this

case the witness merely professed to

have read certain letters which came
to a business house where he was a

clerk purporting to have been writ-

ten by the party whose writing was
in question, and which were not in

reply to any letters the witness had
written or had seen written. The
witness knew they were defendant's
letters merely because they bore his

name, and because the house at

which he was clerk recognized them
as his. It was held that this was
not sufficient, that there must be
some recognition by the assumed
writer, and of this the witness must
testify of his own knowledge.

49. Jackson v. Brooks. 8 Wend.
(N. Y.) 426; Jones 7'. Huggins, 12
N. C. 223, 17 Am. Dec. 567.

Ancient Plats and Maps In
Jones V. Huggins, 12 N. C. 223, 17
Am. Dec. 567, for the purpose of
proving the handwriting of a deputy
surveyor, made some forty years pre-

viously, an aged witness was intro-

duced who stated that he, the wit-

ness, had seen many plats of surveys
purporting to have been made by
such surveyor, and that from his

knowledge thus acquired he believed
that the map produced, together with
the annexed explanations, were
wholly in such person's handwriting.
Family Records, etc In Swei-

gart V. Richards, 8 Pa. St. 436, it

was held that for the purpose of
proving the handwriting of a person
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who had been dead for over forty

3'ears, witnesses whose acquaintance

with his handwriting was derived

from signatures and writings in fam-
ily records admitted by the family

to be in such person's handwriting,

from letters in the possession of his

family purporting to be signed by
him, and from official documents re-

ceived in the proper office and acted

upon as genuine, were duly qualified.

50. Shorb v. Kinzie, 100 Ind.

429; Hynes v. IMcDermott, 82 N. Y.

41, T,7 Am. Rep. 538; Reese v. Reese,

90 Pa. St. 89, 35 Am. Rep. 634. See
also Stranger v. Searle, i Esp. Cas.

14, where the witness had seen the

defendant write his name several

times previous to the trial for the pur-

pose of showing to the witness his

true manner of writing, and Lord
Kenyon, rejecting the testimony,
said :

" The defendant might write

differently from his common mode of

writing his name, through design."

In Whitmore v. Corey. 16 N. J. L.

267, the witness in question stated

that he saw a person who said he
was the writer of the indorsement in

question write his name for the pur-

pose of enabling the witness to prove
his handwriting, and a new trial was
granted.

A s Corroborative Evidence.
There is authority in support of the

proposition, however, that proof of

disputed signatures by a witness who
called upon the writers and saw
them severally write their names, al-

though since the beginning of the

action, may be given in evidence to

corroborate admissions made by the

writers, acknowledging the genuine-
ness of the signatures. Philadelphia
& W. C. R. Co. V. Hickman, 28 Pa.

St. 318, where the court said, in so

holding, that in a case of that kind,

which was an action upon stock
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(5.) Printed Descriptions and Facsimiles. — A witness is not qualified

to testify to the genuineness of hantlwritings as a non-expert where
his acquaintance therewith is derived solely from having seen printed

descrijjtions and facsimiles.^'

(6.) Composition and Style of Writing. — Non-experts shoukl not be

allowed to give their opinions as to the genuineness of a disputed

handwriting where they base their opinions wholly or partially upon
the composition or style of the document, or the legal and literary

attainments of the purported author."*^

b. Proof of Kiiozvlcd^c.— (1.) Necessity. — A witness is not com-
petent to testify as to the genuineness of a signature without proof of

having seen the person write, or of other circumstances to show the

v»atness' knowledge of the handwriting respecting which he is called

to testify,^^ and it is sufficient ground for excluding the testimony

of a witness that his lack of qualifications is made to appear upon his

cross-examination.®*

Presumption From Relationship. — The mere fact that the witness is

a son of the purported author does not of itself raise a presumption

that he is better acquainted with his father's signature than a

stranger would be ; and, as in the case of a stranger, in order to

entitle him to testify, a knowledge of the handwriting of his father

must be proved.®'*

subscriptions, a more stringent rule

of evidence would put the parties to

great and unnecessary inconvenience.

51. State V. Brown, 4 R. I. 528,

70 Am. Dec. 168, where the court, in

so holding, said: "It is evident that

he who is acquainted with the genu-
ine handwriting only from printed
descriptions and facsimiles is quali-

fied to swear with regard to it in

none of the accustomed modes."

52. Throckmorton v. Holt, 180
U. S. 552.

53. United States.— Siroih^r v.

Lucas, 6 Pet. 763.

Alabama. — Nelms v. State, 91
Ala. 97, 9 So. 193.

Colorado. — Hinchman v. Keener,
5 Colo. App. 300, 38 Pac. 611.

Indiana. — Thomas v. State, 103
Ind. 419, 2 N. E. 808.

Missouri. — State v. Minton, 116
^lo. 605. 22 S. W. 808.

Nez(j York. — Boyle v. Colman, 13

Barb. 42.

North Carolina. — Jarvis v. Van-
derford, 116 N. C. 147, 21 S. E. 302.

Pennsylvania. — Slaymaher 7'. Wil-
son, r Pen. & W. 216; Brant v. Dcn-
nison, 5 Atl. 869.

South Carolina. — Weaver v. Whil-
den, Z2, S. C. 190, 11 S. E. 686.

Texas.— Haun v. State, 13 Tex.
App. 383, 44 Am. Rep. 706.

Vermont. — Guyette v. Bolton, 46
Vt. 228.

See also Porter v. Wilson, 13 Pa.
St. 641, to the effect that before a
witness is permitted to state his

behef as to the genuineness of the

handwriting of another he must state

facts and circumstances to show that

he has knowledge sufficient to speak
Avith reasonable certainty.

Character of Contents In
Philadelphia & W. C. R. Co. v. Hick-
man, 28 Pa. St. 318, the witness had
never seen the person write and had
no knowledge of his handwriting ex-
cept that which he derived from let-

ters written to other persons which
purported to have been written by
the person in question. It was held
that he was not qualified, and that
his want of knowledge was not sup-
plied by the statement of the witness
that the contents of the documents
were of such a character as to en-
able him to "judge certainly" that
they were written by the person in
question.

54. Mapes v. Leal, 27 Tex. 345

;

Sartor v. Bolinger, 59 Tex. 411.
55. Farrell v. Manhattan R. Co.,

83 App. Div. 393, 82 N. Y. Supp. 334.

Vol. VI
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(2.) Mode. — Unless the witness is able to say that he has such

knowledge as enables him to detect the handwriting of the person in

question, and to distinguish it from others, he is not competent,^'' but

where a witness swears positively to a signature without being inter-

rogated as to the sources of his knowledge it is sufficient.
^^

Proof of Correspondence. — For the purpose of proving the qualifica-

tion of the witness to testify to handwriting it is proper to show
that the witness had carried on a correspondence with the party, and
to show the extent of that correspondence.'^^

(3.) Sufficiency. — A witness who states that he is well acquainted

with the handwriting of the purported author of the disputed signa-

ture is prima facie qualified to testify as to the genuineness thereof.^*'

And the mere fact that the witness does not also state how he
acquired his knowledge is immaterial.^'' And on such prima facie

56. Kinney v. Flynn, 2 R. I. 319.

57. Dwight V. Scates, 14 La. 495,
holding that if the witness had been
interrogated as to those means and
had failed to give a satisfactory an-
swer, his testimony must have had no
weight, but that the manner in which
he testified may be made obnoxious
to the penalty of perjury if in reality

he had no knowledge of the hand-
writing in question. See also Whit-
tier V. Gould, 8 Watts (Pa.) 485;
Goodhue v. Bartlett, 5 McLean (U.
S.) 186, 10 Fed. Cas. No. 5538.

58. Thomas v. State, 103 Ind. 419,

2 N. E. 808, holding also that the let-

ters received by the witness in the

course of the correspondence may be
produced and identified.

59. Davis v. Higgms, 91 N. C.

382; Anderson v. Logan, 99 N. C.

474, 6 S. E. 704; Barwick v. Wood,
48 N. C. 306; Pateate v. People, 8
111. 644; Pradiers v. Combe, 3 Brev.

(S. C.) 481; Hinchman v. Keener, 5
Colo. App. 300, 38 Pac. 611 ; State v.

Minton, 116 Mo. 605, 22 S. W. 808.

See also Com. v. Meehan, 170
Mass. 362, 49 N. E. 648, where the

witness stated that he thought he
knew the handwriting in question.

Although it is usual to begin the

examination of a witness who is ex-

pected to testify to the handwriting
of a particular person with the ques-
tion, " Have you ever seen the party

write?" it is not improper to ask a

witness if he knows the handwriting
of the person in question, because

such a question involves an answer
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to the former question. Stoddard v.

Hill, 38 S. _C. 385. 17 S. E. 138.

The opinion of a non-expert as to

the genuineness of a disputed signa-

ture is not affected by the fact that

he does not expressly state that he
is familiar with the party's hand-
writing; it is sufficient that his fa-

miliarity therewith appears from his

testimony showing much knowledge
as to the details, forms of letters,

etc. Riggs V. Powell, 142 111. 453,

32 N. E. 482.

In Egan v. Murray, 80 Iowa 180,

45 N. W. 563, where the witness in

answer to a question whether he was
acquainted with the defendant's
handwriting said :

" Yes, I have
seen it." it was held that in the ab-

sence of cross-examination he was
competent to testify in relation

thereto.

In First Nat. Bank v. Lierman, 5
Neb. 247, the witness testified that he
was acquainted with the handwriting
in question " to a considerable ex-
tent ;" that he had " been more par-
ticularly acquainted with this hand-
writing about a year;" and it was
held that in the absence of cross-ex-
amination as to his means of knowl-
edge the witness was duly qualified.

Where a witness has not been in-

terrogated as to his means of know-
ing a signature to which he
has testified, no objection to a

want of disclosure of such means is

available. Berryman v. Dahlgren, 6
Rob. (La.) 188.

60. Davis v. Higgins, 91 N. C.

382.
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proof beinq- made the burden of showinc^ the insufficiency of the wit-

ness' source of information is upon the opposite party.*"

c. Extent of Kiioiiicdi^c. — (1.) Generally. — Xo precise standard

fixing the quaHfications of a witness to testify as to the genuineness

of handwriting can be stated. The source of knowledge rather than

its extent is the determining factor in this respect ;"- and the extent

of the knowledge or familiarity is a matter affecting the weight of

his testimony merely."^ Accordingly, a witness who has any

knowledge of the signature in controversy, however slight, may give

his opinion as to its genuineness.**

61. Stone %'. !Moore (Tex. Civ.

App.). 48 S. W. 1097.

62. Poncin v. Furth, 15 Wash.
201, 46 Pac. 241 ; Hartung v. People,

4 Park. Crim. (N. Y.) 319.
" All that the rule of law con-

tended for requires is that a witness
who is called to prove handwriting
shall be able to show that he has
had such means of knowledge as to

furnish a reasonable presumption
that he is Qualified to form an opin-

ion on the subject. And the oppor-
tunity of acquiring such knowledge,
mentioned in the books on evidence,

such as having seen the party write,

having corresponded with him, or
seen writings acknowledged by him
to be genuine, are only illustrations

of the principle, and are not to be
understood as the on]y means
whereby such knowledge may be ac-

quired. If other means of knowl-
edge, in the view of reason and com-
mon sense, will equally afford it,

there can be no reason why the state-

ment of such means of information
shall not be held to be sufficient, pre-

liminary to an examination in chief

in relation to the writing." Allen v.

State, 3 Humph. (Tenn.) 367.
" The question, so far as it relates

to the competency of the witness,

must depend not upon the quantity of

his information, but the source from
whence it is derived. This evidence,

like all evidence founded on proba-

bility, varies in every conceivable de-

gree from the highest to the lowest

order of presumptive proof." Smith
V. Walton. 8 Gill (Md.) 77-

"The law. from the inherent diffi-

culty, will not undertake to define

the extent of this knowledge which
a witness must possess, or inquire

into the ability of the witness. It

will only inquire if he had any
means of acquiring the requisite

knowledge and impression of the

character of the party's hand. There
are two modes of doing this which
the law permits; first, by having seen

the party write ; second, by familiar-

ity with and examination of writ-

ings admitted to be his. If he has

these means in any degree, the court

will not undertake to measure the

knowledge derived from them. It

will be left to the jury to determine

whether his knowledge be sufficient

to be reliable." Kinney i'. Flvnn. 2

R. I. 319-

A witness is competent to testify

to the genuineness of a purported

signature of a person, although he is

in fact familiar with her signature

only. In re Marchall's Estate, 126

Cal. 95, 58 Pac. 449.
63. Moon V. Crowder, 72 .Ma. 79;

Nelms V. State, 91 Ala. 97, 9 So. 193

;

Salazar v. Taylor, 18 Colo. 538, ii
Pac. 369; Flowers v. Fletcher, 40
W. Va. 103, 20 S. E. 870; Long z'.

Little, 119 111. 600, 8 N. E. 194; State

V. Hopkins. 50 Vt. 316.

The Frequency or Infrequency

of the opportunities of the witness to

acquire knowledge rendering him
capable of expressing an opinion, or

the nearness or remoteness of such

opportunities in point of time to the

time of his examination, are matters

addressed to the credibility or weight

and not to the admissibility of the

evidence, and are for the considera-

tion of the jury. Karr v. State, 106

Ala. I. 17 So. 328.

That a witness examined as to

handwriting had seen the alleged

writer write his name twice only

does not render the evidence incom-
petent, but goes only to the question

of credibility. Lachance v. Loeblein,

15 Mo. App. 460.
64. Flowers v. Fletcher, 40 W.

Va. 103, 20 S. E. 870.

Vol. VI
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Nearness of Witness to Writer.— And it has been held that the fact

that the witness was, at the time of seeing the person write, at

some distance from him is not of itself sufficient ground for exclud-

ing the witness where he qualifies in other respects.''^

(2.) How Often Witness Must Have Seen Person Write.— Accordingly
a witness who has seen a person write but once, and then only his

signature, is duly qualified to testify as to the genuineness of a dis-

puted signature of such person.®*

65. Hoitt v. Aloulton, 21 N. H.
586, where the court said that the

evidence was prima facie competent,
although not of the most satisfactory

kind.

66. Illinois. — Woodford v. Mc-
Clenahan, 9 111. 85.

Maryland. — Edelen v. Gough, 8
Gill 87.

Missouri. — State v. Stair, 87 Mo.
268, 56 Am. Rep. 449.
Neiv Hampshire. — Cochran v.

Butterfield, 18 N. H. 115, 45 Am.
Dec. 363.

New York. — Hammond v. Va-
rian, 54 N. Y. 398; Magee v. Os-
born, 32 N. Y. 669.

Pennsylvania — Swope v. Don-
nelly, 7 Pa. Dist. 448.

Vermont. — In re Diggin's Estate,

68 Vt. 198, 34 Atl. 6g6.

West Virginia. — Flowers v.

Fletcher, 40 W. Va. 103, 20 S. E.

870.

Compare McNair v. Com., 26 Pa.
St. 388, .where the court said :

" To
admit a witness to testify to his be-
lief of the handwriting of a party
from having seen him write his sig-

nature only once is to go quite far
enough in support of that description
of evidence." Hopper v. Ashley, 15
Ala. 457; United States v. Crow, I

Bond (U. S.) 51, 25 Fed. Cas. No.
14,895-

In Pepper v. Barnett, 22 Gratt.

(Va.) 405, the court, quoting from
Burr V. Harper, 3 E. C. L. 147, said

:

" The mere fact of having seen a

'

man once write his name may have
made a very faint impression on the
witness' mind ; but some impression,
however slight in degree, it will

make."

Rule Stated in Rideout v. Newton,
17- N. H. 71, as follows: "There is

no rule of law that requires that a
witness, called to prove the hand-
writing of a party, should have seen
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the party write a large number of

times. Handwriting, like the counte-

nance, form, gait and gesture of a

party, is recognized by some more
readily than by other witnesses, and
is in some persons marked by more
decisive and obvious peculiarities

than in others. All that is requisite

is to ascertain whether the witness
has seen handwriting which, by an
infallible test, he knows to be that of
the party; and then he must upon his

oath declare if the writing exhibited
appears to him to be that of the same
party. The weight to be attached
to such testimony must depend upon
the ordinary tests of knowledge, the
capacity of the witness, and his dis-

position to tell the truth, and the
means that have been afforded him,
whether from the intrinsic nature of
the subject itself or the familiarity
of the witness with it, to acquire the
information he assumes to have."

" The impression made upon the
mind of a witness who has seen [a

person] write his name only in a

single instance, may be exceedingly
faint and imperfect, but it is, never-
theless, testimony, provided the wit-
ness can declare . . . that from
his knowledge of the character of
the handwriting of [such per-

son], thus acquired, he believes

it to be genuine. ... It is

therefore a proper subject for the
consideration of a jury who must
determine what influence and weight
is to be given, under the circum-
stances of the case, to the opinion
of a witness who places his belief

upon a single instance." Smith v.

Walton, 8 Gill (Md.) 77.

Witness and Purported Author
Parties to Written Contract In

Pope V. Askew, 23 N. C. 16, 35 Am.
Dec. 729, the witness stated that he
had seen the defendant write on but

one occasion, when he wrote a con-
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(3.) Number of "Writing's Inspected. — So also a witness has been
held to be duly qualified, even though he has seen but one specimen
of the handwriting of the purported author of the disputed signa-

ture."^

(4.) Time of Having Acquired Knowledge. — Nor can any arbitrary

limit of time be fixed within which a witness must have seen the

person write, or have seen his writing, in order to rcMider him c()m])e-

tent to testify as a non-expert."* And a witness who has testified

that the disputed signature is not genuine may be asked on cross-

examination as to whether or not there had been a chancre in the

tract between himself and the wit-

ness; that witness had then noticed
the manner in which the defendant
handled his pen ; that on another oc-
casion he had received a note from
the defendant and observed ihe hand-
writing, and that he had thus ac-

quired a knowledge of the general
character of the defendant's hand-
writing; and he was accordingly held
to be duly qualified to testify as to

whether or not the handwriting in

question was that of the defendant.

67. Hynes r. McDermott, 82 N.
Y. 41, 37 Am. Rep. 538; In re Dig-
gin's Estate, 68 Vt. 198, 34 Atl. 696.

68. Wilson v. VanLeer, 127 Pa.
St. 371, 17 Atl. 1097, 14 Am. St. Rep.

854.

In Willson v. Betts, 4 Denio (N.
Y.) 201, an illiterate witness who
had seen the person in question
write, some sixty odd years previ-
ously, was permitted to testify, al-

though he had never after that seen
the handwriting or had it called to
his attention until he was called to

testify.

In re Diggin's Estate. 68 Vt. 198,

34 Atl. 696, where the witness had
seen the purported writer sign his
name some twenty years previously,
the court said :

" After the lapse of
such a period, unless the signature
of the intestate had marked peculiari-

ties or the witness had an excep-
tional recollection, all of which was
addressed to the judgment of the
trier, his opinion, if given, would
have slight probative force."

In Karr 7'. State, 106 .\la. i, 12
So. 2i2^< the testimony of the witness
showed that on two or three occa-
sions, considerable lapse of time in-

tervening, and the last of these occa-

sions being several years before the

trial, he had seen the party write the

names of persons and places casually.

It was held that the testimony,

though not perhaps of the highest

and most satisfactory kind, was com-
petent and authorized the disputed
writing in evidence so far as ijs ad-
missibility depended upon proof of

the handwriting.

In Lowe v. Dorsett, 125 N. C. 301,

34 S. E. 442, it was admitted that

the body of the instrument in suit

was in the plaintiff's handwriting. A
witness was introduced by the de-

fendant, not as an expert, to disprove
the genuineness of the signature.

Upon cross-examination the plaintiff

asked the witness as to the difference

between a certain letter in the body
of the instrument and the same letter

in the signature. The court, in holding
that this was not proper, said :

" Sup-
pose the witness, without objection,

had answered, ' Yes ;
' that would go

to show that the plaintiff wrote the
alleged signature— a result not in-

tended or desired by the plaintiff.

Again, suppose the witness had an-
swered, 'No;' that would tend only

to show that the plaintiff did not

write the signature, but it would no
more show that John Arnold wrote it

than John Sinith or any other person
wrote it. So, in either event, the

question and answer could not aid

the jury on the issue before them.
The alleged signature without doubt
could be compared with any genuine
writing of John .Arnold, and the

similarity pointed out by expert or
opinion witnesses, subject finally to

the finding of the jury; but the com-
parison can go no further, for other-

wise it might lead to an endless in-

quiry."

Vol. VI
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handwriting- of the purported author since the signature in question

was written.^®

Whether or Not Witness Would Act Upon Signatures. — A non-expert

witness testif}ing' to the genuineness of (Hsputed signatures may be

asked on cross-examination whether he would act upon the signatures

if they came to him in an ordinary business transaction/" But his

knowledge must not have been acquired under such circumstances

as would tend to bias his mind, imperceptible though it may have
been to the witness himself/^

The Interval between the time when the witness acquired his

knowledge of the handwriting in question and the time of his testi-

mony is a fact which does not afTect the competency of his testi-

monyj^
Knowledge Acquired Subject to Signature in Dispute. — The mere fact

that the witness' knowledge of the handwriting was not acquired

until after the making of the signature in dispute is not ground for

excluding his testimony.''^

69. Armstrong v. Thruston, il

Md. 148.

70. Holmes v. Goldsmith, 147 U.
S. 150, holding such cross-examina-
tion to be proper as a means of

showing the strength and value of
the witness' opinion. Compare Bank
of the Com. v. Mudgett, 44 N.
Y. 514, wherein it was held that a
witness testifying from acquaintance
who has testified to the genuineness
of the signature in dispute cannot
be asked on cross-examination
whether he would accept it against

the denial by the purported author of
its genuineness.

71. Board of Trustees v. Misen-
heimer, 78 111. 22, which was an
action of debt on an official bond
where the witness in question did

not profess to have had any ac-

quaintance with the defendant's
handwriting until he was informed
that the defendant denied the sig-

nature to the bond, when, as he said,

to satisfy himself, he went to the
county clerk's office and examined
the defendant's signature to certain

reports made by him, and that from
comparison of those he had formed
an opinion that the signature to the

bond was genuine. The court said

:

" It is scarcely probable that he did

not have some impression as to the

genuineness of the signature before
he examined the guardian's reports.

That he felt an interest in the ques-

tion is shown by the fact that he put
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himself to the trouble to make the

examination. When, therefore, he
investigated, however honest he may
have believed himself to be, the nat-

ural tendency of his mind would
most likely find something to confirm

his preconceived opinion. In this

way important differences may have
been overlooked, and slight resem-

blances greatly magnified. Knowl-
edge thus acquired is vastly different

from that acquired by repeatedly

seeing a handwriting and scrutiniz-

ing it, when no unfavorable circum-
stances exist to arouse suspicion and
excite the imagination. The evi-

dence was properly excluded."

72. Wyche v. Wyche, 10 Mart.
(O. S.) (L. A.) 408.

The fact that the personal acquaint-

ance of a non-expert witness with

the purported writer of a disputed

signature did not antedate all of the

letters received by the witness from
such writer is imaterial. Thomas
V. State, 103 Ind. 419, 2 N. E. 808.

73. Ratliff V. Ratliff, 131 N. C.

42s, 42 S. E. 887, 63 L. R. A. 963,

where the court said :
" There was

no presumption that the handwrit-
ing had so changed from 1869 to

1873 as to be unrecognizable. The
lapse of time and the possibility of

change were matters for the consid-

eration of the jury, but did not make
the testimony incompetent. In like

manner, it has been held that the

greater or less remoteness of time
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Knowledge Acquired During Trial.— And there is authority to the

effect that the mere fact tliat tlie witness has seen the })erson write

only since the betj;-inning of the trial is not enough to render his evi-

dence incompetent/''

d. Refreshing Recollection. — A witness duly qualified as a non-
expert may before or at the trial refer to papers which he knows
to be in the handwriting of the purported author of the disputed

signature for the purpose of refreshing his memory ])efore testify-

ing.''° But if such inspection entirely fails to refresh his mem-
ory— if, after all, he can only speak from comparison of the two
signatures and he has no recollection independent of the signature

itself— he is not competent to prove handwritingJ^

e. Cross-Exaiuinatiou. — (1.) As to Qualifications. —Whether or not

the adverse party has the right to cross-examine a witness as to his

qualifications before he is admitted to testify to the merits would
seem to be a question within the discretion of the trial judge.''''

as to which the witness was ac-

quainted with the character of one
impeached was a matter for the jury,

not for the court. The genuineness
of the agreement is a vital point for

the defense, and the exclusion of

this evidence is a material error,

which entitles the defendants to a

new trial."

A witness who has done business

with the defendant and seen him
write, but only since the date of a

disputed note, may nevertheless

give his opinion that the note is not

genuine. The objection is to the

weight and not to the competency of

the evidence. Keith z'. Lothrop, lo

Cush. (Mass.) 453.

74. Tucker v. Hyatt, T44 Tnd. 635,

41 N. E. 1047, 43 N. E. 872.

75. Cross V. People, 47 Til. 152;

95 Am. Dec. 474; Thomas v. State,

103 Ind. 419, 2 N. E. 808; White
Sew. Mach. Co. v. Gordon, 124 Tnd.

495, 24 N. E. 1053; Rcdford v. Peg-

gy. 6 Rand. CVa.) 316.

See also Pepper v. Bamett, 22

Gratt. (Va.) 405, where the court,

quotin^^ from Burr v. Harper, 3 E. C.

h. 168, said :
" And surely as the

standard exists and the witness pos-

sesses the genuine paper he may
recur to it to revive his memory on
the subject. . . . He uses it to

retouch and strengthen his recollec-

tion, and not merely for the purpose
of comparison."
Tn Smith v. Walton, 8 Gill (Md.)

77, the court, in holding this practice

proper, said: "This course of ex-

amination was perfectly legitimate,

and if the witness, after having thus

retouched and strengthened his recol-

lection of the defendant's handwrit-
ing by inspecting the draft, had
stated that he l)clicved the disputed

signature to be genuine, as the re-

suh of a comparison between that

signature and the impression he had
formed in his mind as to the gen-

eral character of the defendant's

writing, derived from antecedent

knowledge, no legal exception could

have been taken to the testimony."

76. McNair v. Com.. 26 Pa. St.

388.

77. Com. 7'. Hall, 164 Mass. 152,

41 N. E. 133, where the court said:

"The presiding judge may conduct

the examination himself, or he may
permit it to be made by counsel. Or-
dinarily no harm can result if the

adverse party is given an opportunity

at some stage of the case to test the

qualifications of the witness, though
perhaps the more general and better

practice is to permit it to be done as

a part .of the preliminary examina-
tion. Without meaning to say that

the court would have the right to

refuse any cross-examination on the

question of qualifications, we think

that in the present case the course

pursued was within the discretion of

the court as to the order of tli£

trial." See further on this question

the article "Expert and Opinion
Evidence."
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(2.) Testing Knowledge. — It has been held proper for the purpose
of testing the witness' knowledge to ask him on cross-examination

as to the general character and importance of other writings he saw
signed. '^^ So also a non-expert may be asked on cross-examination

whether in the course of his duties he is called upon and how often

to pass and act upon the signatures of the purported author of the

disputed signature. '^^ And where a witness as to the genuineness

of a disputed signature predicates his judgment in whole or in part

upon signatures to other instruments which he saw the party sign,

the fact that the signatures to the latter instruments differ from the

disputed signature may be shown on cross-examination of the wit-

ness for the purpose of enabling the jury to determine what weight

they should give to the testimony of the witness.®"

C. Corroboration. — For the purpose of corroborating the testi-

mony of a non-expert witness to the genuineness of a handwriting

based upon his acquaintance with the handwriting of a purported

writer, the genuineness of the signature to a letter received by such

witness in his correspondence with the writer may be testified to by
another.^^

3. Expert Witnesses. — A. Matters Apparent on Face oe

Writing.— Expert witnesses as to handwriting may testify to the

difference®- in the letters or <words of the writing or signature in

78. Bardin v. Stevenson, 75 N.
Y. 164.

79. Bank of Com. v. Mudgett, 44
N. Y. 514, where such a cross-exam-
ination was held to be " material to

show the means and extent of the

knowledge of the witness upon which
his opinion was based." It was
urged that such a cross-examination
called for a comparison, and the

court said that although that was re-

motely probable, yet it was no more
so than every opinion on that sub-

ject, and that it showed " the oppor-
tunity which the witness has had to

form an opinion."
80. Bevan v. Atlanta Nat. Bank,

142 111. 302, 31 N. E. 679; Winnie v.

Tousley, 36 Hun (N. Y.) 190.

81. Thomas v. State. 103 Ind. 419,

2 N. E. 808. It was objected in this

case that such testimony would raise

a collateral issue and that the pur-
pose was to get the benefit of a com-
parison of handwritings, but the

court, in overruling the contention,

said that proving the signature to the

letter in this manner tended to prove
that the party wrote the letter and
thus in some degree corroborate the

statement of the previous witness
that he had received the letter in a
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correspondence with the party. That
this no more raised a collateral is-

sue than did the testimony in relation

to the correspondence.

82. Iron City Nat. Bank v. Pey-
ton, 15 Tex. Civ. App. 184, 39 S. W.
223; Roy V. First Nat. Bank (Miss.),

22, So. 494, .r. c. 33 So. 41 1 ; Hawk-
ins V. Grimes, 13 B. Mon. (Ky.) 257.

See also Bridgman v. Corey, 62 Vt.

I, 20 Atl. 273.
" Where the question is upon the

genuineness or the forgery of the

signature of an individual as a sub-

scribing witness to an instrument,

an expert may be allowed to show
the dissimilarity between such signa-

ture and the signature of the same
person as a subscribing witness to

another instrument, by testifying that

the one is a natural and the other

an unnatural hand; that there is a

difference in the color of the ink,

and the writing and slant of the let-

ters ; and that if one is genuine he
should reject the other; provided
such expert has been acquainted with
the handwriting claimed to be a

forgery, or the other instrument is

properly in evidence for other pur-

poses." Goodyear v. Vosburgh, 63
Barb. (N. Y.) 154.
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dispute, similar characteristics,^^ or other matters as they may appear

to him on the face of the writing,"'' as for example, simulation, natu-

ralness and the like.®° And expert witnesses may, in a proper case,

give their opinion whether a given writing is a genuine or a feigned

or forged signature.^"

"Unfair Selection of Specimens. — The fact that a specimen of genu-

ine handwriting to be used as a standard of comparison may be an

unfair selection is no reason for excluding the opinions of expert

witnesses, based on comparison of such standard with the disputed

handwriting.^^

B. Simultaneous Execution of Writings, — An expert may
be permitted to give his opinion as to whether or not two papers

were written at the same time.*^

An expert witness may be permitted to testify as to whether or not

the different parts of a written instrument were written at different

times as they purported to be, or whether they were all written at

the same time with the same pen and ink.^*

C. Effect of Acids and Gas on Writings.— Tt is no objection

to experts in handwriting, who are otherwise quahfied, that they are

83. United States z'. Chamberlain,
12 RIatchf. 390, 25 Fed. Cas. No.
14,778.

84. See Storey v. First Nat. Bank,
24 Ky. L. Rep. I7Q9. 72 S. W. 318;
following Fee v. Taylor, 83 Ky. 259.
" Persons of experience and skill,

though previously unacquainted with
the handwriting in question, may be

safely allowed to depose as to ap-

pearances perceived by them upon
the paper, and as to their ordinary
causes, or as to the resemblance or
difference in the formation and ap-
pearance of different letters or

words, or even in the peneral ap-

pearance of different portions of the

writing." Hawkins v. Grimes, 13 B.

Mon. (Ky.) 257.

One who is an expert in the use

of the microscope, although not in

the matter of handwriting, may tell

the jury what he sees upon the ex-

amination of a written instrument
with a microscope, but cannot give

his opinion as to whether a certain

figure had been altered, and how.
Stevenson v. Cunning, 64 Vt. 601, 25

Atl. 697.

85. People v. Hewit, 2 Park.
Crim. (N. Y.) 20; Moody 7'. Rowcll,

17 Pick. (Mass.) 490, 28 Am. Dc^-.

317; Sudlow r. Warsbing, T08 N. Y.

520, 15 N. E. 532; Travis v. Brown,
43 Pa. St. 9, 82 Am. Dec. 540.

26

86. Moon V. Crowder, 72 Ah. 79.

87. Calkins v. State, 14 Ohio St.

222.

88. Tally v. Cross, 124 Ala. 567,

26 So. 912.

89. Ellingwoodr. Bragg, 52 N.H.
488, recognizing that this question

was properly one for expert testi-

mony, but holding that the witness,

who was a lawyer of some forty

years' practice and had had about the

same experience as lawyers in gen-

eral in the examination and compari-

son of handwritings, did not possess

the qualifications requisite to enable

him to testify as an expert upon that

question.
Difference in Inks In Porell v.

Cavanaugh. 69 N. H. 364, 41 Atl. 860,

where the issue was as to whether
or not the maker of an instrument

had signed his name at the same
time and place as did the attesting

witness, it was held proper to per-

mit experts to testify that the ink

used by the maker in signing his

name was different from that u.sed

by the witness. The court said

:

" If both the parties had signed the

paper at the same desk at the

same time it is probable that

both would have* used the same
ink. The fact that they used
different inks was competent for the

jury to consider in determining who
was right in regard to this question."
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not shown to be experts as to the effect of acids and gas upon writ-

ings, where it does not appear that the disputed writing had been
subjected to acids or gas.®°

D. Efforts to Disguise.— An expert cannot testify that a forgen
in disguising and imitating handwriting, was more particular at the

beginning than at the close of the attempt.^^

E. Improvement of Handwriting. — Whether or not a person

could within a short time improve his handwriting to a certain extent

is not a subject for the testimony of experts.^^

F. Cross-Examination. — A witness who is being examined as

to his qualifications as an expert cannot be cross-examined by ques-

tions which go merely to his credibility.^^

IV. COMPARISON OF HANDWRITINGS.

1. Definition. — It has been declared that in reality all testimony

as to handwriting is in fact a comparison, except where the witness

testifies that he saw the person sign or heard him admit that he did

sign."* But in the case of the testimony of non-expert witnesses,

although there is in one sense of the word a comparison, that is to

say, a comparison by the witness of the disputed handwriting or

signature with the mental picture which the witness has of the genu-

ine handwriting— a pseudo comparison, as it is sometimes

called — his testimony is in reality based on his knowledge of the

handwriting of the person in question. Accordingly, comparison in

the true meaning of that term, or at least in the sense in which the

term is used in this article, is the actual juxtaposition of two writings,

in order by such comparison to ascertain whether both were written

by the same person, etc.®'

90. Birmingham Nat. Bank v. statement is made. Many other

Bradley, io8 Ala. 205, 19 So. 791. cases could be referred to where sim-
91. Miller v. Dill, 149 Ind. 326, 49 ilar language was used, but their

N. E. 272, where the court said

:

citation is deemed useless for the
" The question seems not to have purposes of this article.

been within the domain of expert " This comparison was made in

testimony. It presented no question two ways : first, by witnesses who
of science, and involved no rule not had acquired personal knowledge of

subject to as many variations as the handwriting of those several

there might be efforts at forging. persons by having seen them write
The care of one man is not evi- or by having received writings from
dence of the care which may be exer- them, and who had thus formed in

cised by another in an effort to com- their minds an exemplar of the gen-
mit a forgery, any more than is the nine handwriting with which they
skill of one man in executing the compared the several disputed sig-

imitation or disguise evidence of the natures, and thus reached their opin-
skill of another." ions." Gordon's Case, 50 N. J. Eq.

92. McKeone v. Barnes, 108 397. 26 At!. 268.
Mass. 344. "95. Travis v. Brown. 43 Pa. St.

93. Smyth v.' Caswell, 67 Tex. 9. 82 Am. Dec. 540. where the court

a'A
* f ' >^'

^^^ ^^'^ • " Comparison of handwriting
34 See Graham v. Nesmith, 24 S. is . . . where other witnesses

C 2^ ;
People v Mohneux, 168 N. have proved a paper to be the hand-

Y. 264, 61 N. E. 286, where this writing of a party, and then the wit-
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2. Comparison by Jury or Court. — A. Rule in England.
Prior to 1854 tlic qucslion whether or not it was proper to permit

the jury to compare writings was one on which the courts did not

entirely agree."" But in 1854 the question was apparently settled by
a statu'.e which provided that the writings and the evidence of wit-

nesses resj)ecting the same were to be submitted to the court or jury

as evidence of the genuineness or otherwise of the writing in

dispute."^

B. Rule; in the United States. — a. In General. — Comparison
of a disputed handwriting or signature with standards or specimens,

the genuineness of which has been established, and which are proper

to be used for such purpo.'fe within the rules subsequently dis-

cussed in this article, is very generally permitted to be made by the

jury in nearly all of the jurisdictions.^^

ness on the stand is desired to take
the two papers in his hand, compare
them, and say whether they are or
are not in the same handwriting.
There the witness collects all his

knowledge from comparison only ; he
knows nothing himself; he has not
seen the party write nor held any
correspondence with him." See also

McCorkle v. Binns, 5 Binn. (Pa.)

340, 6 Am. Dec. 420.

By comparison " is meant the col-

lation of two papers in juxtaposition

for the purpose of ascertaining by in-

spection if they were written by the
same person." Smith z'. Walton, 8
Gill (Md.) 77-

96. See Mudd 7-. Suckermore, 5
Ad. & EI. 703, 31 E. C. L. 406;
Perry v. Newton, 5 Ad. & El. 514, 31

•E. C. L. 382.

97. Creswell v. Jackson, 2 Fost.

& F. 24.

98. United States. — Williams v.

Conger, 125 U. S. 397.

Kentucky. — Eve v. Saylor, ig Ky.

L. Rep. i6c>7, 44 S. W. 355.

Massachusetts. — Com. v. An-
drews, 143 Mass. 23, 8 N. E. 643.

Missouri. — State v. Clinton, 67
Mo. 380. 2Q Am. Rep. 506; Rose v.

First Nat. Bank, 91 Mo. 399, 3 S. W.
876.

Nezv York. — Van Wyck v. Mcin-
tosh, 14 N. Y. 439.
North Carolina. — Otey v. Hovt,

48 N. C. 407.

P c n n s y Iz' an i a. — Berrvhill z'.

Kirchner, 96 Pa. St. 489; Travis z'.

Brown. 43 Pa. St. 0, 82 .^m. Dor.

540: Aumick z>. Mitchell. 82 Pa. St.

211.

Texas. — Kennedy v. Upshaw, 64
Tex. 411.

Vermont. — Rowell v. Fuller, 59
Vt. 688.

Davis V. Fredericks, 3 Mont. 262,

decision by the territorial Supreme
Court following the rule in the

United States Supreme Court to the

effect that comparison of handwrit-
ings as original evidence is not ad-

missible.

In Chester v. State, 23 Tex. App.

577, 5 S. W. 125, it was held error to

permit the writings used as stand-

ards of comparison by experts to go
into the hands of the jury to be com-
pared by them with and prove the

handwriting in dispute. Citing Code
Crim. Proc, art. 754.

In Richardson v. Newcomb, 21

Pick. (Mass.) 315, it became im-

portant to determine whether a cer-

tain paper not signed, being a paper

having words and figures upon it,

was in the actual handwriting of the

plaintifiF. To prove this, other papers,

testified to have been in fact written

by the plaintiff, were offered in evi-

dence to enal)le the jury to judge of

the genuineness of the paper in

question by comparison, and tlie

proof was admitted.
In Hall V. Huse, 10 Mass. 39, an

action on a promissory note, the de-

fendant, to prove that the signature

to the note was not genuine, was per-

mitted to introduce signatures proved
to be his, apparently for the purpose
of comparison by the jury with the

disputed signature.

I Tuff V. Niins. IT Neb. 363, 9 N.
\\'. 548, to the effect that the jury are
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b. Statutes. — In some jurisdictions comparison of handwritings
by the jury is expressly permitted by statute.""

c. Comparison by Court or Referee. — So, also, it is proper for

the court sitting without a jury or a referee to compare the hand-
writing- in question with proper standards,^ and where the court is

trying the case without a jury he is not precluded from himself mak-
ing a comparison of the handwritings merely because experts- have
already testified. He is not compelled to adopt their opinions.

-

d. Comparison by Jury During Deliberations.— Although there

is authority to the contrary,^ it has been held proper for the judge
to permit the jury to take with them, upon retiring to deliberate

upon their verdict, papers proper to be used as standards of com-
parison, for the purpose of inspecting and making comparisons of

signatures.*

e. Use of Magnifying Glasses.— It is not error to permit the

jury to use magnifying glasses in examining papers submitted in

evidence, and to carry the glasses with them in their retirement.^

3. Comparison by Witnesses. — A. Compe;ti:ncy of the; Proof,

competent to make comparison be-
tween the handwriting in dispute and
a genuine specimen made in their
presence, either with or without the
aid of expert witnesses.
Tower V. Whip, 53 W. Va. 158, 44

S. E. 179, 63 L. R. A. 937, to the ef-

fect that it is proper for the jury to

compare the disputed signature with
the signature of the purported author
affixed to pleas signed by him and
sworn to and filed as part of the
case.

Where the jury in a prosecution
for forgery have the alleged forgery
before them for inspection, together
with genuine writings, they are not
to rely solely on the testimony of ex-
perts, but must use their own judg-
ment in deciding upon the effect of
a comparison of the papers as evi-
dence in the case. People v. Gale,
50 :\Iich. 2:^7, 15 N. W. 99.

In Kentucky it was formerly the
rule that comparison by the jury with
or without the aid of expert wit-
nesses was not permitted, the reason
doubtless being that no necessity ex-
isted for it when witnesses were at
hand who knew the writing. Fee v.

Taylor, 83 Ky. 259. But the rule
now is as stated in the text.

In North Carolina, however,
comparison by the jury is not per-
mitted. Outlaw V. Hurdle, 46 N. C.

150; Fuller V. Fox, loi N. C. 119,
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7 S. E. 589; Forbes v. Wiggins, 112

N. C. 122, 16 S. E. 90s; Tunstall v.

Cobb, 109 N. C. 316, 14 S. E. 28.

99. Browning v. Gosnell, 91 Iowa
448, 59 N. W. 340; First Nat. Bank
V. Carson, 48 Neb. 763, 67 S. W. 779;
Grand Island Banking Co. v. Shoe-
maker, 31 Neb. 124, 47 N. W. 696;
Osmun z'. Winters, 30 Or. 177, 46
Pac. 780.

1. Greenebaum v. Bornhofen, 167
111. 640. 47 N. E. 857; Hunt V. Law-
less, 7 Abb. N. C. (N. Y.) 113. IS

Jones & S. 540.

The Court of Claims, like a court

of equity or admiralty, may deter-

mine the genuineness of a signature

by comparing it with other genuine
handwritings of the oarty. Moore v.

United States, gi U. S. 270.

2= Millington 7'. I\IilIington (Tex.
Civ. App.), 25 S. W. 320.

3. In re Foster's Will, 34 ]\Iich.

21 ; Howell v. Hartford Fire Ins. Co.,

6 Biss. 163, 12 Fed. Cas. No. 6779;
Chance z'. Indianapolis, 32 Ind. 472.

See also Cox v. Straisser, 62 111. 383.

4. Hardy v. Norton, 66 Barb. (N.

Y.) S27; State V. Scott, 45 Mo. 302;
Means v. Means, 7 Rich. L. (S. C.)

.=i33 ; Com. V. Andrews, 143 Mass. 22,,

8 N. E. 643; Johnson v. Com., 102
Va. 927, 46 S. E. 7S0.

5. Hatch V. State, 6 Tex. App.
384.
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a. Rules ill En inland. — Prior to 1854 the j;cncral rule in the Enghsh

courts of law, lx)th criminal and civil, was that the proof of hand-

writin^if by comparison by witnesses was not permissible, but in the

ecclesiastical courts of Enc^land proof of handwriting by comparison

was always ]icrmittcd."

The English Common-Law Procedure Act of 1854, however, ])rovidcs

that comparison of a disputed writing with any writing proved- to

the satisfaction of the judge to be genuine, shall be permitted to be

made by witnesses, and such writings and the evidence of witnesses

respecting the same may be submitted to the court and jury as evi-

dence of the genuineness or otherwise of the writing in dispute.'^

And this statute was by subsequent amendment made to expressly

api)ly to criminal cases.^

b. Rule in the United States.— (1.) As Original Evidence.— ("A.)

Generaixy. — Formerly, in the absence of a statute authorizing it to

be done, the question whether or not it was proper to permit proof

of the handwriting by comparison by a witness with other genuine

writings was one as to which there was great contrariety of opinion.

vSomc courts held that the witness called upon to testify to the hand-

writing must testify thereto from his knowledge within the rules

previously discussed, and that the genuineness vcl non could not be

proved by comparison with other 'handwritings." Other courts,

however, even without any statutory authority therefor, recognized

a proof of handwriting by comparison as a rational method of inves-

tigation.^" If evidence by comparison is proper to be admitted for

6. Riley v. Rivett, I PTiill. Eccl.

78; Saph V. Atkinson, i Addams
Eccl. 162 ; Locke z\ Denner, i Ad-
dams Eccl. 353 ; Young 7: Brown, i

Hagg. 'Ecd. 556. See also ]\Iudd z'.

Suckermore, 5 Ad. & El. 703, 31 E.

C. L. 406, where this question is dis-

cussed at great length.

7. 17 and 18 Vict. ch. 125: to

and 20 Vict. ch. 102, §30; Wilson v.

Thnrnhurg, L. R. 17 Eq. SI?'- Reg.

V. Silvcrlock (1894). 2 Q. B. 766.

8. 28 and 29 Vict. ch. 18. §8;
Reg. V. Silverlock (1894), 2 Q. B.

766.
9. Jackson v. Phillips, 9 Cow.

(N. Y.) 94; Moore 7'. United States,

91 U. S. 270; Strother z'. Euoas. 6

Pet. (U. S.) 763; Pope V. Askew,

2S N. C. 16. 35 Am. Dec. 729; Tur-
ner V. Foxall. 2 Cranch C. C. 324, 24

Fed. Cas. No. 14.25?: Brooke t-.

Peyton, i Cranch C. C 96. 4 F'^'l-

Cas. No. To-?3. See also Smith z:

Walton. 8 Gill" fMd.) 77-

In United States t: Prout. .1

Cranch C. C. 30T. 27 Fed. Cas. No.

16,094, a prosecution for forgery, an

offer on the part of the prosecution

to submit the prisoner's signature,

written in the presence of the

marshal, and the alleged forged in-

strument to an expert witness and

have his opinion as to whether the

paper was forged by the prisoner,

was rejected.

10. Forgey v. First Nat. Bank, 66

Ind. 123.
" It may be safely stated as a

fimdamcntal proposition that, on the

question whether a given signature

is in the handwriting of a particular

person, comparison of the disputed

signature with other writings of that

person known to be genuine is a ra-

tional method of investigation, and

that similarities and dissimilarities

disclosed are probative, and as satis-

factory in the instinctive search for

truth as opinion formed by the un-

questioned method of comparing the

signature with an exemplar of the

person's handwriting, existing in the

mind, and derived from direct ac-

quaintance, however little, with the

party's handwriting. The objections
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the purpose of province the genuineness of the signature, the same
kind of evidence must also be admitted to prove that the signature

is not genuine. ^^

Inability of Jurors to Read or Write.— The fact that members of

the jury may not be able to read or write has been held to be no

ground for excluding the opinions of expert witnesses to hand-
writing based on comparison. ^^

Collateral Issues.— The fact that the opinions of expert witnesses

to handwriting might embarrass the trial with numerous collateral

issues and open the door to much collateral evidence is no ground
for excluding such opinions in an otherwise proper case.^^

upon which the common-law rule of
exclusion is founded are threefold

:

(i) Ignorance of jurors, and their

inability to make intelligent compari-
son

; (2) danger of . unfairness and
fraud in the selection of specimens,
with no sufficient opportunity for the

opposing party to investigate and ex-
pose; (3) collateral issues as to the

genuineness of the specimens pre-

sented, (i) The first objection,

however justified by the state -of

English society when it was origi-

nally announced, has no weight at

the oresent time in a jurisdiction

where intelligence and education are
general, and needs no further com-
ment. (2) Since the right to pro-
duce specimens under a rule allow-
ing comparison is equally open to

both parties, and the specimens are
all subject to examination and cross-
examination, the opportunity for ad-
vantage from unfair selections is too
slight to furnish reason for closing
the door against this important ave-
nue of investigation. (3) The third
objection— that to permit compari-
son with specimens hot otherwise in

evidence, and admitted for the mere
purpose of comparison, would intro-
duce collateral issues, and confuse
and distract the jury— is, when ap-
plied to specimens neither admitted
by the parties nor found by the court
to be genuine, firmly grounded in

reason and authority." University of
Illinois V. Spalding, 71 N. H. 163,

51 At]._ 731.
" If it is true, as I suppose it is,

that every witness who testifies to
the handwriting of another does it

by comparing in his mind the sig-

nature to be proved, with the
knowledge he has previously ac-

quired of the character of the hand-
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writing of the individual, either by

seeing him write, or by the examina-
tion of letters or documents admitted

to be his, I cannot see any danger in

extending the rule so far as to per-

mit experts to testify upon actual

comparison. Certainly there is more
probability of arriving at truth in

this manner than there is in relying

upon the opinion of a witness who
has, but in a single instance, seen the

person write whose signature is to

be proven." Hicks v. Person, ig

Ohio 426.

In Pennsylvania prior to 1895 it

was held that an expert witness as

to handwriting must testify from an
inspection of the alleged signature
itself and not from a comparison
thereof with genuine signatures.

Travis v. Brown, 43 Pa. St. 9, 82
Am. Dec. 540; Berryhill -•. Kirchner,
96 Pa. St. 489; Rockey's Estate. 155
Pa. St. 453, 26 Atl. 656. But in 189.';

the rule in that state was changed
by an express statutory provision au-
thorizing comparison of handwritings
bv expert witnesses. Haafan v. Carr,

198 Pa. St. 606, 48 Atl. 688.

11. West V. State, 22 N. J. L. 212.

12. Calkins v. State, 14 Ohio St.

222, 45 Am. Dec. 536.

Some of the old books give as a

reason for not submitting the com-
parison of hands, that perhaps some
of the jury cannot write. But where
they can all write, that reason has
no weight. McCorkle v. Binns, 5
Binn. (Pa.) 340, 6 Am. Dec. 420.

13. Calkins v. State, 14 Ohio St.

222, 45 Am. Dec. 536, where the

court said: "All those questions
which are to be decided by the opin-
ions of witnesses are subject to the
same objection."
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(B.) Statutes. — I" most of the jurisdictions, however, there are

now express statutes authorizing' comparison to be made by witnesses

of disputed writings with other genuine writings. ^"^

Strict Construction of Statute.— A statute authorizing the compari-
son of disputed handwriting with genuine specimens is in derogation
of common law and should be strictly construed. ^^

14. Froman r. Com., 19 Ky. L.

Rep. 948, 42 S. W. 728.

The New York Statute provides as

follows :
" Comparison of a dis-

puted writing with any writing
proved to the sati^fartion of tlic

court to be genuine shall be per-
mitted to be made by witnesses in all

trials and proceedings, and such writ-

ings and the evidence of witnesses
respecting the same may be sub-

mitted to the court and jury as evi-

dence of the genuineness, or other-
wise, of the writing in dispute." Sec-
tion 2 of the act provides :

" Com-
parison of a disputed writing with any
writing proved to the satisfaction of

the court to be genuine handwriting of

any person claimed on the trial to

have made or executed the disputed
instrument, or writing, shall be per-

mitted and submitted to the court
and jury in like manner." Farrell

V. Manhattan R. Co., 83 App. Div.

393, 82 N. Y. Supp. 334. But prior

to the passage of the New York stat-

ute as at present in force, " compari-
son was permitted only with writ-

ings in evidence which were mate-
rial upon some of the issues of the

case. The expert was, therefore,

limited in his investigation to an ex-
amination, in many instances, of but
one or two specimens. The purpose
of these statutes was to give him a

broader field for his investigation by
permitting other writings, which
were not material upon the issues of
the case, to be introduced in evi-

dence solely for the purpose of com-
parison." See In re Hopkins Will,

172 N. Y. 360, 65 N. E. 173, 92 Am.
St. Rep. 746.

An Iowa Statute authorizes com-
parison between the handwriting, the
genuineness of which is in contro-
versy, and writings of the same per-

son which are proved to be genuine.
Coppock V. Lampkin, 114 Towa 664,

87 N. W. 665.
A Texas Statute provides that it is

competent in cver> case to give evi-

dence of handwriting by comparison
made by experts or In' the jury, but

proof by comparison only shall not
be suftkicnt to establish the hand-
writing of a witness who denies h's

signature under oath. McGlasson v.

State, 2>7 Tex. Crim. 620, 40 S. W.
503, 66 Am. St. Rep. 842.

A Tennessee Statute provides
"That hereafter in all the courts of

this state comparison of disputed
writings or signatures with any
writings or signatures proved to the
satisfaction of the judge to be gen-
uine shall be permitted to be made
by expert witnesses ; and such writ-
ings or signatures, and the evidence
of expert witnesses respecting the
same, shall be submitted to the court
or jury as evidence of the genuine-
ness or otherwise of the writing or
signature in dispute." Franklin r.

Franklin, 90 Tenn. 44, 16 S. W. 557.
In State v. Henderson, 29 W. Va.

147, I S. E. 222, a prosecution for
forgery, the defendant proposed to

prove by a witness that sometime
previous to the trial the witness was
in the office of the prosecuting attor-

ney, and in the presence of the latter

and the prosecuting witness was
shown the alleged forged instru-
ment, and another writing with
the prosecuting witness' signature
thereto, which the latter then and
there admitted to be genuine, and
that the witness was then asked to

compare the two signatures, which
he did, and that they were almost
alike or so nearly alike that one
could not be distinguished from the
other; but it was held that the evi-

dence was clearly incompetent ; that
" certainly a witness could not be
permitted to testify that he had at
any time made the comparison, and
to detail such comparison to the
jury."

15. Franklin v. Franklin, 90 Tenn.
44, 16 S. W. 557.

Vol. VI
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(C.) Disputed Writing Need Not Be Subject-matter of Controversy.

A S'tatute providing- for proof of handwriting by comparison does

not restrict such proof to those cases alone where the disputed writ-

ing is the subject-matter of the controversy.^^

(2.) Comparison in Aid of Doubtful Proof (A.) Generally. — While
comparison of handwritings as an original means of ascertaining

the genuineness of the signature or other writing was not permitted
at common .law, yet it was and still is permitted in some states in

aid of doubtful proof."

16. " We think it too clear for
extended argument that the ' dis-

puted writing ' referred to by the
statutes is any writing which one
party upon a trial seeks to prove as
the genuine handwriting of any per-
son, and which is not admitted to be
such, provided that the writing is

not inadmissible under other rules
of evidence. The statutes were
clearly intended to remove the re-

striction which at common law lim-
ited the comparison of a disputed
writing, either with other writings
put in evidence for other purposes
than comparison, or with standards
existing in the minds of witnesses
familiar with the handwriting of the
person sought to be charged with the
disputed writing. The class of dis-

puted writings which may be proved
upon the trial of an issue has neither
been enlarged nor restricted. The
admissibility of such disputed writ-
ings depends upon other rules than
either the common law or the statu-
tory rules respecting comparison of
handwriting. If a disputed hand-
writing is itself either a fact in is-

sue or a fact relevant to the issue,

it may be proved by the means
pointed out by the statutes. If it is

neither in issue nor relevant to the
issue, it must be excluded, not be-
cause the statutes of i88o and i888
have anything to do with the ques-
tion, but because, according to
fundamental rules, it can have no
bearing upon the controversy." Peo-
ple v. Molineux, i68 N. Y. 264. 61
N. E. 286. Compare People v. Ken-
nedy, 34 Misc. loi, 69 N. Y. Supp.
470, which was a prosecution for
murder, and it was held that experts
could not give their opinions, based
on comparison, to the effect that a
check found on the body of the de-
ceased and a pad in the room where
the homicide took place were in the
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handwriting of the defendant. The
court said: "My judgment is that

in this case comparison cannot be
made by an expert in handwriting
placing two pieces of evidence, not
being the subject of the action, in

juxtaposition, and comparing one
with the other, and declaring in his

opinion whether one was written by
the accused, or both by one person,
because, as I have stated, these are

mere evidential writings, and not the
writings which constitute the contro-
versy in the action. I therefore sus-

tain this objection."

17. State V. Ezekiel, 33 S. C. 115,

II S. E. 635; Graham v. Nesmith,
24 S. C. 285 ; Benedict v. Flanigan,

18 S. C. 506, 44 Am. Rep. 583; Des-
brow V. Farrow, 3 Rich. L. (S. C.)

382.

This Was the Eule in Pennsylva-
nia Previous to 1895 Rockey's
Estate, 155 Pa. St. 453, 26 Atl. 656;
Aumick v. Mitchell, 82 Pa. St. 211;
Berryhill v. Kircliner, 96 Pa. St.

489. And in Baker v. Haines, 6

Whart. (Pa.) 284, 36 Am. Dec. 224,

the court said that on the principle

that evidence from comparison of

handwriting supported by other cir-

cumstances is admissible, from a
comparison of the types, devices,

etc.. of two newspapers, one of

which is clearly proved and the

other imperfectly, the jury may be
authorized to infer that both were
printed by the same person.

In United States v. McMillan, 29
Fed. 247, it was ruled that an expert
should not be allowed to compare
disputed signatures with letters not
belonging to the witness nor in his

custody, nor parts of the record, nor
admitted to be genuine, and as to

which the witness only swore to his

belief of genuineness, following the

South Carolina rule to the effect that
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Federal Courts. — And it is held that the decision of a state court
in which this rule is recognized is binding ujjon a federal court
sitting in that state, at least in the absence of a decision of the

supreme court of the United States on the question/*

(B.) Qualifications op Witness.— Where comparison of handwrit-

ings is permitted in aid of doubtful proof, the witness need not be a

technical expert."

(C.) Determination of Fact of Doubtful Proof. — Where compari-

son of handwritings in aid of doubtful proof is desired, it is the duty

of the trial judge to determine in the first instance whether or not

sufficient doubt has been raised to authorize comparison.-"

B. Necessity of Comparison by Witnesses.— Sometimes it is

held that the statute authorizing comparison of handwritings by

witnesses does not warrant the submission to the jury of the genuine

writings, unless comparison with the disputed writing has been first

made by witnesses. ^^

"comparison of hanrhwitinc:. as an
original means of ascertaining the

gennineness of hand\vriting, will not

be permitted, but, when introdnced

in aid of doubtful proof already of-

fered, it may be allowed (Benedict
V. Flanigan, i8 S. C. 508), and
the question whether or not the evi-

dence is so doubtful or conflicting as

to admit this supplemental testi-

mony must be determined by the

court {Ih. 509)."

In Rose t'. Winnsboro Nat. Bank,
4T S. C. igi, 19 S. E. 487, it was
claimed that the trial judge erred in

allowing a book of stock-certificates

used by the defendant's attorney
during the examination of the plain-

tiff to be sent to the jury-room after

the jury had retired, the purpose be-

ing to compare handwriting on one
of the certificates of stock with the

handwriting of certain letters offered

by the defendant against the objec-

tion of the plaintiff. The plaintiff

had admitted the handwriting on a

certificate of stock to be genuine,
but had at least made it doubtful
whether the letters in question were
in her handwriting, and it was held
that the judge only conformed to the

general rule in such cases of permit-
tin.g comparison by the jurv in aid

of doubtful proof already offered.

In Kentucky prior to 1886 proof of

handwriting by comparison was not
permitted, but by virtue of a statute

passed in that year such proof is now
proper with certain restrictions. An-

drews 7'. Hayden, 88 Ky. 455, " S.

W. 428.

18. United States v. :\Iathias, 36
Fed. 892, following the South Caro-

lina practice.

19. State V. Ezekiel, 2,2> S. C. 115,

II S. E. 635 ; Benedict v. Flanigan,

18 S. C. 506, 44 Am. Rep. 58.3.

Compare Weaver v. Whilden, t,^ S.

C. 190, II S. E. 686; United States

V. iMathias, 36 Fed. 892, where the

court said :
" The value of the tes-

timony depends upon the character,

experience and skill of the experts.

Non-experts can afford little or no
aid to a jury of intelligence. The
testimony upon this point will be

confined to experts."

20. State V. Ezekiel, 2,?, S. C. 115,

II S. E. 635; Graham i\ Nesmith, 24

S. C. 285.

21. People z'. Pinckney, 67 Hun
428, 22 N. Y. Supp'. 118; Glenn v.

Roosevelt, 62 Fed. 550, where the

court said :
" Certainly the ' evi-

dence ' respecting the genuine writ-

ings which is to be submitted to the

jury cannot be the evidence of their

genuineness, for that is addressed
solely to the court, who is to deter-

miue that question to his satisfac-

tion without interference by the jury.

And no other ' evidence ' respecting
these genuine signatures is compe-
tent, except such as the statute pro-
vides for— viz., a 'comparison . . .

by witnesses.' Tt is such evidence,
therefore, which the statute couples

with ' such writings ' as proof proper

Vol. VI
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C. Witnesses Competent to Make Comparison. — a. Non-
Bxpcrts. — A non-expert is not competent to testify as to the genu-
ineness of handwriting where his opinion is founded wholly upon a

comparison of the handwriting in question with other genuine
writings.^^ And it makes no difference that he saw the genuine

to submit to the jury. The diligence
of counsel has presented upon their

briefs the entire body of state au-
thorities construing this statute, and
in them there is found nothing which
requires a different construction."

22. California. — Spottiswood v.

Weir, 80 Cal. 448, 22 Pac. 289.

Indiana. — Clark v. Wyatt, 15 Ind.

271, y7 Am. Dec. 90.

loxva. — Mixer v. Bennett, 70 Iowa
329, 30 N. W. 587.

Kentucky. — Hawkins v. Grimes,
13 B. Mon. 257.

Maine.— Page v. Homans, 14 Me.
478.

Maryland. — Smith v. Walton, 8
Gill 77-

Missouri. — Heacock v. State, 13
Tex. App. 97.

Nebraska. — T\v?,t Nat. Bank v.

Lierman, 5 Neb. 247.
New York. — Remington Paper

Co. V. O'Dougherty, 81 N. Y. 474;
People V. Severance, 67 Hun 182, 22
N. Y. Supp. 91.

North Carolina. — Jarvis v. Van-
derford, 116 N. C. 147, 21 S. E. 302.

Pennsylvania. — Philadelphia & W.
C. R. Co. V. Hickman, 28 Pa. St.

318.

Texas. — Mugge v. Adams, 76 Tex.
448, 13 S. W. 330.

West Virginia. — Clay v. Robin-
son, 7 W. Va. 348.

Compare. — Bell %>. Brewster, 44
Ohio St. 650, 10 N. E. 679; Arthur
V. Arthur, 38 Kan. 691, 17 Pac. 187;
United States v. Larned. 4 Cranch
C. C. 312, 26 Eed. Cas. No. 15,565.

In United States v. Craig, 4 Wash.
C. C. 729, 25 Fed. Cas. No. 14,883, a
prosecution for counterfeiting, the
district attorney having proved the

handwriting of the prisoner, by his

acknowledgment that a certain paper
exhibited in court was written by
him, asked the witness if he believed
that another paper, purporting to be
an order signed by the prisoner, was
in the handwriting of the prisoner.

The witness answered that he had
never seen the prisoner write, nor
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had he ever received a letter from
him or corresponded with him ; and
it was held that his testimony to the

effect that he believed the order to be
in the handwriting of the prisoner,

having compared it with the
acknowledged genuine writing, was
not admissible.

Testimony Partially Based on
Comparison.— In Bruyn v. Russell,

52 Hun 17, 4 N. Y. Supp. 784, where
the witness in question had fre-

quently seen the purported author
write, and had admitted that he had
examined other signatures purport-
ing to be those of the writer, which
the witness, however, had not seen
him write and which were not pro-
duced at the trial. He testified that

he based his opinion principally upon
the comparison. It was held that as

his testimony was only partially

based on such comparison it was
properly received.

In Bruce v. Crews, 39 Ga. 544, 99
Am. Dec. 467, the plaintiff proposed
to show the witness on the stand
several papers which had been
proven before the court to be in the
handwriting of the defendant, and
then ask the witness if the paper he
had copied was not, from its resem-
blance to those writings, also in the
defendant's handwriting. It was held
that this was not proper, that " this

is not the case of permitting a wit-
ness, an expert, to testify from a

comparison of papers, all present be-
fore the jury. This is a simple case
of educating the witness in the pres-

ence of the court up to the point of
competency ;" that it was proposed to

make the witness competent from
knowledge acquired by seeing writ-

ings which third persons have stated
under oath were genuine.

In Mugge V. Adams, 76 Tex. 448,
13 S. W. 330, a witness testified to
having seen a letter once, but that
he was not familiar with the hand-
writing or signature of the writer of
the letter. The witness was then
shown a bond which had been filed
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writing executed unless he also testifies that by that means or some
other he knows or would recognize the handwriting of the person

who executed it.^^

b. Experts. — (1.) Generally.— The rule that when the matters in

issue do not so far partake of the nature of a science as to refpiire

a previous course of study in order to obtain a knowledge of them,

the opinions of experts are not admissible has no application where

the genuineness of writings and signatures is in issue. Whether or

not two instruments were written by the same person, whether signa-

tures are the same, and the like, is clearly the subject of expert

testimony, even though the witness has no previous knowledge of

the handwriting of the purported author.^* And in many of the

in the case by the defendants who
were the purported writers of the let-

ter in question and which contained
their names, and he stated that

the signature to the letter was the

same as that signed to the bond. It

was held that this was error "be-
cause the witness, instead of qualify-

ing himself to testify to the signature

of the letter otherwise, was permitted

to express an opinion that the un-

produced signature was similar to

the signature of the bond " shown to

the witness.

23. Wimhish v. State, 89 Ga. 294,

15 S. E. 325. See also Clark v.

Wyatt, 15 Ind. 271, yy Am. Dec. 90,

wherein the court held that if a

witness have previous knowledge of

the handwriting he may, in cor-

roboration of his testimony, compare
the writing in question with other

signatures known to be genuine.

24. Alabama. — Moon v. Crow-
der, 72 Ala. 79.

Illinois. — Rogers v. Tyley, 144

111. 652, 32 N. E. 393-

Indiana.— Walker v. Steele, 121

Ind. 436, 22 N. E. 142; McDonald v.

McDonald, 142 Ind. 55, 41 N. E. 336;
Wines v. State Bank, 22 Ind. App.

114, 53 N. E. 389; Tucker v. Hyatt,

144 Ind. 635, 41 N. E. 1047, 43 N. E.

872.

Kansas. — Arthur v. Arthur, 38
Kan. 691, 17 Pac. 187.

Massachusetts. — Com. f. Web-
ster. 5 Cush. 295, 52 Am. Dec. 711;

Demerritt v. Randall, 116 Mass. 331;

Homer v. Wallis, 11 Mass. 309, 6

Am. Dec. 169.

Nebraska. — Grand Island Rank-
ing Co. V. Shoemaker, 31 Neb. 124,

47 N. W. 696.

Nezv Jersey. — Wheeler & Wilson
Mfg. Co. t'." Buckhout. 60 N. J. L.

102. 36 Atl. 772; Gordon's Case, 50

N. J. Eq. 397, 26 Atl. 268.

Nezi' York. — Miles v. Loomis, 75

N. Y. 288. 31 Am. Rep. 470; Sudlow
V. Warshing, 108 N. Y. 520, 15 N. E.

532.

North Carolina. — Kornegay v.

Kornegay. 117 N. C. 242, 23 S. E.

257; Tunstall v. Cobb, 109 N. C. 316,

14 S. E. 28; State V. Noe, 119 N. C.

849. 25 S. E. 812.

Ohio. — Murphy v. Hagerman,
Wright 293; Calkins r. State, 14

Ohio St. 222, 4.S Am. Dec. 536;

Koons v. State, 36 Ohio St. 195.

Oklahoma. — Archer v. United

States, 9 Okla. 569, 60 Pac. 268.

Texas. — Grooms 7-. State, 40 Tex.

Crim. 319, so S. W. 370; Wagoner z:

Ruply. 69 Tex. 700, 7 S. W. 80; Wil-

liams 7'. Deen, 5 Tex. Civ. App. 575.

24 S. W. 536.

Utah. — Durnell 7'. Sowden, 5

Utah 216, 14 Pac. 334-

Vermonit. — Bridgman t*. Corey,

62 Vt. I, 20 Atl. 273.

Virginia. — Hanriot v. Sherwood.
82 Va. I.

In Green v. Terwilliger, 56 Fed.

384, the court, in speaking of the

competency of the testimony of ex-

perts in handwriting, said :
" Ex-

perts, in determining the genuineness

of handwriting, or its falsity, seldom
confine themselves solely to the ap-

pearance of similitude or dissimili-

tude of the individual letters. An
analysis of the sienature as a whole
is. or should be, always made. Ex-
periments, observations and experi-

ence have disclosed the fact that there

are certain general principles which

Vol. VI
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states this rule is expressly recognized by statute.-^ And the rule

governing expert testimony as to handwriting is the same in a

criminal as in a civil action.^®

Similar Characteristics. — Expert witnesses may be permitted to

explain similar characteristics found in the signature in dispute and
on other signatures admitted to be genuine.

^''^

Differences. — Testimony of experts as to the characteristics of dif-

ferent signatures is not open to objection where it is confined to the

signature in controversv and to others admitted to be genuine. ^^

can often be satisfactorily relied

upon in determining the genuineness
of handwriting. In nearly every
person's manner and style of Avriting

there is a prevailing and distinct

character, which is more or less in-

dependent of the writer's will, and
unconsciously forces the writer to
stamp the writing as his own. By
nature, custom, and habit, individ-
uals, as a general rule, acquire a sys-
tem of forming letters which gives
to their writing a fixed character, as

distinct as the features of the human
face, which distinguishes their own
handwriting from the handwriting of
every other person."

In State v. Hastings, 53 N. H. 452,
the court, in commenting upon the
authorities in that state as to the
competency of expert testimony
based on comparison, said :

" In
Myers v. Toscan, 3 N. H. 47, it is

held that it cannot be left to the jury
to determine the genuineness of a
signature to a paper, merely by com-
paring it with other signatures
proved to be genuine, but that after
witnesses acquainted with the hand-
writing in question have testified,

other signatures proved to be genu-
ine may be submitted to the jury to
corroborate or weaken their testi-

mony. In Bowman v. Sanborn, 25
N. H. no, it is said, where there are
other signatures of the person
already in evidence in the case, a

comparison may be made between
the signatures admitted to be genu-
ine, and the one in question, without
any previous proof as to handwriting.
Reed 7'. Spaulding. 42 N. H. in, 121,

122, follotvs Bowman v. Sanborn,
that it is only between signatures ad-
mitted to be genuine, and which are
already in evidence in the case, and
the one in question, that a compari-
son can be made by experts or the
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jury, and that this may be done with-

out any other preliminary evidence,

thus contradicting Myers v. Toscan

;

while the second case of Reed v.

Spaulding, decided in Sullivan Co.,

Dec. Law Term, 1862, and not re-

ported, held that the standards of

comparison might be proved to be
genuine as well as to be admitted to

be so ; and that they might be intro-

duced anew for the purposes of the

comparison, as well as to use those
already in the case for other pur-
poses. State V. Shinborn, 46 N. H.
497, follows Bowman v. Sanborn,
that the comparison may be made
without waiting for any other evi-

dence derived from a knowledge of
the handwriting."

25. Hagan v. Carr, 198 Pa. St.

606, 48 Atl. 688; State v. Tice, 30
Or. 457, 48 P'ac. 367 ; Munkers v.

Farmers & M. Ins. Co., 30 Or. 211,

46 Pac. 850; Grand Island Banking
Co. V. Shoemaker, 31 Neb. 124, 47 N.
W. 696; First Nat. Bank v. Carson,
48 Neb. 763, 67 N. W. 779-

26. State v. Webb, 18 Utah 441,

56 Pac. 159; Hess v. State, 5 Ohio
5, 22 Am. Dec. 767.

27. Patton v. Lund, 114 Iowa 201,

86 N. W. 296.

L^nited States v. Chamberlain, 12

Blatchf. 390, 25 Fed. Cas. No.
14,778, to the effect that an ex-

pert might point out to the jury fea-

tures in the writing of the standards
identical with those displayed by the
writings in question.

28. Riordan v. Guggerty, 74 Iowa
688. 39 N. W. 107, where it was in-

sisted that the error consisted in per-

mitting testimony to matters which
do not require the testimony of an
expert, but the court held as stated.

In Pooe zf. Anthony, 29 Tex. Civ.

App. 298, 68 S. W. 521, it was held
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Identity of Authorship. — So, also, it is competent for an expert to

testify that signatures to documents purportins" on their face to be
those of different persons are or are not in fact in the same hand-
writing.^"

(2.) Actions Pending in Federal Court.— It has been held that in an
action pending in a federal court where the question is as to the

genuineness of a signature, the admissibility of expert testimony in

respect thereto is governed by the statute of the state where the court
is sitting.'^**

(3.) Facts Forming- Basis of Reason for Opinion.—To render opinions

of experts as to handwriting admissil)le, all the facts upon which the

expert forms his opinion should be before the court and jury to the

that a witness duly qualified as an
expert and who had shown his fa-

miliarity with the records of the land
office, and especially with a certain
land certificate, was competent to

testify that a transfer of the certifi-

cate in question to a third person,
written on its back, was in the same
handwriting as letters received at the

land office, purporting to come from
such person, and also that the body
of the transfer was written by the

same person, because he had fully

given all facts on which he based his

Doinion, and the letters referred to

were over sixty years old, and re-

lated to official business in the land
office, and had been acted on as the

letters of the purported writer.

In Demerritt v. Randall, ii6 Mass.
331, an expert was asked upon com-
paring the signatures to the stand-
ards, " Which exhibits the greater

ease and facility of writing?" to

which it was held he was properly
permitted to answer, " The signature
to the will [which was in dispute]

shows the most ease, most skill and
cultivation of the art of penmanship.''

Alterations. — In Hawkins v.

Grimes, 13 B. Mon. (Ky.) 257, where
the issue was whether or not certain

alterations in a will, the body of

which was admitted to be in the

handwriting of the testator, were
also in his handwriting; and it was
held competent for witnesses, al-

though not acquainted with the

handwriting of the testator, to give
their opinions whether the alterations

were or were not in the same hand-
writing as that of the body of the

will, and to point out variations in

the fonn of words, letters, etc., leav-

ing the jury to decide upon their own
inspection as well as such aids.

Testimony of an expert to the ef-

fect that the defendant in an action

on* a promissory note did not sign

the note in controversy is proper.

Roy V. First Nat. Bank (Miss.), 2>i

vSo. 494; s. c. :i2> So. 411.

Upon a standard of genuineness
thus established, it is competent to

introduce opinions of persons
proven to be experts in handwriting,
to the effect that the signature which
appears upon the instrument the

genuineness of which is in issue was
not made by the same person who
signed the deed so proven to be gen-
uine. Goza V. Browning, 96 Ga. 421,

23 S. E. 842.

29. People v. Coombs, 36 App.
Div. 284. 55 N. Y. Supp. 276,

affirmed 158 N. Y. 532, 53 N. E. 527;
Costello V. Crowell, 13"? Mass. 352;
Baldwin v. Threlkeld. 'S Ind. App.
312, 34 N. E. 851, 3.=5 N. E. 841.

Compare People ?•. Severance, 67
Hun 182, 22 N. Y. Supp. 91, holding
that the testimony of an expert in

such case should not be to the effect

that the disputed writing is in the

handwriting of the purported author
and that his testimony should be

confined to a comparison of the

handwriting of the genuine paper
with the handwriting of the paper in

dispute, and to his opinion that they

were or were not written by the same
person. See also Bell v. Hutchings
(Tex. Civ. App.), 4T S. W. 200;

Wines f. Hamilton State Bank, 22

Ind. App. 114, 53 N. E. 389.

30, Holmes v. Goldsmith. 147 U.
S. 150; Richardson v. Green. 61

Fed. 423; Green v. Terwilliger, 56

Vol. VI
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end that they should determine whether the opinion given is well

founded and also that the opposing counsel may have an opportunity

to cross-examine as to such facts.
^^

(4.) Use of Diagrams. — An expert witness in handwriting may be

permitted to use a diagram for the purpose of illustrating and
explaining the meaning of his testimony where it appears that with-

out such document he could not make his meaning clear. ^-

(5.) Proof of Correctness by Ocular Demonstration. — It has been held

that the correctness of an opinion of an expert in handwriting is

usually susceptible of ocular demonstration, and that it should be

accorded little evidential weight when it is not accompanied by such

demonstration.^^ And an expert testifying as to the genuineness of

Fed. 384. Compare United States v.

Jones, 10 Fed. 469.

31. Kendall v. Collier, 97 Ky.
446, 30 S. W. 1002 ; Com. V. Webster,

5 Cush. (Mass.) 295, 52 Am. Dec.

711; People V. Mooney, 132 Cal. 13,

63 Pac. 1070; Demerritt v. Randall,

116 iMass. 331; McDonald v. McDon-
ald, 142 Ind. 55, 41 N. E. 336; In re

Koch, 33 Misc. 153, 68 N. Y. Supp.

375.
Koons V. State, 36 Ohio St. 195,

where it was held error upon the part

of the court to exclude from the

consideration of the jury the facts

upon which the opinion was founded,

but not the opinion itself.

32. Hagan v. Carr, 198 Pa. St.

606, 48 Atl. 688, holding, however,
that the diagram is not to be re-

garded as a piece of evidence in it-

self, but merely as an aid to the wit-

ness and counsel in intelligently pre-

senting to the jury the theory upon
w^hich the opinion of the witness is

based.

33. " The theory upon which these

expert witnesses are permitted to tes-

tify is that handwriting is always in

some degree the reflex of the nerv-

ous organization of the writer,

which, independently of his will and
unconsciously, causes him to stamp
his individuality in his writing. I

am convinced that this theory is

sound. But, at the same time, I

realize that in many cases it is un-
reliable when put to practical test.

It must contend not only with dis-

guise, but also with the influence of
possible abnormal mental and physi-

cal conditions existing when the

writing was made, such, for instance,

as the position of the body, whether
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reclining, sitting or standing; the

height and stability of that upon
which the writing rests, and the

character of its surface ; the charac-

ter of the paper written upon, the

ink, the pen and holder of the pen,

the health of the writer's body and
member with whic'.i the writing is

made, not only generally, but also

with reference to the accidents and
influences of the moment. It fol-

lows that unreliability is greater

when the disputed writing is short

or the standards for comparison are

meagre or are all written at one
time, and also that uncertainty les-

sens when the disputed writing is

long and the standards are numerous
and the products of different dates.

Handwriting is an art concerning
which correctness of opinion is sus-

ceptible of demonstration, and I am
fully convinced that the value of the

opinion of every handwriting expert
as evidence must depend upon the

clearness with which the expert
demonstrates its correctness. That
demonstration will naturally consist

in the indication of similar character-

istics, or lack of similar characteris-

tics, between the disputed writing
and the standards, and the value of
the expert's conclusion will largely

depend upon the number of those
characteristics which appear or are
wanting. The appearance or lack of

one characteristic may be accounted
to coincidence or accident, but, as

the number increases, the probability

of coincidence or accident will dis-

appear, until conviction will become
irresistible. Thus comparison is

rated after the fashion of circum-
stantial evidence, depending for

strength upon the number and prom-
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handwriting may make illustrations on the blackboard for the pur-

pose of rendering his testimony more intelligible.^*

D. Qualifications of Witnesses. — a. Necessity. — As has

been previously stated, only those persons who are accustomed to

and skilled in that respect may institute comparisons of handwrit-

ings of unquestioned genuineness with the writing in dispute, and
give opinion as to the genuineness of the latter, and accordingly the

witness must have some skill as an expert before his testimony

should be received.^"*

b. Requisite Skill, Knoii'lcd^^e and Experience.— (1.) Generally.

There is no distinct legal rule defining the precise qualifications of

expert witnesses to handwriting. Whether one is qualified depends

upon his knowledge of the subject, his experience in connection with

it, and his capacity to form an opinion.^*

inence of the links in the chain.

Without such demonstration the

opinion of an expert in handwriting
is a low order of testimony, for, as

the correctness of his opinion is sus-

ceptible of ocular demonstration, and
it is a matter of common observa-
tion that an expert's conclusion is

apt to be influenced by his employer's
interest, the absence of demonstra-
tion must be attributed either to de-

ficiency in the expert or lack of

merit in his conclusion. It follows

that the expert who can most clearly

point out will be most highly re-

garded and most successful." Gor-
don's Case, 50 N. J. Eq. 397, 26 Atl.

268.

34. McKay v. Lasher, 121 N. Y.

477, 24 N. E. 711; Dryer v. Brown,
52 Hun 321, s N. Y. Supp. 486.

35. Moon 7'. Crowder, 72 Ala. 79;
Griffin v. State, 90 Ala. 596, 8 So.

670; Bratt V. State, 38 Tex. Crim.
121, 41 S. W. 622; Jarvis v. Vander-
ford, 116 N. C. 147, 21 S. E. 302;
Mugge V. Adams, 76 Tex. 448, 13 S.

W. 330; People 7'. Dorthy, 50 .\pp.

Div. 44, 63 N. Y. Supp. 592 ; Kendall
V. Collier, 97 Ky. 446, 30 S. W.
1002; First Nat. Bank v. Lierman, 5

Neb. 247.

Tn Koons 7'. State, 36 Ohio St.

195, a prosecution for uttering a

forged check, an expert who had
seen the check several months pre-

viously, but had never seen the ac-

cused write and was not acquainted

with his handwriting, was called as

a witness, and a genuine signature of

the accused was exhibited to the wit-

ness, which furnished the only

knowledge he had of the handwriting

of the accused. It was held that the

witness had not qualified himself to

express an opinion as an expert; that

it must appear before such an opin-

ion is called for that the witness has
formed, or is at least able to form, an
opinion proper to be stated.

In Curtis v. State, 118 .\la. 125, 24
So. Ill, it was held that a book-
keeper, although he had said that he

had seen many different kinds of

writing, but had never knowingly
seen a forged instrument, and had
had no skill or experience in com-
paring forged with genuine hand-
writings, was not qualified to make
comparisons as an expert.

" Large Acquaintance With Hand-
writing."— It cannot be inferred

from the mere fact that the witness

had been a clerk of court for many
years, and has had " a laree ac-

quaintance with handwriting," that

he has acquired skill in the compari-
son of signatures. Buchanan v.

Buckler, 8 Ky. L. Rep. 617.

Ability to Recognize Signature.

Evidence by the alleged maker of a

note that he could read and write

and would know his signature does
not constitute a proper foundation
to permit him to testify as an
expert that the signature was not in

his handwriting. Pillard r. Dunn,
108 Mich. 301, 66 N. W. 45.

36. People v. Flechter, 44 .\pp.

Div. 199, 60 N. Y. Supp. yyj; Marcy
7'. Barnes, 16 Gray (.Mass.) 161, 77
Am. Dec. 405 ; Com. v. Williams 105

Vol. VI
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It is not necessary in order to qualify a witness as an expert to

testify as to the genuineness of handwriting from a comparison that

he should have made such comparisons a specialty,-'''^ although he

must have had an opportunity to study and acquire skill in the matter

of making comparisons, and must have done so.^^ And accordingly

Mass. 62 ; Porgey v. First Nat. Bank,
66 Ind. 123.

Attorney-at-Law— In State v.

Phair,'48 Vt. 366, an attorncy-at-law

who stated that he had had occasion

to examine handwriting with a view
to comparison of handwritings, had
been called to the witness stand as a

witness on the subject many times

;

that he thought he could detect hand-
writing pretty well ; that he had
never made a business of criticising

handwriting, but, after all, had been
accustomed to it and always sup-

posed he could identify handwriting,
was held to be qualified as an ex-
pert.

Instructor in Penmanship.— In
Heffernau' v. O'Neill (Neb.), 96 N.
W. 244, it was held that one who had
been a student of penmanship for
many 3^ears ; had given special atten-

tion to the study and comparison of
signatures ; had taught penmanship

;

was familiar with all the different

systems of penmanship, and had been
frequently called upon to compare
signatures, was duly qualified as an
expert in handwriting.

In People v. Spooner, i Denio (N.
Y.) 343, 43 Am. Dec. 672, it was
stated that a clerk in chancery was
not competent as an expert in hand-
writing merely on the ground that
he had been accustomed to examine
signatures as to their genuineness,
because there was nothing either in

the official employment or the profes-
sion of the witness which proved
that he had a higher degree of skill

in judging of handwriting than was
common to several classes of individ-
uals.

37. Wheeler & Wilson Mfg. Co.
V. Buckhout, 60 N. J. L. 102, 36 Atl.

772-
" It is not always necessary that

one whose opinion as to the genuine-
ness of a signature is received in evi-

dence should have special experience
and skill in the examination of hand-
writing in general. It is enough if
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he can show special experience and
skill in the examination of the hand-
writing of the person whose signa-

ture is to be proved, and of whose
handwriting an undisputed standard

is before the court." Hamilton v.

Smith, 74 Conn. 374, 50 Atl. 884.

In Reg. V. Silverlock (1894), 2

Q. B. 766, wherein it was held that

a witness giving evirlence under the

English statute in proof of hand-
writing need not be a professional

expert or a person whose skill in the

comparison of handwritings has been
gained in the way of his profession

or business. The court said :
" It

is true that the witness who is called

upon to give evidence founded on a

comparison of handwritings must be
peritus; he must be skilled in doing
so ; but we cannot say that he must
have become peritus in the way of

his business or in any definite way.
The question is, is he peritus? Is he
skilled? Has he an adequate knowl-
edge? Looking at the matter practi-

cally, if a witness is not skilled the

judge will tell the jury to disregard

his evidence. There is no decision

which requires that the evidence of a

man who is skilled in comparing
handwriting, and who has formed a

reliable opinion from past experience,

should be excluded because his ex-
perience has not been gained in the

way of his business."

38. Buchanan v. Buckler, 8 Ky.
L. Rep. 617; Kendall v. Collier, 97
Ky. 446, 30 S. W. 1002.

A witness who states that he has
testified on the subject of disputed
handwriting in many of the courts
of the United States and in

Canada is qualified as an expert.

People V. Flechter, 44 App. Div. 199,

60 N. Y. Supp. 777.

A county clerk who previous to be-

coming clerk had been employed in

the clerk's office, and whose service

in that office extended over a period
of nearly twenty-five years, and
whose duty it was during that time to

compare the signatures of various
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it is ordinarily sufficient that the witness has been engaged in some

business which calls for frequent comparisons, and that he has in

fact been in the habit for some time of making such comparisons.^®

officials upon instruments brought to

the clerk for his certification with the

genuine signatures of such officials on
file in the office, for the purpose of

determining whether the signatures
produced could be properly certified

to be genuine, is entitled to rank as

an expert witness on handwriting.
Wheeler & Wilson Mfg. Co. v. Buck-
hout, 60 N. J. L. 102, 36 Atl. 772.
" An expert witness is one pos-

sessed of special knowledge or skill

in respect of the subject upon which
he is called to testify. Mr. Lawson
lays down the rule that one may be
qualified as an expert witness
by study without practice cr
practice without study. Laws. Ex.
& Sp. Ev. 210. He justly adds
that mere observation, without either

study or practice, will not be suf-

ficient. But in the case in hand,

"

Mr. Fisher was offered as an expert
not because of his familiarity with
handwriting or signatures generally,

but because the evidence established

a long course of practice in compar-
ing signatures and determining their

genuineness. It is impossible to con-

ceive that he did not thereby acquire

a special skill upon that subject not

possessed by others. It is precisely

upon this ground that rests the ad-
mission to testify as experts of tellers

and cashiers of banks who have ac-
quired their experience and skill by
the practice of comparing the signa-

tures to checks, drafts and notes pass-

ing through the banks with signatures

known to be genuine." Wheeler &
Wilson Mfg. Co. v. Buckhout, 60 N.

J. L. 102, 36 Atl. 772.

39. Kansas.— Ort v. Fowler, 31
Kan. 478, 2 Pac. 580, 47 Am. Rep.
501.

Massachusetts. — Bacon t'. Wil-
liams, 13 Gray 525 ; Com. z'. Nefus,

135 Mass. 533 ; Edmonston v. Henry,
45 ATo. App. 346.

Missouri.— State 7'. David, 131

Mo. 380, 7,3, S. W. 28.

Nezv Jersey. — Wheeler & Wilson
Mfg. Co. V. Buckhout, 60 N. J. I..

102, 36 Atl. 772.

Neiv York. — People v. Flechter. 44
App. Div. 199, 60 N. Y. Supp. 777;

26

Hadcock v. O'Rourke, 25 N. Y. St.

55, 6 N. Y. Supp. 549.
North Carolina. — Kornegay 7'.

Kornegay, 117 N. C. 242, 23 S. E.

257; State V. De Graff, 113 N. C.

688, 18 S. E. 507-

r^jraJ. — Bratt v. State, 38 Tex.
Crim. 121, 41 S. W. 622; Riley v.

State (Tex. Crim.), 44 S. W. 498.

In Heacock v. State, 13 Tex. App.

97, the witness offered as an expert

testified that he had been engaged in

the banking business several year«;,

and was more or less experienced in

handwriting; that his clerk did most
of his corresponding, that he had lit-

tle occasion to make comparisons of

handwriting, did not consider him-
self an expert, and had never be-

fore been called to testify as an ex-

pert. It was held that he was not

qualified to testify as an expert.

One Who Has Been a Student of

or Taught Penmanship for a great

many years, who is familiar with all

the different systems of penmanship,
and who has given special attention

to the study and comparison of sig-

natures is sufficiently qualified to

give his opinion as an expert. Heffer-

nan v. O'Neill (Neb.), 96 N. W.
2a4.

A County Auditor, a teacher of

penmanship of long experience, and
attorneys, uW of whom stated that they

were familiar with old papers and

writings, and thought they were capa-

ble of giving an opinion upon the age

of the writing in question are prop-

erly allowed to testify as experts in

relation thereto. It is not necessary,

in order to qualify a witness to testify

upon such a question, that he should

be a chemist and have knowledge of

the chemical composition of ink. Eis-

field V. Dill, 71 Iowa 442, 32 N. W.
420.
A Clerk of the Court who has

also been county recorder for a num-
ber of years, and who states that in

copying he has seen a number of

handwritings and has become familiar

with the handwriting of different peo-

ple in copying documents, etc., has

been held to be an expert. State v.

Webb, 18 Utah 441, 56 Pac. I59- But

Vol. VI
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Mere Opportunity Afforded for Observation, however, will not consti-
tute a person an expert in handwriting ; he must have been educated
in that business or he must have acquired actual skill and scientific

knowledge upon the subject.*"

Bank Officers. — Within this rule it is ordinarily held that bank
officers, bank tellers and other persons following similar avocations,

whose daily business and duties have for a long time compelled
them to scrutinize and examine writings, are sufficiently qualified as

experts to compare handwritings.*^ But a cashier of a bank is

entitled to no more credit in judging of handwriting than any other
person of equal skill.*^

a witness does not show himself to
he quah'fied to testify as an expert in

handwriting by stating merely that he
is a clerk of the courts without stat-

ing also how long he has served in

that office. Winch v. Norman, 65
Iowa 186, 21 N. W. SI I. In this case
it seemed to have been questioned
whether the witness could have be-
come qualified to testify as an ex-
pert from comparison of writings by
such service, but the court did not
rule on the question, merely ruling
that he could certainly not become an
expert without showing how long he
had served.

An Attorney whose business for
fifteen years has required him to

examine handwriting a great deal,

and of a great many people, who
states that he has frequently made
comparisons, and often made discrim-
inations between handwritings to find

out whether the handwriting was
that of a certain person is competent
as an expert, although he states that
he is not an expert in the sense of
making it his business. Christman z\

Pearson, 100 Iowa 634, 69 N. W. 1055.

A Merchant of many years' ex-
perience who states that he has had
occasion to examine signatures and
handwritings of various people, most
of which were checks and bills of ex-
change, is a competent witness to
testify as an expert on handwriting.
State V. Webb, 18 Utah 441, 56 Pac.
159. See also Edmonston z\ Henry,
45 Mo. App. 346.

40. Goldstein 7'. Black, 50 Cal.

462, where the witness stated that
he had never been called upon to tes-

tify as an expert in handwriting;
had never been employed in making
comparisons, although he had some-
times compared signatures when dis-
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agreements arose in the course of

business as to their genuineness.
41. Riley v. State (Tex. Crim.),

44 S. W. 498; People V. Flechter, 44
App. Div. igg, 60 N. Y. Supp. 777;
Hendrix v. Gillett, 6 Colo. App, 127,

39 Pac. 896; Speiden v. State, 3 Tex.
App. 156, 30 Am. Rep. 126; Forgey v.

First Nat. Bank, 66 Ind. 123 ; Green
V. Terwilliger, 56 Fed. 384; Clay v.

Alderson, to W. Va. 49. See also

Clay 7'. Robinson, 7 W. Va. 348.
A Cashier of a Bank whose busi-

ness it has been to examine signa-

tures to checks to test their genuine-
ness, and who is acquainted with the
handwriting- of the purported author
of a disputed signature, is entitled to

rank as an expert witness on hand-
writing. Tower V. Whip, 53 W. Va.
158, 44 S. E. 179. 63 L. R. A. 937.
In Servis v. Nelson, 14 N. J. Eq.

94, five witnesses experienced in the
examination of handwriting and con-
versant with the subject as bank of-
ficers, or otherwise, were examined
as experts and all testified that the
signature of a purported attesting
witness to the instrument in question
was not genuine.

Authorship of Anonymous Letter.

In Com. V. Williams, 105 Mass. 62,

where the question was as to the
authorship of an anonymous letter, it

was held that bank officers duly qual-
ified in other respects as experts were
not incompetent to compare the letter

with another letter written by the de-
fendant merely because their experi-
ence in making comparisons as such
bank officers was largely confined to
the examination of the bodies of
notes and checks for the purpose of
enabling them to judge of the gen-
uineness of the signatures.

42. Murphy v. Hagerman, Wright
(Ohio) 293.
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Acquaintance With Official Records. — One who diirinj^f a lonjT

course of official action has ac(iuired great familiarity with official

records and signatures has heen held to be qualified as an expert to

testify as to the genuinetiess of such signatures.''^

(2.) Extent of Skill. — The mere fact that the qualifications of a

witness offered as an expert in handwriting are not extensive is a

matter which does not affect his competency, hut merely goes to the

weight of his testimony.^*

(3.) Bias of Witness. — It has been held that a ])erson duly

qualified as an expert in handwriting should not be permitted to

testify as such where he was detailed by the government to examine

into and collect the facts of the particular case, and has hunted up
testimony and busied himself in the inspection and prosecution of

the case on trial.
^^

c. Proof of Qualifications. — The mere fact that a witness does

not in express terms state that he is an expert is not ground for

holding him not to be an expert, where he does state that he has

had experience in examining signatures on papers.*®

43. United States v. Ortiz, 176 U.
S. 422. See also Hamilton v. Smith,

74 Conn. 37.4, 50 Atl. 884.

44. Schnuick v. Hill (Neb.), 96
N. W. 158. See also Com. v. Wil-
liams, 105 Mass. 62.

" As there is no exact test by
which it can be determined with cer-

tainty how much skill or experience

a witness must possess to qualify him
to testify as an expert, the peculiar

circumstances of each case must,
from necessity, have much influence

upon the trial judge in the exercise

of his discretion. Among these cir-

cumstances are the bearing of the

witness upon the stand, his mental
capacity, etc. A personal examina-
tion by the trial judge, therefore,

gives him a better opportunity to de-

cide than the appellate court can en-

joy. An experience and opportuni-
ties which would be sufficient to

qualify a sharp, intelligent witness as

an expert might be wholly inadequate
to qualify a dull and ignorant one."

State V. Webb, 18 Utah 441, 56 Pac.

159-

In order to render a witness com-
petent as an expert to testify to

handwriting by comparison it is not

necessary that he should possess the

highest skill or information on the

subject. Hyde v. Woolfolk. i Iowa
159-

45. United States v. Mathias, 36
Fed. 892, which was a prosecution

for violating the federal .statutes pro-

hibiting the sending of obscene mat-
ter through the mails, and ihe wit-

ness in question was a postoffice in-

spector. The court said: "This tes-

timony is only to aid the jury, .show-

ing them the opinion of experienced

and skillful men. It can in no sen.se

control them. Where the person

called to testify as an expert is

one occupying the relation to the

case which this witness does— sat-

urated with bias against the defend-

ant, honestly convinced of his guilt,

and, in the con.scientious discharge of

his duty, seeking to bring him to

punishment — he can aflford the jury

no efficient aid in coming to a fair

and impartial conclusion."

46. Riley v. State (Tex. Crim.),

44 S. \N. 498.

.-\ witness offered as an expert in

handwriting may be asked by the

party calling him as to his residence,

his occupation, the length of time he

has been engaged in business that

would qualify him to judge of sig-

natures, and also as to bis actual ex-

perience in such matters as a witness

in court. Tyler v. Todd, 36 Conn.

The competency of a witness as an

expert in handwriting is not affected

by the fact that the witness does not

claim to be an expert nor to be su-

perior to others in judgment. Hyde
V. Woolfolk, 4 Iowa 159.

Vol. VI
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d. Determination of Pact. — Whether or not a witness offered
as an expert in handwriting- is duly quaHfied as such is a question
for the determination of the trial judg-e, and a reversal of the judg-
ment for an alleged error in determining that a witness is or is not
such an expert is not warranted, unless it can be clearly seen that the
judge was in error, and that his error was injurious.*'^ And the
question whether or not one offered as an expert is qualified to

speak as such cannot be left to the jury.'*^

E. Limiting Number of Witnesses.— Limiting the number of

expert witnesses testifying for or against the genuineness of dis-

puted handwriting is a matter within the discretion of the trial judge,
and his ruling in this respect cannot be ground for reversal unless

he has abused that discretion and it can be seen that this abuse
resulted in injury.*^

F. Weight oe Expert Testimony.— Although the weight and
value to be given to the testimony of expert witnesses as to the

genuineness of disputed handwriting is a question for the jury,^°

such testimony is received with cavition, and there is a very general

disposition upon the part of the courts to regard it as of a weak and
unsatisfactory character.^^

47, Powers v. McKenzie, go Tenn.
167, 16 S. W. 559; Forgey v. First

Nat. Bank. 66 Ind. 123; Bratt v.

State, 38 Tex. Crim. 121, 41 S. W.
622; Schmuck v. Hill (Neb.), 96 N.
W. 158; People V. Flechter. 44 App.
Div. 199, 60 N. Y. Supp. 777 ; Hoag
V. Wright, 174 N. Y. 2,^, 66 N. E.

579.
" From the very nature of the sub-

ject, no absolute rules can be laid

down by which to determine whether
a witness is qualified to testify as
an expert. Therefore the question
must be left to the discretion of the
court, whose duty it is to decide.

This being so, many courts of the
highest authority have held ' that the
question whether a witness possesses
the necessary qualifications of an ex-
pert is a question of fact purely with-
in the province and discretion of the
trialjudge, and that his decision con-
cerning the matter is not subject to
revision in the appellate court.' Rog.
Exp. Test (2d Ed.) §22, and cases
cited in note i. Many other courts
of equally high authority as those
above referred to hold that, where
there is palpable abuse of discre-
tion, the ruling of the trial court is

subject to review. This is the better
rule, and the one best sustained by
the authorities." State v. Webb, 18
Utah 441, 56 Pac. 159.
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48. Fairbank v. Hughson, 58 Cal.

314-

49, Powers v. McKenzie, 90 Tenn.

167, 16 S. W. 559.

50, Christman v. Pearson, 100

Iowa 634, 69 N. W. 1055.

51. California. — Spottiswood v.

Weir, 66 Cal. 525. 6 Pac. 381.

District of Columbia. — Cowan v.

Beall, I McArthur 270.

lozi'a. — State v. Van Tassel, 103

Iowa 6, 72 N. W. 497; Winch v.

Norman, 65 Iowa 186, 21 N. W. 511.

Ohio. — Koons v. State, 36 Ohio
St. 195.

" The opinions of experts upon
handwriting, who testify from com-
parison only, are regarded by the

courts as of uncertain value, because
in so many cases where such evi-

dence is received witnesses of equal

honesty, intelligence and experience
reach conclusions not only diametric-
ally opposite, but always in favor of
the party who called them." Hoag v.

Wright, 174 N. Y. 36, 66 N. E. 579.

Expert testimony as to handwriting
is of the lowest order of evidence or
of the most unsatisfastory character.

It cannot be claimed that it ought
to overthrow positive and direct evi-

dence of creditable witnesses who tes-

tified from their personal knowledge.
It is most used and is most useful
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4. The Standards of Comparison.— A. In General.— Certainly

if comparison of handwritings is to be permitted as a proper method

of investigation, either by witnesses, jury or court, for the puri)Ose

of determining the genuineness of a disputed signature or hand-

writing, the writings sought to be used as furnisliing an exemplar

in cases of conflict between witnesses

in corroborating testimony. Borland
v. Walrath. 33 Iowa 130.

" Testimony of that kind is not en-

titled to the same weight as the tes-

timony of persons who speak con-
cerning matters within their personal

observation, because these witnesses
simply express opinions which they

entertain, founded on the comparison
made, and you should regard their

statements in this matter as opinions
merely, and give them such weight
only as you think they deserve, con-
sidering the experience which the ex-
perts have had in making such com-
parisons." United States z'. Pender-
gast, 32 Fed. 198.

In Patton v. Lund, 114 Iowa 201,

86 N. W. 296, the court charged the

jury as follows: "Our statute pro-
vides that evidence respecting hand-
writing may be given by experts by
comparison, or by comparison by the

jury with writings of the same per-

son which are proved to be genuine.

Evidence of this character has been
introduced upon this trial, and it is

for you to say how much w-eight

shall be given to such testimony,

taking into consideration the amount
of skill possessed by the witness. But
while it is proper to consider such
evidence, and to give it such weight
as you think it justly entitled to, yet

it is proner to remark that it is of

the lowest order of evidence, or evi-

dence of the most unsatisfactory

character, but it is most useful in

cases of conflict between witnesses as

corroborating testimony."

In Land Mort. Inv. & A. Co. v.

Preston, 119 Ala. 290, 24 So. 707. on
an issue as to whether a borrower
executed an alleged paper authorizing

his agent to receive the money, the

borrower testified that he did not ex-
ecute the paper; nine witnesses, not

experts, but more or less familiar

with the borrower's handwriting, tes-

tified that in their opinion the signa-

ture was not genuine, and eight wit-

nesses, some of whom were experts,

testified by comparison that it was,

in their opinion, not genuine, and
some of them that the signature was
the same handwriting as the other

parts of the paper, which was written

by the alleged agent. Opposed to this

the lender introduced eight witnesses

who were experts, who testified by
comparison that in their opinion the

signature was genuine. It was held

that the burden on the lender to show
the genuineness was not discharged

by a preponderance of the evidence.

In Green v. Benham, 57 App. Div.

g, 68 N. Y. Supp. 248, the defendants

called a professional expert, who ex-

pressed an opinion that the disputed

signature was not genuine, based

upon a comparison of a few genuine
signatures with an enlarged photo-

graph of the disputed signature. In

the course of his study and measure-
ments and minute criticisms of the

signatures under his observation, he
discovered several variations in die

disputed signature from the genuine
signatures which had been submitted

to him ; and those which he consid-

ered departures from the genuine sig-

natures, and therefore indicative of

forgery in the disputed signature, he
detailed. But upon his cross-examina-
tion many other signatures confess-

edly genuine were presented to him,

and it was found that the various

characteristics which had been pointed

out by him as evidences of forgery

existed in one or more of the genu-

ine signatures, and he frankly and
with great candor admitted that these

facts weakened, if they did not de-

stroy, the effect of his previous ob-

servations. And, besides, the rule is

that "an opinion as to handwriting
should depend not so much upon
mathematical measurements and mi-
nute criticisms of lines, nor their ex-

act correspondence in detail when
placed in juxtaposition with other

specimens, as upon its general char-

acter and features, as in the recog-
nition of the human face."

The statement of an expert to the

effect merely that there is a similar-

ity in some of the small letters of the

Vol. VI
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or standard for the purpose of making- the comparison must be such
as are proper, within the rules subsequently discussed, to be used
for that purpose, and it will be regarded as fatal error if an improper
standard is permitted to be used.*^^

B. Writings Already in Evidence for Other Purposes. — a.

In General.— Irrespective of liberalizing^ statutes as to what writ-

ings may be used for purposes of comparison, it is very generally

lield, and, indeed, was recognized as one of the exceptions to the

former strict rule at common law, that genuine writings which are

already properly in evidence for other purposes may be used as

exemplars or standards of comparison.^^

disputed writing to those in the hand-
writing conceded to be genuine, but
that he does not state that it is his

opinion that the same person was
the author of the two handwritings,
is not sufificient to estabHsh the genu-
ineness of the disputed handwriting.
Crow V. State, 37 Tex. Crim. 29s, 19
S. W. ^7A-
The testimony of an expert witness

to the effect that signatures to cer-

tain notes were forgeries .was held
sufficient to estabHsh that fact in In
re Koch, t,^ Misc. 153, 68 N. Y. Supp.
375, because the expert based his

reasons for his opinion on the fact

that when the two notes were placed
one over the other the sides and ends
coincided, and when the two were
held to the Hght it could be discov-
ered that the signatures on each were
entirely and exactly alike ; that each
line of each of the letters in the sig-

natures is precisely similar in size,

shape and position on the paper with
the corresponding line in the other
note; that there was not the slightest

deviation, except such as might and
naturally would occur if both signa-
tures were tracings from the same
standard, especially in view of the
fact that the purported author of the
two signatures was an illiterate man,
barely capable of writing his name.
The testimony of an expert witness,

however eminent, as to the genuine-
ness of an instrument and the date of
its execution, based upon the appear-
ance of the paper, which is of some
age, when that appearance might be
due to some other causes than those
inferred from visual examination and
microscopic scrutiny, should not pre-
vail against positive testimony of wit-
nesses to the execution of the paper,

one of whom was the typewriter who
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prepared it. Card v. Moore, 68 App.
Div. 2>^7, 7\ N. Y. Supp. 18; affirm-

ing 173 N. Y. 598, 66 N. E. 1 105.

The opinions of experts in writing
are weaker in degree of certainty

than the direct evidence of the sub-

scribing witness to an instrument
where there is no proof to impugn
the veracity of the latter, or to show
that he had any interest or motive
to swear falsely. Brown v. Mutual
Ben. Life Ins. Co., 2>2 N. J. Eq. 809.

52. State v. Ezekiel, 33 S. C. 115,

II S. E. 635, wherein it is held that

erroneously permitting to be used as

standards in prosecution for forgery,

papers which are not proper for that

purpose, cannot be regarded as harm-
less because the conviction was on a

count for uttering and publishing the
instrument as forged, where the com-
parison was the only proof of the

forgery.

In Shannon v. Fox, i Cranch C.

C. 133, 21 Fed. Cas. No. 12,706, an
offer to prove the handwriting of the

defendant by comparing it with his

signature to the power of attorney
filed in the cause was refused on the

ground that no proof was given of
the signature of the power of attor-

ney; that the power itself was not
considered as a matter of record.

In Macubbin v. Lovell, i Cranch
C. C. 184, 16 Fed. Cas. No. 8928,
the plaintiff having proved that on a
note filed in another case the plaintiff

had confessed judgment, an offer to

permit the jury to compare a receipt

purported to be signed by the plaintiff

with such note, and therefrom to in-

fer that the signature was in his

handwriting, was refused.

53. United States. — United States
V. Chamberlain, 12 Blatchf. 390, 25
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b. Writings Admitted Without Objection. — Writinp^s admuted
without objection, and admitted or treated by both parties as beinj^

genuine, may be used as standards of comparison, although they

would be inadmissible as irrelevant upon a proper objection being

made.°*

Fed. Cas. No. 14778; Green v. Ter-
williger, 56 Fed. 384; Moore v.

United States, 91 U. S. 270; Stokes

V. United States, 157 U. S. 187; Wil-
liams V. Conger, 125 U. S. 397.

Illinois. — Rogers v. Tylev, 144 111.

652, 32 N. E. 393; Himrod v. Gilman,

147 ill. 293, 35 N. E. 2>72<', Frank v.

Taubman, 31 111. App. 592.

Indiana. — Bowen %'. Jones, 13 Ind.

App. 193. 41 N. E. 400; Swales v.

Grubbs, 126 Ind. 106, 25 N. E. 877;
Shorb V. Kinzie, 100 Ind. 429.

Kansas. — Macombcr v. Scott, 10

Kan. 335 : Gaunt v. Harkness, 53 Kan.

405, 36 Pac. 739, 42 Am. St. Rep.

297-

Maine.— State v. Thompson, 80
Me. 194, 13 Atl. 892, 6 Am. St. Rep.

172.

Michigan. — First Nat. Bank v.

Robert, 41 Mich. 709, 3 N. W. 199;
People V. Parker, 67 Mich. 222, 34
N. W. 720; Vinton 7'. Peck, 14 Mich.

287; In re Foster's Will, 34 Mich. 21.

Missouri. — State v. David, 131 Mo.
380, :i,2, S. W. 28; Springer v. Hall,

83 Mo. 693, 53 Am. Rep. 598.

Nc%v York. — Hardy v. Norton, 66
Barb. 527 ; People f. Flechter, 44 App.
Div. 199, 60 N. Y. Supp. 777; Miles
V. Loomis, 75 N. Y. 288, 31 Am. Rep.

470; Pontius v. State, 21 Hun 328,

82 N. Y. 338; Dubois v. Baker, 40
Barb. 3^=1; Shaw v. Bryant, 90 Hun
374, 70 N. Y. St. 612, 3S N. Y. Supp.
909; Ellis V. People, 21 How. Pr.

356.

Texas. — Mardes v. Meyers, 8 Tex.
Civ. App. 542. 28 S. W. 693; Cook
V. First Nat. Bank (Tex. Civ. App.),

iZ S. W. 998; Smyth v. Caswell, 67
Tex. 567, 4 S. W. 848; Kennedy v.

Upshaw, 64 Tex. 411.
Utah. — Durnell v. Sowden, 5

Utah 216, 14 Pac. 334.
Vermont. — Rowell v. Fuller, 59

Vt. 688, ID Atl. 853.

West J'irginia. — State r. Koontz,
31 W. Va. 127, 5 S. E. 328.

The only recognized exception to

the rule that proved specimens of
handwriting cannot be received for
the purpose of comparison, " is when

other papers pertinent to the issue

on trial are properly in evidence, the

jury may under the instructions of

the court institute a comparison.

Ivittle V. Beasley, 2 Ala. 703 ; State v.

Givens, 5 Ala. 7^7; Bishop v. State,

30 Ala. 34; Kirksey v. Kirkscy. 41

Ala. 626. The rule proceeds not only

on the ground that if it were other-

wise the issues before the jury could

be indefinitely multiplied, and their

attention distracted from the real

matter in controversy, involving un-

reasonable embarrassment and delay

in the administration of justice, but

upon the broader ground of prevent-

ing fraud, which could be easily per-

petrated in the selection of spurious

or prepared instruments for the pur-

poses of comparison." Williams v.

State, 6r Ala. 3.^-

In State v. Zimmerman, 47 Kan.

242, 27 Pac. 999, a prosecution for

forging a note and mortgage, wherein

both the prosecution and the defend-

ant had proved that a former mort-

gage offered in evidence was signed

by the person whose signature was
charged to have been forged, it was
held that such former mortgage w'as

competent evidence to be examined
by the jury for the purpose of com-
paring the signature thereupon with

those disputed.
54. Wagoner z: Ruply, 69 Tex.

700. 7 S. W. 80; Smyth V. Caswell,

67 Tex. 567, 4 S. W. 848; Miles r.

Loomis. 75 N. Y. 288, 31 Am. Rep.

470; Shaw V. Bryant, 90 Hun 374.

35 N. Y. Supp. 909. See also Mal-
lory V. Ohio Farmers Ins. Co., 90
Mich. 112. SI N. W. la^.

In State v. David, 131 Mo. 380,

33 S. W. 28, a prosecution for mur-
der charged to have been committed
by poisoning, it was held that the

signature of the defenda,nt to the rec-

ords of poisons sold kept by the drug-

gist might be compared with his sig-

nature to a deposition taken at the

coroner's inquest, because such depo-

sition was admitted without objection.

Compare Bank of the Com. r.

Mudgctt, 44 N. Y. 514, wherein the

Vol. VI
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c. Cross-Bxamination of Non-Bxperts. — For the purpose of
testing- the extent of a non-expert witness' famiharity with the

handwriting- of the purported author, and his abiHty to (Hsting^uish

between the disputed sigfnature and one which has been used upon
the trial and is acknowledged to be genuine, it is proper on cross-

examination to show him the latter writing- and ask him to point

out the difference between the two writings.^^

d. Cross-Bxamination of Bxpcrts. — And it is held that where
other writings or signatures purporting to be made by the author
of the disputed signature are otherwise properly in evidence in the

case, they may be used on the cross-examination of experts.^®

C. Writings Alreiady Part of Record. — a. In General.

Again, writings which constitute a part of the record of the cause
on trial bearing the handwriting or signature of the purported
author of the signature in dispute, may be used as standards^'^

issue was as to the genuineness of
an indorsement by the defendant on
a note, and a number of bank checks
drawn by the defendant were sought
to be used on the cross-examination
of the plaintiff's witnesses, not for
the purpose of comparison, but for the
purpose of testing the knowledge and
accuracy of the witnesses, but the
court refused to permit such a cross-
examination.

55. First Nat. Bank v. Hyland, 25
N. Y. St. 446, 6 N. Y. Supp. 87 ; State
V. Hopkins, 50 Vt. 316. See also

Neal V. Neal, 58 Cal. 287.

56. Johnston Harvester Co. v.

Miller, 72 Mich. 265, 40 N. W. 429,
wherein such signatures were used
for the purpose of having witnesses
make comparisons and show that thi'^y

differed radically in their views of
the similarity of letters, and that they
might easily be mistaken in their as-

sumptions from such a comparison,
the court holding also that the fact
that the witnesses do not know
whether the signatures so used were
made by one person or two but added
to the value of the test. The court
said: "The object evidently was to
show the fallibility and unreliable
character of the testimony. . . .

The sequel showed that the opinions
of the experts were of but little worth,
and we are not disposed to limit or
confine the opportunities for testing
and determining the accuracy and
value of expert evidence."

In Riordan v. Guggerty, 74 Iowa
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688, 39 N. W. 107, certain witnesses,

examined with reference to the genu-
ineness of the signature to the note
in suit, were permitted to tes-

tify to the characteristics of dif-

ferent signatures in evidence, in-

cluding that attached to the note,

the comparative size and length

of these signatures, whether writ-

ten on or above or below the lines

designed for them, the differences in

certain letters, and other facts of like

character. It was insisted that the

court erred in permitting this testi-

mony for the reason that the facts to

which it was directed did not require

the testimony of an expert, but could
have been determined by the jury.

It was held that there were two an-
swers to this claim : (i) That it was
caused to be given by the cross-ex-
amination of the witnesses. (2) It

was confined to the signature in con-
troversy, and to others admitted to be
genuine, and was accordingly author-
ized by the Iowa statute.

57. United States. — Stokes v.

United States, 157 U. S. 187.

Colorado. — Wilber v. Eicholtz, 5
Colo. 240.

Dclaivare. — McCafferty v. Herit-
age, 5 Houst. 220.

New York. — Mortimer v. Cham-
bers, 63 Hun 335, 17 N. Y. Supp.

874.

Evidence Taken at Coroner's In-
quest. — In State V. David, 131 Mo.
380, 23 S. W. 28, a prosecution for

murder, it was held that the evidence
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of comparison.

bond.«°

As for example, a pleading,"* an affidavit,'*" or a

of the defendant, which under a stat-

ute of Missouri must be rcchiced to

writing and subscribed to I)y the wit-

ness, was a paper in the case proper to

be used as a standard of comparison.

A Party's Signature to an Appli-

cation for a Continuance and attach-

ment, the genuineness of which has

been proved, may be used for the pur-

pose of comparison where the appH-
cations themselves are not read in

evidence, and the use of the instru-

ments is confined to the signature

only. Williams v. State, 27 Tex. App.
466, II S. W. 481.

Application for Attachment.
The signature of a defendant in a

criminal prosecution to an application

for an attachment in the cause may
be used as a standard of comparison,
and the fact that the defendant was
in custody wdien he signed the ap-
plication would not aflfect the signa-

ture in any manner for use as such
a standard. Hunt v. State, 22> Tex.
Crim. 252, 26 S. W. 206.

Bill of Review. — In Grooms v.

State, 40 Tex. Crim. 319, 50 S. W.
370, a bill of review in a previous
case executed by one of the parties to

the present action was permitted to be
used as a standard of comparison.

In Froman v. Com., 19 Ky. L. Rep.

948, 42 S. W. 728, affidavits, an an-
swer and a deposition signed by the

defendants were permitted to be used
for purposes of comparison. The
court said :

" It would seem that the
court did not require any evidence of

the genuineness of such writings,

other than that which thoy furnished.

The writings offered were sworn to

in the presence of persons who were
authorized to administer oaths and
make a certification thereof. Smith's
signature appeared upon official rec-

ords which the court believed was
sufficient evidence that they were
genuine, and that no fraud had been
practiced in their selection. It is

upon the ground that these signa-

tures were on such official papers that

we hold that the judge, by an in-

spection of them, could determine
whether or not they should be intro-

duced for the purpose contemplated
by the statute. We therefore are of

the opinion that the court did not

err in allowing the writings to be

introduced."

58. Medway v. United States, 6

Ct. CI. 421 ; Doud V. Reid, 53 Mo.
App. 553-

Pleas. — In Tower v. Whip, 53 W.
Va. 158, 44 S. E. 179. 63 L. R. A.

937, an action upon a promissory note

the genuineness of which the defend-

ant denied, it was held that an expert

on handwriting should have been per-

mitted to compare the signature to the

note with the defendant's signature

to pleas signed and sworn to by
him and filed by him, and state his

opinion as to whether the same per-

son made the signature to both the

note and the pleas.

59. State v. DeGraff, 113 N. C.

688, 18 S. E. 507.

Affidavit of Claim Against Estate.

In Elsenrath v. Kallmeycr, 61 Mo.
App. 430, it was held that the signa-

ture to an affidavit filed by a client in

the probate court in support of a de-

mand presented for allowance against

the estate of a decedent is to be con-

sidered a paper in the case, and that

on an appeal to the circuit court such
signature might be used as a stand-

ard of comparison with the purported
signature of the decedent to the note
forming the basis of the claim, the

genuineness of which was denied.

Affidavit for Change of Venue.
In Tucker v. Hyatt, 144 Ind. 635, 41
N. E. 1047, 43 N. E. 872, it was held
that the signature to an affidavit for

a change of venue, made by the party
whose signature was in question, and
before the disputed writing was
brought into question, was a paper in

the case proper to be used for pur-
poses of comparison.
A Signature to an Affidavit for a

Continuance was held proper to be
used as a standard of comparison in

People V. Parker, 67 Mich. 222, 1,4 K.

W. 720.

60. A Signature to a Bail-Bond

constituting a part of the record in a
criminal action for the appearance of
the defendant to answer the charge
upon which he is being tried may be
used as a standard of comparison.

Vol. VI
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But the party whose signature is in dispute cannot introduce a

pleading filed by him bearing his signature for the purpose of being
used as a standard of comparison on his own behalf."^

b. Cross-Examination of Non-Experts. — And where the writing

offered is already properly a part of the record it may be used upon
the cross-examination of a non-expert witness.^^

D. Extraneous Writings. — a. Non-Statutory Rule.

(1.) Generally.— Whether in the absence of any statute on the sub-

ject, writings not already in evidence in the case and which are not

admissible in evidence for other purposes, although they may be
genuine, can be received in evidence for the sole purpose of furnish-

ing an exemplar or standard of comparison, there is much conflict in

the authorities. Many of the courts hold that such writings cannot

be received for that purpose.*^^ Other courts, however, hold that

State V. Noe, 119 N. C. 849, 25 S. E.
812; People V. Parker, 67 Mich. 222,

34 N. W. 720. See also Cannon v.

Sweet (Tex. Civ. App.), 28 S. W.
718, 29 S. W. 947.

In Dunlop v. Silver, i Cranch C.

C. 27, 8 Fed. Cas. No. 4169, an action
on a promissory note, the plaintiff of-

fered to prove the handwriting of one
of the indorsers by comparing it with
the signature of the bail-bond filed

in the case, and contended that as

it was a bond taken by a sworn of-

ficer and filed in court it could not
be denied, and the evidence was ad-
mitted.

61. Springer v. Hall, 83 Mo. 693,

53 Am. Rep. 598. Compare Thomas
V. State, 103 Ind. 419, 2 N. E. 808.

62. Tucker v. Hyatt, 144 Ind. 635,

41 N. E. 1047; Melvin v. Hodges, 71

111. 422, where the court said :
" The

signature to the plea was not in con-

troversy, nor was its genuineness
questioned. The object in having the

witness examine this signature was
not to prove a signature by compari-
son, but to test the accuracy of the

witness' memory. Had there been
any question as to the genuineness of

the signature to the plea, it would
certainly not have been competent to

have asked the witness whether it

was Melvin's signature or not, with

a view of contradicting him. as that

would have raised a collateral issue

entirely irrelevant to the case. But
the signature being admitted, no such

issue could be raised ; and the only

effect the examination could have
would be to enable the witness to de-

termine how accurate and reliable was
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the impression of Melvin's signature,

as fixed in his memory, with the view
of confirming or modifying his pre-

viously expressed opinion in regard
to the signature in controversy. It is

essential to justice that a considerable
degree of latitude be allowed in the
cross-examination of witnesses for

the purpose of testing the accuracy
and fairness of their evidence."

63. United States.— Williams v.

Conger, 125 U. S. 397.
Alabama. — Griffin v. State, 90 Ala.

596, 8 So. 670; Little V. Beazley, 2
Ala. 703, 36 Am. Dec. 431 ; Snider v.

Burks, 84 Ala. 53, 4 So. 225.

Illinois. — Riggs v. Powell, 142 111.

453. 32 N. E. 482; Gitchell V. Ryan,
24 111. App. 272; Frank v. Taubman,
31 111. App. 592; Snow V. Wiggin, 19
111. Anp. 542; Insurance Co. v. Sweet,
46 111. App. 598.

Indiana. — Bowen v. Jones, 13 Ind.
App. 193, 41 N. E. 400; White S. M.
Co. V. Gordon, 124 Ind. 495, 24 N.
E. 1053.

Michigan. — Weidman v. Symes,
116 Mich. 619, 74 N. W. 1008; Peo-
ple v. Parker, 67 Mich. 222, 34 N.
W. 720.

North Dakota. — Territory v.

O'Hare, i N. D. 30, 44 N. W. 1003.

See also Malloy v. Ohio Farmers Ins.

Co., 90 Mich. 112, 51 _N. W. 188.

Compare Davis v. Fredericks, 3 Mont.
262, follozving the rule in the federal

supreme court excluding comparison
of handwritings with extraneous doc-
uments.

Statement of Rule by Illinois

Court. — " It seems to be well settled

in this state that the genuineness of
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even in the absence of any statute where the jT^eniiineness of hand-

writing is involved, well-tested standards of the writing of the i)cr-

sons whose writing is in question may be introduced for the sole

purpose of comparison with that which is disputed, although they

are otherwise irrelevant."*

a signature cannot be proved by com-
paring it with an admittedly genuine
signature to papers or documents not

in evidence in the cause and which
are collateral to the issue, and there-

fore not admissible in evidence for

other purposes. (Pate v. The People,

3 Gilm. 644; Jumpertz v. The Peo-
ple, 21 111. 408; Kernin v. Hill, 37 id.

20g; Melvin et al. v. Hodges, 71 id.

425; Massey v. Bank, 104 id. 327.)

In Brobston v. Cahill, 64 111. 356, the

distinction between that class of

cases and where the comparison is

to be made between the disputed sig-

nature and the signature to some
paper or instrument admitted or
proved to be genuine, and which has
been legally admitted in evidence, is

clearly drawn, and it was held that

the genuineness, or otherwise, of the

disputed signature to a paper other-

wise admissible in evidence may be
proved by comparison with a signa-

ture, admitted or proved to be genu-
ine, to a paper which has been ad-

mitted in evidence under the issues;

and such we understand to be the

recognized rule and practice in this

state." Himrod v. Gilman, 147 III.

293, 35 N. E. 2,72-

In Texas the rule stated in the text

seems to be the rule adopted by most
of the cases.

Matlock V. Glover, 63 Tex. 231

;

Cook V. First Nat. Bank (Tex. Civ.

App.), ?i2, S. W. 998; Sheppard v.

Love (Tex. Civ. App.), 71 S. W. 67.

Compare Cannon v. Sweet (Tex.
Civ. App.), 28 S. W. 718, 29 S. W.
947, wherein it was held competent
to use any signature shown to be
genuine as a standard of comparison,
and that it was not necessary that the

paper containing such signature

should have come from any particu-

lar custody nor that it should have
been previously filed in the case;

Hatch V. State, 6 Tex. App. 384.

Reasons for Rule. — The grounds
upon which such writings are ex-
cluded are said to be, first, that such

a practice is calculated to raise col-

lateral issues as to the genuineness
of the signatures offered, and second,

that it affords an opportunity to the

party offering them to obtain an ad-

vantage by an unfair selection.

Snivth V. (Caswell, 67 Tex. 567, 4 S.

W. 848; Hickory v. United States,

151 U. S. 303, where the court said:

"The danger of fraud or surprise and
the multiplication of collateral issues

were deemed insuperable objections,

although not applicable to papers al-

ready in the cause, in respect of

which, also, comparison by the jury

could not be avoided."

In Alabama extraneous irrelevant

papers, although admitted to be genu-
ine, cannot be used as a standard of

comparison with the writing in con-

troversy. Moon V. Crowder, 72 Ala.

79-

In Idaho, on an issue as to the

genuineness of a signature, only such

papers as are already in evidence in

the case for other purposes and are

admitted to be genuine should be per-

mitted for use as standards, except

in very exceptional cases. Bane v.

Gwinn, 7 Idaho 439, 63 Pac. 634.

64. Connecticut.— Ty\&r v. Todd,
36 Conn. 218.

Indiana. — Burdick v. Hunt, 43
Ind. 381.

Kansas. — Macomber v. Scott, 10

Kan. 335.

Maine. — State v. Thompson, 80

]\Ie. 194, 13 Atl. 892, 6 Am. St. Rep.

172.

Massachusetts. — Com. v. Pettes,

114 Mass. 307; Com. v. Andrews, 143

?klass. 23, 8 N. E. 643.

Minnesota. — Morrison v. Porter,

35 Minn. 425, 29 N. W. 54, 59 Am.
Rep. 2,31.

Mississippi. — Wilson v. Beau-
champ, 50 Miss. 24.

Nctv Hampshire. — State v. Hast-
ings, 53 N. H. 452.

Ohio. — Bell v. Brewster, 44 Ohio
St. 60, 10 N. E. 679.

Pcnnsvlvania. — Travis V. Brown,

43 Pa. St. 9, 82 Am. Dec. 540.
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(2.) Cross-Examination of Non-Experts— (A.) Generally. — Whether
or not it is proper for the purpose of testing the knowledge of a non-
expert witness testifying to handwriting to suhmit to him other

genuine writings not in evidence of the purported author of the

disputed handwriting, upon cross-examination, is a question as to

which the authorities are in conflict. On the one hand it is held

that such a mode of cross-examination is not proper f^ while on the

other hand it is held that a witness testifying from acquaintance may

Tennessee. — Clark v. Rhodes, 2
Heisk. 2o6.

Texas. — Kennedy v. Upshaw, 64
Tex. 411.

Utah. — Tucker v. Kellogg, 8 Utah
II, 28 Pac. 870; Durnell v. Sowden, 5
Utah 216, 14 Pac. 334.

l'crnio}it. — Adams v. Field, 21

Vt. 256 ; Rowell v. Fuller, 59 Vt. 688,

10 Atl. 853 ; Bridgman v. Corey, 62
Vt. I, 20 Atl. 273.

Virginia. — Johnson v. Com., 102
Va. 927, 46 S. E. 789.

IVashington. — Moore v. Palmer,
14 Wash. 134, 44 Pac. 142.

The Inherent Value of Comparison
as a Method of Proof, and the in-

consistency of permitting it with
papers happening to be in the case,

and denying it with genuine speci-

mens admitted for the purpose, was
recognized by parliament. While the
refinements, distinctions and excep-
tions which had confused the subject
and embarrassed the administration
of justice were thus wiped away, and
the door opened wide for compari-
son with genuine specimens, it is to

be noted that the essential principle of
the common law forbidding disputed
signatures and collateral issues was
distinctly preserved by the provision
limiting comparison to writings
" proved to the satisfaction of the
judge to be genuine." University of
Illinois V. Spalding, 71 N. H. 163,

51 Atl. 731.

In Wilson v. Thornbury, L. R. 17
Eq. 517, an action involving the genu-
ineness of the signature of a testator

to a certain document, the defendant
was ordered to produce on affidavit

any checks in his possession signed
by the testator between certain speci-

fied dates, and the defendant pro-
duced a great many checks, stating in

his affidavit that they were all the
checks in his possession signed by the
testator, although he had other
checks which he did not produce be-
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cause they were forgeries ; and it was
held that the plaintiffs were not en-

titled to the production of the forged
checks.

65. Griffits V. Ivery, II Ad. & EL
322, 39 E. C. L. ioj: United
States V. Chamberlain, 12 Blatchf.

390, 25 Fed. Cas. No. 14,778; Tyler v.

Todd, 36 Conn. 21S; Rose z'. First.

Nat. Bank, 91 Mo. 399, 3 S. W. 876;
Bank of Com. v. Mudgett, 44 N. Y.

514; VanWyck v. Mcintosh, 14 N.
Y. 439; Howard v. Patrick, 43 INIich.

121, 5 N. W. 84; Hoyt V. Stuart, 3
Bosw. (N. Y.) 447; Armstrong v.

Thruston, 11 Md. 148.

In Fogg V. Dennis, 3 Humph.
(Tenn.) 47, the court said that to

permit this to be done " would lead
in practice to much inconvenience
and confusion, not to say trickery

and imposition— and after all could
not attain the end proposed, that is,

show to the jury the ignorance or
falsehood of the witness as to the

handwriting, without submitting to

the jury the inspection and compari-
son of those other writings. This is

an answer to the whole case. But if

the writings in question had been
proved to be genuine previously to the

offer to examine the witness with re-

gard to them, we are of opinion that

it would not be proper. If the wit-
ness had been of opinion that such
genuine signatures were not those of
the testator, the inference of igno-

rance and inaccuracy to be drawn
from such circumstances could have
been fairly repelled by the introduc-
tion of other genuine signatures
which the witness might adopt. This
would lead to innumerable examina-
tions; and after all, the degree of
credit the jury should yield to the
witness is entirely uncertain, unless
they could inspect and compare the
several documents produced."
A witness who has testified, from

his knowledge of having seen the tes-
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be cross-examined by showing him a signature whose genuineness

is unquestioned, and examining him with respect to its genuineness.""

tator write, that his signature to a

will was not genuine, cannot be asked
on cross-examination, after having
been shown purported signatures of

the testator to several checks,

whether, from his " present knowl-
edge," the testator wrote his name in

a designated manner. McDonald v.

McDonald, 142 Ind. 55, 41 N. E. 2,2,^.

66. Gitchell v. Ryan, 24 111. App.
372.

In Page v. Romans, 14 Me. 478,

where a witness had testified in re-

lation to the genuineness of a signa-

ture on cross-examination, a slip of

paper was put into his hands having
the name of a person written upon it

three times with a request to say

whether the writing was by the same
or difTerent hands, and he answered
by the same hands, whereupon a wit-

ness was then called and permitted
to testify that the writing was by dif-

ferent hands ; it was held that al-

though the judge might have re-

jected the testimony, yet that its ad-
mission did not furnish sufiicient

ground for granting a new trial.

In Wentz v. Black, 75 N. C. 491,

where a witness had testified on di-

rect examination that he did not
think the defendant's signature was
genuine on account of a difference in

the making of the letter " k," and the
defendant's counsel had also ex-
hibited to the witness two genuine
signatures on other instruments and
asked him if they did not correspond

;

it was held proper on cross-examina-
tion to exhibit to the witness the de-

fendant's signature to his answer and
on other instruments and ask the wit-

ness if they did not correspond with
the signature to the note in contro-

versy.

In Royal Canadian Bank v. Brown,
27 U. C. Q. B. 41, an action by an
indorsee upon a promissory note, a

non-expert witness for the defense
testified that he thought the signature

of the indorser was not genuine. On
cross-examination he was asked
whether two signatures on a paper
shown to him were the indorser's. He
stated he thought not. In reply the
plaintiff proved that they were, the

defendant objecting to such proof as

being in support of the plaintiff's or-

iginal case. It was received at the

trial for the purpose of impeaching
the witness, but withheld from the

jury as evidence to sustain the plain-

tiff's case. It was held that being ad-

missible for one purpose the evidence
was in the case generally and should
have been so left to the jury. The
court said :

" The jury had to form
their conclusion as to the value of

[the non-expert's] evidence, and, as

appears to us, the paper which he
said did not contain the defendant's

signature, but which was satisfac-

torily proved to contain it, should
have been submitted to their inspec-

tion to enable them to put a right

estimate upon his evidence as to the

indorsement." Compare Hughes v.

Rogers, 8 Mees. & W. (Eng.) 123.

where a witness called to prove the

signature of the attesting witness to

a bond had sworn that the signature

was not in the supposed attesting wit-

ness' handwriting, and another paper
not in evidence was put into his

hand which he also stated was not

that person's writing, and it was
held that the plaintiff could not

prove, for the purpose of contradict-

ing the witness, that this paper was
actually written by the attesting wit-

ness.

In Gleeson v. Wallace, 4 U. C.

Q. B. 245, the witness called for the

purpose of proving the plaintiff's sig-

nature to the instrument in question

swore that he had seen the plaintiff

write, whereupon the defendant's

counsel exhibited to the witness an-

other paper purporting to be signed

by the plaintiff, but which was in no
way connected with the issues, and
also proposed to hand the witness
other papers genuine but not rele-

vant. The court in holding refusal

to permit this practice proper, said:

"If the witness had been called on

the other side to discredit the receipt,

and had assigned as his reason for

not believing it to be genuine, that it

differed in some particular point from
the plaintiff's ordinary mode of sign-

ing his name, then we conceive it

would have been competent for the

defendant to endeavor to convince
him that he was mistaken in the

ground of his opinion, by exhibiting

Vol. "71
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(B.) Concealing Part of Signature.— On an issue as to the gen-
uineness of a signature, a witness in an otherwise proper case may
be shown a part of signature to another instrument purporting to

have been made by the author of the signature in dispute, and be
asked in whose handwriting is the part shown him.*^^

(C.) Selecting Genuine Specimens. — Upon the cross-examination
of a non-expert witness testifying to handwriting it is not proper
to submit to him various papers having the purported author's name
written thereon, and ask him to designate the genuine signatures.^*

(D.) Refreshing Recollection on Cross-Examination. — Notw'ith-

standing the foregoing rule as to the use of irrelevant documents on
cross-examination, a non-expert witness may use genuine writings

to him other proved or admitted sig-

natures of the plaintiff, which by
containing or wanting the peculiarity

on which he laid stress, might con-
vince him or satisfy the jury that he
was in error. But under the cir-

cumstances reported by the judge
who tried the cause, we think the

other papers were properly rejected."

67. Kirksey v. Kirksey, 41 Ala.

626, where the court said :
" Such a

mode of cross-examination may be al-

lowable to test the capacity of the

witness to testify to the handwriting
of the supposed maker of the instru-

ment, or for other purposes."

Compare West v. State, 22 N. J. L.

212, where, upon the cross-examina-
tion of a non-expert witness, the wit-

ness was shown a writing a part of

which was covered and concealed,
and was asked if the portion of the
writing that was visible was that of

the defendant. The court, in holding
that it was not error to refuse to

permit such cross-examination, said

:

" It does not clearly appear for what
purpose the evidence was offered. It

may have been to prove the instru-

ment shown, for the purpose of of-

fering it in evidence, or it may have
been, as was probably the case, for

the purpose of testing the value of

the witness' opinion in respect to the

handwriting of West, and discrediting

him before the jury. If the former
were the object, the witness could
form and express his opinion only
upon the whole writing. If the lat-

ter, the better opinion seems to be
that the party was entitled to lay

the paper before the jury, to form
their opinion as to the testimony of
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the witness, and therefore the whole
paper should be shown. For the

jury should not judge, from the in-

spection of the entire instrument, of

the value of the opinion of a witness

who has only seen a part of it. But
admitting that the witness is not, as

a general rule, entitled to see the

entire instrument, it is clearly the

duty of the court to see that the

paper is so exhibited as to enable the

witness to judge of its general char-

acter, and that the cross-examination
is so conducted as fairly to test the

value of his opinion. This must be
left, in some measure, to the discre-

tion of the judge, and if he err in a

matter of discretion, his opinion is

not subject to review, i Greenl. Ev.

§ 431. The propriety of the decision
must necessarily depend upon cir-

cumstances of which the court can
have no knowledge. What was the

extent of the writing? What part of
it was shown? Was it sufficient to
enable the witness fairly to judge of
the character of the writing?

"

68. Massey v. Farmers Nat. Bank,
104 111. ^2^, where the court, in com-
menting upon this question, said:
" Without stopping to inquire as to

the general correctness of this ob-
servation, and especially where the

rule obtains, as in this state, that evi-

dence of the genuineness of hand-
writing, based on comparison of

hands, is not admissible, we think
that at least with reference to test

papers got up for the occasion, as in

the present case, there was no error
in not allowing the course of cross-

examination proposed."
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of the purported author of the disputed sig^naturc on cross-examina-

tion for the purpose of refreshing- his recollection.""

(3.) Cross-Examination of Experts— (A.) Courts Pkrmittinx Liberal

Cross-Examination. — Witnesses who have testified as experts in

handwriting- may be cross-examined in any appropriate way to test

their skill.^^

69. National Bank of Chester Co.

V. Armstrong, 66 Md. 113, 6 At). 584,

59 Am. Rep. 156, where the court

said :
" To have allowed these wit-

nesses to examine this letter for the

purpose of refreshing their memories
as to the defendant's handwriting,

and then say whether they were still

of opinion the disputed signature was
not genuine, would in no wise have
infringed the rule which is well set-

tled in this state against proof of

handwriting by comparison of hands.

It is not the case of placing the dis-

puted signature and a genuine writ-

ing before a witness who had no an-

tecedent knowledge on the subject,

and allowing him from the mere in-

spection of the two to say whether
in his opinion they were both written

by the same person. These witnesses

both testified that they had frequently

seen the defendant write and were
familiar with his signature, and by
reason of their knowledge of his

handwriting thus acquired were com-
petent and qualified to testify as to

the genuineness vel non of this in-

dorsement. Speaking from that

knowledge they said in their exami-
nation-in-chief that in their opinion

it was not genuine. Then on cross-

examination, after having given as a

reason for their opinion that the de-

fendant wrote a heavier and larger

hand, the cross-examining counsel,

for the purpose of refreshing their

memories as to the character of his

handwriting exhibited to the wit-

nesses a letter and a signature which
the defendant himself admitted he
had written, asked them to examine
it and then to say whether they were
still of the same opinion. We see no
objection whatever to this course of

cross-examination, and are clearly of

opinion it should have been allowed."

Compare McDonald v. McDonald,
142 Ind. 55, 41 N. E. 336. In this

case it was held that a non-expert
witness who had testified in regard
to the disputed signature of an at-

testing witness to a will could not be
cross-examined as to the same sig-

nature upon a cash-book which the

witness had in his possession, on the

ground that he might look at the

pages thereof to refresh his memory.

70. In Birmingham Nat. Bank v.

Bradley, 108 Ala. 205, 19 So. 791, the

court, in holding that it is right and
in fact necessary that expert testi-

mony as to handwriting be subjected

to every legitimate test on cross-

examination in order that the jury

may properly weigh it, said :
" We

are of opinion the court erred

in refusing to allow the plaintiffs to

cross-examine the expert witnesses of

the defendant, as to the effect of

acids on writing, and whether in their

opinion the writing could be altered

or removed by the use of such means
so as to escape detection. The objec-

tion was sustained on the ground
that these witnesses were not experts

in the use and effect of acids on ink,

and therefore incompetent to express

an opinion. If the purpose had been

to establish by these witnesses the

effect of acids on ink, the objection

would have been well taken. The
purpose of the question was to affect

their testimony as to the genuineness

of the check. These witnesses had
testified as experts, that in their opin-

ion the check had not been raised,

that it was as originally drawn, and
the defendant had the benefit of tlii^

testimony with the jur>'. The plain-

tiff had introduced expert evidence

to show the effect of eureka acid No.
I and 2 on commercial ink when used

for writing, and that it could be ea<;-

ily obtained. If the witnesses for the

defendant had stated that they knew
nothing of the effect of acids on ink,

their testimony as to the genuineness

of the check, and that it had not been
altered, would have been considered

in connection with the admission on
their part that they had no knowledge
or experience of the effect of acids on
writings. It is right and in fact

necessary that expert testimony be

subjected to every legitimate test on
cross-examination in order to prop-

erly weigh it."

Vol. VI
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Spurious Signatures. — Thus it has been held that an expert wit-

ness who has testified to the genuineness of a signature may, on
cross-examination, be shown spurious signatures and asked if upon
a former trial after comparing such signatures with the standards

in evidence he had pronounced them genuine and had sworn that

all were written by the same hand.''^

(B.) Contrary View. — Other courts, however, in those jurisdic-

tions where extraneous writings are held to be inadmissible for pur-

poses of comparison, hold that the reason of the rule applies to the

cross-examination with as much force as to the direct examination,

and that writings which are not admissible for other purposes,

although they may be genuine, should not be received, whether used

to test the witness as an expert or to test his knowledge of the

handwriting of the purported author of the disputed signature.'^^

And it is also held that experts testifying from comparison cannot

be cross-examined as to other writings of unknown author-

Travelers Ins. Co. V. Sheppard, 85
Ga. 751, 12 S. E. 18. In this case
the witnesses were examined upon
certain incomplete and mutilated
writings which were partial copies

by another hand of documents which
the purported author had written, al-

though proof as to who wrote these
copies was not avowed or made un-
til after the cross-examination. The
court said that the purpose of the

experiment was to show that the ex-
perts were not reliable; that they
would mistake writing not done by
the purported author for writing
which he had done. " The whole ob-
ject of the test would have been de-
feated had other proof been required
that the documents were genuine be-

fore they could be used. By what
colour of right could the defendant
claim to see or know anything of

them before the trial commenced?
And why should not scraps and
fragments be used to test experts on
the mere question of manual or me-
chanical execution?"

71. Hoag V. Wright, 174 N. Y.

36, 66 N. E. 579, reversing 69 App.
Div. 381, 74 N. Y. Supp. 1069. on this

point, where the court, in holding that

it was error to refuse to permit such
an examination, said the evidence
" tended to cast doubt upon the credi-

bility of the witness and his skill as
an expert. It suggested the question
whether, if the witness was at fault

as to the spurious signatures, he was
not at fault as to the signatures in
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question. It made a direct attack

upon the value of his opinion, and
tended to show that it was unreliable.

The defendants were deprived of the

right to test, in an effective and
practical manner, the accuracy and
worth of the opinions of the three

experts relied upon by the plaintiff."

72. United States v. Chamberlain,
12 Blatchf. 390, 25 Fed. Cas. No.

14,778; Gaunt V. Harkness, 53 Kan.

405, 36 Pac. 739, 42 Am. St. Rep. 207.

See also Van Wyck v. Mcintosh, 14

N. Y. 439; First Nat. Bank v. Hy-
land, S3 Hun 108, 6 N. Y. Supp. 87;
Rose z'. First Nat. Bank, 91 Mo. 399,

3 S. W. 876, where the court said:
" The rule which excludes extrinsic

papers and signatures is substantially

the same in the direct and cross-ex-
amination, as will be seen from the

foregoing authorities. Papers not a

part of the case and not relevant, as
evidence, to the other issues, are ex-

cluded mainly on the ground that to

admit such documents would lead to

an indefinite number of collateral is-

sues, and would operate as a surprise

upon the other party, who would not
know what documents were to be
produced, and, hence, could not be
prepared to meet them. The reason
of the rule applies to the cross-ex-
amination with as much force as to

the direct examination. The signa-

tures should have been excluded,
whether used to test the witness as

an expert, or to test his knowledge
of the handwriting of the plaintiff."
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ship and not pertinent to the case, merely to test their ability as

experts."-'

(C.) Selecting Genuine from Spurious Signatures. — It has been

held proper upon the cross-examination of an exjiert witness testify-

ing to handwriting; for the purpose of testing the value of his testi-

mony, to submit to him genuine and spurious signatures, and ask

him to select the genuine from the spurious.''*

b. Statutory Rule.— In many of the states, however, statutes have
been enacted expressly authorizing any writing, properly authenti-

cated as genuine, to be used for the ]mrpose of comparison, although

it may not be admissible in evidence for any other purpose.'^

73, State v. Griswold, 67 Conn.
290. 34 Atl. 1046. See also Bacon v.

Williams, 13 Gray (Mass.) 525, hold-
ing that a disputed signature cannot
be used in cross-examination of a

witness to test his accuracy as to

another signature. Compare Thomas
V. State, 103 Ind. 419. 2 N. E. 808.

74. Browning v. Gosnell, 91 Iowa
448, 59 N. W. 340, where the court

in so ruling said :
" We tliink it is

proper, when a witness testifies to the

genuineness of a handwriting or sig-

nature, to test the value of his evi-

dence thoroughly, and for that pur-
pose he may be asked to give his

opinion as to the genuineness of sig-

natures which are prepared for that

purpose, and in the handwriting of

any person. Opinions as to the

genuineness of handwriting are, at

best, weak and unsatisfactory evi-

dence, and every reasonable oppor-
tunity should be afforded, on cross-

examination, to test tlie value of the
opinion of the witness, and we know
of no better way than was resorted

to in this case. Generally, testimony
as to the genuineness of handwriting
is the merest guesswork. Of neces-

sity, it is admitted, because, often, no
other evidence is attainable. But it

should be open always to full investi-

gation on cross-examination, for thus
only can its utter unreliability, in

many cases, be established." Com-
pare Andrews v. Hayden, 88 Ky. 453,
II S. W. 428, wherein it was held
that the u.se of spurious signatures

prepared by an experienced expert for

the purpose of being presented to the

witness was error.

Compare People v. Murphy. 135 N.
Y. 450, 32 N. E. 138, where certain

letters were introduced in evidence
by the prosecution, and. for the pur-

pose of showing that they were writ-

ten by the defendant, a number of

27

genuine specimens of his handwriting
were put in evidence, and experts

were called, who, after comparison of

the letters with such specimens, testi-

fied that they were written by the

same hand. The defendant, for the

purpose of testing the accuracy of

the witnesses' judgment, submitted

different specimens of handwriting to

said witnesses, who, after comparing
them with the letters put in evidence

by the people, testified that some of

them were written by the same per-

son who wrote the letters. Defend-
ant then offered to prove that the

specimens so submitted were spuri-

ous, and the evidence was excluded.

The court held that there was no
error; that it was collateral matter,

and defendant was bound by the

answers of the witness.

75. California. — People v. Bib-

by, 91 Cal. 470, 27 Pac. 781.

Georgia. — Kelly v. Keese, 102 Ga.

700, 29 N. E. 591.

/oTC'c — State V. Van Tassel. 103

Iowa 6. 72 N. W. 497 ; Coppock v.

Lampkin, 114 Iowa 664, 87 N. W.
665 ; State v. Farrington. 90 Iowa
673, 57 N. W. 606; State v. Calkins,

yi Io\va 128, 34 N. W. 777.

Missouri. — St. Louis Nat. Bank
7'. Hoffman, 74 Mo. App. 203 ; Cook
V. Strother, 100 Mo. App. 622. 75 S.

W. 175 ; Bank v. Hoffman, 74 Mo.
App. 203; Edmonston r. Henrj', 4.;

Mo. App. 346; State v. Minton. iifS

Mo. 60s, 23 S. W. S08; State 7-.

Thompson. 132 Mo. 301, 34 S. W.
31 ; Elscnrath v. Kallmeyer. 61 Mo.
App. 430.

Montana. — Baxter 7'. Hamilton,
20 Mont. 327, 51 Pac. 265.

Nebraska. — First Nat. Bank v.

Carson. 48 Neb. 763. 67 S. W. 770-

A''^7ci Jersev. — Yeomans v. Petty,

40 N. J. Eq." 495-
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E. Ancient Writings.— Where a writing was offered in evi-

dence so antiquated as to render it difficult, if not impossible, to

produce a witness who had ever seen the person write whose signa-
ture was attached to the writing, and yet not so old as to prove

A''^' I'orA'. — IMutual L. Ins. Co.
V. Suiter, 131 N. Y. 557, 29 N. E.
822; People V. Molineux, 168 N. Y.
264, 61 N. E. 286.

Oregon. — Osmun v. Winters, 30
Or. 177, 46 Pac. 780; Munkers v.

Farmers & M. Ins. Co., 30 Or. 211,

46 Pac. 850.

Tennessee. — Powers v. IMcKen-
zie, 90 Tenn. 167, 16 S. W. 559.

In New York Prior to 1880 the

rule excluding irrelevant documents
which were not already in evidence in

the case for other purposes was fol-

lowed. Hynes v. McDermott, 82 N.
Y. 41, 27 Am. Dec. 538; Goodyear v.

Vosburgh, 63 Barb. (N. Y.) 154;
Randolph v. Laughlin, 48 N. Y. 456;
VanWyck v. Mcintosh, 14 N. Y. 439;
Hardy v. Norton, 66 Barb. (N. Y.)

527. But in 1880 a statute was passed
which was amended in 1886 and 1888,

wherein it was expressly provided
that other writings properly authen-
ticated as genuine as therein provided,

may be used for the purpose of com-
parison ; and a denial of the right is

error requiring a reversal. For cases

in which this statute has been con-
strued and applied, see: Farrell v.

Manhattan R. Co., 83 App. Div. 393,
82 N. Y. Supp. 434; Mutual L. Ins.

Co. V. Suiter, 131 N. Y. 557, 29 N. E.

822; Peck V. Callaghan, 95 N. Y. y2>',

In re Koch, 2,3 IMisc. 153, 68 N. Y.
Supp. 675 ; People v. Molineux, 168

N. Y. 264, 61 N. E. 286.

Under the Oregon Statute tes-

timony of expert witnesses as to

handwriting based on a comparison
with other writings admitted or
treated as genuine by the party
against whom the evidence is offered
may be received irrespective of

whether the papers so used as stand-
ards are otherwise competerit or not.

Holmes v. Goldsmith, 147 U. S. 150.

In Wisconsin it was formerly a
rule that comparison of handwritings
might be instituted where the writ-
ings used for that purpose were al-

ready admitted in evidence on other
grounds, but that writings could not
be introduced for the mere purpose
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of making a comparison. State v.

]Miller, 47 Wis. 530, 3 N. W. 31.

Orders Drawn by the Treasurer of

a School District on a school fund
during certain years and shown to be
genuine are admissible in evidence to

enable the jury to make a comparison
of the handwriting with the signa-

ture to a note purporting to have
been executed during those years by
such treasurer, but which he denies

having executed. Grand Island
Banking Co. v. Shoemaker, 31 Neb.
124, 47 N. W. 696.

The Signature of One in a Hotel
Register made about the time of the

writing in controversy and shown to

be genuine may be used as a stand-

ard of comparison. State v. Cal-

kins, y:^ Iowa 128, 34 N. W. yyy;
State t'. Farrington, 90 Iowa 6y2,, 57
N. W. 606, where the court said

:

" Counsel's claim is that the hotel

register could not be used as a
standard of comparison, because it

was not relevant or material to any
other issue in the case. Whatever
may be the rule elsewhere, this court
has recognized the right to use, for

the purposes of comparison, the de-

fendant's genuine signature, wherever
found, if made about the time of the

alleged forgery." But the genuine-
ness of the signature must be estab-

lished, State V. VanTassel, 103 Iowa,

6, 2 N. W. 497.

In People v. Truck, 170 N. Y. 203,

6^ N. E. 281, a prosecution for mur-
der, it was held that the signatures

of the defendant attached to papers

executed in the transaction of or-

dinary business, although not relat-

ing to the case but proved by persons

who saw the signature written by
him and whose genuineness was not

attacked, were competent to be used
as standards by handwriting experts

to compare with letters purporting to

be written by a third person confess-
ing to the murder in question and de-
claring the defendant innocent, for the
purpose of showing that such letters

were in the handwriting of the de-
fendant.
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itself, the common law recoj:;'nizcd an exception to the rule excluding
proof of handwriting- by comparison, and permitted such comparison
to be made.'" And the rule permitting proof of the handwriting

of an ancient document by comparison by expert witnesses ai)plies in

criminal as well as civil cases.''^

F. Official DocumExts. — There have been cases where signa-

tures of ofificials on documents produced from official archives, the

genuineness of which has never been challenged, and which have

officially been treated as authentic, have been received in evidence

as standards of comparison without further proofJ*

" Genuine writings of a person on
trial for murder by poisoning are not

inadmissible as standards of com-
parison with the handwriting upon
a package containing poison which
he is alleged to have sent feloniously

through the mail because they were
produced at the request of a hand-
writing expert retained by the police

authorities at a time when the inquest

into the circumstances of the death

was in progress, and while the de-

fendant was suspected, as he knew,
of being the murderer, and was under
subpoena to testify at the inquest,

since he was not in custody and no
formal charge had been made against

him." Peonle v. Molineux, i68 N.
Y. 264, 61 N. E. 286.

76. Strother v. Lucas, 6 Pet. (U.

S.) 763; Cantey v. Piatt, 2 McCord
(S. C.) 260; Macomber v. Scott, 10

Kan. 335 ; McNair v. Com., 26 Pa.

St. 388, citing Rowt v. Kile, i Leigh
(Va.) 216. Jackson v. Brooks, 8
Wend. (N. Y.) 426.

In Rogers v. State, 11 Tex. App.
608, a prosecution for forging a deed
in the name of one Edward Gritten,

it was held proper to permit certain

signatures purporting to be Gritten's

on documents shown to be archives

of the general land office to be used
for purposes of comparison.

" Where a document is of such
date that we cannot reasonably be
expected to find living persons ac-

quainted with the handwriting of the

supposed writer, either by having seen
him writ-e, or by having held corre-

spondence with him, other ancient

documents, which are proved to have
been treated and regularly preserved

as authentic, may be compared with

the disputed one." Cook v. First

Nat. Rank (Tex. Civ. App.), ZZ S.

W. 998.

"A Deed Proven to be Thirty Years

of age, purporting to be signed by the

alleged grantor and under which he

surrendered possession to the person

purporting to be the grantee who by

iiimself and his privies in estate re-

mained in possession, was so far

proven to be the genuine deed of the

alleged grantor, and so far estab-

lished the genuineness of his signa-

ture thereto, as to authorize its admis-

sion in evidence, for the purpose of a

comparison of handwriting, upon the

trial of a cause involving the ques-

tion of the genuineness of the sig-

nature of such grantor to another in-

strument." Goza V. Browning, 96
Ga. 421, 22, S. E. 842.

77. West V. State, 22 X. J. L. 212.

78. L'nited States v. Ortiz, 176 U.

S. 422. Compare Marshall f. Han-
cock, 80 Cal. 82, 22 Pac. 61. In this

case the objection was that the rec-

ord in question had not been suf-

ficiently authenticated or proved to

be the public record claimed. The
court, however, in ruling against this

contention, said :
" But this was en-

tirely unnecessary. The evidence was
not offered to prove the contents of

the record or to establish any fact.

The name appearing therein was the

only material thing. It could make
no difference whether the name of-

fered appeared in a public record, a

private writing, or on a blank piece

of paper. If it was admitted or

proved to the satisfaction of the

judge to be genuine, it could properly

be compared with the handwriting
in controversy for the purpose of

showing that the latter was genuine.

(Code Civ. Proc, §§ 194.3. 1944-) Of
course the record introduced did not

prove that the name of White ap-

pearing therein was his genuine sig-

nature; but there was positive evi-
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G. Writings of Third Pi^rsons.— It is not proper to permit

comparison of the disputed writini^ with writings introduced for

that purpose as the g-enuine writings of any person other than the

purported writer, or the person charged with having written the dis-

puted paperJ"

H. Writings Prejudicial to Party.— The selection of a writ-

ing for comparison with no other purpose than to prejudice the

writer with the jury should not be permitted, especially where there

are other writings available which are not open to that objection.*"

dence to that effect which we must
presume was proof to the satisfaction

of the judge that it was genuine."

In Rogers v. State, ii Tex. App.

608, a prosecution for forging a deed,

it was held proper to permit the

prosecution to introduce, for the

purpose of comparison with the sig-

nature charged to be a forgery, sig-

natures purporting to be those of the

apparent maker of the deed to docu-

ments shown to be archives of the

general land office.

79. Franklin v. Franklin, 90 Tenn.

44, 16 S. W. 557 ; Powers v. McKen-
zie, 90 Tenn. 167, 16 S. W. 559; Cook
ZK Strother, 100 Mo. App. 622, 75 S.

W. 175; Coppock V. Lampkin, 114

Iowa 664, 87 N. W. 665 ; Bruyn v.

Russell, 52 Hun 17, 4 N. Y. Supp.

784; Peck V. Callaghan, 95 N. Y. 7t,;

State V. Henderson, 29 W. Va. 147,

I S. E. 222.

In Keith v. Lothrop, 10 Cush.
(Mass.) 453, an action on a promis-

sory note alleged to have been
forged, wherein the defendant had
proved the plaintiff's declarations that

she could successfully imitate his

handwriting, it was held that the

plaintiff could not in reply introduce

specimens of her own handwriting
for the purpose of proving that the

note was not forged by her.

In Williams v. State, 61 Ala. 2>2>, a

prosecution for forgery, it was held

improper to permit a witness, who
confessed having written the forged
instrument at the request and under
the direction of the defendant, to

write in the presence of the court and
jury a similar instrument for the pur-

pose of furnishing a standard of

comparison. The court said :
" It

would open toO' wide a door for

fraud if a witness was allowed

to corroborate his own testimony

by a preparation of specimens of
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his handwriting for the purposes

of comparison. By design a cor-

respondence with or a departure

from the disputed writing could be

fabricated; and whether there was
such a design is an inquiry with

which the jury should not be em-
barrassed."

80. In Gambrill v. Schooley, 95
Md. 260, 52 Atl. 500, the court said:

"It is true that §6, art. 35, of the

code permits the comparison of a

disputed writing with any writing

proved to the satisfaction of the

court to be genuine ; but it cannot be

supposed it was designed thereby to

deprive the court of all discretion in

determining what character of genu-

ine writing should be used for this

purpose, or to permit the introduction

before the jury of extraneous mat-
ter calculated, if not intended, to

prejudice the party against whom it

is used. In the present case there

were already in evidence several let-

ters written by the defendant, which
would have gratified the most liberal

requirement of the law as to compar-
ison of writings, without prejudice

to the defendant; and the selection

of a letter confined to the subject of

exciting political questions in an ap-

proaching presidential election must
have been made with no other pur-

pose than to prejudice the defendant
with such members of the jury as

might not ' share the views he ex-

pressed, and constitutes a perversion

of the machinery of justice which we
cannot sanction under the circum-

stances of this case. If there were
no other writing available at the time

for the purposes of comparison, we
might be forced to accept the situa-

tion."

Compare People v. Bibby, 91 Cal.

470, 27 Pac. 781, a prosecution for

forgery wherein other orders of the
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I. Writings Must Have Bken Made Ante Litem Motam. — a.

In General.— Specimens of handwriting, althouj^h genuine, which
are offered by the defendant himself as furnishing a standard of

comparison, must have been written before any controversy arose as

to the genuineness of the writing in dispute. ^^ AUhough there is

same general character as the one set

out in tlic information, the genuine-
ness of which was cstahhslied, were
permitted to be used as comparative
evidence against the defendant, the

court saying :
" While those orders

may have, unfortunately to the de-

fendant, demonstrated his ample
capabiHties in the line of the crea-

tion of spurious paper, still that fact

afforded no legal objection to their

admissibility as evidence of his hand-
writing, and it was upon this ground
alone, as stated by the district at-

torney at the time, that they were
oflFered and received in evidence."

81. Phoenix Nat. Bank v. Taylor.

113 Ky. 61, 67 S. W. 27; Renner v.

Thornburg, iii Iowa 515, 82 N. W.
950 (where the signatures to the

documents offered were appended
before the one in question was exe-
cuted, and it was held that there

was no room for the contention that

the standards were manufactured) ;

Weidman v. Symes, 116 Mich. 6ig,

74 N. W. 1 108. See also Tucker v.

Hyatt, 144 Ind. 635, 41 N. E. 1047,

wherein it was held that an objec-
tion to the writings offered that the

signatures were made after the dis-

puted signature became a matter of

controversy did not suggest the ob-
jection that they may have been
made in a disguised hand for the

purpose of manufacturing evidence,

and that hence the question as to the

admissibility of the writings was nut

presented.
And so in State v. Hopkins, 50 Vt.

316, a prosecution for forgery, it was
held that certain bank checks drawn
by the prosecuting witness were
admissible for purposes of compari-
son unless they or some of them
were made at a time when he had
an interest in establishing the fact

that his signature upon the draft in

question was a forgery, and that as
it did not appear from the case as it

was made up that he hnd such in-

terest there was accordingly no error
in admitting them.

Statement of the Rule " As we
undersiaiul the rule, the claimed
author of disputed writings cannot
make testimony in his favor by
bringing in for comparison a writing

manufactured by him for that very

purpose after the controversy has

arisen. He is confined to the pro-

duction of papers written by' him
before the controversy commenced, or

those subsequently made by him in

the usual course of business and
under such circumstances as to nega-
tive all idea that they were made
for the purpose of being used as evi-

dence in his own favor. A party

cannot be allowed to manufacture
this class of testimony more than any
other in his favor." Sanderson v.

Osgood, 52 Vt. 309, wherein it was
held, however, that although the

writing was not proper for compara-
tive purposes because it was made
for that purpose after the beginning
of the controversy, yet its use in

that case was not error because
the party against whom it was used
had failed to object at the proper
time.

In Williams v. State, 61 Ala. 33,

the court, quoting from Mudd v.

Suckcrmore, 5 Ad. & El. 703, 31 E.

C. L. 406, said :

" The test of genu-
ineness ought to be the resemblance,
not to the formation of letters in

some other specimen or specimens,

but to the general character of writ-

ing which is impressed on it as the

involuntary and uncon.scious result

of constitution, habit or other per-

manent cause, and is therefore of it-

self permanent. And we best ac-

quire a knowledge of this character

by seeing the individual write at

times when his manner of writing is

not in question, or by engaging with
him in correspondence; either sup-

position giving reason to believe that

he writes at the time, not constrain-

edly, but in his natural manner."
In Com. r. Allen, 128 Mass. 46,

35 .^m. Rep. 356, it was held proper
for the court to exclude a writing

Vol. VI
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authority apparently to the effect that the fact that the writinqs
offered were not so written is not of itself ground for excluding
them.^-

Writing Made Subsequent to Signature. — The fact that the signa-
tures offered as furnishing standards of comparison were made sub-
sequent to the time of the signature in dispute is not ground for
denying their use as standards in an otherwise proper case, where
there is no pretense that they were made after the controversy arose,
or that they were manufactured for the purpose of comparison.^^

b. Writing on Direct Examination. — Accordingly it is held
improper to permit the purported author of the signature in dispute
to write his name on his direct examination in the presence of the
court and jury, and give it in evidence on his own behalf for the
purpose of furnishing a standard of comparison;^'* and this rule

offered by the defendant containing
certain words written by him during
the trial for the purpose of being
compared with the same words
alleged to have been written by him
at another time, the .genuineness of
which is in controversy.

In United States v. Prout, 4
Cranch C. C. 301, 27 Fed. Cas. No.
16,094, a prosecution for forgery, an
offer on the part of the prosecution
to show to the jury the prisoner's

signature, written in the presence of
the marshal, and permitting them to
compare it with the handwriting of
the alleged forged instrument, was re-

jected.

82. Singer Mfg. Co. v. McFarland,
53 Iowa 540, 5 N. W. 739, where the
court said :

" The statute does not
prescribe the time when the offered
writing shall be made, and we do not
think the court was authorized to
exclude the evidence. It was proper
to allow it to go to the jury for what
it was worth. It would doubtless
have been in better taste for the de-
fendant to have introduced his writ-
ings made at a time and upon an
occasion when the motive to disguise
was not apparent. This was a matter
for the consideration of the jury, but
we can find no warrant for excluding
the evidence."

83. University of Illinois v. Spald-
ing, 71 N. H. 163. 51 Atl. 731. where
the court said: "The claimed author
of disputed writings cannot make
testimony in his favor by bringing in

for comparison a writing manufac-
tured by him for that very purpose
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after the controversy has arisen. He
is confined to the production of

papers written by him before the

controversy commenced, or those
subsequently made by him in the

usual course of business, and under
such circumstances as to negative all

idea that they were made for the

purpose of being used as evidence in

his own favor. A party cannot be
allowed to manufacture this class of

testimony, more than any other, in

his favor. The utmost limit to

which the cases and practice go in this

respect is to allow the opposing party,

when the upholding party takes the

stand as a witness, in cross-exam-
ination, to call upon him to write in

the presence of the jury, that he may
use such specimens of his writing
for comparison with the disputed
writing by the jury and experts
against him. Sanderson v. Osgood,
52 Vt. 309; King V. Donahue, no
Mass. I.S5, 14 Am. Rep. 589; Hick-
ory V. United States, 151 U. S. 303."

84. King V. Donahue, no Mass.
155; Bronner v. Loomis, 14 Hun CN.
Y.) 341. See also United States v.

Jones, 10 Fed. 469; Griffin v. State,

90 Ala. 596, 8 So. 670; Whittle v.

State, 43 Tex. Crim. 468, 66 S. W.
771. This was an action for forgery,
and the state had the prosecuting
vi^itness write her name on a blank
piece of paper three times in the
presence of the court and jury, and
" offered her signature, in connec-
tion with the signature upon the
note, in evidence before the jury,
thereby securing a comparison of the
signature as written upon the note
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and as written upon the blank piece
of paper, which was offered as evi-

dence in this case. To which de-

fendant excepted upon the ground
that the same had been written long
after the signature was written upon
the back of the note, and under dif-

ferent circumstances, and was written

with a stub pen, when the signature
on the back of the note appeared to

have been with a sharp-pointed pen,

and that the manner of proving the
handwriting of DoiHe Trimble, in

the way it was done, was illegal ; and
for the further reason that the signa-

ture made by her in the court room
in the way and manner aforesaid

should not have been introduced, for,

she being the main witness and the
alleged injured party, she could,

therefore, on account of her hostility

to defendant, disguise her handwrit-
ing and dissemble the same, if she
saw proper to do so, and in that way
show the dissimilarity in her signa-

ture on the back of said note and as

written upon the blank piece of pa-
per." The action of the court in

permitting these specimens to be
used as standards was held to be
error.

In McGlasson v. State, Z7 Tex.
Crim. 620. 40 S. W. 503, 66 Am. St.

Rep. 842, the court said: "The
question presented in the above bill

of exceptions is whether it is permis-
sible to allow a witness — a private

prosecutor— in a case of forgery,

where his signature is alleged to be
forged, and he denies such signature,

to make his signature before the jury
for the purpose of being used as evi-

dence in the case bearing on the is-

sue as to whether or not the signa-

ture to the instrument alleged to be
forged is his genuine signature. We
believe it is the general rule, sup-
ported by all the authorities, and
gainsaid by no well-considered case

which we have been able to find, that

such testimony is not admissible; the
principle upon which the exclusion
of this character of evidence is

founded being its liability to fabrica-

tion, the witness, at the time he
makes said signature for the purpose
of comparison, having a motive to

fabricate, and having the means fur-

nished him at the time to aid him in

such fabrication. ... Of course,

it was to the interest of the prose-

cuting witness to write his signature
differently from the copy before him,
and it is not the intention of the law
to thus present temptations to human
infirmity. It is insisted, however,
that the witness could only write his

own name, and that consequently he
was incapable of changing the form
of his signature. If the evidence es-

tablished the fact that he could not
write his name except in one form —
that is, without a change in any let-

ter— the position would be sound;
but we have no such evidence in this

case. The inducement to fabricate

is too great, under such conditions,

and in such cases the courts do not
authorize such testimonj'."

In Hickory v. United States. 151
U. S. 303, the defendant, being called

as a witness on his own behalf, de-
nied that a certain letter was in his

handwriting, and it was held proper
to refuse to permit him to write at

the trial for the purpose of preparing
and furnishing a standard of com-
parison. The court said :

" It is

only when the paper is written, not
by design but unconstrainedly and in

the natural manner, so as to bear the
impress of the general character of
the party's writing, as the involuntary
and conscious result of constitution,

habit, or other permanent cause, and
therefore of itself permanent, that it

furnishes, if otherwise admissible,
any satisfactory test of genuineness."
The court also said, in quoting from
King V. Donahue, no Mass. i??:
" A signature made for the occasion
post litem niotam and for use at the
trial ought not to be taken as a

standard of genuineness ;" and from
Williams v. State, 61 Ala. 33, "It
would open too wide a door for fraud
if a witness was allowed to corrobo-
rate his own testimony by a prepara-
tion of specimens of his writing for

the ourpose of comparison."
In State v. Koontz, 31 W. Va. 127,

5 S. E. 328, where it was held inad-

missible to give in evidence to the

jury the genuine signature of such
party written in the presence of the

jury, the court said: "The modern
English decisions are clearly opposed
to admitting such evidence upon an
examination in chief for the mere
purpose of enabling the jury to judge
of the handwriting. . . . One
of the strongest reasons against the
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holds whether the writer has or has not before him the disputed
writino^.^'^

c. Writing on Cross-Examination. — Where a witness has denied
writing- a document which is alleged to be a forgery, or has denied
his signature thereto, he may be asked and required on cross-ex-
amination to write in open court in order that a comparison may
be made between such writing and the writing controverted.^*

establishment of such a rule of evi-

dence is ' fraud in the selection of
the writings offered as specimens for
the occasion.' How much greater
would be the danger of this fraud if

the prosecuting witness, instead of
being required to produce such speci-

mens written before the controversy

had arisen, were permitted to manu-
facture them at the moment they are
to be given in evidence to the jury.

If such a proceeding were allowed,
the party whose name is alleged to

have been forged would in all cases
be strongly tempted to make the
' specimen ' resemble the forgery as

little as possible. In any such case
there would be added the ' danger of

surprise upon the other party,' who
would have no means of knowing
what kind of a specimen was to be
produced, nor could he be prepared to

meet the inferences drawn from
them."
Compare State v. Henderson, 29

W. Va. 147, I S. E. 222, a prosecu-
tion for uttering a forged receipt,

wherein witnesses had testified to

the handwriting of the alleged forged
receipt, and being acquainted with
the signature of the person whose
name was signed thereto they were
permitted in the presence of the jury
to write the letters of his name as

they thought he wrote them that the
jury might compare the letters so
written with the letters in the al-

leged forged signature. The court
said: "The witnesses were only
asked to write an ' L ' as they
thought Leonard wrote it, so that the

jury could the better understand the
testimony. If a jury do not have a

clear idea of the location of a place
where an act is alleged to have been
done, no one doubts the right of a
party to have a witness describe the
place and by a word painting of it

and its surroundings make its location
clear to the minds of the jury. What
objection then can there be to the
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permitting of the witness to make in

the presence of the jury a diagram of
the place to enable the jury the bet-

ter to understand the witness? There
can then be no valid objection to the

permitting of the witnesses in their

attempt to describe how Ebenezer
Leonard wrote the letter ' L ' to illus-

trate their meaning by writing the
letter themselves, so that the jury
could see whether or not it was in

fact different from the alleged simu-
lated ' L.'

"

85. Whittle v. State, 43 Tex.
Crim. 468, 66 S. W. 771.

86. Williams v. State, 61 Ala. :i2\

Bridgman v. Corey, 62 Vt. i, 20 Atl.

273 ; Allen v. Gardner, 47 Kan. 227,
27 Pac. 982; People v. DeKroyft, 49
Hun 71, I N. Y. Supp. 692; Bronner
V. Loomis, 14 Hun (N. Y.) 341;
Bradford v. People, 22 Colo, 157, 43
Pac. 1013; Chandler v. LeBarron, 45
Me. 534.

Compare First Nat. Bank r. Rob-
erts, 41 Mich. 709, 3 N. W. 199; Wil-
liams V. Riches, 77 Wis. 569, 46 N.
W. 817, where the witness was a

young girl, and testified that her
handwriting had greatly improved
since making the writing in dispute,

and it was held proper to refuse to

compel her to write on cross-exam-
ination.

In Sanderson v. Osgood, 52 Vt.

309, the court said :
" The utmost

limit to which the cases and practice

go in this respect is to allow the

opposing party, when the upholding
party takes the stand as a witness, in

cross-examination, to call upon him
to write in the presence of the jury,

that he may use such specimens of
his writing for comparison with the
disputed writing by the jury and
experts against him."

In Bradford v. People, 22 Colo.

157. 43 Pac. 1013, it was declared that

the benefit of this kind of cross-ex-
amination is well illustrated in this

case. The check alleged to have been
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J. Authentication of Genuineness. — a. Necessity. — When-
ever proof of a disputed handwriting:^ or sip^nature is soup^ht to be

made by comparison, either by witness, court or jury, the writing

offered as an exemplar or standard must be one of which the

forged was for the sum of $24.60.

The word " four " \n the check hav-
ing been written " foure," and in the

writing executed by the defendant
upon the witness stand the same or-

thography was used.

In Huff V. Nims, 11 Neb. 363, 9 N.
W. 548, an action on a promissory
note the genuineness of which the

defendant denied, the defendant had
called his son as a witness, who
testified in chief that certain words in

the note which his father actually

gave were written by himself, while
those in the one in suit were not. It

was held proper to require him on
cross-examination to write the same
words in the presence of the jury for
their inspection and comparison with
the note in controversy.

In Wheeler & Wilson Mfg. Co v.

Buckhout, 60 N. J. L. 102, 36 Atl. 772,

it became important for the defend-
ant to establish the genuineness of a

writing offered to be used as an ex-
emplar, the genuineness of the sig-

nature to which the plaintiff denied,

and the defendant asked the plaintiff

on cross-examination to write her

name, which she did three times, and
these signatures, together with other

signatures which she admitted had
been made by her, were used as

standards.

It is proper to require the pur-

ported author of a disputed signature

on cross-examination to reproduce the

writing in question in his handwrit-
ing by sentences, and use the same as

a standard of comparison. Rogers v.

Tylcy, 144 111. 652, 32 N. E. 39^,.

Printing Signature. — In Smith v.

King, 62 Conn. 515, 26 Atl. 105Q,

the court said :
" The autliority and

duty of a court, under proper circum-
stances, to direct a person denying,
in testimony, his signature to a docu-
ment, to write his name in. open
court, in order that the jury may
compare such writing with the dis-

puted signature, is a somewhat con-
troverted question. . . . We are

inclined to think it to be the better

opinion, supported by the weight of

authority, that the court docs pos-

sess such power, and that its exer-
cise is best committed to the sound
discretion of the trial court, to be as-

serted or withheld, as the circum-

stances may seem to such court to

warrant. . . . The facts, as

found, indicate that no foundation

was laid upon which to demand such

an experiment. No reason for it ex-

isted. The defendant had testified

to the finding of an old handkerchief
with the name ' T. L. Smith.' pre-

sumably in printed letters, upon it.

That name, very plain and distinct

at one time, had become so obliter-

ated and nearly faded out that even
its location could be found only with
great difficulty. It seems fair, there-

fore, to assume that any inference

that it was the plaintiff's handker-
chief, growing out of his name being

upon it, would arise from testimony

as to what had appeared, plain and
distinct, at a former time, rather than

from an inspection of what had now
so nearly faded as to leave so little

trace that with difficulty its former
location could be shown. Such be-

ing the evidence on the part of the

defendant, the plaintiff merely testi-

fied that the handkerchief did not be-

long to him, and that he had no
knowledge of it. No one appears to

have claimed that the name, once dis-

tinct, was written or printed by him,
or that it resembled his writing. Nor
does it appear that such a name was
shown -to him. or even that it was
sufficiently legible so that it could
have been. Nor did he testify any-
thing in regard to it. except infcr-

entially from the above statement.

What possible reason was there for

requiring a signature, to be used bv
the jury, in comparison with another
signature not before them, which no
longer existed, which no one had
ever identified as bearing the plain-

tiff's characteristics, and not in writ-

ing but in print?
"
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genuineness is sufficiently established within the rules subsequently

discussed. ^^

87. United States. — Green v.

Terwilliger, 56 Fed. 384.

Connecticut. — Tyler v. Todd, 36
Conn. 218.

Georgia. — McCombs v. State, log

Ga. 496, 34 S. E. 1021 ; McVicker v.

Conkle, 96 Ga. 584, 24 S. E. 23.

Indiana. —White S. M. Co. v.

Gordon, 124 Ind. 495, 24 N. E. 1053.

Iowa. — Bmner z\ Wade, 84 Iowa
698, SI N. W. 251 ; Hyde v. Wool-
folk, I Iowa 159.

Kansas. — IMacomber v. Scott, 10

Kan. 335.

Kentucky. — Andrews v- Hayden,
88 Ky. 455, II S. W. 428; Storey v.

First Nat. Bank, 24 Ky. L. Rep. 1799,

72 S. W. 318.

Maine. — State v. Thompson, 80
Me. 194, 13 Atl. 892, 6 Am. St. Rep.
172.

Massachusetts. — Com. v. Eastman,
I Cush. i8g, 48 Am. Dec. 596; Mar-
tin z'. Maguire, 7 Gray 177.

Michigan. — Van Sickle v. People,

29 Mich. 61 ; People v. Cline, 44
Mich. 290, 6. N. W. 671.

Montana. — Davis v. Fredericks, 3
Mont. 262.

Missouri. — State v. Soper, 148 Mo.
217, 49 S. W. 1007; Doud V. Reid,

53 Mo. App. 553.
Neii< York. — People v. Flechter,

44 App. Div. 199. 60 N. Y. Supp.

777; People V. Dorthy, 50 App. Div.

44, 63 N. Y. Supp. 592; Bruyn v.

Russell, 52 Hun 17, 4 N. Y. Supp.

784; Hall V. Van Vranken, 28 Hun
403-

North Carolina. — Ratlifif v. Rat-
liff, 131 N. C. 425, 42 S. E. 887, 63

L. R. A. 963; Tunstall v. Cobb, 109
N. C. 316, 14 S. E. 28.

North Dakota.— Territory v.

O'Hare, i N. D. 30, 44 N. W. 1003.

Texas. — Sartor v. Bolinger, 59
Tex. 411; McGlasson v. State, 37
Tex. Crim. 620, 40 S. W. 503, 66
Am. St. Rep. 842; Heard r. State, 9
Tex. App. I ; Whittle v. State, 43
Tex. Crim. 468. 66 S. W. 771.

Vermont. — State r. Horn, 43 Vt.

20; Wilmington Sav. Bank v. Waste,

57 Atl. 241.
" Comparison of handwritings is a

mode of proof by which, if it be not

carefully guarded, judicial tribunals
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are liable to great imposition. The
relaxation of the rules concerning
this class of evidence should never be
so far extended as to permit the use
of uncertain standards of compari-
son." Shorb z'. Kinzie, 100 Ind. 429.

Undated Writing— In Redding v.

Redding, 69 Vt. 500, 38 Atl. 230, it

was held that the fact that the writ-

ing offered as a standard bears no
date does not affect its admissibility

if it appears extrinsically when it was
written. It was also held that the

fact that the handwriting of the per-

son whose signature is in dispute

materially changed between the date

he signed the papers offered for the

purpose of comparison and the date

of the instrument in question does
not affect the competency of such
papers, but goes only to their weight
as such standards.

In Hobart v. Verrault. 74 App.
Div. 444, 77 N. Y. Supp. 483, an
action upon a promissory note

claimed to have been executed by
the defendant's intestate, the plaintiff,

for the purpose of proving the sig-

nature of the intestate tO' the note,

produced a declaration of an appli-

cation for citjizenship signed with

the same name ; but it was held, in

the absence of proof that the person

signing the application was the in-

testate, other than the fact that the

two names were the same, the decla-

ration was not admissible as a

standard.
" By the civil and ecclesiastical law,

where a more liberal rule of com-
parison prevailed than at common
law, the genuineness of the standard

was an indispensable prerequisite to

its admission. By the ecclesiastical

law, 'the instruments of comparison
were required to be proved by wit-

nesses who saw them written, and it

was for the judge to decide whether
they were sufficiently nroved.' By
the civil law it was provided that
* the writing must either be of a pub-
lic nature, such as signatures made
before a notary, or judge, etc., or
papers written or signed in some
public capacity; or, if private papers,

they must be admitted in the case by
the party to whom they are attrib-
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It is not gfenerally sufficient that tlie paper offered is attested

by a public officcr.^^ And tlie rule that \vritin,G:s to be used as

standards for comparison of handwritings must be admitted to be

genuine by the party against whom they are sought to be used, or

at least clearly proved to be so, applies as well to writings used

on the cross-examination of witnesses as on the direct.^"

b. Mode of Autlientication. — (i.) Admissions.— Certainly writ-

ings may be used as standards where their genuineness is admitted

by the person against whom they are to be used for such purposes ;""

and there is authority apparently to the effect that it is only when
he does admit the genuineness of such writings that they can be

used for comparison.®^

(2.) Failure to Deny Genuineness.— It has been held that writings

are not admissible for purposes of comparison where their genuine-

ness is not established by any evidence other than the mere fact

nted, to be of his own handwriting.
A previous admission of them or

previous proof will not make them
admissible.' " University of Illinois

V. Spalding, 71 N. H. 163, 51 Atl. 731.

88. McVicker v. Conkle, 96 Ga.

584, 24 S. E. 23, where it was held

that the fact that the paper offered

was attested by a public officer might
afford such inferential evidence of its

execution as to authorize its admis-

sion, but it was insufficient to author-

ize the admission of the paper for

purposes of comparison. " Where a

paper is offered for the purposes of

comparison, its execution by the

maker must be either proved or

acknowledged by him. Before it

could be set up as a standard by
which to judge of the genuineness

of another paper, the handwriting
must be established as being that of

the alleged maker of the collateral

paper. Its force as evidence cannot

be made dependent upon inference

;

because, in order to determine by
comparison the identity of makers by
similarity of handwriting it is of

prime consequence that we first

establish a genuine standard; other-

wise it would be impossible to reach

even an approximately correct con-

clusion."

89. Gaunt v. Harkness, 53 K-i"-

405, T,6 Pac. 7,39, 42 Am. St. Rep. 297.

In this case it was held error to per-

mit the defendant to present to

plaintiff's witnesses, testifying as ex-

perts, false signatures prepared for

the purpose of testing the ability of

witnesses to detect a forgery, and to

cross-examine such witnesses as to

such false signatures, and thereafter

to introduce such signatures in evi-

dence and prove by another witness

the fact that he wrote them himself.

See also Tyler v. Todd, 36 Conn, 218.

90. Cannon v. Sweet (Tex. Civ.

App.). 28 S. W. 718; Com. V. Nefus,

135 Mass. 533 : Walker v. Steele, 121

Ind. 436, 22 N. E. 142; People 7-.

Flechter, 44 App. Div. 19O. 60 N. Y.

Supp. 777; Hyde v. Woolfolk, i

Iowa 159.

In Moore 7-. United States. 91 U.

S. 270, where the paper offered to be

used as a standard was a power of

attorney given by the claimant to his

attorney in fact, by virtue of which

the latter appeared and presented the

claim to the court of claims; it was
held that an admission by counsel

that the paper was the document it

purported to be amounted to a decla-

ration that the document was in the

claimant's handwriting; that to pre-

tend the contrary would operate as a

fraud on the court of claims.

Admission on Cross-Examination.

In Dictz 7'. Fourth Nat. Pank, 69

I\Tich. 287, 37 N. W. 220, where the

plaintiff was a witness and denied the

execution of an instrument which
bore his signature, it was held that

a paper which on cross-examination

he admitted did bear his signature

might be used for comparison.

91. 'NTerritt 7-. Straw, 6 Ind. .\pp.

360, 33 N. E. 657; DeArman v. Tag-

Vol. VI
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that the party ap^ainst whom they are to be used does not deny
their genuineness."^

(3.) Estoppel to Deny Genuineness.— Some of the courts hold that

writings may be used for purposes of comparison where they are of

such a character that the party against whom they are to be used

is estopped to deny their genuineness.®^

(4.) Testimony of Writer. — The genuineness of a writing offered

for purposes of comparison may be estabHshed by the testimony of

the person who wrote it f* and indeed it has been declared that

such testimony is the very best that can be offered, since nothing
is then left to presumption.®"

(5.) Testimony of Eye-witnesses. — The genuineness of the writing

when not admitted or proved by the testimony of the writer may,
and some courts hold that it must, be proved by the testimony of

witnesses who saw it written.®^ It is error, however, to permit a

gart, 65 Mo. App. 82; State v. Min-
ton, 116 Mo. 605, 22 S. W. 808.

92. State v. Ezekiel, 33 S. C. 115.

II S. E. 635. Compare Hall v. Van
Vranken, 28 Hun (N. Y.) 403; Peo-
ple V. Flechter, 44 App. Div. igg, 60
N. Y. Supp. yjy ; Storey v. First

Nat. Bank, 24 Ky. L. Rep. 1799, 72 S.

W. 318.

93. Missouri. — DeArman v. Tag-
gart, 65 Mo. App. 82 ; Lechance zr.

Lobelein, 15 Mo. App. 460; Singer
Mfg. Co. V. Clay, 53 Mo. App. 412;
McCombs V. Foster, 62 Mo. App. 303.

North Carolina. — State v. Noe,
119 N. C. 849, 25 S. E. 812; Jarvis

V. Vanderford, 116 N. C. 147, 21 S.

E. 302; Tunstall V. Cobb, 109 N. C.

316. 14 S. E. 28.

Texas. — Kennedy v. Upshaw, 64
Tex. 411; Marde? v. Meyers, 8 Tex.
Civ. App. 542, 28 S. W. 693.

Claim Against Estate of Decedent.

In Croom v. Sugg, no N. C. 259, 14
S. E. 748, an action against executors
of a decedent to charge the latter's

estate with the liability, it was held
that the plaintiff was estopped to

deny the execution of the will under
which the defendant was appointed
and qualified, and that the original

will taken from the records of the
court was competent, without further
proof of its execution, to be used for

purposes of comparison.
In Williams v. Conger, 125 U. S.

397, the plaintiff himself claimed
title under and by virtue of the doc-
ument which was offered as a stand-
ard of comparison, and it was held
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that he was estopped to deny the gen-

uineness of the signature thereto, and
accordingly the paper was used as

such standard.

94. Rennerv. Thornburg, in Iowa
515, 82 N. W. 950; State V. Stegman
(Kan.), 63 Pac. 476. And in Mallory

V. State, 37 Tex. Crim. 482, 36 S.

W. 7SI, the trial court seemed to

have excluded the writing offered be-

cause it was not authenticated by any
other testimony than that of the

writer himself. The court, in hold-

ing such exclusion error, said :
" This

did not go to the relevancy of the

testimony, but to its weight before

the jury. While the court may have
believed the defendant was testifying

falsely in regard to writing the letter,

yet the jury may have thought differ-

ently, and he was entitled to what-
ever weieht mieht be attached to it

in comparing the handwriting of the

letter with the indorsement on the
check."

95. Renner v. Thornburg, III

Iowa 515, 82 N. W. 950.

96. Koons v. State, 36 Ohio St.

195 ; Sperry v. Stebbs, 10 Ohio Dec.

318; Homer v. Wallis, li Mass. 309,

6 Am. Dec. 169.

With respect to the genuineness of
a paper offered as a standard of com-
parison no reasonable doubt should
exist ; and nothing short of evidence
of a person who saw the paper writ-
ten or an admission of its genuine-
ness, or evidence of an equal cer-
tainty, should be received for that pur-
pose. Baker v. Haines, 6 Whart.
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witness who was present at the execution of the writinj^: offered as

comparative evidence to detail the circumstances under which it

was written, especially where the effect of such testimony is to

authorize an inference that he and the writer had been enu^at^cd in

attempts to perpetrate other offenses similar to the one with which

the writer stood charjT^ed.^'^

(6.) Opinion Evidence. — The genuineness of a writing offered for

purposes of comparison cannot be proven by the opinions of non-

expert witnesses testifyin.£T from acquaintance with the handwriting

of the purported author. The standard must be established by evi-

dence of a higher and more certain grade."® There is authority,

(Pa.) 284, 36 Am. Dec. 224, where
the court said :

" It is very plain

that without the restrictions which
have been indicated, evidence of com-
parison of hands would very often be
used for very oppressive and per-

nicious purposes. As the party who
offered them would have the selection

of the criterion or test specimen, it

would very frequently happen that it

would be out of the power of the
adverse party to disprove the allega-

tion that the writing was his."

97. People V. Creegan, 121 Cal.

554, 53 Pac. 1082.

98. Indiana. — Merritt v. Straw. 6

Ind. App. 360, 33 N. E. 657; Shorb
V. Kinzie, 100 Ind. 429.

loiva. — Sankey v. Cook, 82 Towa
125, 47 N. W. 1077; Hyde v. Wool-
folk, I Iowa 159; Renner v. Thorn-
burg, III Iowa 515, 82 N. W. 950.

Krnfuckv. — Phoenix Nat. Bank ?'.

Taylor. 113 Ky. 61, 67 S. W. 27.

Oklahoma. — Archer v. United
States. Q Okla. ^69, 60 Pac. 268.

T^.rfl.y. — Phillips r. State, 6 Tex.
App. 364; Hatch V. State, 6 Tex.
App. 384; Eborn v. Zimpelman, 47
Tex. 503. 26 Am. Rep. 315; Jester v.

SteineV," 86 Tex. 415, 25 S. W. 411.

Winch V. Norman, 65 Towa t86. 21

N. W. .^11. where the court, quoting

from Hyde v. Woolfolk. i Iowa 159,

said: "Two obvious methods of

proving the standard writing are—
First, by the testimony of a witness

who saw the person write it ; and
secondly, by the party's admission,

when not offered by himself. We
do not mean to say that these are the

only methods, but only that the proof

must be positive. . . . The very

idea of proving handwriting by com-
parison implies, of necessity, the

establishment of the genuineness of

the standard. The court is not pre-

pared to adopt the suggestion that

the standard writing may be proved

by witnesses who have only seen the

party write, for this is in effect fixing

the standard by comparison ; it is

supporting a probability by a proba-

bility."

Pavey r. Pavey, 30 Ohio St. 600,

where the standard was a receipt, and
a witness testified that the defendant

had given him a receipt that looked

very similar to the one offered, but

that he could not say positively that

it was the identical one, and it was
held that the evidence was too uncer-

tain to warrant its admission as a

standard of comparison. See also

Bragg V. Colwell, 19 Ohio St. 407;
Calkins v. State, 14 Ohio St. 222, 45
Am. Dec. 536; Gilmore v. Swisher,

59 Kan. 172, 52 Pac. 426. In this case

the letters offered as standards were
not admitted to be genuine, and most
of the proof with reference to their

genuineness was that they were let-

ters received by mail in due course of

business, and the opinions of wit-

nesses that they were genuine.

A mere statement by a witness that

the signature to a check looked like

that of the person alleged to have

drawn the check is wholly insufficient

to justify the admission of the check

in evidence for the purpose of being

used as a standard of comparison.

Fullam V. Rose, 181 Pa. St. 138. ^7

Atl. 197-

In an action upon a lost contract

the plaintiff, for the purpose of prov-

ing the genuineness of the signature

thereto, testified that he was ac-

quainted with the handwriting of de-

fendant's testator, and offered in evi-

Vol. VT
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however, to the effect that the manner of proving the genuineness
of the standard depends upon the general rules of evidence applica-

ble to the proof of a person's handwriting, and accordingly that the

genuineness of such writings may be established by the testimony

of witnesses acquainted with the handwriting of the purported
author.»»

dence a letter which he claimed was
in the testator's handwriting; he
then called an expert who had seen
the original contract sued on, hy
whom it was attempted to prove
that the signature to the con-
tract and that to the letter of-

fered were in the same hand. It

was held that the proof as to the

genuineness of the handwriting of

the letter was insufficient to warrant
its use as a standard for proof of the

signature by comparison. Sankey 7'.

Cook, 82 Iowa 125, 47 N. W. 1077.

The court said:- "Before the com-
parison can be made by the expert or

jury the genuineness of the standard
writing must be proved, established,

and no longer a question of fact in

the case. It should be so that the

court can say to the jury that the
standard, as a matter of law, is genu-
ine, and leave to the jury the in-

quiry whether the disputed signature

was written by the same hand;" and
that in this case the genuineness is

established alone upon the plaintiff's

opinion thereof, based on his knowl-
edge of the testator's handwriting;
that the most that could be said of
the testimony was that the expert was
of the opinion that the two writings
were executed by the same hand,
based on the opinion of the plaintiff

that the letter was genuine. Quoting
from Winch v. Norman, 65 Iowa 186,

21 N. W. 511, they say that "the
genuineness of the writing made the
basis of comparison, called sometimes
the ' standard writing.' should be
proved by direct and positive evi-

dence."

99. McKay v. Lasher, 121 N. Y.
477, 24 N. E. 711, so ruling by virtue
of the New York statute which
makes writings admissible for pur-
poses of comparison when " proved
to the satisfaction of the court to be
the genuine handwriting " of the
person who it is claimed exe-
cuted the disputed instrument.
And in Sprague v. Sprague,
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80 Hun 285, 30 N. Y. Supp.

162, it was held that if the testimony
of a witness who was testifying from
acquaintance was to be believed no
reasonable doubt existed as to the

genuineness of the papers admitted.
" Any competent evidence tending

to prove that the paper offered as a

standard of comparison is genuine is

to be received, no matter whether
that evidence be in the nature of an
admission of the proper party or the
opinion of a witness who knows his

handwriting, or of any other kind
whatever. It is to be received, and
then the jury are to be instructed

that they are first to find, upon all the

evidence bearing upon that point, the

fact whether the writing introduced
for the purpose of comparison, or

sought to be used for that purpose,

is genuine. If they find it is not so,

then they are to lay this writing and
all the evidence based upon it en-

tirely out of the case; but if they
find it genuine, they are to receive

the writing and all the evidence
founded upon it, and may then insti-

tute comparisons themselves between
the paper thus used and the one in

dispute, and settle the final and main
question whether the signature in dis-

pute is or is not genuine. We think
this is the true rule that is, or ought
to be, adopted in this state. It is no
longer the criterion to exclude ever\'-

thing that raises a collateral issue.

If the testimony is competent, that

is sufficient; and it is for the court
to decide when the evidence becomes
so distant and shallow on collateral

issues that it should be excluded."
State V. Hastings, 53 N. H. 452.

In Manning v. State, Z7 Tex. Crim.
180, 39 S. W. ri8, it was held that a
paper identified by a witness who had
qualified himself to testify to the
handwriting of the purported writer
should have been admitted in evidence
as a specimen of the handwriting of
such author for comparison with
other letters alleged to have been
written by him.
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There is authority, also, to the effect that the pfenuineness of the

writing to be used as a standard of comparison may be estabhshcd

upon the cross-examination of witnesses for the party at^ainst

whom it is to be used, who are shown to be acquainted therewith.^

(7.) Comparison.— Nor can the genuineness of a writing offered

for purposes of comparison be estabhshed merely by a comparison

with another writing.-

c. Order of Provins; Genuineness. — The fact that the exemplars

submitted to experts had not at the time been proven by direct

evidence to be genuine is immaterial, where the fact of their genu-

ineness is subsequently established by uncontradicted evidence.^

d. Requisite Authentication. — (1.) Generally. — The general rule

is that the genuineness of the signature or handwriting offered for

the purpose of furnishing a standard of comparison should be estab-

lished by clear and undoubted proof.* And where the evidence of

1. Kornegaj' v. Kornegay, 117 N.
C. 242, 22, S. E. 257. This was an
action to set aside a deed held by one
of the defendants from her father

conveying land to her which the
plaintiffs claimed under the will of

the father; and it was held that the

defendant and her husband, who tes-

tified as witnesses for themselves to

the execution of the deed, and who
were acquainted with the handwrit-
ing and signature of the testator,

were properly required to state if

the signature to the will was not that

of their grantor. See also McCombs
V. Foster, 62 Mo. App. 303.

2. Archer 7'. United States, 9
Okla. 569, 60 Pac. 268; Winch v. Nor-
man, 65 Towa 186, 21 N. W. 511,

wherein the court said :
" Evidence

of experts based upon comparisons is,

at best, not very reliable, and we do
not think we should be justified in

holding that writing can be used as

standard writing the evidence of

whose genuineness rests only in

opinion."

3. In re Marchall's Estate, 126

Cal. 95, 58 Pac. 449-

4. United States. — Green v. Ter-
williger, 56 Fed. 384.

loiva. — Hyde v. Woolfolk, I Iowa
159-

Kansas. — Gilmore v. Swisher, 59
Kan. 172, 52 Pac. 426; Gaunt v.

Harkness, 53 Kan. 405, 36 Pac. 739,

42 Am. St. Rep. 297.

Massachusetts. — Com. v. Eastman,

I Gush. i8q. 48 Am. Dec. 596; Mar-
tin V. Maguire, 7 Gray 177.

Ohio. — Bragg v. Colwell, 19 Ohio

St. 407-

Penusvk'auia. — Farmers' Bank v.

Whitchcll, 10 vSerg. & R. no.

Texas. — Mallory 7-. State, 37 Tex.

Crim. 482, 36 S. W. 751: Cook v.

First Nat. Bank (Tex. Civ. App.),

33 S. W. 908.

Utah. — State 7-. Webb, 18 Utah

441, 56 Pac. 159-

In Rowcll 7'. Fuller, 59 Vt. 688. 10

Atl. 853, the court, in speaking of the

quantity of evidence necessar>'
_
to

prove the genuineness of a writing

offered as a standard, said :
" While

great care should be taken that the

standard of comparison should be

genuine and found so, as Bennett, J.,

says in zist Vt. 256, by 'clear, di-

rect and positive testimony,' we are

not aware of any different rule to

guide the court from that which ob-

tains in the disposition of any other

question which the court or jury are

called to pass upon, cither in the ad-

mi'^sion of testimony or in the amount
of testimony required. The court

should be satisfied, by a fair balance

of testimony, the usual rule in civil

causes, that the signature is a genuine

one, before it permits it to be used as

such."

The signature to a motion for a

continuance purporting to be that of

the defendant, and to which is at-

tached the certificate of the clerk of

the court that the same was sub-

scribed by the defendant in his pres-

ence, may be used as a standard of

comparison without further proof of

the genuineness of the signature.

Vol. VI
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the genuineness of the writing offered for purposes of comparison
is meager and unsatisfactory, it is error to permit the use of the

writing for that purpose."^

(2.) Distinction Between Civil and Criminal Cases. — Sometimes, how-
ever, distinction is made between civil and criminal cases, requir-

ing in the former case proof of the genuineness of the standard by
a preponderance of the evidence, and in the latter case proof
beyond a reasonable doubt.'

State v. Farrington, 90 Iowa 673, 57
N. W. 606, where the court said

:

" The statute is absolute in its re-

quirement that the genuineness of the
standard writing must be established,

but makes no provision as to how it

shall be done. Here the defendant,
for a legitimate purpose, attaches his

signature to a paper which he finds

necessary or desirable to file in the
case. It is filed, and becomes a part
of the record in the case. The de-
fendant's name purports to be signed
to the paper. The clerk certifies 'offi-

cially that that signature was put
there by the defendant, before him,
and in his presence. On the faith of
such a showing, and the genuineness
of the defendant's signature thereto,

and in reliance thereon, the court is

asked to grant him a continuance.
He has thereby most solemnly said

to the court, in the very case on trial,

that his signature to that paper is

genuine."
Letters purporting to be from the

purported author of the signature in

dispute in reply to letters addressed
to him are not, without further proof,

admissible as standards of compari-
son within the rule that such stand-
ards must be established by clear and
undoubted proof. McKeone v.

Barnes, 108 Mass. 344.

The mere fact that two letters were
found in the possession of a person
accused of forgery, one not signed
at all and the other signed " Unhappy
Nan," the accused being known as
" Nannie," is not of itself sufficient

to show that she wrote them, and
thus establish the handwriting thereof

as a standard with which to compare
the handwriting of the alleged forged
instrument. McCombs v. State, log

Ga. 496, 34 S. E. 1021, where the

court, quoting from McVicker v.

Conkle, 96 Ga. 584, 24 S. E. 23, said:

"Where a paper is offered for the

purpose of comparison, its execution
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by the maker must be either proved
or acknowledged by him. Before it

could be set up as a standard by
which to judge of the genuineness of

another paper, the handwriting must
be established as being that of the al-

leged maker of the collateral paper.

Its force as evidence cannot be made
dependent upon inference, because, in

order to determine by comparison the

identity of makers by similarity of

handwriting, it is of prime conse-

quence that we first establish a gen-

uine standard ; otherwise it would be

impossible to reach even an approxi-

mately correct conclusion." Also in

quoting from Van Sickle v. People,

29 Mich. 61, in the same case, it was
held that the mere finding of a diary

on a person, with an admission by
him that it was his, is not a sufficient

authentication of the writing to jus-

tify its use as a standard. " The cir-

cumstance, if such was the truth, that

the plaintiff in error owned the book
and claimed it as his, might have
helped to show, and, with other evi-

dence, might have sufficed to show,
that the writing in it was actually

made by him; but standing alone,

and by itself, it was inadequate to

show that fact. It is certainly possi-

ble that he wrote the matter con-

tained in the diary, but the proba-

bility that he did so is not sufficiently

assured by evidence of his ownership
to warrant the assumption which was
made. It would, I think, be a very
unsafe rule to hold that the posses-

sion and owner.ship of a book or doc-
ument may authorize an inference

that the owner can write, that he did

write the matter contained in it. and
then, on the foot of these inferences,

charge him as the author of other
and wholly disconnected writings."

5. Wilson V. Irish, 62 Iowa 260, 17
N. W. 511.

6. " Since common-law evidence
is competent to establish the genuine-
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(3.) Sufficient Proof to Sustain Verdict. — II has been said that the

proof of the genuineness of the standard must be so clear that if

such genuineness were one of the issues in the case a verdict

should be directed by the court in favor of its genuineness, and
accordingly hold that where there is as much doubt about the genu-

ineness of the standard as there is about the writing in dispute the

standard should not be received."'

(4.) Proof to Satisfaction of Trial Judge. — Sometimes the statutes

regulating the proof or disputed handwriting by comparison, notably

those of Kentucky and New York, require the genuineness of the

writing to be used as a standard to be proved to the satisfaction of

the judge.^ And a statute so providing is not unconstitutional as

ness of a writing sought to be used
as a standard of comparison, it is

apparent, in the absence of a statu-

tory rule as to the degree of proof to

be made, that the general rule of the
common law as to the sufficiency of

evidence must prevail. In civil cases

the genuineness of such a paper must
be established by a fair preponder-
ance of the evidence, and in criminal

cases beyond a reasonable doubt."

People 7<. Molineux, i68 N. Y. 264, 61

N. E. 286.

7. Clark v. Douglass. 5 App. Div.

547, 40 N. Y. Supp. 769.'

8. Andrews v. Hayden, 88 Ky.

455, II S. W. 428; People V. Corey,

148 N. Y. 476, 42 N. E. 1066.

In Earrell v. ^Manhattan R. Co., 83
App. Div. 393. 82 N. Y. Supp. 334, the

court said :
" To justify the court in

allowing evidence of a comparison
between two signatures, the standard
must be proved to the satisfaction of

the court to have been the genuine
writing of the person who it was
claimed executed the disputed instru-

ment. The court who heard the tes-

timony was not satisfied that the sig-

nature to this contract was the genu-
ine signature of the person whose
consent it was sought to prove. It is

true that it was found among the pa-
pers of the witness' father after his

death, and purported to be a contract
for the conveyance of the property
which had been conveyed to the

father, and which purported to be
executed by the grantor, who had
subsequently conveyed the property,

but this was not sufficient to show
that the signature was genuine. The
son — the only witness called to tes-

tify to the handwriting— could not

28

testify that he had ever seen his

father write. He expressly dis-

claimed knowledge of his father's

handwriting, and, although appar-

ently disinterested, he refused to tes-

tify that the signature to the consent

or the contract was genuine."
" The words ' proved to the satis-

faction of the court ' are to be con-

strued in the light of the obvious pur-

pose for which these statutes were
enacted. At common law a paper

properly in evidence for general pur-

poses can be compared with a dis-

puted writing, but only when the

genuineness of the handwriting of the

former is admitted or proved bcj-ond

a reasonable doubt. (Chamberlayne's
Best on Ev., 230; Doe v. Newton, 5

Ad. & El. 514; I Greenleaf on Ev.

ri4th ed.l 578; Miles v. Loomis. 75
N. Y. 288; State v. Scott. 45 Mo.
302; Moore v. U. S.. 91 U. S. 270.)

Since these statutes were designed to

amplify and broaden the common-
law rule by permitting the use of

genuine writings as standards of com-
parison, even when they are not com-
petent or relevant for other purposes,

it must be assumed that the language
prescribing the manner in which the

genuineness of such writings is to be
established was carefully and delib-

erately chosen by the legislature.

While it is obvious that the words
' proved to the satisfaction of the

court ' do not invest the trial court

with a mere personal discretion which
is to be exercised without reference

to rules of evidence, it is equally plain

that the failure of these statutes to

prescribe the precise method or de-

gree of proof necessary to establish

the genuineness of a writing for pur-

poses of comparison with a disputed

Vol. VI
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violating- the provision that trial by jury in all cases in which it

has been heretofore used shall remain forever inviolate.'' Some-
times it is expressly provided by statute that the oenuineness of
writings to be used as standards of comparison shall be proved
to the satisfaction of the judge by other than opinion evidence;
where they are sworn papers which are part of the official records
in the case it is held that the genuineness of such writings may be
determined by the judge from a mere inspection.^''

e. Determination of Fact. — Whether or not the genuineness of
a writing offered for the purpose of comparison with a disputed
writing has been sufficiently established within the rules just stated

ir, a question for the determination of the trial judge.^^ And
although in one case it has been held error for the judge to submit
that question to the jury for their determination/^ the prevailing

rule is that the judge decides in the first instance, and the jury are

final judges as to the genuineness of the paper offered as a

standard.^^

K. Notice; op Intended Use oE Standards. — Sometimes the

statutes regulating the proof of handwriting by comparison, notably

those of Kentucky and Georgia, provide that notice of the intended

use of the genuine specimens as standards for comparison must
be given to the party against whom they are to be used with a

reasonable opportunity to examine them before trial,^* and the

writing renders it necessary to re-

sort to the general rules of the com-
mon law for that purpose." People
V. Molineux, i68 N. Y. 264, 61 N. E.
286.

The California Code of Civil Pro-
cedure (§ 1944) provides that the

judge is required to be satisfied that

the writing is genuine before he is

authorized to admit it for purposes of

comparison. Peoole v. Creegan, 121

Cal. 554, 53 Pac. 1082.

9. People V. Molineux, 168 N. Y.

264, 61 N. E. 286, where the court

said: "The sufficiency of the proof
given of the genuineness of the pa-

pers oflfered as standards is a prelim-
inary point to be determined in the

first instance by the court before per-

mitting the papers to go to the jury.

If the court, having regard to the

rules adverted' to, adjudge the papers
genuine, it then becomes the duty of

the jury in its turn, at the proper
time, before maldng comparison of a

disputed writing with the standards,

to examine the testimony respecting

the genuineness of the latter, and to

decide for itself, under proper legal

instructions from the courts whether
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their genuineness has been estab-

lished."

10. Eroman v. Com., 19 Ky. L.

Rep. 948, 42 S. W. 728, so holding
under the Kentucky statute.

11. Bragg V. Colwell, 19 Ohio St.

407; Rowell V. Fuller, 59 Vt. 688, 10

Atl. 853; Hall V. Van Vranken, 28

Hun (N. Y.) 403; State v. Thomas,
80 Me. 194, 13 Atl. 892, 6 Am. St.

Rep. 172; Costello v. Crowell, 133
Mass. 352; Com. v. Coe, 115 Mass.
504; People V. Molineux, 168 N. Y.
264, 61 N. E. 286.

12. Rowell V. Fuller, 59 Vt. 688,

ID Atl. 853.

13. State V. Hastings, 53 N. H.
452; People V. Molineux, 168 N. Y.

264, 61 N. E. 286.

14. Phoenix Nat. Bank v. Taylor,

113 Ky. 61, 67 S. W. 27; Storey v.

First Nat. Bank, 24 Ky. L. Rep. 1799,

72 S. W. 318; Axson V. Belt, 103 Ga.

578, 30 S. E. 26.

Notice Need Not Specify Particu-
lar Specimens. — In Birchett v. Shel-
byville, 113 Ky. 135, 67 S. W. 371, a

notice had been given to take the

depositions some time prior to the
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effect of failure to p^ive such notice and opportunity for inspection is

to render such writings ina(hnissiblc for purposes of comparison.^"

L. Limiting Nu.mhur of Wiutixcs. — Sometimes the statutes

regulating the proof of disputed handwriting by comparison give

the trial judge the power of limiting the number of writings to be

used as standards.^" In the absence of a statute, however, it is

error for the trial judge to arbitrarily limit the comparison to but

one genuine signature.
^''^

5. Production of Genuine and Disputed Writings.— A. In Gen-

rRAL.— The general rule is that proof by comparison of hand-

writings must be made at the trial, '^ and that it is not proper to

permit such proof unless the writings used as standards for com-

parison as well as the disputed writings are before the court

and jury.^"

trial, stating that certain writings and
signatures of the purported author of

the signature in dispute would be
submitted for inspection and com-
parison. It was objected that this

notice did not state what the writings

were which were to be submitted.

The court, in sustaining the notice as

sufficient, said :
" Upon the trial of a

common-law cause it would, no doubt,

be necessary, under this section, to

submit the writings for examination

a reasonable time before the com-
mencement of the trial. But in the

taking of depositions to be used in

an equity cause, we think the notice

given was sufficient, as it gave notice

of the intention to introduce writings

for comparison ; and the depositions

were taken a sufficient length of time
before the hearing to afford the op-
posing party and her counsel a rea-

sonable opportunity to examine them
before the commencement of the

trial."

15. Axson 7'. Relt. 10,3 Cn. ^78. 30
S. E. 26; Bogard z: Johnstone, 21

Ky. L. Rep. 965, 53 S. W. 651.

16. As in Kentucky. See Phoenix
Nat. Bank v. Taylor, 113 Ky. 61, 67

S. W. 27.

17. Mutual Ben. Life Tns. Co. v.

Suiter, 131 N. Y. 557, 29 N. E. 822,

where the court arbitrarily excluded

three other genuine signatures which
would have given the expert wit-

nesses a much wider range for com-
parison, and the reviewing court said

that "whatever the views of the trial

judge may have been as to its value

or safety, he should have received it."

See also Barf^eld v. Hewlett, 6 Mart.

(N. S.) (La.) 78, where the court re-

versed the judgment and instructed

the trial judge to require the produc-

tion of more than one standard in

accordance with the provisions of the

code.

18. Kendall v. Collier, 97 Ky. 446,

30 S. W. 1002, where it was held er-

ror to permit a witness, in addition to

his testimony as to the genuineness

of the signature in dispute, based on

his acquaintance with the handwrit-

ing, to testify that he had examined

the instrument in question sometime

previou'=ly, and that he had then com-
pared the signature thereto with the

signature of the purported author to

other papers which he knew to be

genuine, but which he had lost and
was unable to produce, and that he

had sent the instrument in question

with such other papers to an expert

for the purpose of having the latter

make a comparison. See also Eborn
T. Zimpelman, 47 Tex. 503, 26 Am.
Rop. 315.

19. People V. Dorthy. ?o App. Div.

44, 63 N. Y. Supp. S02: Spottiswood

V. Weir. 66 Cal. ^2^.' 6 P'ac. 381 ; Ty-
ler V. Todd, 36 Conn. 218.

Tn Hynes 7-. McDermott, 82 N. Y.

41, 37 .'\m. Rep. 538, it was held that

photographs could not be used for

comparison when the originals were
not before the jury, and could not

he shown to the witness on cross-

examination.

Collins 7'. Ball. 82 Tex. 2?Q, 17 S.

W. 614. 27 Am. St. Rep. 877. to the

effect that a letter written by the pur-

Vol. VI
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B. Use of Copies, PKOTOGRArns, Etc. — Press Copies.

Within this general rule it has been held improper to permit an

expert to compare genuine writings with a press copy of the

writing in dispute, and give his opinion as to the genuineness of

the original writing.^" And it is also held that press copies of

letters are not admissible as standards of comparison. ^^

Traced Copies of various signatures of the person in question,

although supported by the testimony of the person who made
them as to the manner in which the tracing was done, have been

held to be inadimissible, especially where photographic copies of

the same signatures are already in evidence.^^

Photographic Copies. — Again, in a number of instances photo-

graphic copies of other writings claimed to be genuine have been

held to be inadmissible as standards of comparison.-^ Although

ported author of the disputed writing
was not admissible for purposes of

comparison, because the original in-

strument containing the disputed

writing was not produced.

20. Spottiswood V. Weir, 66 Cal.

525, 6 Pac. 381, where the court said

:

" It would add vastly to the danger
of such evidence to permit evidence
to be given from a comparison of
genuine writings with press copies of

the writing whose genuineness is dis-

puted. Indeed, in this very case the

expert on cross-examination testified

that *
it would be very dangerous to

decide on a press copy for sure.'

"

21. " Ordinarily the original itself

is used, and it has been held that

copies, either by tracing, or produced
by a press or machine, however cor-

"

rect they may be, cannot be used as

standards." Geer v. Missouri Lumb.
& M. Co., 134 Mo. 8s, 34 S. W. 1099.

" Impressions of writings produced
by means of a press, or duplicate

copies made by a machine, are not
admissible for this purpose. Noth-
ing but original signatures can be
used as standards of comparison by
which to prove other signatures to be
genuine or not." Phillips v. State,

6 Tex. App. 364, quoting from Com.
V. Eastman, i Cush. (Mass.) 189, 48
Am. Dec. 596.

" Here there was merely a copy— a

press copy, it is true— of the nature

of a facsimile, but not necessarily

exact, as the spreading of the ink in

such copies often obliterates the fine

lines of a handwriting, though sub-

stantially preserving its original

form. It is manifest such copies
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would be an unsafe standard. I

know of no authority for their intro-

duction, and upon principle they are

inadmissible. It is difficult to see

why this evidence was introduced, as

a reliable standard had previously

been given in evidence." Cohen v.

Teller, 93 Pa. St. 123.

22. Howard v. Russell, 75 Tex.

171, 12 S. W. 525.

23. Maclean v. Scripps, ^2 Mich.

214, 17 N. W. 815, 18 N. W. 209;
Hynes v. ^^IcDermott, 82 N. Y. 41, 37
Am. Rep. ^38; Howard v. Illinois

Trust & Sav. Bank, 189 111. 568, 59
N. E. 1 106; Taylor's Will, 10 Abb.
Pr. (N. S.) (N. Y.) 300. See also

Eborn V. Zimpelman, 47 Tex. 503, 26
Am. Rep. 315.

Duffin 7'. People, 107 111. 113, where
a photographed copy of the instru-

ment charged to have been forged,

the original of which had so faded
that it had practically become illegi-

ble, and the court, in holding this re-

ception to be proper under the cir-

cumstances, said that if the purpose
of introducing the copy had been to

prove the forgery by a comparison of

handwritings, the objection would
probably have been good, but the

purpose of the copy was simply to

prove the words of the original and
not the peculiarity of the handwrit-
ing.

In Tome v. Parkersburg Branch
R. Co., 39 Md. 36, a photograoher,
an expert in handwriting, produced
photographic copies taken by the wit-

ness, of certain genuine signatures,

some of which were the size of the

original and some enlarged, and was
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there are other cases in which magnified photographic copies of

genuine signatures, of writings and of the disputed signature,

properly authenticated as to correctness, have been received in

evidence, the originals l)eing also produced.^*

permitted to give his opinion derived

from a comparison of those copies

with the disputed signatures. It was
held error both to permit the witness
to give his opinion so derived, and
also to permit the photographed copies

to go to the jury as evidence.

24. Green 7: Terwilligcr, 56 Fed.

384; Vanderslice v. Snyder, 4 Pa.

Dist. 424 ;
Johnson v. Com., 102 Va.

927, 46 S. E. 789; People v. Mooney,
132 Cal. 13, 63 Pac. 1070; United
States 7V Ortiz, 176 U. S. 422; Rowell
V. Fuller, 59 Vt. 688, 10 Atl. 853.

Marcy v. Barnes, 16 Gray (^Iass.)

161, 77 Am. Dec. 405, where the court

said :
" Assuming it to be true, as

he testified, which yet was a fact first

to be considered and determined by
the jury, that the copies were accu-
rate in all respects, excepting only in

relation to size and color, they were
capable of affording some aid in com-
paring and examining the different

specimens of handwriting which were
exhibited on the trial. Tt is not dis-

similar to the examination with a

magnifying glass. Proportions are so

enlarged thereby to the vision that

faint lines and marks, as well as the
genuine characteristics of handwrit-
ing which perhaps could not other-

wise be clearly discerned and appre-
ciated, are thus disclosed to observa-
tion, and afford additional and useful

means of making comparisons be-

tween adinitted signatures and one
which is alleged to be only an imita-

tion. Under proper precautions in

relation to the preliminary proof as

to the exactness and accuracy of the

copies produced by the art of the
photographer, we are unable to per-

ceive any valid objection to the use

of such prepared representations of
orieinal and genuine signatures as

evidence competent to be considered

and weighed by the jurv."

Compare Frank v. Chemical Nat.

Bank, q Jones & S. (N. Y.) 26.

where the objection was to the pres-

entation and use on the trial of phn-

togranhic conies and photographic
maenified copies of the disputed

documents; and the court, in holding

that the use of such documents was
proper, said: "The administration

of justice profits by the progress of

science, and its history shows it to

have been almost the earliest in an-

tagonism to popular delusions and
superstitions. The revelations of the

microscope are constantly resorted

to, in protection of individual and
public interests. It is difficult to con-

ceive of any reason why, in a court of

justice, a different rule of evidence

should exist, in respect to the magni-

fied image, presented to the eye by

the lens in the microscopist's instru-

ment, from that which applies to

the same image, presented in the lens

in the photogranher's camera, and
permanently delineated upon sensitive

paper. Either may be distorted or

erroneous through imperfect instru-

ments or manipulation, but that

would be apparent or easily proved.

If they are relied upon as agencies,

for accurate mathematical results in

mensuration and astronomy, there is

no reason why they should be deemed
unreliable in matters of evidence.

Wherever what they disclose can aid

or elucidate the -just determination of

legal controversies, there can be no
well-founded objection to resorting

to them."

Crane v. Dexter-Horton & Co., 5

Wash. 479, 32 Pac. 223, wherein it

was held proper for the court to re-

ject photographs of the disputed sig-

nature and certain genuine signa-

tures taken side by side which were
offered in evidence because there

were several hundred genuine signa-

tures before the court, and especially

as the photographs were not shown
to be perfect copies.

In First Nat. Bank t'. Wisdom, TTI

Ky. T35. 63 S. W. 461, the signature

in dispute and two other signatures

of the purported author, both clearly

gentu'nc. had been enlarged and re-

produced by photographers, and these

photographs were exhibited to the

jnrv after the proof by the photog-
raphers of their accuracy. Tt was
held that they were properly admitted
in evidence because " they were a

Vol. VI
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But in any event before a photographic copy of either the dis-

puted sig'nature or other genuine writings should be received in

evidence it should be properly authenticated as an exact reproduc-

tion of the original.-''^

Where Originals Cannot Be Produced. — Where the genuine signa-

tures to be compared are so situated that they cannot be brought
into court, the photograph becomes an almost perfect subs'titute for

the original, and if taken with proper care may be received.-"

C. Disputed Signature; Lost. — Where a signature is lost, an
expert who has previously examined it may testify as to its genuine-

more enduring form of exhibiting
the signatures to the jury as under a

magnifying glass."

Compare White S. M. Co. r. Gor-
don, 124 Ind. 495, 24 N. E. 1053,

where the court said :
" Had it been

desirable that the jury should exam-
ine the signature in question with the

aid of a microscope, we know of no
reason why they should not have
been permitted to do so ; but the ad-
mission of what purported to be an
enlarged copy of such signature

opened the door to innumerable
collateral questions. We do not
think the court erred in refusing to

submit to the inspection of the jury
this enlarged copy of the signature in

question, as it was not proposed to

compare it with enlarged copies of

signatures admitted to be genuine."

25. Buzard v. McAnulty, 77 Tex.
438, 14 S. W. 138.

In Houston v. Blythe, 60 Tex. 506,

it was held that a photographic copy
smaller in size than the original from
which it was taken, and not shown to

be an exact reproduction of the origi-

nal, although in evidence, could not
be used as a standard of comparison.

In Geer r. Missouri L. & M. Co.,

134 Mo. 85, 34 S. W. 1099, it was
claimed that as the original was on
file in the interior department at

Washington City and could not be
produced at the trial, and the art of
photography and lithographing is so
perfect that a photo-lithographic copy
of the writing is an exact copy of the

original, and should be admitted,
from the necessity of the case. But
the court, without determining
whether such a copy, the original of

which would be admissible, but

could not be produced, could be sub-

stituted, were certain that could not
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be done unless preliminary proof was
first made that the copy was exact

and accurate in all respects. The
specific point ruled was that the mere
certificate of the ofificer that the copy
was of the same size and was a true

and literal exemplification of the or-

iginal was insufficient. " The per-

fection of a photograph depends

upon many circumstances and condi-

tions, such as skill of the operator,

the correctness of the lenses, ' the

purity of the chemicals, the accuracy
of the focusing, the angle at which
the original to be copied was inclined

tn the sensitive plate,' etc. Taylor
Will Case, 10 Abb. Pr. (N. S.)

300. The slightest defect or imper-

fection in the photography or litho-

graphing would destroy the suffi-

ciency of the copv as a standard for

the comparison. Opinions are often

formed on the slightest strokes of the

pen, or the most delicate shading of

the letters."

26. Com. 7'. Jeffries, 7 Allen

(Mass.) 548, 83 Am. Dec. 712; Luco
V. United States, 23 How. (U. S.)

515; Leathers v. Salver Wrecking &
Transp. Co., 2 Woods 680, 15 Fed.

Cas. No. 8164, where the original

documents were public documents on
file in one of the executive depart-

ments in Washington City, and which
public policy required should not be
removed. See also Crane v. Dexter-
Horton & Co., 5 Wash. 479, 32 Pac.

223.

In Grooms v. State, 40 Tex. Crim.

319, 50 S. W. 370, a prosecution for

forging a deed, expert witnesses were
permitted to compare a photographic

copy of the deed, which the defend-

ant refused to produce, with genuine
standards of comparison.
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ness by comparison with oilier g-enuine signatures admitted in

evidence.^^

V. SIGNATURE BY MARK.

1. Testimony of Maker. — Although by statute a mark may not

be prima facie a signature unless the instrument is also signed bv
the person writing the name of the maker of the mark, yet it is

proper to permit a person so signing to testify that the mark is

genuine, and that the person writing his name had authority

so to do.^^

2. Testimony of Non-Expert Witnesses.— Whether or not the

genuineness and identity of a mark as a substitute for a signature

may be established by the testimony of witnesses acquainted there-

with is a question as to which the authorities are somewhat at

variance. Some of the courts hold that the genuineness of a mark
may be so established where it contains some peculiarity wdiich the

witnesses have observed, thus enabling them to distinguish it from

other marks.-^ And it is permissible to allow a witness to testify

27. Abbott 7'. Coleman, 22 Kan.

250, 31 Am. Rep. 186. Comf'arc Col-

lins V. Ball, 82 Tex. 259, 17 S. W.
614, 27 Am. St. Rep. 877. where the

original document in question had
been lost, and it was held that as

there could accordingly be no com-
parison of handwritings, it was
proper upon the part of the court to

exclude certain letters written by the

man who it was claimed wrote the
original document for purposes of

coiTiparison.

28. 7;.r parte Miller, 49 Ark. 18,

3 S. W. 883, 4 Am. St. Rep. 17;
Thompson v. Davitte, 59 Ga. 472,
cited in Phoenix Nat. Bank v. Tay-
lor, 113 Ky. 61, 67 S. W. 27, where
the court said: "The question arose
whether he was competent to identify

the paper as the one attested by hiin.

The court instructed the jury 'that

the mark made by a witness in attest-

ing a will need not have any pecu-
liarity about it, but any mark is suf-

ficient if the witness, when called to
testify, can swear to the mark.' The
court said :

' The code pronounces a

mark sufficient on the sole condition
that the witness shall be able to

swear to it. This is all the heraldry
of the matter. Nothing like a sys-

tem of crests or bearings is contem-
plated, not even any special hook or
claw on which the mind can hang
recognition. As best it can, the

memory may lay hold, and hold on,

and the conscience may swear to it.

A court cannot declare any pecu-

liarity necessary where the witness

needs none. It is not improbable

that those who make marks for de-

fault of skill in making letters have
an aptitude of their own in distin-

guishing marks that to ordinary eyes

look alike.'
"

29. Pai.sley v. Snipes, 2 Brev. (S.

C.) 200; Fogg V. Dennis, 3 Humph.
(Tenn.) 47.

In Strong t". Brewer, 17 Ala. 706.

to prove the execution of a written

instrument which had been signed

by mark, a witness was introduced

who testified that he knew the mark
of such person, and that the mark at-

tached to the foot of the instrument
in question he believed to be genuine.

The court said :
" The degree of

weight to be attached to it depends
not only upon the character of the

witness, but also upon the oppor-

tunity he has had of acqiu'ring a

knowledge of the party's handwrit-
ing. It may be more difficult to ac-

quire a knowledge of a simple mark,
by which an illiterate man executes
a deed, than the knowledge of the

handwriting of one who can write his

name in full, but we cannot perceive

why it may not be done. In some
instances the peculiarity may be as

strong as that which marks the

Vol. VI
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that he could see a similarity between the marks used by the signer
of the respective papers which are signed by mark only, and that
such similarity is strong enough to support the opinion of the
witness that they were made by the same person.-'"' But it has
been held that where a mark on inspection appears to have nothing
in its construction to distinguish it from the ordinary marks used
by illiterate persons to authenticate their contracts, its genuine-
ness or identity cannot be established by the opinions of witnesses. ^^

A Statute providing that the handwriting of a person may be shown
by any one who believes it to be his and who has seen him write, or
has seen writing purported to be his upon which he has acted or

been charged, and who has thus acquired knowledge of his hand-
writing, extends to signatures by mark.^-

3. Comparison of Marks. — So, also, whether or not the genuine-

ness or identity of a mark as a substitute for a signature may be

established by the testimony of experts based on comparison with

other marks is a question which the courts have apparently not

settled.
^^

characters of one who can write, and
in other instances not, perhaps, so
great; yet in all, we apprehend,
would be found something distinct

and peculiar, which would enable one
who had frequently seen the party
make his mark to know it."

30. Phoenix Nat. Bank v. Taylor,
11,3 Ky. 6i, 67 S. W. 27.

31. Shinkle v. Crock, 17 Pa. St.

159; Carrier v. Hampton, 33 N. C.

307. See also Engles v. Bruington,
4 Yeates (Pa.) 345, 2 Am. Dec. 411,
where it was said that " to attempt to

prove a mark to a will would be idle

and ludicrous."

32. State v. Tice, 30 Or. 457, 48
Pac. 367, where the court said

:

" Considering the manner in which
marks of persons incapable of writ-
ing their own signatures are usually
made, by merely touching the pen
while the scrivener forms the char-
acter, it is a matter of doubtful pro-
priety whether any person ought to
be allowed, as a matter of evidence,
to identify such a mark as a hand-
writing; but the mark of some per-
sons, by reason of methods of their
own adoption in its formation, and its

inherent peculiarities, might be capa-
ble of identification, and we are of
the opinion that such evidence ought
to be permitted to go to the jury,
but the attending circumstances
touching the habits of the person
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whose mark is in the balance, his ac-

customed manner of making the

same, and the peculiarities attending

it which render it capable of identifi-

cation, should be carefully considered

and scrutinized in determining the

weight to be ascribed thereto."

33. Thus, in In re Hopkins Will,

172 N. Y. 360, 65 N. E. 173, 92 Am.
St. Rep. 746, it is held that proof by
comparison is not proper; although
experts may doubtless be able to de-

termine whether one mark is made
over another; whether a mark is

made by a trembling or steady hand,
and if familiar with inks they may be
able to determine nearly the age or
the time when the writing was made.
Compare Lansing v. Russell, 3 Barb.
Ch. (N. Y.) 325; Jackson v. Van
Dusen, 5 Johns. (N. Y.) 144, 4 Am.
Dec. 330.

" Promissory notes found among
the papers of an illiterate deceased
person, purporting to have been
signed by him with his mark, and
which he had paid, are, on the trial

of an action against his administra-
tor upon another promissory note
also purporting to have been signed
by the intestate with his mark, ad-
missible in evidence for the purpose
of comparing the marks on these
notes with that affixed to the note in

suit, the defense to the action being
that this latter note was a forgery.
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The genuineness of the marks upon
the notes offered for this purpose
might be inferred from the facts

above recited, and it was not abso-

lutely essential to show by direct

proof that they were actually made by
the deceased. In other words, the

execution of the notes by making
marks to the same could be proved by

circumstantial as well as by direct

evidence." Little v. Rogers, 99 Ga.

05. 24 S. E. 8=;6.

Travers v. Snyder, 38 111. App. 379-

In this case the court said: "How
can simply a mark be recognized as

that of any particular person, without

any proof of any particular character-

istic by which it can be distin-

guished? And it seems to us that it

proves nothing that one cross or

mark is like another. It seems to us

that it would be very unsafe, and lead

to dangerous results, to allow such

comparisons to be made and taken

as evidence, unless at least some
proof were made that the defendant's

mark had some established character-

istics, like a handwriting, that would
enable it to be recognized. A mere
cross or mark cannot be identified,

and it therefore stands for itself

alone."

Vol. VI
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I. SCOPE OF ARTICLE.

The rules of evidence relating to hearsay, so far as their practical

application is concerned, have to do chiefly, if not wholly, with the

exceptions to the hearsay rule rather than to the rule itself. These

excepiions are fully treated elsewhere in this work under their

respective titles.^ This article is designed to treat only of the gen-

eral principles underlying and governing the application of the hear-

say rule itself.

n. DEFINITION.

Hearsay may be defined to be any statement, verbal or written,

the persuasiveness or probative value of which depends partly or

wholly upon something other than the credit to be given to the wit-

ness who utters the statement or the instrument which contains it,

and renders necessary a resort to and belief in the veracity and
competency of some other person.^

ni. THE RULE.

No rule of evidence is more firmly settled or more universally

recognized than that in all cases save those in which from necessity

or other justifiable reason the law has been compelled to make an

exception to the rule, hearsay is 'incompetent and inadmissible as

evidence.^

1. See infra, V. 2. 3. England. — Dysart Peerage
Case, H. L. 6 App. Cas. 489.

2. Hopt V. Utah, no U. S. 574: United States. — Uopt v. Utah,
Morell V. Morell, 157 Ind. 179, 60 no U. S. 574; Ellicott 7'. Pearl, 10

N. E. 1092. Pet. 436.

Vol. VI
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Rigor of the Rule. — So strictly have the courts guarded and
appHed the rule, that hearsay has been held incompetent even in aid

of human freedom.*

IV. REASONS FOR THE RULE.

The chief reasons which induce the courts to look with distrust

upon hearsay and to enforce the rule with such strictness are the

fact that hearsay, in its nature, supposes that better evidence exists,'*

and that it is given without the sanction of an oath and without the

opportunity of cross-examination, " those tests of truth which the

law, in general, so wisely requires."° To these may be added its

California. — Amann v. Lowell, 66
Cal. 306, 5 Pac. 363.
Massachusetts. — Warren v. Nich-

ols, 6 Aletc. 261.

N'civ Jersey. — Overseers of West-
field V. Overseers of Warren, 8 N.

J. L. 249.
Neiij York. — Coleman v. South-

wick, 9 Johns. 45, 6 Am. Dec. 253

;

Lent V. Shear, 160 N. Y. 462, 55 N.
E. 2.

Pennsylvania. — Farmers Bank of
L. v.^ Whitehill, 16 Serg. & R. 89.

Wisconsin. — Harter Med. Co. v.

Hopkins, 83 Wis. 309, 53 N. W. 501.

This rule is so well settled that a

further citation of authorities would
be useless.

4. Queen v. Hepburn, 7 Cranch
(U. S.) 290.

5. Gould V. Smith, 35 Me. 513;
,Jackson v. Etz, 5 Cow. (N. Y.) 314;
' State Bank v. Wooddy, 10 Ark. 638

;

Qi'een v. Hepburn, 7 Cranch (U. S.)

290; McEwen v. City of Portland, I

Or. 300; Stouvenel v. Stephens, 26
How. Pr. (N. Y.) 244.

Better Evidence Obtainable.
" The established doctrine is that you
must go if you can to the source of
testimony, and not introduce a copy
when the original is to be had, nor
undertake to prove what another
person has been heard to say, when
that person is a good witness, and
can be produced." Coleman v. '

Southwick, 9 Johns. (N. Y.) 45, 6
Am. Dec. 253.

6. Patterson v. Maryland Ins. Co.,

3 Har. & J. (Md.) 71, 5 Am. Dec.

419; Com. V. Trefethen, 157 Mass.
180, 31 N. E. 961, 24 L. R. A. 235;
Damon v. Carrol, 163 ^lass. 404, 40
N. E. 185; Morell v. Morell, 157

Vol. VI

Ind. 179, 60 N. E. 1092; State v.

Medlicott, 9 Kan. 176; Marshall v.

Railroad Co., 48 111. 475, 95 Am. Dec.

561.
.

Lack of Oath and Cross-Examma-
tion " To admit hearsay would be
to admit evidence without the sanc-

tion of an oath, without cross-exam-
ination, and without those tests of

truth which the law in general so

wisely requires. There must, of ne-

cessity, be some general rule or prin-

ciple of the law on the subject; and
if mere declarations should be ad-

mitted in one case, they must be in

every case ; and if the declarations

of one person are admitted, the dec-
larations of every other person must
also be admitted, and the trial of
issues would be embarrassed, and
justice obstructed and defeated by
innumerable unfounded and con-
flicting declarations and statements.

Parties would be defrauded of their

rights and their property by loose,

inconsiderate, or ill-disposed asser-

tions and remarks. The danger that

casual observations would be misun-
derstood, misremembered, and mis-
reported, increases the number and
force of the objections to the admis-
sion of hearsay." Lund v. Inhab-
itants of Tyngsborough, 9 Cush.
(^NL-iss.) 36.

No Guarantee of Truth " It was
only hearsay, at the best; and for

the purpose of proof in a court of
justice, the controlling reason oper-
ates to its rejection, that it cannot
be subjected to the ordinary tests

which the law has provided for the
ascertainment of truth — the obliga-
tion of an oath, and the opportunity
afforded for cross-examination; for
these, or equivalent ones, are the
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intrinsic weakness and incomjietency to satisfy the human mind/
and tlie fact that fraud would be encouraged and supported by its

admission.®

V. EXCEPTIONS TO THE RULE.

1. In General.— The difficulty, in many cases, of detaining other

proof and the consequent necessity of resorting to hearsay,'' coupled

guarantees of truth, which the law,

in ordinary cases, invariably re-

quires. Where a witness to facts

might be produced and examined on
oath, little doubt can be entertained

that hearsay evidence of his mere
declarations, heard and detailed by
another, ought to be excluded; so

infinitely inferior in degree must such
hearsay evidence be, when compared
with direct testimony delivered in

open court. i Stark. Ev., 38-39.

If admissions of another person
were receivable in evidence, in de-
fault of better evidence, the uncer-
tainty which would result from its

general reception would far out-
weigh the benefit which might pos-
sibly be derived from its admission
in particular instances." Ibbitson v.

Brown, 5 Iowa 532.
Witnesses Absent From Jury.

" The law does not regard as suf-

ficiently authentic to influence a jury
any statement which is not made
under the sanction of an oath; and,
in general, it further requires that

the witness making the statement
should be present at the trial, to the
end that he may be examined by the

adverse party, and that the jury may
draw their own conclusions as to

his sincerity and accuracy by his

appearance and bearing upon the
witness stand." Stephens t'. Vro-
man, 16 N. Y. 381.

7. Hopt V. Utah, no U. S. =174;

Ellicott V. Pearl, 10 Pet. (U. S.) 436;
State Rank v. Wooddy. 10 Ark. 638;
IMcEwen z'. City of Portland, i Or.
300; Stouvenel z'. Stephens, 26
How. Pr. CN. Y.) 244.

Attended With Doubts and Diffi-

culties. — "Hearsay testimony is,

from the very nature of it. attended
with all such doubts and difficulties,

and it cannot clear them up. ' A per-
son who relates a hearsay is not
obliged to enter into any particulars,
to answer any questions, to solve
any difficulties, to reconcile any con-

tradictions, to explain any obscuri-
ties, to remove any ambiguities; he
intrenches himself in the simple as-

sertion that he was told so, and
leaves the burden entirely on his

dead or absent author.' It is against
sound principle, and would at once
awaken distrust, for a party to re-

sort to a secondary species of evi-

dence, so long as the original and
primary evidence exists and can be
produced. The plaintiff, by means of
this species of evidence, would be
taken by surpise, and be precluded
from the benefit of a cross-examina-
tion of Stanley, as to all the.se ma-
terial points which have been sug-
gested as necessary to throw full

light on his information." Coleman
V. Southwick, g Johns. (N. Y.) 45,
6 Am. Dec 253.
Vague and Unsubstantial " The

reason is, that it is too vague and
unsubstantial to afford any reason-

able presumption as to the recited

fact. It affords too great latitude for

deception, mistake or miscompre-
hension ; and with all, it is not given
under the solemn obligation of an
oath." Wells v. Shipp, i Walk.
(Aliss.) 353.

8. Stouvenel v. Stephens, 26
How. Pr. (N. Y.) 244.

C. J. Marshall, in Queen z'. Hep-
burn, 7 Cranch (U. S.) 290, says:
" One of these rules is, that ' hear-
say ' evidence is in its own nature

inadmissible. That this species of
testimony supposes some better testi-

mony which might be adduced in the

particular case is not the sole ground
of its exclusion. Its intrinsic weak-
ness, its incompetency to satisfy the

mind of the existence of the fact,

and the frauds which might be prac-
ticed under its cover, combine to
support the rule that hearsay evi-

dence is totally inadmi'^siblo."

9. Necessity for Resorting to

Hearsay. _ Higham 7'. Rid'-wav, 10

East (Eng.) 109; Ruch z: Rock Is-

Vol. VI
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with the fact that the hearsay in such cases is subjected to some
sanction and test other than, but deemed equivalent to, the ordinary
ones, thereby insuring- its trustworthiness and rendering extremely
improbable its falsity," has induced the law to recognize many
exceptions to the rule and to allow the admission of hearsay as com-
petent evidence thereunder.

But hearsay is not admissible merely because, in the particular

'

case, no better evidence can be had.^^

2. Apparent and Real Exceptions.— Of these exceptions some are
only apparent, while others are real exceptions to the rule. To the
former class belongs that species of evidence which is offered merely
for the purpose of proving the fact of the making or utterance of

the declaration of a third person (not a witness) and not its truth.^*

This principle is likewise applicable to the statements of a third

person (not a witness) ofifered for the purpose of proving the infor-

mation possessed by the person to whom the statements were made,
and thereby bearing upon his belief or motive in relying and acting

upon such statements.^^ This rule also renders competent in certain

cases the ex parte declarations of a person as to his physical^* and
mentaP^ condition, or intent. ^^ Declarations of a third person which

land, 97 U. S. 693; Costigan v.

Lunt, 127 Mass. 354.

10. Presumption of the Truth
From Circumstances Southwest
School District z: Williams, 48 Conn.

504; Bird V. Hueston, 10 Ohio St.

418; Ruch V. Rock Island, 97 U. S.

693.

11. State V. Dart, 29 Conn. 153,

76 Am. Dec. 593. And see infra,

VI. I.

12. In Smith v. Whittier, 95 Cal.

279, 30 Pac. 529, the court, in speak-
ing of this class of evidence, said

:

" Such evidence is admitted for the
purpose of establishing merely the
utterance of the words, and not their

truth, but the admission in evidence
of the words spoken is not to be
used in determining the issue of their
truth. Necessarily, the words so
spoken are brought before the jury,
but the jury can readily be in-

structed by the court that they are
not to regard them as proof of the
facts that are stated."

13. Thus where the reason or
motive of a particular act is in

issue, the statement of a third per-
son made to the actor and consti-
tuting the information on which he
acted is original and material evi-
dence. People V. Shea, 8 Cal. 538.

Vol. VI

Malice in Malicious Prosecution
and Libel.— Thus, in malicious

prosecution, the defendant may show
what information he possessed when
he caused plaintiff's arrest, and if

this information consisted in state-

ments of third persons, not witnesses,

they are admissible " not for the

purpose of proving that the plaintiff

was, in fact, guilty of the offense

imputed to him, but that the de-

fendant . . . had good reason to

believe that he was guilty." Lamb
V. Galland, 44 Cal. 609. Rule is ap-
plicable to declarations made to a

person charged with libel, when they
were of such a character as to rea-

sonably lead him to believe that he
published the truth. Jones v. Town-
send, 21 Fla. 431, 58 Am. Rep. 676.

14. Natural Evidence. — "The
declarations of a decedent as to the
condition of his body and health at

the time when the declarations were
made, fall under the head of natural
evidence. Such declarations are ad-
missible in the very nature of
things." State v. Harris, 63 N. C. i.

15. Jacobs V. Whitcomb, 10 Cush.
(Mass.) 255.

16. In Com. V. Trefethen, 157
Mass. 180, 31 N. E. 961, 24 L. R. A.
235, in speaking of the admissibility
of the declarations of a person, since
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called the attention of the witness to the fact or fixed it in his recol-

lection are admitted under this principle/^

The real exceptions may be classed as follows : (
i
) Dying decla-

rations ;^^ (2) declarations as to matters of general and public

interest (including declarations as to public and private bounda-
ries) i^'' (3) declarations against interest ;-° (4) declarations con-

cerning matters of pedigree;-^ (5) certain public documents;-^ (6)
ancient documents and possessions;-^ (7) books of account of the

litigant parties;-* (8) entries of third persons in the regular course

of business ;-^ (9) oral declarations in the discharge of defendant's

duty;-" (10) former testimony given under oath;-'' and (11) decla-

rations which are so intimately connected with the principal fact or

transaction as to constitute a part of it and to characterize or explain

it — /. c. res {^^cstacr^

3. Admissions and Confessions. — The question as to what extent,

if any, admissions and confessions are exceptions to the hearsay

rule is one upon which the authorities and text-writers do not

thoroughly agree. These are generally treated as evidence having

a probative value of itself, and as the equivalent of affirmative

testimony.^'' Under this theory, these constitute exceptions to the

hearsay rule.^° On the other hand, it is maintained that the effect

deceased, made to a trance-medium,
to the effect that she (declarant)
was going to drown herself, the

court said :
" Although evidence of

the conscious declarations of a per-
son as indications of his state of
mind has in it some of the elements
of hearsay, yet it closely resembles
evidence of the natural expressions
of feeling which has always been re-

garded in the law, not as hearsay,
but as original evidence." But com-
pare Com. V. Felch, 132 Mass. 22.

See article " Intent."

17. State V. Fox. 25 N. J. L. 566

;

Harris v. Central Railroad, 78 Ga.

525, 3 S. E. 355-

18. See article " Dying Declara-
tions," Vol IV, p. 910.

19. See article " Declarations,"
Vol. IV, p. 77.

20. See article " Declarations,"
Vol. IV, p. 87.

21. See article " Pedigree."
22. See article " Public Docu-

ments.
"

23. In Baeder t'. Jennings, 40
Fed. 199, Thay. Cas. on Ev., p. 462,
it is held that ancient documents and
acts of possession (some of them
200 years old) arc competent and
sufficient proof of the truth of the

facts therein recited, or thereby in-

dicated. The opinion is by Justice

Bradley, and the decision is based

upon the great lapse of time which
had intervened since the acts, and
the great age of the documents,

coupled with the fact that the acts

of possession, affirmatively proven,

were consistent with and in con-

formity to the truth of the facts as

stated in the documents and as in-

dicated by the acts of possession.

See also article " Ancient Docu-
ments," Vol. I, p. 857, and article
" Private Writings."

24. See article " Books of Ac-
COT'NT," Vol. II.

25. See article "Entries in the
Regular Course of Business," Vol.

V.

26. See article "Declarations,"
Vol. IV, p. 103.

27. See article "Former Testi-
mony," Vol. V.

28. See article " Res Gestae."

29. Hall V. The Emily Banning,

33 Cal. 522; Bartlett z: Wilbur, 53
Md. 48s ; Warder v. Fisher, 48 Wis.
338. 4 N. W. 470.

30. Truby v. Seybert. 12 Pa. St.

loi ; Terry v. Rodahan. 79 Ga. 278,

5 S. E. 38, II Am. St. Rep. 420.

Vol. VI
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ol admissions and confessions as evidence is in the nature of an
impeachment or prior contradiction of a present claim, and they
are not of probative vahie as affirmative evidence. Under this

theory, the hearsay rule is not applicable to them.^^

VI. IMMATERIAL ATTRIBUTES AND CHARACTERISTICS.

1. Declarant Deceased.— The fact that the author of the hearsay

statement is dead'''^ or cannot be found^^ does not affect the rule.

2. Form. — The hearsay rule applies as forcibly to statements in

writing as it does to those verbally made.^* Nor is it at all material

that the hearsay statement was made under oath or as part of a

sworn deposition.^^ The certificate of a ministerial officer which

merely affirms the existence or non-existence of a fact is mere hear-

say.^® The assessment-roll of a county showing property assessed

31. State V. Willis, 71 Conn. 293,

41 Atl. 820.

32. Ibbitson v. Brown, 5 Iowa
532; Lund V. Inhabitants of Tyngs-
borough, 9 Cush. (Mass.) 36; Davis
V. Green, 102 Mo. 170, 14 S. W. 876,

II L. R. A. 90.

Deceased Clerk of Court The
statements of a clerk of a court,

since deceased, that a certain legal pa-

per had not been filed in his office

is hearsay and incompetent. Baker
V. Goldsmith, 91 Ga. 173, 16 S. E.

988.

33. Spokane & V. G. & C. Co. v.

Colfelt, 24 Wash. 568, 64 Pac. 847.

34. Tobin v. Young, 124 Ind. 507,

24 N. E. 121 ; Silverstein v. O'Brien,

165 Mass. 512, 43 N. E. 496; Hun-
ter V. Randall, 69 Me. 183.

35. Inhabitants of Braintree v.

Inhabitants of Hingham, i Pick.

(Mass.) 244.; Pautz v. Jones, 21 La.
Ann. 726; Traber v. Hicks, 131 Mo.
180, 32 S. W. 1145; Rocker v.

Rooker, 83 Ind. 226; Early v. Oliver,

63 Ga. 1 1 ; Manny v. Stockton, 34
111. 306. But see article " Former
Testimony," Vol. V.

In Lent v. Shear, 160 N. Y. 462,

55 _N. E. 2, the court said :
" Decla-

rations made under oath do not dif-

fer in principle from declarations
made without that sanction, and both
come within the rule which excludes
all hearsay evidence."

" A voluntary affidavit [marine
protest before notary public] ranks
in equal grade with hearsay testi-

mony in the scale of evidence." Pat-

Vol. VI

terson v. Maryland Ins. Co., 3 Har.

& J. (Md.) 71, 5 Am. Dec. 419.

Depositions as Corroborating Evi-

dence The fact that the hearsay

statements were part of a deposition

and material as corroborative of

other evidence does not alter the

rule. Clopper v. Poland, 12 Neb. 69,

ID N. W. 538.

Not Aided by Judicial Sanction.

The fact that a judicial officer has

concluded that an ex parte affidavit,

in the action in which used, fur-

nished sufficient evidence to prove
an indebtedness from one party to

another, or fraud in contracting such
indebtedness, does not render such
affidavit competent in another action

between third parties. Bookman v.

Stegman, 105 N. Y. 621, 1 1 N. E.

376.
36. Certificate of Court Clerk.

The certificate of a clerk of a court
which consists merely in his state-

ment as to the existence or non-ex-
istence of a fact, or that an act had
or had not been performed in con-
nection with his office, is inadmissi-
ble as hearsay. Thus a certificate

which merely states that a cause has
been dismissed (Lamar v. Pearre, 90
Ga. 377, 17 S. E. 92), or that a

person named therein was duly nat-
uralized (Miller v. Reinhart, 18 Ga.
239), are inadmissible, being merely
a clerk's opinion of the legal effect

of the court record, and not a copy
or abstract thereof.

Certificate of Consul The cer-

tificate of an American consul, sta-

tioned in a foreign country, as to the
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to a person other than him against whom offered is hearsay and
inadmissible in the absence of proof that the person against whom
offered gave in the assessment or had knowledge thereof.''^

A Newspaper Paragraph stating a purported fact is merely hearsay
upon hearsay.^^

Public Riunor. — The fact that the statement is of such common
notoriety in the community as to be a matter of public rumor docs
not free it from its hearsay character.-'"'

3. Against Interest.— The fact that the hearsay statement of a

person is against his interest*" or tends to cast upon the declarant

the guilt of an act or crime*^ with which one of the parties is

charged, does not render such statement admissible.

4. Testimony Founded Wholly or Partially on the Knowledge of

Others. — Where the testimony offered is based in whole or in part

upon the knowledge of some other person than the witness it is

inadmissible as hearsay.*^

death of an American in said coun-
try is hearsay and inadmissible.
Morton v. Barrett, ig Me. log.

Certificate of Corporate Capacity.

A certificate of the secretary of
state, certifying that certain parties

were legally organized and estab-
lished as, and were thereby made, a
corporation under the laws of such
state, is mere hearsay in another
state, where the corporate capacity

of such persons is in issue in an
action. Fish v. Smith, 72, Conn. 2>77>

47 Atl. 711.

Record of Municipal Board The
record of the proceedings of a
meeting or a common council, which
meeting was either illegally called or
without jurisdiction of the matters
evidenced by the record, is mere
hearsay and inadmissible. Harris v.

City of Ansonia, 73 Conn. 359, 47
Atl. 672. See article " Certific.vtes."

37. Shumway v. Leakey, 67 Cal.

458, 8 Pac. 12.

38. Gould V. Smith, 35 Me. 513.

39. Ashcraft v. De Armond, 44
Iowa 229.

40. See article " Dkclarations,"
Vol. IV.

41. United States. — United States
V. Mulholland. 50 Fed. 413.
Alabama. — Owensby v. State, 82

Ala. 63, 2 So. 764.

Georgia.— Kelly v. State, 82 Ga.

441, 9 S. E. 171.

lozca. — Ibbitson v. Brown, 5
Iowa 532.

29

Kansas. — State v. Smith, 35 Kan.
618, II Pac. 908.

Kentucky. — Davis v. Com., 95 Ky.
19, 23 S. W. 585, 44 Am. St. Rep.
201.

Massachusetts. — Com. v. Chab-
bock, I Mass. 144; Farrell v. Weitz,
160 Mass. 288, 35 N. E. 783.

Missouri. — State v. Hack, 118

Mo. 92, 23 S. W. 1089.

North Carolina. — State v. Haynes,
71 N. C. 79; State v. Duncan, 28
N. C. 236.

Oregon. — State v. Fletcher, 24
Or. 295, 23 Pac. 575.

Admission of Crime by Third Per-
son Statement of a third person,
stranger, made to witness that he,

third person, was guilty of the crime
for which defendant was being pros-
ecuted, is hearsay. Com. v. Chab-
bock, I ]\Tass. 144.

Admission of Forgery by Maker of

Note—- In an action on a note by
the holder against the alleged in-

dorser, the declaration of the maker,
after the indorsement, acknowledg-
ing that he had forged the indorse-
ment, such declaration being e.v

parte and not by the maker as a

witness, is incompetent. Wheeler r.

Ahlers, 189 Pa. St. 138, 42 Atl. 40.

42. Where two experts had made
an estimate of the cost of repairing
certain premises, and before the trial

one of them had died, the testimony
of the survivor as a witness, based
not only on his own computation but
also upon the opinion of his de-
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5. Hearsay Blended with Admissible Evidence. — Although the

hearsay may be blended with other admissible evidence, it must, if

possible, be severed therefrom and excluded/''

6. Hearsay as Part of a Conversation.— The hearsay statements

of a third person are not admissible under the rule entitling the

adverse party to the whole of the conversation where part has

been given, although part of the conversation in which such hearsay

was given has been admitted. The exception to the rule applies

only where the conversation was with one of the parties to the

action.**

7. Source or Channel.— The means by which or the channel in

which hearsay evidence is brought to the notice of the court or jury

is immaterial.*^

ceased companion, is hearsay and in-

admissible. Collins V. Langan, 58
N. J. L. 6, 32 Atl. 258.

The testimony of a secretary of a

corporation founded solely on the

statements made by the president,

and not on the witness' knowledge,
is inadmissible. Persse v. Atlantic-

Pacific R. T. Co., 5 Colo. App. 117,

2,7 Pac. 951.

Employer Testifying From Em-
ploye's Knowledge Thus, the

testimony of an employer founded
solely or partially upon the knowl-
edge possessed by his employe, al-

though relating to matters in con-
nection with the employment, is in-

competent. Tennessee & C. R. Co.
V. Danforth, 112 Ala. 80. 20 So. 502;
Olive V. Hester, 63 Tex. 190; Pro-
tection Life Ins. Co. v. Foote, 79
111. 361.

The estimate of a quantity of lum-
ber, made partly from the witness*
own notes and partly from those of
his employe, is hearsay and inad-
missible because not based upon
matters wholly within the knowledge
of the witness. Tingley v. Fairhaven
Land Co., g Wash. 34, 36 Pac. 1098.

43. In Preston v. Bowers, 13
Ohio St. I, 82 Am. Dec. 430, the
court uses the following language

:

" The plaintiff had a right to give
the declaration of his wife in evi-

dence, to show the state of her affec-

tions toward him recently before the
alleged seduction. But the exercise
of a right, and the abuse of a right,

are two very different things. The
words and acts of the defendant
Griffin, reported by the wife to the
husband, and detailed by him in evi-
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dence to the jury, were nothing but

hearsay, and in themselves clearly

inadmisible. It is said in argument,

however, that the declarations of the

wife in regard to the state of her

affections toward the plaintiff were
so blended with her report of the

acts and declarations of Griffin as to

render the separation of them im-
practicable. We do not think so. It

seems to use there would have been
no practical difficulty in a statement
of those declarations of his wife
which tended to express attachment
to him, and at the same time with-
holding her report of the words and
acts of Griffin. And we cannot
avoid the conviction that while the

plaintiff was claiming to give in evi-

dence the declarations of his wife for

a legitimate purpose, his real and
primary object was to bring before
the jury her statement of the words
and acts of Griflfin. In permitting
this to be done, we are of opinion
that the court below erred."

44. Davis v. Sanders, 11 N. H.
259-

But it seems that if that part of

the conversation admitted was ad-

mitted because competent under an
exception to the hearsay rule, the

adverse party has a right to bring

out all that was said by the parties

at the time. See McLurd v. Clark,

92 N. C. 312.

45. The testimony of a witness to

the effect that the adverse party had
stated to him that he (adverse party)

had heard certain statements from
others which were inconsistent with
the testimony given by such adverse
party on the trial, was purely hear-
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8. Character of Proceeding in Which Offered.— The hearsay rule

appHes as much to evidence offered on applications for interlocutory

remedies as on the trial of a cause/"

9. Object of Offered Hearsay.— A. To Contradict Witness or

Declarant.— Hearsay is incompetent to contradict or discredit the

testimony of the witness who made the hearsay statement.*''

B. To Prove Admission.— The admission of a party cannot be

proved by the testimony of a witness who merely states that the

person to whom the alleg^ed admission was made told the witness

that it had been so made.*^

C. To Refresh Memory.— Nor is hearsay admissible to refresh

the memory of the witness as to other competent facts.*^

VII. TEST OF COMPETENCY.

1. Determination of Hearsay Character. — A. In General. — It

is often difficult to determine whether oft'ered evidence is or is not

hearsay. In most cases this can be determined from the form of

the question or answer itself.^** Thus, where a witness is asked or

states if he " ever heard, "'^^ or " believed,"^^ or " was told,""

say and was not admissible as an
admission. The admission of the
party that he heard them is imma-
terial. Stephens v. Vroman, i6 N.
Y. 381.

46. Early v Oliver, 63 Ga. ll.

47. Reynolds v. Copeland, 71 Ind.

422.

Nor can the testimony of a wit-

ness that a third person did or did

not do an act be contradicted by
the hearsay statement of such third

person that he did or did not do
the act. McElroy v. Meredith (Pa.),

12 Atl. 170.

48. Young V. Godbe, 82 U. S.

562. And see Stephens v. Vro-
man, 16 N. Y. 381, and Hard v.

Ashley, 44 N. Y. St. 792, 18 N. Y.
Supp. 413, aMrmed 136 N. Y. 645,

32 N. E. loiS-

49. To Refresh Memory.— Tes-
timony of a party to the suit as to
a conversation had between him and
his attorney, not in the presence
of the adverse party, is inadmissible,

even to refresh the witness* recol-

lection as to other competent facts.

Radlcy 7'. Seider, 99 Mich. 431, 58
N. W. 366.

50. Tn an action involving a
breach of warranty of a machine, a
question asked of a witness as to

whether " the defendant or his boys
"

made any objection against a ma-
chine was held inadmissible for the

reason that that part of the question

relating to the boys was pure hear-

say, and that relating to the defend-

ant was inadmissible, because it did

not appear from the question that

any conversation was had \yith him.

McCormick Mach. Co. v. Cochran,

64 Mich. 636, 31 N. W. 561.

51. Boyden v. Fitchburg R. Co.,

72 Vt. 89, 47 Atl. 409; Greenwood v.

Spiller, 3 111. 502; Adams v. Brown,
16 Ohio St. 75; Johns v. Northcut,

49 Tex. 444.

Where the witness testifies that
" all he knew about the matter was
in the way of correspondence," the

testimony is hearsay. Coker v. First

Nat. Bank, 112 Ga. 71, 37 S. E.

122.

52. Johns V. Northcut, 49 Tex.

444.

53. Where a witness testifies that

on a certain occasion he saw D. talk-

inp^ to K. and afterward states, " I

just happened to be there at the

depot. I asked who was talking to

K., and was told that it was D,"
the testimony shows on its face that
the statement of the witness that he
saw D. and heard him talk to K.
was mere hearsay. In determining
whether or not the testimony was
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or " so far as he knew or understood,"^* or that he " found out."''-^

or where he adds to a positive statement the clause " which
1 can prove,"^^ or where he testifies as to the motives of several

persons, including himself, using the plural number,^^ the hearsay
character of such testimony is apparent on its face and it is inad-

missible. On the other hand, where the testimony purports to be

of the positive knowdedge of the witness and there is no apparent
indication of its hearsay character it is competent. ^^

B. Determined from Context.— Likewise, the fact that the

particular evidence is hearsay, although not apparent on its face,

may sufficiently appear from the context to render it incompetent.^'

C. Cross-Examination.— Although the witness may have testi-

fied positively of his own knowledge on direct examination, the fact

that such testimony was based on hearsay and thereby rendered
incompetent may be made to appear from the cross-examination. ®°

D. Burden oe Showing Competency.— If the oflfered evidence

hearsay, the entire record should be
looked into. Wells-Fargo & Co.'s

Express V. Waites (Tex. Civ. App.),
60 S. W. 582, distiiiguisliing Mis-
souri Pac. R. Co. V. Sherwood, 84
Tex. 125, 19 S. W. 455, i? L. R. A.

643-

54. The phrase " so far as he
knew, or understood," implies that

the testimony is hearsay. Wells v.

Shipp, I Walk. (Miss.) 353.
55. Where a witness in response

to a question states, " I afterward
found out " that a letter had been
written by another, the language of

the answer implies that the fact

stated was founded on hearsay, and
not on the personal knowledge of the

witness, and it not appearing that the

knowledge was derived from a

source which would make it an ex-

ception to the rule, it is inadmissible.

Rosenthal v. INIiddlebrook, 63 Tex.

333-
56. Snodgrass v. Caldwell, 90

Ala. 319. 7 So. 834.

57. Where witness testifies as to

the reason why several parties, in-

cluding the witness, who were
jointly interested in a matter, did or
failed to do a certain thing, and uses

the plural number, that portion of
the testimony involving the knowl-
edge or opinions of others than the
witness is hearsay and inadmissible.
Patrick v. Howard, 47 Mich. 40, 10
N. W. 7T.

58. Anniston City L. Co. v. Kd-
mondson, 127 Ala. 445, 30 So. 61.
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59. See Wells-Fargo & Co.'s Ex-
press V. Waites (Tex. Civ. App.) 60

S. W. 582; Bridgman z: Corey's

Estate, 62 Vt. I, 20 Atl. 273.

Where a witness has already testi-

fied that he could neither read nor
write, his stateinent as to what a

written notice contained is hearsay

and therefore inadmissible, because

it necessarily implies that any infor-

mation he may have is not his own
knowdedge, but must have been ac-

quired from others. Russell v. Bros-
seau, 65 Cal. 605, 4 Pac. 643.

Where a witness testifies that a
deed was signed by the grantor only
on certain conditions, and then states

that his only knowledge on the sub-
ject was obtained from statements
of the grantor before and since the
signing, the evidence shows on its

face that it was mere hearsay.
Rooker v. Rooker, 83 Ind. 226.

Where a witness had testified that

he had received statements including
duplicate statements of the amounts
of ore sold from a certain mine and
was asked how much was sold, it

was held that the testimony asked
was hearsay, because it did not ap-
pear that the witness personally knew
anything about the amount of ore
sold. Patrick v. Graham, 132 U. S.

627. Rut see infra, " Hearsay Char-
acter Doubtful, VI. 2."

60. Traber r. Hicks. 131 Mo. 180,

32 S. W. 1145; McCornick v. Sadler,
10 Utah 216, 37 Pac. 332.
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appears on its face to be hearsay, it is inadmissible, althonp^h. by

reason of some extraneous fact or circumstance, unexplained, it may
be competent.*^ It is incumbent upon the party offering the evi-

dence to show by other competent evidence that, by reason of such

extraneous fact or circumstance, it is not hearsay or is an exception

to the rule; otherwise an objection to its admission on the grounds

that it is hearsay is well taken."^

2. Hearsay Character Doubtful.— Where the hearsay or non-

hearsay character of the offered evidence is not apparent on the

face thereof, or is in doubt, the decisions seem to vary as to the rules

which should govern its competency as evidence.

A. Liberal Rule.— The majority of the courts seem to adopt

a liberal rule, and if, from a consideration of the whole of the wit-

ness' testimony, the fact that the offered evidence is competent

appears equally as consistent as that it is incompetent, the evidence

is admissible.^^ Some of the cases hold that the evidence should

61. Cook V. Thornton, 109 Ala.

523, 20 So. 14; Thompson v. Wright,
22 Ga. 607; Stein v. Bowman, 13

Pet. (U. S.) 209; Greenwood v.

Spiller, 3 111. 502; Kenyon v. Wood-
ruff, S3 Mich. 310.

Where a question asked of a wit-

ness refers to knowledge acquired
from some other source, but not stat-

ing the source and being general,

which testimony would be admissible
if derived from a certain definite

source as an admission of one of the

parties, the evidence is incompetent
as being hearsay. The fact that the

question was not confined to such
admission and was in general terms
rendered it inadmissible. Peck v.

Parchen, 52 Iowa 46, 2 N. W. 597.

Where a witness was asked as to

whether a statement was made by
" the party," there being nothing to

show who the party was or to indi-

cate that the statements of such
party were binding on the party
against whom the evidence was of-

fered, the evidence is properly ex-
cluded as hearsay. Minster 7'. Hol-
bert, 32 ]\Iinn. 533, 21 N. W. 718.

62. Snodgrass v. Caldwell, 90
Ala. 319, 7 So. 834; Johns 7-. North-
cut, 49 Tex. 444; Cook V. Thornton,
109 Ala. 523, 20 So. 14.

Testimony that the witness with

two other persons went through the

woods, three abreast, each carrying

a book and marking therein each

tree cut as they came to it. and
that " from these, placed together, I

found that there had been cut " a

certain number of ties, is hearsay and
inadmissible on account of the un-

certainty as to whether the witness

made the calculation entirely from

the measurements obtained from his

own book or from information

partly derived from the books of the

other two persons. " It was for the

plaintiff ... to show that the

witness referred only to his own
entries or to those concerning the

correctness of which he had a per-

sonal knowledge. He did not do
this and the language is nowhere
explained, and we think the court

should have excluded it." Central

Coal & Coke Co. v. John Henry
Shoe Co., 69 Ark. 302, 63 S. W. 49.

Where the whole of the answers

to written interrogatories appear to

have been based on hearsay, they

are inadmissible and the interroga-

tories themselves not appearing, the

court cannot assume that they were
of such character as to make the

answers admissible. Harrison Wire
Co. V. Moore, 55 Mich. 610, 22 N.

W. 62.

Declarations of Agent— Where
the declarations of a third person

would be admissible if he were an

agent of plaintiff, such testimony is

inadmissible unless such fact of

agency is proven. Gilbert 7'. Wood-
bury, 22 Me. 246.

63. Field v. Tenney, 47 N. H. 5x3.

In Missouri Pac. R. Co. v. Sher-

wood, 84 Tex. I2S, 19 S. W. 455, 17
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be admitted and the question of its competency and weight left to

the jury,®* but the general rule requires the court to determine the

L. R. A. 643, a witness testified that

he was located at Paris, Tex., at the

time of the loss of certain cotton,

by reason of the alleged fire, and he
knew this cotton was destroyed by
fire at Greenville, Tex., during the

time that he was located at Paris,
" of his own knowledge, so far as

it is possible for him to know it

without actually seeing it burn."
The court held the testimony admis-
sible, saying :

" We are unable to

say that the knowledge of the wit-

ness, to the existence of which he
swears, was founded on pure hear-
say. There are conditions in which
one can acquire knowledge without
seeing. We cannot adjudge that the

action of the court in admitting the

evidence was erroneous. While it

appears that the witness was at the
time stated located in business at

Paris, it does not appear that he was
not at Greenville on November 14,

1887; and, while he did not see the
fire which consumed the cotton, his

statement may have been based on
information derived from a source
which would bind defendant. The
cross-examiner did not sufficiently

prove the sources of the witness'

knowledge to justify us in holding
that it was founded entirely on hear-

say, rendering his testimony inadmis-
sible."

" It is doubtful whether the wit-
ness was testifying from hearsay or
from his own knowledge when he
said Weyer received orders from
Pinson and delivered orders with
Pinson's assent, for material, etc.

He may have been testifying from
his own knowledge of the facts. He
may have been present when Weyer
received orders from Pinson, and
may have heard Pinson assent to

them. Taking the whole of the wit-

ness* testimony together, as it ap-
pears in this record, it would seem
that he was testifying of his own
knowledge. However that may be,

it does not appear to us affirma-

tively that he was testifying from
hearsay; and unless it should so
appear, we could not hold that the

court erred in allowing the testi-

mony." Atlanta Glass Co. v. Noizet,

88 Ga. 43, I3 S. E. 833.
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Possibly Founded on Hearsay.

Where a witness states positively, as

of his personal knowledge, that a

certain amount of merchandise was
consigned to him and sold by him for

another person, the fact that his fur-

ther testimony shows that such sales

and consignments were evidenced by
book accounts, receipts of shipments,

and freight bills, made by others,

and the whole testimony tends to

show that probably the positive state-

ments of the witness were founded
upon information derived from such

statements of others, does not render

such direct and positive statement

incompetent as hearsay. " The ob-

jections are to the effect that said

answers are mere hearsay, and the

exhibits mere copies of account

books, etc. It is not improbable
that a cross-examination of the wit-

ness might have discovered the fact

that these answers were grounded
upon the witness' confidence in the

statements of others, and in the

verity of papers coming to him in

the ordinary course of business. But
his answers are positive and direct,

and are made as upon his own per-

sonal knowledge. The court below,

as here, was asked to exclude them
Bolely on what the answers them-
selves upon their face discovered.

As they purported to be upon the

personal knowledge of the witness
the court could not say they were
not so in fact; although the cir-

cumstances of the case casting a

doubt thereon were properly subjects

of comment and criticism to the jury
to aid them in determining the

measure of credibility due them."
Overman v. Hibbard. 30 Iowa 115.

64. In Thompson v. Wright, 22

Ga. 607, the court said :
" We think

that it does not appear with cer-

tainty, from the answers of Bemis,
whether those answers were founded
on hearsay or not. We think
that those answers leave this

question in some doubt, and there-

fore we think that they should have
been submitted to the jury, that the

jury might determine the question,

and, according to that determination,
regard or disregard the answer. The
question was one of fact, and as much
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hearsay or non-hearsay character of the evidence hefore it is sub-

mitted to the jury."^

B. Strict Rule. — On the other hand, some decisions seem to

require that the non-hearsay character of the testimony appear
affirmatively in order to render it competent and admissible.""

Vin. ADMISSIBLE FOR ONE BUT FOR NO OTHER PURPOSE.

Where hearsay w^hich has been admitted was competent for a

certain purjwse, but was incompetent for other purposes, it will be

presumed that it was admitted for the purpose for which competent,

and the rulincr will be sustained."'^

IX. WEIGHT OF HEARSAY ADMITTED WITHOUT « "iTION.

The courts seem to dififer as to the weight to which hearsay evi-

dence is entitled when it has been admitted without objection. Thus
it has been held that under such circumstances it is entitled to no

more consideration than if it had been excluded, and that the jury

should not at all consider it ;"*' but. on the contrary, other authorities

hold that when the hearsay has been admitted without objection the

jury may consider it as they would any other properly admitted

testimony.®*

one for the jury as it would have
been had the answers been given by
the witness under an examination in

the presence of the jury."
Prima Facie Not Hearsay. — left

to Jury Where the statements of
a witness are made as of positive

knowledge, and the circumstances
show that he might have possessed
that knowledge sufficiently to au-
thorize him to testify, the court can-

not say that the testimony is hear-

say, although the information of the

witness may have been derived from
hearsay. It was held proper to leave

the question to the jury, in the ab-

sence of a showing by the cross-ex-

amination of the witness that the

statements were merely hearsay.

Field V. Tenney, 47 N. H. 513.

65. Tn Harter Med. Co. v. Hop-
kins. 8.3 Wis. .^00. 53 N. W. 501, the

court said :
" The jury were allowed

to determine what was hearsay and
what was not. The court ought to

have rletermined on the objections,

at the time, what was hearsay testi-

mony, and excluded it from the con-
sideration of the jury."

66. See Patrick v. Graham, 132

U. S. 627. In L'Herbette v. Pitts-

field Nat. Bank, 162 Mass. 137, 38 N.

E. 368, 44 Am. St. Rep. 354, the

question asked of a witness, who was
a bookkeeper for a bank, " whether
or not to his knowledge the plaintiff

had any account with the bank," was
held inadmissible as hearsay, his

knowledge being apparently only that

derived from the books of the bank,

there being no suggestion that he
was anything more than a book-
keeper.

67. Harris v. Central Railroad, 78
Ga. 525, 3 S. E. 355-

68. State Bank v. Wooddy. 10

Ark. 638.

69. Damon v. Carrol, 163 Mass.

404, 40 N. E. 185.

In State f. Croney, 31 Wash. 122,

71 Pac. 783. the court uses this lan-

guage: "This, it is true, is hearsay
testimony, but it was received with-
out objection, and we know of no
rule of law which would prevent the

court from considering it."

HEIRS.— See Descent and Distribution.
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I. PROCEEDINGS TO LAY OUT HIGHWAY, 460

1. Necessity, Utility and Convenience, 460

A. Burden of Proof, 460
' " B. Mode of Proof, 460

aying : a. In General, 460
^^ b. Testimony of Witnesses Acquainted With Neigh-

borhood, 460

C. Question of Pact, 460

2. Regularity of Proceedings, 461

A. Jurisdiction of Commissioners, 461

B. Petition for Laying Out, 461

a. In General, 461

b. Parol Evidence as to Freeholders, 461

c. Testimony of Petitioner to Impeach, 461

C. Notice of Proceedings, 461

II. EXISTENCE OF HIGHWAY, 462

1. Presumptions and Burden of Proof, 462

A. In General, 462

B. Obstructing Highzvays, 462

a. /// General, 462

b. Point of Obstruction, 463

c. Traveled and Uniform Route, 463

d. Variance Betzwen Allegation and Proof, 463

C. Actions for Injuries Suffered Through Defective High-

zvays, 463

2. Mode of Proof, 464
A. Record Evidence, 464

a. Admissibility, 464
(i.) Generally, 464

(2.) Proof of Preliminary Proceedings, 465
b. As Best Evidence, 466

c. Conclusiveness as Against Collateral Attack, 467
cl. Omissions, 468
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B. Parol Evidence, 468

a. In General, 468

b. Knowledge of Otvner, 470

c. Intention to Dedicate. 471

d. Road Not a Necessity, 471

e. Peaceful Possession, 471

f. Payment of Taxes, 471

C. Declarations, 472

D. Hearsay, Reputation, etc., 472

III. OBSTRUCTING HIGHWAYS, 472

1. The Offense, 472

A. Burden of Proof, 472

B. Mode of Proof. — Other Obstructions, 472

C. Variance Bctzvecn Allegation and Proof, 473
a. In General, 473
b. Exact Location of Obstruction, 473

c. Obstructions at Other Times, 473
2. Intent, 474

A. In General, 474
B. Admission of Act, 474

3. Order to Remove, 474

4. Justification, 474
A. /;! General, 474
B. Information Does Not Excuse, 474

IV. DEFECTS IN HIGHWAYS RESULTING IN INJURY TO PER-

SON OR PROPERTY, 475

I. Presumptions and Burden of Proof, 475

A. The Fact of the Defect, 475

a. In General, 475

b. Defect Within the Highzvay, 475

B. Status of Injured Person as Traveler, 475
C. Rightful Use of Highzvay, 475

D. Necessity for Traveling on Sunday, 476

E. Exact Place of Accident, 476

F. Defect as Proximate Cause of Injury, 477
a. /;/ General, 477
b. Neglect of Duty by Public Authorities, 477
c. Accumulations of Ice and Snozv, 478

d. Defect Frightening Horses, 478
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(i.) Generally, 478

(2.) Knoivlcdgc of Character of Horse, 479

G. Knozvledge of the Defect, 479

a. On Part of Injured Person, 479

b. On Part of Public Authorities, 480

(i.) Generally, 480

(2.) Existence for Requisite Time, 482

(3.) Stcffjcicncy and Presumption of Notice, 483

(A.) Generally, 483

(B.) Knozi'ledge of Members of Corporate

Bodies, 484

(C.) OtHcials Frequently Passing, 484

(D.) General Bad Condition, 485

(E.) Time Necessary to Raise Presumption,

485

(F.) Failure to Repair, 486

H. Matters of Defense, 486

a. Reasonable Care and Diligence, 486

(i.) Generally, 486

(2.) Defect Frightening Horses, 486

b. fFan/ 0/ Funds, 486

2. Substance and Mode of Proof, 487
A. Direct Evidence, 487

a. /n General, 487
b. Matters of Professional Skill, 488

c. Matters of Knowledge and Observation, 488

B. Indirect Evidence, 489
a. /h General, 489

b. Measurements, 490

c. General Bad Condition of Highway, 490
(i.) /^JT Showing Existence of Defect, 490

(2.) y^j- Shozving Notice, 491

(3.) /^^ Showing Negligence, 491

d. Condition of Highway at Other Places, 491

(i.) As Showing Defect in Question, 491

(2.) ^^ Shozving Notice, 492

e. Pr/or Condition of Highzvay, 493
(i.) As Showing Existence of Defect, 493

(2.) ^^ Shozving Notice, 493
f. Subsequent Condition of Highway, 494

(i.) Generally, 494
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(2.) As Matter of Defense, 495

g. Repairs, 495
(I.) As SJiozvi)ig Existence of Defect, 495

(2.) W^ Shozving Notice, 495

(3.) /i^ Shozcing Negligence, 496

(4.) .i^ Slwzcing Funds, 496

h. 0///rr Similar Injuries, 496

(i.) Generally, 496

(2.) Inadmissible as Involving Collateral Issues,

496

(3.) Admissible as Shozving Condition of High-

zvay, etc., 497

(4.) As Shozving Notice, 499
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I PROCEEDINGS TO LAY OUT HIGHWAY.

1. Necessity, Utility and Convenience. — A. Burden of Proof.
On a proceeding to lay out a highway, the necessity, utility and con-

venience of the proposed highway must be shown.

^

B. Mode of Proof. — a. In General. — The public utility of a
proposed highway need not be shown by direct evidence, but may
be inferred from facts and circumstances f but the evidence must
refer to the proposed line and its utility, otherwise it should not

be received.^

Cost of New Highways at Remote Times and Places.— Evidence of the

cost of new highways, at remote times and places, is not admissible

upon a proceeding before commissioners relative to a new highway.*

Town's Indebtedness. — Evidence of the town's indebtedness cannot

be inquired into in an action to reject the report of the county

commissioners denying an application for a public highway.^

b. Testimony of Witnesses Acquainted With Neighborhood.
The public utiHty of a proposed highway may be shown by the

testimony of witnesses acquainted with the neighborhood."

C. Question of Fact. —• The public utility of a proposed high-

way is always a question of fact for the determination of the jury

from all the evidence.'^

1. Hagaman v. Moore, 84 Ind.

496. See also People ex rcl. Ottoman
v. Seward Co., 27 Barb. (N. Y.) 94.

See further on this question the ar-

ticle " Eminent Domain," Vol. V,

p. 171, et seq.

2. Hagaman v. Moore, 84 Ind.

496.
Cost of Highway.— " In deter-

mining the question of public utility,

the cost of the highway to the public
is a proper element for the con-
sideration of the jury. This does
not merely include the damages that
may be assessed to those whose
property may be taken in the loca-
tion, establishment and opening of
the road. It includes also such ex-
pense, incidental to the opening ol

the road, as might be caused by the
removal of a brick schoolhouse oc-
cupying a portion of the highway.
It is proper that the jury should
consider every necessary expense, so
that they may determine whether
the road will cost more than it is

worth." Rominger z'. Simmons, 88
Ind. 45.3. See also Watson v.

Crowsore, 9.^ Ind. 220; Hunter z'.

Mayor aiid Aldermen of Newport, 5
R. T. 325 ; Bristol v. Branford, 42
Conn. 321.
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Private Ways. — On an issue as

to the public utility of a proposed
highway, it is competent to show
that there were private ways opened
and used by the public, and that al-

though they had been opened and
used, the owners of them, or of
the land over which they passed, had
closed them. King v. Blackwell, 96
N. C. 322, I S. E. 485-

3. Kvle V. ^liller,

N. E. 721.

Hayward v.

Hayward v.

Bath,

Bath,

Ind. 90, 8

38 N.

38 N.

H.

H.

4.

179.

5.

179-

6. McKeen v. Porter, 134 Ind.

483, 34 N. E. 223 ; Hire v. Kniseley,

130 Ind. 29s, 29 N. E. 1 132.

7. Kyle v. Miller, 108 Ind. 90,

8 N. E. 721. See also Watson v.

Crowsore, 93 Ind. 220; People ex rel.

Ottoman v. Seward Co., 27 Barb.
(N. Y.) 94, wherein it was held that

a recital in the original order of the

highway commissioners laying out a
highway, to the effect that twelve
freeholders had certified to its neces-
sity, was not conclusive evidence of
that fact.
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2. Regularity of Proceedings. — A. Jurisdiction of Commis-
sioners. — When la} ing out hij^lnvays, commissioners of hij:^hways

act under a special and statutory authority, and it must appear upon
the face of their proceeding's, or by proof aliunde, that they acquired

jurisdiction of tlie principal case. Their jurisdiction must be shown
affirmatively.®

B. Petition for Laying Out. — a. In General. — Where a stat-

ute requires the presentation by certain freeholders of a petition

to lay out a proposed highway it must be shown that such a peti-

tion was signed® and presented by the number required by the stat-

ute ; and the burden of proof is upon the party seeking to avail

himself of such a petition.^"

b. Parol Evidence as to Freeholders. — And the fact that the

signers of a petition for the laying out of a highway are freehold-

ers may be shown by parol evidence wdiere the question comes collat-

erally in issue, as documentary evidence is not absolutely indis-

pensable in such cases.^^

c. Testimony of Petitioner to Impeach. — The record of the

relocation of a public highway cannot, on a collateral proceeding

be impeached by the testimony of one of the petitioners.^^

C. Notice of Proceedings. — In order to bind the landowner by

proceedings to lay out a highway, as provided by statute, it must

be proved that he was served with the required notice."

The TIsual Mode of Proving Service of Notice in such case is by an

affidavit by the person making the service;^* but where such

service has been made and accidentally omitted from the affidavit,

or the affidavit itself is absent from the records, his testimony to

the fact of the service may be received.^^

8. Miller v. Brown, 56 N. Y. 383

;

prove that the petition required by

French-Glenn Live Stock Co. v. the Ohio statute was not signed by

Harney Co.. 55 Or. 138, 58 Pac. 35. the requisite number of freeholders.

See also Harrington v. People, 6 10. Williams v. Holmes, 2 Wis.
Barb. (N. Y.) 607, wherem it was

j^^^ holding that a petition which
held that an order directmg the lay- merely .stated that the "undersigned
ing out of a highway made by a

^^^e freeholders" was not competent
county judge upon an appeal from evidence in an action relating to a
the decision of the commissioners public highway.
was not conclusive evidence of the ,* » . ah /? -jir-

regularity of the proceedings, unless ^^' Austin v. Allen, 6 Wis. 134.

it recited the making of the applica- 12. Taft ?'. Com., 158 Mass. 526,

tion for the road by those liable to 33 N. E. 1046; Lincoln v. Com.,
be assessed, and that the order was 164 Mass. i, 41 N. E. 112.

not evidence for any purpose unless 13. /„ ^^ jgaa,. I pg^n (d^i )
the facts necessary to give junsdic- g^ _q ^j| ^gg
tion to the commissioners appeared '

' '

/t-w 1 n

by other evidence. ^*' ^" ''^ Isaacs, i Penn. (Del.)

9. Tn Anderson v. Hamilton Co. 61, 39 Atl. 588.

Com'rs, 12 Ohio St. 6t,S, it was held 15. In re Isaacs, i Penn. (Del.)

that as between the landowner and 61, 39 Atl. 588; Carron v. Clark,
the county commissioners, upon the 14 Mont. 301, 36 Pac. 178. where it

question of their authority to enter was held proper to permit a wit-

his land to lay out the road, it was ness to testify that he actually posted
competent for the landowner to the notice required by statute.

Vol. VI
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Notification Published in Newspaper.— The fact that a landowner
had due notice of proceedings to lay out a highway may be shown
by a notification inserted in a newspaper pubhshed in the neighbor-
hood.^'

n. EXISTENCE OF HIGHWAY.

1. Presumptions and Burden of Proof. — A. In General. — As
a general rule where land is claimed to be a street or other public

highway, as, for example, where public authorities who are sued

for the possession of property to quiet title thereto, or to recover

damages for trespass thereon, assert that fact, the burden of prov-

ing it is upon them.^'^

B. Obstructing Highways. — a. In General. — So also upon a

prosecution for obstructing a highway the legal existence of the

highway as such is an element of the crime charged which must
be proved by the prosecution as any other fact necessary to consti-

tute the offense.^* And that fact must be established beyond a

16. State V. Beeman, 35 Me. 242.

For a further discussion as to

matters of evidence pertaining to the

right to condemn private property
for public purposes, see the article
" Eminent Domain/' Vol. V.

17. Colorado. — D i n g w^ a 1 1 v.

County Com'rs of Weld County, 19

Colo. 415. 36 Pac. 148.

Illinois. — Hudson v. Miller, 97 111.

App. 74; Mclntyre v. Story, 80 111.

127 ; Campbell v. Karr, 26 111. App.
305; Owens V. Crossett, 105 111. 354-

lozca. — Goodfellow v. Riggs, 88
Iowa 540, 55 N. W. 319.

Kansas. — City of Kansas v.

Banks, 9 Kan. App. 885, 61 Pac. 333.
Nebraska. — Rube v. Sullivan, 23

Neb. 779, 37 N. W. 666; Oyler v.

Ross, 48 Neb. 211, 66 N. W. 1099.

Virginia. — Bare v. Williams, lOl

Va. 800, 45 S. E. 331.

To Justify Entry on Land on the
ground that the locits in quo is a

public highway, all the essential facts

required by statute to give the com-
missioners jurisdiction must be
shown, and unless the consent of the
landowners to the alleged alteration

of a highway is proved the entry
will not be justified. Miller v.

Brown, 56 N. Y. 383.

Adverse Possession. — Burden of
Proof Where the public claims
title to the easement in an alleged
highway by user, the burden rests

upon the state or its agencies to
show title by adverse possession.
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State v. Fisher, 117 N. C. 733, 23
S. E. 158.

Prescription Presumption.

Where the original owners of the

land made no objection and the

road is shown to have been used
and traveled by the public for more
than ten years, the legal presumption
is that the owners abandoned pos-

session of the land for the road and
that therefore the road is a public
highway. Patterson z'. Munyan, 93
Cal. 128, 29 Pac. 250.

Burden of Proof. — In a prosecu-
tion against an overseer of a road for

neglect of duty, the state has the
burden of proving that the road is

a public road as defined by the stat-

ute, and in the absence of proof
thereof the defendant must be ac-

quitted. State V. Moore, 23 Ark.
550.

18. State V. Eisele, 37 Minn. 256,

33 N. W. 785. See also Meers v.

State (Tex. App.), 16 S. W. 653;
Baker v. State, 21 Tex. App. 264, 17
S. W. 144.

Evidence which merely shows that
the road through the land of the

defendant was never formally opened
by the public authorities and only
used at times by travelers, and was
to all intents and purposes abandoned
before obstructed by defendant, will
not, under the Texas statutes, sup-
port a conviction for willfully ob-
structing a public road. Mvers v.

State (Tex. Crim.), 36 S. W. 255.
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reasonable doubt.*" And sometimes the statutes themselves contain

express provisions as to the nature of the evidence to be adduced
in such prosecutions, and in such case it is necessary for the

prosecution to comply with the statute in order to obtain a con-

viction.
^°

b. Point of Obstruction. — The public authorities must in such

case prove not only that the highway was established, but also that

it was a highway at the precise location of the obstruction.-'

c. Traveled and Uniform Route. — It must be shown that there

is a definitely settled traveled road, and if the evidence fails in this

there is no proof of highway. ^^

d. Variance Between Allegation and Proof. — In indictments for

nuisances in public highways it has been held unnecessary to set

out the termini, but if they are set out they must be proved as

laid, and any material variance will be fatal to the conviction.^^

C. Actions for Injuries Sui-ferEd Through Dfffctive High-
ways. — Whenever, in an action to recover damages for injuries

suffered through an alleged defective highway, the existence of the

locus in quo as a highway is controverted, that fact must be proved

by the plaintiff.^*

19. State V Dubuque & S. C. R.

Co., 88 Iowa so8, 55 N. W. 727.

20. Thus in Missouri (Rev. Stat.

1889, §§ 7796-7800, Laws of 1893, p.

222) the state must show that a

public road was establi.shed at the

point in question and that the county
court had ordered the establishment
and opening of it (State v. Gilbert,

yz ^lo. 20) ; and where the only
documentary evidence contained in

the record is a petition for the pub-
lic road and a survey and record of

the road commissioners, a convictio'i

will not be sustained. State f. Cun-
ningham, 61 Mo. App. 188. See also

State V. Parsons, 53 Mo. App. 135;
State V. Pullen, 43 Mo. App. 620.

21

354-

22

(N.
242

Owens V. Crossett, 105 111.

People V. Livingston, 27 Ilun
Y.) 105, 63 How. Pr.

See also Murphy v. State, 23
Tex. App. Z32)^ 4 S. W. 906. where
the evidence disclosed that the road
in question had been located several

years before that action was brought;
that it traversed an open, unfenccd
prairie country; that the roadbed, as

the country became populated and
fenced, shifted according to the
fancy of the traveling public, and
that when the defendant built his

fence the road divided his land

into nearly equal parts, having at

different times traversed it at dif-

ferent angles. It was held that the

defendant could not be convicted

under the Texas statute of willfully

obstructing the highway, because it

was not shown that there was any
definite, settled route.

23. State v. Rhodes, 35 Mo. App.
360.

Identity of Roads The fact

that in the record establishing the

road a particular name is given to it

and in an indictment the road- is

given another name is not a material

variance; parol evidence is admissi-
ble to show that the two roads arc

the same. State v. Hagood, 23 Ark.

553-

24. ludiatia. — City of Hunting-
ton V. McClurg, 22 Ind. App. 261,

53 N. E. 658.

lo-uv. — Kircher v. Town of Larch-
wood, T20 Iowa 578. 95 N. W. 184.

Kcntuckv. — Louisville V. Snow,
107 Ky. 536. 54 S. W. 860.

Massachusetts. — Snow v. Adams,
I Cush. 443.
Missouri. — Arnold v. St. Louis,

152 Mo. 173, 53 S. W. 900.

Nczv Hampshire. — Spaulding v.

Town of Groton, 68 N. H. 77, 44
Atl. 88; Willey v. Portsmouth, 35
N. H. 303.
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2. Mode of Proof. — A. Record Evidence;. — a. Admissibility.

(1.) Generally.— Where the estabHshment of a highway as such by
a competent tribunal, under and pursuant to statutes providing

therefor, is a matter of record, such record may, in order to show
the existence of the highway in a subsequent proceeding, be

received in cvidence.^^ Otherwise, however, where the proceedings

of the authorities are not authorized by statute,'*' the original

minutes of the proceedings of the commissioners in laying out a

road, and the original report of the viewers and plat of survey,

although neither is recorded, may be received in evidence.^''

New York. — Schafer zr. Mayor of

New York, 154 N. Y. 466, 48 N. E.

749-
Rhode Island. — Stone v. Lang-

worthy, 20 R. I. 602, 40 Atl. 832.

Where the accident complained of
occurred while driving through a

public park in a city, under the

Rhode Island Gen. Laws, ch. 36,

15-17, ch. 72, 12, the fact that the

road is not merely a parkway, but a

public highway, must be proven.

Blair v. Granger, 24 R. L 17, 51

Atl. 1042.

25. Epler v. Niman, S Ind. 459;
Tyson v. Com'rs of Baltimore Co.,

28 Md. 510; Seidschlag v. Town of

Antioch, 207 111. 280, 69 N. E. 949;
Jessup V. Osceola Co., 92 Iowa 178,

60 N. W. 485; Geer v. Fleming,
no Mass. 39- Compare Louk v.

Woods, IS 111. 256; State v. Berry,

21 Me. 169, where it was held that

the records of a town which were
not admissible to prove the exist-

ence of a leeal townway could not
be admitted to show the limits or

outside lines of the road, although
it might have been proved that a

road had been actually traveled
somewhere within those limits for

more than twenty years.

In Hardy v. Houston, 2 N. H.
309, where the selectmen of a town
had laid out a highway and drawn
up and signed an account of their

proceedings and filed it with the

town clerk, it was held that such a

record found on the files of the

town, although not otherwise re-

corded, was sufficient evidence of the
laying out of the highway.
Irregular and Ineffectual Pro-

ceedings of a county court in the

matter of the establishment of a

highway are admissible in evidence
when it is proved or undisputed
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that the road as attempted to be
located was afterward opened and
in continuous use by the public as a

highway for more than ten years.

Nosier V. Coos Bay R. Co., 39 Or.

331, 64 Pac. 644.

The fact that the petition for the

road in question is not produced is

no valid objection to the admission
of the road record, where it appears
therefrom that such petition was
presented, filed and acted upon. State

V. Lane, 26 Iowa 223.

26. Unauthorized Proceedings
Incompetent. — The proceedings of

a town in laying out of a road not
being authorized by any statute are

inadmissible to show the location or
limits of the road, notwithstanding
they may have been in accordance
with a long usage of the town.
Young V. Inhabitants of Garland, 18

Me. 409. See also Fowler v. Savage,
3 Conn. 00.

27. King v. Kenny, 4 Ohio 79,

where the court said :
" When all

the requisites have been performed
which authorize a recording officer

to record any instrument whatever,
it is in law considered as recorded,
although the manual labor of writing
it in a book kept for that purpose
has not been performed. Marbury
V. Madison, i Cran. 161, 10 East
350. The commissioners holding a

public office, and entitled to the cus-
tody of their own records, cannot be
compelled to produce the originals

in court ; but when presented they
are as good evidence as copies can
be, authenticated in the most ample
forms of law. Courts, for a most
obvious reason, will not compel the
production of their own original rec-

ords, as evidence for parties, or
those of any other public officer,

but have never refused to admit them
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The Record of the Relocation of a Highway, which, although refer-

ring to a i)lan, is in itself complete and clear, may be received in

evidence without the production of the plan referred to.^^

A Surveyor's Map and Field Notes of the survey for a highway may
be evidence of when the survey was made and the road located,

but they are not conclusive.-"

Judgments Between Other Persons.— Verdicts and judgments be-

tween other persons have sometimes been held admissible to prove

the existence of a public highway, but only where the party offer-

ing them claims by prescription, and then merely to corroborate

the presumption of a grant. T.ut a user of sufficient length to

create this presumption must first be proved.^"

(2.) Proof of Preliminary Proceedings. —Where proof of the exist-

ence of a highway is sought to be made by the introduction of

record evidence thereof, it is held by some courts that it is unnec-

essary, in the first instance, to go further and show that all the
'

preliminary steps required by law, which do not appear in the

record itself, have been taken ; that the presumption in such case

is that the preliminary proceedings were regular and such as justi-

fied the tribunal in establishing the highway.^^ Thus, it is held that

an order of the proper tribunals declaring a road to be a highway

mav be received in evidence, notwithstanding it contains no provision

for compensation or mention of assessment of damages to owmers

01 the fee.^^

Compliance With Statutory Provisions Required. — In other juris-

dictions, however, where the existence of a highway is sought to

be established by record evidence, it is held that it must be shown
that the authorities or tribunal fully complied with the provision of

the statute, as, for example, that the persons whose action as a com-

mittee in laying out the highway is offered in evidence were in fact

appointed and authorized to act as such committee;'* that the

on the grounds that they were not (N. Y.) 313; Arnold v. Flatter>', 5

of as high a nature as copies." Ohio 271; Tomlinson v. Wallace, 16

28. Lincoln v. Com., 164 Mass. i, Wis. 224.

41 N. E. 112. 32. Howard v. State. 47 Ark. 431.

29. Shaffer v. Weech, 34 Kan. 2 S. W. 331 ; Thompson v. Major.

595, 9 Pac. 202. 58 N. H. 242; Lowe v. Aroma, 21

30. Fowler r- Savage, 3 Conn. qo. HI- App. ?q8. Covifarc Dunning v.

See also Avery v. Stewart, i Cush. Matthews, 16 111. 307, wherein it was

(Mass.) 496; State v. Ramsey, 76 li^ld that certified copies from the

Mo 308
^°^^'" *^'*^'''^' showing that the high-

oi T^ T? ,^-. rr. Til wav in ouestion was legally laid out
31. Dumoss ^'^ Fyf "^'5.. ^5 111^ ^^^ ^ ^^^ ,,.^,, „„t admissible, be-

«^43: Ferns v. Lountv Lorn rs ot '

r ^u „i „

Kiiox Co., 9 111. 400; Sage v. Barnes. cause there was not a further show-

9 Tohns (N. Y.) 365; McClelland v. '"^ that an assessment of damages

Miller. 28 Ohio St. 488; Anderson ^as duly made.

V. Com'rs of Hamilton Co., 12 Ohio 33. Fowler v. Savage, 3 Conn. QO.

St. 635; Beebe v. Scheidt, 13 Ohio where the court said: "No such

St. 406. See also Nealy v. Brown, committee may ever have been ap-

6 111. 10; Calbraith v. Littiech, 7Z pointed ; or if they were, their powers

111. 209; Chapman v. Gates, 46 Barb. may have been particularly limited,

30 Vol. VI
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requisite notice of the proceedings for the estabHshment of the high-

way was duly served or given f* that the requisite number of com-
missioners were present at the meeting/^ and the hke.

Appointment of Viewers.— The mere fact that viewers have been

appointed pursuant to statute to estabhsh a highway is not of itself

sufficient to prove the existence of the highway f^ but it must also be

shown that the proper court has acted upon the report of the

viewers. ^^

Ancient Record.— It has been held that the record of the laying

out of a highway may, after a lapse of nearly forty years, be

submitted to the jury, although it does not show a compliance with

some of the legal conditions.^^

b. As Best Evidence. — Where the existence of a highway estab-

lished pursuant to statute is sought to be proved by the record of

the proceedings of the proper tribunal, the best evidence thereof is

such record, and until the absence of such record evidence has been

satisfactorily accounted for, secondary evidence should not be

resorted to.'®

and they may have exceeded them,
or, lastly, the town may have re-

fused to accept of such laying out

;

and the non-production of the rec-

ord of their appointment, and the
acceptance by the town, creates a
strong presumption that, were it pro-

duced, it would operate against the
defendants." See also Watrous v.

Southworth, s Conn, 305.

34. State z'. Weimer, 64 Iowa
24..^, 20 N. \V. 171.

35. Stewart v. Wallis, 30 Barb.
(N. Y.) 344, which was an action

for trespass against highway com-
missioners in which they justified

their actions upon the ground that

the way was a public one, and
sought to prove the same by pro-
ducing the order to lay out the high-
way, but it did not appear that the

commissioners were all present, as

required by the state statute, and the

court therefore refused the testi-

mony.
36. Whitesides v. Earles (Tenn.),

61 S. W. 1038. See also Mankin v.

State, 2 Swan (Tenn.) 206, a prose-
cution for obstructing a highway,
wherein it was held that the record
of the county court must not only
show the order appointing viewers
and the order establishing the road,

but that the record itself must show
that there was a competent court for

that purpose.
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37. Schuylkill County's Appeal,

38 Pa. St. 45g, wherein it was held

that the report of viewers was not

of itself evidence that a public road

was not opened on the precise

ground on which it was located, as

such evidence might have been
found in the original survey or draft.

38. State v. Alstead. 18 N. H.
59, where the court said :

" In

transactions so ancient that the

means of proving the exact state of

the facts may fairly be presumed to

have been lost, through the death

of those who participated in them,
and whose duties required them to

know the whole truth ; or, through
the loss of the memory of them, on
the part of such persons, if living,

so that the ordinary remedy of the

defect, by an amendment of the rec-

ord, has become impracticable, a

presumption is established in favor
of the correctness of the proceedings,

so imperfectly recorded ; and the

record, defective as it is, may be
submitted to the jury, with instruc-

tions that enable them to find from
it all the particular facts which it

does not specifically attest, that are

requisite for the validity of the
principal one, which is sought to be
established in evidence."

39. Hoffman v. Rodman, 39 N. J.

L. 252. See also Beaudean v. Cape
Girardeau, 71 Mo. 392; Naylor v.
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c. Conclusiveness as Against Collateral Attack. — The record of

the procec(lin£js of the proper tribunal cstalilisliinj;^ a hic^hway is

not open to collateral attack,'*" unless it is made to appear that the

Beeks, I Or. 2t6. Tn Rrandcr 7'.

Justices, 5 Call (Va.) 548, 2 Am.
Dec. 606, mandamus to compel the

county court to erect a brid.t?e across

the county road, it was held that

roads, bridges, etc., being established

by matter of record, matter of rec-

ord only could be admitted to prove

whether the brid.ge was a public or

private bridge.

40. Indiana. — Helms v. Bell, 155

Ind. =;02, 58 N. E. 707; Gold z: Pitts-

burgh. C. C. & St. L. R. Co., 153

Ind. 232, 53 N. E. 285.

Maine.-— Bradbury v. Benton, 69
Me. 194.

Missouri. — Baubie ?'. Ossman, 142

Mo. 499. 44 S. W. 338.

Nezv Hampshire. — Spaulding v.

Groton, 68 N. H. 77, 44 Atl. 88; Dud-
ley V. Butler. 10 N. H. 281 ; State v.

Rye, 35 N. H. 368.

0/1/0. — Beebe 7-. Schmidt, 12 Ohio
St. 402.

Oregon. — Sweek v. Jorgensen, 33
Or. 270, 54 Pac. 156.

South Carolina. — State v. Kendall,

54 S. C. 192, 32 S. E. 300.

Tennessee. — Mankin v. State, 2

Swan 206.

See also Anderson v. Commission-
ers of Hamilton Co., 12 Ohio St. 635,

wherein it was held that the record

of the county commissioners was
prima facie evidence of the establish-

ment of the road, but that on a ques-

tion between the owner of the fee

and the county commissioners, as to

whether they might enter the land to

construct the road, such owner might
show that in fact the petition for the

road was not signed by the requisite

number of freeholders, and that no
notice had been given as required by
law.

Tn Blaisdell r. Briggs, 23 Me. 123,

where it appeared by the town rec-

ords that the location of a town road
was subsequent to the issuing of the
warrant to call the meeting of the
town for its acceptance, it was held
incompetent to show by parol evi-

dence that the location in fact pre-
ceded the issuing of the warrant.
The court said : " The records are

on their face perfect and nothing can

be supplied that is now wanting."

Rule Stated "The jurisdiction

to establish and open public roads in

their respective counties is conferred

upon the county courts of the state,

and when, in any given case, one of

said courts acquires jurisdiction of an
application to establish a road by the

filing of a sufficient petition for that

purpose, and the proof of the notice

required by law, its judgment in such

case is not open to collateral attack

in any other court. All persons in-

terested are bound to take notice of

its orders, and, if dissatisfied with its

action, may appeal therefrom. It is

immaterial that in the course of the

proceedings some error or irregu-

larity occurs. Its judgment is none
the less conclusive as to its findings

in all collateral proceedings in which
they may be drawn in question."

Mitchell r. Kansas City & I. R. T. R.,

138 Mo. 326, 39 S. W. 790.

Want of Notice— The action of

the commissioners' court establishing

a road, predicated on the report of

the jury of review, cannot be collat-

erally attacked by evidence of a want
of proper notice, notwithstanding
their judgment does not contain any
recitation of notice. Kelly t'. State

(Te.x. Crim.), 80 S. W. 382. See
also Howard z: State, 47 Ark. 431, 2

S. W. 331.

The Testimony of Viewers upon
whose report the road was ordered
to be opened cannot subsequently be
received to vary the legal import of

their report. Butler r. Barr, t8 Mo.
357. holding, however, that they

might be examined to show that the

road opened was oii the line desig-

nated in their report.

In Illinois, the commissioners of

highways are required by law to keep
a record of their proceedings at all

meetings, and such records are the

only legal evidence of the action to

which they refer and cannot be con-
tradicted, aided or supplemented by
parol evidence. O'Connell v. Chicago
T. T. R. Co., 184 111. 308, 56 N. E.

355-
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order or judq-mcnt is void for want of jurisdiction.*^ Where the

statute ^c^overninp^ the estabHshment of highways by the public

authorities exi)ressly makes their order that proper notice of the

proceechn^s was served or given prima facie evidence of that fact,

a ]:)arty denyini^ such service may show by competent evidence that

tlic notices were not in fact served or given.*^

(1. Omissions. — Where the record of the proceedings estabhshing

a highway fails to show compliance with some of the provisions of

the statute, the fact of compliance may be shown by evidence

aliunde, '^^ as, for example, where the record fails to show notice of

the proceedings,** or that the petitioners were householders and
resided in the vicinity of the road.*^

B. Parol Evidence. — a. hi General. — A highway may become
such by public user,*® and in such case parol evidence may be

In California, the question whether
or not a public highway is demanded
in any particular locality, as well as

its location and extent, are matters
of political or legislative character
for the determination of which the

legislature has established a .tribunal,

and where this tribunal proceeds in

accordance with the provisions of the

statute it acquires jurisdiction to de-

termine these questions, and its deter-

mination is not subject to collateral

attack. San Mateo Co. v. Coburn,
130 Cal. 631, 63 Pac. 78. See also

Humboldt Co. v. Dinsmore, 75 Cal.

604, 17 Pac. 710, .to the effect that an
order of the supervisors, recognizing

the petition and bond as sufficient,

and ordering the viewers to be ap-

pointed, is conclusive upon those
matters, unless the contrary appears
by the record.

41. A recital in the order of the

commissioners of highways, laying
out a road, that the requisite number
of freeholders have certified to its

necessity is not conclusive evidence
of that fact; that being a jurisdic-

tional fact, is open to contradiction.

People ex rel. Ottoman v. Seward
Co., 27 Barb. (N. Y.) 94.

42. As for example in Wisconsin.
State V. Logue,.73 Wis. 598, 41 N. W.
1061.

43. Smith v. Com'rs of Cumber-
land Co., 42 Me. 395. See also Keyes
V. Tait, 19 Iowa 123.

Parol Evidence of the Action of

Commissioners, appointed under and
pursuant to a statute providing for

the construction and alteration of a
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highway, in relation to the alteration

of the highway at a particular place,

at a meeting of all the commission-
ers on that subject, may be received,

where it does not appear that any
record of the proceedings at that

time was kept, and the statute does

not in terms require a record of the

proceedings of the commissioners to

he kept. Smith v. Helmer, 7 Barb.

(N. Y.) 416.

Sufficiency of Petition As to Sign-

ers Oral evidence is competent in

aid of a petition and order for the

laying out of a highway to show that

the petition was signed by the neces-

sary number of qualified petitioners.

Banse v. Clark, 69 Minn. 53, 71 N. W.
819.

44. Larson v. Fitzgerald, 87 Iowa
402, 54 N. W. 441 ; State v. Ander-
son, 39 Iowa 274; Keyes v. Tait, 19

Iowa 123; Carron v. Clark, 14 Mont.

301, 36 Pac. 178, where it was held

proper to permit the fact that notices

were posted to be testified to by the

person who actually posted them.

45. Oliphant v. Com'rs of Atchi-

son Co., 18 Kan. 386.

46. Alabama. — Harper v. State,

109 Ala. 66, 19 So. 901.

Califorjiia. — Bequette v. Patter-

son. 104 Cal. 282, 37 Pac. 917.

Illinois. — Township of Madison 7'.

Gallagher, 159 111. 105, 42 N. E. 316;
Shugart V. Halliday, 2 111. App. 45.

Indiana. — Bidinger r. Bishop, 76
Ind. 244; Hays v. State, 8 Ind. 425;
Hart 7'. Trustees, etc., 15 Ind. 226.

Iowa. — State v. Welpton, 34 Iowa
144; Casey v. Tama Co., 75 Iowa 655,
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resorted to to establish that fact without first showine^ wlicther or

not there is record evidence of the existence of the liighway as such."*^

37 N. W. 138; Duncnmhc 7-. Powers,

75 Iowa 185, 39 N. W. 261.

;i/a/H<'. — Hinks t-. Hinks, 46 Me.

423-

Maryland. — Dav r. Allcnder, 22

Md. s'l 1-528.

. Massachusetts. — See also Folger

V. Worth. IQ Pick. 108; Stetson v.

Faxon, 19 Pick. 147.

Miclugau. — Adams r. Iron Cliffs

Co.. 78 Mich. 271, 44 N. W. 270, 18

Am. St. Rep. 441.

Missouri. — Zimmerman 7'. Snow-
den, 88 Mo. 218; State v. Proctor, 90
Mo. 334, 2 S. W. 472 ; Moore 7'.

Hawk, 57 Mo. App. 495.

Xcic Hampshire. — Barker v.

Clark, 4 N. H. 380, 17 Am. Dec. 428.

Nezv York. — Little v. Denn, 34
How. Pr. 68.

North Carolina. — State 7'. Fisher,

117 N. C. 7^,?,, 2T, S. E. 158; citing

Kennedy v. Williams. 87 N. C. 6;
Frink 7-. Stewart. 94 N. C. 484; State
7'. Purify, 86 N. C. 681; State v.

McDaniel, ^7, N. C. 284.

South Carolina. — Ha3rward v.

Chisolm, II Rich. L. 253.

Texas. — Click 7'. Lamar Co.. 79
Tex. 121, 14 S. W. 1048.

Utah. — Whitesidcs v. Green, 13
Utah 341, 44 Pac. 1032, 57 Am. St.

Rep. 740.

Vermont. — State v. Trask, 6 Vt.

355, 27 Am. Dec. 554.

Wisconsin. — Tomlinson v. Wal-
lace, 16 Wis. 224; Lenmon 7'. Hayden,
13 Wis. 160.

Contra. — Boyd v. Woolwine, 40
W. Va. 282, 21 S. E. 1020.

47. Arkansas. — Howard 7-. State,

47 Ark. 431, 2 S. W. 331.

Illinois. — Nealy v. Brown, 6 111.

10; Louk V. Woods, 15 111. 256.

Indiana. — Zimmerman 7'. State, 4
Ind. App. 583, 31 N. E. 550.

Kansas. — ]\Tadison Twp. 7'. Scott,

9 Kan. App. 871, 61 Pac. 967.

Maine. — Yonng v. Inhabitants of
Garland, 18 Me. 408.

Massachusetts. — Bacrley v. New
York, N. H. & H. R.'Co., 165 Mass.
160, 42 N. E. 571 ; Woburn 7'. Ilen-
shaw, loi Mass. 193.

Pennsylvania. — Morrow v. Com.,
48 Pa. St. 305.

Washington. — State 7'. Robinson,
12 Wash. 491, 41 Pac. 884.

That a road is used and traveled
by the pnblic as a highway, and rec-

ognized by the public authorities as

an established road ; that bridges
have been built thereon and treated
as part of a highway, and that the

public authorities have done other
work to make the highway passable

and invited and induced the public to

travel thereon is, so to speak, " a pub-
lic fact," and as such may be testified

to by any one having sufficient

knowledge to speak upon the subject.

Brown 7'. Jefferson Co., 16 Iowa 339.
In ^riles 7'. Po.stal Tel. Cable Co..

55 S. C. 403, 33 S. E. 493, evidence of

the road supervisors was held com-
petent to show that a road was not a
public highway, especially in view of

the further facts that the public did

not work the road in question, and
that it had been used only for a few
years, having been opened by private

persons for their own convenience.
" A road may be shown to be a

public road by other evidence than by
the production of the order of the

county court establishing it as such.

Long-continued usage, with assign-

ment of hands to work the same by
the commissioners' court, regardless
of whether all of the steps necessary
were taken to a statutory condemna-
tion of the same as a public road,

would make the same a public road."

Race 7'. State, 43 Tex. Crim. 438, 66
S. W. 560.

The actual physical opening of the

highway by the public authorities to

the use of the public is a fact which
undoubtedly can be as well estab-
lished by the testimony of witnesses
who testified of their own knowledge
as by secondary evidence of the con-
tents of the lost proceedings before
the public authorities touching the

laying out of the highwav. State 7'.

Kendall, 54 S. C. 192, 32 S. E. 300.

In State 7'. Snyder, 25 Ohio 208.

an indictment for obstructing a

county road, it was held that parol

evidence of user was not admissible,

although it was said that if the

charge had been a highway simply,

the evidence would have Ix^en admis-
sible.
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Parol evidence in such case is primary evidence/^ and is admissible

altlioug^h it is not shown that the land was taken under condemna-
tion proceedin.c^s, or that the owner of the fee had ever received

damag^es or compensation.*" But where a particular place claimed

to be a public hi_q;hway has never been opened or worked or used as

a highway, parol evidence that it is such is not admissible.^"

Records of Public Authorities.— And where the evidence is suf-

ficient to prove a highway by user, the record of the public authori-

ties showing- an ineffectual attempt to establish the road in question

in pursuance of the statute is immatcrial.^^

Invitation to Use.— If the public authorities continue to hold out

the way as a public thoroughfare they thereby admit the existence

of the road and cannot escape liability.
^^

Condition of Road,— The condition of the road in question is not

evidence upon the question whether or not it is a highway.^''

Acts of Dominion.— Acts of dominion have been held admissible

in actions against the public authorities to establish possession, and

such evidence is neither irrelevant nor incompetent.^*

b. Knowledge of Oivner.— The user must be shown to be of

such a kind as to convey to the owner knowledge of its extent and

adverse nature. ^^

48. Hosier 7'. Vincent, 34 Iowa
478; State V. Fisher, 117 N. C. 7^^,

23 S. E. 158, where it was held that

the best evidence of user by the pub-
lic is the fact that the proper authori-

ties have appointed overseers and
designated hands to work, and as-

sumed the responsibility of keeping
the way in repair.

Best Evidence. — Where it is

sought to show that the road is a
public highway by proof of adverse
public user for the statutory period,

proof of the recognition of and the
working of the road by the public

authorities is not essential, and hence
an instruction that the best evidence
that a road is a public highway is

that the same has been recognized by
the authorities and worked as other
roads of the district are worked is

erroneous. " Where the statute ex-
pressly says that use of the road as a
highway, by the public, for a certain
number of years, makes it a public
highway, we can not see why such
use is not evidence of as high a char-
acter as are acts of recognition by
the town authorities." Township of
Madison v. Gallagher, 159 111. 105,

42 N. E. 316.

49. Race v. State, 43 Tex. Crim.
438, 66 S. W. 560.
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50. Harrington v. People, 6 Barb.

(N. Y.) 607. See also State v.

Berry, 21 ^Me. 169, a prosecution for

obstructing a highway, wherein the

court said :
" A town or private way

cannot be proved by parol to sustain

an indictment against an individual

for obstructing it."

51. Patterson v. ]\Iunyan, 93 Cal.

128, 29 Pac. 250. See also Com. v.

Petitcler. 1 10 Mass. 62.

52. Kircher v. Larchwood, 120

Iowa 578, 95 N. W. 184; Shannon v.

Tama City, 74 Iowa 22, 2^ N. W.
776; D'Amico t'. Boston, 176 Mass.

599, 58 N. E._ 158.

An invitation to use is shown by
the fact of widening the traveled

path, as a showing that all parts are

equally suitable for the public use.

Willey V. Portsmouth, 35 N. H. 303;
Cobb V. Standish, 14 ]\Ie. 198.

53. Zimmerman v. State, 4 Ind.

App. 583, 31 N. E. 550.

54. Barry v. The County of So-
noma, 43 Cal. 217.

55. Chicago v. Stinson, 124 111.

510, 17 N. E. 43. See also State v.

Teeters, 97 Iowa 458, 66 N. W. 754,
where it was held under the Iowa
statute that the fact of the owner
having lived on the land for some
thirteen years while it was being used
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c. Intcniion to Dedicate. — Where the existence of a highway is

sought to be shown by user it is not necessary to show the original

intention of the owners of the soil,'^" or tliat there had been any

dedication ;" aUhongli it is held that evidence tending to establish

his intention to dedicate is competent as strong evidence in corrobo-

ration of the user.^* And evidence tending to show that there was

no intention to dedicate the way to the public is admissible/'"

d. Road Xot a Necessity. — Evidence showing that the laying out

a highway was not a public necessity and that the road was not

laid out on the section line, or in accordance with the government

mounds and pits, has been held admissible."**

e. Peacef]d Possession. — Peaceful possession under a claim of

title is prima facie evidence of seisin in fee in an action quare

clausum fregit in which the defendant, as town supervisor, justifies

his actions in removing an obstruction from a highway upon the

ground that the place in question was a highway."^

f. Payment of Taxes. — So evidence as to the payment of taxes is

admissilole in suits for the possession of land for the purpose of

showing a possession adverse to the claim of the public.*^-

hy the public and occasionally by
himself, was sufficient evidence of

knowledge on his part of the public

user of the same as a highway.
Under statute providing that when

an easement is claimed by prescrip-

tion, the fact of adverse possession

must be established by evidence dis-

tinct and independent of the use, and
by evidence that the party against
whom claim is made had express no-
tice of such user and claim of posses-

sion. And hence, evidence showing
mere use of land as a highway, even
though the owner had actual knowl-
edge of such use, is insufficient. " He
must have express notice that the

claim made was based thereon inde-

pendent of or additional to the mere
use." Gray v. Haas, 98 Iowa S02, 67
N. W. 394; State V. Mitchell, 58
Iowa 567, 12 N. W. 598.

56. Twp. of Madison v. Galla-

gher, 159 III. 105, 42 N. E. 316;
Strong V. Makeever, 102 Ind. 578, i

N. E. 502, 4 N. E. II.

57. McKeer v. Porter, 134 Ind.

483, 34 N. E. 222,.

58. IMcKeen v. Porter, 134 Ind.

483, 34 N. E. 223; Goelet v. Newport,
14 R. I. 295.

59. Bidlinger 7'. Bishop, 76 Ind.

244, Jwlding that it was proper to

permit the owner of the fee to show
the purpose of the alleged obstruc-

tion, which in that case was a fence,

and that it was erected for the pur-

pose of advising the public that the

right to appropriate the ground for a

highway was disputed. Compare
City of Columbus v. Dahn, 36 Ind.

330, where the secret intention of the

owner contradicted his acts manifest-

ing a dedication.

60. Williams v. Turner Twp., 15

S. D. 182, 87 N. W. 968. In this

case such evidence was admissible

upon the ground that it was compe-
tent for the plaintiff to show that the

board had, by an order making a cer-

tain survey part thereof, establi.shed

a highway not upon a section

line in accordance with the origi-

nal government plat and field notes,

but had established a new section line

through his premises, and that a

highway already existed upon the

section line some rods off the pro-

posed highway.

61. Austin V. Allen, 6 Wis. 134.

62. St. Louis Public Schools v.

Risley, 40 Mo. 356.

Evidence is admissible to show
that such land has been taxed by the

city ever since its organization, and
that it has been sold for county taxes

and a tax deed given ; that it has

never been used by the public, but

only by the adjoining landowners.

Trerice v. Barteau, 54 Wis. 99, 11
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C. De:clarations. — Public user of a road cannot be shown by
the declarations of third persons f^ but evidence of declarations by
deceased persons with knowledge thereof may be received in relation

to the original location of a highway.^*

D. Hkarsay, Rkputation, etc. — Hearsay evidence is not ad-

missible to prove nser."^ But in the case of ancient highways, their

location being a matter of public or general interest, it may be
established by that species of hearsay evidence called traditionary

evidence."*

m. OBSTRUCTING HIGHWAYS.

1. The Offense. — A. Burden of Proof. — The rule of reason-

able doubt does not apply to a statutory prosecution to recover a

penalty for obstructing a highway ; the rule in such case is that

the jury may find the defendant guilty of the ofifense charged upon
a clear preponderance of the evidence, although it may not be free

from reasonable doubt.*^'^

B. Mode of Proof, — Other Obstructions. — Evidence of

N. W. 244. In this case, the plain-

tiff's evidence further showed that

when he took possession he fenced in

the locus in quo from the adjoining
property, cultivated and improved it

and paid taxes thereon.
Assessment for Taxation In

Huntington v. Townsend, 29 Ind.

App. 269, 63 N. E. 36, it was held
that on an issue as to whether or
not the locus in quo was part of a

public highway, evidence that it had
been on the tax duplicate during a

certain period was relevant as a cir-

cumstance tending to show whether
or not the city had during that

period claimed it as part of a street.

63. Sheperd v. Turner, 129 Cal.

530, 62 Pac. 106.

64. Lawrence v. Tennant, 64 N.
H. 532, 15 Atl. 543. See also Noyes
V. Ward, 19 Conn. 250.

65. Sheperd v. Turner, 129 Cal.

530, 62 Pac. 106, holding that a

public highway cannot be proved by
showing that it was generally re-

puted to be a highway.
66. Wooster v. Butler, 13 Conn.

309; St. Louis Public Schools z'.

Risley, 40 Mo. 356; State v. Vale
Mills, 63 N. H. 4; Hampson v. Tay-
lor, 15 R. I. 83, 8 Atl. 331. See also

State V. Cumberland, 6 R. I. 496.

Reputation, Such as Recitals in

Ancient Records and Grants, is com-
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petent evidence of the laying out of

ancient highways. Webster v. Bos-
cawen, 67 N. H. iii, 29 Atl. 670.

See also Willey v. Portsmouth, 35 N.
H. 303; State V. Vale Mills, 63 N.
H. 4.

67. Chicago & E. I. R. Co. v.

People, 44 111. App. 632; Town of

Havana v. Biggs, 58 111. 483; Fair-

banks V. Town of Antrim, 2 N. H.
105 ; Spencer v. Peterson, 41 Or. 257,

68 Pac. 519. See also Town of

Lewiston z'. Proctor, 27 111. 414,

overruling Ferris v. Commissioners,

9 111. 499, in so far as the latter case

held that the evidence must show
that the defendant was guilty beyond
a reasonable doubt. The court, in

drawing a distinction between cases
of a clearly criminal and those of
a quasi criminal character, said

:

" When the judgment necessarily in-

volves the life or liberty of the citi-

zen, the benign rule that the crime
must be proved beyond a reasonable
doubt should prevail unimpaired,
and the same doctrine is too firmly

established to be shaken, by author-
ity, if not on principle, in all pro-
ceedings by indictment. But when
only a pecuniary forfeiture is in-

volved, and the proceeding is on the

civil side of the docket, the same
reasons do not apply."
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other obstructions at other places and times is not admissible, as

each obstruction is a separate offense.'"*

C. Variance Between Allegation and Proof. — a. In Gen-

eral. — Where the indictment for obstructing a pubhc road or high-

way describes the offense charged with unnecessary particularity,

it is incumbent upon the prosecution to prove the offense as de-

scribed in the indictment, at least substantially."" And in some

cases it is held that the existence of the road charged to have l^een

obstructed must be proved as a matter of essential description.'"

b. Exact Location of Obstruction. — It is not necessary for the

prosecution to prove the location of the obstruction exactly as laid.'^^

c. Obstructions at Other Times. — Where the act is charged to

have been done on a certain date, an objection to evidence showing

obstructions on different dates cannot be sustained ; the remedy of

the defendant is by motion to compel the prosecution to elect upon

which act or offense it will claim a verdict,'^

68. Louisville & N. R. Co. v.

Com., 25 Ky. L. Rep. 1452, 78 S. W.
124; Dyerle v. State (Tex. Crim.),
68 S. W. 174. Compare State v Chi-
cago, M. & St. P. R. Co., 77 Iowa
442, 42 N. W. 365, 4 L. R. A. 298,

wherein it was held that evi-

dence of acts done on other dates

than those specified in the indict-

ment may be allowed to go to the

jury in the same manner as if the

offense had been laid with a con-
tinuance. Plummer v. Ossipee, 59 N.
H. 55. holding that evidence of an
obstruction on a highway at one
point is evidence that a similar ob-
ject may be an obstruction at another
point.

The Record of an Indictment and
a Judgment against one person for

obstructing a highway is not admis-
sible in evidence upon the trial of a

subsequent indictment against such
person and another for obstructing

the same highway, Clark v. Com.,

77 Ky. 166.

Contra. — The former conviction

of a charge of obstructing a high-

way may be given in evidence in a

prosecution for willfully obstructing

a highway, as showing the willful-

ness of the defendant's action.

Dodson V. State (Tex. Crim.), 49 S.

W. 78, decided under the Texas
statutes.

69. Meuley 7-. State, 3 Tex. App.
382; Hill V. Supervisors of Road
District No. 6, 10 Ohio St. 621.

Prescription or Dedication— Un-
der an indictment for obstructing a

public highway which avers the ob-

struction generally without showing
whether the road was established by
dedication or prescription, proof of

the obstruction of a highway estab-

lished by either is sufficient to sup-

port a conviction. State v. Teeters,

97 Iowa 458, 66 N. W. 754.

Townway. — Evidence proving an

obstruction of a townway is suf-

ficient to support an indictment

charging the defendant with ob-

structing a public street. State z:

Beeman, 35 ]\Ie. 242.

70. Houston r. People. 63 111. 185;

Martin v. People, 23 111. 342; Town
of Lewiston v. Proctor, 27 111. 414.

71. Dodson v. State (Tex.

Crim.). 49 S. W. 78; Seidschlag 7'.

Town of Antioch, 207 111. 280, 69 N.
E. 949, affirming 109 111. App. 291 ;

State V. Lord, 16 N. H. ^^••7. an in-

dictment charging the defendant with
erecting a dam at a certain place and
thus overflowing a highway so as to

make it impassable, the gravamen
of the complaint being that the de-

fendant caused injury to the highway
by means of the dam.

72. State v. Chicago, M. & St. P.

R. Co., 77 Iowa. 442, 42 N. W. 365,

4 L. R. A. 29S. In this case the court

stated that the rule appeared to be as

above stated in all cases where the

evidence tended to show that more
than one offense of the kind charged
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2. Intent. — A. In Generai.. — Under some of the statutes it is

held to be incui..bent upon the prosecution to show that the defend-

ant's act in obstructing the highway was willful in its character

;

otherwise he will not be called upon to justify his actsJ^

B. Admission of Act. — An admission by the defendant that he

placed the obstruction across the road has in some cases been held

an admission of the intentional or willful obstruction/*

3. Order to Remove. — It has been held unnecessary for the prose-

cution on an indictment for obstructing a highway to prove the mak-
ing of the order to remove the obstruction.'^^ Nor is such an order

conclusive evidence of the existence of a public highway.^^

4. Justification. — A. In General. — On a prosecution for will-

fully obstructing a highway the burden of proof does not devolve

upon the defendant to show excuse or justification on his part.'^^

B. Information Does Not Excuse. — A person charged with

obstructing a public highway cannot prove good faith or negative

the imputation of willfulness by evidence of what other persons may
have told him with reference to his right to maintain the obstruction

at the locus in quo, especially where he is bound by the judgment
of the tribunal vmder which the public way in question was estab-

lished.'^*

was committed, citing State v. Crim-
mins, 31 Kan. 376, 2 Pac. 574. The
court also further held that such evi-

dence could be considered as if the
offense had been charged with a
continucndo.

73. The Iowa Code (§ 3979) uses
the words " willfully obstructing or
injuring any public road or high-
way ; " and these words have been
construed to mean that if any per-
son " intentionally " obstructs or in-

jures a highway he shall be liable to

punishment, so proof of the inten-

tional placing of the obstruction in

the highway satisfies the statutes.

State V. Teeters, 97 Iowa 458, 66 N.
W. 754.

Tinder the Texas Statute it must
be shown that the act was done will-

fully, the word " willful " meaning
with evil intent or legal malice, or
without reasonable ground for be-

lieving the act to be lawful. Baker v.

State, 21 Tex. App. 264, 17 S. W.
144; Laroe v. State, 30 Tex. App.

374. 17 S. W. 934. See also Watson
V. State, 25 Tex. App. 651, 8 S. W.
817. And unless this proof is made
there is no case against the defend-
ant calling for any testimony on his

part in excuse or justification. Brin-

koeter v. State, 14 Tex. App. 67.
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74. State v. Teeters, 97 Iowa 458,

66 N. W. 754, decided under § 3979
of the Iowa Code.

75. Township of Madison v.

Gallagher, 159 111. 105, 42 N. E. 316,

so holding under the Illinois Road
Law.
Nor is the order to remove ad-

missible in evidence against the de-

dendant. Richardson v. State (Tex.
Crim.), 79 S. W. 536, where the

court intimated, however, that the

order might be admissible to prove
that the defendant had protested

against the removal of the obstruc-

tion before the commissioners' court,

in order to bring home to him
knowledge of the fact that he had
caused the obstruction.

76. State v. Doane, 14 Wis. 483,

so holding in an action against the

landowner to recover the penalty

prescribed by the Wisconsin statute

then in force.

77. Brinkoeter v. State, 14 Tex.
App. 67.

78. Kelly v. State (Tex. Crim.),

80 S. W. 382. Compare Laroe v.

State, 30 Tex. App. 374, 17 S. W.
934; Sneed v. State, 28 Tex. App. 56,

II S. W. 834, wherein it was held

that evidence that the adjoining land-
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IV. DEFECTS IN HIGHWAYS RESULTING IN INJTJEY TO
PERSON OR PROPERTY.

1. Presumptions and Burden of Proof. — A. TiiK Fact of the
Defect. — a. In General. — One who seeks to recover damages for

injuries either to person or property, alleged to have been the result

of defective construction or maintenance of a highway, has the

burden of proving the defect alleged."

Customary Use of the Streets. — And where the public authorities

are sought to be charged for injuries occasioned by the use of the

street for purposes other than public travel, it would seem that it

is only necessary for the plaintiff to prove that such use has been

continued in such a manner as to render the same unsafe for public

travel.^''

b. Defect Within the Highzvay. — The evidence must be such as

to prove that the defect or obstruction complained of was within the

limits of the highway. ^^

B. Status ofTnjured Person as Traveler. — It must be proved

that the injured person was in the use of the road or highway as a

traveler.^-

C. Rightful Use of Highway. — A traveler must show that

he was using the street or highway in the usual and ordinary way

owner told the defendant to go ahead
and build his pasture fence, and that

he, the adjoining landowner, would
move his pasture fence back so as to

have a mad of the proper width ; that

upon this agreement the defendant

built the fence, was held admissible

as tending to rebut the willful intent

and also as part of the res gestae.

79. May v. Inhabitants of Prince-

ton, II Mete. (Mass.) 442; Walsh
V. City of Buffalo, 17 App. Div. 112,

44 N. Y. Supp. 942. For other cases

in support of this rule see those cited

in the succeeding notes of this sub-

division.

Insufficiency Constituting Actual
Obstruction. — In P.vington v. Mer-
rill. 112 Wis. 211, 88 N. W. 26, it

was held that evidence tending to es-

tablish an insufficiency in the side-

walk or street which constituted an
actual obstruction was sufficient to

take the plaintiff's case to the jury

upon the question whether the side-

walk or street was reasonably safe.

80. In Radichel v. Village of

Kendall (Wis.), 99 N. W. 348. an
action to recover damages for in-

juries sustained by reason of a fall

occasioned by the thills of a buggy
obstructing the sidewalk, the court

held :
" It was not essential to show

that any particular buggy had been

customarily left in the particular

way and at the particular place as at

the time of the accident. It was suf-

ficient to show that appellant had al-

lowed the street to be customarily

used as a storage place for vehicles

when they were temporarily out of

use to such an extent as to render it

unsafe for public use. and that the

leaving of the buggy which caused

the accident was a mere continuance

of such custom."

81. Murphy v. City of Worcester,

159 Mass. 546, 34 N. E. 1080; Potts

V. Allen, 19 R. I. 489. 34 Atl. 993;
Stone V. Langworthy. 20 R. I. 602,

40 Atl. 8-^2; Lester v. Town of Pitts-

ford, 7 Vt. 158.

Evidence of wheel tracks is rele-

vant on the question of where the

usual travel on a highway is. and is

competent to show the limits of a

highway, as established by use.

Plummer v. Ossipee, 59 N. H. 55.

82. Leslie v. City of Lewiston, 62

Me. 468, holding thus under the pro-

visions of the Maine statute relating

to the keeping of ways safe and con-

venient for travelers.
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in which such street or hig-hway was generally used, and if the

evidence adduced by him shows that he was not so doing, he will

be deemed guilty of contributory negligence.*'''

D. Necessity for Traveling on Sunday. — When traveling on
Sunday is forbidden by statute except for certain reasons, one who
has been injured w'hile so traveling has the burden of proving the

existence of the reason recognized as such an exception.**

E. Exact Place of Accident. — A person injured from an
alleged defect in a highway is not held to proof of the exact place

at which the accident occurred, where the defective condition is

proved and shown to have come to the knowledge of the public

auChorities.*^

83. Holding v. City of St. Joseph,
92 Mo. App. 143.

Evidence which merely shows that

the plaintiff was traveling on the

wrong side of a road, in violation of

the city statute, does not, as a mat-
ter of law, defeat his action against

the public authorities where his own
fault or negligence does not con-
tribute to the injury, but it is com-
petent evidence of negligence on his

part, which may be submitted to the
jury upon the question whether he
was exercising ordinary care.

Damon v. Inhabitants of Scituate,

119 Mass. 66, 20 Am. Rep. 315. To
the same effect. Smith v. Gardner,
II Gray (Mass.) 418; Spofford v.

Harlow, 3 Allen (Mass.) 176; Jones
V. Andover, 10 Allen (Mass.) 18;
Steele v. Burkhardt, 104 Mass. 59, 6
Am. Rep. 191.

Proof that the party using the

highway did so in an unusual and
extraordinary manner ; that animals,

vehicles, or freight not suitable or
adapted to the way opened and pre-

pared for the public use in the com-
mon intercourse of society, and in

the transaction of usual and ordinary
affairs of business, will relieve the
town from liability, although the in-

juries may be the direct result of de-
fects and imperfections which the
town would be responsible for to in-

dividuals in the lawful and proper
use of it. Wilson v. Granby, 47
Conn. 59, 36 Am. Rep. 51.

Evidence showing that the load on
which the plaintiff was riding at the

time of the accident was so unusual
and extraordinary, both in weight
and bulk, as to lead to the injury, has
been held sufficient to relieve the
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town from liability. Wilson v.

Granby, 47 Conn. 59, 36 Am. Rep. 51.

84. Johnson v. Irasburgh, 47 Vt.

28, 19 Am. Rep. iii; Hinchley v.

Inhabitants of Penobscot, 42 Me. 89;
Gregg V. Wyman, 4 Cush. (Mass.)

322 ; Bosworth v. Swansey, 10 Mete.

(Mass.) 363, 43 Am. Dec. 441.

Testimony showing that the plain-

tiff was traveling on the Lord's day
on a matter of his own business and
not from pressure of any " neces-

sity " upon himself, or "charity" to-

ward any other person, was held to

bar his recovery by reason of the

Mass. Gen. Stats., ch. 84, § 2. Con-
nolly V. City of Boston, 117 Mass.
64; Bosworth V. Swansey, 10 Mete.

(Mass.) 363, 43 Am. Dec. 441.

Evidence showing that the plain-

tiff was traveling with his brother

for the sole purpose of visiting a

common friend whom they knew to

be sick, and thought might be in need
of assistance, and of rendering such
assistance as they might find neces-

sary, is sufficient to let the case go
to the jury upon the question

whether he was traveling lawfully or

not, even though there is no evidence
showing the ground of their knowl-
edge or belief. Doyle v. Lynn, 118

Mass. 195, 19 Am. Rep. 431.

85. See also City of Omaha v.

Kranz (Neb.), 97 N. W. 1059, where
it was not disputed that the walk in

question had been out of repair for

a long time prior to the injury, and
the defendant urged that the plaintiff

was picked up several feet south of

where the loose board was and that

therefore he did not receive the in-

jury until he reached the place where
he was found, but the plaintiff's evi-
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F. DRFficT AS Proxtmatic Causiv of Injury. — a. In General.
The question of proximate cause is necessarily present in every
case of injury where damages are claimed to have resulted from a
defective highway, whether at common law or under the statutes ;*"

and one claiming to have been so injured has the burden of proving
that the injury was the result of the defect alleged." And it is

held that his evidence in this respect must not leave the cause
of the accident open to mere conjecture.®^

b. Neglect of Duty by Public Authorities. — The injured person
must in such case prove that there has been a neglect of duty on
the part of the public authorities.®*

dence was supported by that of a
witness who saw him stumble and
fall and the court refused to disturb

the verdict for the plaintiff.

In Ghenn v. Inhabitants of
Provincetown, 105 Mass. 313, the
evidence of a husband was admitted
to prove the condition of the high-

way and defects therein, in order to

show that they were the defects

which caused the injury to his wife
and that she was mistaken in her lo-

cation thereof.

86. Fehrman v. Town of Pine
River (Wis.), 95 N. W. 105; Cun-
ningham V. Citv of Thief River Falls,

84 Minn. 21. 86 N. W. 763.
Proximate Cause as a Matter of

Law If it be found by the jury
that a dangerous declivity has been
negligently permitted to exist in a
highway and that a traveler has
fallen therefrom while exercising or-

dinary care, and no other cause for
his fall is disclosed by the evidence,
proximate cause may be rightly said

to be shown as a matter of law.

Fehrman v. Town of Pine River
(Wis.), 95 N. W. 105.

87. Maine. — Moore v. Inhabi-
tants of Abbot, 32 Me. 46; Mosher
V. Inhabitants of Smithville, 84 Me.
334. 24 Atl. 876.

Massachusetts. — Adams v. In-

habitants of Carlisle, 21 Pick. 146;
May V. Inhabitants of Princeton, 11

Mete. 442; Murphy v. City of
Worcester, 159 Mass. 546, 34 N. E.
1080.

Michigan. — Jackson v. City of
Lansing, 121 Mich. 279, 80 N. W.
8; Real! v. Township of Athens, 8r
]\rich. 536, 45 N. W. 1014.

}[issouri. — Haller v. City of St.

Louis, 176 Mo. 606, 75 S. W. 613.

Nezv Hampshire. — Owen v. Town
of Derry, 71 N. H. 405, 52 Atl. 926.

Nezv York. — Hume v. Mayor of
N. Y., 9 Hun 674; Smith v. Clark-

town, 69 Hun 155, 23 N. Y. Supp.

245 ; Raschen v. Norton, 26 Misc.

842, 56 N. Y. Supp. 800; Walsh v.

City of Buffalo, 17 App. Div. 112, 44
N. Y. Supp. 942.

Oklahoma. — City of Guthrie v.

Thistle, 5 Okla. 517, 49 Pac. 1003.

J]'isco)isin. — liein if. Village of

Fairchild, 87 Wis. 258, 58 N. W. 4i3-

88. Dapper v. City of Milwaukee,
107 Wis. 88, 82 N. W. 725, where it

was claimed that the injury was
caused by icy or slippery pavements.
See also Hyer v. Janesville, loi Wis.
371, 77 N. W. 729-

89. Mosher r. Inhabitants of

Smithville, 84 Me. 334, 24 Atl. 876;
Moore v. Inhabitants of Abbot, 32
Me. 46; Murphy v. City of

Worcester, 159 Mass. 546, 34 N. E.

1080; Cunningham v. City of Thief
River Falls, 84 Minn. 21, 86 N. W.
703-

It is not sufficient for the plaintiff

to prove a mere defect, as, in order
to establish even a prima facie case,

the plaintiff must show affn'matively,

not only the defective condition of
the road, but notice of such defect

by the proper authorities, or that the
condition of tlic road was ol)vious to

any one, without any particular ex-
amination. Garrison v. Mayor of
New York, 5 Bosw. (N. Y.) 497.

Usually it is not necessary to prove
negligence or fault on the part of
public officials by direct evidence, as
ordinarily it may be a matter of le-

gitimate inference from the existence
of the defect for a considerable
length of time, but the burden of
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c. Accumulations of Ice and Snow. — Tn order to render the

public authorities hable for accumulations of snow and ice on the

streets and sidewalks it must be shown by direct evidence that such

accumulations were the sole or proximate cause of the accident

and caused obstructions of such a nature as to be dangerous per se,

and constitute defects which a person using ordinary care and
prudence could not avoid.^"

Under the statutes of some states, before a plaintiff can recover

for injuries sustained by reason cvf snow and ice on sidewalks, he

must prove that the sidewalk when bare was defective, and that the

accident was due in part at least to such defect."^

d. Defect Prightening Horses.— (l.) Generally. — In order to re-

cover damages for injuries to a horse by reason of a defect in a

public highway, the burden of proof is upon the plaintiff to show
that the cause of his horse taking fright or running away was an
obstruction or defect in the highway which the public authorities

had negligently allowed to remain there.**^

proof is on the plaintiff to establish

it in some way as one of the facts

mentioned in the statute on which
the right to recover depends. Mur-
phy z'. City of Worcester, 159 Mass.

546, 34 N. E. 1080.

90. Aurora v. Parks, 21 111. App.

459; Aurora v. Pulfer, 56 111. 270;
Rogers v. Newport, 62 Me. loi

;

Todd V. City of Troy, 61 N. Y. 506;
Smith V. City of Brooklyn, 107 N.
Y. 655, 14 N. E. 606; Hyer v. Town
of Janesville, loi Wis. 371, 77 N. W.
729.

There must be direct evidence or
circumstances from which it can rea-

sonably be inferred that the accident

happened by reason of such accumu-
lations or ridges, and not through
mere slipperiness. Salzar v. Milwau-
kee, 97 Wis. 471, 73 N. W. 20; Gagan
7>. Janesville, 106 Wis. 662, 82 N. W.
558.

Under the West Virginia Statutes

(Code of 1887, ch. 43, § 53), proof of

the defect and the injury caused
thereby is sufficient evidence to estab-

lish liability. Chapman z\ Milton, 31

W. Va. 384, 7 S. E. 22.

Rough Ridges.— Evidence of a

defect in a sidewalk caused by an
accumulation of snow and ice al-

lowed to remain there and form into

rough ridges, rounded and slanting,

so as to make it difficult and danger-
ous for persons to pass over it, is

sufficient to render a city or town lia-
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ble. Huston v. Council Bluffs. 33
Iowa 39, 36 L. R. A. 211.

91. Newton v. City of Worcester,

174 Mass. 181, 54 N. E. 521 ; Bailey v.

City of Cambridge, 174 Mass. 188, 54
N. E. 523 ; decided under Mass. Stat.

1896, ch. 540.

The effect of this statute is to

change the law as to liability for de-

fects arising from snow and ice so

far as to create an exemption from
such liability in cases where the ice

or snow is proved to be the sole

proximate cause of the accident, but
if there is any other operative de-

fect, then the city may be liable,

although the evidence may show that

the accident was in part due to ice

or snow. Newton v. City of
Worcester, 174 Mass. 181, 54 N.

E. 521.

92. Johnson v. City of Superior,

103 Wis. 66, 78 N. W. hoc; Jackson
V. Town of Bellevieu, 30 Wis. 250;
Ritger v. City of Milwaukee, 99 Wis.
190, 74 N. W. 8i.i;; Reid 7'. Town of

Ripley. 59 Hun 628, 14 N. Y. Supp.

124; Houfe V. Town of Eulton, 29
Wis. 296; Cushing v. Bedford, 125

IVIass. 526.

The injury must be shown to re-

sult from the unsafe condition of the

way. Bailey v. Inhabitants of Bel-

fast (Me.), 10 Atl. 452.

In Rebuttal. — If the defendants
offer to prove that the accident oc-

curred through the horses shying at
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(2.) Knowledgfe of Character of Horse. — If the character of the

horse is in question, the ijlaintiff must prove not only tliat he did

not know and had no reason to beheve or suppose that the horse was
vicious, but he must also prove that he was not in fault in not dis-

covering such viciousness. He must prove the use of ordinary

care."'"'

Evidence of the Character and Habits of the Horse, both before and

after the accitlcnt, may be received where the evidence is conflicting

upon the question of the cause of the accident and the general char-

acter of the horse.®*

G. Knowledge of the Dei'Kct.— a. On Part of Injured Person.

A person using a sidewalk or street has the right to expect that it is

open for use by the public, and may assume that it is free from

obstruction and in a reasonably safe condition ; hence in order to

charge him with contributory negligence the evidence must show
that he knew of the danger or defect, and that he was not exercising

ordinary caution at the time of the accident.*"*

some other material or obstacle in the

way after thej^ had passed the ob-

struction complained of, the plaintiff

may show that the horses shied at the

same stones the day after the acci-

dent, as showing that such stones

were likely to frighten horses. Wil-
son V. Town of Spafiford, 57 Hun 589,

10 N. Y. Supp. 649.

93. Town of Winship v. Enfield,

42 N. H. 197.

Evidence that prior to the accident

the horse had exhibited no signs of

fright is properly admitted as proving
that the plaintiff had no knowledge of

any viciousness, and was therefore

not guilty of contributory negligence.

Stone V. Pendleton, 21 R. I. 2>?<^, 43
Atl. 643.

•Plaintiff may show that the gentle-

ness of his horse had been subject

to certain tests, and also the circum-
stances under which it had been so

tested. Clinton r. Howard, 42
Conn. 294.

Where the viciousness of the horse
contributed to the accident, but the

plaintiff had never driven him be-

fore, and had no knowledge of his

viciou.sness, and was using ordinary

care, the plaintiff is not, as a matter
of law, guilty of negligence in not

knowing the horse's character, and
the defendants were charged with
the burden of proof. Daniels v. Say-
brook, 34 Conn. 2)77-

94. Maggi V. Cutts, 123 Mass. 535.

Previously Driven Over Road.
Evidence is admissible to show that

the horse had been previously driven

over one of two cross roads, at the

junction of which the accident oc-

curred, as tending to show why he
left the traveled track in which the

plaintiff intended to drive. Johnson
V. City of Sioux City, 114 Iowa 137,

86 N. W. 212.

95. Davis v. City of Austin, 22

Tex. Civ. App. 460, 54 S. W. 927;
Snow V. Inhabitants of Provincetown,
120 Mass. 580.

" In the absence of any knowledge
upon the subject, or anything appar-
ent to observation that should lead

to a contradictory opinion, it may be
presumed that a township has re-

paired a weak and shaky bridge,

after the lap.se of a year from the

time that it was known to be in that

condition ; but it was eminently
proper to submit to the jury the

question of the plaintiff's knowledge
and opportunities for knowing that

it had not been repaired." Moore v.

Twp. of Hazleton, iiS Mich. 42^,

76 N. W. 977.

If a traveler does not know of a

defect in a traveled track he is only
bound to prove that he used such
care as the great mass of ordinarily

prudent men would exercise under
like circumstances, as he has a right

to assume that the walk is reasonably
safe. Wall 7'. Town of Highland, yz

Wis. 435, 39 N. W. 560.
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No Presumption Against Knowledge. — There is no presumption
tl:at a walk is in good condition for public travel in favor of a person
who knows it to be defective, and if an injury results to him while

traveling upon such road it will be presumed to have been caused by
his want of due care, in the absence of evidence showing a reasonable
excuse.^®

Failure to Adopt Traveled Road. — If the traveler deviates from the

traveled track, he must show that he had a sufficient reason for

taking such course and the exercise of due care therein, otherwise

he will be deemed guilty of contributory negligence.®^

b. On Part of Public Authorities.— (1.) Generally. — In order to

charge the public authorities with responsibility for injuries alleged

to have resulted from a defect in a highway, the fact that they had
either actual or constructive notice of the defect complained of is a

substantive fact to be established by the evidence.''^

96. Collins v. City of Janesville,

III Wis. 348, 87 N. W. 241.

97. Briggs V. Guilford, 8 Vt. 264;
Ramsey z\ Rushville & M. G. R.

Co., 81 Ind. 394.

Evidence which shows that the
plaintiff has deviated from the trav-

eled track on a road proves want of
due care on his part, unless it is

shown that the traveled track or way
was obstructed or otherwise unsafe or
dangerous, and that he exercised due
care in so turning out of the usual
path. Kelley v. Town of Fond du
Lac, 31 Wis. 179.

Evidence showing that the traveler
left the street with the inten-

tion of taking the path, but by
mistake turned off the street too soon
proves want of due care on his part
in the use of the street, and bars his

claim for damages. City of Scranton
V. Hill, 102 Pa. St. 378, 48 Am. Rep.
211.

98. United States. — Mayor of
New York v. Sheffield, 4 Wall. 181.

Alabama. — ]\Iayor of Birmingham
V. Starr, 112 Ala. 98, 20 So. 424.

Colorado. — City of Boulder v.

Niles, 9 Colo. 415, 12 Pac. 632.

Connecticut. — Manchester v. City
of Hartford, 30 Conn. 118.

Illinois. — City of Belvidere v.

Crichton, 81 111. App. 595 ; Sterling v.

Merrill, 124 111. 522, 17 N. E. 6;
Streator v. Chrisman, 82 111. App. 24;
City of Chicago v. Langlass, 66 111.

361.

Indiana.— City of Madison v. Bak-
er, 103 Ind. 31, 2 N. E. 236; Town
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of Lewisville v. Batson, 29 Ind. App.
21, 63 N. E. 861 ; City of Aurora v.

Bitner, 100 Ind. 396.

lozva.— Yeager v. Town of Spirit

Lake, 115 Iowa 593, 88 N. W. 1095.

Kentucky. — City of Carlisle v. Se-
crest, 25 Ky. L. Rep. 336, 75 S. W.
268.

Maryland. — Kranz v. Baltimore,

64 ;\Id. 491.
Massachusetts. — Crocker v.

Springfield, no Mass. 134; Brummett
V. City of Boston, 179 Mass. 26, 60 N.
E. 386; Hinckley v. Town of Somer-
set, 145 ^lass. 2i2-^, 14 N. E. 166.

Michigan— Hayes v. City of West
Bay, 91 Mich. 418, 51 N. W. 1067;
Dundas r. City of Lansing, 75 Mich.

499, 42 N. W. ion, 5 L. R. A. 143.

Minnesota. — Peterson v. Village of

Cokato, 84 Minn. 205, 87 N. W. 615.

Missouri. — ISIilledge v. Kansas
City, 100 Mo. App. 490, 74 S. W.
892; Baustian v. Young, 152 ]Mo. Ti'^j,

52 S. W. 921 ; Carrington v. City of

St. Louis, 89 ]\lo. 208 ; Young v.

City of Webb City, 150 Mo. 22,2,, 5i S.

W. 709.

Nebraska. — Northdruft v. City of

Lincoln, 96 N. W. 163.

New York. — Lloyd v. Village of

Walton, 57 App. Div. 288, 67 N. Y.
Supp. 929; Pomfrey v. Saratoga
Springs, 104 N. Y. 459, 11 N. E. 43.

Texas.— Sherman v. Greening
(Tex. Civ. App.), 72 S. W. 424.

Upon the question as to the neces-
sity of proving actual notice to the
public authorities in order to charge
them in actions for injuries sustained
from defects in streets, the court, in
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Notice of Accumulations. — In order to render the public authorities

liable for damages occasioned by accumulations of snow and ice, it

is sufficient to prove notice of the defect, or to establish the existence

of facts from which notice can be inferred, or circumstances from
•which it is apparent that the defective condition ought to have been
known.'*''

Mere Slipperiness.— Evidence of mere slipperiness or smooth con-

dition of the sidewalk is not of itself sufficient to hold the public

authorities liable, without further proof of notice of a particularly

slippery condition in a given place.^

City of Dallas v. Moore (Tex. Civ.

App.), 74 S. W. 95, said: "Actual
notice of the defect and the danger-

ous condition of the street upon
the part of the city was not

necessary to be shown in or-

der to hold it liable. If those

agents of the city who are charged
with supervision, control and super-

intendence of the streets could, by the

exercise of reasonable care and dili-

gence, have known of the defective

condition, the city will be charged.

If there are apparent and obvious de-

fects so near and closely related to a
condition which is apparently safe,

but in fact defective, that an investi-

gation of the former would lead to a

knowledge of the latter, then it may
be said that the city should take

notice of such latter defect. Whether
such conditions do or do not exist,

and what effect they would have in

determining that knowledge of one
defect would necessarily lead to

knowledge of another, are ordinarily

questions of fact to be submitted to

the jury."

Defects Must Be Known In an
action for personal injuries caused by
a defective highway, brought under
the Massachusetts Pub. Stat., ch. 52,

§ 18, the municipality cannot be made
liable where there is no evidence that

the defects were known, or as to how
long they had continued, as in such

a case it cannot be said that they

were not using reasonable diligence

to remove the obstruction or defects.

Parker z'. City of Boston, 175 Mass.
501, 56 N. E. 569; to the same effect,

Alartin 7'. City of Chelsea, 175 Mass.

516, 56 N. E. 703.

Telephone Message.— Evidence
showing that a telephone message
was sent to the city authorities prior

31

to the accident to the effect that the

street at the place where the injury

occurred was in a defective condi-

tion is admissible as showing pub-
licity or notoriety of the existence

of the defect. City of Dallas v.

Moore (Tex. Civ. App.), 74 S. W. 95.

99, Jansen v. Atchison, 16 Kan.
358 ; Riggs V. Florence, 27 Kan. 194

;

Salina v. Trosper, 2y Kan. 544; Em-
poria V. Schmidling, ;i3 Kan. 48^, 6
Pac. 893; Blakeley v. Troy, 18 Hun
(N. Y.) 167; City of Lincoln v.

Smith, 28 Neb. 762, 45 N. W. 41;
York V. Spellman, 19 Neb. 357, 27
N. W. 213.

Constructive notice of accumulation
is proved by evidence showing a long
continuance of an observably danger-
ous condition. McLaughlin i: Corry,

77 Pa. St. 109, 18 Am. Rep. 432.

Constructive notice is proved by
evidence showing a continuous flow
of water from a hydrant for some
time prior to the accident. Cnrbett z'.

City of Troy. 53 Hun 228, 6 N. Y.
Supp. 381 ; Reich v. New York, 12

Daly (N. Y.) 72.

Notice of the accumulations caus-
ing the obstruction or defect may be
proven by showing the custom for

the police patrolman to report the

non-removal of the same to the in-

spector, whose duty it was to report

the defect at police headquarters.

Twogood t'. New York, 102 N. Y.
216, 6 N. E. 275.

1. Colorado.— Boulder i: Niles,

9 Colo. 415, 12 Pac. 632.

Illinois. — Chicago v. McGiven, 78
111. 347.

lozca. — Broburg v. City of Des
Moines, 63 Iowa 523, 19 N. W. 340,

SO Am. Rep. 756.

Maine. — Smyth v. Bangor, 72 Me.
249.
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In order to render the public authorities Hable for injuries sus-

tained throug'h snow and ice on sidewalks, the general rule is that

the plaintiff must prove a substantial structural defect in the street

or highway combined with the action of the elements, or the accumu-

lations must be of such a nature as to constitute a dangerous condi-

tion and actionable defect and thus prove notice.^

Smooth, Dangerous Ice.— It has, however, been held that if the side-

walk is found to be in a dangerous condition by reason of smooth

ice, of which the city has notice and which it could by reasonable

expenditure remove, evidence of these facts is sufficient to render

the public authorities liable.^

low Temperature, — But evidence which merely shows the exist-

ence of ice by reason of the low temperature is not sufficient to

hold the public authorities chargeable with negligence.*^

(2.) Existence for Requisite Time. — It must be shown that the

defects existed for such a length of time as to enable the jury to say

Massachusetts. — Pinkham v. Tops-
field, 104 Mass. 78; McKean v. Town
of Salem, 148 Mass. 109, 19 N. E. 21.

Michigan. — McKellar v. Detroit,

57 Mich. 158, 23 N. W. 621, 58 Am.
Rep. 357-

Minnesota. — Menkes V: City of

Minnesota, 42 Minn. 530, 44 N. W.
1026.

Nebraska. — Bell v. York, 31 Neb.

842, 48 N. W. 878; Nebraska City v.

Rathbone, 20 Neb. 288, 29 N. W. 920.

Nczv York. — Urquhard v. Ogdens-
burg, 91 N. Y. 67, 43 Am. Rep. 655.

Ohio. — Chase v. Cleveland, 44
Ohio St. 504, 58 Am. Rep. 843.

Pennsylvania. — Mauch Chunk z\

Kline, 100 Pa. St. 119, 45 Am. Rep.

364-

Wisconsin. — Cook v. City of Mil-

waukee, 24 Wis. 270, I Am. Rep. 183;

Grossenbach v. City of Milwaukee, 65
Wis. 31, 26 N. W. 182, 56 Am. Rep.

614.

2. Kansas. — Atchison v. King, 9
Kan. 375.
Massachusetts. — Adams v. Chico-

pee. 147 Mass. 440, 18 N. E. 231.

Michigan. — McKellar v. Detroit,

57 Mich. 158, 23 N. W. 621, 58 Am.
Rep. 357-
Nebraska. — Lincoln v. Smith, 28

Neb. 762, 45 N. W. 41.

New York. — Harrington i'. Buf-
falo, 121 N. Y. 147, 24 N. E. 186; Mc-
Nally ZK Cohoes, 127 N. Y. 350, 27 N.

E. 1043 ; Lichtenstein z'. New York,

159 N. Y. SCO, 54 N. E. 67.
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Pennsylvania. — Decker v. Scran-

ton, 151 Pa. St. 241, 25 Atl. 36.

Rhode Island. — Hampson v. Tay-

lor, 15 R. I. 83, 8 Atl. 331-

Wisconsin. — Cook v. City of Mil-

waukee, 24 Wis. 270, I Am. Dec. 183

;

Grossenbach v. City of Milwaukee, 65

Wis. 31, 26 N. W. 182, 56 Am. Rep.

614; Kleimer v. Madison, 104 Wis.

339, 80 N. W. 453; DePere z'. Hib-
bard, 104 Wis. 666, 80 N. W. 933;
Dapper v. City of Milwaukee, 107

Wis. 88, 82 N. W. 725.

Ice on Sidewalks Evidence that

ice formed on the sidewalk at a place

where the accident occurred through

surface water being allowed to flow

thereon through a defective drain-

pipe shows a defective condition out-

side of the icy condition. Brown v.

White, 202 Pa. St. 97, 51 Atl. 962.

So does evidence showing a rounded
roadway only eleven feet wide, cov-

ered in part with smooth, hard ice,

and a structural defect of a steep

slope at the side of a gutter or brook,

incumbered with snow, and un-

guarded. Carville v. Inhabitants of

Westford, 163 Mass. 644, 163 N. E.

544-

3. City of Hartford v. Talcott, 48
Conn. 525, 40 Am. Rep. 189; Clough-

essey v. Town of Waterbury, 51

Conn. 405, 50 Am. Rep. 38.

4. Kaveny v. Troy, 108 N. Y.

571, 15 N. E. 726.
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that the city, in the actual dischars^c of its duties toward the citizens,

oug^lit to have discovered and rcmeched the defect.

°

Sufficient Time to Make Repairs.— It is also necessary for the plain-

tiff to i)rove the lapse of a sufiicient lenp^th of time after the public

authorities have received notice of the defect to allow them to make
the necessary repairs."

(3.) Sufficiency and Presumption of Notice (A.) Generally. — Upon
the question of the suf^ciency of notice to be proved in order to

charG;'e public authorities with notice of defects and obstructions

in hii^hways. the question as to what facts will be sufficient to put

them upon inquiry depends upon a variety of conditions ; such as

the length of time the defect has existed, its notoriety, the frequency

of travel, the character of the defect itself, and the like.'^

5. Walsh V. City of Buffalo, 17

App. Div. 112, 44 N. Y. Supp. 942.

Evidence which shows the exist-

ence of the defect long enough for the

commissioners of highways to have
knowledge of its presence is sufficient

to charge the municipality with notice

of its presence. Hoffart zk Town of

West Turin, 90 App. Div. 348, 85 N.
Y. Supp. 471.

Knowledge of a defective condition

of a highway may be imputed wlicre

it has existed for over two months.

Davis V. Town of Guilford, 55 Conn.

3SI, II Atl. 350.

Evidence showing that the limb of

a tree which fell upon the plaintiff

was in a rotten condition and that

other branches of the tree overhang-
ing a sidewalk had fallen the month
before, and so rendered the use of the

sidewalk dangerous for the public, is

sufficient to charge the public author-

ities with notice of the dangerous
character of the walk, as the corpo-

ration should have made tests in

order to find out the condition of

the overhanging branches, and thus

avoid the danger which might arise

therefrom. IMcGarey v. City of N.
Y.. 89 App. Div. 500. 85 N. Y. Supp.

861.

6. City of Chicago 7'. Langlass,

66 III. 361, wherein the sidewalk was
originally constructed in a proper
manner, and subsequently became un-
safe by reason of use and natural

decay. Crawford v. Citv of New
York, 174 N. Y. 518. 66 N. E. 1106,

in which case evidence showing the
number of miles of sidewalk in the
city was held admissible as bearing
upon the question of time to repair.

Opportunity to Remove. — If it is

sh(Avn llial the city had an oppor-

tunity to remove a rough surface

of snow and ice, it will be held

liable although the condition was
made more dangerous by a subse-

quent fall of snow, where evidence

shows that the injury would not have

been sustained but for such uneven
and rough condition, occasioned by
the old snow and ice being left upon
the sidewalk. Hodges v. City of

Waterloo, 109 Iowa 444, 80 N. W.
523. To the same effect : Kinney v.

Troy, 108 N. Y. 567, 15 N. E. 728;

Kaveny v. Troy, 108 N. Y. 571, 15 N.

E. 726; Foxworthy v. Hastings, 25

Neb. 133, 41 N. W. 132; Hayes v.

Cambridge, 136 Mass. 402.

Knowledge of a defective condition

of a walk will be presumed from the

fact that it is out of repair and un-

safe to travel upon, and is allowed
to remain in such condition for such

a length of time that the public au-

thorities by the exercise of reason-

able care might have acquainted
themselves of the fact, and in such

a case proof of actual notice need
not be given. City of Chicago v.

Dalle. ITS 111- 386, 5 N. E. 578; City

of Springfield v. Doyle, 76 111. 202.

If the defect complained of was
palpable, dangerous, and had existed

for a long time, the jury may infer

either negligent supervision and ig-

norance consequent upon and charge-
able to such neglect, or notice of the

defect and a disregard of the duty to

repair it. Manchester v. City of

Hartford. 30 Conn. 118.

7. Klein v. City of Dallas, 71 Tex.
280, 8 S. W. 90.
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(B.) KNowLKncK OP Members of Corporate Bodies.— The public au-

thorities will be chargeable with notice of the defective condition

where the evidence shows that notice thereof has been communicated
to a member of their body, provided such notice is communicated to

him in his line of duty.®

But notice to the council of defects which had been repaired before

the accident occurred will not charge the authorities with notice of

those which caused the injury, although they existed at the place

where the repairs were made.''

(C.) Oi-EiciALs Frequently Passing.— And evidence showing that

the city officials reside in close proximity to the place of the accident

and pass by it daily, has been held sufficient to charge the public

authorities with notice of the defective condition of the highway.'''

Notice will be inferred from the

fact that the defect ought to have
been found out by the exercise of or-

dinary diligence. City of Madison
V. Baker, 103 Ind. 31, 2 N. E. 236.

The existence of an obstruction in

a street for more than thirty days is

sufficient to warrant the inference of

knowledge on the part of the city.

City of Logansport v. Justice, 74 Ind,

378.

The Position of a Defect when
taken into consideration with the

condition of the road is a fact from
which the public authorities might
have inferred such defective condi-
tion and is sufficient to charge them
with notice thereof. Tilton v. In-

habitants of Wenham, 172 Mass. 407,

52 N. E. 514-

8. Carter v. Town of Monticello,

68 Iowa 178, 26 N. W. 129; City of

Denver v. Dean, 10 Colo. 375, 16 Pac.
30.

Alderman— Proof of notice given
to an alderman of the district in

which the accident occurs is suffi-

cient to charge the city authorities

with notice of the defective condition
of the walk ; especially, where such
alderman is a member of the com-
mittee having charge of the streets,

although a notice which is general
in its terms will not be sufficient to
prove their knowledge of any par-
ticular defect in the sidewalk. Dun-
das V. City of Lansing, 75 Mich. 499,
42 N. W. ion, 5 L. R. A. 143.

Police Oilicer's Knowledge.— Proof
that a member of the police force

has knowledge of the obstruction or
defect in a sidewalk is sufficient to

charge the city with notice. Car-
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rington v. City of St. Louis, 89 Mo.
208; Palestine v. Hassell (Tex. Civ.

App.), 40 S. W. 147.

Notice is shown by evidence that

the walk in question is patrolled by
a policeman, and has been in a visibly

defective state for nine days. Fortin

V. Easthampton, 145 Mass. 196, 13 N.

E. 599-

Police Notifyinir City Attorney.

Evidence showing that the existence

of an unauthorized ditch, about two
feet in depth, across a public street,

for about three weeks, attracted the

attention of the policeman who noti-

fied the city attorney, is sufficient to

charge the city with notice. City of

Fort Worth r. Johnson, 84 Tex. 137,

19 S. W. 361.

Road Commissioner— The fact

that a witness describes the defect and
testifies that he told the road commis-
sioner of the town thereof is evi-

dence from which the jury may
rightly infer that the road commis-
sioner had notice of the defect.

Cowan V. Bricksport, 98 Me. 305, 56
Atl. 901.

Knowledge f Trustee Actual

knowledge on the part of a township
trustee of a patent defect in a public

highway, located in his township, is

sufficient tO' satisfy the requirement
of § 48, p. 42, of the Kan. Gen. Stat.,

1897, relating to notice. Madison
Twp. V. Scott, 9 Kan. App. 871, 61

Pac. 967.

9. Carter v. Town of Monticello,

68 Iowa 178, 26 N. W. 129.

10. Malloy v. Twp. of Walker, 77
Mich. 448, 43 N. W. 1012, 6 L. R.

A. 695.
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(D.) General Bad Condition.— Although the municipality had no
notice of the particular defect which occasioned the injury, it will

be liable for the consequences of the defect where there is sufficient

proof of notice of the bad condition of the sidewalk in general at

the place where the accident occurred. ^^ There is authority, how-
ever, that notice of the defect which caused the injury will not be

chargeable from the fact of knowledge of the general defective

condition. ^^

Defect Open and Visible. — It has been held that the identical

defect must be shown to have been open and visible in order to

charge the public authorities with constructive notice thereof ; and

that no question with respect to other and different defects in the

locality near by can be admitted.'-''

Defect Not Visible. — Where the defect or obstruction complained

of is not usually visible, knowledge on the part of the public authori-

ties of the defect in question will not be inferred."

(E.) Time Necessary to Raise Presumption. — How long the defect

must have been visible in order to give rise to a presumption of

Selectman Passing Over Evi-

dence showing that the defective walk
in question was passed over daily by
one of the selectmen of the town, and
was in a very bad condition for some
time, is sufficient to charge the

authorities with notice of its condi-
tion as showing that they had, or with
reasonable diligence might have had,

knowledge of its condition, although
such evidence does not show that any
one had previous notice of the rotten-

ness of the individual plank in ques-
tion, as proper care and diligence

would have revealed such fact.

Noyes v. Inhabitants of Gardner,
147 Mass. 505, 18 N. E. 423, I L. R.

A. 354. Fortin V. Easthampton, 145
^lass. 196, 13 N. E. 599, to the same
effect.

11. City of Platsmouth v. Mitch-
ell, 20 Neb. 228, 29 N. W. 593.

Evidence showing that the village

authorities had knowledge of the de-
fective condition of the walk for its

entire length is sufficient to support
the plaintiff's claim without evidence
shewing notice of the particular fle-

fcct. Grattan z'. Village of William-
son. 116 Mich, 462, 74 N. W. 668.

The fact that the city officers knew
that the general condition of a walk
was s\'ch that from mere decay an
accident was liable to happen upon
it at any moment is sufficient to

charge the city with negligence if it

neglects to repair, without bringing

home to the authorities actual knowl-
edge of the looseness of the particu-

lar plank which happened to occasion

the injury. Weiscnberg v. Appleton,

26 \yis. 56.

12. Shelby v. Clagett, 46 Ohio St.

549. 22 N. E. 407, 5 L. R. A. 606,

holding that in order to charge, as a

matter of law, the public authorities

with notice of a particular defect

from their knowledge of the exist-

ence of a general defect, the former
should be of the same character as

the latter, or at least so related to

it that the particular defect is a

usual concomitant of the general one.

13. Ruggles 7'. Town of Nevada,
63 Iowa 185, 18 N. W. 866.

The mere fact that a barrier erected

by the public authorities upon a high-

way along the edge of a pond was in

a rotten condition and was broken
down, is not sufficient to charge the

public authorities with notice of its

condition where there is no proof as

to how the barrier was broken, or

how the plaintiff fell into the pond,
other evidence showing that he was
in the habit of frequenting the pond
and leaning against the barrier, and
was very venturesome. Eckert v.

Town of Shawangunk. j'j App. Div.

645, 78 N. Y. Supp. 904.
14. Lewisville v. Batson, 29 Ind.

App. 21, 63 N. E. 861 ; Matthews ?•.

New York, 78 App. Div. 422, 80 N.

Vol. VI
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notice to the municipality must be determined from the circum-
stances of tlie particular case.'^

(F.) Failure to Repair. — Negligence will be inferred from the
fact that the public authorities have failed to remove the obstruction
or remedy the defect for such a length of time as to afford a pre-

sumption of the knowledge of the existence thereof.^"

H. Matters of Defense. — a. Reasonable Care and Diligence.

(1.) Generally.— The public authorities may meet a prima facie case

by sliowing that they have exercised all reasonable means and efforts

to clear the highway from such obstructions as that complained of.^'^

(2.) Defect Frightening Horses. — In an action to recover damages
for an injury to a horse through a defect in a highway, it may be
shown in defense that the fright or uncontrollableness of the horse

was not produced by the defect in the highway itself or by the

presence of any object in it which the public authorities in the exer-

cise of reasonable care and prudence were bound to remove on
account of its nature and tendency to frighten horses. ^^

b. JVant of Funds. — In actions to recover damages for injuries

sustained through defective highways where the defense sets up the

Y. Supp. 360, where the accident was
occasioned by a coal hole in the

sidewalk, the defective condition of

which was on the inside, and there-

fore not visible.

15, Seven Years Enough Lane
V. Town of Hancock, 67 Hun 623,
22 N. Y. Supp. 470.

Evidence showing a condition ex-
isting for a long time before the acci-

dent and the result a natural one, is

sufficient to charge constructive no-
tice. Kitchen v. Union Twp., 171 Pa.
St. 145, 33 Atl. 76.

Evidence of dangerous condition
for five or six weeks prior to the ac-
cident is sufficient to charge the pub-
lic authorities with notice. Philadel-
phia v. Smith (Pa.), 16 Atl. 493.
Evidence which shows that the

surface of a sidewalk was rendered
irregular and had been in an unsafe
condition for a week prior to the ac-
cident, is sufficient to go to the jury,
upon the question of the city's having
constructive notice of such defect.
Hodges V. City of Waterloo, 109
Iowa 444, 80 N. W. 523.

Rotten, "Worn Out Considerable
Time— Where the rotten and worn-
out condition of the sidewalk, as tes-

tified to by witnesses, was such that,

in the nature of things, must have
continued for a considerable length
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of time, the public authorities were
charged with constructive notice of

such defects. Peterson v. Village of

Cokato, 84 Alinn. 205, 87 N. W. 615.

16. Foley V. City of Troy, 45
Hun (N. Y.) 396; Requa v. City of

Rochester, 45 N. Y. 129; Harrington
V. Buffalo, 121 N. Y. 147, 24 N. E.

186; Maus V. City of Springfield, lOi

Mo. 613, 14 S. W. 630, 20 Am. St.

Rep. 634.

17. Hayes v. Cambridge, 136
Mass. 402; Landlot v. Norwich, 37
Conn. 615; Bly v. Whitehall, 120 N.
Y. 506, 24 N. E. 943: Battersby v.

New York, 7 Daly (N. Y.) 16. See
also Milledge v. Kansas City, 100
Mo. App. 490, 74 S. W. 892.

Snow and Ice Witnesses for the
defendant can be examined as to the
presence of ice in the middle of the
street and upon such streets and as to

when such ice formed, in order to

prove that there was an ice storm
on the day in question as claimed
by the defendant and as showing
want of time to remove. Driscoll v.

City of Ansonia, 73 Conn. 743, 47
Atl. 718.

18. Kelley v. Town of Fond du
Lac, 31 Wis. 179; Foshay v. Glen
Haven, 25 Wis. 288; Morse v. Rich-
mond, 41 Vt. 435.
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want of funds wherewith to make the necessary repairs of the

streets or sidewalks, the burden of proof is upon the defendant to

show the lack of such funds.^"

At Time of Accident,— Rut in order to constitute a good defense

in such actions such evidence must show a want of funds at the time

of the accident.-"

Expenditure of Funds.— But the mere proof of the fact that the

public authorities have expended all the money is not sufficient to

excuse them from liability in all cases. ^^

2. Substance and Mode of Proof. — A. Direct Evidence.— a. In

General.— Where the facts relating to the safety or unsafety of the

locus in quo are such that they can be understood by men of ordinary

experience without the aid of the opinions of others, such opinions

are not admissible.--

19. Bullock V. Town of Durham,
64 Hun 380, 19 N. Y. Supp. 635;
Hover v. Barkhoof, 44 N. Y. 113;

Adsit V. Brady, 4 Hill 630; Clapper
V. Town of Waterford, 131 N. Y.

382, 30 N. E. 240; Lane v. Town of

Hancock, 67 Hun 623, 22 N. Y. Supp.

470; Bidwell V. Town of Murray, 40
Hun (N. Y.) 190.

But the defense of want of funds
with which to make repairs will not
be sustained where the evidence
shows that one of the commissioners
had procured materials to make the

necessary repairs just before the ac-

cident and that on the morning after

the accident the towns made the

needed repairs, showing that the

commissioners had the requisite

funds or means to repair. Getty v.

Towns of Hamlin and Kendall, 46
Hun (N. Y.) I.

20. Bryant v. Town of Randolph,

53 Hun 631, 6 N. Y. Supp. 438. In
this case evidence that tlie public au-
thorities had not had sufficient funds
with which to make repairs upon
highways for eighteen months prior

to the accident was held properly ex-
cluded, as it relates to a period prior

to that accident.

21. Proof that the authorities had
expended all the money at their dis-

posal in repairing the streets of a

city will not excuse it from liability,

where the streets are proved to be
insufficiently repaired. as every
municipality is bound at its peril to

keep its highways in sufficient re-

pair or to take precautionary means
to protect the public against danger.

Prideaux v. City of Mineral Point,

43 Wis. 513-

22. United States.— Town of

Watertown t'. Greaves, 50 C. C. A.

172, 112 Fed. 183. 56 L. R. A. 865.

Connecticut. — Clinton v. Howard,
42 Conn. 294; Dunham's App., 27

Conn. 192; Ryan v. Town of Bristol,

63 Conn. 26, 27 Atl. 309.

Illinois. — Centralia v. Baker, 36

111. App. 46; Village of Fairbury v.

Rogers, 98 111. 554-

lozva. — Spears v. Town of Mt.

Ayr, 66 Iowa 721, 24 N. W. 504;
Hollenbeck v. City of Marshalltown,
62 Iowa 21, 17 N. W. 155.

Kansas. — City of Topeka v. Sher-

wood, 39 Kan. 690, 18 Pac. 933.

Massachusetts. — Redford v. City

of Woburn, 176 Mass. 520, 57 N. E.

1008; Lamb v. City of Worcester,

177 Mass. 82, 58 N. E. 474.

Michigan. — Evans z'. People, 12

Mich. 27; Smead r. Lake Shore &
M. S. R. Co., 58 Mich. 200, 24 X.

W. 761 ; Smith v. Township of Sher-

wood, 62 Mich. 159, 28 N. W. 806;

Harris v. Township of Clinton, 64
Mich. 447, 31 N. W. 425; Lang-
worthy V. Township of Green, 88
Mich. 207, 50 N. W. 130; Girard r.

City of Kalamazoo, 92 Mich. 610, 52
N. W. 1021.

Minnesota. — Tabor 7-. St. Paul,

36 Minn. 188, 30 N. W. 765.

Missouri. — Eubank r. Citv of

Edina, 88 Mo. 650.

Montana. — Leonard ?'. City of

Butte, 25 Mont. 410, 65 Pac. 425;
Metz v. City of Butte, 27 Mont. 506,

71 Pac. 761.
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b. Matters of Professional Skill. — Where, however, the question

of the sufficiency or insufficiency of a highway is one requiring tech-

nical knowledge, the testimony of a witness properly qualified"^ may
be received.-*

c. Matters of Knowledge and Ohservaiion.— Opinions have been

held admissible in connection with the facts testified to on which

they are founded ; as, for example, where the witness testifies from

his personal knowledge derived from observation.^^ Thus the testi-

Ohio. — Stillwater Tpk. Co. v.

Coover, 26 Ohio St. 520.

Pennsylvania. — Siegler v. Mel-
linger, 203 Pa. St. 256, 52 Atl. 175.

Rhode Island. — Stone v. Lang-
worthy, 20 R. I. 602, 40 Atl. 832.

Texas. — Shelley v. City of Austin,

74 Tex. 608, 12 S. W. 753.

Vermont.— Lester v. Town of

Pittsfordj 7 Vt. 158; Crane v. North-
field, 2>i Vt. 124; Weeks v. Town of

Lyndon, 54 Vt. 638.

Wisconsin. — Strong v. Stevens
Point, 62 Wis. 255, 22 N. W. 425

;

Kelley v. Town of Fond du Lac, 31

Wis. 179; Wiltse v. Town of Tilden,

J7 Wis. 152, 46 N. W. 234.

In passing upon the admissibility

of the opinion of witnesses upon the

question of the safety of highways,

the court, in Griffin v. Town of

Willow, 43 Wis. 509, said :
" It was

for the jury to determine the weight

to be given to the testimony of the

several witnesses. . . . And it is

dangerous in practice, as it is wrong
in principle, to admit witnesses to

testify to the very conclusions of

fact which the jury is impaneled to

find."

Founded on Appearance and In-

spection Evidence of a witness

touching the condition of the bridge

and stating that from its appear-

ance and his inspection he should

think it needed repairs, is properly

excluded. The Balbridge & Court-
ney Bridge Co. v. Cartrett, 75 Tex.
628, 13 S. W. 8.

In an action to recover damages
for injuries sustained through a de-

fective bridge, the evidence of a

witness that he knew nothing about

a bridge of that kind, but it seemed
to be good except the sidings, which
were shabby, is inadmissible. The
Balbridge & Courtney Bridge Co. v.

Cartrett, 75 Tex. 628, 13 S. W. 8.
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23. McDonald v. State, 127 N. Y.

24. Taylor v. Town of Monroe,

43 Conn. 36, holding that testimony

of professional road-builders who
had examined the road, as to the ne-

cessity of protection at the place in

question, is admissible where the ne-

cessity of such protection is the real

test in the case. See also Brown v.

Town of Swanton, 69 Vt. 53, 37 Atl.

280, wherein it was held that testi-

mony of the person who built the

structure that he had found it

had narrowed in places so that it

would not perform the functions for

which it was originally intended was
admissible as showing that fact;

Lester v. Town of Pittsford, 7 Vt.

158; Clinton v. Howard, 42 Conn.

294.
The testimony of a civil engineer

and bridge-builder, as a witness for

the state in an action for damages
for injuries sustained through a de-

fect in the highway, that, in his judg-

ment, stones of the nature, size and
weight of those claimants were mov-
ing were an excessive load for the

bridge as originally constructed, was
held to be error, as the opinion of

the witness as to whether the original

should have been stronger is not

competent, and the question as to

whether such stones were negligently

moved was one for the board of
claims to determine. McDonald v.

State, 127 N. Y. 18, 27 N. E. 358;
Eastman v. State, 127 N. Y. 18, 27
N. E. 3S8.

25. Connecticut. — Clinton v.

Howard, 42 Conn. 294; Taylor v.

Town of Monroe, 43 Conn. 36;

Sydlemar v. Beckwith, 43 Conn, g;
Dunham's Appeal, 27 Conn. 197;
Ryan v. Town of Bristol, 63 Conn.
26, 27 Atl. 309.

Kansas. — Junction City v. Blades,

I Kan. App. 85, 41 Pac. 677.
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mony of persons whose business and observation p^ive them accurate

information on the question of the kind or durabihty of materials

used in bridges or walks may be of great value to the jury, and is

properly received in evidence.'"* And testimony as to the relative

condition of the walk at different times by witnesses who state that

it was of the same condition at one time as another is competent

as proving a fact and not a conclusion.-'

The Nature and Extent of the Defect may be proved by witnesses

who testify from tlieir own knowledge to the condition of the high-

way at the time and place of the accident.^*

As to Repairs. — Where a witness has stated facts within his

knowledge as to the condition of the road at the time of the acci-

dent and has given testimony in answer to questions calling for

comparison at the time of the accident and subsequent thereto,

he may be asked whether it has been rectified since the accident.-"

B. Indirect Evidence. — a. In General.— Necessarily resort is

frequently had to circumstantial evidence to prove what was the

condition of a highway at a particular time and place.^" As for

Maryland. — Baltimore & Limited
Tpk. Co. V. Cassell, 66 Md. 419, 7

Atl. 80s.
Michigan. — Laughlin v. Street R.

Co. of Grand Rapids, 62 Mich. 220,

28 N. W. 873; Brown v. City of

Owosso, 130 Mich. 107, 89 N. W.
568.

Pennsylvania. — Kitchen v. Union
Twp., 171 Pa. St. 145, 33 Atl. 76;
McNerney v. City of Reading, 150
Pa. St. 611, 25 Atl. 57.

Vermont. — Clifford v. Richard-
son, 18 Vt. 620.

Upon the question as to allowing
a witness to give his opinion con-
cerning the safety of a road or cross-

ing, the court, in Laughlin v. Street

Railroad Co. of Grand Rapids, 62
Mich. 220, 28 N. W. 873, said :

" No
amount of description can enable a
jury to see the place as the witness
saw it, and while witnesses must de-

scribe the place as well as they can,

it is always competent for those who
are familiar with the highways and
their use to give their impressions
received at the time concerning safety

or convenience of passage, and other
conditions of an analogous nature, as
they are not strictly scientific ques-
tions, but come within familiar prin-

ciples."

26. ArcConnell v. Osage, 80 Towa
203, 45 N. W. 550, 8 L. R. A. 778.

To the same effect, Ferguson v. Davis

Co., 57 Iowa 601, 10 N. W. 906; Mul-
downey v. Railroad Co., 36 Iowa 462.

27. Yeager r. Town of Spirit

Lake, 115 Iowa 593, 88 N. W. 1095.

28. Young r. Webb City, 150 Mo.
333, 51 S. W. 709; Merkle v. Town
of Bennington, 68 Mich. 133, 35 N.
W. 846; Fuller v. City of Jackson,

92 Mich. 197, 52 N. W. 1075. See
also Brown v. Town of Swanton, 69
Vt. 53, 37 Atl. 280. Compare Tyson
V. Baltimore Co., 28 Md. 510.

29. Baker v. City of Madison, 62
Wis. 137, 22 N. W. 141.

30. McLeod v. Spokane, 26 Wash.
346, 67 Pac. 74, where the defect

complained of was an open cellar-

way in a sidewalk, evidence that the

cellar was not used as a place of busi-

ness was held pertinent in showing
the use and purpose of the way.

Changed Condition Evidence
showing a changed condition of the

highway since the accident is ad-
missible where such changed condi-
tion only incidentally appears in the
evidence by which the plaintiff

.sought to establish the condition of
the locxis in quo at the time of the

occurrence of the accident, and it is

shown that such evidence was re-

ceived in that view and for that pur-
pose alone, and where the witness
has testified that the condition was
just the same, except in one particu-
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example, the construction of the way in question and the nature of
the materials used ;''^ the character of the way and its frequent use
for travel at the place in question/^*- and the like.

Manner of lighting. — The manner in which the public authorities
light the streets has also been held admissible in evidence in such
actions.^^

b. Measurements. — And evidence of measurements of the place

of the injury made at the time and subsequent thereto has been
held admissible in some cases,^'* but not where subsequent changes
have so aiTected the highway as to leave no reasonable basis there-
for.^'s

c. General Bad Condition of Highway. — (1.) As Showing Existence

of Defect. — Evidence of the general bad condition of the highway
in question is not admissible for the purpose of showing that the

defect in question actually existed.^^

lar, the surface of the approach be-
ing the same as it then was. Stone
V. Town of Poland, 8i Hun 132, 30
N. Y. Supp. 748.

Nature and Character of Defect.

So evidence showing the nature, po-
sition and character of the defect

complained of has been admitted
upon the ground that it may tend to

prove that the object or defect was
or was not naturally calculated to

frighten horses. Darling v. West-
moreland, 52 N. H. 401, 13 Am. Rep.

55; House v. Metcalf, 27 Conn. 632.

31. McConnell v. City of Osage,
80 Iowa 293, 45 N. W. 550, 8 L. R.
A. 778. See also Kenworthy v.

Town of Ironton, 41 Wis. 647.

32. Porter Co. v. Dombke, 94
Ind. 72. See also Clark v. Town of
Corinth, 41 Vt. 449.

33. McLeod v. City of Spokane,
26 Wash. 346, 67 Pac. 74.

34. Cheney v. Ryegate, 55 Vt.

499; Nesbet v. Town of Garner, 75
Iowa 314, 39 N. W. 516, I L. R. A.
152. See also Baker v. Madison, 62
Wis. 137, 22 N. W. 141. Compare
Brooks V. Acton, 117 Mass. 204.

The evidence of a witness that he
had, subsequent to the injury, meas-
ured the sidewalk in order to get

the exact location of the defect, is

admissible where he shows that he
was able to locate the place. Dun-
can V. City of Grand Rapids (Wis.),

99 N. W. 317.

Where evidence as to the height
of stakes above the sidewalk is con-
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tradicted by defendants proving the

height at which they appeared after

the accident by measurement to be
much less, evidence showing that

such stakes had been driven down be-

fore the taking of such measurement
by the defendant is admissible. City

of Taylorville v. Stafford, 196 III. 288,

63 N. E. 624.

35. Prahl v. Town of Waupaca,
109 Wis. 299, 85 N. W. 350. See
also Langworthy v. Township of
Green, 88 Mich. 207, 50 N. W. 130.

36. Trerice v. Barteau, 54 Wis.

99, II N. W. 244. See also Lyon
V. Grand Rapids (Wis.), 99 N. W.
311.

In Dundas v. City of Lansing, 75
Mich. 499, 42 N. W. ion, 5 L. R.
A. 143, the court refused to allow
testimony showing the general bad
and defective condition of the side-

walks a block or more each way from
the locus in quo, saying :

" It is going
far enough to hold that it may be
shown that accidents have happened
to other people who were exercising
ordinary care, on account of the par-
ticular defect complained of; but
such testimony is admissible mainly
as tending to show the dangerous
character of the defect — in other
words, that on account thereof the
street or sidewalk or cross-walk was
not reasonably safe and fit for travel.

Very remotely, and in connection
with other testimony showing the
length of time the defect had existed,
it might have a bearing upon the

question of notice to the municipality.
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(2.) As Showing Notice. — Evidence of the jii^encral bad condition of

the way in question is very g'enerally received as showing notice

thereof on the part of the pubhc authorities.''^

(3.) As Showing Negligence. — Such evidence has also been held

admissible as proving negligence on the part of the public authori-

ties.^^

d. Conditio)! of Highzvay at Other Places. — (l.) As Showing

Defect in Question. — There is a conflict in the authorities upon the

question as to how far evidence of defects in other places in the

vicinity is admissible as showing the condition of the locus in quo.

Some of the courts have held such evidence admissible upon the

ground that it is not collateral to the issue, but is pertinent evidence

bearing upon it, as it is a fact illustrating, as by way of experiment,

the condition of the locus in quo.^^ The weight of authority, how-

Smith V. Township of Sherwood, 62
Mich. 159, 28 N. \V. 806; Tomlinson
V. Derby, 43 Conn. 562."

37. loiva. — McConnell v. City of
Osage, 80 Iowa 293, 45 N. W. 550, 8

L. R. A. 778; Armstrong v. City of
Ackley, 71 Iowa 76, 32 N. W. 80.

Michigan. — Haynes v. City of
Hillsdale, 113 'SUch. 44, 71 N. W.
466; Girard v. City of Kalamazoo,
92 Mich. 610, 52 N. W. 1021 ; Grat-
tan V. Village of Williamson. 116

Mich. 462, 74 N. W. 668; Rodda v.

City of Detroit, 117 Mich. 412, 75 N.
W. 939; Butts V. City of Eaton Rap-
ids, 116 Mich. 539, 74 N. W. 872;
Strudgeon v. Village of Sand Beach,
107 Mich. 496, 65 N. W. 616; Styles

V. Village of Decatur, 131 Mich. 443,
91 N. W. 622.

Minnesota. — Gude v. City of Man-
kato, 30 Minn. 256, 15 N. W. 175;
Lyons v. City of Red Wing, 76 Minn.
20, 78 N. W. 868.

Missouri. — Kuntsch v. City of

New Haven, 83 Mo. App. 174.

Texas. — City of Belton v. Turner
(Te.x. Civ. App.). 27 S. W. 831.

IVisconsin. — Barrett v. Village

of Hammond, 87 Wis. 654, 58 N. W.
1053; Duncan v. City of Grand Rap-
ids, 99 N. W. 317: McHugh V.

Minocqua, 102 Wis. 291, 78 N. W.
478.

Condition at Certain Distances.

Evidence of the condition of the walk
at certain distances on either side nf

the point of the accident has hearing
upon the question of knowledge of

the condition of the walk at the point

of the accident, although it is compe-

tent for no other purpose. Shannon
V. Tama City, 74 Iowa, 22, 36 N. W.
776; Kircher v. Larchwood, 120 Iowa

578, 95 N. W. 184.

Long Standing— Where a particu-

lar piece of sidewalk is generally de-

fective or in disrepair, evidence that

it had remained so for a considerable

length of time previous to an accident

caused by a defect at a particular

place therein may be received as bear-

ing upon the question of the negli-

gence of the corporation in failing to

ascertain and repair the defect there-

in which caused the accident. Kel-

logg V. Village of Janesville, 34 Minn.

132, 24 N. W. 359.

38. Harris r. Township of Clinton.

64 IMich. 447, 31 N. W. 425. 8 .\m.

St. Rep. 442; McLeod v. Spokane. 26

W^ash. 346, 67 Pac. 74; City of Tay-
lorville V. Staflford, 196 111. 288, 63
N. E. 624; Trerice v. Barteau, 54 Wis.

99, II N. W. 244.

loose Planks Entire Length.
Evidence sho^ving that the planks in

different portions of the sidewalk

were loose for its entire length and
were in generally bad condition, and
had been for some months, was held

admissible as showing that the side-

walk in question should have been
inspected and repaired, and as show-
ing that its defects could have been
remedied by the authorities if they

had taken proper means to do so.

Kuntsch 7'. City of Ne^v Haven, 83
Mo. App. 174.

39. Kellogg V. Village of Janes-
ville, 34 Minn. 132, 24 N. W. 359;

Vol. VI
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ever, is to the effect that such evidence is not admissible for this

purpose/'*

Caused by Third Persons "Under Custom. — Evidence showing the
prior existence of other obstructions placed upon a street or sidewalk

by third persons under a custom has been held inadmissible where
there is no evidence showing that the public authorities have notice

of their unsafe character, especially where they are not of the same
nature as the obstruction in question and have been allowed for trade

purposes only.^^

(2.) As Showing Notice.— Evidence of other defects, however, is

very generally admitted as showing notice or knowledge on the

part of the public authorities of the unsafe condition of the highway,
or as showing circumstances from which the public authorities

must be held to have constructive notice.*^

Walker zk Town of Westfield, 39
Vt. 246.

A piece of wood offered in evidence
upon the ground that it was a part of
the stringer of the walk on which the
accident happened may properly be
admitted as showing the character
and condition of the walk, although it

is not claimed that it came from the
exact spot where the accident oc-
curred, but was a part of the stringer
in the immediate proximity. Styles
r. Village of Decatur, 131 Mich. 443,
91 N. W. 622. In this case it was
claimed that the stringers were rotten
and would not hold nails well.

Evidence is admissible to show that
a plank adjoining the one which
caused the injury looked old and rot-

ten, although there was no evidence
tendingto show that its bad condition
contributed to the accident, especially
where the court has directed the jury
to consider it with other evidence
showing when the planks were put on
the bridge, as evidence tending to
show that the plank in question was
defective. Knox v. Town of Whee-
lock. 56 Vt. 191.

40. loxva. — Ruggles t\ Town of
Nevada, 62, Iowa 185, 18 N. W. 866;
McConnell v. Towni of Osage, 80
Iowa 293, 45 N. W. 550, 8 L. R.
A. 78.

Michigan. — Dundas v. Lansing, 75
Mich. 499, 42 N. W. loii, 5 L. R.
A. 143-

J^'ermonf. — Coates v. Town of Ca-
naan, 51 Vt. 131.

Wisconsin. — Radichel v. Village of
Kendall, 99 N. W. 348; Hoffman 7'.

Village of North Milwaukee, 118
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Wis. 278, 95 N. W. 274; Olson v.

Luck, 103 Wis. 33, 79 N. W. 29.

Evidence offered in order to show
that other sidewalks were defective

and were all unsafe is properly

stricken out, and if received by the

court is ground for reversing the

verdict on error, unless the jurors are

told that such evidence is improper
and they are warned not to be influ-

enced by it. Jones v. Village of
Portland. 88 Mich. 598, 50 N. W. 731,

16 L. R. A. 437.

41. Town of Lewisville zk Bat-
son, 29 Ind. App. 21, 63 N. E. 861.

In Radichel v. Village of Kendall
(Wis.), 99 N. W. 348, the court re-

jected evidence showing that the pub-
lic authorities had allowed other

places in their sidewalks to be ob-

structed in a similar manner under
a customary use thereof by business

houses.

42. Colorado. — Colorado City v.

Smith, 17 Colo. App. 172, 67 Pac. 909.

Illinois. — City of Shelbyville v.

Brant, 61 111. App. 153; City of Mc-
Leansbow z'. Lay, 29 111. App. 478;
Town of Wheaton v. Hadlev, 30 111.

App. 564; Brownlee v. Village of

Alexis, 39 111. App. 135 ; City of El-

gin V. Nofs, 200 111. 252, 65 N. E.

679 ; reversing 96 111. App. 291 ; Citv

of Taylorville v. Stafford, 196 111. 288,

63 N. E. 624.

lozva. — Bailey z'. City of Center-
villc, 108 Iowa 20, 78 N. W. 831

;

Munger z\ City of Waterloo, 83 Iowa
559, 49 N. W. 1028; McConnell v.

City of Osage, 80 Inwa 293, 45 N.
W. 550, 8 L. R. A. 778.
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Expectation of TTniform Decay. — It has also been admitted upon the

p^round that uniform decay may be looked for and expected in

sidewalks similarly constructed throughout and built about the same
time.'*^

Discovery. — It has also been held proper as bearing upon the

question of discovery on the part of the public authorities.**

Extent of Rule. — The rule which admits evidence of other defects

in a highway for the purpose of proving constructive notice to the

munici])al authorities ceases when the question of notice is not

material by reason of the length of time the defect has existed.*'

Structural Defect.— Evidence of defects in the highways in other

places, however, is not admissible as showing negligence, where the

defect in question is one in the original construction of the highway.**'

e. Prior Condition of Hi^Ird'ay. — (1.) As Showing Existence of

Defect,— Evidence of the condition of the highway prior to the time

in question has been held admissible for the purpose of proving the

condition of the highway at the time of the accident.*^

(2.) As Showing Notice.— Evidence of the condition of the high-

way prior to the time of the accident is admissible to prove notice

to the public authorities of the condition of the way, or to show
circumstances from which they should be charged with constructive

Michigan. — Canfield z: City of

Jackson, ii2 Mich. I20, 70 N. W. 444;
Boyle i\ City of Saginaw, 124 Mich.

348, 82 N. W. 1057; Moore v. City

of Kalamazoo, 109 Mich. 176, 66 N.
W. 1089.

Texas. — City of Belton v. Turner
(Tex. Civ. App.), 27 S. W. 831.

Washington. — Shearer i: Town of
Buckley, 31 Wash. 370. 72 Pac. 76;
Laurie z'. Ballard, 25 Wash. 127. 64
Pac. 906; Randall v. City of Ho-
quiam, 30 Wash. 435, 70 Pac. iiii.

IVisconsiu. — Shaw z\ Villacre of

Sun Prairie, 74 Wis. 105, 42 N. W.
271 ; Weisenberg ?'. Apploton, 26
Wis. 56; Ripon ?'. Bittel. 30 Wis. 614;
Sullivan 7'. Oshkosh, 55 Wis. 508, 13
N. W. 468; Barrett v. Hammond. 87
Wi.s. 654, 58 N. W. 1053: Trerice 7'.

Bartcau, 54 Wis. 99. 11 N. W. 244.

Upon the question of the compe-
tency of evidence of other defects as

pertinent to the question of notice

to the town authorities of the partic-

ular defect which caused the injury,

the court, in Spearbracker 7'. Larra-
bee, 64 Wis. 573, 25 N. W. 555, said

:

" We think the testimony was proper
with that view, because if the author-
ities had done their duty in repairing
other places or defects of which they
might be presumed from the num-

ber and character to have had notice,

they would have probably discovered

the defect in question."

43. Knox v. Town of Wheelock,
56 Vt. 191 ; Styles v. Village of De-
catur, 131 iNIich. 443, 91 N. W. 622.

Uniformity of Decay The evi-

dence of the condition of the walk
need not be limited to the particular

defect, and it is competent to prove

the condition of the walk in other

places where it is of uniform ma-
terial and put down at the same
time, as it is not unrea.sonable to sup-

pose that it will wear out and go to

decay with some degree of uniform-
itv. Brown 7-. Citv of Owcsso, 130
Mich. 107, 89 N. W. 568.

44. Osborne v. City of Detroit, 32
Fed. 36; Brown z'. City of Owosso,
130 Mich. 107, 89 N. W. 568, in

which case the exact board which
caused the accident was unknown,
and the walk was old and several

boards were loose.

45. Trerice V. Barteau, 54 Wis. 99,

II N. W. 244.

46. Olson v. Town of Luck, 103
Wis. ^3, 79 N. W. 29.

47. Norton z: Kramer, t8o Mo.
536, 79 S. W. 699 ; Reed 7/. Spokane.
21 Wash. 218, 57 Pac. 803. See also
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notice thereof,'*^ other evidence showing- that there was no sub-

stantial alteration ;*" provided, of course, the time of such prior con-

dition is not too remote.^"

f. Subsequent Condition of Highway. — (1.) Generally. — Evi-

dence of the subsequent condition of the highway has been held

admissible in so far as it tends to prove the actual condition of the

highway at the time in question, there being evidence of no substan-

tial change in the conditions during the intervening period.^^

Rodda V. City of Detroit, 117 ]\Hch.

412, 75 N. W. 939, so holding even
though it is shown that repairs were
made a short time before the acci-

dent, the testimony showing that the

general condition of the highway was
not improved thereby. Compare
Coates V. Town of Canaan, 51 Vt.

131 ; Will V. Village of Mendon, 108

Mich. 251, 66 N. W. 58.

Admitted by Way of Comparison
and as aiding the jury to determine
the exact condition at the time in

question. Cook v. Town of Barton,
66 Vt. 6s, 28 Atl. 631.

48. Illinms.— City of Belvidere
V. Crichton. 81 111. App. 595 ; City of
Chicago V. Dalle, 115 111. 386, 5 N. E.

578; City O'f Chicago i^. Gillett, 91 111.

App. 287.

Indiana. — Town of Lewisville r.

Batson, 29 Ind. Ap.p. 2i, 63 N. E.

861.

Iowa.— Parker v. City of Ottum-
wa, 113 Iowa 649, 85 N. W. 805;
Finnegan i\ Sioux City, 112 Iowa
232, 83 N. W. 907.

Maine. — Holt v. Inhabitants of

Penobscot, 56 Me. 15.

Michigan. — Canfield V'. City of

Jackson, 112 Mich. 120, 70 N. W.
444; Butts V. City of Eaton Rapids,
116 Mich. 539, 74 N. W. 872; Will
V. Village of Mendon, 108 Mich.

251, 66 N. W. 58.

Missouri. — Young t'. City of
Webb City, 150 Mo. 333, 51 S. W.
709.

Nezv Hampshire. — Willey v.

Portsmouth, 35 N. H. 303.

Nezv York. — Walsh v. City of
Buffalo, 17 App. Div. 112, 44 N. Y.
Supp. 942.

Utah. — 'Qmt v. Utah Light &
Power Co., 26 Utah 157, 72 Pac. 497.

Washington. — Shearer 7'. Town of
Buckley. 31 Wash. 370, 72 P'nc. 76.

Wisconsin. — Mauch z'. Citv of

Hartford, 112 Wis. 40, 87 N. W. 816.
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49. Hunt V. Dubuque, 96 Iowa
314, 65 N. W. 319.

50. In Sellick v. City of Janes-
ville, 104 Wis. 570, 80 N. W.
944. 47 L. R. A. 691, such evi-

dence was admitted as to the

condition of the sidewalk at times

extending two years pior to the

injury, but most of it was connected
with the time of the accident by some
showing of continuance of conditions,

and the court seems to have been in-

duced to admit some of the evidence
as relevant on the issue of notice to

the city, the court saying :
" While

it might be unnecessary to decide

whether the admission of any such
evidence constituted reversible error,

we deem it proper, in view of a new
trial, to point out that where notice

of the condition of the sidewalk is

admitted, so that no proof thereof is

necessary, no evidence should be
received which is too remote to bear
on the question whether the walk was
defective at the very time of the

accident."

51. Alabama. — Birmingham U.
R. Co. V. Alexander, 93 Ala. 133, 9
So. 525.

Arkansas. — Little Rock F. S. R.

Co. V. Eubanks, 48 Ark. 460, 3 S. W.
808.

Illinois. — City of Chicago z/. Dalle,

115 111. 386. 5 N. E. 578.

Iozi.'a. — Jessup 7'. Osceola Co., 92
Iowa 178, 60 N. W. 485; Bailey v.

City of CenterA'ille, 108 Iowa 20, 78
N. W. 831 ; Munger v. City of

Waterloo, 83 Iowa 559, 49 N. W.
1028; Harrison v. lown of Ayrshire,

99 N. W. 132.

Kansas. — City of Abilene z'. Hen-
dricks, 36 Kan. 196, 13 Pac. 121.

Michigan. — Brown Z'. City of

Owosso. 130 Mich. 107, 80 N. W. 568.

Minnesota. — Hall v. City of Aus-
tin, 73 Minn. 134, 75 N. W. 1121;
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(2.) As Matter of Defense. — The courts have, however, refused to

allow the defendant to introduce evidence of the condition of the

street or public highway at a time subsequent to the injury as tend-
ing to show its condition at the time of the injury, upon the ground
that such testimony would open the door for the perpetration of
fraud, as the place may be secretly repaired in the night-time."^-

g. Repairs.— (l.) As Showing Existence of Defect. — Evidence of

subsequent repairs to a highway is not competent to prove the

existence of a defect at the time of the injury-^-"*

(2.) As Showing Notice.— Evidence of subsequent repairs has been
admitted, however, to show notice that the highway was out of

repair at the time of the injury, or circumstances from which notice

Johnson ?•. City of St. Paul, 52 Minn.

364, 54 N. W. 735-

Missouri. — Stohcr v. St. Louis I.

M. & S. R. Co., 91 ^lo. 509, 4 S. W.
389; Norton v. Kramer. 180 Mo. 536,

79 S. W. 699.

New York. — Clapper i: Town of

Waterford, 62 Hun 170, 16 N. Y.

Supp. 640.

IViscousiii. — Salladay z: Town of

Dodgeville, 85 Wis. 318, 5=; N. W.
696, 20 L. R. A. 541 ; Schuenke 7'.

Town of Pine River, 84 Wis. 669, 54
N. W. 1007.

I n Rebuttal, Not Collateral.

When the defense introduce the testi-

mony of the selectmen, of the town
showing that they passed over the

highway in question about twelve

days after the injury was received

and that there were no such defects

therein as the plaintiff claimed, it is

competent for the plaintiff, in order
to rebut such testimony given by the

selectmen, to introduce testimony as

to its condition by one who passed
over the road two da3's after tlie in-

jury, even though such evidence in

rebuttal might be regarded as not
competent in the opening upon the
main issue, and such evidence would
not tend to open a collateral issue,

but would be direct to the material
issue in the case, and even if offered
in the opening should be admitted.
Walker v. Town of Westfield, 39
Vt. 246.

Not Ground for Reversal Evi-
dence which shows that tlic sidewalk
was afterward taken up and a new
one laid in its place, and as to how
it came that witnesses knew the con-
dition of the stringers on which
the boards were laid, is not ground

for reversal where it is incidentally

admitted, and the court makes a

statement Hmiting its scope. Frohs
v. City of Dubuque, 109 Iowa 219.

80 N. W. 341.

52. In City of Chicago v. Early,

104 111. App. 398, in holding such evi-

dence inadmissible on tehalf of the

defendant, the court said :
" There is

no rule of evidence that conditions
shown to exist at a certain time are

presumed to have been the same at a

previous time."

53. Jennings V. Albion, 90 Wis.
22, 62 N. W. 926. See also Cramer
Z'. Burlington, 45 Iowa 627.

Cross - Examination Where a
witness has testified that the alleged
defect is only a slight depression, he
cannot be cross-examined as to how
much work was done in repairing it

after the accident, in order to prove
that it was a defect. Jennings v.

Town of Albion, 90 Wis. 22, 62 N.
W. 926.

Town Vote or Ratification Evi-

dence to prove an admission l)y the

town of the defect by showing that

two weeks after the accident the road
commissioner repaired the defect,

without showing that the town had
either voted to make the repairs or
ratified the commissioner's act, is in-

admissible. Spooner z>. Inhabitants
of Freetown. n9 Mass. 235, 29 N. E.

662,

Repairs by Commissioner of High-
ways— It is error to permit the

plaintiff to prove that after the acci-

dent guards to the approaches of a

bridge and a new abutment and re-

taining wall were erected by the cnm-
mis^ionor of highways, and that he
deemed them necessary. Getty v.
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could be inferred;^* although there are cases holding to the
contrary.^'

(3.) As Showing Negligrence. — Evidence of subsequent repairs has
very generally been held inadmissible for the purpose of showing
negligence on the part of the public authorities.^"

(4.) As Showing Funds.— Evidence of subsequent repairs has been
held admissible as showing sufficient funds with which to make
repairs. ^^

h. Other Similar Injuries. — (1.) Generally. — Whether or not

evidence that other persons have suffered injury within a reasonable

time before or after the accident at the place where the injury com-
plained of is charged to have occurred is admissible, is a question

upon which the courts do not at all agree.^^

(2.) Inadmissible as Involving Collateral Issues.— Many of the courts

hold that such evidence introduces a collateral issue,^^ and hence

Town of Hamlini, 127 N. Y. 636, 27
N. E. 399-

54. Shelbyville v. Brant, 61 111.

App. 153; Goshen v. England, 119
Ind. 368, 21 N. E. 977, 5 L. R. A.

253; Frohs V. Dubuque, 109 Iowa 219,

80 N. W. 341 ; Osborne v. City of

Detroit, 32 Fed. 36.

55. Dallas v. Meyers (Tex. Civ.

App.), 55 S. W. 742.

The action of a village board in

building a wider sidewalk than the

one then in existence is not receiva-

ble in evidence as proving notice to

the authorities of defects existing in

the old sidewalk. Barrett v. Village

•of Hammond, 87 Wis. 654, 58 N. W.
1053-

56. Village of Mount Morris v.

Kanode, 98 111. App. 373 ; Cramer v.

City of Burlington, 45 Iowa 627

;

Sylvester z\ Town of Casey, no
Iowa 256, 81 N. W. 455; Hudson v.

Chicago & N. W. R. Co., 59 Iowa
581, 13 N. W. 735, 44 Am. Rep. 692;
Corcoran v. Village of Peekskill, 108

N. Y. 151, 15 N. E. 309.

57. Stone v. Town of Poland, 58
Hun 21, II N. Y. Supp. 498. In this

case the court drew a distinction be-

tween it and the case of Corcoran z'.

Village of Peekskill, 108 N. Y. 151,

15 N. E. 309, saying :
" We do not

understand that case to lay down any
rule which prevents a witness from
describing the condition of the place
where an accident has happened, even
though it does incidentally and argu-
mentatively involve the fact that the
party charged with maintaining it

Vol. VI

has, by making repairs thereon, by so

much confessed to his dereliction,

provided the evidence is material for

some purpose which is legitimate. If

we understand the rulings of the

learned trial justice aright, he
recognized the rule laid down
in the case cited above, and
admitted the evidence of the

condition of the highway from
the witnesses inspecting it after the

accident, to show the presence of
funds in the hands of the highway
commissioner at the time of the acci-

dent."

58. Goble V. Kansas City, 148 Mo.
470, 50 S. W. 84.

59. Indian-a. — Ramsey n Rush-
ville & M. G. R. Co., 81 Ind. 394-

Iowa. — Hudson v. Chicago & N.
W. R. Co., 59 Iowa 581, 13 N. W.
735, 44 Am. Rep. 692.

Maine. — Branch v. Libbey, 78 Me.
321, 5 Atl. 71, 57 Am. Rep. 810; Par-
ker V. Portland Pub Co., 69 Me. 173.

Massachusetts. — Collins v. Inhab-
itants of Dorchester, 6 Cush. 396;
Kidder v. Inhabitants of Dunstable,
II Gray 342; Standish v. Washburn,
21 Pick. 237 ; Hinckley v. Inhabitants
of Barnstable, 109 Mass. 126; Blair

V. Inhabitants of Pelham, 118 Mass
420.

Missouri. — Goble z'. City of Kan-
sas City, 148 Mo. 470, 50 S. W. 84.

Nezv Hampshire. — Hubbard v.

City of Concord, 35 N. H. 52, 69 Am.
Dec. 520.

Nezv York. — Sherman v. Kort-
right, 52 Barb. 267.
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should not be received f although this contention is denied by some
of the courts."^

(3.) Admissible as Showing Condition of Highway, etc. — On the other

hand many of the courts hold that such evidence is admissible as

showing the condition of the highway, as describing it, pointing out

a common cause of accident, and also as bearing upon the question

of reasonable safety.^-

Wisconsin. — Phillips i>. Town of

Willow, 71 Wis. 6, 34 N. W. 731. 5

Am. St. Kcp. 114; Barrett v. Village

of Hammond, 87 Wis. 654, 58 N. VV.

1053; Richards v. Oshkosh, 81 Wis.

226, 51 N. W. 256; Bloor V. Delafield,

69 Wis. 273, 34 N. W. 115.

60. Maine. — Bremner v. Inhabi-

tants of New Castle, 83 Me. 415, 22

Atl. 382, 23 Am. St. Rep. 782; Branch
V. Libbey, 78 Me. 321, 5 Atl. 71, 57
Am. Rep. 810; Hubbard v. A. & K.
R. Co., 39 Me. 506.

Massachusetts. — Collins v. Inhab-
itants of Dorchester, 6 Cush. 396;
Standish f. Washburn, 21 Pick. 237

;

Kidd/er zk Dunstable, 11 Gray 342;
Schoonmaker v. Wilbraham, no
Mass. 134; Aldrich z: Inhabitants of

Pclham, I Gray 510.

Nezi' York. — Sherman v. Kort-
right, 52 Barb. 267.

The case of Frohs v. City of Du-
buque, 109 Iowa 219, 80 N. W. 341,
is distinguishable from the case of

Cramer v. City of Burlington, 45
Iowa 627, wherein the court held that

the fact of a subsequent change inade
in a sidewalk could not be received

and considered as evidence of an ad-
mission of a previous defect.

61. In Osborne v. City of Detroit,

22 Fed. 36, the court commented
upon the holding iu' the Massachu-
setts case, which was that such
evidence is not admissible, upon the

ground that it raises a collateral issue

which the defendant is not called

upon to try, and he may therefore

claim a surprise, and stated that the

weight of authority was decidedly tbe

other way ; and that so far as the

federal courts were concerned, " the

question had been put at rest by the

case of the District of Columbia f.

Amies, 107 U. S. 519, in which case

a policeman, who saw deceased fall

and went to his assistance, after

testifying to the accident was al-

lowed to state that he had seen per-

32

sons stumble there before, and re-

membered sending home in a hack
a man who had fallen there, and that

he had seen as many as five persons

fall there."

See also Smith v. Seattle, 33 Wash.
481, 74 Pac. 674, where it was held

that evidence that others had been in-

jured by the alleged defect is not ob-

jectionable on the ground of surprise,

for the reason that the defendant is

presumed to know the real charac-

ter of the streets, and should be in

a position to prove the same.

62. United States. — Osborne v.

City of Detroit, 32 Fed. 36.

Alabama. — Birmingham U. R. Co.

V. Alexander, 93 Ala. 133, 9 So. 525.

Georgia. — City of Augusta v. Ha-
fers, 61 Ga. 48, .34 Am. Rep. 95.

Illijiois. — Strchmann v. City of

Chicago, 93 111. App. 206; City of

Tayiorville v. Stafford, 196 111. 288,

63 N. E. 624.

Iowa. — Frohs v. City of Dubuque,
109 Iowa 219, 80 N. W. 341.

Ka)isas. — City of Topeka v. Sher-
wood, 39 Kan. 690, 18 Pac. 933 ; Mad-
ison Township r. Scott, 9 Kan. App.
871, 61 Pac. 967.

Minnesota. — Phelps v. Winona &
St. P. R. Co.. 37 ^linn. 485, 35 N. W.
273, 5 Am. St. Rep. 867.

Nezi' Hampshire. — Cook v. New
Durham, 64 N. H. 419, 13 Atl. 650.

Nezv York. — Masters i'. City of

Troy, 20 N. Y. St. 273, 3 N. Y.
Supp. 450; Pomfrey z'. Saratoga
Springs, 104 N. Y. 469, 11 N. E. 43;
Eggleston V. Columbia Tpk. Road,
18 Hun 146.

Vermont. — Cheney v. Town of

Ryegate, 55 Vt. 499; Kent v. Lin-

coln, 32 Vt. 591.

Washington. — Smith v. City of

Seattle, 2,2> ^V'ash. 481, 74 Pac. 674.

In Quinlan v. City of Utica, 11

Hun (N. Y.) 217, the court distin-

guished the case from that of Sher-

man V. Kortright, 52 Barb. (N. Y.)

Vol. VI
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The frequency of accidents at a particular place would seem to be

at least some evidence of its dangerous character.
"•''

Same Defect Concerned.— It has sometimes been admitted, so far

only as it related to the identical defect in question and as showing
that such defect caused both accidents."*

Entire Line Defective.— So it has been admitted along with other

evidence, to show that the entire line of the sidewalk was defective."^

Objects Frightening: Horses. — And evidence showing that other

horses have been frightened by the same defects or obstructions

upon the highway is admissible as showing that such objects or

defects are calculated to frighten horses."® But evidence of subse-

quent injuries is not admissible for this purpose."^

267, upon the ground that in the lat-

ter case there was no offer to show
that the road was in the same con-
dition when the others were injured

as it was when the plaintiff was in-

jured, but on the contrary it ap-

peared that the breaks in the road of

which the plaintiff complained were
made the day before the accident and
after the previous injuries had hap-

pened, and the court stated that on
that ground alone the case was prop-

erly decided and that what was said

to the effect that the admission of

such testimony would present new
issues was not necessary to the dis-

position of a case.

In Corson v. City of New York, 78
App. Div. 481, 79 N. Y. Supp. 604,

the court said :
" While in the first in-

stance a defect might be disregarded

by the municipality as insignificant,

so long as its existence had never
harmed any one, the occurrence of

numerous accidents in consequence
thereof would suffice to characterize

it as dangerous, and in course of

time impose upon the city authorities

the obligation to repair it. or the lia-

bility to be mulcted in damages for

any further injuries which it might
occasion."

63. United States. — District of
Columbia v. Armes, 197 U. S. 519.

Alabama. — Mayor of Birmingham
V. Starr, 112 Ala. 98, 20 So. 424;
Birmingham U. R. Co. v. Alexander,
93 Ala. 133, 9 So. 525.

Maine. — Crocker v. McGregor, 76
Me. 282, 49 Am. Rep. 611.

Nezv Hampshire. — Griffin v. Town
of Auburn, 58 N. H. 121.
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New York. — Corson v. City of

New York, 78 App. Div. 481, 79 N.
Y. Supp. 604.

64. Fordham z'. Gouverneur Vil-

lage, 160 N. Y. 541, 55 N. E. 290;
Quinlan z'. City of Utica, 11 Hun
217, affirming 74 N. Y. 603; Pom-
frey v. Village of Saratoga Springs,

104 N. Y. 459, II N. E. 43; Shelley

V. City of Austin, 74 Tex. 608, 12 S!^

W. 753.

65. Yeager v. Town of Spirit

Lake, 115 Iowa 593, 88 N. W. 1095.

66. Other Horses Frightened.

Crocker v. McGregor, 76 Me. 282, 49
Am. Rep. 611 ; Darling v. Westmore-
land, 52 N. H. 401, 13 Am. Rep. 55;
Wilson V. Town of Spafford, 57 Hun
589, 10 N. Y. Supp. 649.

Evidence which shows that other

horses had been frightened by the

obstruction left in the highway, and
such horses were gentle, is admissi-

ble as proving the character of the

object of complaint, and not as col-

lateral matter. Golden v. Chicago,

R. I. & P. R. Co., 84 Mo. App. 59.

67. United 5"/o/£'.y. — District of

Columbia v. Armes, 107 U. S. 519;
Osborne v. City of Detroit, 2,2 Fed.

36.

Georgia. — City of Rome v. Stew-
art, 116 Ga. 738, 42 S. E. ion.

Illinois. — Chicago v. Powers, 42
111. 169, 89 Am. Dec. 418.

Indiana. — Goshen v. England, 119
Ind. 368, 21 N. E. 977, 5 L. R. A.
253.

lozva. — Wilverding v. City of Du-
buque, III Iowa 484, 82 N. W. 957;
Bailey z'. City of Centerville, 108

Iowa 20, 78 N. W. 831 ; Smith v. City
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(4.) As Showing Notice.— Many of the courts hold that evidence
of other injuries is achiiissible as showing notice or circumstances
from which the authorities could have known of the existence of the

defect in question."®

i. iVo Such Previous Injuries. — As aflfecting^ the question of the

condition of a highway at the place of the accident, evidence that

other travelers had encountered no difficulty in passing has in some
cases been held admissible on behalf of the defendant, as tending

to show that the highway was suitable for the public use.^^ But
such evidence is not conclusive upon the question of the dangerous
condition of the road.''" Other courts, however, hold that such
evidence is not admissible.''^

No Other Horses Frightened.— Evidence that no Other horses have
been frightened at the obstruction or defect in question has been

of Des Moines, 84 Iowa 685, 51 N.
W. yj; Hunt v. City of Dubuque, 96
Iowa 314, 65 N. W. 319; Hoover v.

Town of Mapleton, no Iowa 571,
81 N. W. 776.

Michigan. — Smith v. Township of

Sherwood, 62 Mich. 159, 28 N. W.
806; Moore v. City of Kalamazoo,
109 Mich. 176, 66 N. 'W. 1089; Lom-
bar V. Village of East Tawas, 86
Mich. 14, 48 N. W. 947 ; Corcoran
V. City of Detroit, 95 Mich. 84, 54
N. W. 692.

Minnesota. — Morse v. M. & St,

L. R. Co., 30 Minn. 465, 16 N. W.
358.

Washington. — Piper v. City of

Spokane, 22 Wash. 147, 60 Pac. 138.

68. Chicago v. Vesey, 105 111. App.
191.

That Other Horses of Ordinary
Gentleness Were Frightened by the

same obstruction or defect in the

highway has been held admissible
as tending to show that travel over
the way was thereby rendered dan-
gerous, and that the public authori-

ties had or should have had knowl-
edge of the dangerous condition.

Smith V. Township of Sherwood,
62 Mich. 159, 28 N. W. 806; Darling
V. Westmoreland, 52 N. H. 401, 13
Am. Rep. 55 ; Crocker v. McGregor,
76 Me. 282, 49 Am. Rep. 611.

Decisions in Iowa. — Evidence of
a former and similar accident hap-
pening to another at the same place
is not admissible in an action for
damages for injury to a horse by the
negligent and defective construction

of a crossing. Hudson v. Chicago
& N. W. R. Co.. 50 Iowa 581, 13

N. W. 735, 44 Am. Rep. 692.

69. Birmingham U. R. Co. v.

Alexander, 93 Ala. 133, 9 So. 525;
Sprague v. Bri.stol, 63 N. H. 430;
Calkins v. Hartford, 2Z Conn. 57, 87
Am. Dec. 194. Compare Taylor v.

Monroe, 43 Conn. 46.

70. Lane v. Town of Hancock, 67
Hun 623, 22 N. Y. Supp. 470; Maxim
ZK Town of Champion, 50 Hun 88,

4 N. Y. Supp. 515.

The fact that no like accident had
happened within six years, although
some evidence in support of defend-
ant's contention that the sidewalk
was in proper repair, is not sufficient

to overturn the conclusion reached
by the jury in giving the verdict to

plaintiff in an action to recover for

a defective sidewalk. Lloyd v. Vil-

lage of Walton, 57 App. Div. 288,

67 N. Y. Supp. 929.

71. Branch v. Libbey, 78 Me. 321,

5 Atl. 71, 57 Am. Rep. 810; Bunker
V. Gouldboro, 81 Me. 188, 16 Atl. 543.

Evidence showing that other per-

sons with their carriages and vehicles

had previously passed or met at the

same place where the plaintiff's ac-

cident was said to have occurred and
at the time when the road was in

the same condition, without collision

or accident, and that there was room
to spare on each side, is inadmissible

in an action to recover injuries

through a defective highway to show
the way was not defective in point

of width. Aldrich v. Pelham, I

Gray (Mass.) 510.
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held inadmissible upon the ground that it is too remote and uncertain

to have any bearing upon the question at issue. ''^

j. Custom. — It has been held that the public authorities cannot

escape liability by showing the general .use of or custom to allow

the obstruction to remain in the public highway, as no use, custom
or practice can excuse or justify an encroachment or negligence/^

Customary Action. — Where the defective condition is caused by

snow, the defendants cannot give in evidence their customary action

in respect to snow-drifts in highways, either to show the sufificiency

of the way or the plaintiff's negligence.^*

k. Usual Condition of Other Streets. — So evidence showing that

the public street or highway was in the same condition as usual or

in no worse condition than other roads has been held inadmissible in

such actions.''^ And evidence showing the condition of the locus in

quo as compared with other parts has been held inadmissible.'^"

1. Similarly Constructed Walks. — Evidence showing that the

walks were similarly constructed in other places is also inadmis-

sible."

A witness for the defense canno.t

testify as to whether he had heard
or knew of any one ever being in-

jured by the defect in question.

Langworthy v. Township of Green,
88 Mich. 207, 50 N. W. 130.

72. Stone v. Pendleton, 21 R. I.

22,2, 43 Atl. 643.

73. Tiesler v. Town of Norwich,

72 Conn. 199, 47 Atl. 161.

Evidence which shows that it was
usual and customary and necessary
for the convenient use and enjoyment
of dwelHng-houses in the city ta have
underground entrances or areas into

them, and that the house in question

was one of this character, is not ad-
missible as showing the justification

for such encroachment or obstruction

upon the sidewall<, as no usage or

custom will justify an encroach-
ment on a public highway, or the

presence therein of an obstruction

which renders it unsafe for the uses

to which it is dedicated. McNerney
V. City of Reading, 150 Pa. St. 61 r,

25 Atl. 57.

In an action brought under the

I\Iass. Gen. Stat., ch. 44, § 22, evi-

dence that it was usual for towns in

the county to leave drains uncovered
is inadmissible in an action against

a town for injuries caused by leaving

the drain uncovered in a highway.
Hinckley v. Inhabitants of Barn-
stable, 109 Mass. 126.
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74. Rowell V. Hollis, 62 N. H.
129.

75. Kidder v. Inhabitants of

Dunstable, ii Gray (Mass.) 342.

The public authorities cannot prove
that the streets were in a worse con-

dition in other places, more particu-

larly when such places are outside

the bounds of their own town or vil-

lage, in order to escape liability for

damages occasioned by a defective

sidewalk or street. Hyatt v. Trus-
tees of the Village of Rondaut, 44
Barb. (N. Y.) 385.

76. Langworthy v. Green, 88
Mich. 207, 50 N. W. 130.

Evidence showing that the place of

the accident was not more dangerous
than the rest of the highway, or
showing a like condition in other

places, or the general bad char-

acter of the roads in the county and
the practice of towns in respect to

them, relates to collateral m.atter, and
is therefore inadmissible as against

a plaintiff in an action to recover
damages for injuries sustained

through a defective highway, al-

though he might frequently have
passed by the place where the acci-

dent occurred, unless it is shown
that the plaintiff knew of such prac-

tice. Hinckley v. Inhabitants of

Barnstable, 109 Mass. 126.

77. Hubbard v. City of Concord,

35 N. H. 52, 69 Am. Dec. 520.
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m. Character of Driver and Horse. — In the case of injuries sus-

tained while driving on a highway, evidence of the general character

of the plaintiff as a driver has been held inadmissible to show the

exercise of due care on his part.^** But evidence showing the char-

acter of the driver'" and also of the animaP" he was driving at the

time of the accident has been held admissible for the defendant.

C. Ordinances. — City ordinances have been held admissible

where they are made for the enforcement of a public duty, and also

to show negligence in construction of streets.
^^

78. McDonald v. Inhabitants of

Savoy, no Mass. 49.

79. Brennan v. Town of Friend-
ship, 67 Wis. 223, 29 N. W. 902.

80. Stone v. Langworthy, 20 R.

I. 602, 40 Atl. 832; Ford V. Rowley,
8 Allen (Mass.) 51; Maggi v. Cutts,

123^ Mass. 535.

The defendant may prove the hab-
its of the horse which the plaintifiF

rode or drove when injured. Bren-
nan V. Town of Friendship, 67 Wis.
223, 29 N. W. 902. As for example
that it was in the habit of running
away. Cheney v. Town of Ryegate,

55 Vt. 499.

Evidence of the Previous Bad Be-
havior of a Horse is admi'^siijle

where the defense is that the injury

was occasioned by driving rapidly an
unbroken and unmanageable horse in

the night and not by the badness of

the road. Dennett v. Inhabitants of

Wellington, 15 Me. 27.

Propensity for Stumbling So
evidence that a horse stumbles is ad-

missible as a relevant fact bearing
upon the question of contributory

negligence on the plaintiff's part in

driving such an animal and as show-
ing that the accident was not occa-

sioned by a defect in the highway.
Patterson v. South & N. A. R. Co.,

80 Ala. 318, 7 So. 437; Judd v. Town
of Claremont, 66 N. H. 418, 23 Atl.

427.

Where evidence is first offered to

show that the horse had been restive

and unmanageable previous to the oc-

casion in question, testimony that he
subsequently manifested a similar

disposition is admissible to prove
that his previous conduct was not

accidental or unusual, Todd v. In-

habitants of Rowley, 8 Allen (Mass.)

SI.

81. Shumway v. City of Burling-

ton, 108 Iowa 424, 79 N. W. 123;

Smith V. City of Pella, 86 Iowa 236,

53 N. W. 226.

Evidence showing that the provi-

sions of a city ordinance relating to

the construction of a private sewer

were not being enforced, as the same
was not being made with a written

consent of the sanitary committee,

was held admissible in an action to

recover damages for injuries sus-

tained by reason of the construction

of such sewer. City of Corsicana v.

Tobin (Tex. Civ. App.), 57 S. W.
319-

Guarding and Fencing. — A city

ordinance regulating the construction

and guarding of cellar-ways in cities

is admissible in evidence, as it relates

to the subject under investigation in

the case, and enforces the perform-
ance of a public duty. McLeod v.

City of Spokane, 26 Wash. 346, 67
Pac. 74.

A city ordinance declaring that

openings in a sidewalk should be
properly guarded is admissible in evi-

dence in an action to recover dam-
ages sustained by falling into an
open area on the public street, as it

relates to the subject under investi-

gation, and the general rule that the

acts and declarations of parties con-

cerning matter involved in the suit

are admissible in evidence applies,

and also for the reason that it was
an ordinance enforcing the perform-
ance of a common-law duty and as

such was properly admitted. Mc-
Nerney v. City of Reading, 150 Pa.

St. 61 1. 25 At!. 57.

A city ordinance under which
curbin.g and parking were done is

properly admitted in order to show
the defendant's negligence where
the accident occurred through a

Vol. VI
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Excavations a Misdemeanor. — An ordinance making' it a misde-
meanor to make an excavation in the street and leave the same open
and unguarded has also been held admissible.^^ And an ordinance
making it the duty of a public officer to remove obstructions from
streets and sidewalks or to report the same to the department of
public works, has been held admissible upon the question of

notice.^^

D. Photographs. — a. In General. — Upon the question of the

admissibility of a photograph or picture of the place where the

accident occurred, the true rule would seem to be that a plan or

picture, whether made by the hand of man or by photography, is

admissible in evidence to assist the jury in understanding the case

if verified by proof that it is a true representation of the subject.**

Subsequent* Change. — A photograph of the place where the acci-

dent happened is admissible in evidence, even though there has been
a change in the locus in quo before the taking thereof, if the nature

of such changes is properly proved.*^

stone placed in the street in course
of repair to prevent driving over the

curb and the parking at the side

thereof. Herries v. City of Water-
loo, 114 Iowa 374, 86 N. W. 306.

82. Browne v. Bachman, 31 Tex.
Civ. App. 430, 72 S. W. 622.

83. Bibbins v. City of Chicago,

193 111- 359, 61 N. E. 1030, reversing

94 111. App. 319.

84. Blair v. Inhabitants of Pel-
ham, 118 Mass. 420.

Photographs of the place at which
the accident occurred may be given
in evidence under certain circum-
stances in order to assist the jury in

understanding the case, when they
are verified as being true representa-
tions. City of Chicago v. Vesey, 105
III. App. 191.

Subsequently Taken They are

evidence as showing that the locus
in quo was in the same condition as
when the accident occurred. Barker
V. Town of Perry, 67 Iowa 146, 25
N. W. 100.

Examination by Jury And it is

admissible to allow the jury to ex-
amine them with a magnifying glass.

Barker v. Town of Perry, 67 Iowa
146, 25 N. W. 100. See article
" Photographs."

85. Beardslee v. Columbia Twp.,
188 Pa. St. 496. 41 Atl. 617, 68 Am.
St. Rep. 883. Upon this question the
court say : " In photographs, as in
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plans, maps, or other drawings used
as evidence, there ought to be sub-

stantial identity in the person, place

or thing photographed and that which
the jury are to consider in the case.

But photographs of the scene of an
accident taken at or near to the time
are not always obtainable; and, •

bearing in mind the object sought —
the assisting of the jury by knowl-
edge of the locality, to judge the
conduct of the parties with reference

to the issue raised— the only prac-
ticable rule would seem to be that

the changes must not be such as to

destroy the substantial identity, and
that the changes, whatever they are,

must be carefully pointed out and
brought to the jury's attention. This
would have to be the course pursued
if a view were allowed to the jury
at the trial, and no other appears
practicable in regard to plans, photo-
graphs, or other substitutes for a

view. With these safeguards a sub-

ject must be left largely to the dis-

cretion of the trial judge."
The photograph of the place where

the accident occurred, although taken
subsequently and after the fence had
been erected at the place of the acci-

dent, was held admissible, the court
instructing the jury that any subse-
quent change in the place was no
evidence of negligence on the part of
the public authorities. Glazier v.

Town of Hebron, 62 Hun 137, 16 N.
Y. Supp. 503.
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Not Substantially Necessary or Instructive. — Where photographs are

not substantially necessary or instructive to show material facts

or conditions, and are of such a character as to rouse the sympathy
or indignation or divert the minds of the jury to improper or irrele-

vant considerations, they should be excluded.""

b. Must be True Photographic Print. — A photograph of the

place in which the accident happened can not be received in evidence

unless it is shown by evidence aliunde to be a true photographic

print.^'

Verification of the photograph need not be made by the testimony

of the photographer, but may be by any one competent to speak

from personal observation.^"

When found to Be so Inaccurate and Misleading as to be of no value,

photographs are properly excluded."''

E. Admissions and Declarations. — a. Of Third Persons.

The declarations of third persons as to the defective condition of the

highway have been received in evidence as proving notice.®"

b. By Public Authorities. — (1.) Generally.— Admissions and state-

ments made by public authorities must be made by them as agents

of the municipality, and must also be within the scope of their

authority, in order to bind the public.''^

86. Selleck v. City of Janesville,

104 Wis. 570, 80 N. W. 944, 47 L.

R. A. 691 ; Harris v. Quincy, 171

Mass. 472, 50 N. E. 1042.

87. Baustian v. Young, 152 Mo.
317, 52 S. W. 921.

88. McGar v. Borough of Bristol,

71 Conn. 652, 42 Atl. 1000.

89. Harris z: City of Ansonia, 73
Conn. 359, 47 At). 672.

At Variance With Testimony.

A photograph of the place of the ac-

cident, taken by an amateur photog-
rapher more than fourteen years after

the happening of the injury, is not

admissible in evidence where it is

shown to be at variance with other

testimony given. City of Chicago v.

Vesey, 105 111. App. 191.

90. Piper v. City of Spokane, 22

Wash. 147, 60 Pac. 138.

91. Weeks z'. Inhabitants of Need-
ham, 156 Mass. 289, 31 N. K. 8.

Statements made by a street com-
missioner at the time of laying out
a street, that he was doing so ac-

cording to his own discretion and
had no specific directions as to the

manner in which it should be laid

out, are not admissible in evidence
as disproving his authority as agent
of the village. Betts v. Village of

Gloversville, 56 Hun 639, 8 N. Y.

Supp. 705.
Selectman's Statement as to Pay-

ment. — The statement made by a

selectman of a town, when served

with a notice of the injury, to the

eflfect that the plaintiff should bring

no suit and that he had heard that

the road was bad and that when
plaintiff ascertained the extent and
amount of his injury the town
would pay, is not binding upon the

town and cannot be given in evi-

dence. Wheelock v. Town of Hard-
wick, 48 Vt. 19.

Highway Commissioner's Letter.

A letter received from the highway
commissioner is not admissible, nor
are conversations and negotiations

had with him. Davis r. Town of

Rochester, 66 Hun 629, 21 N. Y.

Supp. 215.

Declarations of Highway Commis-
sioner— The declarations made by
a highway commissioner after the ac-

cident has happened are not admissi-
ble, where it is sought to charge the

town with liability by reason of the

negligence of such commissioner.
Stone V. Town of Poland, 58 Hun
21, II N. Y. Supp. 498.
Trustee's Knowledge of Defect.

The evidence of a village trustee,

Vol. VI
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(2.) As Notice of Defective Condition.— Conversations and declara-

tions had with the pubhc authorities subsequent to the accident, in

which they admit their knowledge of the defective condition of the

highway or walk, are admissible in evidence against them, upon the

ground of notice.®'^

V. ABANDONMENT OF HIGHWAYS.

1. Presumptions and Burden of Proof. — A. In General. — One
who alleges the abandonment of a highway has the burden of prov-

ing it."^

B. Presumption from Non-UsER.— As to whether or not the

abandonment of a highway may be presumed from the fact of its

non-user there is conflict in the authorities. On the one hand
several of the courts hold that non-user will raise such a presump-
tion;'** on the other hand other courts hold that the abandonment

proving statements made by him
after the accident, showing that he
and the village authorities generally
knew before the injury that the

street was defective, and would have
repaired it but for delays, is not
admissible. Village of Mount Mor-
ris V. Kanode, 98 111. App. 372-

92. Radichel v. Village of Ken-
dall (Wis.), 99 N. W. 348; Mauch v.

City of Hartford, 112 Wis. 40, 87
N. W. 816.

Conversation With Mayor. — Evi-
dence of a conversation with the

mayor of a town in which he was
said to have admitted that he had
known long prior to the 'accident

that the plank which was the occa-

sion of the plaintiff's fall was loose

and had directed it to be repaired, is

properly admitted where the other

evidence established knowledge of

the defect. Colorado City v. Smith,

17 Colo. App. 172, 67 Pac. 909.

The statements made by an alder-

man of the village that he knew that

the street was more or less defect-

ive and that the village had done
work at that spot a few days before

the plaintiff was hurt, and described
its condition as such that people
could get across by careful driving,

and admitted that careful driving

was necessary at night, is sufficient

to show notice to the authorities.

Village of Mount Morris v. Kanode,
98 111. 373.

The evidence of an alderman that

he had noticed in passing over a
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walk that it would spring as though
the center stringer was rotten and
that he thought the city marshal
had examined the walk in the same
month and found it would spring

when walked on, was properly ad-

mitted as involving notice to the city

of the walk's condition. Canfield v.

City of Jackson, 112 Mich. 120, 70
N. W. 444.

Statements made by a highway
commissioner as to the condition of

the road are admissible, as tending

to show notice on the part of the

public authorities of the defective

condition of the road. Glazier v.

Town of Hebron, 62 Hun 137, 16

N. Y. Supp. 503.

93. Horey v. Haverstraw, 124 N.
Y. 273, 26 N. E. 532 ; Reilley v. Ra-
cine, 51 Wis. 526, 8 N. W. 417.

Where the existence of a highway
as such has been shown, its continu-

ance is to be presumed until proof
to the contrary appears. Beckwith v.

Whalen, 65 N. Y. 322.
Clear Proof._ When an abandon-

ment of the highway is relied upon
it must be clearly proved. Town-
ship of Madison v. Gallagher, 159
111. 105, 42 N. E. 316; Township of
Lewiston v. Proctor, 27 III. 414.

94. Beardslee v. French, 7 Conn.
125, 18 Am. Dec. 86; Jeffersonville,

M. & I. R. Co. V. O'Connor, 37
Ind. 95; Fox V. Hart, 11 Ohio 414.

See also Larsen v. Fitzgerald, 87
Iowa 402, 54 N. W. 441 ; Burgwyn v.

Lockhart, 60 N. C. 264; .State v.
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Culver, 65 Mo. 607, 27 Am. Rep.

295; Corning v. Gould, 16 Wend.
(N. Y.) 531.

Rule Stated— " Where the public

authorities have permitted the own-
ers of property along the line of a

highway to occupy and improve
their property in such a way, and had
acquiesced for such a length of time,

as that to involve such owners in

criminal consequences, although act-

ing in good faith on the appearance
of things, would be manifest injus-

tice, an abandonment will be pre-

sumed. Where the owner or occu-

pant of lands along a highway docs

nothing more than to maintain the

highway at the general uniform
width at which it has been main-
tained by adjoining owners for

twenty years or more, it would be
manifest injustice to maintain a crim-
inal prosecution against such owner.
Whatever else the public may do, it

cannot assert its right to reopen the

highway by that method. In such

a case as we have assumed, a pre-

sumption of abandonment will be in-

dulged ; and when to disturb long-

established lines would involve crim-
inal consequences, or work serious

injury to valuable improvements
made in good faith, such presump-
tion will be conclusive." Hamilton
V. State, 106 Ind. 361, 7 N. E. 9.

Compare Lawrenceburgh v. Wesler,
10 Ind. App. 153, 37 N. E. 956,
where the court, in distinguishing

Hamilton v. State, said: "While
there are in the books some general
expressions to the effect that an
abandonment of a highway may be
proved by facts showing a non-user
for a long time, such statements
must be considered with certain qual-

ifications as to conditions which have
no existence here. That there may
be instances in which, by the ac-

quiescence of the public along the

line of a highway in its occupancy
and the erection of improvements
thereon, an estoppel may be created,

must be conceded. Hamilton z'.

State, 106 Ind. 361, 7 N. E. 9; Rail-

road Co. z'. Shankiin, 98 Ind. 573.
And there is likewise good authority
in support of the doctrine that a
public highway, other than a .street

or alley, in a city or town, which
has been created by implied dedi-

cation, may be abandoned by the pub-
lic, and the same rule may be ap-
plied to a public square, and per-

haps to a common, in a city or town.
Town of Freedom v. Norris, 128

Ind. 377, 27 N. E. 869. But there

is no element of estoppel in the pres-

ent case, nor does the doctrine of
abandonment or ordinary easements
apply to streets or alleys."

In California, a statute (Pol.

Code, §2631) provides that "by
taking and accepting land for a

highway the public acquire only

the right of way, and the in-

cidents necessary to enjoying and
maintaining the same, subject to

the regulations in this and
the Civil Code provided." Another
statute (Civ. Code, §§806, 811) pro-

vides that " The e.xtent of a servi-

tude is determined by the terms of

the grant, or the nature of the en-

joyment by which it was acquired,"

and is extinguished, " when the serv-

itude was acquired by enjoyment,

by the disuse thereof by the owner
of the servitude for the period pre-

scribed for acquiring title by enjoy-

ment." And in McRose v. Bottyer,

81 Cal. 122, 22 Pac. 393, the court

said :
" The reason of the law is

clearly to protect the public in the

use of public highways by prevent-

ing an abandonment of the right to

the use being presumed from the ces-

sation of the use for any period less

than that by which the right may
be acquired."

Hartford v. New York & N. E. R.

Co., 59 Conn. 250, 22 Atl. 37, where
the court said :

" Divers authori-

ties hold that abandonment of a pub-
lic easement in a highway may be
inferred from a non-user commen-
surate with the period required in

order to gain the easement by user

or prescription. But this is gener-
ally of an easement acquired by pre-

scription. Whether the same limit

would apply to public highways by
dedication we need not stop to con-
sider. At all events non-user, if

continued ' for many years,' is

prima facie evidence of abandon-
ment. But abandonment must be
voluntary and intentional." See also

Woodruff v. Paddock, 56 Hun 288.

9 N. Y. Supp. 381, holding that when
in connection with non-user there is

Vol. VI
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of a highway is not a question of the time of its non-user, but is

simply to be established hke any other question of fact.®^

C. Presumption from Construction of New Road. — Aban-
donment of a highway will be presumed where the public have ceased

to use it and have adopted another, and the owner of the fee over

which the highway in question passes resumes the use and occu-

pancy thereof, and the public acquiesces therein for a period of

several years.""

2. Mode of Proof. — A. Occupancy Inconsistent with Use as
Highway. — On an issue as to whether or not a highway has been

abandoned it is competent to show that the way had been shut up,

affirmative evidence of a clear de-

termination to abandon, the public

interest is extinguished.

An Intention to Abandon an Ease-
ment for a Slope for a Street Grade

is not shown by the mere fact that

the city built a retaining wall along
the street line. Kuschke v. St. Paul,

45 Minn. 225, 47 N. W. 786.

In Grandville v. Jenison, 84 Mich.

54, 47 N. W. 600, it was held that

encroachments upon the highway
made at various times by the build-

ing of chicken parks, piling lumber,

wood, etc., which did not obstruct

travel, did not necessarily show a

non-user; that the statute recognizes
the fact that such things will occur
and provides a remedy, but that the
rights of the public will not be lost

by anything short of an actual aban-
donment of the use by which they se-

cured it.

95. Brockhausen v. Boehland, 36
111. App. 224. See also Champlin v.

Morgan, 20 111. 181. where the court
said :

" It is true the public can be
charged with abandonment of a road,
but the proof to establish it must be
strong enough to establish another
line as the road. A road is of public
necessity, and indispensable to public
convenience. It cannot, therefore, be
alleged that they have abandoned
such an indispensable necessity, with-
out showing they have acquired an-
other in lieu of it." Holt v. Sar-
gent, IS Gray (Mass.) 97; Com. v.

Moorehead, 118 Pa. St. 344, 12 Atl.

424, 4 Am. St. Rep. 599; Power v.

Watkins, 58 111. 380, where it was
held that the act of an individual
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cannot divest the public of its rights

unless submitted to for such a pe-

riod of time as to raise a fair pre-

sumption of abandonment.
In Michigan a statute (How. Stat.

§1315) provides that "all highways
regularly established in pursuance of

existing laws, all roads that shall

have been used as such for ten

years or more, whether any record or

other proof exists that they were
ever established as highways or not,

and all roads which have been, or

which may hereafter be, laid out, and
not recorded, and which have been
used eight years or more, shall be
deemed public highways, subject to

be altered or to be discontinued ac-
cording to the provisions of this

act." And in McNamara v. Minne-
apolis, St. P. & S. S. M. R. Co., 95
Mich. 545, 55 N. W. 440, where the

road in question had actually been
occupied, laid out and constructed
by the township, and actually used
for at least eight years, it became a

public hiehway, and it was held that

the mere non-user for a period of
two years, in the absence of any pro-
ceedings to discontinue the highway,
did not entitle the company to ex-
clude the public by fencing in its

right of way at that point.

96. Shelby v. State, 10 Humph.
(Tenn.) 165. See also Grube v.

Nichols, 36 111. 92; Galbraith v. Lit-

tiech, 7:^ 111. 209, where the court
said :

" Where a public highway has
been abandoned for a great length
of time and another road has been
opened, traveled by the public and
recognized by the public authorities

intrusted with the control of public
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llic land inclosed by permanent fences or walls, and occupied or

improved for pvirposes inconsistent with its use as a public way.''^

B. Deviation to Avoid Obstruction. — The fact that the public

travel passes out of the road merely for the purpose of avoiding an

obstruction does not show any intention on the part of the public

wholly to abandon the use of the road or even that portion of it

which the public for the time being fails to use; it merely shows

an intention on the part of each individual using the road not to

use it at that particular place and time."®

C. Opinion Evidence.— Whether or not a highway has been

abandoned is a question as to which the opinion or conclusion of a

witness is not admissible."®

highways, and repaired by them as 98. Stickel v. Stoddard, 28 Kan.

such, an abandonment may be pre- 510. See also Zimmerman v. Snow-
sumed." Kelly Nail & Iron Co. v. den, 88 Mo. 218; Maire v. Kruse,

Lawrence Furnace Co., 46 Ohio St. 85 Wis. 302, 55 N. W. 389, 26 L. R.

544, 22 N. E. 639. 5 L. R. A. 652. A. 449.

97. Holt V. Sargent, 15 Gray 99. Lathrop v. Central I. R. Co.,

(Mass.) 97. 69 Iowa 105, 28 N. W. 465.

HIRING.— See Bailments.

HISTORICAL BOOKS.— See Books.

HOLOGRAPHIC WILLS.— See Wills.
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CROSS-REFERENCES

:

Fraudulent Conveyance

;

Husband and Wife;

Intent.

I. HOMESTEAD CHARACTER IN GENERAL.

1. Question of Fact. — The question as to whether certain prem-
ises at a certain time constituted a homestead is a question of fact

to be determined from all the evidence.^

2. Occupancy and Intent Essential. — A. GexeralIvY. — In order

to establish the homestead character of premises, it must be shown
that they are occupied and used by the owner thereof for homestead
purposes, and that he intends them as his homestead.- Proof of

1. Holden v. Pinney, 6 Cal. 234; Compliance With Public land
Klenk v. Noble, 37 Ark. 298 ;

John- Laws Relating to Homesteads.
son V. Turner, 29 Ark. 280; Keith Where actual residence and occu-
v. Hyndman, 57 Tex. 425; Andrews pancy of the premises as a home is

V. Hagadon, 54 Tex. 571. requisite in order to constitute them
2. Holden v. Pinney, 6 Cal. 234; a homestead, evidence that the claim-

Keith V. Hyndman, 57 Tex. 425. See ant had complied with the require-
also Sill v. Sill, 185 111. 594, 57 N. E. ments of the United States statutes
812. and rules of the land department in
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such intent without proof of such occupancy and use is g"enerally

insufficient,^ nor does proof of the mere occupancy and use of the

premises estabHsh the fact of homestead, in the absence of evidence

supplying the essential element of the occupant's intent.*

B. Homestead Before Actual Occupancy. — It is not, how-

ever, always essential that actual occupancy of the premises be

shown by the claimant in order to entitle him to claim the exemp-
tion.'^ Thus, evidence of a purchase of property with intent, in good

faith, subsequently to occupy the same as a home, such intent being

manifested by acts of preparation, sufficiently establishes the home-

relation to the acquisition of home-
stead rights on the public domain,
and that his final proof had been ac-

cepted as satisfactory, is insufficient

to establish the character of occu-

pancy and residence required by the

state homestead laws. Brokken v.

Baumann, lo N. D. 453, 88 N. W. 84.

Lot Adjacent to Home. — There is

no presumption, nor does it follow,

that an adjacent lot is a part of the

homestead merely because it adjoins

the lot on which the residence is lo-

cated. The question is one of fact

and intent. Andrews v. Hagadon, 54
Tex. 571. And the burden is on
claimant. Howard z'. Raymers, 64
Neb. 213, 89 N. W. 1004.

3. Feurt V. Caster, 174 Mo. 289,

72, S. W. 576; Hale v. Heaslip. 16

Iowa 451 ; Swenson v. Kiehl, 21 Kan.

533 ; Gregg z\ Bostwick, :iz Cal. 220,

91 Am. Dec. 637; Evans v. Caiman,
92 Mich. 427, 52 N. W. 787, 31 Am.
St. Rep. 606; In re Duerson (Ky.),

13 Nat. Bank Reg. 183, and see cases

cited in note 8, infra.

In St. Louis Brg. Ass'n v. How-
ard, 150 Mo. 445, 51 S. W. 1046, the

court said :
" It is a visible occu-

pancy of the premises as the head of

a family at the time of the lew of

the writ which fixes the homestead
rights of the defendant. There is

no other way in which it can be
made to appear beyond cavil, ques-

tion, or the possibility of fraud on
creditors, than by actual visible oc-

cupancy."
In Grosholz v. Newman, 21 Wall.

(U. 3.) 481, it was held that to es-

tablish the homestead character of

premises, it must be shown that " the
premises were actually used or mani-
festly intended to be used as a part of

the home of the family."

33

When Occupancy is Non-Essential.

Statute— Some decisions are based

on statutes or constitutional provis-

ions giving the homestead claimant

the absolute right of selecting as his

homestead any piece of property

owned by him wheniever the necessity

of exercising such right may arise;

and in such case he is not required

to establish occupancy or residence

on the premises in order to entitle

him to claim the exemption. See

First Nat. Bank zk Meachem (Tenn.

Ch.), 36 S. W. 724; Meyer Bros.

Drug Co. V. Bybee, 179 Mo. 354, 78

S. W. 579. And this was held to be

the law where the constitution ex-

empted from forced sale " every

homestead and the dwelling and
buildings used therewith ... to

be selected by the owner thereof."

Fulton V. Roberts, 113 N. C. 421, 18

S. E. 510.

4. Clark z\ Evans, 6 S. D. 244, 60

N. W. 862; Keith V. Hyndman. 57
Tex. 425 ; Andrews v. Hagadon, 54
Tex. 571. But this proof of intention

may appear b^; presumptit)n. See
infra, I, 5, B.

5. Homestead Without Occu-
pancy. — Actual residence upon
property intended as a homestead
is not an indispensable condition to

its being in law a homestead, and, as

such, exempt from execution, but
" to bring it within the exemption,
when it is not actually occupied as

such at the time of the levy, it must
satisfactorily be made to appear that

the intention in good faith exists to

occupy it as such, and such intention

must have existed prior to and at the

time of the levy." Bowles ?'. Hoard,
71 Mich. 150. 39 N. W. 24; Reske
v. Reske, 51 Mich. 541, 10 N. W. 895.
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stead character of such property." Evidence of a purchase with a

view to occupancy followed by actual occupancy within a reasonable

time has been held sufificient/ but proof of the party's mere intent

or contemplation to occupy and claim the premises as a homestead,
in the absence of evidence showinfr some overt act clearly manifest-

in_c^ this intention, docs not satisfy the requirements,^ although it

has been intimated that this rule might be relaxed in case present

occupancy was impossible, and the claimant was without a home.'

3. Domicile of Wife as Affecting Homestead. — The domicile and

residence of the husband is, in general, conclusively presumed to

be the domicile and residence of the wife, and therefore the premises

6. Furtner v. Edgewood Distilling

Co., i6 Tex. Civ. App. 359, 4i S. W.
184; Gardner r. Douglass, 64 Tex.

76; Franklin v. Coffee, 18 Tex. 413,

70 Am. Dec. 292 ; Mills v. Hobbs, 76
Mich. 122, 42 N. W. 1084; Deville v.

Widoe, 64 Mich. 593, 31 N. W. 533,

8 Am. St. Rep. 852; Hanlon v. Pol-

lard, 17 Neb. 368, 22 N. W. 767.

In Scofield v. Hopkins, 61 Wis.
371, 21 N. W. 259, the court said:
" The bona fide intention of acquiring

the premises for a homestead without
defrauding any one is evidenced by
overt acts in fitting them to become
such, followed by actual occupancy
in a reasonable time, and must be
held to give the premises answering
the description prescribed in the

statute the character of a homestead."
And this relates back to the time of
the purchase.

In Cameron v. Gebhard, 85 Tex.
610, 22 S. W. 1033, 34 Am. St. Rep.
832, the court, in speaking of the in-

tention to make the premises a home-
stead, as manifested by acts of prep-
aration, said :

" Preparation — that

is, such acts as manifest this inten-

tion— is but the corroborating wit-

ness to the declaration of intention,

the safeguard against fraud and as-

surance of the Iwna fides of the de-

clared intention of the party."

Construction of Dwelling After
Execution Sale In Gallagher v.

Keller, 87 Tex. 472, 29 S. \V. 647, it

was held that the facts that the
claim^ant had built his dwelling-house
on the land claimed and moved into

it some months after it had been sold

under execution against him were
relevant and competent circumstances
tending to prove his intention to oc-

cupy the premises as a homestead
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from the beginning, and the continu-

ance of such intent, and that such
evidence should be considered by the

court. But the general rule is that

the fact of homestead must be deter-

mined by the facts existing at the

time of the levy. Bowles v. Hoard,
71 Mich. 150, 39 N. W. 24.

7. See Edwards 7'. Fry, 9 Kan.
417; Gilworth v. Cody, 21 Kan. 702.

Where the Constitution Requires
Occupancy. — This rule applies al-

though the constitution requires

that the premises be " occupied as a

residence by the family of the

owner." Monroe v. May, 9 Kan. 466.

8. Kentucky. — Stovall v. Hibbs,
17 Ky. L. Rep. 906, 32 S. W. 1087;
Fant V. Talbot, 81 Ky. 23.

Michigan. — Coolidge z\ Wells, 20
Mich. 79.

North Dakota. — See Brokken v.

Baumann, 10 N. D. 453, 88 N. W. 84.

Texas. — Moreland v. Bamhart,
44 Tex. 275 ; Anderson v. McKay, 30
Tex. 186 ; Franklin v. Coffee, 18 Tex.

413, 70 Am. Dec. 29^; Brooks v.

Chatham, 57 Tex. 31 ; Mullins 7-.

Looke, 8 Tex. Civ. App. 138. 27 S. W.
926 ; Bente v. Lange, 9 Tex. Civ.

App. 328, 29 S. W. 813.

9. In Mullins v. Looke, 8 Tex.
Civ. App. 138, 27 S. W. 926, the court

said: "We are aware of no case in

which it has been held that undis-

closed intention alone is sufficient to

fix the homestead character upon a
new place never before occupied,

even though it be in the possession
of the tenant, in the absence of evi-

dence that the claimant was without
any home." See also Moreland v.

Bamhart, 44 Tex. 275. Compare
Sill V. Sill, 185 III. 594, 57 N. E. 812.
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occupied and intended by him as his homestead constitute the home-
stead of the family, althoug^h the wife and children may live

separate and apart from him.^" lUit this rule is not always con-

clusive ag^ainst the right of the wife to possess a homestead in

a place other than that in which the husband is domiciled."

4. Burden of Proof. — A. Tx Gknkral. — The party seeking to

exempt ])roperty from the claims of creditors or to have a deed or

mortgage thereof declared invalid on the grounds of the home-
stead character of such property has the burden of establishing all

the facts essential to constitute the properly a homestead.^^

10. Header v. Place, 43 N. TT. 3C7
;

Lacey x: Clements, 36 Tex. 661. And
see Hairston v. Hairston, 27 Miss.

704, 61 Am. Dec. 530; Williams v.

Swelland, 10 Iowa 51. Compare
Schiiltz 7". Barrows, 8 Okla. 297, 56
Pac. 1053.

Johnson %'. Turner, 29 Ark. 280, in-

volved the application of a statute

granting the right of homestead to

every citizen of the state, "being the

head of a family," and consisting of

a certain amount of land, " being the

residence of such householder and
head of a family;" and it was held

that the residence and domicile of

the wife and children was conclu-

sively presumed to be where the hus-

band resided, although as a matter
of fact they may never have actually

resided on such premises which were
claimed as a homestead by the hus-

band. The place of residence of the

wife and children becomes an in-

quiry of importance only in connec-
tion with other circumstances to de-

termine the fact of actual residence

of the husband, and their absence
from the place claimed by bim as a

hnmestead, if unexplained, might re-

quire stronger proof of his intention,

but nothing more.
11. Thus it was held in France v.

Bell, 52 Neb. 57, 71 N. W. 984, that

where a wife wii-Ii her children had
left the husband because of their

nuUual understanding that they could

not live together, he being a drinking
mani, and she with the children hav-
ing removed to another state where
she chose a home in which she lived

with the children, partly supporting
them, she was the head of the family

and her selection of such homestead
was held valid notwithstanding the

fact that the husband was still domi-
ciled in the state of their former resi-

dence. See also Harteau v. Harteau,

14 Pick. (Mass.) 181, 25 Am. Dec.

372.

12. United States. — Q.ro?\\o\7. v.

Newman, 21 Wall. 481.

Alabama. — Goodloe v. Dean, 81

Ala. 479, 8 So. 197.

Arkansas. — Worsham v. Freeman,

34 /\rk. 55; Webb v. Davis, 2,7 Ark.

California. — Apprate z'. Faure, 121

Cal. 466, 53 Pac. 917; Estate of De-
laney, 2,7 Cal. 176.

Georgia. — Pritchett v. Davis, loi

Ga. 236, 28 S. E. 666, 65 Am. St. Rep.

298.

Iowa. — Hclfenstein v. Cave, 6

Iowa 374.
Kentucky. — Robertson v. Robert-

son, 14 Ky. L. Rep. 505, 20 S. W. 543.

Louisiana. — Tiltoni v. Vignes, 33
La. Ann. 240.

Michigan. — Hoffman v. Busch-
man. 95 Mich. 538, 55 N. W. 458;
Newbro v. Friar, 131 Mich. 368. 91

N. W. 609; .Amphletl v. Ilibbard, 29
Mich. 298.

Missouri. — Mever Bros. Drug Co.
7'. Bybee. 179 Mo. 3.S4. 78 S. W. 579.

New York. — Griffin ?'. Sutherland,

14 Barb. 456.

North Carolina. — Fulton v. Rob-
erts, 113 N. C. 4-21. 18 S. E. 510.

Tennessee. — Doran z\ O'Neal
(Tenn. Ch.), 37 S. W. 563; Prater v.

Prater. S7 Tenn. 78, 9 S. W. 361, 10

Am. St. Rep. 623.

Texas. — Newman ?-. Farquhar, 60

Tex. 640; Keith 7-. llyndman. 57
Tex. 425; Welbornc r. Downing, 73
Tex. 527. II S. W. =^oi ; Scott v.

Parks^CTex. Civ. Apa), 29 S. W.
216; Bell z: Grcathouse, 20 Tex. Civ.

App. 478, 49 S. W. 2=;8.

Extent of Burden.— Essential

Facts The defendant, seeking to

exempt his property from the claims
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R. Prorate Homestkad. — Upon an application to a court in

probate proceedings to set apart a homestead the appHcant must
show not only that he is entitled to such an order, but that the

particular property asked to be set apart possesses the requisite

characteristics.^'

C. To Avoid Conveyance of Husband. — Where title to land

stands in the name of the husband, his right to sell the same is

presumed, and the party maintaining that the husband's conveyance
of such premises is void, by reason of their homestead character,

has the burden of proving not only that the premises constitute a

homestead,^* but also that he was the head of a family, having a

living wife.^"*

D. Unallotted Homestead. — Under a constitutional provision

rendering exempt and prohibiting the alienation, without the consent

of the wife, of a homestead " to be selected by the owner thereof,"

of plaintiff on the ground of its

homestead character, has the burden
of proving the essential facts of citi-

zenship, family and residence. Har-
gadene v. Whitfield, 71 Tex. 482, 9
S. W. 475.

Business Homestead The burden
is upon the claimant to establish the
fact that the premises claimed as a

business homestead were used by him
for his business at the time of the
levy. Gibbs v. Hartenstein (Tex.
Civ. App.), 81 S. W. 59.

Head of Family.— The burden
of proving that the party claiming
the homestead is the head of a fam-
ily is upon him who avers that the

property is within the homestead ex-
emption. McLean v. Ellis, 79 Tex.
398, 15 s. w. 394.

Homestead Before Occupancy.
Burden of Proof.— Land unoccupied
as a homestead at the time of a levy
thereon is prima facie subject to ex-
ecution, and the burden of proof is

on the claimant to establish a bona
Ade intention to occupy the same as a
homestead. Bowles v. Hoard, 71
Mich. 150, 39 N. .W. 24; and also
such acts of preparation for occu-
pancy as will clearly manifest the in-

tended use for homestead purposes.
^Mullens v. Looke, 8 Tex. Civ. App.
138, 27 S. W. 926.

When Homestead Covered by
Several Mortgages._ In an action by
the claimant to recover certain real

estate which had been sold' under the
foreclosure of several mortgages, on
the ground of its homestead charac-
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ter, it is incumbent upon him to es-

tablish the homestead as against

each and all of such mortgages.
Klink V. Cohen, 15 Cal. 200.

13. McLane v. Paschal, 47 Tex.

365; Estate of Delaney. 2i7 Cal. 176;

Harris v. Howard (Ky.), 81 S. W.
27s; Higgins V. Higgins, 25 Ky. L.

Rep. 1824, 78 S. W. 1124.

Existing Debts as a Condition
Precedent— Under a statute provid-

ing that a homestead set apart during
the claimant's lifetime descends, on
his death, absolutely to his heirs, un-
less there are debts against such de-

ceased, in which case the homestead
right is continued in the widow for

life, the burden of proving the ex-

istence of such debts is on the widow,
and in the absence of such proof the

presumption arises that there are no
creditors; and the fact that the

homestead was claimed by the de-

ceased during his lifetime is not, as

against his heirs, even presumptive
proof that there are subsistiuT debts

outstanding against the estate. Bar-
ker V. Jenkins, 84 Va. 895, 6 S. E.

459-

14. Iken v. Olenick, 42 Tex. 195

;

Hughes V. Hodges, 102 N. C. 236, 9
S. E. 437; Goodloe V. Dean, 81 Ala.

479, 8 So. 197.

15. This is because if the claim-

ant had no wife living he would be
bound by his absolute deed, notwith-
standing the fact that the property
was his homestead, and as such pro-

tected from debts. McLean v. Ellis,

79 Tex. 398, 15 S. W. 394.
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and providing^ for its allotment on the owner's petition or by an officer

in accordance with law, it has been held that where the claimant

seeks to have the property in question allotted to him as a home-
stead he has the burden of proving that a homestead has not before

been allotted to him.^®

E. Purchase of New Homestead With Proceeds oe Sale oe

Former. — Under a statute allowing- the claimant to sell the home-

stead and hold the proceeds exempt provided he intends to reinvest

such proceeds in another homestead, the party claiming such pro-

ceeds as exempt has the burden of proving the sale of such former

homestead and that the same was made in pursuance of a design

to purchase another homestead with the proceeds thereof. ^^ Like-

wise where such a statute continues the exemption attached to

the original homestead to a new one purchased with the proceeds

of the sale of such original, it is incumbent on the party claiming the

continuance of such exemption to show that the new homestead was

purchased with the proceeds of the sale of the former.^^

16. Fiiltnn z: Roberts, 113 N. C.

421, 18 S. E. 510.

Deed by Husband Without Signa-
ture of Wife Under such a con-

stitutional provision as described in

the text, it was held in Hughes z'.

Hodges, 102 N. C. 236, 9 S. E. 437,
where the grantor (claimant) sought
to have his conveyance of the home-
stead premises set aside on the

ground that it was not signed by the

wife, the claimant must prove not
only that no actual allotment of
homestead in other lands had ever
been made to him, but also that the

premises in question had either been
allotted to him, or, if not, that such
allotment was necessary to protect

him against existing creditors

;

otherwise the deed was valid.

17. Huskins v. Hanlon, 72 Iowa
37. 33 N. W. 352; State ex rel.

Schneider z\ Hull, 100 Mo. App. 703,

74 S. W. 888.

18. Johnson Co. Sav. Bank v.

Carroll (Iowa), 78 N. W. 247; First

Nat. Bank z'. Thompson, 72 Iowa 417,

34 N. W. 184.

In an action to subject a homestead
to the payment of a debt contracted
prior to its acquisition^ where the
claimants contend that such home-
stead is exempt because purchased
with the proceeds of the sale of the
former homestead owned and occu-
pied by them prior to the contracting
of the debt in question, the plaintiff

makes out a prima facie case by prov-

ing that the debt was contracted be-

fore the acquisition of the present

homestead, and the burden is then

upon the defendants (claimants) to

show the purchase of the present

homestead with the proceeds of the

sale of the former. First Nat. Bank
V. Baker, 57 Iowa 197, 10 N. W. 633.

Where Former Homestead Ex-
ceeded the Acreage Exempted.

White V. Kinley, 92 Iowa 598, 61 N.

W. 176, was decided under a statute

providing in effect that the owner of

a homestead may change his home
and hold the new acquisition exempt
from execution to the extent in value

of the old homestead in all cases

where such old homestead would
have been exempt, and the home-
stead was limited to forty acres in

extent. It appeared that the home-
stead fomierl}'^ occupied consisted of

a farm of 170 acres of land, of the

value of $6000; such farm was sold

and soon thereafter the house
and lot in controversy, which
was of the value of $900, was
purchased with the proceeds of

the sale of such farm. The
question at issue bein? whether the

homestead in controversy equaled or
exceeded the value of the homestead
right in the farm ; it was held that it

was not incumbent upon the claimant
to show the value of the homestead
forty acres in the farm as separate
from the value of the farm as a
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F. WiTp-.x r.rRDKx ox CoxTKSTAXT. — a. In General. — Tt has
been held that where tlie execution purchaser in an action of eject-

ment ap^ainst the homestead claimant proves, in his case in chief,

not only his own chain of title, but also that the claimant at the time
of the execution sale owned no other property, and that the sale had
been made without the allotment provided by law, the burden is

on the plaintiff to prove that the property was not exempt as a home-
stead.^"

b. Coni'cyancc of Homestead. — Statutory Requirements.
W'here the law prohibits the conveyance or incumbrance of the

homestead except upon a compliance with certain prescribed requi-

sites, it is incumbent upon the party asserting the validity of such

conveyance or incumbrance to prove a strict compliance with such

requirements; they cannot be supplied by presumption.-''

5. How Determined. — A. In General. — Use to Which Ap-
FLiKD. — In the absence of statutory or constitutional provision

requiring- a formal mode of selecting or designating a homestead, the

guiding principle in detennining whether a given piece of property

is or is not a homestead is the use to which the property is applied,-^

and its adaptability to use as a homestead ;-^ and it has been held

whole ; nor was it necessary for him
to show that the money received

from the homestead forty acres alone

was actually invested in the new
homestead ; and it was further held

that if it could be found from the

evidence that the value of the fann
as a whole was sufficient, that every
forty acres of it would equal in

value the new homestead, this was
sufficient.

19. Mobley v. Griffin, 104 N. C.

112, 10 S. E. 142.

20. Cross z\ Everts, 28 Tex. 524.

And see Texas Loan Agency t'.

Hunter, 13 Tex. Civ. App. 402, 35 S.

W. 399.

Recital in Conveyance by Hus-
band and Wife. — The Iowa Code,
§ 1990, provides that " a conveyance
or incumbrance ... is of no va-
lidity unless the husband and wife
. . .

_
concurred in and signed the

same joint instrument." In Wilson v.

Christopherson, 53 Iowa 481, 5 N. W.
687, which was an action to foreclose
a mortgage upon the homestead, to
which mortgage the names of both
the husband and wife were signed,
but the name of the wife did not ap-
pear in the granting part, and at the
close of the mortgage was a clause in

these words :
" And the said Even
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Christopherson [the wife] hereby re-

linquishes her right of dower in and
to the above described real estate,"

it was held that the mortgage was in-

valid, the presumption being that the

wife's concurrence and signature re-

lated only to the clause releasing her
dower and not to the part of the

mortgage whereby the incumbrance
was designed to be created.

21. Gregg- v. Bostwick, 22 Cal.

220, 91 Am. Dec. 637 ; Ford v. Fos-
gard (Tex. Civ. App.), 25 S. W. 445;
]Malone z: Kornrumpf, 84 Tex. 454,
19 S. W. 607; Iken V. Olenick, 42
Tex. 19s ; St. Louis Brg. Ass'n v.

Howard, 150 Mo. 445, 51 S. W. 1046;
Anderson v. Stadlmann, 17 Wash.
433. 49 Pac. 1070. And see Laughlin
V. Wright, 63 Cal. 113.

In Houston & G. N. R. Co. v.

Winter, 44 Tex. 597, the court uses
the following language: "What is

meant by the ' homestead of the fam-
ily ' in the country ana its approxi-
mate locality is determinable by the

obvious facts as a detenninate object,

and not by the variable intention,

privately entertained or openly de-
clared by the husband, he and his

wife residing on the land in their

home at the time."

22. Ford V. Fosgard (Tex. Civ.

App.), 25 S. W. 445.
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that where the evidence shows that the ]')rcniises were actually

occupied and used for homestead purposes this is conclusive, not-

withstanding- the declarations or testimony of the husband or wife

to the contrary.-^

B. Presumption From Occupancy. — a. In General. — In the

absence of a statutory or constitutional provision requiring some
formal act of selection, the actual occupancy of the premises as a

home by the claimant and family is, of itself, presumptive evidence

of the homestead character of such premises, and of the occupant's

selection thereof as his homestead.^*

23. Jacobs v. Hawkins, 63 Tex. i

;

Rose V. Blankenship (Tex.), 18 S.

W. loi; Keller v. Beattie (Tex. Civ.

App.). 34 S. W. 667; Medlenka v.

Downing, 59 Tex. 40.

In Riihl z\ Kauffman. 65 Tex. 723,

the court said: "The actual use of

a lot for the convenience of the fam-
ily has always been regarded as the

most satisfactory evidence of an in-

tention to make it part of the home-
stead; and even the positive and
formal declaration of both husband
and wife of a contrary intent has
been held not sufficient to divest

property actually used as a home-
stead of the homestead protection."

24. Arkansas. — Tumlinson v.

Swinney, 22 Ark. 400, 76 Am. Dec.
432; Webb V. Davis, Z7 Ark. 551.

See Johnson v. Turner, 29 Ark. 280.

California. — Cook z'. McChristian,
4 Cal. 26; Harper t\ Forbes, 15 Cal.

202 ; Holden %'. Pinney, 6 Cal. 234

;

Taylor v. Hargous, 4 Cal. 268, 60 Am.
Dec. 606; Brooks v. Hyde, 2>7 Cal.

366.

Kansas. — See Moore v. Reaves, 15
Kan. 150.

Michigan. — Riggs v. Sterling, 60
Mich. 643, 27 N. W. 705, I Am. St.

Rep. 554; Thomas v. Dodge, 8 Mich.
SI.

Tennessee. — First Nat. Rank v.

Meachem (Tenn. Ch.), 36 S. W. 724.
Texas. — Crebbin v. Moseley

(Tex. Civ. App.), 74 S. W. 815.
Utah. — Kimball v. Lewis, 17

Utah 381, 53 Pac. 1037.

Washington. — Anderson 7'. Stadl-
mann, 17 Wash. 433, 49 Pac. 1070;
Philbrick v. Andrews, 8 Wash. 7, 35
Pac. 358.

Wisconsin. — Phelps z'. Rooney, 9
Wis. 70, 76 Am. Dec. 244; Mpore z\

Smead, 89 Wis. 558, 62 N. W. 426.

And see Kent v. Lasley, 48 Wis. 257,

4 N. E. 23.

In St. Louis Bre. Ass'n v. Howard,
150 Mo. 445, 51 S. W. 1046. it is said:

"This occupancy is always prima

facie evidence to any officer of the

law, charged with the execution of a

writ, that it is a homestead."
In Beecher v. Baldy, 7 Mich. 488,

the court said :
" Where the whole

tract owned and occupied by the

debtor does not exceed the quantity

mentioned in the constitution, and is

admitted to be within the prescribed

value, the law, in the absence of any
proof, must presume the acceptance

by the debtor of the benefit conferred

by the constitution to the full amount
of the constitutional exemption."
Reversing People v. Plumsted, 2
Mich. 469.

Where a person ownine several

properties is found living on one of

them, " the presumption is that he is

at home where he is found living, but

this presumption may be rebutted by
showing his abode to be temporary
and his home elsewhere." Jarv-ais ?'.

Moe, 38 Wis. 440.

Proof that the party is in actual

possession and use of one house and
premises as a dlwelling is conclusive
evidence that he cannot have a home-
stead right in another house and
premises by construction and claim
merely. SchoflFen 7'. Landauer, 60
Wis. 334, 19 N. W. 95.

In Klenk 7'. Noble. 37 Ark. 298, it

is said :
" Actual residence is a pal-

pable thing of which every one must
take notice, and any attempt by a

lender to take or a borroAver to give

a mortgage on an actual residence
must of necessity be an^ effort to

evade the constitutional policy," ren-

dering void all incumbrances on the
homestead.
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b. When Record Title in Wife. — Occupancy of the premises

by the husband and family as a home is presumptive evidence of the

homestead character of the premises occupied, and is constructive

notice thereof to creditors, althoug'h the record or paper title thereto

be in the name of the wife."^

c. When Premises Exceed Statutory Limit. — Where the right

to select a homestead exists and the premises on which the claim-

ant resides exceeds in extent the quantity allowed by law, and no
particular selection has been made by the claimant, the law will

presume a selection of that portion of the premises on which the

dwelling-house. is situated equal in extent and value to- the amount
allowed by law.^^ Accordingly a conveyance or mortgage of the

whole^^ of the premises or of a part thereof other than that on which

the dwelling stands,^^ while perhaps void as to the homestead because

prohibited by law, will nevertheless be held valid as to the excess.

Occupancy by Wife as Construct-

ive Notice In Lynn v. Sentel, 183

111. 382, 55 N. E. 838, 75 Am. St.

Rep. no, it is held that the posses-

sion of the premises by the wife and
family, the husband having deserted

the wife, is presumptive evidence of

the homestead character of the prem-
ises and is constructive notice of the

wife's right therein to purchasers and
creditors.

Distinction Between Conveyance
and Execution Sale—^ Under Ten-
nessee act 1879, ch. 171, exempting
real estate in possession of the head
of the family, to the value of $1000,

and giving him the right to select

any piece of property belonging to

him as his homestead, whether the

family resides thereupon or not, it

was held, in First Nat. Bank v.

Meachem (Tenn. Ch.), 36 S. W. 724,

that the adoption of a particular

piece of land' of the value of at least

$1000 by the head' of the family as a

home by his living upon it raises the

presumption that it had been selected

as his homestead, and his other lands

were thereby released from exemp-
tion ; but this rule was held to ap-
ply only as between the head of a

family and the person with whom he
deals in the matter of deeds, incum-
brances and the like, and was not ap-
plicable to cases where it was sought
to subject the land to the payment of

a debt, the husband in such cases be-
ing allowed to select any of his lands,

whether living thereupon or not.

Presumption Not Conclusive.
" The presumption arising from resi-
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dence may be defeated' by facts and
circumstances aliunde." Holden v.

Pinney, 6 Cal. 234.

25. Broome v. Davis, 87 Ga. 584,

13 S. E. 749-
26. Herrick v. Graves, 16 Wis.

157; Kent V. Lasley, 48 Wis. 257, 4
N. E. 23.

In Miller v. McAlister, 197 111. 72,

64 N. E 254, the court said :
" Where

the several forty-acre tracts lie con-

tiguous, and the debtor has a dwell-

ing on any given fo'rty-acre tract,

which, with the building thereon, is

of a value of more than $1000, in such

case the law regards the forty acres

on which the debtor's residence is

situated' as the farm or lot of ground
selected by him as a homestead."

But see Meyer Bros. Drug Co. v.

Bybee, 179 Mo. 354, 78 S. W. 579, in

which it is held that where the law
gives the claimant the right tO' desig-

nate the part of his premises, in case

they exceed the limit, to which the

exemption should apply, " the mere
fact that his residence was on one of

the tracts did not confine his home-
stead exemption to that particular

tract," and that the homestead ex-
emption may be selected from- any
portion of the whole tract desired

by the claimant.
27. De Grafifenried v. Clark, 75

Ala. 425.

28. In Hall v. Gottsche, 114 Iowa
147, 86 N. W. 257, it was held that

the separate conveyance by the hus-
band of a portion of the premises,

leaving a balance thereof equal in

value and extent to the amount al-
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Governmental Subdivisions of Sections.— It lias hccii hold t>h<lt where
the claimant owns and is in possession of premises exceeding- in

extent the statutory limit, and has made no selection, it is conclu-

'sively presumed that he intended to select that governmental suhdi-

vision of the section of land on which the dwelling-house stands

and which contains the quantity of land allowed by law/** but another

court has held the contrary.*''"

d. Probate Homestead— Election to Take Homestead in Lieu of
Distribiitii'c Share.— Under a statute providing in effect that upon
the death of either spouse the survivor has the election cither to take

his or her distributive share of the estate in fee-sinii:)le or to hold

the homestead for life ; and further providing that the setting-off

of the distributive share shall extinguish the homestead, the continu-

ous occupancy of the homestead for a considerable period of time,

without having the distributive share set apart, raises a presumption

that the surviving spouse has elected to take the homestead right in

lieu of the distributive share.^^ Likewise the fact that the surviving

widow after her husband's death left the former homestead, took

up her residence in another place and applied the rents of such

homestead to her support, raises the presumption that she elected to

lowed by law and containing the im-
provements, raised the presumption
of an election to treat such remainder
as the homestead, and such convey-
ance was held valid although the wife

did not sign the same. But see

Goodrich v Brown, 63 Iowa 247, 18

N. W. 893.

29. Kent v. Lasley, 48 Wis. 257. 4
N. E. 23, overruling Kent v. Agard,
22 Wis. 150.

30. Under a statute limiting the

extent of a homestead to 160 acres

and providing for its selection by the

making and filing of a written decla-

ration containing among other things

a description of the premises claimed

as a homestead, it appearing that no
such declaration had been filed and
that the claimant owned and occu-

pied all of a governmental section of

bnd on one-quarter of which he

lived, it was held, in Foogman f.

Patterson. 9 N. D. 254, 83 N. W.
15, that the failure to make and file

such declaration did not defeat the

homestead right, but until the selec-

tion was made by the claim-
ant, the particular one hundred and
sixty acres constituting the home-
stead could not be determined, and
there was no presumption that the

one-quarter section on which the

owner resided constituted his home-
stead, the court saying: "There is

not the slightest presumption that it

follows governmental subdivisions of

sections."

31. Stephens v. Hay, 98 Iowa 37,

66 N. W. 1048; McDonald v. Mc-
Donald, 76 Iowa 137, 40 N. W. 126;

Zwick 7'. Johns. 89 Iowa 550, 56 N.
W. 665 ; Thomas v. Thomas, 73 Iowa
657. 35 N. W. 693; Butterfield v.

Wicks, 44 Iowa 310.

Will. — Where the will of the de-

ceased husband devises to the sur-

viving widow the right to possess

and occupy all of his realty, including

the homestead, during her lifetime, it

will be presumed in the absence of a

showing to the contrary that her con-

tinued occupancy of the homestead
for a period of seven years after his

death was under the will, and that

it was an election to take the home-
stead in lieu of her distributive share
of the real estate. lit re Franke's Es-
tate, 97 Iowa 704, 66 N. W. 918.

Occupancy by Surviving Husband.
Where the title to the homestead was
in the name of the wife, the contin-
ued occupancy of the premises by the
husband for more than nine years
after her death raises the presump-
tion that he elected to hold it as a

Vol. VI
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take the land as her distributive share and not as a homestead. ^^

But the surviving spouse has a reasonable length of time v^ithin

which to make such election, and no presumption of an election to

take the homestead arises from an occupancy during such reasonable
time.-'^^ In any event the presumption is not conclusive and may be
rebutted by any competent evidence tending to show a contrary
intention,^'' although it has been held that where such occupancy
continued for a period of seventeen years after the husband's death
the presumption became practically conclusive.^^

C. Direct Evidence— Testimony oe Claimant.— Where the

question as to whether certain premises constituted a homestead
depends upon the intent or purpose of the person who had the right

to claim such homestead, such person may testify directly that his

purpose and intent was^® or was not^'^ to treat such premises as his

homestead. Such direct testimony, however, is not conclusive and
is entitled to little or no weight when the circumstances clearly

indicate the contrary ;^^ and it has been held that where the physical

facts of occupancy and use are of such character as to conclusively

show that the premises were actually used as a homestead, the testi-

mony of the claimant to the contrary or that he did not consider

them his homestead is immaterial and incompetent.^*

D. Written Declaration or Application for Homestead.
a. Essentials to Admission as Evidence. — Where the law provides

that the homestead shall be selected or designated by the making
and filing of a written declaration or application which shall contain

certain specified statements of facts, such application, in order to

be admissible as evidence, must, on its face, comply with all the

homestead for life in lieu of his dis- ans, 6 S. D. 244, 60 N. W. 862. And
tributive share. McGuire v. Mc- see supra, " Use to Which AppHed,"
Gnire (Iowa), 81 N. W. 451. and infra, "Acts and Declarations."

32. Peebles v Bunting, 103 Iowa 39. j^^^^g ^, Hawkins, 63 Tex. i.

^ 33^\ K ; ^"'V K . «. T
I" C'ark v. Evans, 6 S. D. 244,

33. Esber v Egbert, 85 Iowa ^ n. W. 862, the court, in distin-
525 52 N. W. 478. See also Whited

jghin j^^obs v. Hawkins, supra.
r. Pearson. 87 Iowa 513, 57 N. W. ^^.^ ^

l^\ ^^^^^, j^^^^J

7°; 81' N°"w Sq '"^' "^^ ^"d occupation of these premises

34 "^f- Vi TT nR T
were such as to prove them to be

f.c -NT \\T ?^ o •\ir T\ ij \7 his home, his declaration that they
60 N. W. 1048; McDonald v. Youno;, . ij ^ -i • 1
^„„ T o -K-r \\T _ T> u were not would not prevail agamst
ICQ Iowa 704, 81 N. W. iss; Robson , r 1, j *.-

T u \ - T i:^ 00 XT evidence of such use and occupation.
V. Lambertson, 115 Iowa 366, 88 N. -n,,. v ., •. , .• •

W oA-i
'J

-> ' But here the very vital question is,

QK T_T -.L TT -i T o Did he so use it? What was the

8 N w"^-""'
" '"^ character of hisuse and occupation?

nc' r^',," \ T^ 11 o Art ... His testimony as to his pur-
(Jallagher r Keller, 87 Tex. ^^^ -^^^^^ ^-^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^

472. 29 S. W 647 :
Tromans v. Mahl- ^^^ jj -^^^ inconsistent overt

""o^' ''^\
,

-^^^ '^ Pf-,327. acts, but it was not incompetent. It

^l\ ^}^Q^'- Evans. 6 S. D. 244, was entitled to be considered for

00 /Tx
^^'^^*^ '* ^^^^ worth, in connection

38. Tromans v. Mahlman, 11

1

with other facts and circumstances
Cal. 646, 44 Pac. 327; Clark v. Ev- of the case."
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requirements of the statute;'"^ and any defect or omission therein

cannot be remedied by evidence aliunde.'*'^

h. For What Purposes Competent. — The homestead papers pre-

pared and filed in accordance with law are admissible for the pur-

pose of showing any admissions made therein against the interest of

the person who prepared and filed them/-
A declaration of homestead is admissible to show a compliance

with the law requiring the making and filing of the same for

record ;'*•'' but such declaration is no evidence of the truth of the

facts therein stated,^'* except where the statute makes the same prima

facie evidence of the truth of its contents. ''°

c. Original Papers Best Evidence.— The original application or

declaration of homestead is the best evidence of whether the same
complies with the law in respect to its contents, and the record

thereof is secondary.*®

d. Failure to Make and File Declaration.— The failure of the

claimant to make and file the written declaration of homestead as

provided by law, is relevant as a circumstance tending to show that

the parties never intended to reside on or use the premises as a

homestead.*^

E. Homestead of Decedent. — Inventory oe Estate as Evr-

DENCE.— Where the law provides that the homestead is no part of

the estate of the deceased husband, but descends directly to the sur-

viving widow and children without administration, it has been held

that the fact that the property in question was inventoried and

appraised as part of the testator's estate is prima facie evidence that

it was not his homestead.**

40. Reid v. Englehart-Davidson
Merc. Co., 126 Cal. 527, 58 Pac. 1063,

77 Am. St. Rep. 206; Langford v.

Driver, 70 Ga. 588; Wilder v. Fred-
erick, 67 Ga. 66g ; Pegram v. Han-
cock, 105 Ga. 185, 31 S. E. 419;
Coffee V. Adams, 65 Ga. 347.

41. Reid v. Englehart-Davidson
Merc. Co., 126 Cal. 527, 58 Pac. 1063,

77 .\m. St. Rep. 206.

42. Stevenson v. Moody. 85 Ala.

33, 4 So. .S95 ; Huntington v. Chis-

holm. 61 Ga. 270. And see Brennan
V. Wallace, 25 Cal. 108.

Declaration as EvicTence to Avoid
Deed of Husband to Wife Under
a statute requiring the consent of
both husband and wife to the con-
veyance of property covered by a
homestead and providing that a

homestead can only be abandoned by
a declaration or grant executed by
both husband and wife, a declaration

of homestead, filed by the wife pre-

vious to the execution of a trust

deed by the husband alone to his

wife, of such property, is admissible

in evidence for the purpose of avoid-

ing the trust deed. Graves v. Baker,

68 Cal. 133. 8 Pac. 691.

43. Apprate v. Faure, 121 Cal.

466, 53 Pac. 917.

44. Apprate v. Faure, 121 Cal.

466, 53 Pac. 917.
Declaration as Evidence of Value.

The statement in the declaration of

homestead filed of record as to the

value of the homestead is no evi-

dence of the value thereof. Estate of

Delaney, 2<7 Cal. 176.

45. Cofer v. Scroggins, 98 Ala.

342, 13 So. 115, 39 Am. St. Rep. 54;
Murphy 7'. Hunt, 75 Ala. 438.

46. Pritchett v. Davis, loi Ga.

236. 28 S. E. 666, 65 Am. St. Rep.

298; Larey v. Baker, 85 Ga. 687, 11

S. E. 800; Brown v. Driggers, 62
Ga. 354, s. c, 60 Ga. 114.

47. Brokken v. Baumann, 10 N.
D. 453, 88 N. W. 84.

48. Hamm v. Hutchins, 19 Tex.
Civ. App. 209, 46 S. W. 873.
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F. Circumstantial Prooi^. — a. In General.— Circumstantial

evidence is competent to prove or disprove the homestead character

of premises or its incidents.*"

b. Acts and Declarations of Claimant. — The. acts and declarations

of the party claiming the homestead are competent evidence of his

purpose and intent concerning the premises.^" Statements made
by the husband or wife at the time to which the inquiry relates,

tending to show that they did not use or intend to claim the prem-
ises as a homestead, are competent.^^ But the courts in Texas seem

49. Gallagher v. Keller, 87 Tex.
472. 29 S. W. 647 ; Tromans v. Mahl-
man, 11 1 Cal. 646, 44 Pac. 327.

In Johnson v. Turner, 29 Ark. 280,

the court held that the question of

whether a homestead right existed

at a certain time is a question of

fact and " is to be determined from
the evidence in the case and may-

consist of acts, declarations, circum-
stances and general conduct of the

party which tend to show what his

bona tide intention was."

50. Johnson v. Turner, 29 Ark.
280 ; Clark v. Evans, 6 S. D. 244,
60 N. W. ^62; Furtner v. Edgewood
Distilling Co., 16 Tex. Civ. App.

359, 41 S. W. 184; Jacobs V. Hawk-
ins, 63 Tex. I.

Where the question at issue is

which of two places constituted the

claimant's homestead, one of such
places being his farm and the other

a place in the city where he had liv-

ing rooms, his declarations as to his

intent, which declarations accom-
panied his acts in removing to and
fro between such places, are admissi-
ble to show which place he intended
as his homestead, being part of the

res gestae. Mills v. Mills, 141 Mo.
195, 42 S. W. 709.

Voting Where Homestead Situated.

Evidence that the claimant voted at

the place where the premises are sit-

uated is competent on the question
of residence, but is not conclusive
proof of such residence as required
under the homestead law, in the ab-
sence of some act toward the land
itself tending to show an active ef-

fort to occupy the same. Brokken
T'. Baumann, 10 N. D. 453, 88 N. W.
84.

Holding Elective Office in Other
Place— The residence and intent of
the person upon whose residence
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and intent the homestead right de-

pends being the question at issue,

evidence showing that he was elected

to, qualified and held a public office

in a district which did not include the

site of the premises in question is rel-

evant and competent, he bqing ineli-

gible to such office if a non-resident.

Clark v. Evans, 6 S. D. 244, 60 N.
W. 862.

Premises Not Yet Occupied Im-
proving Other Property Where
the claimant maintains that by rea-

son of his intention to occupy and
use the premises as a homestead,
such intention being evidenced by
acts of preparation, the property is

exempt notwithstanding that it is

not yet actually occupied by him,
proof of the fact of his working and
improving other property is admis-
sible as tending to weaken the effect

of his evidence of intent, but is not
conclusive. Furtner v. Edgewood
Distilling Co., 16 Tex. Civ. App. 359,
41 S. W. 184.

Mortgaging Part of Premises as
Security for loan On the ques-
tion as to whether a lot adjacent
to that on which a dwelling-house was
situated constituted part of a home-
stead, the fact that the claimant and
wife selected such lot from others
and sought to mortgage the same as
security for a loan is a potent cir-

cumstance tending to show its non-
homestead character. Andrews v.

Hagadon, 54 Tex. 571.

51. Hickey v. Behrens, 75 Tex.
488, 12 S. W. 679; Harmsen v.

Wesche (Tex. Civ. App.), 32 S. W.
192; Anderson v. Kent, 14 Kan. 207.

Recital in Deed of Trust Not Con-
clusive. — But it has been held that

a recital in a deed of trust executed
by the husband and wife, to the ef-

fect that the premises conveyed " are
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to confine the competency of (Icclaralions (lisparaj2:ingf the liomestead
right to cases where tlie property has either never hecn used as a
homestead or was not so used at the time in question, and to hold
that, if the property was in actual use as a homestead no declaration
of the husband or wife or both is competent to change its character.^^

c. Declarations of Husband as Evidence Against Wife.— The
homestead rights of the wife are in general dependent u]X)n the acts

and conduct of her husband in using and occupying the premises
so as to make it a homestead, and therefore his declarations tending
to show that he never claimed or intended the property to be his

homestead are competent against the wife, although not made in her
presence or with her consent. ^'^ But it has been held that if it be
shown that the husband is acting in fraud of the rights of the wife in

the premises, his declarations, made in her absence, are not compe-
tent as evidence to prejudice her rights in the homestead."*

n. WHO MAY CLAIM.

1. In General. — Presumption. — Under a statute granting the

right of homestead to all persons, except those of a certain class, a

person claiming a homestead is presumed to be entitled to claim the

no part of our homestead " is not
conclusive upon the question of

homestead where it appears that such
recital was placed in the instrument
merely to evade the homestead law
which prohibited absolutely the con-
veyance of a homestead with a de-

feasance. Howell z'. Stephenson
(Tex. Civ. App.), 36 S. W. 302.

52. Rose V. Blankenship (Tex.),
18 S. W. loi; Keller v. Beattie

(Tex. Civ. App.), 34 S. W. 667;
Medlenka r. Downing, 59 Tex. 40.

But see Clark v. Evans, 6 S. D. 244,
60 N. W. 862, and compare Howe
V. O'Brien (Tex. Civ. App.). 45 S.

W. 813.

In Jacobs v. Hawkins, 63 Tex. i,

the court said :
" In cases in which

property has not been used as a

homestead, or is not so used, the

declarations of the husband would
seem to be admissible for the purpose
of showing that there was no inten-

tion so to use it as to make it a

homestead. This would seem to be
true, where a place formerly used as

a homestead is no longer occupied

;

and so, for the purpose of indicating

an intention never again to use it,

which, coupled with the act of re-

moval, would amount to an abandon-
ment. But where in fact the prop-

erty is actually in use for homestead
purposes, neither the declaration of

the husband or wife, or both, can

change its character."

53. Clark v. Evans, 6 S. D. 244,
60 N. W. 862; Sheperd v. White, 11

Tex. 346. And see Brennan v. Wal-
lace, 25 Cal 108.

54. In Newman v. Farquhar, 60
Te.x. 640, which was an action by
the grantee in a conveyance signed

by the husband alone, the wife claim-
ing the premises as a homcstea<1 and
charging fraud and collusion betv.'een

the husband and the plaintiff in hos-
tility to her interests, it was Held

that the declarations of the husband,
not made in the presence of the

wife, to the effect that he had never
claimed the property as a homestead,
and tending to deny the fact of
homestead, were incompetent, the

court saying: "When we consider
the attitude in which the husband, in

this case, stands to his wife as dis-

closed by the record, we 'do not be-
lieve his declarations, made in her
absence, and under such circum-
stances, should be allowed to preju-

dice her rights." And see Smith v.

IV.zell. 56 Tex. 315; Rose v. Blank-
enship (Tex.), 18 S. W. loi.
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same and not to be within the exception,-''^' and especially is this true
where the claim has been recog-nized by an officer of the law."*'

2. Head of Family. — A. Question of Fact. — Whether the
claimant is the head of a family as defined in the constitution or
statute is a question of fact to be determined from all the evidence."

B. Presumption of Continuance.— Where it is shown that at

the time of the establishment of the homestead the claimant was the
head of a family, it is presumed that such state of facts continued
until the contrary is shown. ^^

C. Application by Wife. — Where the wife has the right to
apply for the setting- apart of a homestead when the husband refuses
to do so, and provided he does not object thereto, his acquiescence in

her application will be presumed from his silence and failure to

complain thereof.^®

III. VALUE.

1. Presumption. — In the absence of evidence thereon the court

cannot presume the value of the premises claimed as a homestead
to be at any particular sum,®" and certainly it will not be presumed
that such value is in excess of the amount allowed by law.^^

2. Burden of Proof.— A. In General. — It seems that the decis-

ions have not settled upon any uniform rule as to who has the burden

of proof on the question of exemption generally,®^ and especially

where the question at issue is whether the homestead does or does

not exceed in value the limit allowed by law. It has been held that

the " quantity " and " value " of the homestead form no part of the

55. Where the right is granted to 57. Hyde v. Hyde. 6o Neb. 502,

all persons except negroes, the pre- 83 N. W. 673; Mathewson v. Kil-

sumption obtains that the claimant is burn (Mo.), 81 S. W. 1096.

a white person ; it cannot be as- 58. Ferguson v. Kumler, 25 Minn,

sumed that he was within the ex- ^83.

ception. Thorn v. Darlington, 68 ^^- Connally v. Hardwick, 61 Ga.

Ky. 448.
501.

^ 60. Hargadene v. Whitfield, 71
56. In Tumlinson v. Swinney, 22 Tex. 482, 9 S. W. 475.

Ark. 400, 76 Am. Dec. 432, it was Change of Homestead to Other of
held that where the constitution Equal Value. — Judicial Notice,

granted the right of homestead only Under a statute authorizing the
to white persons, and it was claimed claimant to change his former home-
that the homestead claimant did not stead to another of equal value the
expressly prove himself to be a white court will not take judicial notice of
person, such an omission was imma- the fact that such former homestead
terial where the proof showed that or the quantity of land constituting
on the date of the sale of the prem- it is of the value of the new home-
ises under execution he claimed the stead, or of any certain sum. White
benefit of the homestead act and the v. Kinley, 92 Iowa 598, 61 N. W.
sheriff so far recognized his right as 176.

to allow the claim. It is presumed 61. Mueller v. Conrad. 178 111.

that the sheriff knew the law and 276. 52 N. E. 1031 ; Hargadene v.
properly performed his duty, and. \\'hitfield, 71 Tex. 482, 9 S. W. 475.
therefore, the fact that the claimant 62. See State ex rel. Schneider v.
was a white person followed as a Hull, 100 Mo. Apj). 703, 74 S. W.
necessary conclusion. 888.
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definition, and are mere limitations upon the ri_£,dit after its estab-

lishment. °^ However, an examination of the authorities will disclose

the fact that the burden, in most cases, was held to be upon the

moving party therein, whether he was the homestead claimant or

the party attacking the homestead."* Rut this rule seems to have

been departed from."^ Under a statute limiting the extent of a

63. GrcRg V. Bostwick, ZZ Cal.

220, gi Am. Dec. 637. And see

Ham V. Santa Rosa Bank, 62 Cal.

125, 45 Am. Rep. 654.

In a suit brought to foreclose a

ju<lgment lien, whicli was resisted by
defendants upon the gro^md that the

property constituted their urban
homestead, the court, in Fitzhugh v.

Connor (Tex. Civ. App.), 74 S. W.
8,3, held that while it was necessary

for the claimants of the homestead to

allege and to prove the facts neces-

sary to constitute the property a

homestead, the quantity and value

formed no part of the definition of a

homestead, and were mere limita-

tions upon it after its establishment.

and, therefore, the charge of the

lower court to the effect that the bur-

den of proof as to such value was
upon the claimants, was held material

error. Citing Demartin v. Demartin,

85 Cal. 71, 24 Pac. 594.

64. Thus, where an execution

creditor or his successor in interest

.
claims that the value of the home-
stead exceeds the sum' allowed by
law and seeks to subject the excess
to the payment of a debt, the burden
is upon him to prove such excessive
value before the court can take any
action. Fitzhugh 7'. Connor (Tex.
Civ. App.), 74 S. W. 83; Beecher v.

Baldv. 7 Mich. 488; Kilmer v. Gar-
lick, 185 111. 406, =;6 N. E. 1 103. And
see Demartin f. Demartin, 85 Cal. 71,

24 Pac. 594.

Under Nebraska statute, providing
in effect that upon the levy of an ex-

ecution the claimant may notify the

sheriff of what he regards as his

homestead, with a description

thereof, which homestead, to the ex-

tent of 160 acres of land in quantity

and $2000 in value, becomes exempt,
and if in excess thereof, the re-

mainder may be sold, it was held in

Quigley V. McEvony, 41 Neb. 73, SO
N. W. 767, the claimants having
served such notice on the sheriff, and

the property selected being within

the limit as to quantity, no further

proceedings were requisite on the

part of the claimant, and the burden
was upon the creditor to prove an ex-

cess in value before the sale was valid

as to any part of the land.

Where Claimant is Moving Party.

Where the homestead claimant or his

wife seeks by ejectment or otherwise

to have his mortgage or conveyance
of the premises avoided on the

ground that the property involved

constituted his homestead, he or she

must prove that such homestead does

not exceed in value the limit allowed

by law. McClendon t. Equitable M.
Co., 122 Ala. 384, 2S So. 30; Martin
f. Piatt, 64 Mich. 629, 31 N. W. 552.

Individual Deed by Husband to

Wife Where the statute limits the

value of the homestead to $1000, and
the wife, who claims the property as

the grantee of her husband under his

individual deed which is void, under
the statute, because not signed by
her, seeks to establish the validity of

the deed on the ground that the prop-

erty was of excessive value, she has

the burden of proving the fact.

Strayer v. Dickerson, 205 111. 257, 68

N. E. 767-

65. On a trial of a writ of entry

for possession of premises, the de-

mandant, basing his title on a deed
from the sheriff on an execution sale

of the premises against the tenant,

and the tenant contending that the

premises were homestead, it was held

that the demandant, by reason of

such sale and deed, was the general

owner, entitled to the possession of

the whole, except so far as tenant's

right of homestead might exclude
him ; and the tenant, seeking to es-

tablish an exclusive right to part of

the premises as a homestead, had the

Inirden of proving that the value of

the property was such that his home-
stead rights covered the whole of the

part claimed. Swan v. Stephens, 99
Mass. 7.
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homestead to one-half an acre, unless the value of the whole be less

than a specified amount, it has been held that an owner seeking- to
set aside an execution sale of a homestead which exceeds one-half an
acre in extent has the burden of proving the whole to be within the
maximum value.*'"

B. Probatu Homestead. — A surviving widow, petitioning a
probate court to set apart to her the homestead of her deceased hus-
band, has the burden of proving the value thereof, and that it was
not excessive.

'^'^

C. Homestead op Insolvent Debtor.— Under a statute provid-
ing that the court " may " on its own motion, or on petition therefor,
in proceedings in insolvency, exempt and set apart to the insolvent
debtor his homestead thertofore selected in the mode provided by
law, it has been held that whenever a proper application is made for
such setting apart the court must grant the same, and the burden of
proof is upon the contesting creditors to show that the value of the

premises asked to be set apart exceeded the limit of exemption.^^

3. How Shown. — A. In General.— The rules of evidence relat-

ing to the proof of value in general apply equally where the subject

of inquiry is the value of a homestead.''^

B. Where Premises Are Excessive in Quantity.— Although
the premises occupied, covered, in the aggregate, several govern-
mental subdivisions and exceeded in value and quantity the amount
allowed by law, the court will take judicial notice of each of said

subdivisions and its boundaries, and it is competent for the claimant

to show that the particular subdivision on which the home was
actually situated was not excessive in value or quantity."'

C. Time to Which Evidence Directed.— a. In General. — The
value of the homestead should be determined as of the date of the

trial of the issue and not as of the time of the levy thereon, or when
the homestead was initiated/^

66. Boot 7'. Brewster, 75 Iowa 631, ant as a part of his testimony that

2,6 N. W. 649, 9 Am. St. Rep. 515. the homestead exceeds in value the

67. Estate of Delaney, 37 Cal. 176.
amount allowed by law is conclusive

no T^ • T^ • n ,-« 1
upon him. Cmcmnati Leaf Tobacco

68. Demartm v. Demartm, 85 Cal. ^ ^o. v. Thompson, 20 Ky. L. Rep.
71, 24 Pac. 594- 1439, 49 S. W. 446.

69. See fully article " Value." Claimant's Offer to Sell at Certain
Price Obtained at Execution Sale. Amount It has been held that evi-

The price at which the homestead dence showing that the claimant once
sold on execution is not conclusive, offered to sell the homestead prem-
nor is it the best evidence of the ises for a sum less than the limit of

value thereof; and in a subsequent the exemption is sufficient to estab-

action involving the validity of such Hsh the fact that the homestead is

execution sale the claimant may es- within the exemption, in the absence
tablish the actual value of the home- of evidence to the contrary. Boot v.

stead by any competent evidence. Brewster, 75 Iowa 631, 36 N. W. 649,
Riggs V. Sterling, 60 Alich. 643, 27 N. 9 Am. St. Rep. 515.

W. 705, I Am. St. Rep. SS4- 70. Hill v. Bacon, 43 111. 477.
Admission of Claimant as a Wit- 71. Moore v. Scharf, no Ala. 518,

ness— The admission by the claim- 17 So. 933.
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b. Probate Homestead. — Where it is sought to have the home-
stead of the decedent set apart in probate to the surviving widow and
family, the evidence of value must be directed to the time of the

decedent's death. ''^

4. Decision of Appraisers. — The value of the homest-ead prem-
ises, as fixed by the appraisers in setting off a homestead, is conclu-

sive until vacated in a direct proceeding brought for such purpose,

and parol evidence is inadmissible to contradict such determination

in a subsequent collateral action. '^^

IV. THE EXEMPTION.— EXCEPTION AS TO PARTICULAR
DEBTS.

1. Presumption and Burden of Proof. — A. Tn General. — Proof

of the homestead character of the premises makes out a prima facie

case of exemption on the part of the claimant, and the party seeking

to subject the property to the satisfaction of a particular debt on the

ground that such debt comes within the provisions of the law, except-

ing certain specified classes of debts from the homestead exemption,

has the burden of proving that the debt in question comes within

such exception.'*

72. Estate of Delaney, 27 Cal. 176;

AIcLane v. Paschal, 74 Tex. 20, 11 S.

W. 837.

73. Barney v. Leeds> 54 N. H.
128; Fletcher v. State Capital Bank,

37 N. H. 369; Globe Phosphate Co.

V. Pinson, 52 S. C. 185, 29 S. E. 549-

74. Illinois. — Bach v. May, 163

111. 547, 45 N. E. 248; Stevenson v.

Marony, 29 III. 532; Huening v.

Buckley, 87 111. Ano. 648.

/owo. — Walker v. Walker, 117

Iowa 609, 91 N. W. 908.

Kentucky. — Morehead v. More-
head, 16 Ky. L. Rep. 34, 25 S. W. 750.

Missouri. — Anthony r. Rice, 1 10

Mo. 223. 19 S. W. 423.

North Carolina. — Mehane v. Lay-
ton, 89 N. C. 396; McCracken v. Ad-
ler. 98 N. C. 400, 4 S. E. 138, 2 Am.
St. Rep. 340; Hill V. Oxendine, 79 N.
c. .331.

Tennessee. — Christian v. Clark, 10

Lea 630.

Comf>are. — McWatty r. Jefferson

Co., 76 Ga. 352; Durham z'. Bostwick,

72 N. C. 353-

In White V. Clark, 36 111. 285, the

court said :
" When the defendant

shows that he was the head of a

family, is a householder, and owned
and occupied the lot of pround as a

residence when the judgment was

34

rendered or the deed or mortgage
was given, and the right to claim the

benefit of the act has not been re-

leased., he has brought himself prima
facie within the provisions of the

law. And to overcome his prima facie

case, the plaintiff must shmv that it

falls within some of the exceptions

which render it liable."

Claim for Material Used on Home-
stead The burden of proving that

the indebtedness was for property or

material furnished before the home-
stead was occupied, or before the

homestead character attached, is

upon the creditor alleging the same,

and the fact that the material was
used on the homestead is insufficient

to satisfy the burden, the judgment
being obtained while the homestead
existed. Delavan v. Pratt, 19 Iowa
429. And see Flowers v. Miller, 13

Ky. L. Rep. 250, 16 S. W. 70=;.

The party seeking to subject the

homestead to his claim must sho^v

the liability of the land to the satis-

faction of the debt ; and this is not

satisfactorily shown by proof of the

record in the suit in which the exe-
cution issued— such record not
showing that the action was to fore-

close a mechanic's lien which consti-

tuted the exception — although the
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B. WiTKN Sai-Iv Orderivd by Court. — And this rule applies

although the sale of the property claimed as a homestead was made
under the order of a courtJ^

C. Liability for Prior Debt. — Where the claim soug-ht to be
enforced against the homestead is based upon an indebtedness
accruing before the homestead property was acquired, the burden
is on the claimant to establish the homestead character of the prop-,
erty and that it is exempt in the particular instance/*"'

D. Time When Homestead Set Apart.— Where the home-
stead act in force makes all homesteads set apart after its passage
liabve to the satisfaction of debts due for the purchase-money
thereon, the former act making no such exception, it is incumbent
upon the claimant to prove that the homestead was set apart before
the passage of the act in force, otherwise the exemption does not
apply.'^^

judgment directs the sheriff to sell

the property owned by the defendant
at the time plaintiffs " filed their
lien." McMillan z'. Parker, 109 N.
C. 252, 13 S. E. 764.

Contra. — In Toole v. Dibrell
(Tex. Civ. App.), 29 S. W. 387,
which was trespass to try title, it ap-
pearing that the plaintiffs had pur-
chased the property under a trust
deed, it was held necessary for the
defendants, in order to introduce evi-

dence for the purpose of establishing
the homestead character of the prop-
erty at the time of the execution of
such trust deed, to first prove that
the trust deed was not given for the
purchase price, nor for any such in-

debtedness as was, by the const!*-"-

tion, made an exception to the gen-
era) exemption ; and ill the absence of
such preliminary proof, evidence
tending to show that the property
was a homestead was held properly
excluded.

75. Kelsay v. Frazier, 78 Mo. iii;
Rogers v. Marsh, 73 Mo. 64.

Sale by Administrator In An-
thony V. Rice, no Mo. 223, 19 S. W.
423, it was held that the purchaser at

a sale made by the administrator of
an estate, under the order of the pro-
bate court, had the burden of proving
that the property was sold to pay a
debt as to which the homestead was
not exempt at the time of the sale.

Overruling on this point Murphy v.

DeFrance, 105 Mo. 53, 16 S. W. 861.
76. Paine z'. Aleans, 65 Iowa 547,

22 N. W. 669. See also First Nat.

Vol. VI

Bank v. Baker, 57 Iowa 197, 10 N.
W. 633.

Liabilities Accruing Before Acqui-
sition.— Limitation Where land

claimed as a homestead is charged
with equities and incumbrances pre-

ceding its acquisition and antedating

its purchase, the husband, acting in

good faith, has the right to adjust

such equities and incumbrances and
to substitute for them a new lien

;

and where the husband thereafter

seeks to avoid such new lien, as hav-

ing been given on a homestead Avhich

was in fact free from all previous

equities or incumbrances and which
he could not incumber, he has the

burden of establishing his equitable

defense with reasonable certainty.

Gillum V. Collier, 53 Tex. 592. And
his defense being that the original

lien was barred by limitation at the

time the new lien was substituted

therefor, evidence should be pro-

duced tending to negative the exist-

ence of any fact keeping the old lien

alive.

Debt Accruing After Establish-

ment.— And where the statute or
^

constitution exempts the homestead
only as to such debts as accrue after

the homestead is established, the

claimant must prove the date of such
establishment and that the debt ac-

crued thereafter. Meyer Bros. Drug
Co. V. Bybee, 179 Mo. 354, 78 S. W.
579-

77. Griffin v. Elliott, 60 Ga. 173.
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E. Purchase of Outstanding Title. — Where the husband,

desiring to perfect the title to the homestead property, purchases an

outstanding' title it is presumed that such purchase was necessary

and that the homestead is liable for the payment of the unpaid

portion of such purchase-price ; but this presumption may be rebutted

by showing that the claimant or his wife owned the paramount title

when such outstanding title was acquired.''®

F. Exhausting Other Property. — The party seeking to

restrain the sale of the homestead on execution, on the ground that

the creditor has failed to exhaust the owner's other property, has

the burden of showing that the claimant owns other availa])lc prop-

erty not exempt from execution and which has not been levied

upon.'^^

G. In Equity.— It has been held that where the proceeding is

in chancery, the general rule holding that the burden is upon the

creditor or purchaser to show that his claim is of such character

that the homestead is not exempt therefrom, does not apply, and

that the homestead claimants must show the debt to be one against

which the homestead is exempt.*''

2. Date of Indebtedness Evidenced by Note. — The judgment
debtor may show that, although the note which evidences the

indebtedness bears date anterior to the time when his homestead
right originated, it, in reality, was not executed and the indebtedness

did not accrue until after his homestead rights had become fixed,

and that consequently the homestead is exempt.*^

3. Character of Debt Reduced to Judgment. — Where a debt

against the homestead claimant has been reduced to a judgrnent,

such debt is presumed to have been contracted as of the date of the

judgment, in the absence of evidence to the contrary.*^ But the

party seeking to enforce such judgment against the homestead may
show that the original indebtedness was of such a character that the

exemption did not apply to it,*^ or that such indebtedness was con-

tracted before the homestead right was initiated, and that therefore

the exemption did not apply, although the judgment was rendered

after the homestead became effective.®*

78. Cassell v. Ross, 2>2, HI- 244, 85 duty in this respect in the absence of

Am. Dec. 270. any showinj^ to the contrary. Eggers

79. Hale v. Heaslip, 16 Iowa 451 ; ^'- Redwood. 50 Iowa 289^

Stevens v. Myers, 11 Iowa 183. ^^- See Kitchell v. Burg\vin, 21

Sale of Homestead Premises Sepa- JH. 40. This decision seems to be

rately. — Presumption of Proper Per- l^^^ed upon the rule oi practice al-

formance of Official Duty.- In an lowing the defendant, m chancery, by

action to set aside a sale of several
cross-bill to have discovery of corn-

parcels of land, one of them consti- ^''1'"'^" ^o prove his defense

tuting a homestead, on the ground ^^'o^'^S^'T ''' ^''''' ^
that the whole was sold together in-

49i, 28 b. VV. 840.
o xt r-

stead of being sold separately, the 82. IMcbane v. Layton, 89 Is. C.

homestead being salable only to sup- 396-

ply the deficiency, if any, after ex- 83. Hurd v. Hixon, 27 Kan. 722.

hausting the other property, the pre- 84. Gilson v. Parkhurst, 53 Vt.

sumption is that the officer did his 384; Anthony v. Rice, no Mo. 223,
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V. PAET OF BUILDING AS A HOMESTEAD.

Where it is shown tliat a part of a building- is, in good faith, used

and occupied by the claimant for homestead purposes, the whole of

such building is presumptively a homestead and within the exemp-
tion,®'* and this presumption has been held conclusive.®" But it has

also been held that it is competent to show that a part of the build-

ing is exempt and part not exempt.®^

VL CHARACTER OF HOMESTEAD. — URBAN OR RURAL.

1. In General. — It has been held that, except under extraordi-

nary circumstances,®® there can be no blending of homestead rights

so that part of the homestead may be in a town or incorporated city

and part in the country i®" and the homestead partakes of the char-

acter of that part of the premises on which the residence is situated.^"

2. Presumption. — A homestead shown to have been rural in

character when established will be presumed to continue as such

until the contrary is shown. ®^

3. Character of Place of Business. — The fact that the claimant

residing on the homestead premises transacts his business in the

town or city is immaterial on the question of whether the homestead

be rural or urban in character, although such homestead may be

within the limits of such town or city.^^

4. Homestead Within City or Town.— The fact that the home-

stead was at the time of its establishment within the limits of a

town or city,^^ or, if not within such limits at the time of its estab-

lishment, the fact that the corporate limits have been extended so as

19 S. W. 423; Murphy v. DeFrance, 87. Rhodes v. McCormick, 4 Iowa

105 Mo. 53, 15 S. W. 949, 16 S. W. 368, 68 Am. Dec. 663. Compare In re

861 ; Ingraham v. Dyer, 125 Mo. 491, Lammer, 7 Biss. 269, 14 Fed. Cas.

28 S. W. 840; overruling Daudt v. No. 8031, and Tiernan v. His Credi:-

Harmon, 16 Mo. App. 203. ors, 62 Cal. 286.

Debt Allowed by Probate Commls- 88. See Taylor v. Boulware, 17

Bioners Parol evidence is admissi- Tex. 74, 67 Am. Dec. 642.

ble to show that the debts against an 89. Keith v. Hyndman, 57 Tex.
estate allowed by the probate com- 425 ; Iken v. Olenick, 42 Tex. 195.

missioners accrued before the home- 90. Keith v. Hyndman, 57 Tex.
stead right became fixed, and that 425.

such homestead was therefore liable 91. Lauchheimer v. Saunders
to sale, although the commissioners' (Tex.), 76 S. W. 750; Wilder v. Mc-
report fails to show anything about connel (Tex.), 45 S. W. 145.
the date or time of the contracted

92. p^ ^_ Bass, 77 Tex. 512,
debts, rernn s Adm r v. Sargeant, t. Q aaa ttA
I'i Vt 8a ^

a<i
' rZ , ,T r^ •, T

93. Harris v. Matthews (Tex.

^l Ko?^^^ ^ McCormick 4 Iowa civ. App.), 81 S. W. 1198.
368, 68 Am Dec. 663; Phelps v. ^^^ jg ^h^ f^^t that the home-
Rooney, 9 Wis. 70, 76 Am. Dec. 244; stead is within the limits of a town
Hogan V. Manners, 23 Kan. 392. or village, not incorporated, conclu-

86. Phelps t". Rooney, 9 Wis. 70, sive evidence of its rural character.

76 Am. Dec. 244. And see Hogan v. Wilder v. McConnell (Tex.), 45 S.
Manners, 23 Kan. 392. W. 145.
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to include it,"^ is not conclusive evidence that it is urban in char-

acter. But should the town or city actually build and extend so as

to include what was before in the country and make it distinctively

of town or city character, the character of the homestead would be

changed without reg'ard to the question of incorporation.*"^

5. Character and Situation of Homestead. — Whether the home-
stead be url)an or rural is, in general, to be determined by the nature

and character of the property in question and the character and

conditions of its surroundings at the time the adverse right is

asserted. "°

6. Corporate Limits.— Relevancy. — The fact that the property

at the time of the establishment of the homestead was within the

corporate limits of the city, while not conclusive"'' that it was an

urban homestead, is competent evidence to be considered in connec-

tion with the other evidence on the question as to whether such

homestead was urban or rural."®

Vn. ABANDONMENT.

1. Question of Fact. — Whether the homestead claimant has

abandoned the homestead"" or whether his removal therefrom, or

his other acts in applying the premises to uses inconsistent with the

homestead character thereof, were done or accompanied with the

intention of abandoning the homestead rights/ are, generally,

94. loxva. — Finley v. Dietrick, I2

Iowa 516.

Michigan. — Barber v. Borabeck,

36 Mich. 399.

Te.vas. — Posey v. Bass, 77 Tex.

512, 14 S. W, 156; Lauchheimer v.

Saunders, 76 S. W. 750; Bas-

sett v. Messner, 30 Tex. 604; Neeley

V. Case (Tex. Civ. App.), 32 S. W.
785; Taylor v. Boulware, 17 Tex.

74, 67 Am. Dec. 642.

Contra. — Bull v. Conroc, 13 Wis.

233; Parker v. King, 16 Wis. 223.

95. Lauchheimer v. Saunders
(Tex.), 76 S. W. 750; Iken v. Olen-
ick, 42 Tex. 195; Harris v. Mat-
thews (Tex. Civ. App.), 81 S. W.
1198.

96. Lauchheimer v. Saunders
(Tex.), 76 S. W. 750; Iken v. 01-
enick, 42 Tex. 195.

97. See notes 93 and 94, supra.

98. Harris v. Matthews (Tex.
Civ. App.), 81 S. W. 1 198.

99. Alabama. — Murphy v. Hunt,
7$ Ala. 438.

Illinois. — Potts v. Davenport, 79
111- 455-

lox^'a. — Leonard v. Ingraham. 58

Iowa 406, 10 N. W. 804; Cotton v.

Kami!, 58 Iowa 594, 12 N. W. 607.

Missouri. — Mathewson v. Kilburn,

81 S. W. 1096.

Texas. — Rollins %'. O'Farrel, 77
Tex. 90, 13 S. W. 1021 ; White v.

Epperson "(Tex. Civ. App.), 73 S.

W. 851.

1. Alabama. — Beckert v. Whit-
lock, 83 Ala. 123, 3 So. 545.

Arkansas. — Wolf v. Hawkins, 60

Ark. 262, 29 S. W. 892.

Illinois. — Fcldes v. Duncan, 30
111. App. 469.

loi^a. — FyflFe v. Beers, 18 Iowa 4,

85 Am. Dec. 577.

Michigan. — Gardner v. Gardner,
123 Mich. 673, 82 N. W. 522; Kac-
ding V. Joachimsthal, 98 Mich. 78,

56 N. W. iioi; IloiTman v. Busch-
man, 95 Mich. 538, 55 N. W. 548.

Ncii< Hampshire. — Wood v. Lord,

51 N. H. 448.

Texas. — Cline v. Upton, 56 Tex.

319; Gouhenant v. Cockrell, 20 Tex.

96; Kutch V. Holley, 77 Tex. 220,

14 S. W. 32.

Where several lots in a city, on
one of which the residence stands,
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questions of fact- to be determined upon a consideration of all the

evidence in the case. The determination of such (juestion depends
upon the particular facts of each individual case, it being difficult

to lay down any general rules to govern all cases. '^

2. Necessary Proof.— A. Generally.— In order to establish an
abandonment of the homestead, the evidence must show each of

two things, namely : first, a physical aCt on the part of the claimant

by which the premises, or part thereof, are applied to other incon-

sistent uses or are no longer used for homestead purposes, and,

second, an intent on the part of the claimant to abandon.'* 'Neither

proof of such physical act without proof of the intent,^ nor proof of

the intent without proof of such act,*^ is sufficient to establish aban-
donment.

B. Statutory Abandonment.— Where the statute prescribes

are used as a homestead the ques-
tion whether a temporary renting of

one of the other Jots than that on
which the residence stands is of such
character as to indicate an intention

to abandon it for the purposes of a
home, there being a house thereon,

is a question of fact to be determined
from a consideration of all the evi-

dence. Newton v. Calhoun, 68 Tex.
451, 4 S. W. 645.

2. Question of law and Fact.

In Wolf V. Hawkins, 60 Ark. 262,

29 S. W. 892, it is held that aban-
donment is a mixed question of law
and fact.

3. McMillan v. Warner, 38 Tex.
411; Wapello Co. v. Brady, 118
Iowa 482, 92 N. W. 717; Fyflfe v.

Beers, 18 Iowa 4, 85 Am. Dec. 577;
Campbell v. Adair, 45 Miss. 170.

4. Eckman v. Scott, 34 Neb. 817,
52 N. W. 822; Union Stock Yards
Nat. Bank v. Smout, 62 Neb. 227,
87 N. W. 14.

In Leonard v. Ingraham, 58 Iowa
406, 10 N. W. 804, the court said:
" It requires two things to consti-

tute an abandonment of the home-
stead. There must be an intention
to do so, and an abandonment in

fact."

5. Arkansas. — Euper v. Alkire,

37 Ark. 283.

/oTC'fl. — Jones v. Blumenstein, 77
Iowa 361, 42 N. W. 321.

Kansas. — Moses v. White (Kan.
App.), SI Pac. 622.

Michigan. — Karn v. Nielson, 59
Mich. 380, 26 N. W. 666; Bunker v.

Paquette, 37 Mich. 79; Kaeding r.
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Joachimsthal, 98 Mich. 78, 56 N. W.
IIOI.

Nebraska. — Edwards v. Reid, 39
Neb. 645, 58 N. W. 202, 42 Am. St.

Rep. 607 ; Eckman v. Scott, 34 Neb.

817, 52 N. W. 822.

New Hampsliire. — Wood v. Lord,

51 N. H. 448.

7V.i-a.s-. — }vlc]\lillan v. Warner, 38
Tex. 411.

" The abandonment of a home-
stead, after it has once been in good
faith established, is always essentially

a question of intention." Gates v.

Steele, 48 Ark. 539, 4 S. W. 53. See
also Murphy v. Hunt, 75 Ala. 438.

But compare Cabeen v. Mulligan, ;i7

111. 230, 87 Am. Dec. 247.

In Corey r. Schuster, 44 Neb. 269,

62 N. W. 470, the court said :
" The

rule is that, to establish abandon-
ment of a homestead, the evidence
must show, not only that the party
removed from the homestead, but
that he did so with the intention of

not returning, or, after such removal,
he formed the intent of remaining
away."

In Cline v. Upton, 56 Tex. 319,
the court said that abandonment,
" considering the munificent purpose
of the exemption, ought never to be
found to exist, unless the removal
and accompanying acts clearly show
that the party, in removing, never
intended to return to the homestead
and use it as a homestead."

6. Archibald v. Jacobs, 69 Tex.
248, 6 S. W. 177; Powars v. Palmer
(Tex. Civ. App.), 81 S. W. 817.

Such a change of domicile as will

amount to an abandonment cannot be
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an express mode in which the homestead may be abandoned, the

proof must show an abandonment in the precise mode pointed out by

the statute, and nothing short thereof will be held sufficient."

3. Presumptions and Burden of Proof. — A. In Gexkral.
Where it appears that a homestead once existed, , it is presumed to

have continued as such, and the burden of proof is upon the party

averring the abandonment.'*

B. Removal from Homestead. — a. /;/ General.— A number

of cases lay down the rule that, in the absence of a statute requiring

some formal act to constitute abandonment, the voluntary removal

of the husband and family from the premises, of itself, raises a

presumption of abandonment of the homestead and throws upon

the claimant the burden of proving that the removal was only tem-

porary and was accompanied with a bona fide intention to return

effected by intention alone. It can

be accomplished only by a completed
act done with the purpose of con-

summating permanent removal from
the original domicile without the in-

tention of returning. Murphy v.

Hunt, 75 Ala. 438.

In Locke v. Rowell, 47 N. IT. 46,

it is said :
" It is only the unequiv-

ocal purpose or act of the claimant
which should deprive him of his

homestead, or an absolute abandon-
ment thereof, such as is evidenced
by a sale and conveyance thereof and
a substitution of a like estate else-

where, or other undoubted change of
domicile."

7. Porter v. Chapman, 65 Cal.

365, 4 Pac. 237. See also Dunn v.

Tozer, ID Cal. 167.

Under Illinois statute, providing
that no release, waiver or conveyance
of the homestead shall be valid,

unless in writing subscribed by the

householder and his or her wife or

husband, " or possession is aban-
doned or given pursuant to the con-

veyance," it is held, in Strayer v.

Dickerson, 205 111. 257. 68 N. E.

767, citing Gray v. Schofield, 175 111.

36, 51 N. E. 684, that a grantee in

such a deed, claiming the benefit

thereof unon the ground that the

homestead had been abandoned pur-

suant to the deed, has the burden of

proving affirmatively " that such
abandonment was for the express
purpose of giving effect to the deed,

and not simply because another
homestead had been secured to which

the wife and husband transferred

their home."
8. /J/ai?a>»a. — Caldwell z: Pollak,

91 Ala. 353. 8 So. 546.

Arkansas. — Tumlinson v. Swin-
ney. 22 Ark. 400, 76 Am. Dec. 432.

Illinois. — See Walters v. People,

188 111. 194. 65 Am. Dec. 720.

lozva. — Boot V. Brewster, 75
Iowa 631, 36 N. W. 649, 9 Am. St.

Rep. 515; First Nat. Bank v. Baker,

57 Iowa 197, 10 N. W. 633; Brad-

shaw V. Hurst, 57 Iowa 7J5, n N.

W. 672; Balzer v. Pence, 76 X.

W. 731 ; Maguire v. Hanson, 105

Iowa 215, 74 N. W. 776; Robinson
7'. Charieton, 104 Iowa 296, 7Z N.

W. 616.

Michigan. — Beecher v. Baldy, 7
Mich. 488.

Nebraska. — Union Stock Yards
Nat. Bank v. Smout, 62 Neb. 227, 87
N. W. 14; McCord v. Tessier, 96 N.

W. 342.

Texas. — Harle z'. Richards, 78
Tex. 80, 14 S. W. 257; Graves v.

Campbell, 74 Tex. 576, 12 S. W. 238;

Lauchheimer z\ Saunders, 76 S. \V.

750; Welborne v. Downing, ys Tex.

527, II S. W. 501.

Abandonment of Particular Part.

A purchaser under an execution sale

of property the whole of which had
once been the homestead, has the

burden of proving not only that as

to a part of the homestead there had
been an abandonment, but also that

the particular part abandoned is the

particular property in question.

Haves v. Cavil (Tex. Civ. App.), 31

S. W. 313.
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and reoccupy the same as a homestead." One case, at least, has
gone to the extent of holding that where the family removed beyond
the state, the presumption was conclusive," but the majority of the

cases hold that the presumption, even in such case, is not conclu-

sive,^^ unless the proof further shows that the claimant during his

absence has obtained a residence and domicile in such other state.^^

9. Alabama. — Murphy v. Hunt,

75 Ala. 438.

California. — Harper v. Forbes, 15

Cal. 202 ; Cohen v. Davis, 20 Cal.

187. Contra. — See Moss v. Warner,
10 Cal. 297.

Illinois. — See Cabeen v. Mulligan,

37 111. 230, 87 Am. Dec. 247 ; Kloss t'.

Wylezalek, 207 111. 328, 69 N. E. 863.

lozi'a. — Newman v. Franklin, 69
Iowa 244, 28 N. W. 579.

Michigan. — Hoffman v. Busch-
man. 95 .Mich. 538, 55 N. W. 458.

Missouri. — Kaes v. Gross, 92 Mo.
647, 3 S. W. 840. I Am. St. Rep.

767. And see Smith v. Bunn, 75 Mo.
559-

Nebraska. — Blumer v. Albright,

64 Neb. 249, 89 N. W. 809.

IVisconsin. — Blackburn v. Lake
Shore T. Co., 90 Wis. 362, 63 N. W.
289.

In Jackson v. Sackett, 146 111. 646,

35 N. E. 234, the court said :
" Where

there is a removal from the home-
stead premises it will be taken as an
abandonment unless it clearly ap-

pears that there is an intention to re-

turn and occupy it."

Rebuttal of Presumption.
" When he made the removal the

presumption was that he did so

aniino manendi. . . . This pre-

sumption-might be rebutted by cir-

cumstances and conditions surround-

ing the removal, or declarations ac-

companying it, manifesting a tempo-
rary purpose and an intention to re-

turn ; but not satisfactorily by ex-

post facto professions, after interven-

ing occurrences had made return ad-
vantageous. The intention which is

sufficient to rebut the presumption
must be positive and certain, not con-
ditional or indefinite." Jarvais v.

Moe, 38 Wis. 440.

10. In Reece v. Renfro, 68 Tex.
192, 4 S. W. 545, it is said :

" In
such case, the wife is held to have re-

linquished any right of the home-
stead which she might have retained
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had she continued an inhabitant of

this state."

11. See Harbison v. Tennison
(Tex. Civ. App.), 38 S. W. 232; Rix
V. Capital Bank, 2 Dill. 367,

20 Fed. Cas. No. 11,869; Hixon v.

George, 18 Kan. 253; Bradshaw v.

Hurst, 57 Iowa 745, n N. W. 672.

And see cases cited in note 15, infra.

In Murphy v. Hunt, 75 Ala. 438,

where the claimant was absent from
the state at the time of the levy, the

question of abandonment was held to

depend upon the question of domicile,

and it was said that " the old domi-

cile continues until a new one is ac-

quired facto et animo. . . . A
change of domicile cannot be inferred

from an absence which is shown to

be temporary and attended with the

requisite animus revertendi."

In Fulton V. Roberts, 113 N. C.

421, 18 S. E. 510, it was held that,

where it was shown that the claim-

ant had been a resident of the county

in which the homestead was situated,

the burden was on the party attack-

ing to show that the removal,

although to another state, was of

such a character as to deprive the

claimant of the right to claim the

homestead.

12. Baker v. Legget, 98 N. C. 304,

4 S. E. 2,7.

In Lee v. Moseley, loi N. C. 311,

7 S. E. 874, 2 L. R. A. 106, it was
held that the removal of the husband
and the family to another state for

the purpose of cultivating certain

lands of the wife there situated and
placing the same in a condition to
rent, accompanied with the intent to
return in two years, was conclusive
proof of abandonment, notwithstand-
ing evidence of the claimant's intent

not to abandon, together with further
evidence showing that only a portion
of the personal property was removed
from the homestead and the claim-
ant returned two or three times
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b. Temporary Removal. — On the other hand, some cases hold
that where the departure was for a temporary purpose, it will be
presumed that the claimant did not intend to abandon, but to return

and reoccupy, the homestead," even thoup^h the purpose of the

departure was to search for another home, which search was unsuc-
cessful." In any event, an abandonment of the homestead cannot

be inferred from an absence which is shown to be temporary and
attended with the requisite animus revertendi.^^

c. Cont'uiuance of Intention to Return. — Where it is proved that

the intention to return once existed, it will be presumed that such

intent continued, at least, until the happening: of some overt act

indicating- the contrary.^" But where it is shown that the claimant's

original intention to return was abandoned during his absence, and

the property has meanwhile been levied upon by a creditor, the party

opposing such levy has the burden of showing that the claimant's

intention not to return was formed subsequent to the levy.^^

C. Acquisition and Use of New Home.— It has often been

held that the most satisfactory evidence of the abandonment of a

place once a homestead is the acquisition and use of another.^*

Evidence of the family's occupancy and use of other premises as a

home is relevant," and raises a strong presumption of abandonment

yearly to care for the homestead.

Merrimon, J., dissenting.

13. Bradshaw v. Hurst, 57 Iowa

745, II N. W. 672.

14. Ives V. Mills, 37 111. 73 ; Kitch-

ell V. Burgwin, 21 111. 40.

15. Alabama. — Murphy f. Hunt,

75 Ala. 438.

Arliansas. — Brown v. Watson, 41

Ark. 309; Euper v. Alkire, 2>7 Ark.

283.

Kansas. — Hixon v. George, 18

Kan. 253.

Kentucky. — Central Ky. L. Asy-
lum V. Craven. 17 Ky. L. Rep. 667, 32
S. W. 291 ; Campbell v. Potter, 16

Ky. L. Rep. 535, 29 S. W. 139.

^Tassacl^usetts. — Lazell z: Lazell,

8 Allen 575 ; Dulanty v. Pynchon, 6
Allen 510.

Mississippi.— Campbell v. Adair, 45
Miss. 170.

Utah. — Kimball •:•. Lewis, 17 Utah
381, 53 Pac. I037-

Vermont. — West River Bank v.

Gale, 42 Vt. 27.

Thirteen Y e a r s' Absence In
Hughes V. Newton, 89 Fed. 213, the
absence continued for a period of

thirteen years before claimant's
death, and yet, in view of the fact

that the surrounding circumstances

showed that the absence was not in-

tended to be permanent, it was held

that no abandonment was shown.

16. Benbow v. Boyer, 89 Iowa

404, 56 N. W. 544; Bradshaw v.

Hurst, 57 Iowa 745, 11 N. W. 672.

17. Bell V. Greathouse, 20 Tex.

Civ. App. 478, 49 S. W. 258. But
compare Bradshaw z'. Hurst, 57 Iowa

745, II N. W. 672.

18. Kansas. — McAlpine 7'. Pow-
ell, 44 Kan. 411, 24 Pac. 353.

Massachusetts. — Drury z'. Bachel-

der. II Gray 214.

Michigan. — Wheeler v. Smith, 62

Mich. 2,73, 28 N. W. 907.

Missouri. — Kaes v. Gross, 92 Mo.
647, 3 S. W. 840. I Am. St. Rep. 767.

Texas. — Slavin z'. Wheeler, 61

Tex. 654 ; Gnuhenant z: Cockrell, 20
Tex. 96; Cline r. Upton, 56 Tex.
319; Ogden z: Giddings, 15 Tex. 486.

And see Buck z: Conlogue, 49 111.

391 ; Titman v. Moore, 43 111. 169.

19. Wapello Co. v. Brady. 118
Iowa 482, 92 N. W. 717; Avres v.

Grill, 85 Iowa 720, 51 N. W. 14;
Baum 7-. Williams CTex. Civ. App.),
41 S. W. 840. And see Davis 7'. An-
drews. 30 Vt. 678; Keller v. Beattie

Vol. VI
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of the old homestead.-" Such presumption, however, is not conclu-

sive, and the removal to and occupancy of the new home may be
shown to be merely for a temporary purpose, with the intention of

returning to the old homestead ;-^ but if the surrounding facts and
circumstances clearly indicate the contrary, the presumption becomes
conclusive.-- Some decisions have held that the old homestead is

presumed to continue as such until it is affirmatively shown that

another homestead has been acquired,-^ especially where the wife

(Tex. Civ. App.), 34 S. W. 667.

And see cases cited in note 21, infra.

Homestead Application for Public
Lands Evidence of the application,

entry, etc., for a homestead under
the public land laws of the United
States, together with residence
thereon as required by law, is rele-

vant and may be sufBcient to show an
abandonment of a homestead se-

lected and acquired before such acts.

Donaldson v. Lamprey, 29 Minn. 18,

II N. W. 119. But it is not conclu-
sive of such abandonment when the
acts show a retention of the old
homestead in good faith. Robertson
V. Sullivan, 31 Minn. 197, 17 N. W.
336.

20. !^Iaguire v. Hanson, 105 Iowa
215, 74 N. W. 776; Ayres v. Grill,

85 Iowa 720, 51 N. W. 14; Conway
V. Nichols, 106 Iowa 358, 76 N. W~
681, 68 Am. St. Rep. 311; Jarvais
V. Moe, 38 Wis. 440; Moore v.

Smead, 89 Wis. 558, 62 N. W. 426.
In Wolf V. Hawkins, 60 Ark. 262,

29 S. W. 892, it was said: "When
the owner of a homestead purchases
another dwelling, apart from the old
homestead, to which he removes his
family with his household furniture
and utensils of all kinds, and there
resides for a considerable time, the
natural presumption, in the absence
of opposing evidence, is that he has
abandoned the old homestead and ac-
quired a new one. If he wishes to
rebut this presumption, and show to

the contrary, the burden is upon him
to do so." And this requires clear

and convincing evidence. Wapello
Co. V. Brady, 118 Iowa 482, 92 N.
W. 717.

21. Robinson v. Swearingen, 55
Ark. 55, 17 S. W. 365; Keller v.

Beattie (Tex. Civ. App.), 34 S. W.
667; Thomas v. Williams, 50 Tex.
269; Baum V. Williams (Tex. Civ.
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App.), 41 S. W. 840; Wapello Co.

z'. Brady, 118 Iowa 482, 92 N. W.
717; Ayres v. Grill, 85 Iowa 720,

51 N. W. 14; Gunn v. Wynne (Tex.
Civ. App..), 43 S. W. 290.

22. lozva. — Davis z'. Kelly, 14
Iowa 523.

Kansas. — Savings Bank v.

Wheeler, 20 Kan. 625.

Minnesota. — Donaldson v. Lam-
prey, 29 Minn. 18, 11 N. W. 119.

Mississippi. — Campbell v. Adair,

45 Miss. 170.

Missouri. — Kaes v. Gross, 92 Mo.
647, 3 S. W. 840, I Am. St. Rep.

767.

Nezv Hampshire. — Wood v. Lord,
51 N. H. 448; Horn v. Tufts, 39 N.
H. 478.

Te.ras. — Slavin v. Wheeler, 61

Tex. 654.

In Woolfolk V. Ricketts, 48 Tex.
28, the court said :

" When the fain-

ily have distinctly and unequivocally
removed from one home, . . .

and its adjoining land, and taken
up their permanent abode and
place of residence in another
house, upon a different place, and
where there is nothing connected
with such removal of residence indi-

cating that it is not intended to be
permanent, certainly the presumption
arises, if indeed the absolute conclu-
sion is not warranted, in support of

the title of one who has purchased
it in good faith from the husband,
that the place from which the family
have gone is abandoned as their

homestead."

23. Woodbury v. Luddy, 14 Allen
(Mass.) I, 92 Am. Dec. 731. And
see Drury v. Bachelder, 11 Gray
(Mass.) 214; Locke v. Rowellj 47
N. H. 46.

In Caldwell v. Pollak, 91 Ala. 353,
8 So. 546, in speaking of the aban-
donment of a homestead shown to
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and children remain in possession, althou.c:li the husband's absence

may have been long and unexplained.-'' lUit the general rule seems

lo be that proof of the acquisition of a new homestead is not essential

to establish an abandonment of the old.-*^

D. Dedication of Part to Other Purposes.— The dedicating

or setting aside by the claimant of a particular portion of the home-
stead premises to a use inconsistent with the homestead character

thereof raises the inference of an abandonment of such part as a

homestead.-"

E. Desertion of Husband by Wife. — In an action involving

the right of a wife to her husband's homestead, the defendant,

claiming under the husband and averring that the wife, by reason

of her desertion of her husband during his lifetime, therelDy aban-

doned her rights to the homestead, has the burden of proving a

voluntary abandonment of the husband by the wife, in her own
wrong and without his consent."^ and it has been held that evidence

of the wife's desertion of her husband and her suing for a divorce,

while a relevant circumstance, is not conclusive against her.*®

have been once acquired, the court

said :
" It is presumed to continue,

until another is acquired by actual

residence with the intention of aban-
doning the former one. And the

burden of proof Hes on the party

who asserts the change." He must
satisfy the jury that the claimant,

"by leaving the premises did not

intend to return, but in fact and in

intent abandoned the possession with
no intention of returning and re-

suming possession and occupancy."

24. Thoms V. Thoms, 45 Miss.

263.

Prolonged and "Unexplained Ab-
sence of Husband Where the fam-
ily has been deserted by the husband
but have still remained in possession
and occupancy of the homestead, it

is presumed that the place still con-
tinued the home and residence of the

husband, as well as of his family,

until it is affirmatively proven that

he has acquired a home and a set-

tlement elsewhere, and this the law
can never assume he has done. The
presumption is that he continues a

wanderer, without a home, until he
returns to his duty and his family.

IMoore r. Dunning, 29 111. 130, 81

Am. Dec. 301.

25. McMillan v. Warner, 38 Tex.
411; Cotton V. Hamil, 58 Iowa 594,
12 N. W. 607; Moore r. Johnson, 12

Tex. Civ. App. 694, 34 S. W. 771

;

Cline V. Upton, 56 Tex. 319. And
sec Titman v. Moore, 43 111. 169;
Davis, M. & Co. v. Kelley, 14 Iowa
523-

26. Hargadene v. Whitfield, 71

Tex. 482, 9 S. W. 475; Klenk v.

Noble, 32 Ark. 298; Ashton v. Ingle,

20 Kan. 670. And see infra — " Cir-

cumstantial Proof;" " Leasing of

Premises."
Compare Guy v. Downs, 12 Neb.

532, 12 N. W. 8, in which it is held

that if the claimant continues to oc-

cupy the premises as a homestead,
although he uses only the house
which covers a small portion of the

premises, the fact that the balance is

put to some useful purpose other

than formerly put to, but not neces-

sarily inconsistent with the home-
stead character thereof, is no evi-

dence of abandonment.
27. Bradley z'. Deroche, 70 Tex.

465, 7 S. W. 779, where it is shown
that she had lived apart from her
husband for .some time, evidence on
her part explaining such absence and
contradicting the charge of voluntary
desertion on her part is competent;
her absence from her husband and
his home was held sufficiently ac-

counted for by showing her hus-
band's consent. And see Rosholt v.

Mehus, 3 N. D. 513, 57 N. W. 7^3,

23 L. R. A. 239.
28. Griffin v. Nichols, 51 Mich.

575, 17 N. W. 63. And see Lies v.

Vol. VI
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F. Conve:yance: by Husband to WiFii or Stranger, with
Reconveyance.— In the absence of proof aliunde, it will not be

presumed that a conveyance of his homestead by the husband to a

third person, who thereafter conveys to the wife, was made by the

husl)and for the mere purpose of vesting title in the wife and with-

out the intention of abandoning his homestead rights.-*^ The same

rule has been held to apply where the conveyance is made by the

husband direct to the wife.^°

4. Substance and Mode of Proof. — A. Direct Evidence. — Tes-

timony oE Claimant.— As in other cases where the intent or

motive of a party is in issue, the testimony of the homestead claim-

ant as to his intention or purpose in removing from the homestead

or in performing any other act which is claimed to constitute an

abandonment is admissible and entitled to consideration.^^ Such

De Diablar, 12 Cal. 327. But see

Moore v. Dunn, 16 Tex. Civ. App.

371, 41 S. W. 530.

29. Jones v. Currier, 65 Iowa 533,

22 N. W. 663.

But see AIcMahon v. Speilman, 15

Neb. 653, 20 N. W. 10, in which it

was held that evidence of a convej'-

ance by the husband and wife of the

homestead premises to a third per-

son, who immediately reconveyed to

the wife, no consideration being paid,

and no change of possession or oc-

cupancy having taken place and the

sale being made for the sole purpose
of putting the title in the name of

the wife, showed no abandonment,
and the homestead character still ex-

isted. And see Morrison v. Abbott,

27 Minn. 116, 6 N. W. 455.

Reconveyance to Husband The
same rule applies where the recon-

veyance is made direct to the hus-
band by his original grantee. De
Lany v. Knapp, iii Cal. 165, 43 Pac.

598, 52 Am. St. Rep. 160; Butler v.

Nelson, 72 Iowa 72^, 32 N. W. 399.

30. Deed From Husband to Wife
Before Removal.— Presumption,

A deed executed by the husband to

the wife conveying the homestead
premises just before the removal of

the family therefrom to another place

is presumptive evidence of an at-

tempt to substitute the separate
ownership of the wife as a bulwark
against creditors, and it cannot be
inferred therefrom that the deed was
made by the husband in order to

further protect the homestead; it

indicates an intention on his part not
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to rely upon the homestead as against

the claims of creditors, but upon the

separate ownership of the wife.

Murphy v. Farquhar, 39 Fla. 350, 22

So. 681.

31. Cline v. Upton, 59 Tex. 27;
Glasscock v. Stringer (Tex. Civ.

App.), 22 S. W. 920; Locke v. Row-
ell, 47 N. H. 46; Gunn v. Wynne
(Tex. Civ. App.), 43 S. W. 290;

Alexander v. Lovitt (Tex. Civ.

App.), 56 S. W. 685; Osborne v.

Schoonmaker, 47 Kan. 667, 28 Pac.

711; Boot V. Brewster, 75 Iowa 631,

36 N. W. 649, 9 Am. St. Rep. 515.

See Wilkins v. Marshall, 80 111. 74-

Contra. — Cofer v. Scroggins, 98
Ala. 342, 13 So. 115, 39 Am. St. Rep.

54; Fuller V. Whitlock, 99 Ala. 411,

13 So. 80.
" How that intent is to be estab-

lished must depend to a great extent

upon the circumstances and facts

surrounding each case. The decla-

rations of a party before, at the time
of and after leaving his home may
be given in evidence to establish the

intent. But the sworn statements of

the party himself, taken in a court of

justice, if credible, must settle the

question, for he alone has full knowl-
edge of that intent, and his state-

ments as to that intent can be di-

rectly contradicted by no human tes-

timony, . . . and when such tes-

timony is given of the intent and pur-

poses of the mind of the witness, it

can be disproved only by clearly es-

tablishing the falsity of such testi-

mony. But when a witness has been
thoroughly impeached, or when h.is

testimony has been clearly discredited
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testimony, however, is not conclusive,"''- and is entitled to little or no
weight when the acts and conduct of the claimant and family, and
surrounding circumstances, clearly indicate the contrary.-''' Such
testimony should be directed solely to the question of intent, and
claimant's testimony that he " never abandoned " the homestead
amounts to little more than his opinion on the question of law
involved.^*

D. Conclusion of Witness. — A witness, other than claimant,

cannot be allowed to testify his conclusion or belief as to the intent

of the claimant to abandon or not to abandon his homestead.^'

or contradicted, in such a case his

testimony as to the purposes of his

mind should have but little weight
with a court or jury." McMillan v.

Warner, 38 Tex. 411.

Testimony of Wife. — In Aultman
V. Allen, 12 Tex. Civ. App. 227, 33
S. W. 679, it was held proper to al-

low both husband and wife to testify

that when they left the homestead
they intended to return to it.

Resuming Possession After Ab-
sence— Where part of the home-
stead premises have been leased by
the claimant and subsequently he re-

sumes possession thereof, he may
• testify that he resumed such posses-

sion as a part of h's homestead, in-

tending to use it as such. Milburn
Wagon Co. V. Kennedy, 75 Tex. 212,

13 S. W. 28.

Sufficiency of Claimant's Direct
' Testimony. — In Robson v. Hough,
56 Ark. 621, 20 S. W. 523, it was
held that where the claimant testi-

fied that he had moved his family
temporarily to a place about two
miles distant, in order that he might
be nearer a sawmill, at which he ex-

pected to and did get work, this was
sufficient to sustain the finding of the

court that he had not abandoned his

homestead.

32. Boot V. Brewster, 7s Iowa
631, 36 N. W. 649, 9 Am. St. Rep.

515-

Abandonment of homestead is a

question of fact and intent to be de-

termined from the acts, conduct and
words of the parties and not alone

from the testimony of the claimant
as a witness, where financially inter-

ested. Kutch V. Holley, 77 Tex. 220,

14 S. W. 32.

33. Arkansas. — Wolf v. Hawk-
ins, 60 Ark. 262, 29 S. W. 892.

Illinois. — Buck v. Conloguc, 49 111.

391-

lozca. — Wilson v. Daniels, 70
Iowa 133, 44 N. W. 246; Cotton v.

Hamil, 58 Iowa 594, 12 N. W. 607;
Davis V. Kelley, 14 Iowa 523.

Minnesota. — Donaldson v. Lam-
prey, 29 Minn. 18, 11 N. W. 119;

Kramer v. Lamb, 84 Minn. 468, 87
N. W. 1024.

Missouri. — Mathewson v. Kilburn,

81 S. W. 1096.

Nebraska. — McCord v. Tessier.

96 N. W. 342.

Oklahoma. — Schultz v. Barrows,
8 Okla. 297, 56 Pac. 1053.

Texas. — Schoellkopf z'. Caineron
(Tex. Civ. App.), 40 S. W. 1072;

Portwood V. Newberry, 79 Tex. 337,

15 S. W. 270. And see Vasey v.

Board of Trustees, 59 111. 188. And
see supra, " I, 5, C." and " I, 5,

F. b."

34. Wolf V. Hawkins, 60 Ark.
262, 29 S. W. 892.

Intention Not to Abandon. — In-

tention to Return and Occupy.
Distinction— The claimant's state-

ment that he intended to retain the

property as a homestead during his

absence therefrom is no evidence of

his intention to return and occupy it

as a home, which latter fact is essen-

tial. Cotton v. Hamil, 58 Iowa 594,

12 N. W. 607.

35. Graves v. Campbell. 74 Tex.

576, 12 S. W. 238.

The answer of a witness, in speak-

ing of the intention of a former resi-

dent to remain in Texas after his re-

turn from another state, in which he

stated: "From conversations had by
me with J. B. [the claimant] upon
the subject, I have been led to be-

lieve that it was not his intention to

remain permanently in Texas after
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C. General Reputation and Understanding. — Evidence that

it was generally reputed and understood in the community in which

the claimants resided that such residence was their home is incom-

petent upon the issue of whether another place, claimed as a home-
stead, had been abandoned.^"

, D, Circumstantial Proof. — a. In General. — The material

question of intention involved in the issue of an abandonment may
always be proved by circumstantial evidence.^^

b. Character of Absence.— The character of the claimant's

absence from the homestead, whether consistent or inconsistent

. with the fact that the premises still remain his residence, is a rele-

vant circumstance to be considered on the question of abandon-
ment.^®

c. Length of Tune of Absence. — As evidence tending to estab-

lish the intent of the claimant in removing and remaining absent
from his former homestead, the length of time of his absence there-

from is always relevant,^** and if continued for a sufficient length of

time, may, of itself, raise the presumption of abandonment,*" and

his return from Montana," was held
properly excluded. Welborne v.

Downing, y^ Tex. 527, 11 S. W. 501.
When Competent. — It has, how-

ever, been held that where the claim-

ant, in his testimony, stated that an-
other witness " knew of her inten-

tions," such other witness was prop-
erly allowed to testify that she un-
derstood and believed, from conver-
sations had with members of the fam-
ily, that the removal was to be per-

manent. Moore v. Johnson, 12 Tc.k.

Civ. App. 694, 34 S. W. 771.

36. Scottish Am. Mortgage Co. v.

Scripture (Tex. Civ. App.), 40 S. W.
210.

37. Sanders v. Sheran, 66 Tex.

6ss, 2. S. W. 804; IMcMillan v. War-
ner, 38 Tex. 411; Boehm v. Beutler,

16 Tex. Civ. App. 380, 41 S. W. 658;
Hughes V. Newton, 89 Fed. 213.

38. Estate of Phelan, 16 Wis. 76;
Hughes v. Newton, 89 Fed. 213. See
also supra, " VH, 3, B, b."

No Other Home Acquired During
Absence. _ This is relevant. Fyffe

V. Beers, 18 Lowa 4, 85 Am. Dec. 577.
Absence for Benefit of Health.

This is relevant and material evi-

dence against the charge of abandon-
ment. Benbow v. Boyer, 89 Iowa
494, 56 N. W. 544.

39. Arkansas. — Brown v. Wat-
son, 41 Ark. 309.
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Illinois. — Hart v. Randolph, T42

111. 521, 32 N. E. 517.

Iowa. — Maguire v. Hanson, 105

Iowa 215, 74 N. W. 776; Robinson
V. Charleton, 104 Iowa 296, 72 N. W.
616; Newman v. Franklin, 69 Iowa
244, 28 N. W. 579; Dunton v. Wood-
bury, 24 Iowa 74.

Texas. — Portwood v. Newberry,
79 Tex. ?'?7, 15 S. W. 270; Sanders v.

Sheran, "66 Tex. 655, 2 S. W. 804;
Cline V. Upton, 56 Tex. 319. And
see cases cited in note 42, infra.

" While the law does not intend

that the homestead shall be converted
into a prison by making the continu-

ous personal occupancy of the prem-
ises the absolute basis upon which the

homestead right is dependent, yet it

cannot be doubted that the length of

time that the claimant is absent from
his locus in quo will constitute an
important factor, in connection with
other circumstances, in determining
whether the aggregate result of all

the facts is sufficient to establish that

a forfeiture of the acquired right has
occurred by reason of abandonment."
Kaes V. Gross, 92 Mo. 647, 3 S. W.
840, I Am. St. Rep. 767.

40. Fyffe V. Beers, 18 Iowa 4, 85
Am. Dec. 577.

" Prolonged absence from the

homestead, like a removal of the fam-
ily, is sufficient to cast the onus of

rebutting the presumption of aban-
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under certain circumstances may become conclusive.'*^ But, in

general, the length of time of absence is merely a relevant circum-
stance and is not conclusive of the intent to abandon." In any
event, its relevancy is confined solely to the question of the intent

with which the removal was made or prolonged, and it is immaterial
as an independent fact upon which the homestead right depends."

d. Acts and Declarations. — (i.) Generally. — The acts and decla-
rations of the husband and wife not only before" but at the time

donmcnt on the claimant of the
homestead." Kaes v. Gross, 92 Mo.

647, 3 S. W. 840, I Am. St. Rep. 767.

41. Cline r. Upton, 56 Tex. 319.

In Hart r. Randolph, 142 111. 521,

32 N. E. 517, the absence continued
for twenty vears, and in Cosbv t-.

Stimson (Tex. Civ. App.), 26 Si W.
275, it continued for thirty years, and
in each case it was held that the

proof of abandonment was conclu-

sive.

Absence for Twenty-three Years.

The court, in Portwood v. Newberry,
79 Tex. 337, 15 S. W. 270, in speaking
of the fact that the family remained
away from the homestead for twenty-
three or twenty-four years without
any act indicating their intention to

reoccupy it, said : "Such a long ab-

sence should be conclusive of the in-

tention not to return, if absence alone
could ever have such effect." And
in speaking of the effect of such ab-

sence on the claim of the wife, the

husband having died in the mean-
time, it was said :

" Her long ab-

sence from it without claim is evi-

dence of such an intention from the

beginning. . . . And the jury
could not have found otherwise."

42. /oTca. — Fyffe r. Beers, t8

Iowa 4, 85 Am. Dec. 577; Maguire
V. Hanson, 105 Iowa 215, 74 N. W.
776; VanRogart v. VanRogart, 46
Iowa 3^9; Root T'. Rrewster, 75 Iowa
631, 36 N. W. 649, 9 Am. St. Rep.

515-

Michigan.— Runker v. Paquetle,

37 Mich. 79.

Te.ras. — Sanders v. Sheran, 66
Tex. 655, 2 S. W. 804; Cline v. Up-
ton, 56 Tex. 319. .'\nd see cases cited

in note 37, supra.

43. Rrown 7: Watson, 41 Ark. 309.

In Cline r. Upton, 56 Tex. 319, the

court said: "As an independent

fact, or as a fact taken in connection
with other facts, the length of time
parties remain absent from a place
formerly used as a homestead rnay
and ought to be considered by a jury
for the purpose of determining
whether or not a removal from a
homestead was made with intent
never again to use the property as
a homestead. Long continued ab-
sence can be looked to only for the
purpose of ascertaining the intent
with which a removal is made. It is

not necessary that absence be contin-
ued for a great length of time to con-
stitute abandonment. The fact of re-
moval, coupled with an intention
never to return to the homestead,
constitutes an abandonment, and
nothing less does. 41 Tex. 359; 20
Tex. 97 ; Thompson on Homesteads,
265. While it is true that no length
of time a person is absent frorn a
homestead can con<;titute an aban-
donment thereof, unless there be an
intention never to return to it. yet
an absence may be so long continued,
and under such circumstances, that a
jury would be authorized to find that
the intention never to return and
again use the homestead existed, al-
though the party setting up the ex-
emption had never acquired another."

44. "The declarations of the
party before, at the time of and after
leaving his home " are competent.
McMillan z: Warner. 38 Tex. 411.

Declaration of Wife at Time o*f

Former Mortgage. _ in an action
to foreclose a mortgage not executed
by the husband, the defendant (wife)
claiming that the property was a
homestead at the time of the execu-
tion of the mortgage, and the mort-
gagee claiming that the homestead
had been previously abandoned, the
testimony of a witness who had acted
as adviser of a mortgagee in the
making of a prior mortgage, to sat-

Vol. VI
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of-*^ and after-*" the acts constituting the alleg-ed abandonment, if not

inconsistent with, but tending to explain, their real purpose and

intention, are entitled to consideration on the question of aban-

donment. Likewise, their acts and declarations during their absence

from the homestead premises tending to show either an intention

to permanently abandon," or to return and reoccupy"^ the same are

isfy which the mortgage in suit was
given, that in a conversation with her

during the negotiations leading up to

such prior mortgage the defendant

had atated that it was her land, and

that she was not living upon it. and

did not intend to, on the faith of

which such former mortgage was ex-

ecuted, was held admissible, and in

connection with proof of an absence

for twenty months was held sufficient

to show an abandonment. VanBo-
gart V. VanBogart, 46 Iowa 359.

45. Corey v. Schuster, 44 Neb,

269, 68 N. W. 470.

Where Openly and Publicly Made.
Weight— The cotemporary declara-

tions of either the husband or wife

would be entitled to much weight,

especially if openly and publicly

made, and where their subsequent

conduct is in conformity with such

declarations. Woolfolk v. Ricketts,

48 Tex. 28.

46. Willis V. Pounds, 6 Tex. Civ.

App. 512. 2S, S. W. 71s; Gallagher v.

Keller, 87 Tex. 472, 29 S. W. 647.

Declarations of the husband and

wife claiming as their homestead the

premises on which they actually re-

sided after removing from a former

residence are admissible against them

in an action wherein they seek to re-

cover such former residence, claiming

it as their homestead, the defendant

purchasing the same on the strength

of such declarations. Holliman v.

Smith, 39 Tex. 357.

On Resuming Possession After

levy. — In Gunn v. Wynne (Tex.

Civ. Apn.), 43 S. W. 290, where it ap-

peared that the claimant and family

had returned to the land claimed as a

homestead the day preceding the

levy of an attachment thereon, and
claimed it as his homestead, it was
held that his declarations to the effect

that his return was with the intention

of remaining permanently on the land

until he died, and claiming it as his

homestead, which declarations were
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made after the attachment had been

levied, but before he knew of it, were
competent and admissible in his

favor on the question of intent.

47. See Mathewson v. Kilburn
(Mo.), 81 S. W. 1096; McAlpine v.

Powell, 44 Kan. 411, 24 Pac. 353.

Letter of Claimant During Ab-
sence— A letter written by the

homestead claimant after his removal
and during his absence from the

premises, such letter indicating an
intent to have the land forfeited by
the state for the benefit of another, is

competent and admissible as tending

to support the charge of abandon-
ment. White 7'. Epperson (Tex. Civ.

App.), 73 S. W. 851.

It is said in Dunton v. Woodbury,
24 Iowa 74, that evidence that the

claimant, during his absence from the

homestead, expressed his purpose not

to return and occupy it during the

course of the negotiations for its sale'

would not be conclusive evidence

of abandonment, but was relevant

with other circumstances.

48. Moses V. White (Kan. App.),

51 Pac. 622; Cincinnati Leaf Tobacco
Warehouse Co. v. Thompson, 20 Ky.

L. Rep. 1439, 49 S. W. 446; Hughes
V. Newton, 89 Fed. 213; Fyffe v.

Beers, 18 Iowa 4, 85 Am. Dec. 577.

In Osborne v. Schoonmaker, 47
Kan. 667, 28 Pac. 711, it was held

that the testimony of several wit-

nesses that the claimants, during
their absence, spoke of the premises

as their home and of their intention

to return and reside thereon was not

overcome by mere proof of the fact

that they were absent therefrom for

three years.

While the mere fact that the claim-

ant, during his absence, often ex-

pressed his intention to return would
not alone sufficiently show that he

had not abandoned the homestead,
still "when such expressed intentions

are not in conflict with acts and
are consistent with the accomplish-
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relevant and entitled to wcic^ht. It has been said that a party's

declarations are more significant in determining his intention to

abandon or not to abandon, than any other species of testimony,"

but the general rule is that such declarations are entitled to weight

only when the removal or other act of abandonment is uncertain

and equivocal in its character, and they cannot overcome the acts

and conduct of the party, clearly indicating a contrary intent.'"'

(2.) Exercising Privileges of Citizenship at Other Place (A.) Lv

Gknf.ral. — The fact that the claimant, while domiciled in another

county or state than that in which the homestead is situated, exer-

cised the powers and privileges of a citizen thereof, is relevant but

not conclusive on the question of the abandonment of the home-

stead."

(B.) Registering and Voting. — As a general rule, a man will be

presumed to reside where he exercises the right of suffrage.^' and

therefore evidence that the homestead claimant, while located in

a place other than that in wdiich the homestead is situated, exercised

the right of sufTrage in such other place, is relevant as a strong

circumstance tending to establish the fact of his abandonment of the

homestead.°^ Evidence showing the additional fact that the claim-

ment of his purpose in going away,
and there is nothing to show any
change in his intentions, they should
be accorded weight in determining
whether there was an abandonment
of the homestead." Bcnbow v.

Boyer, 89 Iowa 494, 56 N. W. 544.

Filing Declaration of Homestead.
This is relevant as indicating an in-

tention to return and reoccupy. Ros-
holt V. Mehus, 3 N. D. 513, 57 N.
W. 783, 23 L. R. A. 239. But IS not
conclusive thereof. Beckert v. Whit-
lock, 83 Ala. 123, 3 So. 545.

49. Boehm v. Beutler, 16 Tex.
Civ. App. 380, 41 S. W. 658.

50. Reese v. Renfro, 68 Tex. 192,

4 S. W. 545 ; Woolfolk v. -Ricketts,

48 Tex. 28; Lee v. Moseley, loi N.
C. 311, 7 S. E. 874, 2 L. R. A. 106;
Schultz V. Barrows, 8 Okla. 297, 56
Pac. 1053. And see sut^ra, " I, 5, C,"
and " I, 5, F. b," and " VII, 4, A."

Recital in Trust Deed A recital

in a deed of trust of homestead
premises to the eflfect that the land

conveyed was no part of the grantor's

homestead, and that their homestead
was at another described place, is

insufficient to constitute an abandon-
ment, where the premises were used
and occupied unequivocally as a

homestead. Crehbin "'. Moseley
(Tex. Civ. App.), 74 S. W. 815.

51. See Clark 7'. Evans, 6 S. D.

244, 60 N. W. 862.
" One may wrongfully exercise

such powers or privileges as can be

exercised Jawfully only by an actual

citizen of the state in which they are

exercised, and this may be evidence

of the fact that he is a citizen of the

state in which he assumes to exer-

cise rights which pertain only to cit-

izenship, but not conclusive evidence

of that fact," nor is it conclusive of

an intention to abandon a home-
stead in amother state. Graves v.

Campbell. 74 Tex. 576, 12 S. W. 238.

Federal Census The fact that

the claimant and his wife, during their

absence from the homestead, were
enumerated by the " federal census

taker" as residents of the place in

which they were domiciled is of no
special moment in the absence of a

showing that they directed the entries

imder a belief that it was important

that a distinction between a perma-
nent and temporary residence should

be observed. Painter ?'. Stiffen, 87
Iowa 171, 54 N. W. 2291

. 52. Robinson v. Charleton, T04

Iowa 296. 7^ N. W. 616. And see

article " RKsinENCE."
53. Utiitcd States. — Ross v. Hcll-

yer, 26 Fed. 413.

Florida. — Murphy ?'. Farquhar, 39
Fla. 350, 22 So. 681.

Vol. VI
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ant's vote was cliallcng-ed, whereupon he took the necessary oath as

to residence, adds to the weight, °* but in no event is evidence ot

such registering and voting conclusive proof of the intent to abandon
the former homestead, but such facts are always subject to expla-
nation by the claimant,^^ notwithstanding it may have constituted a

Illinois. — Jackson v. Sackett, 146
111. 646, 35 N. E. 234; Titman 7'.

Moore, 43 III. 169; Imhoflf v. Lipc,
162 III. 282, 44 N. E. 493.

loiva. — Painter v. Steffen, 87 Iowa
171, 54 N. W. 229; Cotton V. Hamil.
58 Iowa 594, 12 N. W. 607.

Kentucky. — Cincinnati Leaf To-
bacco Warehouse Co. z'. Thompson,
20 Ky. L. Rep. 1439, 49 S. W. 446;
Campbell 7'. Potter, 16 Ky. L. Rep.
535, 29 S. W. 139.

Minnesota. — Donaldson 7'. Lam-
prey, 29 Minn. 18, 11 N. W. 119.

Nebraska. — Corey v. Schuster, 44
Neb. 269, 62 N. W. 470; Dennis 7'.

Omaha Nat. Bank, 19 Neb. 675, 28
N. W. 512.

Texas. — Kutch 7'. Holley, 77 Tex.
220. 14 S. W. 32.

Wisconsin.— Minnesota Stone-
ware Co. 7-. McCrossen, no Wis. 316,

85 N. W. 1019, 84 Am. St. Rep. 927.

Irresistible Presumption. — In
Cobb V. Smith, 88 111. 199, where it

appeared that the claimant during his

absence from the homestead regis-
tered and voted in another county, it

was held that " the presumption is

almost irresistible " that the claim-
ant considered the place of voting
to be his residence, and intended to
claim it as his residence, and there-
fore to abandon the homestead right.

In Kramer v. Lamb, 84 Minn. 468,
87 N. W. 1024, the court said: "A
man's intentions are not necessarily
fixed by what he may declare them
to be ; they are determined by
his conduct and circumstances sur-
rounding him. It is unreasonable to
assume that the plaintiff, K., voted at
the elections at Elysian ignorantly
and without intending to be identified
as a resident of that place. Such
conclusion is not justified, because it

would lead to the inference that he
was a willful violator of the electio'n

law."

54. See Rand Lumb. Co. v. At-
kins, 116 Iowa 242, 89 N. W. 1 104.

In Jackson 7'. Sackett, 146 III. 646,

35 N. E. 234, the court said:
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" While offering to vote, or even

voting, may not be conclusive of the

fact of residence in a collateral pro-

ceeding, since it is possible that he
may have voted illegally, yet such

acts are, as affecting him and those

claiming under him, evidence tending

to show the intention with which he
removed to the place where his vote

is offered ; and when to that is added
the oath that is prescribed by statute

where the right of the vendor is

challenged, the evidence is very
strong that a legal change of resi-

dence was intended and actually ac-

complished. We are of the opinion
that . . . J, at the time he moved
to Morris, did so with the intention

of abandoning his homestead."

55. Illinois. — Jackson v. Sack-
ett, 146 III. 646, 35 N. E. 234.

Iowa. — Conway 7'. Nichols, 106
Iowa 358, 76 N. W. 681, 68 Am. St.

Rep. 311; Rand Lumb. Co. v. At-
kins, 116 Iowa 242, 89 N. W. 1 104.

Kentucky. — Cincinnati Leaf To-
bacco Warehouse Co. v. Thompson,
20 Ky. L. Rep. 1439, 49 S. W. 446.

Nebraska. — ^Mallard v. First Nat.
Bank, 40 Neb. 784, 59 N. W. 511;
Omaha Brew. Ass'n v. Zeller, 93 N.
W. 762.

Wisconsin. — Minnesota Stoneware
Co. V. McCrossen. no Wis. 316, 85
N. W. 9oig. 84 Am. St. Rep. 927.

For a case in which it was held

that the other facts and circumstances
in evidence far overbalanced the evi-

dence of the claimant's voting in an-
other place and being there regarded
as a citizen thereof, see Gouhenant 7'.

Cockrell, 20 Tex. 96.

In Robinson 7'. Charleton, 104 Iowa
296, 73 N. W. 616, the court said:
" While as a general rule a man will

be presumed to reside where he ex-
ercises the right of suffrage, this is

subject to such exceptions as will

show the real intention of the party
in removing from the former resi-

dence, whether animo revertendi."
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crime/'" It has been held that as against the wife, she having no
knowledge thereof, the circumstance of such voting is of little

moment/^
(3.) Visiting Homestead During Absence. — The fact that claimant,

during his absence from the homestead, frequently visited the

premises in person, and during such visits treated them in a manner
consistent with their homestead character, is relevant and entitled

to consideration/®

(4.) Retention of Possession of Homestead Premises.— Likewise proof

that the claimant, at the time of his removal from the homestead
and during his entire absence therefrom, expressly retained the pos-

session or right to use the whole^" or part"" of the homestead
premises is relevant as indicating the temporary character of the

absence and the claimant's intention to return.

(5.) leaving Household Goods on Premises.— Evidence that during
the absence of claimant from the homestead he left a considerable

portion of his household goods or furniture on the premises is rele-

vant as indicating an intention on his part to return"^ and reoc-

56. Corey v. Schuster, 44 Neb.

269, 62 N. W. 470.

57. Painter v. Steffen, 87 Iowa
171, 54 N. W. 229.

58. Hughes v. Newton, 89 Fed.

213; Drury v. Bachelder, 11 Gray
(Mass.) 214; Fyffe v. Beers, 18 Iowa
4, 85 Am. Dec. 577; Locke v. Rowell,

47 N. H. 46.

59. Painter v. Steffen, 87 Iowa
171, 54 N. W. 229.

60. Hughes v. Newton, 89 Fed.

213; Rand Lumb. Co. v. Atkins, 116

Iowa 242, 89 N. W. 1 104; Potts V.

Davenport, 79 111. 455. See Shirland

V. Union Nat. Bank, 65 Iowa 96, 21

N. W. 200.

Reservation of Rights in leased
Premises The fact that claimant

reserved certain rights in the lease of

the premises is relevant as indicating

an intention to return and reoccupy.

Guy V. Downs, 12 Neb. 532, 12 N.
W. 8.

Occupancy of Old in Connection
With New Homestead.— In Wa-
pello Co. V. Brady, 118 Iowa 482, 92
N. W. 717, the family had moved
from the property in controversy to a

house across the street, owned by the

wife of the claimant, and it was held

that the fact that they continued

to occupy the barn and part of the

lot in controversy, in connection with
the premises across the street on
which they lived, harmonized quite as

well with an intention to retain such
new premises as a home as with that

of returning to the old one, and
hence such retention was not entitled

to such significance as in ordinary
cases.

Retention of Room The reten-

tion of a portion of the premises by
the claimant on his removal there-

from is no evidence of his intent to

return when not made in good faith

and merely as a ruse to protect the

property from creditors. Clark t'.

Dew^ey, 71 Minn. 108, 73 N. W. 639.

61. Illinois. — Potts v. Davenport,

79 111. 455 ; Lynn v. Sentcl, 183 111.

382, 55 N. E. 838.

lozi'a. — Rand Lumb. Co. v. At-
kins, 116 Iowa 242, 8g N. W. 1104;
Painter v. Steffen, 87 Iowa 171, 54 N.
W. 229; Fyffe V. Beers, 18 Iowa 4,

85 Am. Dec. 577; Benbow v. Boyer,

89 Iowa 494, 56 N. W. 544; Reese-
man V. Davenport, 96 Iowa 330, 65
N. W. 301 ; Boot V. Brewster, 75
Iowa 631, 36 N. W. 649, 9 Am. St.

Rep. 515.

Massachusetts.— Drury v. Bachel-
der. II Gray 214.

Michigan. — Bunker v. Paquette,

S7 Mich. 79.

A'cbraska.— Corey v. Schuster, 44
Neb. 269, 62 N. W. 470.

Nczv Hampshire. — Locke v. Row-
ell, 47 N. H. 46.

Vermont. — West River Bank r.

Gale, 42 Vt. 27.
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cnpy the premises as a homestead, but is immaterial for any other

purpose."^

(6.) Voluntary Conveyance of Homestead Premises— (A.) In Gen-

eral. — The vokintary conveyance of the homestead premises is

strong- evidence to show that the grantors intended to abandon the

property as a homestead.®^ Nor is this rule affected by the fact that

such conveyance was void because made to defraud creditors.®*

(B.) Separate Conveyance oe Husband or Surviving Widow. — The
fact that the husband, alone,"^ or, in case of his death, the surviving

widow, ""^ conveyed the premises to a third person, is relevant as a

strong circumstance tending to show an intention on the part of the

grantor in such conveyance to abandon the same as a homestead,

notwithstanding the fact that the conveyance may be void because

prohibited by law.®^

(7.) Offering' or Contracting to Sell Homestead. — Evidence showing
that claimant, during his absence from the homestead, offered to

sell the same,^* or that either before or after his removal therefrom
he contracted to sell the homestead,"® is relevant as indicating his

intention to abandon the premises as a homestead, but is not neces-

sarily conclusive thereof.'^"

(8.) Declining Proposals to Purchase. — It has been held that evi-

dence that the claimant declined proposals of other persons to pur-

chase the homestead premises, or refused to sell the same, is entitled

to little or no significance on the question of abandonment, because

62. Leonard v. Ingraham, 58 Iowa
406, 10 N. W. 804.

63. Cox V. Shropshire, 25 Tex.
113; Amphlett v. Hibbard, 29 Mich.

298. And see Focke v. Sterling, 17

Tex. Civ. App. 8, 44 S. W. 611.

64. Butler v. Nelson, 72 Iowa 732,

32 N. W. 399.

And in such case evidence offered

by the claimant for the purpose of

proving the conveyance fraudulent

as to creditors, with the object of

establishing the fact that the home-
stead right had never been divested,

is incompetent. DeLany v. Knapp,
III Cal. 165, 43 Pac. 598, 52 Am.
St. Rep. 160.

65. Portwood v. Newberry, 79
Tex. 337, 15 S. W. 270; Shepard v.

Brewer, 65 III. 383.

66. Garibaldi v. Jones, 48 Ark.
230, 2 S. W. 844; Dinsmoor v.

Rowse, 200 111. 555, 65 N. E. 1079;
Sanson's Ex'rs v. Harrell, 55 Ark.

572, 18 S. W. 1047.

67. Sale by Surviving Wife.

Where the homestead descends to the

widow on the death of the husband,
although she cannot alienate such
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homestead, yet if she does attempt
to sell and convey it, such act evinces
an intention on her part to abandon
the same as a homestead, and it at

once becomes assets in the hands of

the administrator for the payment of

debts for the state. Garibaldi v,

Jones, 48 Ark. 230, 2 S. W. 844.

68. Cotton V. Hamil, 58 Iowa 594,
12 N. W. 607; Dunton v. Woodbury,
24 Iowa 74; Wapello Co. v. Brady,
118 Iowa 482. 92 N. W. 717. Con-
tra. — Dunn V. Tozer, 10 Cal. 167.

69. Conway v. Nichols, 106 Iowa

358, 76 N. W. 681, 68 Am. St. Rep.

311 ; Sanders v. Sheran, 66 Tex. 655,

2 S. W. 804.

70. Wapello Co. v. Brady, 118

Iowa 482, 92 N. W. 717; Dunton v.

Woodbury, 24 Iowa 74.

See Gregory v. Oates, 92 Ky. =,32,

18 S. W. 231, wherein it was held

that the fact that the owner made a

sale of the homestead premises was
not inconsistent with his claim of

continuous homestead, where he re-

invested the proceeds in another

homestead. And see Sanders v.

Sheran, 66 Tex. 655, 2 S. W. 804.
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such proposal may be entirely consistent with an intention to keep
the premises for some other purpose than to occupy them as a

home.''^ But, nevertheless, such evidence is relevant and entitled to

consideration, especially where the offer is declined because the

premises are the homestead.''^

(9.) leasing of Homestead Premises— (A.) In General. — Evidence
that the claimant leased the whole or a part of the homestead
premises is conij^etent and relevant as a circumstance tending to

establish an abandonment of the property leased,'''' but is not con-

clusive of an intention to abandon/* The claimant may show his

intention to return/^

(B.) Lease for Liee. — Under ordinary circumstances, the execu-
tion of a lease for life by the claimant would furnish conclusive

evidence of an abandonment of the homestead,'''^ but the terms of

the lease and the surrounding circumstances may be of such char-

acter as to overcome the presumption.'^^

71. Wapello Co. v. Brady, Ii8

Iowa 482, 92 N. W. 717.

72. See FyfTe v. Beers, 18 Iowa 4,

85 Am. Dec. 577.

Refusal of Wife to Sell. — In
Mallard v. First Nat. Bank, 40 Neb.

784, 59 N. W. 511, it was held that

evidence to the effect that the wife
refused to give a mortgage on the

property " because it was exempt

"

was conclusive evidence that she did

not intend to abandon it and that she

treated it as her home.
73. Benson v. Aitken, 17 Cal. 163.

And see cases cited in next note.

Evidence of the leasing of the

premises for a term of five years,

during which time the claimant lives

at other places, is relevant as signi-

fying an intent to abandon, espe-

cially when the claimant reserved the

right to terminate the lease in order
to enable him to sell the homestead,
which he thereafter did. Davis v.

Andrews, 30 Vt. 678.

74. Murphy v. Hunt, 75 Ala. 43S;
Locke V. Rowell, 47 N. H. 46; Hixon
V. George, 18 Kan. 253 ; Wapello Co.

V. Brady, 118 Iowa 482, 92 N. W.
717.

The fact that the claimant leased

one of the lots claimed as the home-
stead is relevant as indicating that

in his opinion the rent received was
sufficient to outweigh the comfort and
convenience to himself and family
resulting from the use of the lot as
part of the homestead, but is not
conclusive of abandonment. Mil-

burn Wagon Co. v. Kennedy, 75 Tex.
212, 13 S. W. 28.

Ten-Year Lease of Business Home-
stead. — In Harbison v. Tcnnison
(Tex. Civ. App.), 38 S. W. 232, it

^vas held that a lease of the premises
claimed as a business homestead for

a period of ten years to the person to

whom claimant had sold his business

theretofore conducted thereon, and
during which time claimant and wife
were absent from Texas, was not suf-

ficient or conclusive evidence of an
abandonment, the facts further show-
ing claimant had bound himself not
to carry on such business for that

length of time in the town.

Disposition of Rents The fact

that claimant applied the rents re-

ceived from the homestead to the dis-

charge of debts due thereon is rele-

vant. Corey r. Schuster, 44 Neb.
269, 62 N. W. 470.

Abandonment by Infant In
P.rinkerhoff v. Everett, 38 111. 263.

the court said :
" Even if mfants are

capable of abandonment, the proof
in this case shows the property to

have been rented by the guardian for

the benefit of the minors, from
which, certainly, no intent to aban-
don can be inferred."

75. Murphy v. Hunt, 75 Ala. 438.

76. Gates v. Steele, 48 Ark. 539,

4 S. W. S3.
77. In Gates v. Steele, 48 Ark.

539, 4 S. W. 53, where the absence of
the claimant from the homestead was
rendered compulsory by reason of
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(10.) Claimant's Occupancy as Lessee of Execution Purchaser. — It has

been held that Avhcre the homestead has been sold under execu-

tion, after which the claimant leased the premises from the pur-

chaser at the sale and occupied it as his home, this constituted

unmistakable evidence O'f an intentional change of occupancy from

that of owner to that of lessee and was conclusive on the question

of abandonment.'^^

(11.) Part of Homestead Applied to Inconsistent Uses. — Any fact or

circumstance tending- to show a permanent design on the part of

the claimant to separate a portion of the homestead from the

remainder on which the residence is located, or to use such portion

for purposes inconsistent with the homestead character thereof, is

relevant and competent.'''

(12.) Taking Advice of Counsel,— Evidence that the claimant, before

removing from the premises, took legal advice to know if such

an absence as contemplated would constitute an abandonment of

the homestead, and was adv'Ged that it would not, is relevant as

indicating his intention, in good faith, to return and reoccupy.^'^

(13.) Claimant Requesting Levy. — Evidence that the claimant

requested the person seeking to subject the alleged homestead to

his claim to levy upon the same and to sell it for the satisfaction

of the claim is relevant and competent as tending to show a waiver

and abandonment of the homestead right.^^

(14.) Subsequent Marriage of Female Claimant. — On the question

as to whether a homestead owned and occupied as such by a

woman before her marriage,^- or by a surviving widow^^ of a

age and ill-health, the lease itself 81. Holloway v. McTlhenny Co.,

stipulating for the retention of a yy Tex. 657, 14 S. W. 240; Parsons

homestead right for the claimant, v. Cooley, 60 Iowa 268, 14 N. W. 308.

and in view of these and other cir- Evidence that the claimant, during

cumstances it was held that the his absence from the premises, di-

homestead was not abandoned. rected the sheriff to levy execution

78. Bradshaw v. Remick, 90 Iowa upon the property, " ought to preclude

409, 57 N. W. 897. But see Buck v. him from claiming any homestead

Conlogue, 49 111. 391. right." Wilson v. Daniels, 79 Iowa
79. Klenk v. Noble, 37 Ark. 298. 132, 44 N. W. 246.

Where the claimant has had his Evidence that the widow entitled to

dwelling on a certain part of the both dower and homestead urged the

premises, the subsequent erection purchaser at an administrator's sale

by him, on another part of the to purchase the property is not con-

homestead premises, of a large elusive of a waiver of her homestead

and costly building, having the right, because the dower and home-

appearance of a respectable and stead being separate and each havmg
independent dwelling, is strong been allowed at the time, it is pre-

proof of an intention permanently to sumed that she referred to the sale of

appropriate the ground covered there- the dower interest subject to the

by to independent uses, but is not homestead. Showers v. Robinson, 43
conclusive of an abandonment, ihe Mich. 502, 5 N. W. 9&S.

question of intent being open to ex- 82. Reeseman v. Davenport, 96

planation. Ruhl v. Kauffman, 65 Iowa 330, 65 N. W. 301.

Tex. 723. 83. In Loveless v. Thomas, 152
80. Painter v. Steffen, 87 Iowa 111. 479, 38 N. E. 907, it was held

171, 54 N. W. 229; Quigley v. Mc- that the fact that the surviving

Evony, 41 Neb. y^t 59 N. W. 767. widow of the deceased homestead
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deceased homestead claimant, was abandoned, evidence of her subse-

quent marriage is relevant and competent, but is not conclusive.

Where the husband, after the death of his first wife, ceases to

occupy the homestead, the fact that he inarries again affords no
presumption that his removal was tcmix)rary or accompanied with

the intention to return and rcoccupy tlie homestead.^'*

5. Intent of Husband As Affecting- Rights of Wife. — A. In
GENERAL.— By reason of the theoretic and legal identity of person

and of interest between husband and wife, the presumption obtains

that the home of the husband is the home of the wife,*"' and there-

fore evidence showing his individual aT)andonment of the home-
stead is competent^" and may be sufficient*^ to establish abandon-

ment, notwithstanding her contrary intentions or desires.

B. Exceptions.— On the other hand some courts, in their

extreme desire to protect the home of the family, hold that the

individual acts or declarations of the husband are insufficient to

establish abandonment as against the wife, in the absence of evi-

claimant remarried and removed with
her second husliand to his home at

another place does not raise the con-
cUisive presumption that she in-

tended to abandon the former home-
stead. The court said :

" In the ab-
sence of all explanatory proof, that

conchision would doubtless obtain,

yet we do not think such marriage
and removal can be held conclusive."

See also Buck v. Conlogue, 49 111.

391-

P)Ut see Kaes v. Gross, 92 'Mo. 647.

3 S. W. 840, I Am. St. Rep. 767. in

which it was held that the removal
of the surviving wife and her acquisi-

tion of a new homestead, the resi-

dence of her second husband, was
conclusive evidence of her abandon-
ment of the homestead of her former
husband.

84. Benson v. Aitken, 17 Cal. 163.

85. Leonard v. Ingraham, 58 Iowa
406, 10 N. W. 804; Swaney r.'llutch-
ins, 13 Neb. 266, 13 N. W. 282; Mc-
Clellan v. Carroll (Tcnn. Ch.), 42 S.

W. 18.S; Thoms V. Thorns, 45 Miss.

263; Buck z>. Conlogue, 49 111. 391.

86. Brcnnan v. Wallace, 25 Cal.

108.

Acts of Hustand in Abandoning
Part Where the question at issue

is as to whether the cessation of the
use of part of the homestead premises
for homestead purposes and their ap-
plication to an inconsistent use was
temporary only, this may be shown

by the acts of the husband alone, in-

dependent of the assent of the wife

thereto. Wynne v. Hudson, 66 Te.x.

I, 17 S. W. no.

87. Slavin 7'. Wheeler, 61 Tc>x.

654; Kramer v. Lamb, 84 Minn. 468,

87 N. W. 1024; Thoms v. Thoms, .^s

Miss. 263 ; Leonard v. Ingraham, 58
Iowa 406, 10 N. W. 804; Guiod v.

Guiod, 14 Cal. 506, 76 Am. Dec. 440.

And see Bradshaw v. Remick, 90
Iowa 409, 57 N. W. 897; Perry '-.

Dillrance, 86 Iowa 424, 53 N. W.
280; Willis V. Pounds, 6 Tex. Civ.

App. 512, 25 S. W. 715; Portwood v.

Newberry, 79 Tex. 337. 15 S. W. 270;
Moore v. Dunn. 16 Tex. Civ. App.
2,7-1, 41 S. W. 530.

Husband Acquiring Home in Other
State. — In McClellan v. Carroll

(Tenn. Ch.), 42 S. W. 185, it was
held that where the husband removed
from the state in which the home-
stead was situated and acquired a

domicile in another state intending
to make it his home, these facts

raised a conclusive presumption that

the domicile of the wife and family
w\as with the husband in the state

of his new residence, and that such
wife could not, therefore, claim
homestead rights in the old home-
stead, notwithstanding the fact that
she still remained in possession of
the same. However, it seems to be
intimated in this decision that if

both the husband and wife, althou.gh
living separate and apart, still reside
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dence establishing- her individual intent to abandon.^* Especially is

this rule enforced when the acts and conduct of the husband in

at'temptini^ to abandon were done in fraud of the homestead rights

of the wife,"" or where no other homestead has been acquired by
him.°" In Illinois the rights of the wife, in such cases, are pro-

tected by statute."^

C. Individual Intention of Wifu. — Notwithstanding the gen-

eral rule that the question of abandonment is to be determined upon
the intention of the husband as the head of the family, yet, where

it appears that the husband and wife were in accord and agreement,

evidence showing the separate intention of the wife in removing

temporarily from the homestead is competent and admissible.®-

6. Sufficiency of the Evidence.— A. In General.— In order to

establish the abandonment of a honrestead once acquired by resi-

dence, the proof must be clear, evident and unmistakable,^^ and it

in the state in which the homestead
is situated a different rule would
prevail.

88. Blumer v. Albright, 64 Neb.

249, 89 N. W. 809; Gouhenant v.

Cockrell, 20 Tex. 96. And see Riggs

V. Sterling, 60 Mich. 643, 27 N. W.
70s, I Am. St. Rep. 554; Moore v.

Dunning, 29 111. 130, 81 Am. Dec.

301; Drury v. Bachelder, 11 Gray
(Mass.) 214.

Removal of Wife After Convey-
ance The removal of the wife

with her husband from the home-
stead, after conveyance by him with-

out her consent, does not show aban-

donment by her. Collins v. Baytt,

87 Tenn. 334, 10 S. W. 512, over-

riding Levison r. Abrahams, 14 Lea
(Tenn.) 336. See also Taylor v.

Hargous, 4 Cal. 268, 60 Am. Dec.

606. But this last case is criticised

in Gee v. Moore, 14 Cal. 472.

Husband's Desertion of Wife.

Evidence that the husband and wife

remained absent from the homestead
for over two years, and that the hus-
band had deserted the wife, is insuf-

ficient to establish abandonment
against her. Gardner v. Gardner, 123

Mich. 673, 82 N. W. 522.

89. Medlenka v. Downing, 59
Tex. 40; Newman v. Farquhar, 60
Tex. 640.

90. Thorns V. Thoms, 45 Miss.

263; Drury v. Bachelder, 11 Gray
(Mass.) 214.

91. In Lynn v. Sentel, 183 III.

382, 55 N. E. 838, 75 Am. St. Rep.
no, it was held that the act of the
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husband in leaving the homestead,
abandoning the wife and family and
removing to the state of Missouri,

where he procured a decree of di-

vorce upon substituted service of

process and subsequently remarried,

had no effect upon the wife's rights

in the homestead chosen from his

property, she remaining all the

time in possession thereof and claim-

ing the same as a homestead. This
was decided under a statute provid-
ing that in case a husband or wife
desert the family, the exemption
shall continue in favor of the occu-
pant of the residence.

92. In Gunn v. Wynne (Tex. Civ.

App.), 43 S. W. 290, the court said:
" The idea presented under these as-

signments is that the husband has
the right to select the homestead of
the family, and that the intentions of
the wife should have no controlling

effect in the solution of the question
of whether there was .an abandon-
ment. If this were a case where the
husband and wife were not in ac-

cord in their intentions and purposes
relating to the homestead, the propo-
sition might be urged with some
force. But in this case the husband
and wife were shown to be in perfect

agreement, and the intentions and
expressions of the wife as to their

common purpose and intention were
pertinent and material testimony in

support of the appellees' claim of
homestead."

93. Rix V. Capital Bank, 2 Dill.

367, 20 Fed. Cas. 11,869; Gouhenant
V. Cockrell, 20 Tex. 96; Newton v.
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has been held that the element of intent involved therein should be

proved by the best accessible evidence."* Especially is this rule

strictly enforced in cases where no other homestead has been actu-

ally acquired.®''

B. Where: Other Apparent Home Has Been Acquired. — The
rule requiring- strict proof of abandonment does not apply to a case

where the evidence shows the acquisition and use by the claimant

of another place having the apparent characteristics of a home.''"

But, in such case, the proof of intent to return and reoccupy the

premises as a homestead must be positive, clear and satisfactory."

C. Prolonged Arsence. — Intention to Retitrn.— When the

absence of the claimant from the homestead premises is prolonged

to an unreasonable length of time.''^ or is otherwise of such

Calhoun, 68 Tex. 451, 4 S. W. 645;
Langston v. Maxey, 74 Tex. 155, 12

S. W. 27; Rollins V. O'Farel, 77
Tex. 90. 13 S. W. 1021.

In Campbell v. Adair, 45 Miss. 170,

the court said :
" We are of the opin-

ion that the waiver or forfeiture of

the homestead right should be de-

clared only upon ' clear and decisive

proof of an intention totally to re-

linquish and abandon such right,'

accompanied by removal from the

premises, and that it ought ' clearly,

and beyond all reasonable ground of

dispute, to appear that the aban-
donment was with an intention not

to return and claim the exemption.'
' A doubtful or mixed case,' say the

authorities, ' will not avail to cut

off the right.'
"

Degree of Proof on Part of Cred-

itor Denying Abandonment Where
the husband and wife do not dis-

pute the charge of abandonment, a

judgment creditor, denying the

abandonment, must make a strong

and clear case in order to show that

the homestead was not abandoned.
Anderson v. Kent, 14 Kan. 207.

But, in Moore v. Dunn, 16 Tex.
Civ. App. 371, 41 S. W. 530, the

court said :
" It was not error to re-

fuse a charge which required that

the evidence clearly establish aban-
donment."

94. McMillan v. Warner, 38 Tex.
411.

95. Gouhenant 7'. Cockrell, 20
Tex. 96; Shepherd v. Cassiday, 20
Tex. 24, 70 Am. Dec. 372.

In Thomas v. Williams, 50 Tex.
269, the court held that while a

homestead may be regarded as aban-

doned although no other has been
actually acquired, yet in order to es-

tablish abandonment under such cir-

cumstances, the evidence " must be
undeniably clear and beyond almost

the shadow, at least, of all reason-

able ground of dispute, that there

has been a total abandonment with

the intention not to return and claim

the exemption."
For an exceptionally strong case

sustaining this doctrine, see Mills 7'.

Von Boskirk, 32 Tex. 361.

96. In Boehm v. Rentier, 16 Tex.
Civ. App. 380, 41 S. W. 658, the

court said :
" Appellants contend that

it is a rule estaljlished by the cases

in this state that the abandonment of

a homestead once acquired by resi-

dence must be shown by clear, evi-

dent, and unmistakable proof, and
that when a doubt exists in respect

to this issue it must be resolved

against the theory of abandonment.
We do not believe that such rule was
ever intended to apply to a case

when another place answering the

purposes of a home has been ob-

tained and settled upon and used
with all the externals of a home, and
where the decisive question resolved

itself into the fact of intention."

97. Jarvais v. Moe, 38 Wis. 440;
Wapello Co. V. Brady, 118 Iowa 482,

92 N. W. 717; Buck V. Conlogue. 49
111. 391.

98. In FyfFe v. Beers, 18 Iowa 4,

85 .^m. Dec. 577, where the absence

had continued for the period of five

years, the court said :
" When the

absence is so prolonged as in this

case, the court is of opinion that the

intention to return to the premises as
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a character as would ordinarily lead to the presumption that it

was intended to be permanent,'*" the proof of intention on the part

of the claimant to return and reoccupy the premises as a home-
stead must be clear, strong- and satisfactory.

D. When Lien Attaches During Occupancy. — It requires

clearer and stronger proof to establish abandonment when the lien

or indebtedness sought to be enforced against the homestead accrued
or attached during the time that the homestead was actually occupied
by the claimant, than when it arises during the time that the claim-

ant was not in actual possession thereof.^

Vin. EXEMPTIONS OF PERSONAL PROPERTY.

1. Presumptions and Burden of Proof. — A. In General. — One
claiming that personal property is exempt from levy and sale under
execution has the burden of showing the facts necessary to bring

the property within the statute,^ as for example the habitual use

a home should be clear and unmis-
takable."

99. See Titman v. Moore, 43 111.

169. And see cases cited in note 97,
suf^ra.

Where the surviving widow of a
homestead claimant, who died seized

of the homestead, marries another
person with whom she removes to

another town, taking her child with
her and leasing the premises, while

such facts are not conclusive of an
abandonment, yet in such case the

proof of intention on the part of

claimant to return and occupy the

homestead, must be clear, strong and
satisfactory. Buck v. Conlogue, 49
111. 391-

1. Boot V. Brewster, 75 Iowa 631,

36 N. W. 649, 9 Am. St. Rep. 515;
Dunton r. Woodbury, 24 Iowa 74;
Davis V. Kelly, 14 Iowa 523.

When the indebtedness sought to

be enforced against a homestead
claimed to have been abandoned was
contracted while the land was occu-
pied as a homestead, more satisfac-

tory evidence of its abandonment is

required than if credit had been ex-
tended on the faith that it was sub-

ject to the payment of debts. Rob-
inson V. Charleton, 104 Iowa 296, 73
N. W. 616.

2. Alabama. — Ely v. Blacker, 112
Ala. 311, 20 So. 570.
Arkansas. — Blythe v. Jett, 52 Ark.

547, 13 S. W. 137 ; Porch v. Arkan-
sas Mill Co., 65 Ark. 40, 45 S. W. 51.
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California. — Murphy v. Harris, 77
Cal. 194, 19 Pac. 377.

lozi'a. — Joyce v. Miller, 59 Iowa
761, 13 N. W. 664; Oakes v. Mar-
quardt, 49 Iowa 643.
Massachusetts. — Clapp v. Thomas,

5 Allen 158; Gay v. Southworth, 113

Mass. 333.
Michigan.— O'Donnell v. Segar, 25

Mich. 367.

Nezu Hampsliire. — Howard v.

Farr, 18 N. H. 457.
New York. — Gilewicz v. Gold-

berg, 69 App. Div. 438, 74 N. Y.
Supp. 984; Carnrick v. Myers, 14

Barb. 9; Brown v. Davis, 9 Hun 43;
Griffin v. Sutherland, 14 Barb. 456;
Twinam v. Swart, 4 Lans. 263.

Tennessee.— Wolfenbarger v.

Standifer, 3 Sneed 659.
Vermont. — Chamberlain v. Whit-

ney. 65 Vt. 488, 27 Atl. 72; Connell
V. Fisk, 54 Vt. 381 ; Rollins v. Alli-

son, 59 Vt. 188, 10 Atl. 201.

Wisconsin. — Hesse v. Hargraves,

74 Wis. 648, 43 N. W. 736.

See also Winsor Z'. iMcLachlan, 12

Wash. 154, 40 Pac. 727.
" It lies with the party claiming

property to be exempt to prove the

facts affirmatively which go to

establish it. Until it is made
to appear, at least, what are

the articles, and their value of
wearing apparel, selected and re-

served by the judgment debtor, the

court cannot determine whether the

privilege of the exemption laws has

been properly exercised or abused to
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the injury of creditors." Stewart 7'.

McClung, 12 Or. 431, 8 Pac. 447, 53
Am. Rep. 374.

In Chamberlain v. Whitney, 65 Vt.

488, 27 Atl. 72, where the plaintiff

claimed to recover for a wagon under
a statute exempting a wagon or ox-
cart as the debtor might elect, it was
held incumbent on him to show that

he had no ox-cart, or that he had
elected the wagon as exempt.

Proceeds of Life Insurance. — Un-
der a statute exempting from execu-
tion any " money, right, privilege or
immunity accruing or in any manner
whatever growing out of any life in-

surance on the life of the debtor,

made in any insurance company in-

corporated under the laws of this

state," with certain exceptions, it is

incumbent upon the claimant to

show, first, that the insurance was
made by an insurance company " in-

corporated under the laws of this

state;" second, that the insurance in

question is an " insurance on the life

of the debtor," and third, that the

policy is not of the excepted class

mentioned in the proviso to the stat-

ute. Briggs V. ^IcCullough. 36 Cal.

542.

Exemption From Garnishment.
The burden is on the defendant
debtor in garnishment proceedings to

show that the funds belonging to him
in the hands of the garnishee are ex-
empt from seizure for the payment of
his debts. Fletcher z'. Staples, 62
Minn. 471, 64 N. W. 1150. See also
Ely V. Blacker, 112 Ala. 311, 20 So.

570.

Residence of Claimant Tn Ast-
ley V. Capron, 89 Ind. 167, where the
residence of the complainant was
shown to have been in Indiana for a
number of years, it was held that his

residence would be presumed to have
continued there until shown- that he
acquired a residence elsewhere, and
that accordingly the burden of proof
was on the contestant to show that
the claimant had acquired a residence
elsewhere than in Indiana before the
commencement of that action.

Debt Founded on Contract Un-
der a statute exempting property
owned by any resident householder
from execution " for any debt grow-
out of or founded upon a contract,
express or implied," it is incuml)ent
upon the execution debtor, where he

seeks to recover property levied upon
the ground of its being exempt, to

show not only that he is a resident
householder, but that the judgment
upon which the execution issued was
recovered for a debt growing out of
or founded upon a contract, express
or implied. Thompson v. Ross, ^7
Ind. 156.

Exemption as Ground for Failure
of Officer to Levy. _ Where a de-
fendant in execution is in possession
of personal property, the sheriflF, sued
for a failure to seize it under exe-
cution and subject it to sale, seeking
to justify his failure on the ground
that the property was exempt from
execution, has the burdem of proving
that fact. Bonnell ?'. Bowman, 53
111. 460. See also People v. Palmer,
46 111. 398.

Demand and Selection In
Amend 7-. Smith, 87 111. 198, it was
held incumbent up<jn a claimant to

show that he demanded and claimed
the property as exempt, and selected

it as exempt before levy or as soon
as he had notice thereof. See also

Graham v. Crockett, 18 Ind. 119.

And in Hombs v. Corbin^ 34 Mo.
App. 393, it was held on the author-
ity of Stone 7'. Spencer, jy Mo. 356,
that between an officer, claiming un-
der the execution levy, and the ven-
dee of the debtor, the burdeui of proof
was on the vendee to show exemption
of property by reason of the selection

thereof in lieu of property exempted
under the statute ; that is. that the

debtor had the right to make the
statutory selection and made it as to

the disputed property.

Exemption From Landlord's Lien.

Under the Iowa statute providing for

a landlord's lien for rent, it is held
that although the burden of proof is

in the first instance upon the land-
lord to show that the property dis-

trained was owned by the lessee and
used on the demised premises, one
who asserts that the lien does not
attach by reason of the property be-

ing exempt has the burden of proving
that fact. Hays 7'. Berry. 104 Iowa
455. 73 N. W. 1028.

The Kansas Statute rovides " that

the personal earnings of the debtor
for the three months next preceding
the issuing of the process " cannot
be applied to the payment of his

debts, when it is made to appear by
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of the property,-'' that he is a housekeeper/ and the hke. And
where the property claimed as exempt is not specifically made so

by statute, it is incumbent upon him to show that it is in fact

exempt.^

Replevin. — So also it is held that before an execution debtor
can maintain a replevin to recover possession of personal property

seized under a writ issued against him, on the ground that the

I)roperty is exempt from execution, he has the burden of establish-

ing that fact.°

Supplementary Proceedings.— The rule in proceedings supplemen-
tary to execution, however, is that the plaintiff has the burden of

affirmatively showing that the property sought to be reached is

subject to execution.'^

Proof of Exceptions. — But where the claimant has made a prima
facie case of exemption,* as, for example, that he is the owner of

the debtor's aifidavtt or otherwise that
such earnings are necessary for the
maintenance of a family, supported
wholly or partly by his labor. And
in Muzzy v. Lantry, 30 Kan. 49, 2
Pac. 102, it is held that this statute

renders the affidavit, for all the pur-
poses of the garnishment proceed-
ings, and proceedings founded there-
on, sufficient evidence, prima facie,

of all the facts properly set forth
therein ; and that if the creditors have
any desire to question or controvert
any such facts, they must do so by
the aid of other competent evidence.

3. Habitual Use of Property.
Where the statute exempts from ex-
ecution certain property enumerated
by which persons of a certain class

enumerated habitually earn their liv-

ing, a person claiming property to be
exempt under such a statute must
show that he is one of the persons of

the class mentioned in the statute,

and that he habitually earns his living

by the use of the property in ques-
tion. Calhoun v. Knight, 10 Cal. 393.

See also Murphy v. Harris, 77 Cal.

194, 19 Pac. 377 ; Stanton v. French,

91 Cal. 274, 27 Pac. 657, 25 Am. St.

Rep. 174; Corp v. Griswold, 27, Iowa
379-

4. Householder.— Under the In-

diana statute, although it is necessary
that the claimant should show that he
is a householder (Kingen v. Stroh,
136 Ind. 610, 36 N. E. 519; Thomp-
son V. Ross, 87 Ind. 156; Phenix
Ins. Co. V. Fielder, 133 Ind. 557, 33
N. E. 270), it is not necessary for

him to show that he is the occupier
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of a house; a housekeeper; he is to

be deemed a householder upon whom
rests the duty of supporting the mem-
bers of his family or household.

See also Bunnell v. Hay, 73 Ind. 452.

Compare Prewitt v. Walker, 7 T.

J. Marsh. (Ky.) 332, construing the

Kentucky statute .n force at that

time, whose provisions extended only

to " actual bo)ia fide housekeepers
with a family."

5. McMasters v. Alsop, 8=; 111. 157,

where the court said :
" The law

does not presume that a person does
not have the property exempted by
the statute, nor does the mere claim
that property is not enumerated prove
that it is exempt. The fact must
be satisfactorily proved by evi-

dence, as it is not a matter of legal

presumption one way or the other."

6. Hartlep v. Cole, loi Ind. 458.

7. Lowry v. IMcAlister, 86 Ind.

543. See fully on this question the

article " Supplementary Proceed-
ings."

8. In Shiver z'. Williams, 85 Ga. 583,
II S. E. 876, where the property in

question had been properly exempted
by the ordinary under a statute pro-
viding therefor and the claimant's

exemption papers had been intro-

duced in evidence by him, it was held
incumbent upon a creditor who
claimed that the property was sub-

ject to a distress warrant for arrear-

ages of rent to show that it was so

subject.

Compare Kolsky v. Loveman, 97
Ala. 543, 12 So. 720, wherein it is
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the property and that it is within the statutory Hmit as to vakie,

if the contestant asserts that the property is not in fact exempt
by reason of some exception to the general law he has the bur-

den of proving the fact of such exception."

B. Head of a Family. — Where the exemption is claimed by

one as head of a family, that fact must be clearly shown before

its benefits can be allowed to the claimant.^''

C. Necessity of the Articles. — It is also incumbent on the

claimant to show the nccess'ity'^ of the articles claimed to be ex-

held that when a creditor contests a

claim of exemption as to goods levied

upon, it devolves upon him to prove
that the property claimed is not ex-
empt. Todd z'. McCraney, 77 Ala.

468, wherein it is held that under the

Alabama statute (Code, p. 2831) a

declaration and claim of exemption
in due form for record in the probate
court is " prima facie evidence of the
correctness of such claim."

9. As for example, where the

defendant in an action to recover
personal property claims that the

property was not exempt under
a statute expressly providing that

no exemption shall be allowed
against an execution issued for the

purchase money of property seized

under the execution. Wagner v. 01-

sen, 3 N. D. 69, 54 N. W. 286.

Or where the contestant asserts

that the judgment, to collect which
the property was taken, was " a

judgment for labor," against which it

was claimed that the property would
not be exempt. Paddock v. Balgord,
2 S. D. 100, 48 N. W. 840.

10 Head of a Family. — In Mc-
Mastcrs v. Alsop, 85 111. 157, it was
held that a statement by the claim-

ant that it would require a certain

amount of provisions to supply his

family for the time allowed by stat-

ute does not prove that he was the

head of a family and living with
them ; that " where this privilege is

claimed it must be clearly shown
before its benefits can be allowed to

the claimant." See also Barnes z'.

Rogers, 2^ 111. 290; Pollard v. Thom-
ason, 5 Humph. (Tenn.) 56; Wolfen-
bergcr v. Standiler, 3 Sneed (Tenn.)

6s9; Bowen z'. Witt, 19 Wend. (N.
Y.) 475-

" Head of a Family Residing in

This State." — In Florida the consti-

tutional exception of $1000 worth of

personal property inures to the head

of a family residing in that state ; and
in Post V. Bird, 28 Fla. i, 9 So. 888,

it was held that before a claimant

could avail himself of the exemption

allowed he must show that he was at

that time the head of the family re-

siding in that state, and that proof

merely that he was a resident of the

state was insufficient.

Wife as Head of Family— In

Clinton T'. Kidwcll, 82 111. 427, it is

held that ordinarily, at least where
the wife lives with the husband, he
must be regarded as the head of the

family, and if he has no control of

the family and is not the head there-

of, but the wife is, that fact must be

shown by proof; that the inference

that he is the head must be rebutted

by proof, and in a penal actioni that

proof must clearly rebut such infer-

ence. In that case the only facts re-

lied upon to sustain the proposition

that the wife was at the time the

head of the family were that the

residence of the family was on her

premises, that the property on the

premises was her own separate prop-

erty, and that she had children by her

former husband residing with her;

all of which was held insufficient.

11. Van Sickler z: Jacobs, 14

Johns. (N. Y.) 434. See also In re

Mitchell. 102 Cal. 534. 36 Pac. 840;
O'Donnell v. Segar, 25 Mich. 367;
Richards z: Hubbard, 59 N. H. 158.

47 Am. Rep. 188, where the court

said: "If there is any doubt
whether an article, claimed to be ex-
empt from attachment, is a tool,

under the statute, the question should
be submitted to the jury, whether its

use as a tool by the debtor in his

business is reasonably necessary

"

In Dowling v. Clark, 3 Allen

(Mass.) 570, where the property in

Vol. VI
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empted, and not merely that they were a convenience.^^ It is not

incumbent upon him, however, to employ the word " necessary
"

in his evidence ; it is sufficient if he shows facts that prove, or

tend to prove, this necessity."

D. Value of the: Articles.— The value of the articles in its

relation to the limit fixed by the statute must also be shown."
E. Avocation of Claimant. — And sometimes it is held in-

cumbent upon the claimant, in order to bring himself within the

provisions of the statute, to show the business in which he was
wholly or principally engaged. ^^

F. Ownership of Other Property. — Where articles specific-

ally enumerated by the statute as exempt are claimed by the

debtor, and their necessity and value are shov/n, it is not incum-
bent on the claimant to further show what other property he
may own.^®

question was a sewing machine, and
the claimant alleged and introduced
evidence tending to show that shortly
before the levy he was engaged in the
manufacture of ready-made clothing,
the court instructed the jury that the
burden of proof was on him to satisfy

them that at the time he was en-
gaged in the trade or business of
manufacturing ready-made clothing,

the sewing machine was neces-
sary for that business, and if without
it such trade or business could not be
successfully carried on, then it was
necessary within the meaning of the
law.

Testimony of Claimant Insufficient.

In Wymond v. Amsbury, 2 Colo. 213,
where the claimant testified that he
was the owner of the goods seized,

it was held that as to the wearing
apparel this was probably sufficient,

for as to such goods the ownership
may show the use to which they
were applied ; but that as to house-
hold goods, such as beds, bedding,
and the like, his testimony was insuf-

ficient because the statute protects
only such as are kept for use by the
debtor and his family, and these must
be of certain kinds which are de-
scribed, or if of other kinds not ex-
ceeding a certain amount in value,
and as to both the use and the value
his testimony was silent.

Under the Minnesota Statute

exempting " the provisions for the
debtor and his family necessary for

One year's support, either provided or
growing, or both ;" such " food

"

and " provisions " to " be chosen by
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the debtor, his agent, clerk or legal

representative, as the case may be
;"

also "necessary seed grain" (not ex-
ceeding certain quantities) " for the

actual personal use of the debtor,

for one season, to be selected by
him," when the levy is upon food for

stock, provisions and seed grain, the

question of what and how much is

" necessary " is one of fact to be es-

tablished by the claimant. Howard v.

Rugland, 35 Minn. 388, 29 N. W. 63.

See also Haugen z\ Younggren, 57
I\Iinn. 170, 58 N. W. 988.

12. Willson V. Ellis, i Denio (N.
Y.) 462.

13. Smith V. Slade, 57 Barb. (N.
Y.) 637.

14. Dains v. Prosser, 32 Barb.
(N. Y.) 290; Tuttle v. Buck, 41
Barb. (N. Y.) 417; Wymond v.

Amsbury, 2 Colo. 213; Coppage v.

Gregg, I Ind. App. 112, 27 N. E. 570.

See also Astley v. Capron, 89 Ind.

167; Graham v. Crockett, 18 Ind.

119; O'Donnell v. Segar, 25 Mich.

367; Morrill v. Seymour, 3 Mich. 64.

15. Murphy 7-. Mulvena. 108 Mich.

347, 66 N. W. 224, so holding in con-

struing and applving the ^lichigan

statute (2 How. ' Stat. § 7686, subd.

8). See also Morrill v. Seymour, 3

Mich. 64; Sutton zr, Facey. I Mich,

243, holdino that proof of claimant's

having practiced as a physician is

prima facie evidence of his profes-

sional character.

16. Smith V. Slade, 57 Barb. (N.
Y.) 637: Reinecke v. Flecke, 3 Jones
& S. (N. Y.) 491-
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G. Waiver or Right to Claim Exemttiox. — It is not in-

cumbent on the claimant in the first instance to show that he had

not waived his right to claim the property under the exemption.'^

On the contrary the burden of proving the waiver is upon him

who asserts that fact.^^

2. Mode of Proof.— A. Claim of Exemption. — Inventory of

Debtor's Property. — The inventory of all the property owned

by the debtor, or in which he has any interest, required by law

to be furnished by him to the levying officer, as a condition prece-

dent to his right to require the officer to set off to him property as

exempt from execution, is material evidence on his behalf, in an

action by him against such officer and the execution creditor, to

recover property alleged to have been illegally sold in disregard

of a valid claim by him for its exemption from sale.^®

B. Claimant as Householder, etc. — a. Direct Testimony.

Whether or not the claimant is a householder is a matter as to

which it is not proper to receive the opinion of a witness ; although

the fact of residence may be testified to directly by a witness having

knowledge.^" But where the issue is whether or not the claim-

ant had lost his residence by removal to another state, he may
be examined as to whether he had abandoned his residence and

started to another state to engage in business.^^

b. Reputation. — Whether or not the claimant is a householder

cannot be proved by general reputation.^^

C. Necessity of Articles. — a. Avocation of Claimant. — In

determining the necessity of the articles in question, it is proper

to consider the nature and character of his occupation.^^' But evi-

dence in relation thereto should be confined to the time of and
previous to the seizure ; evidence as to his occupation at any subse-

quent time is immaterial.^*

b. Claimant's Circumstances in Life. — In determining whether
or not the property in question was reasonably necessary, suited,

and proper for the claimant's use, it is proper to take into con-

sideration his situation and circumstances in life.-^ And where

17. Gardner v. King, 2,7 Kan. 671, Y.) 637; Rice v. Wadsworth, 59 N.

15 Pac. 920. H. 100. See also George v. Fellows,

18. State V. Haggard, i Humph. 59 N. H. 206, where it was held that

(Tenn ) 390 the claimant's duty and business, and

19. Gregory v. Latchem, 53 Ind. !';\"f
°^ the horse in question in

" -^ that duty and busmess, were evidence

nr^ _, ,. , « ,r o o^i the qucstiou of requirement for
20. Cavendish r. Troy, 41 Vt. 108.

^^^^^^^ ^,^p. '^y^^gj „. Dayton, 40 Com.
21. Jones v. Alsbrook, II5 N. C. 293, where the court said: "His

46, 20 S. E. 170. where it was held personal wants and those of his fam-
proper to so direct the cross-exarn- jly may depend largely upon the na-

ination of the claimant who had testi- ture of the business whereby he is

fied to the fact of his residence. seeking a livelihood."

22. Eastman v. Caswell, 8 How. 24. O'Donnell v. Segar, 25 Mich.

Pr. (N. Y.) 75- 367.

23. Wilcox V. Hawley, 31 N. Y. 25. Hamilton v. Lane. 138 Mass.

648; Smith V. Slade, 57 Barb. (N. 358, where the court said: "While
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the issue is as to whether or not the claimant's wa^^es were neces-

sary for the use of his family, investigation is properly permitted
as to the means through which the family actually received its

support during the time in question.^^

c. Ozvnership of Other Property.— In determining whether the

article in question is necessary to the debtor, evidence of whether
he has more or less property beyond the amount fixed by statute

is immaterial.^^

in certain cases it would be the duty
of tlie court to direct the jury author-
itatively that the articles furnished
could not be necessaries, in others it

would be for the jury to say whether
they were such as could come within
that class, and also to determine
whether in amount, quality, quantity
and value they were suitable and
proper in the particular case." See
also George v. Fellows, 60 N. H. 398.

26. Gushing %'. Quigley, 11 Mont.
577' 29 Pac. 2)Z7- In this case the
contestant was permitted to ask the
claimant's witnesses concerning the
quantity and value of property held
in the name of claimant's wife and
used in running the boarding-house
business conducted by her, and by
the family in common as a home,
and was also permitted to introduce
in evidence a list of separate prop-
erty and a declaration as sole trader
made by her. The theory of the
claimant was that the sole question
was as to whether or not such an
amount as was earned during the
time in question would be required
for the support of the family, and
that if only sufficient for that pur-
pose the case ought to have been de-
termined in favor of the claimant on
the ground that it was his duty to

support his family. But the court
said :

" This would leave out of con-
sideration the question as to whether
or not the family was in fact sup-
ported by the earnings of the hus-
band, or from some other source.
The earnings might not be more than
sufficient to supply the family at the
time if the family had no other
source of supply, and in that case the
exemption would surely apply. But
if all other facts were excluded from
consideration, the exemption on that
theory, would prevail, where the wife
had a large estate, and it could be
shown that she had actually sup-
ported herself and child or children
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therefrom, and that the husband's
earnings were neither required nor
used for that purpose, and on that

theory the exemption would have to

prevail, although it could be shown
that the husband had a fund from
past earnings or other sources more
than sufficient to supply all neces-

saries required for the family at the

time in question ; for if the amount
of earnings at the time and the wants
of the family, only, were considered,

it would probably appear in each of

such cases that the earnings were
not more than sufficient for the fam-
ily's support, while in fact the case

might be that such earnings were
neither necessary nor used for the

support of the family." And further

:

" The question at issue pertained to

the ways and means by which said

family received its support at the

time in question, and when it was
shown that said property was used
in the support of said family at the

time in question the evidence as to

the kind, quantity, value, and use of

said property became material."

27. Wilcox V. Hawley, 31 N. Y.

648, where it was held that evidence
tending to show that the debtor who
claimed his horse to be exempt as

being his team, had, shortly before
the levy, owned two other horses and
had other property which he had dis-

posed of, and the proceeds of which
he had transferred to his wife, was
improper. The court, quoting from
Wheeler v. Gropsey, 5 How. Pr.
(N. Y.) 288, said: "In determining
whether the team was necessary, it is

entirely immaterial whether the
debtor had or had not other ample
means to pay the debt. If the fact

that he had money enough to pay
the debt is to control this question,
then a teamster's horses and a me-
chanic's working tools are not to be
exempt if the owner has money
enough in his pocket to pay the judg-
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It is proper, however, to inquire whether the claimant had other

personal property, and how much, for the purpose of determining

whether he is entitled to hold the property in question as exempt,

where the statute allows personal property to he held as exempt

in lieu of articles specifically exemi)ted hut not on hand.^* Or
where the debtor is required to select from property seized and

inventoried by the officer.*** But the fact that the debtor had other

articles of the same kind not levied on has been held immaterial,

unless it is shown affirmatively that the number was greater than

was necessary for the use or comfort of himself or family/'"

D. Waiver of Claim. — In determining whether or not the

judgment debtor waived his right to the exemption and assented

to the levying it is proper to take into consideration his acts and

manner at the time and their possible efifect in giving the officer

to understand that he did in fact assent.^^

E. Justification. — Where the issue is as to the illegality of a

levy upon exempt property, evidence that the execution debtor was
committing acts which would constitute ground for attachment
it not admissible.^-

ment. This cannot be the test. We
think the team of every teamster, and
of every other man, when it is neces-
sary to his use, is exempt, although
the owner may be worth thousands
of dollars, in money or in other
property. The exemption is not
made in the statute to depend on the
pecuniary ability of the debtor.

When the debtor has money or other
property, the law has provided ample
remedies for collection, without re-

sorting to exempted property for the
satisfaction of the debt." See also
Smith V. Slade, 57 Barb. (N. Y.)
637-

28. Miller v. Mahoney, 16 Ky. h.
Rep. 799, 29 S. W. 879, where it was
accordingly held that it was error
to refuse to permit the claimant to

be fully cross-examined upon this

question.

29. Gass V. Van Wagner, 63
Mich. 610. 30 N. W. 198, where the

court said that it was material " to

know whether this horse was the

only one which plaintiff owned, for

36

if not it might have turned out he
would not have been exempt by the

proper statutory selection."

30. Heath v. Keyes, 35 Wis. 668.

31. Fogg V. Littlcfield, 68 Me. 52.

See also Smith v. Hill, 22 Barb. (N.
Y.) 656, where it was held that the

claimant, being present at the sher-

iff's sale, knowing the circumstances
under which the property was sold,

and making no objection or claim at

the time, waived his claim.

What will constitute a reasonable
time in which the claimant m'ust

give notice of his claim of exemption
will depend upon the particular cir-

cumstances of each case ; and the

fact that at the time of the levy he
had other property of a similar char-

acter which he could have claimed
as exempt has been^ held to be strong

if not conclusive evidence of a waiver
of the right to select the particular

property in question as exempt. Bor-
land z: O'Neal, 22 Cal. 504.

32. Brown v. Bridges, 70 Tex.
661, 8 S. W. 502.
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I. PRESUMPTIONS.

1. Of Innocence.— A. Generally.— The presumption of inno-

cence^ which exists in favor of the accused in ah criminal trials is

of course applied to homicide cases, and is said to continue through-

out the trial until overcome by evidence proving guilt beyond a

reasonable doubt.^

B. As Affected by Relation of Parties. — There is no

stronger presumption of innocence where the relation existing

between the accused and deceased is that of parent and child, or

husband and wife, than in any other case.^ The contrary, however,

has been held,* and also that evidence is admissible to rebut the

additional presumption.^

2. Intent.— A. From the Act. — a. Generally. — The intention

to kill is sometimes said to be presumed from the accused's

intentional or deliberate" act, or from the mere fact of the

1. See article " Presumptions."
2. State V. Young, 99 Mo. 666,

12 S. W. 879; Jones V. State, 13

Tex. App. i; Bird v. State, 43 Fla.

541, 30 So. 6.S5. See Maher v. Peo-

ple, 10 Mich. 212, 81 Am. Dec. 781.
" In a criminal case, the establish-

ment of a prima facie case does not,

as in a civil case, take away from the

defendant the presumption of inno-

cence or change the burthen of

proof. A solid reason for the dis-

tinction is the well-known difference

in the measure of proof in the two
classes of cases. In a civil case, the

plaintiff is not required to prove, be-

yond all reasonable doubt, the facts

on which he relies for a recovery

;

and therefore, when he establishes a

prima facie case, the burthen cf

proof is thereby shifted, and the
prima facie case so established en-

titles him to recover, unless it is de-

stroyed by proof from the other
party. But in a criminal case, the

state is required to prove, beyond all

reasonable doubt, the facts which
constitute the offense. The estab-

lishment, therefore, of a prima facie

case merely does not take away the

presumption of innocence from the

defendant, but leaves that presump-
tion to operate, in connection with,

or in aid of, any proofs offered by
him to rebut or impair the prima
facie case thus made out by the

state." Ogletree v. State, 28 Ala.

693-

3. Hawes v. State, 88 Ala. yj,

7 So. 302; State v. Soper, 148 Mo.

Vol. VI

217, 49 S. W. 1007, overruling State
V. Leabo, 84 Mo. 168; State v. Mox-
ley, 102 AIo. 374, 14 S. W. 969, 15
S. W. 566.

4. A stronger presumption of in-

nocence arises where defendant and
deceased were husband and wife.
" This presumotion is in addition to,

and to be distinguished from, the

legal presumption of innocence that

exists in every case in favor of a

party charged with the commission
of a crime ; and in cases where both
presumptions exist the public pros-

ecutor must overcome the force of

both and establish the contrary fact

before the accused can be found
guilty." State v. Green, 35 Conn.
203. See State v. Watkins, 9 Conn.

47; State V. Hossack, 116 Iowa 194,

89 N. W. 1077; People v. Hendrick-
son, 8 How. Pr. (N. Y.) 404; Peo-
ple V. Greenfield, 23 Hun 454; af-

Urmed, 85 N. Y. 75, 39 Am. Rep.
636.

5. State V. Green, 35 Conn. 203,
holding competent evidence that de-

fendant had a former wife still liv-

ing and undivorced, which fact was
unknown to the deceased. See also

People r. Greenfield, 23 Hun 454,
afHrmed, 85 N. Y. 75, 39 Am. Rep.
636.

6. State V. Grant, 144 Mo. 56, 45
S. W. 1 102.

7. Weaver v. People, 132 111. 536,

24 N. E. 571. See People v. Fish,

125 N. Y. 136, 26 N. E. 319.
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kilHnp^," because one is presumed to intend the natural and probable

consequences of his act."

b. Mere Killing. — Mere proof of the killing of the deceased
by the accused, however, is not sufficient to raise a presumption of
an intent to kill, without regard to the means or instrument used.^"

B. CiiAR-\CTER OF Weapon. — a. Generally. — When the killing

is accomplished by the use of a deadly weapon^^ the intent to kill

is presumed from the nature of the instrument employed.^- This
presumption, however, is not conclusive.^^ Some courts hold that

no legal presumption arises from the use of a deadly weapon, but

that it merely warrants an inference by the jury of an intention to

kill.^* Others say that the presumption arises only when the deadly

instrument is used in a manner calculated to produce death, or upon
a vital part of the body.^"^

8. State V. Smith, 12 Rich. L. (S.

C.) 430.
9. Harrison v. Com., 79 Va. 374;

State V. Sheppard, 49 W. Va. 582,

39 S. E. 676. See more fully the

article " Intent."
10. Connell r. State (Tex.

Crim.), 81 S. W. 746.

In People v. Downs, 56 Hun 5,

8 N. Y. Supp. 521, where the only-

evidence as to the manner in which
the homicide occurred was the de-
fendant's testimony that during a
fight with the deceased, caused by
finding him in adultery with the de-
fendant's wife, after he had been
knocked on the head by the deceased
he became dizzy and his pistol was
discharged in some manner to him
unknown. It was held that the mere
fact of the killing did not create a
presumption that the defendant was
guilty of a criminal homicide, es-

pecially in view of the fact that the

defendant's conduct at the time, and
subsequent, \yas not in any wise sus-

picious. " The mere fact of the kill-

ing, without evidence as to attend-
ant circumstances or preceding or
subsequent throwing light on it, does
not create an implication that de-
fendant intended to take Logan's
life. The mere fact of killing proves
homicide ; but it docs not prove
whether the homicide is a crime or
is justifiable or excusable."

11. "What Is a Deadly Weapon.
See infra this article, " Presump-
tions — Malice— What is a Deadly
Weapon."

12. Alabama. — Henson v. State,

112 Ala. 41, 21 So. 79; Sylvester v.

State, 72 Ala. 201 ; McElroy v.

State, 75 Ala. 9.

California. — People i: Bushton,
80 Cal. 160, 22 Pac. 127, 549-

Ceorgia. — Vann v. State, 83 Ga.

44, 9 S. E. 945 ; see Smith v. State, 73
Ga. 31 ; Gallery r. State, 92 Ga. 463,

17 S. E. 863.

Michigan. — People v. Wolf, 95
Mich. 625, 55 N. W. 357.

Mississipf^i. — Bishop z\ State, 62
Miss. 289; Jeflf V. State, 37 Miss.

321; s. c. 39 Miss. 593.

Missouri. — State v. Musick, lOi

Mo. 260, 14 S. W. 212; State v.

Doyle, 107 Mo. 36, 17 S. W. 751.

Nczv York. — Thomas z'. People,

67 N. Y. 218. But see People v.

Downs, 56 Hun 5, 8 N. Y. Supp.

521.

Pennsylvania. — Kilpatrick v.

Com., 31 Pa. St. 198.

r^.roj. -- Chalk v. State, 35 Tex.
Crim. 116, 32 S. W. 534.

13. Clem V. State, 31 Ind. 480;
Bradley v. State, 31 Ind. 492.

14. Fitch V. State, 37 Tex. Crim.

500, 36 S. W. 584; Danforth v.

State, 44 Tex. Crim. 105, 69 S. W.
159-

15. Simpson v. State. 56 Ark. 8,

19 S. W. 99; People z: Batting, 49
How. Pr. (N. Y.) 392.

The deliberate use of a deadly
weapon may or may not be evidence
of an attempt to kill, depending
upon the circumstances under which
it was used and the part of the body
purposely aimed at. Purposely aim-
ing at the leg or other part of the

body where the wound would not
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b. Specific Intent. — (l.) Generally. — A specific intent, whenever
essential, cannot be presumed from any particular act or acts/®

(2.) When Result Not Fatal. — Thus where the result of the act is

not fatal and the crime charged is assault with intent to kill or

murder, the necessary specific intent cannot be presumed from the

use of a deadly weapon or from an act the natural and probable

result of which would be the death of the injured person." Some
courts, however, hold that the same presumptions of intent flow

from the character of the act or weapon, even though the result is

not actually fatal. ^^ The mere fact that the defendant's act would
have amounted to murder in case death had ensued does not warrant
an inference of the existence of the specific intent to murder.^^ The
fact, however, that the accused's act did not result fatally raises no

likely prove fatal would not be
" even slight evidence of an intent

to kill." Cross v. State, 55 Wis.
261, 12 N. W. 425.

State V. Tabor, 95 Mo. 585, 8

S. W. 744. " It cannot be said, as

a matter of law, that a party intends

to kill because he stabbed another
with a knife. If he intentionally

stabs another in a vital part with a

knife and the knife is a deadly
weapon, then the law is that he is

presumed to have intended death."

State V. McKenzie, 102 AIo. 620, 15

S. W. 149.

16. Lane v. State, 85 Ala. 11, 4
So. 730; Simpson v. State, 56 Ark.

8, 19 S. W. 99.

17. Alabama. — Lewis v. State,

88 Ala. II, 6 So. 755; Scitz v. State,

23 Ala. 42.

Arkansas. — Chrisman v. State, 54
Ark. 283, 15 S. W. 889, 26 Am. St.

Rep. 44.

California. — People v. Mize, 80
Cal. 41, 22 Pac. 80.

Georgia. — Gallery v. State, 92 Ga.

463, 17 S. E. 863.

Illinois. — Crosby v. People, 137
111. 325, 27 N. E. 49-

Nebraska. — Curry v. State, 4 Neb.

545 ; Krchnavy v. State, 43 Neb. 2,i7,

61 N. W. 628.

Vermont. — State v. Taylor, 70
Vt. I, 39 Atl. 447, 67 Am. St. Rep.

648, 42 L. R. A. 673-
Washington. — State v. Dolan, 17

Wash. 499, 50 Pac. 472.
Wyoming. — Bryant r. State, 7

Wyo. 311, 56 Pac. 596.

Assault With Intent to Murder.
In Morgan v. State, 2>2> Ala. 413, an
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instruction that " the presenting of a

pistol, loaded and cocked, within
carrying distance, by one man at an-

other, with his finger on the trig-

ger, in an angry manner, is, of it-

self, an assault with intent to mur-
der," was held error on the ground
that such facts raised no legal pre-

sumption of the existence of the in-

tent to murder.

18. People V. Odell, i Dak. 197,

46 N. W. 601 ; State v. Musick, lOi

Mo. 260, 14 S. W. 212; Jeff V. State,

27 Miss. 321 ; State v. Munco, 12

La. Ann. 625. See Territory v.

Reuss, 5 Alont. 605, 5 Pac. 885.

An Assault With a Deadly Weapon
raises a presumption of an intention

to kill, although death does not re-

sult. People V. Odell, i Dak. 197,

46 N. W. 601 ; State v. Keith, 9 Nev.

An instruction that shooting in a

vital part of the body raises a pre-

sumption of an intention to kill was
held proner on a charge of assault

with intent to kill. State v. Mu-
sick, loi Mo. 260, 14 S. W. 212. See
also State v. Doyle, 107 Mo. 36, 17

S. w. 751.

The use of a deadly weapon in

a manner calculated to produce death
raises a presumption of an intention

to kill, although it does not result

fatally. Ex parte Brown, 40 Fed.
81.

Pointing a loaded Pistol at the

person assaulted raises no presump-
tion of an intention to kill. Agitone
v. State, 41 Tex. 501.

19. State V. Evans, 39 La. Ann.
912.
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presumption that lie did not intend to kill ;-" nor does the fact that

it was used on a non-vital part/^ or that the defendant refrained

from inflicting as severe a wound as he could. ^^

Opinion. — Where the offense charged is assault with intent to

murder, a competent expert may give his opinion as to the natural

and probable result of the injuries inflicted.^^

C. Inference From Act. — Whatever difference of opinion and
confusion there may be as to the presumption of law flowing from
the acts of the accused, his intention to kill, both general'* and
specific,-^ may be inferred from the nature and circumstances of
the act.

3. Malice.— A. Generally.— There is some apparent conflict

in the decisions as to when, if ever, a legal presumption of malice
arises. Some cases go to the extent of holding that malice is never
presumed from any particular facts.^®

20. There is no presumption that

because the defendant's act did not

cause death he did not intend to

kill. State v. Gihnan, 69 Me. 163,

31 Am. Rep. 257; State v. Postal,

83 Iowa 460, 50 N. W. 207. See also

State V. Hersom, 90 IMe. 273, 38
At I. 160.

21. The fact that defendant shot

the assaulted person in the knee
raises no presumption that he did
not intend to kill. State v. Postal,

83 Iowa 460, 50 N. W. 207.

22. Jackson v. State, 94 Ala. 85,
10 So. 509.

23. Curry v. State, 5 Neb. 412.

The opinion of a physician that the

blow inflicted by the defendant upon
the assaulted party would have re-

sulted in death except for a surgical

operation was held not inadmissible
as an invasion of the province of
the jury. Henry v. State (Tex.
Crim.), 49 S. W. 96.

24. Crosby v. People, 137 111. 325,
27 N. E. 49; State V. Walker, ^7
La. Ann. 560; Walker v. State, 136
Ind. 663. 2,6 N. E. 356.

If a deadly weapon is used in a
deadly manner the inference of an
intention to kill is almost conclusive,
but if the weapon be not dangerous
or not used in a deadly manner the
intention must be otherwise estab-
lished. Hatton V. State, 31 Tex.
Crim. 586, 21 S. W. 679.

25. State v. Woodard, 84 Towa
172, 50 N. W. 88s; Lane v. State,

85 Ala. II, 4 So. 730; Brvant v.

State, 7 Wyo. 311, 56 Pac. 596; Cole

V. State. 10 Ark. 318; Walker v.

State, 136 Ind. 663, 36 N. E. 356.

26. State v. Earnest, 56 Kan. 31,

42 Pac. 359. See cases cited under
the subsection, infra, " Use of
Deadly Weapon."

" It appears that the doctrine of
implied malice had its origin at a
time when the crime of murder was
confined to the secret killing of an-
other, and when the rules of evidence
as now established were but little

known. (4 Bl. Com. 194, 195.) Such
appears to have been the class of
cases to which the doctrine was first

applied in Massachusetts and in sev-
eral other states ; but it appears that

some of the American writers on the
law of evidence, citing and approving
these cases, have, by the use of gen-
eral terms, extended their applica-

tion to all homicides. In many of

the cases cited in support of the

proposition that the law implies

malice from deliberate killing with
a deadly weapon, it is seen on ex-
amination that the jury found by
special verdict the facts and cir-

cumstances connected with the kill-

ing, and the court upon that finding

determined whether there was mal-
ice. (The King v. Oneby, 2 Ld.
Raym. 1485- 1494.) But whatever
the origin of the rule may be. we
are convinced that it is entirely ar-

bitrary, contrary to the reason and
the analogies of the law of criminal
procedure, both at common law and
under our statutes and Code." Kar-
ris I'. Com., 14 Bush (Ky.) 362.
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B. From Mere Killing.— The rule generally laid down is that

malice is presumed from the mere fact of the killing in the absence

of rebutting circumstances,'^ or that all homicide is presumptively

malicious and therefore murder.-^

C. Intentional or Deliberate Killing. — Some cases seem to

qualify the foregoing rule by requiring that the killing be deliberate

or intentional.^**

27. England. — Rex r. Greenacre,

8 Car. & P. 35, 34 E. C. L. 280.

United States. — United States v.

Travers, 2 Wheel. Crim. 490, 28

Fed. Cas. No. i6,537-

California. — People v. March, 6

Cal. 543-

Dclazvare. — State v. Miller, 9
Houst. 564, 32 Atl. 137.

Florida. — Holland v. State, 12

Fla. 117.

Ceorgia. — Wortham v. State, 70

Ga. 336; Wilson v. State, 69 Ga.

224; Clarke v. State, 35 Ga. 75;
Marshall v. State, 74 Ga. 26.

Illinois.— Peri v. People, 65 III.

17-

Iowa. — State v. McCormick, 27
Iowa 402; State v. Zeibart, 40 Iowa
169.

Maine.— State v. Knight, 43 Me.
II.

Mississippi. — Hawthorne v. State,

58 Miss. 778; Green v. State, 28

Miss. 687; McDaniel v. State, 16

Miss. 401, 47 Am. Dec. 93.

Nebraska. — Williams v. State, 6
Neb. 334; Preuit v. People, 5 Neb.

377-
Nezv Jersey. — Brown v State,

62 N. J. L. 666, 42 Atl. 811, attempt-

ing to harmonize Stokes v. People,

S3 N. Y. 164, and People v. Schryver,

42 N. Y. I, on the ground that the

former was based upon the statute

and not the common law.

North Carolina. — State v. Smith,

77 N. C. 488; State v. Lambert, 03
N. C. 618.

South Carolina. — State v. Mc-
Daniel, 47 S. E. 384.

Tennessee. — Bryant v. State, 66
Tenn. 67; Witt v. State, 46 Tenn. 5;
Mitchell V. State, 13 Tenn. 340.

Texas. — Brown v. State, 4 Tex.
App. 275.

Virginia. — Lewis v. Com., 78 Va.

732.

Washington. — State v. Tommy,
19 Wash. 270, 53 Pac. 157, approving
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State V. Payne, 10 Wash. 545, 39
Pac. 157-

" Where the state proves the fact

of killing, without more, malice is

presumed until the contrary appears

from the direct or circumstantial ev-

dence in the case, whether offered

by the defendant or existing in the

evidence of the state." Epperson v.

State, 73 Tenn. 291 ; State v. Payne,

10 Wasli. 545, 39 Pac. 157, disap-

proving of the rule laid down ty
Wharton.

28. A labama. — Clements v.

State, 50 Ala. 117.

Georgia. — Lewis v. State, 90 Ga.

95, 15 S. E. 697.

New Jersey. — State v. Zellers, 7
N. J. L. 220.

North Carolina. — State v. Cox,
no N. C. 503, 14 S. E. 688.

Pennsvlvania. — Com. v. Drum, 58
Pa. St. 9-

South Carolina. — State v. Cole-

man, 20 S. C. 441.

Virginia. — McDaniel v. Com.,

77 Va. 281; McWhirt's Case, 3
Gratt. 594, 46 Am. Dec. 196.

West Virginia. — State v. Hert-
zog, 46 S. E. 792.

29. United States.— United

States V. Outerbridge, 5 Sawy. 620,

27 Fed. Cas. No. 15,978.

District of Columbia. — United
States V. Sickles, 2 Hayw. & H.

319, 27 Fed. Cas. No. 16,287a.

Indiana. — Murphy v. State, 31

Ind. 511.

Massachusetts. — Com. v. York, 9
Mete. 93, 43 Am. Dec. 373; Com. v.

Drew, 4 Mass. 391.

Minnesota. — State v. Shippey, 10

Minn. 223, 88 Am. Dec. 70; State

V. Brown, 12 Minn. 538.

Missouri. — State v. Holme, 54
]\Io. 153; State V. Tabor, 95 Mo.
585, 8 S. W. 744; State v. Gassert,

65 Mo. Ti;2; State v. Evans, 124 Mo.

397, 28 S. W. 8, overruling State v.

McKinzie, 102 Mo. 620, 15 S. W.
149.
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D. Unlawful Killing.— Another varia'tion of the rule is that

proof of an unlawful killing raises a presumption of malice;^"

which is in effect the same as the rule that malice is presumed from

the fact of the killing.^^

E. When Facts and Circumstances of Killing Appear.

This presumption, however, ceases when the facts and circumstances

attending the killing appear from the evidence.^^

Montana. — Territory v. McAn-
drcws, 3 Mont. 158.

Virginia. — Dejarnette v. Com., 75
Va. 867.

It is the deliberation with which
the act is performed that gives its

cliaracter. Spies t'. People, 122 III.

I, 12 N. E. 865, 3 Am. St. Rep. 320.

A Voluntary Killing constitutes

prima facie murder and throws the

burden of proving mitigation or jus-

tification upon the defendant. Peo-
ple V. Phelan, 123 Cal. 551, 56 Pac.

424.
" The implication of malice arises

in every case of intentional homicide.

. . . Where the fact of killing is

proved by satisfactory evidence, and
there are no circumstances disclosed,

tending to show justification or ex-
cuse, there is nothing to rebut the

natural presumption of malice. This
rule is founded on the plain and ob-
vious principle that a person must
be presumed to intend to do that

which he voluntarily and willfully

does in fact do, and that he must
intend all the natural, probable and
usual consequences of his own acts.

Therefore, when one person assails

another violently, with a dangerous
weapon, likely to kill, and which docs
in fact destroy the life of the party

assailed, the natural presumption is

that he intended death or other great
bodily harm ; and, as there can be
no presumption of any proper mo-
tive or legal excuse for such a cruel

act, the consequence follows that, in

the absence of all proof to the con-
rary, there is nothing to rebut the

presumption of malice." Com. v.

Webster, 5 Cush. (Mass.) 295, 52
Am. Dec. 711.

Malice Will Be Presumed From a
Wanton or Reckless Act. — Dunaway
r. People, no 111. 333.

An Intentional Shooting Into a

Crowd raises a presumption of mal-

ice. State V. Edwards, 71 Mo. 312;

Brown v. Com., 13 Ky. L. Rep. 27^y

17 S. W. 220.

30. Indiana. — Boyle v. State, 105

Ind. 469, 5 N. E. 203, 55 Am. Rep.

218.

Maine. — State v. Knight, 43 Me.
II.

Missouri. — State v. Bowles, 146

Mo. 6, A7 S. W. 892, 69 Am. St.

Rep. 598.

Nebraska. — Davis v. State, 51

Neb. 301, 70 N. W. 984.

Te.xas. — Plarris v. State, 8 Tex.
App. 90; Douglas V. State, 8 Tex.

App. 520; Hubby v. State, 8 Tex,

App. 597; Hill V. State, 11 Tex. App.

456.
Utah. — People v. Tidwell, 5 Utah

88, 12 Pac. 61.
" When the fact of an unlawful

killing is established and there are

no circumstances in evidence which
tend to establish the existence of

express malice, nor which tend to

mitigate, excuse or justify the act,

then the law implies malice." Boyd
T'. State. 28 Tex. App. 137, 12 S.

W. 737-

31. "Every Homicide Is Pre-

sumed Unlawful, and when the mere
act of killing is proven and nothing

more the presumption is that it was
intentional and malicious." State v.

Brown, 12 Minn. 538.

32. Alabama. — Eiland v. State,

52 Ala. 322.

California. — People r. West, 49
Cal. 610.

Georgia. — Futch v. State, 90 Ga.

472. 16 S. E. 102.

Massachusetts. — Com. v. Hawk-
ins, 3 Gray 463.

Nebraska. — Vollmer v. State, 24
Neb. 838, 40 N. W. 420.

South Carolina. — State v. Mc-
Danicl, 47 S. E. 384; State v. Ariel,

^8 S. C. 221, 16 S. E. 779; -^tatc V.

Coleman. 6 S. C. 186; State v. Hop-
kins. 15 S. C. 153; State v. Alexan-
der, 30 S. C. 74. 8 S. E. 440, 14
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F. No Presumption From Killing. — In some juriscHotions,

however, no legal presumption of malice arises from the mere fact

of the homicide.-'^ So in some states the statutes relating to murder
have been held to abrogate the common-law doctrine.^*

Am. St. Rep. 879; State v. Jones, 29
S. C. 201. 7 S. E. 296.

Tennessee. — Bryant v. State, 66
Tenn. 67.

West Virginia. — State v. Robin-
son, 20 W. Va. 713, 43 Am. Rep. 799.

33. United States. — United
States V. Armstrong, 2 Curt. 446, 24
Fed. Cas. No. 14,467.

Alabama. — Fallin v. State, 83 Ala.

5, 3 So. 525.

Florida. — Newton v. State, 21 Fla.

S3 ; Dukes v. State, 14 Fla. 499.
Kentucky. — Farris v. Com., 14

Bush 362.

Michigan. — See Maher v. People,
10 INIich. 212, 81 Am. Dec. 781.

Nevada. — State v. Vaughan, 22
Nev. 285, 39 Pac. y:^^,.

Neiv Hampshire. — State v. Green-
leaf, 71 N. H. 606, 54 Atl. 38.

Nezv York. — People v. Conroy,
97 N. Y. 62.

" It is true, the rule that the law
presumes malice from the proof of
the killing is sustained by numerous
and respectable authorities. The
leading authority is Com. v. York,
9 Mete. (Mass.) 93, i Benn. & H.
Lead. Cr. Cas. 322. But courts and
commentators have, especially of
late, denied it as a sound legal
principle, and condemned it as an
excrescence upon the law. The true
rule, more accurately stated, and
which does not conflict with the pre-
sumption of innocence, the burden of
proof,_ nor as to reasonable doubt,
we think, is that malice may be im-
plied from the intentional killing,

where the jury, from the whole case
before them, and beyond a reason-
able doubt, find the additional fact
that no circumstances of justification
or excuse appear, and when there
are no circumstances mitigating the
killing to that of manslaughter."
Territory v. Lucero, 8 N. AI. 543,
46 Pac. 18, containing a very ex-
tended discussion of the authorities
and disapproving Trujillo v. Terri-
tory, 7 N. M. 43, 32 Pac. 154.

In State v. McDonnell, 32 Vt. 491,
Redfield, C. J., while recognizing the
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common law that malice is presumed
from the killing, says (p. 538) :

" One might be allowed to question
its application to the mere fact of
killing, since, being but a presump-
tion of fact, in the absence of all

evidence in regard to the mode of
death, the presumption of innocence
must be allowed to prevail over that
of malice."

34. Kent v. People, 8 Colo. 563,

9 Pac. 8S2; Goodall v. State, i Or.

333, 80 Am. Dec. 396; Nilan v. Peo-
ple, 27 Colo. 206, 60 Pac. 485.

" The simple proof of a homicide
is insufficient to establish the crime
of murder. Some proof must be
first affirmatively made, on the part

of the state, of the existence of mal-
ice in the heart of the perpetrator
of the act, in order to put the ac-

cused upon his defense. Ordinarily
when the act is committed deliber-

ately, with a deadly weapon, and is

likely to be attended with dangerous
consequences, the malice requisite to

murder will be presumed. But as a
general rule it has been held in dif-

ferent states that the presumption
which arises from a killing, unat-
tended with such circumstances of

violence, is that of murder in the
second degree. And as under our
law there are no grades or degrees
in the crime of murder, the simple
proof of a killing by the accused,
unattended by any circumstances of
malice, could raise no stronger pre-
sumption against him than that of

manslaughter." State v. Deschamps,
42 La. Ann. 567, 7 So. 703, 21 Am.
St. Rep. 392.

State V. Wright, 46 La. Ann. 1403,
16 So. 366; State V. Trivas, 32 La.
Ann. 1086; State v. Swayze, 30 La.
Ann. 1323.

An Admission of the Killing by
the defendant does not shift the

burden of proving justification upon
the defendant under the Oregon stat-

ute requiring other evidence of mal-
ice besides proof of the mere killing.

Goodall V. State, i Or. 333, 80 Am.
Dec. 396.
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G. Nature of tiir Act. — a. Generally. — Malice may be pre-

sumed from the nature of the act, as from its cruelty, malignity and
atrocity.^*

b. Use of a Deadly Weapon.— (i.) Generally. — The general rule

supported by the great weight of authority is that malice is pre-

sumed when the homicide is accomplished by the use of a deadly

weapon, unless the contrary appears from the evidence of either

the prosecution or the defense.-'" In some jurisdictions, however,

35. State v. Coleman, 20 S. C. 441

;

McDaniel v. State, 16 Miss. 401, 47
Am. Dec. 93; Kota v. People, 136

111. 655, 27 N. E. 53; Peri v. People,

65 111. 17.; State V. Becker, 9 lloust.

(Del.) 411, :i2) Atl. 178; People v.

McDonald, 2 Idaho 14, i Pac. 345,
State V. Smith, 2 Strob. L. (S. C.)

J7, 47 Am. Dec. 589.
" The law implies malice from any

deliberate, cruel act against another,

however sudden, and the act is de-

liberate within the meaning of the

law when it is voluntarily done."

Holland v. State, 12 Fla. 117.

The mere fact that the killing was
by means of the fists and feet does
not repel the presumption of malice,

where defendant's action was cruel,

barbarous and far in excess of any
provocation. McWhirt's Case, 3
Gratt. (Va.) 594, 46 Am. Dec. 196.

36. Alabama. — Ross v. State, 62

Ala. 224; Young v. State, 95 Ala.

4, 10 So. 913; Clark V. State, 105

Ala. 91, 17 So. j,7\ Webb t'. State,

100 Ala. 47, 14 So. 865 ; Commander
V. State, 60 Ala. i; Stillwell v. State,

107 Ala. 16, 19 So. 222; Robinson
V. State, 108 Ala. 14, 18 So. 7t,2;

Compton V. State, no Ala. 24, 20 So.

119; Mitchell V. State. 129 Ala. 23,

30 So. 348; Dixon V. State. 128 Ala.

54, 29 So. 623 ; Harkness v. State,

129 Ala. 71, 30 So. 7T,; Kilgore v.

State, 124 Ala. 24, 27 So. 4; Tesney
V. State, 77 Ala. 22>', Cross v. State,

68 Ala. 476; Ex parte Warrick, 73
Ala. 57; Cobb v. State, 115 Ala. 18,

22 So. S06; Gibson v. State, 89 Ala.

121, 8 So. 98, 18 Am. St. Rep. 96;
Oliver V. State, 17 Ala. 587; Mur-
phy V. State, 37 Ala. 142.

Arizona. — Plaldcrman v. Terri-

tory, 60 Pac. 876; Foster v. Terri-

tory, 56 Pac. 738.

Arkansas. — Sweeney v. State, 3S
Ark. 585.

California. — People v. Langton,
67 Cal. 427, 7 Pac. 843.

Dakota. — United States v. Crow
Dog, 3 Dak. 106, 14 N. W. 437.

Delazvarc. — State v. Davis, 9
Houst. 407, 3i Atl. 55 ; State v.

Becker, 9 Houst. 411, 33 Atl. 178;
State V. Walker, 9 Houst. 464, 33
Atl. 227: State V. Peo, 9 Houst. 488,

33 Atl. 257.

Georgia. — Gallery v. State, 92 Ga.

463, 17 S. E. 863; Hill V. State, 41
Ga. 484; Collier v. State, 39 Ga. 31;
Hogan V. State, 61 Ga. 43; Hayne^
V. State, 99 Ga. 212, 25 S. E. 307.

lozva. — State v. Gillick, 7 Iowa
287 ; State v. Hockett, 77 Iowa 442,
30 N. W. 742, 4 L. R. A. 298; State
V. Perigo, 70 Iowa 657, 28 N. W.
452. ...

Mississippi. — Head v. State, 44
Miss. 731 ; Bishop v. State, 62 Miss.
289; Green v. State, 28 Miss. 687.

Missouri. — State v. Evans, 65 Mo.
574; State V. Musick, loi Mo. 260.

14 S. W. 212; State r. Mitchell, 64
Mo. 191 ; State v. Bowles, 146 Mo.
6, 47 S. W. 892, 69 Am. St. Rep.

598.

Nebraska. — Schlencker v. State, 9
Neb. 241, I N. W. 8.^7.

Nevada. — State 7-. Keith, 9 Nev.
15-

North Carolina. — State z: Utley,

132 N. C. 1022. 43 S. E. 820; State

V. Lipscomb. 134 N. C. 689. 47 S.

E. 44; State z: McCourry, 128 N.
C. S94, 38 S. E. 883 ; State v. Craton,
28 N. C. 164: State z: Fuller, 114
N. C. 885, 20 S. E. 797-
Oregon. — State v. Bertrand, 3 Or.

61.

Pennsxlvania. — McCue v. Com.,
78 Pa. St. 185; Com. v. Drum, 58
Pa. St. 9-

South Carolina. — State v. Levclle,

34 S. C. 120. 13 S. E. 319, 27 Am.
St. Rep. 799.

Tennessee. — Wright 7'. State, 17

Tenn. 342; Foster v. State, 74 Tenn.
213.
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it is held that the use of such a weapon raises no presumption of

mahce, but at most justifies an inference of its existence.
^''^

Where All the Circumstances of the Act Appear it has been held that

no presumption of malice arises from the use of a deadly weapon.^*

(2.) Intentional or Deliberate Use. — Under some decisions the use

Texas. — WtlH^ v. State, 30 Tex.
App. 533. 17 S. W. 1092; Wood V.

State, 27 Tex. App. 393, 11 S. W.
449; Taylor v. State, 13 Tex. App.
184.

Vermont. — State v. McDonnell,
32 Vt. 491.

Virginia. — Hill v. Com., 2 Gratt.

594; Longley v. Com., 99 Va. 807,

27 S. E. 339-

West Virginia. — State v. Morri-
son, 49 W. Va. 210, 38 S. E. 481.

Wyoming. — Ross v. State, 8 Wyo.
351, 57 Pac. 924.

" That everyone must be held to

intend the known consequences of
his intentional act is a recognized
canon of moral accountability, and
of municipal law. Malice, as an in-

gredient of murder, is but a formed
design, by a sane mind, to take life

unlawfully, without such impending
danger, to be averted thereby, as will

render it excusable, and without
such provocation as will repel the
imputation of formed design. Hence,
when life is taken by the direct use
of a deadly weapon, the canon
stated above comes to its aid; and,
if there be nothing else in the trans-
action— no qualifying or explana-
tory circumstances — the conclusion
is irresistible that the killing was
done pursuant to a formed design;
in other words, with malice afore-
thought

; for malice, in such connec-
tion, is but the absence of impend-
ing peril to life or member, which
would excuse the homicide, and of
sufficient provocation to repel the im-
putation of its existence." Hadley
V. State, 55 Ala. 31.

Where the Accused Admits the
Killing' with a deadly weapon but
adds an explanation which might
negative malice, no presumption of
malice arises. Futch v. State, 90 Ga.
472, 16 S. E. 102.

Possibility of Accident.— Where
the circumstances attending the kill-

ing are unknown, but it appears to
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have been done with a deadly
weapon, it will be presumed to have
been done maliciously, although
there is a possibility that it might
have been accidental. Jackson v.

State, 53 Ga. 195.

Superiority of Weapon. — Mutual
Combat. — In case of a mutual com-
bat malice cannot be inferred from
the superiority of the defendant's

weapon over that of the deceased.

People V. Barry, 31 Cal. 357.

A g' a i n s t Unarmed Adversary.
" Whenever a dangerous weapon is

used against an unarmed adversary,

even upon reasonable provocation,
the killing will be murder and not
manslaughter, for the law implies the
intent was to kill and not to fight

on equal footing." Holland v. State,

12 Fla. 117.

This Presumption Arises Only in
the Absence of Rebuttingr Circum-
stances, and an instruction that mal-
ice is presumed from a killing with
a deadly weapon, without any quali-

fication, is error. Hornsby v. State,

94 Ala. 55, ID So. 522; Jordan v.

State, 79 Ala. 9.

37. Colorado. — Keady v. People,

74 Pac. 892.

Kansas. — State v. Dull, 74 Pac.

235 ; State v. Earnest, 56 Kan. 31,

42 Pac. 359.

Kentucky. — Farris v. Com., 14
Bush 362.

Montana. — Territory v. Hart, 7
Mont. 489, 17 Pac. 718.

Nevada. — State v. Vaughan, 23
Nev. 285, 39 Pac. 722-

Neiv Mexico. — Territory v. Lu-
cero, 8 N. M. 543, 46 Pac. 18.

Wyoming. — Johnson v. State, 8
Wyo. 494, 58 Pac. 761 ; Trumble v.

Territory, 3 Wyo. 280, 21 Pac. 1081,

6 L. R. A. 384. See. Miller v. State,

27 Ind. 432.

38. Godwin v. State, 72 Miss.

873, 19 So. 712. But see Lamar v.

State, 63 Miss. 265.
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of 'the deadly weapon must have been dehberate or intentional in

order to raise the jiresiimption.'"*

(3.) What Is a Deadly Weapon. — (A.) Gknkrai.i.y. — Tn determining

whether or not the weapon used by the defendant was a deadly one,

not only must the nature of the instrument be considered, but also

the circumstances and manner of its use, the nature of the wound
and the actual results produced.'*"

(B.) WiiicN QuKSTioN i-oR CouKT OR JuRY. — Whenever the weapon
used aj)pears prima facie capable of taking life or inflicting great

bodily harm,^^ or is of such a nature and has been so used that there

is no doubt of its deadly character, the court should instruct the

jury that its use raises a presumption of malice.*^

Doubtful Cases. — Whether or not the weapon used is a deadly one
is in doubtful cases a question for the jury, to be determined from
the description of the weapon, the manner of its use, nature and
locality of the wound and the attending circumstances.*^ Illustra-

tions of these rules will be found in the notes.**

39. State v. Curtis, 70 Mo. 594;
State V. Harris, 76 Mo. 361 ; State

V. Evans, 124 Mo. 397, 28 S. W. 8;

Friederich v. People, 147 111. 310,

35 N. E. 472; Davison v. People, 90
111. 221 ; McDermott v. State, 89 Ind.

187.

40. Sylvester v. State, 72 Ala. 201.

A Common Chair may be so used
as to become a deadly weapon.
Birdwell v. State (Tex. Crim.), 48
S. W. 583, where a common chair

was held to be a deadly weapon
when used to crush the skull of the

deceased. " There are many things

that are not ordinarily deadly weap-
ons, yet they become deadly by the

manner of their use."

The Nature and Extent of the
Wound Inflicted Upon a Third Per-

son at the same time and with the

same knife is admissible to show
the character of the weapon. Piela

V. People, 6 Colo. 343.

41. State V. Craton, 28 N. C. 164.

42. Krchnavy v. State, 43 Neb.

337. 61 N. W. 628. See State v.

Tucker (W. Va.), 44 S. E. 427-

43. Tesney v. State. 77 Ala. 33;
State V. Jarrott, 23 N. C. 76.

" Where the weapon in question
and the manner of its use are of such
character as to admit of but one
conclusion in that respect, the ques-
tion whether or not it is ' deadly,'
within the foregoing definition, is

one of law, and the court must take

the responsibility of SO declaring.

But where it may or may not be
likely to produce fatal results, ac-

cording to the manner of its use, or
the part of the body at which the
blow is aimed, its character is one
of fact, to be determined by the

jurv." Krchnavy v. State, 43 Neb.

3,2,7, 61 N. W. 628; People v. Val-
licre, 123 Cal. 576, 56 Pac. 433-

44. A Pistol from which shots

were fired is a deadly weapon.
Austin V. State (Tex. Crim.), 47 S.

W. 371.

Whether a Gun or Pistol, When
Used as a Club, is a deadly weapon,
is a question for the jury. Shadle
V. State, 34 Tex. 572. But see

Bivcns V. State, li Ark. 455.

A Knife With a Blade Two-and-a-
Half Inches Lonir is a deadly
weapon. Ross v. Com., 21 Ky. L.

Rep. 1344, 55 S. W. 4-

A Pocket-Knife capable of mak-
ing a wound two-and-a-quarter
inches deep is a deadly weapon.
Webb V. State, icx) Ala. 47, 14 So.

865.

A Long-bladed Knife is a deadly
weapon. Council v. State (Tex.
Crim.), 81 S. W. 746.

An Ordinary Penknife, when so

used as to cause death, is a deadly
weapon, the use of which raises a
presumption of malice. State v.

Roan, 122 Iowa 136, 97 N. W. 997.

Vol. VI
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(C.) Deadly Character Must Be Shown. — The deadly character

of the weapon must appear before any presumption arises from its

use.'^" The mere fact that death resulted from the instrument used

by the defendant does not necessarily show that it was a deadly

instrument.*® But it has been held that a fatal result throws the

burden upon the defendant of showing that the weapon was not a

deadly one.*'^ Direct evidence as to the nature of the instrument

used is not necessary in order to show its deadly character, which

may sufficiently appear from the nature of the wound inflicted.**

The Weapon Itself may be produced as the best evidence of its

character.*'* A gun or pistol which is discharged or attempted to be

discharged at the assaulted person is presumed to have been loaded^"

with a deadly charge.''^

A Sickle a foot long is a deadly-

weapon. Riojos V. State (Tex.
Crim.), 55 S. W. 172.

An Iron Pipe, half an inch in di-

ameter and thirty inches long, is not
a deadly weapon as a matter of law.

Danforth v. State, 44 Tex. Crim.
105, 69 S. W. 159.

A Piece of Gas-Pipe with which a

very serious injury was inflicted was
held sufficiently shown to be a deadly
weapon. State v. Drumm, 156 Mo.
216, 56 S. W. 1086.

A Stone about the size of a man's
fist is not necessarily a deadly
weapon, the use of which would
raise the presumption of an intention

to kill. Nicholls v. State, 24 Tex.
App. 137, 5 S. W. 661.

A Piece of Stovewood twenty
inches long and four inches thick,

and weighing five or six pounds,
held to be a deadly weapon. Henry
V. State (Tex. Crim.), 49 S. W. 96.

A Club four feet long, weighing
eight to ten pounds, is a deadly
weapon, and where the blow frac-

tured the deceased's skull it was held
unnecessary to submit the question
to the jury. Logan v. State (Tex.
Crim.), 53 S. W. 694.

Whether a stick three feet long,

three inches wide and one inch thick
is a deadly weapon is a question for
the jury. State v. Brown, 67 Iowa
289, 25 N. W. 248.

^

A Hoe, both in popular and legal

significance, is per se a deadly
weapon^— fully as much so as a
loaded pistol or an ax. Hamilton v.

People, 113 111. 34.

Vol. VI

Whether a Billiard-Cue is a

deadly weapon is a question for the

jurv. State v. Smith, 164 Mo. 567,

65 S. W. 270.

A Beer-Glass may be a deadly
weapon. Griffin 7'. State (Tex.
Crim.), 53 S. W. 848.

45. Williams v. State, 83 Ala.

16, 3 So. 616.

46. Kelly v. State, 68 Miss. 343,
8 So. 745.

47. State v. Craton, 28 N. C. 164.

48. State v. Bowles, 146 Mo. 6,

47 S. W. 892, 69 Am. St. Rep. 598;
Thomas v. State, 44 Tex. Crim. 344.,

72 S. W. 178; Walters v. State, 37
Tex. Crim. 388, 35 S. W. 652.

49. Paschal v. State, 68 Ga. 818.

See infra this article " Real and
Demonstrative Evidence."

50. Proof of the presentation and
snapping of a pistol at the person as-

saulted throws the burden upon the

defendant to show that the pistol

was unloaded. Bedford v. State, 44
Tex. Crim. 97, 69 S. W. 158; AIul-

len V. State, 45 Ala. 43, 6 Am. Rep.
691.

51. State V. Munco, 12 La. Ann.
625. See also Porter v. State, 57
Miss. 300.

But in Fastbinder v. State, 42
Ohio St. 341, it was held that on a
charge of shooting with intent to
kill the burden is on the state to
show that the weapon discharged was
loaded with a bullet or other sub-
stance calculated to produce death
when discharged.
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(D.) Opinion.— The deadly character of the instrument used may
be proved by the opinion of any competent witness."*^

(4.) Rebuttal of Presumption. — The presumption of mahce arising

from the use of a deadly weapon is not conclusive,'''' except by stat-

ute.''* It may be sufficiently rebutted by the evidence of either the

defense or the prosecution. '^^

The Burden is on the defendant to overcome the presumption aris-

ing from the use of a deadly weapon,''*' unless it is rebutted by the

evidence of the prosecution.^''

c. When Weapon Is Not Deadly. — It has been held that where
the weapon used, or the means employed, are such as would not

ordinarily result in death, the presumption is that there was no
malicious intent."*

H. Presumptions As to Antecedent Malice and Recent
Provocation. — a. Generally.— It is held that where the evidence

satisfactorily show^s the previous existence of malice on the part of

the defendant, its continuance down to the perpetration of the homi-
cide will be presumed in the absence of evidence that such malicious

purpose has been abandoned;^" and that although a fresh provoca-

52. Perry v. State, no Ga. 234,

36 S. E. 781 ; People v. Valliere, 123

Cal. 576, 56 Pac. 433.

53. State v. Newton, 4 Nev. 410;
Leake v. State, 29 Tenn. 144; Hamp-
ton V. State, 45 Ala. 82; State v.

Townsend, biS Iowa 741, 24 N. W.
535-

There is a Conclusive Presump-
tion of malice where the killing is

done by voluntarily firing a loaded
pistol without excuse or justifying

circumstances, even though the in-

tention was not to kill Stovall v.

State, 106 Ga. 443, 2)2 S. E. 586.

Weapon Not Previously Prepared.

Where the defendant during a con-

flict hastily picked up a fence-rail,

with which he dealt the fatal blow,
the fact that he had not provided the

same or any other deadly weapon
beforehand was held to be a strong

circumstance to rebut the implication

of malice arising from the use of

such a weapon. Crawford v. State,

90 Ga. 701, 17 S. E. 628, 35 Am. St.

Rep. 242. See also Ray z'. State, 15

Ga. 223.

54. State v. Carver, 22 Or. 602,

30 Pac. 315. Citing State v. Lane,

64 Mo. 319.

Conclusive Only in Absence of Re-
butting Circumstances A statu-

tory provision raising a conclusive
presumption of an intention to mur-

der from the deliberate use of a
deadly weapon, causing death, is only
applicable where the circumstances
of the killing do not appear. " It

was only intended to apply where the
mere fact of killing with a deadly
weapon deliberately used is shown,
without else to modify or otherwise
explain the act. Wherever, there-

fore, there is evidence of a tendency
to rebut the presumption, whether it

comes from the prosecution or de-
fense, it becomes a matter for the
jury to consider whether it has been
overcome." State v. Gibson, 43 Or.

184. 72, Pac. 2>22-

55. Perry v. State, 102 Ga. 365, 30
S. E. 903-

56. Hogan v. State, 61 Ga. 43;
State V. Gillick, 7 Iowa 287 ; State v.

Aie.xander, 66 Mo. 148; State v. Wil-
lis, 63 N. C. 26; State v. Jimmer-
son, 118 N. C. 1173, 24 S. E. 494.
Contra. — Kent v. People, 8 Colo.

563, 9 Pac. 852. But see more fully

infra this article the section, "Bur-
den of Proof."

57. Gladden v. State, 13 Fla. 623;
Dixon V. Slate, 13 Fla. 636.

58. Wellar v. People, 30 Mich.
16. See also Hill v. State, 11 Tex.
App. 456; Nichols V. State, 24 Tex.
App. 137, 5 S. W. 661.

59. Potsdamer v. State, 17 Fla.

895. " When an antecedent grudge

Vol. VI
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tion intervenes, the presumption is that the defendant was actuated

by the antecedent mahce and not by the fresh provocation.®" The
general rule, however, is that in such cases there is no presumption

that the killing was upon the antecedent malice,''^ but it is a question

for the jury to determine."-

I b. After a Reconciliation between the parties, the homicide is

presumed to be the result of any new provocation which has been

shown and not of antecedent malice.*^

4. Premeditation and Deliberation.— Under the statutes dividing

murder into two degrees, premeditation and deliberation, sometimes

spoken of as express malice, constitutes the distinguishing character-

istic of the higher degree and is never presumed. Whenever mur-

der is proved or presumed from the act or weapon used, it is pre-

sumptively only murder in the second degree, and the burden is

upon the prosecution to show that it is murder in the first degree.®*

has been proved and there is no
satisfactory evidence to show that

the wicked purpose has been aban-
doned, it must be clearly shown to

the jury that the provocation was a
grievous one in order to warrant
them in finding that the blow was
struck on the recent provocation and
not on the old grudge." Holland
V. State, 12 Fla. 117.

When the relation of friendship

has been broken the interruption is

presumed to continue. Brown v,.

State, 51 Ga. 502.

60. Where defendant's previous
intention to kill or do great bodily
harm to the deceased has been
shown, the presuinption is that he
acted upon this intention and not
upon a fresh provocation. State v.

Tilly, 25 N. C. 424; State v. John-
son, 23 N. C. 354.
Where the defendant has prepared

a deadly weapon with the intention

of killing the deceased, his act will

be attributed to this preconceived
malice rather than to subsequent
provocation. State v. Hogue, 51 N.
C. 381. But such previous malice
must have consisted in a specific in-

tention to kill and not a mere grudge,
or malice in its general sense. State

V. Johnson, 47 N. C. 247. And see

State V. Hildreth, 31 N. C. 429.

61. McCoy V. State, 25 Tex. 33,

?1 Am. Dec. 520; Stapp v. State, i

ex. App. 734; Murray v. State, I

Tex. App. 417; Drake v. State, 29
Tex. App. 265, 15 S. W. 725; Doug-
las V. State, 8 Tex. App. 520; Can-
non V. State, 57 Miss. 147.

Vol. VI

There is no presumption of the

continuance of the deceased's ex-

pressed intention to kill the de-

fendant. State v. Brown, 64 Mo.
367.

" The law will not presume a kill-

ing to have been perpetrated upon
ancient threats and grudges if there

be anything more immediate upon
which it can be predicated." Cope-
land V. State, 26 Tenn. 479.

62. Read v. Com., 22 Gratt. (Va.)

924; Murray v. Com., 79 Pa. St. 311.

63. State v. Horn, 116 N. C. 1037,
21 S. E. 694; People V. Hyndman,
99 Cal. I, 33 Pac. 782; State v. Barn-
well, 80 N. C. 470. See also State

V. Hammond, 5 Strob. L. (S. C.)

91-

64. Alabama. — Brown i'. State,

109 Ala. 70, 20 So. 103.

Arkansas. — Simpson v. State, ^6
Ark. 8, 19 S. W. 99.

California. — People v. Phelan,

123 Cal. 551, 56 Pac. 424; People v.

Gibson, 17 Cal. 283.

Connecticut. — State v. Johnson,
40 Conn. 136.

Dclatvare. — State v. Jefferson, 3
Har. 571.

Florida. — Cook v. State, 35 So.

665.

lozva. — State v. McCormick, 27
Iowa 402; State v. Phillips, 118

Iowa 660, 92 N. W. 876.

Missouri. — State v. Kilgore, 70
Mo. 546; State V. Lane, 64 Mo. 319;

State V. Evans, 124 Mo. 397, 28 S.

W. 8; State v. McMullin, 170 Mo.
608, 71 S. W. 221; State V. Silk, 145
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Under some statutes, however, an intentional homicide with a deadly

weapon is presumptively murder in the first degree.*"*

n. BTJKDEN OF PROOF.

1. Generally. — The burden of proof is upon the state to prove

all the essential elements of tlie crime."*^ Whether the burden of

Mo. 240, 44 S. W. 764; State v.

Holme, 54 Mo. 153; State v. Jones,

78 Mo. 278; State v. Evans, 65 Mo.

574-
Nebraska. — Beers v. State, 24

Neb. 614, 39 N. W. 790; Schlenckcr

V. State, 9 Neb. 241, i N. W. 857;
I\Iilton V. State, 6 Neb. 136.

Nezv Jersey. — Brown v. State, 62

N. J. L. 666, 42 Atl. 811.

North Carolina. — State v. Rhyne,
124 N. C. 847, 33 S. E. 128; State v.

Lipscomb. 134 N. C. 689, 47 S. E. 44;
State v. Covington, 117 N. C. 834,

23 S. E. 337; State V. Cole. 132 N.
C. 1069, 44 S. E. 391 ; State v.

Bishop, 131 N. C. 733, 42 N. E. 836;

State V. McCourry, 128 N. C. 594,

38 S. E. 883; State V. Utley, 132 N.
C. 1022, 43 S. E. 820; State V.

Thomas, 118 N. C. 11 13, 24 S. E.

431; State V. Fuller, 114 N. C. 885,

20 S. E. 797.
Oregon. — State v. Carver, 22 Or.

602, 30 Pac. 315.

Pennsylvania. — Com. r. Mika, 171

Pa. St. 273, 33 Atl. 65; McCue v.

Com., 78 Pa. St. 185; O'Mara v.

Com., 75 Pa. St. 424.
Tennessee. — Witt v. State, 46

Tenn. 5 ; Dains v. State, 21 Tenn.

439-
Te.ras. — Ake v. State, 30 Tex.

466; Summers v. State, 5 Tex. App.
365-

Virginia. — Myers v. Com., 90 Va.

705, 19 S. E. 881 ; McDaniel v. Com.,

77 Va. 281 ; Watson v. Com., 85 Va.

867, 9 S. E. 418; Reed v. Com., 98
Va. 817, 36 S. E. 399; Willis V.

Com., 32 Gratt. 929; Hill v. Com., 2

Gratt. 594.

IFest Cirginia. — State v. Doug-
lass, 28 W. Va. 297; State v. Cain,

20 W. Va. 297; State v. Hobbs, 37
W. Va. 812. 17 S. E. 380; State v.

Hertzog, 46 S. E. 792; State v. Mor-
rison, 49 W. Va. 210, 38 S. E. 481.

Express Malice is never inferred or

implied from the act alone, or the

means used, but must be affirma-

38

lively established like any other fact

in the case. Richarte v. State, 5 Tex.

App. 359; Murray v. State, i Tex.

App. 417; Moore v. State, 15 Tex.

App. i; Hamby r. State, 36 Tex. 523;
Farrer v. State, 42 Tex. 265.

Upon a Plea of Guilty to a charge

of murder the presumption is that

the crime is murder in the second de-

gree, and the burden is upon the

state to prove a higher degree. Com.
V. Cook, 166 Pa. St. 193, 31 Atl. 56.

65. " Under our statute every in-

tentional taking of human life not

excusable or justifiable is murder in

the first degree. . . . When it is

made to appear in the prosecution

t)f a case like this that the accused

fired the shot, the weapon being

aimed at a vital part of the bodj',

and that death ensued as a natural

and probable result, the presumption

of fact as to intention to take human
life in the absence of any explanatory

circumstance or evidence, makes a
prima facie case for the prosecution.

The state is not bound to go further

and negative any probability that the

occurrence was the result of accident,

or that there were circumstances re-

ducing the homicide below that of

murder in the first degree, or excus-

ing or justifying it altogether. The
accused at that point must take up
the burden of rebutting the prima
facie showing made against him.

He must show by evidence at least

sufficiently convincing to raise a rea-

sonable doubt as to the intention to

take human life or as to whether
such taking was justifiable or excus-

able." Cupps V. State (W'is.). 97 N.

W. 210, distinguishing cases decided

under dissimilar statutes. See also

State 7'. Brown, 41 Minn. 319, 43 N.
W. 69; State z'. Lautenschlager, 22

Minn. 514; Bivens v. State, 11 Ark.

455-
66. Wharton v. State, 73 Ala. 366;

Green v. State, 97 Ala. 59, 12 So.

416; Maher v. People, 10 Mich. 212,

Vol. VI
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proof continues to be upon the state throughout the trial or shifts

to the defendant under certain circumstances, and if it does shift,

when and to what extent, are questions upon which there is con-
siderable confusion owing to the disagreement as to the circum-
stances under which certain presumptions arise and as to the force

of such presumptions in shifting the burden of proof, and also

because of the different views as to. the nature of certain defenses.

It is sometimes said that the burden of proof rests upon the state

throughout the trial, and never shifts to the defendant,"^ which has

been explained as being strictly applicable only to the ultimate issue

of guilty or not guilty."*

The True Rule, however, seems to be that the burden of proof
upon the whole case, considering all the circumstances and the evi-

dence of both parties, rests upon the prosecution throughout the

trial.^*

8i Am. Dec. 781 ; Kent v. People, 8
Colo. 563, 9 Pac. 852; Farris v. Com.,
14 Bush (Ky.) 362; State v. Earnest,

56 Kan. 31, 42 Pac. 359.

6,7. Slade v. State, 29 Tex. App.
381, 16 S. W. 253; Ford V. State, 7^
Aliss. 734, 19 So. 665, 35 L. R. A.
117; State V. Hudspeth, 159 Mo. 178,

51 S. W. 483. See Territory v. Row-
and, 8 Mont, no, 19 Pac. 595. See
Article " Burden of Proof " for a
fuller discussion of the different uses
of the term.

68. " It would be too broad an
assertion to say that in criminal
trials the burden of proof never, un-
der any state of case, is shifted from
the state to the defendant; but in so
far as the question of guilt of one
who stands before the court on a
plea of not guilty is concerned it

may be truly said that the burden of
proof never shifts, but rests upon the
state throughout to fasten guilt upon
the accused by evidence sufficient to

satisfy the minds of the jury beyond
a reasonabl doubt that he is guilty."

Shafer v. State, 7 Tex. App. 239.

69. Peyton v. State, 54 Neb. 188,

74 N. W. 597; People v. Arnold, 15
Cal. 476 ; State v. Pierce, 8 Nev. 291

;

State V. Hutto, 66 S. C. 449, 45 S. E.
13. See also Brown v. State, 62 N.
J. L. 666, 42 Atl. 811; Hawthorne v.

State, 58 Miss. 778; and also infra
this article " Degree of Proof."

"The jury should never be told
that malice or any other element of
crime is presumed from any one fact

or partial group of facts in the case.
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nor should they be told that a pre-
sumption arising from one act stands
until rebutted by evidence. A crimi-
nal case is not to be severed into

parts by the court so that the prose-
cution having established by evidence
certain facts is relieved frotn the
burden of showing other essential

elements of criminality. The true
rule ... is that the burden of
proving the guilt of the defendant
and every element of crime rests on
the state throughout every stage of
the trial, and that all evidence intro-

duced on both sides is to be consid-
ered by the jury in arriving at a ver-
dict." State V. Earnest, 56 Kan. 31,

42 Pac. 359.
In Gravely v. State. 38 Neb. 871,

57 N. W. 751, an instruction that
after the state has established the
intentional killing the burden is

upon the defendant to prove self-

defense by a preponderance of the
evidence, was held error. " It is true
that there are many cases which sus-

tain the rule as given by the trial

court, but the decided weight of
recent authority, including com-
mentaries as well as decisions, is to

the contrary. The rule seems to be
that in criminal prosecutions the bur-
den of proof never shifts, but rests

upon the state throughout ; and, be-
fore a conviction can be had, the jury
must be satisfied upon all the evi-

dence beyond a reasonable doubt of
the affirmative of the issue presented,
viz., that the prisoner is guilty in

manner and form as charged. This
rule applies not alone to the case as
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2. Grade and Degree of Crime. — Since a criminal homicide is

presumptively murder,'" the burden of reducing the j:jrade of the

offense to manslaughter rests upon the defendant.^' But on the

other hand since the offense is presumed to be of the lower degree/*

the state has the burden of proving that the offense was of the higher

degree.'^'

3. Cause of Death. — The burden is on the state to show that the

defendant's act caused or contributed to the death of the deceased.''*

When, however, the state has shown the existence, through the act

of the accused, of a sufficient cause of death, the death is presumed

to have resulted from the injury or wound inflicted, unless the

accused can rebut the presumption by showing that it was reasonably

attributable to another cause.'''*

4. Defenses.— A. Generally. — By the weight of authority

when the killing by the accused has been admitted or proved, the

burden is upon the defendant to show any matters in mitigation,'^

made by the state, but to any distinct,

substantive defense which may be in-

terposed in order to justify or excuse
the act charged." To the same ef-

fect see Peyton v. State, 54 Neb. 188,

74 N. W. 597.

70. See fully, supra, " Presump-
tions from Killing," and also infra,
" Burden of Proof — Defenses—
Generally."

Manslaugrhter Never Presumed.
" The law presumes murder in cer-

tain cases, but it never presumes
manslaug,hter, when the indictment

is for murder, for the reason that

manslaughter is a defense against a

charge for murder, and can only be

established by testimony. The law
presumes that every man intends that

which is the natural result of his

acts, and if he kill another, that he so

intended. It never presumes that a

man kills another in the heat of pas-

sion, or under the influence of great

provocation." Hague v. State, 34
Miss. 616.

71. State V. Cox, no N. C. 503,

14 S. E. 688; Longley z: Com., 99
Va. 807. 37 S. E. 339; State v. Hert-
zog (W. Va.), 46 S. E. 792; Myers
V. Com., 90 Va. 705. 19 S. E. 881;

Lewis V. State, 90 Ga. 95, 15 S. E.

697.

72. State v. Meyer, 58 Vt. 457, 3
Atl. 195. See fully. " Presumptions
— Premeditation and Deliberation,"
supra, this article.

73. Longley v. Com., 99 Va. 807,

37 S. E. 339; State V. Hertzog (W.
Va.), 46 S. E. 792.

74. Cole V. State, 59 Ark. 50, 26

s. w. 377.

75. State v. Briscoe. 30 La. Ann.

433; State V. Scott, 12 La. Ann. 274;
Powell V. State, 13 Tex. App. 244;
United States v. Wiltberger, 3 Wash.
C. C. 515, 28 Fed. Cas. No. 16.738.

See McBeth v. State, 50 Miss. 81.

In United States v. Knowles, 4
Sawy. 517, 26 Fed. Cas. No. 15.540,

where the defendant, the captain of

a vessel, was charged with man-
slaughter in failing to attempt the

rescue of a seaman who had fallen

overboard, it was held that the bur-

den of proof rested upon him to show
that the deceased was killed by the

fall and not by defendant's negli-

gence, or to create a reasonable

doubt as to the cause of his death.

But see United States v. Hewson,
26 Fed. Cas. No. 15,360.

Maltreatment of Wound— Where
an apparently necessary surgical op-

eration has been resorted to for the

purpose of saving the deceased from
the probably fatal effect of a wound
inflicted by the defendant, the bur-
den is upon him to show clearly that

maltreatment of the wound was the

sole cause of death. Territory 7/.

Yee Dan. 7 N. M. 439, 37 Pac. nor.

76. England. — Rex v. Greenacre,

8 Car. & P. 35, 34 E. C. L. 280;
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excuse, or justification, unless they appear from the circumstances
ot the homicide or the evidence of the prosecution/^

B. Independent or Afeirmative Defenses Distinguished.
A distinction is sometimes drawn both as to the burden and degree
of proof between independent or affirmative defenses and those

which arise out of the circumstances of the act and form part of the

res gestae, the burden resting upon the defendant to prove the

former but not the latter/*

Reg. V. Kirkham, 8 Car. & P. 115,

34 E. C. L. 318; Reg. V. Fisher, 8
Car. & P. 182, 34 E. C. L. 345-

United States. — United States v.

Travers, 2 Wheel. Criin. 490, 28 Fed.
Cas. No. 16,537; United States v.

Bevans, 24 Fed. Cas. No. 14,589.

Arkansas. — Palmore v. State, 29
Ark. 248.

California. — People v. Neary, 104
Cal. 2>73< 27 Pac 943; People v.

Phelan, 123 Cal. 551, 56 Pac. 424;
People V. Stonecifer, 6 Cal. 405;
People V. Milner, 122 Cal. 171, 54
Pac. 833.

Delaivare. — State v. Frazier, I

Hon St. Crim. 176.

Florida. — Holland v. State, 12

Fla. 117.

Georgia. — Bell v. State, 6g Ga.
752.

lozva. — State v. Gillick, 7 Iowa
287.

Montana. — Territory v. Rowand,
8 Mont, no, ig Pac. 595; Territory
V. Manton, 8 Mont. 95, 19 Pac. 387;
Territory v. McAndrews, 3 Mont.
158.

Neiv Jersey. — Brown v. State, 62
N. J. L. 666, 42 Atl. 81 r.

Neiv York. — People v. Schryer,
42 N. Y. I.

North Carolina. — State v. Willis,

63 N. C. 26; State V. Byrd, 121 N.
C. 684, 28 S. E. 353; State v. Brit-
tain, 89 N. C. 481 ; State V. Mazon,
90 N. C. 676; State v. Thomas, (<8

N. C. 509. 4 S. E. 518, 2 Am. St.

Rep. 351; State v. Jones, 98 N. C.

651, 3 S. E. 507; State V. Cole, 132
N. C. 1069. 44 S. E. 391; State v.

Rollins. 113 N. C. 722, 18 S. E. 394.
Ohio. — Davis v. State, 25 Ohio

St. 369.

Oregon. — State v. Bertrand, 3 Or.
61; State V. Conally, 3 Or. 6g.
Rhode Island. — State v. Ballou, 20

R. I. 607. 40 Atl. 861.

South Dakota. — State v. Yokum,
II S. D. 544, 79 N. W. 835.
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Tennessee. — Mitchell v. State, 13

Tenn. 340.

Utah. — People v. Callaghan, 4
Utah 49, 6 Pac. 49 ; People v. Tid-
well, 5 Utah 88, 12 Pac. 61..

Wyoming. — Cook v. Territory, 3
Wyo. no, 4 Pac. 887.

" The implication of malice arises

in every instance of homicide, and
in every charge of murder, the fact

of killing being first proved, the law
will imply that it was done with mal-
ice, and all the circumstances of ac-

cident, necessity or infirmity, are to

be satisfactorily proved by the pris-

oner, unless they arise out of the ev-

idence produced against him." Hoi-
land V. State, 12 Fla. 117.

The defendant must satisfy the

jury of the existence of such facts

as will in law rebut the presumption
of malice arising from the use of a

deadly weapon. State v. Lipscomb,

134 N. C. 689, 47 S. E. 44-

77. People v. Lemperle, 94 Cal.

45, 29 Pac. 709; People v. West, 49
Cal. 610; Di.xon v. State, 13 Fla. 636;
Reid V. State, 50 Ga. 556; Alexander
z'. People, 96 111. 96; Tanks v. State,

71 Ark. 459, 75 S. W. 851.

Production of Evidence by Defend-
ant Unnecessary— Justification may
appear from the prosecution's evi-

dence, as well as from that of the
defendant, hence it is error to in-

struct that the burden is upon the de-

fendant to produce evidence of justi-

fication. Crawford v. State, 12 Ga.

142 ; Richardson v. State, 9 Tex.
App. 612.

Hawthorne v. State, 58 Miss. 778;
partially overruling Head v. State,

44 Miss. 731; Evans v. State, 44
INIiss. 762.

78. People v. Lee Sare Bo, 72
Cal. 623, 14 Pac. 310; Farris v.

Com., 14 Bush (Ky.) 362; Dent v.

State (Tex. Crim.), 79 S. W. 525,
distinguishing in this respect a dazed
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C. Self-Defense. — In some jurisdictions self-defense is

regarded as an affirmative defense/® and the burden of proof is upon

condition of mind caused during the

fatal struggle, from the independent

defense of insanity. Dubose v. State,

10 Tex. App. 230. See Kent v. Peo-
ple, 8 Colo. 563, 9 Pac. 852; Terri-

tory V. Rowand, 8 Mont, no, 19

Pac. 595-

For the Application of This Rule

see the following discussion of par-

ticular defenses.

Rule Stated— A charge that
" when the facts have been proved
which constitute the offense it de-

volves upon the accused to establish

the facts and circumstances on which
he relies to excuse or justify the pro-

hibited act," being a copy of a pro-

vision of the penal code, was held

properly given in Jones v. State, 13

Tex. App. I, containing a very full

discussion of the previous cases in

this state, approving some and dis-

approving of others, and stating the

rules relating to the presumption of

innocence, and the burden of proof,

as follows :
" Every person accused

of crime is presumed to be innocent
until his guilt is established by legal

evidence to that extent which ex-
cludes any reasonable doubt of his

guilt. This legal presumption of in-

nocence continues in favor of the

prisoner throughout the whole case.

The burden of proof to meet and
overthrow this presumption of inno-

cence by establishing by legal evi-

dence the guilt of the accused, beyond
a reasonable doubt, rests upon the

state. This burden of proof never
shifts from the state upon the de-
fendant in the sense in which it is

understood to shift upon a party in

a civil suit. When the defendant
pleads 'not guilty,' and does not rely

upon any matter as a defense which
is separate and distinct from, and
independent of, the facts constituting
the offense, the burden of proof does
no rest upon him to prove anything.
. . . Thus, if the defendant is ac-

cused of murder, or of an assault,

and pleads not guilty to the charge,
the burden of proof is not upon him
to prove self-defense, or accident, or
want of evil intent, or any other de-
fensive fact which is immediately
connected with and constitutes a part

of the transaction, and which is not
peculiarly within the knowledge of
the defendant. This is so because the

burden of proof is upon the state to

prove that the homicide, or the al-

leged assault, was unlawful, inten-

tional, and committed with the neces-
sary criminal intent ; and until this

proof is made to the exclusion of a
reasonable doubt the defendant is

shielded by the presumption of in-

nocence, and is not required to prove
anything. But suppose in such case
his guilt is established in all essential

particulars beyond any reasonable
doubt, does the burden of proof then
fall upon him to show justification

or excuse for the act? How can he
justify or excuse a murder? Mur-
der is neither justifiable nor excus-
able. He can introduce evidence in

rebuttal of the state's case, and
break down and destroy the case
made against him by the state, and
thus acquit himself of the charge;
but in doing this he is not justifying

or excusing the act, but is combat-
ing the issue of guilt made against
him by the state. But, when the de-
fendant relies upon any substantive,

distinct, separate and independent
matter as a defense, which is outside
of, and does not necessarily consti-

tute a part of the act or transaction
with which he is charged, such as
the defense of insanity, nonage, li-

cense from proper authority to do
the act, relationship, or the like, then
it devolves upon him to establish

such special and foreign matter by
a preponderance of evidence. And,
when the defendant relies upon a de-

fensive fact which is peculiarly with-
in his knowledge, the burden rests

upon him to prove it. . . . Thus,
where a defendant claims that he
acted under necessity, viz., under
command of a superior officer dur-

ing war, or under compulsion of any
kind, the burden is upon him to

prove it. So in case the defendant
relies upon a license to do the act,

and when the license is particularly

within his knowledge, the burden is

upon him to prove it."

79. State v. McDaniel (S. C). 47
S. K. 384; United States v. Crow
Dog, 3 Dak. 106, 14 N. W. 437.
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the defendant.^'* In others it is incumbent on the prosecution to

negative this defense,®^ or at least the burden of proof does not rest

upon the defendant.*^

Elements of Self-Defense,— Where the burden of proving self-

defense is held to be on the defendant, he must show that he had a

reasonable apprehension of imminent danger to his life,*^ and when
retreat is necessary, that there appeared to be no other reasonable

means of escape or avoiding the danger except the killing of the

deceased.** But after such a showing the burden is on the prosecu-

80. Alabama. — Lewis- v. State,

88 Ala. II, 6 So. 755; Kilgore v.

State, 124 Ala. 24, 27 So. 4; Stewart
V. State, 133 Ala. 105, 31 So. 944;
Garrett v. State, 97 Ala. 18, 14 So.

327; Roden v. State, 97 Ala. 54, 12

So. 419; De Annan v. State, 71 Ala.

351 ; Smith v. State, 86 Ala. 28, 5 So.

478.

Dakota.— United States v. Crow
Dog, 3 Dak. 106, 14 N. W. 437.

New York. — People v. Kennedy,
159 N. Y. 346, 54 N. E. 51, 70 Am.
St. Rep. 557-
South Carolina. — State v. Hutto,

66 S. C. 449, 45 S. E. 13.

West Virginia. — State v. Prater,

52 W. Va. 132, 43 S. E. 230.

See also the cases cited under
" Defenses— Generally."

81. Statp V. Cross, 68 Iowa 180,

26 N. W. 62; State V. Donahoe, 78
Iowa 486, 43 N. W. 297; State v.

Porter, 34 Iowa 131 ; Gravely v.

State, 38 Neb. 871, 57 N. W. 751;
People V. Coughlin, 67 Mich. 466,

35 N. W. 72; s. c, 65 Mich. 704,

32 N. W. 905.

Self-defense being a defense which
grows out of the transaction itself,

and being part of the res gestae,

need not be established by the de-

fendant. State V. Tweedy, 5 Iowa
433-

Although the Defendant Was the
Aggressor in the first instance the
burden is not upon him to show
that he desisted from the conflict and
did not act in self-defense. State v.

Dillon, 74 Iowa 653, 38 N. W. 525,
distinguishing self-defense from in-

sanity and other defenses as re-

gards burden of proof.

82. Slade v. State, 29 Tex. App.
381, 16 S. W. 253.

83. Martin v. State, 90 Ala. 602,

8 So. 858, 24 Am. St. Rep. 844;
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Pugh V. State, 132 Ala. i, 31 So.

727.

84. Pugh V. State, 132 Ala. i, 31

So. 727 ; Gibson v. State, 89 Ala.

121, 8 So. 98, 18 Am. St. Rep. 96;
Holmes v. State, 100 Ala. 80, 14 So.

864; Stitt V. State, 91 Ala. 10, 8 So.

669, 24 Am. St. Rep. 853; Compton
V. State, no Ala. 24, 20 So. 119;

State V. Hutto, 66 S. C. 449, 45 S.

E. 13.
" Generally in order to sustain the

plea of self-defense, it is incumbent
upon the defendant to show, first,

that at the time there was a necessity

to take life, or that the circumstances

were such as to create in the mind
of the defendant a reasonable belief

that it was necessary in order to

save life or to prevent great bodily

harm ; second, that there was no rea-

sonable mode of retreat or escape

;

and, third, it must not appear that

the defendant provoked, or was at

fault in bringing on, the difficulty.

The burden always rests upon the

defendant to maintain the first of

these propositions. The burden rests

upon the defendant to make good the

second proposition, except in cases

where it affirmatively appears from
the evidence that there was no duty
upon the defendant to retreat; as

where it is shown that the party as-

saulted was in his own house, or
within the curtilage or space usually

occupied and used for the purpose of

the house, or in some cases of fe-

lonious assault. . . . The burden,

however, does not rest upon the de-

fendant to show affirmatively that he
was free from fault in provoking
or bringing on the difficulty. When
the ingredients of self-defense have
been established, the burden is on
the state to show that the defendant

was not free from fault." Naugher
V. State, IDS Ala. 26, 17 So. 24.
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tion to prove that the defendant was at fault in the first instance in

bringing on the diflfiiculty,®^ or that he was the aggressor.*®

D. Mental, Weakness.— a. Insanity.— In many jurisdictions

the burden of proof is upon defendant when he urges his insanity

as a defense.®^ In some states, however, as well as in the federal

courts, it is held that the burden of proving the commission of the

crime by a mentally competent person is on the prosecution, but

that the presumption of sanity is sufficient to sustain this burden
until a reasonable doubt of the defendant's sanity is created by the

circumstances and the evidence, whether introduced by the defend-

ant or the prosecution.**

b. Temporary Unconsciousness or Weakness. — It has been held,

however, that where a temporary unconsciousness on the part of

85. Lewis V. State, 88 Ala. ii, 25
So. 43; Linehan v. State, 113 Ala.

70, 21 So. 497; McDaniel v. State,

76 Ala. I ; Cleveland v. State, 86 Ala.

I, S So. 426; Holmes v. State, 100
Ala. 80, 14 So. 864; McCormick v.

State, 102 Ala. 156, 15 So. 438; Gib-
son V. State, 8g Ala. 121, 8 So. 98,

18 Am. St. Rep. 96. Contra. —
State V. Hutto, 66 S. C. 449, 45 S.

E. 13.

86. State v. Workman, 39 S. C.

151, 17 N. E. 694.

87. Alabama. — Martin v. State,

119 Ala. I, 25 So. 255; Ford v. State,

71 Ala. 385.

Arkansas. — Boiling v. State, 54
Ark. 588, 16 S. W. 658; Casat v.

State, 40 Ark. 511 ; Cavaness v.

State, 43 Ark. 331.

California. — People v. Suesser,
142 Cal. 354, 75 Pac. 1093.

Connecticut. — State v. Hoyt, 47
Conn. 518.

Idaho. — State v. Larkins, 5 Idaho
200, 47 Pac. 945.

loiva. — State v. Thiele, 119 Iowa
659, 94 N. W. 256; State v. Trout,

74 Iowa 545, 38 N. W. 405, 7 Am.
St. Rep. 499; State v. Jones, 64 Iowa
349, 17 N. W. 911.

Kentucky. — Cotrell v. Com., 13
Ky. L. Rep. 305. 17 S. W. 149; Kriel
V. Com., 68 Ky. 362.

Maine. — State v. Lawrence, 57
Me. 574-

Nevada. — State v. Lewis, 20 Nev.
22,2,, 22 Pac. 241.

Nezv Jersey. — Graves v. State, 45
N. J. L. 203.

Ohio. — Bergen v. State, 31 Ohio
St. Ill; Bond v. State, 23 Ohio St.

349; Loeffner v. State, 10 Ohio St.

598.

Pennsylvania. — Com. v. Heidler,

191 Pa. St. 375, 43 Atl. 211; Coyle
V. Com., 100 Pa. St. 573.

South Carolina. — State v. Alex-
ander, 30 S. C. 74. 8 S. E. 440, 14
Am. St. Rep. 879.

Texas. — Webb v. State, 9 Tex.
App. 490 ; King v. State, 9 Tex. App.
515; White V. State, 2,2 Tex. Crim.
.625. 25 S. W. 784; Carlisle v. State

(Tex. Crim.), 56 S. W. 365.

JVashington. — State v. Clark, 34
Wash. 485, 76 Pac. 98, loi Am. St.

Rep. 1006.

See more fully the article " In-
sanity."

88. United States. — Davis v.

United States, 160 U. S. 469.
Florida. — Hodge v. State, 26 Fla.

II, 7 So. 593.
Illinois. — Montag v. People, 141

III. 75, 30 N. E. 337; Dacey v. Peo-
ple, 116 111. 555, 6 N. E. 165; Chase
V. People, 40 111. 352.

Indiana. — Plummer v. State, 135
Ind. 308, 34 N. E. 968; McDougal v.

State, 88 Ind. 24; Polk v. State, 19
Ind. 170, 81 Am. Dec. 382.

Kansas. — State v. Crawford, il

Kan. 32.

Michigan. — People v. Garbutt, 17

Mich. 9.

Mississippi. — Ford v. State, 73
Miss. 734, 19 So. 665, 35 L. R. A.

117; Caffey v. State, 24 So. 315;
Cunningham v. State, 56 Miss. 269.

Nebraska. — Furst v. State, 31

Neb. 403, 47 N. W. 1 1 16; Ballard

V. State, ig Neb. 609, 28 N. W. 271

;

Wright V. People, 4 Neb. 407.
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the defendant, occurring during and forming an incident of

the transaction itself, is urged as a defense, the burden of proof

is not upon the defendant but on the prosecution.^"

E. Accident.— The burden of proving that the kilHng was acci-

dental rests upon the defendant in those jurisdictions in which he

is required to show matters in excuse or justification."" Where,
however, this defense is regarded as a part of the res gestae and a

denial of the criminal intent, and not as an independent defense, the

burden is upon the state to show that the killing was not an

accident."^

F. Intoxication. — When intoxication is urged as a partial

defense the burden of proving it rests upon the defendant."^

G. Discharge of Official Duty.— Where the defendant is an
officer of the law and defends on the ground that the homicide is

committed in the lawful discharge of his duty, there is no presump-
tion from his official character that he acted in good faith and
without malice, but the burden is upon him to show these matters

of excuse or justification."^

H. Act, Otherwise Unlawful, Done to Save Deceased's
Life. — Where death results from an act which is lawful only when
necessary to save the deceased's life, the burden is on the defendant
to show the necessity for the act.**

Nezv Hampshire. — State v. Jones,

50 N. H. 369, 9 Am. Rep. 242; State

V. Pike, 49 N. H. 399; State v. Bart-
lett, 43 N. H. 224.

Nezv York. — People v. Egnor,

175 N. Y. 419, 67 N. E. 906; People
V. McCann, 16 N. Y. 58. 69 Am.
Dec. 642, per Brown, J. ; People v.

Tobin, 176 N. Y. 278, 68 N. E.

359. See O'Connell v. People, 87
N. Y. Z77.

Tennessee. — Dove v. State, 50
Tenn. 348.

89. Where the defendant con-
tended that owing to a blow from
the deceased he was so dazed as to

be unable to understand and appre-

ciate the character of his own act,

an instruction requiring him to es-

tablish his dazed and unconscious
condition by a preponderance of the
evidence was held error on the

ground that such condition of mind
was brought about or caused during
the difficulty, and was part of the

res gestae, and not an independent
defense requiring proof by a pre-

ponderance of the evidence ; distin-

guishing those cases in which insan-
ity is set up as an independent de-

fense. Dent V. State (Tex. Crim.),
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79 S. W. 525. See also People v.

Downs, 56 Hun 5, 8 N. Y. Supp. 521.

90. State V. Bonds, 2 Nev. 265J
United States v. Schneider, 21 D. C.

381; Rex V. Morrison, 8 Car. & P.

22, 34 E. C. L. 277. See supra, " Bur-
den of Proof— Defenses— Gener-
ally."

91. Richardson v. State, 32 Tex.
Crim. 524, 24 S. \V. 894; State v.

Cross, 42 W. Va. 253, 24 S. E. 996.

Not an Affirmative Defense. — Tfie
plea of accidental killing is not' an
affirmative defense like that of self-

defense, and does not place the bur-
den of proof upon the defendant. In
effect it denies the criminal intent

and throws upon the state the burden
of proving such intent beyond a rea-

sonable doubt. State v. McDaniel
(S. C), 47 S. E. 384.

92. State v. Carrivau (Minn.),
100 N. W. 638; Fonville v. State, 91
Ala. 39, 8 So. 688; State v. Faino,
I Marv. IDel.) 492, 41 Atl. 134.

93. State v. Rollins, 113 N. C.

722. 18 S. E. 394; People V. Mc-
Carthy, no N. Y. 309, 18 N. E. 128.

94. Under a statute making the
commission of abortion resulting in
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in. DEGREE OF PROOF.

1. Generally.— The prosecution mnst establish the defendant's

g'uilt, inckidinjT all the essential elements of the crime charg^ed,

beyond a reasonable doubt. "° Whatever seeminp^ conflict there may
be as to the burden and degree of proof on particular issues and as

to the force of certain presumptions, it seems to be the general rule,

even in those jurisdictions requiring a preponderance of proof in

support of certain defenses, that if from the whole evidence, whether

ofTered by the defendant or the prosecution, there arises a reasonable

doubt of the guilt of the accused, he must be acquitted.®'

2. Defenses. — A, Generally. — There is much apparent con-

flict and confusion, however, as to the degree of proof by which
the defendant must sustain the burden of proof in those instances

in which it is held to rest upon him. Three apparently conflicting

general rules are laid down, respectively requiring proof to the

satisfaction of the jury, by a preponderance of the evidence, and
evidence sufficient to raise a reasonable doubt of guilt. And in

case of insanity proof beyond a reasonable doubt is required in some
jurisdictions.

B. Mitigation, Excuse and Justification.— Matters urged
by the defendant in mitigation, excuse or justification must, accord-

ing to one class of decisions, be established by a preponderance of

the evidence."'^ Other authorities, even though speaking of the

death, manslaughter in the first de-

gree, unless such abortion was neces-

sary to preserve the life of the de-

ceased, the burden of proof is upon
the defendant when seeking to bring
himself within the exception. People
V. McGonegal, 62 Hun 622, 17 N. Y.

Supp. 147.

95. Jones v. State, 13 Tex. App.
i; Com. V. Hawkins, 3 Gray (Mass.)

463; Maher v. People, 10 Mich. 212,

81 Am. Dec. 781. See infra this ar-

ticle, "Circumstantial Evidence—
Weight and Sufficiency."'

96. Misstssifpi. — King v. State,

74 Miss. 576, 21 So. 235.

Nezu York. — People v. Riordan,

117 N. Y. 71, 22 N. E. 455; but see

People V. Stone, ii7 N. Y. 480, 2;^

N. E. 13; People v. Cassata, 6 App.
Div. 386, 39 N. Y. Supp. 641 ; People

V. Hill, 49 Hun 432, 3 N. Y. Supp.

564-

T^.ra.T. — White v. State, 23 Tex.
App. 154, 3 S. W. 710; Wagner z'.

State, 35 Tex. Crim. 255, 33 S. W.
124.

Utah. — People v. Callaghan, 4
Utah 49, 6 Pac. 49,

While an Alibi Must Be Estab-
lished by a Preponderance of the
Evidence to constitute a defense,

yet, " if the evidence upon that de-

fense, considered alone, or in con-
nection with other evidence, leaves

a reasonable doubt in the minds of

the jury, they cannot convict." State

r. McGarry, iii Iowa 709, 83 N. W.
718; distinguishing and limiting the

case of State v. IMaher, 74 Iowa 77,

37 N. W. 2, to the particular state of
facts therein involved. To the same
effect, Peoole v. Lee Sare Bo, 72
Cal. 623, 14 Pac. 310; People v.

Kessler, 13 Utah 69, 44 Pac. 97.

Self-defense must be established by
the defendant to the reasonable sat-

isfaction of the jury, but a failure

to establish the defense does not
authorize a conviction if from all

the evidence there is a reasonable
doubt of his guilt. State 7'. Jones,

78 Mo. 278.

97. People v. Tidwell. 5 Utah 88,

12 Pac. 61 ; Territory v. Edmonson,
4 Mont. 141, I Pac. 738; State v.

Pierce. 8 Nev. 291 ; State 7-. Ber-
trand, 3 Or. 61 ; State v. Conally, 3
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burden of proof as resting upon the defendant, hold that it is suffi-

cient for him to introduce evidence which creates a reasonable doubt

as to whether his act was excusable, justifiable, or of the grade

or degree charged.^^ And some authorities require that such

defenses be established to the "' satisfaction of the jury,"^'' expressly

distinguishing this rule from those hereinbefore enumerated.

Except where the last-mentioned rule obtains, the cases are con-

flicting as to whether an instruction requiring a defense to be proved

Or. 69; State v. Ballon, 20 R. I.

607, 40 Atl. 861.
" If the prisoner claims a justifi-

cation he must take upon himself

the burden of satisfying the jury by
a preponderance of evidence. He
must produce the same degree of

proof that would be required if the

blow inflicted had not produced

death, and he had been sued for as-

sault and battery, and had set up a

justification." People v. Schryver, 42

N. Y. I.

Not Sufficient to Raise Reasonable
Doubt— Where the killing is admit-

ted, the burden of establishing self-

defense or of excusing or mitigating

the crime is upon the defendant, and
he must prove his defense by a pre-

ponderance of the evidence. It is

not sufficient for him to raise a rea-

sonable doubt. State v. Yokum, 11

S. D. 544, 79 N. W. 835 (citing and
following People v. Schryver, 42 N.

Y. i; People v. Hong Ah Duck, 61

Cal. 387; People v. Stonecifer, 6

Cal. 405; United States v. Crow Dog,

3 Dak. 106, 14 N. W. 437)
" Proof beyond reasonable doubt

is necessary to establish a fact

against the accused; but preponder-

ating proof— proof sufficient to sat-

isfy a jury of the fact— is sufficient

to establish a fact in his favor. But
it must go to this extent; otherwise

there is nothing on which the jury

can found their belief, and warrant
them in considering the fact proved.

It is not sufficient, therefore, to

raise a doubt, even though it be a

reasonable doubt, of the fact of ex-

tenuation ; simply because it is no
proof of the fact." Per Shaw, C. J.,

in Com. V. York, 9 Mete. (Mass.)

93, 43 Am. Dec. 373-

98. Morgan ?'. State, 16 Tex.
App. 593, overruling Sharp v. State,

6 Tex. App. 650; People v. Marshall,

112 Cal. 422, 44 Pac. 718; People v.
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Powell, 87 Cal. 348, 25 Pac. 481, 11

L. R. A. 75 ; People v. Lanagan, 81

Cal. 142, 22 Pac. 482; People v.

Bushton, 80 Cal. 160, 22 Pac. 549
(overruling People v. Hong Ah
Duck, 61 Cal. 387; People v. Raten,

63 Cal. 421.)

Proof of the killing throws the

burden upon the defendant of prov-

ing mitigation, excuse or justification,

but he need raise only a reasonable

doubt as to whether the act was
justifiable or excusable, or the result

of an accident. People v. Neary, 104

Cal. 373, 37 Pac. 943.

Killing With Deadly Weapon.
Although the killing of the deceased

by the defendant with a deadly

weapon raises a presumption of ma-
licious intent the burden is not upon
the defendant to overcome the pre-

sumption by satisfactory evidence,

but merely to raise a reasonable

doubt. State v. Alexander, 66 Mo.
148; Bishop V. State, 62 Miss. 289;
Ingram v. State, 62 Miss. 142; Dis-

approving Harris v. State, 47 Miss.

318; Lamar v. State, 63 Miss. 265;
and distinguisliing Guice v. State, 60
Miss. 714.

99. State v. Byers, 100 N. C. 512,

6 S. E. 420; State V. Byrd, 121

N. C. 684. 28 S. E. 353; State V.

Smith, 77 N. C. 488; State v. Willis,

63 N. C. 26, qualifying the rule laid

down in State v. Johnson, 48 N. C.

266, requiring proof beyond a rea-

sonable doubt.

For the Application of This Rule
to Insanity, see infra this article,

" Degree of Proof— Insanity," and
also article " Insanity."

In State v. Barrett. 132 N. C. 1005,

43 S. E. 832, the court, while approv-

ing the rule laid down in the case

of State V. Ellick. 60 N. C. 450, 86

Am. Dec. 442; State v. Willis, 63
N. C. 26. and State v. Carland. 90
N. C. 668, that the "person must
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to the satisfaction of the jury, or by satisfactory evidence, is erro-

neous as requiring more than a preponderance of evidence, some

holding that it is^ and others that it is not error.^

Meaning of Rule Requiring Preponderance of Evidence. — As explained

in some cases this rule seems to mean that while the facts tending

to establish the defense must be proved by a preponderance of the

evidence, yet if after such facts have been sufficintly proved they

raise a reasonable doubt of the accused's guilt, he must be acquitted.^

C. Independent Defense. — In those jurisdictions where the

burden of proving an independent defense which docs not arise out

of the res gestae is upon the defendant, he must establish such a

defense by a preponderance of the evidence.''

satisfy the jury neither beyond a

reasonable doubt, nor yet by a pre-

ponderance of testimony, but simply
satisfy them of the existence of facts

and circumstances which might miti-

gate the offense or which make out

a plea of self-defense," says :
" We

are not prepared to say whether the

jury can become satisfied of the ex-
istence of a fact unless the evidence
in favor of its existence is stronger

or preponderates over that against its

existence."
1. Halloway v. People, i8i 111.

544, 54 N. E. 1030; Appleton v. Peo-
ple, 171 111. 473, 49 N. E. 708; Al-
exander V. People, 96 111. 96; Smith
V. People, 142 111. 117, 31 N. E. 599;
Wacaser v. People, 134 111. 438, 25
N. E. 564, 23 Am. St. Rep. 683 ; Kota
V. People, 136 111. 655, 27 N. E. 53;
Lyons v. People, 137 111. 602, 27 N.
E. 677; Kelch V. State, 55 Ohio St.

146, 45 N. E. 6, 60 Am. St. Rep.
680. See State v. Hardin, 46 Iowa
623.

An instruction that the jury must
be " satisfied " of the defendant's in-

sanity, standing alone probably re-

quires too strong a showing of in-

sanity, but in connection with general

instructions to the efTect that a rea-

sonable doubt of defendant's guilt

authorizes an acquittal, such an in-

struction is not misleading. Brown
V. Com., 77 Ky. 398.

2. Brown v. State. 62 N. J. L.

666, 42 Atl. 811; Holland v. State,

12 Fla. 117; Carlisle v. State (Tex.
Crim.), 56 S. W. 365: Webb v. State,

Tex. App. 490; King v. State, 9
Tex. App. 515; Com. v. Kilpatrick,

204 Pa. St. 218, 53 Atl. 774. But see

Coyle V. Com., 100 Pa. St. 573, hold-

ing erroneous an instruction that in-

sanity must be proved by " clearly

preponderating evidence."

Defendant must prove insanity to

the reasonable satisfaction of the

jury, but need not establish it be-

yond a reasonable doubt. State v.

Redemeier, 71 Mo, 173; State v.

Huting, 21 Mo. 464; State v. McCoy,
34 Mo. 531 ; Genz v. State, 58 N. J.

L. 482, 34 Atl. 816. See also State

v. Gut, 13 Minn. 341 ; Bonfanti v.

State, 2 Minn. 123.

3. Brown v. State, 62 N. J. L. 666,

42 Atl. 811.

State V. Pierce, 8 Nev. 291.
" When, therefore, it is said that de-

fendant must establish circumstances

in mitigation or defense by prepon-
derance of proof, it is meant that the

proof should so preponderate as to

the existence of the fact desired to be
proved, over the evidence against it,

that a jury might properly accept

it as proven, and then, weighing all

the proof together, give the benefit

of any reasonable doubt arising upon
the whole to the defendant."

4. Jones v. State, 13 Tex. App. i.

" The rule is that when the defense

set up is, in itself, purely extrinsic,

the allegations of the indictment not

being denied, it is necessary that such

defense be sustained by a preponder-
ance of proof. Defenses of this char-

acter are licenses, authority from the

state, former conviction, former ac-

quittal, once in jeopardy, compulsion
of any kind, and in general, defenses

which do not traverse the indictment,

but are in avoidance of the allega-

tions thereof . . . the rule relat-

ing to the res gestae . . . applies

to all defenses which traverse the

Vol. VI
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D. Self-Defense. — The evidence must preponderate in favor

of self-defense to justify an acquittal in some states.'* In others a
conviction is not warranted if the evidence in the case raises a rea-

sonable doubt as to whether the homicide was committed in self-

defense.*

E. Insanity.— Four conflicting rules as to the degree of proof

required to establish insanity are applied in various jurisdictions.

One requires insanity to be proved beyond a reasonable doubt '^

another requires it to be established by a preponderance of the evi-

dence ;^ by a third, the accused is entitled to an acquittal if there be

averments of the indictment and go
to the essence oi the guilt charged
against the accused. Within this

class may be mentioned self-defense,

provocation, heat of blood, and gen-
erally, all matters growing out of the

res gestae which go to justify, ex-
tenuate or excuse the crime charged,

including the defense of alibi." Kent
V. People, 8 Colo. 563, 9 Pac. 852.

See supra, "Burden of Proof. — In-

dependent or Affirmative Defenses
Distinguished."

5. Dakota. — United States v.

Crow Dog, 3 Dak. 106, 14 N. W.
437.

Ohio. — Weaver v. State, 24 Ohio
St. 584; Silvus V. State, 22 Ohio St.

90.

Rhode Island. — State v. Ballou,

20 R. I. 607, 40 Atl. 861.

West Virginia. — State v. Manns,
48 W. Va. 480. 37 S. E. 613; State

V. Hatfield. 48 W. Va. 561, 37 S. E.

626 ; State v. Johnson, 49 W. Va.
684, 39 S. E. 665 ; State r. Jones, 20

W. Va. 764.

6. Alabama. — Henson v. State,

112 Ala. 41, 21 So. 79; Miller v.

State, 107 Ala. 40, 19 So. 37; Lewis
V. State, 120 Ala. 339, 25 So. 43.

California. — People v. Bushton,
80 Cal. 160, 22 Pac. 127, 549.

Mississippi. — McKenna v. State,

61 Miss. 589; Lamar v. State, 63
Miss. 265.

Nezv York. — People r. Downs,
123 N. Y. 558, 2.S N. E. 988.

Pennsylvania. — Com. v. Drum, 58
Pa. St. 9-

South Carolina.— State v. Hutto,
66 S. C. 449, 45 S. E. 13.

West Virginia. — State v. Prater,

52 W. Va. 132, 43 S. E. 230.

7. State V. Derance, 34 La. Ann.
186, 44 Am. Rep. 426; State v. Hur-
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ley, I Houst. Crim. (Del.) 28; State

V. West, I Houst. Crim. (Del.) 371.

But see State v. Cole, 2 Pen. (Del.)

344, 45 Atl. 391. See also Beck v.

State, 76 Ga. 452. See article " In-
sanity."

8. Alabama. — Martin v. State,

119 Ala. I, 25 So. 255. But see

Henson v. State, 112 Ala. 41, 21 So.

79; Ford V. State, 71 Ala. 385.

Arkansas. — Casat v. State, 40
Ark. 511; Boiling v. State, 54 Ark.
588, 16 S. W. 658; McKenzie v.

State, 26 Ark. 334; Caveness v.

State, 43 Ark. 331.

California. — People v. Suesser,

142 Cal. 354, 75 Pac. 1093.

Connecticut. — State v. Hoyt, 47
Conn. 518.

Idaho. — State v. Larkins, 5 Idaho
200, 47 Pac. 945.

lozca. — State v. Jones, 64 Iowa
349, 17 N. W. 911; State v. Thiele,

119 Iowa 659, 94 N. W. 256; State

V. Trout, 74 Iowa 545, 38 N. W.
405, 7 Am. St. Rep. 499.

Kentucky. — Cotrell v. Com., 13

Ky. L. Rep. 305, 17 S. W. 149; Kriel

V. Com., 68 Ky. 362; Brown v. State,

77 Ky. 398.

Maine. — State v. Lawrence, 57
Me. 574-

Nevada. — State v. Lewis, 20 Nev.

22,3, 22 Pac. 241.

Nezv Jersey. — Graves v. State, 45
N. J. L. 203.

Ohio. — Bond v. State, 23 Ohio St.

349; Bergin v. State, 31 Ohio St.

Ill; Loeffner v. State, 10 Ohio St.

598.

Pennslvania. — Com. v. Kilpatrick,

204 Pa. St. 218, 53 Atl. 774; Com.
V. Heidler, 191 Pa. St. 375, 43 Atl.

211 ; Coyle v. Com., 100 Pa. St. 573.
South Carolina. — State v. Alexan-

der, -?o S. C. 74, 8 S. E. 440, 14 Am.
St. Rep. 879.
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a reasonable doubt of his sanity upon a consideration of all the evi-

dence f and in some states, a rule differing from these three is

applied, namely, that insanity must be proved to the " satisfaction
"

of the jury.^'^

F. Alibi. — It is generally held that the evidence in support of

an alibi need only raise a reasonable doubt of defendant's presence

at the homicide." In some cases, however, it is said that the

accused must prove an alibi by a preponderance of the evidence,^-

subject, however, to the qualification that if the evidence on this

issue considered alone, or in connection with all the evidence in the

case, raises a reasonable doubt of guilt, an acquittal is necessary.^^

Texas. — Webb v. State, g Tex.
App. 490; Leache v. State, 22 Tex.
App. 279; White V. State, 32 Tex.
Crim. 62.S, 25 S. W. 784; Carlisle v.

State (Tex. Crim.). 56 S. W. 365;
Giebel v. State, 28 Tex. App. 151,

12 S. W. 591-

Washington. — State v. Clark, 34
Wash. 485, 76 Pac. 98, loi Am. St.

Rep. 1006.

9. United States. — Davis i>.

United States, 160 U. S. 469-

Florida. — Hodge v. State, 26 Fla.

II, 7 So. 593.
Illinois. — Dacey r. People, 116 III.

555, 6 N. E. 165; Chase v. People,

40 111. 352; Hopps V. People, 31 111.

385; Montag V. People, 141 111. 75, 30
N. E. 2?,7.

Indiana. — Bradley v. State, 31

Ind. 492; Polk V. State, 19 Ind. 170,

81 Am. Dec. 382; Plummer v. State,

135 Ind. 308, 34 N. E. 968.

Kansas. — State v. Crawford, 11

Kan. 32.

Michigan. — People v. Garbutt, 17

Mich. 9.

Mississifypi. — Cunningham v.

State, 56 Miss. 269; Caffey v. State,

24 So. 315-

Nebraska. — Furst v. State, 31

Neb. 403, 47 N. W. 1 116; Ballard v.

State, 19 Neb. 609. 28 N. W. 271 ;

Wright V. People, 4 Neb. 407.

New Hampshire. — State v. Jones,

50 N. H. 369, 9 Am. Rep. 242; State

V. Pike, 49 N. H. 399; State v.

Bartlctt, 43 N. H. 224.

New York. — People v. McCann,
16 N. Y. 58, 69 Am. Dec. 642, per

Brown J. ; People v. Egnor, 175 N.
Y. 419, 67 N. E. 906, explaining I'oo-

ple V. Nino, 149 N. Y. 317, 43 N. E.

853; but see O'Connell v. People, 87

N. Y. 377-

Tennessee. — Dove v. State, 50
Tenn. 348.

10. Dejarnette v. Com., 75 Va.

867; Boswcll r. Com., 20 Gratt. (Va.)

860; Slate r. Douglass, 28 W. Va.

297 ; State v. Robinson, 20 W. Va.

713; State V. Stark, i Strob. L. (S.

C.) 506. See also State v. Coleman,
20 S. C. 441 ; State v. Redemeier, 71

Mo. 173; Genz v. State, 58 N. J. L.

482, 34 Atl. 816.

11. Alabama. — Prince v. State,

TOO Ala. 144, 14 So. 409, 46 Am. St.

Rep. 28; Pickens v. State, 115 Ala.

42, 22 So. 551; Henson v. State, 112

Ala. 41, 21 So. 79.

Arizona. — Schultz v. Territory,

52 Pac. 352.

California. — People v. Fong Ah
Sing, 64 Cal. 253. 28 Pac. 233; People
V. Tarm Poi, 86 Cal. 225, 24 Pac. 998.

See People i'. Lee Sare Bo., 72 Cal.

623, 14 Pac. 310.

Georgia. — Shaw v. State, 83 Ga.

92, 9 S. E. 768.

Missouri. — State v. Howell, 100

Mo. 628, 14 S. W. 4, overruling State

V. Jennings, 81 Mo. 185, and re-

affirming Slate V. Lewis, 69 Mo. 92.

Te.vas. — Villereal v. State (Tex.
Crim.), 61 S. W. 715. See more fully

the article "Alibi."

12. Com. V. Webster, S Cush.
(Mass.) 295, 52 Am. Dec. 711; State

V. McGarry, in Iowa 709, 83 N. W.
718; State V. Hardin, 46 Iowa 623;
People V. Kessler, 13 Utah 69, 44 Pac.

97. See Wade v. State, 65 Ga. 756.

See article " Alibi."

13. People V. Kessler, 13 Utah
69, 44 Pac. 97 ; State v. McGarry,
III Iowa 709, 83 N. W. 718.
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G. Intoxication. — When intoxication is urged as a partial

defense, some courts hold that the defendant must establish the

defense either by a preponderance of the evidence,^* or to the satis-

faction of the jury.^^ Others hold that when it appears from the

evidence that the defendant was intoxicated, the burden is upon
the state to show beyond a reasonable doubt that he was not so

drunk as to be unable to form a deliberate intent to kill."

IV. NATURE AND COMPETENCY OF EVIDENCE.

1. When Competency in Doubt. — Where the competency of the

evidence offered by the accused is doubtful, the trial court should

admit it.^'^ But any doubt as to the relevancy of circumstantial evi-

dence should be resolved in favor of the accused/* especially when
it tends to unduly prejudice his case.^^

2. Preliminary Proceedings. — The proceedings at the preliminary

examination of the accused are not competent against him,^** nor

are those taken at the coroner's inquesi.^^ The accused, however,

may show that he denied damaging testimony given against him at

such proceedings.^^ The proceedings on an application for change
of venue are not competent for any purpose.-^

3. Testimony of Defendant on Former Trial. — The defendant's

testimony in his own behalf on a previous trial for the same
offense is competent evidence against him.-*

4. Rebutting Statements Made by Prosecuting Attorney. — Evi-

14. Fonville v. State, 91 Ala. 39, ant gave no evidence upon the pre-

8 So. 688; State v. Pasnau, 118 Iowa liminary examination, is not compe-
501, 92 N. W. 682; State v. Hill, 46 tent. Templeton v. People, 27 Mich.

La. Ann. 27, 14 So. 294. 501.

15. State V. Faino, 1 Marv. Refusal of Bail by the examining
(Del.) 492, 41 Atl. 134. court. Richardson v. State, 9 Tex.

16. Carr v. State, 23 Neb. 749, 27 ^^^- ^^^

N. W. 630. T^* Waiver of a Preliminary Ex-

17. 'carr v. State, 43 Ark. gg;
agination by the defendant when he

Pharr v. State, 9 Tex. App. 129.
^as arrested cannot be shown. Ben-

,0 r. ^,.T ., %. \ nett V. State, 39 Tex. Cnm. 639, 48
18. State V. O'Neil, 13 Or. 183, 9 S W 61

Pac. 284; People z'. Williams, 18 Cal. '21.
'

See article "Coroner's In-
194; Mack V. State, 48 Wis. 287; quest"
Pharr ^^ State 9 Tex App. 12^ B^t 22.

'

Boyd v. State (Miss.), 36 So.
see State v. Dart, 29 Conn. 153, 70^21;

^T« ^o?' If' r. ^ c.
23. Moore v. State (Tex. Crim.),

19. Shaffner v._ Com., 72 Pa^ St. ^g g. W. S65 ; Shamburger v. State,
60. See infra this article. Other 24 Tex. App. 433, 6 S. W\ 540.
^""^^^•''

.
24. Macmasters v. State, 83 Miss.

20. See article
^^

'Examination
i^ 35 So. 302, in which an authenti-

Before Magistrate. cated copy of the stenographer's notes
Accused's Failure to Testify in his of the defendant's testimony on the

own behalf at the preliminary in- former trial was held competent, but
vestigation. Boyd v. State (Miss.), not as a confession, and therefore not
36 So. 525. The return of the ex- objectionable on that ground. See
amining magistrate, that the defend- article " Former Testimony/' Vol. V.

Vol. VI
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dence is not admissible to rebut tbe effect of statements made by

the prosecuting attorney durin,q- the course of the trial.
^°

5. Evidence Showing Higher Grade or Degree Than That Charged.

Where the evidence offered tends to prove the crime charged, it is

not inadmissible because it proves a more heinous offense.-" Thus
on a charge of manslaughter,-'' or murder in the second degree, evi-

dence showing a higher grade or degree-* of homicide is not neces-

sarily inadmissible.

6. Nature and Circumstances of Act, and Surrounding Conditions.

A. Generally. — Evidence as to the circumstances and conditions

under which the crime was committed is admissible, although it has

no tendency to connect the defendant with the crime,-" or though
it shows him guilty of other crimes.^*'

B. The Condition of the Deceased's Body and clothing when
discovered may always be shown as part of the res gestae, and as

25. Poole V. State (Tex. Crim.),
76 S. W. 565.

26. State v. Munco, 12 La. Ann.
625. in which the crime charged was
assault with intent to murder. Evi-
dence that the defendant shot and
wounded the prosecuting witness was
held not incompetent because prov-
ing the more aggravated offense of
shooting with intent to commit mur-
der.

27. On Charge of Manslaughter.
Although the defendant is only
charged with manslaughter, evidence
of his previous threats against the

deceased is not inadmissible because
tending to prove him guilty of mur-
der, the state being entitled to de-

velop all the facts connected with the

case. Turner v. State (Tex. Crim.),

51 S. W. 366. But see Com. v. Mat-
thews, 89 Ky. 287, 12 S. W. 333.

Where, however, the accused is

charged with manslaughter without a

design to effect death, evidence of

previous misconduct toward and as-

saults upon the deceased is irrelevant

because neither malice nor intention

is an issue. Albrich v. State, 6 Wis.

74-

28. Where a conviction for mur-
der in the second degree is reversed

and a new trial ordered, evidence

showing express malice is admissible

on such new trial, not to prove de-

fendant guilty of murder in the first

degree, but to show that the crime
was greater than manslaughter. Mc-
Laughlin V. State, 10 Tex. App. 340.

29. People v. Knott, 122 Cal. 410,

55 Pac. 154; State v. Gray, 116 Iowa
231, 89 N. W. 987.

" When a person is accused of a
felonious homicide, it is both the
right and the duty of the prosecution
to give evidence of all those sur-

rounding facts and circumstances
which have any bearing upon the

manner of the death, and any tend-

ency to show whether it v/as natural,

accidental, or felonious, and if the

latter, whether the deceased was felo

de se, or died by the hand of an-

other. It is both a right and a duty

to give to the jury, by evidence, as

complete a picture as possible of all

the surroundings; and this irrespect-

ive entirely of any question of sub-

sequently connecting the defendant
with the transaction by other proofs.

Such evidence is a necessary prelimi-

nary to any which shall be offered to

connect any particular person with
the homicide, and the more full and
complete the prosecution make it, the

better do they discharge their duty
to the public, and, if he is innocent,

to the defendant also." Brown v.

People, 17 Mich. 429.

30. On a trial for criminal negli-

gence in causing a boiler explosion
it is competent to show the effect of

the explosion, even though such evi-

dence discloses that it caused the

death of others. People v. Thomp-
son, 122 Mich. 411, 81 N. W. 344.

See infra this article " Other Crimes."
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evidence not only of the manner and cause of death, hut also of the

motives and intent of the perpetrator of the homicidal act/'^

C. Scene of the Homicide. — a. Generally. — The nature, loca-

tion and physical characteristics^^ of the scene of the homicide or

the place where the body of the deceased was found and its immedi-

ate vicinity,^^ as well as the purposes for which it is used^* and

its condition immediately subsequent to the homicide,^^ may all be

shown as part of the history of the transaction, and to assist the

court and jury in understanding the testimony.

b. Photographs and Diagrams. — For this purpose photographs^®

and maps or diagrams-''^ of the scene are admissible when shown to be

31. State V. Deschamps, 42 La.
Ann. 567, 7 So. 703, 21 Am. St. Rep.

392; Washington v. State (Tex.
Crim.), 51 S. W. 368; Brown t;. Peo-
ple, 17 Mich. 429; People v. Majors,

65 Cal. 138, 3 Pac. 597, 52 Am. Rep.

29s ; Washington v. State (Tex.
Crim.), 79 S. W. 811.

Evidence that one of the deceased's

pockets containing a purse with some
change in it was partly turned in-

side out was held properly admitted
because showing the condition of the

body after the homicide. People v.

Gleason, 127 Cal. 323, 59 Pac. 592.

The fact that the body of the de-

ceased indicated the commission of

a rape is a competent circumstance in

proof of motive. Robinson v. State,

114 Ga. 56, 39 S. E. 862.

Evidence as to the presence of sand
in the mouth, nostrils and windpipe
of the deceased person when found
in a river is competent as describing

the condition of the body when dis-

covered. Com. V. Holmes, 157 Mass.

233, 32 N. E. 6, 34 Am. St. Rep. 270.

32. State v. Asbell, 57 Kan. 398,

46 Pac. 270; Caw V. People, 3 Neb.

357; Maxwell v. State, 129 Ala. 48,

29 So. 981 ; Howard v. Com., 24 Ky.
L. Rep. 950, 70 S. W. 295.

The condition and contents of the
building where the crime was com-
mitted may be shown. State v. Gar-
rington, 11 S. D. 178, 76 N. W. 326.

33. Lillie v. State (Neb.), 100' N.
W. 316.

34. Maxwell v. State, 129 Ala. 48,

29 So. 981.

The Fact That the Homicide Oc-
curred in a Bawdy House may be
shown because it tends to explain the

acts and declarations of the parties

and the conditions under which the

Vol. VI

homicide occurred. Gibson v. State,

23 Tex. App. 414, 5 S. W. 314; Cook
V. State, 22 Tex. App. 511, 3 S. W.
749-

35. Baines v. State, 43 Tex. Crim.

490, 66 S. W. 847.

Cartridge Shells found on the

scene of the homicide shortly after

the tragedy are admissible as part

of the history of the case, although
not tending to connect the defendant
with the crime. State v. Gray, 116

Iowa 231, 89 N. W. 987.

The finding of empty cartridges

near the scene of the homicide a

week subsequent thereto was held ad-
missible in connection with the find-

ing of the empty frame of a revolver,

as tending to show that the homicide
was committed with a pistol. State

V. Tettaton, 159 Mo. 354, 60 S. W.
743-

36. Paulson v. State (Wis.), 94
N. W. 771 ; People v. Fish, 125 N.
Y. 136, 26 N. E. 319; People v. Phe-
lan, 123 Cal. 551, 56 Pac. 424; Keyes
V. State, 122 Ind. 527, 23 N. E. 1097

;

(citing People z'. Buddensieck, 103
N. Y. 487, 9 N. E. 44, 57 Am. Rep.

766) ; Cowley v. People, 83 N. Y.

464; Blair v. Pelham, 118 Mass. 420;
Udderzook zf. Com., 76 Pa. St. 340;
Reddin v. Gates, 52 Iowa 210. See
more fully the article " Photo-
graphs."

37. Alabama. — Fuller v. State,
1 17 Ala. 36, 24 So. 688; Burton v.

State, 107 Ala. 108, 18 So. 240; s. c.

115 Ala. I, 22 So. 585.
Florida. — Rawlins v. State, 40

Fla. 155. 24 So. 65.

Kentucky. — Com. v. Hourigan, 89
Ky. 305, 12 S. W. 550.

Minnesota. — State z'. Lawlor, 28
Minn. 216, 9 N. W. 698.
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correct representations, and also sketches.^" A witness may illustrate

his testimony by arranging ol^jects in the courtroom to represent

•those at the scene of the homicide.''" It is no objection to photo-

graphs that they show persons arranged in the positions alleged to

have been occui)ied by the i)artics to the homicide at the time of its

occurrence*"

D. Business or Occupation of Parties. — The business or

occupation of the defendant at the time of the homicide is a proper

subject of inquiry as a preliminary fact assisting in a better under-

standing of the casC*^ It is not error to admit evidence of the

North Carolina. — State v. Wilcox,
132 N. C. 1 120, 44 S. E. 625.

Texas. — Rodriques v. State, 32
Tex. Crim. 259, 22 S. W. 978; Smith
V. State, 21 Te.x. App. 277, 17 S. VV.

471.
A rough diagram by a witness who

arrived at tlie scene of the homicide
a few minutes after its commission,
indicating the position of the sur-

rounding objects, was held properly
used for purposes of illustration, al-

though the position of such objects

might have been changed before the
arrival of the witness. People v.

Shears, 133 Cal. 154, 65 Pac. 295.

A Plat or Diagram Made by the
Deceased to represent the scene of the

lioniicide, for the purpose of illus-

trating his dying declaration, is ad-
missible when shown to be correct.

Grub!) V. State, 43 Tex. Crim. 72, 63
S. W. 314.

The Fact That Portions of the
Diagram Are in Red Ink will not

serve to exclude it on the ground
that it was " suggestive of the bloody
deed and calculated to inflame the

minds of the jury." Moon v. State,

68 Ga. 687.

Diagram Showing the Position of

the Different Articles of Furniture

in the room where the homicide oc-

curred was held admissible. People
V. Fitzgerald, 138 Cal. 39, 70 Pac.

1014.

Positions of Objects Marked on
Hearsay Information. — A diagram
of the scene of the homicide, with

the positions of the parties marked
thereon, is competent, although the

marks were made by the draughts-
man, not upon his own knowledge,
but from information given to him
by eye-witnesses. State v. Shaw, 73
Vt. 149, 50 Atl. 863.

39

Where Loaded With Explanatory
Matter in the nature <if hearsay, hcid
properly excluded. Leonard z\ Ter-
ritory, 2 Wash. Ter. 381, 7 Pac. 872.
Correctness a Question for the

Court. — Ortiz v. State, 30 Fla. 256,

11 So. 611.

The fact that witnesses for the de-

fendant denied the correctness of
such a diagram will not render it in-

admissible. Moon V. State, 68 Ga.

687.

Taking Map Into Jury Room.
See Campbell f. State, 23 Ala. 44;
Burton z: State, 115 Ala. i, 22 So.

585, and see more fully the article
" Exhibits."

38. People v. Johnson, 140 N. Y.

350, 35 N. E. 604.

89. Blair v. State, 69 Ark. 558, 64
S. W. 948.

40. State V. O'Reilly, 126 Mo. .'597,

29 S. W. K77; State V. Kelley, 46 S.

C. 55. 24 S. E. 60; Shaw f. State, 83
Ga. 92, 9 S. E. 768; People v. Cran-
dall, 125 Cal. 129, 57 Pac. 785; People
V. Jackson, iii N. Y. 362, 19 N. E.

54-

But in Fore v. State, 75 Miss. 727,

23 So. 710, photographs taken by the

state's chief witness after the homi-
cide, in which persons were arranged
to illustrate the position of the par-

ties and the condition of things at

the time of the homicide, as testified

to by such witness, were held inad-

missible as not being mere photo-
graphs of the .scene of the homicide
but representations of tableau vivants,

made for the purpose of representing
situations testified to by a particular

witness, and whose account was at

variance with that of other witnesses.

41. O'Brien v. Com., 89 Ky. 354,
12 S. W. 471 ; State v. Mollchen, 53
Iowa 310, 5 N. W. 186.
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occupation of the deceased.'*- Tlie defendant, however, is not

entitled to show the business of the deceased except when such fact

would reasonably tend to explain his own conduct.**''

E. Haiuts of DKCRASKn. — It is competent to prove any habits

of the deceased which tend to show the manner in which the

homicide occurred where this fact is in doubt,*** or to explain any

seeming peculiarity in the circumstances leading up to the fatal act.*°

F. The: Whereabouts of the Accused at about the time of the

homicide or shortly before and after may be shown, although this

evidence does not of itself tend to establish his guilt.*®

G. Res Gestae. — a. Generally. — All of the acts, declarations

and circumstances formiiig part of the res gestae are admissible in

accordance with the rules governing this class of evidence.*^

b. Acts and Circumstances. — (1.) Generally. — The res gestae

includes not only the facts and circumstances immediately attending

the homicidal act, but also those preceding and following the act,

if they form part of one continuous transaction.*^

(2.) Previous to Fatal Act— (A.) The Previous Quarrel or Difficulty

42. Evidence that the deceased
was a deputy sheriff, though not ma-
terial, was held not incompetent, on
the ground that " it is always admis-
sible to prove the calling or occupa-
tion of one whose conduct is made
the subject of judicial inquiry or in-

vestigation." Harris v. Com., 25 Ky.
L. Rep. 297, 74 S. W. 1044.

43. The Business or Occupation of

the Deceased cannot be inquired into

by the defendant where the homi-
cide occurred during the defense, by
the former, of her domicile against

the latter. State v. Kennade, 121 Mo.
405, 26 S. W. 347.

44. Where deceased was killed at

night while passing along a certain

street, evidence of his habit in travel-

ing that street alone at night after the

close of his business was held prop-
erly admitted without showing that

defendant had knowledge of the

habit, the evidence being competent
to show that the killing was by
means of lying in wait. People v.

Knott, 122 Cal. 410, 55 Pac. 154.

45. Where the defendant, a negro,

killed the deceased, a white man,
during a game of cards between
them, evidence that the deceased had
,the reputation of gambling with
negroes was held competent as tend-

ing to show how the card game came
to be played. Rogers v. State, 44
Tex. Crim. 350, 71 S. W. 18.

Vol. VI

46. Moore v. State, 2 Ohio St.

500; Rains v. State, 88 Ala. 91, 7 So.

315. See also Wrage v. State (Tex.
Crim.), 60 S. W. 55.

Where the crime was discovered
about eight hours after the deceased
was last seen alive, evidence as to the

defendant's whereabouts during this

period was held competent, although
perfectly consistent with innocence.
" It was certainly competent and rele-

vant to show the defendant's where-
abouts and conduct at any time dur-
ing this period." State v. Garring-
ton, II S. D. 178, 76 N.W. 326.

The Fact That Defendant Visited

a House of Prostitution during the

evening shortly previous to the homi-
cide was held properly admitted, it

being competent to show the acts

and conduct of the defendant im-
mediately previous to the fatal en-

counter. State V. Gainor, 84 Iowa
209, 50 N. W. 947.

47. See article "Res Gestae."

48. Alabama.— Bailey v. State,

133 Ala. 15s, 32 So. 57; Wood 7/.

State, 128 Ala. 27, 29 So. 557, 86
Am. St. Rep. 71 ; Maxwell v. State,

129 Ala. 48, 29 So. 981 ; Armor z:

State, 63 Ala. 173; Wesley v. State,

52 Ala. 182.

Georgia. — Doyal v. State, 70 Ga.

134; Stiles V. State, 57 Ga. 183;

Johnson v. State, 88 Ga. 203, 14 S. E.

208.
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Between the Parties which culminates directly in the homicide with-

out any break in the continuation of the action forms part of the

res gestae, and all the relevant and material circumstances and par-

ticulars thereof may be shown.*®

(B.) Difficulties With Third Persons. — The difficulties between
the defendant and third persons immediately preceding the homi-
cidal act or assault, which are the cause or occasion of the fatal

Indiana. — Starr v. State, i6o Ind.

66i, 67 N. E. 527.

Michigan. — Patten v. People, 18

Mich. 314, 100 Am. Dec. 173; Maher
V. People, 10 Mich. 212, 81 Am. Dec.

Montana. — State v. Tighe, 27
Mont. 322, 71 Pac. 3.

IVashington. — State f. Payne, lO

Wash. 545, 39 Pac. 157.
" In proving the homicide it was

competent to show, in connection with
the killing, all of the attendant cir-

cumstances, who were present, what
was said and done, and every other
fact connected with the transaction,

and so related as to form a part of

the res gestae. So, too, any chain of

facts or circumstances continuous in

their nature, leading up to and
eventuating in the homicide. ' It

may be said generally that all parts

of one continuous transaction, though
not shown to have had any immedi-
ate connection with the offense — the

culmination of all the circumstances

and facts proximate to the consum-
mation of the crime, which tend to

shed light on the main inquiry— are

admissible.' " Collins v. State, 138
Ala. 57, 34 So. 993.

The violent and turbulent conduct
of the defendant immediately previ-

ous to the homicide, although not in

the immediate presence of the de-

ceased, who was killed by the de-

fendant shortly after, while attempt-

ing to arrest him, held admissible as

part of the res gestae. Hardin v.

State, 40 Tex. Crim. 208, 49 S. W.
607.

In Dukes v. State, 11 Ind. 557,

testimony as to the defendant's
" appearance, manner and condi-

tion of mind as indicating alarm
or otherwise, and the efforts made by
him to sound an alarm " immedi-
ately after the shooting, was held

improperly excluded, on the ground
that these facts constituted part of

the res gestae.

A letter which the deceased de-
clared was the cause of her leaving
for another place, where two days
later she was found dead, was held
admissible as part of the res gestae.

Cluverius v. Com., 81 Va. 787.

49. Alabama. — Stitt v. State, 91
Ala. 10, 8 So. 669, 24 Am. St. Rep.
853.

California. — People v. Hecker, 109
Cal. 451, 42 Pac. 307, 30 L. R. A. 403.

Georgia. — Robinson v. State, 118
Ga. 198, 44 S. E. 985.
Kentucky. — Burton v. Com., 22

Ky. L. Rep. 1 31 5, 60 S. W. 526;
Shotwell V. Com., 23 Ky. L. Rep.

1649, 65 S. W. 820.

Louisiana. — State v. Donelon^ 45
La. Ann. 744, 12 So. 922.

Missouri. — State v. Kennade, 121

Mo. 405, 26 S. W. 347.
Texas. — Stanley v. State (Tex.

Crim.), 44 S. W. 519.

The details of a difficulty an hour
previous to the homicide, held part

of the res gestae. State z'. Bone, 114
Iowa 537j 87 N. W. 507.

Two Hours Previous Poindex-
ter V. Com., 33 Gratt. (Va.) 766.

Where the homicide was committed
during a frolic, in which there were
dancing and drinking, all of the oc-

currences of the evening were held to

constitute one continuous transaction.

Jordan v. State, 81 Ala. 20, i So. 577.

The intoxicated condition of the

defendant, his exhibition and firing

of his pistol, and the insulting and
threatening remarks made by him at

a dance from ten to thirty minutes
prior to the killing, were held admis-
sible as part of the res gestae, since

such conduct led up to and caused
the fatal difficulty with the deceased,

and also indicated his general malice

and purpose to injure or kill some
one. Hutsell f. Com., 25 Ky. L.

Rep. 262, 75 S. W. 225. See also

Whittaker v. Com., 13 Ky. L. Rep.

504, 17 S. W. 358.

Vol. VI
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difficulty, form part of the res i^csfac,^'' but they must be immediately

couucctcd in some way with the homicide and tend to explain it.'"

(3.) Subsequent. — The circumstances immediately following the

fatal act and constituting a direct continuation of the transaction are

competent as part of the res gestae.^"^

(4.) Independent Criminal Acts.— The acts of the defendant when
forming part of the res gestae are competent evidence, although they

amount to independent crimes. Thus it is competent to show his

assault upon or killing of a third person immediately preceding or

In Cox V. State, 64 Ga. 374, the

defendant and deceased mutually
agreed to arm themselves and return

to fight out their quarrel, but the de-

ceased reconsidered his intention and
failed to keep the appointment.

Within forty-five minutes the parties

met on the street, and in the fight

with the weapons which they had pre-

pared the deceased was killed. Evi-

dence as to all the acts and declara-

tions of the parties between their first

meeting and the homicide was ad-

mitted as part of the res gestae, in-

cluding the deceased's statement that

the defendant was " hounding " him
and hunting him to kill him.

In Whilden v. State, 25 Ga. 396,

evidence as to a fight between the

defendant and the deceased a half

hour previous to the one in which
the latter was killed, was held inad-

missible, it appearing that the parties

had been separated and that the de-

ceased at the time of the second at-

tack was undergoing an examination
as to his wounds. See also State v.

Hudspeth, 159 Mo. 178, 60 S. W.
136.
Six Hours Previous The de-

tails of a difticulty between the de-

fendant and the deceased on the day
of the homicide and six hours pre-

vious thereto were held admissible

on behalf of the defendant as part of

the res gestae. State v. Nelson, 166

Mo. 191^ 65 S. W. 749.

Difficulty on Preceding Day In
Patten v. People, 18 Mich. 314, 100

Am. Dec. 173, the homicide occurred
during the defendant's attempt to dis-

perse a riotous body assembled about
his house at night. It was held com-
petent for the defendant to show as

part of the res gestae that a similar

gathering had occurred on the pre-

vious night and that after being dis-

persed they declared their purpose of

Vol. VI

getting together a crowd for the fol-

lowing night which would stand its

ground. " All the proceedings and
objects of both assemblages, the

provocation thereby to the defendant

and his action in opposition to them,

constituted, together, one entire

transaction, or the res gestae."

The testimony of a witness as to

the discussion or dispute between the

defendant and the deceased which
led to the homicide is not incompe-
tent because he failed to hear all that

was said. State v. Daniels, 49 La.

Ann. 954, 22 So. 415.

50. Bowers v. State (Wis.), 99 N.
W. 447-
Where the prosecuting witness, on

a charge of assault with intent to

commit murder, was assaulted during
his attempt to protect a third person
from the violence of the defendant,

the previous difficulty between the

defendant and such third person on
the same day, which was the cause

of his attempted violence, was held

admissible as part of the res gestae.

Thomas v. State, 44 Tex. Crim. 344,

72 S. W. 178.

51. Joyce v. Com., 78 Va. 287.

But see Havens v. Com. (Ky.), 82

S. W. 369.

52. Beckham v. State (Tex.

Crim.), 69 S. W. 534; Collier v.

State, 39 Ga. 31.

The defendant's act immediately
after the homicide in running up to

and approaching ofificer and request-

ing his protection was held compe-
tent as part of the res gestae tend-

ing to show his state of mind at

the time of the homicide. Nelson v.

State (Tex. Crim.), 58 S. W. 107.

The Pursuit and Capture of the

Defendant, and all the incidents

thereof occurring immediately after

the injury to the deceased, are admis-
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followinp^ his fatal assault upon the deceased, and forming part of

a continuous transaction.'^''

(5.) The Acts of Third Persons forming part of the homicidal act

or of the continuous transaction culminating therein are admissible

as part of the res gestae^* Such acts, however, must tend to explain

the conduct and motives of the parties to the homicide.^' The spon-

taneous acts of persons not participants may be competent when
contemporaneous with the main fact.^''

(6.) Absence of Defendant.— It is not material that the facts occur-

red during the absence of the defendant and before he became a
participant, if they form part of one continuous transaction. '^^

c. Declarations. — To be competent as part of the res gestae,

declarations, whether of the parties to the act or of third persons,

sible as part of the res gestae. State
i: Phillips, Ii8 Iowa 66o, 92 N. W.
876.

53. Alabama. — Seams v. State,

84 Ala. 410, 4 So. 521 ; Horn v.

State, 102 Ala. 144, 15 So. 278.

Florida. — OVwer v. State, 38 Fla.

46, 20 So. 803; Killins v. State, 28
Fla. 313, 9 So. 711.

lozva. — State v. Gainor, 84 Iowa
209, 50 N. W. 947.

Kentucky. — Shotwell v. Com., 23
Ky. L. Rep. 1649, 65 S. W. 820.

Louisiana. — State v. Desrochcs,

48 La. Ann. 428, 19 So. 250; State

V. Robinson, 112 La. 939, 36 So. 811.

Texas. — Alvarez v. State (Te.x.

Crim.). s8 S. W. 1013; Bibby v.

State (Tex. Crim.), 65 S. W. 193;
Powell V. State (Tex. Crim.), 59 S.

W. 1 1 14; Wilkerson v. State, 31 Tex.
Crim. 86, 19 S. W. 903.

I'irgiiiia. — Reed v. Com., 98 Va.

817, 36 S. E. 399-

See infra this article, " Other
Crimes— Part of One Continuous
Transaction."

The defendant's attack on the de-

ceased's companion just previous to

the homicide is admissible as part of

the transaction explaining the de-

fendant's motives and malice. Reese
V. State, 7 Ga. 373.

Where defendant was charged with
murderir.!^ the deceased at a particu-

lar place for the purpose of robbery
it was held competent for the state

to show, as part of the res gestae and
on the question of identity and mo-
tive, that a few minutes after the
killing charged two persons, one of
whom was the defendant, assaulted

and shot three other persons at the

same locality. Leeper & Powell i>.

State, 29 Tex. App. 63, 14 S. W.
398.

An assault upon persons who at-

tempt to arrest the defendant imme-
diately after the homicide is admis-
sible as part of the res gestae, and
as evidence of an attempt to escape.

State v. Vinso, 171 Mo. 576, 71 S.

W. 1034; State V. Ramsey, 82 Mo.
133; State V. Sanders, 76 Mo. 35.

Testimony of the assaulted person
that he was robbed during the course
of the assault is admissible as part of
the res gestae. Richards v. State, 34
Tex. Crim. 277, 30 S. \V. 229.

54. Ross 7'. State. 62 Ala. 224;
People V. Chin Bing Quong, 79 Cal.

553, 21 Pac. 951 ; Blount v. State, 49
Ala. 381.

An Assault by Defendant's Com-
panion Upon Another Person at tlie

same time that defendant killed the

deceased is admissible as part of the

res gestae. Dudley ?'. State, 40 Tex.
Crim. 31, 48 S. W. 179.

55. Whitaker v. State, 106 Ala.

30, 17 So. 456.

56. The Acts of the Deceased's
Parents, and tbcir manifestations of

grief immediately after the homi-
cide and at the scene thereof, are ad-
missible as part of the res gestae.

Goodal i: State (Tex. Crim.), 47
s. w. 359.

57. :\IcMahon r. Slate. 16 Te.x.

App. 357-
Whore deceased was killed in a

difficulty between two gangs of men
it was held competent to show the

circumstances of the difficulty, al-
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must be a part of the homicidal act or of the circumstances immedi-

ately attending the act.^*

(1.) Length of Time Intervening Between the Act and Declaration.

While some courts strictly limit the application of the doctrine of

res gestae to those statements made during the immediate continu-

ance of the main fact,^" the great majority have adopted a more

liberal policy.^" It is sometimes said that the declaration to be of

the res gestae must be " contemporaneous""^ with the act. This is

explained, however, to mean not exact concurrence in point of time,

but merely such nearness as to make it reasonably certain that the

declaration was spontaneous.®^

though they occurred before defend-

ant arrived on the scene or took part

in the matter. Bowlin v. Com.j 17

Ky. L. Rep. 1319, 34 S. W. 709-

58. State v. Perioux, 107 La. 601,

31 So. 1016; State V. Epstein (R. I.),

55 Atl. 204. See articles " Dec-

LARATIONS/' " RES GeSTAE."

59. Reg. V. Bedingfield, 14 Cox
C. C. 341; Lloyd v. State, 70 Miss.

251, II So. 689. See also Dean v.

State, 105 Ala. 21, 17 So. 28.
" If made after the termination of

the act to which they refer they are

merely narratives of a past transac-

tion, whether made within a minute

or an hour afterward." People v.

Ah Lee, 60 Cal. 85.

In Mayes v. State, 64 Miss. 329,

the deceased's statement five minutes

after the fatal blow had been in-

flicted, as to who stabbed him, was
held incompetent as not coming with-

in the res gestae. " It is not enough
that the statement will throw light

upon the transaction under investi-

gation, nor that it was made so soon

after the occurrence as to exclude

the presumption that it has been fab-

ricated, nor that it was made under
such circumstances as to compel the

conviction of its truth ; the true in-

quiry, according to all the authori-

ties, is whether the declaration is a

verbal act, illustrating, explaining or
interpreting other parts of the trans-

action of which it is itself a part, or
is merely a history or a part of a

history of a completed past affair."

Deceased's declaration as to who
shot her, made to a policeman who
had run a distance of one hundred
and forty yards after hearing the

shot, was held inadmissible because
not part of the res gestae. People

Vol. VI

V. Wong Ark, 96 Cal. 125, 30 Pac.

1 1 15, disapproving Com. v. McPike,
3 Cush. (Mass.) 181, 50 Am. Dec.

727, and overruling People v. Ver-
non, 35 Cal. 49, 95 Am. Dec. 49.

60. See the discussion following.

61. Kennedy v. State, 85 Ala. 326,

5 So. 300; Bliss v. State, 117 Wis.

596, 94 N. W. 325.

62. State v. McDaniel (S. C),
47 S. E. 384; Ford V. State (Tex.
Crim.), 50 S. W. 350; State v. Ar-
nold, 47 S. C. 9. 24 S. E. 926, 58
Am. St. Rep. 867; Craig v. State, 30
Tex. App. 619, 18 S. W. 297;
]\Iitchum V. State, 11 Ga. 615; Mc-
Kinney v. State, 40 Tex. Crim. 372,

50 S. W. 708; State V. Hudspeth, 159
Mo. 178, 60 S. W. 136.

Time Intervening Not Controlling.
" Time intervening between the trans-

action or act and the declaration in

reference thereto is to be considered,

but is not of itself controlling. It

is said in State ?'. Garrand, 5 Or.

216 :
' To make declarations a part

of the res gestae, they must be con-

temporaneous with the main fact;

but, in order to be contemporaneous,
they are not required to be precisely

concurrent in time. If the declara-

tions spring out of the transaction,

if they elucidate it, if they are vol-

untary and spontaneous, and if they

are made at a time so near to it as

reasonably to preclude the idea of

deliberate design, they are then to

be regarded as contemporaneous.'
This is the rule stated by Judge Nis-

bet for the court in the well-consid-

ered case of Mitchum v. State, 11 Ga.

615. The tendency of the courts

seems to be in favor of applying the

liberal rule on this subject; and as

held by the supreme court of the
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No General Rule can be laid down as to the len<]^th of interveninj^

time which will render the declaration incompetent, but each case

must of necessity be governed by its own circumstances."^

When Time Intervening Not Shown. — When the time intervening

between the homicide and the defendant's statement does not appear,

such statement cannot be admitted as res gestae.'^*

(2.) Previous to Homicidal Act. — Declarations or statements made
by the participants in the quarrel or events leading up to the final

act of homicide are competent as part of the res gestae, if the acts

which they accompany and explain form part of one single trans-

action continuing without a break down to the homicidal act, and
if the declarations otherwise conform to the rules governing res

gcstac.^^

United States in Insurance Co. v.

Mosley. 8 Wall. 397 :

' Though gen-
erally the declarations must be con-
temporaneous with the event, yet,

where there are connecting circum-
stances, they may, even when made
some time afterward, form a part

of the whole res gestae.' Each case

must, of course, depend upon its

facts, and the trial court must exer-

cise a sound discretion in determin-

ing whether the facts bring the of-

fered evidence within the rule."

Lambright v. State, 34 Fla. 564, 16

So. 582. To the same effect State v.

Molisse. 38 La. Ann. 381.

63. State v. McDaniel (S. C),
47 S. E. 384; Lambright v. State, 34
Fla. 564, 16 So. 582; State v. Mo-
lisse, 38 La. Ann. 381 ; Com. v.

Werntz, 161 Pa. St. 591, 29 Atl. 272;
People V. Wong Ark, 96 Cal. 125,

30 Pac. 1 1 15; State v. Porter, 34
Iowa 131 ; Mayes v. State, 64 Miss.

329-

64. Cahn v. State, 27 Tex. App.

709; II S. W. 723; State V. Pugh,
16 Mont. 343, 40 Pac. 861 ; Territory

V. Armijo, 7 N. M. 428, 2,7 Pac. 1113.

See State v. Christian, 66 Mo. 138.

Threats " Recently " Made. — In

order that threats should be part of

the res gestae something more must
be shown than that they were made
"recently." State v. Thomas, in La.

804, 35 So. 914.

65. Alabama. — Wesley v. State,

52 Ala. 182; Armor v. State, 63 Ala.

173-

Georgia. — Cox v. State, 64 Ga.

374-
Indiana. — Wood z'. State, 92 Ind.

269.

Kentucky. — Ferrel v. Com., 15 Ky.
L. Rep. 321, 23 S. W. 344.

Michigan. — Patten v. People, 18

Mich. 314, 100 Am. Dec. 173.

Missouri. — Stale v. Hoffman, 78
Mo. 256.

Texas. — Stanley v. State (Tex.
Crim.), 44 S. W. 519, where the dif-

ficulty occurred twenty minutes be-

fore the killing.

In Wiseman v. State, 32 Tex.
Crim. 454, 24 S. W. 413, where it

appeared that defendant, charged
with intent to murder one S., had
been struck by S. during the course
of a dance because of insulting lan-

guage concerning the latter's sister,

evidence of similar insulting lan-

guage previously used by the defend-

ant during the course of the dance
toward another young lady was held

properly admitted as part of the res

gestae tending to show that the de-

fendant was " fatally bent on mis-
chief." See also Elmore z: State

(Tex. Crim.), 78 S. W. 520.

Where defendant upon being in-

sulted by the deceased immediately
went after his gun, and upon return-

ing killed the latter, his declaration

that " he did not intend to kill de-

ceased, but he could not insult him,"
made as he started home for his

gun, was held admissible as part of

the res gestae. Roller z: State, 36
Tex. Crim. 496, 38 S. W. 44.

The statements and acts of the

parties while engaged in the trans-

action which was the initial step mi

the intended murder are competent

as part of the res gestae, although

having no apparent significance.

Vol. VT
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(3.) While Wounded and Suifering.— The fact that the statement

was made while the speaker was suffering severely from wounds
received during- the difficulty may lengthen the time during which

such statement may be considered part of the res gestae, both in

the case of the deceased or assaulted person"® and the accused."''

(4.) Of Deceased or Injured Person (A.) Generai^ly. — While decla-

rations of the deceased or injured person either before or after the

homicidal act may be competent as res gestae in accordance with the

rules elsewhere stated, the cases applying these principles are not

harmonious. His statements made during the continuance"^ of the

homicidal act are competent, and also those immediately preceding"®

State V. Lucey, 24 Mont. 295, 61

Pac. 994.

The Prosecuting Witness' Declara-
tions to his wife concerning the as-

sault, made as soon as he met her
after walking rapidly home from the

scene of the homicide, a distance of

a mile and a quarter, made while he
was wounded, bleeding and suffering,

were held to be part of the res ges-

tae. Moore v. State, 31 Tex. Crim.

234, 20 S. W. 563.

66. State v. Martin, 124 Mo. 514,

28 S. W. 12; Lewis V. State, 29
Tex. App. 201, 15 S. W. 642, 25
Am. St. Rep. 720. See also State v.

Kuhn, 117 Iowa 216, 90 N. W. 723-

An Hour Subsequent. — The dec-

larations of the deceased in response
to questions as to how he received

the burns which subsequently caused
his death were held admissible as

part of the res gestae, although made
over an hour after his injuries were
received, on the ground that his in-

tense suffering had not abated ; but
similar declarations in response to

leading questions made an hour after

the first were held incompetent, al-

though his suffering still continued.

Chapman v. State, 43 Tex. Crim.

328, 65 S. W. 1098.

67. In Craig v. State, 30 Tex.
App. 619, 18 S. W. 297. the defend-
ant's version of the difficulty, made
to his mother ten minutes after the
homicide, and after he had ridden
from the scene thereof to his father's

house about a mile away, and while
he was covered with blood from a

severe wound in the head, which was
still bleeding profusely, and while he
was weak, sick and nauseated and
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complaining of his wound, was held

competent as part of the res gestae.

68. State v. Henderson, 24 Or.

100, 32 Pac. 1030; Crookham v.

State, 5 W. Va. 510; Wilson v. Peo-
ple, 94 111. 299.

69. Immediately Preceding the
ratal Shooting. — Trulock v. State

(Ark.), 69 S. W. 677.

Identifying Assailant Cox v.

State, 8 Tex. App. 254, 34 Am. Rep.

746; Dickson v. State, 39 Ohio St.

73-

Declarations of deceased immedi-
ately preceding the homicide as to

the proximity of the defendant, and
the deceased's fear of being shot,

held properly admitted as res gestae.

Means v. State, 10 Tex. App. 16, 38
Am. Rep. 640.

Where the defendant had quarreled
with the deceased and gone away for

a weapon, the declarations of the de-
ceased and his companions, " there he
comes with a gun," made as they
saw defendant approaching immedi-
ately previous to the homicide, were
held properly admitted as part of
the res gestae. State v. Biggerstaff,

17 Mont. 510, 43 Pac. 709.

Need Not Be Part of the Act.

In Washington v. State, 19 Tex. App.
521, 53 Am. Rep. 387, the deceased's
declaration that he had just seen the
defendant <Toing in a certain direc-

tion with a gun over his shoulder,

was held admissible as part of the
res gestae, although made in the de-
fendant's absence three or four min-
utes previous to the homicide, which
no third person witnessed, and not
forming a part of any difficulty be-
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and following'" such act. A statement has been excluded made
two minutes^^ after the homicide, and on the other hand one

made over an hour'^^ after the homicidal act has been held compe-
tent as part of the res gestae. Between these extremes^^ are many
cases in which such statements have been either admitted or

excluded, depending- upon the other facts and circumstances, and
the strictness or liberality of the court in applying the general

tween the parties nor made in antici-

pation of one.

In Thomas v. State, 67 Ga. 460,

where it appeared that the defendant
and the deceased, his wife, had quar-
reled about the former's attentions to

another woman, the deceased's dec-

laration on the night of the homicide
as she left her house, " There are two
persons down the alley; 1 think it

is H. [the defendant] and his sweet-

heart; I will go and see," was held
admissible as part of the res gestae,

the deceased being found murdereil

near where she expected to find the

defendant.

Fifteen Minutes Previons The
deceased's declaration, made fifteen

minutes previous to the homicide, of

his intention of using upon defend-

ant weapons he was then procuring,

is not competent as res gestae. State
7'. Gregor, 21 La. Ann. 473.

In Com. V. Crowley. 165 Mass.

569, 43 N. E. 509, a statement of the

defendant made as he was let out of

the saloon by a back door, immedi-
ately after the quarrel with the de-

ceased which led to the fatal affray

twenty minutes later, was held com-
petent as part of the res gestae tend-
ing to show his fear of being as-

saulted and injured by the deceased.

70. Alabama. — Steyens v. State,

138 Ala. 71, 35 So. 122.

Georgia. — Monday v. State, 32 Ga.

672, 79 Am. Rep. 314; Bums v.

State, 61 Ga. 192; Von Pollnitz r.

State, 92 Ga. 16, 18 S. E. 301, 44
Am. St. Ren. 72.

lotca. — State z'. Porter, 34 Iowa
131.

Louisiana. — State 7'. Euzebe, 42
La. Ann. 727. 7 So. 784.

Massachusetts. — Com. v. McPike,
3 Cush. i8t. 50 Am. Dec. 727.

Pennsylvania. — Com. v. Van
Horn. i'88 Pa. St. 143. 41 Atl. 469.

Rhode Island. — State v. Epstein,

55 Atl. 204.

Texas. — Warren 7'. State, 9 Tex.
App. 619, 35 Am. Rep. 745 ; Black v.

State, 8 Tex. App. 329.

Utah. — People v. Callaghan, 4
Utah 49, 6 Pac. 49.

IVisconsin. — Bliss v. State, 94 N.
W. 325,

71. Deceased's Declaration Two
Minutes After the homicide, but in

the defendant's absence and after de-

ceased had left the .scene of the homi-
cide, was held improperly admitted
as part of the res gestae because too

long a period of time had elapsed

and because the defendant was not
present. State v. Carlton, 48 Vt. 636.

72. State v. Hudspeth, 159 Mo.
178, 60 S. W. 136; Chapman v.

State, 43 Tex. Crim. 328, 65 S. W.
1098.

In Freeman v. State, 40 Tex. Crim.

545, 46 S. W. 641, s. €., 51 S. W.
230, it appeared that deceased had
been removed from the scene of his

injury into his own saloon and had
there fainted. Fifteen minutes after

consciousness had returned and when
a crowd had gathered around he
made a statement as to the circum-
stances of the affray in narrative
form, prefacing it by a statement
as to other matters in no wise con-
nected with the difficult}'. Although
an hour had elapsed since the occur-
rence related by him the declaration

was held admissible as part of the
res gestae. Henderson, J., dissenting.

73. Deceased's statement as to

who killed him, after running about
eighty feet from where he was shot
and into another building, was held
admissible as res gestae. Kirby v.

Com., 77 Va. 681.

In Andrews 7'. Com.. 100 Va. Rot,

40 S. E. 935, the declarations of the

deceased that the defendant had shot
him, made to the witness, who had
been awakened by the shooting and
ran four hundred yards to the scene

Vol. TL
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of the homicide, were held admissible
as part of the res gestae.

Deceased's statement as to who
shot him, made in answer to a ques-
tion by the person who had run to

the scene of the homicide from his

residence a block distant, held prop-
erly admitted. People v. Simpson,
48 Mich. 474.

Two Minutes After. _ Deceased's
statement that defendant shot him
for nothing, made two minutes after

the homicide, is admissible. Drake v.

State, 29 Tex. App. 265, 15 S. W.
725-

Declarations by deceased two or

three minutes after the homicide, and
after he was carried to a drug store

a few feet from where he was shot,

were held properly admitted as part

of the res gestae. Territory v. Davis,

2 Ariz. 50, 10 Pac. 359.

Deceased's statement two minutes
after the shooting, while lying where
he had fallen, made to his wife, to

the effect that if she had not taken

his gun away from him the result

would have been different, held ad-

missible as res gestae. State v. Hud-
speth, 150 Mo. 12, 51 S. W. 483.

Declarations from Three to Five
Minutes after the transaction, made
in the absence of the defendant,

held hearsay and inadmissible. State

V. Pomeroy, 25 Kan. 349. But in Ste-

venson z'. State, 69 Ga. 68, held com-
petent as part of the res gestae.

The deceased's declaration that the

defendant ought to have fought him
fair and ought not to have hit him
with a rock, made a few minutes
after the cessation of the fight, and
after the deceased had entered his

own house, was held properly admit-

ted as part of the res gestae. Dill

V. State, 106 Ga. 683, 32 S. E. 660.

Statements Five Minutes After

Held Competent— State v. Arnold,

47 S. C. 9, 24 S. E. 926, 58 Am. St.

Rep. 867 ; McKinney v. State, 40
Tex. Crim. 372, 50 S. W. 708; Mitch-

ell V. State, 71 Ga. 128; Pierson v.

State, 21 Tex. App. 14, 17 S. W.
468. Contra. — Mayes v. State, 64
Miss. 329.

The deceased's reply to the wit-

ness' question as to who shot him,

that it was defendant, was held ad-

missible as part of the res gestae, al-

though made five or ten minutes after
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the shootine. Farris v. State (Tex.
Grim.), 56 S. W. 336.

The assaulted person's statement
five minutes after the assault and
after he had left the scene thereof, is

not admissible as res gestae. State

V. Noeninger, 108 Mo. 166. 18 S. W.
990.

Ten or Fifteen Minutes After
Held Competent— Smith v. State, 21

Tex. App. 277, 17 S. W. 471; State

z'. Molisse, 38 La. Ann. 381, 58 Am.
Rep. 181.

Deceased's declaration ten or fif-

teen minutes after the assault upon
him as to how he received his in-

juries was held competent as part of

the res gestae, on the ground that it

was made while he was suffering

from his wounds and under such cir-

cumstances as to preclude the idea

of fabrication. State v. ^Murphy, 16

R. I. 528, 17 Atl. 998, disapproving

Reg. V. Bedingfield, 14 Cox C. C.

341.

In State v. Estoup, 39 La. Ann.
219, the deceased's declaration that

the defendant had shot him, made
ten minutes after the fatal difficulty,

and after he had moved away from
the place of the shooting sixty or sev-

enty yards, was held incompetent be-

cause not part of the res gestae.

A Statement Fifteen or Twenty
Minutes After the Homicide Held
Competent. — Benson z'. State, 38
Tex. Crim. 487, 43 S. W. 527 ; Chalk
V. State, 35 Tex. Crim. 116, 32 S. W.
534; Lindsev v. State, 35 Tex. Crim.

164, 32 S. W. 768; Stagner v. State,

9 Tex. App. 440; Irby v. State, 25
Tex. App. 203, 7 S. W. 705.

Contra. — Deceased's declarations,

made fifteen or twenty minutes after

he received his injuries, as to how
he received them, were held incompe-
tent and not part of the res gestae,

although he was at the time suffer-

ing from his wounds and died thirty-

six hours afterward. Estell v.

State, SI N. J. L. 182, 17 Atl. 118.

See also State v. Epstein (R. L), 55
Atl. 204.

Deceased's Statement Thirty Min-
utes After the Homicide Held Com-
petent. — Fulcher z: State, 28 Tex.
App. 465, 13 S. W. 750.

The declaration of the deceased,

an ignorant woman, made within

a half an hour to an hour and
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rules. Merely narrative declarations by the deceased are not

admissible.''*

(J3.) As TO Cause of Act.— The deceased's statement that the de-

fendant injured him without cause is admissible if otherwise con-
formint:;' to the requirements of the res gestae rule.'''^

(C.) E.xcuLPATiNG Accusno. — Such statements, otherwise compe-
tent as res gestae, are not inadmissible because they tend to exon-
erate the accused and place the blame for the difficulty upon the

speaker.''*

a half after the infliction of the

wounds, was held properly admitted
as res gestae, it appearing that she

had not spoken theretofore except to

scream or moan with pain. Lewis
V. State, 29 Tex. App. 201, 15 S. W.
642, 25 Am. St. Rep. 720.

The declarations of the deceased
that he had been accidentally shot by
the defendant, made more than a

half hour after the shooting, and
after deceased had regained con-

sciousness and been removed to a

hotel, was held improperly excluded

when offered in evidence by the de-

fendant, being competent as part of

the res gestae, the circumstances be-

ing such as to show that it was
spontaneous. Collins v. State, 46
Neb. 37, 64 N. W. 432; citing and
commenting extensively upon the

authorities.

Incompetent. — Deceased's decla-

ration as to who killed him, made
twenty-five or thirty minutes after the

homicide and after he had been car-

ried home, undressed and laid on his

bed, was held not admissible as part

of the res gestae. State v. Frazier, i

Houst. Crim. (Del.) 176.

Deceased's statement in reply to a

question thirty minutes after a con-
flict and while complaining of his in-

juries, that defendant had hit him
with a chair, was held not part of the

res gestae and therefore not admissi-
ble. Denton v. State, I Swan
(Tenn.) 279.

74. Merely Narrative Declara-
tions In the following cases state-

,
ments of the deceased or injured per-
son were held not part of the res

gestae because merely narative.

Colorado. — Graves v. People, 18
Colo. 170, 32 Pac. 63; Herren v.

People, 28 Colo. 23, 62 Pac. 833.

Idaho. — People v. Dewey, 2 Idaho
83, 6 Pac. 103.

Indiana. — Hall v. State, 132 Ind.

317, 31 N. E. 536; Montgomery v.

State, 80 Ind. 338; Binns v. State,

57 Ind. 46; Jones r. State, 71 Ind.

66; Doles v. State, 97 Ind. 555.
lozi'a. — State v. Dcuble, 74 Iowa,

509. 38 N. W. 383.

Louisiana. — State v. Charles, ill

La. 933, 36 So. 29.

Mississippi. — Brown v. State, 78
Miss. 637, 29 So. 519, 84 Am. St. Rep.
641 ; Kraner z\ State. 61 Miss. 158.

Missouri. — State v. Hendricks, 172
I\Io. 6S4, 73 S. W. 194 ; State v. Rider,

90 Mo. 54, I S. W. 825.

Nevada. — State v. Dougherty, 17
Nev. 376, 30 Pac. 1074.

Ohio. — Forrest v. State, 21 Ohio
St. 641.

Utah. — People v. Kessler, 13 Utah
69, 44 Pac. 97.

75. Norfleet v. Com., 17 Ky. L.
Rep. 1 132, 33 S. W. 938; Drake v.

State, 29 Tex. App. 265, 15 S. W. 725.
The deceased's declaration, " I am

shot all to pieces for nothing that

I have done to be killed for," held
competent as res gestae. Shotwell v.

Com., 24 Ky. L. Rep. 255, 68 S. \V.

403.

A declaration by the deceased, after

he had been shot by the defendants,
police officers, " Gentlemen, I am dy-
ing, I did no wrong," while not com-
petent as a dying declaration because
a conclusion, is admissible as part of

the res gestae. Moran v. People
(111.), 4S N. E. 230.

76. Collins V. State, 46 Neb. 17,

64 N. W. 432.

Deceased's statement made in re-

sponse to a question a short time
after being carried into a house im-
mediately after the shot, to the ef-

fect that defendant shot him, but

Vol. VI
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(5.) Of Defendant Generally. — The declarations and statements of

the defendant made (kn-ing the continuance of the homicidal act are

competent as part of the res gestae.'''' Those made by him subse-

quent to the act and when its influence has ceased to control his

mind and the guarantee of their truth no longer exists, are not

competent in his own behalf.''^ In applying the general rules to

particular cases much depends on the circumstances of the case

in question/^ and the decisions are not altogether uniform as to

the length of time, if any, which may intervene between the state-

ment and the homicidal act. Illustrations of the rulings on the

competency of statements made both previous^" and subsequent^^

to the act will be found in the notes.

did not intend to do it, was held im-
properly excluded on the ground that

it formed part of the res gestae.

Johnson v. 3tate, 8 Wyo. 494, 58
Pac. 761.

Deceased's declaration immediately
after the shooting and while his

wound was being dressed, to the
effect that defendant was not at fault,

but that he, deceased, was the cause
of the difficulty, and that if his pistol

had not hung fire he would have
killed defendant, was held improperly
excluded on the ground that it was
competent as part of the res gestae.

State V. Sloan, 47 Mo. 604.

In State v. Molisse, 38 La. Ann.
381, 58 Am. Rep. 181, the exclusion
of the deceased's declaration, made
ten minutes after the shooting, that
" if he had not been so willing to

fight, he would not have been shot
by the defendant." was held error.

77. State v. Abbott, 8 W. Va. 741

;

State V. Walker, 77 Me. 488, i Atl.

357; Martin v. State, 89 Ala. 15, 8
So. 23, 18 Am. St. Rep. 91 ; State v.

Rollins, 113 N. C. 722, 18 S. E. 394.
Stephens v. State, 20 Tex. App.

255-

78. Steel v. State, 61 Ala. 213;
Territory v. Yarberry, 2 N. M. 391;
Cockerell v. State, 32 Tex. Crim.
585, 25 S. W. 421 ; Stephens v. State,

20 Tex. Ar>p. 2=5=; ; Jackson v. Com.
(Ky.), 2<7 S. W. 847; Grubbz/. State,

43 Tex. Crim. 72. 63 S. W. 314 ; State
V. Talbert, 41 S. C. 526, 19 S. E.
852.

79. McOee v. State, 31 Tex. Crim.
71, 19 S. W. 764.

80. The declaration of the defend-
ar>t shortly previous to the fatal dif-

ficulty, that he heard the deceased
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coming and wanted to increase his

speed so as to avoid meeting him,

was held improperly excluded, being
part of the res gestae. Russell v.

State, II Tex. App. 288.

See supra this article, the section
" Res Gestae ; Declarations— Pre-

vious to Homicidal Act."

81. Defendant's declaration to the

first person who reached the scene

of the homicide, in response to the

latter's statement, " You have killed

him," that " I only struck him with

my fist," held admissible as part of

the res gestae. Ross v. Com., 21 Ky.

L. Rep. 1344. 55 ,S. W. 4.

The defendant's declaration to a

neighbor a few minutes after the

homicide, and after defendant hid
left the scene thereof, to the effect

that he had done the act in self-de-

fense and that he wanted his neigh-

bor to go back to the scene of the

homicide with him, was held admissi-

ble as res gestae. Honeycutt v. State,

42 Tex. Crim. 129, 57 S. W. 806.

Statements Made by the Defendant
to His Captors, who had pursued him
a distance of a quarter of a mile

from the scene of the homicide, were
held properly rejected because not

part of the res gestae. State ?'. Pugh,
16 Mont. 343, 40 Pac. 861.

Defendant's Expressions of Regret,
and His Request of the Bystanders
to Summon a Doctor, made within five

or six minutes after the fatal diffi-

culty, were held admissible as part of

the res gestae. Batc=;on v. State

(Tex. Crim.), 80 S. W. 88.
_

"

The defendant's request of the wit-

ness that he go for a doctor and do
all he could for the deceased, made
several minutes subsequent to the kill-
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(6.) Declarations of Third Persons (A.) Gi-nerally. — The declara-

tions or statements of tliird persons who participated in some
manner in tlie liomicidal act arc achnissible as jxirt of the res i^cstae

it they were made contemporaneously with the main act, or so near

ing, after leaving the pl^ce of the

homicide, is inachiiissiblc. State v.

Melton, :;i7 La. Ann. 77.

One Minute After Defendant's

declaration, made as he was arrested

a minute after the fatal shooting,

that he would shoot anybody who
tried to cut his throat, was held com-
petent as part of the res gestae, and
as corroborative of other evidence

tending to show that deceased was
advancing upon defendant with a

knife in his hand. Foster v. State, 8
Tex. .Vpp. 248.

The defendant's declaration about
one minute after the killing, as he

ran from the scene of the homicide
to where the witness was standing,
" that he would not have done it lor

the world," was held competent as

part of the res gestae. Mitchum v.

State, II Ga. 615.

Defendant's declaration a minute
after the shooting as to his reason

therefor is incompetent. King Z'.

Stale. 65 Miss. 576, 5 So. 97, 7 Am.
St. Rep. 681.

Two or Three Minutes After.

The statement of the defendant as to

how the shooting occurred, made tw.j

or three minutes afterward to a per-

son who heard the shooting and ran

about a quarter of a mile to the scene

thereof, was held admissible as part

of the res gestae. Beckham 7'. State

(Tex. Crim.), 69 S. W. 534.

Defendant's declaration two min-
utes after the homicide and after he
had fled from the scene thereof that

it was done accidentally, is not ad-

missible in his behalf as part of tho

res gestae. State v. Seymour, i

Houst. Crim. Cas. (Del.) 508.

The offer by the defendant, made
two or three minutes after the shoot-

ing, "to lift the deceased up." is not

admissible as part of the res gestae,

because too remote. Goley t'. State,

87 Ala. 57, 6 So. 287.

^Three or Four Minutes After.

Defendant's statement, made three or

four minutes after the homicide, and
within thirty feet of the scene there-

of, held admissible in his favor as

res gestae. Ingram i\ State (Tex.
Crim.), 43 S. W. 518. See also Lit-

tle V. Com., 25 Gratt. (Va.) 921.

Five Minutes After. — The de-
fendant's " act, declaration or excla-

mation must be so intimately inter-

woven with the principal fact or event

which it characterizes as to be re-

garded as a part of the transaction

itself," hence his declaration five min-
utes after the tragedy, and after he
had left the scene thereof and re-

turned, is not admissible. Davis Z'.

Com., 25 Ky. L. Rep. 1426, 77 S. W.
IIOI.

The defendant's statement as to

the rea.son why he struck the fatal

blow, and that he did niit intend to

kill the deceased, made five minutes
after the homicide, is not part of the

res gestae. State v. Davis, 104 Tenn.

501, 58 S. W. 122.

Defendant's statement five minutes
after the homicide, made while he
was still excited and before he had
left the scene, that " I hope I haven't
hurt him much. I did not think the

glass was heavy enough to knock him
down. I just wanted to keep him
from kicking me any more," was held

improperly excluded, being part of
the res gestae. Griffin r. State, 40
Tex. Crim. 312, 50 S. W. 366.

Ten or Fifteen Minutes After.

Defendant's statement that the shoot-

ing was accidental, made ten or fif-

teen minutes after the occurrence,

was held not part of the res gestae

where he was laboring under no ex-

citement nor suffering from any in-

jury. Brown v. State, 38 Tex. Crim.

597, 44 S. W. 176. But in Craig v.

State. 30 Tex. App. 619. 18 S. W.
297. declarations ten minutes after

the homicide were held part of the

res gestae, on the ground that the

defendant was at the time suffering

from severe wounds received during
the difficulty.

Defendant's declaration ten or fif-

teen minutes subsequent as to why he

VoL VI
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in point of time as to form part of the transactions and otherwise

conform to the requisites of this class of evidence.®^

(B.) Whether Must Be Participants. — In some jurisdictions it is

held that the declarations of third persons are not admissible as

part of the res gestae unless they were participants in the homicidal
act, or in some way connected with it other than as mere onlookers. ^^

In others the fact that the speaker was a mere onlooker or by-

killed the deceased, made in response
to a question, not admissible as res

gestae. Jones v. State, 22 Tex. App.
324, 3 S. W. 230.

82. Sliotwell V. Com., 24 Kv. Iv.

Rep. 255, 68 S. W. 403 ; Hall v. State,

130 Ala. 45, 30 So. 422 ; Weathersby
V. State, 29 Tex. App. 278, 15 S. W.
823; Jeffries v. State, 9 Tex. App.
598.

Declaration of another who was
shot at the same time as deceased
competent as res gestae. State zk

Schmidt, 72, Iowa 469, 35 N. W. 590.

The outcries of a third person mur-
dered by the defendant a few minutes
previous to the homicide and during
the perpetration of one and the same
burglary were held properly admitted
as part of the res gestae. State v.

Wagner, 61 Me. 178.

The declaration of a person who
was struggling with the defendant
at the time the latter's pistol was dis-

charged, killing the deceased, to the

effect that the occurrence was an ac-

cident, is admissible. Selby 7'. Com.,
25 Ky. L. Rep. 2209, 80 S. W. 221.

A remark addressed to the de-

fendant at the time of the homicide
by his companion, who was killed

during the difficulty, " You are the

cause of my getting killed," and the
defendant's reply, " You ought not
to have gotten into it," were held ad-
missible as part of the res gestae.

McMahon v. State (Tex. Crim.), 81

S. W. 296.

Where the homicide was committed
in the dark and in the midst of a
crowd, and it was doubtful who in-

flicted a wound in the deceased's
back, the declaration of a bystander
immediately after the homicide that
he had cut the accused in the back
was held admissible as res gestae,
it appearing that the accused him-
self had no such cut. Flanegan v.

State, 64 Ga. 52.

Vol. VI

The Declarations of Deceased's
Companions, who, it is claimed, par-

ticipated in his assault upon defend-
ant, are admissible as part of the res

gestae. People v. Roach, 17 Cal. 298.

Where two persons were seen run-
ning rapidly away from the place

where the deceased had just been
killed, the declaration of one of

them, " W., you have killed him,"
was held admissible as part of the

res gestae. Briggs v. Com., 82 Va.

5M.

Threats ty the Bystanders to hang
the defendant, and their demonstra-
tions in this direction, are not ad-
missible. State V. Sneed, 88 Mo. 138.

83. Felder v. State, 23 Tex. App.
477, 5 S. W. 145, 59 Am. Rep. 777;
Bradshaw v. State, 10 Bush (Ky.)
576; Baker v. State (Tex. Crim.),

77 S. W. 618; Ex parte Kennedy
(Te.x. Crim.), 57 S. W. 648.

But see Collins v. Com., 24 Ky. L.

Rep. 8^4, 70 S. W. 187, in which the

exclamations of the assaulted per-

son's wife and daughter immediately
after the shooting were held compe-
tent as part of the res gestae.

Comments and Criticisms of mere
observers and bystanders are not ad-
missible as res gestae. State v. Riley,

42 La. Ann. 995, 8 So. 469; State v.

Oliver, 39 La. Ann. 470.
" What comes from a looker-on

"

characterizing the act is apt to ex-
press merely his belief or his sym-
pathy or prejudices. His testimony,
if he has any actual knowledge, is at-

tainable, and reason prompts that he
should be put on the witness stand.

State V. Bellard, 50 La. Ann. 594, 2^
So. 504. Commenting on State v.

Ramsey, 48 La. Ann. 1407, 20 So. 904,
and State v. Desroches, 48 La. Ann.
428, 19 So. 250 (apparently cpntra),

and finally settling the rule excluding
such evidence.
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stander will not suffice to exclude his statement if it has all the

other characteristics of res gestae.^*

H. Position of Parties. — a. Generally. — Evidence as to the

relative positions of the defendant and the deceased at the time of

the homicide is always competent, top^cthcr with testimony as to

measurements of the distance between the places where they stood/'

b. Opinion. — It is not competent for a witness to state his 0])in-

ion as to the relative position of the parties, either from the appear-

ance of the wounds or other physical facts."" But the contrary"'

84. Barrow v. State, 80 Ga. 191,

5 S. E. 64; Johnson v. State, 88 Ga.

203, 14 S. E. 208; United States r.

Schneider, 21 D. C. 381 ; People r.

McArron, 121 Mich, i, 79 N. W.
944 ; State v. Sexton, 147 Mo. 89,

48 S. W. 452; State V. Walker, 78

]\Io. 380 (citing Newton v. Insurance

Co., 2 Dill. [U. S.] 1S4. and Insur-

ance Co. V. Mosley, 8 Wall. [U. S.]

397)-
The exclamation of a bystander to

a person who was coming to the as-

sistance of the deceased. "Hurry up;

they have about killed this man."
made on the spot in the presence of

the assaulted man, while the assail-

ants were yet in sight, .iu.st leaving

their victim, was held properly ad-

mitted as 1-cs gestae. State v. Kaiser,

124 Mo. 651, 28 S. W. 182.

In Knight v. State, 114 Ga. 48, 39
S. E. 928, 88 Am. St. Rep. 17, the de-

ceased, immediately after the shoot-

ing, asked who shot him. The re-

sponse of a bystander that it was the

defendant was held admissible.

Exclamations of third persons,

present at the killing, showing the

means and mode thereof, are admis-
sible as res gestae. State 7'. Mc-
Courry, 128 N. C. 594, 38 S. E. 883.

85. Goodwin v. State, 102 Ala. Sj,

15 So. 571.

A witness who saw the body of

the deceased as it lay on the bed
where he met his death may testify

as to the position which the course

of the blood showed that the body
must have occupied at the time of

the homicide. Dinsmore v. State, 61

Neb. 418, 85 N. W. 445.

An Experiment made to determine
the relative position of the parties

at the time of the homicide was held

admissible in Moore ?'. State, 96
Tenn. 209, 33 S. W. 1046. See more

fully article " Experiments," Vol. 5,

p. 483, note 31.

86. Arkansas. — Brown v. State,

55 Ark. 593, 18 S. W. 1051. But see

Williams v. State, 50 Ark. 511, 9 S.

W. 5.

California. — People v. Milner, 122

Cal. 171, 54 Pac. 833; People v. Hill,

116 Cal. 562. 48 Pac. 711; People t

Smith, 93 Cal. 445, 29 Pac. 64.

AVtc York. — People v. Kennedy,

39 N. Y. 245.

Texas.— Thompson v. State, 30
Tex. App. 325, 17 S. W. 448; Wil-

liams V. Slate. 30 Tex. App. 429. 17

S. W. 1071 ; Morton v. State, 43 Tex.

Crim. 533, 67 S. W. 115; Cooper v.

State, 23 Tex. 331. See article "Ex-

pert AND Opinion Evidence," Vol.

v., p. 588.

Position of Deceased's Arm— The
opinion of a witness as to the posi-

tion of the deceased's arm when shot,

based upon the fact that the same
bullet pierced the arm and the body,

was held incompetent because invad-

ing the province of the jury. Foster

V. State. 70 Miss. 755, 12 So. 822;

Blain v. State, 33 Tex. Crim. 236. 26

S. W. 63: People V. Farley, 124 Cal.

594, 57 Pac. 571.

The action of the witness in il-

lustrating the course of the bullet by

pointing with his hand at points on
the body of the state's counsel cor-

responding with the entrance and exit

of a bullet is not objectionable as

stating the position the parties may
have occupied in order that the ball

should have made the entry and exit

shown. Morton 7*. State, 43 Tex.

Crim. 533. 67 S. W. 115.

87. State 7'. Buralli (Nev.). 71

Pac. 532. See also Stevens 7-. State,

138 Ala. 71, 35 So. 122; Com. v.

Lenox, 3 Brewst. (Pa.) 249.

Vol. VI
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has been licld. And a competent expert may give his opinion as to

the direction from which the fatal blow was given. ^*

c. Distance Apart. — Whether the parties were close together or

far apart at the time the fatal injury was inflicted may be shown
under some circumstances by experiments^" and expert testimony.^"

I. Range and Course; of BuixET. — The range and course of

the bullets which entered the body of the deceased or objects near
him may be shown. "^

7. Intent, Malice and Premeditation. — A. Direct Testimony by
Defendant. — Whenever the intent or motive of the defendant is

material, he may testify directly as to what it was at the time in

question."^ Thus he may testify that he did not intend to kill the

deceased or injured person,"^ or that he had no malicious feelings

toward him,^'* and he may give his reasons for his act.^^ It has

been held, however, that when the defendant has deliberately used

In State v. Sullivan, 43 S. C. 205,

21 S. E. 4, it was held competent for

a physician who had examined the

wound to give his opinion as to the

position in which the deceased was
standing with reference to the pistol

with which he was shot.

88. A medical expert, after de-

scribing the wound and its location,

and giving his opinion as to the char-

acter of the weapon by which it was
caused, may testify to the opinion
that the blow came from the rear of

the injured person. Perry v. State,

no Ga. 234, 36 S. E. 781. See article
" Expert and Opinion Evidenck,"
Vol. v., p. 589.

A physician who has made an ex-
amination of the body may give his

opinion that the gun with which the

wound was inflicted must have been
fired from a position higher than that

of the deceased. State v. Merriman,
34 S. C. 16, 12 S. E. 619.

89. See article " Experiments,"
Vol. v., p. 496.

90. State V. Asbell, 57 Kan. 398,

46 Pac. 770. But see People v. Lem-
perle, 94 Cal. 45, 29 Pac. 709.

A competent expert may give his

opinion as to how far apart the par-

ties were, based on the appearance of
a wound made with a load of shot.

State V. Jones, 41 Kan. 309, 21 Pac.

265.

91. People V. Fitzgerald, 138 Cal.

39. 70 Pac. 1014; State v. Fitzgerald,

130 Mo. 407, 32 S. W. 1113; Stater/.

Wisdom, 84 Mo. 177.

Cavaness v. State (Tex. Crim.),

Vol. VI

74 S. W. 908, in which testimony
that the fatal shot, .when it struck

the bod}', " was ranging in a sloping

direction downward " was held im-
properly admitted.

Angle rormed by Bullet. — A wit-

ness may be permitted to state the

angle which a bullet took which was
fired into the floor during the diffi-

culty. Spangler v. State (Tex.
Crim.), 61 S"^. W. 314.

92. See fully article " Intent."

93. Colorado. — Taylor v. People,

21 Colo. 426, 42 Pac. 652.

Connecticut. — State v. Ferguson,

71 Conn. 227, 41 Atl. 769.

Georgia. — Alexander v. State, 44
S. E. 851.

Louisiana. — State v. Wright, 40
La. Ann. 589, 4 So. 486.

Maryland. — Jenkins v. State, 80
Md. 72, 30 Atl. 566.

Missouri. — State v. Palmer, 88
Mo. 568; State V. Jones, 14 Mo. App.
589; affirming 79 Mo. 441.

Nebraska. — Cummings v. State,

50 Neb. 274, 69 N. W. 756.

Nezv York. — Kerrains v. State, 60
N. Y. 221, 19 Am. Rep. 158.

North Carolina. — State v. Hall,

132 N. C. 1094, 44 S. E. 553-

Texas. — Koller v. State, 36 Tex.
Crim. 496, 38 S. W. 44.

94. State z'. Crawford, 31 Wash.
260, 71 Pac. 1030; State v. Evans, ^3
W. Va. 417, 10 S. E. 792; Jackson
V. Com., 96 Va. 107, 30 S. E. 452.

95. Savary v. State, 62 Neb. 166,

87 N. W. 34.
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a deadly weapon in a manner danj^crous to life, he will not be per-

mitted to say that he did not intend to kill."" And in one jurisdic-

tion the direct testimony of the defendant as to his undisclosed
intention or mental condition is incompetent."^

B. Demeanor of Defendant.— The appearance and demeanor
of the defendant durincf the commission of the homicidal act and
immediately before and after, are competent evidence of the state

of his mind toward the injured i)erson and the intent with which the

act was done."^

C. Nature and Circumstances of Act. — a. Generally. — The
nature of the act, the circumstances under which it was done and the

consequences resulting therefrom are competent evidence of the

criminal intent, malice and premeditation."®

The Manner in Which the Weapon of Assault Was Used bv the defend-

ant is admissible to show the si)ecific intent of murder.^

b. Nature and Effect of Wound. — In proof of the intent neces-

sary to support a charge of assault with intent to murder it is com-
petent to show the nature and effect of the assaulted person's

wounds,- the probability of their producing death,^ and the medical

96. Where the defendant has de-

liberately stabbed the deceased he
will not be permitted to testify that

he did not intend to kill the latter.

State V. Strong, 153 Mo. 548, 55 S.

W. 78; Lewis V. State, 96 Ala. 6, ir

So. 259, 38 Am. St. Rep. 75.

97. Fonville v. State, 91 Ala. 39,

8 So. 688; Lewis v. State, 96 Ala. 6,

II So. 259. 38 Am. St. Rep. 75;
Burke v. State, 71 Ala. 2,77.

Defendant's Intention or Mental
Condition The defendant cannot
testify that he had no intention of

engaging in a difficulty with the de-

ceased or his family, and " that he
was in a fight" just previous to the

homicide. Stewart v. State, 78 Ala.

436. He cannot state '" why he shot

the deceased." Scams v. State, 84
Ala. 410, 4 So. 521 ; nor the inten-

tion or purpose with which he took
his gun to the scene of the homi-
cide. Dean v. State, 105 Ala. 21, 17

So. 28.

98. P.Iound V. State, 49 Ala. 381-

Testimony That the Defendant
Seemed Angry is not inadmissible as

a conclusion. State z'. Utlev, 132 N.
C. 1022, 43 S. E. 820; Catlctt V.

State (Tex. Crim.), 61 S. W. 485;
Miller v. State, no Ala. 674, ig So.

191 ; Bennett v. State, 39 Tex. Crim.

639, 48 S. W. 61.

A witness may state whether or
not the acts of the defendant toward

40

the deceased, which caused the diffi-

culty ending in the homicide, were
done in a jocular or insulting man-
ner. Powers V. State, 23 Tex. App.
42, 5 S. W. 153. Sec also State v.

Edwards, 112 N. C. 901, 17 S. E. 521.

99. State v. Barfield, 29 N. C. 299.

1. Henry v. State (Tex. Crim.),

54 S. W. 592, holding admissible tes-

timony as to the manner in which
defendant used a stick of stovewood.

2. State V. Woodward, 84 Iowa
172, 50 N. W. 885; King V. State, 21

Ga. 220; State v. Grant, 144 Mo. 56,

45 S. W. 1 102; Williams v. Com., 19
Ky. L. Rep. 1427, 43 S. W. 455.

The description of the assaulted

person's wound, the location of the

bullet causing it, and the fact that

partial paralysis was caused by the

shooting, are admissible for this pur-
pose. Jowell V. State, 44 Tex. Crim.

328, 71 S. W. 286.

On the trial of a charge of assault

with intent to murder, the physicians

who made a post-mortem examina-
tion of the injured person's body sev-

eral months after the assault were al-

lowed to testify to the appearance
and condition of the wound at that

time. Friedcrich v. People, 147 111.

310, 35 N. E. 472.

3. State 7'. Woodward, 84 Iowa
172, 50 N. W. 885.

Vol. Yl
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or surgical attention which they necessitated.* When the wound
inflicted results in death it is not competent to show that a similar

wound upon any other portion of the body would not have resulted

fatally.'^

c. Cause of the Diificiilty. — (1.) Generally. — While it is always
competent to show the cause of the difficulty which immediately
resulted in the homicide,^ the details of a previous occurrence,

which was the cause of the fatal difficulty, are not competent when
not part of the res gestae,'' unless the objecting party has himself

partly drawn them out.^

(2.) Merits of Controversy.— Where the homicide results from a

quarrel between the parties, the merits of the controversy are imma-
terial.'' But as bearing upon their good or bad faith it is compe-
tent to show the nature and foundation of their claims.^**

4. State V. Grant, 144 Mo. 56, 45
S. W. 1 102; Williams v. Com., 19

Ky. L. Rep. 1427, 43 S. W. 455.

6. Allen v. State, iii Ala. 80, 20

So. 490.

6. State V. Hinton, 49 La. Ann.

1354, 22 So. 617.

Remarks by the defendant to a

third person previous to the fatal

difficulty are admissible, although not

made in the hearing of the deceased,

when his subsequent knowledge of

them was the cause of the difficulty.

Elmore v. State (Tex. Crim.), 78 S.

W. 520.

Where the Homicide Grew Out of

a Difficulty Between Other Persons

immediately previous to the killing,

the fact that there was such a diffi-

culty may be shown. Elmore v.

State, no Ala. 62,, 20 So. 323.

Evidence of a difficulty between
the deceased and other persons a

week previous to the homicide in

the absence of the defendant, but
which he later took sides in, which
difficulty was the primary cause of

the homicide, was held properly ad-
mitted. People V. Gibson, 106 Cal.

458, 39 Pac. 864. To the same effect,

State V. Testerman, 68 Mo. 408.

7. McRae v. State, 120 Ala. 359,
25 So. 214.

A vulgar and abusive letter written
by the defendant concerning his own
wife, the assaulted person's mother-
in-law, which was the cause of the

quarrel between the parties as a con-
sequence of which the felonious as-

sault was made, was held improperly
admitted, not being a part of the res

Vol. VI

gestae and having no connection with
the assault, and tending to prejudice

the defendant. State v. Williamson,
16 Mo. 394.

In Thacker v. Com., 24 Ky. L.
Rep. 1584, 71 S. W. 931, evidence as

to the particulars of a difficulty be-

tween the defendant and a third per-
son, occurring just before the ar-

rival of the deceased, was held inad-
missible as being unconnected with
the homicide. But the fact that this

difficulty occurred in view of the de-

ceased was held competent as ex-
plaining the latter's reason for going
to the scene of the difficulty.

Killing of Defendant's Brother by
Deceased— The details of the kill-

ing of the defendant's brother by
the deceased are not admissible to

explain the defendant's state of mind
toward the latter, even though such
killing was the origin of the feud

which resulted in the homicide.

Poole V. State (Tex. Crim.), 76 S.

W. 565.

8. Rone v. Com., 24 Ky. L. Rep.

1 174, 70 S. W. 1042,

9. People V. Yokum, 118 Cal. 437,

50 Pac. 686. In this case the homi-
cide resulted from a dispute over

ownership of certain land ; evidence

tending to show that defendant was
right in his contention was held

properly excluded.

10. People V. Rodawald, 177 N.
Y. 408, 70 N. E. I, in which it was
held proper to show that an agent
of a railroad had given the person

whose cause the deceased espoused

the right to take certain ties, the dis-
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d. In Behalf of Defendant. — (1.) Generally. — The defendant may
also show all the circumstances under which his act occurred, and

which tend to explain his motives and intention."

(2.) Authority or Instructions From Employer. — Evidence that the

accused was actinj^ in obedience to the authority and instructions of

his employer during the difficulty which resulted in the homicide is

a competent circumstance in disproof of malice. ^^ Such fact has,

however, been held irrelevant where not known to the deceased."

D. Relation of Parties.— a. Generally.— Any circumstances

tending to show the previous relation of the parties are competent

on the state of the defendant's mind toward the deceased or assaulted

person at the time of the homicide or assault ;^* but such circum-

stances must be connected in some way with the defendant."

b. Hostile Acts and Conduct. — (1.) Generally. — The accused's

hostile acts and conduct toward the deceased or assaulted person,

puted right to which was the cause

of the difficulty.

11. For the purpose of negativing

maHce the defendant may show the

information given him concerning
a trespass upon his premises of cer-

tain of deceased's sheep, the kilHng
of one of which was the cause of the

quarrel between himself and the de-
ceased, and which ended in the

homicide. State v. Campbell, 25
Utah 342, 71 Pac. 529.

Where the homicide was commit-
ted by the defendant while acting as

night-watchman of a depot and rail-

road yards, the exclusion of evidence
offered by him that previous thereto

there had been a great deal of car-

breaking and stealing from cars at

the depot where he was on guards
was held error on the ground that

the evidence tended to explain the

defendant's conduct. Hobbs v. State,

16 Tex. App. 517. But in State v.

Anderson, 4 Nev. 265, evidence of-

fered by the defendant for the pur-

pose of showing that he was in a

state of great excitement, to the

effect that shortly previous to

the homicide he had been en-

gaged in difficulties with third

persons with which deceased was
in no way connected, was held

not competent for the purpose of

mitigating the offense.

12. State V. Halliday, iii La. 47,

35 So. 380. In this case it appeared
that the homicide was committed at

a private picnic ground under the

charge of the defendant, during a

difficulty arising from his attempt to

maintain order. The exclusion of

evidence as to the instructions given

by the owner to the defendant was
held error, on the ground that de-

fendant's relation to the property

and his authority to maintain order

thereon was a competent circum-

stance bearing upon the question of

malice.

13. Steel V. State, 61 Ala. 213.

14. People V. Barberi, 149 N. Y.

256, 43 N. E. 635.

It is competent to show, as bearing

upon the intent, the previous illicit

relation of the parties, the deceased's

refusal to continue it, and the de-

fendant's threats and demonstrations

of violence upon such refusal.

Walker v. State, 85 Ala. 7, 4 So. 686,

7 Am. St. Rep. 17.

15. In Caddell 7-. State, 129 Ala.

57, 30 So. 76, testimony that the de-

ceased wife was frequently seen

crying in the ab.sence of the de-

fendant was held incompetent as

hearsay because not done in defend-

ant's presence.

Evidence as to shot-holes in the

walls of defendant's residence is in-

competent on his trial for the murder
of his wife, for the purpose of show-

ing their relations, without proof of

when or how such holes were made.

Raines v. State, 81 Miss. 489. 22 So.

19-

Vol. VI
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both before'® and aftcr^'^ the assault in question, are competent

evidence of his intent, maHce and premeditation, if not too remote/^

(2.) Remoteness. — No general rule can be laid down as to the

length of time intervening between the hostile conduct and the final

assault which will serve to exclude such evidence for remoteness.

The determination of this question depends upon the circumstances

of the case, the subsequent relations of the parties, and the nature

of the act.'"

(3.) Rebuttal. — The defendant in rebuttal is entitled to show the

circumstances under which such acts occurred.^" And evidence as

to the deceased's previous threats against him is admissible to rebut

the inference of malice arising from proof of his hostile acts,

although he was the aggressor in the fatal difihculty.^^

16. Alabama. — Anderson v.

State, 79 Ala. 5 ; Ross v. State, 62

Ala. 224.

Arkansas. — Austin v. State, T4

Ark. 555; Milton v. State, 43 Ark.

367-

Maine. — State v. Pike, 65 Ivle.

III.

Maryland. — Williams v. State,

64 Md. 384, I Atl. 887.

New York. — People v. Jones, gg
N. Y. 667, 2 N. E. 49-

North Carolina. — State v. Ellis,

loi N. C. 76s, 7 S. E. 704, 9 Am.
St. Rep. 49.

Tennessee. — Burnett v. State, ?:2

Tenn. 439-

Virginia. — Reed v. Com., 98 Va.

817, 36 S. E. 399-

A Former or a Subsequent Assault

by the defendant upon the assaulted

person is admissible to show the in-

tent to kill. State v. Pennington,

124 Mo. 388, 27 S. W. 1 106.

17. McManus v. State, 36 Ala.

285.

18. See infra, " Remoteness."

His Pursuit of and Threats
Against the Assaulted Party are

admissible to show his intention.

People V. Yslas, 27 Cal. 631.

Where the alleged cause of death

of the deceased, a child, was a se-

vere beating, it was held competent
to show that after the beating de-

fendant had exposed the weak and
sickly child to inclement weather,

such evidence being competent to

show malice. Hornsba v. Com., 14
Ky. L. Rep. 166, 19 S. W. 845. See
also Burnett v. State, 82 Tenn. 439.

Vol. VI

19. See infra this article, " Pre-
vious Difficulties— Remoteness."
Two Years Previous Too Remote.

An assault on the deceased two
years previous to the homicide is

too remote to show malice and is

not admissible without other evi-

dence connecting it with the homi-
cide. " It is impossible to say how
far back, as respects time, other

crimes may be so connected as to be
admissible. When, in view of all

the facts in the cause, including lapse

of time and no recurring trouble, it

does not appear that there is a con-
nection between the crime charged
and the other aflFairs, or that they
tend to prove some fact included in

it, they cannot be proved." Billings

V. State, 52 Ark. 303, 12 S. W.
574-
Two Months Previous Competent.

Linehan v. State, 113 Ala. 70, 21 So.

497-

A Year Previous Not Too Remote.
Hamilton v. State, 41 Tex. Crim.

644, 56 S. W. 926.

In Herman v. State, 75 Miss. 340,
22 So. 873, evidence of an assault

by the defendant upon the deceased
with an open knife twelve months
previous to the homicide was held
incompetent to show motive or
intent, on the ground of remoteness,
and further because the undisputed
evidence showed a resumption of

friendly relations and their continu-

ance down to the day of the homi-
cide.

20. People v. Curtis, 52 Mich.

616, 18 N. W. 385.

21. State f. McNeely, 34 La.
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Previous Attempts by the defendant on the life of the deceased are

achnissihle in ])roof of mahce, criminal intent, deliberation and pre-

meditation," even though the homicide was committed in a manner
wholly ditiferent from any such ])revious attempts.-''

c. Previous Difficulties and lU-l'ccling. — (l.) Generally. — As
evidence of intent, malice and premeditation it is competent to show
previous quarrels and difficulties between the parties^* and other
circumstances indicatinj^ ill-feeling- and unfriendly relations between
them." The pendency of a lawsuit between the parties may be
shown."

Ann. 1022. In this case the state

proved that on the day of the homi-
cide the defendant had gone to the

deceased's house and deliberately

shot at him. Evidence offered by
the defendant as to the deceased's

previous threats against him was ad-

mitted over objection, subject to ex-
clusion if the defendant appeared to

be the aggressor. An instruction re-

quiring the jury to disregard the ev-

idence of previous threats and dan-
gerous character of the deceased, if

they should find that the defendant

made the first assault, was held er-

ror; the court, however, expressly

limits the admissibility of such evi-

dence to the particular circumstances

of the case — viz., solely for the pur-

pose of rebutting the evidence of de-

fendant's previous acts introduced

by the state to prove malice. See
also State v. Birdwell, 36 La. Ann.
85Q. For the rules governing threats

by the deceased, see iufra this article,

" Self-Defense — Threats."
22. Sullivan v. State, 31 Tex.

Crim. 486. 20 S. W. 927, 37 Am. St.

Rep. 826; State V. Merkley, 74 Iowa
605, 39 N. W. Ill; Washington v.

State, 8 Tex. App. 277', State v.

Lewis, 80 Mo. no.

23. Jahnke -•. State (Neb.), 94
N. W. 158.

Nicholas v. Com., 91 Va. 741, 21

S. E. 364, in which death was
caused by sinking the deceased's boat
and thereby drowning him. Evi-
dence of previous attempts to poi.son

the deceased was held admissible for

this purpose.

24. Alabama. — Ellis v. State. 120
Ala. 2:^2' 25 So. I ; Lawrence v. State,

84 Ala. 524, 5 So. 2>2>; Tarver v.

State, 43 Ala. 354.

California. — People v. Thomson,
92 Cal. 506, 28 Pac. 589; People v.

Colvin, 118 Cal. 349, 50 Pac. 539;
People 1'. Hecker, 109 Cal. 451, 42
Pac. 307, 30 L. R. A. 403.

Georgia. — Brown v. State, 51
Ga. 502.

Indiana. — Koerner v. State, 98
Ind. 7.

Kentucky. — Thomas v. Com., 14
Ky. L. Rep. 513. 20 S. W. 226;
Wade V. Com., 20 Ky. L. Rep. 1885,

50 S. W. 271.

Louisiana. — State v. Nix, in La.
812, 35 So. 917; State V. D'Angelo,
9 La. Ann. 46.

Missouri. — State v. Mounce, 106
Mo. 226, 17 S. W. 226.

North Carolina. — State v. Foster,

130 N. C. 666. 41 S. E. 284.

South Carolina. — State v. Adams,
47 S. E. 676.

Texas. — Flores v. State (Tex.
Crim.), 38 S. W 790; Howard r.

State, 25 Tex. App. 686. 8 S. W.
929 ; McKinney r. State, 8 Tex. App.
626; White V. State, 30 Tex. App.
652, 18 S. W. 462.

Washington. — State v. Ackles, 8
Wash. 462, 36 Pac. 597.

25. People v. Sehorn, 116 Cal.

503, 48 Pac. 495; Bryant 7'. State
(Tex. Crim.), x^^ S. W. 978; Holmes
2: State, 100 Ala. 80, 14 So. S64.

The Fact That the Deceased Chal-
lenged the Defendant's Vote on the
day of the homicide is admissible to

show malice. Thompson v. State,

55 Ga. 47.

26. State r. Zcllers, 7 N. J. L.
220.

A petition for an injunction, filed

by deceased against the defendant,
the order of the judge granting the

writ, and the writ itself, were held
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(2.) The Details of such quarrels or difficulties, not forming part of

the res gestae, are not competent evidence, because they are collat-

eral to the issue.-^ But the contrary has been held.-^ Where,
however, the details of such a difficulty have been partially drawn
out by either party, it is not error to permit further particulars to

be shown in rebuttal by the other party.^®

(3.) Merits of Difficulty. — Since the only purpose of such evidence

is to show the state of defendant's mind toward the deceased, the

merits of such difficulties and quarrels cannot be inquired into.^°

(4.) Between Husband and "Wife. — Where the parties to the homi-
cide occupied the relation of husband and wife, as evidence of crim-

inal intent, malice and premeditation it is competent to show their

properly admitted as evidence of the

malice and ill-will existing between
the parties. Turner v. State, ;ii Tex.
Crim. 103, 25 S. W. 635.

Evidence that the defendant had
slandered the deceased's daughter,

and the declaration in the action

brought thereon by the deceased
against the defendant, were held ad-

missible to show the latter's malice.

Renfro v. State, 42 Tex. Crim. 393,

56 S. W. 1013.

Suit for Divorce. — State v. Calla-

way, 154 Mo. 91, 55 S. W. 444.

27. Alabama. — Garrett v. State,

76 Ala. 18; Gunter v. State, in Ala.

23, 20 So. 632; Tarver v. State, 43
Ala. 354; Lawrence v. State, 84 Ala.

524, 5 So. 32,', Rutledge v. State, 88
Ala. 85, 7 So. 335; Clarke v. State,

78 Ala. 474, 56 Am. Rep. 45.

California. — People v. Thomson,
92 Cal. 506, 28 Pac. 589; People v.

Colvin, 118 Cal. 349, 50 Pac. 539.

Kentucky. — Taber v. Com., 82 S.

W. 443. See Hudson v. Com., 24
Ky. L. Rep. 785, 69 S. W. 1079.

Massachusetts. — Com. v. Silk, in
Mass. 431.

Mississippi. — Thompson v. State,

36 So. 389; Hale v. State, 72 Miss.

140, 16 So. 387.

Missouri. — State v. Nelson, 166
Mo. 191, 65 S. W. 749.

South Carolina. — State v. Adams,
47 S. E. 676; State v. Petsch, 43 S.

C. 132, 20 S. E. 'J93.

Texas. — Willis v. State (Tex.
Crim.), 75 S. W. 790: Poole v. State

(Tex. Crim.). 76 S. W. 565; Gaines
V. State, 38 Tex. Crim. 202, 42 S.
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W. 385. See Curtis v. State (Tex.
Crim.), 59 S. W. 263.

In His Statement to the Jury, the

defendant cannot relate the details

or particulars of a previous difficulty

with the deceased, although he may
state its general nature as trivial or

grave. Harrison v. State, 78 Ala.

5-

28. Competent in Behalf of Pros-

ecution— State V. Anderson, 45 La.

Ann. 651, 12 So. 737. See also Mar-
noch V. State, 7 Tex. App. 269.

In Behalf of Defendant. — State

V. Cooper, 32 La. Ann. 1084. See
also Marnoch v. State, 7 Tex. App.
269.

29. Kroell v. State, 139 Ala. i,

36 So. 1025 ; Martin v. State, yy
Ala. I ; Litton v. Com., loi Va. 833,

44 S. E. 923; Sanders v. State, 131

Ala. I, 31 So. 564.

30. Clarke v. State, 78 Ala. 474,

56 Am. Rep. 45 ; State v. Zellers, 7
N. J. L. 220; People V. Colvin, 118

Cal. 349, 50 Pac. 539; People v.

Thomson, 92 Cal. 506, 28 Pac. 589.

The Truth of a Report circulated

by the deceased, charging the de-

fendant with a heinous crime cannot
be proved, although the fact that

such a charge was made might be
shown by the stare as evidence of

malice, or by the defendant to illus-

trate the deceased's readiness to do
him bodily harm. " Mention of the

matter was permissible merely as in-

dicating the state of mind of the hos-
tile parties, and as an existing fact

explanatory of their motives and sub-

sequent conduct." Riggs v. Com., 20
Ky. L. Rep. 276, 45 S. W. 866.
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previous nnfriendly relations and difficulties,^^ and the defendant's

liostile conduct toward and assaults upon his spouse, ''- unless the

circumstances and the subsequent relations of the parties were such

that their difficulties have no tendency to show criminal intent or

malice.^'"*

A Long Course of Ill-Treatment may Ix' shown, and is not objection-

able because tending to show the general bad character of the

defendant.^*

(5.) Remoteness. — Such difficulties may Ix so remote from or

unconnected with the homicide as to be irrelevant,'"* though it is

sometimes said that remoteness goes merely to the weight and not

to the competency of the evidence.^'

31. Shaw V. State, 6o Ga. 246;

State V. Hays, 23 Mo. 287; Smith v.

Stale, 92 Ala. 30, 9 So. 408.

Assaults upon and ill-treatment of

the deceased wife, running back sev-

eral years, including threats to take

her life, and also the fact that they

had separated several times, each

reconciliation occurring at the de-

fendant's solicitation, were held

properly admitted to show malice.

Hall 7'. State, 31 Tex. Crim. 565,

21 S. W. 368.

32. Johnson v. State, 17 Ala. 618;

People V. Chaves, 122 Cal. 134, 54
Pac. 596; Hamilton v. State, 41 Tex.
Critn. 644, 56 S. W. 926; State v.

Callaway, 154 Mo. 91, 55 S. W. 444;
Williams v. State, 15 Tex. App. 104.

But see Raines r. State, 81 Miss.

489, 22, So. 19.

Previous Indictment for an As-
sault by Defendant TIpon His Wife.
Competent Powell v. State (Tex.

Crim.), 70 S. W. 218.

33. Periodical Drunken Quarrels

between the defendant and his wife,

the deceased, during a period of

two years, without showing which
was the aggressor, and after which
they continued in peaceable relations

when sober, were held improperly

admitted because having no tendency
to show criminal intent or malice.

McBride v. People, 5 Colo. App. 91,

Z7 Pac. 953.

34. State 7-. Cole, 6% Towa 69'?, 17

N. W. 183; Hall V. State, 31 Tex.
Crim. 565, 21 S. W. 368.

" In the domestic relation the

malice of one of the parties is rarely

to be proved, but from a series of

acts, and the longer they have ex-

isted and the greater number of

them the more powerful are they to

show the state of his feelings." State

v. Rash, 34 N. C. 382, 55 Am. Dec.

420.

Previous Assaults as Part of a

Continuous Course of Ill-Treatment.

Medina v. State (Tex. Crim.), 49
S. W. 380.

Contra.— In Raines 7'. State, 81

Miss. 489, 2>2> So. 19. where the de-

fendant was charged with the mur-
der of his wife, evidence as to the

defendant's having repeatedly cursed

and assaulted his wife and con-

tinuously ill-treated her for a

period of ten years previous to the

homicide, was held incompetent
whether such assaults were taken
collectively or singly, on the ground
that they were not closely enough
connected with the crime charged.

35. Wilburn v. State (Tex.
Crim.), 77 S. W. 3; McAnear ?'.

State, 43 Tex. Crim. 518, 67 S. W.
117.

" There must be some link of as-

sociation, something which draws to-

gether the preceding and subsequent
acts, something which presents the

cause and effect in the transaction.

If separate, distinct and independent

thev ought to be excluded." Pound
T-. State, 43 Ga. 88.

36. " Nor is the admissibility of

such testimony to be determined by
the length of time which intervenes

between the threat or act proved
. . . and the homicide under in-

vestigation ; but the effect to be at-

tributed to it by the jury will be in

Vol. VI
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Where there is other evidence tending to show the continuance,

down to the liomicide, or a reasonable time previous thereto, of the

intent or niahce induced by the previous difficulties, they are not too

remote.''^ No rule can be laid down for determining the length of

intervening time which will be sufficient to warrant the exclusion

of such evidence.^* It will depend to some extent upon the nature

of the difficulty, whether trivial or serious,''"' and the subsequent
relations of the parties.''" It has been held that the evidence con-

necting previous difficulties with the homicide must begin at the

latter point and travel backward to the difficulty.*^

F. Preparations.— a. Generally.— The preparations made by
the defendant apparently in anticipation of trouble with the deceased

proportion to its closeness in point

of time and directness of its asso-

ciation with the principal fact under
consideration." O'Boyle v. Com.,
100 Va. 785, 40 S. E. 121.

A quarrel " several years " previ-

ous to the homicide was held prop-

erly admitted, its remoteness going
merely to its weight. People v.

Brown, 76 Cal. 573, 18 Pac. 678.

37, An Old Feud between the par-

ties may be shown in connection
with evidence of frequent and deadly
threats by the defendant. Coaler v.

State, 64 Tenn. 678.

A Continuous Course of Ill-Treat-

ment of His Wife for Five or Six
Years previous to the homicide by
the defendant husband may be
shown. Spears v. State, 41 Tex.
Crim. 527, 56 S. W. 347. Citing
Hall V. State, 31 Tex. Crim. 565, 21

S. W. 368.

38. Difficulties Occurring Six
Months Previous are too remote un-
less the ill-will arising therefrom is

shown to have continued down to

the time of the homicide. Monroe
V. State, 5 Ga. 85.

A Difficulty One Year Previous
is not too remote. State v. Hockett,
70 Iowa 442, 30 N. W. 742; Utter-
back V. Com., 22 Ky. L. Rep. ion,

59 S. W. 515.

Where defendant was charged with
murdering his wife and it appeared
that he had had domestic troubles

extending over several years, evi-

dence of a quarrel between the par-

ties two years previous to the homi-
cide was held properly admitted to

Vol. VI

show motive and malice. Sayres v.

Com., 88 Pa. St. 291.

Two Years Previous— Incompe-
tent.— Hatcher V. State, 18 Ga. 460.

A Difficulty Occurring Eleven
Years Previous to the homicide held

not competent, there being nothing
to connect it with the homicide.
Woodward v. State, 42 Tex. Crim.

188, 58 S. W. 135.

39. Pound V. State, 43 Ga. 88.

40. Resumption of Friendly Re-
lations. — In Starke v. State, 81 Ga.

593, 7 S. E. 807, evidence as to a
difficulty between the parties sev-

eral months previous to the homicide
was held admissible in proof of mal-
ice, although the parties were after-

ward apparently friendly. But see

McAnear v. State, 43 Tex. Crim.

518, 67 S. W. 117; Herman v. State,

75 Miss. 340, 22 So. 873.

Absence of Deceased Where it

appeared that deceased had been ab-

sent from the neighborhood of the

accused for eight or ten months pre-

ceding the homicide, evidence tend-

ing to show the ill-feeling between
the parties was held properly admit-
ted and not subject to the objection
that it was too remote. Dillin v.

People, 8 Mich. 357.

41. Horton v. State, no Ga. 739,

35 S. E. 659; Hatcher v. State, 18

Ga. 460; Daniel v. State, 103 Ga.

202, 29 S. E. 767 (distinguishing and
explaining Brown v. State, 51 Ga.

502; Starke 7'. State, 81 Ga. 593, 7
S. E. 807; Shaw V. State, 60 Ga.

246).
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or other person, and liis accompanying;' conduct and statements, are

competent evidence of his intent, malice and premeditation.*^

b. Weapons.— (l.) Possession Of. — The possession of a deadly

weapon by the defendant shortly previous to the homicide is a rele-

vant circumstance tending to show his malice, intent and premedi-

tation.'*'' His subsequent possession of such weapons cannot be

shown.**

(2.) Purchase and Preparation of Weapon It is competent to prove

that within a reasonable time previous to the homicide the

defendant purchased or procured a deadly weapon or instrumen-

tality,*'^ and prepared it, or one already in his possession, for use.*'

42. People v. Jackson, in N. Y.

362, 19 N. E. 54; Rush v. State

(Tex. Crim.), 76 S. W. 927; Bur-

gess V. State, 93 Ga. 304, 20 S. E.

331; Luton V. State (Tex. Crim.),

64 S. W. 1051.

43. State v. Kinsauls, 126 N. C.

1095. 36 S. E. 31 ; Jones v. State

(Tex. Crim.), 42 S. W. 294.

Defendant's subsequent declara-

tions concerning his pistol are ad-

missible to show that he carried it

to use and was not merely taking it

to a place of deposit. People x'.

Gleason, 122 Cal. 370, 55 Pac. 123.

44. People v. Yee Fook Din, 106

Cal. 163, 39 Pac. 530.

It has been held, however, that

defendant's previous possession of

firearms cannot be shown for this

purpose unless in some way con-

nected with the deceased. Wood-
ward V. State, 42 Tex. Crim. 188,

58 S. W. 135.

Strange v. btate, 38 Tex. Crim.

280, 42 S. W. 551, holding such evi-

dence inadmissible where there was
no evidence showing any animosity

or hostility previous to the day of

the homicide, but where on the con-

trary the parties appeared to be

friendly up to that time.

45. State v. Wintzingerode, 9
Or. 153; State v. Rider. 95 Mo. 474,

8 S. W. 72},\ Perry v. State, 102 Ga.

.365, 7,0 S. E. 903; Burgess 7-. State,

93 Ga. 304. 20 S. E. 331 ; Sanders
V. State, 131 Ala. i, 31 So. 564.

The Pnrchase of a Revolver and
Cartridges. — State v. Dohcrty. 72
Vt. 3S1. 48 Atl. 6>;8: Boiling v. State,

54 Ark. 588, 16 S. W. 658.

The fact that the deceased armed
himself two weeks previous to the

homicide, and then declared that he
anticipated some such difficulty as

the one which did actually occur,

are competent circumstances. Bur-
gess v. State, 93 Ga. 304, 20 S. E.

331.

An attempt by the defendant on the

day of the homicide, and after the

difficulty with the deceased, to ex-
change pocket-knives with another
person, alleging as a reason that his

knife was too small, is a relevant cir-

cumstance of preparation, tending to

show malice and premeditation.

Ford V. State, 71 Ala. 385.

Eight or Ten Months Previous.

The borrowing by the defendant of

a pistol eight or ten months before

the homicide, and his declaration in

that connection that if he met the

deceased that day he was fixed for

him and would get him, was held

admissible, it appearing that this ill-

will continued down to the time of

the homicide. Rush v. State (Tex.
Crim.), 76 S. W. 927.

Defendant's Purchase and Posses-
sion of Chloroform was held prop-

erly admitted to show intent, al-

though the crime charged was poi-

soning with strychnine. People v.

Cuff, 122 Cal. 589, 55 Pac. 407.

46. State v. Fuller, 114 N. C. 832,

19 S. E. 797-

The fact that the defendant cleaned

and oiled his pistol may be shown.
Eudwig z'. Com.. 22 Ky. L. Rep.
1 108. 60 S. W. 8.

On the trial for an assault with
the intent to murder, where it ap-

peared that the assault was made
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or that lie practiced in order to become more skillful in the use or

handling of the same.''^

(3.) Presumptions.— It has been held that malice may be presumed
from the use of a deadly weapon in the previous possession of the

slayer.'*^ Where, however, he has the right to wear arms or carry

a deadly weapon, no presumption of malice can arise from such

conduct ;*° and it has been held that secretly carrying a deadly

weapon contrary to law raises no legal presumption of malice. ^°

c. Bxplanation. — (1.) Generally. — In rebuttal of the inferences

arising from evidence as to his possession of weapons and other

preparations, the defendant may prove any circumstances tending

to show an innocent motive for such conduct, or otherwise to

explain,^^ as that the preparations were made for an expected dififi-

with a knife, evidence that shortly

previous to the assault the defend-

ant had his pocket-knife filed so that

it would not shut so readily when
the point was used, was held compe-
tent, although there was no other evi-

dence identifying this knife as the

one used in the assault. Com. v.

Roach, io8 Mass. 289.

47. Boiling v. State, 54 Ark. 588,

16 S. W. 658.

48. Com. V. Brown, 90 Va. 671,

19 S. E. 447. See fully, supra, the

section, " Presumption — Character

of Weapon."
49. "Where by Law a Citizen Has

the Right to Wear a Deadly Weapon,
the fact of his being so armed raises

no presumption of malice, though he

was the aggressor in the difficulty

resulting in the homicide. Cotton

r. State, 31 Miss. 504. Openly bear-

ing arms, being a constitutional

right, is presumed to be for a law-

ful purpose. Farris v. Com., yj Ky.

362.

A Pocket-knife is not presumed to

have been carried with an evil pur-

pose. State V. Brown, 15 Rich. L.

(S. C.) 59.

50. Alford V. State, 33 Ga. 303,

81 Am. Dec. 209.

51. State V. Shuff (Idaho), 73

Pac. 664; People v. Williams, 17 Cal.

142; Creswell v. State, 14 Tex. App.
I ; Marnoch v. State, 7 Tex. App.
269; State V. Noble, 66 Iowa 541,

24 N. W. 34; Fenwick v. State, 63

ivid. 239; Long V. State, 52 Miss.

23. See Pettis v. State (Tex.

Crim.), 81 S. W. 312.
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The defendant may show that he
came accidentally by the weapons
with which the crime was committed.
Aaron v. State, 31 Ga. 167.

In People v. Lee Chuck, 74 Cal.

30, 15 Pac. 322, in explanation of his

being encased in a coat of mail and
being armed at the time of the homi-
cide, it was held competent for the

defendant to show that his life had
been threatened by a society of

which deceased was a member; that

he had prepared himself against an
anticipated attack on his life.

Explanation of Carrying a Revol-
ver. — People V. Jackson, iii N. Y.

362, 19 N. E. 54-

The fact that the deceased shortly

before the homicide was seeking to

trade for a pistol is admissible to

explain the circumstances of the

shooting and the defendant's posses-

sion of a pistol at the time. Irby z'.

State, 25 Tex. App. 203, 7 S. W.
705-

Possession of an Ax— Kerrains

r. State, 60 N. Y. 221, 19 Am. Rep.

158.

The Preparations and Hostile Dec-
larations of the Deceased may be

shown. State v. Claire, 41 La. Ann.
191, 6 So. 129.

The purpose for which the defend-

ant procured weapons previous to

the homicide may be proved by a

witness other than the defendant, al-

though he has apparently derived his

knowledge on this subject from the

defendant's communications. Smith
V. State (Tex. Crim.), 81 S. W.
936.
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culty with another person than deceased,''- or that he had a legal

right to carry a weapon.**^

(2.) Custom.— It is not competent to sliow the general custom of

people in the locality to carry deadly weapons, but the defendant
may show that such was his own custom/'*''

(3.) Declarations Accompanying Act. — The defendant's declarations

or explanations accompanying the act of preparation are also admis-

sible in his own behalf, °^ though it has been held to the contrary.^"

G. SuRSEQUKNT CoNDUCT. — a. Generally. — The defendant's

subsequent conduct when tending to show his malice or intent is

competent for this purpose.^^ Any unseemly conduct toward the

body of the deceased, or any indignity offered it by the accused, is

a competent circumstance tending to show malice.^®

b. In His Own Behalf. — The defendant's conduct toward the

deceased subsequent to the assault is not admissible in his behalf,"*

When No Circumstances Indicat-

ing Preparation or Premeditation
Appear, the reason why the defend-

ant had in his possession a deadly

weapon at the time of the homicide
is immaterial and cannot be shown.
State V. Kennade, I2i jNIo. 405, 26 S.

W. 347; State V. Taylor, 126 Mo.

531, 29 S. W. 598-

52. State v. Claire, 41 La. Ann.
191, 6 So. 129; Long V. State, 52
Miss. 23.

53. In explanation of his carry-

ing a revolver at the time of the

homicide the defendant cannot show
that some eight or ten months prior

thereto he had a legal right to carry

such weapon, the evidence being too

remote. State v. Kohne, 48 W. Va.

335, Z7 S. E. 553-

54. Creswell v. State, 14 Tex.
App. I.

55. Taliaferro v. State, 40 Tex.

523; State V. Claire, 41 La. Ann.
191, 6 So. 129.

When the state has shown defend-
ant's previous declarations indicating

preparation, he may show his decla-

rations shortly afterward indicating

that he was preparing for another.

Long V. State, 52 Miss. 23.

56. Defendant's declaration at the

time he purchased the weapon with

which the homicide was committed,
that he was getting it to kill a mad
dog, held not admissible. State v.

Holcomb, 86 Mo. 371.

57. Little V. State, 39 Tex. Crim.

654, 47 S. W. 984; McGee v. State,

31 Tex. Crim. 71, 19 S. W. 764;
People V. Swenson, 49 Cal. 390; Peo-
ple V. Arrighini, 122 Cal. 121, 54
Pac. 591 ; Collier v. State, 39 Ga.

31, 99 Am. Dec. 449.

The effort made by the defendant
after the homicide to prevent the

fact being communicated to the de-

ceased's family is a competent cir-

cumstance in proof of malice. State

V. Mace, 118 N. C. 1244, 24 S. E.

798.

The Failure of the Defendant to

Provide for the Burial of the de-

ceased, his wife, is not competent in

proof of malice. Washington v.

State (Tex. Crim.), 79 S. W. 811.

Assaults upon third persons to

prevent them coming to the relief of

the deceased after the murderous at-

tack are admissible in proof of mal-
ice. Jordan v. State, 22 Ga. 545.

58. Duncan v. Com., 11 Ky. L.
Rep. 620, 12 S. W. 673, in which
case the action of the defendant,
two hours after the homicide, in

wiping blood from the body of the
deceased with his fingers, and smell-
ing it, was held properly admitted.

59. Going for a Physician for the
Deceased. — St.itc 7-. Strong, 153 Mo.
548, 55 S. W. 78.

Offers to Wait On the dying man
are inadmissible. State v. Whitson,
III N. C. 695, 16 S. E. 332.
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except perhaps in rebuttal of evidence on this point offered by the

state, or where the conduct is part of the res gestae.'^°

H. Declarations oi' Defendant. — The declarations and state-

ments of the accused, both previous*^^ and subsequent'^- to the

Defendant's Subsequent Declara-

tion to the party assaulted that he
" had nothing against him " is not
admissible in the defendant's favor

to show absence of mahce. Ray v.

State (Tex. Crim.), 36 S. W. 446.

60. As Extenuating Circumstance,

The fact that the defendant, im-

mediately after striking the fatal

blow, shows signs of remorse and
sympathy for the deceased, and
attempts to alleviate his injuries, is

an extenuating circumstance which
should be considered in determining

whether or not the act was malicious

and premeditated. Silgar v. People,

107 111. 563.

61. Moore v. State (Tex. Crim.),

72 S. W. 594; Harris v. Com., 25

Ky. L. Rep. 297, 74 S. W. 1044;

State V. Ellis, loi N. C. 765, 7 S.

E. 704, 9 Am. St. Rep. 49; Evans 1/.

State, 62 Ala. 6; Com. v. Hersey, 2
Allen (Mass.) 173; Smith v. Terri-

tory, II Okla. 669, 69 Pac. 805.

Walsh V. People, 88 N. Y. 458,' in

which testimony that defendant, on
the morning of the homicide, asked
of a fellow-workman where the

heart was located, and of another
whether pepper thrown in the eyes
would blind a person, and what
would be done to him if such a thing

should happen, was held competent
to show premeditation.

The defendant's declaration a short
time previous to the homicide that

he was going to " start the ball to

rolling," held admissible on the issue

of motive and intent. Ex parte

Kennedy (Tex. Crim.), 57 S. W.
648.

The defendant's declaration on the

day previous to the homicide that he
feared he would have trouble with
the deceased is admissible in behalf
of the state. Mott v. State (Tex.
Crim.), 51 S. W. 368.

The previous declarations of the

defendant as to his purpose in going
to the place of homicide armed are

admissible to show malice, although
they do not refer to the particular

matter which was the immediate
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cause of the difficulty. Furlow v.

State, 41 Tex. Crim. 12, 51 S. W.
938.

Letter written by defendant to his

brother a month before the homi-
cide. Com. V. Krause, 193 Pa. St.

306, 44 Atl. 454.
Statements by the defendant, in

response to advice that he go home
in order to avoid a difficulty, " I will

not run from him," and, " I cannot

take everything," are competent as

bearing upon the question of mal-
ice. Allen V. State, in Ala. 80, 20
So. 490.

62. A lab a m a. — McManus v.

State, 36 Ala. 285.

Arkansas. — Casat v. State, 40
Ark. SI I.

California. — People v. Shears, 133

Cal. 154. 65 Pac. 295.

Georgia. — Perry v. State, no Ga,

234, 36 S. E. 781.

Kentuckv. — Taggart v. Com., 20

Ky. L. Rep. 493, 46 S. W. 674.

Oklahoma. — Smith v. Territory,

II Okla. 669. 69 Pac. 805.

South Carolina. — State v. Ham-
mond, 5 Strob. L. 91.

Texas. — Clampitt v. State, 9 Tex.

App. 27 ; Gaines v. State (Tex.

Crim.), 2,7 S. W. 331; Garza v.

State, II Tex. App. 345; Lewis v.

State, 15 Tex. App. 647.

The deceased's statements the fol-

lowing day, showing his hatred to-

ward the person assaulted, were held

competent in Meeks v. State, 51 Ga.

429-
. , .

On the trial of an assault with m-
tent to murder, the declarations of

the defendant, made " about six

minutes " after the assault, threaten-

ing and cursing the person assaulted,

and forbidding him to stop at a

house near-by for the purpose of

dressing his wounds, were held com-
petent in proof of malice. Hender-
son V. State. 70 Ala. 29.

The defendant's declaration as he

rode away from the place of the

shooting immediately thereafter,

with a pistol in his hand, " T am the

toughest son of a ever struck
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assault tending to show criminal intent, premeditation or malice

toward the deceased or injured person, are competent evidence

against him if not too remote,"-' although not amounting to tlircats.***

I. Threats and Expressions oe Ill-Will. — a. Gciu-rally.

The defendant's previous and subsequent threats""^ against and

this town " is admissible both as

part of the res gestae and to show
maHce. State v. Brown, 28 Or. 147,

41 Pac. 1042.

63. State t'. Gainor, 84 Neb. 209,

50 N. W. 547.

64. Tuttle V. Com.. 17 Ky. L. Rep.

1 139, 33 S. W. 82.3; People v. Barth-

lenuui, 120 Cal. 7, 52 Pac. 112.

Previous Conversations Between
the Defendant and the Deceased,

Although Not Amounting to Quar-
rels, are competent on the question

of malice if they tend to show the

relations existing between them.
State V. Gilliam, 66 S. C. 419, 45 S.

E. 6.

65. Alabama. — Burns r. State, 49
Ala. 370; Linehan z: State, 113 Ala.

70, 21 So. 497; Wilson V. State, 128

Ala. 17, 29 So. 569; Henderson v.

State, 70 Ala. 29; Gray v. State, 63
Ala. 66; Barnes v. State, 134 Ala.

36, 32 So. 670; Marler v. State, 67
Ala. 55, 42 Am. Rep. 95.

Arkansas. — Casat v. State, 40
Ark. 511.

California. — People z'. Chaves,
122 Cal. 134, 54 Pac. 596.

Colorado. — Babcock v. People, 13

Colo. 515, 22 Pac. 817.

Florida. — Milton v. State, 40 Fla.

251, 24 So. 60.

Georgia. — Stiles v. State, 57 Ga.

183.

lozva. — State v. Sullivan, 51 Iowa
142, 50 N. W. 572.

Kansas. — State Z'. Stackhouse, 24
Kan. 320.

Louisiana. — State v. Pain, 48 I,a.

Ann. 311, 19 So. 138.

Mississifyf^i. — Cannon 7'. State, 57
Miss. 147.

Nevada. — State v. Bonds, 2 Ncv.
265.

Nezv York. — People v. Jones, 99
N. Y. 667, 2 N. E. 49.

North Carolina. — State z: Rose,

129 N. C. 575. 40 S. E. 83.

Te.vas. — Howard z'. State, 25 Tex.
App. 686. 8 S. W. Q29: Rambo v.

State (Tex. Crim.), 69 S. W. 163.

Washington. — White v. Territory,

3 Wash. Tr. 397, 19 Pac. 37-
" I Will Fix Him," a statement

by the defendant directed toward
the deceased, is admissible to show
malice. White v. State, 32 Tex.
Crim. 625, 25 S. W. 784.

Evidence that the defendant when
drunk and alone, and while talking

to himself, threatened to kill the de-

ceased, was held properly admitted
to show malice. Smith v. Com., 9
Ky. L. Rep. 215, 4 S. W. 798.

A statement by the defendant to

the deceased during a fight between
them some hours previous to the
homicide, " You had better kill me
now while you got a chance," was
held competent as a threat tending
to show malice and premeditation.
Porter v. State, 135 Ala. 51, i-^ So.

694-

Subsequent to the Assault.

In McManus v. State, 36 Ala. 285, it

appeared that the defendant, a few
hours after the fight in which he had
struck the deceased with a brickbat,

returned to the scene of the conflict

with a pistol and said he had come to
kill the person whom he had as-

saulted, and who had died in the
meantime.

Assault With Intent to Murder.
Expressions of ill-will and threats,

both prior and subsequent to the as-
sault, are competent. Waldron v.

State, 41 Fla. 265, 26 So. 701 ; Hodge
7'. State, 26 Fla. n, 7 So. 593; Rawl-
ins V. State, 44 Fla. 155, 24 So. 65.

Letters. — In Karr z'. State. 106
Ala. T. T7 So. 7,2f: an abusive and
threatening letter found on the bndy
of the deceased was held admissible

in proof of malice, there being some
evidence tending to show that it was
written by the defendant. The let-

ter was without date or signature,

and it was not shown when it was
written or how, or when it came
to the knowledge or possession of

the deceased, nor did it appear that

it caused any change in the relations

Vol. VI
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expressions of ill-will"" toward the deceased or assaulted person are

admissible to show criminal intent, malice and premeditation. While
it must be shown that the statement or threat was made or adopted
by the defendant, this may sufficiently appear from the circum-
stances.*'''

b. What Constitutes a Threat. — Language to be competent as a

threat need not be a direct statement of an intention to inflict

injury,"^ but may threaten indirectly by way of inference or innu-

between deceased and the defendant,

or induced the former to take any
precaution. It further appeared that

the cause of the homicide was a dif-

ficulty commencing two days previ-

ous thereto and continuing down to

the killing. See dissenting opinion

of Brickell, C. J.

A letter from the defendant evi-

dently intended for the deceased,

threatening to prosecute him for

selling Hquor to minors unless

twenty-five dollars was paid him, is

competent. Westbrook v. People,

126 111. 81, 18 N. E. 304.

66. Brown v. State (Tex. Crim.),

50 S. W. 354; Bateson v. State

(Tex. Crim.), 80 S. W. 88 {distin-

guishing Vann v. State [Te.x.

Crim.], 77 S. W. 817; Denton v.

State [Tex. Crim.], 79 S. W. 560);
Ortiz V. State, 30 Fla. 256, 11 So.

611; State V. Stackhouse, 24 Kan.
320; Waldron v. State, 41 Fla. 265,

26 So. 701.

A statement by the defendant that

a remark to him by the deceased
made him so mad that he " wanted
to get a gun and go to kill him,"
was held admissible, if not as a

threat, at least as showing the ani-

mus of the defendant toward the de-

ceased. Friday v. State (Tex.
Crim.), 79 S. W. 815.

Previous statements by the de-
fendant that he had settled with the

deceased and was going to get his

money because he, defendant, had
the deceased's mules in his posses-
sion, were held competent as show-
ing his ill-will or malice toward the

deceased. Hudson v. State (Tex.
Crim.). 70 S. W. 764.

In Williams 7'. State, 90 Ala. 649,
8 So. 825, evidence of a previous
declaration of the defendant that the
person assaulted had arrested him
for stealing beer, and " that any man
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who would do that was a d
son of a b ," was held compe-
tent as an expression of ill-will.

Defendant's statements shortly pre-

vious to the homicide showing that

he was looking for the deceased are

admissible to show his state of mind.
State V. Home, 9 Kan. 82.

A remark by the defendant that
" this parish is too small for us

both," following his statement that

he and the deceased were not on
friendly terms, held competent to

show malice and premeditation.

State V. Jones, 47 La. Ann. 1524, 18

So. 515.

Subsequent Expressions of 111-

Will Competent. — Waldron v. State,

41 Fla. 265, 26 So. 701.

67. Threats heard by the witness
while passing defendant's house
were held properly admitted, although
the witness did not see the person
making the threats or recognize his

voice, there being other evidence,

however, that defendant and de-

ceased were quarreling at that time
and no other persons were present

except their children. State v.

Feister, 32 Or. 254, 50 Pac. 561.

A conversation between defend-

ant, deceased and others, overheard
by the witness, in which threats to

kill were made, but where the wit-

ness did not know by whom they

were made nor toward whom they

were directed, was held properly ad-

mitted because defendant was suf-

ficiently shown to have been present.

Short V. Com., 9 Ky. L. Rep. 2=55,

4 S. W. 810.

68. Rule Stated. — Defendant's
statement that he did not want any
trouble with the deceased, but if the

latter wanted trouble he could get
it, was held properly admitted, it be-

ing no objection to the competency
of the threat that it was conditional.
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endo.®" It is sufficient that the statement inchoate a contemplation
of some hostihty or violence,'" and the fact that it is susceptible of

an innocent construction does not serve to exclude it.'^^

c. Conditional Threats. — Such threats are not inadmissible

merely because conditional/- but when they are of such a nature as

to indicate a violent purpose only in case the prescribed contingency
has happened, there must l)e a preliminary sho\vin<:;f of the defend-
ant's knowledge that the condition has been fulfilled.''^

" The threat may not be to do any
specific injury if it tends to show a
malicious condition of the defend-
ant's mind, . . . and language
used need not be specific as regards

the means by which, or as to the

time, place or manner in which vio-

lence is to be inflicted. It is for the

court to say whether the utterance

of the defendant imports a threat,

and the cases go very far in admit-
ting as a threat any declaratimi

which indicates, however vaguely
and indefinitely, an intention on the

part of the accused to inflict vio-

lence upon the deceased." State 7'.

Sloan, 22 ]\Iont. 293, 56 Pac. 364.

69. State v. Tartar. 26 Or. 38,

2,7 Pac. 53; People v. Craig, in Cal.

460, 44 Pac. 186.

70. Wilson V. State, no Ala. i,

20 So. 415; State V. Mills, 91 N.
C. 581 ; Parker v. State, 136 Ind.

284, 35 N. E. 1 105; People V.

Coughlin, 13 Utah 58, 44 Pac. 94;
State V. Hunt, 128 N. C. 584, .38 S.

E. 473; State V. Larkins, 5 Idaho
200, 45 Pac. 945.

A statement by the defendant " I

will see you later," made during a
previous difficulty between the de-

fendant and the party assaulted, on
the day of the assault, was held com-
petent as prima facie importing a

threat. Drake v. State, no Ala. 9,

20 So. 450.

Where it appeared that the de-
fendant had notice of the deceased's
intention to arrest one of the for-

mer's friends his declaration that he
was going up and " see it well done "

was held competent as being in the

nature of a threat. " What was the
meaning of the expression, and what
probative value could be given " to

it were held to be questions for the
jury. Sanders v. State, n3 Ga. 267,

38 S. E. 841.

A statement by the defendant,
while talking about his trouble with
the deceased prior to the homicide,
that he, defendant, " was part In-

dian — baid medicine — and that

something serious would grow out of

this trouble " is competent as tending
to show a threat by him. School-
craft V. People, 117 111. 271, 7 N. E.

649.

71. " If one construction of the evi-

dence would indicate a threat and the

other would not the evidence would
be admissible. The fact that the

declaration . . . may be suscep-

tible of an innocent construction

would not go to the admissibility of

the testimony, but merely to its

weight." Hudson v. State (Tex.
Crim.), 70 '>. W. 764. Citing How-
ard V. State, 23 Tex. Crim. 265, 5

S. W. 231.

72. State v. Sloan, 22 Mont. 293,

56 Pac. 364. Cribbs v. State, 86 Ala.

613, 6 So. 109, in which case a
statement by the defendant concern-
ing a difficulty between the deceased
and the person addressed that the

deceased " had better not cross his

path or he would kill him " was
held competent.

Defendant's statement, when in-

formed that deceased had drawn a

knife upon another person, that " if

he ever comes at me with a knife

1 will cut off his wind," although
objected to as not being a threat

and only conditional at most, was
held competent. Self v. State, 39
Tex. Crim. 455, 47 S. W. 26.

73. A threat by the defendant
that he would kill his wife and him-
self too if Jie knew that she was not
virtuous is a conditional threat, and
not admissible without proof of his

knowledge of the conditional fact.

Phillips 7'. State, 22 Tex. App. 139.

2 S. W. 601.
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d. Inipersonal and General Threats and Expressions of Ill-Will.

(1.) Generally.— Impersonal and general threats arc not admissible
unless it appears in some way that they include or have reference
to the deceased," and it has been held that the burden is upon the
state to show that a threat to kill some person, but not disclosing
whom, was directed toward the deceased/^ This fact, however,
may sufficiently appear from the circumstances'^® or subsequent

Con.dition Satisfied Where the
defendant threatens to kill the de-
ceased unless the latter does some
affirmative act and the act is never
performed, the threat is as conclusive
evidence of premeditation and malice
as though no condition had been at-

tached to it. State v. Bonds, 2 Nev.
265.

74. Stevenson v. United States,

86 Fed. 106; Morton v. State, 43
Tex. Crim. 533, 67 S. W. 115; Fos-
sett r. State, 41 Tex. Crim. 400, 55
S. W. 497; Hall V. State, 43 Tex.
Crim. 257, 64 S. W. 248; Gaines v.

State (Tex. Crim.), 42 S. W. 385,

53 S. W. 623. And see cases in

second note following.

Defendant's statement on the day
preceding the homicide, that he was
going to kill " somebody " or " as
good a friend as he had," was held
inadmissible because not shown to

refer to the deceased. Godwin v.

State, 38 Tex. Crim. 466, 43 S. W.
336, criticising and declining to fol-

low the case of Brooks f. Com., 18
Ky. L. Rep. 702, 37 S. W. 1043 (see
inf}-a, note 80), and distinguishing

Hopkins v. Com., 50 Pa. St. 9.

75. Holley v. State (Tex.
Crim.), 46 S. W. 39, in which de-
fendant's threat an hour previous to

the homicide, " I will kill the

son of a b and be in ]\Iex-

ico before morning " was held inad-

missible, there being nothing to con-
nect it with the deceased except the
fact that the parties were not on
friendly terms, and the homicide
shortly afterward. " Nor will it do
to assume that, if appellant meant
some one else, he knew whom he
meant, and that it was injumbent on
him to point out the person alluded
to. We think the rule is that the

circumstances themselves in connec-
tion with the threat must with
a reasonable degree of certainty es-
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tablish the fact that appellant al-

luded to or directed the threat in

question against deceased, before it

can be admitted in evidence against

him ; and, if the circumstances in

proof leave this matter in doubt,
that doubt must be solved in favor
of the defendant, and the threat
must be excluded."

76. California. — People v. Se-
horn, 116 Cal. 503, 48 Pac. 495.

Indiana. — Wheeler v. State, 158
Ind. 687, 63 N. E. 975.
Kentucky. — Com. v. Reynolds,

89 Ky. 147. 20 S. W. 167, 12. S. W.
132; Young V. Com., 19 Ky. L. Rep.

929, 42 S. W. 1 141; Sparks v. Com.,
89 Ky. 644, 20 S. W. 167; Howard
r. Com., 24 Ky. L. Rep. 612, 69
S. W. 721 ; Brewer v. Com., 10 Ky.
L. Rep. 122, 8 S. W. 339.

Missouri. — State v. Guy, 69 AIo.

430.

Montana. — State v. King, 9 Mont.

445. 24 Pac. 265.

Texas. — Ditmer v. State (Tex.
Crim.), 74 S. W. 34; McKinney v.

State, 8 Tex. App. 626 ; Davis v.

State (Tex. Crim.), 56 S. W. 53;
Brown v. State (Tex. Crim.), 65 S.

W. 529; IJolloway v. State (Tex.
Crim.), yy S. W. 14; Hardy v. State,

31 Tex. Crim, 289, 20 S. W. 561;
De La Garza z'. State (Tex. Crim.),
61 S. W. 484; Thomas v. State, 42
Tex. Crim. 386, 56 S. W. 70, distin-

guishing Gaines v. State (Tex.
Crim.), S3 S. W. 623.

Rule Stated In Harrison v.

State, 79 Ala. 29, threats by the de-

fendant against a particular person,

but not disclosing his identity, were
held not improperly admitted. The
court states the rule thus :

" Evi-

dence of threats made by the ac-

cused is admissible to show his ani-

mus at the time of committing the

offense. To be admissible, they

must indicate a purpose to do some
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declarations" of the accused; and if the circumstances are such that

the language used might reasonably be construed to include or refer

to the deceased or injured person, the evidence should be admitted
and the question left to the juryJ*

It has, however, frequently been held that general and imper-
sonal threats made a very short time before the assault are compe-
tent evidence of the defendant's malicious purpose, although not
otherwise connected with the deceased or injured person than by
their proximity to the assaultJ" And in some jurisdictions such

particular persons an injury, or must
be expressions of ill-will or hate to-

ward a class, of which the deceased
is one ; and must be capable of such
construction as to show reference

to the deceased. Where the threats

are capable of being so construed,

considered in connection with the

other evidence, although no particu-

lar person is specially designated,

and are not so far removed from the

inquiry involved in the issue before

the jury as to give no aid or direc-

tion in determining that issue, they

are admissible; and their reference

to the deceased is a question for the

jury, to be determined on the whole
evidence."

A declaraction by the accused
made while driving along the

highway shortly before he overtook
and assaulted the injured persons,

that " he would kill the son of a
b ," is not incompetent because no
person was designated as the object

of the threat. It was a question for

the jury to determine whether it re-

ferred to one of the persons who
were assaulted shortly afterward.
Starr v. State, i6o Ind. 66i, 67 N.

E. 527.

A threat in general terms, " Damn
him, I am going to kill him," though
not designating the person against
whom it was directed, was held com-
petent where it was made a few
hours previous to the homicide, and
after the defendant and the deceased
had engaged in an altercation on
the same day. Jones v. State, 76
Ala. 8.

77. Snodgrass v. Com., 80 Va.
679, 17 S. E. 238.

78. Madison v. Com., 13 Ky. L.
Rep. 313, 17 S. W. 164; Ford v.

State, 71 Ala. 385; Marchan v.

41

State (Tex. Crim.), 75 S. \V. 532;
Taylor v. State, 44 Tex. Crim. 547,

72 S. W, 396.

In State v. Mills, 91 N. C. 581. the

declaration of the defendant a few
hours previous to his commission of
the homicide that " he had money to

pay his way out of all his difficul-

ties, and he intended to have satis-

faction before he slept that night,"

was held admissible as a threat, the

reasonable inference being that it

was directed against the deceased.

Defendant's statement about a
week previous to the homicide, " I

don't know but what I shall kill

some one in a week," was held prop-
erly admitted, the conversation in

which it was made being of such a
character as to warrant the jury in

believing that it was aimed at the

deceased. State 7'. Hoyt, 47 Conn.
518, 36 Am. Rep. 89.

On the trial of the accused for as-

sisting in the murder of his wife,

who had been shot by the accused's
paramour, evidence that the defend-
ant, in a conversation about the con-
duct of one T. toward his paramour,
said he would " kill anybody that

interfered with him and that

woman," was held competent as be-
ing a threat which might include
his wife, the deceased, the question
of whether it did or not being one
for the jury. Caddell v. State, 129
Ala. 57, 30 So. 76.

79. Hopkins v. Com., 50 Pa. St.

9; Benedict v. State. 14 Wis. 423;
State V. Hunt, 128 N. C. 584. 38 "S.

E. 473; State V. Harlan, 130 Mo.
381, 32 S. W. 997; Hodge V. State,

26 Fla. Ti. 7 So. 593; Moore v. Peo-
ple, 26 Colo. 213, 57 Pac. 857.

Defendant's statement on the day
previous to the killing that he in-

tended " to kill someone and then
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threats and expressions of violence, although not directed toward

anyone, are competent as evidence of general or universal malice.^"

kill himself " was held properly ad-

mitted, " although vague and indefi-

nite as to the intended victim."

State V. Fitzgerald, 130 Mo. 407, 2,^

S. W. 1 1 13.

Evidence that the defendant, on
the morning preceding the homicide,

went into a saloon, stuck a two-edged
dagger into the counter, and said

:

" That will be the death of some-
body here before long," or " some-

body yet," was held competent as

showing, his animus, although there

was nothing to indicate that it re-

ferred to the deceased. Friery v.

People, 54 Barb. (N. Y.) 319.

In People v. Southerland, 154 N.

Y. 345, 48 N. E. 518, it was held

competent to show that on the day
of the shooting the defendant showed
the witness a pistol and remarked

:

" This means business some day,"

as tending to show not only the de-

fendant's possession of the pistol at

that time, but that he intended to use

it upon someone.
A statement by the defendant,

made a short time before he commit-
ted the assault, that he expected to

kill someone before he left the town,

is admissible on the prosecution for

assault with intent to murder, as

showing intention. Read v. State,

2 Ind. 438.

A threat by the defendant to the

effect that he had gotten drunk just

to kill two or three persons in the

town that night, made two or three

hours previous to the fatal difficulty,

which he willfully provoked, was
held properly admitted though noth-

ing further appeared to connect it

with the deceased. State v. Hymer,
IS Nev. 40, distinguishing State 7'.

Walsh, 5 Nev. 260.

Defendant's statement to the wit-

ness three hours previous to the

homicide, " I would like to take you
with me, but I have a dirty piece of

business to do tonight," was held

properly admitted to show malice

and an " abandoned, reckless, ma-
licious spirit on the part of the ac-

cused." State V. Larkins, 5 Idaho

200, 47 Pac. 945.
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When No Evidence of Previous

Difficulty— Anderson v. State, 79
Ala. 5.

80. Williams v. Com., 21 Ky. L.

Rep. 612, 52 S. W. 843 ; State v. Vance,

29 Wash. 435, 70 Pac. 34; Whitaker

V. Com., 13 Ky. L. Rep. 504, 17 S. W.
358. See also Moore v. People, 26

Colo. 213, 57 Pac. 857; State v. Lar-

kins, 5 Idaho 200, 47 Pac. 945; and
supra the section, " General Malice."

But contra, see Redd v. State, 68
Ala. 492; Godwin v. State, 38 Tex.
Crim. 466, 43 S. W. 336; State v.

Barfield, 29 N. C. 303.

Defendant's statements shortly pre-

vious to the homicide that he wanted
to kill somebody, and was going to

kill somebody, were held admissible
although not part of the res gestae,

and not shown to refer to the de-

ceased, on the ground that general
threats by the defendant, and his

declarations of his intention to com-
mit murder, made previous to the

homicide, are admissible " in order
to establish general malice and pur-

pose to injure or kill someone.
. . . And in such case it is not

necessary to show that the threats

had reference to any particular in-

dividual. . . . But it may be ob-

served that such evidence is proper

to indicate the grade of the offense,

rather than to establish the fact of

guilt." Brooks v. Com., 18 Ky. L.

Rep. 702, 37 S. W. 1043.

A remark by the defendant on the

day of the homicide that he would
kill somebody before the week was
out, and that " he would like to

kill some damned old Grand Army
man," was held admissible as a

threat, and as showing " a revenge-

ful and malicious spirit." The fact

that the deceased was not a Grand
Army man was held insufficient to

exclude the statement, it being a

question for the jury whether or not

it referred to the deceased. " Vaeue
threats, not against any particular

person, have often been admitted and
are competent evidence." State v.

Cochran, 147 Mo. 504, 49 S. W. 558.
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The Opinion of a person who heard the threats, that they were
directed toward the deceased, is not admissible.*^

(2.) When Deceased Not in Defendant's Mind at Time of Threat.

Impersonal threats sutificiently comprehensive to include deceased

are admissible, although he was not in defendant's mind at the time

the threat was madc.*-

(3.) Against Doer of Particular Act. — Threats against any person

who might do a specified act,®^ or who has already done a particular

act,** are competent after showing that the deceased or injured

person has done the act named.
e. Against Class or Race. — Threats and expressions of ill-will

against the class*^ or race*" to which the deceased belonged, are

competent.

81. Johnson v. Com., 72 Ky. 224.

82. People V. Durfee, 62 Mich.

487, 29 N. W. log; Williams t/.

Com., 21 Ky. L. Rep. 612, 52 S. W.
843.

83. State v. Pierce, 90 Iowa 506,

58 N. W. 891; Caddell v. State, 129

Ala. 57, 30 So. 76.

A threat to kill " any man who
fooled with Mandy Smith," made
two or three years previous to the

homicide, was held admissible where
it appeared that the defendant and
deceased were rivals for her affec-

tions down to the time of the homi-
cide. Alathis V. State, 34 Tex. Crim.

39. 28 S. W. 817.

A threat by the defendant to kill

" anybody who hits M. T.," made a

few minutes before the homicide, al-

though having immediate reference

to one R., was held competent where
it appeared that the deceased soon
after struck M. T., which resulted

in the fatal difficulty between himself

and defendant. Jordan v. State, 79
Ala. 9.

A threat by the defendant that he
would kill or be killed before he
would go to the workhouse was held
admissible to show a fixed purpose
to resist arrest even to the extent
of death, where the killing occurred
during an attempted arrest. Quinn
V. Com., 23 Ky. L. Rep. 1302, 63 S.

W. 792.

84. In Parker ?-. State, 136 Tnd.

284, 35 N. E. 1 105, threats of a

general ch.nracter by the defendant
to the effect that he would get even
with all those connected with his

arrest were held competent, where

it appeared that the deceased had tel-

ephoned for the patrol wagon.
A declaration by the defendant

that he would shoot the person who
started a slanderous report about his

wife if he could find out who it

was, was held admissible on his trial

for the killing of the person whom
he subsequently accused of being its

author. Williams v. Com., 21 Ky. L.

Rep. 612, 52 S. W. 843-

85. Previous Threats Against
Policemen are admissible where de-

ceased was a policeman, although
they are not otherwise shown to re-

late to him. State v. Grant. 79 Mo.
113, 49 Am. Rep. 218; Dixon v.

State, 13 Fla. 636. See also Miller

V. State, 31 Tex. Crim. 609, 21 S.

W. 925. 37 .^m. St. Rep. 836.

Against Officers— On a charge of

killing the officer who was attempt-

ing his arrest, the defendant's state-

ment several days preceding the

homicide, when informed that the of-

ficers were after him, " Let them
come ; I am ready for them," was
held properly admitted to show mal-
ice against all who might attempt to

arrest him. People v. Coughlin, 13

Utah 58, 44 Pac. 94.

86. Threats Against White Men
are admissible where the injured

person is a white man, in connection

with abusive language bv the defend-

ant toward such person at the same
time. Anderson v. State, 15 Tex.
App. 447 ; Thompson Z'. State, 55
Ga. 47.

Against Colored Men— Defend-
ant's statement shortly previous to

the homicide, " I just as lief shoot

Vol. VI
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f. Against Pamily. — A threat or hostile expression aj^ainst all

of the deceased's family as such, using- the family name, is compe-
tent.^^ But such expressions of hostility or animosity toward indi-

vidual members of the family are not competent unless some con-
nection between them and the homicide is shown, or the circum-
stances are such that they reflect the speaker's feeling toward the

deceased himself.^*

g. Against Corporation. — Threats against a corporation or com-
pany may be competent on a prosecution for a murderous assault

upon or the killing of one of its employes by the threatener.^^

a black devil as not," was held prop-
erly admitted to show malice, the de-

ceased being a colored man. State
V. Gallehugh, 89 Minn. 212, 94 N.
W. 723.

Where the deceased, a negro, was
killed at a dance, the defendant's
declaration the previous day that
" he was going to get him a man "

and that he " was gwine over to the

dance and get him a negro." was
held competent as a threat, the cir-

cumstances being sufficient to make
it include the deceased. Harris v.

State, 109 Ga. 280, 34 S. E. 583.
Against Mexican, _ A statement

by the defendant, when attempting
to purchase a pistol, " that he might
want to kill some damn Mexican,"
was held admissible, it appearing
that deceased was a Mexican and
that the relation between the parties

was hostile. " It is not necessary to

make a threat admissible that it

should be directed against any par-
ticular person, when the facts and
circumstances tend to point out the
person against whom such threat
was made. Nor is it necessary to

name the threatened party when the
facts and circumstances make it

clear that the deceased was the party
intended. Mathis v. State, 34 Te.x.

Crim. 39, 28 S. W. 817.
87, People v. Craig, iii Cal. 460,

44 Pac. 186; People v. Gross, 123
Cal. 389, 55 Pac. 1054; People v.

Bezy, 67 Cal. 223, 7 Pac. 643.
A threat against " all the Strip-

lings " is admissible on the trial of
a charge of assault with intent to

murder a person of that family name.
Sebastian v. State, 41 Tex. Crim.
248, 53 S. W. 875.

88. Threats Against Deceased's
Brother are not admissible. People
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V. Bezy, 67 Cal. 223, 7 Pac. 643;
Shaw V. State, 79 Miss. 21, 30 So.

42.

But see State v. Kohne, 48 W. Va.

335, 2,7 S. E. 553; Moore v. State,

31 Tex. Crim. 234, 20 S. W. 563.

In the latter case evidence of the

indecent language and conduct of the
defendant toward the injured per-

son's wife and daughter shortly pre-

vious to the assault was held com-
petent on the ground that such con-
duct toward the female relatives of
the person is evidence of malice to-

ward him.

A quarrel between the defendant
and deceased's wife, in the absence
of the deceased, and threats by the

defendant against the wife on that

occasion, were held properly admit-
ted, it appearing that such nuarrel

was the sole cause of the fatal diffi-

culty. " The general rule undoubt-
edly is . . . that threats made by
the accused prior to the homicide to

kill or injure some other person than
the deceased are inadmissible against

him ; but an exception to the rule is

that threats against, or quarrels with,

members of the family of the de-

ceased may be received as tending
to establish a motive, where con-
nection is shown between such
threats or quarrels and the offense."

Gravely v. State, 45 Neb. 878, 64
N. W. 452.

89. On the trial of a charge of

assault with intent to murder, evi-

dence of threats previously made
against the railroad company, which
was employing the assaulted party,

was held competent where it ap-
peared that the assault was commit-
ted during an alleged invasion of the

defendant's property by the person
assaulted, under orders from his su-
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h. Against Third Persons. — The defendant's threats ag^ainst

third persons are not orchnarily achnissible/'" except as part of tlie

res gestae}*^ When, however, the circumstances or the relations of

the parties are such that the threats or language used tend to show
the defendant's criminal intent or malice toward the deceased or

injured person, the evidence is competent ;"' as when the threats

were made in the same conversation or as part of a threat against

the deceased ;"^ when the person threatened was killed at the same
time as the deceased,"* or it appears that a conspiracy existed to

kill them both ;"° or when the defendant, intending to kill the person

threatened, by mistake or accident kills another."*' Whether or not

threats against third persons include the person assaulted is a ques-

tion for the jury, where the circumstances or nature of the threat

are such that it might include him."'^

periors. " If threats are made against

such a company it is for the jury

to determine from the character of

the threats whether the employees of

the company come within their

scope ; the company and its employ-
ees are in a measure identified, and
the carrying out of a threat against

the comnany may necessarily in-

volve peril to, or an assault upon, its

employees." Newton v. State, 92
Ala. 33, 9 So. 404.

90. Ogletree v. State, 28 Ala.

693; Ford V. State. 71 Ala. 385;
State V. Barfield, 29 N. C. 299; Carr
V. State, 23 Neb. 749, 2,7 N. W. 630;
Abcrnethy v. Com., lOi Pa. St. 2>22,

distiu^uisliiug Hopkins v. Com., 50
Pa. St. 9. 88 Am. Dec. 518.

Previous threats against the bar-

keeper of a saloon where the assault

occurred were held incompetent on
the trial of a charge of assault with
intent to murder a policeman who
attempted to eject defendant. State

Z'. Driscoll, 44 Iowa 65.

91. Killins v. State, 28 Fla. 313,

9 So. 711.

92. Shackleford v. State, 79 Ala.

26. See also People v. Bezy, 67 Cal.

223. 7 Pac. 643.

Threats against a person attempt-
ing to alleviate the injured person's

suffering subsequent to the fatal as-

sault arc competent. Snodgrass r.

Com., 89 Va. 679, 17 S. E. 238.

Where the defendant was charged
with the murder of a constable while
resisting a lawful arrest by the lat-

ter, his statement made two days
previous to the homicide while pass-

ing one N., who had been a con-

stable, that " N. aims to arrest me.

. . . If he tries to arrest me he

will hear from this," at the same
time pulling a revolver from his

pocket, was held competent as show-
ing his animus toward any officer

attempting to arrest him, and his

premeditated resistance to anticipated

arrest. Palmer v. People, 138 111.

356, 28 N. E. 130, 32 Am. St. Rep.

146.

Where the homicide occurred dur-

ing the celebration of a wedding cer-

emony, for the purpose of showing
the defendant's malice in going to

the scene thereof, it was held compe-
tent to show his threats against the

groom and his declarations of his

intention to go to the wedding cere-

mony, although not invited. State

V. Partlow. 90 Mo. 608, 4 S. W. 14.

93. State v. Wong Gee. !=; Or.

276. 57 Pac. 914; Shackleford v.

State. 79 Ala. 26.

94. Previous expressions of ill-

will by the defendant against his

stepmother were held admissible on
his trial for the homicide of his

father, both such persons having
been killed at the same time. Wool-
folk V. State, 85 Ga. 69, n S. E.

814.

95. Slade v. State, 29 Tex. App.
381, 16 S. W. 253. See article
" CoNSriRACV."

96. See infra, this article, the sec-

tion " Killing Another by Mistake or
Accident."

97. Newton v. State, 92 Ala. 33,

9 So. 404.
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i. By Third Persons. — Threats and hostile expressions toward

the deceased by third persons are not competent against the

accused'"* unless such persons were co-conspirators with him, or the

statements were participated in or adopted by him f° and although

made in his presence they are incompetent unless of such a character

as to require a denial or repudiation which he failed to make.^

j. Remoteness. — Threats and expressions of ill-will have been

held too remote in point of time to be relevant.- The general rule,

however, is that the objection of remoteness goes only to the weight

and not to the competency of such evidence.^ The mere remoteness

98. Da La Garza v. State (Tex.

Crim.), 6i S. W. 484.
Threats by the Defendant's

Brother against the deceased are not

admissible without preHminary proof

of a conspiracy between such brother

and the defendant. Wills v. State

(Tex. Crim.), 22 S. W. 969; State

V. Lague, 41 La. Ann. 1970, 6 So.

787.

99. State v. Ellis, loi N. C. 765,

7 S. E. 704, 9 Am. St. Rep. 49; Peo-

ple V. State (Tex. Crim.), 76 S. W.
565.

1. Miller v. State, 97 Ga. 653, 25

S. E. 366. See more fully supra,

this article, " Declarations by Third
Persons— Implied Admissions."

2. Threats by defendant four or

five years previous to the homicide
were held incompetent for remote-

ness. McMasters v. State, 81 Miss.

374. 33 So. 2. See also Harrison v.

State, 79 Ala. 29.

3. California. — People v. Hong
Ah Duck, 61 Cal. 387; People z:

Brown, 76 Cal. 573, 18 Pac. 678.

Connecticut. — State v. Hoyt, 46
Conn. 330.

Kentucky. — Abbott v. Com., 24
Ky. L. Rep. 148, 68 S. W. 124.

Missouri. — State v. Grant, 79 Mo.
113, 49 Am. Rep. 218; State v. Ad-
ams, 76 Mo. 355; State v. Wright,

141 Mo. 333, 42 S. W. 934.

Montana. — Territory v. Roberts,

9 Mont. 12, 22 Pac. 132.

See McDaniel v. State, 100 Ga.

67, 27 S. E. 158.

Remoteness of Threats " It is

no objection to such evidence that

a period of years had expired since

the threats were made. On the con-

trary, long-continued animosity and
ill-will are better evidence of a state
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of mind which will ripen into delib-

erate murder than the hasty ebulli-

tion of passion. The theory of the

law of murder is that it is made on

premeditation, and the motives for

such an act are not less powerful

because they are the result of ill

feelings entertained for years." Peo-

ple V. Decker, 157 N. Y. 186, 51 N.

E. 1018; Jeflferds v. People, 5 Park.

Crim. (N. Y.) 522.

A Threat Made Thirteen Years
Previous to the homicide, followed

by evidence of other threats made
one, three and four years previous

to the homicide, was held properly

admitted. State v. Hoyt, 46 Conn.

330.

Threats Made Three or Four
Years Previous to the homicide, and
repeated down to within a year and
a half or two years thereof were
held not too remote to be admissi-

ble. State V. Wright, 141 Mo. 333,

42 S. W. 934.

Threats by the defendant against

the deceased " several years " previ-

ous to the homicide are held prop-

erly admitted. People v. Brown, 76
Cal. 573. 18 Pac. 67S.

Expressions of Ill-Will Seven
Months Previous to the homicide are

not too remote to be competent.

Tuttle V. Com., 17 Ky. L. Rep. 1139,

33 S. W. 823.

Six Months Previous not too re-

mote. United States v. Neverson, i

Mack. (D. C.) 152.

Threats and expressions of ill-will

several months previous to homicide
held competent. Waldron v. State,

41 Fla. 265, 26 So. 701 ; Frizzell v.

State, 30 Tex. Crim. 42, 16 S. W.
751-
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of the thrents will not render them incompetent when there is any
other evidence of a continued hostility between the accused and the

deceased/ or when they are conditioned on the doing, by the.

deceased, of some act the performance of which is soon followed

b}- the homicide.^

k. Intcri'CJiiiii^ friendship. — The mere resumption of apjiarently

friendly relations, and their existence at the time of the homicide,

while tendinc^ to ncg^ative the inference of malice to be drawn from

previous threats or expressions of ill-will, is not sufficient to exclude

them from the consideration of the jury."

1. Whole Statement or Conversation. — Evidence as to the

defendant's previous threats or expressions of ill-will is not incom-

petent because the witness cannot testify as to the whole statement

or conversation in which they were made.'' The defendant, how-

One Month Previous Threats by
the husband against his wife one
month before the liomicide are not
too remote. PhilHps v. State, 62

Ark. 119, 34 S. W. 539.

4. Thirty Years Previous— In

Goodwin v. State, 96 Ind. 550, threats

by the accused to shoot his brother,

the decea.sed, made thirty years be-

fore the homicide, when the former
was a boy of fifteen, were held com-
petent, there being other evidence of

long-continued hostility between the

brothers. " The existence and con-
tinuance of malevolent feelings was
a question of fact and it was proper
to submit to the jury all evidence
bearing upon that question, leaving

to them the decision of its credibil-

ity and weight."
Threats " running through many

months and coming down to a time
very near the homicide " are admis-
sible. Rains v. State, 88 Ala. 91,

7 So. 315.

Two Years Previous — Pollowed
by Continuous State of Hostility

down to date of homicide— compe-
tent. Com. V. Storti, 177 Mass. 339,

58 N. E. 1021.

Continuous threats for a period of

six months previous to the homicide
are admissible. Hodge 7'. State, ?.6

Fla. II, 7 So. 593. See also Clem-
mons V. State, 43 Fla. 200, 30 So.

699.

5. In Abbott r. Com., 24 Ky. 1..

Rep. 148, 68 S. W. 124, the defend-
ant's threat a year previous to the

homicide that he would kill the de-

ceased if the latter married the de-

fendant's sister was held admissible,

it appearing that the homicide was
committed on the day following such

marriage. The threat was objected

to as being too remote. The court

says :
" By the very nature of things,

there can be no fixed, definite limit

of time within which such threats had
been made to determine their com-
petency and admissibility. In our
opinion, the time when the threats

proven were made must go to the

weight of such testimony, to be de-

termined by the jury, rather than to

the competency of the evidence it-

self."

6. Wharton v. State, 7^ Ala. 366;

People V. Hyndman, 99 Cal. i. i^
Pac. 782. But see State v. Crabtree,

III Mo. 136, 20 S. W. 7; Herman
v. State, 75 Miss. 340, 22 So. 873.

In Cribbs v. State, 86 Ala. 613.

6 So. log, a threat by the defendant

made several months previous to the

homicide was held admissible, al-

though it appeared that the defend-

ant and the deceased had been

thrown together every day for sev-

eral months and were friendly, and
had never had any difficulty previous

to the homicide, there being evidence,

however, of another threat on the

night before the killing.

7. vState V. Vallery, 47 La. Ann.
182, 16 So. 741^ ; Sutton v. Com., 85
Va. 128, 7 S. E. 323; Redd v. State,

68 Ala. 492; People v. Dice, 120 Cal.

189, 52 Pac. 477; Kelsoe v. State,

47 Aia. 573.
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ever, may introduce in evidence his whole statement or all that was
said in that connection.^

m. Independent Offense. — Such threats may be admissible,

althoug^h constituting a separate offense.®

n. Retraction of Threats. — The fact that the threats were
retracted in the same conversation in which they were made does
not render them inadmissible. ^°

o. Explanatory Evidence. — Evidence of the circumstances pre-

ceding- the homicide may be competent in behalf of the state, to show
whether or not the deceased came within the scope of general threats

previously made by the defendant.^^ The defendant is entitled to

show the circumstances under which the threats were made,^^ and
what caused or occasioned them,^^ but for this purpose he cannot
prove the deceased's bad character.^* He may also explain what
was in his mind at the time he uttered the threatening language/*

An Isolated and Complete Sen-
tence of the defendant, containing a
threat, was held admissible, although
the witness did not hear and could
not relate the remainder of the con-
versation or statement. State v. Ol-
iver, 43 La. Ann. 1003, 10 So. 201.

8. Drake v. State, no Ala. 9, 20
So. 450; People V. Curtis, 52 Mich.
616, 18 N. W. 385.

9. Evidence that four days pre-

vious to the homicide the defendant
ran after the deceased in the street,

cursing and threatening him, is com-
petent, although amounting to an at-

tempted assault. Henry v. People,

198 III. 162, 65 N. E. 120.

10. Cribbs V. State, 86 Ala. 613,

6 So. 109.

11. Caddell v. State, 129 Ala. 57,

30 So. 76.

12. People V. Curtis, 52 Mich.
?i6, 18 N. W. 385; Atkins v. State,

16 Ark. 568, in which the exclusion
of the deceased's provoking remarks,
which had caused the threat, was
held error.

Intoxication. — He may show that

he was intoxicated at the time. Peo-
ple V. Eastwood, 14 N. Y. ^62; Rex
V. Thomas, 7 Car. & P. 753, 32 E.
C. L. 751. See also Bolzer v. Peo-
ple, 129 111. 112, 21 N. E. 818, 4
L. R. A. 579-

13. Utzman v. State, 32 Tex.
Crim. 426, 24 S. W. 412.

Evidence on the part of the de-
fendant that he had been previously
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attacked with a hatchet by the de-

ceased, and that he had had the lat-

ter bound over to keep the peace, is

admissible as tending to explain

threats made by him and to confirm
his own account of the nature and
character of those threats. Bolzer
V. People, 129 111. 112, 21 N. E. 818,

4 L. R. A. 579-

14. State V. Rose, 47 Minn. 47,

49 N. W. 404.

15. State V. Kirby, 62 Kan. 436,

63 Pac. 752.

State V. Pruet, 49 La. Ann. 283, 21

So. 842. In this case the witness
testified that defendant had said he
would " have to kill the deceased."

It was held competent for the de-
fendant " to explain if he could that

if he made the statement it was be-

cause he anticipated from threats

made by the deceased and communi-
cated to him that he would be forced

to kill him in self-defense. A very
different coloring would be given to

defendant's expression viewed from
that standpoint from that which it

would have if permitted to rest at

the point where the state wished to

close the inquiry."

In Haynes v. State, 17 Ga. 465,
where evidence as to the defendant's

threat to take the law into his own
hands had been admitted to show
malice it was held competent in re-

buttal and explanation of such threat

to allow the defendant's license to

practice law to be read to the jury.
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and the intention with which the threats were made, but not after he

has unequivocally denied makinf^ thcm.^°

p. Weight Of. — In determining whether or not such threats

were the expression of a deliberate purpose or design to kill it is

proper for the jury to take into consideration all the circumstances

under which they were made.^^ Where provocation intervenes

between the threat and the killing, the value of such threat as evi-

dence of malice may be very much weakened or entirely destroyed."

J. Intoxication. — a. Generally.— Although voluntary intoxi-

cation or drunkenness is no excuse for a criminal homicide, never-

theless when the crime charged is murder in the first degree or

assault with intent to kill or murder, the defendant may show that

he was in a state of voluntary intoxication when he did the act.^'

By the great weight of authority such evidence is comjx^tent only

where the specific intent or deliberation and premeditation are the

gist of the offense, and is, not admissible to reduce the crime from
murder to manslaughter. ^"^ In some jurisdictions, however, volun-

16. State V. Harlan, 130 Mo. 381,

32 S. W. 997.

17. In Bolzer v. People, 129 111.

112, 21 N. E. 818, 4 L. R. A. 579,

it is said that in determining the

degree of malice implied in a threat

made a month or two before the

homicide, " it was proper for the

jury to take into consideration the

facts that the plaintiff in error was
more or less intoxicated at the time;
that he and the deceased were in the

habit of quarreling one day and be-

coming friends the next day; and
that before deceased was killed they

may have become reconciled."

They Should Be Considered With
Caution, for many an idle threat is

made, and words spoken under ex- '

citement are liable to be misunder-
stood. People v. Gaimari, 176 N.
Y. 84, 68 N. E. 1X2.

18. Bolzer v. People, 129 111. 112,

21 N. E. 818, 4 L. R. A. 579; State

V. Johnson, 47 N. C. 247, 64 Am. Dec.

582.

19. State V. Wright, 112 Iowa
436, 84 N. W. 541 ; People v. Rog-
ers, 18 N. Y. 9, 72 Am. Dec. 484;
Rex V. Carroll, 7 Car. & P. (Eng.

)

145 ; Rex V. Meakin, 7 Car. & P.

(Eng.) 297; Rex v. Thomas, 7 Car.

& P. (Eng.) 817; Cross v. State,

55 Wis. 261, 12 N. W. 425; People
V. Eastwood, 14 N. Y. 562; Walker

V. State, 91 Ala. 76, 9 So. 87; Fon-
ville V. State, 91 Ala. 39, 8 So. 688.

20. United States. — \J n\ ted
States V. Meagher, 37 Fed. 875.

/irkattsas. -F-Ca.sat v. State, 40
Ark. 511.

California. — People v. Belencia,

21 Cal. 544; People v. Langton, 67
Cal. 427, 7 Pac. 843.

Connecticut. — State v. Johnson,
40 Conn. 136. But see State v. John-
son, 41 Conn. e;84.

Dakota. — People v. Odell, I Dak.

197, 46 N. W. 601.

Delazi'are. — State v. Faino, i

Marv. 492, 41 Atl. 134; State v. Di
Guglielmo, 55 Atl. 350.

Florida. — Cook v. State, 35 So.

665; Garner v. State, 28 Fla. 113, 9
So. 835.

Kansas. — State v. O'Neil, 51 Kan.
651, 33, Pac. 287, 24 L. R. A. 555.

Massachusetts. — Com. v. Hawk-
ins, 3 Gray 463.

Minnesota. — State v. Welch, 21

Minn. 22. See also State v. Carri-

vau, 100 N. W. 638; State v. Gut,

13 Minn. 341; State v. Garvey, ll

Minn. 154.

Nebraska. — WiW v. State, 42 Neb.

503, 60 N. W. 916; Schlencker v.

State, 9 Neb. 241, i N. W. 857.

New Jersey. — Wilson v. State, 60
N. J. L. 171," 37 Atl. 954.

Ohio. — Davis v. State, 25 Ohio St.

369; Nichols V. State, 8 Ohio St.

435-
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tary intoxication may be shown not only to reduce the degree of the

crime, but also to negative the existence of the malice which is

essential to murder and reduce the crime to manslaughter.^^ But
in one state voluntary intoxication is not competent even to show the

absence of specific intent or premeditation and deliberation.-- In
another, by statute, the intoxication must amount to temporary
insanity before it can be shown. -^

b. Where a Legal Provocation Appears, sufficient to reduce the

crime to manslaughter, evidence of voluntary intoxication at the

time of the homicide is competent,-* not to establish the sufficiency

South Carolina. — State v. Mc-
Cants, I Spears 357.

Tennessee. — Cartwright v. State,

76 Tenn. 376; Swan v. State, 4
Humph. 136; Haile v. State, 11

Humph. 154.

Texas. — Brown v. State, 4 Tex.
App. 275; Colbath v. State, 2 Tex.
App. 391; Gaitan v. State, 11 Tex.
App. 544.

Virginia. — Willis v. Com., $2
Gratt. 929.

West Virginia. — State v. Hertzog,
46 S. E. 792; State V. Robinson, 20

W. Va. 713, 43 Am. Rep. 799.

"The correct rule upon the subject

is that, although drunkenness neither

aggravates nor excuses an act done
by a party while under its influence,

still it is a fact which may affect

both physical ability and mental con-
dition, and may be essential in deter-

mining the nature and character of

the acts of the defendant as well as

the purpose and intent with which
they are done. Evidently, therefore,

the fact of intoxication at the time
the matter in question occurs may be
a fact of little or no signification, or
of the utmost importance, as it may
connect itself with or be shown by
the other facts to bear upon or enter

into the case." Ferrell v. State, 43
Tex. 503 ; State v. Roan, 122 Iowa
136, 97 N. W. 997.

21. Alabama. — Morrison v.

State, 84 Ala. 405, 4 So. 402. See
Ford V. State, 71 Ala. 385; Gilmore
V. State, 126 Ala. 20, 28 So. 595.

Georgia. — Hudgins v. State, 2

Ga. 173; Golden v. State, 25 Ga. 527.

See Moon v. State, 68 Ga. 687.

lozva. — State v. Roan, 122 Iowa
136, 97 N. W. 997.
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Kentucky. — Seaborn v. Com., 25
Ky. L. Rep. 2203, 80 S. W. 223;
Wilkerson v. Com., 88 Ky. 29, 9 S.

W. 836; Buckhannon v. Com., 9 Ky.
L. Rep. 411, 5 S. W. 358; Bishop v.

Com., 21 Ky. L. Rep. 1161, 60 S. W.
190; Blimm v. Com., 70 Ky. 320.

Louisiana. — State t'. Trivas, .32

La. Ann. 1086, 36 Am. Rep. 293.
" It must generally happen, in

homicides committed by drunken
men, that the condition of the pris-

oner would explain or give character

to some of his language, or some part

of his conduct, and therefore I am of

opinion that it would never be cor-

rect to exclude the proof altogether."

People v. Rogers, 18 N. Y. 9, 72 Am.
Dec. 484-

22. State v. Brown (Mo.), 79 S.

W. iiii; State v. West, 157 Mo. 309,

57 S. W. 1071 ; State v. O'Reilly,

126 Mo. 597, 29 S. W. 577; State z:

Cross, 27 Mo. 332 ; State v. Sneed,

88 Mo. 138; State v. Ramsey, 82 Mo.

133-

23. Under the Texas Statute,

evidence of the defendant's intoxica-

tion at the time of the homicide is

not admissible in mitigation, unless

it produces temporary insanity, and
then only for the purpose of mitiga-

ting the penalty or reducing the de-

gree of the murder. Evers v. State,

31 Tex. Crim. 318, 20 S. W. 744; B.v

parte Evers, 29 Te.x. App. 539, 16 S.

W. 343 ; Clore r. State, 26 Tex. App.
624, 10 S. W. 242; Houston V. State,

26 Tex. App. 657, 14S. W. 352; Wil-
liams V. State, 25 Tex. App. 76, 7 S.

W. 661.

24. Bishop V. Com., 21 Ky. L.

Rep. 1 161, 60 S. W. 190, reviewing
previous cases in this state.
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of the provocation, but to show that defendant acted upon the

provocation rather than upon the preconceived mahce.-'^'

c. Degree Necessary. — To be competent the evidence need not

disclose intoxication sufficient to negative the intent, Ijut any degree

of intoxication may be shown.-"

Sufficiency. — Tlie sufficiency of the evidence of intoxication is a

matter resting entirely with the jury-^ and depending upon the

circumstances of the case.^^

d. Opinion Evidence. — The opinion of tlie witness as to whether
the defendant was so drunk at the time of the homicicle as to be

incapable of entertaining malice or forming a criminal intent, is

not admissible.-^ But any one who saw him may state that he

seemed to be intoxicated.-"*

K. Hostility to Class or Race. — Defendant's conduct and
declarations indicating hostility to the class, party, race or national-

ity to which the deceased belongs, are competent.^^

L. Malice Toward Third Person. — Ordinarily it is not com-
petent to show the defendant's malice or ill-will toward third

25. State v. McCants. i Spears
(S. C.) 357; State 7'. Mullen, 14 La.

Ann. 570; Jones v. State, 29 Ga. 594.
26. Lancaster v. State, 70 Tenn.

575; Cartwright v. State, 76 Tenn.

376; Haile v. State, 11 Humph.
(Tenn.) IS4.

27. People v. Mills, 98 N. Y. 176.

Madison v. Com., 13 Ky. L. Rep.

313, 17 S. W. 164.

Degree of Intoxication " To he
too drunk to form the intent to kill,

the slayer must be too drunk to form
the intent to shoot." Marshall v.

State, 59 Ga. 154; Hanvey v. State,

68 Ga. 612.

Temporary Destruction of Reason.

Voluntary intoxication is not enough
to reduce the degree of the crime un-
less it is " accompanied by a tempor-
ary destruction of reason." Casat v.

State, 40 Ark. 511.

Evidence tending to show that on
the morning of the homicide, which
occurred about half past eight

o'clock, the defendant was drinking
continuously from four o'clock until

seven, and was drunk at seven, " falls

far short of showing " a sufficient de-

gree of intoxication to mitigate the

crime. Walker v. State, 85 Ala. 7,

4 So. 686, 7 Am. St. Rep. 17.

28. The defendant's declarations

immediately after the killing, " That
was a good shot, wasn't it, with my
left hand?" is competent to show
that he was not so intoxicated as to

be incapable of understanding the

nature of his act. State v. Utley, 132

N. C. 1022, 43 S. E. 820.

29. Armor v. State, 63 Ala. 173.

30. People v. Eastwood, 14 N. Y.

562.

31. Where the Defendant Was a

Negro and the Deceased a White
Man, and the latter on the day of the

homicide had challenged the former's

vote, the defendant's declaration an

hour before the killing that " he be

damned if he didn't wish every white

man was in hell " was held competent
to show malice. Thompson v. State,

55 Ga. 47-

Where Deceased Was a Mexican,

evidence that thrc^ weeks previous

to the homicide defendant attended

and participated in two meetings, the

ol)ject of which was to get rid of the

Mexicans in the community because

they were working too cheap, was
held admissible to show his malice.

Chalk V. State, 35 Tex. Crim. 116. 32

S. W. 534. See more fully infra,

the section " Threats Against a

Class."

Frequent Quarrels and Fights

Between Opposing Factions, to

which defendant and deceased be-

longed, and in which the latter was
shown to have taken part, were held

competent evidence to show ill-feel-

ing toward the deceased. State v.

Helm, 97 Iowa 378, 66 N. W. 751.

Vol. VI
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persons,^- unless such evidence would tend directly to explain or

characterize the assault or homicide on trial.^"

Difficulties-'*'* between defendant and third jx^rsons or his hostile

acts-'""' toward them cannot be shown unless part of the res gestae,^^

or the immediate cause or occasion^^ of the fatal conflict between

the parties to the homicide. When, however, third persons occupy

such a relation to the deceased, or the circumstances are such that

the defendant's conduct toward them is dictated by or indicates his

malice or ill-will toward the deceased or injured person, it may be

proved against him.^^ So also under similar circumstances the

statements or declarations of the accused showing his ill-will toward

such third persons are competent.^**

Assaults upon third persons contemporaneous with and a part of

32. Evidence tending to show de-

fendant's malice toward deceased's

stepson is irrelevant and inadmissi-

ble. People V. Clark, 84 Cal. 573, ^4
Pac. 313.

33. Winkler v. State, 32 Ark. 530;
Fonville v. State, 91 Ala. 39, 8 So.

688.

34. People v. Mitchell, 100 Cal.

328, 34 Pac. 698.

35. People v. Larubia, 140 N. Y.

87, 35 N. E. 412.

36. Prior v. State, 77 Ala. 56.

See fully this article, supra, section
" Res Gestae."

37. State v. Dettmer, 124 Mo.
426, 27 S. W. 1 1 17.

38. Blanton v. State, I Wash. 265,

24 Pac. 439; State v. Ramsey, 82 Mo.

133; Smith V. State, 88 Ala. 73, 7 So.

52.

Attempts to assault a third per-

son who was trying to alleviate the

condition of the deceased after the

fatal assault, are admissible to prove

malice. Snodgrass v. Com., 89 Va.

679, 17 S. E. 238.

Malevolent Conduct Toward the
Family of Which the Deceased Was
a Member is competent evidence of

malice. State v. Kohne, 48 W. Va.

335. 37 S. E. 553 ; when some connec-

tion is shown between such conduct
and the offense charged, Gravely v.

State, 45 Neb. 878, 64 N. W. 452.

The indecent language and con-

duct of the defendant toward the as-

saulted person's wife and daughter
shortly previous to the homicide are

Vol. VI

admissible to show malice. Moore
V. State, 31 Tex. Crim. 234, 20 S.

W. 563. " There can be no stronger

evidence of animosity than that

which is manifested in gratuitous in-

sults to the female relatives of an
enemy."

Evidence as to the nature and char-
acter of the wounds inflicted upon
the deceased's companion at the time
of the homicide is competent to show
the nature and violence of the act.

State V. Gooch, 94 N. C. 987.

Assaults Upon Third Person Mis-
taken for Deceased— Defendant's
previous attempts to kill another per-

son, whom he mistook for the de-

ceased, and his apologies and expla-
nation that he believed such person
to be the deceased, held admissible
to show malice. Angus v. State, 29
Tex. App. 52, 14 S. W. 443.

39. Defendant's statement im-
mediately after the assault to several

of the assaulted person's friends, " I

fixed one of you, and I would just

as soon fi.x three or four more of you
as not," while not part of the res

gestae, was held admissible to show
ill-will toward deceased. State v.

Smith, 125 Mo. 2, 28 S. W. 181. To
the same effect Lewis v. State, 29
Tex. App. 201, 15 S. W. 642, 25 Am.
St. Rep. 720.

Defendant's statement to deceased's

wife, a half hour after the homicide,

that he had killed her husband and
intended to kill another one of the

family, was held admissible to show
his malice. Fitts v. State, 102 Tenn.

141, 50 S. W. 756.
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previous assaults upon the deceased or injured person are admis-
sible.""'

M. General Malice. — While it is generally held that defend-
ant's general malice or bad intentions not connected with the
deceased or in some way explaining his mental attitude toward the
deceased or injured person cannot be sliown/^ yet in some juris-

dictions the statements'*- and conducf'"' of the defendant shortly

preceding tlie homicide, tending to show his general malice and
disposition to do violence, are admissible although not connected with
the deceased or injured person in any way except by their nearness

in point of time.

N. Motive. — a. Generally. — As a circumstance tending to

show intent, malice and premeditation, evidence of a motive for the

act is competent even when the defendant admits that he did the

killing and pleads self-defense or accident.*"* But circumstances

40. Hamilton v. State, 41 Tex.
Crim. 644, 56 S. W. 926, in which an
assault upon the injured person's

mother a year previous to the assault

charged, made at the same time as

one upon the assaulted person, was
held properly admitted.

41. See preceding section.

The fact that defendant, a short

time previous to the homicide, while
drinking, shot his own horse, is ir-

relevant and immaterial, and its ad-
mission prejudicial error. Naugher
V. State, 116 Ala. 463, 23 So. 26.

42. The declarations of the de-

fendant shortly before the homicide,

but in a conversation unconnected
therewith, " I feel like I could shoot

a man," and " Don't tell me to take

care of myself, tell the people that I

pass by to take care of themselves,"

were held admissible to show his

state of mind and his readiness to

use the weapon with which he was
armed upon no, or the most tri-

fling, provocation. Muscoe v. Com.,
87 Va. 460, 12 S. E. 790.

The declaration of the defendant
that he was hunting for trouble, made
shortly previous to the homicide, was
held admissible to show his animus.
State V. Hamilton, 170 Mo. 1,77, 70
S. W. 876.

43. Whitaker v. Com., 13 Ky. I..

Rep. 504, 17 S. W. 358. The conduct
of the defendant immediately preced-
ing the homicide is admissible to

show that he was armed and pre-

pared to kill, and was in a reckless

and mischievous frame of mind, al-

though not directly connected with
the homicide and not part of the res

gestae, and although disclosing an
assault upon a third person. Ker-
nans v. State, 65 Md. 253. 4 Atl. 124.

In Havens v. Com. (Ky.), 82 S.

W. 369, the disorderly conduct of the

defendant and assaults made by him
upon other persons immediately pre-
ceding the homicide were held prop-
erly admitted, because tending to

show his reckless and violent dispo-

sition at the time of the homicide
and the intent with which he attacked
the deceased, being admissible also

as part of the res gestae.
44. People v. Brown, 130 Cal. 591,

62 Pac. 1072; Sullivan v. State, 100

Wis. 283, 75 N. W. 956; State v.

Brown (Mo.), 79 S. W. iiir; Barn-
ard V. State (Tex. Crim.), 73 S. W.
957. See Traverse v. State, 6r Wis.
144, 20 N. W. 724.

Illicit Relations With Deceased's
Wife competent to show the grade
or degree of the crime. State v.

Reed, 53 Kan. 767, 2,7 Pac. 174, 42
Am. St. Rep. 322.

Contra. — Evidence as to the de-
fendant's attempts to induce the de-
ceased's wife to leave her husband
was held improperly admitted, the
only issue being self-defense, such
evidence being admissible only in a
circumstantial case to show motive.
People V. Grass, 107 Cal. 461, 40 Pac.

752.
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which are ordinarily competent to show motive*' are not admissible
Avhen it clearly appears from the circumstances that they did not
influence the defendant's action/"

In Rebuttal the defendant may prove any facts tending to show
the non-existence of the alleged motive or to minimize its force.*''

b. In Favor of Defendant. — Evidence tending to explain the

motive or inducement of the killing may also be competent in favor
of the accused, in extenuation of the crime.'*^

O. Repentance and Forgiveness. — The fact that on the day
following the assault the defendant repented of his act and was
forgiven by the deceased is not admissible.*^

P. Friendly Conduct Toward Deceased. — In rebuttal of evi-

dence tending to prove malice the defendant may show his friendly

conduct and acts of kindness toward the deceased previous to the

homicide.'*''

Q. Sufficiency. — a. Intent. — Direct and positive evidence of

intent is of course unnecessary^^ even in case of the specific intent

necessary to the crime of assault with intent to kill or murder,'*- but

may be inferred from the circumstances. The fact that the defendant

having a deadly weapon in his possession, used one not ordinarily

45. See infra this article the

section " Circumstantial Evidence
— Motive."

46. The Fact That Defendant
Was Living in Adultery With De-
ceased's Wife was held improperly
admitted where it appeared that the

deceased had driven his wife away
and offered no objections to her liv-

ing with defendant, and the circum-
stances indicated that the killing was
due to another cause. Price v. State

(Tex. Crim.), 65 S. W. 909.

47. To Rebut Evidence of His
Adultery With the Deceased's
Spouse, the defendant may show the
previous brutal conduct of the de-
ceased toward such spouse, and the
fact that they were not living to-

gether at the time of the homicide.
Price V. State (Tex. Crim.), 65 S.

W. 909.

48. Flanagan v. State, 46 Ala. 703.
See " Passion and Provocation."

49. Murphy v. People, 9 Colo. 435,
13 Pac. 528.

50. Murphy v. People, 9 Colo. 435,
13 Pac. 528.

The fact that defendant during the
morning preceding the homicide acted
as a friend of the deceased and tried
to prevent the latter's being hurt in

his quarrels with others, was held to
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be a competent circumstance to dis-

prove malice. Com. v. Aiello, 179
Pa. St. 597, 36 Atl. 1079. To the

same effect Johnson v. State, 8 Wyo.
494, 58 Pac. 761.

After proof by the state of defend-
ant's previous threats against the de-

ceased it was held error to exclude
evidence that on the night before the

homicide the defendant offered to

make friends with the deceased and
that the latter refused. Ross v.

Com., 21 Ky. L. Rep. 1344, 55 S.

W. 4.

51. State V. Greenleaf, 71 N. H.
606, 54 Atl. 38.

52. Bryant v. State, 7 Wyo. 311,

56 Pac. 596. Citing Friederich v.

People, 147 111. 310, 35 N. E. 472;
People V. Landman, 103 Cal. 577, 2)7

Pac. 518; Roberts v. People, 19 Mich.
401.

Evidence Held Insufficient to

Show an Intent to Murder Rain-
bolt V. State, 34 Tex. 286; Maxwell
V. State, 3 Heisk. (Tenn.) 420.

Motive and the Fact of Flight

will not warrant an inference of his

specific intent to kill, where the na-
ture of the wound and the other facts

and circumstances are not sufficient

to raise such an inference. Simpson
V. State, 56 Ark. 8, 19 S. W. 99.
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deadly, is a stronp^ circumstance tendinq- to disprove a specific intent

to murder. °^ On the chars^e of assault with intent to murder the

deadly character of the \vea])on or instrument used must be estab-

lished either by direct evidence showing the nature of such instru-

ment, or by proof of the dangerous character of the wounds inflicted

with it."

b. Malice. — Malice may sufficiently appear from the nature and

results of the act,^° even though there be some evidence of provoca-

tion.°^ A motive for the act need not appear.^^

c. Express Malice or Deliberation and Premeditation must be

proved to establish the crime of murder in the first degree, but this

essential element may also sufficiently appear from the circumstances

without direct or positive proof. '^^ The sufficiency of the evidence

53. Where defendant, although he

had in his hands a pistol, laid it aside

and used a piece nf broomstick in the

assault, it.was held that the evidence

was not sufficient to support a con-

viction for assault with intent to

murder. Patrick r. Slate (Tex.
Crim.), 2,2, S. W. 352.

54. Where the only evidence as to

the deadly character of the weapon
was that two wounds were inflicted

upon the prosecutor's body with some
sharp instrument, and that the ac-

cused when delivering the blows
said, " I will kill you," and that the

prosecutor had his wounds dressed
at a hospital, it was held that there

was not sufficient proof of an assault

with a deadly weapon, or assault

with intent to murder. Cage v.

State (Tex. Crim.), 77 S. W. 806.

55. The Reckless Firing of a Gun
into a crowd is sufficient evidence of
premeditated malice. Bailey v. State,

134 Ala. 59, 2,2 So. 673.

Cruel and Inhuman Whipping of

a Child by his parent, resulting in

death, is sufficient evidence of malice.

State V. Harris, 63 N. C. I.

The Mere Absence of Any Pre-
vious Ill-feeling between the parties

is not sufficient to reduce the crime
from murder to manslaughter, where
a deadly weapon is used without
provocation. Weeks v. State, 79 Ga.

36, 3 S. E. 22},.

When the Plea of Insanity Is Set

Up. the atrocity of the deed is not
such strong evidence of malice as it

otherwise would be, but it is not of

itself evidence of innocence and raises

no presumption of insanity. State v.

Stark. I Strob. L. (S. C.) 479-

56. Even where there is some evi-

dence of provocation, if it appears

that the killing was done in a brutal

and ferocious manner it will be at-

tributed to a malicious disposition,

and not to provocation. State v.

Hunt, 134 N. C. 684, 47 S. E. 49.

57. Cross V. State, 68 Ala. 476.

58. Missouri. — State v. Kilgore,

70 Mo. 546; State V. Mitchell, 64 Mo.
191 ; State v. Lane. 64 Mo. 319; State

V. Foster, 61 Mo. 549; State v. Grant,

76 Mo. 236; State v. Tabor, 9s Mo.

585, 8 S. W. 744; State v. Vinso, 171

Mo. 576, 70 S. W. 1034; State v. Mc-
Laughlin, 149 Mo. 19, 50 S. W. 315.

North Carolina. — State v. Trues-
dale, 125 N. C. 296. 34 S. ,E. 646;
State V. Hunt, 134 N. C. 684, 47 S.

E. 49-

New York. — People v. Beckwith,
108 N. Y. 67, 15 N. E. 53; People v.

Koepping, 178 N. Y. 247, 70 N. E.

778; People V. Schmidt. 168 N. Y.

568. 61 N. E. 907 ; People v. Conroy.

97 N. Y. 62; People v. ]\Iooney, 170

N. Y. 91. 70 N. E. 97; People v.

Corey, 157 N. Y. 332, 51 N. E. 1024.

Oregon. — State v. Ah Lee, 8 Or.

214.

Te.ras. — Gaitan v. State, 11 Tex.
App. 544; Garza 7'. State, 11 Tex.
App. 345; Hill V. State. 11 Tex. App.

456.

]Vest ]'irg,inia. —State v. Tucker,

52 W. Va. 420, 44 S. E. 427.
" It is always to be borne in mind,

however, whatever difficulty there

may be in establishing the fact that

Vol. VI
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is a question for the jury, whose decision will not be interfered with

unless manifestly prejudiced and opposed to the evidence.^*

8. Purpose of Deceased.— The purpose or motive of the deceased

is generally irrelevant on any issues except those of self-defense""

and suicide/'^ or as circumstantial evidence in some cases,*'" or

under some circumstances to lessen the grade of degree of the

crime f^ and can never be shown by the state to affect the defend-

ant's intent or conduct unless known to him at the time of his act,"

except to rebut evidence tending to show the deceased's hostile pur-

pose"^ or as ])art of the res gcsfae.^^

9. Character. — A. Of Accused. — a. Generally. — The accused

may always offer direct evidence of his general reputation for

the killing was with express malice,

still it is incumbent upon the state

to prove it before the accused be
properly convicted of murder of the

first degree. This may be done by
proof of the cool, calm and circum-
spect deportment and bearing of the

party when the act is done, and im-
mediately preceding and subsequent
thereto ; his apparent freedom from
passion or excitement ; the absence of
any obvious or known cause to dis-

turb his mind or arouse his passions;
the nature and character of the act
done; the instrument used, as well as

the manner in which the murder is

committed; declarations indicating
not only the state of the mind, but
also the purpose and intent with
which he acts, and the motives by
which he is actuated; and all such
other matters and things pertinent
to the issue which may be suggested
bv the facts." Gaitan v. State, ii

Tex. App. 544.

"Unexplained Possession of Deadly
Weapon Stefify v. People, 130 111.

98, 22 N. E. 861.

59. People v. Koepping, 178 N.
Y. 247, 70 N. E. 778.

In State v. Foster, 130 N. C. 666,

41 S. E. 284, 89 Am. St. Rep. 876. a
previous threat, coupled with the

fact that the defendant, just before
the fatal difficulty, picked up a rock
with which the fatal blow was
given, was held sufficient evidence
of premeditation and deliberation to
require its submission to the jury.

Evidence Held Insufficient to Show
Express Malice.— Kemp v. State, 11

Tex. App. 174; Bumham v. State,

Vol. VI

43 Tex. 322; People v. Mangano, 29
Hun (N. Y.) 259.

60. See infra this article, " De-
fenses — Self-Defense."

61. See infra this article, " De-
fenses— Suicide."

62. See supra this article, " Dec-
larations — Of Deceased. — Declara-

tions of Purpose and Intention—
Previous to or Accompanying De-
parture," etc.

63. See infra this article, " Homi-
cide Under Particular Circum-
stances — During Trespass."

64. Woodward v. State, 42 Tex.
Crim. 188, 58 S. W. 135-

Adams v. State, 44 Tex. Crim. 64,

68 S. W. 270, in which the killing

took place upon a meeting of the de-

fendant and deceased at night. Evi-
dence that the deceased was on his

way to visit his father on a peaceful

mission was held immaterial.

65. Nelson v. State (Tex.
Crim.), 58 S. W. 107.

The Fact That Deceased Was Un-
armed when he started for the scene

of the homicide is admissible to

show his peaceful intentions. People
V. Yokum, 118 Cal. 437, 50 Pac. 686.

66. Merritt v. State, 39 Tex.
Crim. 70, 45 S. W. 21 ; State v. Pef-

fers, 80 Iowa 580, 46 N. W. 662.

Evidence that the deceased had
made an arrangement on the evening

preceding the homicide to go the

next day to the place where it oc-

curred, for the purpose of buying
some steers, was held properly ad-

mitted to show his peaceable intent

on the ground that it was part of the

res gestae. State v. Jones, 64 Iowa
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being- a peaceable and law-abiding person,®^ even when the liomicide
was committed by means of poison,"^ or when he has admitted that
he did the killing,"'-' and i)leads insanity.^" The evidence must be
confined to the particular trait of character" involved in the crime,
however ; hence he cannot show his gentle and kind dispositionJ-
The state in rebuttal may show his general bad reputation with
reference to the same traits of character/^ and also his reputation

for violence in the particular circumstances under which the homicide
occurred.''* Rut until put in issue by the defendant himself, evi-

dence as to his character is not admissible on behalf of the state^^

even to explain the conduct of the deceased. ''''

Subsequent Good Character. — The good character and conduct of

the defendant subsequent to the commission of the homicide cannot
bt shown.''^

b. Cross-Examination. — A witness who has testified to the

defendant's good character may be asked on cross-examination as

tu his having heard of particular instances^^ of the defendant's violent

349, 17 N. W. 911. See also John-
son V. State, 72 Ga. 679.

67. Wesley v. State, 2)7 Miss. 327,

75 Am. Dec. 62; Basye v. State, 45
Neb. 261. 63 N. W. 811; State v.

Schleagel, 50 Kan. 325, 31 Pac. 1105;

State V. Gather, 121 Iowa 106, 96 N.
W. 722; State V. Howell, lOO Mo.
628, 14 S. W. 4.

The Defendant's Reputation in
His Boyhood Days was held prop-
erly excluded where he had been
permitted to show his reputation

during the latter years of his life,

on the ground that it was too re-

mote. State V. Barr, 11 Wash. 481,

39 Pac. 1080, 48 Am. St. Rep. 890,

29 L. R. A. 154.

See more fully the article " Ghar-
acter/' Vol. Ill, pp. 6, 20.

68 Hall V. State. 132 Ind. 317,
31 N. E. 536; People V. Wileman,
44 Hun (N. Y.) 187.

69. People v. Gleason, i Nev.
174.

70. Maston v. State, 83 Miss.
647, 36 So. 70.

71. Walker v. State, 91 Ala. 76,
9 So. 87. See also more fully the
article " Gharacter," Vol. Ill, p. 20.

72. Demaree v. Com. (Ky.), ?^2

S. W. 231.

73. See fully the article " Ghar-
acter," Vol. Ill, p. 20.

42

74. In Gook V. State (Fla.), 35
So. 665, it was held competent for

the state to show defendant's char-

acter when drinking, the homicide
having been committed under such
circumstances.

75. See article " Gharacter,"
Vol. HI, p. 12.

76. Evidence as to the defend-

ant's lewd character and bad reputa-

tion for chastity is not admissible

to explain the deceased's purpose in

catching hold of her. Thompson v.

State, 38 Tex. Grim. 335. 4^ S. W.
974. Citing People v. Fair, 43 Gal.

137-

77. Moore v. State, 96 Tenn. 209,

22, S. W. 1036.

While Confined in Jail Evi-
dence as to the defendant's good
character while confined in jail un-
der the charge for which he is be-
ing tried is not competent. White v.

State, III Ala. 92, 21 So. 330; Hill
7'. State, 37 Tex. Grim. 415, 35 S.

W. 660.

78. Alabama. — Terry z'. State,
118 Ala. 79, 23 So. 776; White v.

State, III Ala. 92, 21 So. 330; Good-
win V. State, 102 Ala. 87, 15 So. 571

;

Hussey v. State, 87 Ala. 121, 6 So.
420.

Georgia. — 0;^burn v. State, 87 Ga.
173. 13 S. E. 247.

Louisiana. — State v. Pain, 48 La.
Ann. 311, 19 So. 138.

Vol. "71
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or criminal acts, though it has been held to the contrary.'" Such
questions, however, must be confined to acts occurring previous to

the homicide.**' Some courts allow the witness to be cross-examined

as to his own knowledge*^ of particular instances of the defendant's

violence or criminal conduct ; others exclude such evidence as

improper.*^

c. On Redirect Examination of such witnesses the defendant can-

not go into the particulars of the specific acts of violence or mis-

conduct which have been brought out on cross-examination.*^

d. To Sustain Accused's Credibility. — Evidence as to the defend-

ant's good character for peace and quiet cannot be considered by

the jury to sustain his credibility when he testifies in his own behalf,

if no attack has been made by the prosecution upon his character

for truth and veracity.**

e. Weight. — The defendant's good character may be sufficient

evidence to raise a reasonable doubt of his guilt,*^ but its weight*''

Missouri. — State v. McLaughlin,
149 Mo. 19, 50 S. W. 315; State v.

Brown, 181 Mo. 192, 79 S. W. 11 11;

State V. West, 157 Mo. 309, 57 S.

W. 1071 ; State v. Crow, 107 Mo.
341, 17 S. W. 745.

Texas. — Holloway v. State (Tex.
Crim.), 77 S. W. 14.

See also the article " Character,"
Vol. Ill, p. 49.

Rumors The witness cannot be

asked concerning rumors of particu-

lar acts of misconduct by the de-

fendant. State V. Evans, 158 Mo.
589, 59 S. W. 994.

79. State v. Tippet, 94 Iowa 646,

63 N. W. 445 ; citing State v. Gor-
don, 3 Iowa 410; State v. Sterrett,

71 Iowa 386, 32 N. W. 387.

80. People v. McSweeney (Cal.),

38 Pac. 743.

Effect of Accusation on Reputa-
tion On cross-examination the

defendant's witness to his good char-
acter cannot be asked as to the ef-

fect which the act for which he is

on trial has had upon his reputation.

Irvine v. State, 104 Tenn. 132, 56 S.

W. 845.

81. Young V. State, 41 Tex.
Crim. 442, 55 S. W. 331 ; Cook v.

State (Fla.), 35 So. 665; Basye v.

State, 45 Neb. 261, 63 N. W. 811;
overruling Olive v. State, 11 Neb. i,

7 N. W. 444, and Patterson v. State,

41 Neb. 538, 59 N. W. 917.

82. A witness, testifying to the

Vol. VI

good character of the defendant,

cannot be asked on cross-examina-
tion if the defendant has not been
indicted for murder in another

county. " It is never competent to

inquire of a witness testifying in re-

gard to character as to particular

acts or instances of crime." Harris
V. Com., 25 Ky. L. Rep. 297, 74 S. W.
1044.

83. State v. Brown, 181 Mo. 192,

79 S. W. iiii; State v. Sterrett, 71

Iowa 386, 32 N. W. 387; White v.

State, III Ala. 92, 21 So. 330.

See also the article " Character,"
Vol. Ill, p. 50.

84. Gibson v. State, 89 Ala. 121,

8 So. 98, 18 Am. St. Rep. 96.

85. Redd v. State (Ga.), 25 S. E.

268; Lillie V. State (Neb.), 100 N.
W. 316; People V. Garbutt, 17 Mich.

9, 97 Am. Dec. 162; People v. Bell,

49 Cal. 485. See Springfield v. State,

96 Ala. 81. II So. 250, 38 Am. St.

Rep. 85; State v. Keefe, 54 Kan. 197,

38 Pac. 302.

86. " Its value, intrinsic or rela-

tive, will vary according to the

proof to which it is opposed, and in

connection with which it must be

weighed and estimated by the jury.

It does not shield from the conse-

quences of the criminal act proved to

the satisfaction of the jury, though
it may raise a reasonable doubt of

the act having been done with the

criminal intent." Armor v. State,

63 Ala. 173.
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depends upon the circumstances of the case, and it should be
considered by the jury merely as any other fact.®^

B. Character of Deceased. — Testimony as to the deceased's

peaceable character is not competent on behalf of the prosecution'*

until his character has been first put in issue by the defendant."
10. Declarations. — A. Of Defendant.— a. In His Otcn Favor.

(1.) Generally. — The defendant's own declarations either before or

after the assaultnare generally inadmissible in his own behalf, except

as part of the res gestae, because self-serving and hearsay."" Decla-

rations of his mental condition or purpose are competent in behalf

of the defendant in some jurisdictions under certain circumstances.*^

(2.) Explanatory of Compromising Position or Condition.— It has been

held that when the situation, condition or appearance of the accused

at a particular time has been shown as circumstantial evidence of

his guilt, and the circumstances testified to were such that a failure

to explain them at the time they were observed by others would in

itself be an additional cause for suspicion, any contemporaneous
explanation of such circumstances made by the accused is admissi-

ble in his own behalf.®^ However, it is only when the circumstances

are such as to require an immediate explanation to prevent an

Alexander, 66 Mo.
State (Wis.), 97 N.
V. McNally. 87 Mo.
State, 2)7 Miss. 327,

; State v. Porter, 33

964; Bacon v. State,

McCarthy, 43 La.

493. See infra this

Defense — Character

87. State v.

148; Cuppe V.

W. 210; State

644; Wesley v.

75 Am. Dec. 62

Or. 135, 49 Pac.

22 Fla. 51.

88. State v.

Ann. 541, 9 So.

article, " Self -

of Deceased."

89. Where the defendant was
charged as the accomplice of her

father in the murder of her husband,
and offered evidence in mitigation

and provocation that her father's act

was provoked by the deceased's in-

sulting and abusive treatment of her,

evidence on the part of the state that

the deceased was a peaceable, law-
abiding citizen, and was reputed to

be a man who did not use abusive
language was held competent .in re-

buttal. Martin v. State (Tex.
Crim.), 70 S. W. 973.

90. Alabama. — Billingslea v.

State. 68 Ala. 486; Shelton r. State,

73 Ala. 5; Jackson v. State, 52 Ala.

305; Willingham v. State, 130 Ala.

35. 30 So. 429.

Georgia. — Everett v. State, 62
Ga. 65.

Illinois. — Carle v. People, 200 111.

494, 66 N. E. 32, 93 Am. St. Rep.

208.

Indiana. — Kahlenbeck v. State,

119 Ind. 118, 21 N. E. 460.

Louisiana. — State v. Johnson, 35
La. Ann. 968; State v. Rutledge, 37
La. Ann. 378.

Mississipf>i. — Newcomb v. State,

37 Miss. 383.

Missouri. — State v. Punshon, 133

Mo. 44, 34 S. W. 25.

North Carolina. — State v. Moore,
104 N. C. 743, 10 S. E. 183; State

v. Howard. 82 N. C. 623; State v.

Tilly, 25 N. C. 424.

South Carolina. — State v. Wyse,
32 S. C. 45, 10 S. E. 612; State V.

Jackson, 32 S. C. 27, 10 S. E. 769.

Texas. — Pharr v. State, 9 Tex.
App. 129, s. c. 10 Tex. App. 485;
Foster V. State (Tex. Crim.), 74 S.

W. 29; Holt V. State, 9 Tex. App.
571-

Defendant's self-serving state-

ments when surrendering himself to

the officers are not admissible. State

V. Nocton, 121 Mo. ^^37, 26 S. W.
551.

91. See infra this article " Law-
ful Purpose of Defendant — Self-

Serving Acts and Declarations."

92. The defendant's explanation

of his act when found at the scene

of the homicide five or ten minutes

Yol. VI
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implied admission of guilt that the explanation given may be

shown.'^

(3.) Rebutting Appearance of Concealment. — The subsequent state-

ments of the defendant may be admissible as circumstances tending

to rebut the appearance of concealment of previous suspicious con-

duct."

b. For the Prosecution. — (l.) Generally. — Any declarations or

statements of the defendant either before or after the commission
of the homicide tending to show his connection therewith or the

motive or intent with which the act was done, are competent against

him,^^ even though susceptible of two interpretations, one consistent

with innocence, the other indicative of guilt.''*' The rules govern-

ing confessions have no application to such statements unless they

in fact amount to confessions.®^ A statement otherwise incompetent

after the shooting was held admissi-
ble in his behalf because the sur-

rounding circumstances demanded
an explanation by him, and a failure

to explain would have been an in-

culpatory fact. Brunet v. State, 12

Tex. App. 521.

Where it appeared that the officer

arresting the defendant found in the

latter's possession a key, which fitted

the lock on the door leading into

the room where the deceased was
murdered, the exclusion of evidence

that the defendant, when informed
of this fact, said that the key was
one which he had carried away from
a lodging-house in another city was
held error. Radford v. State, 33
Tex. Crim. 520, 27 S. W. 143.

93. Dillin v. People, 8 Mich. 357.

Where the defendant, when he met
the witness on the day of the homi-
cide, exhibited his hands, which had
blood on them, his voluntary state-

ments in explanation thereof were
held incompetent to rebut testimony
as to this circumstance because self-

serving and not part of the res ges-

tae. Scaggs V. State, 16 Miss. 722.

94. Where the defendant's pres-

ence near the scene of the

homicide had been shown as a

suspicious circumstance he may
show in rebuttal his declarations to

third persons subsequent thereto as

to the fact of his having been there,

because such evidence tends to rebut

any appearance of concealment.

State V. Young, 119 Mo. 495, 24 S.

W. 1038.

Vol. VI

95. Jones v. State, 120 Ala. 303,

25 So. 204; State V. Johnson, 35 La.

Ann. 968.

A conversation between the de-

fendant and the witness tending to

incriminate the former is admissi-

ble, although containing the latter's

expression of opinion and belief that

the accused was guilty of the mur-
der. State V. Williams, 68 N. C. 60.

The defendant's statements as to

where the tools with which the homi-
cide was accomplished had been hid-

den is admissible not as a confes-

sion or admission of guilt, but as

an incriminating circumstance, even
though in the same statement he re-

fers his knowledge to information

derived from other persons. Shaw
V. State, 102 Ga. 660, 29 S. E. 477-

The Refusal of the Defendant to

Confess, when urged to do so by an
alleged accomplice who had pleaded

guilty, is a competent circumstance

against him when in connection

therewith he fails to deny his guilt.

Cobb V. State, 27 Ga. 648.

Excitement of Defendant De-
fendant's statements subsequent to

the killing are not inadmissible be-

cause made while he was excited.

Balls V. State (Tex. Grim.), 40 S.

W. 801. See also the article " Con-
fessions."

96. Hudson v. State, 44 Tex.

Crim. 2^1, 70 S. W. 764; Goodwin
V. State, 96 Ind. 550.

97. State v. Feltess, 51 Iowa 495,

I N. W. 755.
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as a confession may be admissible where evidences of the crime
have been discovered through the directions therein contained.®*

(2.) Whole Conversation or Statement Competent. — Where the prose-

cution has introduced an inculpatory statement by the defendant,

he is entitled to show his exculpatory statements made in explanation

or as part of the same conversation,"" but not those of a contrary

import made at a subsequent time,^ unless allowed to do so by
statute.^

B. Of Deceased or Injured Person. — a. Generally. — The
declarations of the deceased or injured person are in general subject
to the same rules which apply to declarations generally, except in

the case of dying declarations^ and declarations in impeachment
thereof/ and are not admissible either for or against the accused

The Voluntary Offer to Confess

is a competent circumstance, but it

is not subject to rules governing
confessions. Perkins v. State, 60
Ala. 7.

The defendant's declaration admit-
ting the homicide, but in effect dis-

avowing criminal responsibility, is

not a confession, although it may
be a relevant circumstance tending
to incriminate him. Powell v.

State, loi Ga. 9, 29 S. E. 309, 69
Am. St. Rep. 277. See article
" Confessions."

98. Com. V. James, 99 Mass. 438.

See article " Confessions."

99. Stevenson v. United States,

86 Fed. 106; Burns v. State, 49 Ala.

370; State V. Curtis, 70 Mo. 594;
State V. Abbott, 8 W. Va. 741 ; Paul-

son V. State, 118 Wis. 89, 94 N. W.
771.

Where defendant's declarations

explaining his possession of prop-

erty belonging to the deceased were
introduced, it was held error to ex-
clude his declarations made at the

same time concerning the killing, on
the ground that he was entitled to

show all of the conversation. Pharr
V. State, 9 Tex. App. 129.

In Boston v. State, 94 Ga. 590, 21

S. E. 603, the state having proved
that immediately after the killing of
his wife the defendant made mani-
festations of grief and said he shot
her by accident, it was held compe-
tent for the defendant to prove that
he acted consistently with this the-
ory by going in search of an officer

and surrendering himself, saying at

the time of the surrender, and as

explanatory thereof, that he had
killed his wife by accident, the in-

terval between the homicide and the

surrender being about half an hour,
but his mere declaration subsequent
to the arrest to the effect that the

killing was accidental, and that he
desired to return to see the body
of his wife, was held inadmissible.

1. Woolfolk V. State, 85 Ga. 69,

II S. E. 814; Alexander v. Com.,
105 Pa. St. I ; State v. Anderson,
10 Or. 448.

The admission in evidence of the

defendant's confession docs not au-
thorize the introduction of his pre-

vious self-serving inconsistent dec-

larations, in rebuttal thereof. State

V. Johnson, 35 La. Ann. 968. See
article " Confessions."

2. Under the Texas Code when
evidence of the defendant's confes-

sion or admission is introduced
against him, he may show any ex-

planatory act or statement necessary
to a full understanding of the act

or statement offered as an admis-
sion, although it may have trans-

pired at a different time and at a

time so remote as not to be admis-
sible as res gestae. Smith v. State

(Tex. Crim.), 81 S. W. 936; Har-
rison v. State, 20 Tex. App. 387,

54 Am. Rep. 529.

3. See article " Dying Declara-
tions."

4. See article " Dying Declara-
tions," Vol. IV., p. 1015.

Previous declarations of the de-

ceased made subsequent to the homi-
cidal act but not themselves dying
declarations or part of the res

Vol. VI
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except as verbal acts, res gestae, or to show the speaker's state of

mind when it is a material circumstance.^ Neither the deceased nor
the prosecuting witness who has been injured during an attempted
murder is a party to the action, hence their declarations or state-

ments are not competent as admissions.®

b. Statements as to Physical Condition. — The deceased or
injured person's statements as to his present physical condition'^ are

gestae, held competent to impeach
his dying declaration. State v.

Charles, in La. 933, 36 So. 29;
Green v. State, 154 Ind. 655, 57 N.
E. 637; Shell V. State, 88 Ala. 14,

7 So. 40; Nordgren v. People, 211
III. 125, 71 N. E. 1042. Contra. —
State V. Stuckey, 56 S. C. 576, 35
S. E. 263.

5. Alabama. — Deal v. State, 136
Ala. 52, 34 So. 23.

California. — People v. Gress, 107
Cal. 461, 40 Pac. 752.

Indiana. — Cheek v. State, 35 Ind.

492.

Massachusetts. — Com. v. Dunan,
128 Mass. 422; Com. v. Densmore,
12 Allen 535.

Mississippi. — Boyd v. State, t,6

So. 525.

Missouri. — State v. McCoy, 1 1

1

Mo. 517, 20 S. W. 240.

Tennessee.— Wright v. State, 9
Yerg. 342.

Te.vas. — Campbell v. State, 8
Tex. App. 84.

Deceased's declarations several
hours previous to the homicide that
defendant was expected at the scene
thereof, were held improperly ad-
mitted to show that defendant was
present at the time of the homicide.
People V. CarkhuflF, 24 Cal. 641.

Deceased's Declarations in His
Sleep are not admissible, though
tending to criminate the defendant,
because they are mere hearsay.
State V. Freidrich, 4 Wash. 204, 29
Pac. 105s, 30 Pac. 328, 31 Pac. 332.

The Assaulted Person's Subsequent
Declarations as to his hostile acts
toward the defendant previous to

the homicide are inadmissible. Green
V. State, 74 Ga. 373.

Expressing Fear of Defendant.
Deceased's declarations previous to
the homicide as to his fear that the
defendant would kill him are inad-

Vol. VI

missible. Woolfolk v. State, 81 Ga.

551, 8 S. E. 724; Segura v. State,

16 Tex. App. 221 ; Young v. State,

41 Tex. Crim. 442, 55 S. W. 331;
State V. Shafer, 22 Mont. 17, 55
Pac. 526.

The deceased's declaration two
days previous to the homicide that

he expected to be killed very soon
by a particular person is not ad-
missible. Tiget V. State, no Ga.

244, 34 S. E. 1023.

6. State , V. Maitremme, 14 La.
Ann. 830.

" The person injured, whether liv-

ing or dead, is not a party to the

prosecution, and his admissions or
statements are not evidence either

for or against the accused, unless

of the res gestae, dying declara-

tions or threats, but are hearsay the

same as those of any other third

person." Shields v. State, 149 Ind.

395, 49 N. E. 351-

7. People V. Robinson, 2 Park.
Crim. (N. Y.) 235; Field v. State,

57 Miss. 474, 34 Am. Rep. 476; State
V. Thompson, 132 Mo. 301, 34 S. W.
31 ; Tooney v. State, 8 Tex. App.
452.

Complaints by the deceased of
pain from the injuries inflicted by
the defendant. Livingston v. Com.,
14 Gratt. (Va.) 592.

On a charge of murder by poi-

soning, the deceased's statements
shortly preceding the homicide as

to the condition of his health are
admissible. Reg. v. Johnson, 2 Car.

& K. 354, 61 E. C. L. 353.

Previous declarations of the de-

ceased concerning a peculiar tooth
which she was alleged to have had
in the roof of her mouth were held
properly admitted for purposes of
identification, as part of the res ges-

tae. Edmonds v. State, 34 Ark. 720.
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admissible, but not those as to the causes thereof, or as to his past

conduct.'

c. Declarations of Purpose or Intention. — (1.) Generally. — When
the purpose or intention of the deceased is relevant and material,

his declarations of such intention or purpose are held comi)etent in

some jurisdictions not as testimonial statements, but as declarations

of mental condition, of the same nature as acts or conduct.* In

others they are inadmissible unless accompanying and explaining

some act or conduct.^"

(8.) Previous to or Accompanying: Departure for Scene of Homicide.

The purpose and intention of the deceased when last seen or when
departing for the scene of the crime may be relevant for the purpose

of connecting the defendant with the homicide in a circumstantial

case, as when the deceased intends or expects to meet the defendant.

In such cases declarations by the deceased of his purpose are admit-

ted by some courts as part of the res gestae, '^'^ by others as verbal

" Natural Evidence." — On the

question whether a severe burn
found on the deceased's body was
received by him before or after

death, the deceased's declaration that

he had this burn was held admissi-

ble as " natural evidence." State v.

Harris, 6'? N. C. i. See also State

V. Whitt, 113 N. C. 716, 18 S. E.

715-

8. Boyd V. State (Miss.), 36 So.

525-

Where the crime charged is mur-
der by poisoning, the deceased's

declarations as to his feelings and
symptoms are admissible as part of

the res gestae, but his declarations

as to what he had previously drunk
and eaten are inadmissible because

hearsay. Field v. State, 57 Miss.

474; Smith V. State, 53 Ala. 486.

Contra— The statements by de-

ceased as to how and from whom
he obtained the lunch which con-

tained the poison, made while he
was eating it, and before he had ex-

perienced any of the eflfccts of the

poison, were held improperly e.x-

cluded, because part of the res ges-

tae. State V. Thompson, 132 Mo.
301, 34 S. W. 31.

9. State V. Asbell, 57 Kan. 398,

44 Pac. 770; Boyd 7'. State, 82 Tenn.

161; People V. Conklin, 175 N. Y.

222)< 67 N. E. 624; Shaw v. People,

3 Hun (N. Y.) 272; Blackburn v.

State, 23 Ohio St. 146; Com. v. Tre-

fethen, 157 Mass. 180, 31 N. E. 961,

24 L. R. A. 235. See also cases

cited to the following section of

text. See article " Intent."

10. State V. Fitzgerald, 130 Mo.

407, z^ S. W. 1 1 13; State V. Pun-
shon, 133 Mo. 44. 34 S. W. 25; Com.
V. Felch, 132 Mass. 22; Nordgren
V. People, 211 111. 125, 71 N. E.

1042; Siebert v. People, 143 HI. 57i.

32 N. E. 431. See infra this article,

" Defenses— Suicide."

11. Alabama. — Martin v. State,

77 Ala. I ; Harris v. State, 96 Ala.

24, II So. 255.

District of Columbia. — United

States V. Nardello, 4 Mack. 503.

Iowa. — State v. Vincent, 24 Iowa

570, 95 Am. Dec. 753.

Kansas. — State v. Winner, 17

Kan. 298.

Tennessee. — Carroll v. State, 3
Humph. 315; Kirby v. State, 9
Yerg. 383, 30 Am. Dec. 420.

Vermont. — State v. Howard, 32
Vt. 380.

Virginia. — Dock v. Com., 21

Gratt. 909; State v. Dickinson, 41

Wis. 299.

In Behalf of Defendant. — Where
the defendant claimed that the body
found was not that of the alleged

deceased, the latter's declaration

made before leaving home the last

time that he intended soon to leave

and never make himself known to

or be heard from by his family was

Vol. VI
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acts explaininp^ his conduct,^* and by still others on the broader
ground of their being declarations of mental condition.^' In some
cases such declarations have been held admissible merely on authority

without any statement of the grounds of admissibility." Such evi-

dence, however, is competent only to show the purpose or intention

of the deceased, and not to show that defendant did a particular

act.^'^

d. Exculpating Defendant. — The declarations or admissions of
the deceased as to his fault in provoking the fatal difficulty and
exculpating the defendant are not competent except as dying decla-

rations or when part of the res gestae.^^

held not admissible. State v. Vin-
cent, 24 Iowa 570, 95 Am. Dec. 753.

12. State V. Hayward, 62 Minn.

474, 65 N. W. 63; West V. State, 2
Tex. App. 460; Burton v. State, 115
Ala. I, 22 So. 585.

In State v. Power, 24 Wash. 34,

63 Pac. 1 1 12, deceased's declarations

while preparing for her journey to

the place where she was killed as
to where she was going and what
her purpose was were held properly
admitted not as res gestae but as a
verbal act showing her intention.

13. State V. Hayward, 62 Minn.
474, 65 N. W. 63, concurring opinion
of Start, C. J.

Deceased's declaration of his in-

tention of going to defendant's
house to collect some money, made
as he left home on the night when
he disappeared, was held properly
admitted, not as part of the res ges-
tae, but as original evidence of his

intention and purpose. State v.

Mortensen, 26 Utah 312, 73 Pac. 563,

633. Citing Com. v. Trefethen, 157
Mass. 180, 31 N. E. 961, 24 L. R.
A. 235.

In the Leading Case of Hunter
V. State, 40 N. J. L. 495, the de-
ceased's declaration to his son and
his letter to his wife a few hours
before leaving home on the night of
the murder, to the effect that he was
going to the city of C. on business,

with the defendant, and would not
return until late, were held properly
admitted as part of the res gestae
and also as evidence of the de-

ceased's motive and intention. The
fact that the statements were made
several hours before the journey was

Vol. VI

undertaken was held no objection to

their admissibility, nor the fact that

they included the statement that de-

fendant was to accompany the de-

clarant.

14. State V. Garrington, 1 1 S. D.
178, 76 N. W. 326.

The deceased's declaration, made
in the house of a neighbor while
the declarant was on her way to

her own house where she was
killed, that she expected to meet the

defendant among others at her
house, was held properly admitted.
Territory v. Couk, 2 Dak. 188, 47
N. W. 395.

15. State V. Dickinson, 41 Wis.

299; State V. Power, 24 Wash. 34,

63 Pac. 1 1 12.

In Kirby v. State, 9 Yerg. (Tenn.)

383, 30 Am. Dec. 420, deceased's

declaration as he started for the

place where he was subsequently
found dead as to his purpose and
intention, and also as to the fact

that defendant was going with him,
was held competent so far as it re-

lated to his intention, but incompe-
tent as to defendant's accompanying
him, the latter fact constituting no
part of the res gestae. The court
distinguishes a former appeal of the
same case, 15 Tenn. 259. But con-
tra, as to last point, see Hunter v.

State, 40 N. J. L. 495.

16. Alabama. — Stewart v. State,

78 Ala. 436.

California. — People v. McLaugh-
lin, 44 Cal. 435.

Georgia. — Ratteree v. State, 53
Ga. 570.

Illinois. — Moeck v. People, 100
III. 242, 39 Am. Rep. 38.
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Identification of Third Person by Deceased, as His Assailant. — The fact

that deceased identified anotlicr than the defendant as the person

responsible for his death is not admissible except as a dying declara-

tion or when forming })art of the res i^cstae}''

C. Of Third Pkrsoxs. — a. Generally. — The declarations or

statements of third persons are subject to the general rules govern-

ing this class of evidence, and are not admissible except as part of

the res gestae, as implied admissions of the defendant, or in explana-

tion of the latter's conduct and statements.^'

b. To Explain Defendant's Statements. — The statements of third

persons to the defendant subsequent to the homicide are admissible,

in so far as they are necessary to render intelligible the declarations

of the defendant concerning the homicide.^"

c. As Implied .-hlmissions. — (1.) Generally. — The declarations

and statements of both the deceased and other persons in the pres-

ence and hearing of the defendant accusing him either directly or

inferentially of a criminal connection with the homicide, and not

denied by him, are admissible against him as implied admissions if

the statements, and the circumstances under which they are made,
are such that an innocent person would ordinarily deny them."

Indiana. — Stephenson v. State,

no Ind. 358, II N. E. 360, 59 Am.
Rep. 216.

Missouri. — State v. Jackson, 17

Mo. 544, 59 Am. Dec. 281 ; State v.

Terry, 122 Mo. 213, 72 S. W. 513.

Texas. — Tomerlin v. State (Tex.
Crim.), 26 S. W. 66; Davis v. State

(Tex. Crim.), 56 S. W. 53; Frank-
lin V. State, 41 Tex. Crim. 21, 51 S.

W. 951.

17. State V. Curtis, 70 Mo. 594.
18. Mitchell v. State, 71 Ga. 128;

Davidson v. State, 135 Ind. 254. 34
N. E. 072. See also articles, " Dkc-
LARATIONS/' " ADMISSIONS/' " CON-
SriRACY."

Exclamations of the Defendant's
Son, made in the absence of the de-

fendant immediately upon hearing

the fatal shot, that his father had
killed deceased, were held improp-
erly admitted. State v. Keefe, 54
Kan. 197, 38 Pac. 302.

The Declaration of Defendant's
Wife that she knew her husband
was going to kill the deceased is

incompetent because hcar.say. Skaggs
7'. State, 31 Tex. Crim. 563. 21 S.

W. 257. So also is a similar decla-

ration of defendant's son. Drake v.

State, 29 Tex. App. 265, 15 S. W.
725.

The exclamations or declarations

of a third person two days after the

homicide, identifying a pistol picked

up in the vicinity thereof, as the

property of the deceased, are not
competent. Hall v. State, 86 Ala.

II, 5 So. 49.

19. Watt V. People, 126 111. 9, 18

N. E. 340, I L. R. A. 403; State

V. Talmage, 107 Mo. 543, 17 S. \V.

990; People V. McArron, 121 Mich.
I, 79 N. W. 944.

In People v. Hughson, 154 N. Y.

153, 47 N. E. 1092, the deceased's

statement accusing the defendant of

.shooting her, though fully denied by
him, was held properly admitted, not

as an implied admission for which
purpose it would have been incom-
petent, but to explain the defendant's
reply, which was inconsistent with
his defense of unconsciousness when
the act was done.

20. Alabama. — Vaughn v. State,

130 Ala. 18, 30 So. 669.

lozva. — State v. Weaver, 57 Iowa
730, II N. W. 675; State V. Gillick,

7 Iowa 287.

Mississippi. — Miller v. State, 68
Miss. 221, 8 So. 273.

New York. — M'Kee v. People,

36 N. Y. 113.
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(2.) Showinir Motive and Intent.— The declarations and statements

of third persons, acquiesced in and acted upon by the defendant, may
be admissible against him as tending to show his motive and intent.-^

(3.) Must Have Been Heard by Defendant. — Before such state-

ments are admissible it must appear that they were both heard"^

and understood by the accused.-^ It is sufficient, however, to show
that he was in a position where he could have heard the statement.^*

Texas. — Smith v. State, 21 Tex.
App. 277, 17 S. W. 471 ; Bennett v.

State, 39 Tex. Crim. 639, 48 S. W.
61 ; Brown v. State, i^ Tex. Crim.
119, 22 S. W. =;o6.

Virginia. — Puryear v. Com., 83
Va. 51, I S. E. 512.

The request of defendant's wife,

made in his presence to a third per-
son, not to allow the defendant to
" go at " the deceased any more
was held properly admitted. Peo-
ple V. Hossler (Mich.), 97 N. W.
754-
A declaration of defendant's wife

in his presence as to a previous
difficulty between defendant and de-

ceased is competent to prove that

fact. Garrett v. State, 76 Ala. 18.

Statements of Defendant's Spouse
Not Incompetent. — The statements
of the wife in the presence of the
accused, her husband, when other-
wise competent as implied admis-
sions, are not inadmissible on the
ground that she would not be a
competent witness as against her
husband. Cobb v. State, 2y Ga. 648.

21. The Advice of Third Persons

to the defendant urging him to pre-

pare for the conflict with the de-

ceased is admissible to show malice,

where the defendant is acting on
such advice. Workman v. Com., 12

Ky. L. Rep. 625, 14 S. W. 952;
Fisher v. State, yy Ind. 42. See also

infra this article, " Malice, Intent,

Etc. — Threats— Against Third Per-
sons."

22. Frady v. State, 67 Tenn. 349;
Ex parte Kennedy (Tex. Crim.), 57
S. W. 648; Johnson v. State, 22
Tex. App. 206, 2 S. W. 609; Felder
V. State, 23 Tex. App. 477, 5 S. W.
145, 59 Am. Rep. 777; Simmons v.

State, IIS Ga. 574, 41 S. E. 983.

Knight V. State, 114 Ga. 48, 39
S. E. 928, 88 Am. St. Rep. 17. In
this case it was doubtful whether
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the defendant overheard the decla-

ration. An instruction to the jury to

disregard the evidence unless they

believed the accused did hear the re-

mark was held sufficient to prevent
any injury to the defendant from its

admission.
In Clarke v. State, 78 Ala. 474,

56 Am. Rep. 45, the testimony of

the officer sent to arrest defendant
that the latter's wife, while stand-

ing in the doorway, told him in a

conversational tone that her husband
was not at home, and that imme-
diately thereafter the witness saw
the defendant in the corner of an
adjoining room, was held properly
admitted, but the court says :

" On
account of the uncertainty of such
evidence it should prima facie ap-

pear to the court that the accused
heard and understood the purport of
the conversation, and knew that the

person inquiring for him was an of-

ficer; and the jury should be in-

structed to disregard it, unless satis-

fied of the preliminary requisites to

its admission."

23. State v. Epstein (R. I.). 55
Atl. 204, in which the fact that the
defendant was seriously injured and
in a dazed condition was held suf-

ficient to exclude the statements.
" It must be clearly shown that

the defendant understood himself to

be accused." Felder v. State, 23, Te.x.

App. 477, 5 S. W. 145. 59 Am. Rep.

777; Ex parte Kennedy (Tex.
Crim.), 57 S. W. 648.

It must appear that they purported
impliedly or directly to charge the

defendant with the crime. State v.

Shepherd, 49 W. Va. 582, 39 S. E.

676.

24. State v. McCourry, 128 N.
C. 594. 38 S. E. 883; State V. Mor-
tensen, 26 Utah 312, 72, Pac. 562,

633; People V. Young, 108 Cal. 8,

41 Pac. 281.
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(4.) The Defendant's Acqniescence in the charge must appear either

directly or from ihe circumstances.-'^ Hence, if the statement was
fully denied by him it is not admissible unless part of the res

gestae r*^ or indicating malice.-^ But if he made a reply partially

admitting the truth of the facts stated, both the statement and the

reply are competent evidence.-®

(5.) Statement and Circumstances Must Call for Denial (A.) Gener-

ally. — The statement or declaration must be of such a nature as to

call for a denial.-" So also the circumstances under which the state-

Where the defendant was within

speaking distance of the person
making a statement incriminating

him the burden is upon him to show
that he did not hear it. Farris ;•.

State (Tex. Crim.), 56 S. W. 336.

Declarations are deemed to he
made in the presence of the defend-
ant, if made where it was possible

for him to have heard them. The
question of whether or not he actu-

ally heard them is one for the jury.

State v. Finley, 118 N. C. 1161, 24
S. E. 495-

Where the defendant was within

hearing distance, the statements

made by others cannot be excluded
on the theory that he was in such

a disturbed state of mind, and that

there was so much confusion that

he did not hear what was said. State

V. Grafton, 89 Iowa log, 56 N. W.
257-

In Hall V. State, 132 Ind. 317, 31

N. E. 536, the accused, after hand-
ing to the deceased liquor alleged to

have contained poison, drove away
from him to a distance of at least

fifteen rods, where he remained talk-

ing to a third person while the de-

ceased complained in a loud voice

that the liquor was bitter and con-
tained quinine. This declaration of

the deceased was held competent as
being made within the presence and
hearing of the defendant, although
the latter denied having heard it.

25. Simmons 7'. State, 115 Ga.

574, 41 S. E. 983; State V. Shep-
herd, 49 W. Va. 582, 39 S. E. 676.

The declarations of the woman
who was the cau.se of the trouble

between defendant and deceased,

made to the defendant some months
prior to the homicide, to the effect

that if deceased's life were not taken
they could not be happy, were held

incompetent, it appearing that the

declarations were not called out by
anything said by the defendant, or
that he had made any reply to it or
in any way assented to it. People
V. Larubia, 140 N. Y. 87, 35 N. E.

412.

26. Haile v. State, i Swan
(Tenn.) 248; Brown v. State, 78
Miss. 637, 29 So. 519, 84 Am. St.

Rep. 641.

See People v. Hughson, 154 N.
Y. 153, 47 N. E. 1092, in which the

rule is recognized, but such an ac-

cusation, though denied, was held

competent to explain the denial and
not as an implied admission, the de-

fense being insanity and not self-

defense.

27. Defendant's Profane and
Abusive Denial when accused by one
of the wounded persons of an at-

tempt to commit murder is admissible
to show malice, although not part

of the res gestae and made while de-

fendant was under arrest. Weath-
ersby v. State, 29 Tex. App. 278,

15 S. W. 823.

28. State v. Murray. 126 Mo. 611,

29 S. W. 700; Com. V. Brown, ui
Mass. 69.

29. Bennett v. State, 39 Tex.
Crim. 639, 48 S. W. 61; State v.

Glahn, 97 i^Io. 679, II S. W. 260;
Nicks V. State (Tex. Crim.), 79 S.

W. 35-

The Declaration of a Bystander
immediately after the accused shot,

"There! You done killed him!" to

which the accused made no reply,

was held properly admitted. Clark
V. State, 117 Ga. 254. 43 S. E. 853.

To the same effect, State v.

Walker, 78 Mo. 380.

Exclamations by bystanders that

deceased ought to be hung are not

Vol. VI
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merit was made must have been such as to call for a denial or

explanation by the accused.'"

(B.) When Defendant Under Arrest.— In some jurisdictions the

fact that the accused was under arrest when the statements were
made renders them inadmissible, because under such circumstances

a denial is not expected or required.'^ In other states, however,

this fact alone will not exclude the statement if the circumstances

otherwise call for a denial. ^^

(C.) Statements Given in Evidence in Judicial Proceedings, although
made in defendant's presence and not denied by him, are not com-
petent as implied admissions, because he has no right to interpose a

denial.^'

(D.) The Identification of the Accused by the Deceased as his

assailant may be shown as an implied admission^'' unless the defend-

ant denied the accusation, ^° or was compelled to keep silent.^*

admissible as implied admissions,

since defendant is under no obliga-

tion to deny them. Kaelin v. Com.,
84 Ky. 354, I S. W. 594.
The statement of a disinterested

bystander to the officer who had de-

fendant under arrest, " You have got

your right man," was held improp-
erly admitted, because the defendant
was under arrest, and theiefore not
required to deny such a statement,

and also because the remark was
made by a mere stranger in his pres-

ence and not to him and he could
treat it as a mere impertinence best

answered by silence. State v. Young,

99 Mo. 666, 12 S. W. 879.

30. Felder v. State, 23 Tex. App.

477, 5 S. W. 145, 59 Am. Rep. 777;
Ex parte Kennedy (Tex. Crim.), ^7
S. W. 648; People V. Kessler, 13

Utah 69, 44 Pac. 97; State v. Rob-
inson, 51 La. Ann. 694, 25 So. 380;
Bob V. State, 32 Ala. 560.

" A statement made in the pres-

ence of a defendant, to which no re-

ply is made, is not admissible against

him, unless it appears that he was at

liberty to make a reply, and that the

statement was made by such person
and under such circumstances as

naturally to call for a reply unless

he intends to admit it." State v.

Murray, 126 Mo. 611, 2Q S. W. 700;
quoting from Com. v. Brown, 121

Mass. 69.

31. State V. Carter, 106 La. 407,

30 So. 895 ; Weaver v. State, 43
Tex. Crim. 340, 65 S. W, 534; Gei-
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ger V. State, 70 Ohio 400, 71 N. E.

721 ; State v. Young, 99 Mo. 666, 12

S. W. 879; Com. V. McDermott, 123

Mass. 440, 25 Am. Rep. 120; State

T. Robinson, 51 La. Ann. 694, 25 So.

380. See State v. Epstein (R. L),

55 Atl. 204.

32. State v. Bradley, 67 Vt. 465,

32 Atl. 238; Com. V. Brown, 121

Mass. 69.
" The circumstance that the ac-

cused is in custody, while entitled

to weight, will not, of itself, exclude

the statement, if the circumstances
otherwise properly called for a re-

ply or denial by him." State v.

Murray, 126 Mo. 611, 29 S. W. 700.

33. State v. Mullins, lOi Mo. 514,

14 S. W. 625, holding that a cor-

oner's inquest is a judicial proceed-

ing and that no inference of guilt

could be drawn from the silence

of the accused when evidence was
given against him.

34. State v. Dennis, 119 Iowa 688,

94 N. W. 235; State v. Dillon, 74
Iowa 653, 38 N. W. 525; People v.

O'Connell, 78 Hun 323, 29 N. Y.

Supp. 195. ,

35. Brown v. State, 78 Miss. 637.

29 So. 519, 84 Am. St. Rep. 641.

36. Where defendant was brought

before the deceased by the sheriff

for purposes of identification and
commanded to keep still, evidence

as to the deceased's declarations

identifying him as the guilty per-

son, together with defendant's hi-
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11. Real and Demonstrative Evidence.— A. Generally. — Any
physical objects connected with tlie homicide or the parties thereto,

and tending to show the manner in which it occurred and the person
upon whom or by whom it was committed, or forming- a ])art of the

transaction, may be introduced in evidence for the inspection of the

jury,^^ wlio may examine them at the time they are placed in evi-

dence.^* While such objects must be identified,^" j^ositive evidence
as to their identity is not necessary,*" its sufficiency being a question
for the jury.*^

B. Articles Found at Scene oe Homicide.— Articles found at

or near the scene of the homicide subsequent thereto, which are
apparently connected with and tend to explain it, are admissible,
although not otherwise connected with the accused." It must

lence, was held improperly admitted
because under the circumstances de-
fendant's action could not be deemed
to be an acquiescence in the charge.

People V. Kessler, 13 Utah 6g, 44
Pac. 97.

37. Davidson v. State, 135 Ind.

254, 34 N. E. 972.

In Henry v. People, 198 111. 162,

65 N. E. 120, the buggy in which
deceased was riding when shot, and
showing the impression made by the

shot by which deceased was killed,

together with the clothes worn by
the latter, were held properly ad-
missible as serving to illustrate the

position of the deceased, and the

relative position of the parties, and
the manner in which the shot was
fired.

A Trunk found in deceased's

room, the scene of the homicide,
together with its contents, is admis-
sible. State V. Coella, 8 Wash. 512,

36 Pac. 474-

The Door of the room in which
the homicide occurred is admissible
to show the location of the pistol

balls therein, after a preliminary
showing that it has remained in the

same condition since the homicide.
State V. Goddard, 146 Mo. 177, 48
S. W. 82.

Display of Such Articles In
Painter v. People, 147 111. 444, 35
N. E. 64, it was held no error for

the court to admit in evidence the
bed, mattress, sheets, pillows and
other bedclothing pertaining to the
bed in the room where the deceased
was murdered, together with the

apron found in the room, and the
defendant's overcoat, and to permit
them to be displayed before the jury
throughout the course of the trial'.

" The time and manner in which
objects of this character shall be
displayed in the presence of the jury
is a matter wholly within the sound
discretion of the court."

38. House v. State, 42 Te.x. Crim.
125, 57 S. W. 825.

39. Clough V. State, 7 Neb. 320.

40. Handline v. State, 6 Tex.
App. 347; Baines v. State, 43 Tex.
Crim. 400. 66 S. W. 847; State v.

Wagner, 61 Me. 178. But see State
V. Moxley. 102 Mo. 374, 15 S. W.
556, 14 S. W. 969.

41. Woolfolk 7'. State, 85 Ga. 69,
II S. E. 814; Vaughn v. State, 130
Ala. 18, 30 So. 669.

A rock, claimed to be the one
with which the fatal wound was in-

flicted, was held admissible where
the only evidence identifying it was
that it was picked up at the scene
of the homicide and had some hair
clinging to it. " The evidence of
identification was by no means com-
plete, but it was sufficient to per-

mit the stone to go to the jurv."'

Dill V. State, 106 Ga. 683, 32 S. 'E.

660.

42. State v. Gray, 116 Iowa 231,

89 N. W. 987; State V. Tettaton, 159
Mo. 354, 60 S. W. 743.

Bullets taken from a tree near
where the body was found. Burton
V. State, 115 Ala. i, 22 So. 585;
Mose V. State, 36 Ala. 211.
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appear, however, that the conditions at the scene of the homicide

have not so materially changed as to render the evidence unreliable

because of possible tampering with the conditions as they existed

at the time of the homicidal act.*^

An Instrument found at the scene of the homicide, with which the

fatal act seems to have been done, is admissible.**

C. Connecting Accused With Homicide. — Articles found at

or near the scene of the homicide, tending to connect the accused

therewith, are admissible,*^ and it is not necessary that they should

have been discovered immediately thereafter.*^ Such articles found
at a considerable distance from the place of the homicide may be
admissible under some circumstances.*^ Articles found in the pos-

A bullet found at the scene of the

homicide three months thereafter

was held inadmissible where its

size or weight was not shown, and
the undisputed evidence proved that

the pistols used in the fatal affray

were of a particular caliber. Hickey
V. State (Tex. Crim.), 76 S. W. 920.

43. A handkerchief and a leather

strap with a piece of iron pipe tied

to the end of it, found on the scene
of the homicide three days after-

wards, not shown to belong to nor to

have been used by the accused, or
otherwise connected with him, were
held inadmissible, it appearing that

the witness had passed the place

every morning and evening after the

difficulty up to that time, and that

it was also open to the public. Ire-

land V. Com., 22 Ky. L. Rep. 478, 57
S. W. 6x6, citing Parrot v. Com., 20
Ky. L. Rep. 761, 47 S. W. 452; Hen-
derson V. Com., 16 Ky. L. Rep. 289,

27 S. W. 808. See also Herman v.

State, 75 Miss. 340, 22 So. 873.

But where the state contended
that the crime had been committed
with a piece of iron pipe and the

evidence on this point was conflict-

ing, such a piece of pipe found six or
eight weeks after the homicide about
nine steps from where the homicide
was said to have been committed,
was held admissible. Yancy v.

State (Tex. Crim.), 76 S. W. 571.
44. Dill V. State, 106 Ga. 683, 32

S. E. 660.

A Maul found near the deceased,
who was apparently killed with a
blunt instrument. Betts v. State,

66 Ga. 508. But see Herman v.

State, 75 Miss. 340, 22 So. 873.
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45. State v. Wagner, 61 Me. 178;

Williams v. Com., 85 Va. 607, 8 S.

E. 470.

A Book and Pencil found on the

scene of the homicide are admissible

in evidence when there is testimony
tending to show that they belonged

to the defendant. Thornton v. State,

113 Ala. 43, 21 So. 356.

Gun-wadding similar to that found
in the loaded barrel of the accused's

shotgun, the other barrel of which
was empty. Hodge v. State, 97 Ala.

2,7, 12 So. 164, 38 Am. St. Rep. 145.

See also McBride v. Com., 95 Va.

818, 30 S. E. 454-

46. A revolver identified as de-

fendant's found near the scene of the

homicide eighteen days thereafter

was held properly admitted. State

V. Craemer, 12 Wash. 217, 40 Pac.

944.

A Tobacco-Sack found in the room
where the homicide occurred, similar

to the one in which defendant was
shown to have carried his money
some weeks previous to the homi-
cide, was held properly admitted, al-

though found on the day following

the crime, after several persons had
visited the premises, which had been
guarded in the manner usual in such
cases. State v. Garrington, 11 S. D.

178, 76 N. W. 326.

47. An Empty Cartridge of the

same caliber as defendant's revolver

was held properly admitted, although
found two weeks after the homicide
about two miles from the scene
thereof on a public highway. The
country in that locality was sparsely

settled and the highway Httle used,
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session or on the premises of the accused which appear to have been

taken from the deceased or otherwise connect the former with the

homicide are admissible.*^ But they must be identified, and their

care and custody in the intervening time must l)e accounted for

sufficiently to show that they have not been materially tampered

with or changed.''*

D. Accused's Clothinc. — The clothing worn by the accused at

the time of the homicide is admissible in evidence whenever it tends

to shed any light on his guilt or innocence.^" Bloodstained clothing

subsequently found in his possession,^^ or that of his accomplice,"'^

may be introduced in evidence without direct and positive proof that

it was worn at the time of the homicide. Such action does not

violate his privilege as a witness. ''^

E. Deceaskd's Clothing. — a. Generally. — The clothing of

deceased worn at the time of the homicide is admissible whenever

the theory of the prosecution being
that defendant had traveled over it

in his flight. Horn v. State (Wyo.),

73 Pac. 705.

48. State v. Wagner, 61 Me. 178;

Baines v. State, 43 Tex. Crim. 490,

66 S. W. 847.

A Piece of a Newspaper found in

the defendant's room, apparently

part of the paper which had been
used for the gun-wadding found at

the scene of the homicide, is compe-
tent evidence. State v. Atkinson, 40
S. C. 363, 18 S. E. 1021, 42 Am. St.

Rep. 877.

Loaded Cartridges of the same
caliber as defendant's pistol, found in

the pocket of a coat which circum-
stances indicated to be his. State v.

Hill, 65 N. J. L. 626, 47 Atl. 814.

Empty Pistol-Shells of the same
caliber as bullets found in the de-

ceased's body, discovered in the de-

fendant's room five minutes after

the homicide, were held properly

admitted, although it was not shown
that defendant had a pistol of that

caliber in his possession and though
he was not otherwise connected with
the shells. State v. Laudano, 74
Conn. 638, 51 .A.tl. 860.

49. State v. Phillips, 118 Iowa
660. 92 N. W. 876.

50. Sanchez v. People, 22 N. Y.

147; Davidson v. State, 135 Ind. 254,

34 N. E. 972.

Accused's Blood-Stained Garments,

worn on the day of the homicide, are

admissible in evidence and may be
exhibited to the jury. State v.

Stair. 87 Mo. 268, 56 Am. Rep. 449;
State V. Henry, 51 W. Va. 283, 41 S.

E. 439-

Boots and Shoes and Other Per-

sonal Effects taken from the defend-

ant upon his arrest are admissible

for purposes of identification. State

V. Nordstrom, 7 Wash. 506, 35 Pac.

382.

The Defendant's Boots are admis-

sible in evidence in connection with

testimony as to measurements and
comparison between the tracks found
at the scene of the homicide and the

boots in question. Weaver v. State,

43 Tex. Crim. 340, 65 S. W. 534.

51. A Blood-Stained Suit of

Clothes found at the defendant's

rooms subsequent to the commis-
sion of the crime is admissible

in evidence, although the only

proof that he wore such suit

on the day of the crime was
the testimony of two witnesses that

he had on a dark suit of clothes on
that day. the suit in question being

also dark. The absence of direct

proof of the latter fact was held to

affect merely the weight and not the

competency of the evidence. People

V. Neufeld, 165 N. Y. 43. 58 N. E.

786.

52. Thompson v. State, 33 Tex.

Crim. 217, 26 S. W. 198.

53. Drake v. State, 75 Ga. 413-
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illustrative of or tending to elucidate any material issue in the case,

as for the purpose of showing the nature and location of the wound,
the manner in which it was inflicted, the direction from which the

deadly shot was fired, or the relative positions of the parties."^* It,

however, must be properly identified'*^ and shown to be in substan-
tially the same condition as at the time of the homicide, or at least

unchanged in any material respect.**^

b. Prejudicial Display. — The fact that the clothing is bloody will

54. Alabama. — Watkins v. State,

89 Ala. 82, 8 So. 134.

California. — People v. Knapp, 71

Cal. I, II Pac. 793.

Illinois. — Henry v. People, 198
III. 162, 65 N. E. 120.

Jozva. — State v. Winter, 72 Iowa
627, 34 N. W. 475.

Kentucky.— Seaborn v. Com., 80

S. W. 223.

Michigan.— People v. Wright, 89
Mich. 70, 50 N. W. 792.

Missouri. — State v. Moore, 168

Mo. 432, 68 S. W. 358.

Texas. — Hart v. State, 15 Tex.
App. 202, 49 Am. Rep. 188; Smith
7>. State, 42 Tex. Crim. 220, 58 S.

W. 97; Frizzell v. State, 30 Tex.
Crim. 42, 16 S. W. 751 ;

Johnson i'.

State, 44 Tex. Crim. 332, 71 S. W.
25; Thornton v. State (Tex. Crim.),

65 S. W. 1 105; King V. State, 13 Tex.
App. 277; Gregory v. State (Tex.
Crim.), 43 S. W. 1017; J. c. (Tex.
Crim.), 48 S. W. 577; Early v. State,

9 Tex. App. 476.

Washington. — State v. Cushing,

14 Wash. 527, 45 Pac. 145.

The Assaulted Person's Hat and
Parasol, with shot-holes in them,
may be exhibited to the jury. Meyer
V. State (Tex. Crim.), 41 S. W. 632.

Deceased's Hat, with a gunshot
hole in it. Burton v. State, 115 Ala.

I, 22 So. 585.

Where deceased was killed by a

blow over the head with a chair, his

hat and the chair were held properly
admitted. Campbell v. State (Wis.),
86 N. W. 855.

The Deceased's Vest, perforated
by shot, may be e.xhibited to the jury.

Hoiley v. State, 75 Ala. 14.

The vest taken from deceased's
body after he had been interred for

five months was held properly ad-
mitted after evidence had been given
that it was in the same condition as
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at the time of the homicide. People
V. Hawes, 98 Cal. 648, 33 Pac. 791.

A Piece of the Dress worn by the

deceased and pierced by shot may be
shown to the jury for the purpose
of illustrating the location and na-
ture of the wound. Wilson v. State,

128 Ala. 17, 29 So. 569.

55. State v. Porter, 32 Or. 135,

49 Pac. 964; Barkman v. State, 41

Tex. Crim. 105. 52 S. W. 73; Thorn-
ton V. State (Tex. Crim.), 65 S. W.
1 105; State V. Cadotte, 17 Mont. 315,

42 Pac. 857.

A hat full of shot-holes, found at

the house of the deceased, where he
had been taken after the homicide,

was held admissible, although there

was no positive testimony that it be-

longed to the deceased, the circum-
stances making it reasonably certain

that it was his. Houston v. State

(Tex. Crim.), 40 S. W. 803.

It is no objection to the testimony
of a witness identifying certain cloth-

ing as belonging to the deceased and
worn by him when last seen, that the

witness was not sufficiently ac-

quainted with the facts testified to,

since this was a matter to be tested

on cross-examination. Newell v.

State, 115 Ala. 54, 22 So. 572.

56. State v. McLaughlin, 149 Mo.
19, 50 S. W. 315; Head v. State, 40
Tex. Crim. 265, 50 S. W. 352.

In Levy v. State, 28 Tex. App. 203,

12 S. W. 596, 19 Am. St. Rep. 826,

the coat worn by the deceased at the

time of the homicide was held prop-

erly admitted in evidence, although
it had been given to a negro, who had
worn it ever since and had cut off

the skirt of the coat, and whose wife

had sewed patches over the bullet-

holes, there being not the slightest

evidence that it had been so tam-
pered with as not to show the char-

acter and location of the bullet-holes
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not serve to exclude it when otherwise competent.''^ But owinj^ to

its tendency to arouse the passion or prejudice of the jury its admis-

sion under such circumstances, unless it serves some useful eviden-

tiary purpose, is error.^® Nor should it be displayed in a manner
calculated to prejudice the jury.^°

F. Clothes of Third Person. — The clothes of third persons

may be admissible under some circumstances when tending to eluci-

date any of the issues in the case.®"

G. Portions of Deceased's Body may be exhibited to show the

nature and location of the wounds,®^ or the cause of his death.**^ So
also, human remains found at the scene of the homicide are admissi-

ble for purposes of identification, and to show that a crime has been
committed.''^

Identification of such remains is necessary,"* and it must appear

as they appeared on the date of the

homicide.

57. Spears v. State, 41 Tex. Crim.

527, 56 S. W. 347; People V. Hong
Ah Duck, 6i Cal. 387.

58. Christian v. State (Tex.
Crim.), 79 S. W. 562; Cole v. State

(Tex. Crim.), 75 S. W. 527.

59. In Patton v. State, 117 Ga.

230, 43 S. E. 533, where the deceased

was a young boy, the exhibition to

the jury by the deceased's mother of

his bloody shirt, and her explanation

of where the bullets went through,

was held improper and sufficient to

justify a new trial.

ITse of Dressmaker's Frame.

The deceased's clothing may be dis-

played to the jury upon a dressmak-
er's frame. People v. Durrant, 116

Cal. 179, 48 Pac. 75.

60. Clothing of Persons Killed at

the Same Time as the deceased and
as part of the same transaction was
held properly admitted to show the

direction from which the shots came.
State V. Porter, 32 Or. 135, 49 Pac.

964. See also Martinez v. State

(Tex. Crim.), 57 S. W. 838.

The Bloody Clothes of Another
Person, who testified that she was
holding the deceased on her lap at

the time he was shot, were held not

improperly admitted as corrobora-

tive of the witness' statement, the

rules relating to the exhibition of

the deceased's clothing having no
application. Thomas v. State (Tex.
Crim.), 74 S. W. 36.

43

61. Maclin v. State, 44 Ark. 115;

Com. V. Brown, 14 Gray (Mass.)

419-

The Spinal Vertebra of the De-
ceased may be exhibited to the jury

to illustrate the character and effect

of the wound supposed to have
caused the death. State v. Mo.xley,

102 Mo. 374, 14 S. W. 969, 15 S. W.
556.

The Exhibition of the Bones of

the Vertebral Column of the De-
ceased is permissible for the purpose
of showing to the jury the attitudes

and relative positions of the parties

when the fatal shot was fired. Stale

V. Wieners, 66 Mo. 13.

The Deceased's Skull and Photo-
graphs Thereof are admissible in

evidence in connection with expert
testimony as to the manner and cause
of death. Savary v. State, 62 Neb.
166, 87 N. W. 34.

62. A Portion of the Deceased's
Skull, His Brain and a Blood Clot,

are admissible in evidence when
necessary to a thorough understand-
ing of the cause of death. Campbell
z: State (Wis.), 86 N. W. 855.

63. Hair found where the remains
were first discovered is admissible
for purposes of identification.

Marion v. State, 20 Neb. 2^2), 29 N.
W. 911, 57 Am. Rep. 825.

64. State v. Hossack, 116 Iowa
194, 89 N. W. 1077.

Where the witness testified that he

had given the vertebrae to one per-

son and had received them back from

Vol. VI
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that their condition is substantially unchanged so far as such condi-

tion has a material bearing on the purpose of their admission.*^^

H. A Model showing the nature and extent of the deceased's

injuries is admissible when shown to be correct."®

I. Bullets Extracted From the Body of the deceased, when
properly identified, are admissible.®^

J. The Weapon used by the assailant is admissible when prop-

erly identified.®^ So also the weapons®** used by, or in the possession

another, and that although he
thought the bones were the same,

yet he could not identify them by
any marks or other indications, it

was held that they were not suffi-

ciently identified to warrant their ad-

mission. State V. Moxley, 102 Mo.

374, 14 S. W. 969, 15 S. W. 556.

65. Hair taken from the ax with

which the homicide was apparently

committed, placed in a bottle and de-

livered to the county attorney, and
the testimony of an expert who had
examined the hair contained in a

similar bottle delivered to him by
the county attorney, was held im-
properly admitted because not prop-
erly identified, and because it was not

shown in what manner the hair had
been kept previous to its examina-
tion by the expert. The presump-
tion that the county attorney did his

duty in the matter is not sufficient

preliminary proof. State v. Hossack,
116 Iowa 194, 89 N. W. 1077.

The Fractured Skull of the de-

ceased was held properly admitted

in evidence, although the body had
lain for a day or two in a house
where persons were in and out, had
been buried, and after several days

exhumed and the skull taken from it

and kept in the possession of dif-

ferent persons, such as the county

attorney and doctor, and was not,

at all times, under lock and key, the

circumstances showing that the skull

was in substantially the same condi-

tion as when found after the homi-
cide. State V. Novak, 109 Iowa 717,

79 N. W. 465.

66. State v. Fox, 25 N. J. L. 566.

67. Williams v. Com., 85 Va. 607,

8. S. E. 470; McCoy V. People, 175

111. 224, 51 N. E. 777; Moon V.
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State, 68 Ga. 687; State v. Tippet,

94 Iowa 646, 63 N. W. 445.

68. California. — People v. Plill,

123 Cal. 571, 56 Pac. 443; People v.

Sullivan, 129 Cal. 557, 62 Pac. loi.

Illinois. — McCoy v. People, 175

111. 224, 51 N. E. 777-

lozi'a. — State v. Tippet, 94 Iowa

646, 63 N. W. 445; State v. Sey-

more, 94 Iowa 699, 63 N. W. 661.

Nezv York. — People v. Lagroppo,
90 App. Div. 219, 86 N. Y. Supp. 116.

Vermont. — State v. Roberts, 63
Vt. 139, 21 Atl. 424.

Washington. — State v. Cushing,

14 Wash. 527, 45 Pac. 145.

West J'irginia. — State v. Henry,
51 W. Va. 283, 41 S. E. 439; State v.

Tucker, 52 W. Va. 420, 44 S. E. 427.

The Revolver with which the homi-
cide is alleged to have been com-
mitted may be exhibited to the jury

and the manner of its discharge ex-

plained, when it has been sufficiently

identified. Siberry v. State, 133 Ind.

677. 33 N. E. 681.

An Ax, found in the vicinity of

the crime, with which defendant has

admitted that the killing was done,

is admissible. State v. Gartrell, 171

Mo. 489, 71 S. W. 1045.

Chair with which deceased was
struck. Campbell v. State (Wis.),

86 N. W. 855.

69. Boynton v. State, 115 Ga. 587,

41 S. E. 993 ; People v. Childs, 90
App. Div. 58, 85 N. Y. Supp. 627.

A Small Piece of Lath picked up
on the scene of the homicide shortly

thereafter was held properly ad-

mitted on behalf of the prosecution

to support the theory that deceased

had made no attack upon defendant,

or, at most, had struck him with the

lath in question, which was not a
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of, the deceased at the time of the homicide, are admissible when
sufficiently identified.''"

12. Other Crimes. — A. Generally. — Owinp: to the tendency of

evidence of other crimes by the accused to prejudice him unduly in

the eyes of the jury, courts are careful to exclude it unless clearly

relevant and material, and there is considerable confusion and conflict

in the cases dealing with this class of evidence. The general rule

is that proof of other crimes disconnected with the homicide charged

is improper except for certain specified purposes or under particular

circumstances.''^ Attempts have been made to enumerate the excep-

tions to this general rule^'^ and the circumstances under which such

evidence is admissible, and there are certain well-recognized excep-

tions.

The logrioally Correct Rule governing this class of evidence seems
to be that while the commission by the accused of other crimes is

not in itself any evidence that he committed the one charged
against him,''^ nevertheless such evidence, like any other, is admis-

sible whenever it is relevant and tends to prove any material fact

in the case, but that owing to its prejudicial tendency its relevancy

will be subjected to closer scrutiny.''*

dangerous weapon. State v. Gush-
ing, 17 Wash. 544, 50 Pac. 512.

70. Fuller v. State, 117 Ala. .36,

24 So. 688. See also State v. Ca-
dotte, 17 Mont. 315, 42 Pac. 857.

71. People V. Molineux, 168 N.
Y. 264, 61 N. E. 286; Com. V. Far-
rell, 187 Pa. St. 408, 41 Atl. 382;
State V. Jackson, 95 Mo. 623. 8 S.

W. 749; State V. Harris, 73 Mo. 287;
Paulson V. State (Wis.), 94 N. W.
771 ; State v. Eastwood, 73 Vt. 205,

50 Atl. 1077; Stone v. State, 4
Humph. (Tenn.) 27; Watts v. State,

5 W. Va. 532; State v. Hoyt, 13

Minn. 125.

72. In People v. Molineux, 168 N.
Y. 264, 61 N. E. 286, Werner J.,

after laying down the general rule,

said: "The exceptions to the rule

cannot be stated with categorical pre-

cision. Generally speaking, evidence

of other crimes is competent to prove
the specific crime charged when it

tends to establish (i) motive; (2)
intent; (3) the absence of mistake
or accident

; (4) a common scheme
or plan embracing the commission
of two or more crimes so related to

each other that proof of one tends
to establish the others; (5) the
identity of the person charged with

the commission of the crime on
trial."

" Under some circumstances, evi-

dence of another oflFense by the de-

fendant may be given. Thus it may
be to establish identity; to show the

act charged was intentional and will-

ful, not accidental ; to prove motive

;

to show guilty knowledge and pur-

pose, and to rebut any inference of

mistake ; in case of death by poison,

to prove the defendant knew the sub-

stance administered to be poison ; to

show him to be one of an organiza-

tion banded together to commit
crimes of the kind charged, and to

connect the other oflfense with the

one charged, as part of the same
transaction." Goersen v. Com., 99
Pa. St. 388; s. c. 106 Pa. St. 477,

51 Am. Rep. 534.

73. Farris v. People, 129 111. 521,

21 N. E. 821, 16 Am. St. Rep. 283, 4
L. R. A. 582; State v. Lapage, 57 N.

H. 245, 24 Am. Rep. 69; Barkman
7'. State, 41 Tex. Crim. 105, 52 S.

W. 23; Kearney v. State, 68 Miss.

233, 8 So. 292.

74. People v. Walters. 98 Cal. 138,

32 Pac. 864; People v. Ebanks, T17

Cal. 652, 49 Pac. 1049, 40 L. R. A.

269; Paulson V. State (Wis.), 94 N.

W. 771. See also Lyons v. People,

Vol. VI
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B. Motive. — Evidence of other crimes is always admissible when
it tends to establish a motive for the homicide." The mere fact

that the criminal act of the defendant showing- his motive for the

crime was done subsequent thereto does not render evidence of it

inadmissible.''®

C. Intent, Accident and Mistake. — Such evidence is also

competent when it tends to establish the criminal intent/'^ shows

137 111. 602, 27 N. E. 677; State V.

Williamson, 106 Mo. 162, 17 S. W.
172 ; Com. V. Robinson, 146 Mass.

571, 16 N. E. 452.

75. United States. — Moore v.

United States, 150 U. S. 57-

Kentucky. — Franklin v. Com., 13

Ky. L.. Rep. 814, 18 S. W. 532.

Mississippi. — Herman v. State, 75
Miss. 340, 22 So. 873.

Missouri. — State v. Williamson,
106 Mo. 162, 17 S. W. 172.

Ncii' York. — People v. Wood, 3
Park. Crim. 681 ; Coleman v. People,

58 N. Y. 555; People v. Harris, 136
N. Y. 423, 36 N. E. 65.

Texas. — Ren fro v. State, 42 Tex.
Crim. 393, 58 S. W. 1013; Crass v.

State, 31 Tex. Crim. 312, 20 S. W.
579-

In State v. Palmer, 65 N. H. 216,

20 Atl. 6, it was held competent to

show that defendant had been sus-

pected of a larceny from his em-
ploj-ers because of the deceased's ac-

cusations and had been discharged
and that deceased had taken an
active part in searching defendant's

house for the stolen property.

Where the homicide occurred dur-
ing an attempt by the deceased to

recover goods stolen from him two
days before, evidence tending to

connect the two crimes was held

proper to show the motive for the

homicide and as part of the history

of the crime. McConkey v. Com.,
lOi Pa. St. 416.

Incestuous Connection Between
the Defendant and His Sister, the

wife of the deceased. Stout v. Peo-
ple, 4 Park Crim. (N. Y.) 132.

Perjury.— In Pierson v. People,

79 N. Y. 424, 35 Am. Rep. 524, as

tending to show that the defendant's

motive was a desire to possess the

wife of the deceased, it was held
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competent to show that eleven days
after the latter's death the defendant
and the wife of the deceased were
married, and that the former took
an oath on this occasion that there

was no legal objection to the mar-
riage, although by so doing he com-
mitted the crime of perjury.

Previous Attempt to Rob Deceased,

and a threat by the defendant to get

deceased's money if he had to kill

him to do so, competent to show
motive. Com. v. Farrell, 187 Pa. St.

408, 41 Atl. 382.

Where the deceased was killed in

an attempt to arrest his slayer, as a

circumstance showing the defend-
ant's identity with the latter an in-

dictment against him in another state

was held properly admitted, the de-

fendant being a fugitive from the

prosecution thereof, and hence hav-
ing a strong motive to escape. Wil-
liams V. Com., 85 Va. 607, 8 S. E.

470.

The Rape of Deceased's Daughter
by the accused a week previous is

not competent evidence of motive.

Cotton z' State (Miss.), 17 So. 372.

Concealment of Other Offense

as motive. See infra this article,

"Circumstantial Evidence — Motive
— Concealment of Other Crime."

76. Morrison v. State, 40 Tex.
Crim. 473, 51 S. W. 358; Pierson v.

People, 79 N. Y. 424, 35 Am. Rep.

524-

77. Weaver v. State, 43 Tex.
Crim. 340, 65 S. W. 534; Her-
man v. State, 75 Miss. 340, 22 So.

873; State V. Merkley, 74 Iowa 695,

39 N. W. Ill; State v. Deschamps,

42 La. Ann. 567, 7 So. 703, 21 Am.
St. Rep. 392; State v. Pennington,

124 Mo. 388. 27 S. W. 1106; Com. V.

Birriollo, 197 Pa. St. 2,7^^ 47 Atl.

355; State V. Eastwood, 72 Vt. 205,

50 Atl. 1077.
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deliberation and premeditation," or rebuts the theory of accident or

mistake," as where death is due to poisoning.*"

D. Identity. — So also such other crimes may sometimes be

admissible to identify the accused as the perpetrator of the crime

charg^cd.*^

E. Plan or SciiEmR. — It is competent to show that the homicide

was part of a plan or scheme,^- and the commission by the accused

of other similar crimes constituting part of such plan, as evidence

of identity, motive and intent.®^ But the mere similarity of the

See State v. Lapage, 57 N. H. 245,

24 Am. Rep. 69; People v. Molineux,

168 N. Y. 264, 61 N. E. 286; State

V. Donyes, 14 Mont. 70, 35 Pac. 455.

And also more fully the article " In-

tent;" and infra this article "In
tent. Malice," etc., " Motive — Rela-

tions of Parties — Previous Difficul-

ties,"— "Hostile Acts and Con-
duct."

78. State v. Reed, 53 Kan. 767,

37 Pac. 174, 42 Am. St. Rep. 2>22;

People V. Shea, 147 N. Y. 78, 41 N.

E. 505 ; State v. Dcschamps, 42 La.

Ann. 567, 7 So. 703, 21 Am. St.

Rep. 392.

Testimony that the witness, upon
meeting the defendant near the scene

of the homicide, and half an hour
previous thereto, was compelled by
the latter at the point of his gun to

surrender his pistol to defendant,

was held comnetent to show premed-
itation and deliberation, although
such act constituted a distinct crime.

State V. Rider, 95 Mo. 474, 8 S. W.
723-

79. See People v. Doyle, 21 Mich.
221 ; Nicholas v. Com., 91 Va. 741,
21 S. E. 364.

80. To Rebut the Theory of Acci-
dental Poisoning, evidence that an-

other member of deceased's family

had died from poisoning sometime
previous was held properly admitted.

Zoldoske v. State, 82 Wis. 580, 52
N. W. 778; Goersen v. Com., 99
Pa. St. 388; s. c. 106 Pa. St. 477, 51

Am. Rep. 534. See also Reg. v. Cot-

ton, 12 Cox Cr. Cas. 400; Reg. v.

Reason, 14 Cox. Cr. Cas. 40; Mat-
tin z'. Attorney-General, 17 Cox Cr.

Cas. 704; Reg. v. Roden, 12 Cox
Cr. Cas. 630; Reg. v. Flannagan, 15

Cox Cr. Cas. 403; Reg. v. Gardner,

3 Post. & F. (Eng.) 681.

81. Horn v. State, 102 Ala. 144,

15 So. 278; Leeper v. State, 29 Tex.

App. 63, 14 S. W. 398. See State v.

Barrett, 40 Minn. 65, 41 N. W.
459; Roper V. Territory, 7 N. M.

25=^. Z2> Pac. 1014.

Previous Attempts on the life of a

deceased are admissible to show the

identity of the perpetrator of the

crime, and also his malice. Wash-
ington V. State, 8 Tex. App. 377;

Crass V. State. 31 Tex. Crim. 312, 20

S. W. 579. See infra this article,

" Circumstantial Evidence."

82. Evidence that the defendant

and others had agreed before com-
ing into the state that they would
rob storekeepers was held admissi-

ble to identify defendant as one of

the persons who robbed and mur-
dered the deceased, a storekeeper.

Moore v. State, 40 Tex. Crim. 439,

50 S. W. 942. To the same effect

Ford V. State, 34 Ark. 649.

83. People v. Molineux, 168 N.

Y. 264, 61 N. E. 286; Hawes v.

State, 88 Ala. 2>7, 7 So. 302; State

V. Lee, 91 Iowa 499, 60 N. W. 119;

State V. Matthews, 98 Mo. 125, 10

S. W. 144; Goersen v. Com., 99 Pa.

St. 388, 106 Pa. St. 477, 51 Am.
Rep. 534; Melton v. State, 43 Ark.

367-

In Com. V. Robinson, 146 Mass.

571, 16 N. E. 432, where the defend-

ant was charged with the murder of

her brother-in-law by means of poi-

son, the alleged motive was the de-

sire to obtain the insurance upon
his life, of which she was the bene-

ficiary. The prosecution offered to

prove a scheme on the defendant's

part to obtain the insurance money
by first murdering the deceased's

Vol. VI
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methods employed in another homicide is not sufficient to warrant

its admission."*

F. Part of One Continuous Transaction. — Other crimes by
the accused forming part of one continuous transaction with the

homicide may be shown. How closely connected they must be in

point of time and circumstance cannot be determined by any rule,

and the cases differ.^^

wife and then the deceased himself.

As a preliminarj' showing in such

claim evidence was offered that prior

to the wife's death the accused knew
of the insurance, that during the

wife's illness she, defendant, ex-

pressed the opinion that her sister

would never recover ; that she ex-

pressed a wish to have the insured

live with her, and said her sister's

desire was that she, the accused,

might get the insurance money ; that

she had herself made the beneficiary

and expressed fears as to the regu-

larity of the papers and made in-

quiries of the insurance company as

to the certainty of her getting the

insurance in case of the husband's

death. These facts were held suffi-

cient to warrant the admission of

evidence tending to prove that the

defendant had poisoned the wife.

But in Shaffner v. Com., 72 Pa.

St. 60, 13 Am. Rep. 49, where de-

fendant was charged with having
poisoned his wife, evidence tend-

ing to show that he had poi-

soned his alleged paramour's hus-

band four months previous to the

homicide was held improperly ad-

mitted though offered to show mo-
tive and as a part of one connected

transaction. The court held that the

evidence did not sufficiently show
that defendant's purpose was to

marry the alleged paramour, saying:
" To make one criminal act evidence

of another, a connection between
them must have existed in the mind
of the actor, linking them together

for some purpose he intended to ac-

complish ; or it must be necessary to

identify the person of the actor, by
a connection which shows that he

who committed the one must have
done the other. . . . From the

nature and prejudicial character of

such evidence, it is obvious it should

not be received, unless the mind
plainly perceives that the commis-
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sion of the one tends, by a visible

connection, to prove the commission
of the other by the prisoner. If the

evidence be so dubious that the judge
does not clearly perceive the connec-
tion, the beneiit of the doubt should
be given to the prisoner."

84. Barkman v. State, 41 Tex.
Crim. 105, 52 S. W. 23; People
V. Molineux, 168 N. Y. 264, 61 N.
E. 286; Shaffner v. Com., 72 Pa. St.

63, 13 Am. Rep. 651.

85. Arkansas. — Glory v. State,

13 Ark. 236.

California. — People v. Smith, 106

Cal. 72), 39 Pac. 40; People v. Lane,

loi Cal. 513, 36 Pac. 16.

Colorado. — Piela v. People, 6

Colo. 343.

Louisiana. — State v. Deschamps,
42 La. Ann. 567, 7 So. 703, 21 Am.
St. Rep. 392.

Michigan. — People v. Marble, 38
Mich. 117.

Missouri. — State v. Perry, 136

Mo. 126, 2,7 S. W. 804.

New York. — People v. Pallister,

138 N. Y. 601, 2,2, N. E. 741-

Utah. — State v. Hayes, 14 Utah
118, 46 Pac. 752.

Vermont. — State v. Eastwood, 73
Vt. 205, 50 Atl. 1077.

See supra this article, " Nature

and Circumstances of Act

—

-Res

Gestae — Independent Crime."

The killing by the defendant of

the deceased's father and mother
three miles from the scene of the

homicide and twenty minutes there-

after, was held properly admitted to

rebut the theory of accident, being

part of one continuous transaction.

People V. Craig, in Cal. 460, 44 Pac.

186.

In Lyons v. People. 137 111. 602,

27 N. E. 677, it was held proper to

show the details of an affray be-

tween the defendant and his com-
panions and some third persons, oc-
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The murder oP" or assaults upon'*^ others at the time of or immedi-
ately preceding and following the homicide may be shown, but unless

the evidence against him is circumstantial, the details of the other

acts and his motives therefor cannot be inquired into.**® The nature
of the wounds inflicted upon such j^erson,^" or the cause of his

death,"" may be shown.
G. Particular Instances. — a. Previous Assaults by the

accused ujx)n the deceased are not admissible unless relevant to some
issue,"^ but may be shown to prove intent,"- malice,*'' and motive,'*
although not of the same character as the act charged.""

curing shortly previous to the homi-
cide, in which the defendant had in-

jured one of the persons assaulted,

and also the declarations of one of

defendant's companions just after

this affray that they had had a scrap

and were going to get even, on the

ground that they constituted part of

one continuous transaction and
tended to show motive and premedi-
tation on the part of the defendant.

In Farris v. People, I2g 111. 521,

21 N. E. 821, 16 Am. St. Rep. 283,

4 L. R. A. 582, evidence that about

a half hour after the shooting of

the deceased by the defendant in the

presence of his family, the defend-
ant committed the crime of rape

upon deceased's wife while .she was
going to the neighbors for assistance,

was held incompetent as not being
part of the res gestae, nor tending to

explain the defendant's motive. It

appeared that deceased's wife had
been divorced from defendant.

86. Hickam v. People, 137 111.

75, 27 N. E. 88; People v. Coughlin,

13 Utah 58, 44 Pac. 94; People v.

Foley, 64 Mich. 148, 31 N. W. 94;
Crews V. State, 34 Te.x. Crim. 533,

31 S. W. 2)72,', State v. Craemer, 12

Wash. 217, 40 Pac. 944.
87. State v. Wong Gee, 35 Or.

276. 57 Pac. 914; State v. Testerman,
68 Mo. 408.

An assault upon a third person
which had no connection with the

homicide is inadmissible, although
happening immediately after. Peo-
ple V. Lane. 100 Cal. 379, 34 Pac.

856, containing an extended discus-

sion of the question. See also State

V. Taylor, 7 Idaho 134, 61 Pac. 288.

An Assault Upon Deceased's Com-
panion immediately preceding (Peo-
ple V. Lopez, 135 Cal. 23, 66 Pac.

965) or immediately after the killing.

Seams v. State, 84 Ala. 410, 4 So.

521.

88. Green v. Com., 17 Ky. L.

Rep. 943, T,z S. W. 100.

89. The Character of the Wounds
of a person killed at the same time as

deceased is competent. People v.

Wright, 89 Mich. 70, 50 N. W. 792;
Neal V. State, 32 Neb. 120, 49 N.
W. 174; Logston V. State, 3 Heisk.
(Tenn.) 414; Fernandez v. State, 4
Tex. App. 419; People v. Coughlin,

13 Utah 58, 44 Pac. 94; People v.

Walters, 98 Cal. 138, 32 Pac. 864.

90. Where two children of the

defendant died about the same time
and exhibited the same symptoms of

morphine poisoning, evidence as to

the contents of the stomach of one
was held competent on the trial for

the murder of the other, the two
deaths constituting part of the same
transaction. People v. Quimby
(Mich.), 96 N. W. 1061.

91. Perry v. State, 91 Ala. 83, 9
So. 279.

92. See supra, " Intent, Malice
and Premeditation."

93. See supra, " Intent, Malice
and Premeditation."

94. Sullivan v. State, 31 Tex.
Crim. 486, 20 S. W. 927, 37 Am.
St. Rep. 826. See infra, "Circum-
stantial Evidence — Motive."

A Conviction for a previous as-

sault upon the same person is ad-
missible to show malice and motive.

Crass V. State, 31 Tex. Crim. 312, 20

S. W. 579.

95. On a charge of assault with
intent to murder evidence of a pre-

vious attempt by the defendant to

poison the assaulted party is admis-

Vol. VI
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b. Other Pclony at Time of Homicide. — It is competent to show
that the defendant was engaged in the commission of another felony

at the time of the homicide, as part of the* res gestae, and for the

purpose of proving mahce and premeditation.''® His connection

with other crimes may be proved where it tends to show that he

was engaged in a felony at the time of the homicide. ^^

c. In Preparation for Homicide. — Crimes committed in prepa-

ration for the homicide may be admissible for the purpose of

identification and to show premeditation.''*

d. Attempted Concealment. — Criminal acts done by the accused

to conceal his connection with the crime,"" or his identity,^ are

admissible. So criminal acts, the concealment of which is the

alleged motive for the homicide, may be shown.^

e. During Attempted Escape. — Where the homicide occurred

during an attempted escape by the defendant, it is competent to

show for what crime he had been imprisoned or convicted.^

sible to show the malicious intent.

State V. Patza, 3 La. Ann. 512.

96. California. — People v. Rog-
ers, 71 Cal. 565, 12 Pac. 697; People

V. Olsen, 80 Cal. 122, 22 Pac. 125.

Indiana. — Kennedy v. State, 107

Ind. 144, 6 N. E. 305, 57 Am. Rep.

99-

Louisiana. — State v. Thibodeaux,
48 La. Ann. 600, 19 So. 680.

Pennsylvania. — Com. v. Major,

198 Pa. St. 290, 47 Atl. 741, 82 Am.
St. Rep. 803.

Texas. — Reyes v. State, 10 Tex.
App. I ; Roach v. State, 8 Tex. App.

478 ; Richards v. State, 34 Tex. Crim.

277, 30 S. W. 229.

97. Com. V. Pipes, 158 Pa. St. 25,

27 Atl. 839.

Where the homicide was commit-
ted during an apparent attempt to

commit a burglary, evidence as to

other burglaries committed by de-

fendant just previous to the homicide

was held admissible to show his mo-
tive in entering the deceased's house.

Whitney v. Com., 24 Ky. L. Rep.

2524, 74 S. W. 257; O'Brien v. Com.,

24 Ky. L. Rep. 251 1, 74 S. W. 666.

98. Com. V. Roddy, 184 Pa. St.

274, 39 Atl. 211.

The Stealing of a Weapon with

which to commit the homicide is ad-

missible to show malice and intent.

State V. Wintzingrode, 9 Or. 153.

99. An Assault With a Deadly
Weapon by the defendant upon her

Vol. VI

husband, on his return home shortly

after the homicide, may be shown
as tending to prove a guilty knowl-
edge and an attempt to conceal the

crime by killing the person who
would soon discover it.

" The de-

meanor, conduct and acts of a per-

son charged with crime, such as

attempted flight, a desire to elude

discovery, and anxiety to con-

ceal the crime, or the evidence

of it, are always proper subjects of

consideration, as indicative of a

guilty mind, and in determining the

question of the guilt or innocence of

the person charged. People v. Place,

157 N. Y. 584, 52 N. E. 576.

1. Stealing Clothes for the pur-

pose of disguising himself. Wil-
liams V. State, 15 Tex. App. 104.

2. Dunn v. State, 2 Ark. 229, 35
Am. Dec. 54. See also supra, " Cir-

cumstantial evidence— Motive."

Evidence that the defendant had
burned the house where he and
others were living at the time of the

homicide was held a competent cir-

cumstance in support of the state's

theory that the homicide was done
to conceal this crime, the defendant
having met the deceased and killed

him at the time he, defendant, was
escaping from the house with some
stolen plunder. Blackwell v. State,

29 Tex. App. 194, IS S. W. 597.

3. Where the assault occurred
during an attempt to escape from
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f. Abortion. — Where the homicide is claimed to have resulted

during an unlawful attempt to produce an abortion, evidence that

the defendant had produced abortions on others is not admissible.*

It has been held to the contrary, however/

g-. Forgery by the defendant may be shown as the motive for the

crime, either on the theory that defendant expected to benefit by
means thereof, or that the homicide was committed to cover up the

threatened exposure.®

H. The Sufficiency of the Preliminary Showing necessary

to warrant the admission of evidence of other crimes is a matter

resting largely in the discretion of the trial court.'' Owing to its

prejudicial character its relevancy must be clearly shown before it

jail, evidence that defendant had
been tried and convicted on a charge
of burfrlary and was in jail await-
ing sentence was held properly ad-
mitted to show motive and intent.

People V. Valliere, 123 Cal. 576, 56
Pac. 433-

4. State V. Croflford, 121 Iowa
395, 96 N. W. 889.

5. To Rebut a Plea of Accident.

In People v. Seaman, 107 Mich. 348,

65 N. W. 203, 61 Am. St. Rep. 326,

on a charge of causing death by pro-

ducing an abortion, to rebut the de-

fendant's theory that death resulted

from accidental causes it was held

no error to admit evidence that de-

fendant had caused other abortions
by similar means at the same place.

See also Weed v. People, 3 Thomp.
& C. (N. Y.) 50.

In People v. Sessions, 58 Mich.

594, 26 N. W. 291, " testimony . . .

relating to respondent's possession
of instruments to produce an abor-

tion, and her use of them, and her
knowledge upon the subject, and
that she held herself out for the per-

formance of such service, with the

instruments, for hire, was given on
the part of the prosecution. It con-
sisted of conversations of respond-
ent had with these four persons, e.x-

tending through a period of four
years previous to the death of Mrs.
Peck, wherein the respondent stated

to one that she had the instruments
with which to produce abortion ; had
herself got rid of a number of chil-

dren, and showed her the instru-

ments ; at the same time saying to

the witness, if she wanted any help,

she could help her. To another she

stated that she had committed abor-

tions, and could do it again ; that

she had the instruments to use in

doing it. To another she stated her
terms for performing such service,

which she then offered to the wit-

ness, who was in the familv way,
and told her that she had the instru-

ments for the purpose." This tes-

timony, although objected to as in-

competent and too remote, was held

admissible to show knowledge and
intent and the possession of the nec-
essary means to accomplish the act,

and it was not too remote because
it appeared that the defendant dur-
ing the whole time up to 'the homi-
cide had in her possession the same
instruments and was offering her
services.

6. State V. Coleman (S. D.), q8
N. W. 175; Pontius V. People, 82 N.
Y. 339-

Morrison v. State, 40 Tex. Crim.

473. 51 S. W. 358, in which it was
held competent to show that a deed
in which the defendant was named
as grantee was a forgery, although
the deed was executed subsequent to

the commission of the homicide, the

evidence being offered as part of the

defendant's scheme to murder the

deceased, his wife, and by fraudu-
lent representations as to his wealth
and property induce another woman
to marry him.

7. Com. 7'. Robinson, 146 Mass.

571, 16 N. E. 452.

Vol. VI
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is admitted,^ and any doubt should be resolved in favor of the

accused.'

. I. When Merely Cumulative. — When the issue upon which
such evidence is relevant is already sufficiently established and proof
of another crime would be merely cumulative, the evidence should
be excluded because of its prejudicial effect.^"

J. In Rebuttal defendant may introduce any evidence tending
to show that he was not guilty of such other crime."

13. Cause of Death. — A. Condition and Appearance of Body.
The condition and appearance of the body of the deceased when
discovered are competent evidence of the cause of death.^^

B. Nature of Wound and Manner of Infliction. — a. Gen-
erally. — The deceased's wounds may be described by any witness
who has seen them.^^ And any properly qualified witness may give

his opinion as to the manner in which they were inflicted/* whether

8. People V. Molineux, i68 N. Y.

264, 61 N. E. 286.

9. Shaffner v. Com., 72 Pa. St.

60, 13 Am. Rep. 49.

10. People V. Molineux. 168 N. Y.

264, 61 N. E. 286; Farris v. People,

129 111. 521, 21 N. E. 821, 16 Am. St.

Rep. 283, 4 L. R. A. 582.

Previous assaults by the defendant
upon the deceased, his wife, are ad-

missible to show express malice, not-

withstanding the fact that the act

itself was such as to raise an impli-

cation of malice. State v. Nugent,

71 Mo. 136.

11. Tompkins v. Com., 25 Ky L.

Rep. 1254, 77 S. W. 712.

12. Terry v. State, 120 Ala. 286,

2S So. 176; Linsday v. People, 63 N.
Y. 143.

13. Evans v. State, 120 Ala. 269,

25 So. 175 ; but see Nave v. Railroad

Co., 96 Ala. 264, 1 1 So. 391 ; People

V. Hong Ah Duck, 61 Cal. 387;
Terry v. State, 120 Ala. 286, 25 So.

176.

A witness who saw the body of

the deceased may testify that his

neck, which was broken, " looked like

it had been struck with a hot iron,

and looked scarred." Perry v. State,

87 Ala. 30, 6 So. 425.

Testimony that the wound ap-

peared to have been made with a

knife, and that " it seemed as if the

knife went in and went backward,
that was the appearance of the

wound," was held to be not a con-

Vol. VI

elusion of the witness, but testimony
as to a fact. Fuller v. State, 117
Ala. 36, 23 So. 688.

14. Rash V. State, 61 Ala. 89;
Com. V. Crossmire, 156 Pa. St. 304,

27 Atl. 40.

A competent expert may give his

opinion as to how and by what means
the deceased's wounds were inflicted

or whether they could have been or

were likely to have been inflicted in

the manner claimed by defendant.

Davis V. State, 38 Md. 15; State v.

Pike, 65 Me. iii.

Whether Caused by One Blow.

A physician who has examined the

head of the deceased may give his

opinion that the injuries thereto

could not have been inflicted by a

single blow. Com. v. Piper, 120

Mass. 185; People v. Schmidt, 168

N. Y. 568, 61 N. E. 907.

Bruises — Strangulation. — The
opinion of an expert that certain

bruises upon a deceased's throat were
made by some external force, prob-

ably a hand, was held improperly ad-

mitted. State V. Senn, 32 S. C. 392,

II S. E. 292. See article "Expert
AND Opinion Evidence," Vol. V, p.

587. But a physician who performed
the autopsy and has testified that

strangulation was the cause of death

may further give his opinion that

the means used were hands. People
V. Durrant, 116 Cal. 179, 48 Pac. 75.

Contra. — Expert testimony as to

how deceased's wounds were prob-

ably made was held properly ex-
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they were such as to cause death,^'' and whether tlic weapon alleged

to have been used would have produced such wounds.'*
b. When Inflicted. — A properly qualified expert may give his

opinion as to when the deceased's wound or injury was inflicted
;'''

whether before or after death. '^

c. Nature of Instrument. — A properly qualified witness may
give his opinion as to the nature of the instrument which caused the

deceased's injuries,'" and whether or not it was of a character

capable of or likely to produce death.-" A witness familiar with
gunshot wounds and otherwise properly qualified may give his

opinion as to kind of firearms used,^' and a surgeon familiar with

eluded because invading the province
of the jury. State v. Rainsharger,

74 Iowa 196, :i7 N. W. 153.

15. Alabama. — Sims v. State, 139
Ala. 74, 36 So. 138, loi Am. St. Rep.

17-

Arkansas. — Brown v. State, 55
Ark. 593, 18 S. W. 1 05 1. Citing

Ebos V. State, 34 Ark. 520.

Florida. — Newton v. State, 21

Fla. 53-

Georgia. — Von Pollnitz v. State,

92 Ga. 16, 18 So. 301, 44 Am. St.

Rep. 72\ Wise v. State, 100 Ga. 68,

25 S. E. 846.

loiva. — State v. Woodward, 84
Iowa 172, 50 N. W. 885.

Missouri. — State v. Wisdom, 84
Mo. 177.

Neiv Jersey. — State v. Powell, 7
N. J. L. 244..

Pennsylvania. — Com. v. Birriollo,

197 Pa. St. 371, 47 Atl. 355.

Texas. — Waite v. State, 13 Tex.
App. 169.

16. Waite v. State, 13 Tex. App.
169; State 7'. Seymore, 94 Iowa 699,

63 N. W. 661.

The opinion of a physician as to

whether the deceased infant's skull

could have been crushed by pressure
of the hands, was held properly ad-
mitted. State V. Noakes, 70 Vt. 247,

40 Atl. 249.

17. Linsday t>. People, 63 N. Y.

143, wherein testimony that a frac-

ture of the bones of the .skull of the
deceased, taken from the river, had
not been recently made, was held
competent. See Hartung v. People,

4 Park. Crim. (N. Y.) 319.

18. People V. Hare, 57 Mich. 505,
24 N. W. 843; Shelton v. State, 34

Tex. 662; State v. Harris, 63 N.
C. I.

19. Williams v. State, 64 Md. 384,

I Atl. 887; State V. Porter, 34 Iowa
131; State V. Wilcox, 132 N. C. 1120,

44 S. E. 625 ; Sebastian v. State, 41
Tex. Crim. 248, 53 S. W. 875; State

V. Knight, 43 Me. 1 1 ; Bowers v.

State (Wis.), 99 N. W. 447; Brown
V. State, 55 Ark. 593, 18 S. W. 105 1.

Opinion as to Actual and Proba-
able Cause Distinguished Opin-
ion evidence as to what actually

caused the wound is not competent,
but such evidence as to what might
have caused the wound is admissible.

People V. Hare, 57 Mich. 505, 24 N.
W. 843.

Batten v. State, 80 Ind. 394, in

which a properly qualified expert was
allowed to state his impression that

the deceased's intestines were sev-

ered by the knife used by the defend-
ant.

20. Banks v. State, 13 Tex. App.
182; Sebastian v. State, 41 Tex.
Crim. 248, 53 S. W. 875.

A physician who carefully ex-
amined deceased's injuries was held
properly allowed to give his opinion

as to whether they were produced
by a club or due to a fall, and
whether they could have been made
by a club similar to the one intro-

duced in evidence. State v. Sey-
more, 94 Iowa 699, 63 N. W. 661.

21. Patton V. State (Tex. Crim.),
80 S. W. 86.

A witness who had frequently seen
beeves killed with a shotgun was
held properly allowed to testify that

from the appearance of the wound it

must have been made with a shot-

Vol. VI
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p^unshot wounds may p^ive his opinion as to the caHber^^ of the

bullet making- the wound upon the deceased.

C. Opinion. — A properly qualified witness*'' may ,c^ive his opinion

as to the cause of the deceased's death,"* and whether it resulted

from disease or violence,^'* or from which of two apparently fatal

wounds it resulted.'*' Nor is it always necessary that such witness

be an expert.^^

gun at close range. Thomas v. State

(Tex. Crim.), 74 S. W. 37-

A Non-Expert who is familiar

with gunshot wounds may testify

that they appeared to be made with
a shotgun and a rifle. Morris v.

State, 30 Tex. App. 95, 16 S. W. 757.

Nature of Load. _ A witness ex-
perienced with firearms may testify

that deceased's wound was produced
with a rifle loaded first with a bullet

and then with shot on top of the
ball, and not with a shotgun. Frank-
lin V. Com., 20 K. L. Rep. 1137, 48
S. W. 986.

22. People 7'. Wong Chuey, 117
Cal. 624, 49 Pac. 833.

23. People v. Olmstead, 30 Mich.
431. See article " Expert and Opin-
ion Evidence."
The opinions of experts as to the

cause of death are competent when
founded either upon a knowledge of

the facts or upon statements of
others as to the symptoms. Mc-
Namee v. State, 34 Neb. 288, 51 N.
W. 821.

A physician who assisted in con-
ducting the post-mortem examina-
tion, and who attended the deceased
previous to his death, was held prop-
erly qualified to give his opinion as
to the cause of death. State v. Tip-
pet, 94 Iowa 646, 63 N. W. 445.

The Statutory Provision for an
Autopsy by a medical examiner in

cases of death by violence does not
render testimony of other competent
witnesses as to the condition and ap-
pearance of the deceased's body inad-
missible. Com. z'. Dunan, 128 Mass.
422.

24. Alabama. — Page v. State, 61
Ala. 16.

California. — People v. Bowers, 18

Pac. 660.

Indiana. — Batten v. State, 80 Ind.

394-
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Iowa. — State v. Porter, 34 Iowa
131-

Louisiana. — State v. Crenshaw, 32
La. Ann. 406.

Michigan. — People v. Sessions, 58
Mich. 594, 26 N. W. 291 ; People v.

Foley, 64 Mich. 148, 31 N. W. 94.

Mississippi. — Pitts v. State, 43
Miss. 472.

New Hampshire. — State v. Wood,
53 N. H. 484.

North Carolina. — State v. Wilcox,
132 N. C. 1 120, 44 S. E. 625.

Oregon. — State v. Glass, 5 Or. 7^-
Pennsylvania. — Com. v. Cross-

mire, 156 Pa. St. 304, 27 Atl. 40.

South Carolina. — State v. Foote,

58 S. C. 218, 36 S. E. 551.
Vermont. — State v. Fournier, 68

Vt. 262, 35 Atl. 178.

Wisconsin. — Boyle v. State, 61
Wis. 440, 21 N. W. 289; Carthaus v.

State, 78 Wis. 560, 47 N. W. 629.

The experts who performed the

autopsy on the body of the deceased
may be permitted to testify that they

did not see any evidence of disease,

other than certain conditions de-

scribed by them, and that they did
not discover any natural cause of
death. People v. Benham, 160 N.
Y. 402, 55 N. E. II.

An expert may testify that no other

cause of death would produce the

same symptoms. People v. Foley, 64
Mich. 148, 31 N. W. 94.

Poisoning A physician may
give his opinion, based upon the

symptoms shown, that deceased died

from strychnine poisoning. Morri-
son V. State, 40 Tex. Crim. 473, 51

S. W. 358.

25. Smith v. State, 43 Tex. 643.

26. Eggler v. People, 56 N. Y.

642.

27. Everett v. State, 62 Ga. 65;

Edwards v. State, 39 Fla. 753, 23 So.

537-
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D. PosT-MoRTEM Examination and Chemical Analysis. — a.

Generally. — The results of a post-mortem examination of deceased's

body and of a cliemical analysis of portions thereof are comi)etent

in so far as they bear upon the nature of his injuries and cause of

his death, notwithstanding the fact that the accused was not present

when they were made and had no notice of such proceedings.^'

Any witness who was present may testify as to what he saw,^^ and

competent experts may give opinions based thereon,^"

Where the alleged cause of death is poisoning it is competent to

show the results of a chemical analysis by experts of the remaining

portions of the substance, part of which was eaten or drunk by

the deceased, and which are alleged to have contained the poison ,^^

but they must be identified and be shown to have remained in sub-

stantially the same condition from the time they were used till they

were examined.^^

b. Internal Organs and Contents. — (1.) Generally. — Evidence as

to the results of an examination of the internal organs of the

deceased's body and a chemical analysis of the contents thereof is

competent after a preliminary showing, or promise to show that

when examined^'* they were in substantially the same condition as

A non-expert who has stated the

facts connected with the homicide

may give his opinion based thereon

as to the cause of death. McLain v.

State, 71 Ga. 279.

28. King V. State, 55 Ark. 604, ig

S. W. no; Hayes v. State, 112 Wis.

304, 87 N. W. 1076; People v. Foley,

64 xMich. 148, 31 N. W. 94; State v.

Brooks, 92 :Mo. 542, 5 S. W. 257, 330.

Second tost-Mortem Examination

admissible though made without no-

tice. State V. Lcabo, 89 Mo. 2.^7, i

S. W. 288.

29. Summers v. State, 5 Tex.

App. 365.

30. See article " Expert and
OriNioN Evidence," Vol. V, p. 578.

31. State V. Best, in N. C. 638,

15 S. E. 930.

32. Johnson v. State, 20 Tex. App.
178. In People v. Williams, 3 Park.

Crim. (N. Y.) 84, the testimony of a

physician as to his analysis of the

contents of the bowl alleged to have
been used by the defendant to admin-
ister poison to the deceased was held
competent, although the identification

of the bowl by the witnesses was not
positive.

Where it appeared that deceased

had been embalmed, buried, and
afterward exhumed, the stomach
removed, sealed up in a glass jar

and delivered to the witness for

chemical analysis, the latter's testi-

mony that the stomach contained

morphine was held properly admitted
and not subject to the objection that

it did not appear when the morphine
entered the stomach, whether before

or after death, it appearing that there

was no mark upon the body except
those made by the cmbalmer, the em-
balming fluid itself containing arse-

nic, but not morphine. People v.

Quimby (Mich.), 96 N. W. 1061.

33. Johnson v. State, 20 Tex.
App. 178.

When Shipped by Express. — The
fact that the organs analyzed, after

being packed securely in a box and
delivered to the express company
for shipment to the expert, were not

accounted for while in the posses-

sion of the express company during

transit, was held insufficient to war-
rant the exclusion of the results of

the analysis, the box being received

by the witness in the apparent condi-

tion in which it was when shipped.

State V. Van Tassel, 103 Iowa 6, yz

N. W. 497.

Vol. VI
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when taken from the body, and that the body itself has not been

tampered with.^''

Sealing Unnecessary.— It is not necessary that the contents of the

deceased's stomach and other vital organs should have been her-

metically sealed or kept under lock and key intermediate the time

it was taken from the body and when it was chemically analyzed,

in order that the results of such chemical analysis should be com-

petent evidence, but they should be so kept as to make certain that

their condition remained the same as when taken from the body.^^

The Identity of the parts and matters examined or analyzed, and

of the body from which they were taken, must be established by the

party offering the evidence.^**

The Purity of the Reagents used in the analysis need not be

shown. ^^

(2.) Effect of Lapse of Time and Burial, — Neither the lapse of time^^

nor the burial and disinterment of the body''" between the death

and the examination afifects the competency of the evidence unless

the body has so changed as to render it impossible to determine

whether its condition is due to ante-mortem or post-mortem causes.

E. Physicai, Condition of Deceased. — The physical character-

istics and condition of the deceased person previous to the infliction

upon him of the injuries alleged to have caused his death may be

competent in determining what was the cause of his death.*** But

34. Stephens v. People, 4 Park.

Crim. (N. Y.) 396.

35. State v. Thompson, 132 Mo.

301, 34 S. W. 31; State V. Cook, 17

Kan. 392.

Where it appeared that the de-

ceased's stomach and its contents had

been given to the witness for chemi-

cal analysis and kept by him in un-

sealed glass jars, which, however,

were covered but were exposed dur-

ing the autopsy and were afterward

locked in a case to which the witness

and the janitor, since deceased, both

had access, the results of the analysis

were held properly admitted in the

absence of affirmative evidence that

the subjects thereof had been tam-

pered with, the witness being positive

in his conviction that they had been

untouched. People v. Bowers
(Cal.), 18 Pac. 660.

36. State v. Thompson, 132 Mo.

301, 34 S. W. 31; State V. Cook, 17

Kan. 392.

37. The Presumption of Inno-

cence Cannot be Carried to the ex-

tent of raising a presumption, in the

absence of evidence to the contrary,

that the reagents employed in a
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chemical analysis of the deceased's

stomach were impure. This is a
question for the jury. Dyer v. State,

74 Ind. 594-
38. " The mere fact that the ex-

amination is made some time after

death is not, in itself, a reason why
the result of such examination should
be excluded, unless the interval is so

great, and the condition of the body
is such, that the jury could not rea-

sonably find whether its condition was
to be attributed to ante-mortem or
post-mortem causes." Williams v.

State, 64 Md. 384, i Atl. 887.

The results of a post-mortem ex-

amination made several months after

death is not incompetent because of

the lapse of time where the expert

testifies that the body was not so far

decomposed but that the wounds
could be discovered, as well as the

presence of blood in the chest cavity.

Hayes v. State, 112 Wis. 304, 87 N.
W. 1076.

39. People v. Quimby (Mich.),

96 N. W. 1061.

40. Phillips V. State, 68 Ala. 469.

The Fact That Deceased Had a

Thin Skull is a competent circum-
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evidence as to his diseased or enfeebled condition is not admissible

for the purpose of showing that his death would not have resulted

but for such condition from the wound inflicted by the defendant,

in the absence of any evidence as to gross negligence in the treatment

of such wound.'*^ All the facts and circumstances attending the

last sickness of deceased, and the statement of deceased concerning

his condition, are admissible to determine the cause of death.*^

F. Ri:r>uTTAi< BY Defendant. — a. Generally. — The defendant

may introduce any competent evidence tending to show that the

decedent's death resulted from other causes, rather than from his

alleged unlawful act.'*^

b. Improper Treatment of Wound. — Evidence as to the improper

treatment of the wound inflicted by the defendant is not admissible

unless an attempt is made to show that such treatment was the sole

cause of death.**

G. Burden and Sufficiency of Proof. — a. Generally. — The
state must prove beyond a reasonable doubt that death resulted from
the defendant's act." But this fact may sufficiently appear from
the circumstances, and when the infliction of a dangerous wound
followed by death has been shown and no other cause of death

appears, this is ordinarily sufficient.*" When there is no serious

stance to be considered in deter-

mining whether death was the result

of blows inflicted thereon by the de-

fendant. State V. Phillips (Iowa),

89 N. W. 1092.

The Age of the Deceased rnay be

proved where defendant contends

that his death was the result of be-

coming overheated in the fight be-

tween the parties. Winter v. State,

123 Ala. I, 26 So. 949.

41. Griffin v. State. 40 Tex. Crim.

312. 50 S. W. 366, holding incompe-

tent evidence that the deceased was
addicted to the excessive use of al-

coholic liquors and was beastly drunk

two days before the killing.

42. People v. Aiken, 66 Mich. 460,

33 N. W. 821, II Am. St. Rep. 512;

Morrison v. State, 40 Tex. Crim.

473, 51 S. W. 358; Keaton v. State,

41 Tex. Crim. 621. 57 S. W. 1125;

Fendrick v. State (Tex. Crim.), 56 S.

W. 626. See articles " Declar.v-

TioNS." " Physical and Mental
State."
Testimony as to what " seemed to

be the matter " with the deceased

during his suffering preceding his

death was held properly admitted.

State V. David, 131 Mo. 380, 23 S.

W. 28.

43. Wilson v. State (Tex. Crim.),

24 S. W. 409.

Com. V. Ryan, 134 Mass. 223, in

which it was held that evidence that

the deceased " was a habitual drunk-
ard would be competent if supple-

mented by evidence that the effects

and symptoms produced by habitual

drunkencss would, or might, be simi-
lar to those found to exist by an
examination of the deceased," who,
it was alleged, had been poisoned by
the defendant. But evidence of par-
ticular acts of drunkenness not oc-
curring at or near the time of death
or connected with it in point of time
was held incompetent. Rut see Grif-
fin V. State, 40 Tex. Crim. 312, so
S. W. 366.

44. State v. Strong, 153 Mo. 548,

55 S. W. 78.

45. Lewis V. Com., 19 Ky. L. Rep.
1 139, 42 S. W. 1 127; Dreesen v.

State, 38 Neb. 375, 56 N. W. 1024;
Treadwell v. State, 16 Tex. App. 560.

46. State v. Lucy, 41 Minn. 60,

42 N. W. 697; People v. O'Connell,

78 Hun 323, 29 N. Y. Supp. 195.

Evidence Held Suflftcient to show
that a blow of the fist accelerated

the death. Baker z: State, 30 Fla. 41,

II So. 492; and to show murder and

Vol. VI
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controversy as to the cause of death, the evidence as to the nature

of the wound need not be so explicit as might otherwise be
required.*^

not suicide by drowning, where the

body was found in a river. State v.

Crabtree, 170 Mo. 642, 71 S. W. 127;

and that death resulted from blows
with the fist and fright ; Baker v.

State, "JO Fla. 41, 11 So. 492; State v.

O'Brien, 81 Iowa 88, 46 N. W. 752.

Death From Pistol-Shot Suffi-

ciently Shown Patton v. State

(Tex. Crim.), 80 S. W. 86; State v.

!^Iurphy, 9 Nev. 394.

Death rrom the Infliction of a
Knife-Wound held sufficiently shown.
Thompson t'. State. 38 Tex. ,Crim.

335, 42 S. W. 974; disapproving Lu-
cas V. State, 19 Tex. App. 79.

" Where a wound from which
death might ensue has been inflicted

with murderous intent, and has been
followed by death, the burden of

proof is upon the party inflicting the

wound to make it appear that the

death did not result from such
wound, but from some other cause."

Edwards v. State, 39 Fla. 753, 23
So. 537. See also Smith v. State, 50
Ark. 545, 8 S. W. 941.

Where by repeated blows with a

dangerous weapon inflicted upon the

head of the deceased he was knocked
down and from that time until his

death eighteen hours later he con-

tinued speechless, insensible and mo-
tionless, it was held that it sufficiently

appeared that such blows were the

cause of death. United States v.

Wiltberger, 3 Wash. C. C. 515, 28

Fed. Cas. No. 16,738.

Evidence that the deceased was
shot with four buckshot in a vital

place, and died three days thereafter,

was held sufficient proof that his

death resulted from such wound in

the absence of any evidence tending
to show death from any other cause.

Lemons v. State, 97 Tenn. 560, 2>7 S.

W. 552.

Evidence that deceased was in good
health, that he was struck with an ax
on the chest, producing " a big
wound," and that he died three days
later, held sufficient to show that the

blow with the ax was the cause of his
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death. Scott v. State, 40 Tex. Crim.

105, 47 S. W. 523.

Evidence Held Insufficient.

Dreessen v. State, 38 Neb. 375, 56 N.
W. 1024; Lovelady z'. State, 14 Tex.
App. 545-

Evidence held insufficient to show
that death resulted from an attempt
to produce an abortion (Wilson v.

State, 41 Tex. Crim. 179, 53 S. W.
122) ; or from wounds inflicted by
defendant, and not from disease

(Treadwell v. State, 16 Tex. App.
560) ; or whether death resulted from
wounds or from burning (Lovelady
V. State, 17 Tex. App. 286) ; from a
brutal whipping (Bourn v. State,

[Miss.], 5 So. 626); from blows with
the fist (McNamee v. State, 34 Neb.
288, 51 N. W. 821); from fright

(Cox V. People, 80 N. Y. 500).

Where the deceased in a quarrel

and scuffle with defendant received

a wound over the eye, and, at the so-

licitation of a friend who separated
them both parties drank together in

a saloon, and the deceased was
found dead the following morning,
it was held that the cause of death
was not sufficiently established, there

being testimony by physicians to the

eflfect that death might have resulted

from alcoholism equally as well as

from the blow. People v. Kerrigan,

84 Hun 609, 2)^ N. Y. Supp. 367.

47. Where the cause of death was
not seriously controverted and self-

defense was mainly relied on, evi-

dence that defendant fired directly at

the deceased from a distance of six

feet, and that the latter immediately
fell to the ground and in a few min-
utes expired, and that there was
fresh blood on the deceased's cloth-

ing over the breast, was held suffi-

cient proof of the cause of death. " If

there had been any controversy as to

what was the cause of death it

might have been necessary for the

prosecution to have shown more fully

the nature of the wound and that it

was such as would ordinarily result

in the death of the wounded party."

State V. Moody, 7 Wash. 395, 35 Pac.
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The Previous Good Health of the deceased is a circumstance to be
considered/'*

b. Opinion Unnecessary. — Expert testimony that the wound was
mortal or that death resulted from it is not necessary.'*'' The opinion
of a non-expert as to these facts is sometimes competent after he>

has described the wound, and may be sufficient.^" Where the wound
described by the witness is such that every person of average intelli-

gence would know from his own knowledge or experience that it

was mortal, it is not necessary for the witness to express his opinion

that the cause of death was the wound described.'*^

c. Infanticide. — In cases of alleged infanticide it must be shown
beyond a reasonable doubt both that the infant was born alive and
that its death was due to the defendant's criminal act.^' These facts,

however, may sufficiently appear from circumstances.^'

132. But see High v. State, 26 Tex.
Crim. S45, 10 S. W. 238, 8 Am. St.

Rep. 488.

48. Scott V. State, 40 Tex. Crim.

105, 47 S. W. 523; State V. Murphy,
9 Nev. 394; Mayfield v. State, loi

Term. 673, 49 S. W. 742.

49. Where it appeared that de-

ceased, a strong and apparently

healthy man, was wounded by a pis-

tol shot fired by the defendant ; that

he immediately took to his bed, and,

after suffering intensely for two
days, died, the evidence was held

sufficient to show that defendant's

act was the cause of death, the

opinions of experts that the wound
was mortal being unnecessary in the

absence of any showing to the con-

trary. State V. Murphy, 9 Nev. 394.

Mayfield v. State, loi Tenn. 673,

49 S. W. 742, in which ca.se the de-

ceased's skull was fractured and he

died soon after, although treated by
competent physicians, it appearing
that the deceased was in good health

up to the time he received the wound,
and there was no suggestion in the

evidence that he died from other

causes.

50. " In cases of homicide it is

best always to have the evidence of

medical experts, if they can be ob-

tained, as to the fatal character of
wounds; but, where such evidence is

not accessible, non-experts may, after

describing the wounds, give their

opinions as to whether such wounds
caused the death, with their reasons
therefor; and if, from such evidence,

44

the jury is convinced, beyond a rea-

sonable doubt, that the wounds thus
testified about did produce the death,

it is sufficient to sustain a convic-

tion." Edwards v. State, 39 Fla. 753,

22, So. 537.

51. Waller v. People, 209 III. 284,

70 N. E. 681.

52. Evidence Held Insufficient.

Warren v. State, 30 Tex. App. 57,

16 S. W. 747; Lee v. State, 76 Ga.

498; Sheppard v. State, 17 Tex. App.
74; Harris v. State, 28 Tex. App.
308, 12 S. W. 1 102, 19 Am. St. Rep.

^2)7 ; Josef V. State, 34 Tex. Crim.

446, 30 S. W. 1067.

See Wallace v. State, 10 Tex. App.
255, for a discussion of the sufficiency

of the evidence to prove the post-
natal vitality of a deceased infant,

and holding that proof of respiration
is not in itself sufficient.

Evidence held insufficient to show
that the child was born alive, or that
defendant abandoned it with intent

that it should die. Nobles v. State
(Tex. Crim.), 68 S. W. 989.
A conviction for child-murder was

held not sufficiently supported by the
evidence where the body showed no
marks of violence and appeared to
have been prematurely born, although
there was testimony tending to show
that it was born alive. Fletcher v.

State (Tex. Crim.), 68 S. W. 173.

53. Echols v. State, 81 Ga. 696, 8
S. E. 443; Johnson r. State, 2,2 Tex.
Crim. 504, 24 S. W. 411; Warren v.

State, 33 Tex. Crim. 502, 26 S. W.
1082; Peters v. State, 67 Ga. 29.

Vol. VI
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d. Poisoning Cases. — (1.) Generally. — Where the alleged cause of

death is poison, it is incumbent upon the prosecution to show that

death resulted from the action of poison administered by the

accused.^* This, however, may sufficiently appear from circum-

stantial evidence. ^^

Expert Testimony is not essential.^®

(2.) Necessity of Post-Mortem Examination and Chemical Analysis.

In such cases it is not necessary that a post-mortem examination
of the deceased's body or a chemical analysis of the contents of

his internal organs and of the remaining portions of the alleged

poisonous substance should have been made, and the results shown, ^^

nor is it necessary that such an examination or analysis should

disclose the presence of poison. °^ Where, however, such proceedings

were not taken the evidence must be very clear and convincing,^®

and if an examination and analysis could have been, but was not, in

fact, made, and the evidence is wholly circumstantial, a conviction

will not ordinarily be sustained.^"

(3.) Attempt to Poison. — On a charge of administering poison

with intent to murder there must be clear and satisfactory proof that

the substance administered was poison, capable of destroving human
life.«^

54. Hatchett v. Com., 76 Va. 1026

;

People V. Sellick, i Wheel. Crim.
(N. Y.) 269.

Where the evidence of experts who
had examined the stomach and its

contents was conflicting and left it

doubtful whether death was due to

poison which the defendant confessed
that he had administered to the de-

ceased, or to other causes with which
the defendant had no connection, the

evidence was held insufficient to war-
rant a conviction. Pitts v. State, 43
Miss. 472.

55. Nordgren v. People, 211 111.

425, 71 N. E. 1042.

"Rough on Rats." — Sufficiently

shown to be poison by the sickness

of those to whom administered, and
the testimony of a physician that in

his opinion it contained poison in

sufficient quantities to produce death,
although he had never analyzed it,

but had witnessed its efifect upon
other persons. Brown v. State, 88
Ga. 257, 14 S. E. 578.

56. Johnson t\ State,
App. 150, 15 S. W. 647.

57. Johnson v. State,

App. 150, 15 S. W. 647.

58. Hatchett v. Com., 76 Va. 1026.

In Speights v. State, 41 Tex. Crim.
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29

29

Tex.

Tex.

323, 54 S. W. 595, the evidence was
held sufficient to show that death
resulted from strychnine poisoning
by the defendant, although a super-
ficial chemical analysis of the con-
tents of the deceased's stomach did
not disclose the presence of strych-

nine.

59. Joe V. State, 6 Fla. 591.

Where the deceased was alleged to

have been poisoned, and the symp-
toms were described by ignorant wit-
nesses, upon which evidence certain

experts testified that they " sup-
posed " the deceased died from
strychnine poison, and no post-

mortem examination of the body was
made nor any analysis of the con-
tents of the bottle alleged to have
contained the poison, the evidence
was held insufficient to show death
from poisoning. Hatchett v. Com.,
76 Va. 1026.

60. State V. Nesenhener, 164 ]Mo.

461, 65 S. W. 230.

61. Osborn v. State, 64 Miss. 318.

In this case it appeared that the de-

fendant had placed a powder, which
he called " Rough on Rats," in a bag
of meal, a portion of which the com-
plaining witness and his family sub-
sequently ate, and all became sick,
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14. Circumstantial Evidence.— A. Generally. — Every relevant

and material fact and circumstance which tends to show the accused's

guilt or innocence of the crime charged is admissible.*^ Circum-
stances apparently trivial and irrelevant, when considered by them-
selves, may nevertheless be admissible when taken in connection
with all of the accompanying facts and circumstances which may
tend to give them an added significance.''^ But facts which might

but afterward recovered. The fact

that the persons eating the meal were
made sick, and that a chicken par-

taking of it died, was held insuffi-

cient to show that the powder was
poison. " Chemical examination or
the testimony of experts is not nec-
essary, but the evidence of the action

of the alleged poison must be suffi-

cient to show it to be such. Many
things taken into the stomach may
produce sickness which will not re-

sult in death, and the death of a

chicken from eating what made hu-
man beings very sick is an unsatis-

factory test of the poisonous nature
of the substance. The character of
the sickness of the person, their

symptoms, the remedies resorted to,

the length of time after eating the

bread, the duration of the sickness,

are not shown by the bill of excep-
tions. It does not appear that any
person died from eating this sub-

stance. Many were made sick and
all got well. Whether antidotes to

poison were used, whether a physi-

cian was summoned, or whether
each of the sick recovered without
any remedial agent being employed
does not appear. If all the sick re-

covered without resorting to anti-

dotes for poison, it may be gravely

doubted if they swallowed poison."

62. State r. Mowry, 2i R. I. 376,

43 Atl. 871 ; Poe V'. State, 78 Tenn.

673; Simms V. State, 10 Tex. App.

" Every circumstance pointing,

however slightly, to his guilt or in-

nocence, should be submitted to the

jury for their consideration." Cobb
V. State, 27 Ga. 648.

" Necessarily, where the commis-
sion of crime can be shown only by
proof of circumstances, the evidence
should be allowed to take a wide
range; otherwise the guilty person
would often go unpunished. It is

true there must be some connection

between the fact to be proven and
the circumstances offered in support
of it; yet any fact which is neces-
sary to introduce or explain another,
or which offered an opportunity for
any transaction which is in issue, or
shows facilities or motives for the
commission of the crime, may be
proven." O'Brien v. Com.. 89 Ky.
354, 12 S. W. 471.

Defendant's Superstitious Belief.

Where the homicide was caused by
wrecking a train, and the evidence
connecting defendant with it was
largely circumstantial, it was held
competent to show that he was pos-
sessed of a superstitious belief that

Thursday was a lucky day for him

;

that anything he attempted upon that
day would succeed, such evidence
tending to identify the defendant as
the criminal, the wreck having oc-
curred upon this day. Davis v.

State, 51 Neb. 301, 70 N. W. 984.

False Statements and Explana-
tions. —State V. Dickson, 78 Mo.
438; McCann v. State, 21 Miss. 471;
Hodge V. State, 26 Fla. 11, 7 So.

593; Com. V. Webster, 5 Cush.
(Mass.) 29s. 52 Am. Dec. 711; Peo-
ple z\ Cuff, 122 Cal. 589, 55 Pac. 407.

The Attempt to Manufacture False
Evidence. — Qantling v. State, 41
Fla. 587, 26 So. 7i7-

63. Com. 7'. Williams, 171 Mass.
461, 50 N. E. 1035; Com. V. O'Neil,
169 Mass. 394, 48 N. E. 134.

The fact that on the day following
the homicide the accused made such
unusual mistakes in the conduct of
his business as to indicate great men-
tal perturbation, is a competent cir-

cumstance. Noftsinger v. State, 7
Te.x. App. 301.

The fact that defendant and her
daughter, the alleged accomplice, on
the night following the administering
of the poison, were heard whispering
together for a long time after retir-

Vol. VI
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be very sigriificant under some circumstances are incompetent when
not connected in some way with the accused."*

B. Tendency to Prejudice. — The mere fact that such evidence

has a tendency to tmduly prejudice the defendant in the eyes of the

jury is no leg-al objection to its competency,''''^ but when evidence

competent only for some particular purpose and incompetent gen-

erally tends to degrade or seriously reflect upon the defendant's

character, courts are more careful in determining its relevancy.""

C. The Condition and Appearance oe the Accused's Cloth-
ing and other possessions subsequent to the homicide, indicating a

possible connection with the homicide, is a competent circumstance."^

It is not necessary to introduce such articles themselves, but any
qualified witness may testify as to their condition."^ The principles

of best and secondary evidence are not extended to such matters."®

It has been held, however, that evidence on the part of the prose-

cution as to the appearance of clothing or other property of the

defendant in its- possession, is not admissible without the production
of such articles.'^" The presence subsequent to the homicide of

bloodstains on the accused person, clothing or other articles

belonging to or otherwise connected with him may be shown where
it appears that the deceased's blood was shed.'^^ The accused in

ing, was held properly admitted as

an incriminating circumstance deriv-

ing its significance from the accom-
panying facts and circumstances.

People v. Bemis, 51 IMich. 422, 16

N. W. 794.

64. Smith v. State, 137 Ala. 22, 34
So. 396.

Evidence of the finding of a bloody
handkerchief about a mile and a.

quarter from the defendant's house,
a week after the homicide, was held
improperly admitted because not
connected in any way with the de-
fendant. State V. Thomas, 99 Mo.
235, 12 S. W. 643.

65. Ortiz V. State, 30 Fla. 256, 11

So. 611.

66. See supra, " Other Crimes."

67. Com. V. Sturtivant, 117 Mass.
122, 19 Am. Rep. 401.

The dampness of defendant's shirt,

found in his house on the morning
following the night of the homicide,
was held a competent circumstance,
on the ground that his home was
three miles distant from the scene
of the homicide, and if the defend-
ant had walked this distance in such
warm weather his clothing would
show signs of dampness. Baines v.

Vol. VI

State, 43 Tex. Crim. 490, 66 S. W.
847.

68. State v. McAfee, 148 Mo.
370, 50 S. W. 82.

69. See article " Best and Sec-
ondary Evidence," Vol. II, p. 301,

note 78.

70. Johnson v. State, 80 Miss.

798, 32 So. 49, in which evidence as

to blood stains on a pair of overalls,

and their appearance of having been
washed, was held incompetent with-
out their production by the state, in

whose possession they were.

71. California. — People v. Bell,

49 Cal. 485.

Georgia. — Thomas v. State, 67 Ga.
460.

Idaho. — State v. Rice, 7 Idaho
762, 66 Pac. 87.

South Dakota. — State v. Garring-
ton, II S. D. 178, 76 N. W. 326.

Texas. — Thornton v. State, 20

Tex. App. 519.

f7;a/i. — People v. Thiede, 11 Utah
241, 39 Pac. 837.

Vermont. — State v. Bradley, 67
Vt. 465, Z2 Atl. 238.

Virginia. — Barbour v. Com., 80

Va. 287.

West Virginia. — State v. Henry,
SI W. Va. 283, 41 S. E. 439.
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rebuttal may show any facts giving an innocent explanation of such

stains.'^- The rules governing this class of evidence will be found
more fully stated elsewhere.''^

D. Articles Found at Scenu oe Homicide. — The fact that

articles apparently belonging to the accused, or otherwise tending

to connect him with the homicide, were found on or near the scene

thereof, is relevant and material,'* and evidence is admissible to

show such ownership or connection.'''''

E. Suspicious Possession of Articles. — a. Generally. — The
accused's possession of articles tending to connect him with the

homicide may be shown.'''

See State v. Robinson, 117 Mo.
649, 23 S. W. 1066.

In Campbell v. State, 23 Ala. 44, it

was held competent to show that

there were dark stains upon a shirt,

which the evidence tended only in-

directly to show belonged to the de
fendant, although there was nothing
besides the color to indicate that

they were bloodstains.

A Stick Habitually Carried by the
Defeadant, bearing upon it stains

apparently of blood, is admissible.

Thomas v. State, 67 Ga. 460.

Evidence as to bloodstains on a

box found in defendant's possession

after the homicide is a competent
circumstance. Walker v. State, 139
Ala. 56, 35 So. ion.
After Leaving His Possession.

In Linsday v. People, 63 N. Y. 143.

evidence as to bloodstains found
upon boards ^aken from the sleigh

of the accused was held not incom-

petent because such boards had been
out of the possession of the accused
for considerable time, where the evi-

dence tended to show that they were
in the same condition as vvlicn tb.c-.y

left the defendant's possession, and
there was no testimony as to their

having been tampered with.

72. Where evidence as to de-

fendant's having bloodstains on his

face and shirt had been introduced, it

was held error to exclude evidence
offered in rebuttal that on the night

preceding the homicide defendant
had requested the witness to lend

him his handkerchief because his

nose was bleeding. Murphy v. State,

36 Tex. Crim. 24, 35 S. W. 174.

The Absence of Such Stains

cannot be shown unless it is probable

from the nature and character of the

wound, or the circumstances under
which it was inflicted, that blood-

stains would have been found upon
the person or clothing of the perpe-
trator. Sylvester v. State, 72 Ala.

201.

73. See article " Bloodstains,"

Vol. II.

74. See infra this article, " Real
and Demonstrative Evidence — Con-
necting Accused With Homicide."
That several strands of fine brown

wool were found on a stick with
which the crime appeared to have
been committed may be shown in

connection with evidence that the

deceased wore a brown wool hat on
the day of the homicide. State v.

Weddington, 103 N. C. 364, 9 S. E.

577-

Positive Identification "Unneces-

sary Where a bottle of the char-

acter commonly used to hold bitters

of a certain kind was found in de-

ceased's buggy, near which his dead

body lay, the testimony of a witness

that he had previously sold defend-

ant the same kind of a bottle con-

taining bitters, was held competent,

the evidence of identity though weak
being sufficient to warrant the ad-
mission of the evidence. State v.

Rainsbarger, 74 Iowa 196, 37 N. W.
153-

75. Logan v. Com., 16 Ky. L.

Rep. 508, 29 S. W. 632.

76. See infra this article, " Real

and Demonstrative Evidence — Con-
necting Accused With Homicide."

Where the body of the deceased
appeared to have been dragged by
means of a rope fastened to the
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b. Suspicious Pnssrssioii of Money or Property of Deceased.

(1.) Generally. — The accused's possession, subsequent to the homi-
cide, of money or property shown to belong to or to have been in

the possession of the deceased previous thereto, is a competent cir-

cumstance tending- to connect him therewith,''^ and evidence tending

to identify such articles as the property of the deceased is admis-

sible.'^*

The Accused's Actual Possession of such articles need not be shown,
it being sufficient that he had access to the place where they were
found and might have concealed them there.''®

No Legal Presumption arises from the accused's unexplained pos-

session of property of the deceased.*"

(2.) The Length of Time Intervening between the homicide and the

accused's possession of such articles afifects the weight but not the

competency of the evidence.*^ How near to the homicide the

deceased's possession of the articles must have been to render evi-

dence of it admissible, depends upon the circumstances of the case.*''

neck, the finding on the premises
of the defendant of a rope which
had apparently been used for that

purpose was held a competent cir-

cumstance against him. Hubby v.

State, 8 Tex. App. 597.

77. Morris v. State, 30 Tex. App.

95, 16 S. W. 757; Pharr v. State, 9
Tex. App. 129; Williams v. Com.,
29 Pa. St. 102; People v. Smith, 106

Cal. 73, 39 Pac. 40; Wilson v. United
States, 162 U. S. 613.

The possession by the defendant,

the day after the murder and rob-

bery, of a Confederate note similar

in appearance and denomination to

one previously in the possession of

the deceased is a competent circum-
stance tending to identify defendant
with the murderer. Com. v. Roddy,
184 Pa. St. 274, 39 Atl. 211.

78. State v. Lucey, 24 Mont. 295,

61 Pac. 994.

79. A watch, identified as the

property of the deceased, found sev-

eral months after the homicide in a

well to which the defendant had ac-

cess after he had been notified that

he was suspected of the murder,
was held properly admitted. Mor-
ris V. State, 30 Tex. App. 95, 16 S.

W. 757.

80. Kibler v. Com., 94 Va. 804,

26 S. E. 858.

81. Where the deceased was shown
to have carried two watches in No-
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vember and the murder was alleged to

have been committed in December,
evidence that one of these watches
had been seen in the possession of the

defendant in May following was held

competent. " The lapse of time be-

tween the dififerent events proved did

not, under the circumstances, render
the evidence incompetent, but went
to its cog:ency as proof of guilt. It

is impossible to prescribe any defi-

nite rule as to the time beyond which
a party accused of crime shall not

be called upon to account for the

possession of property stolen or

taken from a murdered man. The
more recent the possession the more
cogent the evidence, and the lapse

of time weakens the presumption of

guilt, while other circumstances,

such as the manner of keeping or

using the article, may affect the in-

ference to be drawn from the pos-
session." Linsday v. People, 63 N.
Y. 143.

82. Where it appeared that the

deceased seemed to have had no
bank account and to have kept his

money as he earned it, except very
small sums spent for his living, as

tending to show that certain gold
pieces found in defendant's posses-

sion had been taken from the de-

ceased, it was held competent to

prove that the latter had received

one such gold piece six months pre-

vious to the homicide, and had ex-
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(3.) Possession of Third Person.— The subsequent possession of

deceased's property by a third person may be proved where there

is evidence that he was a co-conspirator or accomphce.^'' And it

has been held competent to show by the acts and declarations of a

third person in possession of such property that he held it merely

as custodian for the accused, without regard to any question of

conspiracy between them.®*

F. Unusual or Unnatural Conduct with reference to the

deceased, about the time of the homicide, may be shown. ^^ The
failure of the defendant to assist in discovering the criminal is

competent evidence where the circumstances are such that his assist-

ance in this matter would be naturally expected.®*'

G. Attempted Concealment by the defendant, of circumstances

which might be used as evidence against him, is a suspicious fact.®^

hibited several such pieces on dif-

ferent occasions in the interval.

Com. V. Williams, 171 Mass. 461, 50
N. E. 1035-

83. Musser v. State, 157 Ind. 423,

61 N. E. I, distinguishing such evi-

dence from the subsequent acts and
appearance of a co-conspirator, con-

cerning the admissibility of which
the authorities are conflicting. See
fully the articles " Conspiracy "

and " AccoMPUCES."
84. Mimms v. State, 16 Ohio St.

221.

85. State v. Brabham, 108 N. C.

793. 13 S. E. 217; Aloore v. State, 2

Ohio St. SCO.

Evidence that the defendant, on
the day of the homicide, was in a

place where he did not usually go,

which was near the scene of the

homicide, is a relevant circumstance.

Campbell v. State, 22, Ala. 44.

Indifference to the fate of the de-

ceased, toward whom he has occupied
the relation of an accepted suitor,

and to her relatives, who look to him
for assistance. State v. Wilcox, 132

N. C. 1 120, 44 S. E. 625. See also

State V. Sheppard, 49 W. Va. 582,

39 S. E. 676.

Indifference and Gratification at

death of deceased spouse. People t'.

Buchanan, 145 N. Y. i, 39 N. E. 846.

Opinion Evidence. — See People

V. Smith, 172 N. Y. 210, 64 N. E. 814,

and the article "Expert and Opinion
Evidence."

86. Baincs v. State, 43 Tex.
Crim. 490, 66 S. W. 847, in which
the defendant's refusal to look for

tracks in the vicinity of the at-

tempted murder of his sister-in-law

was held properly admitted.

87. State 7'. Dickson, 78 Mo. 43S;

Burton v. State, 107 Ala. 108, 18 So.

284; Betts V. State, 66 Ga. 508; Peo-
ple V. Place, 157 N. Y. 584, 52 N. E.

576.

The Removal From the Person or
Clothing of Stains of blood or other
marks tending to show complicity in

the crime. State v. Brown, 168 Mo.

449, 68 S. W. 568.

In Com. V. Sturtivant, 117 Mass.
122, 19 Am. Rep. 401, the testimony
of a witness that a pair of shoes

found in defendant's house after the

homicide, and which it Vv'as con-
tended fitted the tracks alleged to

have been made by the murderer,
appeared to have been recently

washed, was held competent.

Efforts to Prevent Search in the

place where the body was found.

State V. Hayes, 14 Utah 118, 46 Pac.

752.

Inadmissible Conclusion A wit-

ness cannot testify that defendant's

clothes " looked like ashes had been

smeared over them to hide the

blood," this being an inadmissible

conclusion. MofFatt v. State, 35 Tex.
Crim. 257, 33 S. W. 344. See article

" Expert and Opinion Evidence."
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H. Consciousness of Guilt. — Evidence tending to show a con-

sciousness of guilt^^ or contemplation of the act^* is admissible.

I. Physical Strength of Parties. — Where deceased's injuries

are such as would require great physical strength for their inflic-

tion, it is competent to show that the accused is a strong man.®" So
also the relative size and strength of both parties may be proved, to

show that the accused could have overcome the deceased in the

manner claimed.'*^

J. Ability to Use, or Skill With, Weapon. — It is competent

to show the accused's ability to use the weapon with which the

homicide was committed,**^ and also his peculiar skill with such

weapon when the act appears to have been done under circumstances

requiring skill.
^^

K. Membership in Criminal Organization. — The fact that

the accused was a member of an organization or society whose
object was to commit murder is a relevant and competent circum-

stance.^*

L. The Suppression of Evidence by the defendant is a mate-
rial circumstance to be considered by the jury.^^

88. Clarke v. State, 78 Ala. 474.
" Any indications of a conscious-

ness of guilt by a person charged
with or suspected of crime, or who,
after such indications, may be sus-

pected or charged with crime, are ad-

missible in evidence against him ; and
the number of such indications can-
not be limited or their nature or
character defined. However minute
or insignificant they may be, if they
tend to elucidate the transaction,

they should be admitted." Hart v.

State, 15 Tex. App. 202.

89. Evidence tending to show
that defendant expected something
to happen to the deceased is compe-
tent. State V. Smith, 106 Iowa 701,

77 N. W. 499.
90. People v. Thiede, 11 Utah 241,

39 Pac. 837; s. c. 159 U. S. 510.

91. In Support of the Theory of

Suffocation Davidson v. State,

135 Ind. 254, 34 N. E. 972.
Self-Defense— For the relevancy

of such evidence on this issue, see

infra this article, "Defenses— Self-

Defense."

92. The defendant's familiarity

with firearms, and the fact that for

many years she had been accustomed
to their use, was held a competent
circumstance on the trial of a wife
for the murder of her husband. Lil-

lie V. State (Neb.), 100 N. W. 316.
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93. Skill of Defendant. — Where
the deceased was shot from ambush
at a considerable distance, and three

cut of the six shots fired struck him
and the fourth lodged in a stick of

wood which he was carrying, evi-

dence that the defendants habitually

carried their rifles, practiced at tar-

gets and excelled in marksmanship
was held properly admitted. Allen
V. Com. (Ky.), 82 S. W. 589.

94. "Molly Maguires." — Evi-
dence that defendant was a member
of a secret society popularly known as

the " Molly Maguires," which had for

its object the commission of crimes,

including murder and the protection

of its members from arrest and pun-
ishment, was held properly admitted
to show the opportunity, preparation

and motive on the part of the defend-
ant to commit the crime in question.

Hester v. Com., 85 Pa. St. 139; Mc-
Manus v. Com., 91 Pa. St. 57; Car-
roll V. Com., 84 Pa. St. 107; Camp-
bell V. Com., 84 Pa. St. 187.

95. Fincher v. State, 58 Ala. 215;
Com. V. Webster, 5 Cush. (Mass.)

295, 52 Am. Dec. 711.

Attempts to Suppress Evidence by
Intimidating the witness subsequent

to the homicide, a competent circum-
stance. Fitts V. State, 102 Tenn. 141,

50 S. W. 756.
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M. Agency of Prrsoxs not Accusud. — a. Generally. — Where
the evidence is circumstantial and the crime mig^ht have been com-

mitted by others than the defendant, the state may introduce evi-

dence tending- to show the impossibility or improbability of such

other persons' connection with the crime."

b. Accou)itinij; for Deceased's Companion. — The circumstances

indicating the manner of the death of deceased's companion, killed

at or about the same time, are admissible to show that the homicide

was not committed by him.®'^

N. Conduct, Demeanor and Appearance of Accused. — a.

Generally. — The conduct, demeanor and appearance of the accused

at or about the time of the homicide/® and both previous^** and

96. Where the crime was com-
mitted on shipboard and the evi-

dence against defendant circumstan-

tial, it was held competent for the

state to show the whereabouts of the

other members of the crew on the

night of the assault for the purpose
of diverting suspicion from them
and rendering it more certain that

defendant was the guilty party.

State V. Warren, 41 Or. 348, 69 Pac.

679.

97. People v. Smith, 106 Cal. 73,

39 Pac. 40; State v. Hayes, 14 Utah
118, 46 Pac. 752.

Where deceased was last seen with
another person it was held competent
to show that the latter had been mur-
dered apparently at the same time

and at the same place as the de-

ceased, such evidence being compe-
tent to rebut the inference that he

and not the defendant was the guilty

person. Smart v. Com., 10 Ky. L.

Rep. 1035, II S. W. 431; Logston v.

State, 3 Heisk. (Tenn.) 414.

98. Linsday r. People, 63 N. Y.

143 ; Murphy v. People, 63 N. Y.

590; State V. Baldwin, 36 Kan. i, 12

Pac. 318; Davis v. State, 126 Ala.

44, 28 So. 617.
" The acts and conduct of a party

at or about the time when he is

charged to have committed a crime

are always received as evidence of a

guilty mind, and while in weighing

such evidence ordinary caution is re-

quired, such inferences are to be

drawn from them as experience indi-

cates is warranted. And the de-

meanor of a prisoner at the time of

his arrest, or soon after the commis-

sion of the crime, or upon being
charged with the offen.se, is a proper
subject of consideration in determin-
ing the question of guilt. Such in-

dications, however, are by no means
conclusive, and must depend greatly

upon the mental characteristics of

the individual. Innocent persons,

appalled by the enormity of a charge
of crime, will sometimes exhibit

great weakness and terror, and those

who have been crushed with the

weight of a great sorrow will mani-
fest the greatest composure and
serenity in their grief, and meet it

without shedding a tear. While the

manifestations at such a time some-

times indicate excitement and great

disturbance of the physical system,

and do not always sanction an in-

ference of guilt, they are admissible

evidence for the jury to pass upon,

in view of the circumstances."

Greenfield v. People, 85 N. Y. 75.

Defendant's Presence Near the

Scene of the Homicide About the

Time of Its Commission. — Yar-
borough V. State, 105 Ala. 43, 16 So.

758; Miller v. State, 130 Ala. i, 30

So. 379; Spraggins v. State, 139 Ala.

93, 35 So. 1000.

99. Rodrique>^ v. State, 32 Tex.
Crim. 259, 22 S. W. 978; People v.

Conklin, 175 N. Y. 333, 67 N. E. 624;
State r. Gooch, 94 N. C. 987.

In Hainsworth v. State, 136 Ala.

13, 34 So. 203, it appeared that de-

ceased was shot at night while sit-

ting on his porch. Four or five

hours previous thereto he had a diffi-

culty with the defendant near his

own home, and the latter made
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subsequent thereto,^ may be shown in so far as it tends to connect

him in any way with the commission of the homicide.- Everything

that he did on the day or night of the homicide may be shown,'

although consistent with innocence.*

The acts, declarations and demeanor of the accused when
arrested,"* when charged with the commission of the crime,*' and when
confronted by the injured person^ or his corpse,^ are competent

evidence against him. The conduct of the defendant while in cus-

threats against him. The defendant,

shortly after the difficulty, attended

a prayer meeting. Testimony as to

the facial expression of the defend-

ant while at this meeting, some two
hours before the homicide, was held

not incompetent on the ground of

remoteness, or as calling for a con-

clusion of the witness.

Where robbery was the apparent
motive for the crime, evidence that

defendant was seen hiding in the

bushes adjoining the deceased's resi-

dence thirteen days prior to the

homicide was held properly ad-

mitted. State V. Craemer, 12 Wash.
217, 40 Pac. 944.

Previous Demonstration of Ability.

Where deceased appeared to have
been strangled and his neck plainly

showed finger marks, evidence as to

defendant's previous demonstration
of a grip by which he claimed he
could " shut anybody's wind oflf

"*

was held properly admitted. Com. r.

Crossmire, 156 Pa. St. 304, 27 Atl.

40.

1. People V. Hughson, 154 N. Y.

153, 47 N. E. 1092; Prince v. State,

100 Ala. 144, 14 So. 409, 46 Am. St.

Rep. 28; People v. Leung Ock, 141

Cal. 323, 74 Pac. 986 ; People v. Ham-
ilton, 137 N. Y. 531, 32 N. E. 1071 ;

People V. Greenfield, 23 Hun (N.
Y.) 454; Dean v. Com., 32 Gratt.

(Va.) 912.

His Apparent Excitement.

Prince v. State, 100 Ala. 144, 14 So.

409, 46 Am. St. Rep. 28.

Evidence that three-quarters of

an hour after the homicide the de-

fendant seemed to be excited is ad-

missible. IMiller v. State, 18 Tex.

App. 232.

Testimony that the defendant
" looked paler than usual " shortly

after the homicide. Burton v. State,
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107 Ala. 108, 18 So. 284; or on the

morning thereof ; Spangler v. State,

41 Tex. Crim. 424, 55 S. W. 326.

Silence, Indicating Unusual Seri-

ousness on the part of the defendant
after the homicide, is a relevant cir-

cumstance. Johnson v. State, 17

Ala. 618.

2. Evidence that defendant's shirt

was torn about the collar when seen

by the witness an hour after the

shooting, and after the defendant

had been home, was held incompe-

tent because the shirt was not shown
to be the one worn at the time of the

difficulty. The court refrained from
determining the admissibility of this

fact if such showing should be made.
State V. Moore, 68 Mo. 432, 68 S. W.
358.

3. Terry v: State, 120 Ala. 286, 25

So. 176; Campbell v. State, 23 Ala.

44.

4. State V. Garrington, 11 S. D.

178, 76 N. W. 326.

5. People V. Abbott (Cal.), 4 Pac.

769; Beavers v. State, 58 Ind. 530;

State V. Lucey, 24 Mont. 295, 61 Pac.

994-

When Arrested for Another Crime.

Where the defendant was ignorant

of the cause of his arrest his con-

duct on that occasion was held com-
petent on his trial for homicide, al-

though he was arrested for another

crime which he had committed.

People V. Higgins, 127 Mich. 291, 86

N. W. 812.

6. State V. Bradley, 64 Vt. 466,

24 Atl. 1053; State V. Dennis, 119

Iowa 688, 94 N. W. 235.

7. State V. Dennis, 119 Iowa 688,

94 N. W. 235; People v. Smith, 172

N. Y. 210. 64 N. E. 814.

8. Handline v. State, 6 Tex. App.

347-
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tody or confined in jail awaitini:;' trial may be shown," but in some
jurisdictions not as an implied admission.'"

b. In His Oivn Behalf. — (1.) Generally. — The defendant's con-

duct and declarations subsequent to the homicide are not ordinarily

competent evidence in his own behalf unless the circumstances are

such as to demand some act or statement on his ])art.'- Such
evidence has, however, been held admissible under some circum-

stances,'^ and when evidence of his susjiicious conduct has been

introduced he may show his accompanying declarations.'''

(2.) Failure to Flee or Attempt Escape, and Voluntary Surrender. — His
failure to flee after suspicion aj^ainst him has been excited,'^ his ofTer

to surrender himself,'" or his failure to attempt an escape upon a

favorable opportunity,'^ is not competent evidence in behalf of the

defendant except in rebuttal of evidence of flight or an attempt to

escape.

O. Possession and Similarity of Deadly Weapon or Instru-
mentality.— As a circumstance tending to connect the accused
with the act charged, it is competent to show his possession of a
deadly weapon or instrumentality similar to that with which the

homicide appears to have been committed, at the time thereof,'^ or

9. Siberry v. State, 133 Ind. 677,

3i N. E. 681.

To Show His Guilty Knowledge.
Cordova v. State, 6 Tex. App. 207.

10. Evidence as to the defend-
ant's conduct and appearance when
charged with the murder and while

under arrest is not admissible. Ful-

cher V. State, 28 Tex. App. 465, 13

S. W. 750. See more fully supra

this article, "Declarations — Of
Third Persons — Implied Admis-
sions."

A refusal by the defendant while

under arrest to view the body of the

deceased is not competent against

him. Weaver v. State, 43 Tex. Crim.

340, 65 S. W. 534-

11. Hall V. State, 40 Ala. 698.

His Surprise When Informed of

the Homicide.— Campbell v. State,

23 Ala. 44.

Offers of Assistance by the de-

fendant in the search for the body
of the deceased subsequently found
on his premises arc not competent
evidence in his behalf. Dunn v.

State (Ind.), 67 N. E. 940.

Offer to Be Taken Before the
Wounded Man for Identification.

Walker v. State, 139 Ala. 56, 35 So.

lOII.

12. See .JM/'ra. " Declarations — Of
Defendant— In His Own Favor."

13. Where the Evidence Was
Wholly Circumstantial the exclusion
of evidence as to the defendant's
willingness to try his shoe in the

foot-prints found near the scene of

the homicide, and as to his request
that the measure of his horse's foot

should be applied to the horse-tracks
found there, was held error. Boul-
din V. State, 8 Tex. .^pp. 2)32.

14. Sullivan v. State, loi Oa. 800,

29 S. E. 16.

15. Griffin v. State, 90 Ala. 596. 8
So. 670; Johnston v. State, 94 Ala.

35, 10 So. 665; Com. V. Hersey, 2
Allen (Mass.) 173; Walker v. State,

139 .Ma. 56, 35 So. ion.

16. Vaughn v. State, 130 Ala. 18,

30 So. 669.

An Immediate "Voluntary Surren-
der is a self-serving act and not ad-

missi!)le. State v. Musick, lOi Mo.
260, 14 S. W. 212.

17. State V. Wilcox, 132 N. C.

1 1 20. 44 S. E. 625.

18. Merrick v. State, 63 Ind. 327.
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within a reasonable time previous^" or subsequent,-" or that he pre-

pared such a weapon for use.*^ But it is not ])roper to show the

possession of a weapon with which the wound could not have been

inflicted. ^^ Any evidence is competent which tends to show that the

weapon or instrument which seems to have been used in the homicide

is the same kind or size as one which was or may have been in the

possession of the accused at the time of the killing ;^^ or which

19. Possession of Knife Previous

to Homicide Competent Where the

Wound Appears to Have Been Made
by a Knife Jones v. State, 137

Ala. 12, 34 So. 681 ; People v. Rog-
ers, 18 N. Y. 9, 72 Am. Dec. 484.

See also Gilmore v. State, 126 Ala.

20, 28 So. 595.

Borrowing of Knife Finch v.

State, Si Ala. 41, I So. 565.

The Defendant's Possession of a

Pistol shortly previous to the killing

is admissible. Garlitz v. State, "i

Md. 293, 18 Atl. 39, 4 L. R. A. 601

;

State V. Dunn, 116 Iowa 219, 89 N.
W. 984; Burton v. State, 107 Ala.

108, 18 So. 284.

Pistol of Same Caliber Evi-

dence tending to show defendant's

possession of a revolver of the same
caliber as the one apparently used in

the homicide is competent. State v.

Barrett, 40 Minn. 65, 41 N. W. 459;
People V. Higgins, 127 Mich. 291,

86 N. W. 812; De La Garca v. State

(Tex. Crim.), 61 S. W. 484.

Brass Knuckles — Slung - Shot.

Where the wound was of such a

nature that it could have been made
with a pair of brass knuckles, it was
held competent to show the defend-

ant's possession of such knuckles
previous to the homicide. State v.

Rainsbarger, 74 Iowa 196, 27 N. W.
153. So also his possession of a

slung-shot may be shown where the

deceased's wounds were such that

that they might have been caused
by a slung-shot. People v. McDow-
ell, 64 Cal. 467, 3 Pac. 124.

Evidence that a coupling pin like

the one with which the crime was
committed was seen on defendant's

premises the day before the homi-
cide is admissible, together with the

fact that soon after it had disap-

peared. State V. Brabham, 108 N.
C. 793, 13 S. E. 217.
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The Possession of an Auger
of the same size as the holes in the

boat, the sinking of which caused
deceased's death, is a competent cir-

cumstance to connect the defendant
with the crime. Nicholas v. Com.,
91 Va. 741, 21 S. E. 364.

20. Burton v. State, 107 Ala. 108,

18 So. 284. See also Maxwell v.

State, 129 Ala. 48, 29 So. 981.

The Finding of a Pistol in De-
fendant's Trunk soon after the homi-
cide is a competent circumstance.
Murphy v. State, 36 Tex. Crim. 24,

35 S. W. 174-

It is competent to show that a re-

A'olver frame, partially covered with
black grease and emitting a smell

of burnt powder, was found upon the

defendant's premises after the mur-
der, as also a center pin and several

cartridges of a caliber similar to the

bullets extracted from decedent's

head, without showing that the cyl-

inder of the revolver was found, or
that there was a cylinder in the

frame while it was in defendant's
possession. People v. Smith, 172 N.
Y. 210, 64 N. E. 814.

21. The Fact That Defendant
Had a Revolver Repaired a month
before the homicide, and that it was
found in his house thereafter, is ad-

missible. State V. McKinney, 31

Kan. 570, 3 Pac. 356.

22. The possession of a pistol

after the homicide is not competent
where the evidence tends to show
that the homicide was committed
with an ax. Riggins z'. State, 42
Tex. Crim. 472, 60 S. W. 877.

23. State v. Dunn, 116 Iowa 219,

89 N. W. 984-

The fact that a bullet was found

in the wall of the room where the

murder was committed on the day

following the homicide is admissible

in connection with evidence that it
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tends to explain any apparent differences in these respects.-* So

also it is competent to show that as a result of an examination, no

other person in the locality of the homicide was found possessed of a

weapon of the same kind or size.-° Evidence showinj^ the defend-

ant's opportunity immediately after the homicide to conccfil the

weapon with which the wounds may have been inflicted, is admis-

sible.2«

P. Flight and Attempts to Escape. — a. Generally. — The
accused's flight and evasion of arrest after the homicide,-^ and his

attempts-* or ])rcj)arations-" to escape after arrest, are competent
circumstances indicating guilt. It has been held that evidence of

fitted defendant's gun. Norris v.

State (Tex. Crim.), 64 S. W. 1044.

The fact that a bullet taken from
a tree near the scene of the homi-
cide and one taken from the de-

fendant's body fitted molds found in

the defendant's possession, was held

a competent circumstance. State v.

Outerbridge, 82 N. C. 617.

The Character of Shot taken from
the pocket of defendant's trousers,

which were found in his house, is ad-

missible. Raines v. Slate, 43 Te.x.

Crim. 490, Ob S. W. 847.

Result of Comparison— A witness

may state the result of a comparison
between shot taken from defendant's

gun and those found at the scene of

the assault, where they had been fired

by the assailant. Granger v. State

(Tex. Crim.), 31 S. W. 671.

24. The testimony of a physician

that a leaden bullet passing through

tissue and bone of the body would
be reduced in weight was held ad-

missible in rebuttal of the defend-

ant's evidence that the bullet found

in decea.sed's body was not suf-

ficiently heavy to have been fired

from defendant's pistol, shown to be

of a certain caliber. Dugan v. Com.,

19 Ky. L. Rep. 1273, 43 S. W. 418.

25. Dean v. Com., 32 Gratt. (Va.)

912.

26. Freeman v. State, 40 Tex.

Crim. 545, 46 S. W. 641.

27. California. — People v. Gian-

coli, 74 Cal. 642, 16 Pac. 510; People

V. Sullivan, 129 Cal. 557, 62 Pac. id.

Georgia. — Hudson v. State, loi

Ga. 520, 28 S. E. 1010.

Idaho. — State v. Lyons, 7 Idaho

530, 64 Pac. 236.

Mississippi. — McCann v. State, 21

Miss. 471.

Nczv York. — People v. Driscoll,

107 N. Y. 414, 14 N. E. 305.

North Dakota. — State v. Pan-
coast, 67 N. W. 1052.

Texas. — Sebastian v. State, 41
Tex. Crim. 248, 53 S. W. 875.

But see Morgan v. Com., jy Ky.
106.

28. Williams v. Com.. 85 Va. 607.

8 S. E. 470; Anderson v. Com., 100

Va. 860, 42 S. E. 865.

An Attempt to Escape During the
Progress of the Trial Slate 1'.

Morgan, 22 Utah 162, 61 Pac. 527.

While Intoxicated — Attempted
Bribery. — In McRae v. State, 71 Ga.

96, the attempt of the defendant to

bribe the officers who had arrested

him to permit him to escape was
held admissible although made while

the defendant was in a state of in-

toxication produced by the arresting

officers.

29. The fact that defendant had
saws concealed on his person during
his imprisonment previous to the

trial is admissible as evidence of an
attempted flight. State v. Duncan,
116 Mo. 288, 22 S. W. 699. So also

is his possession of two pistols in

his cell. Barnes 7'. Com., 24 Ky. L.

Rep. 1 143, 70 S. W. 827.

The fact that a slung-shot was
discovered in the accused's pocket

when he was brought into court to

hear the rendition of the verdict is

competent evidence against him on

a second trial. State v. Houser, 28

Mo. 233.

A request by the defendant of his

fellow-prisoner to assist in an escape
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flight is not limited to cases where the evidence is purely circum-

stantial.^" But it has also been held that when the killing is

admitted, such evidence is not admissible.''^ In proof of flight it

is competent to show that after the homicide the accused was not

seen about his home or the place where he might reasonably be

expected to be found.^^ So also the steps taken by the officers of

the law to find and arrest him may be shown.^^

b. Accompanying Circumstances. — All the facts and circum-

stances connected with such flight are admissible for the purpose

of increasing or diminishing its probative force ;^* thus it is compe-
tent to show any conduct on the part of the accused during his

flight which tends to characterize it,^^ including his resistance to and
killing of the officers attempting his arrest f^ also the steps taken

to recapture him.^'^

c. Rebuttal. — The accused may show in rebuttal any circum-

stances tending to explain and give an innocent interpretation of his

is admissible. State v. Jackson, 95
Mo. 623, 8 S. W. 749.

30. Hardin v. State, 4 Tex. App.

355 ; Blake v. State, 3 Tex. App. 581

;

overruling Williams v. State, 43 Tex.
182.

31. People V. Ah Choy. i Idaho

317-

32. Gray v. State, 42 Fla. 174, 28

So. 53 ; Sylvester v. State, 72 Ala.

201.

33. State v. Pancoast (N. D.), 67
N. W. 1052.

The testimony of the sheriff as

to where the arrest was made is com-
petent to prove flight. State v. Aus-
tin, 104 La. 409, 29 So. 23.

Evidence of the steps taken to ap-

prehend the defendant immediately
after the homicide, including the re-

ward offered and descriptions of de-

fendant sent to different parts of the

country, was held properly admitted
as tending to show flight and con-

cealment. State V. Lucey, 24 Mont.

295, 61 Pac. 994.

34. Waite v. State, 13 Tex. App.
169; Caddell v. State, 136 Ala. 9, 34
So. 191; Williams v. State, 69 Ga. 11.

In Ford V. State, 129 Ala. 16, 30
So. 27, evidence that when the de-

fendant in the course of his flight

reached the house of a friend the lat-

ter held his pursuers at bay with a
rifle, was held competent as part of

the res gestae of the flight.
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35. The Fact That Defendant
Disguised Himself after his flight is

admissible. State v. Chase, 68 Vt.

405, 35 Atl. 336.

The refusal of the defendant to

surrender his gun after the homicide
" until he got through with it

" was
held admissible as an act characteriz-

ing his flight. Patterson v. State

(Tex. Crim.), 60 S. W. 557.

The conduct of defendant during
his flight, his false declarations, the

use of assumed names, his place of

residence, carrying of firearms, etc.,

were held properly admitted. Paul-
son V. State (Wis.), 94 N. W. 771.

Living Under Assumed Name.
The fact that the defendant was liv-

ing under an assumed name when he
was discovered several years after

having fled from the place of the

homicide is a competent circum-
stance. State V. Whitson, in N. C.

695, 16 S. E. 332.

36. State v. Shaw. 73 Vt. 149, 50
Atl. 863; Com. V. Biddle, 200 Pa.

St. 647, 50 Atl. 264; People V. Flan-

nelly, 128 Cal. 83, 60 Pac. 670.

But see Spriggins v. State, 42 Tex.
Crim. 341, 60 S. W. 54.

37. Bowles v. State, 58 Ala. 335,

holding competent the requisition of

the governor for the arrest and sur-

render of the prisoner in another

state.
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fli^'ht.'''^ Thus it is proper to show that his act was due to his fear

of bciny- ni()l)bc(l or lynched by the friends of the deceased.^" Any
hostile manifestations by such ])crsons not known to him at the time

of his llig'ht are not admissible*" The explanatory circumstances

must be proved by otherwise competent evidence.''^ When evidence

of the flio^ht itself is not competent, rebuttal evidence is of course

inadmissible. *-

The Accused's Voluntary Return and Surrender tends to weaken the

inference of ^uilt arising from his llight/'' but does not render the

latter fact incompetent,** nor does it rebut the presumption which is

held in some jurisdictions to arise from flig-ht.'"*

d. Weight Of. — It is said in some jurisdictions that flight raises

The Circumstances of His Pursuit
and Capture. — People 7'. Fredericks,

io6 Cal. 554, 39 Pac. 944.

38. Batten v. State, 80 Ind. 394.

His Poverty and Inability to De-
fend. — In State 7-. iSIelton, 37 La.

Ann. 77, the court suggests that evi-

dence as to the defendant's poverty,

offered for the purpose of showing
his inability to employ counsel to

properly defend him, may be admis-
sible to explain the unfavorable in-

ference arising from his flight after

the homicide.

The Filthy Condition of the Jail

in which the defendant was about to

be confined cannot be shown by him
as an excuse for his attempted es-

cape, although he apprehended seri-

ous danger to his life therefrom.
Kennedy v. Com., yy Ky. 340.

Fear of Injury to Health See
Williams v. State, 2>?> Tex. Crim.

98, 25 S. W. 929.

39. Lewis V. State, 96 Ala. 6, 11

So. 259, 38 Am. St. Rep. 75; Golden
v. State, 25 Ga. 527.

He may show that his flight was
due to a gathering of the friends of

the injured party, and to information

received from others that his life

was in danger from these parties.

Evans V. State (Tex. Crim.), "6

S. W. 467. But in State v. Cheval-
lier, 36 La. Ann. 81, evidence of-

fered by the defendant in explanation

of his fleeing from justice and the

forfeiture of his bail bond, that the

deceased had large and influential

family connections and friends, by
whom the defendant's life had been

threatened after his arrest, was held
irrelevent because it could not rebut
tlic inference of guilt arising from
his flight.

Dangerous Character of Persons
Threatening Him Where defend-

ant, in explanation of his flight, has
shown threats by the friends and rel-

atives of the deceased to kill him, it

is error to exclude his evidence of

the dangerous and desperate charac-

ter of the persons making the threats.

State V. Barham, 82 Mo. 67.

40. Cortez v. State, 44 Tex.

Crim. 169, 69 S. W. 536.

41. Defendant's Declaration to a

third person that he left the neigh-

borhood of the homicide after he

learned that he had been charged

with its commission because he was
afraid he would be mobbed, held not

competent to prove this fact. Golin

V. State, 2,7 Tex. Crim. 90, 38 S.

W. 794-
" General Talk " of the Com-

munity—^ F.vidence as to the "gen-

eral talk
'

in the community that if

certain persons found the defendant

they would kill him without attempt-

ing to arrest him, is incompetent.

Taylor v. Com., 90 Va. 109, 17 S.

E. 812. But see Evans v. State

(Tex. Crim.), 76 S. W. 467.

42. People v. Ah Choy, i Idaho

317-

43. Bowles v. State, 58 Ala. 335.

44. Garden v. State, 84 Ala. 417,

4 So. 823.

45. State v. McLaughlin, 149 Mo.

19, 50 S. W. 315.
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a presumption of sr^ilt.^" But the contrary is also held,*^ and it

seems to be generally regarded merely as evidence of guilt which
may be strong or weak, depending upon the circumstances.*®

O. Attempted Suicide.— The defendant's attempt to commit
suicide while in prison awaiting trial raises no presumption of guilt.**

R. Footprints. — a. Generally. — It is competent to show the

presence of footprints at and near the scene of the homicide,^" or

that they led away therefrom to the house or premises of the

accused, without identifying them as his or similar to his.^^

b. The Similarity of the footprints found at or near the scene

of the homicide with those of the accused, or their correspondence

with his shoes, may be shown,^^ although the measurements or

comparison were made without notice to him and not in his pres-

46. State v. Adler, 146 Mo. 18,

47 S. W. 794; State V. Walker, g8
Mo. 95, 9 S. W. 646; State v. Pan-
coast (N. D.), 67 N. W. 1052.

The mere fact that defendant fled

from the place where the homicide
was committed immediately there-

after, and went home not more than
half a mile distant, was held insuf-

ficient to warrant an instruction that

flight raises a presumption of guilt.

State V. Hopper, 142 Mo. 428, 44 S.

W. 272.

47. Madison v. Com., 13 Ky. L.

Rep. 313, 17 S. W. 164.

48. Anderson v. Com., 100 Va.

860, 42 S. E. 865 ; Hudson v. State,

loi Ga. 520, 28 S. E. loio.

While flight is a competent cir-

cumstance " its value is ordinarily

slight, but circumstances may invest

it with peculiar force." Smith v.

State, 58 Miss. 867. And see the

preceding cases involving this class

of evidence.

49. State v. Coudotte, 7 N. D.

109, 72 N. W. 913, distinguishing

the probative force of this fact from
that of an attempted flight or es-

cape on the ground that the motives
may be very different. " One who
flees does so generally for the pur-

pose of avoiding punishment that fol-

lows violated law. One who com-
mits or attempts suicide seeks to

avoid no punishment ; he deliber-

ately accepts the highest punishment
the law could possibly inflict —
death. Hence, the verv circum-
stances that raise a presumption of

guilt from flight are absolutely
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wanting in suicide. . . . The
number of innocent persons who
commit suicide within any given
time is always many times greater

than the number of guilty persons
who commit suicide within the same
time ; hence suicide can always be
accounted for upon the hypothesis
of innocence more readily than upon
the hypothesis of guilt."

50. Baines v. State, 43 Tex. Crim.

490, 66 S. W. 847; State v. Daniels,

134 N. C. 641, 46 S. E. 743-

Evidence that tracks were seen go-

ing to and coming from the scene

of the homicide was held admissible

without identifying them as defend-
ant's where the latter admitted that

he passed over the same route. Ran-
som V. State (Tex. Crim.), 70 S.

W. 960.

51. Testimony that the tracks

found upon the ground where the

homicide was committed were traced

to the home of the defendant is ad-

missible without regard to any as-

certained or determined similarity

between such tracks and other tracks

made by the defendant. Parker v.

State (Tex. Crim.), 80 S. W- 1008.

See also State v. Davis, 55 S. C.

339, 33 S. E. 449.

52. Hodge v. State, 97 Ala. 37,

12 So. 164, 38 Am. St. Rep. 145.

Any Peculiarity in the foot-prints

corresponding to peculiarities in the

defendant's shoes or tracks may be

shown. Jenkins v. State (Tex.
Crim.), 75 S. W. 312; Davis v.

State, 126 Ala. 44, 28 So. 617.
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ence*-'' or with a shoe illcjT:ally obtained." So also the similarity

of footprints found there with those made by the defendant's horse

may be shown.'*''

c. The Comparison may be made by means of comparative meas-

urements'"' by actually placing- the defendant's shoes or feet in the

tracks,"^ or by having him make footprints either in or out of

court.''*

The Accused's Protest against, or his repugnance to, having his

shoes or feet measured for this purpose is a competent incriminating

circumstance.^"

d. When Made. — Evidence as to the results of such a compari-

son is not aditiissible merely because the measurements were not

taken immediately after the footprints were made,''" or because the

footprints used as a standard of comparison were made a short time

before or after the homicide."^

e. Qualifications of Witness. — The witness testifying as to the

identity of footprints need not be an expert,"- but any person who
has observed them may describe their appearance and measure-
ments.''^

53. State v. Morris, 84 N. C.

756.

54. Myers v. State, 97 Ga. 76, 25

S. E. 252.

55. In Campbell 7'. State, 23 Ala.

44, evidence that the shoes taken

from the defendant's horse " seemed
to fit in every particular " tracks

found near the body of the deceased,

was held admissible.

56. Hodge v. State, 97 Ala. 2>7,

12 So. 164, 38 Am. St. Rep. 145.

57. Squires v. State (Tex.
Crim.), 54 S. W. 770; State v. Sex-
ton, 147 Mo. 89. 48 S. W. 452.

Where the foot-prints found near
the body of the deceased were de-

scribed by witnesses, it was held

proper to exhibit the impressions h\

sand made with defendant's boots in

the presence of the jury. Johnson
V. State, 59 N. J. L. 535, 27 Atl.

949, 38 L. R. A. 27i-

58. Campbell v. State, 55 Ala. 80.

59. State v. Brown, 168 Mo. 449,
68 S. W. 568.

60. The fact that defendant's

shoes were not fitted to the tracks

until two or three days after the

homicide affects the weight but not

the competency of the evidence.

State V. Sexton, 147 Mo. 89, 48 S.

W. 452.

45

Two Weeks Subsequent Evi-

dence as to the measurement of the

accused's foot-prints made for the

purpose of comparing them with
those found at the scene of the hom-
icide was held properly admitted, al-

though the measurements were not
taken until two weeks after the foot-

prints were made. People v. Mc-
Curdy (Cal.), 10 Pac. 207.

61. Where it appeared that the

tracks around the body of the de-

ceased indicated a peculiarity in the

shoe making them, the testimony of

a witness that the tracks made by
the defendant over a month before
the homicide displayed the same pe-

culiarity was held not incompetent
on the ground of remoteness. Gray
V. State, 42 Fla. 174, 28 So. 53.

62. State v. Morris, 84 N. C. 756.

63. Weaver v. State, 43 Tex.
Crim. 340, 65 S. W. 534.

Evidence as to whether the person
making them appeared to be run-

ning or walking is not incompetent
as a conclusion. Smith v. State, 137
Ala. 22, 34 So. 396.

Testimony as to the measurement
of a track is admissible without pro-

ducing the measure itself in open
court. Wade v. State, 65 Ga. 756;
Weaver v. State, 43 Tex. Crim. 340,

65 S. W. 534-

Vol. TL
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f. Opinion. — Some courts hold that while a witness may describe

the footprints and their points of similarity, he cannot give his

opinion or conclusion as to their identity ;*""* others allow him to

state that the footprints found at the homicide are similar to those

made by the defendant,*"* but only when he has made comparative

measurements, an actual test, or observed some striking peculiarity

common to the footprints compared.*"

g. SufUcicncy. — The mere similarity of the footprints found at

the scene of the homicide with those made by the accused is not

sufficient to warrant a conviction."^ But the fact that such foot-

64. Clough V. State, 7 Neb. 320;
Terry v. State, 120 Ala. 286, 25 So.

176; citing and commenting on
Hodge V. State. 97 Ala. 37, 12 So.

164; Riley v. State, 88 Ala. 193, 7

So. 149; Gilmore v. State, 99 Ala.

154, 13 So. 536; James v. State, 104

Ala. 20, 16 So. 94.

Where the tracks of a horse were
traced from the scene of the homi-
cide to the defendant's house, and
one of the tracks was of a peculiar

shape similar to that made by a

horse ridden by the defendant on the

day of the homicide, it was held er-

ror to allow witnesses to state as a

fact or give their opinion that the

tracks in question were made by the

defendant's horse, because such tes-

timony invaded the province of the

jurv. Russell v. State, 62 Neb. 512,

87 N. W. 344-

65. Johnson v. State, 59 N. J. L.

271, 35 Atl. 787.

66. Smith V. State (Tex. Crim.),

yj S. W. 453; Mosely v. State (Tex.
Crim.), 67 S. W. 103, distinguishing

Weaver v. State, 43 Tex. Crim. 340,

65 S. W. 534, and Baines v. State,

43 Tex. Crim. 490, 66 S. W. 847, on
the ground that in the former case

measurements were made by the

witness, and in the latter the witness

had seen tracks made by the defend-
ant, whereas in the instant case the

testimony was based simply on a view
of the defendant's feet at the trial.

In Parker v. State (Tex. Crim.),

80 S. W. 1008, the testimony of a

witness that he found tracks near the

scene of the homicide, which seemed
to have been made by a " worn, ev-

eryday shoe," but that he did not

measure either the tracks there

found or the track or shoe of the

Vol. VI

defendant, was held insufficient to

warrant an expression of opinion as

to the similarity between defendant's
tracks or shoes and those found at

the scene of the homicide. The
court says :

" Before he can give his

opinion, the witness must have made
some measurement of the tracks

found upon the ground and the foot

or shoe of defendant ; or have
made some comparison between
tracks found upon the ground and
shoes known to be defendant's — as

placing the shoes of defendant in

tracks on the ground; or, if there

are peculiarities in the tracks made
upon the ground, such as worn
places, or pecul'ar tacks, and such
places or tacks were found upon the

shoes known to belong to defendant,

the witness can detail such facts,

and can then give his opinion as to

the matter of similarity between said

tracks. McLain v. State, 30 Tex.
App. 482, 17 S. W. 1092, 28 Am. St.

Rep. 934; Rippey v. State, 29 Tex.
App. 37, 14 S. W. 448; Grant v.

State, 42 Tex. Crim. 275, .s8 S. W.
1025; Mosely v. State ( i'ex. Crim.),

67 S. W. 103 ; Thompson v. State

(Tex. Crim.), 77 S. W. 449; Smith
V. State (Tex. Crim.), 77 S. W.
453, 8 Tex. Ct. Rep. 843 ;" overruling

previous cases to the contrary or ap-

parently so ; Thompson v. State, 19

Tex. App. 593; Clark v. State, 28

Tex. App. 89, 12 S. W. 729, 19 Am.
St. Rep. 817.

67. Patton v. State, 117 Ga. 230,

43 S. E. 533; Dunn V. People, 158

111. 586, 42 N. E. 47.

Although the evidence strongly

and conclusively tends to establish

the fact that tracks seen near the

place of the crime, and made on the
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prints correspond in certain peculiarities, coupled with some other

incriminating circumstances, has been held sufficient to sustain a

conviction.®*

S. Preparations. — a. Generally. — Any conduct on the part of

the accused indicating that he was preparing to commit such a

crime"® is competent. Thus where the homicide was committed by

the use of poison it is proper to show previous purchases of the same
kind of poison by the accused.'"*

b. Rebuttal.— In explanation of his purchase or possession of a

deadly weapon, the accused may show that he secured it for a lawful

purpose, or one unconnected with the deceased. '^^ He may show
that he had been threatened by the deceased.''^ Where evidence has

been introduced by the prosecution tending to show his possession

of a weapon previous and subsequent to the homicide, evidence

tending to show the impossibility of his having concealed or dis-

posed of such weapon prior to his arrest is relevant and admissible,'''

night it was committed, correspond
in minute particulars with the shoes
belonging to the accused, this is not
sufficient to establish his guilt be-

yond a reasonable doubt. Cummings
V. State, no Ga. 293, 35 S. E. 117.

68. McKinney v. State (Tex.
Crim.), 71 S. W. 753. But see

Bright V. State (Miss.), 28 So. 845.

In Gregory v. State, 80 Ga. 269,

7 S. E. 222, the conviction was based
chiefly upon the similarity of the
tracks found at the scene of the hom-
icide and those voluntarily made by
the defendant in a box of sand in the

presence of the jury, corroborated
solely by the fact that a piece of
wrapping paper, evidently dropped
by the culprits, corresponded in qual-
ity with paper found in the prisoner's

pocket. These facts were held suf-

ficient to sustain the conviction, al-

though " not altogether satisfactory."

69. Goodwin v. State, 96 Ind.

550.

An unsuccessful attempt by the
defendant to procure insurance upon
the deceased's life without her
knowledge may be shown. Com. z'.

Crossmire, 156 Pa. St. 304, 27 Atl.

no-

where defendant's hostility ap-

peared to be directed toward de-

ceased and another person jointly,

it was held competent as evidence
of motive, preparation and opportu-
nity to show that just previous to

the homicide he had secured the ar-

rest and imprisonment of such other
person on a trumped-up charge.

Hubby V. State, 8 Tex. App. 597.

70. Com. V. Hobbs, 140 Mass.

443, 5 N. E. 158; People V. Ledwon,
153 N. Y. 10, 46 N. E. 1046.

Purchase of Poison a Year Pre-

vious to the homicide, held a com-
petent circumstance. State v. Cole,

94 N. C. 958.

Where it appeared that the de-

ceased's death was caused by white

arsenic and there was evidence to

show that previous to the homicide

the defendant had bought two boxes
of " Rough on Rats " with the de-

clared purpose of using it as poison,

and there was testimony that this ar-

ticle was of a uniform quality, evi-

dence of a chemist's analysis of an-

other box of such article, showing
that it consisted almost wholly of

white arsenic, was held competent.
Com. V. Hobbs, 140 Mass. 443, 5 N.

E. 158.

71. Smith V. State (Tex. Crim.),

81 S. W. 936.

72. Hunter v. State, 74 Miss. 515,

21 So. 305.

73. Burton v. State, 107 Ala. 108,

18 So. 284. In this case where the

defendant's evidence tended to show
the improbability of his having been

able to dispose of or sell the weapon
subsequent to the time of his al-

leged possession, elsewhere than in

or on the dwelling and premises of

Vol. VI
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but he cannot show that he was seen apparently without the weapon
previous to the homicide and after the time testified to by the prose-

cution.'^*

Possession of Poison. — Where the previous purchase or possession

of poison by the accused has been proved he may show why he

purchased the poison.''°

T. Pecuniary Circumstances oe Parties. — Where the motive

allcp^ed is robbery, it is competent to show the accused's impecunious

condition shortly preceding and his possession of a considerable or

unusual amount of money shortly following the homicide/® not

only in connection with evidence that the deceased was robbed by
the perpetrator of the crime/'^ but also when, though robbery was
the motive, there is no evidence that any money was taken from
him.'^* Nor is it necessary, when it is shown that deceased was
robbed, to identify such money as having been in the previous pos-

session of the deceased.'^'' In connection with such circumstances

any evidence is competent which tends to show the deceased's pos-

session of money within a reasonable length of time previous to the

homicide.^" The accused's previous lack of money may be proved

bv his acts^^ and declarations^^ at the time.

his father, the testimony of the lat-

ter that after the homicide and ar-

rest of the defendant he searched his

dwelling and premises without find-

ing the revolver was held relevant

and competent.

74. State v. O'Neil, 13 Or. 183, 9

Pac. 284.

75. On a charge of murder hy

poisoning, where the purchase and

possesion of strychnine by the de-

fendant has been proved, he may
show in rebuttal that he owned a

ranch and that ranchers, generally,

in his locality had strychnine in their

possesson for the purpose of poi-

soning " varmints." People v. Guff,

122 Cal. 589, 55 Pac. 407-

76. People v. Leung Ock, 141

Cal. 323, 74 Pac. 986; State v. Han-
sen, 25 Or. 391, 35 Pac. .976; Gates

V. People, 14 111. 433; State v. Wint-
zingerode, 9 Or. 153; State v. Rice,

7 Idaho 762, 66 Pac. 87.

77. Betts V. State, 66 Ga. 508.

78. Garza v. State, 39 Tex. Crim.

358, 46 S. W. 242.

79. Chapman v. State, 43 Tex.
Crim. 328, 65 S. W. 1098; Lancaster
V. State (Tex. Crim.), 31 S. W. 515.
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The possession by the defendant
of two bars of gold bullion similar to

that taken from the deceased at the

time of the homicide was held prop-
erly admitted, although not shown to

be the same. People v. Collins, 64
Cal. 293, 30 Pac. 847.

80. The Details of Deceased's
Financial Transactions several days
previous to the homicide, the nature
and amount of the money in her pos-

session prior to her death, and other
evidence as to the manner and place

in which she kept her money, and
that a search of her house after the

murder failed to disclose any of the

money which she was known to have
had at that time, held properly ad-

mitted. The possibility of her hav-
ing spent the money or of its having
been stolen from the house in the

interim was held to affect the weight
but not the competency of the evi-

dence. Com. V. O'Neil, 169 Mass.

394. 48 N. E. 134-

81. The deposit for drinks at a

saloon, shortly before the murder,

of pay checks representing wages due
him. State v. Henry, 51 W. Va.

283, 41 S. E. 439-

82. Gates v. People, 14 111. 433-
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In- Rebuttal the defendant may ^\\q in evidence his declarations

made at the time he was seen to be in possession of such sums, in

"explanation thereof,^^ but not those previous thereto.**

U. Faii.ukK to Explain. — The failure of the accused to explain

suspicious circumstances,*'^ or his whereabouts at the time of the

homicide, may be considered as indications of guilt.®'

V. Lettkrs written by the parties to each othcr*^ which show
their relations and a possible motive for the crime, and also those
written by the defendant to third persons,*® are admissible. The
letters themselves are the best evidence of their contents."* Letters
of the accused which in any other way tend to connect him with the
homicide are also admissible."*

83. Lancaster v. State (Tex.
Crim.), 31 S. W. 515, in vyhich the

exclusion of defendant's declarations,

made when he displayed the money,
to the effect that he had won it at

cards, was held error.

84. The declarations of the de-

fendant pr vious to the homicide
as to his intention to buy a farm
were held incompetent to explain

his possession of money at the time

of the homicide. The court, how-
ever, recognizes the rule that decla-

rations are competent evidence to es-

tablish the fact of intent in a proper

case. Buel v. State, 104 Wis. 132,

80 N. W. 78.

85. Com. V. Webster, 5 Cush.

(Mass.) 29s, 52 Am. Dec. 711.

86. McCann v. State, 21 Miss.

471.

87. Written by Deceased. — Stev-

ens V. People, 4 Park. Crim. (N.

Y.) 396.

Written by Defendant O'Brien

V. Com., 89 Ky. 354, 12 S. W.- 471.

Letters written by the defendant

to a deceased woman, whom he was
accused of having poisoned, were
held competent, although they were
all found in the defendant's posses-

sion after his arrest, and it was not

proved directly that they had ever

been delivered to the deceased when
written. Simons v. People, 150 111.

66, 36 N. E. 1019.

The Letters of the Deceased to

the defendant, found in his posses-
sion, showing the writer's affection

for him and her belief that he was
responsible for her pregnancy, and
showing her dependence upon him.

are admissible, not for the purpose
of proving any fact stated in them,
but as tending to prove a sufficient

motive for the crime. People 7'.

Southerland, 154 N. Y. 345, 48 N.
E. 518.

88. State v. Calloway, 154 Mo.
91, 55 S. W. 444; O'Brien v. Com.,
89 Ky. 354. 12 S. W. 471 ; Stricklin
V. Com., 83 Ky. 566.

Eleven Months Subsequent In
Stephens z: People, 19 N. Y. 549,
where the accused was charged with
the murder of his wife, an anony-
mous letter in the defendant's hand-
writing, written eleven months after

the murder to a person about to

marry one S. B., was held competent
as tending to establish the defend-
ant's previous affection for the lat-

ter and his disappointment in fail-

ing to obtain her, the defendant's
love for her being the alleged mo-
tive for the crime.

89. Bowens v. State, 106 Ga. 760,

2,2 S. E. 666.

90. Caldwell v. State, 28 Tex.
App. 566, 14 S. W. 122.

A letter found in old clothes left

by the defendant upon his disappear-

ance after the homicide, which was
signed with his name and stating his

intention to commit suicide, is com-
petent against him without proof of

his handwriting. State v. Batson,

108 La. 479, :i2 So. 478.

The fact that defendant, shortly

after the homicide, wrote a letter to

a per.son known to have been impli-

cated in the crime, is a competent
circumstance. Darlington ?•. State,

40 Tex. Crim. 223, 5° S. W. 375.

Vol. VI
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W. StatkmKnts i?y Accused tending to identify him as the guilty

party are admissible."^

X. Threats. — a. Generally. — The accused's threats against the'

deceased or injured person previous to the homicide or assault are

competent evidence to connect him therewith."' Rut an expression,

to l>e admissible as a threat, must be of such a character or made
under such circumstances as to indicate a hostile purpose on the

part of the speaker."^ The mere fact that they were in some

91. Four Years Previous Where
it appeared that the deceased wife

had been killed partly by beat-

ing, the defendant husband's decla-

rations four years previous to the

homicide, that he had beaten his wife

and thought he had a right to do so,

were held admissible to connect him
with the crime. Shaw v. State, 60

Ga. 246.

False Representations as to the

State of the Deceased's Health

and his liability to sudden death are

competent circumstances. Nicholas

V. Com., 91 Va. 741, 21 S. E. 364-

See also Com. v. Robinson, 146 Mass.

571, 16 N. E. 452.

Explanation of the Deceased's Ab-
sence. — State v. Brown, 168 Mo.

'

449, 68 S. W. 568.

The Defendant's Declarations, In-

dicating a Knowledge of the cir-

cumstances of the homicide. Mc-
Cann v. State, 21 Miss. 471.

Where the party assaulted was
shot from ambush the declarations

of the defendant, a few days previ-

ous, that if he should ever have a

difficulty with the assaulted person

he, defendant, would not " fight a

fair fight," were held competent to

connect him with the crime. Sprag-

gins V. State, 139 Ala. 93, 35 So.

1000.

92. Alabama. — Davis v. State,

126 Ala. 44, 28 So. 617; Jarvis v.

State. 138 Ala. 17, 34 So. 1025;

Clarke v. State, 78 Ala. 474.

Arkansas. — Edmonds v. State, 34
Ark. 720: Rawlins v. State, 40 Fla.

155, 24 So. 65.

Michigan. — People v. Simpson, 48

]\Iich. 474.

Mississ\pt>i. — Harris v. State, 47

Miss. 318.

Nevada. — State v. Bonds, 2 Nev.

775-

Vol. VI

North Carolina. — State v. Moore,
104 N. C. 714, 10 S. E. 143.

Pennsylvania. — Com. v. Cross-
mire, 156 Pa. St. 304, 27 Atl. 40.

" Declarations of intention and
threats are admissible in evidence,

not because they give rise to a pre-

sumption of law as to guilt, which
they do not, but because from them,
and in connection with other cir-

cumstances, and on proof of the cor-

pus delicti, guilt may be logically in-

ferred." Painter v. People, 147 111.

444, 35 N. E. 64.

Threats Made in Presence of Ac-
cused. — In Mask v. State, 32 Miss.

405, threats made by one of a com-
pany, composed of the three defend-

ants and two other persons, in the

presence and hearing of all of them
a few hours previous to the killing,

were held admissible, although the

witness was unable to designate by

which of the party the threats were

made.
93. The defendant was charged

with having advised the murder of

the deceased revenue officer, and

with having furnished ammunition
for the purpose. Evidence of his

statements made a year prior to the

homicsde, that " If the revenue offi-

cers do not quit bothering out

there there will be some more of

them shot," and "I do not mean that

I will do it but it will be done " was
held incompetent because not consti-

tuting a threat, there being nothing

to show that at that time the de-

fendant had any personal animosity

toward the revenue officers, and be-

cause his words indicated no inten-

tion on his part to do the shooting

or assist in it. Owens v. State, 80

Miss. 499. 32 So. 152.

Threais to " Fix " the deceased

are admissible. State v. Palmer. 65

N. H. 216, 20 Atl. 6.
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respects conditional or subsequently retracted does not render them
inadmissible."* A threat of injury to the deceased by means of

instruments other than those used in the homicide is competent.®''

b. Against Whom Directed. — It must appear from the lanj^uaj^^c

used or the circumstances and relations of the parties that the threat

was directed toward the deceased or injured person,"" or was broad
enough to include him within its terms. ®^

Threats Against a Classt'« or Familyoo of which the deceased is a mem-
ber, or against any person who may do a particular forbidden act

which is subsequently done by the deceased,^ are competent.

c. A Restoration of Friendly Relations between the parties is not

of itself sufficient to exclude previous threats.^

d. Against Third Persons. — Threats against third persons may
be admissible where the connection between them and the deceased
is such that under certain circumstances the threats would import
harm to or hostility toward deceased.^ Threats by the accused

See supra this article, " Intent,

Malice, Etc. — Threats."

94. Cribbs v. State, 86 Ala. 613,

6 So. 109. See also supra this

article, " Intent, Malice, Etc. —
Threats."

95. LaBeau v. People, 34 N. Y.

223, in which, although the murder
was accomplished by means of poi-

son, previous threats of injury with

a slung-shot were held competent.

96. Patton f. State (Tex. Crim.),

80 S. W. 86; AIcMahon v. State

(Tex. Crim.), 81 S. W. 296.

97. Com. V. Madan, 102 Mass. i.

Where the homicide appeared to be
the result of the defendant's jealousy

because of the deceased's attentions

toward the former's mistress, the de-

fendant's statement to such mistress

four days previous to the homicide,
" I am going to do some devilment
and get my name in the papers," was
held competent because it appeared
to have been aimed at the deceased,

and because it was of such a ma-
lignant character as to embrace the

deceased. " Although the name of

the deceased be not mentioned, yet,

if it can be reasonably gathered that

deceased was meant or alluded to,

the evidence of such threat will be
admissible. Moreover, if the threats,

though general, were of such ma-
lignant character as to embrace de-

ceased, and the circumstances of the

killing were such as would indicate

that deceased must have been re-

ferred to, the testimony will be ad-
missible." Taylor v. State, 44 Tex.
Crim. 547, 72 S. W. 396. To the
same effect see Barnes t. Com., 24
Ky. L. Rep. 1 143, 70 S. W. 827.

98. Threats Against Sheepmen
held competent where the deceased,
a sheep man, was killed on !iis

range, and circumstances connected
defendant with the homicide. State
V. Davis, 6 Idaho 159, 53 Pac. 678.

99. State v. Phelps, 5 S. D. 480,

59 N. W. 471.

In State r. Belton, 24 S. C. 185, a

threat by the defendant against the
"Deans" was held admissible, the

deceased being of that name and
family, although the defendant's
quarrel had been onlv with other
members of that family.

1. State f. Gates, 28 Wash. 689,

69 Pac. 385; Caddell z: State, 129
Ala. 57, 30 So. 76.

In Brown v. State, 105 Ind. 385, 5
N. E. 900, threats to kill anyone
whose attentions his mistress should
receive in preference to his own,
held competent, deceased being a

rival suitor.

2. Insufficient to exclude threats

made two years previous to the hom-
icide. JefFerds v. People, 5 Park.
Crim. (N. Y.) 522. See also supra
this article, " Intent, Malice, Etc. —
Threats."

3. In Mimms v. State, 16 Ohio
St. 221, where it appeared that the

deceased was employed by one W.,

Vol. VI
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against any person who should assist in connecting him with the

crime are also admissible.*

e. The Remoteness of such threats is sometimes said to be no

objection to their competency,^ and even if it should be so consid-

ered, there is no rule by which it can be determined what lapse of

time will suffice to exclude them." When the hostile relations appear

to have continued,^ or the threat is conditional on the doing of an

act which the deceased has performed shortly previous to the homi-

cide,® the intervening time is of little importance.

f. Explanation. — While the defendant may ofifer evidence in

explanation of his threats, he cannot show that he is a man of

violent passions and often in the habit of using threatening language. **

g. The Weight to be given to such evidence depends upon the

character of the threats, their remoteness and the attending circum-

stances, and is a question for the jury.^°

and in possession of money belong-

ing to him, and money was found in

the possession of the defendant

shortly after the homicide, it was
held competent to show threats by
the accused to knock W. on the head
and take every cent he had.

4. Threats made by the defendant

while under arrest and in jail,

against any one who might come to

the jail to identify him, were held

properly admitted. People v. Chin
Hane, io8 Cal. 597, 41 Pac. 697.

5. People V. Cronin, 34 Cal. 191

;

State V. Gates, 28 Wash. 689, 69 Pac.

385. In both of these cases the

threats were made one year previ-

ous.

6. " We are not aware of any
rule of law which fixes any definite

time within which a threat must be

made, before the perpetration of the

act to which it is supposed to refer,

in order to render testimony as to

the making of the threat competent
evidence. Of course, where a great

or even a considerable length of time

has elapsed between the making of

the threat and the perpetration of the

deed to which it is supposed to

point, such length of time is a cir-

cumstance to be considered by the

jury in determining whether there is

any connection between the threat

and the deed, but there is no rule

of law, and, in the nature of things,

it would be practically impossible to

prescribe any rule, fixing the limit

beyond which a threat would not be
competent evidence." State v. Lee,

Vol. VI

58 S. C. 335, Z(> S. E. 707; State v.

Campbell, 35 S. C.,32, 14 S. E. 292.

Four Months Previous to the
Homicide— Competent Pate v.

State, 94 Ala. 14, 10 So. 665; Grif-

fin V. State, 90 Ala. 596, 8 So. 670.

7. Clough V. State, 7 Neb. 320.

In Everett v. State, 62 Ga. 65,

threats by the defendant against de-

ceased, uttered several years previ-

ous to the homicide, and which were
evidently due to his jealousy, were
held competent to connect him with
the crime, the relations of the par-

ties being the same and indicating

clearly a continuance of the same
passion.

Three Years Previous to the
Homicide. — Threats by the defend-

ant, made three years previous to

the homicide, that he " would kill de-

ceased if it took him ten years to

do it," were held competent in con-

nection with evidence of other

threats during the interval. Pullian

V. State, 88 Ala. I, 6 So. 839.

8. State V. Bradley, 64 Vt. 466,

24 Atl. 1053; State V. Gates, 28

Wash. 689, 69 Pac. 385.

Threats by the defendant to kill

the deceased, his wife, if she should
leave him, made three years previ-

ous, were held properly admitted,
it appearing that he thought she
had left him. State v. Bradley, 67
Vt. 465, 32 Atl. 238.

9. State V. Duncan, 28 N. C. 236.

10. Pate V. State, 94 Ala. 14, to

So. 665; Griffin V. State, 90 Ala.
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Y. Motive. — a. Generally.— Any circumstance is competent

which tends to show that the accused person had a motive for the

commission of the homicide or assault charp^ed.^^ The fact that the

motive attempted to be shown seems wholly inadequate to account

for the crime is not sufficient to exclude the evidence. ^^

Facts and Circumstances Not Known to the Defendant are not admis-

sible to establish his motive.^^

The Remoteness of the evidence is no objection to its competency

if it tends in any way to show motive.^*

b. For Killing Another. — Tt is competent to show the accused's

motive for murdering another person who was killed at the same
time as the deceased and as part of the same tran.saction.^"

c. Previous Declarations. — Any previous declarations or state-

ments by the accused tending to show a possible motive on his part

596, 8 So. 670; Fnlton v. State, 58
Ga. 224; Cribbs v. State, 86 Ala. 613,

6 So. 109.

11. State V. Wilcox, 132 N. C.

1 120, 44 S. E. 625; Noles V. State,

26 Ala. 31 ; State v. Sheppard, 49 W.
Va. 582, 39 S. E. 676; Miller v.

State, 130 Ala. i, 30 So. 379; State

V. Lucey, 24 Mont. 295, 61 Pac. 994.
" Any fact shedding light upon

the motives of the transaction will

not be excluded from the considera-

tion of the jury, whether it goes to

the attestation of innocence or
points to the perpetrator of the

crime." Hunter v. State, 43 Ga.

483.

Friendship for Deceased's Spouse.

Evidence tending to show defend-
ant's intimate friendship for de-

ceased's wife is admissible to show
motive, although of a very vague
and general character. People v.

Brown, 130 Cal. 591, 62 Pac. 1072.

Difficulty With Deceased's Brother.

In Sanders v. State, 134 Ala. 74, 32
So. 654, evidence that the deceased
had a difficulty with defendant's

brother on the day preceding the

homicide was held competent on the

question of motive. " Evidence of

motive, though sometimes weak and
inconclusive, is relevant and admis-
sible."

12. State V. Pancoa.st (N. D.),

67 N. W. 1052; State r. Rathbun,

74 Conn. 524, 51 Atl. 540.

Lillie V. State (Neb.), too N. W.
316, in which case it was held no
error to admit evidence that the de-

fendant had been gambling on the

stock market and other circum-
stances tending to show that he was
in need of money, the alleged mo-
tive being the existence of a policy

of insurance upon the deceased's

life in favor of the defendant. " The
fact that the motive shown is out
of proportion to the crime commit-
ted does not require that the evi-

dence shall be excluded."

13. People V. Morgan, 124 Mich.
527, 83 N. W. 275; Son V. Territory,

5 Okla. 526, 49 Pac. 923; State v.

Reed, 53 Kan. 767, ^7 Pac. 174. See
also Barkman v. State, 41 Tex.
Grim. 105, 52 S. W. 23; Attaway v.

State (Tex. Grim.), 55 S. W. 45.

But see People v. Ghin Hane, 108
Gal. 597, 41 Pac. 697.

Statements by the decea.sed derog-
atory to the character of the de-

fendant's sister, not shown to have
been communicated to the defendant,
are inadmissible against him to

prove motive. Marler v. State, 67
Ala. 55.

14. Weaver v. State, 43 Tex.
Grim. 340, 65 S. W. 534; s. c. 81 S.

W. 39; Baines v. State, 43 Tex.
Grim. 490, 66 S. W. 847; State v.

Sheppard, 49 W. Va. 582, 39 S. E.
676.

15. State ?'. Tettaton, 159 Mo.
354, 60 S. W. 743.

Vol. VI
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are competent against him.^® And their remoteness will not serve
to exclude them."

d. Relation of Parties.— (i.) Generally. —The previous relations
between the defendant and deceased may be shown in so far as they
indicate a possible motive for the homicide.^^ Any witness who has
had sufficient opportimity for observation may state whether or not
their relations were friendly.^^

(2.) Illicit Relations. — Evidence of the illicit relations existing
between the parties previous to the homicide is competent to show
motive.""

(3.) Ill-Feeling: and Hostility Toward Deceased. — (A.) Generally.

16. People 7'. Foley, 64 Mich, 148,

31 N. W. 94; Jones v. State, 4 Tex.
App. 436; Gregg v. State, 106 Ala.

44, 17 So. 321 ; Davidson v. State,

13s Ind. 254, 34 N. E. 972.

A Conversation Between the Wit-
ness and the Defendant, in which
the latter stated that the deceased,
his employer, had discharged him
because a third person stuffed him
full of lies, and that the deceased
treated his wife like a dog, may be
given in evidence, as also the fact

that when asked by the witness if

the trouble was jealousy defendant
laughed without answering, as tend-
ing to show the defendant's motives
and state of mind. Com. v. Ken-
nedy, 170 Mass. 18, 48 N. E. 770.

A Threat by the defendant to kill

anyone who interfered with himself
and his paramour is competent on
his trial for the murder of his wife,

as tending to show a motive. Cad-
dell V. State, 129 Ala. 57, 30 So.

76.

17. State V. Sheppard, 49 W. Va.

582, 39 S. E. 676.

18. Phillips V. State, 68 Ala. 469;
State V. Crafton, 89 Iowa 109, 56
N. W. 257; McMeen zk Com., 114
Pa. St. 300, 9 Atl. 878; State v.

Asbell, 57 Kan. 398, 46 Pac. 770;
"VVebb V. State, 7Z I^Iiss. 456, 19 So.

238; State V. Palmer, 65 N. H. 216,

20 Atl. 6.

" It is competent to prove the

business and social relations exist-

ing between the defendant and the

deceased for a reasonable time be-

fore the commission of the homi-
cide." State V. Sheppard, 49 W. Va.

582, 39 S. E. 676.

On the trial of a slave for mur-

Vol. VI

dcr by mixing poison in the food
prepared for her owner and his fam-
ily, in proof of motive it was held
competent to show the defendant's
conduct and deportment toward her
owner, his wife and family, and her
expressions of content or discon-
tent toward them, and her acts of
kindness or unkindness, obedience or
disobedience. Josephine v. State,

39 Miss. 613.

Anticipated Litigation Between
the Defendant and the Deceased,

or between the latter and members
of the former's family, coupled with
threats, is competent to show the

state of feeling between the parties.

Commander v. State, 60 Ala. i.

It is competent to show that de-

fendant and deceased were not on
speaking terms previous to the hom-
icide. State V. Seymore, 94 Iowa
699, 63 N. W. 661.

19. State V. James, 31 S. C. 218,

9 S. E. 844; State V. Stackhouse,

24 Kan. 320. See article, " Expert
AND Opinion Evidence."

Envy— "A witness cannot testi-

fy that the defendant was envious

of the deceased. It is true . . .

that a witness may testify as to

a state of affection between the

parties, and this is generally

based upon outward manifestation.

Whether one is actuated by envy is

something not within the power of
any witness to testify to as a fact."

People V. Dowd, 127 Mich. 140, 86
N. W. 546.

20. People v. Southerland, 154
N. Y. 345, 48 N. E. 518; O'Boyle
V. Com., 100 Va. 785, 40 S. E. 121

;

People V. Young, 102 Cal. 411, 36
Pac. 770.
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It is competent to show ill-feeling and hostility on the part of the

defendant toward the deceased as evidence of a motive for the act.^^

(B.) Grounds For.— (a.) Generally. — Any fact or circumstance

tending to show some cause or grounds for such ill-feeling or hos-

tility is competent.*'

(b.) Previous Difficulties between the parties tend to show a motive

for the crime, and hence are competent circumstantial evidence to

connect the defendant therewith.*'' Nor is their mere remoteness

sufficient to exclude them.^*

Reconciliation. — It has been hold that previous difficulties cannot

be considered where there has been a genuine reconciliation con-

tinued down to the time of homicide.^'*

(c.) Previous Hostile Conduct. — The accused's previous hostile

conduct toward the deceased is a competent circumstance.^" So also

is his hostility toward a class or body of persons of which deceased
was a member.^^

(d.) Conduct of Deceased. — The previous conduct of the deceased
injuriously affecting the defendant or calculated to arouse hostile

feeling on his part toward the deceased may be shown. ^^ It is

proper to show his hostile or unlawful conduct toward the defend-

21. Rawlins v. State, 40 Fla. 155,

24 So. 65; State V. Dickson, 78 Mo.
438.

Ill-feeling extending back for a

period of two years previous to the

homicide was held properly admit-
ted, although objected to as too re-

mote. " It was certainly going back
a good ways, but we cannot say that

the trial judge exceeded the limits

of a just discretion in receiving the

evidence." People v. Bemis, 51

Mich. 422, 16 N. W. 794.
22. Gonzales v. State, 31 Tex.

Crim. 508, 21 S. W. 253.

Dissatisfaction With the Accounts
kept by the deceased with the de-

fendant. State z: Gooch, 94 N. C.

987.

The fact that defendant objected

to a marriage between his sister

and the deceased is admissible to

show his ill-feeling toward the lat-

ter. Villereal 2: State (Tex. Crim.).
61 S. W. 715.

Conviction for Burglarizing De-
ceased's House. — The fact that de-

ifcndant had been 'convicted of a

burglary of deceased's house, had
served his sentence, and returned
three days before the homicide is

admissible to show motive. Powell
V. State, 13 Tex. App. 244.

23. Thomas v. Com., 14 Ky. L.
Rep. 288, 20 S. W. 226; State v.

Coleman, 11 1 La. 303, 35 So. 560;
Honeycutt v. State (Tex. Crim.),
63 S. W. 639; O'Boyle v. Com., 100
Va. 785, 40 S. E. 121 ; People v.

Kemmler, 119 N. Y. 580. 24 N. E.
9; Yanke v. State, 51 Wis. 464, 8
N. W. 276.

A previous quarrel seen by the
witness may be shown, although the
parties used a language which wit-
ness did not understand. State V.

Moclchen, 53 Iowa 310, 5 N. W. 186.

24. O'Boyle v. Com., 100 Va. 785,
40 S. E. 121.

A Difficulty Ten Months Before

the homicide is not too remote. State
2: McKinney, 31 Kan. 570, 3 Pac.

356.

25. State z: Hossack, 116 Iowa
194, 89 N. W. 1077.

28. Howard v. State, 8 Tex. App.
5.1

27. Hostility Toward Sheepmen,
to which class deceased belonged.

State z'. Davis, 6 Idaho 159, 53 Pac.

678.

28. Opposition to the Renewal of
Defendant's License to sell liquor.

State 7'. Gordon, i R. I. 179.

Giving Information to the officers
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ant's friends or relatives,-" and his friendly acts toward the defend-

ant's enemies or those whom he is trying to injure or has already

injured.^"

Accusation of Crime.— Thus it may be shown that the deceased had
previously accused the defendant of crimc;^^

Loss of Employment.— It is competent to prove that the accused
had been employed by the deceased and discharged by him or by
his agent, although the latter may have acted without the deceased's
knowledge or sanction ;'*" also that he had lost his employment with
others through the deceased,^^ or that his employer had threatened
to put deceased in his place. ^*

of the defendant's unlawful conduct.

State V. Rose, 129 N. C. 575^ 40 S. E.

83.

Previous Arrest of the accused,

and his detention by the poHce at the
drug store of the deceased, and the

hitter's use of his telephone for the

purpose of calling the patrol wagon,
are competent circumstances for the

purpose of showing malice and mo-
tive. Parker v. State, 136 Ind. 284,

35 N. E. 1 105.

Impeaching Defendant's Testi-

mony Evidence that the trial of

an indictment, based on defendant's

testimony, had failed because de-

fendant had been discredited by the

deceased's testimony, was held prop-

erly admitted to show motive. Rea
V. State, 76 Tenn. 356.

Preventing Marriage Where
defendant was an acceptable suitor

of the deceased's sister, it was held

competent to show that deceased was
the only one who opposed their mar-
riage and that the sister had de-

clared her intention of following the

direction of the deceased. State v.

Lentz, 45 Minn. 177, 47 N. W. 720.

29. The fact that the deceased

was implicated in the killing of the

defendant's brother is admissible to

show motive. Pryor v. State, 40
Tex. Crim. 643, 51 S. W. 375-

The fact that deceased was a wit-

ness against defendant's brother-in-

law, on a charge against the latter

for theft. Easterwood if. State, 34
Tex. Crim. 400, 31 S. W. 294.

Assaults Upon Deceased by a
Friend and Relative of the accused

shortly preceding the homicide, or-

iginating in the latter's quarrel with

the deceased, and in which such

friend was killed, held admissible to
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show motive. Kelsoe v. State, 47
Ala. 573.

Infliction of an Indignity Tlpon
the Defendant's Paramour State
V. Lawlor, 28 Minn. 216, 9 N. W.
698.

30. Protection Extended Defend-
ant's Wife after she had been beaten
by defendant and forced to leave

home. Stone v. State, 4 Humph.
(Tenn.) 27.

Becoming Bondsman for one who
had been charged with assault to

murder defendant. People v. Chin
Hane, 108 Cal. 597, 41 Pac. 697.

An indictment against defendant
for an assault upon one W., and an
indictment against the latter for his

assault upon the defendant, together

with his bail bond, on which de-

ceased was a surety, were held prop-
erly admitted to show motive and
identity, in connection with evidence
of ill-will and threats of the de-

fendant against the deceased becausQ
of his friendship for W. Rucker v.

State, 7 Tex. App. 549.

31. Martin v. State, 41 Tex. Crim.

242, 53 S. W. 849; State V. Miller,

156 Mo. 76, 56 S. W. 907; Williams
V. State, 69 Ga. 11; Roberts v. Com.,
10 Ky. L. Rep. 433, 8 S. W. 270.

The fact that deceased suspected

the accused of stealing his wood,
and had been watching him to the

knowledge of the accused, is admis-
sible to show motive. State v. Fon-
tenot, 48 La. Ann. 220, 19 So. 112.

32. Morrison v. State, 84 Ala.

405, 4 So. 402.

33. State v. Palmer, 65 N. H. 216,

20 Atl. 6.

34. Powers v. State, 23 Tex. App.

42, 5 S. W. 153.
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(4.) Jealousy.— The defendant's jealousy of the deceased may be

shown as evidence of motive,''' either by his declarations,^" or by

evidence showin"- the relations of both himself and the deceased

with the person who apjx'ars to have been the cause of the jealousy,

and indicating his belief in the latter's preference for the deceased.''^

(5.) When Parties Are Husband and Wife— (A.) Generally. — When
the parties to the homicide or deadly assault were husband and wife,

in proof of motive it is comj^etent to show their unhappy conjup^al

relations.'"* And for this pur])Ose the previous statements and con-

duct of the defendant are admissible.^"

35. McCuc V. Com., 78 Pa. St.

185.

36. State v. Larkins, 5 Idaho 200,

47 Pac. 945-

Defendant's Accusation Against
His Wife that she showed a prefer-

ence for the deceased held compe-
tent to show defendant's feelings to-

ward deceased. Brewer v. Com., 10

Ky. L. Rep. 122, 8 S. W. 339-

37. Evidence that the deceased and
the defendant lived alternately in

concubinage with the same woman
in whose presence the killing occur-

red, is competent to show a motive.

State V. Reed, 50 La. Ann. 990, 24

So. 131-

The Fact That Defendant Had
Been a Persistent and Unsuccessful
Suitor for the hand of the girl whom
deceased successfully wooed was held

properly admitted, but the details

and manner of the defendant's woo-
ing should have been excluded be-

cause tending to prejudice him.

People V. Cufif, 122 Cal. 589. 55 Pac.

407.

The Defendant's Quarrel With and
Threat to Shoot the Woman who
was the cause of the difficulty be-

tween himself and the deceased was
held properly admitted in support of

the alleged motive of jealousy.

Com. V. McManus, 143 Pa. St. 64,

21 Atl. 1018, 14 L. R. A. 89. To the

same effect see Hoxie v. State, 114

Ga. 19. 39 S. E. 944.

Rumors of the Deceased's Ap-
proaching Marriage w'ith one of

whom the defendant was a rejected

suitor, held admissible in Hunter v.

State, 43 Ga. 483.

38.. United 5"/a/^.s. — Thiede v.

Utah, 159 U. S. 510.

California. — People v. Kern, 61

Cal. 244.

Indiana. — Doolittle ?'. State, 93
Ind. 272; Siberry v. State, 133 Ind.

677, ?,i N. E. 681.

Nctv York. — People v. Harris,

136 N. Y. 423, 2,2 N. E. 65; People

V. Willson, 109 N. Y. 345, 16 N. E.

540-

North Carolina. — State v. Lang-
ford, 44 N. C. 436; Com. V. Cross-
mire, 156 Pa. St. 304, 27 Atl. 40.

In McCann v. People, 3 Park.

Crim. (N. Y.) 272, it was held com-
petent to show that the deceased wife

kept a separate bank account in her

own name and took measures to keep
the bank book out of the defendant's,

her husband's, hands, and that he

had made complaint of being without

money because of her action.

Evidence that shortly before the

commission of the crime the defend-

ant accompanied a prostitute to a

village where he and his wife were
well known, and registered her as

his wife, is competent as tending to

show the relations between the de-

ceased and the defendant. People ?•.

Benham, 160 N. Y. 402, 55 N. E. ii.

Threat While Intoxicated, to Se-

cure Divorce In Raines z\ State,

81 Miss. 489. 23 So. 19, a threat,

made three weeks before the homi-

cide by the defendatit, while intoxi-

cated, to procure a divorce from the

deceased, his wife, was held incompe-

tent.

39. Smith v. State, 92 Ala. 30, 9

So. 408. People V. Hendrickson, 8

How. Pr. fN. Y.) 404.

The conduct and declarations of

the accu.sed husband during his mar-

ried life, which reflect upon his wife

or exhibit his feelings toward her, or

Vol. VI
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(B.) Suit for Divorce and Criminal Actions. — The pendency of a

suit for divorce brought by tlie deceased's spouse/" or the fact that

the latter has made a criminal complaint against the defendant,*^

may be shown, and for the purpose parol evidence is sufficient.'**

But a decree of divorce in favor of the assaulted party rendered after

the assault charged is not admissible.'*''

The Complaint or Petition f(ir divorce is not competent, because mere
hearsay ;** the record, however, of criminal proceedings by the

deceased's spouse against the defendant has been held admissible.*'^

(C.) Previous Assaults Upon and Ill-Treatment of the deceased's

spouse by the defendant may be shown.^^

The Remoteness of such treatment is held by some courts to be no
objection to the competency of the evidence;*'^ by others its exclusion

on this ground is a matter resting in the discretion of the trial

show a desire to be rid of her, as

well as his conduct at the time of

and after her death, showing his in-

difference and gratification at being
rid of her, are admissible in proof of

his motive for poisoning her. Peo-
ple V. Buchanan, 145 N. Y. i, 39 N.

E. 846.

40. Pinckord v. State, 13 Tex.
App. 468; Binns v. State, 57 Ind. 46,

26 Am. Rep. 48.

41. McCann v. People, 3 Park.

Crim. (N. Y.) 272; People v. Conk-
lin, 175 N. Y. i2,3, 67 N. E. 624.

42. The Warrant sworn out by
the deceased against the defendant,

her husband, and his paramour, for

living in adultery, is competent on
the question of motive. Caddell z\

State, 136 Ala. 9, 34 So. 191 ; Binns
V. State, 66 Ind. 428.

Parol evidence is admissible as to

the grounds of divorce in a suit by
the deceased wife against the de-

fendant. Malcek v. State, 2>2 Tex.
Crim. 14, 24 S. W. 470.

43. Pinchord v. State, 13 Tex.
App. 468.

44. Pinchord v. State, 13 Tex.
App. 468; State V. Kennedy, 177 Mo.
6c^. 75 S. W. 979; State v. Kuehner,
93 Mo. 193, 6 S. W. 118.

The Record in such suit contain-
ing the orders of a court for the
payment of alimony and the transfer

of property, etc., is irrelevant and in-

competent. Binns v. State, 57 Ind.

46, 26 Am. Rep. 48.

45. The Record of Criminal Pro-
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ceedings, instituted by the wife
against her husband two years pre-

vious, charging the latter with dis-

orderly conduct, threats, assaults and
abandonment, is admissible on his

trial for her murder, not as proof of

the facts therein contained, but as

tending to show their relation and
the motive for the alleged crime.

People V. Conklin, 175 N. Y. 333, 67
N. E. 624.

46. State v. Bradley, 67 Vt. 465,

2,2 Atl. 238; Boyle v. State, 61 Wis.
440, 21 N. W. 289; People v. Simp-
son, 48 Alich. 474, 12 N. W. 662;
Carroll v. State, 45 Ark. 539.

Wife's Screams and Bruises,

Where a continuous course of mis-
treatment by the defendant of the
deceased, his wife, has been shown
by direct evidence, the testimony of

witnesses as to having heard her
scream at her house and to having
seen her bruises is admissible with-

out further evidence connecting de-

fendant with such sounds and bruises.

People V. Thiede, 11 Utah 241, 39
Pac. 837, distinguishing Territory v.

Armijo, 7 N. M. 428, 37 Pac. 11 13,

in which evidence as to bruises and
marks of violence seen on the person
of the deceased wife twelve hours
previous to the homicide was held
inadmissible because not otherwise
connected with the defendant except
by evidence of repeated acts of
cruelty for several years previous to

the homicide.

47. Boyle v. State, 61 Wis. 440,
21 N. W. 289.
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court.'*' A long^-continued course of ill-treatment extending down
to or near the time of the homicide may be proved.''"

(D.) Infidelity of Dkcf.asf.d. — The knowledge or belief of the

defendant in the unfaithfulness of the deceased sjxDuse to his or

her marriage vows is a competent circumstance to show motive.'"*

(E.) Dksirf. to Rk Rid of Spouse and Ii.i.tcit Relations With Another.
It is competent to show the defendant's lack of affection for and
desire to be free from his spouse,^^ and for this purpose evidence
tending to show his love for and illicit relations with another is

admissible.''^ The existence of such relations previous to the homi-

48. Com. V. Holmes. 157 Mass.

233, 32 N. E. 6, 34 Am. St. Rep. 270.

49. Painter v. People, 147 111. jai,

35 N. E. 64.

Brutal assaults by the defendant
upon the deceased occurring within

a year preceding and continuing

down to the time of the homicide,

are admissible. State z'. O'Ncil, 51

Kan. 651. 2Z Pac. 287, 24 L. R. A.

555-

Quarrel Two Years Previous to

the homicide may be proved where
they are shown to be part of a course

of mistreatment by the defendant of

the deceased, his wife, continuing

down to the time of her death. Peo-
ple V. Benham, 160 N. Y. 402, 55 N.

E. II.

Nine Years Previous In Com.
7'. Holmes, 157 Mass. 233, 32 N. E.

6, 34 Am. St. Rep. 270, it was held

competent to show threats and acts

of violence on the part of the de-

fendant toward the deceased, his

wife, from the time of their marriage
to the date of the homicide, a period

of about nine years. It appeared
that these acts and threats occurred

with more or less frequency during

the whole of the time with the ex-

ception of a period of fifteen months,
during which the parties were sepa-

rated, and of a few months after they

commenced to live together again.

It was held that they sufficiently ap-

peared to be part of a continuous

course of ill-treatment and that the

period of separation, even if fol-

lowed by a reconciliation, did not

form such a break in their relations

as to render evidence of the former
acts and threats incompetent. But
contra, see Raines v. State, 81 Miss.

489, 2>2 So. 19.

50. This knowledge or belief

must be proved by as satisfactory

and conclusive evidence as any other
fact necessary to be proved by the
State. Phillips v. State, 22 Tex.
App. 139, 2 S. W. 601.

51. Lack of Affection. — " Any-
thing tending to show want of affec-

tion, whether on the part of one or
both of the parties, is competent on
the ground of disclosing the motive,
and this is especially true where
want of affection is thus disclosed

on the part of the accused." State

V. Callaway, 154 Mo. 91, 55 S. W.
444, holding admissible letters writ-

ten by the defendant husband to a

third person, showing his lack of
affection, his threats to sue her for

a divorce, and his improper relations

with other women.
52. Alabama. — Johnson v. State,

17 Ala. 618; Duncan v. State, 88 .\la.

31, 7 So. 104; Brunson v. State, 124
Ala. ^7, 27 So. 410; Hall v. State, 40
Ala. 698; Johnson v. State, 94 Ala.

35, 10 So. 667.

Connecticut. — State 7'. Watkins,

9 Conn. 47, 21 Am. Dec. 712; State

v. Rathbun, 74 Conn. 524, 51 Atl.

540.

Illinois. — Sicbert V. People, 143
111. 571, Z2 N. E. 431-

Indiana. — Pettit ?. State, 135 Ind.

393. 34 N. E. 1 1x8; Hinshaw v.

State, 147 Ind. 324, 47 N. E. 157.

loiva. — State v. Hinckle, 6 Iowa
380; State V. Kuhn, 117 Iowa 216, 90
N. W. 7?,i.

Kentucky. — O'Brien 7'. Com., 89
Kv. 3S4. 12 S. W. 471 ; Stricklin v.

Com., 83 Ky. 566.

Missouri. — State 7*. Callaway, 154
Mo. 91, 55 S. W. 444; State 7'. Dues-

Vol. VI
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cide, and their continuance subsequent thereto, may be shown." So
anv evidence is competent which tends to show the great intensity

of the defendant's unlawful passion.''*

(F.) Conduct and Declarations of Deceased. — The nature of the

relations existing- between the parties cannot be shown on the part

of the state or the defendant, by the conduct and declarations of the

deceased not known to the defendant."''^ Such statements, however,

which have been communicated to the latter, are admissible.''**'

(G.) Tn Rebuttal of evidence tending to show his hostile or

unfriendly relations with the deceased, the defendant may show that

their relations were pleasant and friendly,^^ by the deceased's letters"®

to him. but, it has been held, not by her statements to others.^*

e. Relations With Others. — (1.) Generally. — Evidence as to the

relations between the accused and third persons is admissible when

trow, 137 Mo. 44, 38 S. W. 554, 39
S. W. 266.

Nebraska. — Dinsmore v. State, 61

Neb. 418, 85 N. W. 445.
New York. — People v. Scott, 153

N. Y. 40, 46 N. E. 1028; People v.

Montgomery, 176 N. Y. 84, 68 N. E.

258; People V. Harris, 136 N. Y. 423,

33 N. E. 65 ; Pierson v. People, 79
N. Y. 424, 35 Am. Rep. 524; People

V. Wileman, 44 Hun 187.

Texas. — Wilkerson v. State, 31

Tex. Crim. 86, 19 S. W. 903.

Wisconsin. — Svillivan v. State,

100 Wis. 283, 75 N. W. 956.

Where the Homicide Was Com-
mitted by Wrecking a Train, upon
which the defendant's wife was rid-

ing by his directions, evidence as to

his love for another woman was held

competent as tending to show a mo-
tive for the act. Shaw v. State, 102

Ga. 660, 29 S. E. 477-

Incestuous Connection With Sis-

ter. —In Stout V. People, 4 Park.

Crim. (N. Y.) 71, where the rela-

tions between the defendant and his

deceased wife were shown to have
been very unhappy, it was held com-
petent to give evidence tending to

show an incestuous connection be-

tween defendant and his sister, who
had been present at the homicide.

53. St. Louis V. State, 8 Neb. 405,

I N. W. 371 ; State v. Goddard, 162

Mo. 198, 62 S. W. 697.
54. State v. Duestrow, 137 Mo.

44, 38 S. W. 554, 39 S. W. 266.
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In People v. Harris, 136 N. Y. 423,

2,3 N. E. 65, where the defendant
was accused of poisoning his wife,

with whom he was secretly married,

evidence as to the conversation be-

tween defendant and a woman with
whom he was holding illicit inter-

course, in which the defendant sug-
gested that she marry some rich old

man and that they could give him a

pill and get him out of the way, was
held competent as tending to show
the intensity and permanence of his

passion for such woman, and his

great desire to be rid of his wife.

55. Phillips V. State, 22 Tex. App.
139, 2 S. W. 601 ; State v. Reed, 53
Kan. 767, 3y Pac. 174, 42 Am. St.

Rep. 322; Wevrich v. People, 89 111.

90.

State V. Punshon, 124 Mo. 448, 27
S. W. nil, overruling State v.

Leabo, 84 Mo. 168, in which the de-

ceased wife's letters to a friend,

containing expressions of great af-

fection for her husband, were held

improperly excluded.

56. O'Boyle v. Com., 100 Va. 785,

40 S. E. 121.

57. Josephine v. State, 39 Miss.

613; State V. Punshon, 124 Mo. 448,

27 S. W. iiii; State V. Leabo, 84
Mo. 168.

58. State v. Punshon, 124 Mo.
448, 27 S. W. nil.

59. Pettit 7'. State, 13S Ind. 393,

34 N. E. 1 1 18.
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tending to show the former's relations with the deceased and indi-

cating- a possible motive for the homicide.®"

(2.) Love For and Illicit Relations With the Deceased's Spouse.

(A.) Gkni:rai.i,y. — The defendant's love for and illicit relations with

the deceased's spouse may be shown as evidence. of motive,"' and his

own declarations"' and such spouse's letters"-' to him are competent

for this purpose.

(B.) Subsequent TO Homicide. — It is competent to show that the

defendant entered into illicit relations with the deceased's spouse

immediately following the homicide."* It has been held, however,

that a single act of adultery after the killing is irrelevant because

having no tendency to establish an adulterous desire previous

thereto,"^ and that such subsequent illicit relations cannot be shown
without other evidence that defendant occupied similar relations

with or entertained great affection for the deceased's wife previous

to the homicide.""

(3.) Hostility Toward Third Person.— The hostility of the accused

toward third persons may be shown when the relation between them
and the deceased is such that the conduct of the accused toward them
indicates hostility toward the deceased." Thus it is competent to

60. Webb v. State, 7^ Miss. 456,

19 So. 238.

Jones V. State, 64 Ind. 473, in

which evidence as to the defendant's
subsequent offer to the family of the

deceased to compromise the trouble

alleged to have been the motive for

the crime, accompanied by a threat

in case of refusal, was held properly

admitted.

The relations between the defend-
ant and the woman who was the

cause of the difficulty between him
and the deceased were held properly

admitted to show the defendant's

feelings toward the deceased. Boyd
Z'. State, 63 Tenn. 319; State t'.

Larkin, ii Nev. 314.

Evidence as to frequent difficulties

between the defendant and his em-
ployer, and threats by the latter to

discharge the defendant and employ
the deceased in his place, is admissi-

ble to show motive. Powers 7'.

'State, 23 Tex. App. 42, 5 S. W. 153.

61. Alabama. — Griffin v. State,

90 Ala. 506. 8 So. 670.

California. — People v. Brown,
130 Cal. 591, 62 Pac. 1072.

Florida. — Johnson v. State, 24
Fla. 162, 4 So. 535.

Kansas.
—

'Rt^d. v. State, 53 Kan.

46

767. 2>7 Pac. 174, 42 Am. St. Rep.

Z22.
Michigan. — Templeton v. People,

27 Mich. 501.

Mississippi. — Ouidas i'. State, 78
Miss. 622, 29 So. 525.

Pennsylvania. — Com. v. Fry, 198
Pa. St. 379, 48 Atl. 257.

Texas. — We4.ver v. State (Te.x.

Crim.), 81 S. W. 39; s. c. 43 Tex.
Crim. 340, 6s S. W. 534.

I'ermont. — State v. Chase, 68 Vt.

405, 35 All. 336.

62. State v. Aughtry, 49 S. C. 285,

26 S. E. 619; s. c. 27 S. E. 199.

63. Stokes V. State. 71 Ark. 112,

71 S. W. 248.

64. Gardner v. United States

(Ind. Ter.), 82 S. W. 704-

The fact that the defendant im-
mediately after the homicide ap-

propriated the deceased's wife as his

concubine is competent as showing
motive. Miller v. State, 68 Miss.
221, 8 So. 272,.

65. Traverse ?'. State, 61 Wis.
144, 20 N. W. 724.

66. Massie v. Com., 93 Ky. 588,

20 S. W. 704.

67. Hubby
597.

State, 8 Tex. App.

Vol. "91
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show that a near relative of the deceased had preferred a criminal

charg^e against the accused or was a witness against him on such a

charge.®^

f. Pecuniary Gain.— (1.) Generally. — As evidence of motive it

is competent to prove any facts or circumstances which tend to show
that the accused expected to benefit financially by the death of the

deceased.®"

(2.) Robbery. — (A.) Generally.— Where the theory of the prose-

cution is that robbery or burglary was the motive for the crime,

any facts or circumstances tending to support this theory are com-
petent, whether or not they are connected with the defendant.''^

(B.) The Deceased's Possession op Money or Property which might
tempt robbers or burglars may be shown.'^^ The length of time
intervening between such possession and the homicide which will

68. Mask v. State, 32 Miss. 405.

The Arrest of Defendant on a

charge preferred by deceased's sis-

ter, who was a member of the fam-
ily against whom defendant was
shown to have entertained hatred,

was held properly admitted to show
motive. State v. Phelps, 5 S. D.

480, 59 N. W. 471.

69. State v. Tettaton. 159 Mo.
354, 60 S. W. 743.

Evidence of a will contest between
the parties, who were brothers, and
that the will provided liberally for

defendant and disinherited deceased
and that the latter's deposition was
about to be taken, was held properly

admitted to show motive. State v.

Ingram, 23 Or. 434, 31 Pac. 1049.

A Deed from Deceased to defend-
ant, conditioned on the latter's sup-

porting the former the remainder of

his life, is admissible, although its

acknowledgment is void. Davidson
V. State, 135 Ind. 254, 34 N. E. 972.

70. The Deceased's Empty Pock-
etbook, picked up a day or two after

the homicide, near the scene thereof,

held properly admitted as tending to

show that he had been robbed.

State V. Donnelly, 130 Mo. 642, 32 S.

W. 1 124.

The Possession of a Pocketbook
by the deceased immediately preced-
ing the homicide may be shown in

connection with evidence that im-
mediately thereafter it could not be
found. Smith t'. Territory, 11 Okla.

669, 69 Pac. 805.
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71. Jerome v. State, 61 Neb. 459,
85 N. W. 394; Marble v. State, 89
Ga. 425, 15 S. E. 453-

The Deceased's Possession of

Money the Day Previous to the
homicide. State v. Donnelly, 130
]\Io. 642, 22 S. W. 1 124; Cordova v.

State, 6 Tex. App. 207.

Amount of Deceased's Bank Deposit

which defendant was expecting de-

ceased to withdraw. State z\ Lucey,

24 Mont. 295, 61 Pac. 994.

The Account Books of Deceased
showing the amount of money which
he should have had in cash at the

time of the homicide were held prop-
erly admitted in connection with evi-

dence showing that a much smaller

sum was found and that defendant,
though previously hard i>ressed for

money, immediately after the homi-
cide paid numerous debts. State v.

Rice, 7 Idaho 762, 66 Pac. 87.

The Inventory of the Estate of

the Deceased is competent proof of

motive when offered to show " that

the deceased kept a sufficient quan-
tity of money and property in his

house to tempt thieves and robbers."

State v. Crowley, 3 La. Ann. 782.

The Administration Account of the
Estate of the deceased, showing that

the administrator found no money in

the deceased's possession, was held

properly admitted, there being other

evidence that deceased had been in

possession of money previous to her
death. Howser v. Com., 51 Pa. St.

332.
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render the evidence irrelevant, depends larp^ely on the circumstances."

(C.) As MoTivK ON Part of Accuskd. — (a) Generally. — Any circum-

stance which tends to show that at the time of the homicide the

accused may have been actuated by a strong desire to obtain money
is competent in support of the theory that robbery was the motive

for the crime. Thus it is proper to show any proposed action on

his part which would necessitate the expenditure of money.'''' It

may be shown that the accused planned to commit a robbery, where
this appears to have been the motive for the homicide f* that he

proposed to cheat the deceased out of his money ,'"^ or that he had
previously stolen from the latter.''"

(b.) The Knowledge or Belief of the Accused that the deceased was in

possession of money is comi)etent evidence of motive," and may be

72. In Kennedy v. People, 39 N.
Y. 245, where it appeared that de-

ceased was somewhat miserly and
led a solitary life, it was held com-
petent to show what produce he had
sold the previous fall, the murder
having been committed the following

summer, and that he had in his pos-

session six weeks before the homicide

a certain amount of gold, which he
had offered for sale.

Evidence that the deceased had a

large sum of money before he came
to the state, a considerable length of

time previous to the homicide, was
held admissible notwithstanding its

remoteness. Early i: State, 9 Tex.
App. 476.

73. In Kennedy z'. People. 39 N.
Y. 245, it was held competent to

show that the accused at about the
time of the murder proposed to pur-

chase land in the neighborhood. The
court, while suggesting that such
evidence should be weighed with ex-
treme caution because perfectly con-
sistent with innocence, says: "The
temptation furnished by the proof in

this case would seem wholly inade-

quate to the commission of the

crime ; but that, to the upright mind,
is true of any pecuniary or other mo-
tive of mere gain that can be sug-
gested. Unfortunately, in the history

of mankind, such motives to crime
are sometimes influential, and proof
of their existence must be left to

the jury to be weighed, whether ap-
parently greater or less in connec-
tion with the other circumstances

disclosed by the testimony, and in

view of the condition, circumstances,
habits and character of the party
on whom such motives are alleged to

operate."

Intended Marriage. — Defendant's
statement two weeks before the
homicide that he was going to get
married and must hustle up to get

some money, held competent. Peo-
ple V. Wolf, 95 Mich. 625, 55 N. W.
357-

74. Stafford v. State, 55 Ga. 591.

75. Where it appeared that de-

fendant knew deceased had money in

his possession, evidence that several

days previous to the homicide the

defendant had proposed to certain

persons that they assist him in en-
gaging deceased in a game of cards
so as to cheat him out of his money,
was held competent in proof of mo-
tive. Byers v. State, 105 Ala. 31, 16

So. 716.

76. Evidence that the accused had
stolen money from the deceased pre-

vious to the day of the homicide was
held competent not only to show a

motive of robbery, but in connection

with testimony that deceased had
accused defendant of taking the

money, it was competent to show a

motive for putting the deceased out
of the way. Roberts 7'. Com., lO

Ky. L. Rep. 433, 8. S. W. 270.

77. State v. Jackson, 95 Mo. 623,

8 S. W. 749; Jerome v. State, 61

Neb. 459, 85 N. W. 394-

Vol. VI
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shown by his own statements/'' or his relations with the accused.''*

The Deceased's General Reputation for keeping larg-e sums of money
on liis person or ])remises may be shown,'"' but not unless it appears

that the accused lived in the neighborhood where the reputation pre-

vailed or was otherwise acquainted with it.^^

(c.) Rebuttal. — The defendant may show in rebuttal that shortly

previous to the homicide the deceased was impecunious.*^

But the Mere Declarations of the deceased are not competent for this

purpose.**^

(3.) Acquirement of Deceased's Property. — Any facts or circum-
stances tending to show that the accused's motive for the act was a

desire to obtain possession or control of the deceased's property
are competent.** Thus it is proper to show that the latter had made
a will beneficial to the accused,*"^ or that the accused was or supposed

78. State v. Jackson, 95 Mo. 623,

8 S. W. 649.

79. Where the motive of the

kilhng appeared to have been rob-

bery, the fact that the deceased had
monej' on his person shortly before

he was killed was held admissible

without showing by direct evidence

that the accused had seen the money
or knew the deceased had it, it ap-

pearing that he had on the same day
been in the deceased's company, done
some work for him, and might have

had an opportunity to see his pocket-

book and know that it contained

money. Marable v. State, 89 Ga.

42s, IS S. E. 453-

80. Where the theory of the state

is that the motive of the crime was
burglary or robbery, in connection

with other evidence tending to estab-

lish this theory, it is competent to

show that it was generally under-

stood in the neighborhood that the

deceased kept large sums of money
about his house. Musser v. State,

157 Ind. 423, 61 N. E. I. See also

State V. Howard, 82 N. C. 623.

81. Lancaster v. State, 36 Tex.
Crim. 16, 31 S. W. 515.
Statement One Year Previous.

Where it appeared that the deceased

had been robbed on the night of

the homicide, and he was generally

reputed to be a man of property and

to keep money in his house, a re-

mark by the defendant a year previ-

ous to the killing, " Don't you
reckon if anyone was to run in on
[the deceased] he would get a hand-
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ful of money?" was held admissible
to charge him with the knowledge of

the reputation that the deceased kept
money in his house. State v. How-
ard, 82 N. C. 623.

82. Lancaster v. State, 36 Tex.
Crim. 16, 31 S. W. 515, in which
testimony offered by defendant as to

a business transaction between him-
self and the deceased shortly pre-

vious to the homicide, in which the

latter stated that he had no money
and conveyed one-half of the home-
stead to secure a lawyer's fee in a

litigation against him for his home.
But evidence as to the largest sum

of money which the deceased ever
had in the bank at any one time was
held properly excluded because im-
material and too indefinite. State v.

Coella, 8 Wash. 512, 36 Pac. 474.

83. Kennedy z'. People, 39 N. Y.
245-

His Complaints of hard times, and
of being out of money, and of debts

that he owed, held incompetent in re-

buttal. Lancaster v. State, 36 Tex.
Crim. 16, 31 S. W. 515.

84. Marion v. State, 20 Neb. 233,

29 N. W. 911, 57 Am. Rep. 825;
State V. Sheppard, 49 W. Va. 582,

39 S. E. 676.

Declarations Three Years Pre-

vious. — Clough V. State, 7 Neb. 320.

85. State v. Kuhn, T17 Iowa 216,

90 N. W. 722. In People v. Bu-
chanan, 145 N. Y. I, 39 N. E. 846,

it was held competent to introduce

deeds made by the deceased wife to

the defendant, her husband, shortly
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he was the deceased's heir,*" in which case the amount and vahie of

the deceased's j)roperty may he proved.*^

(4.) Insurance on Deceased's Life.— Any facts are competent whicli

tend to s'.iow that the defendant's motive for the crime was his

desire to obtain the l)enefit of the insurance on deceased's Ufe,^*

as that he or his accompHce had taken out a policy upon it,^" or that
one had been assigned to him,"" or that he or his accompHce was a
beneficiary under it,°^ in which latter case it has been held necessary
to show the accused's knowledge of the existence of such a policy
and the fact that it was, or that he believed it to be, a valid and
subsisting one.'*-

g. Concealment of Other Crime or Misconduct. — (l.) Generally.

It is competent to prove any facts or circumstances which tend to

show that the motive of the accused was to conceal other crimes
or misconduct on his part,"^ as that the deceased knew,"* or was

after their marriage, and also her
will made three days prior thereto,

by which all her property would be-

come his, in case of her death, after

their marriage.

Legally Insufficient Will A
will, executed by the deceased to the

knowledge of the defendant, in which
the latter was the beneficiary, is ad-

missible to show motive, although it

m.ight not be legally sufficient as a

testamentary conveyance. Golin r.

vState, 37 Tex. Crim. go, 38 S. W.
794-

86. The Defendant's Declaration

Two Years Previous to the homicide

that he was going to inherit certain

property, which it appeared belonged

at that time to the murdered per-

sons, was held admissible. Wool-
folk V. State, 81 Ga. 551, 8 S. E. 724.

87. Davidson v. State, 135 Ind.

254, 34 N. E. 972.

88. Com. v. Clemmer, 190 Pa. St.

202, 42 Atl. 675.

The defendant's application for in-

surance, medical examination sheet,

medical certificate, application for

additional insurance, and his will

making the deceased his beneficiary

are competent evidence iri support

of the state's theory that these "ids

were done by the defendant to induce

similar action on the part of the

deceased in favor of the defendant,
as a part of his scheme to secure the

amount of the insurance by killing

the deceased. State v. Coleman (S.
D.), 98 N. W. 175.

89. Brandt z: Com., 94 Pa. St.

290.

90. State V. Rainsbarger, 74 Iowa
196, 37 N. W. 153.

91. People V. IMorgan, 124 Mich.
527, 83 N. W. 275.

92. State v. Felker, 27 Mont. 451,

71 Pac. 668.

93. State r. Rainsbarger, 74 Iowa
196, 37 N. VV. 153; State v. Dooley,

89 Iowa 584, 57 N. \V. 414. See
State V. Brantley, 84 N. C. 766.

On a Prosecution for Child-Mur-
der evidence that the chiUI was a

bastard is competent to show motive.
Fletcher x: State (Tex. Crim.), 68
S. W. 173.

Where it was claimed that defend-
ant was the father of the deceased,
an illegitimate child, evidence as to

his improper relations with de-
ceased's mother was held properly
admitted to show motive. S'nte f.

Noakes, 70 Vt. 247, 40 Atl. 249.

The Pregnancy of the Deceased.
an unmarried woman, may be shown
as evidence of motive (Jackson f.

Com., 100 Ky. 239, 38 S. W. 422, 66
Am. St. Rep. 336) and the accused's
illicit relations with her (State v.

Kline, 54 Iowa 183, 6 N. W. 184).

94. Smith r. State, 44 Tex. Crim.

53, 68 S. W. 267.
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likely to discover,""'' facts which might incriminate the accused, and

that the latter had committed other crimes to the knowledge of the

deceased.*" The remoteness of such other crime does not render

evidence thereof irrelevant.®^

(2.) In Rebuttal the defendant may introduce evidence of any cir-

cumstances or previous declaration on his part tending to show that

he is not guilty of the alleged crime, which would have been compe-
tent on a trial for such offense.**^

h. Civil and Criminal Actions Against Accused and Others.

(1.) Generally. — The fact that the deceased had instituted either a

civil action'*'' or a criminal prosecution^ against the accused, or his

near relative,- is competent evidence of motive because indicating a

possible ground of hostility toward the deceased.

95. In State v. Pancoast (N. D.),

67 N. W. 1052, evidence of a pre-

vious murder by the defendant was
held competent, the alleged motive
being the fear of a discovery of such
crime by the deceased, although the

latter was defendant's wife and
would not have I'isclosed it so as to

subject him to criminal prosecution.

96. Hamlin v. State, 41 Tex.
Crim. 135, 50 S. W. 1019; Dunn v.

Slate, 2 Ark. 229, 35 Am. Dec. 54.

Previous Murder in which he was
deceased's accomplice. State v.

Posey, 4 Strob. L. (S. C.) 142.

The Commission of Thefts by the

defendant, which were known to the

deceased, mav be shown as evidence

of motive. State v. Seymore, 94
Iowa 699, 63 N. W. 661.

A Conspiracy to Obtain Insurance
Money, which has been successfully

carried out by the defendant and the

deceased. Bess v. Com., 25 Ky. L.

Rep. 1091, 77 S. W. 349.

97. State v. Pancoast (N. D.),

67 N. W. 1052, in which evidence of

a murder by the defendant twenty
years previous was held properly ad-

mitted.

98. Goebel v. State (Tex. Crim.),

76 S. W. 460.
99. State v. Tettaton, 159 Mo.

354, 60 S. W. 743; State V. Geddes,
22 Mont. 68, 55 Pac. 919; Murphy v.

People, 63 N. Y. 590.

The Record of a Suit for Malicious
Prosecution, brought by the de-

ceased against the defendant, is ad-

Vol. VI

missible to show the relations be-
tween the parties. State v. Bodie,

22, S. C. 117, II S. E. 624.

1. State V. Cieddes. 22 Mont. 68,

55 Pac. Q19; State v. Phelps, S S. D.

480, 59 N. W. 471; Carden v. People,

84 Ala. 417, 4 So. 823; Butler v.

State, 91 Ga. 161, 16 S. E. 984.
" An indictment against the de-

fendant, charging him with a separate

offense from the one for which he is

on trial, may be introduced in evi-

dence against him when such indict-

ment tends, even in a remote degree,

to show a motive on the part of the

defendant to commit the crime for

which he is on trial." Kunde v.

State, 22 Tex. App. 65, 3 S. W. 325.

An Affidavit by the Deceased,

charging the defendant with an of-

fense the prosecution for which was
pending at the time of the homicide,

is admissible to show motive. Rob-
inson V. State, 16 Tex. App. 347.

A Previous Indictment Against
the Defendant for another offense,

which indictment the defendant be-

lieved to have been procured by the

deceased, is admissible in proof of

motive. Gillum v. State, 62 Miss.

547-

The Indictment and Conviction

in a case in which deceased was
prosecuting witness. Kelly v. State,

49 Ga. 12. So also in Crass v. State,

31 Tex. Crim. 312, 20 S. W. 579.

2. The Indictment of Defend-
ant's Brother for the theft of a
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(2.) Deceased Was an Expected Witness

—

CA") Ar..\TX?T Dr.Fr.N'nAXT.

It is competent to show that the accused had been charged with the

commission of another offense, upon the trial of which the deceased

was expected to be a witness against him.^ Such evidence is rele-

vant not only as showing probable grounds for hostility and malice,

but as indicating a desire to suj)press evidence. So the fact that

the deceased testified against the defendant in another case is

com])etent evidence of motive,* while the details of such other mis-

conduct cannot be inquired into f yet it is proper to show the extent

of the deceased's knowledge thereof, because the more cogent his

testimony against the defendant the stronger would be the latter's

motive for killing him." And it has been held competent to show
that such a crime has been actually committed, but not to go into

the defendant's connection therewith.''

CR.) Ar.AiNST Rklatito OF Accused. — An indictment against a near

relative of the accused, on which deceased was a witness, may
be shown for the same reason.^

(3.) Method of Proof,— The indictment, warrant of arrest, com-
plaint or petition is competent evidence of such other civil or crim-

properly admitted to show motive.
Coward v. State, 6 Tex. App. 59.

3. Alabama. — Garden v. State,

84 Ala. 417, 4 So. 823 ; Hodge v.

State, 97 Ala. 27, 12 So. 164, 38 Am.
St. Rep. 145 ; Childs v. State, 55 Ala.

25; Marlcr v. State, 68 Ala. 580.

Georgia. — Turner v. State, 70 Ga.

765; Kirk V. State, y^ Ga. 620.

Kentucky. — Martin v. Com., 93
Ky. 189. 19 S. W. 580.

North Carolina. — State v. Morris,

84 N. C. 756.

Texas. — Attaway v. State, 41
Tex. Grim. 39=;, 55 S. W. 45; Hart
V. State, 15 Tex. App. 202; Hud-
son V. State, 28 Tex. App. 2,^^^. 13

S. W. 388; Naverette v. State (Tex.
Grim.), 40 S. W. 791.

Defendant's Efforts to Induce the
Deceased to leave the country to pre-

vent the continuance of a criminal

prosecution against the defendant,

in which the deceased was the prose-

cuting witness. Slate v. Birdwell,

36 La. Ann. 859.

An Indictment Against the De-
fendant Subsequent to the Homicide,

for another crime, is admissible to

show motive where it appears that

he was charged with its commission
previous to the homicide, and that

deceased was an important witness

against him. Kunde v. State, 22

Tex. App. 65, 3 S. W. 325.

4. Mask V. State, 32 Miss. 405.

At Coroner's Inquest Barkman
V. State, 41 Tex. Grim. 105, 52 S. W.
72,-

5. Garden v. State, 84 Ala. 417,

4 So. 823; Martin v. Gom., 93 Ky.

189, 19 S. W. 580.

6. Easterwood v. State, 34 Tex.
Grim. 400, 31 S. W. 294. See also

State V. Miller, 156 Mo. 76, 56 S. W.
907; Attaway 7'. State, 41 Tex.
Grim. 395, 55 S. W. 45.

7. In Williams v. State, 69 Ga.

II, testimony as to the particulars

of a larceny, with the commission of

which defendant had been charged

by the deceased, was held admissible,

but only for the purpose of showing
that a larceny had been committed,
and not to the extent of determining
the defendant's guilt or innocence of

the charge.

8. In Johnson ?•. State, 29 Tex.
App. 150, 15 S. W. 647. indictments

against defendant's uncle, with whom
\\G. was living, which showed de-

ceased to be the main \vitness for

the state, were held properly admit-
ted to show motive.
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inal action." It may also be shown by parol/" The contrary has

been held.^^

(4.) Weight and Sufficiency.— Motive is not an essential element of

the crimes^^ of manslaug'hter, murder or assault with intent to mur-
der and need not be proved even where the evidence is wholly circum-

stantial. In cases, however, where the evidence is conflicting and
the defendant's connection with the crime doubtful, motive is a

very important circumstance.^^

i. Explanation of Delay in Acting on Alleged Motive. — Evidence

9. Alartin v. Com., 93 Ky. 189,

19 S. W. 580; Hart. v. State, 15

Tex. App. 202; Garden v. State, 84
Ala. 417, 4 So. 823; Turner v. State,

70 Ga. 765; Naverette v. State (Tex.

Grim.), 40 S. W. 791; State v. Mor-
ris, 84 N..C. 756.

The Warrant Sworn Out by the
Deceased, charging the defendant
with a misdemeanor, and the bond
given by the latter for his appear-
ance, are admissible. Butler v. State,

91 Ga. 161, 16 S. E. 984.

10. Caddell v. State, 136 Ala. g,

34 So. 191 ; Binns v. State, 66 Ind.

428.

Parol Evidence of the warrant of

arrest sworn out by the deceased
against the defendant is admissible.

Kitts V. State, 70 Ark. 521, 69 S. W.
545-

11. Childs V. State, 55 Ala. 25.

12. United States. — Pointer v.

United States, 151 U. S. 396.

Alabama. — Davis v. State, 126
Ala. 44, 28 So. 617; Brunson v.

State, 124 Ala. 27, 27 So. 410.

Arkansas. — Green v. State, 38
Ark. 304.

California. — People v. Durrant,
116 Gal. 179, 48 Pac. 75.

Colorado. — Keady v. People, 74
Pac. 892.

Connecticut. — State v. Rathbun,

74 Gonn. 524, 51 Atl. 540.

Georgia. — Garson v. State, 80 Ga.
170, 5 S. E. 295; Sterling v. State,

89 Ga. 807, 15 S. E. 743; Davis v.

State, 74 Ga. 869.

Idaho. — State v. Schieler, 4 Idaho
120. :^y Pac. 272.

Indiana. — Hinshaw v. State, 147
Ind. 324, 47 N. E. 157; Wheeler v.

State, 158 Ind. 687, 63 N. E. 975.
Kansas. — State v. Dull, 67 Kan.

793, 74 Pac. 235.
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Kentucky. — Marcum z'. Gom., 8
Ky. L. Rep. 418, i S. W. 727.

Mississippi. — M c G u 11 o u g h v.

State, 28 So. 946.

Missouri. — State v. Brown, 181

Mo. 192, 79 S. W. iiii; State v.

David, 131 Mo. 380, 33 S. W. 28;
State v. Gregory, 178 Mo. 48, 76
S. W. 970; State V. Dunn, 179 Mo.
95, 77 S. W. 848.

Montana. — State z'. Lucey, 24
Mont. 29s, 61 Pac. 994.
Nebraska. — Glough v. State, 7

Neb. 320; Lillie v. State, 100 N. W.
316.

New York. — People v. Place, 157
N. Y. 584, 52 N. E. 576; People v.

Koepping, 178 N. Y. 247, 70 N. E.

778; People V. Gornetti, 92 N. Y.

85 ; People v. Fish, 125 N. Y. 136,

26 N. E. 319; People V. Kennedy,
159 N. Y. 346, 54 N. E. 51, 70 Am.
St. Rep. 557 ; People v. Gassata, 6
App. Div. 386, 39 N. Y. Supp. 641.

North Carolina.— State v. Wil-
cox, 132 N. G. 1 120, 44 S. E. 625.

South Carolina. — State v. Work-
man, 39 S. G. 151, 17 N. E. 694;
State r. Goleman, 20 S. G. 441.

The Absence of Motive is a strong

circumstance in favor of the accused,

but amounts to nothing where the

defendant's participation in the crime
is otherwise sufficiently established.

State r. Grabtree, 170 Mo. 642, 71

S. W. 127; Stokes v. State, 71 Ark.
112, 71 S. W. 248; People z'. Feigen-
baum, 148 N. Y. 636, 43 N. E. 78;
People V. Schmidt, 168 N. Y. 568,
61 N. E. 907 ; People v. Ferraro, 161

N. Y. 365, 55 N. E. 931; State v.

David, 131 Mo. 380, 33 S. W. 28;

Gupps z'. State (Wis.), 97 N. W. 210.

13. People z'. Place, 157 N. Y.

584, 52 N. E. 576; Davis V. State,

74 Ga. 869; State v. Brown, 181 Mo.

192, 79 S. W. IIII.
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on the part of the prosecution tcncHnp^ to explain the apparent

faikire of the defendant to act promptly upon the alle^^ed motive is

relevant.^*

Z. Failure to Testify oh Produce Witnesses. — The defend-

ant's failure to testify raises no unfavorable inference ai^ainst him,

and cannot be considered by the jury.^'* When, however, he testifies

in his own behalf, his failure to deny that he killed the deceased,

Mobile not an admission or confession, is a circumstance which may
be considered a£2:ainst him, and it is not error to so instruct the jury.^'

Defendant's failure to call a material witness is a stronc^ circum-

stance against him,^" which he may explain by showing the impos-

sibility of securing the attendance of such witness. ^^ So also the

prosecution may explain its failure to produce important witnesses.^"

AA. Sufficiency.— Generally. — Circumstantial evidence
alone may sufficiently establish the defendant's guilty participation

in a homicide,-" and support a verdict for murder in the first

14. Jones v. State, 64 Ind. 473,
in which it was held proper to show
that the deceased and his family al-

ways remained within the house after

dark, fastened all the doors and slept

upstairs, until the night of the homi-
cide, where the alleged motive was
ill-will engendered by the settlement

of an estate four years previous, in

which all the parties were interested.

15. State V. Robinson, 112 La.

939, 36 So. 811; Leonard v. Terri-

tory, 2 Wash. Ter. 381, 7 Pac. 872;
Gray v. State, 42 Fla. 174, 28 So. 53;
Hart V. State, 38 Fla. 39, 20 So. 805

;

State V. Hudspeth, 150 ]Mo. 12, 51

S. W. 483.

Comment Improper. — Fulcher v.

State, 28 Tex. y\pp. 465, 13 S. W.'

750-

16. Hodge V. State, 97 Ala. 2>7, 12

So. 164, 38 Am. St. Rep. 145.
17. Hinshaw v. State, IJ7 Ind.

324, 47 N. E. 157-

18. Long V. State (Ark.), 81 S.

W. 386.

19. The Marriage of the Defend-
ant With the Principal Witness
of the state on the day before the

trial may be proved by the prosecu-

tion in explanation of its failure to

put such witness on the stand. Moore
r. State (Tex. Crim.), 75 S. W. 497.

20. Georgia. — Hudson z'. State,

92 Ga. 472. 17 S. E. 847; Butler v.

State, 91 Ga. 161, 16 S. E. 984;
Echols V. State, 81 Ga. 696, 8 S. E.

443 ; Kelly v. State, 49 Ga. 12.

Indiana. — Hinshaw v. State, 147
Ind. 324, 47 N. E. 157.

lozi'a. — State v. Foster, 91 Iowa
164, 59 N. W. 8.

Missouri. — State v. Howell, 100

Mo. 628, 14 S. W. 4.

Nebraska. — Lillie v. State, 100 N.
W. 316.

Nezu York. — People v. Johnson,
140 N. Y. 350, 35 N. E. 604.

Ten}iessec. — Jim ?'. State, 5
Humph. 14=;; Lancaster v. State, 91

Tenn. 267, 18 S. W. 777.

Texas. — Baldez v. State, ^7 Tex.
Crim. 413, 35 S. W. 664; Hernandez
7'. State (Tex. Crim.), 72 S. W. 840;
Scott V. State, 23 Tex. App. 452, 5

S. W. 189.

J'irginia. — Finchin z'. Com., 83
Va. 689, 3 S. E. 343-

" Evidence ... is not to be

discredited because circumstantial. It

has often more reliable elements than

direct evidence. Where it points ir-

resistibly and exclusively to the com-
mission by the defendant of the

crime, a verdict of guilty may rest

upon a surer basis than when ren-

dered upon the testimony of eye-wit-

nesses, whose memory must be re-

lied upon and whose passions or

prejudices may have influenced their

testimony. If taken together, it leads

to a conclusion of guilt with which
no material fact is at variance, it

constitutes the higher form of evi-

dence which the law demands, where
the life, or the liberty, of the defend-
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degree.-^ The facts and circumstances proved must of course estab-

lish his guilt beyond all reasonable doubt, and must be inconsistent

with any other reasonable hypothesis than that of the defendant's

guilt.-- The absence of evidence indicating the guilt of any other

person is a circumstance to be considered against the accused.-'* But

the mere fact that a mysterious crime can be solved only on the

supposition of the defendant's guilt does not warrant his

conviction.-* It is not sufficient for the state to raise a strong sus-

picion^-'^ or even a strong probability^® of the accused's guilt. A
mere possibility of the latter's innocence, however, is not sufficient to

require an acquittal.-'^ When the state relies upon a chain of circum-

stances, each essential fact in the chain must be proved with the

same degree of certainty as the main fact in issue, and all the

facts proved must be consistent with each other and the defendant's

ant is at stake, and neither jurors nor
the court can conscientiously disre-

gard it." People z\ Harris, 136 N. Y.

423, 2,i N. E. 65.

21. Russell V. Com., 78 Va. 400;
Duncan v. State, 30 Tex. App. i,

16 S. W. 753; Chapman v. State, 34
Tex. Crim. 27, 28 S. W. 811; Dean
V. Com., 32 Gratt. (Va.) 912.

22. Georgia. — Lee v. State, 71

Ga. 260; King v. State, 86 Ga. 355,
12 S. E. 943; Davis V. State, 74 Ga.

869; Ward V. State, 102 Ga. 531, 28

S. E. 982.

Indiana. — Plummer v. State, 1^5
Ind. 308, 34 N. E. 968.

Mississippi. — Perkins v. State,

23 So. 579; Petty V. State, 83 Miss.

260, 35 So. 213.

Missouri. — State r. Moxley, 102

Mo. 374, 14 S. W. 969.

North Carolina. — State v. Good-
son, 107 N. C. 798, 12 S. E. 329.

T^.ra.y.— Pullen v. State, 28 Tex.
App. 114, 12 S. W. 502; Lowe z'.

State (Tex. Crim.), 77 S. W. 220.

Virginia. — Tilley z'. Com., 90 Va.

99, 17 S. E. 895 ; reversing 89 Va.
136, 15 S. E. 526, .y. €., 90 Va. 705,

19 S. E. 881 ; Tucker v. Com., 88 Va.
20, 13 S. E. 298; Davis V. Com., 09
Va. 868, 39 S. E. 585.

Jl^asliington. — State r. Pagano, 7
Wash. 549, 36 Pac. 387.

JVashingfon Territory. — Miller v.

Territory, 3 Wash. Ter. 554, 19 Pac.

50, 16 L. R. A. 614.

23. Hall V. State, 40 Ala. 698;
State z: Wilcox, 132 N. C. 1120, 44
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S. E. 625. But see McBride v. Com.,
95 Va. 818, 30 S. E. 454-

24. Schusler v. State, 29 Ind. 395.

25. Mississippi. — Cancelliere v.

State, 23 So. 515.

North Carolina. — State v. Gragg,
122 N. C. 1082, 30 S. E. 306.

Texas. — Clifton f. State, 39 Tex.
Crim. 619. 47 S. W. 642; Tollett v.

State, 44 Tex. 95 ; Hogan v. State, 13
Tex. App. 319; Ellis V. State, 29
Tex. App. 413, 16 S. W. 256; Jones
Z'. State, 7 Tex. App. 457.

Virginia. — Davis z'. Com., 99 Va.
868. 39 S. E. 585.

The fact that defendant concealed
the birth of her deceased child,

which was found buried in an out-

of-the-way place, that she left that

section of country and denied her
name when arrested, although sus-

picious circumstances, are not suf-

ficient to establish her guilt. Shep-
pard V. State, 17 Tex. App. 74.

26. Casey v. State, 20 Neb. 138,

29 N. W. 264; Jones v. State, 7 Tex.
App. 457-
" A High Degree of Probability "

that the defendant was the guilty

party is not sufficient to justify his

conviction. Byrd z'. State, 69 Ark.

537, 64 S. W. 270.

27. Cook V. State (Fla.), 35 So.

665 ; Smith v. State, 92 Ala. 30, 9 So.

408; Jarvis v. State, 138 Ala. 17. 34
So. 1025; Jimmerson v. State, 133

Ala. 18, 32 So. 141 ; Cox v. People,

80 N. Y. 500; Hamlin v. State, 39
Tex. Crim. 579, 47 S. W. 656.
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puilt.-" This rule, however, ajiplics only to the essential facts, and

not those subsidiary and evidentiary facts of which evidence has been

offered as a means of establishinp^ such essential facts.'^" But these

essential facts need not be established independently of all the other

facts in the case.^"

15. Homicide Under Particular Circumstances. — A. During
Discharge of Duty. — a. Execution of Process. — Where an

officer has been killed durino^ his execution of process the defendant

Ccinnot show that the deceased was not a de jure officer ;-^^ nor can the

merits of the suit oh which the officer's action is based be inquired

into.^- The defendant cannot show that he acted under the advice

of his attorney. ^^

b. Durius; Defendant's Resistance to Arrest. — (1.) Burden of Proof.

When the state relics upon the fact that the homicide was committed
by the defendant durint^ his resistance to a lawful arrest, it has the

burden of proving the legality of the arrest.^*

(2.) By Private Citizen. — Where a private citizen is killed while

attempting to arrest the defendant it is competent to show that the

defendant had committed a felony of which deceased had been
informed,^^ or which the appearance of the defendant indicated.^"

28. California. — People v. Smith,
io6 Cal. 73, 39 Pac. 40.

Massachusetts. — Com. z'. Webster,

5 Cush. 295, 52 Am. Dec. 711.

Missouri. — State v. Crabtree, 170

Mo. 642, 71 S. W. 127; State v.

Moxley, 102 Mo. 374, 14 S. W. 969.

Texas. — Hill v. State, 37 Tex.

Crim. 415, 35 S. W. 665; Harrison

v. State, 6 Tex. App. 42; Hampton
V. State, I Tex. App. 652.

Utah. — Si<ite v. Hayes, 14 Utah
118, 46 Pac. 752.

29. Hank v. State, 148 Tnd. 238,

46 N. H. 127; Brad.shavv r. State, 17

Neb. 147, 22 N. W. 361 ; Scibert r.

People, 143 111. 571, 32 N. R. 431;
Weaver v. People, 132 111. 536, 24 N.

E. 571; Wade v. State, 71 Ind. 535;
Smith V. State, 61 Neb. 296, 85 N.

W. 49.

30. Com. V. Williams, 171 Mass.

461, 50 N. E. 1035; People r. John-
son, 140 N. Y. 350, 35 N. E. 604.

31. State z: Brooks, 39 La. Ann.
817, 2 So. 498, in which the deceased,

a constable, was killed during an
attempted seizure, under proper

process, of the property in the pos-

session of the defendant, it was held

that the legality of his appointment
could not be collaterally attacked.

32. State v. Brooks, 39 La. Ann.
817, 2 So. 498. But see Smith z:

State (Tex. Crim.), 81 S. W. 936.

33. Smith v. State (Tex. Crim.),
81 S. W. 936.

34. Com. z'. Carter (Mass.), 66
N. E. 716.

35. State 7'. Hcaley, 105 Iowa 162,

74 N. W. 916.

In Kennedy 7'. State. 107 Ind. 144,

6 N. E. 305. 57 Am. St. Rep. 99, it

appeared that the deceased, a private

citizen, had been killed while pur-

suing and attempting to arrest de-

fendant, a suspected pickpocket. It

was held competent to show that the

pockets of several other persons had
been picked by a gang, of whom de-

fendant appeared to be one, at the

time of the attempt to arrest him.
" It is not necessary that an offender

whom a citizen undertakes to arrest

should be connected with a felony

by direct evidence; it is sufficient if

the evidence supplied by circum-
stances establishes this connection."

36. Drver r. State, 139 Ala. 117.

36 So. 38.

Vol. VI
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The fact that the latter had committed a crime is also competent as

indicating his motive to resist arrest. ^^

(3.) By Officer. — (A.) Warrant of Arrkst.— The warrant of arrest

under which the deceased was acting is not inadmissible because

not under seal.''** But if not in his possession at the time of the

arrest it is inadmissible,'"* unless held by a person actively assisting

him.'*" The fact that the person attempting to arrest the defendant

had a warrant may be shown by parol/^ but it has been held that its

legality cannot be attacked without producing or properly account-

ing for the warrant itself.*-

The Illegality of the warrant may be shown by the defendant to

negative malice on his part.*-'* But the state may on the other hand
sliow that it was a legal warrant.**

(B.) Purpose and Conduct of Deceased. — Any conduct on the part

or the defendant" or persons associated with him" known to the
deceased and which would tend to explain the latter's conduct and
purpose during the attempted arrest, may be shown.

37. State v. Healey, 105 Iowa 162,

74 N. W. 917.

38. Palmer v. People, 138 111. 356,
28 N. E. 130, 32 Am. St. Rep. 146.

39. Miers v. State, 34 Tex. Crim.
161, 29 S. W. 1074, 53 Am. St. Rep.
705-

40. People v. Durfee, 62 Mich.
487, 29 N. W. 109.

41. Zimmerman v. State (Ala.),

30 So. 18, a prosecution for assault

with intent to murder, in which parol
evidence that the constable whom the

person assaulted was assisting in the

arrest had a warrant was held com-
petent on the ground that this fact

was purely collateral to the issue and
did not require the production of the

warrant.

42. State v. Spaulding, 34 Minn.
361, 25 N. W. 793.

43. Rafiferty v. People, 69 111. in,
18 Am. Rep. 601 ; State v. Spaulding,

34 Minn. 361, 25 N. W. 793.

44. Parol Evidence is admissible

to contradict an indorsement on the

back of the warrant to the effect that

it had been already executed, where
the warrant has never been returned

to the magistrate issuing it. Com.
V. Aloran, 107 ]\Iass. 239.

45. The Threats of the Defend-
ant communicated to the deceased
officer are admissible to explain the

precautions taken by him, and to

Vol. VI

show the circumstances under which
the kilHng took place. People v.

Gosch, 82 Mich. 22, 46 N. W. loi.

Information Received by the De-
ceased officer as to the defendant's

threats against another person at-

tempting to arrest him was held

properly admitted to explain the de-

ceased's conduct in approaching the

defendant with his weapons in his

hands, and to show that defendant
had no right to apprehend unneces-
sary violence from this fact. Miller

V. State (Tex. Crim.), 20 S. W. 1103.

Information as to the Defend-

ant's Whereabouts and as to His
Being Armed, received by the offi-

cers and posse attempting defendant's

arrest, was held admissible to explain

the motives and conduct of the par-

ties and to show that the attempted

arrest was legal. Jacobs v. State, 28

Tex. App. 79, 12 S. W. 408.

46. The fact that a person, who
was con.stantly with the defendant

subsequent to the crime for which the

arrest of the latter was attempted,

down to the time of the homicide,

went habitually armed was held ad-

missible not only for the purpose of

showing that such person was openly

aiding defendant to resist arrest, but

also to explain the conduct of the

officers and to show their apprehen-

sion of a dangerous resistance by the
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(C.) Officer's Information. — As bearing: upon the reasonableness

of the deceased officer's beHef in the defendant's previous commission

of a felony, for which the arrest was attempted, it is com])etent

to show what information he had received from others regarding

such matter.*^

The law presumes that a citizen from whom he obtained his

information is a credible person.'*®

(D.) Official Character OF Df.ckaskd.— The official character of

the deceased may be proved without an allegation of such fact in

the indictment."'^ Parol proof is competent and sufficient.'"' It is

unnecessary to prove that he was an officer de jure, but it is sufficient

to show that he was a de facto officer, and any evidence is competent
which tends to establish this fact.'^ Whether or not he was an
officer is a question for the court. ^'

(E.) Defendant's Innocence. — Evidence to show the defendant's
innocence of the crime for which the arrest was attempted is not
competent, because his actual guilt or innocence of such crime is

immaterial. ^^

(F.) Intent of Defendant. — (a) Generally. — It is competent to show

defendant. Jacobs 7'. State, 28 Tex.

App. 79, 12 S. W. 408.

47. State v. Taylor, 70 Vt. i. 39
Atl. 447, 67_ Am. St. Rep. 648, 42 L.

R. A. 673 ; People v. Coughlin, 13

Utah 58, 44 Pac. 94; Jacobs v. State,

28 Tex. App. 79 12 S. W. 408.

People V. Wilson, 141 N. Y. 185,

36 N. E. 230, in which case it was
held proper to show the instructions

given to the officer by his superiors

and the information as to a burglary,

and of the persons suspected of its

commission, given to the deceased by
the chief of detectives.

The Declarations of the Bystand-
ers indicating the parlies supposed to

be guilty were held properly admit-

ted as original evidence on the ques-

tion of whether the officer had rea-

sonable ground to believe that a fel-

ony had been committed. Werner v.

Com., 80 Ky. 387, distinguishing

Bradshaw v. Com., Jt, Ky. 576.

In Keady v. People (Colo.), 74
Pac. 892, the complaint of a third

person to the police department con-

cerning defendant and such person's

statement as to defendant's being a

bad man and carrying a revolver

were held properly admitted for the

purpose of showing the facts upon
which the officer relied in attempting
the arrest of defendant. See also
People V. Wilson, 141 N. Y. 185, 36
N. E. 230.

48. Miller v. State (Tex. Crim.),
20 S. W. 1 103.

49. State v. Green, 66 Mo. 631,
Dilger v. Com., 88 Ky. 550, 11 S. W.
651; Lyons V. State, 9 Tex. App. 636.

50. Hardin v. State, 40 Tex.
Crim. 208, 49 S. W. 607. Distinguish-
ing Hufif 7'. State, 23 Tex. App. 291,

4 S. W. 890.

51. State V. Ziebart. 40 Iowa 169;
State Z'. Holcomb, 86 Mo. 371 ; Tem-
ple V. State, 15 Tex. App. 304; State
r. Taylor, 70 Vt. i, 39 Atl. 447, 67
Am. St. Rep. 648.

Martjn v. State. 89 Ala. 115, 8 So.

23, 18 Am. St. Rep. 91, in which case
testimony that the deceased was act-

ing as marshal of the town, that he
wore a badge and carried a police-

man's baton, was held admissible.

52. Hcndrickson i'. Com. (Ky.),

81 S. W. 266.

53. State v. Symes, 20 Wash. 484.

55 Pac. 626.

Vol. VI
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that the defendant had previously determined to resist an arrest.^*

Any facts tending to show his knowledge or ignorance of the officer's

purpose are competent/^ even though the defendant was a fugitive

from justice.'*®

(b.) Commission of Other Crime.— As bearing upon the motive and
intent of the defendant and his appreciation of the deceased's pur-
pose and the justification and legality of the arrest" it is competent to
show that the accused had committed another crime previous to the

54. In English v. State, ,34 Tex.
Crim. 190, 30 S. W. 233, it was held
competent .to show that the defend-
ant and his companion were con-
nected in the business of horse-steal-
ing, that they did not propose to be
arrested, and that they would resort

to deadly weapons to prevent even
a legal arrest.

55. The Defendant's Knowledge
of the Official Character of the per-
son attempting the arrest is a strong
circumstance tending to prove that
he had notice of the deceased's pur-
pose to make a lawful arrest, and the
inhabitants of an officer's bailiwick
are ordinarily presumed to know him
as an officer. Croom v. State, 85 Ga.
718, II S. E. 1035, 21 Am. St. Rep.
79-

Previous Assaults Upon Defend-
ant. _ In Cahill V. People. 106 111.

621, the defendant shot the deceased,
a police officer, while the latter was
breaking into defendant's house for
the purpose of arresting him. The
latter offered to prove that on the
night preceding the shooting his
house was stoned by a crowd, a part
of which was present at the time of
the attempted arrest, the defense be-
ing ignorance of the authority of the
officer. This evidence was held in-

admissible.

56. The fact that a fugitive from
justice was ignorant of the purpose
and intention on the part of the de-
ceased officer to arrest him may be
considered in determining whether or
not the defendant was actuated by
rnalice in resisting an attack upon his
liberty, since the consciousness of be-
ing subject to arrest for a given of-
fense would not be equivalent to
knowledge that arrest for that of-
fense was contemplated in the par-
ticular instance. Croom v. State, 85

Vol. VI

Ga. 718, II S. E. 1335. 21 Am. St.

Rep. 79.

57. California. — People v. Wil-
son, 117 Gal. 688, 49 Pac. 1054; Peo-
ple V. Pool, 2j Cal. 573.

Iozi.-a. — State v. Healey, 105 Iowa
162, 74 N. W. 916.

Kentucky. — Bishop v. Com., 109
Ky. 558, 60 S. W. 190.

Massachusetts. — State v. McCue,
16 Gray 226.

Mississif^f^i. — White v. State, 70
Miss. 253, II So. 632.

Missouri. — State z: Grant, 79 Mo.
113, 49 Am. Rep. 218.

Pennsylvania. — Com. z'. Major,
198 Pa. St. 290, 47 Atl. 741, 82 Am.
St. Rep. 803.'

Utah. — State v. Morgan, 22 Utah
162, 61 Pac. 527; People z'. Coughlin,

13 Utah 58, 44 Pac. 94.

A Pending Indictment Against the
Defendant for Murder held properly

admitted. Jacobs z'. State, 28 Te.x.

App. 79, 12 S. W. 408.

On a trial for the murder of a

policeman, committed during the of-

ficer's attempt to arrest the defend-

ant, after the latter's escape from jail

where he was confined on a felony

charge, it was held competent to

show the pendency of the indictment

charging the defendant with a fel-

ony, the forfeiture of his bail bond,
the issue of a capias, and the reward
offered by his sureties for his arrest,

in connection with a knowledge of

these facts on the part of the de-

ceased, and the defendant's acquaint-

ance with him, as shedding light on
the animus of the defendant, and as

bearing on the issue of self-defense.

Floyd z'. State, 82 Ala. 116, 2 So. 683.

That He Was a Fugitive From
Justice and was in a state of armed
hostility to, and in apparent defiance

of, the lawful authorities. Smalls z'.
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attempted arrest, or was a fugitive from justice. Such evidence is

competent even though the arrest were illegal.^®

(G.) Arrest Without Warrant. — Where the arrest was attempted

with a warrant the state may show any facts tenchng to prove the

Icgahty of the arrest.''" Where, however, it clearly appears that an

arrest without a warrant woukl have been illegal under the circum-

stances, evidence relating thereto and to the misconduct ui)on which

it was based is not admissible.'"'''

I). DuRixr, Attempteo Arrkst ry Defend.vnt. — a. Official Ca-

pacity and Duty. — WHiere the defendant pleads the discharge of

official duty as a justification of his act. a void commission is not

competent evidence of his official capacity, but he may show that he

was a dc facto officer."^ The nature of his official duty need not be

proved, but will be judicially noticed by the court."^

b. Intent, Malice, Good Faith, etc. — Facts and circumstances

which tend to show the intent, malice or good faith of the

defendant may be proved."^ Where one ground of arrest is urged

as a justification, evidence of another valid cause therefor is not

State, 99 Ga. 25, 25 S. E. 614; Pat-

terson V. State (Tex. Crim.), 60 S.

w. 557.

58. A Previous Homicide by the

defendant may be proved as a cir-

cumstance explaining the conduct and
intentions of the parties during the

killing for which the defendant is on

trial, although the latter killing was
done while resisting an illegal arrest.

Cortez V. State, 43 Tex. Crim. 375,

66 S. W. 453. But see Miers v.

State (Tex. Crim.), 29 S. W. 1074.

59. State t. Roberts, 15 Mo. 28.

Where the alleged justification for

the attempted arrest was the officer's

belief that defendant had been en-

gaged in a recent bank robbery it

was held competent in proof of the

reasonableness of this belief to show
that defendant, when arrested soon
after the homicide, had considerable

money, weapons and other articles

upon his person. State f. Phillips,

118 Iowa 660, 92 N. W. 876.

60. Cortez v. State, 43 Tex. Crim.

375. 69 S. W. 536. Dist'nif^uishing

Jacobs V. State, 28 Tex. App. 79, 12

S. W. 408, and Cortez v. State, 44
Tex. Crim. 169. 66 S. W. 453. on the

ground that in thnse cases the de-
fendants were fugitives from justice

at the time of the attempted arrest.

In the latter case the previous kill-

ing of another officer, by the defenrl-

ant, during the ofiker's attempt to ar-

rest him, was hold properly admitted

with regard to the legality of the

second arrest, because it tended to

show the defendant's purpose to kill

any one attempting to arrest him,

without regard to whether the arrest

was legal or illegal.

61. Helms 7-. United States, 2

Ind. Ten 595, 52 S. W. 60.

See more fully, article " Ov'Fi-

CERS."

62. Lynn 7'. People, 170 Til. 527, 48
N. E. 964.

63. Evidence that the United
States marshal had authorized the

defendants to arrest the deceased was
held improperly excluded, on the

ground that although such authori-

zation was not legal and was no jus-

tification, it tended to disprove pre-

mcflitation and malice. Rrannigan v.

People (Utah). 24 Pac. 767.

Any fact tending to show that the

defendant knew that the deceased did

not intend to commit a felony, or do
him any bodily harm, is relevant and
admissible. Noles 7'. State, 26 Ala.

31, 62 Am. Dec. 711.

The Proximity of an Officer

to the scene of the alleged felony is

admissible as bearing unon the good
faith of the private citizen in at-

tempting the arrest. Hart 7*. Com.,
22 Ky. L. Rep. 1183. 60 S. W. 298.

Facts Not Known to Defendant.

Evidence that the deceased's gun

Vol. VI
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aclmissiblc.°* Information communicated to the officer as to the bad
or violent character of the person to be arrested is not admissible, "'

nor are the instructions given him at the time the warrant is put
into his hands/'*' Neither the guilt of the deceased"^ nor his lawful

purpose in going to the scene of the homicide is material or

relevant."^

C. During Trespass. — Where the homicide occurs during an
alleged trespass by the deceased, the defendant may show his owner-
ship or right to possession of the premises, not as a justification, but

to establish his good faith and lack of malice.'''' But he cannot show
what advice had been given him by his attorney as to his rights.'^"

It has been held, however, that he may show what instructions were
given him by the officer placing him in possession of the premises.'^

The state cannot prove the legal ownership or right to possession to

be in the deceased unless this fact were known to the defendant.'^*

Circumstances showing the deceased's hostility toward the accused'^

and his violent character may be proved.'^* Where an alleged

trespasser has killed the owner of the premises trespassed upon he

cannot show a custom permitting such trespasses.^^ It is competent

was loaded with small shot was held

inadmissible in the absence of a

showing that such fact was known
to the defendant. Carr 7». State, 41

Tex. Crim. 380, 55 S. W. 51.

64. Davis v. Com., 25 Ky. L. Rep.

1426, 77 S. W. iioi.

65. Rliers v. State, 34 Tex. Crim.

161, 29 S. W. 1074, 53 Am. St. Rep.

705.

66. Jackson v. State. 66 Miss. 89,

5 So. 690, 14 Am. St. Rep. 542.

67. Roten v. State, 31 Fla. 514, 12

So. 910.

68. Evidence tending to show that

deceased went on lawful business to

the place where he was shot was held
improperly admitted, because throw-
ing no light upon the question
whether, under the circumstances,
defendant was justified in attempt-
ing to arrest the deceased. People v.

Kilvington, 104 Cal. 86, 27 Pac. 799,

43 Am. St. Rep. 72,.

69. People 7/. Costello, 15 Cal.

350; State V. Donges, 14 Mont. 70, 35
Pac. 455. See People v. Thomson,
92 Cal. 506, 28 Pac. 589; People v.

Honshell, 10 Cal. 83.

70. Weston v. Com., 11 1 Pa. St.

251, 2 Atl. 191. See also Gallaher v.

State, 28 Tex. App. 247. 12 S. W.
1087.
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71. Carr v. State, 41 Tex. Crim.

380, 55 S. W. 51.

72. Carr v. State. 41 Tex. Crim.

380, 55 S. W. 51 ; Sims v. State, 38
Tex. Crim. 637, 44 S. W. 522.

73. Carr zk State, 41 Tex. Crim.

380, 55 S. W. SI.

Deceased's Declaration of His In-

tention of going upon the premises

in controversy at all hazards, shown
to have been communicated to the

defendant, is admissible in his be-

half. State V. Lattin, 19 Wash. 57,

52 Pac. 314.

74. The Deceased's Violent Char-
acter may be considered, although he
was attempting no violence toward
the defendant a. the time of the

homicide, but was killed by the latter

during an alleged attempt to enter

the house where defendant was a

guest, for the purpose of assaulting

an inmate thereof. King v. State, 55
Ark. 604, 19 S. W. no.

75. In Davis 7'. State, 92 Ala. 20,

9 So. 616, where it appeared that the

defendant killed the deceased while
attempting to enter the latter's house,

in which a social party was being
held, evidence offered by the defend-
ant of an alleged custom in that

neighborhood for younp- men to go
uninvited to entertainments at pri-

vate houses was held incompetent.
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to show whether he was rightfully or wronp^fully on the premises."
D. Neglicent Homicide. — Where the homicide is a crime only

by virtue of the criminal nejij^lic^ence of the accused, anv competent
evidence tendingf to establish ncc^lic^encc is admissible in accordance
with rules elsewhere discussed.'^

16. Killing Another Through Mistake or Accident.— A. Oen-
ERALLV. — When the defendant, intending to kill or injure one per-

son, by mistake or accident kills or injures another, any evidence

which would nave been competent on his trial for assault upon or

the killing of the intended victim is admissible on the trial for the

crime actually resulting.''^

B. Evidence by Prosecution. — Under such circumstances the

prosecution may prove any facts tending to establish his malice or

ill-will toward the intended victim.'"

C. Evidence for Defendant. — Where the defendant claims that

76. But a Previous Conviction for

the trespass is not competent evi-

dence on this issue. Gay v. State,

115 Ga. 204, 41 S. E. 685.

77. See fully the article " Negli-
gence."
On a trial for homicide due to

criminal negligence in attending to a

steam boiler, evidence of the defend-
ant's negligent acts in absenting
himself from the room on days im-
mediately preceding the homicide
was held improperly admitted be-
cause having no tendency to estab-
lish the particular negligent act
charged, but evidence that the de-
fendant had been warned that disas-

trous results would follow from his
negligent conduct was held properly
admitted to show recklessness on the
part of the defendant. People f.

Thompson, 122 Mich. 411, 81 N. \V.

344, citing and commenting exhaust-
ively upon the cases laying down a
similar rule in both civil and crim-
inal cases.

78. See following discussion and
cases.

79. Mistaken Identity. — Clarke
V. State, 78 .\la. 474. 56 .\m. Rep.

45, in which case there was an ab-
sence of evidence showing any malice
or ill feeling on the part of the de-
fendant toward the deceased, L., but
the state contended that the accused
shot L. in the dark, mistaking him
for A., whom he really intended to
kill. Evidence of the defendant's
previous threats against .\. was held
properly admitted. " While the gen-

47

eral rule is that a threat to kill some
person, other than the deceased, does
not prove or tend to prove the of-

fense charged, yet, in case of mis-
taken identity, evidence evincing
malice, criminal intent, and a motive
to kill the person really intended, is

admissible, on the same principles,

and for the same reasons, as if such
person had been killed under the

same circumstances. The credibility

and sufficiency of the evidence to es-

tablish mistaken identity, as to which
we intimate no opinion, is a question
exclusively for the jury, who should
receive instructions to give no weight
or consideration to the threats, unless

satisfied that the defendant shot un-
der the belief that the deceased
was A."

Previous Threats Against and As-
saults upon a third person for whom
defendant mistook deceased at the

time of the homicide are admissible.

People V. Suesser, 142 Cal. 354, 75
Pac. 1093.

Subsequent Declarations by the

defendant showing malice toward the

intended victim. State i'. Kohne
(W. Va.), 7,7 S. E. 55.1-

Killing Bystander. — Threats
against a third person whom defend-
ant intended to kill are admissible on
his trial for the killing of a by-
stander. State V. Crawford, 115 Mo.
620. 22 S. W. 371 ; likewise previous
difficulties and the hostile relations
of the parties ; Bob v. State, 29 Ala.

20; Dixon V. State, 74 Miss. 271, 20
So. 839.
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he mistook the deceased for another person,"'* or that the homicide
occurred accidentally while he was defending himself against an
attack by a third person,*'^ any evidence is admissible on his behalf
which would have been competent on a trial for killing the person
attacking him.

V. DEFENSES.

1. Generally. — The accused has the right to introduce testimony
tending to establish his theory of the case, however improbable it

may appear to the court."^ But when he relies upon one particular

defense, evidence tending to establish another and inconsistent

defense is not admissible unless relevant to the one relied upon."^

2. Physical and Mental Condition of Defendant.— The defendant

may show his physical and mental condition at the time of the

homicide."*

3. Lawful Purpose of Defendant.— A. Generally. — The defend-

ant may show that his purpose in seeking the deceased or in going

to the scene of the homicide was peaceable or lawful,"^ either by

80. Cleveland v. State, 86 Ala. i,

5 So. 426, in which case the homicide
occurred in the dark, the defendant
mistaking the deceased for a person
with whom he had a difficulty a few
moments previous. See also State v.

Spaulding, 34 Minn. 361, 25 N. W.
793-

In support of defendant's theory
that he shot the assaulted person,
supposing that he was one of the

crowd who had been pursuing him,
and from whom he apprehended dan-
ger to his life, it was held competent
for him to show that one of the per-

sons composing such crowd was
armed with a revolver, of which fact

the defendant had knowledge. State
V. Evans, 122 Iowa 174, 97 N. W.
i(X)8.

81. Killing: Bystander Previous
threats against accused by the al-

leged assailant, though not communi-
cated, are competent to show who
w-as the aggressor. Hart f. Com., 8.1^

Ky. 77, 2 S. W. 673, 7 Am. St. Rep.
576, where deceased, an innocent by-
stander, was killed during the diffi-

culty.

82. Utzman v. State, z^ Tex.
Crim. 426, 24 S. W. 412.

83. State v. Gosey, iii La. 616, 35^

So. 786; Manning v. State, 79 Wis.
178, 48 N. W. 209; Brittain v. State
(Tex. Crim.), 40 S. W. 297.
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84. " Independent of any question

of insanity the defendant in a crim-

inal cause has the right to have his

general physical as well as his mental'

condition at the time of the commis-
sion of the supposed crime explained

to the jury, so as to put them in

possession of all the facts connected
with the transaction, and the better

to enable them to judge of its char-

acter." Sage V. State, 91 Ind. 141.

See infra, " Self-Defense."

Remoteness— Evidence as to de-

fendant's physical and mental condi-

tion eight months previous to the

homicide was held not improperly ex-

cluded for remoteness, being a mat-
ter resting in the discretion of the

trial court. Enlow v. State, 154 Ind.

664, 57 N. E. 539-

85. State v. Prater, 52 W. Va. 132,

43 S. E. 230; State V. Welch, 22
Mont. 92, 55 Pac. 927.

Character of Deceased's House.

For the purpose of explaining his

object in going there the defendant
may show that the house of the de-

ceased, where the homicide occurred,
was a house of ill-fame. Villareal v.

State. 26 Tex. 107.

Statements by the Deceased
reflecting upon the character of de-

fendant and his female relatives, and
reported to the defendant, are admis-
sible in his behalf in support of his
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direct testimony"" or by circumstances.®^ But such circumstances
are not admissible unless there is some evidence tending to show a

criminal or unlawful purpose on the part of the defendant at the

time they occurred."®

B. Sklp-Serving Acts and Declarations. — a. Generally.
The defendant's previous self-serving acts and declarations indicating

his lawful purpose or motives with reference to the deceased

are not ordinarily admissible in his own behalf, unless part of the

res gestae.^'-' In some jurisdictions, however, it is held that when
there is any evidence tending to establish the unlawful purpose or

design of the defendant"'' he may show his own declarations and
conduct shortly previous as evidence of his mental state at the time

of the homicide.®^

b. Accouipanyiiii^ or Preparatory to Departure for Scene. — The
statements of the defendant explanatory or indicative of his purpose,

made shortly preceding and preparatory to his departure for the

contention that his motive in seeking

out the deceased was to get the lat-

ter's explanation. Massie v. Com.,

15 Ky. L. Rep. 562, 24 S. W. 611.

86. State r. Hall, 132 N. C. 1094,

44 S. E. 553; Alexander v. State, 118

Ga. 26, 44 S. E. 851.

87. Tesney v. State, 77 Ala. 33.

To rebut the contention that de-

fendant sought a meeting with the

deceased, his wife, with the intention

of killing her, evidence that shortly

after sending the letter urging her to

meet him, the defendant took steps

to get possession of her clothes from
her mother-in-law was held properly

admitted to show that defendant was
endeavoring to persuade the deceased
to live with him. Schlemmer v.

State, 51 N. J. L. 23, 15 Atl. 836.

88. Where it appeared that de-

fendant and deceased went hunting
and defendant returned without the
latter, who was subsequently found
dead, the defendant's solicitations of
a third -person to accompany them on
the hunt were held properly excluded
in the absence of any evidence tend-
ing to show that he was entertaining
a criminal purpose at that time.
State I'. Anderson, 10 Or. 448.

89. McBride v. Com., 95 Va. 818,

30 S. E. 454; Oder v. Com., 80 Ky.
32; State v. Harlan, 130 Mo. 381, 32
S. W. 997; Walling V. Com., \8 Ky.
L. Rep. 812. 38 S. W. 429; Colquit v.

State, 107 Tenn. 381, 64 S. W. 713;
Stewart r. State, 78 Ala. 436.

90. State v. Anderson, 10 Or.

448 ; Gaines v. State, 38 Tex. Crim.

202, 42 S. W. 385. But see Murphy
V. People, 9 Colo. 435, 13 Pac. 528.

91. Nelson z: State (Tex. Crim.),

58 S. W. 107.

A declaration by the defendant an
hour or two before the homicide,

after being informed of a threat

against himself by the deceased a

short time before, and made in re-

sponse to an inA'itation to go down
the street, that he didn't want to get

cooped up in one of those saloons by
the deceased and his crowd, was held

admissible to show the condition of
the defendant's mind, that he was
desirous of avoiding a difficulty, and
apprehended danger from the de-

ceased, and not incompetent as self-

serving. So also, his declaration at

the same time in response to advice
not to have a conflict with the de-

ceased, that he did not want to have
any trouble with him, and would not
if he could avoid it. but that he
might have such trouble as the de-

ceased was drinking and he was
afraid he would attempt to kill him,
was held admissible for the same pur-
pose. " Of course, such testimony
might be manufactured and be self-

serving, but we are not passing here
on the credibility of the witness, but
on the admissibility of the testimony
as going to show appellant's condition
of mind before and at the time of
the difficulty." Poole v. State (Tex.
Crim.), 76 S. W. 565.
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scene of the homicide, or a meeting with the deceased,"- or made
while on his way thither,"^ are competent in his own behalf to show
his peaceable or lawful purpose. Some courts, however, exclude
such statements because hearsay and self-serving.''*

4. Passion and Provocation. — A. Preliminary Showing.— It

is not essential to the competency of evidence as to passion and
provocation on the part of the defendant that it be sufficient to

establish these partial defenses."^ But it must appear that the

alleged provocation was acted upon at the first opportunity after it

was brought to the knowledge of the defendant.""

B. Cooling Time. — a. Generally. — It is generally held that

facts which might show passion and provocation are not admissible

when a period of time has elapsed between the defendant's first

knowledge of them and his action, sufficient for his passion to cool."^

The defendants' declarations, pre-

vious to the homicide, as to their

proposed method of dealing with the

deceased if he did not straighten out

a slander attributed to him, and their

remarks on being told that the de-

ceased had denied making the slan-

derous statement, were held admis-
sible in defendants' favor to explain
their purpose in seeking out the de-

ceased at the time of the fatal diffi-

culty. Butler V. State, 23 Tex. Crim.
232, 26 S. W. 201.

92. State v. Cross, 68 Iowa 180,

26 N. W. 62; State V. Young, 119
Mo. 495, 24 S. W. 1038; Irvine v.

State, 104 Tenn. 132, 56 S. W. 845.
In rebuttal of evidence that the de-

fendant sought a meeting with the
deceased for the purpose of killing

him, the defendant may show as a
part of the res gestae his refusal to go
to the place of meeting and his state-

ment of his reasons therefor made
at the time, as well as the circum-
stances under which he did go sub-
sequently. Tesney v. State, 77 Ala.

2,3- See also Johnson v. State, 29
Tex. App. 150, 15 S. W. 647.

93. Price v. State, 72 Ga. 441

;

Garber v. State, 44 Tenn. 161.
94. State v. Spell, 38 La. Ann.

20; Conn V. People. 116 111. 458, 6 N.
E. 463-

State V. Ching Ling, 16 Or. 419,
18 Pac. 844. But in this case, which
was a prosecution of a Chinaman for
the murder of another Chinaman, the
court suggests that it would be much
better for the trial court to admit
such evidence where the proof de-
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pends wholly upon Chinese wit-

nesses, and not attempt a strict ap-

plication of the technical rules of

evidence.

95. " The judge, it is true, must
to some extent assume to decide

upon the sufficiency of the alleged

provocation, when the question arises

upon the admission of testimony;
and when it is so clear as to admit
of no reasonable doubt upon any
theory that the alleged provocation
could not have had any tendency to

produce such state of mind in ordi-

nary men, he may properly exclude
the evidence; but if the alleged prov-
ocation be such as to admit of any
reasonable doubt, whether it might
not have had such tendency, it is

much safer, I think, and more in ac-

cordance with principle, to let the
evidence go to the jury, under the
proper instructions." Maher v. Peo-
ple, 10 ]\Iich. 212, 81 Am. Dec. 781.

96. Howard v. State, 22 Tex.
App. 265, 5 S. W. 231 ; State v. Her-
rell, 97 Mo. 105, 10 S. W. 387, 10

Am. St. Rep. 289.

The deceased's previous insulting

remarks about the defendant's mother
were held admissible, although the
defendant did not act upon them im-
mediately after meeting the deceased
for the first time, l)ut first took him-
to one side and asked him if he meant
what he said. Richardson v. State,

28 Tex. App. 216, 12 S. W. 870.

97. State v. Baker, 30 La. Ann.
1 134; Compton V. State, 117 Ala. 56,

^2 So. 350; State V. Lawry, 4 Nev.
161.
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In some jurisdictions what constitutes a sufficient coolinf:^ time is held

to be a question for the court. "^ In others it is said to be a question

for the jury."^ However, in determininp^ the admissibihty of the

evidence the court must of course first pass upon the question and

decide whether such a period of time has intervened as to render

the evidence inadmissible. In many cases it is clear that a sufficient

time for coolin.sf has elapsed.^ In cases, however, where facts are so

recent as to render it doubtful whether or not the passion provoked

by them has subsided, the offered evidence should be admitted and

the question left with the jury under appropriate instructions.^

b. Circumstances to Be Considered. — In determining' whether a

sufficient cooling time has intervened, the relation of the parties,

nature of the provocation and all the surrounding circumstances''

98. State v. Sizemore. 52 N. C.

206; State 7'. McCants, i Spears (S.

C) 357; citing Rex v. Onebey, i Ld.

Raymond 1485; Reg. v. Fisher, 8

Car. & P. 182, 34 E. C. L. 345-

In Rogers v. State, 117 Ala. g, 22

So. 666, evidence of the deceased's

seduction of the defendant's daugh-
ter, the knowledge of which came to

the defendant two days before the

homicide, was held inadmissible as

evidence of passion or provocation

on the ground of remoteness. Flana-

gan V. State, 46 Ala. 703, is expressly

overruled.

99. State v. Beatty, 51 W. Va.

232, 41 S. E. 434; State V. Thomas,
138 Mo. 168, 39 S. W. 459; White v.

State, 118 Ga. 787, 45 S. E. 595; State

V. Cooper, 112 La. 281, 36 So. 350.

Citing Rex v. Hayward, 6 Car. & P.

(Eng.) 157; Rex V. Lynch, 5 Car. &
P. (Eng.) 324.

1. Johnson v. Com., 82 Ky. 116.

A Difficulty an Hour Previous

excluded. State v. Wood, 124 Mo.
412, 27 S. W. 1 1 14.

Two Hours. — Tn Richardson v.

State (Miss.), 28 So. 817, a lapse of

two hours was held sufficient cooling-

time tn render evidence of a previous

difficulty incompetent.

An Assault by the Deceased Two
or Three Hours Previous to the hom-
icide, from which the defendant was
still suffering, was held improperly

excluded from the consideration of

the jury, although there was no act

of provocation immediately con-

nected with the homicide. Thomas
V. State, 42 Tex. Crim. 386, 56 S. W.
70.

Difficulties Six Hours Previous

are not admissible to show provoca-

tion in the absence of evidence of

any intervening difficulties. State v.

Grayor, 89 Mo. 600. i S. W. 365;

People V. Smith, 26 Cal. 666.

Two Days Is Sufficient Cooling

Time. Perry v. State, 102 Ga. 365,

30 S. E. 903.

Three Days Is as a Matter of

Law Sufficient Cooling-Time.—Rock-

more V. State, 91 Ga. 97, 16 S. E. 305-

2. Rockmore v. State, 91 Ga. 97,

16 S. E. 305; Maher v. People, 10

}>Iich. 212, 81 Am. Dec. 781. See also

Thomas v. State, 42 Tex. Crim. 386,

56 S. W. 70.

3. Circumstances to Be Consid-

ered..— "In all cases where the lime

of cooling may be under considera-

tion, whether the time be regarded

as evidence of the fact of cooling, or

as constituting, of itself, when rea-

sonable, legal deliberation, the whole

circumstances are to be taken into

the estimate in determining whether

the time be reasonable. The nature

of the provocation, the prisoner's

physical and mental constitution, his

condition in life and peculiar situa-

tion at the time of the affair, his

education and habits (not of them-
selves voluntary preparations for

crime), his conduct, manner and

conversation throughout the transac-

tion ; in a word, all pertinent circum-

stances may be considered and the

time in which an ordinary man, in

like circumstances, would have
cooled, is the reasonable time." State

V. McCants, i Spears (S. C.) 357-
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should be considered. The effects of previous habits of drunken-
ness may be considered, but not those of existing intoxication.*

C. F.\cTs Which May Be Shown. —a. Generally. — What facts

and circumstances may be shown as evidence of passion and provo-
cation depends largely upon what is recognized in the particular
jurisdiction as a legal provocation, a matter outside the scope of this

work ; hence the following discussion must be considered with this

fact in mind.

b. Previous Difficulties, Insults, etc. — In proof that he acted in

hot blood under a sufficient legal provocation the defendant may
show his difficulties with the deceased shortly preceding the homi-
cide,'' insulting epithets or charges by the latter against the defend-
ant at the time but not previous to the killing,*' except where they
were not communicated to him until shortly previous thereto.'' Any
acts of the deceased coming to the knowledge of the defendant
shortly before the homicide, and which would naturally tend to

excite his passions against the deceased, are admissible on the

question of the existence and sufficiency of provocation.^

Abusive letters.— Abusive letters received by the defendant from
the deceased immediately preceding the assault have been held

incompetent."

Under the Texas Statute information as to insults by the deceased

to the defendant's female relatives may be shown as evidence of

legal provocation, although such knowledge or information was
acquired some time previous to the homicide, if it was acted upon
at the first subsequent meeting of the parties.^'' Neither the mar-

4. State V. McCants, i Spears (S. with the defendant was held admissi-

C) 357. But see supra, this article, ble on the question of provocation.
"Intent, etc. — Intoxication." Turner v. State (lex. Crim.), 46 S.

5. Thomas v. State, 42 Tex. Crim. a tr. c. . a 1

' \ 25 So. 209; Crosby v. People, 137 111.

6. State V. Brown, 181 Mo. 192, ^25 27 N E 49

l^ V- ^\\V'- ^l ^i'° T?*^*%''- 10- WriRhtt;" State, 36 Tex. Crim.
Jackson, 17 Mo. 544, 59 Am. Dec. 281. ^^_ ^^ g \j_ ^^^

'

-^

7. ^lassie
^.

Com., 16 Ky. L. Rep. information as to insults to the de-
790, 29 b. W. 871. fendant's female relative, acquired

8. Cheek v. State, 35 Ind. 492, several weeks previous to the homi-
holding admissible evidence of an at- cide, was held admissible where it

tempt by the deceased, the father of was also shown that the killing oc-
defendant's wife, to induce her to curred upon the first meeting there-
elope with another man. after between the parties. Willis v.

A previous injury inflicted upon .State (Tex. Crim.), 75 S. W. 790.
defendant's granddaughter by the Evidence that the defendant had
assaulted person, communicated to been informed of deceased's efforts
the defendant shortly previous to the to induce the former's sister to leave
assault, IS admissible to show provo- her home with the deceased without
cation, bmallwood v. Com., 17 Ky. any offer of marriage, was held in-
L. Rep. 1 134, 33 S. W. 822. admissible to show provocation be-
The fact that deceased informed cause no indecent overture being

the defendant that he had whipped shown it did not sufficiently appear
his daughter for going to a concert in itself to be an insult toward the

Vol. VI
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riage" nor death" of such relative takes them without the scope of

the statute.

c. Wife's Adultery and Deceased's Improper Relations With or

Conduct Toward Her. — The defendant may show that he had

recently detected or been informed of the deceased's illicit relations

with or insulting' conduct toward defendant's wifc.^'' So also he

may prove circumstances strongly tending to show such illicit rela-

tions immediatelv preceding the homicide.'* But the knowledge or

information must have been so recent as not to permit the defend-

ant's passion to cool." When charged with the murder of his wife,

evidence that he had just been informed of her previous adultery is

competent,'* but he cannot show her lewd conduct previously known
to him.'^

d. Character of Deceased. — The deceased's character and reputa-

tion for violence is not competent evidence of provocation,'* nor is

his reputation for unchastity admissible,'* except to show that the

defendant believed the information given him concerning the

deceased's rape upon his wife.'^*' It has been held competent, how-
ever, to show the deceased's reputation for turbulence and inso-

lence.^'

e. Quick Temper of Defendant. — In the absence of any evidence

of provocation the defendant cannot show his irascible disposition

and that he is subject to fits of passion from slight causes.^^ And
it has been held that he cannot show his quick-tempered disposition

even to intensify a recent provocation.^^

f. The Relative Size of the Parties cannot be considered in deter-

mining the adequacy of the provocation.^'*

defendant's sister. Flores v. State 18. Bruckcr v. State, 19 Wis. 539;
(Tex. Crim.), 79 S. W. 808. State v. McNeill, 92 N. C. 812.

11. Willis V. State (Tex. Crim.), 19. Pence v. Com., 21 Kv. L. Rep.

75 S. W. 790. 500, 51 S. W. 801.

12. Willis V. State (Tex. Crim.), 20. Jones v. State, 38 Tex. Crim.

75 S. W. 790. 87. 41 S. W. 638, 40 6. W. 807.

13. People V. Webster, 139 N. Y. 21. In State v. Tackett, 8 N. C.

72> 34 N. E. 730. 210, in which the evidence as to the

14. Maher v. People, 10 Mich. 212,
Provocation was circumstantial, it

81 Am. Dec. 781, in which it was ^^^ ^^^'^ competent to show that the

, , , ^11 -1 ^u ..
deceased, a slave, was generally tur-

held error to exclude evidence that
^^^^j^^..^ ^^^ j,^^^]^„^ ^^^^^^^ ^^.^^-^^

defendant had withni a half hour
j ^^ ^^^^. ^^ ^,^^^^ ^^^^^ ^j^/^^,

previous to the homicide seen the f^„j^„ ^ ^,^^-^^ ^^^^^ ^,,,^,^^ ^
deceased and his wife go into and ^t^ong provocation. See also Jolly
come out of the woods together, and

^, gtate 21 Miss 223
that he was informed that they had ''no c- 1

* -n 1 00 xt \r

committed adultery on the day pre- ^' Smdram v. People, 88 N. Y.

vious. ^^"

IE c u r> 1 XT \7 23. Garlitz 7'. State, 71 Md. 293,15. Sanchez r People, 22 N^Y.
^g Atl. 39, 4 L- R- A- 601. See also

147; Sawyer v. State, 35 Ind. 80.
j^^^^^ tfcom., 121 Pa. St. 586, 15

16. Greta v. State, 10 Tex. App. Atl. 465.
36. 24. State v. McNeill, 92 N. C. 812.

17. Meyer v. State (Tex. Crim.), But see Wells v. State, 115 Ga. 577,

38 S. W. 193. 42 S. E. 39-
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g. Circumstances Intensifying Recent Provocation. — It is compe-
tent for the defendant to show any previous or concurrent facts and
circumstances which reasonably tend to increase or intensify a recent

provocation.^^

Previous Insults and provoking facts, although not of themselves

competent, may be admissible after the insult immediately causing

the homicide has been proved, as giving character to the last insult

and showing the state of the accused's mind.^^

h. Rebuttal. — The state may show facts which tend to disprove

the alleged provocation or show that it was not calculated to arouse

the defendant's passions.^'^ Thus where his wife's adultery is urged

as the provocation for killing either her or her paramour, it is com-

petent to show that she and the defendant were not lawfully mar-

ried, ^^ or that he was living separate from her in adulterous relations

with others.^'' Where the alleged provocation is an insult to his wife

or to a female relative, it is competent to show her general reputation

for but not her particular acts of unchastity,^" without proving that

25. Stanton v. State, 42 Tex.
Crim. 269, 59 S. W. 271.

Evidence that the defendant was
in possession of certain land which
the deceased was attempting to tres-

pass upon was held admissible on be-

half of the defendant not as a justi-

fication or excuse, but to show the

feelings of the parties toward each
other, and that they were such that

passion might be more easily aroused.

State V. Zellers, 7 N. J. L. 220.

Testimony that the person accom-
panying the deceased in his trespass

upon the defendant's property was a

prostitute is competent as tending to

show a greater cause for complaint

and provocation on the part of the

defendant. Amos v. State, 96 Ala.

120, II So. 424.

The Age of the Relative with
whom defendant discovered de-

ceased in improper relations is not

admissible to increase the provoca-
tion. Caveness v. State (Tex.
Crim.), 37 S. W. 750.

26. Willis V. State (Tex. Crim.),

75 S. W. 790; Martin v. State, 40
Tex. Crim. 660, 51 S. W. 912; Mes-
ser V. State, 43 Tex. Crim. 97. 63 S.

W. 643. But see Hodges v. Com., 89
Va. 26s, IS S. E. 513.

Where the alleged provocation was
the deceased wife's conduct toward
another person, the exclusion of evi-

dence as to the criminal intimacy of

the deceased with such person twenty
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days previous to the homicide, which
fact had been communicated to the

defendant, was held error on the

ground that it tended to explain the

immediate provocation. Greta v.

State, 10 Tex. App. 36.

27. Rains v. State, 88 Ala. 91, 7
vSo. 315-

State V. Holme, 54 Mo. 153.

28. People v. Webster, 139 N. Y.

73, 34 N. E. 730.

29. Where defendant contended
that he killed the deceased, his wife,

in a heat of passion engendered by
her confession of adultery, it was
held competent for the state to show
that defendant at the time was living

separate from his wife in illicit rela-

tions with other women, such evi-

dence tending to negative the alleged

provocation. Garlitz v. State, 71

]\Id. 293, 18 Atl. 39, 4 L. R. A. 601.

30. Wood V. State, 31 Tex. Crim.

571, 21 S. W. 602.

Contra— Where the provocation

shown was the seduction of defend-

ant's daughter by the deceased, evi-

dence of such daughter's bad reputa-

tion for unchastity was held prop-

erly excluded because not shown to

have been known to the defendant,

there being no presumption that gen-

eral reports or reputation as to such

a matter would come to his knowl-
edge. State V. Kirby, 62 Kan. 436,

63 Pac. 752.
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such reputation was known to the defendant r''^ and also that defend-

ant was not legaHy married to his alleged insulted wife.^^ Where,
however, the insult does not involve her cliastity in any way, such

rebuttal evidence is not competent. ^^ The state cannot show that

the insulting statement which defendant has been informed was
made by the deceased was actually made by another and not by
the deceased.^*

i. Knozi'lcdgc and Belief of Defendant. — Facts which wese not

brought to the notice of the defendant or not known to him previous

to the homicide are not competent evidence to show passion or

provocation, because they could not have influenced his conduct/""

Such facts, however, may be competent in corroboration of other

evidence, showing his knowledge of the alleged provocation.*'"' The
statements of third persons may be admissible to show the source of

the defendant's information concerning the provoking facts.
^'^

j. Truth or Falsity of Information or Statements. — The truth or

falsity of the matters, information concerning which is the alleged

provocation, is not material, and cannot be shown^^ except to

corroborate the defendant's own testimony.^" The state cannot show
the truth of an insulting charge or statement by the deceased.'"'

but the defendant may prove its falsity, because this fact would
increase its provoking effect.''^

31. Griffin v. State (Tex. Crim.),

54 S. W. 586.

32. Watson v. Com., 87 Va. 608,

13 S. E. 22.

33. Where the Alleged Provoca-
tion Was a Slanderous Publication

concerning defendant's wife, which
contained no imputation against her
chastity, evidence that she was a

woman of unchaste reputation held
not admissible to lessen the provoca-
tion. WilHams v. State, 40 Tex.
Crim. 497, 51 S. W. 220.

34. WilHams v. State, 40 Tex.
Crim. 497, 51 S. W. 220.

35. People v. Hill. 116 Cal. 562,

48 Pac. 711; McVey v. State (Tex.
Crim.), 81 S. W. 740; Pence v.

State. 21 Ky. L. Rep. 500, 51 S. W.
801 ; Combs v. State, 75 Ind. 215

;

Pitts V. State, 29 Tex. App. 374, 16

S. W. 189; Cockerell 7-. State, 32
Tex. Crim. 585. 25 S. W. 421.

letters Found on the Body of the
Deceased, showing his illicit relations

with defendant's sister, but of the

existence of which tlie defendant was
ignorant at the time of the homicide,
are inadmissible either in aggravation
or palliation of the oflfense. Robin-
son V. State, 108 Ala. 14, 18 So. /i2.

36. Letters Written by the De-
ceased to defendant's sister, and
found in deceased's trunk after his

death, showing his improper relations

with the defendant's sister, were held
admissible in corroboration of other
evidence showing defendant's knowl-
edge of such relation, although the

letters were never delivered and
were not known to defendant.
IMcAnear v. State, 43 Tex. Crim.
518. 67 S. W. 117.

37. State v. Grote, 109 Mo. 345,

19 S. W. 93.

38. People r. Webster, 139 N. Y.

72,, 34 N. E. 730-

39. Where defendant alone testi-

fied that deceased informed him as

to his having whipped his daughter
for going with defendant to a con-
cert, it was held competent for de-
fendant to show the truth of de-
ceased's alleged conduct in corrobo-
ration of his own testimony. Tur-
ner V. State (Tex. Crim.). 46 S. W.
830.

40. ATassie 7-. Com., 16 Kv. L.
Rep. 790, 29 S. W. 871.

41. Where the cause of the diffi-

culty was the injured person's
charges against the defendant of the

Vol. VI
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k. The Defendant's Declarations or statements to the deceased^^

or to others*^ regarding the alleged provocation are not admissible

unless to show his knowledge of or belief in the alleged facts.

1. Double Killing. — Where two persons are killed at the same
time, evidence competent to show provocation for killing one is not

thereby rendered competent to show provocation for killing the

other, unless the latter has previously adopted the words or conduct
constituting the provocation.^*

5. Suicide. — A. Presumption. — Where the cause of the de-

ceased's death does not appear there is no presumption that he
did not commit suicide.*''

B. AIental Condition of Deceased. — In determining whether
or not the deceased killed himself, it is proper to show by his acts

and declarations*® the condition of his mind within a reasonable time

preceding the homicide, whether cheerful or gloomy,*^ and it has

latter's improper relations with the
former's wife, it was held error to

exclude defendant's evidence as to

the falsity of the charge, on the
ground that the consciousness of in-

nocence would make the provocation
much greater. Wadlington v. State,

19 Tex. App. 266.

42. The defendant's declaration at

the time of the homicide, charging
the deceased with insulting defend-
ant's wife, is not admissible in the
absence of evidence that such insult

was in fact made. Bassham v. State,

38 Tex. 622.

43. The statements of the defend-
ant previous to the homicide to third

persons, as to what his wife had told
him regarding the insult to her by
the deceased, held not admissible.

INIerritt v. State (Tex. Crim.), 50 S.

W. 384, distinguishing Jones v.

State, 38 Tex. Crim. 87, 41 S. W.
638, 40 S. W. 807, in -which the al-

leged provocation was a communica-
tion to defendant by his wife as to

the deceased's improper and criminal

conduct toward her. The exclusion
of testimony that immediately after

such communication the defendant
had sought out the witness and in-

formed him of such fact, and of his

belief in the truth of the communi-
cation, was held error on the ground
that such evidence was admissible to

show notice to the defendant of the

alleged provocation, and also to

show the defendant's belief in the

truth of his wife's story.

44. Willis V. State (Tex. Crim.),

75 S. W. 790.
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45. "When the defendant had
shown conduct, declarations and cir-

cumstances pointing to a suicidal in-

tent, it devolved upon the state to

show satisfactorily and beyond doubt

that it was not suicide before the de-

fendant could be deprived of the

benefit of such reasonable doubt as

his facts would create. . . . Upon
a charge of homicide even when the

body has been found, and although

indications of a violent death be
manifest, it shall still be fully and
satisfactorily proved that the death

was neither caused by natural

causes, by accident, nor by the de-

ceased himself." Persons v. State,

90 Tenn. 291, 16 S. W. 726.

46. " That the acts and declara-

tions of a person alleged to be in-

sane, or predisposed to suicide, are

competent to prove a contrary state

of mind is not and cannot be
doubted, but then they should be only

such acts and declarations as fairly

tend to prove the mental condition."

Jumpertz v. People, 21 111. 374. See

also State v. Marsh, 70 Vt. 288, 40
Atl. 836.

A Letter written by the deceased

shortly before the homicide was held

properly admitted to show her con-

dition of health and mind, which
were wholly inconsistent with the

theory of suicide. State v. Baldwin,

36 Kan. I, 12 Pac. 318.

47. State v. Baldwin, 36 Kan. i,

12 Pac. 318; State v. Lentz, 45 Minn.

177, 47 N. W. 720.
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been held that mere remoteness in point of time affects only the

weight of such evidence**

C. Health. — The state of his health at the time of the homicide

may be shown/"
D. Traits of Charactkr in the deceased showinj:^ a suicidal

tendency are admissible.^"

E. His Condition in Lii-E and Surroundings may be inquired

into in so far as they are likely to impel him to suicide.'*' But

particular isolated difficulties or troubles cannot be shown."^

F. Absence of Motive. — The state in rebuttal may show any

facts tendin.e^ to prove the absence of a motive for suicide.''^

G. Experiments to determine whether the fatal wound could

have been self-inflicted have been held competent.^*

H. Intention to Commit Suicide. — a. Generally. — It is com-

petent to show his intention to take his own life, nor is it essential

to the admission of such evidence that there be any direct evidence

of suicide so long as the circumstances of the death are not incon-

sistent with this theory.^^

b. Declarations. — The cases are not in accord upon the question

of whether the previous declarations of the deceased are competent

evidence of his intention to commit suicide. Some courts hold such

declarations admissible not as testimonial statements of the fact, but

48. In Blackburn v. State, 23 Ohio
St. 146, the e.xclusion of evidence

that six years previous to her death
the deceased was of a melancholy
condition of mind and predisposed
to suicide, and had threatened to take
her own life, was held error on the

ground that the lapse of time af-

fected merely the weight, though not
the competency, of the testimony. See
also People v. Conklin, 175 N. Y.

2>?i?)- 67 N. E. 624, and Com. v. Trefe-
thcn, 157 Mass. 180, 31 N. E. 961. 24
L. R. A. 235, holding that such evi-

dence is not inadmissible because of
remoteness so long as the conditions
producing it have not materially
changed.

49. State v. Lentz, 45 Minn. 177,

47 N. W. 720; State v. Baldwin, 36
Kan. I, 12 Pac. 318. See State v.

Marsh, 70 Vt. 288, 40 Atl. 836.
50. Hall V. State, 132 Ind. 317, 31

N. E. 536.

51. " This does not mean that the
general character and habits of the
past life may be inquired into, but
that the condition and surroundings
at the time of the death may lie

looked into, if of a character likely to

impel to suicide." Boyd v. State, 82
Tenn. 161.

Evidence as to the Deceased's
Habit of Becoming Intoxicated

offered to support a theory of suicide

was held properly excluded, there be-

ing no other evidence of suicide in

the case. State v. O'Neil, 51 Kan.

651, 2,Z Pac. 287, 24 L. R. A. 555-

52. Hall V. State, 132 Ind. 317. 31

N. E. 536, in which proof of isolated

facts as to financial condition and do-
mestic trouble was held incompetent

as collateral.

53. State v. Lentz, 45 Minn. 177,

47 N. W. 720, in which it was held

competent to show that the deceased

was engaged to be married and that

it was the expressed intention of his

father to give him a farm on which
to start for himself.

54. An Experiment made by plac-

ing the weapon in the hands of the

corpse and observing whether its di-

rection corresponds with that of the

wound is competent on the issue of

suicide; so also is a siinilar experi-

ment made by a living person upon
his own body. Boyd v. State, 82

Tenn. 161. See article, " Expkri-

MKNTS."
55. Com. V. Trcfcthen. 157 Mass.

180, 31 N. E. 961, 24 L. R. A. 235.
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as an act of the speaker indicating his existing state of mind/'*

Others hold them inadmissible nnless accompanying and indicating

such a purpose/'

I. Opinion. — The opinion of a witness as to whether or not the

wound could have been self-inflicted is not competent^^ nnless the

nature and position of the wound are such that the opinion of an

expert is necessary to assist the jury in arriving at a correct con-

clusion.
•''''' The contrary has been held, however.""

6. Alibi.— Any relevant and material circumstances may be

proved which tend to support the plea of alibi.''^

7. Hypnotism. — Where defendant urges as a defense that he

did the act under hypnotic influence, he cannot prove the effect of

56. Com. V. Trefethen, 157 Mass.
180, 31 N. E. 961, 24 L. R. A. 235;
State V. Asbell, 57 Kan. 398, 46 Pac.

770; Boyd V. State, 82 Tenn. 161;

Blackburn v. State, 23 Ohio St. 146.

See also Puryear v. Com., 83 Va. 51,

I S. E. 512; and supra this article,
" Declarations — By Deceased— Dec-
larations of Purpose."

In Shaw v. People, 3 Hun (N.
Y.) 272, a trial of a husband for the

murder of his wife, there was evi-

dence that the deceased and her three

children died from the effects of ar-

senical poisoning, the alleged mo-
tive being the defendant's desire to

get rid of them in order that he
might marry another woman. The
theory of the defense was that the

deceased had poisoned herself and
her children. In support of this the-

ory it was held competent to prove
the declaration of the deceased made
several days prior to the illness of

herself and children that she had
poison and knew how to use it, and
that rather than the defendant's par-

amour should have her children" she

would put them all under the sod."

This declaration was held competent
as a fact or circumstance indicating

the deceased's intention to commit
suicide.

Evidence that three years prior to

the homicide the deceased was seen

with a pistol in her hand, and had
then stated that she intended to com-
mit suicide, was held competent,

though somewhat remote, but its ex-

clusion was not prejudicial error

where the other evidence of suicide

was exceedingly weak. People v.

Conklin, 175 N. Y. 2>Z2, 67 N. E. 624.

57. Com. V. Felch, 132 Mass. 22;

State V. Punshon, 133 Mo. 44, 34 S.

W. 25 ; approving and following

State V. Fitzgerald, 130 Mo. 407, 32
S. W. II 13; Nordgren v. People, 211

111. 425, 71 N. E. 1042, distinguishing

Siebert v. People, 143 111. 571, 32 N.
E. 431, on this ground, and holding
such evidence competent as explana-
tory of the deceased's action in keep-

ing bottles of strychnine in her room,
this being the poison with which her
death was caused.

58. State v. Bradley, 34 S. C. 136,

13 S. E. 315-

59. State v. Lee, 65 Conn. 265,

30 Atl. mo. See also State z'.

Knight, 43 Me. 11, and article "Ex-
pert AND Opinion Evidence," Vol.

Ill, p. 590.

60. A Non-Expert, after describ-

ing the wound, may give his opinion,

with the reasons therefor, that the

deceased could not possibly have in-

flicted the wound on himself. Ever-
ett V. State, 62 Ga. 65.

61. Gray v. State, 42 Fla. 174, 28

So. 53. See article, " Alibi."

In Goodwin r. State, 114 Wis. 318,

90 N. W. 170, it was held error to

exclude testimony of the defendant's

domestic servant as to familiar

sounds heard by the latter, which
she had good reason to believe were
made by the defendant preparatory

to retiring for the night, such evi-

dence being competent to show that

the defendant was in his own home
and not at the scene of the homicide,

at the time it occurred.
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hypnotic sup^gfestion or control without first showing that lie was
subject to its iniluence."-

8. Somnambulism.— The defendant may show any facts or cir-

cumstances which tend to support his contention that he did the act

wliile in a somnambuHstic state.
"^

9. Commission by Another.— A. Generally. — Evidence tend-

ing to show that the crime was committed by some person other

tlian the accused is competent wdienever the circumstances are such

as to sliow its relevancy to this defense,"* even though such other

person has been tried and acquitted of the offense, the judgment of

62. People v. Worthington, 105

Cal. 166, 38 Pac. 689.

63. In Fain v. Com., 78 Ky. 183,

39 Am. Rep. 213, defendant had gone
to sleep on the tioor of a public house,

and the deceased, a total stranger to

him, after considerable dititicult\',

succeeded in partially awaking liim.

Defendant, while in this condition,

drew his pistol and killed the de-

ceased. There was not the slightest

evidence of a motive, and defendant
showed his good character and
peaceful habits. On the theory that

he was a somnambulist, and at the

time was unconscious, or only par-

tially conscious of what he was do-
ing, defendant offered to show that

he had been a sleep-walker from in-

fancy ; that he had to be watcherl

to prevent injury to himself while
asleep, and that upon being aroused
he frequently seemed frightened and
attempted violence, and for some
minutes seemed unconscious of his

actions or surroundings. The testi-

mony of medical experts was also

offered to prove that persons asleep

sometimes act as if awake, walking,
talking and doing many other things

of which they are unconscious or
semi-conscious. Defendant further
offered to show that he had for some
days previous lost much sleep and
that his life had been threatened by
a third person on the day of the hom-
icide. The exclusion of this evidence
was held error on the ground that it

tended to show the absence of a crim-
inal intent, and that the threats

against him tended to sustain his con-

tention that he was acting under the

impression that he was being as-

saulted by deceased. "If he had been
threatened it was natural, or at least

not unnatural, especially while near

to the person who had threatened

him, that the threat should make such

an impression on his mind as would
contribute to develop with more
than ordinary force the predisposition

to imagine himself assaulted, and to

make resistance, and particularly so

when, on being aroused, he found
himself in the hands of a stranger,

by whom he was being persistently

and violently shaken."

64. Keith v. State, 157 Ind. ^70,

61 N. E. 716; Ogden v. State (Tex.
Crim.), 58 S. W. 1018. See State

V. Lambert, 93 N. C. 618.

In Green v. State, 154 Ind. 635, 57
N. E. 637, it appeared that the wound
was caused by a small-caliber re-

volver in the hands of a person wear-
ing a long overcoat and with hat

pulled down "over the eyes, whose
voice was apparently feigned, being
neither like that of a man nor of a

woman. In connection with a dying
declaration, accusing a certain wom-
an of the crime, it was held com-
petent to show that this woman a

few days previous to the murder had
a small-caliber revolyer prepared,

and that she had told one witness

that she was jealous of the deceased
and a certain man, that she would
kill the former by disguising herself

as a man, calling the deceased out
of her house at night and shooting
her ; that she was seen to leave her
house on the night of the murder,
disguised with a man's hat and over-
coat.

Where it was claimed by the pros-
ecution that defendant was the only
person present at the homicide wdio

had a knife, evidence that a police

officer received a stab during the dif-

ficulty, but while defendant was not
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acquittal in such case being inadmissible/'^ It has been held that

sucli evidence is admissible only where the case against defendant is

wholly circumstantial,*'*' and also that it is irrelevant and inadmis-

sible where more than one person appears to have been concerned

in the commission of the homicide.*'^

The Mere Proximity of a third person to the scene of the homicide

or assault is irrelevant.*'®

The Arrest or Indictment of another person for the homicide can-

not be shown.*'®

B. The Hostility of Third Persons Toward the Deceased
may be shown when coupled with other evidence connecting them

with the homicide or showing their opportunity to commit it."" Such

in the same room, was held improp-

erly excluded. Com. v. Werntz, i6i

Pa. St. 591, 29 Atl. 272.

In Synon v. People, 118 111. 609, 59

N. E. 508, it was held competent to

show that a person living with the

deceased prior to the homicide was

an ex-convict, and that he knevv when

the deceased had money on his per-

son; that he disappeared on the day

the crime was committed and had

not been heard of since, and any

other fact or circumstance tending to

show that such person, and not the

accused, was the criminal.

A question, " Do you know a fact

pointing to the guilt of someone

else?" is not competent because too

general. Prince v. State, 100 Ala.

144, 14 So. 409, 46 Am. St. Rep. 28.

65. People v. Mitchell, 100 Cal.

328, 34 Pac. 698.

66. Means v. State, 10 Tex. App.

16, 38 Am. Rep. 640. See also Craw-
ford V. State, 112 Ala. i, 21 So. 214.

In Holt V. State, 9 Tex. App. 571,

a third person's previous threats, and
his subsequent declarations of his

guilt, were held properly excluded,

even though it appeared that he had
prepared himself to execute his

threats and shortly before the kill-

ing was seen going in the direction

of the scene of the homicide, because

it appeared almost conclusively from
the circumstances that the defendant
alone was present when the homicide
was committed.

67. State v. Gee, 92 N. C. 756.

The defendant may show that
" some other person committed the

homicide by the same character of

evidence relied upon by the state for
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a conviction. If, however, the facts

show that more than one person
participated in the homicide this evi-

dence would possess no tendency to

weaken the case as made by the state,

and should therefore be rejected un-

less under peculiar circumstances,
which we will not attempt to give
at this time." Dubose v. State, 10

Tex. App. 230.

68. State v. Beck, 73 Iowa 616,

35 N. W. 684; State V. Myers, 12

Wash, yy, 40 Pac. 626.

69. Taylor v. Com., 90 Va. 109,

17 S. E. 812; Baker v. State, 122 Ala.

I, 26 So. 194.

70. Crawford v. State, 12 Ga. 142;
Morgan v. Com., jy Ky. 106; Kunde
V. State, 22 Tex. App. 65, 3 S. W.
325, overruling contrary expressions
in previous cases in that state. See
Baker v. State, 122 Ala. i, 26 So.

194; Wilkins v. State, 35 Tex. Crim.

525, 34 S. W. 627.

Evidence that a third person, under
the belief that deceased had eloped

with his wife, was hunting for the

latter with a gun and making threats

against him about the time of the

homicide was held improperly ex-

cluded, where the evidence as to the

time and circumstances of the homi-
cide was wholly circumstantial. Al-

exander V. United States, 138 U. S.

353.

Deceased's Feuds with other per-
sons in the neighborhood cannot be
shown in the absence of evidence
connecting such persons with the

homicide. Horn v. State (Wyo.), 72,

Pac. 705.

Of Persons in the Neighborhood.

In Leonard v. Territory, 2 Wash.
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evidence, however, may be cxckulcd for rcmoteness^^ in the discre-

tion of the trial court.'^ The dangerous or bad character of the

deceased is not admissible to show that the crime may have been

committed by his enemies. '^^

C. Threats by Third Person. — Previous threats by a third

person against the deceased are not of themselves competent evi-

dence that he committed the crime with whicli the accused is

charged, but when coupled with other evidence tending to show his

opportunity to commit or connection with the homicide, such threats

are admissible in support of this defense.''*

D. Motive of Third Person.— Evidence tending to show a

third person's motive for killing the deceased is not admissible unless

such person is otherwise connected in some way with the homi-

Tcr. 381, 7 Pac. 872, testimony of-

fered by the defendant to prove
" that a person other than himself
residing in the neighborhood of the

supposed homicide was there on the

day of it, entertained hostile feelings

toward the deceased and had threat-

ened to kill him " was held improp-
erly excluded. " The evidence for the

prosecution was wholly circumstan-
tial and some of it tending to identify

the defendant as the slayer was of

a like description to that proposed
to be obtained from this witness.

Defendant, therefore, had a right to

meet and neutralize or overcome the

evidence of the prosecution, tending
to identify himself as the guilty

party by evidence of the same nature
tending to identify some other per-
son as the perpetrator of the crime-"
Where there was some evidence

" of the proximity on the day of the

homicide of other persons, whose
identity was not recognized " the ex-
clusion of evidence as to the animos-
ity and threats against deceased of
persons living in his vicinity was held
error. Murphy v. State, 36 Tex.
Crim. 24, 35 S. W. 174.

71. Wilkins V. State,

Crim. 525, 34 S. W. 627;
App. 335-

Abbott, 130

3.S Tex.
Mclnturf

Mass.
V. State, 20 Tex

72. Com. V.

A72.

73. Lawrence v. State (Fla.), 34
So. 87 ; State v. D'.^ngclo, 9 La. .Knn.

46.

Murders Committed by the De-
ceased were held properly excluded
where there was no offer to show
that " anyone connected with or re-

lated to, or who were likely to avenge
the murdered parties, were in prox-

imity to the place of the homicide

at or about the time it was com-
mitted, or had any opportunity to

kill the deceased." The court states

the rule to be :
" Investigation with

reference to other parties than the

accused should not be permitted in

cases either positive or circumstantial

unless the inculpatory facts are such

as are proximately connected with

the transaction. In other words, to

show remote acts or threats would
not be admissible unless there were
other facts also in proof proximately

and pertinently connecting such third

party with the homicide at the time

of its commission. Mclnturf. v.

State, 20 Tex. .^pp. 335-

74. Alabama. — Banks v. State,

•J2 Ala. 522.

Florida. — Lawrence v. State, 34

So. 87.

Georgia. — Woolfolk v. State, 81

Ga. 551, 8 S. E. 724; Woolfolk v.

State, 85 Ga. 69, 11 S. E. 814.

Indiana. — Kt'xih v. State, 157 Ind.

376, 6 N. E. 716; Green v. State,

154 Ind. 635, 57 N. E. 637.

Missouri. — State v. Cooper, 83
Mo. 698.

North Carolina. — State v. Gee, 92
N. C. 756; State v. Duncan, 28 N. C.

236.

Texas. — Martin v. State, 44 Tex.

Crim. 279, 70 S. W. 973; Henry v.

State (Tex. Crim.). 30 S. W\ 802;

Hart V. State, 1=^ Tex. App. 202, 49
Am. Rep. 188; Walker v. State, 6
Tex. App. 576.
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cide.''° Where, however, the evidence is wholly circumstantial, and
the state has introduced evidence to show the defendant's motive, it

is held that the latter is entitled to show the same or a similar

motive on the part of third persons without other evidence con-

necting^ them with the homicide^®

E. Admissions and Confessions by Third Persons. — Neither
the extrajudicial admissions or confessions'^^ of third persons.

See Harris v. State, 31 Tex. Crim.

411, 20 S. W. 916; Boothe V. State,

4 Tex. App. 202.

Wisconsin. — Buel v. State, T04

Wis. 132, 80 N. W. 78.

Wyoming. — Horn v. State, y^
Pac. 705.

Such threats are inadmissible un-
less it is shown who made them,
and there is other evidence tending

to connect such person with the

crime. State v. Johnson, 31 La. Ann.
368.

Threats of a third person, who im-
mediately after the homicide disap-

peared, are not admissible. Crook-
ham V. State, 5 W. Va. 510.

In State v. Jones, 80 N. C. 415,
evidence that on the night of the
murder a third person procured a
pistol, saying that deceased had in-

jured him and he was going to hunt
him up, and then absented himself

and had not returned, was held inad-

missible.

Evidence that the person who lived

next door to the defendant and the

deceased, his wife, was insane; that

he had said she was a devil and had
threatened to kill her on many occa-

sions, was held properly excluded.

Com. V. Schmous, 162 Pa. St. 326,

29 Atl. 644.

In State v. Hawley, 63 Conn. 47, 27
Atl. 417, where defendant's wife had
been separately indicted for the homi-
cide and defendant claimed that she

was in a position in which she might
have committed the oflfense, evidence

as to her previous threats against the

deceased was held competent. Dis-

tinguishing State V. Beaudet, 53
Conn. 536, 4 Atl. 237, in which the

threats of a third person were ex-
cluded because there was no other
evidence connecting him with the

homicide.

75. Com. 7'. Abbott, 130 Mass. 472

;

Means v. State, 10 Tex. App. 16, 38
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.\m. Rep. 640; Dubose v. State, 10

Tex. App. 230; Josephine v. State, 39
Miss. 613; Walker v. State, 139 Ala.

=;6, 35 So. ion; Ogden v. State (Tex.
Crim.), 58 S. W. 1018; State v.

Brown, 21 Kan. 43.

76. Sawyers v. State, 83 Tenn. 694.

See also State v. Johnson, 30 La.

Ann. 921 ; Morgan 7/. Com., 77 Ky.
106 ; Leonard v. Territory, 2 Wash.
Ter. 381, 7 Pac. 872.

Where the evidence connecting de-

fendant with the crime was wholly
circumstantial, and in proof of motive
evidence as to his unlawful intimacy
with the deceased, resulting in her
pregnancy, had been given, the exclu-

sion of testimony offered by the de-

fendant as to a similar intimacy be-

tween deceased and a third person
was held improperly excluded. Frank-
lin V. Com., 20 Ky. L. Rep. 1137, 48
S. W. 986.

77. Alabama. — CooAleii v. State,

136 Ala. 39, 2)3 So. 892; Owensby v.

State, 82 Ala. 63, 2 So. 764.

Indiana. — Jones v. State, 64 Ind.

473; Green v. State, 154 Ind. 635, '^7

N. E. 637.

Kentucky. — Selby v. Com., 25 Ky.
L. Rep. 2209, 80 S. W. 221.

Massachusetts. — Com. v. Tre-
fethen, 157 Mass. 180, 31 N. E. 961,

24 L. R. A. 235.

Missouri. — State v. Duncan, 116

Mo. 288, 22 S. W. 699.

North Carolina. — State v. Boon,
80 N. C. 461 ; State v. Duncan, 28 N.
C. 236.

Texas. — Bowen v. State, 3 Tex.
App. 617.

Vermont. — State v. Totten, 72 Vt.

73, 47 Atl. 105.

The letter of a third person, indi-

cating that he was the murderer, to-

gether with an anonymous letter to

the sheriff containing a confession of

guilt, was held properly excluded in
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though rticide as dying- declarations/^ nor their acts and conduct"

in the nature of admissions, are achnissible to show that they and

not the defendant are guilty of the homicide charged. Such evi-

dence has, however, in some cases, been held admissible.^'' Where,
however, such third person is a witness for the prosecution, evi-

dence as to his admissions of his own guilt is admissible without

a preliminary showing of his connection with the crime.®^

Fligrht of Another Charged With the Crime. — Evidence as to the

flight of another person suspected of or charged with the same

offense for which the defendant is on trial is not admissible in his

favor.*^

F. Declarations and Apprehensions of Deceased. — The
declarations of the deceased concerning the hostility of other persons

toward him,^^ and his apprehension of bodily harm from them, are

not admissible.^*

G. Rebuttal by State. — Where the defendant contends that

the crime was committed by another person the state may introduce

any competent testimony tending to show that such person was not

guilty of the crime.*^ But the failure of the proper officers to arrest

Greenfield r. People, 85 N. Y. 75, 39
Am. Rep. 636.

The expressions of opinion by the

members of the posse who were fol-

lowing the defendant that the de-

ceased had been accidentally killed

by one of themselves is inadmissible.

Cortez V. State, 43 Tex. Crim. 375,

66 S. W. 453-
The Declarations of a Co-Defend-

ant, made directly after the fatal af-

fray, are inadmissible in favor of the

other defendant, whether they tend
to implicate the former or excuse the

latter. Crosby v. People, 137 111. 325,

27 N. E. 49-

78. West V. State, 76 Ala. 98.

79. State v. Gee, 92 N. C. 756;
Owensby v. State, 82 Ala. 63, 2 So.

764.

80. Where the homicide was com-
mitted during a free fight between a
number of persons, and it was doubt-
ful whether defendant struck the fatal

blow, evidence that one of the other
participants immediately after the
killing and after leaving the scene
thereof said that he " had gotten his

man " was held admissible in behalf
of the defendant, it appearing that

only one man was killed. So, also,

evidence that the same person fled

and resisted arrest on the day fol-

lowing was held competent to show
that he and not the defendant did the

48

killing. Jackson v. State (Tex.

Crim.), 67 S. W. 497. See also Bailey

V. State, 26 Tex. App. 706, 9 S. W.
270; State z'. Terrell, 12 Rich. L. (S.

C.) 321.

81. Ex parte Gilstrap, 14 Tex.
App. 240.

82. Levison v. State, 54 Ala. 520;

Owensby v. State, 82 Ala. 63, 2 So.

764; Goodlet V. State, 136 Ala. 39,

22, So. 892.

83. Murphy v. State, 36 Tex.
Crim. 24, 35 S. W. 174; Goodlett v.

State. 136 Ala. 39, 2,2 So. 892; State

V. Beck, 72 Iowa 616, 35 N. W. 684;
Tatum V. State, 13 Ala. 32, 31

So. 369.
84. Wallace v. State (Tex.

Crim.). 81 S. W. 966; Woolfolk v.

State, 8=; Ga. 69, 11 S. R. 814.

85. People v. Clarke, 130 Cal. 642,

63 Pac. 138.

Cecil V. State, 44 Tex. Crim. 450,

72 S. W. 197, in which evidence as to

such person's movements shortly be-

fore and after the homicide was held

comp€tent on the part of the state.

Where the crime was committed
in such a manner that the perpe-
trator's clothes must have become
bloody, evidence that the clothes of
a third person, whom defendant ac-
cused of the crime had no blood on
them the morning after the killing,

was held properly admitted. People
V. Thiede, 11 Utah 241, 39 Pac. 837.
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such person cannot be shown for this purpose ; nor can the dismis-

sal of a charge against him for the commission of the homicide.^"

10. Accident or Mistake. — A. Generally. — The defendant
may show any facts or circumstances which tend to prove that the

kilHng was an accident,®^ and after introducing such evidence he
may prove that his previous relations with the deceased were
friendly.*® The state may likewise show circumstances tending to

prove the contrary,*® or rebut the evidence of the defendant.®" It is

competent to show the actions, manner and appearance of the

defendant immediately after the homicide,®^ and the fact that he had
a motive.®^

B. The Opinion of an eye-witness as to whether or not the killing

was accidental is not admissible.®^ But a competent expert may give

his opinion that the deceased's wovmds could not have been inflicted

accidentally in the manner claimed by defendant.®*

C. The Declarations of the Deceased are not competent®^ on

The Friendly and Intimate Rela-
tions between such person and the

deceased up to the time of the homi-
cide may be shown. Walker v. State,

17 Tex. App. 16.

86. Cecil V. State, 44 Tex. Crim.

450, 72 S. W. 197.

The fact that the sheriff organized
a posse immediately after the homi-
cide and thoroughly searched the lo-

cality of the homicide without dis-

covering a single questionable char-
acter is not competent. Lillie v.

State (Neb.), 100 N. W. 316.

87. In support of the theory that
the discharge of his pistol, when
taken from his pocket, was acci-

dental, the defendant offered evi-
dence that he carried his money ana
his revolver in the same pocket, and
that when about to use money on
the day of the homicide, at other
places, he had taken the revolver out
of his pocket. The exclusion of this
evidence was held error. Also evi-
dence that the defendant did not
point the revolver, which was the
cause of the homicide, is competent.
State V. Wright, 112 Iowa 436, 84
N. W. 541.

88. Nelson v. State, 61 Miss. 212.

89. Evidence as to Defendant's
Possession of a Pistol shortly pre-

vious to the homicide is admissible
where he claims that the shooting
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was accidental. State r. McGowan,
66 Conn. 392, 34 Atl. 99.

90. The Pregnancy of the De-'

ceased, defendant's wife, was held a

competent circumstance in rebuttal

of defendant's statement that she was
killed accidentally during his attempt

to shoot a person whom he found in

adulterv with her. Washington v.

State (Tex. Crim.), 79 S. W. 811.

91. Cross V. State, 68 Ala. 476.

92. Defendant's Jealousy of the
Deceased. — Fitzgerald v. State, 112
Ala. 34, 20 So. 966. See supra this

article, " Motive."

93. State v. Vines, 93 N. C. 493,

S3 Am. Rep. 466; Watts v. State, 30
Tex. App. 533, 17 S. W. 1092; Bar-
nard V. State (Tex. Crim.), 7^ S. W.
9S7; State v. Ross, 32 La. Ann. 854;
Gunter v. State, 11 1 Ala. 2:^, 20
So. 632.

94. Davis v. State, 38 Md. 15.

See supra this article, " Cause of
Death— Opinion."

95. Collins V. State, 46 Neb. ^7, 64
N. W. 432, in which a declaration by
deceased half an hour after the shoot-
ing, that it was an accident, held com-
petent as part of the res gestae.

Where the deceased, an aged
woman, was found dead lying on her
face in a pool of water near her
house, and defendant claimed that

she had fallen in a fit and been acci-

dentally drowned, evidence as to her
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this issue unless part of the res (j^cstae or dying declarations,"® and
even these latter are not admissible when consisting:;: merely of the

deceased's opinion that the act was or was not accidental.®^

D. Poisoning Cases. — Where the alleged cause of death is pois-

oning-, any facts or circumstances showing an opportunity for the

accidental taking of poison by deceased are competent."'

11. Self-Defense.— A. Circumst.\ncks of the Act. — a. Gen-
erally. — In determining whether the defendant acted in self-defense

it is competent to show all the circumstances under which the fatal

difficulty occurred, and w^iich could in any manner have affected the

defendant's motives and apprehensions,®" or indicate the mental state

of the deceased.^

b. Appearance of Parties. — The testimony of a witness as to

previous declarations that she had
several times fallen on her face when
attacked with a fit was held properly

excluded as hearsay. State v. Dart,

2g Conn. 153, 76 Am. Dec. 596.

96. Tomerlin v. State (Tex.
Crim.), 26 S. W. 66.

97. Ogletree v. State, 115 Ga. 835,

42 S. E. 255 ; Kearney v. State, loi

Ga. 803, 29 S. E. 127. But see State

V. Lee, 58 S. C. 335. 36 S. E. 706;
Tomerlin v. State (Tex. Crim.), 26
S. W. 66.

98. Hall V. State, 132 Ind. 317, 31

N. E. 536, in which it was held proper
to show that the deceased kept bot-

tles of medicine marked poison, and
in connection with them also kept
bottles of whisky marked in the same
manner to deceive his family.

See supra this article, " Other
Crimes " for the competency of evi-

dence to negative accident or mistake
in poisoning cases.

Previous Use by Deceased.

Evidence that ten years previous to

the alleged poisoning by arsenic the
deceased had been known to take
arsenic medicinally may be admissi-
ble on behalf of the defendant, if

accompanied by other testimony
showing such act or habit within any
reasonable period previous to the
homicide, otherwise it is inadmissible.
Goersen v. Com., 106 Pa. St. 477, 51
Am. Rep. 534.

99. Alexander v. Com., 105 Pa.
St. I ; Gedye v. People, 170 III. 284.

48 N". E. 987-
" Before a jury shall be required

to say whether the defendant did
anything more than a reasonable man

should have done under the circum-

stances, it should, as far as can be,

be placed in the defendant's situation,

surrounded with the same appear-

ances of danger, with the same de-

gree of knowledge of the deceased's
probable purpose which the defend-
ant possessed." State v. Turpin, 77
N. C. 473, 24 Am. Rep. 455. See also

Williams v. People, 54 111. 422.

Difficulty of Accurately Observing:
Movements of Deceased. — Keaton v.

State, 99 Ga. 197, 25 S. E. 615.

Where defendant has introduced
evidence to show a violent struggle

between himself and deceased, the

state in rebuttal may show that from
the position of the body of the de-

ceased there could not have been
such struggle. Com. v. Conroy, 207
Pa. St. 212, 56 Atl. 427.

Evidence on the part of the de-
fendant that the homicide occurred
in a house of ill-fame was held irrele-

vant. Braswell v. State, 42 Ga. 609.

1. The fact that the deceased went
to the place of the homicide on the
invitation of a third person is admis-
sible as part of the res gestae. Wat-
kins v. United States, 3 Ind. Ten 281,

54 S. W. 819, citing Com. v. Web-
ster, 5 Cush. (Mass.) 295.

In Explanation of Deceased's
Threatening Action in leaning over
in his hack as thuugh about to get his

gun, it was held proper to show that

deceased at that time had no gun in

his hack, although this was objected
to by the defendant, because even if

true it was not known to him. Wil-
liams V. State, 30 Tex. App. 429, 17

S. W. 1071.

Vol. VI
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appearance of the defendant- or the deceased^ at the time of the
homicide, whether indicating fear or anger, is relevant and not
inadmissible as a conclusion.

c. Deceased's Intoxication. — The defendant may show the

deceased's intoxication at the time of the homicide as bearing upon
his motive or intention,* and the defendant's belief in the imminence
of his danger,"* except when the circumstances show no foundation
whatever for such a belief,® and the fact that he had been drinking
a short time previous to the difificulty is competent evidence of such
condition/ Such condition may also be proved by the state for the

purpose of showing that the deceased was incapable of doing serious

injury.*

d. Injury to Defendant's Person and Clothing. — The nature and
extent of the defendant's injuries received at the hands of the prose-

cuting witness or the deceased may be proved in corroboration of a
claim of self-defense.®

Bruises and Injury to Clothing.— The defendant may also show
that shortly after the homicide he had fresh bruises upon his person,

and rents or holes in the clothing that he wore during the difficulty.

Nor is it necessary to connect such bruises with the deceased other-

Motives of Deceased's Compan-
ions Where the homicide was the

result of a conflict between the oppos-
ing factions of negroes and white
people who were present at the de-
fendant's trial for another offense,

and the evidence was conflicting as
to which side began the conflict, it

was competent for the state to ask
one of the persons who was present
and participated why he went there
armed, on the ground that proof of

innocent motives of those present
would tend to show that they did not
bring on the difficulty. Wicks v.

State, 28 Tex. App. 448, 13 S. W. 748.

2. Brownell v. People, 38 Mich.
732; State V. Tighe, 27 Mont. 327, 71
Pac. 3.

3. State V. Tighe, 27 Mont. 327,
71 Pac. 3.

An eye-witness may testify as to
the deceased's manner when advanc-
ing upon the defendant, whether
threatening or conciliatory. Frady v.

State, 67 Tenn. 349.

The Angry looks of the Deceased
just before he overtook the defend-
ant and before the killing took place
were held improperly excluded be-
cause such fact tended to show the
deceased's state of mind, and was a
competent circumstance on the ques-
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tion as to who was the aggressor.
State V. Cross, 68 Iowa 180, 26 N.
W. 62; distinguishing State v. Sulli-

van, 51 Iowa 144, 50 N. W. 572.

Evidence that after the first diffi-

culty between defendant and de-

ceased, and shortly before the homi-
cide, the latter " looked scared " and
" looked as if he wanted to get
away " was held properly admitted.
State V. Ramsey, 82 Mo. 133.

4. State V. Westfall, 49 Iowa 328;
Holmes v. State, ii Tex. App. 223;
Thomas v. State, 40 Tex. 36.

The fact that the deceased was a
" drinking man " was held immaterial
on the ground that evidence of intox-

ication should be confined to the time
of the homicide. Seaborn t'. Com.,
25 Ky. L. Rep. 2203, 80 S. W. 223.

5. Com. V. Brewer, 164 Mass. 577,

42 N. E. 92.

6. State V. Mullen, 14 La. Ann.
570.

7. State V. Westfall, 49 Iowa 328.

8. State V. Home, 9 Kan. 81.

9. People V. Hall, 57 Cal. 569.

Pain and Suffering Where the

defendant alleges that he was at-

tacked and beaten by the deceased,

evidence as to his pain and suffering

is admissible if confined to a reason-
able period of time elapsing after the
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wise than by their proximity in point of time.'" The prosecution
may show in rebuttal of allep^ed injuries that no marks or bruises

were found on defendant's body."
e. Nature of Deceased's Injuries. — The nature and extent of the

deceased's injuries received at the time of the homicide,^^ or in the

difficulty leading up to it," may be considered in determining who
was the aggressor.

f. Possession and Use of Weapon by Deceased. — (l.) Generally.

In support of his plea of self-defense the defendant may show that

homicide, and his exclamations and
expressions indicating the e.xistence

of present pain and suffering made
by him on the day of the homicide,
whether given in the course of a
medical examination, or while de-
scribing his particular pain or trouble
to another, are also competent. Pow-
ell V. State, loi Ga. 9, 29 S. E. 309.

10. Atkins v. State, 16 Ark. 568.

In Scott v. State, 56 Miss. 287, the

evidence was conflicting as to

whether or not the deceased struck
at the dei'endant with a stick which
he had in his hand. The exclusion
of evidence that on the evening of
the day of the homicide the defend-
ant had a bruise freshly made on
the left side of his head was held
error, although the accused admitted
that he could not make proof by
other evidence that the bruise was re-

ceived in the combat. The defend-
ant's plea being self-defense, he " was
entitled to prove any circumstances

that might be calculated, however,
feebly, to sustain his hypothesis."
Marks on Body and Clothing'.

Where the evidence as to whether
the deceased assaulted the defendant
was conflicting, the exclusion of

testimony that late on the evening of

the day following the homicide the

witness saw several cuts in the de-

fendant's clothes, being the same
which the latter wore at the time of
the homicide, and also a cut on de-
fendant's neck, neither of which was
done previous to the difficulty, was
held error on the ground that thoy
were physical facts of an excul-

patory nature corroborating the de-

dendant's testimony as to the de-

ceased's hostile conduct. " It was the

defendant's right to support his de-

fense by every legitimate circum-
stance; that is, by every fact, how-
ever apparently trivial, which would

tend in even a remote degree to that

end. That fresh knife cuts were
seen upon his person a few hours
after the rencontre might convince

the jury that Dent had assaulted and
attempted to kill him with c. knife,

and, if thus convinced, he might be
acquitted. . . . That evidence of

this character is easily fabricated is

true, but this fact is no valid objec-

tion to its competency. It is an ob-
jection only to its weight, and such
objection can only be considered by
the jury. ... It is not the time
when the cuts are first discovered
that controls the competency of evi-

dence in regard to them. It is the

time when they were inflicted that

determines that question." Good v.

State. 18 Tex. App. 39, distinguish-

ing West 7'. State, 7 Tex. App. 150,

on the ground that in that case there

was an uncertainty as to the exact
time after the killing when the cut

was observed.
11. Where defendant claims that

the homicide was committed during a
fight in which he was knocked down
and received injuries from deceased,

it is competent to show that when ar-

rested he had no marks of injury

upon his person. State v. Dillon, 74
Iowa 653, 38 N. W. 525.

12. Testimony as to where the

wound was located is admissible as

tending to show that the deceased

was not making a hostile demonstra-
tion, and the witness may indicate its

location by pointing out the spot on
the body of a person in full view of

the jury. Gunter v. State, in Ala.

23, 20 So. 632.

13. Evidence of bruises on the

body of the deceased is admissible

on behalf of the prosecution to show
who was the aggressor in the diffi-

culties during the day of the homi-
cide, and leading up to it, although

Vol. VI
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the deceased had a deadly weapon in his hands or on his person at

the time of the homicide.^* It has been held that his previous pos-

session of such a weapon is not relevant unless known to the defend-
ant.^^ His habit of going armed is elsewhere discussed.^®

(2.) Previous Preparation. — It seems the deceased's previous prep-

aration of such weapon for use cannot be shown unless known to

the defendant at the time of the homicide/^ or part of the res gestae}^

(3.) Rebuttal. — (A.) Generally.— In rebuttal of evidence that the

defendant believed that the deceased was armed at the time of the

homicide the prosecution may show that the deceased was in fact not

armed/'' but cannot prove this by evidence of his previous declara-

the deceased was killed by a pistol-

shot. Billings V. State, 52 Ark. 303,

12 S. W. 574-

14. Evidence tending to show de-

ceased's possession of a pistol at the

time of the homicide held admissible

in corroboration of defendant's testi-

mony that deceased made a motion
as though to draw a weapon. Lilly

V. State, 20 Tex. App. i. See Ellison
7'. State, 12 Tex. App. 557. But see

Stacey v. State (Tex. Crim.), 33
S. W. 348.

The deceased's possession of a box
of cartridges and a pistol is a com-
petent circumstance tending to show
that he had prepared for the diffi-

culty and was the aggressor. Do-
mingus v. State, 94 Ala. 9, II So. 190.

The Discharge and Heloading,

twenty minutes before the homicide,
of two pistols in his possession at

the time of the difficulty, competent
as part of the res gestae, though un-
known to defendant. Reynolds v.

State, I Ga. 222.

Presumption of Intention From
Possession— A statute providing in

effect that the use of a deadly weapon
raises a presumption of an intent to

kill, when applied to the threatening
acts of the deceased in attempting to

draw his pistol, does not require a
showing that he actually used the
pistol in order to raise a presumption
that he intended to kill the defend-
ant. Ward V. State, 30 Tex. App.
687, 18 S. W. 793.

Opinion as to Recent TJse A
witness, acquainted with the use of
firearms and their appearance after
being used, may give his opinion that
the gun and empty shell found near
the deceased's body had been recently
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f^red. State v. Davis (S. C), 33 S.

E. 449-
Deceased's Skill in the "Use of

Weapons. — See Moriarty v. State,

62 Miss. 654.

15. Adams v. People, 47 111. 376;
Carr v. State, 14 Ga. 358. Contra,
Holler V. State, 37 Ind. 57, 10 Am.
Rep. 74. See State v. Lewis, 118

Mo. 79, 23 S. W. 1082.

16. See infra, " Habits of De-
ceased — Habit of Carrying Weap-
ons."

17. Carr v. State, 14 Ga. 358.

Where it appeared that deceased had
a pistol in his pocket at the time of
the homicide, but made no apparent

attempt to use it, evidence as to his

purchase of ammunition several

hours previous to the homicide was
held properly excluded because not

part of the res gestae, and not known
to the defendant. Turpin v. State, 55
Md. 462.

18. Reynolds v. State, i Ga. 2r22.

19. People 7'. Powell, 87 Cal. 348,

25 Pac. 481, II L. R. A. 75.

Where defendant testifies that he
believed deceased was armed, it is

competent for the state to show that

such was not the fact. People v.

Seehorn, 116 Cal. 503, 48 Pac. 495.

Shortly After— Testimony that

the deceased had no weapon upon his

person shortly after the homicide is

admissible to rebut evidence that at

the time of the homicide he made a
demonstration as if to draw a pistol.

Moore 7-. State, 96 Tenn. 209, 33 S.

W. 1046.

Evidence That Three Days Pre-
vious to the homicide the deceased

left his pistol at a bank was held ad-

missible as a circumstance tending to
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tions^" or of his habit of not carrying weapons. '^ Negative testi-

mony is competent for this purpose. ^^

(B.) Condition of Weapon. — The state cannot show that the

weapon was in such condition as to be incapable of effective use

unless it appears that this fact were known to the defendant at the

time ;-^ but it is held to the contrary .2* It is competent to show that

the condition of deceased's gun may have been due to the subsequent

acts of others.*''

(C.) Explanation of Possession. — In rebuttal, facts tending to

explain the reason why the deceased was armed at the time of the

homicide are competent,'" but only such as were known to the defend-

ant are relevant for this purpose.'^

show that he had no pistol at the time
of the homicide. State z: Reed, 137
Mo. 125, 38 S. W. 574-

20. People v. Powell, 87 Cal. 348,

25 Pac. 481, II L. R. A. 75.

21. Parker v. Com., 96 Ky. 212, 28

S. W. 500; People V. Powell, 87 Cal.

348, 25 Pac. 481, II L. R. A. 75.

22. Tate v. State, 35 Tex. Crim.

231, 2>2, S. W. 121.

Negative Testimony. — Testimony
of an employee of deceased who had
been living with him that he had
never seen deceased have the pistol

introduced in evidence and alleged to

have been held by him when he was
killed, is admissible. State v. Lattin,

19 Wash. 57, 52 Pac. 314.

The deceased's wife may testify as
to the number and character of the

firearms owned by the deceased, and
as to whether he had them with him
at the time of the affray, although she

was not present at the homicide.
State V. Crawford, 31 Wash. 260, 71

Pac. 1030.

Where the evidence rendered it

doubtful as to whether or not the

deceased was armed at the time of

the homicide the testimony of his

wife that at that time he owned no
firearms, and had none at home, was
held competent. Pettis v. State

(Tex. Crim.), 81 S. W. 312. Dis-
tinguishing McCandless v. State, 42
Tex. Crim. 58. 57 S. W. 672.

A witness who saw the deceased
after the homicide may testify that if

the latter had been in possession of a
revolver the witness would have ob-
served it. Ross V. State, 8 Wyo. 351,

57 Pac. 924.

23. Evidence that deceased's pis-

tol, when taken from his body, was
loaded with rim-fire cartridges, but

was only capable of exploding center-

fire cartridges, and therefore could

not have l)een discharged as loaded,

was held properly excluded as irrele-

vant and immaterial because it was a

fact not known to the defendant, and
was not shown to have been known
to the deceased. Everett v. State, 30

Tex. App. 682, 18 S. W. 674-

24. State v. Chevallier, 36 I.a.

Ann. 81, in which evidence that the

deceased's pistol could not have been

snapped was held competent.

25. Where evidence was introduced

by the defendant tending to show that

decea.se d's gun had been discharged,

it was held competent for the prose-

cution to show that the gun had been

in the hands of several persons after

the homicide, and before it was seen

by the witness testifying as to its

condition. State v. Shaw, 7i Vt. 149,

50 Atl. 863.

26. Information as to Defend-
ant's Hostile Statements, derived

from a third person, held competent.

People V. Shea, 8 Cal. 539.

27. Karr v. State, 100 Ala. 4. 14

So. 851, 46 Am. St. Rep. 17, in which
the admission of a threatening and
abusive anonymous letter received by
the deceased two months previous to

the homicide was held error on the

ground of the remoteness of the

threats therein contained, and be-

cause defendant was not shown to

have been in any way connected
therewith, or cognizant of its exist-

ence and reception by the deceased.

Vol. VI
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B. Relations or Parties. — The relations of the parties at the

time of the homicide may be shown upon the issue of self-defense.^*

But the defendant cannot show his own previous unfriendly acts

toward the deceased as evidence of the latter's vindictiveness, unless

the fatal difficulty is in some way connected with such acts.'**

C. Direct Testimony of Defendant. — The defendant may tes-

tify directly as to his belief and apprehension at the time of the

homicide that he was in immediate great danger from the deceased,^"

even though the evidence shows that he had no reasonable ground
for such belief,^^ and may give his reasons therefor.^^ So also he

may testify as 'to what he thought the deceased intended to do.^^

28. Helms v. United States, 2 Ind.

Ter. 595, 52 S. W. 60; De Forest v.

State, 21 Ind. 23.

In determining the reasonableness
of the defendant's fear it is admissi-

ble to show the exact relations and
feelings of the parties toward each
other, and for this purpose evidence

of previous conversations, difficulties,

attacks and threats is admissible.

Glenewinkel v. State (Tex. Crim.),
61 S. W. 123.

Facts Tending to Show Jealousy of

the Deceased toward the defendant

are competent to show who was at

fault in bringing on the difficulty.

Walker v. State, 63 Ala. 105.

The Nature and Terms of a Com-
promise between the parties subse-

quent to their first difficulty are ad-
missible to show who was in the

wrong, in the difficulty immediately
preceding the homicide, which arose

over the same question previously in

dispute. Com. v. Gray, 17 L. Rep.

354, 30 S. W. 1015.

Previous Malicious Accusation
by Deceased Against Defendant.
Defendant may show that deceased's
accusation against him for a partic-

ular crime was made without prob-
able cause and without any belief in

its truth, but he cannot show this

fact by the opinion of a witness who
had investigated the matter and come
to this conclusion. Tillery v. State,

24 Tex. App. 251, 5 S. W. 842.

29. Daniel v. State, 103 Ga. 202,

29 S. E. 767.

30. Com. V. Woodward, 102 Mass.
155; Williams v. Com., 90 Ky. 596,
14 S. W. 595; Upthegrove v. State,

27 Ohio St. 662; Duncan v. State,

Vol. VI

84 Ind. 204; State v. Austin, 104 La.

409, 29 So. 23.

Cross-Examination Where the

defendant has testified as to his be-

lief in the imminence of his danger
it is not competent for the prosecu-

tion to question him as to the nature
and character of this belief, whether
negative or positive, reasonable or
unreasonable, strong or weak, suffi-

cient or insufficient, since this is an
invasion of the province of the jury.

State V. Austin, 104 La. 409, 29 So.

23-

But in Alabama and Missouri
the rule is otherwise; the defendant
can only state the facts which might
induce such a belief. State v. Gonce,
87 Mo. 627, holding " that it was for

the jury to determine from the facts

in evidence whether defendant had
reasonable cause to believe or appre-
hend danger to his life or limb." In
Mann v. State, 134 Ala. i, 32 So.

704, the defendant's testimony that

there was no reasonable or safe

method of escape was held properly
excluded as invading the province of
the jury.

31. Williams v. Com., 90 Ky. 596,

14 S. W. 595.

32. L^pthegrove ?'. State, Z7 Ohio
St. 662 ; State v. Austin, 104 La. 409,
29 So. 23.

33. Taylor v. People, 21 Colo. 426,

42 Pac. 652.

Defendant may testify as to what
lie thought the deceased intended to
do at the time of the homicide where
there is evidence that the latter made
some hostile demonstration. Wal-
lace V. United States, 162 U. S. 466.
Com. V. Woodward, 102 Mass. 155,

in which the defendant's testimony
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D. Lawful Purpose of Deceased. — The lawful and inoffensive

purpose of the deceased known to the defendant at the time of the

liomicide may be shown by the prosecution to rebut the theory of

self-defense.^* But the previous acts and declarations of the

deceased, not part of the res gestae and not known to the defendant,

are not admissible to show the deceased's lawful or peaceable pur-

pose.^"*

E. Apprehension of Danger.— a. Facts Not Knozvn to Defend-

ant are not admissible to show his apprehension of danger.^"

b. Precautionary Measures. — The defendant may show what

precautions he took to avoid anticipated injury,^'' but he cannot show

that he attempted to have the deceased placed under bond to keep the

peace because of threats or hostile conduct,''* nor can the prosecution

show that he neglected to take such action.^®

c. Warnings by Third Persons. — The previous warnings as to

deceased's violent intentions, given to defendant by third persons,

are not admissible.*" It is held to the contrary, however, that such

that he meant to hit the deceased's

shoulder and not his head was held

competent.

34. People v. Adams, 137 Cal.

580, 70 Pac. 662 ; Casner v. State, 43
Tex. Crim. 12, 62 S. W. 914. See

also State v. Aloelchen, 53 Iowa 310,

5 N. W. 186.

Deceased's remarks as he ap-

proached the accused immediately
previous to the homicide, that he was
going to bid the latter " good night,"

were held properly admitted to rebut

a showing of self-defense, it appear-

ing to have been made within hear-

ing distance of the accused. People

i: Farrell (.Mich.), 100 N. W. 264.

35. California:— People r. Fitch-

patrick, 106 Cal. 286, 39 Pac. 605.

Kansas. — State v. Reed, 53 Kan.

767, 37 Pac. 174. 42 Am. St. Rep. 2>22.

Kentucky. — Parker v. Com., 21

Ky. L. Rep. 406, 51 S. W. 573; Com.
V. Gray, 17 Ky. L. Rep. 354, 30 S. W,
1015.

Mississippi. — Lamar v. State, 63
Miss. 265.

Montana. — State v. Shafer, 22

Mont. 17, 55 Pac. 526.

Texas. — Burnett v. State (Tex.
Crim.), 79 S. W. 550; Wall v. State

(Tex. Crim.), 62 S. W. 1062; John-
son V. State, 22 Tex. App. 206, 2 S.

W. 6og; Casner v. State, 43 Tex.
Crim. 12, 62 S. W. 914; Stanton v.

State, 42 Tex. Crim. 269, 59 S. W.
271 ; Brumley v. State, 21 Tex. App.
222, 17 S. W. 140.

" Acts and declarations of de-

ceased, offered for the purpose of

showing his friendly disposition to-

ward appellant, or a peaceful motive

for his acts and conduct, but which

have not been communicated to appel-

lant, are never admissible as evidence

against appellant, because they could

in no manner be supposed to have

influenced his action, and should not

be used either to aid in establishing

or aggravating his crime, since it is a

well-known rule that the facts must

be judged and passed upon from ap-

pellant's standpoint." Stell v. State

(Tex. Crim.), 58 S. W. 75-

36. People v. Cook, 39 Mich. 236,

2,2, Am. Rep. 380.

37. Previous Precautionary Meas-

ures While the defendant may
show acts of precaution taken by

himself and his family in and about

his house shortly previous to the

homicide, he cannot show directly

that the reason for such precautions

was his fear of deceased, this being

an inference for the jury to draw.
Nunn V. Com., 17 Ky. L. Rep. 121 1,

2,2 S. W. 941-

38. State v. Doty. 5 Or. 491.

39. Newman 7'. State (Tex.
Crim.), 70 S. W. 951.

40. State v. Cross, 68 Iowa 180,

26 N. W. 62; Hudgins v. State, 2

Ga. 173; Crockett v. State (Tex.
Crim.), 77 S. W. 4. See "Threats—
Information as to,'' infra.

Vol. VI
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communications made shortly preceding the fatal difficulty, although

not of the res gestae, are competent evidence to show the defendant's

apprehension of serious injury.*^

d. Opinio.n and Apprehension of Third Person. — (1.) Generally.

The opinion of a third person that the homicide was committed in

self-defense is not competent/- nor is the opinion of an eye-witness

as to the deceased's purpose and intention during the difficulty,''^

01 that the defendant was in imminent danger of great bodily harm,**

or that the weapon used by the deceased was capable of inflicting

serious injury.*^ But such a witness may give his opinion as to

whether the defendant could have escaped when attacked by the

deceased.*®

It is not competent to show that

defendant was warned to " look out
"

for the deceased. People v. Powell,

87 Cal. 348, 25 Pac. 481, II L. R.

A. 75-

The previous declaration of a third

person to defendant that the deceased
" would shoot him [defendant] down
like a dog " is inadmissible. Poole
V. State (Tex. Crim.), 76 S. W. 565-

In Monroe v. State, S Ga. 85, the

exclamations of a third person that

the deceased was approaching with
his gun was held competent, but not
his statement that the deceased in-

tended to shoot the defendant.

41. Wood V. State, 92 Ind. 269, in

which the exclusion of testimony as to

warnings by a third person to the

defendant concerning violence to be
apprehended from the accused, made
immediately before the homicide, was
held error. " Statements made a

few minutes before the encounter,

and while the deceased was within
full sight and hearing, and made in

connection with threats uttered by
the deceased a minute or two before
ought to have gone to the jury,

whether they were repetitions of the

threats of the deceased or the state-

ments of the fears of the witness."

The statement of a bystander, who
was in no way connected with the
homicide, made in the hearing of
the accused immediately preceding
the fatal shot, that the deceased was
about to attack the accused, although
not a part of the res gestae, was held

improperly excluded because it

tended to show that the accused was
acting in good faith and under rea-

sonably grounded fear. Stroud v.

Vol. VI

Com., 14 Ky. L. Rep. 179, I9 S. W.
976.

42. People v. Reed (Cal.), 52
Pac. 835.

43. Hawkins v. State, 25 Ga. 207,

71 Am. Dec. 166; Hudgins ?'. State,

2 Ga. 173; State v. Scott, 26 N. C.

409, 42 Am. Dec. 148.

The opinion of a witness as to what
the deceased intended to do with a

pistol, for the possession of which he
was struggling with a third person at

the time he was shot by the defend-

ant, is not admissible. Gardner v.

State, 90 Ga. 310, 17 S. E. 86, 35 Am.
St. Rep. 202.

In State v. Brooks, 39 La. Ann.
817, 2 So. 498, it was held no error to

exclude evidence as to the impression
produced upon the mind of the wit-

ness, a bystander, by the deceased's

action in throwing his hand to his

hip pocket.

The opinion of a witness who has

testified to the particulars of the

fatal difficulty that at a given moment
the time had come for the accused

"to either run or 'fight " is inadmis-

sible. Lowman v. State, 109 Ga. 501,

34 S. E. 1019.

Testimony of a witness that from
the demonstrations of the deceased

and his manner of expression the

witness believed deceased was about

to hurt the defendant, held inadmissi-

ble. Smith V. Com., 23 Ky. L. Rep.

2271, 67 S. W. 32.

44. State v. Rhoads, 29 Ohio St.

171 ; Keener v. State, 18 Ga. 194, 63
Am. Dec. 269; State v. Summers, 36
S. C. 479, IS S. E. 369.

45. Thomas v. State, 40 Tex. 2,^.

46. Stewart v. State, 19 Ohio 302,

53 Am. Dec. 426. " A variety of cir-
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(2.) As to Defendant's State of Mind. — Another person cannot tes-

tify as to the (lefcnchmt's state of muid at the time of or previous to

the homicide.'*^ He may, however, as explanatory of his own con-

duct (hiring- the difficulty, state what he thought the defendant
intended to do.'^

(3.) The Effect Produced on a Bystander hy the conduct of the deceased

at the time of the homicide is a competent circumstance on behalf

of the defendant to show the influence of such conduct upon the

latter's mind, and the witness may state that his action was due to

the conduct and api)earance of the deceased.***

(4.) The Apprehension of Others as to defendant's safety cannot be
shown."*"

e. Previous Expressions of Fear and Desire to Avoid Difficulty.

The defendant's previous expressions of his fear of the deceased and
his desire to avoid a difficultv with him are not admissible in his

cumstances that could only be per-

ceived, but not detailed, would con-

stitute the aggregate from which the

opinion would be formed. The per-

son who had witnessed the transac-

tion could alone, most probably, form
any idea on the subject that could be
relied on with safety."

47. Testimony that the defendant
" was afraid " to work in the field

alone or to go about his premises
after dark on account of threats made
against him by the deceased is in-

competent as a conclusion of the wit-

ness. Poe V. State, 87 Ala. 65, 6 So.

378.

48. In Harrison v. State (Tex.
Crim.), 25 S. W. 284, on a charge of

assault with intent to murder, the

testimony of a witness that he struck

the defendant over the head with a

chair because he was afraid that the

latter intended to kill the person as-

saulted, was held properly admitted
and not objectionable as calling for

the opinion of the witness. But a

witness who was present at the homi-
cide cannot testify that he did not

attempt to arrest defendant because

he was afraid of him. Carr v. State,

23 Neb. 749, 37 N. W. 630.

49. Thomas v. State, 40 Tex. 36.

holding admissible a bystander's rea-

son for his action in >eizing the de-

ceased's arm during the fatal diffi-

culty.

Testimony by a witness who was
standing just to the left of the de-

fendant immediately before the fatal

shot was fired, that " the reason he

passed from defendant's left side

around behind his back to his right

side was that he [witness] expected

that deceased would strike at defend-
ant with that billiard cue and that he
feared deceased might miss the de-

fendant and hit him " was held im-
properly e.xcluded on the ground that
" the effect produced on a bystander
by the conduct of the party [de-

ceased] would illustrate the effect

likely to be produced on the mind of
the accused himself." Cochran v.

State, 28 Tex. App. 422, 13 S. W. 651,

quoting from Thomas v. State, 40
Tex. 2(>.

Testimony of eye-witnesses that

the appearance and conduct of the

deceased were such as to awaken fear

in them was held properly admitted
in connection with other testimony
as to how deceased appeared and
acted on the occasion of the homi-
cide, "to give color to their verbal

descriptions and convey to the jury
with greater distinctness and empha-
sis the way in which the aggressor
most probably appeared to the de-

fendant." People V. Lilly, 38 Mich.
270.

But a witness cannot testify that

the position and threatening attitude

of the deceased, and his appearance
at the time, caused the witness to

think that a fight was going to begin,

and caused him to leave to avoid
danger. Phipps v. State, 2t^ Tex.
Crim. 216, 36 S. W. 753.

50. Gregory v. State (Tex.
Crim.), 48 S. W. 577-

Vol. VI
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behalf, unless part of the res gestae.''^ Such expressions have, how-
ever, been held admissible as declarations of mental condition when
made such short time previous as to indicate the state of the defend-
ant's mind at the time of the homicide. ^-

f. Efforts to Effect Reconciliation Through Third Person.
Generally the defendant's previous efforts to induce a third person
to effect a reconciliation between himself and the deceased, or an
amicable settlement of their difficulties, are not admissible in his

behalf,^^ but this is largely dependent upon the facts of the particular

case.'**

g. Avoidance of Quarrels With Deceased. — The defendant's
previous avoidance^^ of quarrels and conflicts with the deceased,
with whom he was on bad terms, is competent in his behalf to show

51. Alabama. — Martin v. State,

77 Ala. I.

Missouri. — State v. Evans, 65 Mo.
574; State V. Umfried, 76 Mo. 404.

Tennessee. — Colquit v. State, 107
Tenn. 381, 64 S. W. 713.

Texas. — Ex parte Albitz, 29 Tex.
App. 128, 15 S. W. 173; Harrell v.

State, 39 Tex. Crim. 204, 45 S. W.
581 ; Red v. State, 39 Tex. Crim.

414, 46 S. W. 408; Wynne v. State
(Tex. Crim.), 51 S. W. 909.

Vermont. — State v. Raymo, 57
Atl. 993.

Where there was evidence of a

previous difficulty between the parties

and of threats by the deceased against
the defendant, the latter's expression
of his fear of the deceased about
three minutes previous to the fatal

meeting, and while the deceased was
in sight, was held properly excluded
because hearsay and not part of the
res gestae. State v. Carey, 56 Kan.
84, 42 Pac. 371.

52. Poole V. State (Tex. Crim.),

76 S. W. 565. See also Gaines z'.

State, 38 Tex. Crim. 202. 42 S. W.
385 ; and supra, " Lawful Purpose of

Defendant — Self-Serving Acts and
Declarations."

The defendant's request to the au-
thorities to protect him from antici-

pated violence at the hands of the
deceased, and his declarations that he
was afraid the deceased would kill

him, made after a difficulty with the
deceased a few hours previous to
the homicide, are admissible in the
defendant's favor to show his inten-
tions at the time of the homicide, his

desire for peace and his apprehen-

Vol. VI

sion of danger. Nelson v. State

(Tex. Crim), 58 S. W. 107.

53. State v. Umfried, 76 Mo. 404;
Martin v. State, 77 Ala. i.

The efforts of the defendant to

secure the presence of a mutual
friend for the purpose of making
peace between himself and the de-

ceased on the day of the homicide,
in the interval between the first and
second difficulty, were held not com-
petent as part of the res gestae.

State V. Hudspeth, 159 Mo. 178, 60

S. W. 136; s. c. 150 Mo. 12, 51 S.

W. 483.
^

54. Where evidence of a pre-

vious difficulty between the parties

had been introduced, it was held

competent for the defendant to show
in connection therewith, and as ex-
planatory of his having remained on
his own premises subsequent thereto

down to the time of the homicide,
that he had gone to a third person,

related to him the circumstances of

the difficulty, asked his advice and
requested him to act as peacemaker,
informing him that he was willing to

apologize if he had done wrong or to

do anything necessary to settle the
difficulty, and that he was willing to

leave the whole matter to their neigh-
bors to settle ; and further that such
person advised defendant to remain
at home until the troubles could be
amicably settled. Everett v. State,

30 Tex. App. 682, 18 S. W. 674. See
also Gaines v. State, 38 Tex. Crim.
202, 42 S. W. 385.

55. State v. Westfall, 49 Iowa
328. See Harrell v. State, 39 Tex.
Crim. 204, 45 S. W. 581.
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that he was not the ag^j^rcssor. His own previous declarations are

not competent for this purpose.^"

h. Advice of Third Persons. — It has been held competent for the

defendant to show that he was acting at the time of the homicide in

accordance with the advice of his friends."

F. Aggression or Provocation of Attack. — a. Generally.

Any fact is admissible which tends to show which party was the

aj^^g'ressor in the conflict immediately resulting- in the homicide,

where this question is properly in issue.^* The previous declarations

or expressions of intention by either party are admissible.^" The

But see State v. Noble, 66 Iowa
541, 24 N. W. 34.

56. See " Previous Expressions
of Fear and Desire to Avoid Diffi-

culty."

57. Everett v. State, 30 Tex. App.
682, 18 S. W. 674.

Evidence that defendant was ad-

vised by a friend to go where the

assaulted party was and help him
gather corn in accordance with de-

fendant's previous agreement, and
that defendant immediately acted

upon this advice, was held improperly

excluded because it was part of the

res gestae of the defendant's act in

going to the place of the homicide
and tended to show that such action

was with innocent intent. Farrar v.

State, 2g Tex. App. 250, 15 S. W. 719.

Where it appeared that shortly pre-

vious to the homicide the deceased,

armed with a gun, was hunting for

the defendant and threatening to kill

him because of certain alleged insult-

ing conduct, it was held competent for

the defendant to show, in explanation

of his purpose and motive in seeking
the deceased, that he was advised by
his friends and relatives to go to the

deceased and explain matters, and
that he carried a gun only at the so-

licitation of his brother, who had in-

formed him that the deceased was
armed. Simmons v. State, 31 Tex.

Crim. 227, 20 S. W. 573.

58. "Any fact, however remote,

which tends to show that the one or

the other was the aggressor is com-
petent. ... To show that the

deceased was the aggressor it was
competent to prove his previous con-

duct toward the defendant; his state

of bad feeling toward him, if such

existed ; or previous threats, whether
communicated or not, if any were

made; whether he went to the place

of conflict armed or not— or any
other facts which tend to show
whether his going there was peace-

able or otherwise. . . . Any testi-

mony which would tend to disprove

such facts would be relevant, not for

the purpose of vindicating the de-

ceased, for that would be immaterial,

but for the purpose of establishing

the negative fact that the deceased

was not the aggressor, and thereby,

inferentially at least, showing the af-

firmative fact that the defendant

was." Watkins v. United States. 3

Ind. Ter. 281, 54 S. W. 819. The
court disapproves of the reasoning
and the conclusion in those cases

which hold that the purpose of the

deceased, when not known to tha

defendant, cannot be shown.

59. Leverich v. State, 105 Ind.

2y7, 4 N. E. 852 ; State v. Jefferson,

43 La. Ann. 995, 10 So. 199; Burns
V. State, 49 Ala. 370.

In People v. Arnold, 15 Cal. 476,

the deceased's declaration at the time

of borrowing a pistol of his intention

to use it against the defendant was
held properly admitted as part of the

res gestae of the act of preparation,

the evidence rendering it doubtful

which party began the assault.

In Horn v. State, 98 Ala. 23, 13

So. 329, it was held competent to

show a declaration of the defendant
previous to the homicide that the de-

ceased had some of his money, that

he was going after it or give him " a

frailing" as bearing both on the

question of malice and as to who was
the aggressor.

Inadmissible When Defendant the

Aggressor. — Campbell v. State, in
Wis. 152, 86 N. W. 855.

Vol. VI
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deceased's expressions to others of his animosity toward the defend-

ant are admissible to show that he was the aggressor.*'" It is com-
petent to show the previous conduct of the defendant, indicating his

peaceable or hostile intentions,"^ or that of the deceased showing his

hostile purpose,®^ or his fear of the defendant.**^

b. The Circumstances Immediately Preceding the homicide may
be shown if they tend to illustrate the motives of the parties.''* Thus

60. " As a general rule, it is admis-

sible in a murder trial, where self-

defense is set up, to show that the

deceased entertained unfriendly feel-

ings toward the defendant ; but the

details of conversations showing ani-

mosity are generally held inadmissi-

ble. But, if proof of hatred or un-
friendliness is admissible, we can see

no reason why the very language con-
veying and giving color to this feel-

ing should be held inadmissible. It

shows the exact state of feeling."

Holley V. State, 39 Tex. Crim. 301,

46 S. W. 39. See also Watkins v.

State, 3 Ind. Ten 281, 54 S. W. 819.

But see Le\'y v. State, 28 Tex. App.
203, 12 S. W. 596, 19 Am. St. Rep.
826; State V. Campagnet, 48 La.

Ann. 1470, 21 So. 46; State v. Gooch,
94 N. C. 987.

61. Stewart z'. State, 19 Ohio 302,

53 Am. Dec. 426.

Overtures for Peace made by the
defendant to the deceased, previous
to the homicide, are admissible.
Schauer v. State (Tex. Crim.), 60 S.

W. 249.

General Malice. — Evidence that

shortly before the homicide the de-
fendant and his brother attempted in

a violent manner to make a third

person " treat " them was held ad-
missible as tending to show that they
were the aggressors in the subse-
quent difficulty with deceased. "All
the evidence indicates that whichever
side provoked it [the difficulty] was
actuated by a reckless disposition
and utterly disregardful of the rights
of others. As illustrative of this, and
as tending to support the theory of
the state, it was competent to show
that defendant and his brother
. . . were drinking and carousing,
and were manifesting a turbulent and
lawless disposition." Clay v. State,

40 Tex. Crim. 593, 51 S. W. 370.

Vol. VI

62. The Deceased's Hostile Prep-
arations just previous to the homi-
cide, although unknown to defendant,
are competent in proof that he was
actuated by malice, as they are part

of the res gestae. Reynolds v. State,

I Ga. 222.

The Fact That Deceased Sought
Advice of Counsel as to how he could

avoid the legal consequences of kill-

ing the defendant is admissible to

show his animus, and does not come
within the rule of privileged com-
munications between attorney and
client. Everett v. State, 30 Tex.
App. 682, 18 S. W. 674

In Stewart v. State, 19 Ohio 302,

53 Am. Dec. 426, it was held compe-
tent to show that the deceased and
the persons with him had agreed to

go to the defendant's house for the

purpose of quarreling with him, and
also the conversation ot the parties in

relation to such agreement, although
the defendant was ignorant of these

facts.

63. The fact that the deceased,

shortly previous to the homicide, fled

on the approach of the defendant
armed with a pistol, is competent to
show his fear of the latter, thus in-

dicating that he was not the ag-
gressor. Red V. State, 39 Tex.
Crim. 414, 46 S. W. 408.

64. Where the evidence was con-
flicting as to which party began the

difficulty, testimony that while the

defendant was dancing someone
touched him on the shoulder and
said that the deceased was outside

and was going to kill him, where-
upon the defendant went outside and
the shooting occurred soon after,

was held admissible as tending to

show who began the difficulty.

Reeves v. State, 34 Tex. Crim. 483,

31 S. W. 382; Watkins v. United
States, 3 Ind. Ter. 281, 54 S. W. 819.
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the directions p^iven by a tliird person to deceased to prepare liimself

for the anticipated difficulty may be relevant."'

c. Evidence of the Defendant's Previous Provoking Words is not

admissible on the part of the state to explain the decedent's making
the first assault or beginning the difficulty."*

d. Threats. — Whenever the evidence leaves it doubtful who began

the difficulty or there is any evidence tending to show that one or the

other party was the aggressor, their previous threats against each

other are competent upon this question."^

G. Size. Strength and Physical Characteristics of Parties.

a. Generally. — On the issue of self-defense it is competent to show
the relative size and strength of the parties as bearing upon the

defendant's apprehension of danger, and the question as to who was
the aggressor;"^ and such evidence is competent on behalf of the

prosecution in the first instance without waiting for the question to

65. The Declaration of Deceased's

Mother, made two hours previous to

the homicide, that she had compelled

her son, the deceased, to clean up the

shotgun and load it with buckshot,

and had told him if defendant came
on her premises to kill him, was held

improperly excluded, on the ground
that it tended to show the deceased's

hostile preparations and purpose,

and rendered more probable the de-

fendant's evidence of self-defense.

Tow V. State, 22 Tex. App. 175, 2 S.

W. 582. But see Sanders v. Com.,
13 Ky. L. Rep. 820, 18 S. W. 528.

66. State v. Bartlett, 170 Mo. 658,

71 S. W. 148, in which the defend-

ant's previous slanders of decedent's

brother were held inadmissible for

this purpose.

67. Arkansas. — Brown v. State,

55 Ark. 593, 18 S. W. 1051.

California. — People v. Hecker, 109
Cal. 451, 42 Pac. 307, 30 L. R. A.
403; People V. Travis, 56 Cal. 251.

Illinois. — Sharp v. People, 29 III.

464.

Indiana. — Wood v. State, 92 Ind.

269; Cluck V. State, 40 Ind. 263.

Missouri. — State v. Hollings-
worth, 156 Mo. 178, 56 S. W. 1087;
State V. Smith, 164 Mo. 567, 65 S.

W. 270.

Te.ras. — Stewart v. State, 36 Tex.
Crim. 130, 35 S. W. 985. See more
fully infra, " Threats."

68. United States. — Smith v.

United States, 161 U. S. 85.

Alabama. — Wilkins v. State, 98
Ala. I, 13 So. 312.

Georgia. — Hinch v. State, 25 Ga.

699.

Indiana. — Stephenson v. State,

no Ind. 358, II N. E. 360, 59 Am.
Rep. 216.

loTi'a. — State v. Collins, 32 Iowa
36; State z'. Benham, 2^ Iowa 154, 92
Am. Dec. 417.

Kansas. — Wi.se v. State, 2 Kan.
419. 85 Am. Dec. 595.

Massachusetts. — Com. v. Barn-
acle, 134 Mass. 215, 45 Am. Rep. 319,

distinguishing Com. v. Hilliard, 2

Gray 294, and overruling Com. v.

Mead. 12 Gray 167, 71 Am. Dec. 741.

Michigan. — Brownell v. People, 38
Mich. 7-^2 ; People v. Harris, 95
]\Iich. 87, 54 N. W. 648.

Montana. — State v. Shafer, 22
Mont. 17, 55 Pac. 526.

Pennsylvania. — Alexander z'.

Com.. loq Pa. St. I.

Tennessee. — Boyd v. State, 82

Tenn. 161.

IJ'isconsin. — State v. Nett, 50
Wis. 524, 7. N. W. 344.
Cause of Physical Condition.

Where the evidence showing the

relative physical strength and condi-

tion of the defendant and the de-

ceased is unquestioned, it is not com-
petent to inquire into the cause for

such physical condition. Mann v.
^

State, 134 Ala. i, 32 So. 704.

Youth of assaulted person. Gun-
ter V. State, in Ala. 23, 20 So. 632,

56 Am. St. Rep. 17.

Vol. VI
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be raised bv the defendant ;•"'" but the physical infirmity of the

deceased, which is unknown to the defendant, cannot be shown to

negative any apprehension by the latter.'^'' The size and appearance

of the parties may be shown by means of photographs ;'^^ and specific

instances and the results of tests known to the witness may be testi-

fied toJ- The evidence as to the relative strength of the parties

must be confined to their physical condition at the time of the

homicide. '^^

b. The Opinion of a non-expert, however, as to the relative

strength of the parties is not competent,^* although it has been held

to the contrary." Expert opinion is not admissible as to the efifect

of a particular physical disability upon the defendant's courage.'^*

c. Peculiar Sensitiveness to Pear. — It is not competent to show

the peculiar sensitiveness of the defendant to fear because of the

weak and deformed condition of his body.'^^

69. Wilkins v. State, 98 Ala. i, 13

So. 312; Mott V. State (Tex. Crim.),

SI S. W. 368; State V. Goddard, 162

Mo. 198, 62 S. W. 697.

In Warren v. State, 31 Tex. Crim.

573, 21 S. W. 680, the assaulted per-

son's testimony that defendant was
a professional pugilist and ex-cham-
pion of his class, and a much larger

and stronger man than the witness,

was held competent to sustain and
explain the witness' testimony that

he drew his pistol in self-defense in

the first instance and not with a de-

sire to seek or provoke a quarrel.

70. State v. Cross, 68 Iowa 180,

26 N. W. 62.

71. A Full-length Photograph of

the Defendant and a Witness is

admissible to show the relative size

of the defendant and that he was
much smaller than the deceased.

Com. V. Keller, 191 Pa. St. 122, 43
Atl. 198.

A Photograph of Deceased taken

while he was alive, and shown to

be a correct likeness, is admissible

as evidence of his physical character-

istics and hence, as tending to

strengthen or rebut the defendant's

alleged belief that he was in great

danger of bodily harm at the hands
of the deceased. People v. Webster,

139 N. Y. 72, 34 N. E. 730.

72. Stephenson v. State, no Ind.

358, II N. E. 360, 59 Am. Rep. 216.

See also State v. Knapp, 45 N. H.
148.
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Contra. — Special tests or specific

acts showing the strength of the de-

ceased are inadmissible, especially

when not known to the defendant.

State V. Cushing, 17 Wash. 544, 50

Pac. 512.

73. State v. Crea (Idaho), 76 Pac.

1013, excluding evidence of the de-

fendant's physical condition two
years previous to the homicide.

74. Stephenson v. State, no Ind.

358, II N. E. 360, 59 Am. Rep. 216,

citing Cook v. State, 24 N. J. L. 843.

75. The opinion of witnesses per-

sonally familiar with both parties, as

to their relative strength, tempers
and other personal qualities, not

capable of any description except by
opinion, are admissible. Brownell v.

People, 38 Mich, y^)^, citing Hurd v.

People, 25 Mich. 405.

76. Where defendant had been al-

lowed to prove without objection

that prior to the killing his right

shoulder was subject to frequent dis-

location upon any exertion, the testi-

mony of a physician that this dis-

ability had a tendency to produce a

state of nervous sensibility and
mental cowardice, and a hasty appre-

hension of danger, not found in an

ordinarily healthy person, was held

properly excluded as being a question

for the jury. State v. Sorenson, 32
Minn. 118, 19 N. W. 738.

77. State v. Shoultz, 25 Mo. 128.
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d. Preliminary Shoiving. — Before evidence regarding the relative

size and strength of the parties is admissible on the part of the
defendant, there must be a preliminary showing of some act of
aggression or hostile conduct on the part of the deceased.''*

H. Hahits of Deckased. — a. Generally. — Any habits of the
deceased may be shown which tend to explain his apparently hostile

conduct,"'-' if known to the accused at the time.®** So also any of
deceased's habits that tend to explain facts which unexplained would
warrant inferences favorable to the defendant, mav be proved.**^

b. Habit of Carrying Weapons. — After a proper preliminary
showing*^ it is competent to prove in support of a claim of self-

defense that the deceased habitually carried arms or deadly weapons*^

78. State v. Broussard, 39 La.

Ann. 671, 2 So. 422. See more fully

infra, "Character— Of Deceased—
Showing of Self-Defense Neces-
sary," and infra " Threats."

The Crippled Condition of the

defendant cannot be taken into con-
sideration in the absence of evidence
that the deceased was the aggressor.

State V. Giroux, 26 La. Ann. 582.

In Doubtful Cases Deceased's
size and strength may be shown
where there is doubt as to who was
the aggressor. State v. Nett, 50
Wis. 524, 7 N. \V. 344, distinguish-

ing Brucker z'. State, 19 Wis. 539, on
this ground.

79. Where the alleged hostile act

by the deceased was placing his hand
in or near his hip pocket, it was held

competent, in connection with evi-

dence of defendant's great intimacy
with deceased and his familiarity

with the latter's habits, to show that

deceased was noted for a marked
peculiarity which consisted in resting

his hand on his hip or his hip pocket
while walking or standing. People
V. Grimes, 132 Cal. 30, 64 Pac. lOi.

80. Where the alleged threatening
act of the deceased was placing his

hands in the waistband of his pants
and leaning forward, evidence that

deceased had a habit of doing this

thing was held impro,",erly admitted,
it not appearing that the defendant
knew of any such habit. Phipps v.

State, 34 Tex. Crim. 560, 31 S. W.
397-

81. In White v. State, 100 Ga.
659, 28 S. E. 423. it appeared that de-
ceased's pistol, immediately after the
homicide, contained one empty shell,

49

upon which the hammer rested. It

was held competent to show that it

was his habit and custom to carry
his revolver with the hammer upon
an empty shell, as tending to rebut
the inference that it had been fired

during the homicide.

82. State v. Yokum, 14 S. D. 84,

84 N. W. 389. When the circum-
stances are such that it is doubtful
whether defendant was acting from
motives of self-preservation or mal-
ice, such evidence is admissible.
State V. Ellis, 30 Wash. 369, 70 Pac.
963. See fully supra, "Character—
Of Deceased " and infra " Threats."

83. Alabama. — Cawley v. State,

133 Ala. 128, T,2 So. 227.

California. — People v. Howard,
112 Cal. 135, 44 Pac. 464.

Florida. — Garner 7'. State, 31
Fla. 170, 12 So. 638.

loii'a. — State v. Graham, 61 Iowa
608. 16 N. W. 743.

Kentucky. — Riley v. Com., 15 Ky.
L. Rep. 46, 22 S. W. 222; Com. V.

Booker, 25 Ky. L. Rep. 1025, 76 S.

W. 838. See Payne v. Com., 58 Ky.
370.

Mississippi. — King v. State, 65
Miss. 576, 5 So. 97, 7 Am. St. Rep.
681.

South Dakota. — State f. Yokum,
14 S. D. 84, 84 N. W. 389, reversing
s. c. II S. D. 544, 79 N. W. 835.

Texas. — Lilly v. State, 20 Tex.
App. I ; Glenewinkel v. State (Tex.
Crim.), 6i S. W. 123.

Washington. — State v. Crawford,
31 Wash. 260, 71 Pac. 1030.

In Explanation of Threatening:
Movement The defendant, charged
with the murder of his wife, after

Vol. VI
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even tliouj^h he made no motion to use one.*'* It must appear, how-

ever, that the defendant knew of such habit,^'* and the evidence

must not be too remote.^" The state cannot show in rebuttal of

evidence as to the deceased's apparent attempt to draw a weapon,

that he was not in the habit of carrying deadly weapons.^^ Nor can

the accused show this fact in support of his plea of self-defense.^^

In Rebuttal it is competent to show by witnesses familiar with the

deceased's habits, that they had never seen him with a weapon.^^

I. Character. — a. Of Deceased. — (1.) Generally.— Evidence as

to the deceased's violent or dangerous character is relevant only

introducing evidence as to her dan-

gerous character and testifying that

he wanted to take her home because

she had been drinking, and that as

he approached she cursed him and

threw her hands toward her bosom
while stepping toward him, may fur-

ther show her habit of carrying a

pistol in her bosom, although the

state's evidence shows that no pistol

was found upon her body and that

she was standing still when shot

holding her hands down in front of

her person, and that the defendant,

while trying to borrow a pistol, had

threatened to kill her if she did not

go home with him. Wiley v. State,

99 Ala. 146, 13 So. 124.

Where the deceased, while making
a threat against the defendant, places

his hand upon his hip pocket, it is

competent to show his habit of carry-

ing a pistol in that pocket. Naugher
V. State, 116 Ala. 463, 23 So. 26. So
where the deceased, upon provocation

of words alone, placed his hand be-

hind him and advanced upon the ac-

cused, it was held error to reject

evidence that the deceased habitually

and notoriously carried a pistol, and

that this was known to the accused.

Daniel v. State, 103 Ga. 202, 29 S. E.

767.

It is proper to show that the de-

ceased was reputed to be a person

who habitually carried on his per-

son deadly weapons such as knives,

pistols and brass knuckles. Glene-

winkel V. State (Tex. Crim.), 61 S.

W. 123.

In State v. Thompson, 109 La. 296,

33 So. 320, defendant was allowed to

show the deceased's habit of going

armed, and his proneness to use his

weapons, and also that his nickname,

Vol. VI

" Draws," was derived from this

readiness to draw weapons.
84. Branch v. State, 15 Tex. App.

96. In this case evidence that the

deceased habitually carried a pistol

was held erroneously excluded, al-

though there was no evidence of an

act on his part indicating that he was
armed with a pistol, or that he was
attempting to use it. It appeared,

however, that deceased, after dis-

mounting from his horse for the pur-

pose of fighting with defendant, ad-
vanced UDon him in the dark in an
angry and threatening manner.

85. Sims V. State, 139 Ala. 74, 36
So. 138; People V. Howard, 112 Cal.

13s, 44 Pac. 464; Garner v. State,

31 Fla. 170. 12 So. 638; Grissom v.

State, 8 Tex. App. 386. But see

State V. Ellis, 30 Wash. 369, 70 Pac.

963, in which it is suggested that

such habit, though unknown to de-

fendant, may be relevant to show
who was the aggressor.

86. His habit of carrying a

weapon seven or eight years previous
to the homicide is too remote.
People V. Barthleman, 120 Cal. 7, 52
Pac. 112.

87. McCandless v. State, 42 Tex.
Crim. 58, 57 S. W. 672. See also

Parker v. Com., 96 Ky. 212, 28 S.

W. 500.

88. State v. Chevallier, 36 La.

Ann. 81.

89. State v. Mims, 36 Or. 315, 61

Pac. 888.

Where evidence of deceased's habit

of carrying a weapon has been

introduced, the testimony of a wit-

ness who had lived with deceased

for a considerable time, that he had

never seen deceased with a pistol in
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upon the issue of self-defense.®" Such evidence may be offered for

two distinct purposes, first, to show the reasonableness and degree

of the defendant's apprehensions of injury from the deceased's

threatening acts or demonstrations during the difficulty, and second,

as bearing upon the deceased's state of mind and the question of

whether or not he was the aggressor in the fatal conflict. Owing to

the frequent confusion of these issues, the cases are in considerable

conflict, even in a single jurisdiction, and many of them obscure.

(2.) On Behalf of Defendant. — (A.) Generally. — Where the issue

is self-defense it is generally held that the dangerous and violent

character of the deceased may be proved to characterize his conduct

and statements during the difficulty, to show the reasonableness and
degree of the defendant's apprehensions from such conduct.®^ It

is also competent for the purpose of showing that the deceased was
probably the aggressor where this question is in doubt,"- although

there are cases to the contrary."^

(B.) What Character Relevant. — (a.) Generally.— In accordance

his possession, was held competent.
People V. Grimes, 132 Cal. 30, 64
Pac. loi.

90. People z\ Rodawald (N. Y.),

70 N. E. I ; Daniel v. State, 103 Ga.

202, 29 S. E. 767; Com. V. Straesser,

153 Pa. St. 451, 26 Atl. 17;

Davidson v. State, I35 Ind. 254,

34 N. E. 972; State V. Morrison,

49 W. Va. 210, 38 S. E. 481.

But see State v. Tackett, 8 N. C.

210; Jolly V. State, 21 Miss. 223;
and also infra this article, " Mitiga-
tion of Punishment."

In State v. Floyd, 51 N. C. 392,
the court intimates that perhaps
the character of the deceased for

violence might be admissible to ex-
plain the fact that the defendant
commenced the fight with a deadly
weapon, and to rebut the inference

of malice arising therefrom.

Where the Defense Interposed Is

Accidental Killing evidence as to the

deceased's violent character is not

relevant, Brittain v. State (Tex.
Crim.), 40 S. W. 297.

91. United States. — Smith v.

United States, 161 U. S. 85.

Alabama. — Perry v. State, 94 Ala.

25, 10 So. 650; Roberts r. State, 68

Ala. 156.

loiva. — State v. Collins, 32 Iowa
36.

Kentucky. — Riley v. Com., 15 Ky.

L. Rep. 46, 22 S. W. 222.

Mississipf^i. — Wesley v. State, 37
Miss. 327, 75 Am. Dec. 62.

Missouri. — State v. Brown, 63

Mo. 439.

Montana. — State v. Shafer, 22

Mont. 17, 55 Pac. 526.

Neiv York. — People v. Druse, 103

N. Y. 655.

North Carolina. — State v. Mat-
thews, 78 N. C. 523; State v. iMc-

Iver, 125 N. C. 645, 34 S. E. 439-

0/1/0. — Upthegrove v. State, ;i7

Ohio St. 662.

Tennessee. — Rippy v. State, 39
Tenn. 217.

The Texas Statutory Provision

making evidence of deceased's vio-

lent character admissible in connec-

tion with evidence of his previous

threats does not render such char-

acter inadmissible in other cases

where no previous threats were
made. Horbach v. State, 43 Tex.
242.

92. State v. Gushing, 14 Wash.
527, 45 Pac. 14s ; State v. Rider, 90
Mo." 54, I S. W. 825 ; State r. Turpin,

77 N. C. 473, 24 Am. Rep. 455;
Palmore z'. State. 29 Ark. 248; Wil-
liams 7<. Fambro, 30 Ga. 232; State

r. Spendlove, 44 Kan. i, 24 Pac. 67;
State t'. Robinson, 52 La. Ann. 616,

27 So. 124.

93. Marts v. State, 26 Ohio St.

162. And see Connell z: State (Tex.

Crim.), 75 S. W. 512; Henderson v.

Vol. VI
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with the rule confining evidence of character to the trait in question,^*

it is competent only to show the deceased's character for violence and

quarrelsomeness and not his general bad moral character.''''

(b.) Character for Violence of Particular Kind. — It is competent to

show that he was reputed to be violent under particular circum-

stances, or had a reputation for a particular kind or practice of vio-

lence, or for executing his violent intentions in a particular way, or

under particular circumstances.®*

State, 12 Tex. 525; State v. Burns,

30 La. Ann. 679.

" Such evidence is not received to

show that the deceased was the ag-

gressor, for if competent for that

purpose, similar evidence could be

given as to the reputation of the de-

fendant, as bearing on the probabiHty

that he was the aggressor. It is

competent only in cases where the

kilHng took place under circum-

stances which afforded the slayer

reasonable grounds to believe him-

self in peril, and then solely for_ the

purpose of illustrating to the jury

the motive which actuated him."

People V. Rodawald (N. Y.), 70 N.

E. I.

94. See article "Character."

95. Com. v. Hoskins, 18 Ky. L.

Rep. 59, 35 S. W. 284; Copeland v.

State, 41 Via. 320, 26 So. 319; Mar-

tin V. State, 90 Ala. 602, 8 So. 858,

24 Am. St. Rep. 844; State v.

Thompson, 109 La. 296, 33 So. 320;

State V. Sumner, 130 N. C. 718, 41

S. E. 803; Plasters v. State, i Tex.

App. 673.
" The evidence should be confined

to a character and habits of violence,

treachery, etc., such as rnay beget

reasonable apprehensions of grievous

bodily harm and reduce the other

party to the apparent necessity to

slay in self-preservation." State v.

Turner, 29 S. C. 34, 6 S. E. 891.

The Recklessness of deceased can-

not be shown because it is not rele-

vant on the question of self-defense.

State t\ Middleham, 62 Iowa 150, 17

N. W. 446.

The Fact That the Deceased

Was Domineering and Overbearing

among his own race was not compe-
tent. Com. V. Bright, 23 Ky. L. Rep.

1921, 66 S. W. 604.
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Evidence That the Deceased Was a

Practiced Boxer does not tend to

show that he was a dangerous or

desperate character. State v. Tal-

mage, 107 Mo. 543, 17 S. W. 990.

What Characteristics May Be
Shown In the following cases will

be found illustrations of those char-

actertistics which have been held

competent— "Violent, turbulent, re-

vengeful, bloodthirsty, dangerous
man," Fields v. State, 47 Ala. 603,

II Am. Rep. 771; "turbulent, vio-

lent and bloodthirsty man," Wil-
liams V. State, 74 Ala. 18; "vio-
lent, dangerous, or regardless of

human life," but not " overbearing,

turbulent or impetuous," Spivey v.

State, 58 Miss. 858 ;
" a good man in

a fight," Davis v. People, 114 111. 86,

29 N. E. 192; "a powerful man of

violent temper," Brownell v. People,

38 Mich. 732; "desperate and dan-

gerous," State ZK Bryant, 55 Mo. 75

;

' quarrelsome and dangerous person,"

Smith V. United States, 161 U. S. 85;
" violent and desperate man," State

V. Lull, 48 Vt. 581 ;
" strength, feroc-

ity, vindictiveness, quarrelsomeness,"

Bowlus V. State, 130 Ind. 227, 28 N.

E. ins.
What Characteristics Must Be In-

corporated in Question— In De Ar-
man t". State, 71 Ala. 351, the action

of the court in compelling counsel

for defendant to incorporate in his

question as to the deceased's char-

acter the words "bloodthirsty,"
" quarrelsome," " turbulent," " re-

vengeful " and " dangerous," was
held error on the ground that there

are degrees in this trait of character,

and that it is not necessary for the

deceased to have possessed all the

vicious qualities enumerated.

96. In State v. Sumner, 130 N. C.

718, 41 S. E. 803, it was held error
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(c.) Tozvard a Class. — It is competent to show the deceased's gen-

eral character for violence and vindictiveness toward the particular

class of persons of which defendant is a member."^

(C.) Knowledge of Defendant.— The deceased's violent or quarrel-

some character cannot be proved unless known to the defendant."*

But it has been held that when such evidence is offered to show who
was the aggressor or to characterize the conduct of the deceased,

knowledge on the part of the defendant is unnecessary,"^ and this

would seem to be the logically correct rule in analogy with that

governing the use of deceased's uncommunicated threats.^

Direct Proof that the defendant had knowledge of the deceased's

violent character or previous threats is not necessary. It is suffi-

cient if it reasonably appears that he knew^ or may be supposed to

to exclude evidence offered to prove
the deceased's violent character, to

the effect that he had " the reputation

of being a man who would take the

advantage of another, representing
himself to be his friend, and get the

advantage of him and do him some
bodily harm, making out at the time

that he was his friend." But see

Slate V. Elkins, 63 Mo. 159.

The Deceased's Desperate Character
When Drinking may be shown where
it appears that he was drinking at

the time of the homicide (Lewallen
v. State, 6 Tex. App. 475 ; State x:

Beird, 118 Iowa 474, 92 N. W. 694) ;

or when engaged in quarrels (State

V. Ellis, 30 Wash. 369, 70 Pac. 963).
In State z'. Hunter, 118 Iowa 686,

92 N. W. 872, the exclusion of evi-

dence that the deceased was violent

and quarrelsome when he had lost

money at gambling was held error.

97. State t\ Spanglcr, 64 Kan. 661,

68 Pac. 39, 47 Am. Rep. 749, in

which the exclusion of evidence of
the deceased's general character for
hostility and vindictiveness toward
state marshals, which office defend-
ant filled, was held error.

98. Louisiana. — State v. Nash,

45 La. Ann. 11 37, 13 So. 732.

Missouri. — State f. Kcnnade, I2t

Mo. 405, 26 S. W. 347.

New York. — People 7'. Rodawald,
70 N. E. I.

North Carolina. — State ?•. Turpin,

77 N. C. 473, 24 Am. Rep. 455 ; State

V. Hensley. 94 N. C. 1021.

Pennsylvania. — Com. t-. Straesser,

153 Pa. St. 451, 26 Atl. 17.

South Carolina. — State v. Smith,

12 Rich. L. 430.

Texas. — Henderson v. State, 12

Tex. 525.

See also State v. Spangler, 64 Kan.

661, 68 Pac. 39.

Deceased's Reputation for Vio-

lence in a Foreign Country, not

shown to have been known to the

defendant, is not admissible. May V.

People, 8 Colo. 210, 6 Pac. 816.

Subsequent Eifects of Deceased's
Assault upon a third person shortly

previous to the homicide, are not ad-

missible because they would have no
bearing upon the condition of de-

fendant's or deceased's mind at the

time of the difficulty. State t'. Soren-

son, 32 Minn. 118, 19 N. W. 738.

The acts of the deceased on the

evening of the homicide in assault-

ing a third person with a knife and
slapping the naked knife against the

cheek of another man, at the same
time using threatening language,

were held properly excluded because

not known to the defendant. People

z: Henderson, 28 Cal. 466.

99. State V. Ellis. 30 Wash. 369,

70 Pac. 963 ; ^tate v. Robinson, 52
La. Ann. 616, 27 So. 124. See State
7'. Spendlove, 44 Kan. i, 24 Pac. 67.

1. See infra, " Threats by De-
ceased."

2. State z'. Turner, 29 S. C. .•^4. 6
S. E. 891. In this case an offer to

prove the general reputation of the

deceased for violence was held a suf-

ficient showing of the defendant's
knowledge of such character. " Gen-
eral character is that character which

Vol. VI
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have known these facts. His general reputation is presumed to be
known to defendant.^

(D.) Showing of Self-Defense Necessary. — (a.) Generally. — Evi-
dence as to the character of the deceased is not admissible until there
has been some showing of self-defense,* hence in case of a mutual
combat or duel,° or where the defendant has invited the attack upon
himself," or is clearly the aggressor,'^ he cannot show the deceased's

violent character.

(b.) Sufficiency of Preliminary Showing. — Many cases hold that

before such evidence is admissible there must be a preliminary show-
ing that the deceased was the aggressor in the fatal difficulty, and
was making an overt act of attack upon the defendant at the time f

is generally known, and if the wit-
nesses ofifered had been allowed to

testify and they had proved that
the general character of the deceased
for violence was bad we think it

would have reasonably appeared that
the prisoner knew this as well as
others."

The fact that defendant was ac-
quainted with deceased and lived in

the same neighborhood was held suf-

ficient evidence of his knowledge of
the deceased's violent character.

State V. Matthews. 78 N. C. 523. See
also State v. Turpin, yy N. C. 473,
24 Am. Rep. 455.

3. Harrison v. Com., 79 Va. 374,
52 Am. Rep. 634 ; Trabune v. Com., 1

3

Ky. L. Rep. 343, 17 S. W. 186;
Childers v. State, 30 Tex. App. 160,

16 S. W. 903, 28 Am. St. Rep. 899.

4, Colorado. — McKeone v. Peo-
ple, 6 Colo. 346.

Delazvare. — State v. Faino, i

Marv. 492, 41 Atl. 134.

Florida. — Bond v. State, 21 Fla.

738.

Georgia. — Drake v. State, 75 Ga.
413.

Nebraska. — Basye v. State, 45
Neb. 261, 63 N. W. 811.

Nevada. — State v. Pearce, 15 Nev.
188.

North Carolina. — State v. Chavis,
80 N. C. 353; State v. Gooch, 94 N.
C. 987.

Tennessee. — Boyd v. State, 82
Tenn. 161.

Te.ras. — Evers v. State, 31 Te.x.
Crim. 318, 20 S. W. 744; Hudson v.

State, 6 Tex. App. 565, S2 Am. Rep.
593; Irwin V. State, 43 Tex. 236;
Horbach v. State, 43 Tex. 242.
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WasJiington. — State v. Gushing,

17 Wash. 544, 50 Pac. 512. But see

State V. Smith, 12 Rich. L. (S. C.)

430.

During' Attempted Arrest.— On
the Trial of an Officer for the mur-
der of a person whom he was at-

tempting to arrest, evidence of the

deceased's bad character is not ad-
missible unless it appears that de-

ceased was resisting and threatening
the officer's life. See York v. Com.,
82 Ky. 360.

5. Mutual Combat.— Incompetent
without proof that the accused had
desisted and was attempting to re-

treat. Jackson v. Com., 98 Va. 845,

36 S. E. 487-

6. Jones v. People, 6 Colo. 452, 45
Am. Rep. 526.

7. People V. Garbutt, 17 Mich. 9,

97 Am. Dec. 162; People v. Ed-
wards, 41 Cal. 640.

8. Alabama. — Pritchett v. State,

22 Ala. 39, 58 Am. Dec. 250; Mor-
rell V. State, 136 Ala. 44, 34 So. 208.

Colorado. — Davidson v. People, 4
Colo. 145.

Florida. — Roten v. State, 31 Fla.

514, 12 So. 910; Copeland v. State,

41 Fla. 320, 26 So. 319.

Kansas. — State v. Riddle, 20 Kan.
711.

Louisiana. — State v. Jackson, 37
La. Ann. 896; State v. Claude, 35
La. Ann. 71 ; State v. Jackson, 33
La. Ann. 1087; State v. Tasby, no
La. 121, 34 So. 300; State v. Taylor,

44 La. Ann. 783, 11 So. 132; State
v. Green, 46 La. Ann. 1522, 16 So.

367; State V. Carter, 45 La. Ann.
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or that the evidence must be such as to make it doubtful whether

or not the defendant acted in self-defense.® It has l)een held that

the deceased's character can be shown only when the evidence as to

the difficulty is wholly circumstantial, and not when there is direct

testimony as to its nature.'" In some courts it is held that while

1326, 14 So. 30; State V. Robertson,

30 La. -'\nn. 340.

Netv York. — Abbott v. People, 86

N. Y. 460; People v. Hess, 8 App.
Div. 143, 40 N. Y. Supp. 486.

Oregon. — State :•. Morey, 25 Or.

241, 36 Pac. 573.

Pennsylvania. — Abernethy v.

Com., loi Pa. St. 322.

Texas. — Bowman v. State (Tex.
Crim.), 21 S. W. 48; West v. State,

18 Tex. App. 640. But see later

cases to the contrary.

Washington. — Smith v. United
States, I Wash. Ter. 262.

Striking With a ftuirt is a suf-

ficient hostile act on the part of the

deceased at the time of the homicide

to justify the admission of evidence

as to his violent and dangerous char-

acter. Moore v. State, 15 Tex. App.
I

;
quoting and approving Horbach

V. State, 43 Tex. 242.

A Conditional Threat by the de-

ceased is not sufficient evidence to

justify the admission of evidence as

to his dangerous character, without

some hostile act at the time of the

homicide. State v. Vance, 32 La.

Ann. 1 177.

9. Alabama. — Quesenberry r\

State, 3 Stew. & P. 308.

Arizona. — Territory v. Harper, i

Ariz. 399, 25 Pac. 528.

Arkansas. — Palmore v. State, 29
Ark. 248; Bell v. State, 69 Ark. 148,

61 S. W. 918.

California. — People v. Lombard,
17 Cal. 317; People v. Anderson. 39
Cal. 703; People v. Murray, 10 Cal.

310.

Kansas. — State v. Keefe, 54 Kan.

197, 38 Pac. 302; Wise v. State, 2

Kan. 419, 85 Am. Dec. 595.

Minnesota. — State v. Dunphey, 4
Minn. 438; State v. Ronk, 98 N. W.
334.

Missouri. — State v. Hicks, 27 Mo.
588; State V. Talmage, 107 Mo. 543,

17 S. W. 990; State V. Downs, 91

Mo. 19, 3 S. W. 219.

Nevada. — State v. Pcarce, 15 Nev.
188.

North Carolina. — State v. Sum-
ner, 130 N. C. 718, 41 S. E. 803.

Wisconsin. — State v. Nett, 50
Wis. 524, 7 N. W. 344.

" Evidence of the general character

of the deceased as a violent and
dangerous man is admissible where
there is evidence tending to show
that the killing may have been done
from a principle of self-preservation,

and also where the evidence is wholly

circumstantial and the character of

the transaction is in doubt." State

V. Turpin, yy N. C. 473, 24 Am. Rep.

455 ; State v. Hensley, 94 N. C. 102.

In People v. Stock, i Idaho 218,

the deceased, a large, powerful man,
but unarmed, during a quarrel rushed

toward defendant threatening to

wring his neck, and the defendant

without retreating drew his pistol

and fired ; these circumstances were
held insufficient to warrant the ad-

mission of evidence of deceased's

violent character.

In State v. Turner, 29 S. C. 34. 6

S. E. 891, where it appeared that

during a fight between the parties on
the morning of the day of the homi-

cide the deceased had attempted to

kill the defendant with an ax, and
later on followed the defendant to

his house and was approaching the

door thereto when killed by the de-

fendant, the circumstances were held

sufficient to render the exclusion of

evidence as to the decea.sed's violent

character reversible error.

A Prima Facie Showing of Self-

Defense an essential prerequisite.

Doyal v. State, 70 Ga. 134; Harrison

v. Com., 79 Va. 374, 52 Am. Rep. 634.

Sufficiency of Preliminary Show-
ing a Question for the Court.

State i: Green, 46 La. ,A.nn. 1522, 16

So. 367. See also Franklin v. State,

29 Ala. 14. But see infra, " Threats

by Deceased."
10. Territory v. Perkins. 2 Mont.

467; State V. Barficld, 30 N. C. 344;

Vol. VI
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there must be some act or conduct on the part of the deceased which
his violent character may illustrate, and combined with which may
tend to produce a reasonable belief in the imminence of the danger,
it is not necessary that there be sufficient preliminary showing to
raise a doubt as to whether the defendant's act was done in self-

defense;'^ and in others it is held that when there is any evidence
which if believed might warrant an acquittal, evidence as to the
deceased's character should be admitted.^^

(c.) Defendant's Testimony or Statement. — The unsupported testi-

mony of the defendant himself has been held sufficient to render such
evidence admissible, although contradicted by others." His sworn

State V. Byrd, 121 N. C. 684, 28 S.

E. 353-

11. Franklin v. State, 29 Ala. 14,

in which the court says that the ad-
mission of such evidence cannot be
confined to " cases of doubt, because
in such cases the defendant is en-
titled to an acquittal, and therefore
to so limit it would deny to it all

practical efifect. When the conduct
of the deceased, although in itself

innocent, is such that, illustrated by
his character, its tendency is to

excite a reasonable belief of immi-
nent peril the evidence ought to be
admitted, and the question of its ef-

fect left to the determination of the
jury. It would be for the court to

determine in every case whether the

facts are such as would justify the

admission of the evidence." To same
effect, Eiland v. State, 52 Ala. 322.

See also Quesenberry v. State, 3
Stew. & P. (Ala.) 308.

" The general character of the ac-

cused for violence should be allowed
to be proved, not as a substantive

fact, in whole or in part abstractly

constituting a defense, but as auxili-

ary to and explanatory of some fact

or facts proved to have occurred at

and in connection with the killing,

which tend to establish a defense
when thereby aided, by furnishing
reasonable ground for the belief on
the part of the slayer that he is then
in immediate and imminent danger
of the loss of his life from the at-

tack of his assailant. It is observ-
able in most of these cases that it is

said that the evidence of character
for violence is admissible in a doubt-
ful case ; it can hardly be meant by
this that it is admissible only in a

doubtful case of guilt; for if that is

Vol. VI

doubtful, there is no need of proof of

character or anything else to help out

the defense. . . . The explana-

tion, it is submitted, is that the per-

son killing is presumed to have com-
mitted murder by the act of killing,

and in arraying the facts to establish

that he acted in self-defense, if an
act of the deceased at the time of

the killing is of doubtful import, or

is otherwise of a character that it

would be explained and construed
more favorably for the accused by
adding to it the proof of the charac-

ter of the deceased for violence, then

such proof is admissible." Horbach
T. State, 43 Tex. 242.

12. Garner v. State, 28 Fla. 113,

9 So. 835, 29 Am. St. Rep. 232;
Helms V. United States, 2 Ind. Ter.

595, 52 S. W. 60; Carle v. Peo-
ple, 200 111. 494, 66 N. E. 32; citing

Cannon v. People, 141 111. 270, 30 N.

E. 1027. See also State v. Spangler,

64 Kan. 661, 68 Pac. 39; State v.

Graham, 61 Iowa 608, 16 N. W. 743;
State V. Peterson, 24 Mont. 81, 60
Pac. 809; State v. Ellis, 30 Wash.
369, 70 Pac. 963.

Testimony as to threats made by
the deceased, and as to his illicit in-

tercourse with defendant's wife, does
not authorize the introduction of tes-

timony as to deceased's character.

Jimmerson v. State, 133 Ala. 18, 32
So. 141.

13. Hart v. State, 38 Fla. 39, 20

So. 805 ; Allen v. State, 2,7 Fla. 44,
20 So. 807; Enlow V. State, 154 Ind.

664, 57 N. E. 539: Smith V. State, 75
Miss. 542, 23 So. 260; State v.

Peterson, 24 Mont. 81, 60 Pac. 809.

See also State v. Ellis, 30 Wash.
369, 70 Pac. 963.
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statement to the jury is not a sufficient preliminary showing where

he does not thereby become a witness."

(E.) Method of Proof. — (a.) Generally. — The violent character

of the deceased can be established only by showing his general repu-

tation in this respect, and particular acts of violence are not admis-

sible for this purpose.^'*

In Williams v. State, 74 Ala. i8,

evidence as to the deceased's vio-

lent character was excluded, al-

though the defendant's testimony

tended to prove self-defense. " The
statement made by the defendant

upon the trial of this cause ap-

pears to be in direct conflict with

the testimony of several witnesses

who were examined, as to the circum-
stances of the alleged killing of the

deceased by him. It was competent
for the jury to discredit such state-

ment, on this account, if they saw fit.

The court, however, was not at lib-

erty to do so. but should have con-

sidered its evidential tendencies, as

a statement of alleged facts, in all

rulings upon the introduction of evi-

dence oflFered subsequent to the mak-
ing of the statement, or in connec-
tion with it. The tendency of this

statement, however incredible the

jury may have believed it to be, was
to establish a case of self-defense on
the part of the prisoner. If the jury

had believed it. they might have ac-

quitted the defendant upon the theory

of an excusable homicide. In this

aspect of the case, it was error for

the court to exclude the evidence."

14. Steele v. State, 33 Fla. 348,

14 So. 841. But .see Hart z'. State,

38 Fla. 39, 20 So. 805, construing

a later modification of the statute.

15. Alabama. — Franklin v. State,

29 Ala. 14; Garrett v. State, 97 Ala.

18, 14 So. 327.

California. — People v. Griner, 124

Cal. 19, 56 Pac. 625.

Georgia. — Keener v. State, 18 Ga.

194, 63 Am. Dec. 269; Powell v.

State, lOi Ga. 9, 29 S. E. 309; An-
drews V. State, 118 Ga. i, 43 S. E.

852.

Indiana. — Pratt 7'. State, 56 Ind.

179-

lozva. — State v. Peffers, 80 Iowa
580, 46 N. W. 662.

Minnesota. — See State v. Ronk, yS

N. W. 3.34-

Mississif^t^i. — Moriarty z'. State,

62 Miss. 654; Wesley v. State, ??

Miss. 327, 75 Am. Dec. 62.

Missouri. — State v. Jones, 134

Mo. 254, 35 S. W. 607.

Nevada. — State v. Vaughan, 22

Nev. 285, 39 Pac. 733-

Nezi' Mexico. — United States v.

Densmore, 75 Pac. 31.

Nezv York. — People v. Gaimari,

176 N. Y. 84, 68 N. E. 112; People

z'. Druse, 103 N. Y. 655, 8 N. E.

733; Thomas v. People. 67 N. Y. 218;

Eggler v. People, 56 N. Y. 642.

Oregon. — State v. Mimms, 36 Or.

315, 61 Pac. 888. .

Texas. — Darter v. State, 39 Tex.

Crim. 40, 44 S. W. 850; Brownlee v.

State. 13 Tex. App. 255. See also

Grissom v. State, 8 Tex. App. 386.

In Dupree r. State, 33 Ala. 380,

73 Am. Dec. 422, evidence that he

was an escaped convict was held in-

admissible.

Previous Indictments against the

deceased for murder are not admissi-

ble to show his violent character.

" It is always admissible to prove the

character of deceased by general

reputation, but it is not admissible,

in the first instance, to prove this

by isolated facts. This character of

testimony might be admissible on

cross-examination of state's witness

who was testifying to the good char-

acter of deceased, as going to dis-

credit the witness, etc. But it is not

usually permissible, in the first in-

stance, to establish the character of

deceased by isolated acts." Nelson

z: State (Tex. Crim.), 58 S. W. 107.

The "Use of Specific Acts to Show
Deceased's Character must be distin-

guished from their use to show de-

fendant's apprehensions. See State

z: Burton. 63 Kan. 602. 66 Pac. 633;

State Z'. Shadwell, 22 Mont. 559. ^7
Pac. 281, and infra " Deceased's Dif-

Vol. VI
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(b.) Knowledge of Witness.— The witness cannot testify as to his

own knowledge of the deceased's character." Nor can he be asked
on cross-examination as to having heard of particular acts of mis-
conduct.^^ His knowledge of the deceased's general reputation must
have been acquired previous to the homicide/^ since the latter's

reputation subsequent thereto is irrelevant. ^''

(c.) Defendant's Actual Knowledge. — It has been held that the

defendant is not confined to evidence of reputation, but may show
his actual knowledge of the deceased's violent character.^"

(3.) On Behalf of Prosecution.— The prosecution cannot show the

deceased's peaceable character until it has been attacked by the

defendant in some way,^^ even when there is doubt as to whether the

killing was done in self-defense.^^ When, however, evidence as to

his violent or dangerous character has been introduced, it is compe-
tent to show in rebuttal that he was reputed to be peaceable and law-

abiding.^^ It is not necessary, however, that his character be
attacked directly, but evidence as to his previous threats,'* his pre-

vious hostile conduct,-^ or as to his attack upon the defendant at the

Acuities With and Hostile Conduct
Toward Defendant," and " Violence
Toward Third Person."

16. Doyal v. State, 70 Ga. 134;
Carleton v. State, 43 Neb. 2i72i, 61 N.
W. 699. But see State v. Sterrett, 68
Iowa 76, 25 N. W. 936; State v.

Lee, 22 Minn. 407, 21 Am. Rep. 769.

See also infra, " Character," and ar-

ticle " Character."
17. Fitzhugh V. State, 81 Tenn.

258. But see Nelson v. State (Tex.
Crim.), 58 S. W. 107; Andrews v.

State, 118 Ga. i, 43 S. E. 852; and
supra this article, " Character."

18. State V. Kenyon, 18 R. I. 2x7,

26 Atl. 199.

19. Burks V. State, 40 Tex. Crim.
167, 49 S. W. 389.

20. Marts v. State, 26 Ohio St.

162; Bowlus V. State, 130 Ind. 227,
28 N. E. 1 1 15; Boyle v. State, 97
Ind. 322. See also Spangler v. State,

41 Tex. Crim. 424, 55 S. W. 326;
State V. Burton, 63 Kan. 602, 66 Pac.

633; People V. Powell, 87 Cal. 348,

25 Pac. 481, II L. R. A. 75, and infra
" Violence Toward Third Persons."
But see State v. Cross, 68 Iowa 180,

26 N. W. 62, and also the cases cited

under " Method of Proof— Gener-
ally," supra.

21. Moore v. State (Tex. Crim.),

79 S. W. 565; Dock V. Com., 21

Gratt. (Va.) 909; State v. Eddon, 8

Vol. VI

Wash. 292, 36 Pac. 139; State v. Pot-
ter, 13 Kan. 414; Ben v. State, 37
Ala. 103; Pound v. State, 43 Ga. 88;
People V. Anderson, 39 Cal. 703.

But see Carroll v. State, 3 Humph.
(Tenn.) 315. See article " Char-
acter/' Vol. Ill, p. 14.

22. State v. Potter, 13 Kan. 414.

23. Pettis V. State (Tex. Crim.),

81 S. W. 312; Davis V. People, 114
111. 86, 29 N. E. 192.

Evidence Confined to General
Reputation. — The state cannot show
that the deceased was not in fact

a dangerous man, but is confined to

his reputation. People v. Anderson,
3Q Cal. 703; Stalcup v. State, 146 Ind.

270, 45 N. E. 334. See infra,
" Method of Proof."

Negative Evidence as to the de-

ceased's good reputation is admissi-

ble. People V. Adams, 137 Cal. 580,

70 Pac. 662.

Deceased's General Reputation In

Prison, where he had been previously

confined, may be shown by the prose-

cution in rebuttal of evidence as to

his reputation for violence. Thomas
V. People, 67 N. Y. 218.

24. Sims v. State, 38 Tex. Crim.

637, 44 S. W. 522; Russell V. State,

II Tex. App. 288; Bowlus v. State,

130 Ind. 227, 28 N. E. 1 1 15.

25. State v. Vaughan, 22 Nev. 285,

39 Pac. 733. Evidence that the de-
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time of the homicide,^" has been held sufficient to warrant proof of

his peaceable character.

b. Of Third Pcrso)is. — Evidence as to the reputation for violence

of the deceased's companion is admissible where he assisted deceased

in the assault upon the defendant.-^

J, Deceased's Difficulties With and Hostile Conduct
Toward Defendant. — a. Generally. — By the great weight of

authority when the evidence as to self-defense is conflicting, or a

sufficient preliminary showing has lieen otherwise made,-^ the

defendant may show his previous difficulties with the deceased or

the latter's previous attempts upon his life, or other assaults upon or

hostile conduct toward him.-" Such evidence is competent because

fendant had been informed of cer-

tain acts, conduct and difficulties on
the part of the deceased, inehcating

his violent and dangerous character,

sufficiently puts that character in is-

sue to warrant rebuttal evidence on
the part of the state. Pettis v. State

(Tex. Crim.), 8i S. W. 312.

26. Thrawley v. State, 153 Ind.

375, 55 N. E. 95; Dukes v. State,

II Ind. 557, 71 Am. Dec. 370;
Fields V. State, 134 Ind. 46, 32 N. E.

780; State z>. Vaughan, 22 Nev. 285,

39 Pac. 733-

27. Tififany v. Com., 121 Pa. St.

165, 15 Atl. 462, 6 Am. St. Rep. 775.
But see Goldsmith v. State, 105 Ala.

8, 16 So. 933; Andersen v. U. S.

170 U. S. 481, 18 Sup. Ct. 689. See
also Amos v. State, 96 Ala. 120, 11

So. 424 ; Croom zk State, 90 Ga. 430,

17 S. E. 1003; Warren v. Com., 99
Ky. 370, 35 S. W. 1028.

23, See infra " Threats," - and
sujyra "Character— Sufficiency of

Preliminary Showing."

Inadmissible When Defendant the
Aggressor. — State v. Smith, 164 Mo.
567, 65 S. W. 270; State V. McAfee,
148 Mo. 370, 50 S. AV. 82.

Incompetent Without Preliminary
Proof of Overt Act or Hostile
Demonstration State z\ Jefferson,

43 La. Ann. 995, 10 So. 199.

29. Alabama. — Gunter v. State,

III Ala. 23, 20 So. 632, 56 Am. St.

Rep. 17.

California. — People v. Heckcr, 109

Cal. 451, 42 Pac. 307, 30 L. R. A.

403 ; People z'. Thomson, 92 Cal. 506,

28 Pac. 589.

Indiana. — Enlow v. State, 154 Ind.

664, 57 N. E. 539.

lozva. — State 7'. Graham, 61 Iowa
608, 16 N. W. 743-

Kansas. — State v. Schleagel, 50
Kan. 325, 31 Pac. 1105; State v.

Sorter, 52 Kan. 531, 34 Pac. 1036;

State z: Scott, 24 Kan. 68.

Minnesota. — State v. Dee, 14

Minn. 27, 100 Am. Dec. 190.

Mississippi. — Guice v. State, 60

i\Iiss. 714.

Montana. — State z: Peterson, 24

Mont. 81, 60 Pac. 809.

Nczv York. — People v. Taylor,

177^ N. Y.^ 237, 69 N. E. 534-
South Carolina. — State z'. Adams,

68 S. C. 421, 47 S. E. 676; State v.

Smith, 12 Rich. L. 430.
Texas. — Jackson Z'. State, 28 Tex.

App. 108, 12 S. W. 501 ; Williams v.

State, 44 Tex. Crim. 316, 70 S. W.
756.

Vermont. — State v. Raymo, 57 Atl.

993-

In Haynes z'. State, 17 Ga. 465, the
action of the trial court in restricting

evidence of a quarrel on the day
previous solely to the question of the
defendant's nialjce was held error

on the ground that it was adnjissible

and should be considered " as a key
to the motives and conduct of the

parties during the fatal difficulty."

Lying in Wait for Defendant
near the latter's house the night

previous to the homicide, competent
to show who was aggressor, the

same as uncommunicated threats.

Gunter v. State, in Ala. 23, 20 So.

632, 56 Am. St. Rep. 17.

Evidence that about a month be-

fore the killing the defendant met the

deceased in the road and the latter

put his hand in his coat pocket and
looked mad, and passed the defendant

Vol. VI
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it tends to explain the conduct of the deceased at the time of the

homicide, and shows grounds for the defendant's fear of injury.

The remoteness of such acts or conduct is said to be no objection to

their competency,^" but it has been held otherwise,''^ and in some
states it must very closely precede the fatal difficulty.^^ But evidence

as to the deceased's hostile acts or conduct, after the infliction of the

fatal wound, is inadmissible.^^

b. The Particulars of such difificulties or conduct will not be

inquired into,^* though it is held to the contrary. ^^

K. Deceased's Violence Toward Third Person. — a. Gener-
ally. — There is some conflict in the decisions, even within the same
jurisdiction, as to whether particular acts of violence toward third

without speaking, was held admis-
sible. Com. V. Booker, 25 Ky. L. Rep.

1025, 76 S. W. 838.

An Indictment Against the De-
ceased charging him with an aggra-
vated assault and battery upon the
defendant about a month before the
homicide was held competent as bear-
ing upon wha was the aggressor,
where the evidence on that question
was conflicting, and as showing an
additional reason for deceased's hos-
tility toward the defendant and the
latter's consequent apprehension of
injury. Johnson v. State, 28 Tex.
App. 17, II S. W. 667.

30. State z>. Felker, 27 Mont. 451,
71 Pac. 668.

Previous hostile acts by the de-
ceased extending over a period of
several years down to the time of
the homicide are admissible to show
a reasonable apprehension of great
danger. People v. Thomson, 92 Cal
506, 28 Pac. 589.

31. Difficulty Two Months Pre-
vious A previous difficulty be-
tween the defendant and the de-
ceased, occurring two months before
the homicide and having no immedi-
ate connection therewith, was held
inadmissible in defendant's favor be-
cause it would neither justify nor
palliate his act, nor shed any legiti-

mate lieht on the transaction, al-

though defendant's evidence tended
to show self-defense. Jimmerson v.

State, 133 Ala. 18, 22 So. 141.

Difficulties a Year Ptevious to the
homicide may "possibly be consid-
ered as too remote." Grayson v.

Com., 18 Ky. L. Rep. 205, 35 S. W.
1035-

32. State v. Sale, 119 Iowa i, 92
N. W. 680, distinguishing State v.

Beird, 118 Iowa 474, 92 N. W. 694.

33. State v. Broussard, 39 La.

Ann. 671, 2 So. 422, holding incom-
petent, evidence that after the de-

ceased had been stabbed he ran off,

picked up a brick and struck the ac-

cused with it, and then went into his

house and got his gun.

34. Sanders v. Com., 13 Ky. L.

Rep. 820, 18 S. W. 528; State v.

Cooper, 32 La. Ann. 1084 ; Gordon v.

State, 140 Ala. 29, 36 So. 1009; State

V. Sorter, 52 Kan. 531, 34 Pac. 1036.

35. Russell v. State, 11 Tex. App.
288. See also Poer v. State (Tex.
Crim.), 67 S. W. 500; State v. Fos-
ter (Tenn.), 49 S. W. 747.

Particulars of Feud In Coxwell
7'. State, 66 Ga. 309, where the de-

fendant's line of defense was that a

continuous feud had existed between
himself and the deceased, and that

the latter by threats and otherwise
had kept the defendant in continual

fear of his life, all the facts connected
with such fued, including its origin,

were held admissible in order that

the jury might fully understand the

case, although it appeared that the

deceased was killed in accordance
with a prearranged plan by two of
defendant's friends just as he drew
his pistol on the defendant and com-
manded him to halt, saying: "I will

fix you !

"

Details of Conspiracy In Wil-
liams V. People, 54 111. 422, it was
held error to exclude the details of

a conspiracy of which deceased was
a member, formed to clean out or
" whip the defendant and his family,"
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persons are competent evidence in l)elialf of the defendant after a

proper preliminary showing. Tlie j^^eneral rule is that such evidence

is not admissible even when the violent conduct is known to the

defendant.'""' When unknown to him such conduct is not relevant.''"

Some courts, however, hold that such previous acts of violence in

the defendant's presence, or which have been broug'ht to his knowl-

edge, are admissible to show his reasonable apprehension of danger,^^

of which conspiracy defendant had
kno\vlcdp:e.

36. Alabama. — Jones v. State, 76
Ala. 18; Davenport v. State, 85 Ala.

336, 5 So. 152.
c^ c

Arkansas. — Campbell z'. State, 38
Ark. 498.

California. — People v. Griner, 124

Cal. 19, 56 Pac. 625.

Georgia. — Andrews v. State, 118

Ga. I, 43 S. E. 852.

lozva. — State v. Beird, 118 Iowa

474, 92 N. W. 694.

Maryland. — Jenkins v. State, 80

Md. 72, 30 Atl. 566.

Michigan. — People f. Dowd, 127

Mich. 140, 86 N. W. 546, distinguish-

ing People t'. Harris, 95 Mich. 87, 54
N. W. 648.

Mississippi. — King v. State, 65
Miss. 576, 5 So. 97, 7 Am. St. Rep.

681.

Neiu York. — Thomas v. People,

67 N. Y. 218; McKenna v. People,

18 Hun 580; Nichols v. People, 23
Hun 165.

Oregon. — State v. Mims, 36 Or.

315, 61 Pac. 888.

Pcnnsvlvania. — Alexanders. Com.,

IDS Pa. 'St. I.

South Carolina. — See State v.

Dill, 48. S. C. 249, 26 S. E. 567-

Tr.ro5. — Hefifington v. State, 41

Tex. Crim. 315, 54 S. W. 755; distin-

guishing Childers v. State, 30 Tex.
App. 160, 16 S. W. 903, 28 Am. St.

Rep. 899; Bybee v. State (Tex.
Crim.), 47 S. W. 367-

What a third person told defendant
as to the deceased being a bad man,
and as to his having killed other

men, is not admissible. Harrell v.

State, 39 Tex. Crim. 204, 45 S. W.
581.

Toward a Servant or Agent of

Defendant Incompetent Duprec
V. State, 2i Ala. 380, y^ Am. Dec.

422.

Previous Attempt to Shoot De-
fendant's Brothers is not admissible.

State V. 'Vaughan, 22 Nev. 285, 39
Pac. 72,2,.

Specific Acts of Violence Toward
Other Members of the Defendant's
Family were held inadmissible to

prove his dangerous character. Con-
nell V. Stale (Tex. Crim), 75 S. \V.

512. The court distinguishes Chil-

ders z'. State, 30 Tex. Crim. 160, 16

S. VV. 993, 28 Am. St. Rep. 899, on
the ground that in that case " the

parties were strangers to each other

and the appellant was not acquainted

with the general character and repu-

tation of the deceased ; but he did

know the specific act or declaration of

deceased with regard to himself,

which was provable. In this case
the parties were well acquainted with
each other, and if deceased bore the
reputation of being a dangerous man
. . . it could be proved by evi-

dence of general reputation ; the gen-
eral doctrine being that specific acts

of violence and the details thereof are
not admissible in evidence."

37. Spangler ?'. State. 41 Tex.
Crim. 424, 55 S. W. 326 ; Patterson v.

State (Tex. Crim.), 56 S. W. 59.

38. Bowlus V. State, 130 Ind. 227,

28 N. E. 1 1 15, in which it was com-
petent for the defendant to testify to

his having prevented, on a certain oc-

casion, the deceased from injuring

another person in a quarrel, and hav-

ing at another time seen deceased

sharpen his knife in anticipation of

trouble. The court says :
" The de-

fendant may put in evidence every

fact legitimately tending to show that

he had reasonable ground to appre-

hend serious danger to himself. We
see no reason why he should in such

case be limited to show general

reputation of the injured party.

. . . If he personally knows the

party attacking him to be quarrel-

some, vindictive, revengeful, of great

physical strength, etc., why is he not

Vol. VI
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as is also his information concerning^ such conduct.^'' And it has

been said that while defendant may show that he has heard of par-

ticular acts of violence committed by the deceased upon other per-

sons, he cannot show that such acts were actually committed.*"

authorized to act upon such personal

knowledge? If so, it is of course

competent for him to prove such spe-

cific facts as were within his personal

knowledge when the attack was
made."

See People v. Farrell (Mich.), lOO

N. W. 264; State I'. Graham, 61 Iowa
608, 16 N. W. 743; State v. Dill, 48

S. C. 249, 26 S. E. 567-

Evidence as to the Details of At-

tacks made by the deceased upon
two different persons previous to the

homicide and brought to the atten-

tion of the defendant, was held im-

properly excluded because it tended

to explain the deceased's threatening

demonstration made without apparent

cause, and the defendant's prompt
action in defending himself. Poer v.

Slate (Tex. Crim.), 67 S. W. 500.

Testimony that the deceased, on an

occasion previous to the homicide,

shot at one E., " thinking that it was
defendant " is not admissible, but

the mere fact that he had shot at E.

would be competent to give a deadlier

cast to previous threats against the

defendant. Forney v. State, 98 Ala.

19, 13 So. 540.

The Boisterous and Violent Con-

duct of the Deceased Toward Others,

in defendant's presence, shortly pre-

vious to the homicide, is admissible

to show the defendant's grounds of

apprehension, but deceased's general

reputation for violence cannot be es-

tablished by proof of specific acts to-

ward third persons. State v. Shad-
well, 22 Mont. 559, 57 Pac. 281.

39. People v. Harris, 95 Mich. 87,

54 N. W. 648; People v. Powell, 87
Cal. 348, 25 Pac. 481, II L. R. A. 75.

Declarations of Third Persons As
to Deceased's Statements Regarding
His Violent Character In Childers

V. State, 30 Tex. App. 160, 16 S. W.
903, 28 Am. St. Rep. 899, the ex-

clusion of evidence that a few days

before the homicide two persons had
pointed out the deceased to the de-

fendant, who was a stranger in the

place, as the man who had told them
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of many exploits of a kind to illus-

trate his dangerous and desperate

character, was held error. " If the

accused had reasonable grounds for

believing, and did believe, that the

deceased, was a dangerous man, the

source of his information or belief

is altogether immaterial. ... If

the" accused was in fact influenced

and controlled by his belief that the
deceased was a dangerous or desper-
ate man, what matters it to him
whether that belief be occasioned by
the general reputation of the de-

ceased, which the accused is only
presumed to know, and which in fact

he may not know, or whether that

belief was generated by the state-

ments of the deceased himself, the

question at last b*Mng, did that be-

lief exist and was the conduct of the

accused influenced by it?" But see

Connell v. State (Tex. Crim.), 75
S. W. 512.

Deceased's Previous Statements.

In Boyle v. State, 97 Ind. t,22, the

exclusion of the defendant's testi-

mony that the deceased had admitted
to him his participation in certain

robberies and murders, and that he
preferred a knife to a pistol, was held
error, the court says :

" As, in per-

sonal conflicts, every man is per-

mitted, within reasonable limits, to

act upon appearances and determine
for himself when he is in real danger,

it would seem to follow, as an in-

evitable consequence, that whoever
relies upon appearances, and a rea-

sonable determination upon such ap-

pearances, as a defense in a case of

homicide, ought to be allowed to

prove every fact and circumstance

is-nown to him, and connected with

the deceased, which was fairly cal-

culated to create an apprehension for

his own safety. Any narrower rule

than this would, we think, prove in-

adequate to full justice in all cases

of homicide, and would in rnany

cases operate as a serious abridg-

ment of the law of self-defense."

40. People v. Farrell (Mich.), lOO

N. W. 264.
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b. Violent Conduct Shortly Before. — The violent conduct of the

deceased shortly preceding- the homicide, though in the absence of

and unknown to the accused, is admissible to show his condition

of mind and characterize his conduct during the fatal difficulty*^ and
by some courts is regarded as part of the res gestae.*^

c. Prior Conviction. — The prior conviction of the deceased for

crime is not competent to show the fear in which the defendant

might have held him.'*'' Rut it has been held proi)cr to show his

previous conviction for another homicide,'** or that he had informed

the deceased of his conviction and imprisonment for murder.""

L. Violence of Third Persons.— The hostile acts and conduct

of third persons toward the defendant are not competent in his

behalf,**' except as part of the-res gestae.*''

M. Threats. — a. By Deceased. — (l.) Generally. — Threats by

the deceased are generally regarded as relevant only on the issue

of self-defense.*'* A few cases, however, seem to indicate that the

deceased's threats may be relevant under certain circumstances to

characterize a recent provocation and reduce the grade of the

41. State V. Mclver, 125 N. C.

645, 34 S. E. 439 ; Hampton v. State

(Tex. Crim), 65 S. W. 526. See also

State V. McNally, 87 Mo. 644; IMusco
V. Com., 87 Va. 460, 12 S. E. 790.

The deceased's behavior on his

way to the scene of the homicide is

admissible to corroborate testimony
as to his violent conduct during the

conflict. Peonle v. Lilly, 38 Mich.
270.

42, State v. Hunter, 118 Iowa 686,

92 N. W. 872.

In State v. Beird, 118 Iowa 474,
92 N. W. 694, evidence that the de-
ceased, on the night of the homicide,

while intoxicated, and going from
one saloon to another shortly pre-

ceding the homicide, made an assault

upon a third person, was held im-
properly excluded on the ground
that it indicated " a state of mind
continuing up to the time of the af-

fray, and which would be likely, in

ordinary human experience, to lead

to aggression and combativeness at

that time ... it would seem that

such acts, as a part of the course of

conduct of the deceased immediately
preceding the affray and continued
up to the time of the affray, would
be part of the res gestae with refer-

ence to the intention or disposition

with which the affray was entered

into by him."

43. People r. Rodawald (N. Y.),

70 N. E. I.

44. The Record of the Conviction

of the Deceased for Manslaughter
is admissible to show his dangerous

character. The objection to the in-

troduction of particular acts is the

want of information and preparation

to meet them by rebutting evidence,

which objection has no application

to the deceased's previous conviction.

Brunet v. State, 12 Tex. App. 521.

45. Dodson v. State, 44 Tex. Crim.

200, 70 S. W. 969.

46. People v. Scoggins, 37 Cal.

676; State z: Sullivan, 51 Iowa 144,

50 N. W. 572; State v. Brown, 34
S. C. 41, 12 S. E. 662; State V. Nel-

son, 166 Mo. 191, 65 S. W. 749. See

Raincy v. Com., 19 Ky. L. Rep. 390,

40 S. W. 682.

A previous difficulty between de-

fendant and deceased's son held ir-

relevant. State 7'. Ramsey, 82 Mo.
133. See also State v. Sullivan, 51

Iowa 144, 50 N. \V. 572.

47. Evidence that the deceased's

son, who was with him at the time

of the homicide, ran for a pistol, was
held properly admitted. Rapp v.

Com., 53 Ky. 614.

48. Creswell z: State, 14 Tex.

.•\pp. I ; and see discussion and cases

following.
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crime/" or to rebut evidence as to defendant's previous hostile

conduct toward deceased.''"

(2.) Must Amount to Threat. — The language used by the deceased
must amount to a threat to be admissible as such, and must indicate

an intention on the part of the deceased to take life or do serious

bodily injury.^^ The deceased's previous expressions of hostility

toward the defendant, which have been communicated to the latter,

do not, however, come within this rule, being competent not as

threats, but as a fact bearing upon defendant's apprehensions.^^

(3.) Impersonal Threats by the deceased must be shown to refer to

the defendant before they are admissible,^^ but this may appear from

49. State v. Kenyon, i8 R. I. 217,

26 At). 199. See Garner v. State, 28
Fla. 113, 9 So. 835, 29 Am. St. Rep.
232; Eiland v. State, 52 Ala. 322;
Com. ZK Hoskins, 18 Ky. L. Rep. 59,

35 S. W. 284.

50. Even though he was the ag-

gressor. State V. McNeely, 34 La.
Ann. 1022. But see State v. Frier-

son, 51 La. Ann. 706, 25 So. 396. See
supra, " Intent, MaHce, etc. — Hos-
tile Acts— Rebuttal."

51. Combs V. State, 75 Ind. 215;
Chalk V. State, 35 Tex. Crim. 116,

32 S. W. 534 ; State v. Campagnet,
48 La. Ann. 1470, 21 So. 46; Myers v.

State, ZZ Tex. 525.

Merely Vituperative and Abusive
language about the defendant does

not amount to a threat and is not

admissible as such, nor is it com-
petent for any purpose when not

communicated to the defendant prior

to the homicide. Levy v. State, 28
Tex. App. 203, 12 S. W. 596, 19 Am.
St. Rep. 826. But as to the latter

proposition see supra, " Aggression
or Provocation of Attack " and cases

thereunder cited.

Deceased's statement that if he
could not get a certain sum from the

defendant in any other way he would
take it out of the latter's hide was
held properly excluded, because not
amounting to a threat. State v.

Cushing, 17 Wash. 544, 50 Pac. 512,

distinguisliing State v. Coella, 3
Wash. 99, 28 Pac. 28, on the ground
that the statement there admitted
had been communicated to the de-
fendant.

Statements of the deceased showing
that he " had a prejudice " against

the defendant are not admissible as
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threats. State v. Wize, 33 S. C. 582,

12 S. E. 556.

A statement by the deceased previ-

ous to the homicide that the de-

fendant " was not fit to live in a civi-

lized community," was held not to

amount to a threat nor necessarily

to show ill-feeling. State v. Sullivan,

43 S. C. 205, 21 S. E. 4-

52. State v. Cushing, 17 Wash.
544, 50 Pac. S12. See also supra,
" Relations of Parties." But see

State V. Campagnet, 48 La. Ann. 1470,
21 So. 46.

53. Heffington v. State, 41 Tex.
Crim. 315, 54 S. W. 755; People v.

Farley, 124 Cal. 594, 57 Pac. 571

;

Henson v. State, 120 Ala. 316, 25 So.

23. See also People v. Kennedy, 67
Hun 652, 22 N. Y. Supp. 267.

Deceased's declaration ten days be-

fore the killing that he was going to

the school election, where the killing

afterward occurred, and that if

things did not go his way " he would
kill some " was held inad-

missible because defendant was at

that time a stranger to deceased, and
because the threat was too indefinite

and not shown to refer to the ac-

cused, nor was it communicated to

the latter. Com. v. Hoskins, 18 Ky.

L. Rep. 59; 35 S. W. 284.

Where it appeared that the de-

ceased was killed during a quarrel,

while gambling, evidence that on the

night previous to the homicide he

said : " I am going to win some
money tonight or kill some

" is not admissible because too

general and indefinite, and having no
reference to the defendant. King v.

State, 89 Ala. 146, 7 So. 750.

Deceased's statement four years

previous to the homicide, that " there
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the accompanyinf:^ circumstances,''* the rule as to admissibiHty then

being the same as in the case of threats by the defendant against

the deceased.''*

(4.) Conditional Threats.— A general threat conditioned upon a

particular event is competent if the defendant brought himself
within the condition.^" But a threat conditional on an assault by the

defendant is not admissible.''^

(5.) Against Family. — General threats against a family, which
mention no individual but are directed against those bearing the

defendant's family name, are sufficiently definite to be admissible."*

(6.) Communicated Threats. — (A.) Genkrally. — Threats by the

deceased against the defendant which have been previously''''' com-

were quite a lot of people that he
would like to put out of the way if

it was not for the law " was held too
general to be admissible. Gregory
V. State (Tex. Grim.), 48 S. W. 577,

s. c. (Tex. Grim.), 43 S. W. 1017.

Idle Boasting— In State v. Guy,

69 Mo. 430, deceased's statement that
" the first nigger that fools with me
I'll put him to his end " was held

inadmissible, although communicated
to the defendant, because a mere con-

ditional threat directed against no
particular person, being a mere idle

boast.

54. Heffington v. State, 41 Tex.
Grim. 315, 54 S. W. 755-

General Threat Shortly Preceding
Homicide Deceased's threat, made
fifteen minutes before the shooting,

that " he was going to have blood

before morning " was held improperly
excluded although not connected by
other evidence with the defendant, on
the ground that such threats are

"not to be rejected because of their

vagueness or the obscurity of lan-

guage in which they are couched,
human experience and the annals o£

crime having established that very
frequently those intending crime' in

particular or crime in general are

accustomed to indulge in mysterious
innuendos or vague boasts, having
reference to the perpetration of some
homicidal offense . . . such lan-

guage indicates ' a heart regardless

of social duty and fatally bent on
mischief, and that its possessor was
likely to prove the aggressor in some
sudden quarrel.' " State v. McNally,
87 Mo. 644. See also supra this

50

article, " Intent, Malice, etc. — Gen-
eral Malice."

55. See infra this article, " Intent,

JNIalice, etc. — Threats."

56. Territory v. Hall. 10 N. M.
545, 62 Pac. 1083.

57. See Knowles v. State, 31 Tex.
Grim. 383, 20 S. W. 829; State v.

Gushing, 17 Wash. 544, 50 Pac. 512;
Evans V. State, 44 Miss. 762.

58. Threats Against the " Hop-
per Boys " held not too vague or un-
certain to be admissible, defendant
being of that name. State v. Hopper,
142 Mo. 478, 44 S. W. 272. See
supra, " Intent, Malice, etc. — Threats
— Against Family."

59. Arkansas. — Goker v. State,

20 Ark. 53; Atkins v. State, 16 Ark.
568.

Colorado. — Redus v. People, 10

Golo. 208. 14 Pac. 323.

Delaware. — State v. Warren, i

Del. 487, 41 Atl. 190.

Georgia. — Van v. State, 83 Ga.

44, 9 S. E. 945; Keener v. State, 18

Ga. 194, 63 Am. Dec. 269.

Iowa. — State v. Sullivan, 51 Iowa
144, 50 N. W. 572; State v. Maloy, 44
Iowa 104.

Louisiana. — State v. Fisher, 33 La.
Ann. 1344; State r. Ghevallier, 36
La. Ann. 81 ; State v. Bowser. 42 La.
Ann. 936, 8 So. 474.
Minnesota. — State v. Dumphey, 4

Minn. 438.

Mississippi. — Newcomb r. State,

37 Miss.
, 383.

North Carolina. — State v. Rollins,

113 N. C. 722, 18 S. E. 394-
Oregon. — State v. Dodson, 4 Or.

65.
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municatcd to the latter, after a sufficient preliminary showing.*"
are admissible in behalf of the defendant to characterize the
deceased's threatening conduct and to show the degree of apprehen-
sion under which the defendant acted."^

Defendant's Declarations at the time the threats were communi-
cated to him are not competent in his own behalf. "^

(B.) Preliminary Showing. — Such threats, however, are not
admissible except when the evidence tends to show some acts or
conduct on the part of the deceased threatening immediate injury
to the defendant,"^ or tends in some way to prove that the homicide
was committed in self-defense."* The contrary,*'^ however, has been

Wisconsin. — Carthaus v. State, 78
Wis. 560, 47 N. W. 629.

See also cases cited to the sections
following which involve communi-
cated threats.

60. See following section " Pre-
liminary Showing " and the analogous
section under " Uncommunicated
Threats " and " Character of De-
ceased."

61. United States. — Allison v.

United States, 160 U. S. 203, 16 Sup.
Ct. Rep. 252.

Alabama. — Dupree v. State, 23
Ala. 380, JT, Am. Dec. 422; Powell v.

State, 19 Ala. 577.

California. — People v. Tamkin, 62
Cal. 468; People v. Travis. 56 Cal.

251-

Illinois. — McCoy v. People, 175
111. 224, 51 N. E. 777-
Iowa. — State v. Collins, 32 Iowa

26.

Kansas. — State v. Scott, 24 Kan.

State Dee, 14Minnesota.
Minn. 35.

Mississippi. — Johnson v. State, 27
So. 880.

Missouri.— State v. Harrod, 102
Mo. 590, IS S. W. 272-

Montana. — State v. Shadwell, 22
Mont. 559, 57 Pac. 281.

Virginia. — Lewis v. Com., 78 Va.
732.

Where defendant armed himself
with a deadly weapon before going to
order off trespassers, one of whom
was killed in the ensuing conflict,

such fact was held insufficient to ex-
clude evidence of the deceased's prior
threats against defendant. Wallace
V. United States, 162 U. S. 466.
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62. Harrell z>. State, 39 Tex. Crim,
204, 45 S. W. 581 ; Angus v. State, 29
Tex. App. 52, 14 S. W. 443.

63. McPherson v. State, 29 Ark.
225; Roberts z\ State, 68 Ala. 156;
State z'. Brown, 63 Mo. 439; Hull v.

State, 74 Tenn. 249. But see Fitz-

hugh V. State, 81 Tenn. 258.

Mutual Combat — Incompetent.
Foreman v. State, 23 Tex. Crim. 272,
26 S. W. 212.

64. People zk Taylor, 177 N. Y.

237, 69 N. E. 534-

In Wallace v. United States, 162

U. S. 466, it is held that if the de-

fendant had reasonable belief in the

imminence of great bodily harm at

the hands of the deceased, and " if

that belief . . . might in any
view the jury could properly take of
the circumstances surrounding the

killing, have excused his act or re-

duced the crime from murder to
manslaughter," then evidence of the

deceased's prior threats is relevant

and it is error to exclude them.
65. "Evidence of previous threats

made by the deceased against the

prisoner, and communicated to him
before the killing, is admissible with-

out reference to the question whether
there is any evidence tending to show
that at the time of the killing the de-

ceased was doing some overt act
manifesting a present intention to

carry such threats into execution

;

or without reference to the question
whether there was proof that the de-
fendant may have acted upon a rea-

sonable belief that he was in danger
of death or great bodily harm. State
V. Abbott, 8 W. Va. 741 ;

quoting
from Jackson zk State (Tenn.),
Hon & T., " Cases on Self-Defense,"
p. 476.
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held. If there is any evidence whatever tending to support the

defendant's claim of self-defense the threats should be admitted."®

(C.) iNroRMATioN AS TO THREATS. —: The defendant may show the

source of his information regarding the deceased's threats, and for

this purpose the statements made to him by third persons are not
hearsay, the question at issue being the communication of the

alleged threats and not the fact that they were actually made''" It

has been held, however, that there must be some showing that the

deceased actually made the statements attributed to him."^

(7.) TJncommunicated Threats— (A.) Generally. — There are some
cases which seem to hold that threats by the deceased which have
not been communicated to the defendant previous to the homicide

are never admissible,"" or only when, part of the res gestae.''^ These

66. Jackson v. State, 65 Tenn. 452.

See more fully infra,
*' Uncommuni-

cated Threats— Showing of Self-

Defense— Sufficiency."

In Harris f. State, 92 Miss. 99, 16

So. 360, where evidence of the

deceased's previous communicated
threats was excluded on the ground
of the insufficiency of the pre-

liminary proof, this ruling was
held error because there was some
testimony and circumstances tending

to show an overt act on the part of
the deceased. The court says :

'' Un-
less we are clearly satisfied that in

no reasonably possible view was there

any testimony supporting defendant's

theory offered or admitted in evi-

dence, we cannot say . . . the

threats (were) properly excluded."
" Where there is any evidence

which tends to show even in the

slightest degree that the deceased at

the time of the killing was advancing
in a threatening manner on the de-
fendant or occupying a menacing at-

titude toward him, or made the slight-

est move toward attack, or did any
act indicating a present intent to do
defendant great bodily harm, . . .

if there is even slight evidence to in-

dicate that the act of killing was done
under a present, reasonable appre-
hension of great bodily harm, prior
communicated threats should not be
excluded." Thomason v. Territory, 4
N. M. 150, 13 Pac. 223.

67. Palmore v. State, 29 Ark.
248; State V. Coella, 3 Wash. 99, 28
Pac. 28; State v. Harris, 76 Mo. 361.
See also Carico v. Com., 70 Ky. 124;
Crockett v. State (Tex. Crim.), 77
S. W. 4.

Testimony by a witness that he
heard the person to whom deceased
had made his threats communicate
the same to the defendant is not in-

admissible as hearsay. Logan v.

State, 17 Tex. App. 50.

An Anonymous Communication
containing an implied threat was held
improperly excluded where defend-
ant offered to testify that he believed
and had good reason to believe that
the deceased was the author of the
communication. "Whether that be-
lief existed in the mind of the de-
fendant or not, and whether it was
reasonable from all the circumstances
or was too hastily drawn by defend-
ant were matters for the jury to de-
termine. If the communication had
been signed with the name of the
deceased it would have been clearly

admissible, although the signature
might in fact have been a forgery and
the deceased entirely innocent of any
connection with it." Territory v.

Pratt, 10 N". M. 138, 61 Pac. 104.

68. Hudson v. Com., 24 Ky. L.
Rep. 785. 69 S. W. 1079. See also
State V. Cross, 68 Iowa 180, 26 N.
W. 62.

The alleged threat must be more
than a mere rumor which defendant's
informant had heard. State v. Mc-
Gnnigle, 14 Wash. 594, 45 Pac. 20,

attempting to distinguish State v.

Coella, 3 Wash. 99. 28 Pac. 28, in

which a contrary ruling seems to be
laid down.

69. People v. Arnold, 15 Cal. 476;
Rogers v. State, 62 Ala. 170. See
Nevling v. Com., 98 Pa. St. 322.

70. The uncommunicated threats

of the deceased while on his way to

the scene of the homicide were held
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cases, however, have nearly all 1)ecn overruled by subsequent decis-

ions, which with ])ractical unanimity hold that after a sufficient pre-

liminary showinj^"^ such threats .are relevant for several purposes. ''-

Thus such threats are competent to characterize the apparently

hostile conduct of the deceased during the difficulty, or to show
his state of mind and the fact that he was the aggressor when this

question is in issue."''

(B.) To Corroborate Communicated Threats.'— Where a proper

foundation has been laid, and evidence of communicated threats by
the deceased against the defendant has been admitted, it is competent

to prove similar uncommunicated threats made subsequent thereto

and previous to the homicide, as corroborating the communicated
threats, and indicating their meaning and seriousness.'^*

(C.) To Show Reasonableness of Apprehension. — In some cases it

admissible as part of tlie res gestae.

Pitman v. State, 22 Ark. 354, distin-

guishing Atkins V. State, 16 Ark. 568;
Coker v. State, 20 Ark. 53, where
uncommunicated threats were ex-

cluded, on the ground that in those

cases the threats were not part of

the res gestae.

71. See infra, " Showing of Self-

Defense Necessary."
72. " There are a few cases which

hold that threats, to be admissible for

any cause, must be shown to ha*ve

been communicated to the accused,

and others which hold that uncom-
municated threats are not admissible

unless they constitute a part of the

res gestae; but the more modern and
better-reasoned cases favor the ad-

mission of such evidence in the fol-

lowing instances : (a) To show who
began affray; (b) to corroborate evi-

dence of communicated threats ; and
(c) to show the attitude of the de-

ceased." Territory v. Hall, 10 N. M.
545, 62 Pac. 1083.

73. Alabama. — Roberts v. State,

68 Ala. 156. {Overruling previous

cases to the contrary.)

California. — People v. Tamkin, 62

Cal. 468.

Georgia. — Keener v. State, 18

Ga. 194, 63 Am. Dec. 269.

Illinois. — Campbell v. People, 16

111. 17, 61 Am. Dec. 49.

Indiana. — Holler z: State, 37 Ind.

57, 10 Am. Rep. 74.

Kansas. — State v. Spendlove, 44
Kan. I, 24 Pac. 67.

Kentucky. — Com. v. Hoskins, 18

Ky. L. Rep. 59, 35 S. W. 284. See

Cornelius v. Com., 54 Ky. 539.
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Louisiana. — State v. Williams, 40

La. Ann. 168, 3 So. 629.

Montana. — State v. Felker, 27
Mont. 451, 71 Pac. 668; State v.

Shadwell. 26 Mont. 52, 66 Pac. 508.

New York. — People v. Rodawald,
70 N. E. I ; Stokes v. People, 53 N.

Y. 164, 13 Am. Rep. 492.

North Carolina. — State v. Turpin,

77 N. C. 473, 24 Am. Rep. 455.

Oregon. — State v. Tartar, 26 Or.

38, 37 Pac. 53.

Rhode Island. — State v. Kenyon,
18 R. I. 217, 26 Atl. 199.

Tennessee. — Little v. State, 65
Tenn. 491.

Washington. — White v. Territory,

3 Wash. Ter. 397, 19 Pac. 37; State

V. Cushing, 14 Wash. 527, 45 Pac.

145-

JVest Virginia. — State v. Evans,

33 W. Va. 417, 10 S. E. 792.

74. Alabama. — Roberts v. State,

68 Ala. 156.

Iowa. — State v. Helm, 92 Iowa

540, 61 N. W. 246.

Kansas. — State v. Spendlove. 44
Kan. I, 24 Pac. 67; State v. Brown,
22 Kan. 222.

Kentucky. — Cornelius v. Com., 54
Ky. 539-

Louisiana. — State 7'. Williams, 40
La. Ann. 168, 3 So. 629.

Nezu Mexico. — Territory v. Hall,

10 N. M. 545. 62 Pac. 1083.

North Carolina. — State v. Turpin,

77 N. C. 473, 24 Am. Rep. 455.

Texas. — Levy v. State. 28 Tex.
App. 203, 12 S. W. 596, 19 Am. St.

Rep. 826.
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is said that uncommunicated threats are competent to show the rea-

sonableness of the defendant's apprehensions."'*

(D.) Showing of Self-Dei-ense Necessary. — (a.) Generally.— Before

evidence as to the deceased's previous uncommunicated threats is

admissible there must be some showing which raises the issue of

self-defense.'^"

Where the Homicide Was the Result of a Mutual Combat previously

agreed upon, evidence as to previous threats by the deceased against

the defendant is not admissible, unless the defendant had desisted

from the conflict and was making an attempt to retreat at the time

of the homicide.''^

75. State v. Gushing, 14 Wash.
527, 45 Pac. 145; State v. Felker, 27
Mont. 451, .71 Pac. 668; State v.

Evans, 158 I\Io. 589, 59 S. VV. 994.
See also State v. Williams, 40 La.
Ann. 168, 3 So. 629.

76. Alabama. — King v. State, 90
Ala. 612, 8 So. 856; Payne v. State,

60 Ala. 80; Amos v. State, 96 Ala.

120, II So. 424; Goldsmith v. State,

105 Ala. 8, 16 So. 933; Baker v.

State, 122 Ala. i, 26 So. 194; Lang
V. State, 84 Ala. i, 4 So. 193, 5 Am.
St. Rep. 324.

Missouri. — State v. Privitt, 175
Mo. 207, 75 S. W. 457; State v.

Reed, 137 Mo. 125, 38 S. W. 574.
Texas. — Garter v. State, 8 Tex.

App. ?,72.

Washington. — State v. McGoni-
gle, 14 Wash. 594, 45 Pac. 20.

" Threats made by deceased, and
the dangerous character of deceased,

are onlj' admissible when it is shown
that at the time of the homicide the

deceased did some act indicating his

purpose then to take the life of the

defendant, or did him some serious

bodily harm ... or when the

circumstances of the case raise a
doubt " as to whether the homicide
was committed in self-defense.

Creswell 7-. State, 14 Tex. App. i.

Explanation of Rule Requiring
Preliminary Showing "We under-
stand the rule in respect to the ad-
mission of evidence, on the part of
a defendant on trial for murder, of
previous threats by, or difificultics

with, or ill-feeling on the part of the

deceased, to be this : that when any
phase of the testimony would, if be-
lieved, present a case of self-defense,

then the accused, using this aspect
of the facts adduced as a predicate

therefor, may go further, and

strengthen it, by showing that the

deceased had threatened him, or en-

tertained ill-feeling toward him, or

that there had been difficulties be-

tween them ; and a like doctrine ob-

tains with respect to evidence of the

violent character of the slain. Or,

to state the principle in a more con-

crete form, the evidence adduced
must have some tendency to estab-

lish the constituents of the right to

destroy life that life may be pre-

served — which are, that the accused

was without fault in bringing on the

fatal rencounter ; that he was in im-
minent peril, real or reasonably ap-

parent, of loss of life or limb; and
that he could not, as the matter pre-

sented itself to him, retreat or avoid

the combat with safety to himself—
before any state of facts exists in

the case upon which testimony of

character, threats, ill-feeling, etc., of

the deceased, could shed any light.

The theory of the rule is that a right

to kill can never be the result of the

violent, blood-thirsty disposition, re-

vengeful feeling, or threats of the

deceased; and hence, until there are

facts offered which go in some meas-
ure to establish the necessity to

strike as the law defines that neces-

sity, such evidence is patently irrele-

vant. These matters, in other words,
are competent to give character to a

necessity otherwise shown ; and no
such necessity being otherwise
.shown, there is an utter absence of
the predicate upon which alone such
qualifying evidence should be re-

ceived." Rutledge v. State, 88 .\la.

85. 7 So. 335-

77. Nairn v. State (Tex. Grim.),

45 S. W. 703 : State v. Wilson, 43 La,

Ann. 840, 9 So. 490.

Vol. VI
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(b.) When Defendant the Aggressor.— Where it appears clearly from
tiie circumstances that the defendant was the aggressor in the fatal

difficulty, he is not entitled to prove previous threats by the
deceased.'^'*

(c.) Necessity of Overt Act of Attack.— The rule as frequently stated
is that there must be evidence of some overt act by the deceased
of a threatening or hostile nature^* before his previous threats can

78. Alabama. — Teague z-. State,

I20 Ala. 309, 25 So. 209; Burke v.

State. 71 Ala. 2,77', Winter v. State,

123 Ala. I, 26 So. 949.

Arkansas. — Harris v. State, 34
Ark. 469.

Florida. — Bond v. State, 21 Fla.

738; Wilson V. State, 30 Fla. 234,
II So. 556, 17 L. R. A. 654.

Georgia. — Gardner v. State, 90
Ga. 310, 17 S. E. 86, 35 Am. St. Rep.
202; Vaughn v. State, 88 Ga. 731, 16

S. E. 64.

Louisiana. — State v. Watson, 36
La. Ann. 148; State v. Fontenot, 48
La. Ann. 305, 19 So. 11 1.

Michigan. — People v. Garbutt, 17
^lich. 9, 97 Am. Dec. 162.

Mississippi. —
• Oden v. State, 27

So. 992.

Missouri — State v. Harris, 73
Mo. 287; State V. Jackson, 17 Mo.
544, 59 Am. Dec. 281.

Montana. — Territory v. Campbell,
9 Mont. 16, 22 Pac. 121.

Nezv Mexico. — Thomason v. Ter-
ritory, 4 N. M. 150, 13 Pac. 223.
North Carolina. — State v. Bar-

field, 30 N. C. 344.
Texas. — Turner v. State (Tex.

Crim.), 46 S. W. 830.

Where the Defendant Is Attempt-
ing an Unlawful Arrest he is the
aggressor, and cannot introduce evi-
dence to show self-defense. Helms
r. United States, 2 Ind. Ter. S9=5, 52
S. W. 60.

"When the Defendant Admits
That He Began the Attack which
resulted in the killing, and offers no
evidence tending to prove the facts
necessary to revive his right of self-

defense, it is competent for the judge,
as_ a preliminary to ruling on the ad-
missibility of evidence, to assume the
non-existence of such facts, even
though they bear upon the question
of guilt or innocence ; and his ruling

Vol. VI

that the evidence, the admissibility

of which depended upon their exist-

ence, should be excluded, will be
sustained." State v. Kellogg, 104
La. 580, 29 So. 285.

79. A I a b a m a. — Ragsdale v.

State, 134 Ala. 24, 2>2 So. 674; Rob-
erts V. State, 68 Ala. 156; Tidwell
V. State, 70 Ala. 2>2,-

Arkansas. — See Kitts v. State, 70
Ark. 521, 69 S. W. 545.

California. — People v. Campbell,

59 Cal. 243, 43 Am. Rep. 257, but see

the dissenting opinion in which the

distinction between the admissibility

of such evidence and its sufficiency

as a justification is clearly pointed

out and the cases of People v. Arn-
old, 15 Cal. 476, and People v. Scog-
gins, 2)7 Cal. 676, are distinguished.

Colorado. — Jones v. People, 6
Colo. 452, 45 Am. Rep. 526.

Florida. — Garner v. State, 28 Fla.

113, 9 So. 835, 29 Am. St. Rep. 232;
Smith V. State, 25 Fla. 517, 6 So.

482.

Georgia. — Hoye v. State, 39 Ga.

718, distinguishing Keener v. State,

18 Ga. 194, 63 Am. Dec. 269; Lingo
i\ State, 29 Ga. 470.

Indiana. — Ellis v. State, 152 Ind.

326, 52 N. E. 82; Leverich v. State,

105 Ind. 277, 4 N. E. 852.

Kentucky. — Morrison v. Com., 24
Ky. L. Rep. 2493, 74 S. W. 277.

Louisiana. — State v. Wiggins, 50
La. Ann. 330, 23 So. 334; State v.

Hickey, 50 La. Ann. 600, 23 So. 504;
State V. Perioux, 107 La. 601, 31 So.

1016; State V. Harrison, iii La. 304,

35 So. 560; State V. Thomas, iii La.
804, 35 So. 914; State I'. Wilson, 43
La. Ann. 840, 9 So. 490; State i'.

Haab, 105 La. 230, 29 So. 725 ; State
V. Depass, 45 La. Ann. 1151, 14 So.

77 \ State v. Demareste, 41 La. Ann.
617, 6 So. 136; State V. Vallery, 47
La. Ann. 182, 16 So. 745 ; State v.

Labuzan, 2>7 La. Ann. 489; State v.
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be shown, unless the statute provides otherwise.*" The overt act or

hostile demonstration must be immediately connected with the

defendant's act-^^

What Constitutes an Overt Act under this rule varies with the cir-

Fontenot, 48 La. Ann. 305, 19 So.

113-

Maryland. — Turpin v. State, 55
Md. 462, 475 ;

Jenkins v. State, 80

Md. 72, 30 Atl. 566.

Mississippi. — IMoriarty v. State, 62

Mis.s. 654; Hinson z: State, 66 Miss.

532, 6 So. 463.

Missouri. — State v. Alexander, 66

Mo. 148.

Nebraska. — Binficld v. State, 15

Neb. 484, 19 N. W. 607.

New Mexico. — Territory v. Hall,

10 N. M. 545, 62 Pac. 1083.

Utah. — People v. Halliday, 5
Utah 467, 17 Pac. 118.

Washington. — State v. Gushing,

17 Wash. 544, 50 Pac. 512.

Threats by deceased against the

defendant are not admissible where
deceased's hostile demonstrations are
not against the defendant, but
against his son. State v. Downs, 91
Mo. 19, 3 S. W. 219.

In State v. Field, 14 Me. 244, 31

Am. Dec. 52, it appeared that about
an hour after a violent quarrel be-
tween the parties, in which both
were injured, the deceased, a younger
and stronger man than defendant,
violently entered the room occupied
by the prisoner, but which each
party had an equal right to occupy,
and immediately upon entering was
struck by the defendant with an ax
and killed, the exclusion of evidence
as to deceased's violent and danger-
ous character when drunk was held
not error on the ground that the
circumstances were not sufficient to
warrant the use of a deadly weapon
by the defendant.

A Hostile Demonstration Subse-
quent to the Defendant's Act Com-
mencing the Difficulty is not a suf-

ficient preliminary showing. State

V. Brooks, 39 La. Ann. 817, 2 So.

498.

80. Under the Texas Statute pro-

viding that " where a defendant

seeks to justify himself on the

ground of threats against his own
life he may be permitted to intro-

duce evidence of the threats made,

but the same shall not be regarded

as affording a justification for the

offense unless it be shown that at

the time of the homicide the person

killed, by some act then done, mani-

fested an intention to execute the

threat so made," evidence of such

threats is admissible without prelim-

inary proof of an overt act of hos-

tility by the injured person, although
they will neither justify nor mitigate

the offense unless there was some
hostile demonstration or act from
which the defendant might reason-

ably infer an intention to execute
them. " This statute does not pre-

tend to define the rule as to the ad-

missibility of the threats as evidence,

but only the effect to be given to

threats when admitted at the instance

of a defendant who is seeking to

justify his acts on account of such

threats." Howard v. State, 23 Tex.

App. 265, 5 S. W. 231 ;
quoting ap-

provingly from Horbach v. State, 43
Tex. 252, to the same effect; distin-

guishing Penland v. State, 19 Tex.

App. 365, which lays down an ap-

parently contrary doctrine. To the

same effect see Williams v. Stale

(Tex. Crim.), 70 S. W. 756; Peck v.

State, 5 Tex. App. 611.

But for cases to the contrary which

lay down the general rule stated in

the text, see West v. State, 18 Tex.

App. 640; Allen v. State, 17 Tex.

App. 637; Irwin z'. State, 43 Tex.

236; Myers v. State, 33 Tex. 525;

Gonzale'z v. State, 31 Tex. 495; John-

son r. Slate, 27 Tex. 758; Dawson v.

State, 33 Tex. 492, expressly over-

ruling Pridgen v. State, 31 Tex. 420,

holding that such preliminary show-

ing is unnecessary.

81. State V. Paterno, 43 La. Ann.

514, 9 So. 442; State V. Wilson, 43

La. Ann. 840, 9 So. 490.

The killing must immediately fol-

low and be in response to the overt

act of attack. Guice v. State, 60

Miss. 714.
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cnmstanccs, a very slip^ht movement being sufficient in some cases.*^

The act or demonstration must have been of such a nature or made
under such circumstances that it would tend to induce a reasonable

belief on the part of the defendant that he was in immediate danger
of great bodily harm.^''

(d.) When Question of Self-Dcfcnse or Aggression in Doubt. — Another
statement of the rule is that when the evidence or circumstances

render it doubtful whether the homicide was committed in self-

defense, or whether the defendant or the deceased was the aggressor,

uncommunicated threats are admissible.**

82. Jackson v. State, 65 Tenn.

452; Allison V. United States, 160

U. S. 203. See also Renfro v. Com.,
II Ky. L. Rep. 246, II S. W. 815.

Threats Alone Do Not Constitute
an Overt Act State z'. King, 47
La. Ann. 28, 16 So. 566.
" Words of Abuse alone are not

demonstrations against the accused,

but they may be important to show
the character of the overt act."

State z'. Williams, 46 La. Ann. 709,
15 So. 82.

A Mere Blow With the Fist and
Feet is not a sufficient hostile dem-
onstration to justify the admission
of evidence of deceased's previous
threats or violent character. Chase
z: State, 46 Aliss. 683.
Raising a Stick in Position to

Strike was held a sufficient hostile
demonstration to justify the admis-
sion of the deceased's previous un-
communicative threats. Pittman v.

State, 92 Ga. 480, 17 S. E. 856.
Placing Right Hand on Hip Pocket

a Sufficient Overt Act State v.

Sumner, 130 N. C. 718, 41 S. E. 803.

But this action held not to con-
stitute a hostile demonstration, where
it was not shown that the pocket
contained, or had contained, a
weapon, or that the deceased was
making any personal threat or doing
any act to make the hip-pocket move-
ment significant of danger to the

defendant. Gafford v. State, 122

Ala. 54, 25 So. 10.

Merely " Turning Towards the
Defendant " is not in itself such a
hostile act or demonstration as to

justify the admission of evidence as

to previous threats by the deceased.

Jones V. State, 116 Ala. 468, 23 So.

135-
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83. California. — People v. Scog-
gins, 37 Cal. 676.

Louisiana. — State v. Campagnet,

48 La. Ann. 1470, 21 So. 46; State

V. Williams, 46 La. Ann. 709, 15 So.

82; State V. Cosgrove, 42 La. Ann.

753, 7 So. 714; State v. Stewart, 47
La. Ann. 410, 16 So. 945; State v.

Baum, 51 La. Ann. 11 12, 26 So. 67.

Mississippi. — Harris v. State, 47
Miss. 318.

Nezv York. — People v. Hess, 8
App. Div. 143, 40 N. Y. Supp. 486.

Utah. — People v. Halliday, 5 Utah
467, 17 Pac. 118.

Mistaking TJmbrella for Gun.
The act of the deceased in advancing
upon the defendant in a hostile man-
ner with an umbrella which defend-
ant testified he thought was a gun
was held sufficient to warrant the in-

troduction of the deceased's previous
threats and hostile conduct. Enlow
v. State, 154 Ind. 664, 57 N. E. 539.

84. United States. — Wiggins v.

Utah, 93 U. S. 465.

Alabama.— Myers v. State, 62 Ala.

599; Burns v. State, 49 Ala. 370;
Rhea v. State, 100 Ala. 119, 14 So,

853.

Arkansas. — Palmore v. State, 29
Ark. 248; Mize v. State, 36 Ark.

653; Bell V. State, 69 Ark. 148, 61

S. W. 918.

California. — People v. Scoggins,

37 Cal. 676; People v. Farley, 124
Cal. 594, 57 Pac. 571 ; People v.

Alivtre, 55 Cal. 263.

Florida. — Wilson v. State, 30 Fla.

234, II So. 556, 17 L. R. A. 654.
Georgia. — ]\Iay v. State, 90 Ga.

793. 17 S. E. 108; Howell v. State, 5
Ga. 48; Monroe v. State, 5 Ga. 85.

lozva. — State v. Helm, 92 Iowa
540, 61 N. W. 246; State V. Beird,

118 Iowa 474, 92 N. W. 694.
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(e.) When Evidence Wholly Circumsfanlial. — \Micn the evidence as

to the fatal difficuUy is wholly circunistantial such threats are admis-

sible."

(f.) Srifijciency of Shozving.— The courts are not in entire harmony
as to what constitutes a sufficient preliminary showing of an overt

act, or how much evidence is required to raise a doubt as to who
was the aggressor. The best and the prevailing rule is that if there

i? any evidence whatever reasonably tending to show an overt act

of attack by the deceased, or the necessity for defensive action by
the defendant, the ofifered threats should be admitted without regard

to any evidence to the contrary.*'^ The rule requiring a showing suf-

Kansas. — State ?'. Brown, 22 Kan.
222; State V. Spendlove, 44 Kan. i,

24 Pac. 67.

Kentucky. — Hart v. Com., 85 Ky.

77, 2 S. W. 673, 7 Am. St. Rep. 576
(leading case) ; Young v. Com., 19
Ky. L. Rep. 929, 42 S. W. 1141.

Michigan. — People z'. Cook, 39
Mich. 236 33 Am. Rep. 380; Brown-
ell f. People, 38 Mich. 732.

Minnesota. — But see State i'.

DumpKey, 4 Alinn. 438.

Mississil^pi. — Prine v. State, 73
Miss. 838, 19 So. 711; Guice v. State,

60 Miss. 714; Chase z'. State, 46
Miss. 683.

Missouri. — State v. Bailey, 94
Mo. 311, 7 S. W. 425; State v.

Evans, 158 Mo. 589, 59 S. W. 994;
State V. Elkins, 63 Mo. 159; State

V. Nelson, 166 Mo. 191, 65 S. W.
749. See State z'. Rapp, 142 Mo.
443, 44 S. W. 270.

Oregon. — State v. Tartar, 26 Or.

38, 37 Pac. 53.

South Carolina. — State v. Faile,

43 S. C. 52, 20 S. E. 798.

Texas. — Williams v. State, 14

Tex. App. 102, 46 Am. Rep. 237;
Pitts V. State, 29 Tex. App. 374, 16

S. W. 189; Levy V. State, 28 Tex.
App. 203, 12 S. W. 596, 19 Am. St.

Rep. 826. See Sebastian z\ State,

42 Tex. Crim. 84, 57 S. W. 820.

In Wiggins z\ People, 3 Otto (U.
S.) 465, uncommunicated threats

were held improperly excluded, al-

though the only eye-witness besides

the parties testified that he saw no
hostile act whatever on the part of

the deceased ; it appeared, however,
from the condition of defendant's
and deceased's pistols that one shot
wa.s probably fired by the deceased.
The court based its conclusion on

the ground that the evidence and
circumstances left it doubtful whether
or not the defendant was the ag-

gressor. See, however, dissenting

opinion.

In Wilson v. State, 30 Fla. 234,

II So. 556, 17 L. R. A. 654, the de-

ceased's wife was the only person

present at the scene of the homicide.

She testified that the defendant came
to the house, shot into the back door,

and that her husband went to the

front door and opened it and the de-

fendant demanded certain money
which he had lost to the deceased
while gambling, and asked the de-

ceased what he had in his hand.

The fatal shot was immediately
fired. After the homicide a whitc-

handled pistol was found outside
the door, which the witness said

was not her husband's. The evi-

dence was conflicting as to whether
the defendant shot with a whitc-
handled or a black-handled pistol.

The exclusion of evidence as to the

deceased's previous uncommunicated
threats was held error on the ground
that there was sufficient evidence of

a hostile act by the deceased to

make it doubtful who was the ag-
gressor, in spite of the fact that the
deceased was in his own house.

85. Where the Evidence of the
Killing Is Wholly Circumstantial,

and its attendant circumstances un-
known, the deceased's violent char-
acter and threats are admissible as
tending to show the inherent proba-
bilities of the transaction. State z-.

Byrd, 121 N. C. 684, 28 S. E. 353,
oz-erruling anything in previous cases
to the contrary.

86. United States. — See Wig-
gins V. Utah, 93 U. S. 465.

Vol. VI
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ficient to make it doubtful whether or not the defendant was acting
in self-defense, has been criticised as requiring him to raise a
reasonable doubt of his guilt, which would in itself require an
acquittal without further evidence.*^ In some jurisdictions, how-
ever, the court is permitted to some extent to pass upon the weight
of the evidence and the credibility of the witness in determining this

preliminary question.®*

(g.) Testimony and Statement of Defendant. — The defendant's testi-

mony alone may be sufficient preliminary showing, although con-

Alabama. — Roberts v. State, 68
Ala. 156; Harkness v. State, 129 Ala.

71, 30 So. 72>', DeArman v. State, 71
Ala. 351.

California. — People v. Scoggins,

2,7 Cal. 676.

Colorado. — Babcock v. People, 13
Colo. 515, 22 Pac. 817; Davidson v.

People, 4 Colo. 145.

Florida. — Hart v. State, 38 Fla.

39, 20 So. 805.

Kentucky. — Miller v. Com., 89
Ky. 653, ro S. W. 137.

Mississippi. — King v. State, 65
Aliss. 576, 5 So. 97, 7 Am. St. Rep.
681.

Tennessee. — Jackson v. State, 65
Tenn. 452.

New Mexico. — Territory v. Hall,
10 N. M. 545, 62 Pac. 1083.

Slightest Evidence. — In Garner v.

State, 28 Fla. 113, 9 So. 835, 29 Am.
St. Rep. 232, Raney, C. J., says ; "If
there is the slightest evidence tend-
ing to prove a hostile demonstration,
which may be reasonably regarded
as placing the accused apparently in

imminent danger of losing his life

or sustaining great bodily harm, the
threats should not be excluded."

" In All Cases Where the Proof
Justifies the Giving of a Charge on
the Law of Self-Defense the defend-
ant is entitled to show that the de-
ceased, prior to the homicide, enter-
tained toward him hostile feelings,

that he had made uncommunicated
threats against him. or that some-
thing had occurred between them to

create unfriendly feelings on the part
of the deceased. This is allowed as
tending to show that at the time of
the killing the deceased was the ag-
gressor." Helms V. United States, 2
Ind. Ten 595, 52 S. W. 60.

Where There Is " Ground for Ar-
gument " as to whether the deceased
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was the first to make a hostile dem-
onstration, his previous uncommuni-
cated threats should be admitted.

Green v. State, 69 Ala. 6.

Where the Evidence Does Not Es-
tablish Beyond a Reasonable Doubt
that the defendant brought on the

difficulty the previous uncommuni-
cated threats of the deceased are ad-
missible to show who was the ag-

gressor. Prine v. State, 72 Miss. 838,

19 So. 711.

87. Garner v. State, 28 Fla. 113, 9
So. 835, 29 Am. St. Rep. 232;
State V. Bartmess, 33 Or. no, 54
Pac. 167; Horbach v. State, 43 Tex.
242; Franklin v. State, 29 Ala. 14;
Eiland v. State, 52 Ala. 322.

88. State v. Ford, yj La. Ann.

443; State V. Janvier, 37 La. Ann.

644; State V. Napoleon, 104 La. 164,

28 So. 972.
" In passing on such a question the

trial court must of necessity be

clothed with the authority to decide

whether a proper foundation has

been laid for the proffered evidence,

and that authority necessarily in-

cludes the discretion to ignore and
not consider testimony which his rea-

son refuses to . believe." State v.

Ford, T,7 La. Ann. 443 ; State v.

Spell, 38 La. Ann. 20; State v. Gush-
ing, 17 Wash. 544, 50 Pac. 512.

In State v. Frierson, 51 La. Ann.
706, 25 So. 396, where the testimony
of the defendant, and other of his

witnesses, was that the deceased put
his hand on his hip pocket and ex-
claimed :

" Look out, boys I Pve got
him !

" was contradicted by all the

witnesses of the state, testimony as

to threats by the deceased was ex-
cluded. This ruling was held no
error on the ground that the weight
of the evidence negatived the alleged
attack by the deceased, and proved
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tradicted by other witnesses,®" but not his unsworn statement to

the jury"" Nor is his sworn statement sufficient where it does not
make him a witness."^

(h.) Whether Question for Court or Jury. — Whether the evidence of

an overt act or hostile demonstration on the part of the deceased

is sufficient to justify the admission of testimony as to his ante-

cedent threats is said to be a question for the court,"- whose decision

is conclusive on appeal, except in case of an abuse of discretion."^

The rule seems to be that the court should admit the threats if

there is any evidence which, if true, would make the threats rele-

vant. The truth of such evidence is for the jury."*

(8.) Circumstances Explaining Threats and Intensifying Their Effect.

The circumstances under which a threat was made are comi^etent

to explain its meaning and significance, and when known"^ to the

that the defendant and not the de-

ceased was the assailant. To the

same effect see State v. Barker, 46
La. Ann. 798, 15 So. 98.

89. State v. Ellis, 30 Wash. 369,

70 Pac. 963; State v. Gushing, 14

Wash. 527, 45 Pac. 145 ; Territory v.

Hall, 10 N. M. 545, 62 Pac. 1083;
Williams v. State, 14 Tex. App. 102,

46 Am. Rep. 237; Hart v. State, 38
Fla. 39, 20 So. 805.

90. Vaughn v. State, 88 Ga. 731,

16 S. E. 64; Bond V. State, 21 Fla.

738.

Where defendant testified that he
killed the deceased to save his own life

it was held error to exclude evidence

of threats by deceased against his

life, and the deceased's quarrelsome
and dangerous character. State ?•.

Hayden, 83 Mo. 198.

91. Steele v. State, 2>2^ Fla. 348, 14

So. 841. But see Hart v. Stale, 38
Fla. 39, 20 So. 805, interpreting a

later modification of the statute.

92. Alabama. — King v. State, 90
Ala. 612, 8 So. 856; Stidwell v. State,

107 Ala. 16, 19 So. 322.

Florida. — Wilson v. State, 30 Fla.

234, II So. 556. 17 L. R. A. 654; Gar-
ner V. State, 28 Fla. 113, 9 So. 835,

29 Am. St. Rep. 232.

Louisiana. — State v. Campagnet,
48 La. Ann. 1470, 21 So. 46; State v.

Ford, ^7 La. Ann. 443 ; State v. Jan-
vier, 27 La. Ann. 644; State v. Chris-
tian, 44 La. Ann. 950, 11 So. 589;
State V. Beck, 46 La. Ann. 1419, 16

So. 368: State V. Perioux, 107 La.

601, 31 So. 1016.

93. State v. Walsh, 44 La. Ann.

1122, II So. 811; State V. Perioux,

107 La. 601, 31 So. 1016.

94. Jackson v. State, 65 Tenn.

452; State V. Shadwell, 22 Mont. 559,

57 Pac. 281. See also State v. Ab-
bott, 8 W. Va. 741.

" It is only when the court can say

that there is no overt act established

and no evidence from which the

jury might rightfully find the exist-

ence of such act that testimony

should be excluded which is admit-

tedly competent if the overt act is es-

tablished. Where testimony is of-

fered by a party the competency of

which depends upon the existence of

another fact, and that other fact is

not supported by testimony from
which the jury might fairly infer its

existence, then from the necessity the

judge determines upon its non-ex-
istence; but where the evidence is

of such character that if the case

should he withdrawn from the jury

by a demurrer to the evidence the

judgment would be that the demurrer
should be overruled, then for the

purpose of determining as to the ad-
missibility of the offered evidence
the controverted fact must be taken
as established." Hawthorne v. State,
61 Miss. 749.

95. Poole V. State (Tex. Grim.),

76 S. W. 565. See also Williams v.

People, 54 111. 422. But see State v.

Parker, 172 Mo. 191, yz S. W. 650.

In Russell v. State. 11 Tex. App.
288, it was held competent for the

defendant to show not only the de-

Vol. VI
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defendant to show the effect upon his apprehensions.^^ But it is

held to the contrary."^ For the same purposes, also, it is competent

to prove any circumstances bearine^ upon the nature and cause of

the deceased's enmity toward the defendant."^

(9.) In Rebuttal any evidence tending to show that the deceased

did not make the alleged threats is competent."^ The state may
show any acts of friendly association between the defendant and
the deceased subsequent to the communication of the threats.^ The
deceased's subsequent conduct- and declarations^ indicating his peace-

able intentions, may be shown. So also may the information received

by the defendant as to the deceased's subsequent declarations'* or

ceased's previous threats against him,

and previous difficulties between the

parties, but also the circumstances

under which such threats were made
and such difficulties occurred.
" These remote facts, to wit, the

threats, difficulties and affrays, being

of so much importance, then their

character should be thoroughly un-
derstood by the jury. If they were
not serious the apprehensions of de-

fendant would not be so well

founded ; but if they were grave his

fears would be found reasonable

;

hence, to determine the gravity, all of

the facts — the threats, the manner,
the pressure, the occasion — in fact,

everything done by the parties, or
any other person, tending to show
the character of these threats, diffi-

culties and affrays, should be pre-

sented to the jury."

The material portions of what the

person to whom the threats were
made said during the conversation
are admissible so far as they explain
the true meaning and significance of
the threats. People v. Phelan, 123
Cal. 551, 56 Pac. 424.

Evidence that the deceased's man-
ner at the time of making an alleged
threat was not threatening but peace-
able and quiet, is not inadmissible
as a conclusion. Myers v. State, 2>7

Tex. Crim. 331. 39 S. W. 938.
The Ability of the Deceased to

Execute Threats See State v.

Jackson, 44 La. Ann. 160, 10 So. 600.

96. Glenewinkel v. State (Tex.
Crim.), 61 S. W. 123.

97. Willingham v. State, 130 Ala.

35. 30 So. 429; Harkness v. State,

129 Ala. 71, 30 So. 72, in which testi-

mony that at the time the deceased
threatened to kill the defendant the
former had an open knife in his
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hand, was walking rapidly toward the
latter, and was within a few feet of

him, was held properly excluded.
98. Gafford v. State, 122 Ala. 54,

25 So. 10, in which, after evidence of

threats by the deceased against the

defendant had been introduced, the

exclusion of testimony as to an
adulterous connection between the

deceased and the defendant's wid-
owed sister, as well as specific acts

of adultery on their part, was held
error on the ground that it tended
to explain the cause of the threats,

and to show what degree of danger
to himself the defendant might be
justified in inferring from them.
But see dissenting opinion.

99. In Maxwell v. State, 129 Ala.

48, 29 So. 981, where there was testi-

mony that the deceased threatened to
" run off " the defendant who killed

him, it was held competent for the

prosecution to show that the de-

ceased was not a resident of the

place, but a stranger in the commu-
nity, as tending to negative any mo-
tive for such a threat, there bemg no
evidence of any trouble or difficulty

between the parties.

1. Naugher v. State, 116 Ala. 463,

23 So. 26, in which it was held com-
petent to show that the defendant
borrowed meat from the deceased.
Shooting at a Target Together.

Naugher v. State, 105 Ala. 26, 17

So. 24.

2. The Fact That Deceased Was
Preparing to Move from the neigh-

borhood of the defendant. Trumble
V. State, 25 Tex. App. 631, 8 S. W.
814.

3. State V. Chaffin, 56 S. C. 431,

2,2, S. E. 454-
4. Information as to declarations

of the deceased to the effect that he
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conduct'^ indicating an abandonment of his hostile purpose- Pre-

vious declarations of the defendant showing that the deceased's

threats were not seriously regarded by him may be proved." It

is not competent to prove similar threats by the defendant against

the deceased." but it may be shown that the latter's hostile declara-

tions were due to an anticijmted deadly assault by the defendant.''

(10.) Remoteness. — Threats may be too remote to be relevant,"

although it has been held that their remoteness goes merely to

their weight and not to their competency.^"

(11.) Subsequent Threats or Hostile Statements. — Threats against

the defendant by the deceased or assaulted person, or the latter's

hostile statements subsequent to the act charged, are not admissil)le

unless part of the res i^^cstac}^

b. Threats by and Ai^aiiist Third Pcrsoti. — (l.) By Third Person.

Previous threats against the defendant by a third person are not

ordinarily admissible, in the .absence of evidence of a conspiracy

had nothing against the defendant
and was afraid of him ; Rush v.

State (Tex. Crim.), 76 S. W. 927;
and that he intended to drop the dif-

ficulty. Johnson v. State, 22 Tex.
App. 206, 2 S. W. 609.

5. In Jimmerson v. State, 133
Ala. 18, z^ So. 141, it was held com-
petent to ask the defendant on cross-

examination if he had not heard that

deceased was al)out to move from
the neighborhood.

6. Miller v. State, 27 Tex. App.
6^1, 10 S. W. 445. In rebuttal of

threats made shortly before the

homicide, evidence as to the defend-
ant's declaration a year previous
thereto that the threats of the de-

ceased " did not amount to more
than those of an old woman " was
held properly admitted.

7. State V. Jaggers, 58 S. C. 41,

36 S. E. 434-

8. Ponder v. State, 87 Ga. 262,

13 S. E. 464.

9. "If they have been made a

long time antecedent to the commis-
sion of the act they may be not only

valueless but entirely inadmissible.

The relations of the parties may
have since entirely changed, and in

the intervening time the person
making them may have wholly aban-
doned any previously conceived in-

tention of harming the person
against whom they were intended."
State V. Elkins, 63 I\Io. 159.

Incompetent When Time of Mak-
ing Not Shown. — Gillooley v. Stale,

58 hui. 182.

The Threats Must Have Been Re-
cently Made. — State v. Hays, 23 AIo.

287.

Where the Deceased's Previous
Threats Are Continued down to the

time of the homicide they are not

objectionable as too remote. State

V. Sloan, 47 Mo. 604. Citing and
quoting with approval Monroe v.

State, 5 Ga. 85.

Deceased's Threats a Year Pre-

vious held properly excluded in the

absence of any showing of the con-

tinuation of the ill-feeling connect-

ing such threats with the homicide.

Ross V. Com., 21 Ky. L. Rep. 1344.

55 S. W. 4-

10. Keener v. State, 18 Ga. 194,

63 Am. Dec. 269.

Threats a year previous are not

too remote. " The length of time

between the utterance of the threat

and the commission of the homicide

does not destroy the competency of

the evidence though it may weaken
its effect." Habcock v. People, 13

Colo. 515, 22 Pac. 817.

11. Caw V. People, 3 Neb. 357.

The deceased's declarations thirty

minutes after the homicide, that if

he could have gotten to the accused

he would have cut his heart out,

made while brandishing a knife, held

not admissible. Mayfield v. State,

lOi Tenn. 673, 49 S. W. 742.

Vol. 'VT
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between such person and the deceased,'^ unless known to and
adopted by the latter." Where, however, it appears that the

defendant does not recognize the person assaulting him, the com-
municated threats of another person against him may be admissible

to show his apprehension of danger.^^

(2.) Against Third Person.— Deceased's threats against a third per-

son are not admissible^^ unless there is evidence to show that the

defendant's act was in defense of the life of such person.^®

12. Defense of Another. — Where the homicide was committed
in the defense of another any evidence is competent to establish

justification which would have been admissible if the act had been
done in self-defense.^^ The deceased's threats against the defendant
himself are not competent on this issue.^*

12. Threats by the Deceased's
Wife Are Not Competent State v.

Sullivan, 51 Iowa 142, 50 N. W. 572.

Threats by the Assaulted Person's
Son are not admissible. State v.

Stark, 72 Mo. 27-

13. Mayfield v. State, no Ind.

591, II N. E. 6x8.

14. Fain v. Com., 78 Ky. 183, 39
Am. Rep. 213. See supra, " Som-
nambulism."

In People v. Rector, 19 Wend. (N.
Y.) 569, the threats of third persons
who had broken into the prisoner's

house a week previous to the homi-
cide, that they would return and
break in again, were held competent
to show the defendant's apprehension
of violence, it appearing that he did
not recognize his assailant, who was
trying to force an entrance into his

house.

15. Talbert v. State, 8 Tex. App.
316; Gibson V. State (Tex. Crim.),
68 S. W. 174.

Threats Against the Defendant's
Brother were held properly excluded,
although the defendant had been
placed in the position of his brother,

subject to the same orders which had
caused the difficulty between such
brother and the deceased. Drake v.

State, 5 Tex. App. 649.

16. See infra, " Defense of An-
other."

17. People 7". Curtis, 52 Mich.

616, 18 N. W. 385.

State V. Felker, 27 Mont. 451, 71

Pac. 668, in which the deceased's

previous assaults upon the person
whom defendant interfered to protect
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were held improperly excluded. See
People V. M'Kay, 122 Cal. 628, 55
Pac. 594-
Where the accused defended on

the ground of imminent danger to

his brother, the declarations and acts

of the aggressor were held compe-
tent, although not known to the de-

fendant. Wood V. State, 128 Ala.

27, 29 So. 557.
Where defendant was a guest of

one R. and killed the deceased dur-
ing the latter's attempt to enter R.'s

house for the purpose of assaulting

B., another inmate thereof, recent
threats by the deceased against B.

were held improperly excluded on
the ground that they tended to show
that such an unlawful assault was
made by the deceased. King v.

State, 55 Ark. 604, 19 S. W. no.
It is competent for the accused to

state the facts occurring just prior

to and at the time of the homicide,

and that because of this circumstance
he believed that he, or the person
whom he was defending, was in im-
minent danger at the hands of the
deceased, btate v. Austin, 104 La.

409, 29 So. 23.

Particulars of Previous Difficulty

between deceased and person de-

fended, competent. State v. Foster
(Tenn.), 49 S. W. 747-
Previous Threats by Deceased

against the person defended, offered

to show defendant's apprehension of

danger to such person, are incompe-
tent when not known to the defend-
ant at the time. Tudor v. Com., 19
Ky. L. Rep. 1039, 43 S. W. 187.

18. State V. Marshall, 35 Or. 265,

57 Pac. 902 ; Mealer v. State, 32 Tex.
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VL MITIGATING OR INCREASING PUNISHMENT.

1. Mitigation. — A. Okxerally. — Where the jury is p^iven a

certain discretion in fixinp^ the punishment of the defendant in case

of conviction, evidence thouf^h otherwise incompetent may be admis-

sible to mitigate the punishment.^" But the contrary has been held.-**

Crim. 102, 22 S. W. 142; Moriarty
V. State, 62 Miss. 654.

19. Fletcher v. People, 117 Til.

1S4, 7 N. E. 80; Nowacryk v. Peo-

ple, 139 111. 22(>, 28 N. E. 961. In

this case it was held proper to show
that ckiring the whole of the day pre-

vious to the homicide the father of

the deceased, armed with a deadly

weapon, had been in persistent pur-

suit of the defendant, threatening to

kill him at sight, as tending to show
a less degree of turpitude on the

part of the defendant in killing the

deceased accidentally while attempt-

ing to shoot her father. The com-
petency of the evidence was held not

to be affected by the fact that there

was no direct, but only circumstantial,

proof of the defendant's knowledge
of the threats.

Evidence as to the defendant's

rights in the land in dispute is ad-
missible to show his good faith in the

fatal difficulty for the purpose of
mitigating his punishment. Where
the punishment is largely in the dis-

cretion of the jury "they should be
placed as far as possible in the situa-

tion of the parties." Utterback v.

Com., 105 Ky. 723, 49 S. W. 479.

"Testimony is as necessary and
important to enable the jury to exer-

cise this discretion prudently and
properly, as to enable them to deter-

mine the guilt or innocence of the

defendant. The jury have two im-

portant duties to perform, and both

are to be governed and controlled by
the evidence, and neither can be

wisely or rightly discharged without
evidence. As these duties are differ-

ent, the evidence must necessarily

be different. After the guilt of the

defendant is settled, the proper evi-

dence, to determine the degree of his

crime, and what should be the ex-

tent and severity of his punishment,

must, in great measure, depend upon

a careful examination of the circum-

stances, not those only immediately

attendant on the killing, but those

also which may reasonably be sup-

posed to have led to it ; and these

circumstances should be considered

in connection with the good or bad
character, both of the defendant and
the deceased." Fields i'. State, 47
Ala. 603, II Am. Rep. 771.

Threats by the Deceased admissi-

ble to aid the jury in fixing the

punishment. State z\ Abbott, 8 W.
Va. 741.

The Extent of Defendant's Im-
prisonment Previous to his trial may
be shown. Kistler v. State, 54 Ind.

400.

Defendant's Intoxication is not

competent in mitigation of punish-

ment. State V. Johnson, 40 Conn.

136.

20. Perrv v. State, no Ga. 234,

36 S. E. 781. See Perry v. State,

102 Ga. 365, 30 S. E. 903-

Gardner v. State, 90 Ga. 310. 17

S. E. 86, 35 Am. St. Rep. 202, in

which the deceased's previous threats

against the defendant and his repu-

tation for violence, otherwise incom-
petent, were held inadmissible when
offered solely for this purpose.
" When such evidence is admissible

at all, its primary object must be to

throw light upon the guilt or inno-

cence of the accused, including, of

course, the proper grading of his of-

fense should he be guilty of any.

When the jury have it before them
for this purpose, they may use it as

a guide in recommending or forbear-

ing to recommend as to the punish-

ment; but we wholly repudiate the

doctrine inculcated by the case of

Fields V. State. 47 .A.la. 603, that it

may be received and used for the lat-

ter purpose only when inadmissible

Vol. VI
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The defendant is entitled to introduce evidence in rebuttal of any
fact which might serve to increase the penalty inflicted.-^ But
where the penalty is not fixed by the jury such evidence is

inadmissible.-^

The Nature and Extent of the Assaulted Person's Injury is admissible

to guide the jury in fixing the amount of the punishment for an
assault with intent to murder.-^

B. Previous Insults to the defendant by the deceased, although
not competent evidence of provocation, are admissible for the pur-

pose of extenuating or mitigating the punishment by showing the

absence of express malice.^*

C. Character. — The good character of the defendant may be
considered by the jury in determining the punishment to be
inflicted,'^ and the court may hear evidence of his bad moral
character before passing sentence, for the same purpose. ^*^ The
bad or violent character of the deceased, unless otherwise compe-
tent, is not admissible for this purpose.^''

2. Increasing Punishment. — Evidence is admissible also on
behalf of the prosecution for the purpose of increasing the punish-

ment, where the penalty to be inflicted rests to a certain degree in

the discretion of the jury.^*

for the former. The law considers
the murder of a bad man no less

criminal than the homicide of a good
one. . . . When character is not
relevant as evidence either to justify

or mitigate a homicide, it has no
relevancy to the question of punish-
ment. Its tendency to negative or
mitigate guilt is the sole reason for

considering it in mitigation of pun-
ishment ; and, when that tendency
is so completely absent as to re-

quire its exclision on the principal

question, the incidental question is

disposed of. Any recommendation
which the jury are competent to

make as to punishment is to be made
upon such facts as are admissible
upon the inquiry as to the crime.
The whole investigation to which the

evidence is addressed relates to the
fact of crime, none of it to the
measure of punishment. Such, at

least, is the system of criminal pro-
cedure in this state, there being no
statute which provides for enlighten-
ing the jury for the distinct and
separate purpose of aiding them in

the exercise of their discretion as to

punishment."
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21. Simpson v. State (Tex.
Crim.), 77 S. W. 819.

22.

677.

23.

43 S

24.

State V. Tally, 23 La. Ann.

Williams v. Com., 102 Ky. 381,

W. 455-

Willis v. State (Tex. Crim.).

75 S. W. 790.

25. Maston v. State, 83 Miss. 120,

36 So. 70; Aneals v. People, 134 111.

401, 25 N. E. 1022. See also Winter
v. State, 123 Ala. i, 26 So. 949.

26. State v. Summers, 98 N. C.

702, 4 S. E. 120.

27. State v. Williams, 46 La. Ann.

709, 15 So. 82.

28. People v. Hong Ah Duck, 61

Cal. 387, in which it was held proper

for the prosecution to show that de-

fendant was at the time of the

homicide serving a sentence of life

imprisonment, on the ground that in

order to exercise their discretion
" in a wise and intelligent manner
the jury should be put in possession

of all the facts in the case." Citing

Fields V. State, 47 Ala. 603, 11 Am.
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VII. NTJMBER OF WITNESSES REQIHREI).

1. Generally. — Xo j)articular number of witnesses is required on
a prosecution for homicide,-* except by statute.'"

2. Necessity of Producing .Eye-witnesses. — By the weight of

authority the prosecution cannot be compelled to produce and
examine all the eye-witnesses to the homicide.^^ The English rule,

however, obtains in some states, making it the duty of the prose-

cution to examine such witnesses whether they are favorable or

unfavorable.'"'- In other jurisdictions this matter rests in the discre-

tion of the trial court.*''^ It has been suggested that in any case

when it appears that the prosecution are attempting to suppress

evidence the court may compel the production of witnesses.'* On
the other hand it has been held that strict rule requiring the exam-
ination by the prosecution of all the eye-witnesses will not be

enforced unless it appears that the failure to do so would result

in the suppression of material evidence. ''' While the state is not

required to place upon the witness-stand all of the eye-witnesses

of the homicide, it cannot introduce indirect or opinion evidence

Rep. 771 ; Kistler v. State, 54 Ind.

400.

29. See Territory v. Hanna, 5

Mont. 248, 5 Pac. 252.

30. By Statute in Connecticut no

person shall be convicted of any

crime punishable by death without

the testimony of at least two wit-

nesses or that which is equivalent

thereto. It is not required, however,

that each immediate fact be proved

by the testimony of two witnesses

or its equivalent. It is enough if

the evidence as a whole is equivalent

to that of two witnesses. State v.

Smith, 49 Conn. 376.

31. Arizona. — Halderman 7'. Ter-

ritory, 60 Pac. 876; relying on Kid-

well V. State (Tex. Crim.), 33 S.

W. 342.

California. — People v. Robertson,

67 Cal. 646, 8 Pac. 600.

loiva. — State v. Middleham, 62

Iowa 150, 17 N. W. 446; distinguish-

ing Maher v. People, 10 Mich, 212.

Minnesota. — State v. Smith, 78

Minn. 362, 81 N. W. 17.

Missouri. — State v. Harlan, 130

Mo. 381, 32 S. W. 997; State v. John-
son, 76 Mo. 121 ; State v. E^ton, 75
Mo. 586; State V. David, 131 Mo.
380. 33 S. W. 28.

Texas. — Mayes v. State, 33 Tex.
Crim. 33, 24 S. W. 421 ; Jackson v.

51

State (Tex. Crim.), 24 S. W. 896.

IVyoming. — Ross v. State, 8 Wyo.
351, 57 Pac. 924.

32. Reg. V. Holden, 8 Car. & P.

606, 34 E. C. L. 547; Wellar v.

People, 30 Mich. 16; Hurd v. People,

25 Mich. 405.
33. State v. Payne, 10 Wash. 545,

39 Pac. 157; Territory v. Hanna, 5
]\Iont. 248, 5 Pac. 242; State i:

Tighe, 27 Mont. 327, 71 Pac. 3, citing

State t'. Rolla, 21 Mont. 582, 55 Pac.

523. See State v. Russell, 13 Mont.
164, 32 Pac. 854; Morrow v. State,

57 Miss. 836.

While it is the duty of the prosecu-
tion to "present all the testimony
of material facts, whether adverse to

the defendant or favorable to him,
the court in its discretion may limit

tile number of witnesses to be called.

. . . It was the right of the de-

fendant to have all the facts con-
nected with the shooting fully and
fairly disclosed by the prosecution,
but it was not his right to have them
repeated over and over indefinitely

by all the persons who saw the oc-

currence." Com. z: Keller, 191 Pa.
St. 122, 43 Atl. 198.

34. Ross r. State, 8 Wyo. 35i, 57
Pac. 924. See also State v. Barrett,

33 Or. 19.^, 54 Pac. 807.
35. Bonker v. People, 37 Mich. 4,

distinguishing previous cases.
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upon matters to which there Were eye-witnesses whose testimony
is available but has not been offered.^*

The Defendant's Relatives, when eye-witnesses, form no exception

to the rule.-^^

36. Thompson v. State, 30 Tex.
App. 325, 17 S. W. 448, " but sup-

pose it be urged that the defendant

could have put these witnesses upon
(he stand to prove the facts they

knew, to force him to do so would
be to deprive the defendant of the

benefit of the presumption of inno-

cence, and to throw upon him the

burden of proving his innocence."

37. Hurd v. People, 25 Mich. 405

;

citing Chapman's Case, 8 Car. & P.

(Eng.) 559; Orchard's Case, Id.,

note; Roscoe's Crim. Ev. 164. But

see People v. Bush, 71 Cal. 602, 12

Pac. 781 ; Hale v. State, 72 Miss. 140,

16 So. 3^7-

HOSTILE WITNESS.— See Bias; Cross-Kxamination;

Direct Examination.

HOUSE OF ILL-FAME.— Sec Disorderly House.
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I. RIGHTS AND LIABILITIES.

1. Conjugal Agency. — A. Presumptions and Burden of Proof.

a. In General. — As a general rule the agency of one spouse for the

other will not be presumed from the fact of the marital relation

alone/ but must be proved as in the case of strangers,- although

that fact is relevant/ and the burden of proof is on a party assertmg

the existence of the agency.* No presumption of agency arises

1. Arkansas. — Hoffman v. Mc-
Fadden, 56 Ark. 217, 19 S. W. 753,

35 Am. St. Rep. loi.

Georgia. — Dobbins v. Blanchard,

94 Ga. 500, 21 S. E. 215.

Illinois. — Wallace v. Munroe, 22

111. App. 602.

Indiana. — Rowell v. Klein, 44 Ind.

290.

A:a».saj.— Wheeler & W. Mfg. Co.

V. Morgan, 29 Kan. 519.

Missouri. — Eystra v. Capelle, 61

Mo. 578.

Nebraska. — Rust - Owen Lumb.
Co. V. Holt, 60 Neb. 80, 82 N. W.
112, 83 Am. St. Rep. 512.

Texas. — Magee v. White, 23 Te.x.

180.

F^rmoM/. — Sawyer v. Cutting, 23

Vt. 486.

rrj.ycoH.j2u. — Savage v. Davis, 18

Wis. 608.

See also Barnett v. Glutting, 3 Ind.

App. 415, 29 N. E. 927; Benjamin v.

Benjamin, 15 Conn. 347, 39 Am.
Dec. 384-

2. Yazel v. Palmer, 81 111. 82;

•Coolidge V. Smith, 129 Mass. 554;

McKee v. Kent, 24 Miss. 131 ; Early

z: Rolfe. 95 Pa. St. 58; Cox v. Hoff-

man, 20 N. C. 180; Gray v. Otis, 11

Vt. 628.

A Husband's Agency to Manage
His Wife's Separate Property will

not be presumed from the mere fact

of the marriage relation. Wagoner t'.

Silva, 139 Cal. 559, 73 Pac. 433,

where the court said that less evi-

dence might establish the agency of

the husband in such case than would
show an agency between ordinary co-

tenants not thus related, but that

something more than the mere mar-

riage relation must appear.

In a joint action against husband

and wife, not sued as partners, there

is no implied authority in the hus-

band to employ counsel in behalf of

the wife on her credit. Shelton v.

Holderness, 94 Ga. 671, 19 S. E. 977-

The Agency of a Husband Will

Be Implied when the wife accepts

or makes an effort to secure the

benefits resulting from the transac-

tions of the hu.sband, the circum-

stances and tendency of proof in

view of the relationship of the par-

ties indicating an agency, or when
the husband is the ostensible agent

of his wife. American Express Co.

z: Langford, i Ind. Ter. 233, 39 S.

W. 817.

3. Early v. Rolfe, 95 Pa. St. 58.

The Marital Relation Does Not

Disqualify one of the parties to it

from acting as agent of the other.

Greenberg v. Palmieri (N. J. L.), 58

Atl. 297.

4. Wallace z: Munroe, 22 111. App.

602; Benjamin v. Benjamin, 15 Conn.

347, 39 Am. Dec. 384; Reakert v.

Sanford, 5 Watts & S. (Pa.) 164;

Savage v. Davis, 18 Wis. 608;

Saunders v. King, 119 Iowa 291, 03

N. W. 272. See also Pence v. Make-

peace, 65 Ind. 345; Day v. Boyd, 6

Heisk. (Tenn.) 458.

Residing With Her Husband Upon
Premises Leased by Her in His Name
is no evidence that the wife author-

ized the leasing, and in the absence

of proof of authority or that she had

knowledge that the hiring was made
in her name she is not liable for the

rent or the value of the use and

occupation. Sanford v. Pollock, 105

N. Y. 450, II N. E. 836.

Work and Labor, claimed to have

been extra work done at the re-

quest of the defendant's wife, can-

not be recovered for in the absence

of evidence showing that she was

authorized by her husband to have

the work done. Ross v. Dunn, 130

Mich. 443, 90 N. W. 296.
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from the mere fact that the husband occupies or manages and
controls his wife's property.^

b. Business Agency. — It has been held that where the husband
and wife live together and she transacts business it will be presumed
she was acting as his agent.*

Where a Husband is Authorized
to Sell and Accept Payment for his

wife's property, there is no presump-
tion that he is authorized to receive

in payment notes of a third person,

but the burden is upon the purchaser
to show affirmatively that the hus-
band was so authorized. Runyon v.

Snell, ii6 Ind. 164, 18 N. E. 522, 9
Am. St. Rep. 839.

The Husband is Not Liable on a
Negotiable Note Given by His Wife,

even in an action by a bona fide in-

dorser, unless it was given with his

authority or approbation, and that

must be shown before the note is ad-
missible in evidence against the hus-
band. Reakert v. Sanford, 5 Watts
& S. (Pa.) 164, holding that the
husband's authority cannot be in-

ferred from his knowledge that his

wife was carrying on business and
gave the note in the course of it.

The Rule Requiring a Higher De-
gree of Proof of the fact of agency
of a husband for his wife than in

cases where the parties occupied dif-

ferent relations, has no application

to a case where both husband and
wife are joined as parties to the ac-

tion, and both are affirming the fact

of the agency for the benefit of the

wife. Bridges v. Russell, 30 Mo.
App. 258.

One Seeking to Enforce the Specific

Performance of a Contract to con-

vey lands owned by the wife, made
by her husband as her agent, has the

burden of establishing the agency of
the husband. Saunders v. King, 119
Iowa 291, 93 N. W. 272.

Authority to Compromise Claim.

The authority of a husband acting

as agent for his wife to purchase a
mortgage and demand payment and
institute proceedings to collect the

amount due by foreclosure proceed-
ings does not prove that the hus-
band, as such agent, had further au-

thority to compromise and settle the

amount due under the mortgage for

Vol. VI

less than its face. Eaton v. Knowles,
61 Mich. 625, 28 N. W. 740.

5. Hoffman v. McFadden, 56 Ark.

217, 19 S. W. 753, 35 Am. St. Rep.
loi. See also Saunders v. King, 119
Iowa 291, 93 N. W. 272, where the

issue was as to the authority or
agency of the husband to contract
for the sale of land owned by his

wife, and it appeared that she had
permitted her husband to manage the
property, dispose of the products
thereof, handle the proceeds as he
saw fit, depositing the same in the
bank in his own name, etc. The
court said :

" Admitting all this, there
is no warrant for saying that there-
from the conclusion can be drawn
that he had authority to contract for
and to sell the farm itself. A wife
may permit her husband to manage
and control her property, and there

are cases undoubtedly where she may
be bound by his contracts connected
with or growing out of such con-
trol and management. It does not
follow, however, that, in the absence
of express authority, the husband
may bind his wife by contract en-
tered into by him without her knowl-
edge or consent, looking to an abso-
lute disposition of her property."

The Fact That a Husband Culti-
vates His Wife's Land does not
raise a presumption either of law
or of fact that he was her agent.

Jones V. Harrell, no Ga. 373, 35 S.

E. 690.

6. Mackinley v. McGregor, 3
Whart. (Pa.) 369. Compare Mc-
Quaid V. Fontane, 24 Fla. 509, 5 So.

274, where it is held that if a mar-
ried woman be engaged in mercantile

business and her husband, as agent,

purchases goods for her. the fact that

it is her business and that the pur-

chase was made for her is not suf-

ficient to determine whether the

credit was given to her or to her

husband; it should be shown that

the fact was known to the creditor
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c. Domestic Agency. — (l.) Generally. — When a husband and

wife are Uving together there is a presumption arising- from that

relation that the Inisband assents to contracts made by the wife for

necessaries^ suitable to his degree and estate.**

(2.) Articles Not of Ordinary Household Use. — When the articles are

not of ordinary household use no such presumption arises from the

mere fact that the parties were living together as husband and

wife; but to hold the husband liable in such case there must be

some affirmative proof of authority from him, either express or

implied from his acts or conduct."

B. Mode of Proof. — a. In General. — A written appointment by

one spouse of the other as agent can be proved as other writings are

proved.^" More often, perhaps, than in other cases the agency of

or that between him and the hus-

band there was a clear and distinct

understanding that credit was given

to the wife.

7. CHfford V. Lauton, 3 Car. &
P. (Eng. ) 15; Connerat v. Gold-

smith, 6 Ga. 14; Compton v. Bates,

10 111. App. 78; S. E. Olson Co. V.

Youngquist, 76 ivlinn. 26, 78 N. W.
870; Tebbets v. Hapgood, 34 N. H.
420. See also Wagner v. Nagel, 33
Minn. 348, 23 N. W. 308.

8. A Wife Living With Her Hus-
band as the Head and Manager of

His Household is presumed to have
authority from hirn to purchase on
his credit such goods or services as,

in the ordinary arrangement of her

husband's household, are required

for family use. Bergh v. Warner,

47 Minn. 250, 50 N. W. 77, 28 Am.
St. Rep. 362, where the court said

:

" This presumption is founded upon
the well-known fact that in modern
society, almost universally, the wife,

as the manager of the household, is

clothed with authority thus to pledge

her husband's credit for articles of

ordinary household use."

9. Bergh v. Warner, 47 Minn.

250, 50 N. W. 77, 28 .'\m. St. Rep.

362.

10. A General Agency on the Part
of the Husband for his wife cannot
be shown by the introduction in

evidence of a power of attorney

from her to him which purports

merely to give him authority for cer-

tain purposes. Trimble v. Thorson,
80 Iowa 246. 45 N. W. 742.

In Lane ?'. Lockridge, 17 Ky. L.

Rep. 10S2, T)i S. W. 730, in order to

show the written authority alleged

to have been given the husband by

.lis wife to sign the note in question,

evidence was offered :
" First, to

show by one or more witnesses that

they had seen the husband with a

writing, to which the name [of the

wife] was attached, authorizing him
to transact all her business, and to

sign her name for that purpose; sec-

ond, to show by certain witnesses

that in a conversation with the hus-

band he said this power had been

given him in writing by his wife,

and in the opinion of the witnesses

she was near enough to have heard

what was said ; third, that the hus-

band had, in two or more instances,

in transactions disconnected with the

one in controversy, signed the wife's

name to certain obligations, and by
one witness that two years prior to

the date of the note the husband
and wife had given him a mortgage,

and the wife, when called on to affix

her signature, said it would have

been all right if the husband had
signed her name. There was no
other evidence of the execution of

this power, and an entire absence of

proof showing that the signature to

it was that of the wife, or that the

husband had any special authority to

execute the note to the bank or that

the wife had any knowledge of the

fact that her name had been signed

to that paper, or any other obliga-

tion," and it was held the entire evi-

dence upon which the execution of

the written authority was sought to

1)C established was incompetent. For
a full discussion of this question, see

article " Princii-al and Agent."
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one spouse for the other must be proved by circumstantial evidence."

And an ag^ency may be and often is more readily inferred from the

acts of a husband or wife than in the case of strangers.^^

b. Other Like Transactions. — Where the authority of a husband
to act for his wife in relation to her separate property is in issue it

is proper to receive evidence that she had allowed him to so act in

other like transactions with otlier persons.^^

11. Krebs v. O'Grady, 23 Ala.

726, 58 Am. Dec. 312. See also Gray
V. Otis, II Vt. 628; Co.x V. Hoffman,
20 N. C. 180.

In Webster v. Laws, 89 N. C. 224,

an action to recover the purchase
price of property sold by the plaintiff

to the defendants, husband and wife,

the court charged the jury that if

the feme defendant acted under the

directions of her husband, and as

his agent in the transaction, he would
be liable for the agreed price ; that it

was not necessary to prove the agency
by direct testimony, but it could be
inferred from circumstances ; that if

he was present when his wife made
the contract, and came the next week
and took possession of the property

and carried it to his own house, and
then sold it after having long used
it, these were cirumstances from
which the agency of the wife might
be inferred. The charge was sus-

tained.

The Fact of the Husband's living
Separate from His Wife without
making provision for her support has
been held properly shown as a cir-

cumstance tending with other evi-

dence to prove his assent to a con-

tract by her. Chamberlain v. Davis,

2i N. H. 121, an action by a husband
to recover for the services of his

wife, wherein the defense was set

up that the plaintiff's wife was board-
ing in the defendant's family where
she rendered the services under a

contract that nothing was to be paid

for them beyond her board, and it

appeared that the wife had made
such a contract.

. 12. Brown v. Woodward, 75 Conn.

254, S3 Atl. 112. See also Shelton v.

Pendleton, 18 Conn. 417.

Estoppel of Husband to Deny
Wife's Authority In Kreiger v.

Smith, 13 Mont. 235, 33 Pac. 937, an
action to recover for goods purchased

Vol. VI

from the plaintiff by the defendant's

wife and charged to the defendant,

the evidence showed that the hus-

band and wife were living pleasantly

together. She had no separate estate

or business. He was present, see-

ing her purchase, and as the evi-

dence tended to show, being by her

consulted as to the purchase of a

large bill of goods. He offered no

protest or objection, and gave her

his check to assist in making pay-

ment, and all this in the presence

of the persons to whom he had
given notice not to permit her to

buy goods on his account, without

his order, she knowing of such no-

tice having been given. The court

said :
" Can no authority be im-

plied from the acts, and this conduct

on the part of the husband? Was
the wife not justified, and were re-

spondents not authorized to presume
authority in the wife from such acts

and conduct of the husband? Were
the presence and these acts and con-

duct of the appellant not equivalent

to an order from him? We think so.

W^e think, under the circumstances

of this case, the appellant is estopped

from questioning the authority of his

wife to purchase these goods."

13. Barnett v. Glutting, 3 Ind.

App. 415, 29 N. E. 927. Compare
Three Rivers Nat. Bank v. Gilchrist,

83 Mich. 253, 47 N. W. 104, where
the issue was as to his authority to

act for her in making a loan, and it

was held that evidence that he had
acted for her in other like transac-

tions was not admissible.

In First Com. Bank z'. Newton, 1 17
Mich. 453, 75 N. W. 934, an action

against a married woman by a bank
on notes given for overdrafts which
the plaintiff claimed had been exe-

cuted by the defendant's husband in

her name as her agent, it was held

that evidence of contracts for the
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c. Declarations. — The authority of a husband to act as agent for

his wife in relation to her separate property cannot be estabhshed

by evidence of declarations of the husband alone.'*

2. Conjugal Transactions. — A. Fairness. — a. Presumptions

and Burden of Proof. — Dealing between husband and wife is

W'atchcd with extreme jealousy and solicitude, and one who is

benefited by the transaction has the burden of establishing entire

good faith.' ^ There is authority, however, to the effect that undue

purchase of property by the defend-

ant's husband in which the defendant
bad participated was admissible as

tending to show the agency of the

husband in contracts relating to her

bank account.

Where the controversy was whether
a married woman had allowed her
husband, as her agent, to manage a
farm in ail respects as his own, it

was held relevant to prove that the

husband had rented to another, in

his own name, a part of the land.

Owens V. Gentry, 30 S. C. 490, 9 S.

E. 525-

14. Whitescarver v. Bonney, 9
Iowa 480; Three Rivers Nat. Bank
V. Gilchrist, 83 Mich. 253, 47 N. W.
104; Just V. State Sav. Bank, 132
Mich. 600, 94 N. W. 200.

Compare Bird v. Phillips, 115 Iowa
703, 87 N. W. 414, where the issue

was as to whether or not a husband
was the authorized agent for his wife

to make a certain contract upon
which there was other competent evi-

dence ; it was held that letters of the

husband, covering the time in con-

troversy, containing admissions of

his agency were clearly admissible.

15. Hovorka v. Havlik (Neb.),

93 N. W. 990. See also Converse v.

Converse, 9 Rich. Eq. (S. C.) 535.

Darlington's Appeal, 86 Pa. St. 512,

27 Am. Rep. 726, where the court

said :

" It is equally unnecessary to

show by authority that the most
dominant influence of all relations is

that of the husband over his wife.

From the proud and untutored sav-

age to the cultured and refined

Anglo-.\merican, the wife is affec-

tionately anxious to please her hus-

band. This is first in her heart,

whether she be in the menial service

of a rude hut, or in daily toil for

support of her family, or in charge
of an elegant mansion. When he
commands,, she obeys; when he per-

suades, she yields ; when he gently

hints a wish, she grants. When
treated almost as a servant — when
governed and corrected as a child,

as did our sturdy ancestors — or

when confided in as a companion
and equal, her will is subdued to her

lord. True, there are exceptional

women, whose nature is unaffected

by marriage, who cannot yield or
bend, and, as wives, would not be
happy, save with eflfeminate hus-

bands ; but these are not so numer-
ous as to cloud perception of the

mental and moral differences of the

sexes. The common-law rights and
disabilities consequent upon mar-
riage grew out of these differences,

and the husband's power and in-

fluence distinctly appear."

The Courts Will Rigidly Scrutinize
an Antenuptial Contract apparently
unjust or unreasonable in its terms
and especially where it operates to

deprive the wife of her interests

in the husband's estate without
provision for her in event she
survived him ; and in such case,

in order to have it upheld, the bur-

den is cast upon the husband or those

who represented him to show that

the contract was fairly procured.
Fisher v. Koontz, no Iowa 498, 80
N. W. 551.

Agreements Between Husband and
Wife, in relation to her separate

estate, which are injurious to the

wife and beneficial to the husband,
will not be presumed ; but every rea-

sonable intendment will be indulged
to the contrary. Burks v. Loggins,

39 Miss. 462.

Any Transaction by Which the
Title of the Separate Property of

the wife becomes vested in the hus-

band is regarded with scrutiny and
jealousy by the court ; and it is in-

cumbent on the husband to show
that it was fair and honest, and such

Vol VI
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i'.iflnence is not to be presumed from the mere relation of the parties

;

that it must either appear upon the face of the transaction or be
sliown by competent evidence'" that there was no consideration, or

that the marital confidence was used unfairly or subsequently

violated.'^

Provision Disproportionate to Property of Intended Husband.— A
presumption of designed concealment arises from a ]:)rovision for a

wife in a marriage settlement, in lieu of dower, disproportionate

to the property of the intended husband, and throws the burden upon
those claiming in his right to prove that she had knowledge of the

as in equity and good conscience the

wife ought to have acceded to. Burks
z\ Loggins, 39 Miss. 462. See also

Pennington v. Acker, 30 Miss. 161.

Where a Husband Obtains His
Wife's Property Tinder the Form of

a Purchase, surrounded by suspicious
circumstances and strong evidence
of fraud and for a consideration

merely nominal, it is incumbent upon
him to make clear and satisfactory

proof of good faith; otherwise the

courts will presume that he has made
improper use of his influence as hus-
band to extort the conveyance. Stiles

V. Stiles, 14 Mich. 72, an action by a

wife against her husband to have set

aside a deed from her to him on the

ground that it was obtained by fraud.

On a proceeding to set aside a
conveyance by a husband to his wife
on the ground that it was induced by
undue influence and fraudulent prac-

tices, the burden of proving the ab-
sence of undue influence is upon the

wife where the conveyance is itself

so unreasonable as to practically beg-
gar the husband's children and there
is evidence of undue influence on
the part of the wife. Lins v. Lend-
hardt, 127 Mo. 271, 29 S. W. 1025.

In the case of a transaction be-
tween husband and wife whereby the
husband acquires an advantage either
for himself or his estate and which
comes under review in a court of
equity, the burden of proof is upon
the husband, or those who represent
his estate, to show the utmost fair-

jiess in the transaction. Way v.

Union Central Life Ins. Co., 61 S. C.

501, 39 S. E. 742.

The Relations Between Persons
Engaged to Be Married Are Confi-
dential The intended husband may
not, either by contrivance or omis-
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sion, obtain an agreement before

marriage which deprives the intended
wife of so much of the benefit which
she would have obtained by the mar-
riage that it is reasonable to believe

she was misled into making the ante-

nuptial agreement ; and where it is

shown that the agreement does have
this effect the burden is upon the

representatives of the husband to

show that she acted with knowledge
of the sacrifices which she made.
Russell V. Russell, 60 N. J. Eq. 282,

47 Atl. 27.

To enable a husband to specifically

enforce against his wife a contract

by which she has agreed to convey
to him certain real estate, the bur-

den is upon him to show that the
contract had for its support some
consideration. Greene v. Greene, 42
Neb. 634, 60 N. W. 937, 47 Am. St.

Rep. 724.

16. In Lins v. Lendhardt, 127 Mo.
271, 29 S. W. 1025, an action to set

aside a conveyance to a wife on the

ground that it was procured by means
of fraudulent practices and undue in-

fluence, it was held proper to permit
the plaintiffs to show what was a
reasonable allowance per annum for

the support of a wife in the condition

of that of the defendant. The court

said: "In order to determine
whether such gift or provision is

reasonable, it is proper to consider

the condition of the parties as to

its reasonableness."

17. Dimond v. Sanderson, 103 Cal.

97, S7 Pac. 189. See also Hardy v.

VanHarlingen, 7 Ohio St. 216; Ford
V. Ford, 193 Pa. St. 530, 44 Atl. 561.

" The law recognizes and sustains

the right of a husband to the use of

all proper influence over the wife,

even for his own benefit; and does
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character and extent of his ])roperty, or that the circumstances were

such that she ought reasonably to have had such knowledge at the

time the instrument was executed.^*

The Unreasonableness of the Settlement, the lack of independent coun-

sel for the wife, and the omission of the power of revocation, are

circumstances to be considered upon the vital question of undue
influence.^"

b. Mode of Proof. — Essentially, as to the mode of proving

fraud, undue influence and the like, there can be no difference when
that fact is in issue whether the transaction be between husband and

wife or between strangers.^"

3. Husband's Liability for Necessaries.— A. Husband and Wife
Living TogetiiKR. — When a husband and wife are living together

there is a presumption that the husband assents to contracts made
by the wife for necessaries, but this presumption may be rebutted

by proof that the husband had provided them or had furnished the

wife with the means of furnishing them for herself,^^ or that the

credit was in fact given to the wife.^^

B. Husband and Wii'R Living Apart. — When the husband and

wife live separate and apart, proof of their marriage raises no pre-

sumption of liability for necessaries, but the party alleging it must

not impose upon him, or those claim-

ing under him, who seek to uphoUl
her settlement, the burden of show-
ing that the settlement is fair or rea-

sonable, or was made under inde-

pendent advice, as in the case of

settlements made in the other rela-

tions which are called * confidential

'

or ' fiduciary.' But the wife is pro-

tected against settlements made upon
the husband through fear or im-

proper influence on his part, and, if

she is able to establish this, the

settlement will be declared void.

And, while a court of equity will

scrutinize the transaction with
jealousy, in order to ascertain

whether the settlement was made
through fear of the husband, or

whether the husband exercised im-

proper influence over the wife, the

burden is on the wife to show im-

proper influence of the husband, in

order to avoid her settlement on
him." Curtis %'. Crossley, 59 N. J.

Eq. 358, 45 Atl. 905.

The Heirs of a Husband who at-

tack a deed b\- him \o his wife, on
the ground of undue influence and
duress, have the burden of proving
the facts alleged. Brown v. Brown,
44 S. C. 378. 22 S. E. 412. See also

Todd V. Wickhffe, 18 B. Mon. (Ky.)

866, a contest between the heirs of a

wife and her husband as to the valid-

ity of a deed made by the wife to

her husband through a third person,

where it was held that it would not

be presumed that the conveyance was
fraudulent so as to impose upon the

husband proof if its fairness.

The fact of the relationship be-

tween husband and wife being one of

confidence and trust, and that a con-

veyance between them was without

valuable consideration, does not war-
rant the presumption of law that un-

due influence was exercised in ob-

taining it. Ford V. Ford, 193 Pa. St.

530, 44 Atl. 561.

18. Yarde v. Yarde, 187 HI. 636,

58 N. E. 600.

19. Curtis V. Crossley, 59 N. J.

Eq. 358, 45 Atl. 905.
20. Sec articles "Fraud;" " Un-

uuK Influence."

21. Compton 7*. Bates, 10 111. App.

78; Mott -'. Comstock, 8 Wend. ( N.

Y.) 544. See also Tibbets v. Hap-
good, 34 N. H. 420; Gntts V. Clark,

78 111. 229; Baker v. Carter, 9^2, Me.

132, 21 Atl. 834, 23 Am. St. Rep. 764;
Reed v. Crissey, 63 Mo. App. 184.

22. Connerat v. Goldsmith, 6 Ga.

14.

Vol. VI
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establish its existence i^''
and a plaintiff in an action to recover for

necessaries furnished the wife while so living apart from her hus-

band has the burden to show that her absence was such as to

give her a right to use her husband's credit.^*

If the Husband Compels His Wife to Leave Him and does not make a

suitable provision for her, she carries with her the authority to

obtain upon his credit the necessaries of life adapted to her condi-

tion and his circumstances.^'*

Goods Furnished on Credit of Husband. — So, also, where the issue is

as to whether or not goods furnished the wife were so furnished

on the credit of the husband, or on her credit, circumstantial

evidence is of necessity often resorted to.^°

4. Separate Maintenance.— To sustain a bill for separate mainte-

23. Rea v. Durkee, 25 111. 503;
Mitchell V. Treanor, 11 Ga. 324, 56
Am. Dec. 421 ; Mickelberry v. Har-
vey, 58 Ind. 523 ; Peaks v. Mayhew,
94 Me. 571, 48 Atl. 172; Walker v.

Simpson, 7 Watts & S. (Pa.) 83,

42 Am. Dec. 216. Compare Frost v.

Willis, 13 Vt. 202.

Rule Stated. — " Where they are

living separate and apart, the seller,

in order to establish the liability of

the husband for goods purchased by
the wife, must affirmatively show the

wife's authority in fact, express or
implied, to pledge the husband's
credit, or that the goods sold were
necessaries, and that the husband
had neglected or refused to provide
a suitable support for his wife." S.

E. Olson Co. V. Youngquist, 76 Minn.
26, 78 N. W. 870.

A Wife Who Has Deserted Her
Husband is not presumed to be his

agent, so as to render him liable for

her support. Peaks z'. Mayhew, 94
Me. 571, 48 Atl. 172.

24. Mitchell v. Treanor, 11 Ga.

324, 56 Am. Dec. 421 ; Mahew v.

Thayer, 8 Gray (Mass.) 172; Stur-

bridge v. Franklin, 160 Mass. 149, 35
N. E. 669.

See also Scherer v. Scherer, 23
Ind. App. 384, 55 N. E. 494, 77 Am.
St. Rep. 437, where the contract of

separation between the husband and
wife recited that the parties were
living apart " by reason of the aban-

donment one of the other " and it

was held that this would not show
that the wife left her husband for

reasons justified by law, and that in

the absence of such showing she can
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have no claim against him for sup-
port. Rutherford v. Cox, 11 Mo. 347

;

Benjamin v. Dockham, 132 Mass. 181.

25. Ott V. Hentall, 70 N. H. 231,

47 Atl. 80, 51 L. R. A. 226. See also

Cunningham v. Reardon, 98 Mass.

538; Eastland v. Burchill (L. R.), 3
Q. B. 432 ; Peaks z\ Mayhew, 94 Me.
571, 48 Atl. 172.

26. Payment for Other like Pur-
chases— In an action against a

husband to recover the purchase
price of goods purchased by the wife,

the fact that the defendant had paid
for other articles bought by his wife
upon his credit is admissible as

having some bearing upon the issue

of the authority which he had given
her to make purchases, and upon the

question of his means and situation

in .life, and is rightfully permitted to

be shown. Raynes v. Bennett, 114
Mass. 424. See also Lovell v. Wil-
liams, 125 Mass. 439, where, how-
ever, the wife was sought to be
charged.

Evidence of the Style of Living

and expenditures in the circles to

which he introduced her and where
he expects her to find her intimates

and associates is pertinent in an ac-

tion involving the right and author-

ity of a married woman to bind her
husband by purchases made in his

name without his knowledge or ex-

press assent. Clark v. Cox, 32 Mich.

204.

That at About the Time in Ques-
tion the Husband Was Not " Paying
Anybody " is a " relevant fact as

tending to show that he was so cir-

cumstanced that he was not provid-
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nance the wife must show that she Hves separate and apart from her

husband without her fault.
^^

5. Abandonment.— A. Presumptions and Burden oe Proof.

a. In Goicral.— Upon the criminal prosecution of a husband for

abandoninj::;- his wife the prosecution has the burden of showing not

only the facts of abandonment and subse(|ucnt failure and refusal to

suj)port, but also that the defendant had not good cause for the

abandonment.^*

b. Danger of Wife Becoming Public Burden. — It is not incum-
bent upon the prosecution, however, to show that the danger of

becoming a burden on the public is immediate or imminent, and

ing for the wants and necessities of

the family, and also as tending to

show the fact that the goods at the

time were not charged to the hus-

band, but to the wife."' liirshficld v.

Waldron, 83 Mich. 116, 47 N. W.
239-

Evidence of Prior Efforts to Col-

lect a Claim against the husband
which had been standing for a long
time is admissible as having some
bearing on the issue as to whether
or not credit for goods sold by the

plaintiff had been extended to the

husband or to the wife. Hirshfield

V. Waldron, 83 Mich. 116, 47 N. W.
239-

Entries in Books of Account.

The mere entry in the seller's books
of account of goods furnished the
wife charging her therefor is not con-
clusive that credit was not given to
the husband. Furlong v. Hyson, 35
Me. 22i2.

In Wright v. Wright, 114 Iowa
748, 87 N. W. 709, an action by a
wife against her husband's father for

support under a contract providing
therefor in case of non-support by
the husband, it was held that testi-

monj' by the wife as to the manner
in which her husband treated her
from the time of their marriage to

the time of the alleged abandonment
was materia] as tending to show the
alleged desertion by the husband and
his failure to furnish support.

27. Scherer v. Schcrer, 23 Ind.

App. 384. 55 N. E. 494. 77 Am. St.

Rep. 437.

If the "Wife 'Voluntarily Aban-
doned her husband, or if he was
compelled to abandon her on account
of her adultery, or her wicked con-

duct, the verdict would necessarily

have to be against her. Proof of

fault in one is not evidence of cor-

rect deportment in the other. Nor
does it follow that because one is

unable to maintain an action the

other must necessarily be entitled to

recover. Wahle v. Wahle, 71 111.

510.

28. State v. Greenup, 30 Mo. App.

299; State V. Satchwell, 68 Mo. App.

39, where the court in so ruling said

:

" The state must show this although
it involves the necessity of proving

a negative, for the rule in this state,

even in civil cases, is that where the

plaintiff grounds his right of action

in a negative averment, and the proof

of the aflirmative is not peculiarly

within the knowledge and power of

the defendant, the establishment of

the negative is an essential element
of the plaintiff's case." See also

State t\ Linck, 68 Mo. App. 161

;

State V. Hopkins, 130 N. C. 647, 40
S. E. 973, where it was held that a

husband prosecuted for abandonment
of his wife and children was on trial

for a criminal offense in which he

was presumed to be innocent, and
that this presumption continued until

he was found to be guilty by the jury

beyond a reasonable doubt.

In State v. Schweitzer, 57 Conn.

532, 18 Atl. 787, 6 L. R. A. 125, a

prosecution for unlawfully neglecting

and refusing to support the defend-

ant's wife, it was said :
" Ordinarily

the conduct of married women is

such that when any husband neglects

or refuses to support his wife the law

itself presumes such neglect to be

unlawful. Having shown the mar-
riage and the neglect, the attorney

for the state could safely rest upon
that presumption. The unlawfulness

Vol. VI
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not dependent on any future contingency, however probable, in the

ordinary course of events.^**

B. Substance and Mode of Proof. — Necessarily, upon such a

prosecution the evidence not only as to the fact of abandonment,^"^

but also as to the animus and purpose of the defendant in so doing,

must be circumstantial.^^

Evidence of the Wife's Infidelity After the Abandonment cannot be

received when there is no proof of her infidelity during the marriage

and before the abandonment.^'

Wife Becoming Public Burden.— Facts bearing approximately on

the probability or improbability of the abandoned wife becoming a

burden on the publfc are admissible in evidence on a prosecution for

abandonment.^^

was deemed to be proved prima facie.

And when the defendant interposed

a defense based upon such miscon-

duct of his wife as made it lawful

for him to refuse to support her, it

was incumbent upon him to prove
such misconduct as he set up, that is

her adultery, and to prove it, as be-

fore stated, by a preponderance of

evidence."

29. Carney v. State, 84 Ala. 7, 4
So. 285.

30. It is error to refuse to permit

the defendant to show that he had
rented a house which his wife re-

fused to occupy. The court said: " If

defendant furnished his wife with a

suitable house he had so far con-

tributed to her support; and if she

refused to occupy it it certainly was
not his fault." State v. White, 45
Mo. 512.

31. He should be permitted to

prove the amount of his income and
his ability to support his wife and
family. State v. Linck, 68 Mo. App.
161.

He should be permitted to show-

that his wife was an habitual drunk-
ard, so as to furnish ground for

separation and divorce. State v.

Satchwell, 68 Mo. App. 39.

The Record of a Divorce Suit by a

husband against his wife showing
its commencement and dismissal by
him is competent evidence as show-
ing the animus and purposes of the

defendant in abandoning his wife.

State V. Wonderly, 17 Mo. App. 597.

In Com. V. Ham, 156 Mass. 485,

31 N. E. 639, a prosecution under the

Massachusetts statute charging the
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defendant with unreasonably neglect-

ing to provide for the support of his

wife, wherein the defendant asserted

that his neglect was not unreasonable

in view of her conduct, and charged

her with various breaches of her

marriage duty, and with haying de-

clared that she would not live with

him ; it was held proper to permit

the prosecution, on rebuttal and for

the purpose of explaining her con-

duct, to put in evidence a record of

a decree upon the petition of the

wife for separate maintenance, de-

claring that the wife was living

apart from the husband for justifi-

able cause ; and a decree in a suit

for divorce filed by the husband on
the grounds of drunkenness and
cruelty, denying him the relief prayed

for. The court said :
" The decrees

were facts bearing on the same sub-

ject, and tending to explain her con-

duct, and therefore were admissible

in rebuttal. The alleged declaration

of the wife, for instance, that she

would not live with the defend'int,

assumed a different color if made
after the two proceedings the records

of which were introduced."

But evidence by the defendant
that his wife had filed a motion for

alimony pendente lite in a divorce

suit, which was denied, is properly

excluded. Com. v. Simmons, 165

Mass. 356, 43 N. E. no.

32. Hall V. State, 100 Ala. 86, 14

So. 867.

33. Carney v. State, 84 Ala. 7,

4 So. 285.

In People v. Karlsioe, i App. Div.

571. 27 N. Y. Supp. 481, a prosecu-
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n. PRIVILEGES AND DISABILITIES OF COVERTTTRE.

1. Coercion or Control of Wife by Husband. — A. Prksumptions
AND BuuDKX OF Proof. — a. 'forts. — When a tort is committed by
the wife in the presence of her husband and nothing more appears,

the presumption is that she acted under his coercion.^*

b. Crimes. — (1.) Generally.— If a wife commits any felony in

the presence of her husband it will be prcsumed^° that she did it

tion of the defendant for abandoning
his wife, it was held error to exclude
evidence offered by the defendant to

the effect that the wife had ample
means of support and was not in the

least likely to become a public bur-
den, and that her financial circum-
stances were far better than those

of her husband.

34. Indiana. — Ball v. Bennett, 21

Ind. 427.

Maine. — Marshall v. Oakes, 51
Me. 308.

Maryland. — Nolan v. Traber, 49
I^Id. 460, 2,T, Am. Rep. 277.

Michigan. — Miller v. Sweitzer, 22
Mich. 391.

Minnesota. — Brazil v. Moran, 8
Minn. 236.

Missouri. — Dailey v. Houston, 58
Mo. 361.

Neiv Hampshire. — Carleton v.

Haywood. 49 N. H. 314.

Nezv York. — Cassin v. Delany, 38
N. Y. 178.

Ohio. — Sisco V. Cheney, Wright 9.

South Carolina. — McKeowen %'.

Johnson, i McCord 578; Edwards ik

Wessinger, 65 S. C. 161. 43 S. E. 518,

95 Am. St. Rep. 789; Park v. Hop-
kins, 2 Bail. 411.

Texas. — McQueen v. Fulgham, 27
Tex. 463.

J^ennont. — Jackson v. Kirbv, 37
Vt. 448.

35. England. — Rex z: Knight, i

Car. & P. 116; Reg. v. Cruse, 2
Moody C. C. 53.

Alabama. — Hensley v. State, 52
Ala. 10.

Indiana. — State v. Banks, 48 Ind.

197.

Maine. — State v. Cleaves, 59 Me.
298, 8 Am. Rep. 422.

Massachusetts. — Com. v. Ncal, 10
Mass. 152.

52

Missouri. — State v. Bentz, 1 1 Mo.
27.

New Hampshire. — Haines i\ State,

35 N. H. 207.

A'czv York. — Goldstein v. People,

82 N. Y. 231.

North Carolina. — State v. Wil-
liams, 65 N. C. 398.

Ohio. — Davis v. State, 15 Ohio
72, 45 Am. Dec. 559.

Rhode Island. — State v. Boyle, 13

R. I. 537.

Vermont. — State v. Potter, 42 Vt.

495-

West Virginia. — Gill v. State, 39
W^ Va. 479, 20 S. E. 568.

Wisconsin. — Miller v. State, 25
Wis. 384.

" A Prima Facie Case of Coercion
Was Established when it was shown
that the defendant was a married
woman, and that the criminal act

was done in the presence of the hus-
band, and that this presumption
might be rebutted by evidence that

the acts of the wife were done by her
while not in her husband's presence,

nor so immediately near him as

fairly to be held under his control,

and in his presence.

Now, how the consent of the

wife to the husband's illicit inter-

course with the prosecuting witness,

months before the alleged crime was
committed, would tend to rebut the

presumption of coercion, in the at-

tempt to produce a miscarriage, wc
are at a loss to discover. True, it

tends to show that the wife con-
nived at her husband's adultery, but
its effect would rather be to show
that, instead of acting independent
of the coercion of her husband, she
was so entirely under his control as

to consent to his adulterous inter-

course with the prosecuting witness.
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No wife of any individuality, self-

respect, or independence of thought

or action, would consent to such a

crime against herself. In our opin-

ion this evidence should not have

been admitted." State v. Fitzgerald,

49 Iowa 260, 31 Am. Rep. 148.

The Law Presumes That the In-

fluence of a Husband Over His Wife

is such that she is not held criminally

liable for unlawful acts done by her

in his presence, unless there is evi-

dence to rebut this presumption and

to satisfy the jury that she was ex-

ercising a free volition and was guilty

of an independent criminal act. State

V. Kelly, 74 Iowa 589, 38 N. W. 503.

Where a Wife Acts in the Further-

ance of a Combination to commit a

felony in the presence of her hus-

band, she will be presumed to have
acted under his coercion. Uhl v.

Com., 6 Gratt. (Va.) 706, which was
a prosecution of husband for an at-

tempt to burn a barn.

In Bibb v. State, 94 Ala. 31, 10

So. 506, the trial of a wife for mur-
der under an indictment against her

and her husband jointly, the evi-

dence showed that she had held down
the arms of the deceased from be-

hind while her husband struck him
on the head, telling her with an oath
" to hold him up." It was held that

the trial judge did not err in in-

structing the jury that "on the issue

of guilty or not guilty they should

not consider this defendant other-

wise than as a feme sole," nor in re-

fusing to charge them at the request

of the defendant " that they must ac-

quit her unless they believed that

she acted willfully and voluntarily."

The court said :
" The presumption

of the common law, that when the

wife acts with her husband in the

commission of a crime, she acts un-

der his coercion, and consequently

without guilty intent, is not allowed

in all offenses, in the administration

of the criminal law. ' It may not be
positively settled,' as has been well

observed, ' where the line of separa-

tion is ; but for certain crimes the

wife is responsible, although com-
mitted under the compulsion of her

husband.'— i Bennett & Heard
Cr. Cases, 85. The exceptions en-

voi. VI

grafted on the general rule are based

on the nature, grade and heinousness

of the felony. Among these is mur-
der. The rule that the law holds the

wife answerable for murder, though
committed in the presence of, or in

company with, her husband, without

any presumption that she acted under

his coercion, and that she is punish-

able as much as if sole, is sustained

by the great weight of authority."

In Com. V. Eagan, 103 Mass. 71, a

prosecution of a married woman for

an assault committed in the immedi-
ate presence of her husband, the de-

fendant asked the trial judge to

charge the jury that "the presump-
tion was that she acted under the

coercion and control of her husband
and .should be acquitted," which the

court refused to do, but on the con-

trary charged the jury that if they

were satisfied that she did the acts

proved, of her own free will, free

from the coercion or influence of her

husband, she could be convicted.

The court, in holding the action of

the trial judge to be erroneous, said:
" If there was evidence in the case

to rebut the presumption in favor of

the defendant, the court was justified

in refusing to instruct the jury that

she should be acquitted ; but we think

that the first part of the instruction

requested should have been given. The
instructions actually given would
have been accurate if the court had
also instructed the jury as to the pre-

sumption above stated, but by the re-

fusal to do so the defendant was de-

prived of the benefit of this pre-

sumption as one of the elements
proper for the consideration of the

jury in determining her criminal lia-

bility."

Where a Wife Voluntarily Com-
mits a Crime, the mere presence of

her husband does not excuse her.

If she commits a crime under the

threats, commands or coercion of her

husband she cannot be convicted of

the crime, but the coercion of the

husband must be made to appear

from all the facts and circumstances

and is not to be presumed merely

from his presence. Freel v. State, 21

Ark. 212; Edwards v. State, 27 Ark.

493-
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under his coercion or constraint. But the fact of coverture must
be clearly established.^"

Perjury by Wife.— Where a wife takes the stand on behalf of her

husband, who is on trial for a criminal offense, and commits perjury,

the rule that there is a presumption of coercion does not apply, and
she is not exempt from the penalties imposed for that offense.^^

(2.) Misdemeanors.— Formerly many of the authorities confined

this presumption to cases of felony, but it is now extended to mis-

demeanors,^** those offenses only being excepted which are more
likely to be committed by women.^"

36. The mere fact of cohabitation

or reputation alone not being suffi-

cient. Davis z\ State, 15 Ohio 72,

45 Am. Dec. 5S9. Compare Rex v.

Knight, I Car. & P. (Eng.) 116.

37. Com. V. Moore, 162 Mass. 441,

38 N. E. 1 120, where the court said:
" The testimony is in open court and
is given under the solemnity of an
oath. It is to be considered by the

jury, but very little weight ought to

be given to it if there is a presump-
tion that it is given under coercion

of her husband. The better rule

would seem to be that where a wife

is a witness under the [Massachu-
setts] statute and commits perjury
she is not exempt from the penalties

imposed for that offense."

38. State v. Williams, 65 N. C.

398; State V. Cleaves, 59 Me. 298, 8
Am. Rep. 422.

In Com. V. Pratt, 126 Mass. 462,

a prosecution for the unlawful keep-
ing of intoxicating liquors with in-

tent to sell the same, it was held
that if at the time the liquors were
kept for sale by the defendant's wife
the defendant actually aided her or
assisted in such keeping, or if with-
out actually and actively aiding his

wife in such keeping was personally
present and knew that his wife was
so keeping liquors, the presumption
of law is that the wife acted under
the coercion of her husband, the de-
fendant, and that he is guilty of the
offense charged.

In State v. Boyle, 13 R. I. 537,
wherein defendant was charged with
having illegally sold intoxicating
liquors, it appeared that the liquors
were not sold by himself, but in his

presence, by his wife. The defendant
admitted that if the wife was prose-
cuted for the act the law would raise
the presumption in her favor, but he
contended that it would do so only

out of favor for her, and that in a

prosecution against the husband no
such presumption arises, but it is in-

cumbent upon the prosecution to

prove his guilt in point of fact by
positive testimony. The court, how-
ever, in overruling this contention

said: "The common law presumes
that when husband and wife are to-

gether they have virtually but one
will between them, the will of the

husband ; and consequently, if she

commits an offense in his presence it

holds him prima facie responsible for

it. On the defendant's theory, if hus-

band and wife were jointly indicted

for an offense committed by her in

his presence, the jury, with the clear-

est evidence of the offense, might
have to acquit her on the presump-
tion that she acted under his coercion

and him for want of positive proof
that she so acted. We are of opinion

that the law would not so frustrate

itself, but that the presumption which
would acquit her would likewise con-
vict him. . . . The presumption
is not very unreasonable even in

this age of the world ; for the hus-
band knows or ought to know that,

being a husband, he is to be presumed
to have a husband's authority, and
therefore, when he sees his wife com-
mitting a misdemeanor, he ought at

the very least to express his disappro-
bation, unless she is acting in obedi-
ence to his will."

39. Com. V. Cheney, 114 Mass.
281. See also State f. Williams, 65
N. C. 398, when this exception was
declared.

In Keeping a House of Ill-Fame

in a building used, occupied and con-
trolled by both husband and wife,

she is not presumed to be acting un-
der his coercion. State v. Jones, 53
W. Va. 613, 45 S. E. 916.

Vol. VI
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(3.) Cases Denying Presumption.— There are jurisdictions, however,
in which it is denied that any such presumption of coercion exists.*"

(4.) Act Committed Out of Presence of Husband. — There is no legal

presumption that acts done by a wife in her husband's absence were
done under his coercion or control.*^

(5.) Presence of Husband Necessary.— On a prosecution of a married
woman, in order to make out a defense that she was acting under
the coercion of her husband, it must be shown that he was present
at the time the ofifense was committed.*^

To Establish the Fact of His Presence, however, it is not necessary to

show that the act was done literally in his sight. If he were near
enough for her to be under his immediate influence or control,

although not in the same room, it is sufficient.'*^

40. State V. Hendricks, 2^ Kan.
559, 4 Pac. 1050, where the court in

speaking of the contrary rule said:
" The presumption was probably
right, when first adopted, for the
state of society which then existed.

But it cannot be right now under our
present condition of society. And it

is not the law. There was once a
reason for the presumption; but that
reason has long ago ceased to exist
in Kansas; and when the reason for
the presumption has ceased to exist,

the presumption itself must also
cease to exist."

In Georgia a statute provides that
" A feme covert, or married woman,
acting under the threats, command or
coercion of her husband, shall not be
found guilty of any crime or misde-
meanor not punishable by death or
perpetual imprisonment ; and, with
this exception, the husband shall be
prosecuted as principal, and, if con-
victed, shall receive the punishment
which would otherwise have been in-

flicted on the wife, if she had been
found guilty; provided it appears,
from all the facts and circumstances
of the case, that violent threats, com-
mand and coercion were used." And
in Bell v. State, 92 Ga. 49, 18 S. E.
186, it was held that, as to any of-

fense, however small, in order for
the wife to stand excused under the
statute, it must appear that she was
in fact coerced, or that he used vio-

lent threats, command or some equiv-
alent means of coercion calculated to
overpower her will and render her
a passive instrument rather than a
voluntary agent of crime.
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41. Com. V. Butler, i Allen
(^lass.) 4.

To authorize the conviction of a
husband for the illegal act of his

wife in selling liquors in his store

in his absence, it must be shown be-

yond a reasonable doubt that her
illegal act was done by his authority;
and the fact that it was done by her
as his clerk or agent without more is

not sufficient. Seibert v. State, 40
Ala. 60.

42. Com. V. IMunsey, 112 Alass.

287.

A wife is responsible for a crime
committed by her husband's order if

she is not within control or coercion
at the time. Com. v. Feeney, 13 Al-
len (Mass.) 560.

The Mere Proximity of a Husband
Not Actually Present when his wife
commits a minor offense will not
raise in her favor the presumption
that she acted under his coercion. In
such case the question is one of fact,

although doubtless the fact of coer-

cion might easily be inferred from
proximity and perhaps ought to be
inferred if there be circumstances
showing concert of action. State v.

Shee, 13 R. I. 535, which was a prose-
cution of a married woman for keep-
ing and maintaining a common nui-

sance.

A Momentary Absence from the
Room, or a momentary turning of
his back, if he were on the premises
and near at hand, might still leave
her under his influence. Com. v.

Munsey, 112 Mass. 287.

43. Com. V. Munsey, 1 12 Mass.
287.
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c. Rebuttal of Presumption. — Wife Acting Freely. — This pre-

sumption of coercion or control is, however, not a conclusive pre-

sumption, but may be rebutted by proof that the wife acted volun-

tarily and without constraint ;** as where it is shown that she acted

against her husband's will.'"*

2. Personal Earning^s of Wife. — In the absence of express stat-

ute to the contrary, "• tlie presumption is that any services performed

by the wife for a third person for a compensation are rendered on

the husband's behalf."*^ And even under a statute enabling married

women to hold in their own right property acquired by purchase

The mere fact that at the time a

married woman made an unlawful
sale of intoxicating liquors her hus-

band was in an adjoining room sick

in bed, and that the door between
the two rooms was open, does not
raise a conclusive presumption of

law that she was acting under the

immediate influence and control of

her husband. Com. v. Gormley, 133
Mass. 580.

44. U. S. V. Terry, 42 Fed. 317;
State V. Williams, 65 N. C. 398;
Nolan V. Traber, 49 Md. 460, 2>Z

Am. Rep. 277 ; Carleton v. Haywood,
49 N. H. 314; Edwards v. Wessin-
ger, 65 S. C. 161, 43 S. E. 518, 95
Am. St. Rep. 789. See also State v.

Cleaves, 59 Me. 298, 8 Am. Rep. 422.

It is a presumption of law that in

cases within the rule where the act

of the wife is done in the presence
of her husband, it is done under the

constraint and coercion of the hus-
band, but such presumption is only
prima facie. It may be rebutted,

and when it is shown that she acted
voluntarily, although the husband
was present, she is liable to punish-
ment as if she were a feme sole.

Tabler v. State, 34 Ohio St. 127.

45. Nolan v. Traber, 49 Md. 460,

33 Am. Rep. 277; Carleton v. Hay-
wood, 49 N. H. 314; Cassin v. De-
lany, 38 N. Y. 178; Edwards v.

Wessinger, 65 S. C. tfii, 43 S. E.

518, 95 Am. St. Rep. 789.

46. Tlnfier a Massachusetts Statute

services rendered by a wife for a
person other than her husband and
children must, unless there is an ex-
press agreement on her part to the
contrary, be presumed to be per-

formed on her separate account.

Seward v. Arms, 145 Mass. 195, 13

N. E. 487.

This Statute Declares a Conclusive

Presumption of Law, which is rightly

held to defeat the husband's claim

for such services performed by the

wife after the statute took effect, in

the absence of all evidence of an ex-

press agreement under which he had
previously acquired any rights, or

which would bring the case within

the exception of the statute. Wil-
liams V. Williams, 131 Mass. 533.

47. Plummer v. Trost, 81 Mo.
425.

In Fowle V. Tidd, 15 Gray (Mas.s.)

94, an action by a married woman
to recover for personal services ren-

dered to the defendant, it was held

that the admission of deeds from
him to her and from her to him as

evidence that the services were ren-

dered on her sole and separate ac-

count was not error.

In Morgan v. Bolles, 36 Conn.
175, the plaintiff, as trustee of his

wife, claimed compensation for

.services of his wife rendered to his

mother for some time previous to

the mother's decease, with whom he
and his wife lived; and it was held

that in the absence of any evidence
to the contrary it was to be presumed
that the wife rendered the services

in behalf of her husband. The
court said :

" The service of the

wife presumptively belongs to the

husband, and while she is living

with him in the same house with his

inother, service rendered to the

mother would ordinarily be pre-

sumed to be rendered in behalf of

the husband. It is incumbent, there-

fore, on the plaintiff to show that the

services were rendered under such

Vol. VI
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or g-ift, the personal earnings of the wife are not drawn within its

operation by implication.'*®

3. Wife as Surety for Husband.— A. Presumptions and Burden
oi- Proof. — When an obligation otherwise enforceable is sought by
the wife to be avoided on the ground that her relation thereto is as

surety for her husband, the burden of proving that relation is

on her.*''

Whether or not she is surety is to be determined not from the

form of the contract, nor from the basis of the transaction, but from

circumstances as indicated an inten-

tion that she should receive and
have the benefit of the compensation
paid for them." Here the circum-
stances all point the other way.

48. Plummer v. Trost, 8i Mo.
425. See also McDermott's Appeal,
106 Pa. St. 358, 51 Am. Rep. 526.

Compare Turner v. Davenport, 6^
N. J. Eq. 288, 49 Atl. 463.

In Neale v. Hermanns, 65 Md.
474, S Atl. 424, an action by a mar-
ried woman by her husband as next
friend to recover for personal earn-
ings, which under a Maryland stat-

ute are secured to her sole and sepa-

rate use, it was held that she had the
burden of establishing that the

services sued for were rendered by
her as an independent person on her
own account and not conjointly with
her husband or for her husband's
benefit.

Under the Alabama Statute pro-
viding that " the earnings of the wife
are her separate property, but she is

not entitled to compensation for

services rendered to or for her hus-
band or to or for the family," a mar-
ried woman is entitled to recover the
value of labor performed by her for

another; but where her claim is

based upon services rendered in con-
nection with her minor children in

making a crop, it is incumbent upon
her to furnish the data from which
the value of the services rendered
by her individually can be ascer-

tained, since she cannot recover for

the product or labor of the minor
children which belong to the father.

Larkin v. Woosley, 109 Ala. 258, 19

So. 520.

The Husband May Relinquish the
"Wife's Earnings to Her by way of
gift, where the rights of creditors do
not intervene, thereby creating in

Vol. VI

her an equitable estate, but such re-

linquishment and gift will not be
presumed from the fact that the par-

ties lived separate and apart, where
it is shown that their estrangement
v/as caused by the husband's attempts

to assert his marital rights in and
to her property, the existence and
amount of which she carefully con-

cealed from his knowledge. Bol-

man v. Overall, 86 Ala. 168, 5 So.

455-

49. Pulliam v. Hicks, 132 Ala. 134,

31 So. 456. See also Smith v. Bond,
56 Neb. 529, 76 N. W. 1062. Com-
pare Union Stock Yards Nat. Bank
V. Coffman, 101° Iowa 594, 70 N. W.
693-

When a Married Women Executes
Her Individual Promissory Note,

secured by a mortgage on her sepa-

rate property, she has the burden of

proving that she signed as surety or

grantor for her husband or some
other person so as to bring her
within the exceptive clause of the

statute prohibiting her from enter-

ing into any contract of suretyship.

Miller v. Shields, 124 Ind. 166, 24
N. E. 670. 8 L. R. A. 406. where the

court said :
" To hold that when a

married woman executed her indi-

vidual promissory note she is pre-

sumed to stand as surety for her

husband or some other person, until

the contrary is made to appear,

would be to carry the doctrine of

presumptions beyond the border
line."

Where a Married Woman Is Sued
Upon a Joint and Several Obligation

which does not show upon its face

that she occupies the position of

surety, the burden of proving the

suretvship is upon her. Reeves v.

Morgan, 48 N. J. Eq. 41S, 21 Atl.

1040.
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the inquiry as to whctlicr she received, in person or in estate, the

benefit of the consideration upon which the contract rests.^"

Where the Instrument Is on Its Face the Joint Obligation of the hus-

band and wife, the fact that his name appears to have been sub-

scribed first is of no significance.^^

B. Parol Evidence. — Parol evidence is admissible to show

whether or not the wife was suretv for the husband. ^-

III SEPARATE OWNERSHIP OF PROPERTY.

1. Presumptions and Burden of Proof.— A. Pkopekty Purchased
BY Wife During Marriage. — a. In General. — If a married

woman purchases property, the law, as a general rule, presumes that

it was paid for with her husband's money,^^ and one who would

In Weathers v. Borders, I2i N. C.

387, 28 S. E. 524, it was held that a

wife cannot subject her land or sep-

arate interest therein in any way ex-
cept by a regular conveyance exe-

cuted as required by statute, and
that even then the intent to charge
her separate estate must appear on
the face of the instrument creating

the liability.

In Zachary v. Perry, 130 N. C. 289,

41 S. E. 533, it was held that the

acceptance by a husband and wife
of a draft drawn by them directing

the drawee to " charge the same to

my account as a payment on the con-
tract price for building a dwelling-

house about two miles north of

"

a certain town, contained no express
charge upon the land mentioned in

it which belonged to the wife and
could not be considered as a lien by
way of mortgage, and was hence in-

effectual to bind her separate estate.

Under the West Virginia Code

1891, ch. 66, § 12, it is held thai in

order to sustain a charge on the

separate estate of a married woman
when contested, it must appear that

the debt is valid under that section,

and the burden is upon the creditors

to show this. Schamp z: Security

Sav. & Loan Ass'n, 44 W. Va. 587,

28 S. E. 709.

50. Cook V. Buhrlagc. 159 Ind.

162, 64 N. E. 603. Compare Dar-
win i: Moore, 58 S. C. 164, 36 S. E.

539, an action to enforce payment of

a note given by a married woman,
where it was held that all the law
required to be shown at the time of

the execution of the note was that

it should appear that the contract

was made with reference to her sep-

arate estate, and that when this was
done it was not necessary to also

show that the contract was bene-

ficial to her separate estate.

51. Pulliam v. Hicks, 132 Ala.

134, 31 So. 456. See also Lunsford

V. Harrison, 131 Ala. 263, 31 So. 24,

when, however, the wife's name was
stated first in the body of the note

and the mortgage was signed first by

her.

52. In Scofield v. Jones, 85 Ga. 816,

II S. E. 1032, the court said: "How
else could married women be hin-

dered from doing by the execution

of writings what the law disables

them to do at all? No amount of

writing and no form into which it

can be moulded, whether of lease,

promissory note or anything else,

will bind a woman to pay her hus-

band's debt. No device or subter-

fuge in which the creditor engages

or participates, however numerous
or solemn may be the writings used

to cover and conceal it, will serve

to circumvent the law, provided de-

tection and exposure are within the

resources of the law by the use of

any evidence, written or oral, direct

or circumstantial."

53. Phrida. — Price 7'. Sanchez,

8 Fla. 136; Kahn v. Weinlandcr, 39
Fla. 210, 22 So. 653.

Missouri. — Crook v. Tull, in
Mo. 283. 20 S. W. 8; Bucks v.

Moore, 36 Mo. App. 529; Sloan v.

Vol. VI
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establish title in her has the burden of proving that the means were
not furnished by her husband.^*

As Against Existing Creditors of Her Husband, ownership by a wife

Torry, 78 AIo. 623; McFerran v.

Kieney, 22 Mo. App. 554.

Pennsylvania. — Walker v. Reamy,
36 Pa. St. 410.

West Virginia. — Stocksdale v.

Harris, 23 W. Va. 499; Harr v.

Shaffer, 52 W. Va. 207, 43 S. E. 89.

See also Stanton v. Kirsch, 6 Wis.

338.

Contra. — McVey v. Green Bay &
M. R. Co., 42 Wis. 532.

It is well settled that in order to

enable a married woman to acquire

and hold property against her hus-

band's creditors she must make it

clearly appear that the means of ac-

quisition were her own, independent
of her husband. Auble v. Mason, 35
Pa. St. 261.

In Mangum v. Finucane, 38 Miss.

354, a controversy between the wife
and a creditor of her insolvent hus-
band respecting the validity of her
claim to property as belonging to

her separate estate, wherein there

was evidence tending to show that

the property was purchased through
the agency of the husband and with
funds furnished by him and for his

benefit, it was held error to charge
the jury that the burden of proof
was upon the creditor to show that

the money used in the purchase came
from "the husband, and that the law
presumed that the property belonged
to the wife until the accompanying
circumstances or other proof showed
the contrary.

Mere Evidence That She Purchased
It Is Not Sufficient to give her title—
it must be satisfactorily shown that

it was paid for with her own sepa-

rate funds. In the absence of such
evidence the presumption is violent

that the husband furnished the means
of payment. Keeney v. Good, 21

Pa. St. 349.

Where a married woman brings

an action to enforce a chose, in ac-

tion, alleged to have been assigned

to her by her husband, proof of the

assignment is not admissible unless

there is also proof that she had a

separate estate out of which the con-
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sideration for the assignment was
paid. Carpenter v. Tatro, 36 Wis.
297.

54. Clark v. Viles, 32 Me. 32;
Bradford's Appeal, 29 Pa. St. 513;
Harr v. Shafer, 52 W. Va. 207, 43
S. E. 89.

" Where property is alleged to

have been purchased by a wife, or a

conveyance made to her during

coverture, the burden is upon her to

prove distinctly that she paid for it

with means not derived from her

husband; and, in the absence of clear

proof that it was not acquired with
his means, the presumption is that it

was acquired with his means, and it

will be liable for his debts. But, on
the other hand, if she furnish evi-

dence clearly showing that it was ac-

quired with her separate means, or
did not come from her husband's
means, it must be protected, as her

separate estate, from his own acts

seeking to make it liable to his cred-

itors, as well as their acts." Walker
V. Peck, 39 W. Va. 325, IQ S. E.

411.

A Wife's Ownership of Notes

which are payable to her husband
and have been transferred by him as

collateral security for a debt of him-
self and wife without disclosing their

true ownership, must be established

by evidence clear, strong and con-
vincing that they were hers at the

time of the transfer. Sallinger v.

Perry, 133 N. C. 35, 45 S. E. 360.

In Gates v. Brower, 9 N. Y. 205,

59 Am. Dec. 530, it was held that

the mere fact that the plaintiff took
the wife's note on the sale of the

property did not furnish such con-

clusive evidence that the purchase

was not in fact for the benefit of the

husband as to be incapable of being

overcome by other evidence.

Where the wife, surviving the hus-

band, or her representative, after

her death, claims money remaining
in the homestead on the death of

the husband, it is not enough to show
that she once earned money, nor
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of real or personal property must be established by clear and satis-

factory evidence, ^^ although the proof need not be so clear^" as

that she received a portion from
her father's estate, nor that her hus-
band at times gave her money, with-

out further identifying such sums
and showing that the moneys in

question are the same, or that the

moneys so earned or received by the

wife passed to the husband without
a lawful consideration. It must ap-

pear that at the time of his death he
was her debtor. Van Liew v. Gal-

tra, 36 N. J. Eq. 251.

In North Carolina the wife may
acquire separate property with her
earnings by agreement with her hus-
band, free from his control, but
when she asserts such a right of

property the burden is upon her to

prove that fact. Gramhiing t'.

Dickey, 118 N. C. 986, 24 S. E. 671.

A Pennsylvania Statute (Act of

May 4, 1855) provides that a mar-
ried woman whose husband, through
drunkenness and profligacy, neglects

to provide for her and her children

is entitled to all the rights and priv-

ileges of a feme sole trader. And
in Ellison z'. Anderson, no Pa. St.

486, I Atl. 539, a controversy between
a wife and her husband's creditors

as to the ownership of certain lands

claimed by the creditors to belong to

the husband, but which the wife

claimed to have paid for out of her
separate earnings, and in which she

claimed that she was entitled to the

rights and privileges of a feme sole

trader under this statute, it was held

that the burden of proof was upon
her to show that she was thus enti-

tled.

55. Illinois. — Kahn v. Wood, 82

111. 219.

Indiana. — Meredith v. Citizens'

Nat. Bank, 92 Ind. 343.

Louisiana. — Phelps 7'. Rightor, 15

La. Ann. 33; Bird v. Duralde, 23
La. Ann. 319.

Marvland. — Myers v. King, 42
Md. 65.

North Carolina. — Sallinger v.

Perry, 133 N. C. 35, 45 S. E. 360.

Pennsylvania. — Kingsbury 7*.

Davidson, 112 Pa. St. 380, 4 A'tl. 33;
Gault V. Saffin, 44 Pa. St. 307.

Where a wife seeks by bill to en-
join a creditor of her husband from
selling property, seized under a

judgment and execution against her
husband, upon the ground that it is

her separate property, it is incum-
bent upon her to show whether it is

her equitable separate estate or her
legal separate estate, and if claimed
by purchase she is held to full and
direct proof that it was paid for with
her money, and in the absence of

this proof the property is presumed
to be the property of her husband.
Storrs V. Storrs, 23 Fla. 274, 2 So.

368.

In an action by a married woman
to recover personal property, as her
sole separate property, which had
been seized under a writ of attach-

ment against her hu.sband by a cred-

itor of the latter, the burden is upon
her to make satisfactory proof that

the property .seized was her separate

property, owned by her under the

conditions required by the law re-

lating to the separate property of

married women to protect it from
seizure and sale for the payment of

her husband's debts. Kahn v. Wood,
82 III. 219.

On a controversy between a mar-
ried woman and her husband's
creditors in which she claims title

to land purchased by her during
coverture upon credit, it is incum-
bent upon her to show affirmatively,

first, that she had a separate estate,

and, second, that the purchase was
made upon the credit of her sepa-

rate estate. Lochman i: Brobst, 102

Pa. St. 481.

56. Tripner v. Abrahams, 47 Pa.

.St. 220. Compare Hay f. Martin
(Pa.), 14 Atl. 333, holdinf; that in

order for a wife to establish a re-

sulting trust in her favor in land,

the title to which is in her husband,
as against his creditors, on the

ground that it was purchased by him
at her direction and paid for with

her money, the proof to that effect

must be so clear, satisfactory and
convincing that the jury can rely on
it with reasonable certainty.

Vol. VI
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to exclude all doubt, a preponderance of the evidence being suf-

licient.^^

The Fact That a Note Is Payable to a Married Woman raises the pre-

sumption that the money was due to her.^^

b. Community Property. — (l.) Generally. — In those states in

which the community property law prevails the rule is that all

property acquired by either the husband or wife during marriage

is presumed to be community property,^'-* and one who asserts that

57. Myers v. King, 42 Md. 65,

where articles of household furniture

had been purchased by a husband in

pursuance of an antecedent agree-

ment with his wife that he should

advance the money and she would
reimburse him, which she afterward

did, it was held that no higher de-

gree of proof of such an agreement

is required than in any other civil

action.

58. Tooke V. Newman, 75 111. 215.

The fact that a note and mort-

gage, made payable to a woman, an-

tedate her marriage, is of itself

strong evidence that the legal and
equitable title to the money is in her,

and clear and convincing evidence is

necessary in order to overcome this

presumption. Smith v. Smith, 87
111. III.

The fact that the money for which
the note was given was loaned by
her husband does not rebut that pre-

sumption. Tooke V. Newman, 75 111.

215-

59. Louisiana. — Huntington' v.

Legros, 18 La. Ann. 126; Pearson v.

Recker, 15 La. Ann. 119; Succession

of Pratt, 12 La. Ann. 457; Hanna i'.

Pritchard. 6 La. Ann. 730; Succes-

sion of Barry, 48 La. Ann. 1143, 20

So. 656; Jordy v. Muir, 51 La. Ann.

55, 25 So. 550.

Nevada. — Lake v. Bender, 18 Nev.

361, 4 Pac. 711.

Nezv Mexico. — Brown v. Lock-
hart, 71 Pac. 1086.

Texas. — Parker v. Coop, 60 Tex.
Ill; Osborn z'. Osborn, 62 Tex. 495;
iMcKinney v. Nunn, 82 Tex. 44, 17

S. W. 516; Presidio Min. Co. v. Bul-

lis. 68 Tex. 581, 4 S. W. 860.

Our whole system of marital

rights is based upon the fact that

acquisitions, either of the joint or

separate labor or industry of the

husband or wife, become common
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property; and as a general rule de-

ducible from this principle, all prop-

erty acquired by purchase or appar-

ent onerous title, whether the con-

veyance be in the name of the hus-

band or of the wife, or in the names
of both, is prima facie presumed to

belong to the community. Cooke v.

Bremond, 27 Tex. 457, 86 Am. Dec.

626.

In Beigel v. Lang, 19 La. Ann.
112, an action by a wife on a prom-
issory note in her favor, in which
she asserted that her husband joined

in the suit but did not show a sepa-

ration of property between them or
any stipulation against a community
of acquests and gains, it was held

that the court would not presume
the authorization of the husband, but,

on the contrary^ would presume a

community between them, and that

the note on being acquired during
their marriage was community prop-

erty.

In Pior v. Giddens, 50 La. Ann.
216, 23 So. 3S7, a wife, owning by
inheritance an undivided half of a

plantation, purchased during the

marriage, from her co-heirs, their in-

terest, it was held that the interest

so purchased fell into the commu-
nity, unless shown to have been pur-

chased for her separate account, with
paraphernal funds.

Where a married woman not sep-

arate in property is engaged in trade,

she is presumed, in the absence of

evidence to the contrary, to trade on
the funds of the community and the

assets in her hands are those of the

community. Succession of Man-
ning, 107 La. 456, 31 So. 862.

Where a Note Is Payable to the

Wife, the presumption is that it is

community property subject to the

disposition of the husband and to an

action for its recovery by him, and
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all or any portion thus acquired is the separate property of either

spouse has the burden of proving that fact by clear and satisfactory

evidence.""' When community has been waived by the marriage

contract between husband and wife, the law does not create the

presumption that the property belongs to the husband."

(2.) Rebuttal of Presumption.— (A.) Generally. — This presumption,

however, is not a conclusive one as between themselves and those

for his own benefit, or that of the

community, without the consent of

the wife asked or given. Wells v.

Cockrum, 13 Tex. 127.

In Clift V. Clift, 72 Tex. 144, 10

S. W. 338, it was held that after the

lapse of eight years from the death

of the first wife, the presumption

must be indulged that, in the absence

of evidence to the contrary, goods
acquired during the second mar-
riage were community property.

In California, previous to the

amendment of the Civil Code in 1899

(§ 164) the presumption was that

property acquired by either spouse

during marriage belonged to the

community, in the absence of proof

to the contrary. See Jackson v.

Torrence, 83 Cal. 521, 23 Pac. 695;
IngersoU r. Trueblood, 40 Cal. 603;
Smith V. Smith, 12 Cal. 216, 72, Am.
Dec. 533; Aleyer v. Kinzer, 12 Cal.

247, yz Am. Dec. 538. But in that

year section 164 of the Civil Code
was amended by adding the provis-

ion that, " whenever property is

conveyed to a married woman by an
instrument in writing, the presump-
tion is that the title is thereby vested

in her as her separate property."

These presumptions are, however,
only rules of evidence, which can be

met and overcome by proofs, except

where a rierht to property is involved

which became vested in a third

party before the amendment, in

which case the presumption is said

to be a rule of property as well as of

evidence. Santa Cruz Rock Pav.

Co. V. Lyons (Cal.). 43 Pac. 599.

See also Jordan v. Fay, 98 Cal. 264,

33 Pac. 95, where it was held that

§ 164 of the Civil Code, as amended
in 1899, providing that whenever any
property is conveyed to a married
woman the presumption is that the

title is vested in her as her separate

property, did not have the effect of

changing this rule so as to disturb

titles already vested at the time of

its passage.

A Contract to Purchase is not a

conveyance within the meaning of

the California statute presuming that

title is vested in a wife as her sepa-

rate property when property is con-

veyed to her by an instrument in

writing; it is from conveyances alone

that such presumption arises. Peiser

V. Bradbury, 138 Cal. 570, 72 Pac.

165.

60. Louisiana. — Sulstrang v.

Bitz, 24 La. Ann. 295; Bachino v.

Coste, 35 La. Ann. 570; Bass v.

Larche, 7 La. Ann. 104; Succession

of Lyons, 50 La. Ann. 50, 23 So.

117; Succession of Manning, 107 L^.

456, 31 So. 862.

Nevada. — Lake v. Bender, 18

Nev. 361, 4 Pac. 711.

Texas. — Castro z: lilies, 22 Tex.

479. 72, Am. Dec. 277 ; Lott v. Keach,

5 Tex. 394.

So far as concerns third persons,

such for example as creditors of

the husband, it is incumbent upon

the wife to prove the reality of her

dower by other evidence than the

acknowledgment of the husband, or

a judgment of court rendered be-

tween them. Benoist v. Blanchard,

6 La. Ann. 789.

Where the wife in an action

against her husband for a separation

of property asserts that separate

property acquired in her name dur-

ing the existence of the community
was bought with her paraphernal

funds and is her separate property,

tlie presumption of law is against

her and she must rebut it by legal

evidence to establish her title. De
Sentmanat v. Soule, 2i La. Ann. 609.

61. Williams v. Hardy, 15 La.

Ann. 286.

Vol. VI
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claiming- under them with notice."- It may be rebutted by evidence
showing that the purchase was made with the separate funds of

the husband or wife f^ but not by evidence of a direction of a hus-
band to make out the deed in the name of the wife f* nor by the

fact that a bond for title to the land in question had been executed
before his marriage."^

In Favor of a Purchaser for Value without notice the presumption is

conclusive.*^
'^"'

(B.) Parol Evidence.— For the purpose of rebutting this presump-
tion, parol evidence is necessarily resorted to."^

62. Ingersoll v. Trueblood, 40 Cal.

603 ; Jackson zk Torrence, 83 Cal.

521, 23 Pac. 695; Smith v. Boquet,

27 Tex. 507; Huston v. Curl, 8 Tex.

239, 58 Am. Dec. no; Higgins z'.

Johnson, 20 Tex. 389, 70 Am. Dec.

394-
" The import of deeds of purchase

to either husband or wife is from
necessity affected often by parol evi-

dence. The presumption in favor of
the community from such deeds may
be rebutted by proof that the pur-
chase was from the separate funds
of either partner, and when made in

the name of the wife, it may be
shown to be for her benefit, not only
from the advance by her of the pur-
chase-money, but if the funds be ad-
vanced from the individual means
of the husband, the presumption of
gift arises, and if from the com-
munity funds, it may be proved that

the husband intended a gift, and de-
claring such intention, ordered the

deed in her name." Dunham v.

Chatham, 21 Tex. 231, 7^ Am. Dec.
228.

The presumption of law is that

property purchased during marriage,
whether in the name of either or
both spouse, is community property.

But when property is bought in the

name of the wife she may rebut this

presumption by showing that she
purchased the property by the in-

vestment of her paraphernal funds
which were administered by her
separately and apart from her hus-
band. In rebutting this presump-
tion, however, the burden is upon
her to prove, first, paraphernality of

the funds; second, administration
thereof separately and apart from
her husband, and third, investment
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by her. Stauffer v. Morgan, 39 La.
Ann. 632, 2 So. 98.

63. Property Acquired With
Money of Children by Former Mar-
riage The presumption as to com-
munity property purchased in the
name of the husband will not be re-

butted by proof that he acquired the

property with the money of his chil-

dren by a former marriage. Heirs
of Murphy v. Jurey, 39 La. Ann. 785,
2 So. 575.

Solvency of Husband This pre-

sumption that property purchased
during marriage is community prop-

erty is not rebutted by proof that at

the marriage the husband had much
money and the wife nothing; that

during the marriage relation the

parties decreased in fortune, making
nothing, without explicitly tracing

the purchase-money or consideration
to the separate property of the hus-
band. Schmeltz v. Garey, 49 Tex. 49.

64. Parker v. Chance, 11 Tex.
513-

65. Hawley v. Geer (Tex.), 17 S.

W. 914.

66. Oppenheimer v. Robinson, 87
Tex. 174, 27 S. W. 95. See also

Cooke V. Bremond, 27 Tex. 457.

The Presumption, Under the Cali-

fornia Statute, is conclusive only in

favor of a purchaser or incum-
brancer in good faith and for a val-

uable consideration. Peiser v. Brad-
bury, 138 Cal. 570, 72 Pac. 165.

67. Ingersoll v. Trueblood, 40
Cal. 603.

" This constant practice of resort-

ing to parol evidence to establish the

right of ownership in marital prop-

erty acquired by purchase is an ar-
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(C.) St'RRorNDiNG Circumstances and Contemporaneous Declarations.
It has been cleclarecl that the intention of the husband, whether to

give the property to his wife or that it should become part of the

common estate, is the subject of proof, Hke any other fact,*^* and that

the surrounding circumstances and contemporaneous declarations of
the husband may be taken into consideration, and must have more
or less weight in determining his intention."'*

(D.) Recitals.— The rule seems to be that, as against third per-

sons, a recital in the marriage contract that the wife is possessed of
paraphernal funds is not competent proof of that fact.'^°

gument for relaxing the strictness of

the rule in relation to such property
acquired by donation, and especially

where the instrument, being joint to

husband and wife, purports to give

the property to the community."
Dunham v. Chatham, 21 Te.x. 231,

72 Am. Dec. 228.

As against an attaching creditor

of her husband, the wife may show
by parol evidence that land con-

veyed to her during marriage which
was not specifically described as

her separate property is in fact such
and not community property. Sins-

heimer v. Kahn, 6 Tex. Civ. App.
143, 24 S. W. 533.

Where a conveyance is made to a

husband, or to his wife after his

death under a contract of sale made
by him during his lifetime, it is

competent for the wife or any one
claiming under her to show by parol

evidence that the consideration was
paid out of her separate estate. In-

gersoll V. Trueblood, 40 Cal. 603.

In Potter t'. Ahrens. no Cal. 674,

43 Pac. 388, where the issue was as

to whether or not a wife had any in-

terest in a certain business at the

date of its sale, it appeared that she
had assisted her husband in carrying
on the business, that they were ap-
parently conducting it together, and
that the property in question had all

been acquired during the community
and with community funds ; and it

was held that these facts, in connec-
tion with the execution by the wife
with her husband of the contract of
sale, was evidence tending to estab-

lish her interest in the business.

68. See Presidio Min. Co. v. Bul-
lis, 68 Tex. 581, 4 S. W. 860.

The presumption that land stand-

ing in the wife's name is community

property may be overcome by proof
that the husband in having the prop-
erty put in her name intended it as
a gift to her. Higgins v. Johnson,
20 Tex. 389, 70 Am. Dec. 394.

69. Presidio Min. Co. v. Bullis,

68 Tex. 581, 4 S. W. 860.

70. Block V. Melville, 10 La.
Ann. 784. where the court said

:

" Whatever effect we might be dis-

posed to give to acknowledgments
contained in marriage contracts,

when attacked by third parties, we
think that a married woman who is

acting aggressively for the purpose
of setting aside and annulling the
muniments of title with which others
have been invested by her own act,

should be held to full proof and to

an affirmative showing of all the facts

upon which she relies for success,

and that a mere acknowledgment in

a marriage contract is not as respects
third parties, where rights are at-

tacked, full proof of the fact so

acknowledged." See also Durruty v.

Alusacchia, 42 La. Ann. 357, 7 So.

555 ; De Sentmanat v. Soule, 2>i La.
Ann. 609; Stephenson i>. Chappell
(Tex. Civ. App.), 36 S. W. 482.

Compare Block z'. Melville, 22 La.
Ann. 147, where it was held that the
recital in the contract of marriage
that the wife brings into the marriage
five thousand dollars, which sum is

paid over to the intended husband in

the presence of the notary' and wit-

nesses is prima facie proof of the

paraphernal character of the fund,

and the burden falls on the pur-
chaser of property from her, claimed
to be bought with such funds, that

the property was actually bought
w-ith the funds furnished by the hus-

band, and that said funds were fur-

Vol. VI
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(E.) Degree OF Proof.— Where separate property of the husband
was carried by him into the community formed by the marriage,

became merged into it, and inured to its benefit, its value becomes an
indebtedness due the husband by the community. No fixed rule

or standard as to the extent or sufficiency of evidence necessary to

establish a claim of that character can be formulated. Each case

must rest on its own peculiar state of facts.''^

B. Presumption From Transfers to Wife. — a. Personal
Property. — The general rule is that when a wife sets up a gift of

personal property from her husband, the burden is upon her to show
the intention to give and the execution of such intention by actual

delivery, by clear and incontrovertible evidence.'^

The Mere Possession of the Pfoperty of the one by the other is not
proof of gift ; there must be shown some distinct and expressive act

to transfer the property from the one to the other.'^^

The Earnings of a Wife belong to her husband save in certain

exceptional cases specified by statute, and mere possession thereof

by the wife affords no presumption of a gift thereof to her by
her husband.'^*

b. Real Property. — (l.) Generally.— When a conveyance of prop-

nished by the husband to the injury

of the purchaser.

71. Succession of Cormier, 52 La.

Ann. 876, 2-^ So. 293.

72. George v. Spence, 2 Md. Ch.

353 ; Lane v. Lane, 76 Me. 521 ; Dilts

V. Stevenson, 17 N. J. Eq. 407.

A husband may in equity make a
valid gift of personal property to his

wife where the rights of creditors

do not interfere ; but clear evidence
of the intention of the husband to

make such gift must be produced.
Jennings v. Davis, 31 Conn. 134,

where the only evidence of such in-

tention was the fact that a bill of

sale of furniture purchased was
made out to the wife at the time of

the purchase, but it was not shown
that it was done by the direction of

the husband or even with his knowl-
edge, and it was held that the inten-

tion was not sufficiently established.

Where a gift of personal property
to the wife during coverture is estab-

lished, it is presumed, in the ab-
sence of proof to the contrary, to be
a gift as her general and not her
separate property. In a contest be-
tween creditors of the husband and
creditors of the wife, it is incum-
bent upon the wife's creditors seek-

ing to establish a separate estate in
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property acquired prior to 1845, to

show that the gift was accompanied
by some instrument or unequivocal
declaration to the eflfect that it was
to and for the separate use of the

wife, free from the control of the

husband. Alston v. Rowles, 13 Fla.

117.

73. Lane v. Lane, 76 Me. 521.

The evidence relied upon in this

case to prove a gift was that the

wife had for a long time had the

funds in her possession, dealing

with them with her husband's ap-

probation. The court, in considering

this evidence, said :
" Considering

the confidential relations of husband
and wife, the mere receipt of the

funds of the one by the other from
a third party, the naked fact being
unsupported by other evidence, is

not any proof whatever of a gift. A
possession which is as consistent

with agency as with gift must indi-

cate agency instead of gift. Be-
tween husband and wife, his posses-

sion of her property is her posses-

sion, and her possession of his prop-
erty is presumed to be his possession.

There must be some clear and dis-

tinct act to transfer the title."

74. ]McDermott's Appeal, 106 Pa.

St. 358, 51 Am. Rep. 526.
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erty is made by a husband to his wife directly, or through a third

person/** or where he purchases property with his own means and
causes title thereto to be taken in his wife's name, the presumption
is, not of a resulting' trust, but that the ]nirchase and conveyance
were intended as a gift or advancement for his wife,^° and if the

husband asserts that in fact a resulting trust was intended, the

burden is upon him to establish that fact by clear evidence/^

75. Wilder v. Brooks, lO Minn.

50, 88 Am. Dec. 49; Veeder v.

McKinley-Laning L. & T. Co., 61

Neb. 892,' 86 N. W. 982; Doane v.

Durham, 64 Neb. 135, 89 N. W. 640;
Wilson V. Silkman, 97 Pa. St. 509.

Expenditures by a Husband in

improving his wife's real property

are presumed to be a gift. Selover

V. Selover, 62 N. J. Eq. 761, 48 Atl.

522.

76. Alabama. — Kelly v. Karsner,

72 Ala. 106; Saunders v. Garrett, 2>i

Ala. 454.

Arkansas. — Ward v. Ward, 36
Ark. 586.

Illinois. — Duval v. Duval, 153 111.

49, 38 N. E. 944; Fizette v. Fizette,

146 111. 328, 34 N. E. 799-

Maine.— Stevens v. Stevens, 70
Me. 92.

Massachusetts.— Cormerais z\ Wes-
selhoeft, 114 Mass. 550.

Michigan. — Hall v. Wortman, 123
Mich. 304, 82 N. W. 50.

Minnesota. — Wilder v. Brooks, 10

Minn. 50, 80 Am. Dec. 49.

Missouri. — Darrier v. Darrier, 58
Mo. 222 ; Richardson v. Lowry, 67
Mo. 411; Seibold v. Christman, 75
Mo. 308, affirming 7 Mo. App. 254;
Schuster z\ Schuster, 93 Mo. 438, 6
S. W. 259.

Nebraska. — Kobarg z: Greeder, 51

Neb. 365, 70 N. W. 921 ; Solomon v.

Solomon, 92 N. W. 124.

NeiiJ Jersey. — Lister v. Lister, 35
N. J. Eq. 49; Read v. HufT, 40 N. J.

Eq. 229; Whitley v. Ogle, 47 N. J.

Eq. 67, 20 .A.tl. 284; Leslie v. Leslie,

53 N. J. Eq. 275, 31 Atl. 170.

North Carolina. — Arrington z: Ar-
rington, 114 N. C. 116, 19 S. E. 278.

Texas. — Coats z: Elliott, 23 Tex.
606; Higgins T'. Johnson, 20 Tex.

389, 70 Am. Dec. 394 ; Smith z:

Strahan, 16 Tex. 314, 67 Am. Dec. 22.

Vermont. — Bennett v. Camp, 54
Vt. 36.

" The husband had a right, if he
chose, to give the property to his

wife, although paid for entirely by
himself, and his consent that she

should receive the deed to herself

would show his intention in that

regard. And in the absence of any
proof of such intent, if it should ap--

pear that the property was purchased
with the money of the wife, whether
her sole and separate estate or sim-

ply assets which the husband had the

power to appropriate to his own use,

we would not divest her of it. His
consent should be presumed, and even
without it the title would be where it

justly belonged and should not be
disturbed." Smith v. Smith, 50 Mo.
262.

In Farley v. Blood, 30 N. H. 354,
it was held that where a husband
buys real estate with his own money
and causes the conveyance to be
made to another, who thereupon gives

a bond to convey the same, on re-

quest, to the wife of the purchaser,

prima facie a trust results to the

wife, upon the presumption that the

husband intended the purchase as an
advancement, but that such presump-
tion might be repelled by evidence

showing that he intended to limit her
interest in the land to the term of

her life.

77. Stevens v. Stevens, 70 Mc.
92; Sing Bow z'. Sing Bow (N. J.),

30 Atl. 867; Edgerly v. Edgerly, 112

Mass. 175. .\nd see cases cited in

the preceding note.

Where a purchaser of land causes

the title to be placed in his wife's

name, the presumption is that he in-

tended the purchase and conveyance

as a gift or advancement to her, and
in order to rebut this presumption
and show a resulting trust in the

husband after the wife's death on a

proceeding instituted for that pur-

pose, the clearest and most satis-

VoL VI
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(2.) Rebuttal of Presumption (A.) Generally.— But this presump-
tion may be rebutted by evidence that in fact a resulting trust was
intended ;"^ or that the husband subsequently exercised acts of

dominion over the property of such a character as were inconsistent

with ownership by the wife/^

(B.) Antecedent or Contemporaneous Acts and Declarations. — And
for this purpose antecedent or contemporaneous acts may be shown,***

(C.) Subsequent Acts and Declarations. — But this presumption

factory proof is required. Cohen v.

Cohen, I App. D. C. 240.

In Besson v. Eveland, 26 N. J. Eq.

468, the court, in speaking of the

question whether money used in the

purchase of land by a husband was
or was not the property of the wife,

said: "Claims of this kind should
always be regarded with a watchful
suspicion, and when attempted to be
asserted against creditors upon the

evidence of the parties themselves
uncorroborated by other proof, they
should be rejected at once, unless

their statements are so full, clear and
convincing as to make the fairness

and justice of the claim manifest.

Any other course will encourage
fraud and multiply the hazards of
most business ventures."

The ordinary presumption that a
conveyance of land by a husband to

his wife is intended as a provision.

or settlement for her benefit is not
rebutted where the evidence as to

his intention is conflicting. Linker
V. Linker, ^i'^ N. J. Eq. 174, where
the husband himself stated that he
gave the title to his wife merely to

satisfy her,

78. Smith v. Strahan, 16 Tex. 314,

67 Am. Dec. 622. See also Johnston
V. Johnston, 138 111. 385, 27 N. E. 930.

In Darrier v. Darrier, 58 Mo. 222,

an action by a husband against his

wife to divest her of the title of cer-

tain lands alleged to have been taken
in her name in contravention of his

express instructions, it was held that

whether the transaction was intended
to be a provision for her was a ques-
tion of pure intention and that it was
proper to receive evidence to establish

the design the plaintiff had in con-
templation at the time of furnishing
the purchase-money.
Whether a conveyance of land to a

wife, bought with her husband's funds,
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is in fact an advancement of gift is a
question of pure intention, and where
the husband disclaims any such in-

tention it is proper to receive evidence
to establish the design which the

husband had in contemplation at the

time of furnishing the purchase-
money. Eystra v. Capelle, 61 Mo.
578.

When the facts and circumstances

tend to show that a gift was intended

and that the husband used and dealt

with the property as his own, the

mere oral testimony of the husband
and wife of a private understanding
between themselves that the trans-

action was by them considered or in-

tended as a loan and not a gift will

not, as against the creditors of the

insolvent husband, rebut the pre-

sumption of a gift. Horner %'. Huff-
man, 52 W. Va. 40, 43 S. E. 132.

79. Gould V. Glass (Ga.), 47 S. E.

505.

80. Persons v. Persons, 25 N. J.

Eq. 250; Goelz V. Goelz, 157 111. 33,41
N. E. 756, where, however, the pre-

sumption of an intended settlement

was held not to have been rebutted,

especially in view of the fact that a
considerable amount of the wife's

money as well as the husband's went
into making up the purchase-money
for the lands in question.

In Smith v. Strahan, 25 Tex. 103,

where land was purchase^ with the

separate property of the husband and
the conveyance taken in the name of

the wife, it was held that the acts

and declarations of the husband be-

fore the taking of the conveyance,
having reference to it, and corre-

sponding with his after acts, evidenc-

ing his intention and purpose respect-

ing it, and the subsequent statements

of the wife, in so far as they con-

duced to countervail the prima facie

inference deducible from the fact of
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of an advancement cannot be rcl)ntte(l by evidence of subsequent

declarations.**^

(D.) Fraud.— It has been held that if fraud in any form charac-

terizes the obtaining of title to land by a wife against the consent

of her husband who paid the purchase-money, this of itself will rebut

the presumption of an advancement and raise a trust in behalf of

the husband. ^-

C. Prksumption From Possession. — a. In General. — The gen-

eral rule is that whether personal property is ph}sically in the pos-

session of the husband or the wife, the title is presumptively in the

husband,^^ although there is authority in support of the contrary

taking the deed in her name, were
achnissible and proper to be submitted

to the jury for their consideration.

81. Lister v. Lister, 35 N. J. Eq.

49; Smith V. Strahan, 16 Tex. 314,

67 Am. Dec. 622, holding, however,
that the fact that the husband went
immediately into possession after the

purchase and always held and
claimed the lands as his own would
be evidence, although not conclusive,

of his original intention that the

purchase was in trust for himself

and not an advancement.

Darrier r. Darrier, 58 Mo.82.

222.

83. Farrell

52 ; Com. I

(Mass.) 327;
]\lo. App. 22

V. Patterson, 43 111.

Williams, 7 Gray
Burns i'. Bangert, 16

McClain v. Abshire,

63 Mo. App. S32: Rhoads v. Gordon,
38 Pa. St. 277; Topley v. Topley, 31

Pa. St. 328; Stanton v. Kirsch, 6
Wis. 338. See also Whiton v. Sny-
der, 88 N. Y. 299, where the court
said: "It has long been the law
that the possession of personal prop-
erty draws with it a presumption of

ownership. At common law, that

presumption utterly failed in the

case of a married woman, because
as against her husband, asserting his

marital rights, she could not own
such property. (Bl. Com., Bk. 2,

chap. 29, p. 435; Curtis v. Delaware,
L. & W. R. R. Co., 74 N. Y. 122.)

The marriage vested in the husband
the right to reduce to his possession
and ownership the wife's choses in

action, and gave him the title to her
personal chattels at once and abso-
lutely. (Jaycox V. Caldwell, 51 N.
Y. 398.) And this proceeded upon
the ground, which was always more

53

logical than true, that the very being

and existence of the woman was
suspended during the coverture, or

entirely merged or incorporated in

that of the husband. But unjust

rules slowly give way before advanc-
ing civilization."

" Where the ownership of any
chattel is in question, the general

rule is that possession, long con-

tinued, exclusive, and accompanied
by all customary acts of ownership,

is evidence of title. It is indeed

many times the only evidence of title

which can be exhibited to chattel

property. If I were put to the proof

of my title to these law-books that

surround me, I would scarcely know
what to appeal to except my long-

continued possession. And as money
has no earmark, the difficulty of

proving title to a particular fund,

except by the fact of possession, is

even greater than in respect of other

forms of property. Yet when a
married woman sets up an ex-
clusive title to a sum of money, her

possession, though evidence in her
favor, is not of itself enough to estab-

lish her right. Such are the inti-

macy and the dependence of the re-

lation she has voluntarily established

with her husband, and she does so

commonly act as his agent, that her

possession of moneys, like that of a

confidential clerk, must, in the ab-

sence of explanation, be accounted
the husband's possession. The act

of 1848 was not made to protect

property to which she shows no other

right than the possession, but rather

property which was ' owned by or

belonged ' to her before marriage, or
which 'accrued' to her during cov-

erture. Whether personal property

Vol. VI
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rule.®* Possession of the separate property of the wife by the hus-

band will not be presumed to be that of the husband, but that of

the wife.*"^

b. Reduction to Possession by Husband. — (l.) Rule at Common
Law.— At common law the receipt by a husband of his wife's money
or choses in action was presumed to be a reduction of them to his

possession, and this presumption could be overcome only by proof

of a positive, clear, precise and consistent intention to the contrary

existing at the time of his receiving them.®®

(2.) Rule "Under Statutes. — Since the enactment of the Married

Woman's Act many of the courts hold that when a husband receives

money or a chose in action belonging to his wife, the law does not

presume a gift from her to him, but presumes that he received it for

found in her possession be such as

was owned by her before the mar-
riage, or accrued to her afterward,

is a question of fact which the act

of assembly does not decide, and
which must be decided by a jury.

There must be therefore evidence of

ownership antecedent to the pos-

session. Had she a separate estate

before marriage, out of which the

fund might have accrued? Has she

acquired property since her marriage
by gift, devise, settlement or other

lawful means?" Black v. Nease, 37
Pa. St. 433. See also McDevitt v.

Vial (Pa.), II Atl. 645.

Where a husband and wife are

living together as such, the presump-
tion of law, notwithstanding the

Married Woman's Act, is that the
goods, chattels and personal property
in the house and in their joint pos-

session are the property of the hus-
band ; and the facts that the hus-
band is inefficient as a business man
and the wife an energetic business
woman, and that she may have him
under such subjection and control that

the funds arising from the business
in which they are both engaged are

usually placed in her custody, and
that the purchases made are usually
at her dictation and command, al-

though pertinent to prove the ability

of the wife and the worthlessness of

the husband, do not have any effect

whatever on the question of the

right of property. Rice z'. Sayles,

23 111. App. i8g. See also Farrell v.

Patterson, 43 111. 52.

84. Patterson z'. Kicker, 72 Ala.

406; German Bank v. Himstedt, 42

Vol. VI

Ark. 62 ; Oberfelder v. Kavanaugh,
29 Neb. 427, 45 N. W. 471. See also

Booknau v. Clark, 58 Neb. 610, 79
N. W. 159; Farwell z'. Cramer, 38
Neb. 61, 56 N. W. 716.

In Kansas it is held that where a

wife exercises acts of ownership

over personal property there is no
presumption from such acts that the

property belongs to her husband, but

on the contrary if there is any pre-

sumption of ownership from such
acts it is that the property belongs to

the wife. McCarty r. Quimby, 12

Kan. 494.

85. Newbrick v. Dugan, 61 Ala.

251 ; Stewart v. Ball, 33 Mo. 154.

The mere possession by a husband
of money which has accrued to his

wife under and since the Pennsyl-
vania statute of 1848 is no evidence
that the title thereto has passed to

him, but the presumption is that

after it has been shown to have come
- by descent to her it continues hers,

and a transmission of title to the

husband must be shown by those

who assert it, either by proof of a

gift or a contract for value. Grabill

v. Moyer, 45 Pa. St. 530.
86. See Moyer's Appeal, 77 Pa.

St. 482.

In Jesser v. Armentrout, 100 Va.

666, 42 S. E. 681, it was held that in

the case of a purchase by a husband,
prior to the Virginia Married
Woman's Act of 1876, of land with

funds inherited by his wife from her
father, the presumption was that the

funds when received by him were his

by virtue of his marital rights.
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licr use,*^ and one who claims that the husband approi)riatcd it

according to her direction, or that she gave it to him, has the

87. Indiana. — King v. King, 24
Ind. App. 598, 57 N. E. 275, 79 Am.
St. Rep. 287.

Minnesota. — Chadbourn v. Wil-
liams, 45 Minn. 294, 47 N. W. 812.

Nctv Jersey. — lilack v. Black, 30
N. J. Eq. 215.

Pennsyk'a>iia. — Heath z'. Slocum,
115 Pa. St. 549, 9 Atl. 259; Mellinger
z'. Bailsman, 45 Pa. St. 522 ; Trimljle

V. Reis, :i7 Pa. St. 448; Young's Es-
tate, 65 Pa. St. loi.

" Whenever a husband acquires

possession of the separate property

of the wife, with or without her con-

sent, he must be deemed to hold it

in trust for her benefit, in the ab-

sence of evidence that she intended

it as a gift to him. After it is once
shown that property accrued to the

wife by descent or otherwise, the

presumption is that it continues hers

until the contrary appears, and the

burden is upon him who asserts it

to be the property of the husband to

prove the transmission of title to

him by gift, or contract for value.

And, while business transactions be-
tween husband and wife are to be
scanned closely where the hu.sband

is insolvent, yet, in a controversy be-

tween her and her husband's cred-

itors as to whether a right of prop-
erty is in the husband or the wife,

it should, in the present state of the

law, be determined upon the fair

preponderance of evidence as in

other cases." Chadbourn z: Wil-
liams, 45 Minn. 294, 47 N. W. 812.

See also Stickney z'. Stickney, 131 U.
S. 227.

In Hilcman v. Hileman, 85 Ind. i,

a charge to the jury was sustained

as follows :
" The presumption of

law under our statute is that the

money and property of the wife that

she has during her marriage ac-

quired by descent, devise or gift, re-

mains her separate property or
money, even after her husband has
taken possession of the same and as-

sumed the management and control

of it, and that he in good faith holds

the same for her use and benefit

;

and before you can find the contrary

in this case you must be satisfied

by evidence sufficient to overcome
that presumption that such money
or property was allowed to pass into

the hands of her husband with the

intention to make a gift of the same
to him." See also Denny v. Denny,
123 Ind. 240, 23 N. E. 519; Parrett

z: Palmer, 8 Ind. .^pp. 356, 35 N. E.

713, 52 Am. St. Rep. 479.

" The mere fact that a husband's
hand received the money does not

of itself in all cases raise a pre-

sumption of gift. It may or may not

be sufficient for that purpose. If

there is nothing in the case to

show that the party stood in any
other relation than that of husband
the law will presume that it was as

husband he received the money, and
a gift will not be implied." In re

Mahon's Estate, 202 Pa. St. 201, 51

At!. 745.

Money Representing Proceeds of

Insurance on the life of the wife's

former husband which her present

husband has received is presumed
to have been received by him as her

agent or trustee. Jackson z: Kraft,

186 111. 623, 58 N. E. 298.

The Law Presumes a Loan from
the mere fact of a receipt of the

wife's money by the husband, and
this presumption can only be rebutted

by proof of a gift, where a gift is as-

serted. Wormlcy's Estate, 137 Pa.

St. lOi, 20 Atl. 621. Compare Downs
V. Miller, 95 Md. 602, 53 Atl. 445,

where it is held that the relation of

debtor and creditor is not created by
the mere receipt and appropriation

by the husband of moneys to which
she had become entitled from the

estates of deceased relatives.

Money received by a husband from
his wife subsequent to the date of

the act of congress of April 10, 1869,

known as the Married Woman's Act,

repayment of which is secured by
him to her by deed of trust or mort-

gage, is presumptively her sole and
separate estate within the meaning
of that act. Hewett v. Burritt. 3

.•\pp. D. C. 229. Although prior to

the passage of that act. where a

husband gave a note secured by a

Vol. VI
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burden of province: that fact.'« This is the rule in respect to the
corpus or principal.**" If, however, he receives interest or income
and appropriates it with her knowledge and without objection, a
gift will be presumed."" And -even though such a presumption of
gift in the case of a husband receiving his wife's separate funds
might arise, it is entirely rebutted by proof of her repeated and
express directions to invest the money for her own benefit in her
own name."^

Contrary View. — On the other hand some of the courts hold that
if a husband uses the capital funds of his wife's separate property

deed of trust for money so received
by him, it was held that on a con-
troversy between his creditors and
his wife the burden was upon the
wife to show that the money or prop-
erty was her separate estate.

88. Patten v. Patten, 75 111. 446.

89. Principal Heceived for Pur-
poses Beneficial to Husband Where
a husband receives from his wife
principal money belonging to her
separate estate for the purpose of
improving his own property or other
purposes legally beneficial to him,
tlie presumption, at least in a court
of equity, is that the advance was a
loan for which he is bound to ac-
count. Brady v. Brady (N. J. Eq.),
58 Atl. 931. And case cited in pre-
ceding notes.

90. Roper v. Roper, 29 Ala. 247;
Newlin v. McAfee, 64 Ala. 357;
Black V. Black, 30 N. J. Eq. 215.
See also Bubb v. Bubb, 201 Pa. St.

212, 50 Atl. 759.

Permissible Use of Proceeds of
Wife's Property. _ In Ladd v. Smith,
107 Ala. 506, 18 So. 19s, it is held
that where a wife permits her hus-
band to retain the proceeds of a sale
of timber cut from lands belonging
to her equitable separate estate with-
out requiring from him an express
promise to account, a presumption
arises as between her and her hus-
band's creditors that such proceeds
constituted a gift from her to him.

In Denny v. Denny, 123 Ind. 240,
23 N. E. 519, the court said:
" Where a husband, with the consent
of his wife, is in the habit of re-
ceiving the income, profits, and divi-
dends of her separate estate, and
using them for the benefit of the
family, it will be presumed that the

Vol. VI

wife consented and agreed that he
should so receive and use them, and
the law will not compel him to ac-

count. In re Jones, 6 Biss. 68; 2

Story, Eq. Jur., ^ 1396. A well-es-

tablished distinction exists, how-
ever, when the husband receives and
appropriates the corpus or principal

of his wife's separate property.

. . . On account of the confi-

dential relations existing between
husband and wife, the mere delivery

by the latter to the former of money
or property affords in any case very
slight, if any, evidence of an inten-

tion on the part of the wife to sur-

render her right to her separate

property, and bestow it as a gift

upon her husband. Where, how-
ever, as in the present case, the wife
never acquired the actual dominion
over her money, the husband having
collected and appropriated it to his

own use before it ever came to her
possession, the mere fact that she
consented that he might collect and
receive the money raises no presump-
tion whatever that she intended to

bestow it upon her husband. Mel-
linger V. Bausman, supra. In such
a case, he becomes her agent or trus-

tee, and must account, unless he af-

firmatively shows that the intention

of his wife was to bestow her prop-
erty upon him as a gift."

That a husband, as agent, receives
moneys representing the income of

his wife's estate does not prove or
tend to prove that she objected to

his receiving it at all, but if anything
it proves that she was willing for
him to receive it and did not object
to his doing so. Faircloth v. Bor-
den, 130 N. C. 263, 41 S. E. 381.

91- Stickney v. Stickney, 131 U.
S. 227,
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either for himself indivichially or for the support of his family with

her knowledge and consent, a ,crift will be presumed in the absence

of proof to the contrary,"" and that if she asserts that he received it

in trust for her, the burden is on her to prove that fact."^

Sigrning: Receipts as Agent. — This presumption of gift, however, is

overcome where it appears that the husband when receiving the

money gave to the parties paying written receipts signed by him-

self in his name as attorney or agent for his wife.***

A Question of Fact.— In some cases, however, the circumstances

are such that the question is not one to be governed by pre-

sumptions.*''

2. Mode of Proof. — A. Direct Evidence. — Documentary
Evidence. — Where the ownership of property in a husband or

wife is merely a question of the introduction of documents evidenc-

ing the fact of ownership, such as deeds, bills of sale, and the like,

the mode of proving ownership*** is governed to a large extent by

92. Duval V. Duval, 153 111. 49.

38 N. E. 944; Reed v. Reed, 135 111.

482, 25 N. E. 1095; Orr V. Orr, 10

Ky. L. Rep. 755, 10 S. W. 640; Tem-
ple V. Williams, 39 N. C. 39. See

also Latimer v. Glenn, 2 Bush (Ky.)

535-

93. Jacobs v. Hesler, 113 Mass.

157.

If a wife delivered or allowed her

husband to receive money of hers

belonging to her separate estate, the

presumption is that it is a gift and
not a loan, and especially as against

his creditors she must establish by
clear proof that it was a loan with

promise of repayment. Bennett z'.

Bennett, 37 W. Va. 396, 16 S. E.

638, 38 Am. St. Rep. 47.

To establish a resulting trust in

favor of the wife who alleges the

use of her money by her husband
for the purchase of land with the

understanding that the title should

be taken in her name, when in fact

the title was taken in that of the

husband, the proof showing the

truth of these facts must be clear

and irrefragable. Hyden v. Hyden,
6 Baxt. (Tenn.) 406.

94. In re Mahon's Estate, 202 Pa.

St. 201, 51 Atl. 745.

95. Whether a husband living

with his wife as the head of a fam-
ily upon a farm owned by her and
held to her sole and separate use,

taking the crops and carrying on the

farm and having the general man-
agement of it, is the tenant or ser-

vant of his wife is a question of fact

as to which there is no presumption
of law changing the burden of proof.

State V. Hayes, 59 N. H. 450.

" In determining the question of

the intention of the wife to make a

gift to the husband of a portion of

her principal estate, each case de-

pends upon its own facts, and in

some cases, as in this one, the ad-
vantage to the husband and the dis-

advantage to the wife may be so
great, if the transaction be claimed
to be a gift, that a court of equity
should enforce the principles appli-

cable to confidential relations, and,
in order to establi.sh the gift as valid,

should require the husband or his

representatives to show that the wife
was advised, either by counsel or
otherwise, of her rights before mak-
ing the gift, and that with full

knowledge of the situation she made
the advances for the purpose of im-
proving her husband's property, as
absolute gifts." Brady v. Brady (N.

J. Eq.), 58 Atl. 971.

96. A Deed of Gift from Wife
to Husband duly recorded, is ad-
missible in evidence in favor of a
third person who has loaned money
on the faith of it, without affirma-

tive proof that the deed was freely

and voluntarily executed and not ob-
tained by undue influence, persua-

Vol. VT
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the rules of evidence governing the use of documents in evidence,

which are elsewhere treated in this work."^

Testimony of Husband. — It has been held that where a wife seeks

to establish a resulting trust in her favor in land purchased with her

funds, under an understanding with her husband that the title should

be taken in her name, the husband's testimony is not competent

on her behalf.°«

B. Indirect Evidence. — The determination of the issue of sepa-

rate ownership of property by a husband or wife is, however, usually

one not merely of proof by paper title, but resort is necessarily had

to other evidence.'^'' Thus, where the validity of the wife's title to

property bought by her during marriage is attacked and the property

is claimed by the husband's creditors to be community property, the

sion or fraud. Hadden v. Lamed,

87 Ga. 634, 13 S. E. 806, where the

court said :
" Section 2666 is in

these words :
' A gift by any person

just arriving at majority, or other-

wise peculiarly subject to be affected

by such influences, to his parent,

guardian, trustee, attorney or other

person standing in a similar relation-

ship of confidence, shall be scruti-

nized with great jealousy, and upon

the slightest evidence of persuasion

or influence toward this object, shall

be declared void, at the instance of

the donor or his legal representative,

at any time within five years after

the making of such gift.' The rule

of decision fairly deducible from

these provisions of the code is that

a gift from wife to husband is, in

this state, prima facie pure; but that

it is to be scrutinized with great

jealousy, and will, at her instance,

be declared void upon the slightest

evidence of persuasion or influence

used by him in its procurement. Did

the code intend that such convey-

ances are to be treated as void, at

any time within five years after their

execution, without some evidence to

impeach them, why should it require

any evidence, even the slightest, to

set them aside? Why not declare

them subject to be set aside or held

void, unless supported by evidence

showing they were not the offspring

of persuasion or influence? It

seems to us clear that the code

throws the weight of the legal pre-

sumption in favor of the gift and not

against it."

Vol. VI

A Written Assignment from Hus-
band to Wife confers on her during

coverture the equitable and benefi-

cial interest, and at his death the le-

gal title, and is therefore admissible

as evidence to prove her title in a

joint suit that has survived to her by
reason of his death. Hunter v.

Strider, 41 W. Va. 321, 23 S. E. 567.

97. See the articles " Documen-
tary Evidence ;" " Deeds ;" " Pri-

vate Writings."

98. Hyden v. Hyden, 6 Baxt.

(Tenn.) 406. Compare infra, this

article, " Husband or Wife as Wit-
nesses."

99. The fact that through mis-

take or inadvertence the payees of a

promissory note had indorsed it

payable to the order of the husband,

as agent, instead of to the wife, to

whom it in fact belonged, does not

prevent her from showing by parol

her relation to and right of prop-

erty in the note. Conger v. Nesbitt,

30 Minn. 436, 15 N. W. 875.

In Storey v. Walker, 64 Ga. 614,

an action by a wife to recover from
a creditor money received in pay-
ment of her husband's debt, know-
ing that it belonged to her, it was
held competent for the defendants
to show that the money was re-

ceived in payment of the wife's debt

;

that although the goods in question

were charged to the husband, yet the

quantity sold to the wife and used
on her property amounted to more
than the sum received on the exe-

cution, and this after her consent to

the transfer; and that the husband
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wife may show by parol evidence that it was purchased with her

separate funds.^

Parol Evidence is admissible to show that a gift, though joint to

luisband and wife on the face of the instrument, was intended to

operate only as a gift to the wife.^

The Correctness of a Judgrment of Separation of Property between hus-

band and wife ma\-, on an attack by a creditor of tlic luisband as

being invalid for fraud, be established by evidence aliunde.^

Circumstances Surrounding the Conveyance.— Although the i)a])er title

to the property may be in the husband, it has been held projx^r to

was insolvent and credit had been re-

fused him.
In McClain v. Abshire, 63 Mo.

App. 333, an action by a wife to re-

cover personal property, held by the

defendant under a Hen given to him
as landlord by the lease from the de-

fendant to the husband, it was held

that the lease constituted an im-
portant link in the chain of evidence

tending to show that the defendant
landlord acted under the claim of

ownership made by the plaintiff's

husband, and that the plaintiff was
estopped to claim the property was
not that of her husband.

" The question of the ownership of

farming products, stock and tools on
a farm owned by the wife and occu-
pied by the family as a homestead
and carried on by the husband, is

not to be determined by presump-
tions or inferences as to whether the

husband occupied as tenant, and
hence as principal, or as servant of

his wife, but upon the facts; and
evidence of how the matter was un-
derstood and treated between the

husband and wife would be relevant."

Hill V. Chambers, 30 Mich. 422.

1. Succession of Pinard v. Hol-
ten, 30 La. Ann. 167, where the court

said :
" It is the proof of the fact,

not any declaration of the fact, that

she made the purchase for herself

with her paraphernal funds that

vests the title in her to the exclusion

of the community, and that fact may
be proven by any testimony which
would be admissible in a judicial

tribunal to establish any controverted
fact." See also Edwards v. Ed-
wards, 29 La. Ann. 597.

Compare Parsons v. Woodward,
y^ .-Ma. 348, where a husband and
wife sued jointly in ejectment, or

instituted a statutory real action in

the nature of ejectment, claiming

title to properly under a deed which,

on its face, created a statutory sepa-

rate estate in the wife; it was held

that they should not have been al-

lowed, for the purpose of showing
that they were entitled to a joint re-

covery, to prove by parol evidence

that the purchase price of the prop-

erty in question belonged to the

wife's equitable separate estate. The
court said that " in such an action

as this, founded on documentary
title, it is not permissible to aid the

plaintiff's title by oral proof of an
equity, unless the nature of the ad-

versary claim is such that the bona
adcs with which such title was ac-

quired can be or is in issue. And
so, when the legal title is shown to

be in one of two plaintiffs in an ac-

tion for the recovery of land, it is

not permissible to show, by parol

proof of the consideration, that

another may be joined as plaintiff."

In Bennethum v. Long (Pa.), 13

Atl. y/6, an action by a married
woman against an officer for unlaw-
fully seizing property claimed by her
as her senarate estate under an exe-
cution against her husband, it was
held that the petition of the wife
asking to have her separate earnings
secured to her as provided by stat-

ute was admissible on her behalf.

2. Dunham v. Chatham, 21 Tex.
231. 7?, Am. Dec. 228.

3. Keller v. "Vernon, 23 La. Ann.
164, holding, that evidence tending to

show that the husband had received
from the wife funds derived by suc-

cession from the estate of a deceased
relative prior to the judgment of

separation was admissible for the

purpose stated.
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permit the wife to give in evidence all of the circumstances sur-

rounding^ the conveyance, and the reason for taking the title in her

hushand's name.*

Actions With Respect to Property.— Upon an issue as to the owner-
ship of certain ])ersonal property, the manner in which the property

was treated by the spouses and their acts respecting it are

relevant."*

Reduction to Possession.— Reduction into possession by the husband
of his wife's personal property is not of itself a conversion, but
is merely evidence thereof."

Purchase Ptice Contributed by Friends. — Again, a wife may, in

rebuttal of the presumption of ownership in her husband of property
in the apparent possession of both of them, introduce written evi-

dence that the property was purchased with funds given for her use.'^

C. Admissions and Declarations. — Where the issue is whether
or not a conveyance to the wife of real property purchased by the

husband with his own means was intended as a provision or to

create a resulting trust, evidence of acts and declarations by the

wife is competent to show the intention of the parties.^

Declarations of the Wife Herself in her own favor are admissible

4. Howe V. Yopst, 20 Ind. 409.

5. Fletcher v. Wakefield, 75 Vt.

257, 54 At). 1012, where the evidence

in question was that the property

had been insured by the wife in her

name with the knowledge and ac-

quiescence of the husband.

listing for Taxation— Evidence
that a husband listed for taxation

as his own, certain property claimed

by his wife as her separate property,

is not evidence against her on the

question of title, unless authorized

by or known to and acquiesced in by
her. Miller v. Lathrop, 50 Minn. 91,

52 N. W. 274.

In DeVotie v. McGerr, 15 Colo.

467, 24 Pac. 923, 22 Am. St. Rep.

426, an action by the plaintiff to re-

cover the value of certain property

claimed by her as her separate prop-
erty, and alleged to have been wrong-
fully seized by the defendants, it

was held that the return of the prop-
erty for assessment by the plaintiff's

husband as his own was not evidence
against the plaintiff's title, unless ac-

companied by evidence that such re-

turn was with her knowledge and
consent.

6. Estate of Hinds, 5 Whart.
(Pa.) 138, 34 Am. Dec. 542.

To effect a reduction to possession
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of a chose in action, however, there

must be some act done by a husband
evincing an intention to appropriate
it to his own use, and accordingly re-

covery of judgment thereon in his

own name is certainly prima facie

evidence of such intention. Pierson
v. Smith, 9 Ohio St. 554, 75 Am.
Dec. 486. Compare Bond v. Con-
way, II Md. 512, where it was held
that the fact that an action was in-

stituted against the obligors on bonds
executed to a wife during coverture
by the executor of the husband
proves that they were not reduced
into possession by the husband at the
time of his death.

7. Gillespie v. Miller, yj Pa. St. 247,

where it was held proper to permit

the reception as evidence of such

separate ownership by a married

woman of a writing duly executed

and recorded, in which a sister con-

tributed money to be received, held

and used expressly and solely for

the purpose of " affording relief and
support " for the family and in no
manner for the interest of the hus-

band " except to the extent of the

maintenance to be allowed him for

his services to be rendered."

8. Seibold v. Christman, 75 Mo.
308.
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when accompanying some act in recjard to the premises in contro-

versy claimed by her, and as explanatory of the act, and to show that

she claimed the entire estate to the knowledge of her husband."

But they are not admissible as against her husband in the absence

of proof of knowledge thereof on his part.^**

Admissions or Declarations by the Husband as to his wife's property,

although he may be a nominal party to the action, are not admissible

against the wife in the absence of proof of her knowledge or assent.'^

IS'or can acts of the husband subsequent to the time at which the

9. Bennett v. Camp, 54 Vt. 2(>-

Conversations between a vendor
and a married woman at and shortly

before the time he made a formal

contract with her for the sale of the

premises in dispute, under which
contract he executed to her a bond
for title and took her notes for the

purchase-money, are admissible in

evidence in her favor against cred-

itors of the husband, if what was
said would tend to show that she

was not only the nominal but the

real purchaser, and that certain pay-
ments subsequently made through
her husband were made with her

means, in pursuance of an under-
standing and arrangement which ex-
isted from the inception of the pur-

chase. More especially is this true

where the creditors contend that the

notes of the husband, and not those

of the wife, were given for the un-
paid purchase-money, and where the

signatures to the notes have been
torn off previous to the trial, and
the wife testifies that the signatures

\vere her own and not those of her
husband. New v. Driver, 89 Ga.

434, 15 S. E. 535-

10. On an issue as to whether or

not certain moneys belonged to a

married woman or her husband, her

will in which she undertook to dis-

pose of the money as her own is not

admissible as against the husband.
It is " nothing more or less than a

declaration on her part that the

money belonged to her ;" to make it

admissible it must appear that the

husband with full knowledge ac-

quiesced in or consented to such dis-

position on the part of his wife.

Tavlor V. Brown, 6=; Md. 366, 4 Atl.

888.

11. Long V. Brown, 66 Ind. t6o.

In Wait V. Baldwin, 60 Mich. 622,

27 N. W. 697, a married woman con-

veyed a parcel of land, the timber

upon which had been excepted in the

deed to her, and it passed into the

hands of third parties, who removed
some of the timber, which was re-

plevied by her grantor under the ex-

ception in his deed to her. On the

trial of her replevin suit her hus-

band, from whom she had been sepa-

rated for several years, and who had
no interest in the land or timber,

and no privity or connection what-

ever with the title or covenants of

her deed of the land, was allowed

to testify to an alleged settlement

made by him with the plaintiff by

which plaintiff released all claim to

the timber. There was no proof

tending to show any right on his

part to act for his wife or any other

person in the matter, or that his ac-

tion was ratified by her; and what-

ever was done was long after she had
parted with all claim to the land. It

was held that the court erred in re-

ceiving the testimony and in sub-

mitting it to the jury, the action of

the husband being that of a stranger

and volunteer.

In Coldwater Nat. Bank v. Bug-
gie, 117 Mich. 416, 75 N. W. 1057,

an action against a married woman
wherein the issue was as to whether
or not she was the owner of a busi-

ness managed by her husband and
conducted in his name with the ad-

dition of the abbreviation " and
Co.," for whose debts it was sought
to charge her. it was held that evi-

dence of statements made by the

husband to the effect that she was
the owner of the property was not
admissible as against her.

In State ex rel. Goldsoll v. Chat-

ham Nat. Bank. 80 Mo. 626, a con-

troversy between the wife and her

Vol. VI
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ownership in the wife was asserted, indicative of ownership in

himself, be received as against her.^^

.

Disclaimer of Interest.— Evidence of a disclaimer by the husband
of any interest in the property has been held properly received as

evidence tending to show that the property was the separate property
oi the wife.^^

Mortgaging Property.— The mere fact that a husband has given a
chattel mortgage on his wife's property does not tend to show
that he owned it, in the absence of proof of her consent or knowl-
edge that it was given for her.^*

husband's creditors as to the owner-
ship of certain property, the credit-

ors had offered evidence to show
that the husband had assessed the
property in his own name, and also

that he had insured the property in

his own name. There was, how-
ever, no evidence tending to show
that the wife had knowledge of or
had consented to these acts. It was
held that this evidence was not com-
petent to prove that any part of her
separate estate had been relinquished
by her or conferred upon her hus-
band, but that as to any gift or ac-

quisition from which his marital
rights were not excluded this evi-

dence was competent to repel the es-

tablishment of a separate estate for
the reason that no such estate could
arise with respect to such property
without his consent, and that this

consent might be evidenced by acts

and declarations as well as by ex-
press agreement.

12. In Montgomery 7'. Hickman,
62 Ind. 598, an action by the plaintiff

to recover possession of certain

corn, claimed by her, but which had
been seized by the defendant under
an execution against the plaintiff's

husband, it was held that the de-

fendant could not show that after

the com was taken from the defend-
ant under a writ of replevin and
turned over, the plaintiff's husband
had taken charge of it, sold it in his

own name, and received and appro-
priated the proceeds to his own use;
that evidence of such " subsequent
acts of the husband would not prove,
nor tend to prove, that, at the time
this suit was commenced, the ap-

pellee was not, or that her husband
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was, the owner of the corn in contro-

versy."

13. In Charauleau v. Woffenden,
I Ariz. 243, 25 Pac. 652, an action

of ejectment by the grantees of a

married woman to recover possession

of the granted premises from her

husband, it was held that evidence

of a disclaimer by the husband of

any interest in the property in con-

troversy and of his determination

never to return to it, and that when
she was negotiating a sale of the

property the husband was present

and made no objection, nor ques-

tioned her right to the property as

Jier separate estate, was competent
as tending to show that the property
was the wife's separate estate. The
court said :

" Was not his dis-

claimer of any interest in the prop-
erty evidence tending to show that

the property was the separate prop-
erty of the wife? The husband has
control of the common property, and,

if these lands had been purchased
with means from the common fund,

would he not have known it, and
would he have disclaimed any inter-

est in them? Had the defendant
paid for the property out of his own
means, or out of the common funds,
would he be likely to make such dis-

claimer? At any rate, such dis-

claimer was proper evidence to go
to the jury, as tending to show that

the property was the separate prop-
erty of the wife."

14. Gavigan v. Scott, 51 Mich.

2,73, 16 N. W. 769. See also Miller

v. Lathrop, 50 Minn. 91, 52 N. W.
274; DeVotie v. McGerr, 15 Colo.

467, 24 Pac. 923, 22 Am. St. Rep.
426.
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IV. INTENTION OF WIPE TO CHARGE SEPARATE ESTATE.

1. Presumptions and Burden of Proof. — Altlioug^h there is author-

ity to tlie contrary/^ the weight of authority is to the effect that when
a married woman executes a written obHgation for the payment of

money, it will be presumed that she intended thereby to charge her

separate estate, and a creditor seeking to enforce payment of such

15. Reid V. Stevens, 38 S. C. 519,

17 S. E. 358; Earley v. Law, 42 S.

C. 330, 20 S. E. 136; Hodson v.

Davis, 43 Ind. 258; Vogel v. Leich-

ner, 102 Ind. 55, i N. E. 554;
Jouchert v. Johnson, 108 Ind. 436, 9
N. E. 413. See also Cupp v. Camp-
bell, 103 Ind. 213, 2 N. E. 565.

A married woman is not liable

upon a guardian's bond executed by

her as surety, where there is noth-

ing expressed therein showing an in-

tention to charge her separate estate.

Gosman v. Cruger, 69 N. Y. 87, 25

Am. Rep. 141, holding also that the

making of an affidavit on her part

that she possessed enough estate to

make her a sufficient surety does not

incorporate into her contract an ex-

pression of intent to charge her sep-

arate estate.

In Nebraska the settled doctrine

is that the signing of a written ob-

ligation to pay money by a married
woman does not raise the presump-
tion that she intended thereby to

render her separate estate liable for

its payment ; nor that it was given

with reference to her separate prop-

erty, trade or business, or upon the

faith and credit thereof; and to an
action upon such obligation covert-

ure is a complete defense, unless the

plaintiff shall establish by a prepon-

derance of the evidence that the note

was made with reference to or upon
the faith and credit of the wife's

separate estate or business, or with
an intention on her part to charge

her separate estate with its payment.
State Nat. Bank v. Smith, 55 Neb.

54, 75 N. W. 51 ; First Nat. Bank
V. Grosshans. 54 Neb. 773. 75 N. W.
51; Stenger Benev. Ass'n v. Stenger,

54 Neb. 427, 74 N. W. 846; Grand
island Bkg. Co. v. Wright, 53 Neb.

574, 74 N. W. 82; Citizens State

Bank v. Smout, 62 Neb. 223, 86 N.

W. 1068; Farmers Bank v. Boyd
(Neb.), 93 N. W. 676.

The New Jersey Court states the

rule thus: "The general principle

is that a married woman is enabled

in equity to contract debts in regard

to her separate estate, and that the

estate will be subject in equity to the

payment of such debts. In order to

bind the separate estate, it must ap-

pear that the engagement was made
in reference to and upon the faith

and credit of the estate. But where
a married woman, living apart from
her husband, and having a separate

estate, contracts debts, the court will

impute to her the intention of deal-

ing with her separate estate, unless

the contrary is shown." Johnson v.

Cummins, 16 N. J. Eq. 97, 84 Am.
Dec. 142.

The general rule being that a mar-
ried woman cannot make a contract

or be sued, in cases where the pro-

visions of the statute having refer-

ence to her own property do not ap-

ply, the burden of proof is upon him
who seeks to charge her by reason of

one of the exceptions by which she

is entitled to make contracts as a

feme sole. Kendall v. Jennison,

119 Mass. 251, where the question to

be deceided was whether the husband
of the defendant, when he left the

state, intentionally and actually re-

nounced his marital rights and du-
ties, and so far deserted and aban-
doned his \vife that she was there-

after entitled to make contracts as a

feme sole.

Where no express charge upon her

separate estate is created by a con-

tract of a married woman, it must
be made to appear that it was in or

about a trade or business carried on
by her, or that it was for the bene-

fit of her separate estate. Nash v.

IMitchell, 71 N. Y. 199. 27 Am. Rep.

38, reversing 8 Hun 471.
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oblip^ation docs not have the burden of proving her intention to so

charg-c her estate/*'

2. Mode of Proof.— A. Direct Testimony oe the Wife. — As
in other cases of intent, where the issue is whether or not a married

woman intended to bind her separate estate at the time of making
the contract, she is a competent witness to testify directly as -to

her intention in that respect. ^^

B, Parol Evidence. — Where the instrument does not on its face

show that the debt or contract was executed with reference to the

16. Alabama. — Ozley v. Ikel-

heimer, 26 Ala. 232; Vance v. Wells,

8 Ala. 399.

Connecticut. — Wells v. Thorman,
37 Conn. 318.

Kansas. — Deering v. Boyle, 8
Kan. 351.

Kentucky. — Bell v. Kellar, 13 B.

IVIon. 381 ; Cardwell v. Perry, 82 Ky.
129.

Michigan. — National Lumberman's
Bank v. Miller, 131 Mich. 564, 91 N.
W. 1024, 100 Am. St. Rep. 623.

Missouri. — Schafroth v. Ambs, 46
Mo. 114.

Ohio. — Phillips v. Graves, 20
Ohio St. 371 ; Avery v. Vansickle,

35 Ohio St. 270; Hershizer v. Flor-

ence, 39 Ohio St. 516; Williams v.

Urmston, 35 Ohio St. 296, 35 Am.
Rep. 611 (overruling Levi v. Earl,

30 Ohio St. 147 ; Rice v. Railroad,

32 Ohio St. 380).

Jlrginia. — Price v. Planters Nat.
Bank, 92 Va. 468, 23 S. E. 887, 32
L. R. A. 214; Miller v. Miller, 92
Va. 510, 23 S. E. 891 ; Burnett Z'.

Hawpe, 25 Gratt. 481.

" The wife must be regarded as
charging her separate estate in the

act of contracting an obligation, un-
less a contrary intention is evidenced
by her contemporaneous writing.

The charge is implied in the act of

contracting the obligation. But if

she, in writing, makes an ex-
press charge of the obligation upon
other property, nothing is left to im-
plication, and the implied charge
does not arise. In this case she en-
joined in an instrument expressly
charging the note in controversy
upon her homestead and the insur-

ance thereon. This act of hers re-

buts the implication which other-

wise would have imposed it as a
charge on her separate equitable es-
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tate." Seifert v. Jones, 84 Mo. 591.
" It is the well-settled law in this

state, that if a married woman who
is possessed of real estate, for her

sole use, executes a promissory note,

it will be presumed that she intended

to charge her separate property with

the payment thereof ; for, unless

such presumption should prevail, her

act of executing the note would be
altogether without meaning. And it

makes no difference in point of

principle that the instrument which
she executes, and whereby she prom-
ises to pay a sum of money, does not

assume the shape of a note of hand.

Her intention to bind her separate

estate will, in the absence of any-
thing to the contrary, accompany
her act, as well in the one case as

the other. The power of a feme
covert to charge her separate prop-

erty is an inevitable sequence of the

doctrine of courts of equity, that in

respect to such property, she is a

feme sole." De Baun v. Van Wag-
oner, 56 Mo. 347. See also Lincoln

V. Rowe, 51 Mo. 571.

17. Union Stock Yards Nat. Bank
7'. Coffman, loi Iowa 594, 70 N. W.
693. Compare Avery v. Vansickle,

35 Ohio St. 270, where it was held

that in the case of a written con-

tract the wife should not be permit-

ted to testify that she had no inten-

tion to charge her separate estate.

See also Hershizer v. Florence, 39
Ohio St. 576, where it was held that

the presumption of intent in such
case cannot be overcome by the tes-

timony of the wife that such was
not her intention ; that unless there

are circumstances surrounding the

transaction showing a contrary in-

tention, it is immaterial what her

secret purpose was, and the pre-

sumption will prevail.
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^vife's separate estate, parol evidence is admissible on that

question.'®

V. MARITAL RELATION AS AFFECTING HUSBAND AND WIFE
AS WITNESSES.

1. As Respects Their Competency.— A. Statement of Rules.

a. Comiiioii-Laii' Rule. — (l.) Generally. — At common law the rule

was that neither husband nor wife was a competent witness for or

against the other,'** subject however to certain exceptions to be here-

after noted. -"* And this rule prevailed in equity as well as in law.-^

18. Pelzer v. Durham, 37 S. C.

354. 16 S. E. 46, where the court

said :
" It is also well settled that

when a plaintiff brings his action to

enforce a contract alleged to have
been made by a married woman, the

burden of proof is upon him to show
that such contract was made with
reference to her separate estate ; but
this may be shown by circumstantial

evidence or inferences drawn from
the circumstances, as well as by posi-

tive or direct evidence. For exam-
ple, when a married woman applies

for and obtains a loan of money, the

natural inference is that she wants it

for her own use, and so soon as she

obtains the money it becomes a part

of her separate estate, and her con-
tract to return or repay the same is

a contract as to her separate estate,

which she is legally liable to perform
unless such inference is rebutted by
the facts and circumstances attend-

ing the transaction. It is therefore

generally proper, as well as neces-

sary, to inquire into the surrounding
circumstances, where, as in this case,

the papers do not show on tlieir face

that the contract was made with ref-

erence to the separate estate of the

married woman."
19. Alabama. — State v. Neill, 6

Ala. 685 ; Walker v. Walker, 34 Ala.

469.

Arkansas. — Leach v. Fowler, 22

Ark. 143.

California. — Lisman r. Early, 12

Cal. 282.

Delaware. — Burton z: Wright, 2

Houst. 49.

Indiana. — Woolley v. Turner, 13

Ind. 253.

Kcntuckv. — Higdon z: Higdon, 6

J. J. Marsh. 48.

Louisiana. — Cull v. Herwig, 18

La. Ann. 315.

Missouri. — Joice z'. Branson, 73
Mo. 28.

Nezv Hampshire. — Blain v. Pat-

terson, 47 N. H. 523.

Nezv Jersey. — Trenton Bkg. Co.

V. Woodruff, 2 N. J. Eq. 117.

Nezv York. — Hosack v. Rogers, 8

Paige 229; Moflfat v. Moffat, 10

Bosw. 468.

Ohio. — Bird v. Hueston, 10 Ohio
St. 418.

Pennsyhania. —Snyder Z'. Snyder,

6 Binn. 483, 6 Am. Dec. 493.

South Carolina. — Terry z'.

Belcher, i Bail. 568.

Vermont. — Brown v. Burrington,

36 Vt. 40.

Virginia. — Fink v. Denny, 75 Va.

663; William & Mary College v.

Powell, 12 Gratt. 272.

West Virginia. — Watkins z\

Wortman, 19 W. Va. 78.

In Seaton v. Kendall, 171 111. 410,

49 N. E. 561, it was held that under
the Illinois statute governing arbi-

tration and award, a wife is not a

competent witness for her husband
on the hearing before the arbitrators.

Contra. — Wade z'. Powell, 31 Ga. i.

A married woman cannot testify

for her husband on a proceeding in-

volving his interest in her property

as a tenant by curtesy initiate. Gin-
ter V. Breeden, 90 Va. 565, 19 S.

E. 656.

20. See infra this section where
the application of and exceptions to

the rules herein stated are discussed.

21. Sedgwick v. Watkins. i Ves.

Jr. (Eng.) 49; Bird v. Davis, 14 N.
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The effect of this rule was that whenever either spouse was a party

to the record, the other was not a competent witness. ^^

Spouse Interested Although Not a Party.— So, too, under the common-
law rule where the interests of a spouse were directly involved,

althoug^h not as a party to the record, the other was not a compe-
tent witness.^^ But when such former spouse is competent,^* the

other spouse is also competent.
Testimony of Spouse Contradicting or Criminating the Other. — Again,

under the common-law rule where the interests of one spouse are

directly involved, the other is not a competent witness to contradict

or criminate the former, whether a party to the action or not.^°

J. Eq. 467; City Bank v. Bangs, 4
Paige (N. Y.) 285; Stewart v.

Stewart, 7 Johns. Ch. (N. Y.) 229.

See also William & Mary College
V. Powell, 12 Gratt. (Va.) 372.

22. E n g I a n d. — Woodgate v.

Potts, 2 Car. & K. 457; Bentley v.

Cooke, 3 Doug. 322.

Alabama. — Sadler v. Houston, 4
Port. 208.

Dclazvare. — Burton v. Wright, 2

Houst. 49.

Indiana. — Weikel z'. Probasco, 7
Ind. 690.

Kentucky. — Tacket v. May, 3
Dana 79.

Louisiana. — Willis v. Kern, 21

La. Ann. 749.
Virginia. — Johnson v. Slater, il

Gratt. 321.

In Lisman v. Early, 12 Cal. 282,
an action to foreclose a mortgage
given to the plaintiff's intestate dur-
ing his lifetime, it was held that the
husband of an heir of the deceased
mortgagee was incompetent on the

ground of interest.

In Statham v. Ferguson, 25 Gratt.

(Va.) 28, wherein the plaintiff was
an unmarried woman and the de-
fendants were husbands and wives,
the controversy being in relation to

a transaction between them in which
all were interested, it was held that

as the husbands and wives were in-

competent from their relation to

each other to testify on their own
behalf, the plaintiff was not a com-
petent witness on her behalf.

Where a wife would not be com-
petent if her husband was sued
alone, the fact that she is joined

with him as a party to the record

does not render her competent. Russ
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V. Steamboat War Eagle, 14 Iowa
363.

23. Pyle V. Maulding, 7 J. J.

Marsh. (Ky.) 202; Griffin v. Brown,
2 Pick. (Mass.) 303; Young z'. Gil-

man, 46 N. H. 484; Labarre v. Wood,
54 Vt. 452; Banister v. Ovitt, 64 Vt.

580, 24 Atl. 1 1 17; Farrell v. Ledwell,
21 Wis. 182.

24. Freeman z-. Freeman, 62 111.

189.

25. Way v. Harriman, 126 111.

132, 18 N. E. 206; Kusch V. Kusch,

143 111. 353, 32 N. E. 267; Harring-
ton V. Sedalia, 98 Mo. 583, 12 S. W.
342; Young v. Gilman, 46 N. H. 484;
Southerland z'. Ross, 140 Pa. St. 379,
21 Atl. 354; Banister v. Ovitt, 64
Vt. 580, 24 Atl. II 17; DeFarges v.

Ryland, 87 Va. 404, 12 S. E. 805, 24
Am. St. Rep. 659.

Where a husband has been exam-
ined in a case his wife is not com-
petent to discredit him by proving
facts, the knowledge of which she

acquired by reason of the marriage
relation. Keaton v. McGwier, 24
Ga. 217.

In Westchester Fire Ins. Co. v.

Foster, 90 111. 121, an action to re-

cover on a fire insurance policy,

wherein it was held that a married
woman was properly prohibited from
testifying in regard to declarations

by her husband tending to show that

he had caused the property to be

burned. See also Fitch v. Hill, 11

Mass. 286.

Compare Cornelius zk State, 12

Ark. 782, where it was held that

after a husband had been examined
on behalf of the prosecution, his

wife was a competent witness for
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Collateral Proceedings.— In a collateral proccedinc^, however, in

which the interests of the husband cannot be judicially affected,

the testimony of the wife may be received, although its tendency is

to criminate the husband.^"

Husband's Liability Contingent.— Under the common-law rule, if

the husband's liability is contingent only and he is not a party to

the record, his wife is a competent witness.^^

(2.) Basis for Rule.— The basis for this rule at common law

excluding husband and wife as a witness for or against the other

was not pecuniary interest, but was the marital relation itself.*^

(3.) Reasons for Rule.— Various reasons were assigned for this

rule of exclusion.-'-' Among these were the supposed bias of affec-

tion f^
" fear of sowing dissensions between man and wife," occa-

sioning perjury, and the like.^^ The most usual reason, however,

given for this rule of exclusion was partly identity of interest and

partly the necessity of guarding the security and confidence of the

the defendant to show that her hus-

band had testified under bias or

prejudice against the defendant.

The court said that if the wife had
been introduced to contradict her

husband under oath a doubt might

have arisen as to her competency,

as it would have been virtually to

charge him with perjury, but such

would not have been the effect in

case she had been permitted to tes-

tify as asked.

26. Woods V. State, 76 Ala. 35,

52 Am. Rep. 314; Clubb v. State, 14

Tex. App. 192. See also State v.

Dudley, 7 Wis. 664. And see infra,
" Application of and Exceptions to

the Rule of Exclusion— Spouses of

Co-Parties."

A husband is not incompetent to

testify as to the fact of marriage and
incriminating circumstances, upon a

criminal prosecution of another man
for adultery with his wife. State t*.

West, 118 Wis. 469, 95 N. W. 521,

99 Am. St. Rep. 1002.

27. Griffm v. Brown, 2 Pick.

(Mass.) 303; Dyer z'. Homer, 22

Pick. (Mass.) 253.

Thus in Williams v. Johnson, i

Peake (Eng.) 504, where the

plaintiff sued for goods sold, the

wife of another not a party to the

record was held competent to prove

that the plaintiff had sold the goods
in question on the credit of the hus-
band of the witness.

28. McDuffie v. Greenway, 24
Te.x. 625 ; Trenton Bkg. Co. v.

Woodruff, 2 N. J. Eq. 117.

The incompetency of a husband or

wife to testify for or against each

other in a criminal prosecution at

the common law arose not from in-

terest in the result of the suit, but
was based upon considerations of

public policy, growing out of the

marital relation. Turpin v. State,

55 Md. 462. See also Stapleton v.

Crofts, 83 E. C. L. 367, where the

court said :
" From the interest

which the public have in the preser-

vation of domestic peace and confi-

dence between married persons."

29. According to Coke in his

Commentary on Littleton in 1628, it

was " resolved by the justices that

a wife cannot be produced either for

or against her husband, quia sunt

duae animac in came una."

30. " From the intimate relation

between husband and wife, and from
the strong bias of feeling toward
each other, the law has provided that

neither shall be a witness in regard

to any subject in which the other is

interested." Johnston v. Slater, il

Gratt. (Va.) 321.

31. Jackson v. State, 53 Ala. 472.
" Considerations of public policy

— the fear of sowing dis.sensions be-

tween man and wife, and of occa-

sioning perjury, which Starkie al-

ludes to as the reasons why a wife

Vol. VI
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marriage relation f- the objection of interest applying more particu-
larly to their being witnesses in favor of each other,^^ and the
objection of public policy applying to their being witnesses against
each other.-'"*

b. Statutory Changes, Modifications, etc. — (1.) Generally. — In
most of the states, however, there are now statutes expressly regu-
lating the competency of husband and wife as witnesses for or
against each other.-'^ There is, however, such lack of uniformity in

these statutes that it is practically impossible to state any general
rule which would embrace their provisions.

(2.) Spouse Testifying on His or Her Own Behalf.— Where a spouse is

not merely a nominal, but is a substantial, party in interest in the

may not testify against her husband
and vice versa— are equally satis-

factory reasons why they should not
be allowed to testify in each other's

favor. It is to be feared that in

some instances, if not in many, if it

were understood that a wife could
testify for her husband but not
against him, where the husband has
the misfortune to be litigious, and
the still greater misfortune of being
unprincipled, that the wife would
find herself called upon, too often, to

choose between her duty to her God
and the requirements of, not to say
her duty to, her husband; between
violating the obligation of her oath,

and incurring the displeasure of him
whom she has promised to love,

honor and obey." Kelley v. Proc-
tor, 41 N. H. 139. See also Chase
V. Pitman, 69 N. H. 423, 43 Atl. 617.

32. Robison v. Robison, 44 Ala.

227; Cotton V. State, 62 Ala. 12;
Bennifield v. Hypres. 38 Ind. 498.

And see other cases cited supra, in

note 19, this subdivision.

33. The Reason Given by Black-
stone why husband and wife are not
to be admitted to be witnesses for

each other is that it would contradict

the maxim of law, " Nemo in pro-
pria causa testis esse debet." i

Black. Comm. 443. See also Mer-
riam v. Hartford & N. R. Co., 20
Conn. 354, 52 Am. Dec. 344.

Compare Lucas v. Brooks, 18
Wall. (U. S.) 436, where it was de-
clared that the objection to a wife
testifying on behalf of her husband
is not and never has been that she
has any interest in the issue to which

Vol. VI

he is a party ; that it rests solely upon
public policy.

34. Robison v. Robison, 44 Ala.

227.
'" It is a pervading principle of the

law of evidence that a husband or

wife cannot be a witness in a cause,

civil or criminal, in which the other

is a party ; not for that other, be-

cause the law considers them as one

person, and their interests as identi-

cal; nor against that other, on
grounds of public policy, because nf

the mutual confidence subsisting be-

tween them, and for fear of sowing
distrust and dissensions and of giv-

ing occasions to perjury." William
& ]Mary College v. Powell, 12 Gratt.

(Va.) 372.
" The incompetency of the husband

or wife to testify where either was
an interested party at the common
law arose out of the unity of interest

and of personal relations. This
unity of interest may be removed,
and yet, owing to the unity and con-
fidential nature of their personal re-

lations, the common-law rule in re-

spect to competency remains on
grounds of public policy." In re
Holt's Will, 56 Minn. 2,2,, 57 N. W.
219, 45 Am. St. Rep. 434, 22 L. R.
A. 481.

35. The Constitutional Restric-
tions for the Protection of Vested
Rights do not embrace legislation in

respect to the competency of wit-
nesses ; and a statute making a hus-
band or wife a competent witness
for or against the other applies,

therefore, to occurrences before as
well as after its passage. Wilson v.

Wilson, 86 Ind. 472.
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action,-"""" marriage is not a disqualification as to his or her interest in

the cause," notwithstanding the other spouse is also a party to the
action.^*

(3.) Spouses Testifying for or Against Each Other (A.) Distinctioij

BETWEEN Disability and Privilege.— The rule at common law made no
apparent distinction between the incompetency of one spouse to

36. The Missouri Statute defin-

ing the competency of husband and
wife to testify in their own behalf

and for each other does not exclude
the wife from testifying in a case in

which she is a real party in interest.

Scrutchfield v. Sauter, 119 Mo. 615,

24 S. W. 137. See also Brownlee v.

Fenwick, 103 Mo. 420, 15 S. W. 611;

Edmondson v. Moberly, 98 Mo. 523,

II S. VV. 990. The wife is a compe-
tent witness, whether her husband is

joined as a party with her or not,

but she is not a competent witness
on behalf of her husband where her
interest is not the subject of adjudi-

cation, but only a collateral circum-
stance. Layson v. Cooper, 174 Mo.
211, 72 S. W. 472, 97 Am. St. Rep.

545-

In Florida the statute authorizes

the wife to be a witness only in a
case where her husband is a party.

It does not extend the same right to

him in a case where she is a party.

That they are both parties defendant
does not alter the rule. He can tes-

tify to anything relating to his own
defense, but he can not testify in

support of any defense set up by his

wife. Schnabel v. Bets. 23 Fla. 178,

I So. 692.

37. In Powers v. Fletcher, 84
Ind. 154, an action by a married wo-
man upon the promise of the de-

fendant to pay a debt due to her
from a firm consisting of the de-

fendant and her husband, it was held

that the plaintiflF was a competent
witness on her own behalf.

In Vermont a statutory exception
exists so as to permit husband and
wife to testify " when they are prop-
erly joined in the action as plaintiffs

or defendants ;" and in In re Hatha-
way's Will, 75 Vt. 137, 53 At!. 996,
where husband and wife were lega-
tees under a will and were joined as
proponents on an appeal from the
judgment of the probate court estab-

54

lishing the will, it was held that the
wife was properly joined by virtue of
her own interest and could not be
denied the privilege of testifying for

herself, although she thereby testi-

fied for her husband also, who hap-
pened to have a similar interest.

38. St. Louis. I. M. & S. R. Co.

V. Amos, 54 Ark. 159, 15 S. W. 362,

an action by a husband and wife to

recover damages for personal inju-

ries to each of them wherein it was
held that either was a competent
witness in his or her own behalf, al-

though under the Arkansas statute

neither was a competent witness for

or against the other. See also
Klenk v. Knoble, 37 Ark. 298, an ac-

tion against a husband and wife to

foreclose a mortgage on a home-
stead, wherein the wife was permitted
to testify as to the homestead char-
acter and use of the property, and
that she was induced to sign the re-

linquishment of dower by the fraud
and coercion of her husband, the
court carefully excluding her testi-

mony so far as it assisted the de-
fense of her husband. Clouse v. El-
liott. 71 Ind. 302; Sedgwick v.

Tucker, 90 Ind. 271.

In Kelly v. Hale, 59 111. App. 568,
it was held that a married woman
who was a joint maker of the note
sued on and a party defendant, was
a competent witness on her own be-
half.

Under the Indiana Statute of
1867. the fact that his wife also has
an interest therein and is the hus-
band's co-party, does not render him
incompetent as a witness on his own
behalf. Clouse v. Elliott, 71 Ind.

302.

In Wisconsin the only statutory

exception to the common-law rule

that husband and wife may not be
witnesses for or against each other
is when they are parties to the same
action, and when such is the case

Vol. VI
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testify for or ag^ainst the other as a matter of disabihty and the

incompetency as a matter of privilege.'" But many of the statutes,

thoug^h perhaps not in so many words, do in effect make such a dis-

tinction,*° at least where a spouse is offered as a witness against

they may testify as other witnesses,

notwithstanding their interest in the

suit and their marital relations.

Strong V. Stevens Point, 62 Wis. 255,

22 N. W. 425, an action by a father

as administrator to recover damages
for the wrongful death of his minor
son. The court said :

" The father

of the deceased is the administrator

and the plaintiff. As administrator,

he may testify, by the terms of the

statute, because he is a party

plaintiff; but as the father of the

deceased and husband to his mother,

he may not testify, because his wife

is equally interested with him in the

subject-matter of the suit. If, in

such a case, the husband, as such,

may testify as a witness for or

against the interest of his wife in

the same action, so should the wife

be allowed to testify. The statute

should have no such absurd construc-

tion, and was no doubt intended to

qualify all persons who are the real

parties in interest to become wit-

nesses in the cause without except-

ing those who happen to be husband
and wife. In cases where the hus-

band and the wife are equally and
exclusively interested in the subject-

matter of the action, and the husband
is allowed by the statute to testify

as a witness for himself, the marital

disqualification ceases."

39. Bentley v. Cooke, 3 Doug.
(Eng.) 322; People v. Mercein, 8

Paige (N. Y.) 47. See also Tucker
V. State, 71 Ala. 342.

In Clark v. Krause, 2 Mack. (D.

C.) 559, it was held that a wife was
not a competent witness to testify

on the demand of the plaintiff as

against her husband, even with her

husband's consent.

40. Thus the California Statute,

which is a fair representative of

many of the statutes on this ques-

tion, is as follows: "A husband
cannot be examined for or against

his wife, without her consent; nor a

wife for or against her husband
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without his consent; nor can either,

during the marriage or afterward,

be, without the consent of the other,

examined as to any communication

made by one to the other during the

marriage, but this exception does not

apply to a civil action or proceeding

by one against the other, nor to a

criminal action or proceeding for a

crime committed by one against the

other." The Penal Code (§ 1322)

provides that " Except with the

consent of both, or in case of crim-

inal violence upon one by the other,

neither husband nor wife is a com-
petent witness for or against the

other in a criminal action or pro-

ceeding to which one or both are

parties." People v. Langtree, 64
Cal. 256, 30 Pac. 813.

The Colorado Statute provides that

:

" A husband shall not be examined
for or against his wife without her

consent, nor a wife for or against

her husband without his consent.

(Gen. Stats. 1883, p. 1062, §3649-)
Dill V. People, 19 Colo. 469, 36 Pac.

229.

The Michigan Statute provides

that a husband shall not be exam-
ined as a witness for or against his

wife without her consent, except in

certain cases. People v. Gordon, 100

Mich. 518, 59 N. W. 322.

Under the Minnesota Statute the

only limitation upon the competency
of either is found in section 10, which
provides that neither party shall be

examined without the consent of the

other. They are not thereby made
incompetent witnesses, nor are they

to be classed as such, though their

right to be examined is contingent

upon the consent of that one for or

against whom the witness may be

offered. In re Holt's Will, 56 Minn.

33, 57 N. W. 219. 45 Am. St. Rep.

434, 22 L. R. A. 481, where the con-

sent of the wife to her husband's

testifying was manifested by her

calling him as her own witness.
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the other •*^ although even in the latter case the incompetency is

sometimes still a matter of disability and not a matter of privilege.**

(B.) Spouses Testifying i-or Each Other. — (a.) Generally. — The
competency of a husband and wife to testify for and on behalf

of the other, even under the statutes, is a question as to which
the cases are in conflict, not perhaps due so much to conflict of
opinion as to the statutes themselves. Thus in some of the states

it is held that where a husband is not a competent witness on
account of interest, his wife is also incompetent on account of the
identity of interest of husband and wife.^^ But the mere fact that a
husband may be biased, but has no legal interest in the suit, does

41. A husband cannot be a witness
against his wife without her con-

sent in an action by her against a
saloonkeeper for furnishing intoxi-

cating Uquors to her husband. Wood
V. Lentz, ii6 Mich. 275, 74 N. W.
462. And in Michigan Beef & Prov.

Co. V. Coll, 116 Mich. 261, 74 N. W.
475, a bill filed to reach certain

property held by the defendants as

joint tenants under conveyance, it

was held that the husband was not a

competent witness against the wife

without her consent.
42. Brock v. State, 44 Tex. Crim.

335, 71 S. W. 20, 100 Am. St. Rep.

859. See further infra, this subdi-

vision, " As Witnesses Against Each
Other."

43. Bitner v. Boome, 128 Pa. St.

567, 18 Atl. 404, applying the Penn-
sylvania statute to the effect that the

removal of interest as a ground for

disqualification does not apply to ac-

tions by or against personal repre-

sentatives, etc. See also Myers r.

Litts, IQ5 Pa. St. 595, 46 Atl. 131

;

IMcGrath v. Miller, 61 III. App. 497;
Wollf V. Van Housen, 55 111. App.
295-

In Kusch V. Kusch, 143 111. 353, 2,2

N. E. 267, wherein the defendants

were husband and wife, it was held

that the wife, as to whom the case

had been dismissed, was not a com-
petent witness for and on behalf of

her husband.
In Francis v. Roades, 146 111. 635,

35 N. E. 232, a proceeding to estab-

lish a resulting trust in favor of the

plaintiff's mother in land which had
been conveyed to her husband and
of which he had been in actual pos-

.session for over forty years, it was
held that the wife of one of the

complainants was not a competent
witness to testify on his behalf.

In Mitchinson v. Cross, 58 111.

366, an action for malicious prose-

cution, it was held that the plaintiff's

wife was not a competent witness to

testify on his behalf to facts show-
ing a want of probable cause for the

jirosecution complained of.

In Woolverton v. Sumner, 53 111.

App. 115, an action on a promissory

note, it was held that the wife of the

payee and assignor was not a com-
petent witness to testify at the in-

stance of the plaintiff. " Her hus-

band was directly interested. His
assignment of the note for value ab-

solutely implied a warranty that it

was genuine, and the witness was
called to prove it was so."

A Virginia Statute provides that

when one of the original parties to

the transaction which is the subject

of investigation is for any legal

cause incompetent to testify, the

other party thereto is also incompe-
tent to testify in his own favor.

Lindsay v. McCormick, 82 Va. 479,

5 S. E. 534 (an action against a wife

on a bond executed by her husband
as her trustee, holding the husband
incompetent because of the interest

of his wife) ; DeFarges v. Ryland,
?^7 Va. 404, 12 S. E. 805, 24 Am. St.

Rep. 659 (an action to set aside a
trust deed made by a husband for

the benefit of his wife, holding the

wife incompetent because of her hus-
band's interest) ; Burton i'. Mill, 78
Va. 468 {holding that where hus-
band and wife are both parties and
interested in the result of the action,

neither is a competent witness) ;

Witz 7'. Osburn, 83 Va. 227, 2 S. E.

23 (an action to set aside an ante-
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not make his wife incompetent ; that fact goes merely to her credit.**

In other states, however, there are statutes expressly declaring, or at

least are so construed, that a husband or wife may testify on
behalf of the other, except in certain cases specifically enumerated.*^

(b.) Effect of Statute Removing Interest as Ground for Disqualification.

Some of the cnscs hold that as a result of the statute removing the

incompetency arising from interest, there remains no legal obstacle

to the admissibility of the testimony of one spouse for the other*®

to prove any fact which did not come to the witness' knowledge

nuptial marriage settlement as vol-

untary, holding that neither husband
nor wife was competent to prove the

agreement for the settlement, either

upon their own ofifer or upon that

of the creditor attacking the settle-

ment)
; Jones z'. Degge, 84 Va. 685,

5 S. E. 799 (an action against a

husband and wife as joint makers of

a promissory note, holding that

neither was a competent witness, al-

though no relief as against the hus-
band was prayed for in the bill).

44. R. G. Gunning Co. v. Cusack,
50 111. App. 290.

45. Under the Connecticut Statute

a wife is a competent witness for her
husband on the trial of civil actions.

Merriam v. Hartford R. R. Co., 20
Conn. 354, 52 Am. Dec. 344.

A Delaware Statute provides that
" it shall and may be lawful for hus-
band and wife to testify in all civil

actions in which either or both are
or may be parties to the suit."

Nicholls V. Vinson, 9 Houst. (Del.)

274, S2 Atl. 225, an action against a
married woman to recover for work
and labor done by the plaintiflf for

her at the instance and request of
her husband as her agent, wherein it

was held that the husband was a
competent witness.

Tinder the Georgia Code (§3854),
husband and wife may testify for
each other in civil cases. Watts v.

Baker. 78 Ga. 622, 3 S. E. 773-

In Kentucky by statute (Civ. Code
Proc, § 606) both husband and wife
may testify in an action against a
wrongdoer. Board of Internal Imp.
V. Moore, 23 Ky. L. Rep. 1885, 66
S. W. 417.

By the Mississippi act of 1871,

§ 760, husband and wife are compe-
tent witnesses for each other in civil
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cases. And in Rushing v. Rushing,
52 Miss. 329, an action against hus-
band and wife, it was held that this

right was not destroyed by joining
the husband for conformity in a suit

where he has no interest ; and that

it was error to e.xclude the testimony
of the husband to the effect that he
neither had nor claimed any interest

in the property in controversy.
In Roberts v. Porter, 78 Ind. 130,

an action of replevin to recover per-

sonal property belonging to the

plaintiff husband, it was held that his

wife was not a competent witness on
his behalf under the statute of 1867
in force at the time of trial, but the

court said that under the Act of 1881
the rule would be otherwise.

In Little V. Ratliffe, 126 N. C.

262, 35 S. E. 469, an action of re-

plevin for property which the
plaintiff claimed to have bought
from a third person, it was held that
the testimony of such third person's
wife, who was present at the time of
the purchase, as to what took place
at the time in the way of paying the
purchase price, passing a receipt

written by her, etc., was competent

;

that § 588 of the code made the wit-
ness competent, had the action been
between her husband and the de-
fendant, and that she was also com-
petent under § 590 as she was not a
party to the action and had no in-

terest in it.

46. Strong v. Stevens Point, 62
Wis. 25s, 22 N. W. 425. See also

Barnes v. Martin, 15 Wis. 240, 82
Am. Dec. 670; Mercer v. State, 40
Fla. 216, 24 So. 154, 74 Am. St. Rep.

135 ; Stuhlmiller v. Ewing, 39 Miss.

447. Compare Dunlap 7a Hearn, ;i7

Miss. 471 (to the effect that the stat-

ute removing interest as a disquali-

fication did not operate to remove
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through the marital relation.'*^ The weight of authority, however,
is to the contrary. Under such a statute it is generally held that

the removal of objection on account of interest, but not removing the

objection on the ground of public policy, to a wife's testifying against

her husband when he is a party, she remains incompetent, and being
incompetent to testify against him, she cannot be allowed, where he
is a party, to testify for him.*^

(C.) Spouses Testifying Against Each Other. — (a.) Generally.

The incompetency of a husband or wife to testify against the other

the disability of a wife to testify for

her husband, because the disability

was based upon public policy and
arose out of the sanctity of the

marriage relation and the unity and
identity of person, and not merely
from interest).

In Chase v. Pitman, 69 N. H. 423,

43 Atl. 617, an action against a hus-
band and wife on their joint and
several promissory note wherein the

husband had defaulted, it was held

that he was a competent witness to

testify on behalf of his wife to the

effect that she was merely a surety

on the note, provided his testimony
did not violate the law against con-
fidential communications.

A Wisconsin Statute provides that

no person shall be disqualified as a
witness in any action or proceeding,
civil or criminal, by reason of his

interest as a party or otherwise, and
that every party shall be in every
such case a competent witness e.x-

cept as otherwise provided therein

;

and in Snell v. Bray, 56 Wis. 156,

14 N. W. 14, where husband and wife
had joined in an action afifecting her
separate property, it was contended
that the clause " in every such case

"

in the statute meant " in every case
in which the party is a party in in-

terest," leaving intact, if the husband
or wife be only a nominal party, the

common-law rule that they are not
competent witnesses for each other,

but the court held that the words
quoted simply meant " every such
action or proceeding, civil or crim-
inal," previously mentioned in the

statute, and that accordingly the
plaintiff husband was a competent
witness in the action.
By the Pennsylvania Statute of

t86q removing interest or policy of
law as a ground for excluding a wit-

ness, a wife was thereby rendered a
competent witness to testify for her
husband, except as therein expressly
provided. Bitner v. Boome, 128 Pa.

St. 567, 18 Atl. 404.

47. Gordon v. Tweedy, 71 Ala.
202.

48. United States. — Lucas v.

Brook, 18 Wall. 436.

California. — Dawley v. Ayers, 23
Cal. 108.

Dakota. — United States v. Kan-
Gi-Shun-Ca, 3 Dak. 106, 14 N. W.
437.

Florida. — Haworth v. Norris, 28
Fla. 763, 10 So. 18; Everett v. State,

2:?, Fla. 661, 15 So. 543.
Illinois. — Mitchinson v. Cross, 58

111. 366.

Indiana. — Stanley v. Stanton, 36
Ind. 445.

Maine. — McKeen v. Frost, 46 Me.
239-

Massacliusetts. — Barber v. God-
dard, 9 Gray 71 ; Kelly v. Drew, 12

Allen 107, 90 Am. Dec. 138.

Ne7v Hampshire. — Kelly v. Proc-
tor, 41 N. H. 139.

A^ezv Jersey. — Bird v. Davis, 14
N. J. Eq. 467-

New York. — Parkhurst v. Bedell,

no N. Y. 386, 10 N. E. 123, 6 Am.
St. Rep. 384.

North Carolina. — Rice ?'. Keith,

63 N. C. 319-

Pennsylvania. — Appeal of Del-
linger. 71 Pa. St. 425. Compare
Yeagcr v. Weaver, 64 Pa. St. 425.

Texas. — Gee ?'. Scott, 48 Tex. 510,

26 Am. Rep. 331.
Vermont. — Cram z'. Cram, ^^ Vt.

15; Carr 7-. Cornell, 4 Vt. 116; Car-
penter 7'. iMoorCj 43 Vt. 392.

JVest Virginia. — Proctor v. Hill,

10 W. Va. 59.

Compare Lincoln Ave. & Niles C.

G. R. Co. V. Madaus, 102 111. 417,
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is declared in most of the states by statute/* except as expressly

provided therein. Not, however, in all cases on the ground of disa-

bility, but usually as a matter of privilege, inasmuch as the statutes

very generally make the competency dependent upon the consent of

the spouse against whom the other is offered as a witness.^"

Spouse Not a Party to the Record, — Where the statute forbids hus-

band or wife to testify against the other without consent, the fact

that at the time of the trial the spouse offered is not a party to the

record is held to be immaterial ; indeed it is declared to be rather a

where a wife offered as a witness on
behalf of the defendant corporation

was exckided because her husband
was a stockholder in the corporation,

and as such interested in the result of

the suit; but it was held that as the

statute had removed the disqualifica-

tion against her husband's testifying

because of his interest, her incom-
petency in that respect was also re-

moved.

The Illinois Statute, by § i, re-

moves the disqualification growing
out of interest in the event of the
suit as a party or otherwise, and by

§ 5 it provides that no husband or
wife shall, by virtue of § i be com-
petent to testify for or against each
other except in the cases thereafter

specified, and the courts of that state

have held that neither husband nor
wife can testify for or against the
other except in cases pointed out
by §5.

Sun Accident Ass'n v. King, 53 111.

App. 182, where it was held that
where the plaintiff sues as adminis-
trator his wife is not a competent
witness on his behalf, because " while
he might not and probably would
not be liable for the cost of the suit,

yet he had a direct pecuniary inter-

est in the result of the suit in that a

recovery would swell the assets of
the estate upon which he might be
allowed a commission, and in that

he would be one of the distributees

of the estate."

In an action of slander the defend-
ant's wife is not a competent witness
on his behalf. Hawver v. Hawver,
78 111. 412, where the court said:
" By the common law she was not a

competent witness on behalf of her
husband in such a case, and no stat-

ute of this state has removed the dis-

ability."
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49. The Arkansas Statute pro-
vides that husband and wife are not
competent to testify for or against

each other, or concerning any com-
munication made by one to the other
during the marriage, whether called

as a witness while that relation sub-

sisted or afterward. Spivey v. Pla-

ton, 29 Ark. 6o3_, to the effect that

the latter clause is but declaratory

of a familiar and well-settled com-
mon-law rule of evidence. See also

Beecher v. Brookfield, 2)i Ark. 259;
Collins V. Mack, .31 Ark. 684, holding
this statute not to be in violation of

the constitutional provision prohibit-

ing any exclusion on the ground of

interest.

50. United States. — Stickney v.

Stickney, 131 U. S. 227.

California. — People v. Langtree,

64 Cal. 256, 30 Pac. 813.

Colorado. — Palmer v. Hanna, 6

Colo. 55 ; Dill V. People, 19 Colo. 469,

36 Pac. 229.

Florida. — A statute providing that

in the trial of civil actions neither

husband nor wife shall be excluded
as witnesses where either of them
is a party to the action pending does

not conflict with another statute pro-

viding that the provisions of law as

to competency of witnesses in civil

actions shall obtain also in criminal

cases, but they are to be construed in

harmony as parts of one and the

same body of statutory law enacted

by the same legislative body at the

same session ; and accordingly the

rule as to the competency of a hus-

band or wife to testify for or against

each other in civil cases applies with
equal force to criminal cases. Everett

v. State, 33 Fla. 661, 15 So. 543,

where it was held that upon a crim-

inal prosecution the defendant's wife

was properly permitted to testify

against him. See also Mercer v.
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State, 40 Fla. 216, 24 So. 154, 74 Am.
St. Rep. 135.

Georgia. — Knight v. State, 114 Ga.

48, 39 S. E. 928; Rivers v. State, 118
Ga. 42, 44 S. E. 859.

Illinois. — Mueller v. Rebhan, 94
111. 142; Mitchell V. McDougall, 62
111. 498.

Indiana. — Since the Act of 1879

a husband or wife is a competent
witness against the other in all civil

actions or criminal prosecutions
against them or either of them, ex-
cept as to confidential communica-
tions ; but in actions by the husband
for the seduction of the wife she is

not a competent witness. Hutcha-
son V. State, 67 Ind. 449, a criminal

prosecution wherein it vvas held
proper to permit the defendant's wife
to testify against him so long as she

did not violate the rule against con-
fidential communications.

lozva. — Ward z'. Dickson, 96 Iowa
708, 65 N. W. 997, to the effect that

the Iowa statute cannot be so con-

strued as to permit a husband to

testify against his wife merely be-

cause his testimony is against him-
self also. See also Stephenson v.

Cook, 64 Iowa 265, 20 N. W. 182.

Kansas. — The statute abrogates

the common-law rule of disqualifica-

tion to testify because of interest,

and, except as limited by other stat-

utes in f^ari materia, makes every
person competent to give evidence in

any case, and the further limitation

as to husband and wife only pro-
hibits them when not a party to the

suit, from testifying for or against

the other one who is a party; not to

prohibit the one who is a party from
testifying for or against the other
one who is not. Roesner v. Darrah,
65 Kan. 599, 70 Pac. 597. See also

Van Fleet v. Stout, 44 Kan. 523, 24
Pac. 960.

Louisiana. — Schoppel v. Daly, 112
La. 201, 36 So. 322.

Maine. — Bucknam v. Perkins, 55
Me. 490.

Maryland. — In Classen f. Classen,

57 Md. 510, a bill by a married wo-
man to set aside a paper purporting
to be a marriage contract which she
alleged was never executed by her,

the original of which had been lost,

it was held that as this was a civil

proceeding she was, under the
Maryland Evidence Act of 1864, ch.

109 and its supplements, a compe-
tent witness to prove that she had
never in fact executed the instru-

ment, a record copy of which was
produced.

Michigan. — People v. Isham, 109
Mich. 72, 67 N. W. 819.

Minnesota. — Evans v. Staalle, 88
Minn. 253, 92 N. W. 951.

Nebrash-a.—The Code of Civ.
Proc. (§331) provides that with cer-
tain exceptions neither the husband
nor the wife can be a witness against
the other. Buckingham t'. Roar, 45
Neb. 244, 63 N. W. 398. And in

Lihs V. Lihs, 44 Neb. 143, 62 N. W.
457, an action against a son to re-

scind a deed alleged to have been
executed by the plaintiff to the de-
fendant on a condition, it is held
that the plaintiff's wife was not a
competent witness against him to dis-

prove the fact of such condition sub-
sequent as against his objection.
New Hampshire. — The common-

law rule has been so far modified as
to make husband and wife competent
witnesses for or against each other
in all matters, both civil and crim-
inal, where no violation of marital
confidence is involved. Noyes v.

' Marston, 70 N. H. 7, 47 Atl. 592.

Neiv Jersey. — Schaab v. Schaab
(N. J. Eq.)," 57 Atl. 1090.

North Carolina. — The Code,
§588, "makes husband and wife
competent and compellable witnesses
in all cases except that in three cases
named, i. e., in criminal actions, in

any action for divorce on account of
adultery, or action for criminal con-
versation— it is provided that the
husband and wife shall not be com-
petent or compellable ' to give evi-

dence for or against the other.' Even
in these excepted instances the stat-

ute makes either competent for or
against the other to prove the fact of
marriage; and §1354, as to criminal
actions, merely prohibits the wife or
husband as a witness against the
other, except in certain cases in

which the wife is allowed to be a
witness against the husband." Broom
V. Broom. 130 N. C. 562, 41 S. E.

673, where the court, in construing
the phrase " for or against each
other," said that when given their

natural signification they simply pre-
vented either party proving a ground

Vol. VI
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of divorce against the other or for

the other by his or her own testi-

mony.
Pennsylvania. — A husband or wife

is competent to testify against the

other onlv in case of personal inju-

ries inflicted by one upon the other

and in certain cases in divorce; and
the rule which excludes them does

not depend upon the party criminated

being a party to the record. Cor-

nelius V. Hambay, 150 Pa. St. 359,

24 Atl. 515. See also Bitner v.

Boone, 128 Pa. St. 567, 18 Atl. 404.

But in Frack v. Gerber, 167 Pa. St.

316, 31 Atl. 640, an action against

a copartnership for goods sold

wherein one of the partners, a mar-
ried woman, had allowed judgment
to be entered against her by default,

and the other partner defended on
the ground that the goods in con-

troversy had not been purchased by
the partnership, but had been con-

tributed by his partner as her share

of the capital, it was held that as

the wife was not a party to the issue

on trial, and that a recovery against

the other partner was in her interest

and not against it, her husband was
a competent witness for the plaintiff

to show that the goods in question

had been purchased by the copart-

nership.

In Pleasanton v. Nutt, 115 Pa. St.

266, 8 Atl. 63, replevin by a married
woman against her husband's vendee,

it was held that the plaintiff was
not a competent witness to testify to

her ownership because she was tes-

tifying against the interest of her

husband, who, although he was not

a party to the record, might through
her testimony become liable for a
breach of his implied warranty of

title in the sale of the goods sold as

his own to the defendant ; and also

that the husband was not a compe-
tent witness to deny her ownership
at the time of the sale. See also

Johnson v. Watson, 157 Pa. St. 454,
27 Atl. 772.

Rhode Island.-— In Rose v. Mitch-
ell, 21 R. I. 270, 43 Atl. 67, an action

for alienating the affections of the

plaintiff's wife, it was held that the

exclusion of the wife's testimony to

show that her husband had put her
out of his house was proper under
R. I. Gen. Laws, ch. 244, § 37, be-
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cause so far as appears such testi-

mony tended to incriminate the hus-

band.

South Dakota. — Clark v. Evans, 6

S. D. 244, 60 N. W. 862, where it

was held that the plain declaration

of the South Dakota statute is that

while the relation of husband and
wife exists, neither can testify for or

against the other, except by consent,

and that after such relation is ter-

minated, and the parties are no
longer husband and wife, neither can,

without the consent of the other,

testify to communications made be-

tween them while such relation ex-

isted.

Tennessee. — Where husband and
wife are parties to an action they are

competent for and against each
other, except as to facts acquired by
virtue of their marital relation. Orr
v. Cox, 3 Lea 617 (overruling all

former cases in that state in conflict

with the rule stated. At the time of

the decision in that case the Act of

1879, which is merely in line with

the rule stated, was not in force.)

Texas. — The wife of a defendant

in a criminal prosecution is not a

competent witness against him with

or without his consent, except where
the offense for which he is on trial

is against her personally. Brock v.

State, 44 Tex. Crim. 335, 71 S. W.
20, 100 Am. St. Rep. 859.

Utah. — In re Van Alstine's Es-
tate, 26 Utah 193, 72 Pac. 942.

Vermont. — Wheeler v. Campbell,

68 Vt. 98, 34 Atl. 35.

Virginia. — The Virginia Act of

March 3, 1898, " makes husband and
wife competent witnesses for and
against each other in civil cases, with
certain exceptions, and the second
section of the act provides that in

criminal cases they shall be allowed

to testify in behalf of each other, but

neither shall be compelled to testify

against the other. If either, how-
ever, be examined in any case as a

witness in behalf of the other, the

one so examined shall be deemed
competent to testify in such case as

well against as in behalf of such
other," etc. Davis v. Com., 99 Va.

838, 38 S. E. 191.

Wisconsin. — The statute (Laws
1885, p. 288) provides that :

" A
husband shall not be examined as a
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stronger reason why his or her testimony should not be received."^

(b.) Exceptive Clauses Strictly Construed. — C)r(Hnarily the clauses in

statutes excepting from the i)rohibition, and permitting a husband or

wife to testify against the other in certain cases, are to be strictly

construed, and in order to invoke the application of the exception

it must appear that the case is clearly within the terms of the

exception. '^-

witness for or against his wife, with-

out her consent, nor a wife for or
against her husband, without his con-
sent, except in cases where the cause
of action grows out of a personal
wrong or injury done by one to the

other." And in People t'. Sebring,
66 Wis. 705, 2,3 N. W. 808, the court,

in construing this statute, said :

" It

will be seen that it is the policy of
the law to extend the right of the

wife to bear testimony against the

husband in cases of violation of her
personal rights rather than to re-

strict them." See also Strong t'.

Stevens Point, 62 Wis. 255, 22 N. W.
425-

51. Lihs V. Lihs, 44 Neb. 143, 62
N. W. 457.

52. Huot V. Wise, 27 Minn. 68, 6

N. W. 425, where the court said

that if the Minnesota statute merely
laid down the rule disabling a

spouse from testifying against the

other, it might be urged that it was
only a statutory adoption of the

common-law rule, and that it

adopted also the common-law appli-

cation of the rule including the ex-
ceptions, but that in fact the statute

prescribes the application and defines

the limits of exception to the priv-

ilege allowed, and that accordingly a

resort to the common-law rule to de-

termine how far the rule shall pre-

vail, and what cases shall be ex-
cepted from it, is not proper. See
also Mathews v. Yerex, 48 Mich.

361, 12 N. W. 489; Carney 7*. Gleiss-

ner, 58 Wis. 674, 17 N. W. 398, where
the court said: "The courts ex
necessitate have made two other ex-
ceptions only : First, when either one
is charged with personal violence

upon the other, Mills v. U. S., i Pin.

72, (and) second, when one has acted
as agent of the other within the

scope of such employment. Birdsall

V. Dunn, 16 Wis. 235. In all other
cases the rule has been held by this

court to be uniform in excluding
them as witnesses for or against

each other, as will appear by the

cases cited in the brief of the learned

counsel of the respondent, and many
others. This court is not disposed to

go further than the statute and ne-

cessity require in exposing the sacred

private confidences, disrupting the

tie, and breaking up the relations of

husband and wife, and introducing

strife, malevolence and discord into

the married life."

Coml^are Van Fleet v. Stout, 44
Kan. 523, 24 Pac. 960, where the

court said that the decisions of the

courts of that state, following the

spirit of the legislation of the state,

have been in favor of lessening

rather than extending the limitations

as to the competency of husband and
wife to testify for or against each
other.

In Byrd v. State, 57 Miss. 243, 34
Am. Rep. 440, the court, in constru-

ing the Mississippi .statute of 1871,

to the effect that " hu.sband and wife

may be witnesses for each other in

all criminal cases, but they shall not

be required to testify against each
other as witnesses for the prosecu-

tion, and nothing herein contained
shall be so construed as to debar full

cross-examination by the prosecu-

tion of any husband or wife of an
accused party who may be placed on
the stand for the defense," said:
" The statute is in derogation of a

very ancient and well-established

rule of the common law, based, as

we have above seen, in great part,

upon grave reasons of public policy

having reference to the preservation

of the happiness of parties joined

together in the marital relation.

Statutes which are in derogation of

the common law must be construed
strictly, so as not to give them an
operation and eflFect beyond the

clearly expressed intention of the

Vol. VI
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(4.) Actions in Federal Courts. — It is held that the federal statute

removing" interest as a disqualification on the part of a witness has

no application upon the trial of a cause in the federal court, so as

to remove the disqualification of a wife on that ground, in a state

where it is expressly enacted that one spouse is not a competent

witness for or ag-ainst the other, except in actions between them.^''

A territorial statute does not apply to a territorial court exercising

federal jurisdiction."^*

Personal Injury Actions. — But upon the trial of an action in a

federal court by a husband and wife for personal injuries suffered

by her, pending in a state where she is expressly made competent

by statute as a witness on her own behalf in the same manner as if

she were not married, it is proper to permit her to testify.^^

c. Who Are Spouses. — (1.) Generally.— The rule of exclusion

heretofore discussed, not only at common law, but under the statutes

as well, applies only to those persons who fall within the definition

of lawful husband and wife.^®

Marriage to Suppress Testimony. — The rule excluding a wife as a

witness against her husband applies, even though it appears that

they entered into the marriage relation for the sole purpose of sup-

pressing her 'testimony. ^^

(2.) Parties Living in Illicit Cohabitation. — The rule does not em-
brace parties who live in illicit cohabitation,^® even under a promise

legislature. Hopkins v. Sandidge, 31

^Nliss. 668. Such statutes are to be
construed with reference to the

principles of the common law, and it

is not to be presumed that the legis-

lature intended to make any innova-
tion on the common law further than

the necessity of the case required."

53. Lucas v. Brooks, 18 Wall.

(U. S.) 436, so holding under the

West Virginia statute.

54. United States v. Kan-Gi-
Shun-Ca, 3 Dak. 106, 14 N. W. 437,
which was a criminal prosecution
pending in a territorial court while

exercising jurisdiction under the

laws of congress, wherein the ques-

tion was as to the competency of the

defendant's wife as a witness on his

behalf, the claim being made that

the rule of the common law was ab-

rogated by the provision of a terri-

torial code which, by its reference to

the Code of Civil Procedure, made
the wife a competent witness for her
husband. The court held that the

criminal code was not intended to

apply to territorial courts exercising

federal jurisdiction.
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55. Northwestern Union Packet

Co. V. Clough, 20 Wall. (U. S.) 528.

56. Hampton v. State, 45 Ala. 82;

Jackson v. State, 53 Ala. 472; Clarke

V. People, 178 111. 27, 52 N. E. 857,

a prosecution for forgery, wherein
it was held that a woman to v/hom
the defendant had been married at

a time when he had a former wife

living, from whom he had not been
legally divorced, was not incompetent
to testify against him.

57. United States v. White, 4
Utah 499, II Pac. 570, where the

court, in answering the argument that

to so hold would be contrary to

public policy, said: "When the mar-
riage ceremony was performed, no
matter what the motive was, the wit-

ness became beyond all question the

lawful wife of the defendant." See
also Moore v. State (Tex. Crim.),

75 S. W. 497; Ridley v. Wellesley, 3
Car. & P. (Eng.) 558.

58. Flanagin v. State, 25 Ark. 92,

where the court said :
" The gen-

eral rule which forbids the examin-
ation of the wife as a witness, where
the husband is a party to the suit,
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of marriage.'" Nor does the rule embrace parties who are unmar-
ried, although they may be living together and recognize each other

?s husband and wife.®"

(3.) Second Wife of Bigamist. — On a prosecution for bigamy the

defendant's second wife is not a competent witness against him so

long as the fact of the first marriage is contested ;"^ but when the

first marriage is duly established by other evidence, or not contro-

verted, the second wife may be admitted as a witness against the

defendant.®^

cannot be applied; because the rela-

tion of husband and wife is not
shown to have existed between the

parties. The bond of their union
was illicit cohabitation, the witness
occupying the attitude of a kept mis-
tress only ; and in such case it is well

settled by the authorities that the one
is a competent witness for or against

the other."

See also Rickerstricker v. State, 31

Ark. 207, where the court said

:

" The rule which excludes the hus-
band or wife, except in a case of

particular necessity, as when, for in-

stance, the wife would otherwise be
exposed, without remedy, to personal

injur)', from being a witness for or
against the other, has never been ex-
tended to any other than lawful mar-
riages, or, at least, to such as are

innocent in the eye of the law.

Where the cohabitation is of an im-
moral character, as in the case of a
kept mistress, the parties are compe-
tent witnesses for and against each
other." Flanigan v. State, 25 Ark. 92.

59. If a woman cohabit with a

man under his promise to marry her
legally, but finding that he does not
take legal steps to do so, quits him
but again cohabits with him, she is

not his wife, and is a competent wit-

ness on his trial for crime. Hill v.

State, 41 Ga. 484, where the court
said: "The exclusion of the wife of

a party is based upon principles of

public justice arising out of the sa-

credness of the domestic tie which
cannot be considered applicable to

one whose condition did not involve

this relationship."

60. Dennis v. Crittenden, 42 N.
Y. 542; Sims V. State, 30 Tex. App.
605. 18 S. W. 410.

61. In Kelly v. Drew, 12 Allen
(Mass.) 107, 90 Am. Dec. 138, it was

held that a woman who had remar-
ried four years after separating

from her first husband, from whom
she had heard nothing for sixteen

years after the second marriage, was
not a competent witness against her
second husband ; that " the presump-
tion of the wife's innocence in mar-
rying again might well overcome any
presumption that a man not heard
from for four years before the sec-

ond marriage, or for sixteen years
afterward, was alive and her lawful
husband when she married the sec-

ond time; and that the court was
justified in excluding her in the ab-

sence of proof that at the time of
marrying the second time she had a
lawful husband living."

Compare Salter v. State, 92 Ala.

68, 9 So. 550, a prosecution for big-

amy, where it was held that the sec-

ond woman, to whom the defendant
was charged to have been married,
was a competent witness for the
prosecution to testify whether or not
she was the wife of the defendant
and whether she was the person
whom he had married as charged.
The court said that although she
stated that she was the defendant's
wife, it was "evident that she did not
really occupy that relation if at the
time of the alleged marriage to him
he already had a wife who is still

living and undivorced."

62. Johnson 7'. State. 61 Ga. 305

;

Lowery v. People, 172 III. 466, 50 N.
E. 165; Miles V. United States, 103
U. S. 304.

See also Wrye z'. State, 95 Ga.

466, 22 S. E. 273, where the evidence
showed that the accused had a lawful
wife who was still living when he
had married another woman ; and it

was held that as the second marriage
was void, it did not render the wo-

Vol. VI
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cl. Effect of Divorce or Death. — It is immaterial, under the com-
mon-law rule, that the marital relation no longer exists when the

party is offered as a witness, since the incompetency still remains,

although the marriage may have been dissolved by death or divorce.**^

Separation and Non-Cohabitation do not remove the disability under

a statute prohibiting husband or wife from testifying against the

other on prosecutions for offenses committed against other persons.^*

A divorced person is competent under a statute prohibiting husband

or wife from testifying against each other.*^^ Nor does a widow
come within the terms of such a statute."'*'

B. Application of, and Exceptions to, the Rule of Exclu-
sion.— a. In General.— It should perhaps be noted that the rules

of law discussed in the following sections are stated with reference

to the law as it now stands by virtue of the various statutes modify-

ing or otherwise affecting the ancient common-law rule, and that

accordingly very few of the old cases decided under the common
law are cited, except from those states where the common law still

prevails.

b. Examination of Adverse Party. — A statute permitting the

examination of an adverse party does not qualify or modify the

statute prohibiting the examination of one spouse for or against the

other without the latter's consent.*^

man incompetent to testify against

him as a witness in a criminal case.

63. Aveson v. Lord Kinnaird, 6

East (Eng.) i88; Stein v. Bowman,
13 Pet. (U. S.) 209; Waddams v.

Humphrey, 22 111. 661 ; McGuire v.

Maloney, i B. Mon. (Ky.) 224;
Williamson v. Morton, 2 Md. Ch.

94; Coffin V. Jones, 13 Pick. (Mass.)

441 ; William & Mary College v.

Powell, 12 Gratt. (Va.) 372.

A wife, although separated by a

partial divorce, cannot be a witness

against her husband. Kemp v.

Downham, 5 Har. (Del.) 417, which
was an action of assumpsit against

the husband for necessaries furnished
to his, wife who had been divorced

a mensa et thoro.

64. Johnson z'. State, 27 Tex.
App. 135, II S. W. 34.

65. Hitt V. Sterling-Goold Mfg.
Co., Ill Iowa 458, 82 N. W. 919.

See also Parcell v. McReynolds, 71

Iowa 623, 3S N. W. 139; Toovey v.

Baxter, 59 Mo. App. 470; Clark v.

Evans, 6 S. D. 244, 60 N. W. 862;
Ex parte Fatheree, 34 Tex. Crim.

594, 31 S. W. 403.

66. The Iowa Statute providing

that neither the husband nor the wife
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shall be a witness against the other

in a civil case, unless it be brought

by one against the other, contemplates

the existence of the marriage relation

at the time the husband or wife is

offered as a witness. Accordingly a

widow does not come within the pur-

view of such a statute when offered

as a witness on behalf of a claimant

against the estate of her deceased
husband. Parcell v. McReynolds, 71

Iowa 623, 32 N. W. 139.

67. Lloyd V. Simons, 90 Minn.

237, 95 N. W. 903, wherein it was
held error to permit the plaintiffs to

call and examine the defendant hus-

band, as an adverse party, in respect

of the interests of his wife in the

premises in controversy, due objec-

tion having been made by her coun-

sel to such examination.

In Danley v. Danley, 179 Pa. St.

170, 36 Atl. 225, an action upon a

promissory note by a married woman
against her husband and his brother

as executors of the estate of their

father, who was the maker of the

note, it was held that where the

plaintiff was called as for cross-

examination in relation to a trans-

action which occurred in the life-
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c. Wife Competent For, When Competent Against, Husband.
An exception to the rule at common law was to the effect that when
the wife might be called as a witness against her husband, she could

be called as a witness on his behalf. ***

d. Spouse Appearing in Representative Capacity. — Where a
spouse appears in an action as next friend for a minor plaintiff, the

other spouse is not the husband or wife of a party to the action

within the meaning of a statute making husband and wife incom-
petent to testify for each other ;'"'''' and the fact that the plaintiff in

such an action is personally liable for the costs thereof is immate-
rial.'*' So, also, in an action by husband or wife in his or her
representative capacity, the other spouse is a competent witness

against the one so appearing, except as to communications by one
to the other during marriage.''^

e. Adverse Party Appearing in Representative Capacity.— In
Illinois husband or wife cannot testify for or against each other,

time of the maker, she became com-
petent to testify to all relevant mat-
ters, and that her competency was
not afFected by the fact that her hus-

band was executor of the estate of

the decedent and a defendant.

68. Tucker v. State, 71 Ala. 342.

See also State v. Ncill, 6 Ala. 685,

which, like the case first cited, was a

prosecution of the husband for an
assault and battery upon the wife.

The court said :
" Considered upon

principle we are unable to perceive

any good reason why the wife in

such case should be excluded. . . .

But certainly the wife must know the
fact better than any other person, and
if willing to be examined ought to be
permitted to testify." Compare Rex
7'. Serjeant. Ryan & M. 352. 21 E. C.

L. 453, where it was declared that

there is no distinction between ad-
mitting a wife for and against her
husband ; that the principle is exactly
the same.

69. Belk V. Cooper, 34 111. App.
649.

In Collins v. Wilson, 18 Ky. L.
Rep. 1049, 39 S. W. ii, an action by
the plaintiff by her father as her next
friend wherein the plaintiff had mar-
ried pending the action, her husband
having been made a party plaintiff,

it was held that her father became
thereby merely a nominal party in

interest, and accordingly his wife was
a competent witness to testify for the
plaintiff.

Compare Bradley v. Kent, 7 Houst.
(Del.) 27^, 32 Atl. 286, an action in

which a husband was sued as exec-

utor, wherein it was held that his

wife was not a competent witness
for him.

70. Potter v. Stamfli, 2 Kan. App.
788, 44 Pac. 46.

In St. Louis, I. M. & S. R. Co. v.

Rexroad, ;9 Ark. 180, 26 S. W. 1037,

an action by a husband as next friend

for the sole benefit of an infant

child, it was held that his wife was
a competent witness as he was
merely the manager or conductor of

the action, and that the fact that he
was liable for costs did not dis-

qualify her under the Arkansas stat-

ute providing that husband and wife
shall be incompetent to testify for
or against each other.

71. Gordon z\ Sullivan, it6 Wis.

543, 93 N. W. 457 ; Strong v. Stevens
Point, 62 Wis. 255, 22 N. W. 425.

See also Leavitt v. Bangor, 41 Me.
458; Bonett V. Stowell. 2,7 Vt. 257;
Van Fleet v. Stout, 44 Kan. 523, 24
Pac. 960, where the court said: "If
the rule insisted upon by the plaintiff

in error obtained, it would exclude
the wife as a witness, when the hus-
band, as the attorney general or
other prosecuting officer, brought an
action in his name in behalf of the

state, or where he was a party as a

receiver or sheriff, or in any other of

the various representative capacities

in which an action may be brought
for or against him." '

Vol. VI
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where the adverse party sues or defends as the personal representa-

tive of a deceased person.''^

f. Husband and Wife Jointly Interested. — In the absence of any
statute to the contrary, the rule is that when both husband and wife

are interested in the result of the action, neither is a competent wit-

ness for or against the other ,'^^ although it is held that they may
each testify on their own behalf.'^*

But sometimes a statute expressly provides that when husband
and wife are joint parties and have a joint interest in the action

they are competent witnesses^^ for each otherJ® But such a statute

does not apply in a case where the joint interests have been ter-

minatedJ^

72. Trcleaven v. Dixon, 119 111.

548, 9 N. E. 189. See also Way z'.

Harriman, 126 111. 132, 18 N. E. 206;

Shaw V. Schoonover, 130 111. 448, 22

N. E. 589; Stodder v. Hoffman, 158

111. 486, 41 N. E. 1082; Pyle V.

Oustatt, 92 111. 209; Mueller v. Reb-
han, 94 111. 142.

73. DeFarges v. Ryland, 87 Va.

404, 12 S. E. 805, 24 Am. St. Rep.

659. See also Chaslavka v. Mecha-
lek (Iowa), 99 N. W. 154, where it

was held that where husband and
wife are joint parties to an action,

the testimony of one of them is not
admissible as against the other.

Contra. — Cameron v. Fay, 55 Tex.
58.

In Johnson v. Fry, 88 Va. 695, 12

S. E. 973, a joint action against a
husband and wife, both of whom
were parties in interest, it was held
error to overrule the defendant's
motion to exclude the plaintiff as a
witness, the defendant husband being
excluded on account of his wife's in-

terests.

74. Albaugh v. James, 29 Ind.

398. See also Mousler v. Harding,
22 Ind. 176, 5 Am. Rep. 195 (a joint

action against husband and wife for
slander by the wife, holding each
competent to testify for himself and
herself) ; Maverick v. Eighth Ave.
R. Co., 36 N. Y. 378.

75. Under the Indiana Statute of
1867 it is held that when husband
and wife sue jointly or are sued
jointly, and have separate interests,

each is a competent witness although
his or her testimony may benefit the
other. Lafayette v. Larson, 72 Ind-

367.
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76. As in Xansas. — Chicago, K.
& W. R. Co. V. Anderson, 42 Kan.

297, 21 Pac. 1059, where it was held

that when premises appropriated for

the right of way by a railroad com-
pany are a part of the homestead oc-

cupied by the husband and wife as

a residence, the title thereof being

in the wife, both husband and wife
may join in an appeal from the com-
missioners' award, and upon the trial

of the appeal in the district court

both are joint parties and have a
joint interest in the action within the
rule stated in the text.

In Vermont a statute (Acts 1886,

Act No. 45) makes husband and wife

competent witnesses in actions to

which they are properly joined.

Another statute (Acts 1884, Act No.

140) enables a wife to sue on actions

arising out of property held to her
separate use, and that for purposes
of the act a gift to a wife from her
husband is not held to her separate

use. In Minard v. Currier, 67 Vt.

489, 32 Atl. 472, an action to re-

cover damages to property which had
been the subject of a gift from hus-
band to wife, it was held that the
husband was properly a party to the

action so as to make him a competent
witness under the statute first cited.

77. Jenkins v. Levis, 25 Kan. 479,
which was originally an action

against a husband and wife jointly,

but which as against the husband
had been terminated by a judgment
rendered against him, wherein it was
held that this judgment terminated
the joint interest of the defendants,

husband and wife, as joint parties to

the action, and that accordingly the
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^. Spouse of Co-Party. — The wife of one defendant is not a
competent witness on belialf of another, where the defenses of both
defendants are the sameJ*

h. Husband and Wife as Opposing Parties. — Where husband
and wife have conflicting^ interests and are opposinj^f parties, they
are competent witnesses,^" as for example, divorce sitits.*" This

defendant husband was not a com-
petent witness for his wife.

78. Bartlctt v. Clough, 94 Wis.
196, 68 N. W. 875. See also Arn v.

Matthews, 39 Kan. 272. 18 Pac. 65,

holding that where two defendants
are sued jointly and a joint answer
and defense is made by them, the

wife of one is not competent to tes-

tify to a matter sustaining the joint

defense and which necessarily affects

the right of her husband equally with
that of his co-defendant.

The Wife of a Copartner is dis-

qualified to the same extent in an
action against the copartnership as

she would be were the suit against
her husband alone. AIcEwen v.

Shannon, 64 Vt. 583, 25 Atl. 661.

The Wife of a Joint Maker of a
Promissory Note is not a competent
witness for the other maker in an
action against the latter alone,

wherein the controversy is whether
or not her husband had paid the

note, her husband being directly in-

terested in the result of the action.

Craig r. Miller, 133 111. 300, 24 N. E.

431, affirming 34 111. App. 325.
Compare Shields v. Ruddy, 2

Idaho 884, 28 Pac. 405, an action for
conspiracy against two defendants,
wherein it was held that under the

Idaho statute the wife of one of the
defendants might l)e examined as a
witness for the plaintiff under in-

structions from the court that her
testimony should only be considered
as against the other defendant.

79. Estra v. Capelle, 61 Mo. 578.

See also Anderson v. Snyder, 21

W. Va. 632, holding, however, that

they are incompetent on a contro-
versy between them and a third per-
son, although they are nominally
plaintiff and defendant.

TJnder a Maryland Statute (Acts

1864, ch. ioq) a wife may testify

against her husband in an action by
him to set aside a marriage con-

tract which affects her rights in his

property. Classen v. Classen, 57 Md.
510.

A Woman Suing to Recover Dam-
ages for Deceit on the part of the

defendant in defrauding her into a

marriage with him is a competent
witness. Morrill v. Palmer, 68 Vt.

I, 2i Atl. S29, T,T, L. R. A. 411.

A Wife as Creditor Against the
Insolvent Estate of Her Husband
may in the absence of other witnesses
testify against him in support of her

claim, and may testify to conversa-
tions which took place between her-

self and her husband with regard to

her claim. Spitz's Appeal, 56 Conn.
184, 14 Atl. 776, 7 Am. St. Rep. 303.

80. Brown v. Brown, 38 Ark.

324 ; Cook V. Cook, 46 Ga. 308. See
fully on this question the article
'• Divorce," Vol. IV.

In Costello v. Costello, 191 Pa. St.

379. 43 Atl. 240, an action for di-

vorce, it was held proper under Act
]\Iay 23, 1887, § 5, cl. c, for the de-

fendant to call the libelant to testify

as if under cross-examination. The
court said: "The libelant is de-

manding a dissolution of the mar-
riage bond, and the respondent is

resisting it. Facts or circumstances
relevant to the issue and within his

knowledge may, if developed, defeat

his purpose. In such case the con-
cealment of them becomes essential

to the success of his scheme, and he
refrains from testifying. They may
not show or tend to show the com-
mission by him of a crime. For in-

stance, if they showed that he ad-
mitted the respondent ' into conjugal
society or embraces, after he knew
of the criminal facts ' which are the

alleged ground of his application for

a divorce, they would not have crim-
inated him, but would have estab-

lished a fact fatal to the further

prosecution of his case. Moreover,
the interest of the libelant is adverse

Vol. VI
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rule is not, however, recognized by all the courts, there being numer-

ous cases to the contrary.^^

i. Husband or Wife Acting as Agent for the Other. — (l.) Gener-

ally.— Not only is it held at the common law, but it is expressly

provided by statute in several states,^^ that where a husband or wife

acts as the agent for the other, he or she is a competent witness to

testify concerning transactions in which he or she participated as

such agent.^^ But this rule does not permit such agent to testify

to the interest of the respondent.

They are obviously and certainly ad-

verse parties in the proceeding pros-

ecuted by the former and resisted by

the latter."

81. Crabtree v. Dunn, 86 Va. 953,

II S. E. 1053.

In Bassett r. Bassett, 9 Bush
(Ky.) 696, an action to annul a mar-

riage on the ground of force and du-

ress, it was held that the Kentucky
Testimony Act of 1872 did not au-

thorize husband or wife to testify

in cases in which they are antagonis-

tic parties, and that accordingly the

plaintiflf was not a competent witness

on his own behalf. The court said

that the burden is on the plaintiff

"to establish the force and duress

complained of, and to make out a

state of case authorizing the conclu-

sion that he has not ratified the mar-
riage by the exercise of any marital

right since the removal of the alleged

constraint. As yet he is to be re-

garded as the husband of the

appellee, and so long as this legal

presumption exists he cannot be al-

lowed to testify against her. Public

policy renuires that a person shall

not be allowed by his own oath to

establish a state of facts authorizing

or requiring the courts to annul a

marriage to which he was a party,

and in the celebration of which the

requirements of the law were duly

observed."

A man suing his wife to declare

a trust in his favor in real estate, of

which she is in possession, and to

which she has the legal title, and to

quiet the title thereto in himself, is

not a competent witness. Reed v.

Reed (Neb.), 98 N. W. 76.

In an action by a husband against

his wife to compel her to specifically

perform a written contract she had
made with him to convey certain

Vol. VI

real estate, neither the husband nor

the wife can testify one against the

other in the case. Greene v. Greene,

42 Neb. 634, 60 N. W. 937, 47 Am.
St. Rep. 724.

A Wife Suing Her Husband for

Rent is not a competent witness.

Skinner v. STvinner, 38 Neb. 756, 57

N. W. 534-

82. In Missouri a statute provides

that where the action is connected

with any business had with the hus-

band, he is a competent witness on
behalf of his wife; and in Turner v.

Overall, 172 Mo. 271, 72 S. W. 644,

it was held that where a wife seeks

to set aside a deed of trust executed

by herself and husband to secure the

payment of her husband's debt, on
the ground that the execution of the

instrument was procured under du-

ress, the husband in such case is a

competent witness for his wife. See
also College Hill Press Brick Wks.
V. Thompson, 59 Mo. App. 98.

Under the Arkansas Statute allow-

ing husband and wife to testify for

each other in regard to any business

transaction bv one for the other in

the capacity of agent, it has been
held that in an action brought by a

husband as agent for his wife, the

latter may testify touching the mat-
ter of the agency, and the wife may
testify on her own behalf. Gunter v.

Earnest, 68 Ark. 180, 56 S. W. 876.

See also American Express Co. v.

Lankford, i Ind. Ter. 233, 39 S. W.
817. Previous to this statute the rule

was otherwise. Watkins v. Turner,

34 Ark. 663.

83. Alabama. — Sumner v. Cooke,

51 Ala. q2i.

Illinois. — Pain v. Farson, 179 III.

i8s, 53 N. E. 579-
_

Kansas. — Council Grove, O. C. &
O. R. Co. V. Center, 42 Kan. 438, 22

Pac. 574.
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against his or her princii)al." A wife may testify to acts of agency

Louisiana. — Lehman ?'. Coulon,

105 La. 431, 2g So. 879.

Massachusetts. — Burke t'. Savage,
13 Allen 408.

Missouri. — Chesley 7: Chcsley, 54
Mo. 347-

Nc7i.> Hampshire. — Clements v.

JMarston, 52 N. H. 31.

Pennsylvania. — Seip's Estate, 163

Pa. St. 423, 30 Atl. 226, 43 Am. St.

Rep. 803.

Vermont. — Farrar i'. Bell, 72, Vt.

342, 50 Atl. 1 107.

Wisconsin. — Arndt z'. Harshaw,
53 Wis. 269, 10 N. W. 399; Eng-
mann z\ Immel, 59 Wis. 249, 18 N.
W. 182; Chunot V. Larson, 43 Wis.

536, 28 Am. Rep. 567.

Compare Seargent v. Seward, 31

'

Vt. 509.

In Smalley v. Appleton, 75 Wis.

18, 43 N. W. 826, an action by a

wife to recover damages for per-

sonal injuries, her husband had tes-

tified that he was employed by her
as her agent to serve the requisite

notice of the injuries sustained on
the proper officers to obtain certain

pieces of real evidence from the scene

of the accident, and it was held that

he was properly permitted to testify

to what he did as such agent.

A wife is a competent witness for

her husband to testify to the terms
of a contract, where the parties had
no personal interview in making it,

and she acted as the agent of both,

first, in carrying the proposal to her
husband from the other party, and of

her husband in carrying his accept-

ance to such other party. In Martin^'.
Hurlhurt, 60 Vt. 364, 14 Atl. 649, the
court said :

" Inasmuch as both the

defendant and plaintiff must have
participated in the transaction, the

one in making the proposition and
the other in accepting it, and as the

wife was the sole instrument by
which the proposition and its accept-
ance were conveyed, it follows that

she must have been the agent of both
in conveying the messages which
concluded the contract, of the de-
fendant to convey the proposition to

her husband, and of the husband to

convey his acceptance to the defend-
ant."

55

In Peirce v. Bradford, 64 Vt. 219,

23 Atl. 637, where the issue was
whether or not the defendant had
paid the plaintiff a certain amount
of money, the defendant testifying

that he gave his wife money for that

purpose, and that soon afterward he
saw the plaintiff standing beside a

table counting some money and heard
him say " it is all right." it was held
that the defendant's wife was a com-
petent witness to testify that she put
the money on the plaintiff's plate at

the table from whence he took it with
the remark stated. The court said

the payment, if made by the wife, as

the evidence tended to show, was
clearly a business transaction con-
ducted by her as her husband's agent,

which would make her a competent
witness on his behalf under the Ver-
mont statute.

The husband is a competent wit-

ness for his wife to prove what dis-

position he has made of money be-
longing to her separate statutory es-

tate. Robinson v. Robinson, 44 Ala.

227, where the court said: " The law
has made him her trustee and invested

him with the control of her property,

of which she cannot divest him, ex-

cept for good cause proven. He
alone knows wdiat disposition he has
made of it. No confidence of the

marriage relation is involved. A
trustee is merely giving an account
of what he has done with the funds
of his trust. To deny this right to

the wife would be to place her in a

worse condition than all the balance
of the world."

84. George Taylor Com. Co. v.

Bell, 62 Ark. 26, 34 S. W. 80.

In Barnhart v. Grantham, 197
Pa. St. 502, 47 Atl. 866, an action

to set aside a conveyance as fraudu-
lent, wherein it was held proper to

permit the plaintiff to call one of the

defendants as for cross-examination
as against the objection that he
could not be called for cross-exam-
ination against his wife, his co-

defendant, the testimony showing that

he had been the acting agent for his

wife in the whole transaction, and
that whatever she did concerning the

Vol. VI
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done by her, altliou£:^h the action itself does not grow out of those

acts.^'

If a Transaction Consists of Several Parts, and the wife acts as agent

only in respect to some particular part, she may be called to testify

to such particular parts as were conducted by her as such agent.^"

(2.) Proof of Agency. — In order to render a husband or wife com-
petent to testify for the other, on the ground that he or she was
agent for such other in respect to the matter testified to, his or her

authority as such agent, and the scope of it, must be made to

appear f'^ and whether the witness so acted in a given transaction

property was not only approved but

prompted by him.

In Estey v. Fuller Implement Co.,

82 Iowa 678, 46 N. W. 1098, 47 N.
W. 1025, where the controversy was
as to the bona fides of a transfer of

the assets of a corporation to the

wife of the principal stockholder

which was claimed to have been
made to her in good faith in pay-

ment of debts owing by the corpo-

ration to her, her husband was ex-

amined as a witness with reference

to the transactions, and the only

statement referring to his wife was
that he was her agent ; that she had
some of the corporation's notes

which had been taken by her in the

course of business; that they were
sold to her for money which she had
loaned to the corporation on which
to do business, and was fully cross-

examined by her attorneys, and he
was further examined as to the

transactions had by him as agent for

his wife, which was followed by
further cross-examination. Upon
her examination she repeatedly dis-

claimed any personal knowledge as

to the transactions between her hus-

band as her agent and the corpora-

tion, her answer uniformly being
" ask my agent." It was held that

under this state of the record it could

not be said that the husband had
been permitted to testify against his

wife.

85. Poppers v. Miller, 14 111. App.
87, an action for malicious prosecu-
tion based on the alleged illegal ar-

rest of the plaintiff for secreting

mortgaged property, wherein the

plaintiff claimed to have paid the

mortgage indebtedness in full prior

to her arrest, the defendant offered

his wife, to whom the plaintiff

Vol. VI

claimed to have made certain pay-

ments, to disprove them, the plaintiff

contending that the statute allowing

a wife to testify in matters of busi-

ness where the transaction was con-

ducted by her as agent for her hus-

band, applied only to cases where the

cause of action grows out of a

transaction conducted by the wife

;

and that that action did not grow
out of any such action, but arose

out of the husband's tort in wrong-
fully causing the plaintiff's arrest.

The court said :
" We do not think

the statute is to be so limited. Its

. language is general and comprehen-
sive, ' in all matters of business

transactions, where the transaction

was had and conducted by such mar-
ried woman as the agent of her hus
band.' It places a married woman,
when transacting business as agent
for her husband, on the same foot-

ing, as respects her competency to

testify as to the particular transac-

tion, as if she were a feme sole.

Suppose the entire business in mak-
ing the loan, taking the mortgage
and receiving such payments as were
made, had been transacted by ap-

pellant's wife, as his agent, could it

be justly claimed that because the

transaction is drawn in question, in

a collateral proceeding in which it

becomes material to prove the facts,

the wife may not be called as a wit-

ness? We think not. Such a con-
struction would be in violation of the

plain language of the statute."

86. Poppers v. Miller, 14 III. App.
87.

87.

76 N
Goesel v. Davis, 100 Wis. 678,

W. 768, where the court said

:

" The rule allowing a wife or hus-

band to testify to transactions in

which the one acts as agent for the
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other arises out of the necessities of

the situation, and should be closely

guarded on account of the tempta-

tion to false swearing which such a

situation presents. Before such tes-

timony should be allowed, the neces-

sity for it, and all the circumstances

requisite to bring it clearly within

the exception to the general rule

excluding the testimony of husband
or wife, should be shown, and ques-

tions should then be so framed as to

conline ibe evidence within its legiti-

mate limits."

In Mitchell v. Hughes, 24 111. App.

308, where the controversy was as to

a charge by the plaintiff against the

defendant for boarding certain em-
ployees, it was held that testimony

by the plaintiff's wife that she ran a

hotel for her husband where such

employees boarded, was sufficient

proof of her agency in the conduct

of her husband's business to make
her a competent witness in his behalf

as to that particular business.

Protecting Property in Absence of

Husband.— In Fisher v. Conway, 21

Kan. 18, 30 Am. Rep. 419, it was held

that whenever in the absence of the

husband from his home, the wife acts

in protection of property claimed by
the husband and within the circle of

the home, although without any ex-

press direction, she has acted as his

agent and will be a competent wit-

ness to testify as to what she does

and resists.

Placing Ptoperty in a Wife's
Charge and Care during her hus-

band's absence, with instructions not

to allow it to be removed, is a

business transaction and an agency
on the part of the wife to act for her

husband under his express directions

during his absence and falls within

the language of the statute making
her a competent witness for her hus-

band as to her acts as such agent.

Sargeant v. Marshall, 38 111. App.
642.

In Bates v. Sabin, 64 Vt. 511, 24
At!. 1013, where the defendant had
directed his wife to pay the plaintiff

for certain services, which she did

in the presence of her husband, it

was held that she was not a compe-
tent witness to that fact, for in mak-
ing the payment she was not acting

as her husband's agent. The court

said: "The transaction must be re-

garded as having been conducted by
himself. It cannot be said that this

business was had with and conducted

by his agent, when he was present

and directed to be done just what
was done. The statute clearly has
reference to business transactions

conducted by the wife as the agent

of her husband, of which he has no
personal knowledge."

In an action to recover the pur-

chase price of goods claimed to have
been sold to the defendant, but which
he claims were sold to him on the

credit of and to be paid for by a

third person, the wife of the defend-

ant is not a competent witness for

her husband to testify that the goods
were so furnished as claimed by him

;

and the mere fact that she was pres-

ent when the goods were purchased
and assisted in selecting them does

not make her the agent for her hus-

band so as to make her a competent
witness. Trepp v. Barker, 78 111.

146.

In Poppers v. Wagner, 33 111. App.
113, an action of trespass to the

plaintiff's property, it was urged that

because the plaintiff's wife was alone

at the time of the alleged trespass

and in control of the property, she

was a competent witness for her hus-

band, but the court in holding to

the contrary said :
" She, as agent,

conducted no business. Being a

spectator conferred upon her no
more the character of an agent as

to the acts she witnessed than it

would have done upon any other

spectator ; and the control of the

furniture by her in the absence of

her husband was a circumstance
wholly extrinsic to and independent
of the acts of the alleged trespasser.

The acts were not a transaction had
and conducted by her."

In Garrctson v. Barnes, 42 111.

App. 21, where the wife of one of

the defendants was offered as a wit-

ness to testify generally in the case

on behalf of a co-defendant, it was
contended that she was competent
generally because she was the agent

of her husband in watching and car-

ing for a dog which had bitten the

plaintiff for which damages were

sought, but it was held that she was

Vol. "VT
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is to be detennincd by the court before the witness is permitted to

testify.^^ And altlious^h there is authority to the contrary,**" the

weig'ht of authority is that the fact of agency may in such case be
estabhshed by the testimony of the spouse offered as a witness.**"

(3.) Scope of Inquiry. — But the testimony of such spouse in this

respect must be strictly confined to matters within the scope of his

or her agency.®^

not her husband's agent merely be-
cause she sometimes tied up the dog
and watched him.

In Gifford v. Wilkins, 24 111. App.
367, an action on a note to which the
defendant claimed a set-ofF for board
furnished to the plaintiff's parents,

it was held that the fact that the de-
fendant's wife did the work in car-

ing for the plaintiff's parents and
kept his accounts did not make her
his agent in making the contract for

board so as to permit her to testify

as to that contract.

88. 'Marsh v. Pugh, 43 Wis. 597,
holding also that the proof of her
agency should generally be elicited

by direct interrogatories on that sub-
ject.

89. Sanborn v. Cole, 63 Vt. 590,
22 Atl. 716, 14 L. R. A. 208.

90. Roberts v. Northwestern Nat.
Ins. Co., 90 Wis. 210, 62 N. W. 1048;
Paulsen v. Hall, 39 Kan. 365, 18 Pac.
225; Wichita & W. R. Co. v. Kuhn,
38 Kan. 104, 16 Pac. 75; Burke v.

Savage, 13 Allen (Mass.) 408; Reed
V. Peck, 163 Mo. 233, 63 S. W. 734,
aMrming a similar holding in Long
V. Martin, 152 Mo. 668, 54 S. W.
473, and other previous cases, and
overruling other previous cases to

the contrary ; Owen v. Cawley, 36
Barb. (N. Y.) 52, 22 How. Pr. 10.

See also American Express Co. v.

Lankford, i Ind. Ten 233, 39 S. W.
817, applying the Arkansas statute on
this question, and holding that if

under the statute it was competent
for him to testify in behalf of his

wife as to business transacted by
him for her as her agent, it was
competent for him to testify also that
he acted in that capacity.

Under the Missouri Statute (Rev.
Stat, § 8922) providing that " no
married man shall be disqualified as
a witness in any such civil suit or
proceeding prosecuted in the name
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of or against his wife, whether he be
joined with her, or not, as a party,

when such suit or proceeding is based
upon, grows out of, or is connected
with, any matter of business or busi-

ness transaction, where the transac-

tion of business was had with, or was
conducted by, such married man, as

the agent of his wife," it is held that

a husband is competent to prove his

agency for his wife. Leete v. State

Bank of St. Louis, 115 Mo. 184, 21

S. W. 788, disapproving of the rul-

ings on this question in Williams v.

Williams, 67 Mo. 661, and Wheeler
V. Tinsley, 75 Mo. 458. See also

Scrutchfield v. Sauter, 119 Mo. 615,

24 S. W. 137.

91. Goesel v. Davis, 100 Wis.
678, 76 N. W. 768; Trepp v. Barker,
78 111. 146; Hayes v. Parmalee, 79
111. 563; Council Grove, O. C. & O.
R. Co. V. Center, 42 Kan. 438, 22
Pac. 574; Arndt v. Harshaw, 53 Wis.
269, 10 N. W. 399; Packard v. Rey-
nolds, 100 Mass. I S3; Flannery v. St.

Lo,uis, I. M. & S. R. Co., 44 Mo. App.
396. Compare Curry v. Stephens, 84
Mo. 442.

In Hazer v. Streich, 92 Wis. 505,
66 N. W. 720, where a wife who had
been her husband's bookkeeper tes-

tified that she had read over an
entry made by her in her husband's
books in the presence of both parties

embracing the terms of a contract
between them, it was held that she
could not then be asked if she could
tell what the contract was; that she
was only competent to testify as to

those matters in which she acted as

the agent of her husband, that al-

though she had heard the contract
made she had not made it nor taken
any part in making it ; that her only
agency was to enter it on her hus-
band's books.

In Reynolds v. Chynoweth, 68 Vt.

104, 34 Atl. 36, it was held that a

husband who had acted as his wife's
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j. Actions Involviui^ Separate Estates. — (l.) Generally. — At
common law the husband was not a competent witness either on
behalf of or against his wife's interest in an action concerning her

separate estate."- Nor does the common-law rule i)ermit the wife

to testify for the purpose of sustaining her husband's property

rights to either real or personal property.®^

Statutes.— In many of the states, however, statutes have been
passed, the effect of which is that where the litigation concerns the

wife's separate property they arc competent witnesses for them-
selves and for each other."* And sometimes by express statute

agent in the leasing of a farm was
properly permitted to testify as to

the particulars in which the farm
was not carried on in a husbandlike
manner and according to the agree-

ment of the lease and as to the na-

ture and amount of damage which
had thereby accrued to the plaintifif,

all the matters to which he testified

having reference to the very matters
within the scope of his agency.

92. England. — Langley v. Fisher,

5 Beav. 443 ; Wyndham v. Chetwynd,
I Burr. 424; Davis v. Dinwoody, 4
T. R. 678.

Alabama. — Wilson v. Sheppard,
28 Ala. 623 ; Hodges v. Branch Bank,
13 Ala. 455.

Arkansas. — Berlin v. Cantrell, 2)2

Ark. 611.

Georgia. — Cobb v. Edmondson, 30
Ga. 30.

Indiana. — Palmer v. Henderson,
20 Ind. 297.

Maine. — Dwelly v. Dwelly, 46 Me.

377-
Maryland. — Williamson v. Mor-

ton, 2 Md. Ch. 94.

Nczi) Jersey. — Trenton Bkg. Co.

V. Woodruff, 2 N. J. Eq. 117; Marsh-
man V. Conklin, 17 N. J. Eq. 282.

Virginia. — William & Mary Col-

lege V. Powell, 12 Gratt. 2>72.

Contra. — Porter v. Allen, 54 Ga.

623 ; Grantham t*. Payne, 77 Ala.

584.

In Hall 7'. Dargan, 4 .A.la. 696, it

was held that when a claim was in-

terposed by a trustee, for the wife,

as to the ownership of certain prop-

erty seized as the property of her

husband, the husband was not a com-
petent witness to sustain her claim

of ownership. The court said

:

" Husbands and wives can never be

witnesses for or against each other.

and it makes no dififcrence in the

principle that the interest of the wife

is only equitable in consequence of

the legal title being vested in a

trustee."

93. Hayes v. Parmele^i 79 111.

563 ; Scott V. Rowland, 82 Va. 484,

4 S. E. 595. See also Smith v. Bos-
ton & M. R. Co., 44 N. H. 325.

94. Colorado. — Hanna v. Barker,

6 Colo. 303.

Florida. — A wife is a competent
witness as to her own interests in an
action brought in her own right by
herself and her husband. Williams
V. Jacksonville, T. & K. W. R. Co.,

26 Fla. 533, 8 So. 446. Compare
Storrs V. Storrs, 23 Fla. 274, 2 So.

368.

Illinois. — The statute provides

that where the wife would, if un-

married, be plaintiff or defendant,

and where the litigation shall be con-

cerning her separate property, the

husband may testify in her behalf.

Stout V. Ellison, 15 111. App. 222;

J. Oberman Brew. Co. v. Ohlerking,

2,2, 111. App. 356; Pain v. Farson, 179
111- 185, 53 N. E. 579; Cassem v.

Heustis, 201 111. 208, 66 N. E. 283.

And in Johnson v. McGregor, 157 III.

350, 41 N. E. 558, aflirming 55 111.

App. 530, an action under an Illinois

statute by a wife to recover treble

the value of money or other valuable

things lost at any time, or sitting in

a game of chance, permitting any one

to bring such an action after a cer-

tain time wherein the plaintiff sought

to recover for moneys loaned by her

husband, it was held that the plain-

tiflf's husband was a competent wit-

ness on her behalf, the court said:
" When the loser [her hu.sband] did

not sue within six months to re-

cover the amount lost by him, and

Vol. VI
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either spouse may testify against the other as to the title of property
in controversy between them, where each is a party to the record,**'

but only where they are parties to the action ; for example, in an
action of replevin by the husband to recover his wife's separate

bailee [the plaintiff] after the ex-
piration of that period sued to re-

cover the penalty, the right to the
penalty became her personal and
separate property, and the amount
recovered she may hold free from his

interference."

Massachusetts. — Fowle v. Tidd,
15 Gray 94.

Michigan. — Blanchard v. Moors,
85 Mich. 380, 48 N. W. 542.

Missouri. — McKee v. Spiro, 107
Mo. 452, 17 S. W. 1013. See also

Brownlee«t'. Fenwick, 103 Mo. 420,

15 S. W. 611.

Wisconsin. — Snell v. Bray, 56
Wis. 156, 14 N. W. 14; Hackett v.

Bonnell, 16 Wis. 496. See also

Barnes v. Martin, 15 Wis. 240, 82
Am. Dec. 670.

Replevin of Property Claimed by
Wife.— In McNail v. Ziegler, 68 111.

224, an action of replevin wherein
the defendant claimed that the prop-
erty did not belong to him but that

it was his wife's separate property,

it was held that the litigation was
in the language of the Illinois stat-

ute " concerning her separate prop-
erty " and that it was " important to

her that she should be allowed to

testify to protect it in order to avoid
the expense and inconvenience of
bringing an action in her own name
to assert her right."

In Northern Line Packet Co. v.

Shearer, 61 111. 263, where it was
held that a wife was a competent
witness in an action by her husband
to recover the value of wearing ap-
parel and ornaments belonging to her
which had been lost bv the defend-
ant, as bailee, the court said that as

at common law " her personal ap-

parel and ornaments substantially be-

longed to, and the beneficial interest

therein was vested in her, until de-

prived of it by a sale or gift by the

husband, or subjected to payment of

his debts on a failure of other assets.

If, then, such was the common law,

we must hold that, in this case, the
wife was virtually the owner until

divested by the husband exerting his

Vol. VI

power of selling or giving away this

property, or it being subjected to the

payment of his debts. She, then,

was the owner within the meaning of
the statute, and was thereby a com-
petent witness."

95. In Michigan a statute provides
that husband and wife may testify

against each other as to the title of

property in controversy between
them where each is a party to the

record, and in Dowling v. Dowling,
116 Mich. 346, 74 N. W. 523, an ac-

tion to recover money the plaintiff

claimed to have loaned to the de-

fendant, her husband, it was held
that the wife might testify in rela-

tion to business transactions with
her husband. See also Hunt v.

Eaton, 55 Mich. 362, 21 N. W. 429,
which was an action by one as as'

signee of a married woman, to re-

cover moneys alleged to have been
loaned as part of her separate estate,

and it was held that the action was
one in which the title to the separate

property of the wife was the subject-

matter of controversy, in opposition

to the claim or interest of the hus-
band, so as to permit her to testify

against her husband without his con-

sent and in favor of the plaintiff.

Compare Blanchard v. ]\Ioors, 85
Mich. 380, 48 N. W. 542, holding
that m an action by a judgment cred-
itor of one of the spouses to set aside
a conveyance from such spouse to the
other as having been made in fraud
of the rights of creditors, the inter-

ests of the spouses are not adverse
within the meaning of this statute;

and that accordingly the judgment
debtor is not a competent witness
as against his or her spouse to es-

tablish the fraudulent character of

the conveyance. It was held, how-
ever, that the testimony of the

grantee spouse was competent to sus-

tain the bona fides of the conveyance.

In Louisiana, where husband and
wife are joined as plaintiffs in a

suit to enforce separate interests

they may be witnesses for or against

their separate interests therein.
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property licr testimony cannot be received apainst him without his

consent."*'

The Effect of a Married Woman's Act, enabling them to liolcl and sell

property, sue and be sued, carry on business, etc., the same as

thou.c^h unmarried, is not to repeal a statute establishing the incom-

petency of a wife as a witness in certain cases."''

(2.) Personal Injuries.— Thus the right of action accruing to a mar-
ried woman for personal injuries is property, and being the separate

property of the wife falls within the exception of the statute per-

mitting a husband or wife to testify for each other the same as

other persons in cases involving the wife's separate property."*

(3.) Actions Against Personal Representatives, etc.— The competency
of a husband, however, to testify on a controversy concerning his

Schoppcl V. Daly, ii2 La. 201, 36
So. 322. And in Kellar v. Vernon,
23 La. Ann. 164, an action by cred-

itors of a husband to annul a judg-
ment of a separation of property be-

tween the husband and wife, it was
held that the wife was a competent
witness to sustain the validity of her
claims against the husband. The
court said :

" In this case, the con-

test is between the wife and a cred-

itor who is attacking and seeking
to annul her judgment of separation

of property previously obtained

against her husband. The husband
and the wife were joined as defend-
ants, and would seem to have sepa-

rate interests. We think that, in

the case presented, the wife should
have been permitted to testify."

96. Carney v. Gleissner, 58 Wis.

674, 17 N. W. 398.

97. Skitmer v. Skinner, 38 Neb.

756, 57 N. W. 534, where the court

in so holding said that the Married
Woman's Act has no reference to

the right of a married woman to tes-

tify; that it does not define or at-

tempt to define what shall be evi-

dence nor who shall be competent
witnesses in any case, but deals en-

tirely with the rights of married
women in respect to their separate

property, trade, business and the like.

See also Greene t'. Greene, 42 Neb.

634, 60 N. W. 937, 47 Am. St. Rep.

724.

Compare Stickney v. Stickney, 131

\j. S. 227, where the court in con-
struing the IT. S. Rev. Stats, relating

to the District of Columbia, enabling
married women to contract, etc., in

relation to their separate property,

held that so far as the wife's separate

property is concerned she becomes
as absolute an owner as though she

were unmarried and that she should

have the same protection, through
her own evidence, as a feme sole.

It was accordingly held proper to

permit her, on an issue as to whether
or not certain funds having come
into her husband's hands were held

by him as her agent or were his as

a gift, to testify that she had directed

him to invest such funds in her

name.

98. Hawver v. Hawver, 78 III.

412, an action for slander, Iwlding

that as the plaintiflf, who was a mar-
ried woman, was entitled to bring

suit in her own name as though she

were unmarried her husband was a

competent witness on her behalf.

The right of action for personal

injuries to a wife is property — her

property; she alone must sue for the

recovery of damages for such in-

juries, and accordingly in such an
action the litigation concerns her sep-

arate property and her husband is a

competent witness for her under the

Illinois statute. Rock Island z'. Deis,

38 111. .Vpp. 409.

In Davenport 7-. Ryan, 81 111. 218, it

was held that the right of action ac-

cruing to a wife for damages for in-

juries suffered by her from the sale

of intoxicating liquors to her hus-

band belonged exclusively to her, and
that her husband was a competent
witness to establish and maintain her

right.

Vol. VI
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wife's separate property does not extend to an action against the

representatives and devisees of a deceased person to set aside his

will, although he is a party defendant to the action, where all the

interest he has in the controversy is in favor of his wife and adverse

to those claiming under the will."®

k. Wife Appearing in Separate Right. — In Kentucky a statute

expressly provides that in actions which might have been brought by
or against the wife as if she had been unmarried, either the husband
or wife, but not both, may testify ;^ and it is held that in such case

the wife has the right to waive her right to testify and have her

husband testify in reference to the matters in controversy on her

behalf, in which case he is competent to testify to every fact to

which she would have been competent to testify had she been a

witness.^ The right of election, however, as to which spouse shall

testify under such a statute is one belonging exclusively to the wife
herself, and no party to the action, whether joined with or arrayed
against her, can take from her the right to appear as a witness on
her own behalf.-'' Nor, where the wife's deposition in such a case

has been taken at the instance of the adverse party, can the statute

be held to exclude the testimony of the husband taken on his or her
behalf, as the case may be.* And where both spouses are not com-
petent to testify, it is error to refuse to permit a husband to with-

Malicious Prosecution of Married
Woman In Anderson v. Friend, 71
III. 475, an action for malicious prose-
cution where the plaintiff was a mar-
ried woman and it was held proper
to permit her husband to testify on
her behalf, the court said :

" The
plaintiff here is authorized to bring
suit in her own name just as if she
were sole and unmarried, because un-
der the law as it now stands she is

entitled to the proceeds of whatever
judgment she may recover as her
separate property, free from the con-
trol or interference of her husband."

99. Pyle V. Pyle, 158 111. 289, 41
N. E. 999.

1. Covington v. Geyler, 93 Ky.
27s, 19 S. W. 741, where it was held
that to permit both husband and wife
to testify in an action by them as

joint owners of property for dam-
ages thereto would be in direct con-
flict with both the language and man-
ifest meaning of the statute, for
" while they have an equal and undi-
vided interest in the lot, and the in-

jury to the building thereon, of which
they complain, affected them jointly

and equally, still the testimony of

Vol. VI

either in this case would be testimony
for the other."

2. Howard v. Tenney, 87 Ky. 52,

7 S. W. 547, which was an action to

set aside a deed to the wife under a

tax sale on the ground that the con-
sideration therefor was paid with the

husband's funds in fraud of the

rights of his creditors.

3. Wise V. Foote, 81 Ky. lO, hold-

ing also that where the wife has been
called upon by a party in interest

with her to testify as in that case,

another party in interest with her
has no right to complain of the ruling

of the court in admitting her testi-

mony on the ground that he pre-

ferred her husband to testify.

4. Truitt V. Curd, 13 Ky. L. Rep.

118, 16 S. W. 364, an action by a

judgment creditor to set aside a con-

veyance to the debtor's wife as in

fraud of his rights, wherein the

court said :
" It would not be fair

or in accord with the spirit and mean-
ing of our statute to permit the ad-

verse party to take the deposition of
either husband or wife at his option
and then claim that the evidence of
the other was not competent for the
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draw the deposition of liis wife taken at his instance so as to make
him a competent witness for himself.'^

1. Supplcuicntary Proceedings, Garnishment, Etc. — Except as

expressly provided by statute to the contrary," neither husband nor
wife is a competent witness for an execution creditor in supple-

mentary proceedinj^s a.e^ainst the other, as to whether or not he or

she has property or funds belon_q:inc^ to the other.'' Nor, in a p^ar-

nisliment procce(lin_c^, can the wife of the principal defendant be

examined against him as to transfers of property made to her by
him.®

m. Action to Set Aside Conveyance Betzveen Spouses as Fraudu-
lent. — On a proceeding by a creditor to set aside a conveyance of

land from husband to wife as fraudulent, the wife is a com]>etent

witness on her own behalf to prove the consideration for the con-

wife. This would often render the

statute nugatory."

5. West View Sav. Bank & Bldg.

Co. V. Zook, 17 Ky. L. Rep. 334, 30

S. W. 1016.

6. The Statute of Minnesota ex-

pressly excepts from the prohibition

of a husband or wife testifying

against each other without consent

proceedings supplementary to exe-

cution. Wolford z: Farnham, 44
Minn. 159, 46 N. W. 295, holding,

however, that this statute does not

apply to an action by a judgment
creditor to subject to the payment of

his debt lands claimed to have been
conveyed to the wife of the judgment
debtor in fraud of creditors. The
court said: "An ordinary civil ac-

tion is not, whatever may be its pur-

pose, a proceeding supplementary to

execution, within the meaning of this

statute. Such a proceeding is one
established and regulated by statute,

and is as well known by the designa-

tion here given as any statutory pro-

ceeding by the designation given it

in the statute. An action may come
after execution, may be even in aid

of it, but it is not the proceeding
referred to in the statute."

7. Aldous r. Olvcrson (S. D.),

95 N. W. 917. See also Blabon v.

Gilchrist, 67 Wis. 38, 29 N. W. 220,

where the court said :

" The pro-

ceeding, so far as it is an adversary
proceeding, is solely against the judg-
ment debtor, and no issue can be
tried by the commissioner between a

third person and the plaintiff in the

judgment as to the fact whether such

third person has property in his

hands belonging to the defendant.

The husband is, therefore, not a com-
petent witness in such proceeding

against his wife, any more than he

would be in any other action against

her."

8. Berles v. Adsit, 102 Mich. 495,

60 N. W. 967-

Compare Thompson r. Silvers, 59
Iowa 670, 13 N. W. 854, where the

court said :
" It would not be con-

tended, of course, if her answers had
been unfavorable to the plaintiff, that

they would have been testimony

against her husband. The objection

must be deemed to be predicated

upon the theory that her answers

might have been favorable to the

plaintiff, and such as would have

justified the court in charging her

as garnishee. We have, then, to de-

termine whether such a result would
have been against the execution

debtor's interest. To hold that it

would be to hold that it is his

interest to be allowed to conceal

his property and thereby evade the

payment of his just debts. Now
the law, we think, does not recognize

that such is his interest. The debtor

ought to use all his property which
is not exempt in the payment of his

debts, and the law cannot recognize

that to be his interest which is not

right. We may assume, indeed, that

the execution debtor desires that the

garnishee should be charged if the

facts are such as to justify it."

Vol. VI
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veyance and its good faith." And some of the courts hold that the

hushand is a competent witness on her behalf.^" Others hold that

the wife is incompetent for her husband in such case.^^ but neither

may be required to testify against the other as to facts sustaining

the claim of fraud. ^*

9. Payne v. Miller, 103 111. 442.

On an issue as to the validity of a

conveyance from husband to wife,

the wife is properly permitted to tes-

tify that she paid for the property

conveyed with her own money.
Kelly V. William Sharp Saddlery Co.,

99 Ga. 393, 27 S. E. 741-

In Norbeck v. Davis, 157 Pa. St.

399, 27 Atl. 712, a proceeding by an
execution creditor to reach property

claimed by both the debtor and his

wife to belong to her, it was held that

she was a competent witness as to her
ownership since she was not inter-

ested against the husband within the

meaning of the Pennsylvania statute

rendering husband and wife incom-
petent where they offer to testify

against each other.

In Berlin v. Cantrell, 2)3 Ark. 611,

where a married woman interpleaded
claiming property seized as her hus-
band's in an action of replevin

against him, it was held that she

was a competent witness for herself

on the trial of the interplea, but that

her husband was not.

10. Fleming v. Weagley, 32 111.

App. 183.

11. DeFarges v. Ryland, 87 Va.

404, 12 S. E. 805, a creditor's bill to

set aside a deed of trust made by a

husband for the benefit of his wife,

where it was held that his interest

rendered his wife incompetent as a
witness on his behalf.

In Phipps V. ^Martin, 33 Ark. 207,

the defendant called his wife as a

witness in his behalf to prove by her
that the property in controversy be-

longed to her while she lived with
her father and when she married the

defendant, but the court excluded her
as incompetent, on the authority of

Collins V. Mack, 31 Ark. 684.

12. Stephenson z'. Cook, 64 Iowa
265, 20 N. W. 182 ; Virden v. Dwyer,
78 Miss. 763, 30 So. 45 ; Leach v.

Shelby, 58 Miss. 681; Saffold v.

Home, 72 Miss. 470, 18 So. 433;
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Niland v. Kalish, Z7 Neb. 47, 55 N.

W. 295, where it was held that under
the Nebraska statute a wife could

not, without her husband's consent,

be required to testify as to facts

which it was claimed by the adverse

party would show that a transfer of

property from her husband to herself

was fraudulent; nor could the hus-

band under like circumstances be

compelled to testify against his wife.

In Riggs V. Whitaker, 130 Mich.

2,27, 89 N. W. 954, an action by an
assignee in bankruptcy to reach cer-

tain property standing in the name
of the wife of the bankrupt alleged

to have been transferred to her in

fraud of his creditors, it was held

that testimony of the husband given

upon the trial of another action was
not competent as against the wife.

Compare Evans v. Staalle, 88 Minn.

253, 92 N. W. 951, an action to en-

force a resulting trust in favor of

the plaintiff as ,a creditor of the de-

fendant's husband, where the defend-

ant was called by the plaintiff. This
was objected to by her on the ground
that she was the wife of the debtor,

who had not consented that she might
give evidence in the case. The objec-

tion was overruled, and the ruling

was held correct. " The husband
was not a party to the action, and
the issues were between the plain-

tiff and defendant alone. She was
called as a witness against herself,

and not against her husband, who
was not a necessary party to the ac-

tion, and had no interest in the

land." And in Leonard v. Green, 30
Minn. 496, 16 N. W. 399, an action

against both Husband and wife to en-

force an alleged constructive trust in

favor of a creditor, the purchase price

having been paid, as claimed, by
the husband, the plaintiff, for the

purpose of making the wife a compe-
tent witness, moved to be allowed
to dismiss the action as to the hus-

band, and to amend his prayer for

relief and ask for a sale of the inter-
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n. Actions for Personal Injuries to Wife. — Tn an action to

recover damap^es for i)ersonal injuries siifTcrcd by the wife, under

some of the statutes it is held that althouy^li citlier may testify on

his or her own behalf, neither is a competent witness for or against

the other." Under others, however, they are competent witnesses

for each other,^* so long as they are both ])arties to the record. ^°

o. Criminal Conversation. — In an action for criminal conversa-

tion the plaintiff's wife is not a competent witness for him^° or

est of the wife in the property sub-

ject to the rights of her husband,

which was allowed.

13. St. Louis, I. M. & S. R. Co.

V. Amos, 54 Ark. 159, 15 S. W. 362.

In a personal injury action

brought in the names of husband and
wife, but in right of the wife, for

recovery of damages for injuries sus-

tained by licr, the husband is a for-

mal and not a real party, and is not

competent to testify to matters ad-

verse to the claim of his wife. Bur-
rell Twp. V. Uncapher, 117 Pa. St.

353, II Atl. 619, 2 Am. St. Rep. 664.

In an action by husband and wife

to recover damages for personal in-

juries to the wife, she being the sub-

stantial plaintiff in the action, the

husband is not a competent witness

on her behalf. Harrington v. Se-

dalia, 98 Mo. 583, 12 S. W. 342.

Compare Cramer v. Hurt, 154 Mo.
112, 55 S. W. 258, 77 Am. St. Rep.

752, where it was held that in an
action for damages by a husband
against a physician for causing an
abortion upon her without the con-

sent of her husband, in consequence
of which her health is injured and he

is deprived of her services with ex-

penses entailed upon him for nursing

and medical treatment, his wife is a

competent witness for him on general

grounds of public policy, the court

stating that if it be known that a

married woman is a competent wit-

ness for her husband in such case it

might to some e.xtent at least put a

stop to such revolting and unnatural

practices.

14. Kaime i'. Omro, 49 Wis. 371,

5 N. W. 831. See also Barnes v.

Martin, 15 Wis. 240, 82 Am. Dec.

670. where the court said :
" The

legislature obviously intended that

the rights of the parties to testify in

their own behalf should be reciprocal,

which would not be the case were
one to be excluded because his or

her husband or wife happened also to

be a necessary party. The legisla-

ture have made no such exceptions,

and we cannot."

In Holmes v. Fond du Lac, 42 Wis.

282, an action by a husband and wife

for personal injuries to the wife

wherein the husband's claim for loss

of services was joined, it was held

that a general objection to the com-
petency of the husband or wife as a

witness was bad.

15. Hoverson v. Noker, 60 Wis.

571, 19 N. W. 382, 50 Am. Rep. 381.

16. Rea v. Tucker, 51 111. no, 99
Am. Dec. 539; Reynolds v. Schaffer,

91 Mich. 494, 52 N. W. 15. 30 .\m.

St. Rep. 492; Mathews v. Yerex, 48
Mich. 361, 12 N. W. 489-

Contra. — Smith v. Meyers, 52 Neb.

70, 71 N. W. 1006, where the court

said: "There is no statute in this

state which forbids a wife from tes-

tifying for her husband in an action

for criminal conversation, nor is it

against public policy to permit her

to do so. She is disqualified from

being a witness against him in such

an action, but the law allows her to

testify in his favor." In Jacobson v.

Siddal, 12 Or. 280, 7 Pac. 108, 53
Am. Rep. 364, an action for criminal

conversation, it was held that either

husband or wife were competent to

testify to the fact of their marriage.

Under a New Jersey Statute a

husband or wife is not compellable

in any action or proceeding for di-

vorce on account of adultery to give

evidence for the other in any such ac-

tion or proceeding, except to prove the

fact of marriage. This statute is not

a limitation on the right of either

party to testify in any such action

or proceeding. It in no way affects

the competency of either as a wit-
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against him." And it is also' held that the husband is not in such

case a competent witness to testify to his wife's adultery.^^

Actions Instituted by Husband or Wife in Consequence of Adultery.

Some of the statutes make a husband or wife incompetent to testify

in any action or proceeding instituted by him or her in consequence

of aduhery.^''

The Clear Purpose of Such a Statute is to preserve with sacrechiess the

confidences of the marriage state, and to render it impossible for

either husband or wife to speculate upon the other's dishonor, relying

upon his or her own testimony to make or support a case.-''

p. Seduction. — In an action by a husband for seduction of his

wife, the latter cannot testify for the defendant against her husband
without his consent.^^

q. Alienating Affections. — In an action by a husband to recover

damages from the defendant for alienating his wife, the plaintiff's

wife is not a competent witness for the defendant and against her

husband without his consent;^- and the mere fact that he testified

ness for or against the other. It

simply prevents compulsion. Schaab
V. Schaab (N. J. Eq.), 57 Atl. 1090.

17. Smith z». IMeyers, 52 Neb. 70,

71 N. W. 1006.

In Groom v. Parables, 28 III. 152,

an action for criminal conversation,
it was held that the plaintiff's wife
was not a competent witness to tes-

tify in favor of the defendant, that

she was not a competent witness at

common law and had not been made
so by statute. See further on this

question article " Criminal Conver-
S.-\TION."

In an action for criminal conversa-
tion, statements of the plaintiff's wife
of her relations with the defendant
are not competent. She could not
be a witness against her husband to

contradict them. Dalton z'. Dregge,

99 IMich. 250, 58 N. W. 57.

18. Cornelius v. Hambay, 150 Pa.

St. 359, 24 Atl. 515.

19. As for example in Michigan.
See Carter v. Hill, 81 iMich. 275, 45
N. W. 988.

Subsequent Divorce. — The prohi-

bition in a statute to the effect that

in an action by a husband or wife in

consequence of adultery the husband
and wife shall not be competent to

testify is not removed by the fact of

a divorce having been granted subse-

quently so as to permit the husband
in an action for criminal conversa-
tion against the alleged paramour, to

Vol. Yl

testify to the fact of adultery. Han-
selman v. Dovelj 102 Mich. 505, 60

N. W. 978, 47 Am. St. Rep. 557.

20. Carter v. Hill, 81 Mich. 275,

45 N. W. 988, an action for criminal

conversation where the precise ques-

tion decided was that the plaintiff

should not have been permitted to

detail a conversation had with his

fiancee a short time before his mar-
riage, in the absence of the defend-

ant, in which she said she would not

marry the plaintiff unless he would
consent that she should remain at the

defendant's house while his wife

was away to be treated by a physi-

cian, that she told him that defendant
wanted her to stay, and that she did

stay there two months after their

marriage.

21. Speck V. Gray, 14 Wash. 589,

45 Pac. 143.

In Indiana a statute provides that

the husband shall be a competent wit-

ness in an action for the seduction of

his wife, but that she shall not be
competent ; and in Mainard v. Reider,

2 Ind. App. 115, 28 N. E. 196, it was
held that in such an action the hus-

band was properly permitted to tes-

tify to statements made by his wife

to the defendant when all were
present, concerning the seduction.

22. A Michigan Statute (§ 7546)
provides that husband and wife can-

not be witnesses against each other

in an action for alienating the wife's
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to the relations, feelings, conduct and demeanor of himself and wife

toward each other, wdiile it might amount to consent, certainly

cannot be deemed to be his consent to the removal of the privilege

extended to him -in such a case.-^

r. Non-Acccss. — No rule of evidence is better settled than that

husband and wife are equally incompetent to prove the fact of non-
access while they lived together.-'

s. Criminal Prosecutions. — (1.) Testifying for Spouse on Trial.

Certainly, under the ancient common-law rule, a wife was not a
competent witness for or against her husband.-^ Although it was
held that, within the rule that a wife mav be called as a witness for

affections. Rice v. Rice, 104 Mich.

371, 62 N. W. 8;,3. And in McKen-
zie V. Lautenschlager, 113 Mich. 171,

71 N. W. 489, an action of that kind,

it was held that the husband should
not have been permitted to testify

to conversations between himself and
his wife which did not occur in the

presence of the defendants and the

consent of the wife to his so testi-

fying not being shown.
In Stanley 7'. Stanley, 27 Wash.

5/0, 68 Pac. 187, an action to re-

cover damages for alienating the af-

fections of the plaintiff's husband, it

was held that the latter was not a
competent witness against his wife to

testify as to statements made by one
of the defendants, his mother, that he
would be disinherited if he and his

wife were reunited.

23. Huot 7'. Wise, 27 Minn. 68, 6
N. W. 425.

24. Shuman v. Shuman, 83 Wis.
250. 53 N. W. 455 ; Watts v. Owens,
62 Wis. 512, 22 N. W. 720. See ar-

ticle "Legitimacy."

"The law is well settled that the

wife, on the question of legitimacy

of her children, is incompetent to

give evidence of the non-access of

her husband during the time in

which they must have been begotten.

This rule is founded on the very
highest grounds of public policy, de-

cency and morality. The presump-
tion of the law is in such a case that

the husband had access to the wife,

and this presumption must be over-

come by the clearest evidence that it

was impossible for him, by reason
of impotency or imbecility, or entire

absence from the place where the
wife was during such time, to have
had access to the wife, or to be the

father of the child. Testimony of

the wife even tending to show such

fact, or of any fact from which such

non-access could be inferred, or of

any collateral fact connected with this

main fact, is to be most scrupulously

kept out of tne case ; and such non-

access and illegitimacy must be clearly

proved by other testimony." Mink v.

State. 60 Wis. 583, 19 N. W. 445, 5°
Am. Rep. 386.

25. In Connecticut, before the

great innovation upon the law of evi-

dence was made, by the statute of

1848, it is conceded that, by the com-
mon law, and our own practice, the

wife could not testify for her hus-

band, either in civil or criminal cases,

where he could not testify for him-
self. This was but the necessary re^

suit of the salutary common-law
doctrine that the husband and wife

were but one person or party; a

doctrine, although somewhat ob-

scured in modern limes, yet not en^

tirely repudiated as a legal ma.xim.

The wife was considered as having a

legal identity with her husband, in

most respects, where such a princi-

ple would not lead to practical injus-

tice, as it might affect her person or

estate. Chiefly, on the ground of

this intimate union, or identity, it

was that the husband and the wife

were excluded from testifying on
behalf of each other. But in 1848 a

statute was enacted that " no person

should be disqualified, as a witness,

in any proceeding at law. or cquit)',

by reason of his interest in the event

of the same, as a party or other-

wise." This was adjudged to extend
as well to proceedings in criminal

as in civil cases; and accused parties

on trial, as well as their "wives, were

Vol. VI
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her husband when she is a competent witness against him, on a

criminal prosecution of a husband for an offense committed on the

person of his wife, she is a competent witness in his favor. ^^ And
in several of the states the rule still is that a wife is not a competent

witness for her husband on his trial for a crime. ^^ Nor does a

statute permitting spouses to testify for each other " in any case"

not involving a violation of marital confidence, the statute itself

making mention of only civil actions, render the wife competent

for her husband in a criminal prosecution.'^ Nor does a statute

making defendants in criminal prosecutions competent witnesses on
their own behalf change this rule.^^

admitted to testify for each other.

Upon experiment, however, this was
found to result rather to the injury

of, than to afford a privilege to, per-

sons charged with crime; and accord-
ingly in 1849 a statute was passed
repealing so much of the statute of

1848 as authorized a party to any
criminal proceeding to testify re-

garding the same, and in Lucas v.

State, 22, Conn. 18, the effect of this

repeal was held to be the restoration

of the common law as it existed

prior to 1848 in all respects and that

accordingly husbands and wives sus-

tained the same relation to each other
as before, with the same capacities

and' incapacities as interested par-
ties, and that on a criminal prosecu-
tion the wife of the defendant was
not a competent witness in his behalf.

26. Rose z'. Sergeant, Ryan &
M. (Eng.), 354.

Tucker v. State, 71 Ala. 342, a
prosecution of a husband for an as-

sault and battery committed on his

wife, wherein it was held that his

wife was a competent witness on his

behalf. See also State v. Neill, 6
Ala. 685.

In Clarke v. State, 117 Ala. i, 23
So. 671, a prosecution charging the
defendant with having murdered an
infant child by the unlawful beating
of the mother before its birth, it was
held that the mother was a competent
witness for her husband.

27. Alabama.— Clarke v. State, 117
Ala. I, 22, So. 671; Lide v. State. 31
So. 953; Hussey v. State, 87 Ala.
121.

Delazvare. — State v. Smith, 57
Atl. 368.

Georgia. — Rivers v. State, 118 Ga.

42, 44 S. E. 859; Knight V. State,

114 Ga. 48, 39 S. E. 928.
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Tennessee. — Owen v. State, 89
Tenn. 698, 16 S. W. 114.

Wisconsin. — Miller v. State, 106

Wis. 156, 81 N. W. 1020.

In Donnelly v. State, 78 Ala. 453,
a prosecution for larceny, where it

was held that the defendant's wife

was not a competent witness for him,
the court held her inadmissibility to

be based upon reasons of public and
social policy and not to be affected

in any manner by the statute author-

izing defendants in criminal cases to

be examined as witnesses on their

own behalf. See also Birge v. State,

78 Ala. 435, a prosecution against two
persons for living together in adul-
tery, wherein it was held that the

husband of the woman was not a

competent witness for the man, both
being on trial together under the
plea of not guilty. The court said:
" The principle stated above is emi-
nently applicable to the offense

charged in this case. The offense

cannot be committed without the con-
curring, guilty participation of the

two defendants. If one is guilty, the
other must be, although one may be
acquitted for defect of proof, while
the other is convicted on testimony
which tends to criminate only the
one. A confession would be testi-

mony of this class. Any testimony
tending to exculpate one defendant
must necessarily tend to exculpate
the other. Positive testimony in

favor of the one must, in the nature
of things, be testimony in favor of
the other."

28. State v. Moulton, 48 N. H.
48s; Steen v. State, 20 Ohio St. 2,?>3-

See also Schultz 7'. State, Z'^ Ohio
St. 276.

29. State v. Straw, 50 N. H. 460.

See also Gibson v. Com., 87 Pa. St.

253-
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In other states this rule is repudiated, and the rule adopted that

husband or wife of the defendant in a criminal prosecution shall

be a competent witness for the defendant,''" and there is even

authority that a wife may be comi)ellcd to testify for her husband/'^

(2.) Competency for Co-Defendant. — The wife of one of several

defendants accused of a crime, alleged to have been jointly com-
mitted and for which they are jointly indicted and tried, is not a

competent witness for any of his associates.^- And it has been held

that on such a joint trial the defendants' wives are not competent

witnesses on their behalf.'''' I'ut where the trials are separate the

wife of a co-defendant not on trial is a comi)etent witness for the

defendant on trial, ''^ provided, of course, her testimony docs not in

30. In Florida a wife is permitted

to testify for her husband in a crim-
inal prosecution. Walker v. State,

34 Fla. 167, 16 So. 80, 43 Am. St.

Rep. 186.

By the Missouri Statute " the com-
mon-law rule has been so far

changed as to make the wife or hus-
band a competent witness for the

other when on trial for a criminal of-

fense, at his or her discretion, but
it is expressly provided by that sec-

tion ' that no person on trial or ex-
amination, nor wife or husband of
such person, shall l)e required to tes-

tify, but any such person may, at the

option of the defendant, testify in

his behalf, or on behalf of a co-

defendant,' etc." State v. Willis,

119 Mo. 485, 24 S. W. 1008.

In North Carolina, the Code,

§ 1353, provides that the husband or
wife or the defendant in all criminal
proceedings shall be a competent wit-

ness for the defendant. State v.

Wiseman, 130 N. C. 726, 41 S. E. 884.

The Nebraska Statute (§331) pro-

vides thai neither husband nor wife
can in any case be a witness against
the other except in a criminal pro-

ceeding for a crime committed by one
against the other, but they may in all

criminal prosecutions be witnesses
for each other. Bohner v. Bohner,
46 Neb. 204, 64 N. W. 700, where
the statute was applied.

31. In Dumas 7'. State, 14 Tex.
App. 464, 46 Am. Rep. 241, a prose-

cution for bigamy where the defend-
ant's first wife declined to be sworn
and testify on his behalf, the court
compelled her to be so sworn and tes-

tify, stating: "The wife is a com-

petent witness on behalf of her hus-

band on the trial of any criminal

prosecution against him, bigamy or

unlawful marriage not excepted. If

competent to testify then, she can be

forced to testify as any other wit-

ness may be."

32. Holley v. State, 105 Ala. 100,

17 So. 102; Childs V. State, 20 Ark.

26; Carr v. State, 42 Ark. 204; Com.
z<. Easland, I Mass. 15.

" The mere fact that the husband
is a party to the record does not of

itself exclude the wife as a witness

on behalf of the other parties, but the

rule of exclusion is only to be applied

to cases in which the interest of the

husband is to be affected by the testi-

mony of the wife." Carr v. State,

42 Ark. 204. overruling Casey y.
State, 2)7 Ark. 67; rcafUnning Collier

V. State, 20 Ark. t,6.

In State v. Wiseman, 130 N. C.

726, 41 S. E. 884, which was a prose-

cution for fornication and adultery,

the case having been dismissed as to

the prosecuting witness' wife with

whom the offense was charged to

have been committed, it was held

that the husband was a competent
witness to testify for the prosecu-

tion.

33. State V. Sargood (Vt.), 58

At!. 971.

34. United States. — United States

T. Adatte, 6 Blatchf. 76.

Arkansas. — Carr v. State, 42 Ark.

204.

Dclaix.'are. — State v. Smith, 57
Atl. 368.

Kentucky. — Cornelius v. Com., 3
Mete. 481.'

Maine. — State v. Worthing, 31

Me. 62.

Vol. VI
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any way infrinj^e upon the existing rule excluding the testimony of
a wife against her husband.''^

Where two defendants jointly indicted elect to be tried jointly,

making no reservation of the right to testify for each other as though
they had severed and were tried separately, the wife of one of them
is not a competent witness to testify in favor of the other defend-
ant.^^

If the Grounds of Defense Are Several and Distinct, and not dependent
upon each other, the wife of one defendant may be admitted to

testify for the other, but she is not a competent witness wdiere her
testimony concerns her husband and its direct efifect is to aid him.^'^

(3.) Competency Against Co-Defendant.— Where several persons are
tried together under a joint indictment, the wife of neither one of
the defendants is a competent witness against a co-defendant of her
husband, where her testimony in any way afifects the interest of her
husband."^ Where, however, the husband is not a party to the

record, whether by reason of failure to indict him or of the entering
of a nolle prosequi against him,^® or where he is not on trial, a

Missouri. — State zk Burnside, 27
Mo. 343.
South Carolina. — State v. An-

thony, I McCord L. 285.

Tennessee. — Moffit v. State, 2
Humph. 99.

Compare. — Piillen v. People, I

Dougl. (Mich.) 48.

35. In People v. Langtree, 64 Cal.

256, 30 Pac. 813, where the defendant
and another were charged by sep^

arate information with the same of-

fense, it was held that the wife of
such other person was not a compe-
tent witness for the defendant on
trial to testify to facts establishing
the innocence of the defendant and
implicating her husband.

36. Trowbridge v. State, 74 Ga.
431. See also Stephens v. State, 106

.

Ga. 116, 32 S. E. 13.

37. Gillespie v. People, 176 111.

238, 52 N. E. 250.

38. Woods V. State, 76 Ala. 35, 52
Am. Rep. 314; Cotton v. State, 62
Ala. 12; Rivers v. State, 118 Ga. 42,

44 S. E. 859.

39. Woods V. State, 76 Ala. 35,
52 Am. Rep. 314,; State v. Briggs, 9
R. I. 361, II Am. Rep. 270; Moffit v.

State, 2 Humph. (Tenn.) 99; State
7'. Bridgman, 49 Vt. 202, 24 Am. Rep.
124.

The Proceeding Then Becomes a
Collateral One, in which the interests
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of the husband cannot be judicially

affected. And, in such cases, where
neither the husband nor the wife is

a party defendant to the cause, so as

to be directly interested, the testi-

mony of either may be received, al-

though its tendency is to criminate

the other. The main reason is, that

judgment of acquittal or conviction

cannot be used in evidence against

or in favor of the husband, or wife,

as the case may be, in the event of
their subsequent indictment and trial.

It would be res inter alios acta as to

them. Woods v. State, 76 Ala. 35,

52 Am. Rep. 314.

The wife of one of three defend-
ants jointly indicted is a competent
witness against the other two after

the dismissal of the indictment
against her husband. Ray v. Com.,
12 Bush (Ky.) 397.

In Graff v. People, 108 111. App.
168, where several defendants had
been jointly indicted, it was held
proper to permit the wife of one of

the defendants who had pleaded
guilty to testify on rebuttal against
the defendant on trial in corrobora-
tion of her husband's testimony. The
court said that as her husband had
pleaded guilty, the evidence of his

wife could have no bearing upon the
case so far as he was concerned.

In State v. Miller, 100 Mo. 606, 13

S. W. 832, a prosecution for murder
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severance havinc;' been p^rantcd, the wife is a competent witness as

against her husband's accomplice/" so long as her testimony does

not infringe the rule ])rohil)iling her from testifying against her

husband, or the rule excluding privileged communications.''^ And
the state may sever for the very purpose of introducing the wife in

such case.'**

(4.) As Witness Against Spouse on Trial (A.) Gi-nerally.— Nor,
with the exceptions hereafter to be discussed, does either the com-
mon-law rule or the statutes permit a spouse of the defendant in a

criminal prosecution to testify against such defendant," the statutes,

where a co-defendant's wife was per-

mitted to testify against the defend-
ant, the court said that if she testi-

fied after her husband had pleaded
guilty to the same crime charged
against him in another indictment
there could be no question as to her
competency as a witness for the state,

because the prosecution against her
husband was then closed by his plea

of guilty in the other case, and held
that there could be no question in

that particular case as to the com-
petency and relevancy of her testi-

mony respecting conversations she
had overheard between her husband
and the defendant.

40. Alabama. — Woods z\ State,

76 Ala. 35, 52 Am. Rep. 314; Fincher
V. State, 58 Ala. 215 ; Howell v. State,

58 Ala. 362.

Arkansas. — Carr v. State, 42 Ark.
204.

Florida. — Adams v. State, 28 Fla.

511, 10 So. 106.

Georgia. — Askea v. State, 75 Ga.

356; Williams v. State, 69 Ga. 11.

loica. — State v. Rainsbarger, 71
Iowa 746, 31 N. W. 865.

Tennessee. — Workman v. State, 4
Sneed 425.

Texas. — Bluman v. State, 33 Tex.
Crim. 43, 26 S. W. 75, 21 S. W. 1027.

'Firginia. — Smith v. Com., 90 Va.

759, 19 S. E. 843.

In Campbell i\ State, 133 Ala. 158,

32 So. 635, a prosecution of a man
and woman for adultery, it was held

that the woman's husband was a

competent witness for the prosecution

to prove the charge against the man
;

that " testimony of the husband go-

ing to prove the unlawful cohabita-

tion between his wife and the de-

fendant, against the latter, could not,

5G

therefore, in any way tend to prove
the guilt of the wife under the in-

dictment against her."

While a wife, save as expressly
provided by statute, is not a com-
petent witness for or against her
husband when he is on trial for a
criminal ofifense she is not rendered
incompetent to testify on the trial

of one not her husband merely be-

cause the latter may be in jail under
a commitment warrant charging him
with the identical offense for which
the defendant is being tried. Fuller
v. State, 109 Ga. 809, 35 S. E. 298.

41. Rivers v. State, 118 Ga. 42,

44 S. E. 859.

42. Whitlow V. State, 74 Ga. 819.

43. Byrd v. State, 57 Aliss. 243,

34 Am. Rep. 440.

In Texas neither husband nor wife
can be compelled to testify against
the other as defendant on trial for a
crime, except when the offense is one
committed by one upon the other.

Brock V. State, 44 Tex. Crim. 335, 71
S. W. 20, 100 Am. St. Rep. 859.

In Turpin v. State, 55 Md. 462,
where the defendant's wife was held
not to be a competent witness against
him, the court said, in speaking of the
Maryland statute :

" The words of
the section in which ' the parties and
their zciirs and husbands are de-
clared to be competent and com-
pellable to give evidence,' in our
opinion, apply only to civil suits, and
have no reference to criminal prose-
cutions. This is apparent not only
from the phraseology of this part of

the law, where it speaks of ' the par-

ties litigant ' and of ' persons in

li'hose behalf any suit, action or other

proceeding may be brought or de-

fended,' language only applicable to

Vol. VI
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however, as previously stated, generally making the matter depend-
ent upon the consent of the accused spouse.**

(B.) Wrongs or Injuries Committed by One Upon the Other. — (a.)

Generally. — Not only does the common law recognize as an excep-

tion to the general rule of exclusion,*^ but it is expressly enacted

civil suits, but also from the terms

by which the parties themselves and
their wives and husbands are made
not only competent but compellable

to testify, a provision which evidently

was not intended to apply to criminal

prosecutions. The third section was
passed to prevent any possible mis-

construction of the iirst section in

this respect ; and when by the Act of

1876 the third section was repealed,

and the parties accused were allotvcd

to testify in their own behalf, this

last act had no other effect except

so far as it related to the parties ac-

cused, making them competent to

testify in their own behalf in criminal

cases. By repealing the third section

of the Act of 1864 the construction

of the first section was not changed,

and that section, properly construed,

did not remove the incompetency of

the wife, which existed at the com-
mon law, to testify in the case of a

criminal prosecution against her hus-

band."

In State v. Houston, 50 Iowa 512,

a criminal prosecution wherein the

defendant claimed that the indictment

was void because his wife had been

examined before the grand jury, the

court said: "A witness, then, called

before the grand jury is not neces-

sarily against the defendant. It

might be the defendant's privilege

that his wife should be called. If,

however, where a defendant's wife is

called, and the facts of which she

has knowledge are unfavorable to the
husband, it would be proper for her
to object to testifying, and we think
she could not be compelled to testify

against her objection. If she testi-

fied, and her testimony was unfavor-
able to her husband, so that it ap-

peared that the indictment was found
in whole or in part upon her testi-

mony, possibly the indictment might
be quashed upon that ground. But
the defendant should judge whether
her testimony was favorable or un-
favorable before proceeding to trial,
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and move to quash if he thought
there was ground for it. We think

it too late to raise an objection of

this kind after conviction."

44. State v. Geer, 48 Kan. 752, 30
Pac. 236; People v. Gordon, 100 Mich.

518, 59 N. W. 322.

In Georgia the rule is generally

that in criminal cases neither hus-

band nor wife may be compelled to

testify as a witness against the other.

Rivers v. State, 118 Ga. 42, 44 S. E.

859-

Under the Massachusetts Statute

neither husband nor wife shall be
compelled to be a witness on any
trial upon an indictment, complaint

or other criminal proceeding against

the other.

Com. z\ Moore, 162 Mass. 441, 38
N. E. 1120, where the court said that

the statute by saying that a husband
or wife shall not be compelled to

testify apparently assumes that if he
or she does testify it is as a volun-
tary witness.

Under the New Jersey Statute

a husband or wife is not competent
or compellable to give evidence

against the other in any criminal ac-

tion or proceeding except to prove
the fact of marriage, and except as

otherwise provided by statute. See
Schaab v. Schaab (N. J. Eq.), 57
Atl. 1090.

45. Hanon v. State, 63 Md. 123,

to the effect that on an indictment

under the Maryland statute of 1882

against a husband for brutally as-

saulting and beating his wife, she is

a competent witness to prove the

marriage and the offense.

This Exception is Allowed from
the Necessity of the Case " for the

protection of the wife in her life and
liberty and partly for the sake of

public justice." This necessity was
described in Bentley v. Cooke, 3

Doug. (Eng.) 422, to mean "not a

general necessity as where no other

witness can be had, but a particular

necessity as where, for instance, the
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by statute in many of the states^" that husband or wife may be a

competent witness ag^ainst the other in support of an indictment

against such other for corporal violence by the defendant upon the

wife would be otherwise exposed
without remedy to personal injury

or brutal treatment." See also Storrs

v. Storrs, 23 Fla. 274, 2 So. 368.
" The exceptions which necessity

soon forced upon the courts are based
primarily on the idea that the protec-

tion of the person of the wife from
actual violence and assault or cruel

treatment by the husband, is of more
practical importance than the legal

assumption of unity, or the theoret-

ical fears of domestic discord."

State V. Dyer, 59 Me. 303.
" The necessity of permitting the

wife to testify against her husband
springs from the duty of protecting

her person from violence,' and the

impunity with which from the privacy

and close relations of married life

assaults upon her might otherwise be
perpetrated. In allowing her to tes-

tify, her disability of coverture is as

much removed as if she were a feme
sole or a stranger in the case, and
she therefore has all the capacity any
other witness would have. This be-

ing so, she is as competent to prove
the marriage as any one else would
be. It is not a fact arising from the

confidential relations of the parties,

but a fact in its very nature, notorious
and public ; and we perceive no rea-

son why she cannot supply the proof
of this essential link in the chain of
facts necessary to be proved, as well

as show the aggravated character of
the assault." Hanon v. State, 63 Md.
123.

"By the common law a wife, in

certain cases, may be a witness

against her husband, without and
against his consent or wishes. It

was found, by sad experience, that

the rule in its rigor and absoluteness

failed to protect the wife from the

assaults and cruelties of the husband
committed in secret, or when no
other person was a witness of the
outrage. The rule was tnodified to

give her protection against actual or
threatened personal violence and in-

juries. The object and purpose of

the exception measures the extent of
it. In a given case the inquiry must
be, what is the nature of the offense

charged, and is it one implying per-

sonal violence to the wife. If so,

she may be a witness, not only to

obtain security for herself, but also

when he is charged, by indictment,

with an assault upon her." State v.

Dyer, 59 Me. 303.

46. In Maine a statute passed in

1873 made the wife of a defendant on
trial for a criminal offense a com-
petent witness generally without
reference to his consent, although
previous to that time she was a com-
petent witness only with his consent.

State V. Black, 63 Me. 210, where the
court said :

" There is more reason
that she should be compelled to tes-

tify against her husband in a crim-
inal than in a civil cause. It might
not accord with the good public pol-

icy to allow every litigant in civil

suits, about matters however small,

to have the right to search house-
hold secrets for the production of
evidence. But the state should have
all possible constitutional means to

ferret out and punish crime."

In Michigan a statute (3 How.
Ann. Stat. § 7546) provides that " a
wife shall not be examined as a wit-

ness for or against her husband,
without his consent, except in cases

where the cause of action . . .

grows out of the refusal or neglect

to furnish the wife or children with
suitable support, within the meaning
of Act No. 136 of the Session Laws
of 1883." I" 1889 an act was passed
entitled " An act relative to disor-

derly persons, and to repeal chapter
fifty-three of the Compiled Laws of

1871, as amended by the several acts

amendatory thereof," of which
amendatory acts said Act No. 136
was one. And in People z'. Malsch,

119 Mich. 112, 77 N. VV. 638. 75 Am.
St. Rep. 381, a prosecution for aban-
doning his wife without support, it

is held that the wife is a competent
witness against her husband.
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witness.*^ And where this exception is recoc^nized, her competency
is not to be waived by her or affected by her desires or fears, and
she may be compelled to testify against the objection both of herself

and her husband."'^ The wife is not a competent witness to testify

against her husband on a prosecution for a crime except where she
is the immediate prosecutrix for some injury threatened or done to

her person/''

Injury Not Always Confined to Corporal Violence.— At common law,
this rule was applied only when the injury was for corporal vio-

lence.^*' In its application under the statutes, however, there is

conflict in the cases as to whether or not it is merely declaratory of
the common-law rule, and hence is to be confined strictly to cases

of personal violence by one upon the other, or whether the term
injury is to be used in a broader sense. Some of the courts hold
as first stated,^^ and that the words " personal wrong or injurv,"
" ofifense " and the like, which are very generally used in the stat-

utes, are used in a restricted sense ;^^ that although the legislature

47. England. — Heyn's Case, 2
Ves. & B. 182; Rex v. Doherty, 13
East 171.

United States. — U. S. v. Fitton,

4 Cranch C. C. 658, 25 Fed. Cas. No.
15,106.

Alabama. — Clarke v. State, 117
Ala. I, 23 So. 671.

Georgia. — Stevens v. State, 76 Ga.

96.

Kentucky. — Turnbull z>. Com., 79
Ky. 495 ; Com. v. Sapp, 90 Ky. 580,

14 S. W. 834-

Maine. — Soule's Case, 5 Me. 407,
Maryland. — Hanon v. State, 63

Md. 123.

Massachusetts. — Com. v. Murphy,
4 Allen 4QI ; Com. v. Sparks, 7 Allen

535-
Michigan. — People v. Sebring, 66

Mich. 705, 22, N. W. 808.

Missouri. — State v. Pennington,

124 Mo. 388, 27 S. W. 1 106.

New York. — People i>. Green, i

Denio 614.

North Carolina. — State v. David-
son, 77 N. C. 522.

Ohio. — Whipp V. State, 34 Ohio
St. 87, 32 Am. Rep. 359.

South Carolina. — State r. Boyd,
2 Hill 288, 27 Ani. Dec. 376; State?/.

Davis, 3 Brev. 3, 5 Am. Dec. 529.

Wisconsin.— Kraimer z". State, 117
Wis. 350, 93 N. W. 1097 ; Goodwin
z: State, 114 Wis. 318, 90 N. W. 170.

48. Bramlette z'. State, 21 Tex.
App. 611, 2 S. W. 765, 57 Am. Rep.
622. See also Turner v. State, 60
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]\Iiss. 351, 45 Am. Rep. 412, where it

was held that it was not the wife's

privilege to testify or not in such a

case as she might elect. It was clear

that her husband could not assign for

error the action of the court in com-
pelling her to testify over her objec-

tion, or if the action of the court was
error it was the privilege of the wit-

ness and not the legal right or im-
munity of her husband which was
impaired.

49. State v. Willis, 119 Mo. 485,

24 S. W. 1008.

50. State v. Hussy, 44 N. C. 123;
Williamson v. Morton, 2 Md. Ch. 94.
Vagrancy. — In Merriweather v.

State, 81 Ala. 74, i So. 560, a prose-

cution for vagrancy, it was held er-

ror to permit the defendant's wife to

testify against him.
Disorderly Conduct In People z'.

Crandon, 17 Hun (N. Y.) 490, it

was held that a wife is not a com-
petent witness against her husband
on his prosecution for disorderly

conduct.
51. Com. v. Sapp, 90 Ky. 580, 14

S. W. 834, 29 Am. St. Rep. 405;
State v. Dyer, 59 Me. 313; Clarke v.

State, 117 Ala. i, 2^ So. 671.

52. State v. Frey, 76 Minn. 526,

79 N. W. 518, 77 Am. St. Rep. 660,

where the court said that the Min-
nesota statute as to the exception un-
der discussion does not introduce a

new rule nor extend an old one. See
also State v. Armstrong, 4 Minn.
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iindoubtedly has the power to mo(hfy the common-law rule so as to

permit husbatid or wife to testify against the other on a i)rosecution

for a crime not involving the element of personal violence, yet that

intention cannot be imputed but must be made clearly manifest by
the statute itself.'^^ Other courts, however, make no such limita-

tion, and hold that the rule in its application is not to be confined
merely to cases involving the element of personal violence.''* This

251; Williamson 7-. Morton, 2 Md.
Ch. 94.

" The language of the rule at com-
mon law was as broad as the lan-

guage 'personal injury' in our stat-

ute, and that language meant, and
was held to mean, violence, either

actual or constructive, to the person,
and by a long line of decisions the
wife was not allowed to give testi-

mony in prosecution for bigamy, or
any other crime not involving per-
sonal violence or corporal injury to
her. The words ' wrong ' and ' in-

jury' are often used the one for the
other. An injury to the person is a
wrong, and a constructive injury to
the person is also a wrong. A wrong
is defined to be an injury, and an in-

jury as a wrong. A personal wrong
or injury is an invasion of a personal
right; it pertains to the person, the
individual. A cause of action grow-
ing out of a personal wrong is one
designed to protect or secure some
individual right. The right, as well
as the wrong, must pertain to the
person. It must be one that is purely
personal in its character, and in no
sense can the exception here be said
to embrace public wrongs, which are
personal only in the sense that they
wound the feelings or annoy or
humiliate, but inflict no injury upon
the person." People v. Quanstrom,
93 Mich. 254, 53 N. W. 165, 17 L.
R. A. 723.

In Texas a statute providing that
a husband and wife may be witnesses
against each other in a criminal
prosecution for " an offense com-
mitted by one against the other " has
been construed to mean some act of
personal violence by the one against
the other. Baxter v. State, 34 Tex.
Crim. 516, 31 S. W. 394, 52 Am. St.

Rep. 720.

53. The statutes of Utah in one
place provide that one spouse was
competent to testify against the

other on a criminal action for a
crime committed by one against the
other, and in another place (Comp.
Laws 1888, § 5197) provide that
" Except with the consent of both,
or in cases of criminal violence upon
one by the other, neither husband
nor wife are competent witnesses for
or against each other, in a criminal
action or proceeding to which one or
both are parties." It was insisted in
Bassett v. United States, 137 U S.

496, reversing 5 Utah 131, 13 Pac.
237. which was a prosecution for
polygamy, that a wife was undoubted-
ly a competent witness for the state
against her husband, but the court in

ruling against the contention in con-
struing these statutes said :

" An in-

tention to make such a change should
not lightly be imputed. It cannot be
assumed that it is indifferent to
sacred things, or that it means to
lower the holy relations of husband
and wife to the material plane of
simple contract. So, before any de-
parture from the rule affirmed
through the ages of the common
law — a rule having its solid founda-
tion in the best interests of so-
ciety— can be adjudged, the lan-

guage declaring the legislative will

should be so clear as to prevent doubt
as to its intent and limit."

In United States v. White, 4 Utah
499, II Pac. 570, which \yas a prose-
cution for the crime of unlawful co-
habitation with two women, it was
said that one of the women not hav-
ing been the lawful wife of the de-
fendant at the time of the alleged
offense of cohabitation there was no
crime committed against her which
might possibly make her a compe-
tent witness under the Utah statute.

54. Hills V. State, 61 Neb. 589, 85
N. W. 836, 57 L. R. A. 155, where
the court said that the Nebraska
statute is not simply declaratory of

the common law, that " to so hold

Vol. VI
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conflict, however, is perhaps not so much due to conflict of opinion

as to the phraseology of the statutes themselves.
" Crime " Defined. — It has been held that since some private wrong

or injury is included in every crime, the word " crime " as used in

such a statute means the private wrong or injury included in such

public crime.'^'*

Acts Committed Before Marriage. — The exception created by a stat-

ute permitting a wife to testify against her husband in case of crim-

inal violence by him upon her does not extend to acts committed
before the marriage."^®

(b.) Abduction. — Abduction and forcible marriage have been held

to be an injury within the exception under discussion.'*''

(c.) Abortion.— Where a husband is being prosecuted criminally

for violently producing an abortion upon his wife, she is a competent

witness to testify against him."**

(d.) Adultery.— As to whether or not adultery by a married per-

son is a crime against the other within the rule permitting a spouse

to testify against another on the latter's criminal prosecution, the

cases are in conflict. Some of the courts hold that it is such a

crime.^® On the other hand many of the courts hold that it is

would be to impute to the legislature

a useless purpose since the common
law was then in force, except where
modified by statute."

55. Dill V. People, 19 Colo. 469,

36 Pac. 229, where the court said

:

" The word must have such meaning,
or the statute is meaningless. It

follows that a wife is competent to

testify against her husband, in a
criminal action or proceeding, when-
ever she is the individual particularly

and directly injured or affected by
the crime for which he is being

prosecuted."

56. People v. Curiale, 137 Cal.

534, 70 Pac. 468, 59 L. R. A. 588.

57. Swendsen's Trial, 14 How. St.

Tr. (Eng.) 559; Rex v. Wakefield, 2

Lew. Cr. Cas. (Eng.) i ; Barclay v.

Com., 25 Ky. L. Rep. 463, 76 S. W. 4.

58. State v. Dyer, 59 Me. 303;
Munyon v. State, 62 N. J. L. i, 42
Atl. 577; Navarro v. State, 24 Tex.
App. 378, 6 S. W. 542. Compare
Miller v. State, 27 Tex. Crim. 575, 40
S. W. 313, where the wife was held
privileged in the case of an abortion
committed before marriage.

59. Lord v. State, 17 Neb. 526,

23 N. W. 507, where the court said

:

" The statute makes it an offense

for a husband to desert his wife and

Vol. VI

live and cohabit with another woman.
If the husband is prosecuted for the

offense the prosecution certainly

would be a criminal proceeding for a

crime committed against the wife.

The word ' crime ' is frequently used
to designate gross violations of law
in distinction from misdemeanors;
but in its broad sense it means any
violation of law." See also Owens
V. State, 32 Neb. 174, 49 N. W. 222;

State V. Vollander, 57 Minn. 225,

58 N. W. 878, where the court said

that as the penal code provides that a

prosecution for adultery can be com-
menced only on the complaint of the

husband or wife, save when insane,
" if it be consistent with public policy

that the injured party alone may in-

stitute the prosecution it cannot be
inconsistent with it that he or she

may support it against the paramour
by testifying to the facts within his

or her knowledge, and it would be
strange if the party may make the

complaint but may not give evidence

in support of it." Compare State v.

Armstrong, 4 Minn. 251.

In State v. Bennett, 31 Iowa 24,

where it was held that a husband
was a competent witness for the

state on a prosecution of his wife for

adultery on the ground that the

adultery of the wife is a crime com-
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not."" Sometimes the rule excluding the spouse in such a case is

due to the fact that there is a statute expressly providinj^ that a hus-

band or wife is not a competent witness ap^ainst the other in any
action or proceeding instituted in consequence of the alleged adultery

of such other,"^ except to prove the fact of marriage."^

mitted against the husband so as to

render him under the Iowa statute a

competent witness against her in a

criminal prosecution for the offense,

the court said :
" The law so far re-

gards the adultery of the wife as a

crime against the husband, that, if

he should discover her flagrante

delicto, his homicide of her and her
paramour would be lowered to the

grade of manslaughter. . . . [The
Iowa statute] which provides that no
prosecution for adultery ' can be
commenced but on complaint of the

husband or wife, leads to the in-

ference that the ofTense is rather a

crime against the partner to the

marital relation than against society

in general. So long as the injured

husband or wife suffers the wrong
in silence, society, notwithstanding
the injury to public morals, is with-

out redress. The prosecution can
be commenced only on complaint of

the husband or wife. The only mode
of commencing the prosecution is by
becoming a prosecuting witness be-
fore the grand jury, or by filing an
information before a committing mag-
istrate. ... It would be strange
to permit her to be a witness to

ground a prosecution, and not after-

ward to be a witness at the trial.'
"

See also State i: Hazen, 39 Iowa
648.

The Former Husband of a Woman
Prosecuted for Adultery is a com-
petent witness against her on her
trial. State v. Russell, 90 Iowa 569,

58 N. W. 915, 28 L. R. A. 19s. where
the court said: " If the offense was
committed, the husband had the right

to commence the prosecution and the

subsequent divorce and remarriage
of the wife did not cancel the offense
nor bar the prosecution for it ; and
that is true whether the crime be re-

garded as against the husband or as
against the state," and held that the
former husband's testimony was
properly received.

60. Colton V. State, 62 Ala. 12;
State V. Gardner, i Root (Conn.)

485; Com. V. Sparks, 7 Allen (Mass.)

534; McLean v. State, 32 Tex. Crim.
521, 24 S. W. 898; Crawford z'. State,

98 Wis. 623, 74 N. W. 537, 67 Am.
St. Rep. 829. Compare Roland v.

State, 9 Tex. App. 277, 35 Am. Rep.

743-
In State v. Gardner, i Root

(Conn.) 485, a prosecution for adul-

tery, it was held that the husband
of the woman with whom the of-

fense was charged to have been com-
mitted was not a competent witness
for the_ prosecution to prove the fact.

The court said :
" In a prosecution

against the wife clearly the husband
was not a competent witness, and in

testifying to the criminality of her
paramour he must necessarily testify

to the criminality of his wife, and
that further, he might be interested

in laying a foundation by his testi-

mony for a divorce."

61. As for example in Michigan.
See People v. Imes, no Mich. 250,
68 N. W. 157; People v. Fowler, 104
Mich. 449, 62 N. W. 572.
The Husband of the Alleged Para-

mour is a competent witness to tes-

tify as to his marriage with her, but
not to prove the fact of adultery.

People V. Isham, 109 Mich. 72, 67
N. W. 819.

In Georgia the crime of adultery
and fornication being one in which
the woman is necessarily guilty as
well as the man, it is held that the
husband of the woman is not com-
petent to prove the act of adultery
and fornication, since the statute

governing the competency of hus-
band and wife expressly provides
that " nothing herein contained shall

apply to any action, suit or proceed-
ing, or bill in any court of law or
equity instituted in consequence of
adultery;" and this statute is held
to embrace both civil and criminal
proceedings. Howard v. State, 94
Ga. 587, 20 S. E. 426.

62. State v. McDuffie, 107 N. C.

885, 12 S. E. 83.
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(e.) Assault and Battery.— Assault and battery committed by one
spouse upon the other is within the exception under discussion per-
mitting- husband or wife to testify against the other,"'' although some
of the cases hold that the violence used must involve, or at least

threaten, a lasting injury."*

(f.) Assault With Intent to Murder.— An assault by one spouse
upon the other with intent to murder is a crime which renders the

injured spouse competent to testify against the defendant."^

(g.) Attempt to Poison. — On a prosecution of a husband for

attempting to poison his wife, the latter is a competent witness

against him ; and the fact that since the commission of the alleged

offense she has been divorced from him is immaterial.""

(h.) Bigamy.— As to whether or not bigamy is a personal wrong
or injury or crime within the exception under discussion which will

permit the first and true wife to testify against her husband, the

63. Johnson v. State, 94 Ala. 53,

10 So. 427; State V. Harris (Del.),

58 Atl. 1042; State V. Davis, 3 Brev.

(S. C.) 3, 5 Am. Dec. 529-

See also People v. Sebring, 66
Mich. 705, 33 N. W. 808, where the

court said that if the wife could not
complain of or be a witness against

her husband in such case she might
not infrequently be subjected to the
most atrocious and brutal conduct
from her husband without remedy.
" Not only the ends of justice but
public policy alike require that she
should be at liberty to complain and
prosecute as if she were a feme sole

in criminal cases. The law will not
allow the marriage relation to be so

used as to protect the criminal or
shield him from the just penalty for

his crime."

Husband Whipping Wife On
the prosecution of the defendant for

whipping his wife, she is a compe-
tent witness against him. Stevens v.

State, 76 Ga. 96.

64. State v. Hussey, 44 N. C. 123

;

State V. Davidson, -/y N. C. 522.

65. Turner v. State, 60 Miss. 351,

45 Am. Rep. 412; State v. Penning-
ton, 124 Mo. 388, 27 S. W. 1 106;
Bramlette v. State, 21 Tex. App. 611,
2 S. W. 765, 57 Am. Rep. 622. See
also State v. Parker, 42 La. Ann. 972,
8 So. 473.

Compare Turnbull v. Com., 79 Ky.
495, where the defendants were in-

dicted for maliciously cutting and
wounding the husband of one of
them, it was held that under the Ken-
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tucky statute " neither husband nor
wife shall be competent witnesses for

or against each other," etc. The hus-

band was not a competent witness

against his wife inasmuch as there

was nothing in the statute itself to

indicate that it was intended to ap-

ply exclusively to civil actions, but
that in fact the statute applied equally

to criminal prosecutions.

66. Com. V. Sapp, 90 Ky. 580, 14
S. W. 834, 29 Am. St. Rep. 405. See
also People v. Northrup, 50 Barb.
(N. Y.) 147.

In Davis v. Com., 99 Va. 838, 38
S. E. 191, a prosecution under an in-

dictment charging defendant with at-

tempting to poison a well with intent

to kill and injure a certain person
" and other persons," it was held that

the defendant's wife was a competent
witness against him, as it was shown
that she, in common with others, as
defendant knew, was accustomed to
drink water out of the well charged
to have been poisoned. The court
said :

" Had the indictment charged
the prisoner with poisoning the well
in question with intent to kill and
injure his wife, clearly she would
have been a competent witness to tes-

tify on behalf of the commonwealth
against the prisoner; and since the
provision of § 3997 of the code ap-
plies to the case, the same rule as

to the competency of the wife to tes-

tify governs as if the indictment
named her as the person, or one of

the persons, intended to be killed or
injured by poisoning the well."
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cases are in conflict. Some of the courts hold that it is not such an
offense."'^ On the other hand other courts hold that bigamy is a
crime against the first wife which will make her a competent witness
against her husband on his prosecution,"^ to prove the marriage
between her and the defendant.""

(i.) Conspiracy to Injure Wife. — Conspiracy by a husband with
others to have his wife declared insane and confined in an asylum
is within the terms of a statute making a wife or husband competent
to testify " in any criminal proceeding against either for bodily

injury or violence attempted, done or threatened upon the other. "^''

(j.) Incest.— Incest committed by a husband is held by some of

the courts to be a crime committed against the wife within the con-

67. Williams v. State, 44 Ala. 24;
Williams v. State, 67 Ga. 260; Low-
ery v. People, 172 111. 466, 50 N. E.

165, 64 Am. St. Rep. 50; Hiler v.

People, 156 111. 511, 41 N. E. 181, 47
Am. St. Rep. 221 ; State v. Ulrich,

no Mo. 350, 19 S. W. 656; Boyd r.

State, 2,2, Tex. Crim. 470. 26 S. W.
1080. See also State v. McDavid, 15

La. Ann. 403.

See also People v. Quanstrom, 93
Mich. 254, 53 N. W. 165, 17 L. R. A.
y2T^, where the court said: "Crim-
inal statutes are not grounded in per-

sonal grievances, but in public in-

juries, and a prosecution for bigamy
is not a cause of action growing out
of a personal wrong or injury."

Polygamy.— In Bassett v. United
States, 137 U. S. 496, reversing 5

Utah 131, 13 Pac. 237, the court said:
" Is polygamy such a crime against

the wife? That it is no wrong upon
her person is conceded ; and the com-
mon-law e.xception to the silence

upon the lips of husband and wife

was onfy broken, as we have noticed,

in cases of assault of one upon the

other. That it is humiliation and
outrage to her is evident. If that
is the test, what limit is imposed? Is

the wife not humiliated, is not her
respect and love for her husband out-
raged and betrayed, when he forgets
his integrity as a man and violates

any human or divine enactment? Is

she less sensitive, is she less humil-
iated, when he commits murder, or
robbery, or forgery, than when he
commits polygamy or adultery? A
true wife feels keenly any wrong
of her husband, and her loyalty and
reverence are wounded and humili-
ated by such conduct. But the ques-

tion presented by this statute is not

how much she feels or suffers, but

whether the crime is one against her.

Polygamy and adultery may be crimes
which involve disloyalty to the mar-
ital relation, but they are rather

crimes against such relation than
against the wife; and, as the statute

speaks of crimes against her, it is

simply an afifirmation of the old, fa-

miliar and just common-law rule."

Compare United States v. Cutler, 5
Utah 608, 14 Pac. 145, where the pre-

cise point ruled was that an indict-

ment on the ground of polygamy
would not be quashed because found
on the evidence of his wife. See
also Ex parte Hendrickson, 6 Utah
3, 21 Pac. 396.

68. State i: Sloan, 55 Iowa 217,

7 N. W. 516; Hills V. State, 61 Neb.

589, 85 N. W. 836, 57 L. R. A. 155,

holding that bigamy is an offense

against the wife and not merely
against the marital relation.

69. State v. Hughes, 58 Iowa i6s,

II N. W. 706; State V. Melton, 120

N. C. 591, 26 S. E. 933.

70. Com. V. Spink, 137 Pa. St.

255, 20 Atl. 680, where the court said:
" To carry out such a conspiracy, the
arrest and imprisonment of the body
of the wife was a contemplated and a
necessary ingredient, and, as a mat-
ter of fact, personal violence was
used in effecting the designs of the
defendants. The language of the act
is very broad, and includes ' any
criminal proceeding ' for bodily in-

jury or violence, 'attempted, done
or threatened.' In the present case,

bodily violence was attempted, was
done and was threatened by the de-
fendants, who, it is true, invoked the

Vol. VI
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templation of the rule denying the privilege/^ although there is

authority to the contraryJ-

(k.) Indecent Assault Upon Daughter. An indecent assault upon a

daughter is not a personal wrong or injury to the wife within the

meaning of a statute making her a competent witness against her

husband in a criminal prosecution therefor/^

(1.) Larceny by Husband of Wife's Property. — A wife is not a com-
petent witness to testify against her husband on his prosecution for

the alleged larceny by him of her property.''*

forms of a legal proceeding to aid

them, but the violent character of

their acts was rather aggravated thaw
mitigated by that consideration. The
words of the act establishing the

competency of the wife or husband
are not Hmited to prosecutions for the

immediate act of violence, but em-
brace 'any criminal proceeding' for

such acts. A conspiracy to do an
act of violence upon the body of an-

other is a crime, and an indictment
therefor is a criminal proceeding;
and it may be quite as rnaterial, in

the administration of criminal jus-

tice, to have the testimony of the in-

jured party to the facts which tend
to prove the conspiracy, as to the facts

which tend to prove the direct act

of personal violence. Moreover, the
act embraces threats, as well as acts,

and the element of actual violence is

therefore not indispensable in con-
sidering the question of competency."

71. State z'. Chambers, 87 Iowa i,

53 N. W. icgo, 43 Am. St. Rep. 349,
where the court said: "It is the
fact of the marital relation that makes
the act here charged constitute the
aggravated crime of incest. Were it

not for this relation these acts would
constitute a much less grave offense.

The crime charged is surely as much,
if not more, a crime against the wife
of the accused than would be the
crime of adultery or bigamy." See
also State v. Hurd, loi Iowa 391, 70
N. W. 613.

In State v. Reynolds, 48 S. C. 384,
26 S. E. 679, a prosecution for incest,

it was held that the defendant's wife
was a competent and compellable
witness against her husband, not on
the theory that the crime was one
committed against her, but because
the statute made the husband or wife
of any party or of any person on
whose behalf the action was brought,
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prosecuted or defended, except as

otherwise expressly stated, competent
and compellable as witnesses the same
as any other witness, and that the

statute made this rule applicable to

criminal as well as civil actions.

72. Compton v. State, 13 Tex.
App. 271, 44 Am. Rep. 703; Baxter
V. State, 34 Tex. Crim. 516, 31 S. W.
394, 52 Am. St. Rep. 720.

" Should we hold that the crime

charged in this action was one against

the wife, it would logically follow

that the rape or murder of defend-

ant's daughter would have been a

crime against her within the meaning
of the statute. To hold that a wife

may testify for or against her hus-

band, without his consent, in cases

of incest, would be, in effect, to es-

tablish the rule that either husband
or wife may testify for or against

the other, without consent, in all ac-

tions wherein either is defendant

;

and such was manifestly not the leg-

islative intent." State v. Burt (S.

D.), 94 N. W. 409.
73. People v. Westbrook, 94 Mich.

629, 54 N. W. 486.

See also Brock v. State, 44 Tex.
Crim. 335, 71 S. W. 20. 100 Am. St.

Rep. 859, where the defendant was
on trial for the offense of rape,

charged to have been committed upon
his daughter, it was held that the

defendant's wife was not a competent
witness against him ; that " offenses

against the daughter are not offenses

against the wife."

74. Overton v. State, 43 Tex. 616,

where the court in construing the
Texas statute said :

" This provision
of the code cannot in our opinion be
properly given so broad an interpre-

tation as to permit husbands and
wives to testify against each other in

prosecutions for offenses charged
against their property."
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(m.) Perjury. — Willful and corrupt perjury by a husband con-

sisting of makinf^ a false affidavit in an action of divorce by him
ag'ainst his wife has been held to be a crime against her within the

contemplation of a statute making her a comjx-tent witness against

him on a criminal proceeding for a crime committed by one spouse
against the other, and renders her competent to testify against

him on a subsequent criminal prosecution for such perjury.''^

(n.) Rape Before Marriage.— A wife may not testify to a rape com-
mitted on her by a man she has since married^®

(o.) Seduction. — Some statutes expressly provide that a wife is

a competent witness to testify against her husband where he has

been indicted for her seduction and he married her for the purpose

of suspending the prosecution.'''^

75. Dill V. People, 19 Colo. 469,

36 Pac. 229, where the court said

:

"The perjury committed in making
such affidavit was a crime against

the public ; but if it was not also a

crime against the wife, whose name
and rights were assailed, where shall

we look for the private wrong or
injury included in such public crime?
If not the wife, then what individ-

ual was particularly affected by such
crime?

"

Contra. — People v. Carpenter, 9
Barb. (N. Y.) 580.

Compare Selden v. State, 74 Wis.
271, 42 N. W. 218, 17 Am. St. Rep.

144, where the defendant was on trial

for perjury by swearing falsely in a

certain affidavit made to procure an
order of publication of summons upon
his wife in an action of divorce by
him against her and as a witness on
the trial of such action, and the court
said that it was a case where the hus-
band was on trial for a crime which
did not involve any personal violence

or injury against his wife.

76. People v. Curiale, 137 Cal. 534,
70 Pac. 468; State v. Frey, 76 Minn.
526, 79 N. W. 518.

Compare State v. Evans, 138 Mo.
116, 39 S. W. 462, 60 Am. St. Rep.

549, where the court said: "A wife
is only admitted to testify concern-
ing criminal injuries to herself as
a wife, and not to a woman who at

the time of the injury was not the
wife."

Under the Iowa Statute a wife
is not a competent witness against
her husband on a prosecution against
him for a rape committed upon her

previous to marriage. State f. Mc-
Kay, 122 Iowa 658, 98 N. W. 510.

The court said :
" There is no doubt

that the witness was defendant's wife
when she was called to give testimony
against him, and that she was incom-
petent, under the statute quoted,
unless it be found that this is a crim-
inal prosecution for a crime com-
mitted by one against the other. This
exception, taken from the statute, of

course, means a crime of the hus-
band against the wife, or the wife
against the husband, while they oc-

cupy that relation. There cannot be
a crime of one against the other un-
less the relation exists. In other
words, a crime committed against one
who is not at the time the spouse of
the other is not a crime of husband
against the wife, or of wife against
the husband. This is so plain that
no amount of reasoning can make it

any clearer. When the crime charged
in this case was committed, Ida
Kraft was not defendant's wife, but
when she was called as a witness she
was."
Tinder the Michigan Statute a wife

is not a competent witness, without
her husband's consent, for the state

on a prosecution of her husband for

an alleged rape committed by him on
her before marriage, where the mar-
riage was not induced by the wrong.
People 1'. Schoonmaker, 117 Mich.
190, 75 N. W. 439, 72 Am. St. Rep.
560.

77. As in Georgia, Acts of 1899, p.

42, amending § 388 of the Georgia
Code.
The Application of Such a Statute

must be limited to cases which fall

Vol. VI
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C. ExERCisu AND Waivrr OF Privileciv. — a. The Fact of Con-
sent. — (1.) Failure to Object. — Mere omission on the part of coun-
sel in the absence of his chent to object to a husband or wife taking

the stand as a witness against the other does not constitute a con-

sent/^

(2.) Implied Consent. — The fact that a husband or wife calls his or

her spouse as a witness for himself or herself has been held to be an
implied if not an actual consent within the contemplation of the

statutes.'"* Consent to one spouse testifying against the other will

be presumed where the latter is present in court and makes no
objection.*" But not where the spouse against whom the witness is

ofifered is not in fact present in court. ^^ Refusal of a wife to con-
sent to the examination of her husband by the adverse party, as a
witness against her, does not preclude her from subsequently calling

him on her own behalf.®^

(3.) Cross-Examination of Spouse.— Where a spouse takes the wit-

ness-stand on his or her own behalf,*'* or on behalf of the other,®*

he or she is subject to the same rules governing cross-examination
as any other witness, and the fact that she is the wife of the defend-

within the description given by the

title of the statute, and hence does
not reach a case where at the time
of the marriage between the parties

the alleged seducer had not been in-

dicted for the offense, but was merely
under arrest on a warrant charging
him therewith. Barnett v. State, 117
Ga. 298, 43 S. E. 720, where the court

said :
" The act contemplates that in

the cases to which it shall apply there

shall be an indictment for seduction,

marriage for the purpose of suspend-
ing the prosecution, a suspension of
the prosecution and then a resump-
tion, under the indictment, of the
prosecution for failure of the ac-

cused to comply with his obligation

under the statute."

78. Hubbell v. Grant. 39 Mich. 641.

79. Murphy v. Ganey, 2^ Utah 633,
66 Pac. 190.

Compare Falk v. Wittram, 120 Gal.

479, 52 Pac. 707, where it was held
that under the California statute the
deposition of the plaintiff's wife was
properly excluded since the statute

makes no exception to the rule, even
though the other spouse be insane
and hence incapable of consent.

See also Blake v. Graves, 18 Iowa
312; Russ V. Steamboat War Eagle,

14 Iowa 363.

Consent that a wife may testify

cannot be more emphatically shown
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than by her husband causing her to

be sworn as a witness and examin-
ing her. Columbia & P. S. R. Co.
V. Hawthorne, 3 Wash. Ter. 353, 19
Pac. 25.

80. Benson v. Morgan, 50 Mich.

77, 14 N. W. 705. See also Moore v.

Foote, 34 Mich. 443; Osborn v. Os-
born, 36 M'ich. 49.

81. Hubbell v. Grant, 39 Mich.
643.

82. Wolford v. Farnham, 44 Minn.

159, 46 N. W. 295.

83. In such case, the other spouse
completely waives the statutory privi-

lege that one spouse shall not be ex-

amined as witness for or against the

other spouse without his or her con-

sent ; and the witness may be cross-

examined concerning any matter
pertinent to the issue, regardless of

the extent of the direct examination.
National German-American Bank of

St. Paul V. Lawrence, 77 Minn. 282,

80 N. W. 363, where the wife, having
testified as a witness in her own be-

half as to certain matters material to

the issues on trial, it was held that

the court erred in excluding, on
cross-examination, a question which
was both competent and proper cross-

examination.

84. In Steinburg v. Meany, 53
Cal. 425, it was held that the exam-
ination of a husband by his wife on
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ant on trial cannot upon such cross-examination shield her from any
inquiry which niic^ht i:)roperly he made of any other witness. ^^ But
under the rule that cross-examination must he strictly confined to

the matters testified to on the direct examination, it is error to

permit the cross-examination of a wife on the criminal prosecution

of her husband as to matters not gone into on her direct examina-

tion.««

b. Inference From Refusal to Consent.— The mere fact that a

spouse refuses to consent to the examination of the other as a wit-

ness does not raise any presumption that the testimony if given

would not have been favorable to the non-consenting spouse.*^

c. Inference From Omission to Call Spouse. — And it is likewise

error to permit the omission, by a husband, to call his wife as a

witness on his behalf concerning matters supposed to be known by
her, to be urged to the jury as a circumstance proper to be taken

into consideration against him by them,**^ especially where the wife

if called would not be a competent witness either for or against her

her behalf is to be deemed and taken
as a consent on her part to his cross-

examination by the adverse party in

respect to any of the issues in the

action.

85. People v. Gosch, 82 Mich. 22,

46 N. W. loi.

86. Johnson v. State, 28 Tex.
App. 17, II S. W. 667. See also

Washington v. State, 17 Tex. App.
197, where the court said that such
a cross-examination " was indirectly

causing her to testify against her
husband." Hoover v. State, 35 Tex.
Crim. 342, S3 S. W. 337; Bluman v.

State, 33 Tex. Crim. 43, 21 S. W.
1027, 26 S. W. 75.

A spouse who offers himself as a

witness on behalf of the other is

subject to cross-examination the
same as any other witness, lim-

ited only by the rule that the cross-

examination is to pertain to matters
only gone into on the examination in

chief. Creamer z: State, 34 Tex.
173-

87. National German-American
Bank i: Lawrence, 7J Minn. 282, 79
S. W. 1016. See also Moore r. State

(Tex. Crim.), 75 S. W. 497-

88. Knowles t'. People, 15 Mich.

413, where the court said: "If the

omission to call a wife upon the

stand is to be treated as warranting
the conclusion that her testimony
would be adverse, then the privilege

is entirely destroyed, and she will

have to be called at all events. The
power of declining to call such a

witness is not reserved to protect

from awkward disclosures, but out

of respect to the better feelings of

humanity, which impel all right-

minded persons to shrink from any
needless exposure to the ordeal of a

public examination, of persons who
would be unnatural and unworthy if

they did not feel a very strong bias

in favor of their consorts. The law,

in permitting husbands and wives to

tesify on behalf of each other, can-

not have contemplated that any
moral coercion should enable otners

to force them into the witness box."

In State v. Hatcher, 29 Or. 309, 44
Pac. 584, it was held reversible error

to permit the prosecuting attorney

to argue to the jury that failure of

the defendant to call as a witness on

his behalf, his wife, who was present

at the homicide, justified the infer-

ence that she would, if called, have
testified adversely to him.

Compare French z: Deane, 19 Colo.

504, 36 Pac. 609, 24 L. R. A. 387, an

action to recover damages for entic-

ing away the plaintiff's wife, where
it was held that the defendant was
entitled to an instruction that the

wife could not be called as a witness

without her husband's consent, and
that nothing unfavorable was to be

inferred against the defendant from
her failure to testify.
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hushancl."" There is authority, however, holding that although no
legal presumption is raised by refusing to call a wife when a com-
petent witness for her husband, such refusal is a fact proper for the

consideration of the jury,""

2. Communications Between Husband and Wife. — A. Rule of
Exclusion Stated. — a. At Coduiioh Lazv. — At common law the

rule was well settled that neither husband nor wife could testify to

communications or conversations occurring between them during
the existence of the marriage relation, ''^ and neither can testify that

the other did or did not mention a certain subject.?^

89. Graves v. United States, 150
U. S. 118, where the court saiJ:

"The wife was not a competent wit-

ness either in behalf of or against
her husband ; if he had brought her
into court neither he nor the govern-
ment could have put her upon the
stand, and he was under no obliga-

tion to produce her for the purpose
assigned by the district attorney, that

the witnesses for the government
could see her and identify her as the

woman who was said to have been
with the defendant in the Indian
country before the unknown man's
remains or bones were found. Per-
mission to make this comment was
equivalent to saying to the jury that

it was a circumstance against the ac-

cused that he had failed to produce
his wife for identification, when,
knowing that she could not be a wit-

ness, he was under no obligation to

do so. The jury would be likely to

draw the inference that she was pre-

vented from testifying for her hus-
band because her evidence might be
damaging. It was in fact as if the

court had charged the jury that it

was a circumstance against him that

he had failed to produce his wife in

court."

90. Com. V. Weber, 167 Pa. St.

153, 31 Atl. 481. See also Mercer v.

State, 17 Tex. App. 452.

In Richardson z'. State, 44 Tex.
Crim. 211, 70 S. W. 320, where the

circumstances as detailed by the wit-

nesses showed that if the defendant
was innocent his wife would have
been a material witness for him, it

was held permissible for the state

to comment on the fact that the de-

fendant failed to introduce her on
his behalf.

Compare People v. Hovey, 92 N.
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Y. 554, holding that where the de-

fendant's wife, who was an eye-

witness to the prosecution in ques-
tion, is excluded on objection by her
husband, the jury had a right to infer

that her testimony would not have
been favorable to him.

91. Beveridge f. Minter, i Car.

& P. 364, II E. C. L. 421 ; Owen v.

State, 78 Ala. 425, 56 Am. Rep. 40;
Goelz V. Goelz, 157 111. 33, 41 N. E.

756; Robin V. King, 2 Leigh (Va.)

140.

No Rule of Law Is Better Estab-
lished than that which forbids dis-

closures by husband or wife as wit-

nesses of matters or conversations oc-

curring between them during cover-

ture. Henderson v. Chaires, 25 Fla.

26, 6 So. 164.

In People v. Marble, 38 Mich. 117,

where a woman was on trial for mur-
der committed in an attack by herself

and others upon her husband and
others, it appeared that the husband
and wife had been living apart in

great hostility, and that divorce pro-

ceedings were pending; it was held
that the husband could testify to the
facts of the murder because they had
not come to his knowledge in the
confidence of the marriage relation.

92. In Goodram z\ State, 60 Ga.

509, a prosecution for assault and bat-

tery committed upon the person of

another man's wife wherein she had
testified on behalf of the -state to the

assault, it was held that her husband
was not a competent witness to throw
discredit on her evidence by proving

that she delayed complaining to him
when the opportunity to explain ex-

isted. That " her silence is within

the reason and spirit of the rule that

guards confidence between husband
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b. Under the Statutes. — And in many of the states statutes have

been enacted exi)ressly recognizing this rule.°^

Depositions. — The rule prohibiting communications between hus-

and wife and protects their respect-

ive communications from disclosure

by either."

93. For cases citing and applying

the various statutes of this char-

acter see

:

Arkansas. — Spivey v. Platon, 29
Ark. 603.

California. — Emmons v. Barton,

109 Cal. 662, 42 Pac. 303 ; People v.

Mullings, 83 Cal. 138, 23 Pac. 229,

17 Am. St. Rep. 223 (Cal. Code Civ.

Proc. 1881).

Illinois. — Trcpp v. Barker, 78 III.

146.

Kansas. — Chicago, K. & N. R. Co.

V. Ellis, 52 Kan. 48, 34 Pac. 352;
Van Zandt v. Schuyler, 2 Kan. App.
118, 43 Pac. 295.

Massachusetts. — French v. French,

14 Gray 186; Brown z'. Wood, 121

.Mass. 137; Raynes v. Bennett, 114

Mass. 424.
Minnesota. — Leonard v. Green, 30

Minn. 496, 16 N. W. 399.

Nebraska. — Buckingham v. Roar,

45 Neb. 244, 63 N. W. 398.

New Jersey. — Schaab z\ Schaab,

57 Atl. 1090.

New York. — Marsh v. Potter, 30
Barb. 506.

North Carolina. — State v. Brit-

tain, 117 N. C. 783, 23 S. E. 433-
South Carolina. — Moseley v. Eak-

in, 15 Rich. L. 324.

Tennessee. — Washington r. Bed-
ford, 10 Lea 243 ; Phoeni.x F. & ^L
Ins. Co. V. Shoemaker, 95 Tenn. 72,

31 S. W. 270.

I'irginia. — Davis v. Com., 99 Va.

838, 38 S. E. 191.
" The statute aims to protect all

those private confidences which the

relation of husband and wife holds

as sacred, the disclosure of which
might introduce strife, malevolence,

and discord into the married life, and
includes every communication be-

tween them other than such as in-

volves the title to the separate prop-
erty of either when it becomes neces-
sary to resort to litigation to obtain,

secure, or protect the rights of either

to such separate property. No doubt
society is interested in preserving the

harmony of the marriage relations,

and anything which tends to disrupt

those relations is to be discounte-

nanced." Hunt V. Eaton, 55 Mich.

362, 21 N. W. 429.

In Westchester Fire Ins. Co. v.

Foster, 90 111. 121, an action on a

fire insurance policy, it was held

proper to refu.se to permit a wife
to testify to declarations by her
husband showing that he had caused
the property to be burned.

In Indiana the statute provides
that the rules of evidence prescribed
in civil cases, including the rule ex-
cluding confidential communications,
applies in criminal cases, except that

the party injured by the offense

committed shall be a competent wit-

ness. And in Jordan v. State, 142
Ind. 422, 41 N. E. 817, where a wife
was prosecuted for arson consisting
of burning property of which her
husband was a part owner, it was
held that the husband was a party
injured by the offense committed
within the contemplation of this ex-
ception so as to render it proper for
him to testify that prior to the burn-
ing his wife had declared to him
her intention to burn the mill, and
that after the fire she had told him
that she did burn it.

In Com. V. Cleary, 152 Mass. 491,
25 N. E. 834, it was held that the
defendant's oflfer to prove by his
wife that he showed her that he was
opposed to her owning and having
intoxicating liquors, was held prop-
erly allowed so far as it related to
acts, but that so far as it related to
the efifect of private conversations
between the two, the only legal way
of proving this was by proving the
substance of the words spoken, and
that as the defendant was not at
liberty to prove the latter he could
not prove the former.

In Sanborn v. Gale, 162 Mass.
412, 38 N. E. 710, an action for alien-
ating the aflfections of the plaintiflf's

wife, it was held that a written con-
fession by the wife to her husband of
her guilty relations with the defend-
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band and wife from being' received in evidence applies in the case
of a deposition given by the wife containing- such testimony.'*'*

Cross-Examination of Defendant in Criminal Prosecutions.— A defend-
ant in a criminal case who has offered himself as a witness on his

own behalf, and who has not testified in chief to any communications
between his wife and himself, cannot, without his consent, be exam-
ined by the state as to such communications. °^

Strict Construction of Statutes.— The tendency of the privilege ex-

ant was not competent for the

plaintiff as against the defendant;
that under the Massachusetts statute

the plaintiff could not be allowed to

testify as to a private conversation

with his wife.

In Com. V. Hayes, 145 Mass. 289,

14 N. E. 151, a prosecution against

a married woman for keeping and
maintaining a tenement used for the

illegal keeping and selling of intoxi-

cating liquors, it was held that the

defendant could not testify to con-

versations between herself and her
husband, who managed her business

as her agent, in which she had given

him directions relating thereto. The
court said :

" If the defendant could
not be allowed to testify that she

gave directions to her husband re-

lating to her business for the pur-

pose of showing that they were
given, she could not be allowed to

testify that she gave them for the

purpose of proving that she acted in

good faith in giving them."
In Fuller v. Fuller, 177 Mass. 184,

58 N. E. 588, a divorce suit, it was
held that the plaintiff husband was
improperly permitted to testify to a

conversation between himself and his

wife in which he asked her to re-

turn home, to which she replied that

she would not come and live with
his family. That the fact that the

conversation accompanied and ex-
plained the act of the wife in leav-

ing her husband, and her mental at-

titude in that act, was not sufficient

to take the conversation out of the

operation of the rule established by
the Massachusetts statute.

Confessions of Guilt of Adultery

by a wife to her husband cannot be
shown in an action by her husband
against her paramour. Sanborn v.

Gale, 162 Mass. 412, 38 N. E. 710,

26 L. R. A. 864; Higham v. Vanos-
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dol, loi Ind. 160; nor, in an action

of libel, by charging the plaintiff

with unchastity, can the defendant
show by the plaintiff's husband,
conversations between them from
which it might be inferred that there
existed an unlawful intimacy between
her and another man. Warner v.

Press Pub. Company, 132 N. Y. 181,

30 N. E. 393.
In Head v. Thompson, yy Iowa

263, 42 Pac. 188, an action to fore-

close a mortgage wherein the con-
troversy was as to whether or not a

deed from the defendants, husband
and wife, had been given in satis-

faction of the mortgage debt, it was
held that testimony of the defend-
ant wife as to what passed between
herself and her husband before exe-
cuting the deed violated the rule

against confidential communications
between husband and wife.

In Dye v. Davis, 65 Ind. 474,
where it was claimed that a husband
had forfeited his interest in his

wife's estate by reason of his having
abandoned her, it was held that

whether or not he had in fact aban-
doned her could not be proved by
his testimony as to conversations be-

tween them.

In State v. Halbert, 14 Wash. 306,

44 Pac. 538, a prosecution of the de-

fendant for rape committed upon his

daughter, it was held error to permit
the defendant's wife to state what
was said in a conversation between
herself and her mother in the ab-

sence of the defendant on the morn-
ing following the alleged offense

with reference to what he did and
said during the previous night.

94. French v. Wade, 35 Kan.
391, II Pac. 138.

95. People v. Mullings, 83 Cal.

138, 23 Pac. 229, 17 Am. St. Rep.
223.
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tending- to communications between husband and wife being to

prevent the full disclosure of the truth, it is accordingly held that a

statute declaring the privilege is to be strictly construed.""

c. Basis of Rule. — The basis of this rule excluding communica-
tions or conversations between husband and wife during coverture

is public policy and is wholly independent of any question of interest

or identity. '-'^ And this same public policy is very generally recog-

nized by the statutes.'-'*'

d. Effect of Dissolution of Marriage Relation. — (1.) Death.

Both at common law and under the various statutes, this disability

of husband and wife continues, as to such communications and con-

versations, even after the marital relation has been dissolved'*" by

96. Lloyd V. Pennie, 50 Fed. 4.

See also Satterlee 7'. Bliss, ^,6 Cal.

508; Gower V. Emery, 18 Me. '^2.

Compare Com. v. Sapp, 90 Ky. 580,

14 S. W. 834, 29 Am. St. Rep. 405.
where the court said :

" The word
* communication,' therefore, as used
in our statute, should' be given a
liberal construction. It should not
be confined to a mere statement by
the hu.sband to the wife or vice

versa; but should be construed to

embrace all knowledge upon the part

of the one or the other obtained by
reason of the marriage relation, and
which, but for the confidence grow-
ing out of it, would not have been
known to the party."

Any knowledge acquired by the
wife on account of the trust confided

to her by her husband, of any fact

whatever, should be excluded

;

whether the husband told it to her

out of his mouth or showed it to her
in a letter, or pointed it out with his

hand, or locked it up and gave
her alone access to it by intrusting

her with the key. Stanford v. Mur-
phy, 63 Ga. 410.

97. People v. Mullings, 83 Cal.

138, 38 Pac. 229, 17 Am. St. Rep.

223; Rivers v. State, 118 Ga. 42, 44
S. E. 859; Goelz V. Goelz, 157 111.

2i, 41 N. E. 756.

Statement of Rule Any confi-

dential communication from husband
to wife may not be divulged in any

court, for the reason that the fact

communicated was disclosed in the

privacy of the marital relation and
the peace of the household might be

57

disturbed if it were divulged. Stan-

ford V. Murphy, 63 Ga. 410, where
it was held that the wife could not

testify in respect to papers consigned

to her care by her husband and kept

exclusively by her under her own
lock and key.

" The Relation of Husband and
Wife Is Confidential, from unity of

interest, and sometimes unity of per-

son, as in case of a joint estate to

them. The law requires and extorts

this confidence, and it will protect

it. Communications between them
cannot be exposed to public view.

Tlie interest of the home, the parties,

the children, and especially the

peace and order of society, forbid

it." State V. Brittain, 117 N. C.

783, 23 S. E. 433-

98. As for example, the Illinois

statute expressly provides that noth-

ing therein contained " shall be

construed to authorize or permit any
such husband or wife to testify to

any admissions or conversations of

the other, whether made by him to

her or by her to him, or by either to

third persons, except in suits of

causes between such husband and
wife." Munford v. Miller, 7 111.

App. 62. See also Maynard v. Vin-
ton, 59 Mich. 139, 26 N. W. 401, 60
Am. Rep. 276.

99. United States. — Stein v.

Bowman, 13 Pet. 209; Brooks v.

Francis, 3 McArthur 109.

California. — Emmons v. Barton,

109 Cal. 662, 42 Pac. 303.

Delazi'are. — Gray v. Cole, 5 Har.
418.
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death. Indeed, the fact of death is said rather to increase than
lessen the force of the rule.^

(2.) Divorce.— Nor does dissolution of the marriage relation by
divorce remove the privilege.^ The reason for this rule of exclu-

Gcorgia. — Mclntyre v. Meldrun,
40 Ga. 490; Jackson v. Jackson, 40
Ga. 150; Luigo t'. State, 29 Ga. 470.

Illinois. — Goelz v. Goelz, 157 111.

33, 41 N. E. 756; Reeves v. Herr, 59
111. 81.

Indiana. — Stanley v. Montgomery,
102 Ind. 102, 26 N. E. 213; Noble v.

Nithers, 36 Ind. 193.

Kansas. — French v. Wade, 35
Kan. 391, II Pac. 138.

Maine. — Walker v. Sanborn, 46
Me. 470.

Michigan. — Maynard v. Vinton,

59 Mich. 139, 26 N. W. 401, 60 Am.
Rep. 276.

Missouri.— Spradling v. Conway,
51 Mo. 51 ; Herndon v. Triple Alli-

ance, 45 Mo. App. 426.

Nebraska. — Buckingham v. Roar,

45 Neb. 244, 63 N. W. 398.

New York. — Keator v. Dimmick,
46 Barb. 158; Babcock v. Booth, 2
Hill 181, 38 Am. Dec. 578.

Pennsylvania. — Appeal of Robb,
98 Pa. St. 501.

Tennessee. — German v. German,
7 Cold. 180; Pillow V. Thomas, i

Baxt. 120; P'atton v. Wilson, 2 Lea
101.

T^A-a.y. — Mitchell v. Mitchell, 80
Tex. loi, 15 S. W. 705.

Vermont. — Smith v. Potter, 27
Vt. 304, 65 Am. Dec. 198; Williams
V. Baldwin, 7 Vt. 503.

Virginia. — Robin v. King, 2 Leigh
140; Marks v. Spencer, 81 Va. 751;
Davis V. Com., 99 Va. 838, 38 S. E.
191.

Compare State v. Ryan, 30 La.
Ann. 1 1 76.

" This is necessary to the preser-
vation of that perfect confidence and
trust which should characterize and
bless the relation of man and wife.

Each must feel that the other is a
safe and sacred depository of all se-

crets. And the protection which the
law holds over the dead is the very
source of greatest security to all the
living." Luigo v. State, 29 Ga. 470.
See also Maynard v. Vinton, 59
Mich. 139, 26 N. W. 401, 60 Am.
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Rep. 276, where the court, in speak-
ing of death as not removing the
privilege, said that, " If it could
the policy of the law would be de-

feated. After the husband or wife
has gone to the grave the survivor
cannot be permitted to blacken the

good name and bring disgrace upon
the memory of the departed by drag-
ging to life communications made in

the confidence of marital relations,

and to protect which the statute was
enacted."

In Farmers Bank v. Cole, 5 Har.
(Del.) 418, where the issue was as

to the liability of the husband for

rent, and it was attempted to prove
by the widow that up to the time of

his death he had occupied the prem-
ises in question, under an agreement
to pay rent, as she had been in-

formed by him, the court said:
" Though the husband, if alive, might
charge himself by his own admission
in evidence by himself, or proved by
another, policy protects him from
such proof of the wife. If the wit-

ness had any knowledge of the re-

lation of landlord and tenant, de-

rived from any other source than the
husband, she may prove it; but she
will not be allowed to disclose the

communication of her husband to

her."

Compare Stuhlmuller v. Ewing, 39
Miss. 447, where it was held that the

widow is, a competent witness on be-

half of the estate of her deceased

husband, to prove a conversation

between her husband in his lifetime

and the opposing party in relation

to the subject-matter of the suit.

1. Stein V. Bowman, 13 Pet. (U.

S.) 209.

2. California. — People v. Mul-
lings, 83 Cal. 138, 23 Pac. 229, 17

Am. St. Rep. 223.

Illinois. — Crose v. Rutledge, 81

111. 266.

Indiana. — Perry v. Randall, 83
Ind. 143.
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sion does not apply to facts known to a survivinj:^ husband or wife

independent of the previous existence of the marriaf^e.''

B. Application of the Rule. — a. Actions Between Spouses.

(1.) Generally. — Sometimes the statute confines the operation of this

rule of exclusion to cases other than actions between husband and

wife, expressly excepting actions between husband and wife.*

Kansas. — Anderson v. Anderson,

9 Kan. ii2.

Kentucky. — Elswick v. Com., 13

Bush 155.

Massac h usctts. — Dickcrman v.

Graves, 6 Cush. 308, 53 Am. Dec. 41.

Michigan:— Plitchcock v. Moore,
70 Mich. 112, 27 N. W. 914, 14 Am.
St. Rep. 474.

Missouri. — Schnabel v. Schnabel,
12 Mo. App. 587.

Pennsylvania. — Brock v. Brock,
116 Pa.' St. 109, 9 Atl. 486.

In Criminal Cases the subsequent

dissoUition of the marriage relation

by decree of divorce does not aflfect

the rule excluding confidential

communications between husband and
wife. Owen v. State, 78 Ala. 425.

56 Am. Rep. 40, where it was held

error to permit the defendant's wife

to detail facts as to the conduct of

the defendant on the night of the al-

leged oflfense and afterward, or dur-
ing the time they were living to-

gether as husband and wife, some
of which would not likely have come
to her knowledge had it not been
for the relationship of husband and
wife. See also State v. Jolly, 20 N.
C. no, 32 Am. Dec. 656. where it

WPS held that the husband, although
divorced from his wife, was incom-
petent to prove criminal conduct on
the wife's part. Compare Long z:

State, 86 Ala. 36, 5 So. 443, a crim-
inal prosecution, where the defend-
ant's divorced wife was called to

testify to matters which had oc-

curred after the divorce. The court

said: "The wife is not a compe-
tent witness in criminal cases, for

or against the husband; and after

death or divorce is incompetent to

testify to any facts, information of
which was obtained in the confidence
and secrecy of the marital relation.

But she is competent to testify to

any matters which transpired subse-

quently to the divorce."

In State v. Raby, 121 N. C. 682,

28 S. E. 490, a prosecution of a man
and woman for adultery, it was held

that the divorced husband of the fe-

male defendant was not competent
to testify to any act showing or tend-

ing to establish her adultery occur-
ring during the time of their mar-
riage.

In Ex parte Fatheree, 34 Tex.
Crim. 594, 31 S. W. 403, where the

defendant was charged with the

murder of his daughter, it was held

that statements made by the de-

ceased to her mother, who had been
divorced from him, w^ere admissible,

and that she might properly testify

to such statements.

3. Elswick V. Com., 13 Bush
(Ky-) IS5- See also Dickerman t\

Groves, 6 Cush. (Mass.) 308, hold-

ing that in an action by a husband
for criminal conversation with a wife

from whom he had subsequently been
divorced, she was a competent wit-

ness to prove the charge laid in the

husband's declaration.

A divorced wife is not a compe-
tent witness to prove a fact which
must have come to her knowled.ge

from its very nature during the ex-

istence of the marriage relation ; al-

though as to facts occurring after

the divorce in which her former hus-

band did not participate and which
affected her and the party calling her

only, she is a competent witness.
" The reason of the rule for her ex-

clusion has no application to such a

state of case." Crose v. Rutledge, 81

111. 266.

4. As for example in Illinois a

statute passed in 1874 (Goelz v.

Goelz, 157 111. 2,3, 41 N. E. 756)
where this statutory rule of exclu-
sion was held to apply in an action

by a husband to set aside a convey-
ance of land made to his wife during
her lifetime, on the ground that the

consideration therefor was furnished

Vol. VI
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(2.) Divorce Suits. — And it is held that a statute expressly making
either i)arty to a divorce suit a competent witness does not modify
oi repeal a statute re-enacting the common-law rule of exclusion.^

b. Distinction Betiveen Confidential and Non-Confidential Com-
munications.— (1.) Generally. — At common law there was formerly
some question whether or not the privilege extended to communica-
tions between husband and wife which in their nature did not seem
to be confidential, but the general rule was finally adopted that the
privilege extended to all communications between husband and wife,
although on subjects not confidential in their nature.^
Under the Statutes the cases are in conflict, not perhaps so much

due to variety of opinion as to the wording of the statutes them-
selves. On the one hand some of the courts hold that the privilege
extends to all communications,'^ except perhaps those which from

with funds belonging to him, which
had been subsequently conveyed by
her to her son who was the defend-
ant in that action.

5. Castello v. Castello, 41 Ga.
613 ; Ayer v. Ayer, 28 Mo. App. 97

;

Miller v. Miller. 13 Mo. App. 591

;

Miller v. Miller, 14 Mo. App. 418.

See also Vogel v. Vogel, 13 Mo.
App. 588J Seitz V. Seitz, 170 Pa. St.

Briggs V. Briggs
»8. Compare Fow-
N. Y. St. 746, II

71. 32 Atl. 578;
(R. I.), 26 Atl. ic

ler V. Fowler, 23
N. Y. Supp. 419.

6. O'Connor v. Marjoribanks, 4
Man. & G. (Eng.) 435; Dexter v.

Booth, 2 Allen (Mass.) 559.

7. Newstrom v. St. Paul & D. R.

Co., 61 Minn. 78, 63 N. W. 253. an
action to recover damages for the

wrongful death of the plaintiff's hus-

band, wherein it was held proper to

exclude testimony by the plaintiff as
to statements made by the deceased
in his lifetime concerning the bad or
dangerous character of the place

where he was killed. See also

Leppla V. Minnesota Tribune Co., 35
Minn. 310, 29 N. W. 127, where the

court said :
" The word communi-

cation is used without qualification

and in such limitation as that sug-
gested [that the rule applied only to

confidential communications] would
be extremely difficult of application.

It would introduce a separate issue

in each case as to whether or not the

communication was of a confidential

character. To enable the court to

judge as to its character the com-
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munication would have to be dis-

closed, and so the very mischief

committed which was designed to be
prevented. ... By using the

word communication without quali-

fication or limitation in our statute

we think it was the intention to

adopt this rule." Campbell v. Chace,
T2 R. I. 2iZ2), where the court said

:

" The word * communication ' is

used broadly without qualification.

The question is, whether it shall be
qualified by construction, or whether
the policy of the law does not de-

mand for it the broadest interpreta-
tion."

The rule of exclusion is not con-
fined to subjects which are confiden-
tial in their nature, but applies

whenever a spouse is called upon to

disclose any matter which came to

his or her knowledge in consequence
of the marriage relation. Reeves v.

Herr. 59 111. 81, where the matter
sought to be proved by the wife was
a conversation between her husband
and a third person, in her presence,
and the court said: "The conversa-
tion in question, though not between
the witness and her husband, but be-

tween him and the defendant, yet,

as it occurred between them in the
presence and hearing of the wife, we
must regard that she came to the
knowledge of it by means of her sit-

uation as wife, that she could not
properly be admitted to testify con-
cerning it against the representative
of her husband, nor should she be
admitted to testify in his favor."
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their very nature were evidently intended to be communicated to

otliers.^ On the otlier hand otlier courts hold that the j)rivilege is

limited to communications which are confidential in their nature,"

and that it does not extend to non-confidential communications i^'*

The California Statute on the sub-

ject of privileged communications
between husband and wife is little

more than a declaration of the com-
mon-law rule upon the subject, ex-

cept that it sweeps away that em-
barrassing distinction by extending
the privilege to " any communication
made by one to the other during the

marriage." People v. Mullings, 83
Cal. 138, 23 Pac. 229, 17 Am. St.

Rep. 223, a prosecution for murder
where the defendant's testimony
consisted simply of answering the

question whether or not he had
killed the deceased, and it was held
error to permit the prosecution on
cross-examination to testify to con-
versations occurring between him-
self and wife, who was at the time
of the trial divorced from him.

The Massachusetts Statute pro-
hibiting husband or wife from testi-

fying as to private conversations
with each other is not confined to

conversations upon subjects which
are confidential in their nature, but
it includes conversations between
them relating to business done by
one as agent of the other. Com. v.

Hayes, 145 Mass. 289, 14 N. E. 151.

Compare Com. v. Caponi, 155 Mass.

5.34. 30 N. E. 82, a prosecution for

polygamy, where it was held that let-

ters by the defendant to his second
wife were competent against him

;

that it is " private conversations be-

tween husband and wife which the

statute excludes, and not written

communications."
Compare "VVaddlc v. McWilliams,

21 Mo. App. 298, where the Missouri

statute was construed to exclude

what was .said by another in conver-

sation with the husband as well as to

exclude what was done by that other

in connection with the conversation,

which might be explained by the

conversation. See also Holman v.

Bachus, 73 Mo. 49.

8. See infra, this section, as to

conversations involving expected dis-

closure.

9. In re Van Alstine's Estate, 26

Utah 193. 72 Pac. 942. See also

Hoyt V. Davis, 21 Mo. App. 235.

10. Alabama. — Liles v. State, 30
Ala. 24, 68 Am. Dec. 108; Gordon v.

Tweedy, 71 Ala. 202. See also Chap-
man V. Holding, 60 Ala. 522.

Indiana. — Haugh v. Blythe, 20

Ind. 24.

loiva. — State v. Middleham, 62
Iowa 150, 17 N. W. 446; Roumans
V. Hay, 12 Iowa 270.

Kentucky. — Elswick v. Com., 13

Bush 155.

Mississippi. — Stuhlmuller z'. Ew-
ing, 39 Miss. 447.
North Carolina. — Norris v. Stew-

art. 105 N. C. 455, 10 S. E. 912, 18

Am. St. Rep. 917.

IV est V ir g i n i a. — Pickens v.

Knisely, 29 W. Va. i, 11 S. E. 932,

6 Am. St. Rep. 622.

Wisconsin. — Crook v. Henry, 25
Wis. 569.

In Parkhurst 7'. Berdell, no N. Y.

386, 18 N. E. 123, 6 Am. St. Rep.

384, an action by a widow to com-
pel an accounting for moneys and
securities which the defendant had
appropriated to his own use, it was
held that the testimony of the de-

fendant's wife as to private conver-
sations with him concerning the

plaintiff's securities taken by him,

his obligation to her therefor, and
his promise to secure her were not
confidential communications pro-

hibited by the New York statute.

The court said :
" What are confi-

dential communications within the

meaning of the statute? Clearly not

all communications made between
husband and wife when alone. If

such had been the meaning it would
have been so provided in general and
simple terms. They are such com-
munications as are expressly made
confidential or such as are of a con-

fidential nature or induced by the

marital relation. The conversations

with her husband testified to by Mrs.
Berdell cannot be excluded by the

application of any of these tests.

Vol. VI
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nor to information imparted by acts or acquired by observation,"

They were ordinary conversations

relating to matters of business which
there is no reason to suppose he
would have been unwilling to hold

in the presence of any person."

In Rudd V. Rounds, 64 Vt. 432, 25
Atl. 438, an action for alienating the

affections of the plaintiff's wife, it

was held that testimony that the
plaintiff had invited his wife to go
to a certain place with him, that she

declined and afterward went with
the defendant, did not involve a mat-
ter of marital confidence. " Such
invitations between husband and
wife usually are given and declined

publicly. They are not usually se-

cret, but are open communications.
They neither require nor are in-

spired by marital confidence."

Conversations between a husband
and wife as to his appointment as her
agent and in regard to transactions

conducted by him as such agent, are

not confidential communications
within the meaning of the Indiana
statute. Schmied v. Frank, 86 Ind.

250.

11. Spivey V. Platon, 29 Ark. 603.

In re Van Alstine's Estate, 26
Utah 193, y2 Pac. 942, a proceeding
to probate the will of a decedent
wherein it was held that the testi-

mony of the divorced wife of the

decedent as to his mental condition
during their marriage relation when
he was under the influence of liquor

did not fall within the rule exclud-
ing confidential communications. The
court said: "Knowledge of the de-

ceased husband's habits and mental
condition was obtained by his wife
by observation, and not from anj'-

thing communicated to her in confi-

dence by her husband."

In Stanley v. Stanley, 112 Ind.

143, 13 N. E. 261, the wife of a de-

ceased husband, as a witness, after

referring to an occasion when he
visited her, was asked as to his con-

dition, to which .she testified that he
was intoxicated, and it was held that

his condition in this respect, unless

it appeared to have been specially

confided to her in the absence of

Vol. VI

others, was not to be regarded as in

the nature of a confidential communi-
cation.

In Giddings v. Iowa State Sav.

Bank, 104 Iowa 676, 74 N. W. 21, it

was held that the testimony of a

wife as to threats made by the offi-

cers of a bank against her husband
which he had communicated to her,

did not contravene the Iowa statute

forbidding husband and wife from
divulging confidential communica-
tions.

In Walker v. Sanborn, 46 Me. 470,

an action by an executor, the widow
of the plaintiff's intestate was called

to testify to an agreement made in

her presence between her husband
and the defendant, and it was held

that as the facts as to which she was
called to testify did not come to her

knowledge through any communica-
tion from her hu,sband, but by her

happening to be present at the time,

her testimony was competent.

In Sage v. State, 127 Ind. 15, 26

N. E. 667, it was held that permit-

ting the state to prove as a fact that

the defendant and his wife were in

a room by themselves after his ar-

rest for the crime charged did not

violate the rule protecting communi-
cations between husband and wife.

In Poison r. State, 137 Ind. 519, 35
N. E. 907, it was held that permit-

ting the defendant's wife to testify

that he had communicated to her a

loathsome disease was not a breach
of the rule against confidential com-
munications. " Such conduct on his

part was a gross breach of his duty

as a husband, and he could not,

therefore, shield himself from ex-

posure in a court of justice, where
such fact became material evidence

in a cause, on the ground that it was
a confidential communication."

A divorced husband is a compe-
tent witness against his wife as to

such facts as came to his knowledge
during their marriage by means
equally accessible to other persons,

and not disclosed to him in conver-

sation with her. Bigelow v. Sickles,

75 Wis. 427, 44 N. W. 761.
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as for example, whether or not a spouse exhiliited sip^ns of insanity, ^-

the physical condition of a spouse at a particular time/^ the manner
in wliich one spouse conducted himself or herself toward the other,

and the like.^'*

(2.) Acts or Conduct as Constituting Communication. — The communi-
cation need not necessarily he expressed in w'ords, but may consist

of acts or conduct.'^

(3.) Conversations in Regard to Business Transactions.— So, also, it is

held that the privilege does not extend to conversations between

12. United States v. Giiiteau, i

Mack. (U. S.) 498. Compare
Brewer v. Ferguson, li Humph.
(Tenn.) 565.

13. In an action for personal in-

juries, the admission of testimony of

the plaintiflF's wife as to his physical

condition after the injuries and his

expressions of pain and suffering

does not involve any violation of

marital confidence. Stack v. Ports-

mouth, 52 N. H. 221.

14. In Yowell v. Vaughn, 85 Mo.
App. 206, where the defendant was
charged with having alienated the

affections of the plaintiff's wife and
persuading her to sue for and obtain

a divorce, it was held that the di-

vorced wife was properly permitted

to testify as to her husb?nd's con-

duct toward her during the time she

had lived with him; that "to strike

or abuse his wife or use violence

toward her person has never yet been
held to be confidential communica-
tions."

In Smith r. Smith, JJ Ind. 80, a

divorce suit, it was held proper to

permit the plaintiff to testify in rela-

tion to her conduct as the wife of

the defendant and to his habits of

intoxication, and his abusive treat-

ment of her.

In Rose v. Mitchell, 21 R. I. 270,

43 Atl. 67, an action for alienating

the affections of the plaintiff's wife,

it was held that the exclusion of

testimony of the plaintiflF's wife of

language used by him to her, tend-

ing to show unkind treatment, was
proper under R. I. Gen. Laws, c.

244, §.37-

In Wright v. Wright, 114 Iowa

748, 87 N. W. 709, 55 L. R. A. 261,

an action by a wife against her hus-

band's father for support under a

contract providing therefor in case

of non-support by the husband, it

was held that testimony by the wife

as to the manner in which her hus-

band treated her from the time of

their marriage to the time of the

alleged abandonment, and in which

she related certain declarations and
conversations between them, did

not fall within the terms of the Iowa
statute providing that, " neither hus-

band nor wife can be examined in

any case as to any communications
made by the one to the other while
married, nor shall they, after the

marriage relation ceases, be permit-

ted to reveal in testimony any such

communications made while the mar-
riage relation subsisted."

15. Perry 7'. Randall, 83 Ind.

143, an action to recover money be-

longing to plaintiflf which was al-

leged to have been found by the de-

fendant, wherein it was held that the

defendant's acts in relation to the

plaintiflF's lost money, done in the

presence of his wife during the mar-
riage and in response to her ques-

tions or suggestions, were confiden-

tial communications to her by her
husband, the defendant, within the

meaning of the rule, although no
spoken words were testified to by
her. The court said: "Their inter-

view was private and confidential;

and the acts of the appellant in the

presence of his wife in relation to

appellee's lost money were such a

communication by him to her that

she was not a competent witness un-

der the statute to testify in regard

to his actions without his consent."

See also infra this section as to in-

formation imparted by acts or ob-

tained by. observation.
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husband and wife in regard to business transactions ;^*' as for exam-
ple, communications concerning contracts between husband and
wife in relation to the separate property of either, the title to which
is in litigation, ^^ or within the scope of an agency existing between
husband and wife, are not privileged. ^^ Sometimes by express
statutory provision husband or wife were allowed to testify as to

16. Sackman ?/. Thomas, 24
Wash. 660, 64 Pac. 819, where it was
held that the testimony of a married
woman that the property in contro-

versy had been purchased in part

with money given to her by her hus-

band, was not privileged. See also

Spittz's Appeal, 56 Conn. 184, 14

Atl. 776; Rea v. Jaffray, 82 Iowa
231, 48 N. W. 78, a contest over the

validity of a claim by a wife against

her husband's insolvent estate for

borrowed money, wherein it was
held that conversations between her
and her husband tending to show the
contracts under which the claimed
indebtedness existed, were compe-
tent. Schaffner v. Reuter, 2,y Barb.
(N. Y.) 44.

The admission in evidence of a
letter from a husband to his wife
instructing her to purchase certain

lands for him and in his name, he
furnishing the purchase price, does
not violate the rule against the dis-

closure of confidential communica-
tions between husband and wife.

Barrier v. Darrier, 58 Mo. 222.

" A communication made by a
husband to his wife respecting trust

property which it is their joint duty
to carefully preserve and surrender
to the lawful owner when lawfully

entitled to it, is not confidential

within the meaning of the statute re-

lieving husband and wife from obli-

gation to disclose any confidential

communication made by one to the
other during coverture." Wood v.

Chetwood, 27 N. J. Eq. 311.

17. Hunt V. Eaton, 55 Mich. 362,
21 N. W. 429, so holding, providing
the parties to the record are within
the excepted cases mentioned in the
Michigan statute. See also Peififer

V. Lytle, 58 Pa. St. 386, where a

father had advanced' money to pay
for land purchased by his daughter,
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but conveyed to her husband, and it

was held that evidence as to a verbal

promise by the husband to his wife
to secure the advancement and its

proceeds and subsequent sums re-

ceived by him of his wife's property
was a simple statement of facts and
did not involve a breach of marital
confidence.

In Seabrook v. Brady, 47 Ga. 650,
an action by an administrator de
bonus lion to recover property of his

intestate sold by his predecessor as

his own upon which there was a
charge in favor of the latter's wife,

which the defendants claimed she had
relinquished, it was held that the

wife was a competent witness, not-
withstanding the death of her hus-
band, to testify as to acts and decla-

rations of her husband at the time
the deed was signed ; that there was
no privileged communication re-

vealed which the law prohibits.

In In re Buckman's Will, 64 Vt.

313, 24 Atl. 252, 22 Am. St. Rep. 930,
it was held that testimony of a hus-

band, who was contesting his wife's

will, concerning an agreement or
understanding between them rela-

tive to her respective interests in

certain real estate devised by her
will to other persons was proper be-

cause " that was not a matter in

which she treated with him in mari-
tal confidence when they were alone,

but was purely a business transaction

had and done between them in the

presence of witnesses evidently

called as such, which precludes the

idea of marital confidence."

18. Robison v. Robison, 44 Ala.

22J ; Taylor v. Duesterberg, 109 Ind.

165. 9 N. E. 907; Schmidt v. Frank,
86 Ind. 250; Curry v. Stephens, 84
i\Io. 442 ; Chaunot v. Larsori, 43 Wis.
536, 28 Am. Rep. 567. See also

Southwick V. Southwick, 49 N. Y.
510.
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conversations between them relating to business done as agent for

the other.'"

(4.) Negotiations for Conveyance Between Husband and Wife.— Nego-
tiations between a husband and wife which resukcd in the convey-

ance of land from him to her are not confidential communications
between them so as to be inadmissible on a subsequent contest

between them and the husband's creditors as to the validity of the

transfer.^"

(5.) Transfers. — The transfer of a claim from one sj^ouse to the

other is not a communication within the rule excluding confidential

communications between husband and wife.^'

(6.) Delivery of Deed. — The delivery of a deed from one spouse

to the other is not a privileged communication.^^

(7.) Genuineness of Handwriting-.— Testimony of a husband that

certain letters were in his wife's handwriting is not testimony as

to a communication, but as to a fact.^^

c. Commu)iicatioiis in Perpetration of Fraud. — Communications
between husband and wife while they are engaged in perpetrating a

fraud are not privileged.^*

19. As for example under the

Massachusetts statute. Com. v.

Hayes, 145 Mass. 289, 14 N. E. 151.

See also infra, this article, where
the distinction between confidential

and non-confidential communications
is discussed.

20. Beitman v. Hopkins, 109 Ind.

177, 9 N. E. 720.

21. Hanks v. Van Gardner, 59
Iowa 179, 13 N. W. 103.

22. Poulson V. Stanley, 122 Cal.

655, 55 Pac. 605, 68 Am. St. Rep. 72,

;

Hutchinson v. Hutchinson, 16 Colo.

349, 26 Pac. 814.

In Carpenter v. Dane, 10 Ind. 125,

an action of the heirs of the obligee

to enforce performance of a bond to

convey land, the original of which
had been destroyed and a new one
executed in its place to the widow
and heirs, and it was alleged that the

obligor had fraudulently procured
the destruction of the original bond
and substituted the new one. diflfer-

ent in its terms. The widow had
released her interest to the heirs and
it was held that her testimony as to

the execution, delivery, destruction

and contents of the lost bond did not

come within the rule excluding priv-

ileged communications.
23. HoUz V. Dick, 42 Ohio St.

23, 51 Am. Rep. 791.

See also Benson v. United States,

146 U. S. 325, where the wife was
held to have been properly permitted

to testify for the government as to

certain letters that they were in the

handwriting of her husband and had
been received by her through the

mails; that her testimony was in

reference to a subordinate matter—
merely the identification of certain

papers.

24. Beitman v. Hopkins, 109 Ind.

177, 9 N. E. 720.

Where a husband is made the con-

duit and mouthpiece of the fraud of

others, and in furtherance of that

fraud prevails upon his wife to sign

a note and incumber her property, a

court of equity, in the absence of

other evidence, in order to unearth
that fraud and expose it in all its

details will, from the necessity of the

case and upon a familiar common-
law principle respecting evidence of

fraud, permit both husband and wife
to testify as to the conversations had
lictween them in regard to the
transaction. Moeckel v. Heim, 134
Mo. 576, 36 S. W. 226. See also
Henry v. Sneed, 99 Mo. 407, 12 S.

W. 663, 17 Am. St. Rep. 580, an ac-
tion by a husband and wife to re-

strain the defendants from selling

under a deed of trust the property
of the wife on the ground that the

transaction was induced by fraud

;

Vol. VI
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d. Conversations Before Marriage. — A husband is a competent

witness to testify to transactions and conversations occurring before

marriage.^^

e. Conversations in Presence or Hearing of Third Person. — Con-
versations between husband and wife, or admissions by one to the

other, in the presence of a third person, are not privileged, and can
be testified to l)y hearer.-° And it has been held that a conversation

between husband and wife might be testified to by a concealed

listener who overheard it.^^ It is held, however, that a wife is not

where it was held that the husband
and wife were properly permitted to

testify in relation to conversations
between them as to the transaction,

on the ground that such conversa-
tions were part of the res gestae, and
also on the ground of fraud ; Hach
V. Rollins, 158 Mo. 182, 59 S. W.
232, where it was held that a wife
was not an incompetent witness by
reason of her coverture to testify as

to fraud perpetrated by her husband
upon her in the transfer by him of
property promised by him to be given
to her.

Compare Emmons v. Barton, log
Cal. 662, zp Pac. 303, where on an
issue as to the fraudulent character
vel non of a conveyance by husband
to wife, it is held that the wife could
not be examined as a witness as to

what her husband told her at the

time of the conveyance as to his pur-
pose in making it.

25. Mueller v. Ribhan, 94 III.

419; Otis z'. Spencer, 102 111. 622, 40
Am. Rep. 617.

Testimony of a husband on the

prosecution of a man for fornication

and adultery with the wife of the

former to facts which occurred be-
fore their marriage, does not come
within the rule excluding communi-
cations between husband and wife.

State V. Wiseman, 130 N. C. 726, 41

S. E. 884.

In Collins v. Mack, 31 Ark. 684,

an action to recover damages for

breach of marriage promise, it was
hield error to permit the husband of

the plaintiff to testify as to matters

that occurred previous to his mar-
riage with her.

26. Gannon v. People, 127 111.

507, 21 N. E. 525 ; Fay v. Guynon,
131 Mass. 31 ; Allison i'. Barrow,
Coldw. (Tenn.) 414, 91 Am. Dec.
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291; State V. Gray, 55 Kan. 135, .39
Pac. 1050, where the court said:
" The law merely seals their mouths
as to communications that have
passed between them. Whatever is

said in the presence and hearing of

third persons has none of the char-

acteristics or attributes of a confi-

dential communication. There is no
secrecy about it. It is then published
to the witnesses, who are in no sense
parties to the conjugal relation." See
also Phoenix F. & M. Ins. Co. v.

Shoemaker, 95 Tenn. 72, 31 S. W.
270. Compare Jacobs v. Hesler, 113
Mass. 157, where it was held that a

conversation between husband and
wife had in the presence of no other
persons except their family of young
children, who are not shown to

have taken any part in or paid any
attention to the conversation, must
therefore be deemed incompetent
evidence, as a private conversation
between husband and wife. Camp-
bell V. Chace, 12 R. I. ^t,2-

On an issue as to whether or not
the deed of a married woman, abso-
lute on its face, was intended as a

mortgage, her husband is a compe-
tent witness to testify as to what
took place between her and the

grantee under the deed at the time
of its e.xecution. Brickie v. Leach,

55 S. C. 510, 32, S. E. 720.

In Freeman v. Freeman, 62 111.

189, an action against a personal

representative, it was held that the

husband of an heir and distributee,

as well as such heir and distributee

herself, was a competent witness for

the defendant to prove certain con-

versations and transactions between
the plaintiff and the decedent mate-
rial to the issue.

27. Rex V. Simons, 6 Car. & P.

540, 25 E. C. L. 565 ; Lyon v. Prouty,
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a competent witness to prove what was said in a conversation by

another person with her husband, nor to prove any act done in

connection with such conversation and which miglU be explained

thereby.^*

f. Conversation Invoh'ini^ Expectation of Disclosure. — A com-
munication made between Inisband and wife under circumstances

which involve an expectation that they will be disclosed are not

confidential.^®

g. Letters. — (l.) Generally.— The general rule is that letters

between husband and wife are not to be received against the other.-'"'

This privilege, however, can be invoked only while the communica-

tion remains within their custody and control, or while it remains

within the custody and control of their agents or representatives,

and just so far as it remains within the custody and control of

themselves or their agents or representatives ;^^ and accordingly it

154 Mass. 488, 28 N. E. 908; Com.
7'. Griffin, no Mass. 181; People v.

Hayes, 140 N. Y. 484, 35 N. E. 951,

2,7 Am. St. Rep. 572, 23 L. R. A.

830; Wheeler v. Campbell, 68 Vt.

98, 34 Atl. 35 ; State v. Centre, 35 Vt.

378; Knight V. State, 114 Ga. 48, 39
S. E. 928, where the court said: " If

they are unsuccessful in keeping se-

cret that which they intended each

other shall so regard, the mere fact

that they did so intend will not ren-

der incompetent the testimony of an

outsider." See also Wilkerson v.

State, 91 Ga. 729, I7 S. E. 990. 44
Am. St. Rep. 63; Nolen v. Harden,

43 Ark. 307, 51 Am. Rep. 563. Com-
pare Westerman v. Westerman, 25

Ohio St. 500; Sessions v. Trevitt, 39
Ohio St. 259.

28. McFadin v. Catron, 120 Mo.

252, 25 S. W. 506.

29. Hagerman v. Wigent, 108

Mich. 192, 65 N. W. 756, where it

was held proper to permit a husband
to testify that his deceased wife had
intrusted him with the custody of

property to be delivered to certain

persons after her death. See also

Wells V. Tucker. 3 Binn. (Pa.) 366;
Caldwell 7'. Stuart. 2 Bail. (S. C.)

574; Gaskill V. King, 34 N. C. 211.

30. State V. Ulrich, no Mo. 350,

19 S. W. 656. See also Mitchell v.

]\Iitchell. 80 Tex. loi, 15 S. W. 705;
Brown z'. Brown, 53 Mo. App. 453,
where the court said :

" We sec no
reason why a communication which

a husband or wife cannot testify to

should not apply as forcibly to a let-

ter as to a conversation. There can

be no reason for distinguishing be-

tween what is y>oken by the tongue

and written by the hand. Either is

a communication, as that term is un-

derstood in the law on this subject,

and the law should prevent the un-

covering of either. Husband and
wife should be as free to write to

each other as they are to talk to-

gether. No motive of policy can ap-

ply to the one mode of communica-
tion that is not equally applicable to

the other."

A letter written in the presence of

her husband by the wife to her al-

leged paramour during an alterca-

tion with her husband as to the al-

leged intimacy existing, but which
was never received by such para-

mour, and which the husband se-

cured possession of, is as essentially

a confidential communication between
husband and wife, until disclosed by
one or the other, as though the same
words had been uttered by her in his

presence, and cannot be received in

evidence on behalf of the husband
in a subsequent action of criminal

conversation by him against such .1!-

leged paramour. Smith v. Merrill,

75 Wis. 461. 44 N. W. 759.

31. State V. Buffington, 20 Kan.
599. 27 Am. Rep. 193; Lloyd v.

Pennie. 50 Fed. 4.

Compare Wilkerson v. State, Qi

Ga. 729, 17 S. E. 990, 44 Am. St.

Vol. VI
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is held that communications between husband and wife are not priv-

ileged in the hands of third persons,^- provided, however, the cir-

cumstances under which they came into the hands of such third

persons were not in effect a violation of marital confidence.^^

(2.) Envelopes and Addresses.— And it has been held that in the

case of written communications between husband and wife, the

Rep. 63. where it was held that un-

der the Georgia code, which declares

that from pubHc policy, communica-
tions between husband and wife are

excluded as evidence, a letter writ-

ten by the husband to the wife and

received by her, which indicates the

state of his feelings toward a third

person and toward herself in relation

to that person, is not admissible in

evidence in behalf of such third per-

son on his trial for the homicide of

the husband, although the wife vol-

untarily parted with the possession

of a letter by turning it over to the

accused before the homicide and the

latter has had possession and con-

trol of it ever since.

32. People v. Hayes, 140 N. Y.

484, 35 N. E. 951, 27 Am. St. Rep.

572, 23 L. R. A. 830. See also State

V. Hoyt, 47 Conn. 518, 36 Am. Rep.

89; State V. Buffington, 20 Kan.

599, 2y Am. Rep. 193 ; Lloyd v.

Pennie, 50 Fed. 4, where letters

from a husband to his wife in the

custody of her administrator, both

husband and wife being dead, were
held not to be privileged, especially

in view of the language of the Cali-

fornia statute declaring the privilege.

In State v. Hoyt, 47 Conn. 518, 36
Am. Rep. 89, a prosecution for mur-
der, the defendant did not call his

wife as a witness, and she was not

a witness on the trial. The state

ofifered sundry letters written by him
to her, which the state claimed con-

tained admissions inconsistent with
the claims of the defendant as to his

unconsciousness at the time of the

homicide and as to his unsoundness
of mind. To the introduction of

any of these letters the defendant
objected on the ground that all the

letters were confidential communica-
tions between husband and wife,

and as such, she not being a witness

in the case, could not be used in evi-

dence against the husband. It is
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not shown how the state obtained

the letters, or any of them, or that

they had ever been in the possession

of the wife ; but the court overruled
the objection and admitted all the

letters in evidence. In sustaining

the action of the trial judge, the

court said :
" In this ruling the

court violated no rule of evidence.

The question was not whether the

husband or wife could have been
compelled to produce this evidence,

but whether, when the letters fell

into the hands of a third person, the

sacred shield of privilege went with

them. We think not. i Greenl.

Ev., § 254a. The fact that the com-
munications in this case were writ-

ten places them on no higher ground
than if they were merely oral. And
as to the latter, it is well settled that

conversations between husband and
wife are not privileged so as to pre-

vent a third person who overheard
them from testifying."

In Bowman v. Patrick, 32 Fed.

368, a motion was made to suppress

certain exhibits consisting of letters

written by one of the defendants to

his wife, on the ground that they

were privileged. The wife had died

pending proceedings for a divorce,

and one who professed to be her

personal representative obtained pos-

session of these letters, and without

any requirement of his office, but in

a mere spirit of hostility to the hus-

band, delivered them to the opposite

side, not as a party to the action, but

as a mere volunteer in the produc-

tion of the letters, and it was held

that under the circumstances in

which the letters got into other

hands they should not have been

used as evidence.

33. Selden v. State, 74 Wis. 271,

42 N. W. 218, 17 Am. St. Rep. 144,

where it was held that letters from

a husband to his wife, which the

latter had placed in the hands of her
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privilcffe exists not merely to the letter itself, but to every part of

the letter, including the envelope and address.''''

C. Waiver of Privilkge. — The privilep^e in respect of com-
munications between husband and wife is the privilege of the person
making the communication, and can only l>e waived by him or her

])crsonally, and his or her personal representative has no right to

waive it even in the interest of their estate.'''' And where a spouse
voluntarily discloses a part of a conversation between himself and
his wife he may be compelled to disclose the remainder of the con-
versation.''"'

attorney, were confidential, and the

attorney had no right to produce
them in evidence against tlie hus-
band.

See also Wilkerson v. State, 91
Ga. 729, 17 S. W. 990, 44 Am. St.

Rep. 63, where the defendant was
oh trial for the murder of a man
with whose wife he was alleged to

have maintained illicit intercourse,

and it was held that a letter written

by the deceased to his wife intimating

that he knew of the relations existing

between her and the defendant, and
also threatening the latter, and
which she had voluntarily delivered

to the defendant some time before

the homicide, was privileged. The
court said: "The law for reasons

of its own desires that all communi-
cations between husband and wife

shall be absolutely free and untram-
meled, and that each may say or

write whatsoever he or she pleases

to the other with the absolute assur-

ance that the one receiving the

communication will neither be com-
pelled nor permitted to disclose it."

In Scott V. Com.. 94 Ky. 511, 23

S. W. 219, 42 Am. St. Rep. 371.

wherein a letter which the defend-

ant, while confined in jail, had writ-

ten to his wife, and on cross-exam-
ination as a witness for himself ad-

mitted that he wrote the letter and
identified it, and which was pro-

cured from his wife by a brother of

the deceased for whose murder he
was on trial, and thus came into pos-

session of the prosecuting attorney,

the court said :
" Whether given up

by her voluntarily or obtained against

her will, it was a disclosure of what
had been written by her husband in

the privacy and confidence of the

marital relation, and the use of it

against the husband was just as much
against the policy of the law, because
as fully within the reason for it, as

would have been a disclosure of

what he had said to her in confi-

dence and privacy of the married
relation."

34. Sclden v. State, 74 Wis. 271,

42 N. W. 218, 17 Am. St. Rep. 144.

35. Maynard v. Vinton, 59 Mich.

139, 26 N. W. 401, 60 Am. Rep. 276.

See also Blake v. Graves, 18 Iowa
312, where the court said: "When
the husband or wife is called to be

examined in a case where one or the

other is a party as to communica-
tions made by one to the other
while married, who waives the pro-
hibition, the husband or wife or the
opposite party? Not the opposite
party surely."

36. State v. Turner. 36 S. C. 534.

15 S. E. 602. See also Southwick
7'. Southwick. 2 Sweeney (N. Y.)
234, 9 Abb. Pr. (N. S.) 109, reversed
on other points, 49 N. Y. 510.

HYPOTHETICAL QUESTIONS.— See Expert
and Opinion Evidence.
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I. PERSONS, 912

1. Opinion, 912

2. Identity of Name, 913

A. Generally, 913

B. When Other Persons of Same Name, 916

C. Names on Promissory Note, 916

D. Person Alleged to Have Done an Act and Actor of

Same Name, 916

E. Plaintiff and Defendant of Same Name, 917

F. Deceased in Prosecution for Homicide, 917

G. Record of Conviction, 917

H. Jiidgm,ent, giy

I. Names in Chain of Title, 917

J. Variance in Spelling or Initial, 919

K. Abbreviation of CJiristian Name, gig

L. Variance in Middle Initial, 920

M. Insertion or Abbreviation of Middle Name, 921

N. Addition of Suffix, 921

O. Father and Son of Saine Name, 921

3. When Names Arc Different, 921

4. Physical Characteristics and Dress, 921

5. Anszvering to Name, 921

6. Conduct and Declarations, 922

7. Habits, 923

8. Recogjiition of Person's Walk, 923
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TO. Documcnfs and Articles In Possession of Person. 924

11. Pointini^ by Witness, 925

12. Identification of Deceased Person and Remains or Body, 925

A. Generally, 925

P>. Documents Found on Body, 925

C. Opinion, 926

D. Identity of Deceased no Part of Corpus Delicti, 926

13. Co}iipelli)t!^ Disclosure of Identity, 926

II. ANIMALS, 927

1. Generally, 927

2. Brands, 927

III. IDENTIFICATION OF THING, 927

1. Generally, 927

2. Document, 928

3. Hair, g2S,

4. footprints, 929

IV. TESTS, 931

V. PHOTOGRAPHS, 931

VI. TRAILING BY BLOODHOUNDS, 931

VII. WITNESS NEED NOT TESTIFY POSITIVELY, 932

VIII. IDENTIFICATION FROM DESCRIPTION OR OTHER TES-

TIMONY, 933

IX. BASIS OF OPINION, 933
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X. EXTRAJUDICIAL IDENTIFICATION, 935

XI. DECLARATIONS IDENTIFYING TIME AND PLACE, 936

XII. HEARSAY STATEMENTS IN CORROBORATION, 936

XIII. REBUTTAL, 936

Scope Note.— This article excludes the consideration of parol evi-

dence/ and also of circumstantial evidence used merely to identify

the actor in a particular transaction, where the question is merely
who did the act.^ It includes any evidence offered to show that a

given person or thing is or is not the same person or thing
appearing at another time.

I. PERSONS.

1. Opinion. — Any witness may give his opinion as to the identity

of a person whom he has seen, provided he has some knowledge of

or acquaintance with the person with whom he identifies the person
seen by him.^ So also he may testify that he recognized a person
seen by him on one occasion as the same person seen by him on a
previous occasion.*

1- See articles " Ambiguity/'
" Parol Evidence."

2. See articles " Circumstantial
Evidence," " Homicide," " Larceny

"'

and other similar articles.

3. California. — Holland v. Zoll-

ner, 102 Cal. 633, 36 Pac. 930, 39
Pac. 231.

Florida. — Roberson v. State, 40
Fla. 509, 24 So. 474.

Massachusetts. — Com. v. Ken-
nedy, 170 Mass. 18, 48 N. E. 770;
Com. V. Cunningham, 104 Mass. 545.

Missouri. — State v. Powers, 130

Mo. 475, 32 S. W. 984; State v. Hop-
kirk, 84 Mo. 278.

New Hampshire. — State v. Pike,

49 N. H. 399, 6 Am. Rep. 533.

Nezv York. — Brotherton v. Peo-
ple, 75 N. Y. 159.

North Carolina. — State v. Lytic,

117 N. C. 799. 23 S. E. 476.

Oregon. — See State v. Welch, 33
Or. 33, 54 Pac. 213.

Tennessee. — Woodward v. State,

4 Baxt. 322.
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Utah. — People v. Hopt, 4 Utah
247, 9 Pac. 407.

Virginia. — Hopper v. Com., 6
Gratt. 684.

Washington. — Sears v. Seattle, C.

S. W. R. Co., 6 Wash. 227, 33 Pac.

389, 1081, per Anders, J.

IVest J'irginia. — State z: Harr, 38
W. Va. 58, 17 S. E. 794-

" Personal identity, like handwrit-
ing, is matter of opinion or belief,

founded on facts which may be, and
frequently are, inexplicable and in-

communicable to a stranger ; and
therefore, as to such a fact, opinion

is competent evidence." Gentry v.

IMcMinnis, 3 Dana (Ky.) 382.

4. A witness may testify that he

saw and recognized the defendant

after his arrest as the same person

whom he saw commit the offense.

Yarbrough z: State. 105 Ala. 43, 16

So. 758. Citing Beavers v. State, 103

Ala. 36, 15 So. 616.
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Experience of Witness. — In support of his opinion as to the

identity of a j^articular j)crson the witness may testify as to his

practice and exi)erience in identifying persons.^

2. Identity of Name. — A. Generally. — Identity of name is

always some evidence of identity of person," but the courts are not

entirely agreed as to the evidentiary force of this circumstance.

It is frequently said that identity of person is presumed from identity

of name.'^ This rule, however, cannot be generally applied without

5. Tn Price v. United States, 14

App. D. C. 391, a detective who had
testified that he rccopinized the de-

fendant as the person seen by him
during the commission of the crime
was held properly allowed to tes-

tify that he had had twenty years

of experience in the detection and
arrest of criminals.

6. Greenshields v. Crawford, 9 M.
& W. (Rng.) 314-

In Sewall v. Evans, 4 Ad. & E.

626, 45 E. C. L. 626, the identity of

the defendant's name with the name
signed to the bill of exchange sued

upon was held sT.ifficient proof of
their identity. The court suggests

that other evidence might be ren-

dered necessary " by particular cir-

cumstances, as, for instance, length

of time since the name was signed.

. . . If the name were only John
Smith, which is a very frequent oc-

currence, there might not be much
ground for drawing the conclusion."

The cases of Whitelocke v. Mus-
grove, I C. & M. (Eng.) 511, and
Jones 7'. Jones, 9 M. & W. (Eng.)

75, are distinguished.

Heirship— Evidence as to iden-

tity of the claimant's name, " John
Brown," with that of the survivor,

coupled with other circumstances,

held sufficient to establish heirship.

Cuddy V. Brown, 78 111. 415.

The Identity of the Christian and
Middle Name of a Woman is some
evidence of identity of person where
there are other circumstances going
to show that the last name had been
changed by marriage. Chamblee v.

Tarbox, 27 Tex. 139, 84 Am. Dec.
614.

7. Alabama. — Givens v. Tidmore,
8 Ala. 745; Moog V. Benedicks, 49
Ala. 512; Wilson v. Holt, 83 .\la. 528,

3 So. 321, 3 Am. St. Rep. 768.

Arkansas. — McNamee v. United

58

States, II Ark. 148. See Driver v.

Lanier, C6 Ark. 126, 49 S. W. 816.

California. — People v. Rolfe, 61

Cal. 540.

Florida. — Hogans V. Carruth, 18

Fla. 587.

Georgia. — Clark v. Pearson, 53
Ga. 496; Mullery v. Hamilton, 71 Ga.

720, 51 Am. Rep. 288.

Michigan. — Howard v. Rockwell,

I Dougl. 315.

Missouri. — Long v. McDow, 87
Mo. 197. See La Riviere v. La
Riviere, 77 Mo. 512; Gilt v. Watson,
18 Mo. 274; Hoyt V. Davis, 21 Mo.
App. 235.

Montana. — Stapleton v. Pease, 2

Mont. 550.

Nciv York. — People v. Snyder, 41

N. Y. 397; Lawrence v. Farley, 24
Hun 293, 9 Abb. N. C. 371.

Pennsylvania. — Hamsher v. Kline,

S7 Pa. St. 397.

Tennessee. — Tharp v. Dunlap, 4
Heisk. 674.

Texas. — McNeil v. O'Connor, 79
Tex. 227, 14 S. W. 1058; Batcheller

V. Besancon, 19 Tex. Civ. App. 137,

47 S. W. 296.

Two certificates for lands under
the act disposing of vacant lands

of the commonwealth, granted in

the same name, will be presumed to

have been granted to the same person
until the contrary is shown. Cates
V. Loftus, 3 A. K. Marsh. (Ky.) 202.

Mortgagee and Notary of Same
Name In Lee x: .Murphy, 119 Cal.

364, 5 Pac. 549, 955, it was held that

where the name of the mortgagee
and that of the notary who took the

acknowledgment to the mortgage
were the same, the presumption of

identity applied and was sufficient to

charge a purchaser with notice of

this fact.

Action Against Stockholder in Cor-
poration— Where "Henry N. Stone

Vol. VI
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regard to the circumstances of the case.^ It is a rule of convenience,

and the presumption being a weak one is overcome by a stronger

contrary presumption, such as the presumption of innocence or of

the regularity of judicial or official action." Some cases hold that

a legal presumption never arises from identity of name, but that

of Boston," a shareholder in a cor-

poration, is sued on a judgment
against the corporation and it ap-

pears that the certificate of organiza-
tion of the corporation was signed

by " Henry N. Stone of Boston," the

defendant is presumed to be the same
person who signed the certificate in

the absence of contrary evidence.

Grindle v. Stone, 78 Me. 176.

Service of Process Where the

record shows the service of a sub-

poena upon " Christian Heaston

"

this is prima facie evidence of a

service upon the defendant, whose
name is the same. Wire v. Heaston,

5 Ind. 539-

In Separate Counts of Indictment.

The identity of the name of the ac-

cused person in two separate counts

of an indictment raises a presump-
tion of identity of person. Dunn v.

State, 58 Neb. 807, 79 N. W. 719.

Party to Marriage.— For the pur-

pose of rendering competent as a

witness in behalf of the defendant,

the woman with whom he was liv-

ing, testimony by a justice of the

peace that he had previously solem-

nized a marriage between the defend-

ant and one }klary Cavender, was
held sufficient, although the witness

could not identify the Mary Caven-
der produced in court as the woman
whom he had married to the defend-

ant, the presumption of identity of

person from identity of name being
sufficient. State v. Moore, 61 Mo.
276.

8. Reason for Rule Where the

record shows that a suit was brought

by M. W. Kales against M. W.
Kales, administrator, identity of per-

son will not be presumed from the

identity of name where it would re-

sult in invalidating the judgment.
"An examination of authorities will

show that this rule of evidence is

not one of universal application

;

that it grew out of the general pre-

sumption in favor of the validity of

Vol. VI

contracts, regularity of land titles,

and the integrity of records ; that

whenever its eff^ect would be to nega-

tive these general presumptions, the

reason of the rule ceasing to exist,

the rule itself becomes inoperative."

Bryan v. Kales, 3 Ariz. 423, 31 Pac.

517, distinguishing Garwood v. Gar-

wood, 29 Cal. 515.

When Contrary Circumstances

Appear.— No Presumption Stev-

enson V. Murray, 87 Ala. 442, 6 So.

301.

9. See People v. Cline, 44 Mich.

290, 6 N. W. 671 ; Corey v. Moore,
86 Va. 721, II S. E. 114.

Attorney and Judge of Same Name.
On appeal the court will not pre-

sume that the judge below, " Hon. J.

D. Thompson," was the same person

as one of the attorneys of record,
"

J. D. Thompson." Ellsworth v.

Moore, 5 Iowa 486.

The fact that the name of the com-
missioner in chancery appointed to

execute the decree of foreclosure is

identical with that of the complain-

ant's solicitor .is not sufficient evi-

dence of identity of person to re-

quire the setting aside of the decree

after it had been executed. Dow v.

Seely, 29 111. 495.

Plaintiff and Judge of Same Name.
The fact that the record discloses

that James Prescott was the plain-

tiff and Hon. James Prescott the

judge before whom the case was
tried does not raise a presumption

that the plaintiff and judge were the

same person. Prescott v. Tufts, 7

Mass. 209.

Judge and Surety on Bond of Same
Name Where the name, of the

county judge who approves a con-

servator's bond and that of the

surety are the same, it will not be

presumed that they were the same
person for the purpose of rendering
the bond void. Richardson v. Dug-
ger, 85 111. 495.
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the question is one of fact for the jury in every case.'" In other

cases it is held that there nnist be some adcHtional element of evidence

as to the circumstances of time and place before mere identity of

name is entitled to any weip^ht.^'

In Corroboration of identity of name it is competent to show that

Party and Officer of Same Name.
There is no presumption that John
King, a party to the suit, is the same
person as John F. King, the sheriff

whose deputy served the process.

Howard v. Lock, 15 Ky. L. Rep. 154,

22 S. W. 332. To the same effect.

Waller v. Edmonds, 47 Tex. 468.

Identity of the Name of a Witness
With That of an Interested Party

is not sufficient evidence of identity

of person to exclude the witness'

testimony without a further showing.
Jones V. Chappell, 5 ^lon. (Ky.) 42Z

Petit and Grand Jurors of Same
Name The fact that the names of

two petit jurors are the same as

those of two grand jurors does not

of itself show that they are the same
persons. Wickersham v. People, 2

111. 128.

On a Prosecution for Adultery
a certificate of marriage between a
person of defendant's name and an-

other person, although admissible, is

not sufficient evidence to prove the

defendant's marriage, there being no
presumption of identity of person
from the identity of name in such

case. Wedgwood's Case, 8 Me. 75.

Name of Party or Attorney and of

Notary Taking Affidavit the Same
Name It will not be presumed
that an affidavit of service of sum-
mons was made before a party to the
action from the mere fact that the

name of the plaintiff and the name
of the justice of the peace before
whom it was made were identical.

Dorente v. Sullivan, 7 Cal. 279.

Where a judgment was entered by

a clerk in vacation upon an affidavit

made before R. S. Mcllduff, the fact

that the attorneys for the plaintiff

were " Mcllduff & Torrance " does

not sufficiently show that the Mcll-
duff before whom the affidavit was
taken was the same person who acted

as attorney, there being nothing to

show the Christian name of such at-

torney, and all presumptions being

in favor of a judgment. Bradley f.

Claudon, 45 111. App. 326.

Party to Deed and Subscribing
Witness of Same Name. — No Pre-
sumption of Identity Jackson v.

Christman, 4 Wend. (N. Y.; 277.

10. Freeman v. Loftis, 51 N. C.

524; Toole V. Peterson, 31 N. C. 180.

See also Atchison v. M'Culloch, 5

Watts (Pa.) 13.

11. Remoteness In Sitler v.

Gehr, 105 Pa. St. 577, 601, 51 Am.
Rep. 207, it was held that after the

lapse of 140 years there could be no
presumption of identity of person

from identity of name. " Mere iden-

tity of name must be accompanied
with some circumstances of lime or

place before we can .attach any value

to it as affecting rights of property.

It is true there are some authorities

which hold that identity of name is

prima facie evidence of identity of

person. So much was said by Jus-

tice Sharwood in McConeghy v.

Kirk, 18 P. F. Smith 203. That this

is the ordinary rule may be conceded,

but it does not apply where the trans-

action is remote. The true rule is

believed to be that laid down by

Chief Justice Gibson in Sailor v.

Hertzogg, 2 Barr 182, where he says:
' Identity of name is ordinarily, but

not always, prima facie evidence of

personal identity. The authorities on
the subject may be consulted in Sew-
all V. Evans, 4 Ad. & EI. (N. S.) 626,

from which Lord Dcnham and other

judges of the Queen's Bench con-

clude that identity of name is some-
thing from which an inference may
be drawn, unless the name was d

very common one or the transaction

remote ; and the reason given for

casting the onus on the party who
denies is that disproof can be readily

had by calling the person whose iden-

tity is denied into court. The name
in this instance is not a very com-
mon one. but after more than a quar-

ter of a century there ought certainly

to be some preliminary evidence, how-
ever small.'

"

Vol. VI
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only one person or family of that name resided in the same
vicinity.^^

B. When Other Persons of Same Name. — It is sometimes
said that when it appears that there are other persons of the same
name in the same locality, the presumption of identity of person
cannot be indulged ;^^ so also when the name is a very common
one/'' Such circumstances would of course weaken the presump-
tion or inference arising from identity of name, but are not gen-

erally regarded as sufficient to rebut the presumption or to destroy

the evidentiary value of identity of name.^^

C. Names on Pro:missory Note. — The identity of the names
of the payee and indorser of a promissory note warrants a presump-
tion that they are the same person.^** But the identity of two names
signed as makers of a note raises no presumption of identity of

person.^''

D. Person Ali^Eged to Have Done an Act and Actor of Same
Name. — Wlien a person is charged with doing a particular act, his

identity with a person of the same name^* shown to have done the

Names on Petition There is No
Presumption that a person who testi-

fied that he did lot sign a petition

for the relocation of the county seat

is the person of the same name whose
signature purports to be attached to

the petition, where the inquiry in-

volves the canvass of all the voters

of the county without regard to

townships or voting precincts. Mode
V. Beasley, 143 Ind. 306, 42 N. E.

727.

12. Savery v. Moore, 71 Ala. 236.

13. Garrett v. State, 76 Ala. 18;

Jones V. Parker, 20 N. H. 31.

In Jones v. Jones, 9 M. & W.
(Eng.) 75, the fact that the name of

the maker of the note sued upon and
of the party sued was Hugh Jones
was held insufficient evidence of their

identity, it appearing that there were
several persons of the same name.
The court relies upon Whitelocke v.

Musgrove, i C. & M. (Eng.) 511,

and distinguishes or disapproves Page
V. Mann, M. & M. 79, 22 E. C. L. 256.

14. Wilson V. Holt, 83 Ala. 528,

3 So. 321, 3 Am. St. Rep. 768. See
also Sewall v. Evans, 4 Ad. & E. 626,

45 E. C. L. 626.

15. Jackson v. Cody, 9 Cow. (N.
Y.) 140.

The fact that there may be other
persons of the same name, even when
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the name is John Smith, is not suf-

ficient to destroy the presumption.
Flournoy v. Warden, 17 Mo. 435. See
also Cuddy v. Brown, 78 111. 415, and
other cases involving this question
and herein cited.

16. Hunt V. Stewart, 7 Ala. 525.

See also article " Bills and Notes."
Where the payees in a note were J.

J. & J. P. Kirk and the indorsement
was " John J. Kirk," it was held that

there was a presumption that the in-

dorser was one of the payees, on the

ground that identity of name is

prima facie identity of person. Mc-
Coneghy v. Kirk, 68 Pa. St. 200.

17. Jones v. Jones, 9 M. & W.
(Eng.) 75.

18. " Generally speaking it will

be considered sufficient prima facie

evidence to show that a person bear-
ing the same name as the party to

the suit did the act with which it is

sought to afifect such party." Ault-
man v. Timm, 93 Ind. 158, quoting
2 Phil. Ev. 508.

In Stapleton v. Pease, 2 Mont. 550,

where it appeared that a declaratory

statement relating to a mining claim
had been made under oath before

William Peck, county recorder, it

was contended that there was no
proof that the William Peck who
testified as to his signature was Wil-
liam Peck the county recorder, but
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act will be presumed in the absence of contrary evidence, though
the contrary has been held,^"*

E. Plaintiff and Defendant of Same Name. — There is no
presumption from the identity of name of the plaintiff and defendant
that they are the same person,-'* though it has been held to the
contrary.^^

F. Deceased in Prosecution for Homicide. — The rule that

identity of person is presumed from identity of name ai)plies to

proof of the identity of the deceased in a prosecution for homicide.^^

G. Record of Conviction. — When a record of conviction for

crime is offered in evidence it will be presumed that the convicted
person and the person against whom such record is sought to be
used, whether party^^ or witness^* are the same from the identity

of their names.
H. Judgment. — In an action upon a judgment, the identity of

the defendant's name with that of the judgment debtor is prima
facie evidence of identity of person. ^'^ The same rule holds good
when a former judgment is pleaded as a defense.^"

I. Names in Chain of Title. — Where the same name appears

successively as grantee and grantor in a chain of conveyances, it

will be presumed in the absence of evidence to the contrary that the

the court held that the identity of

names was sufficient prima facie evi-

dence of identity of person.
19. Robards v. Wolfe, i Dana

(Ky.) 155. See also Jones v. Jones,

9 AI. & W. (Eng.) 75.

20. Wilson V. Benedict, 90 Mo.
208, 2 S. W. 283 ; Allin v. Chadburne.
I Dana (Ky.) 68, 25 Am. Dec. 121.

See also Suttles v. Whitlock, 4 Mon.
(Ky.) 4SI.

21. Sweetland v. Porter, 43 W.
Va. i8g, 2y S. E. 352. This was an
action on a sheriff's official bond by
L. A. Sweetland and J. S. Sweetland,
partners, against the sheriff and his

sureties, J. S. Sweetland being one
of the sureties and a defendant to

the action. The action was held
properly dismissed because it ap-
peared that the same party was both
plaintiff and defendant. " In the
writ J. S. Sweetland is named as
plaintiff and J. S. Sweetland as de-
fendant. In the declaration John S.

Sweetland is named as plaintiff and
J. S. Sweetland as defendant. In
the absence of proof to the contrary
the presumption must be that the
plaintiff. John S. Sweetland in the
declaration, is the identical person
named by the initials, only, in the

writ as plaintiff, and that the defend-

ant J. S. Sweetland is identical with
the plaintiff J. S. Sweetland. Trav-
enner v. Barrett, 21 W. Va. 656,

689."

22. State V. Kilgore, 70 I\Io. 546.

23. The Record of the Previous

Conviction of a person of the same
name as the defendant, with an alias

added, is admissible without further

evidence of identity. State v. Kelsoe,

76 Mo. 505. affirming ii Mo. App. 91.

24. The Record of Conviction of

a Person of the Same Name as the
Witness is admissible to impeach the

latter without further proof of iden-

tity. Bayha 7'. Mumford, 58 Kan.

445, 49 Pac. 601.

25. Douglas v. Dakin, 46 Cal.

49; Ritchie v. Carpenter, 2 Wash.
512, 28 Pac. 380. See also Hambcr
r. Roberts, 7 M. G. & S. 861, 62

E. C. L. 861 ; Garwood v. Garwood,
29 Cal. 515.
Action TTpon a Foreign Judgment.

Green v. Heritage, 63 N. J. L. 455,

43 Atl. 698; Hatcher v. Rocheleau.
18 N. Y. 86; Campbell v. Wallace, 46
Mich. 320, 9 N. W. 432; Thompson
V. Manrow, i Cal. 428; Hesketh v.

Ward, 17 U. C. C. P. 190.

26. Agate v. Richards, 5 Bosw.
(N. Y.) 456.
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name represents the same person,"^ even thoug-h a different residence

is recited in each deed f^ and the same rule apphes when a party

to the action has the same name as a party to an offered deed.^"

In some cases such identity of name is held to be sufficient evidence
to go to the jury ;^° but not sufficient to raise a presumption.^^ In

one jurisdiction the evidentiary value of such identity of name in

27. California. — Mott v. Smith,
i6 Cal. 533.

Illinois. — Brown v. Metz, 33 111.

339, 85 Am. Dec. 277.

lozva.'— Gilman t'.. Sheets, 78 Iowa
499, 43 N. W. 299.

Michigan. — Eames z'. McGregor,
43 Mich. 313, 5 N. W. 408; Goodell

V. Hibbard, 32 Mich. 47.

Missouri. — Geer v. Missouri
Lumb. & Mill. Co., 134 Mo. 85, 34
S. W. 1099, 56 Am. St. Rep. 489;
Flournoy v. Warden, 17 Mo. 435.

Nebraska. — Rupert v. Penner, 35
Neb. 587, 53 N. W. 598.

Nezv York. — Jackson v. King, 5
Cow. 237, 15 Am. Dec. 468; Jackson
V. Goes, 13 Johns. 518, 7 Am. Dec.

399; Jackson v. Cody, 9 Cow. 140.

Texas. — See Smith v. Davis (Tex.
Civ. App.), 47 S. W. loi ; Yar-
brough V. Johnson, 12 Te.x. Civ.

App. 95, 34 S. W. 310; Robertson z'.

DuBose, 76 Tex. i, 13 S. W. 330;
Grant 7>. Searcy (Tex. Civ. App.),

35 S. W. 861. See also article

"Deeds," Vol. IV.
" In tracing titles identity of names

is prima facie evidence of identity

of persons. Stebbins v. Duncan, 108

U. S. 32, 47.

Where the plaintiffs claimed
through Arthur B. Morris of New
York and relied on a deed to Arthur
B. Morris, whose place of residence

was not mentioned in the deed, the

property being located in Minneap-
olis, it was held that the identity of
name was sufficient identity of per-

son. " Very slight evidence may be
sufficient to overcome the presump-
tion of identity of person which
identity of name raises, so as to put
upon the party claiming such identity

the necessity of further proof ; but
until there is something to raise a
doubt upon it, it is ordinarily suffi-

cient." Morris v. McClary, 43 Minn.

346, 46 N. W. 238.
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28. Carleton v. Townsend, 28 Cal.

219; Tillotson V. Webber, 96 Mich.

144, 55 N. W. 837.

29.. Ward r. Dougherty, 75 Cal.

240, 17 Pac. 193, 7 Am. St. Rep.
151-

30. Atchison v. McCulloch, 5
Watts (Pa.) 13; Brown v. Living-
stone, 29 U. C. Q. B. 520.

31. Toole V. Peterson, 31 N. C.

180.

In Freeman z\ Loftis, 51 N. C.

524, it was held that there was no
presumption that Joseph Smith,
through whom the plaintiff claimed,

and Joseph Smith in whom title had
been shown, were the same person
merely because of the identity of

name. The question of identity was
one for the jury, to be judged from
the identity of name, the residence
of the parties, and other circum-
stances. " The law lays down no
rule on the subject, and, as is evi-

dent in respect to so common a
name, can lay down none."

In Mooers v. Bunker, 29 N. H. 420,

it appeared that one of the persons
who had been joined as a party plain-

tiff and through whom the other
plaintiffs claimed title had not been
heard of for ten years. It was held

that the identity of this party's name
with that of the person in whom title

had been shown was insufficient to

raise a presumption of identity of

person. " It is not often a matter of

controversy whether the identity of

the plaintiff is established because the

doubt, if any arises, can generally be
readily removed. But if a question
is made a jury is not at liberty to

presume that a person even of so

peculiar a name as Timothy Mooers
is the same person as the man of the

same name who is shown to be en-

titled to a particular estate." Citing

Berkeley Peerage Case, 4 Camp. 401.
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such cases is said to depend upon whether the question of identity is

seriously controverted."''^

J. Varianck in Spelling or Initial. — The effect which a

variance in the spclhng- or the initials of the names has upon the
inference or presumption of identity depends to some extent on the

nature and circumstances of the case. There can he no presumption
of identity where the names are materially different,^^ but where the
variance is larp^ely a matter of spellinof and the names are idem
sonans, or nearly so, a presumption of identity of person may still

be warranted.'^*

Opinion. — A witness cannot p^ive his opinion that two similar

names which are spelled differently represent the same person,

althoug-h he may state the facts which might warrant such an
inference. ^°

K. Abbreviation of Christian Name. — The fact that in one

32. " Similarity of name is held
to be sufficient to establish identity

of the person when there is no evi-

dence to the contrary, and no sus-

picion cast upon the transaction by
the evidence ; but in case the identity

is controverted, then similarity of

name alone is not sufficient to estab-

lish such identity. Robertson v. Du
Bose, 76 Tex. i. It depends upon
the issue made by the evidence as to

whether or not the similarity of name
is sufficient. McNeil v. O'Connor,
79 Tex. 229; Fleming v. Giboney, 81

Tex. 427. If the issue is that the

deed was not executed by the person
in question, then tjie identity of the
person is put in direct issue, and if

evidence be introduced tending to

prove that the person who executed
the deed was not the person in ques-

tion, similarity of name alone will not

be sufficient to establish the fact.

If the issue be that a given person
did not sign the deed, then similarity

of name is sufficient to connect the

links in the chain of title." Jester r.

Steiner, 86 Tex. 415, 25 S. W. 411.

33. Kennedy v. Merriam, 70 111.

228. See Green v. Fisher (Tex.
Civ. App.), 45 S. W. 429; McMinn
V. Whelan, 27 Cal. 300.

There is no presumption that R.
P. O'Neil is the same person as Rev.
P. O'Neil. Burford v. McCue, 53 Pa.

St. 427.

Where "William G. Brackett

"

was one of several defendants, on
appeal by " Willard G. Bracket,"
there is no presumption from the

similarity of names that the persons
were the same, where there is a mo-
tion to dismiss the appeal for failure

to give proper notice to co-parties

not appealing. Lilly z'. Somerville,

142 Ind. 298, 40 N. E. 1088.

34. Gross V. Village of Crossdale,

177 111. 248, 52 N. E. 372. See also

Adie ZK Com., 25 Gratt (Va.) 712.

A grant of land to " Thomas
Braddy " is competent and sufficient

evidence of title in Thomas Brady.
Dickerson v. Brady, 23 Ga. 161.

The fact that one name is Van
Nortwick and the other Van Nortrick
does not overcome the presumption,
the difference in sound being inap-

preciable. INIallorv z: Riggs, 76 Iowa
748, 39 N. W. 886.

In Fleming v. Giboney, 81 Tex.
422, 17 S. W. 13, the difference in

spelling between " Goboney " and
"Gibney" was held not sufficient to

overcome the presumption, the words
being idem sonans.
Where it appeared that " William

Patterson " was the grantee in a pat-

ent to the premises in controversy,
and the plaintifif claimed through a
conveyance which purported to be
from " William Patterson " but was
signed " Pctterson," who was de-

scribed in the same manner as in

the patent, it v/as held that the
variance in spelling was not sufficient

to overcome the presumption of
identity. Jackson v. Cody, 9 Cow.
(N. Y.) 140.

35. Templeton f. Luckett, 75 Fed.

254-
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of the names the Christian name is abbreviated and only the initial

appears, is ordinarily not sufficient to destroy the presumption of
identity arising from identity of name/^ though it is held to the
contrary,^^

L. Variance in Middle Initial. — While ordinarily a variance
in the middle initial will not destroy the presumption, yet it has
been held that where the title to property is in question, such a
variance is fatal.^*

36. Paxton v. Ross, 89 Iowa 661,

57 N. W. 428; Veasey v. Brigman, 93
Ala. 548, 9 So. 728, 13 L. R. A. 541

;

State V. Bradford, 79 Mo. App. 346.
See Smith v. Cisson, i Colo. 29.

J. J. Kirk and John J. Kirk ap-
pearing respectively as payee and in-

dorser are presumptively the same
person. McConeghy v. Kirk, 68 Pa.
St. 200.

Although only the initial of the
Christian name appears in a deed and
the full name appears in the record,
the person named is presumptively
the same. Mosely v. Reily, 126 Mo.
124, 28 S. W. 895.

37. In an action by Henry V.
Libhart on a judgment in favor of
H. V. Libhart, there is no presump-
tion of the plaintiff's identity with
the person named in the judgment.
There is no legal presumption " that
where the family name and initials

are the same, there is identity of per-
son." And the fact that such judg-
ment was received in evidence by
consent does not preclude the defend-
ant from raising this point, since
proof of the judgment was only one
of the steps necessary to make out a
case, and should have been followed
up by proof of identity of parties.
Bennett v. Libhart, 27 Mich. 489.

In People ex rel. Haines v. Smith,
45 N. Y. 772, where the question in
issue was legality and sufficiency of
a petition of taxpayers for the issue
of municipal bonds in aid of a rail-

road, the court, while conceding the
rule to be that identity of name
raises a presumption of identity of
person, held that where the initial only
of the Christian name appeared on
the petition there was no presumption
of the identity of the signer with the
person named on the tax roll of the
same surname, but whose Christian
name, though commencing with the
same letter, appeared in full. Citing
People V. Ferguson, 8 Cow. (N. Y.)
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102, and distinguishing People v.

Pease, 27 N. Y. 45.

38. Variance in Middle Initial.

Where the middle initial in the name
of the grantor on one conveyance
and of th,e grantee in a preceding
conveyance of the same property was
different, it was held that the pre-
sumption was sufficiently overcorne.
" But while, under many circum-
stances, it has been held that a mid-
dle initial in the name of a person
will not be deemed a material part of
his name, it is a matter of common
knowledge that very many, and per-
haps at this day most, persons bear a
double, or more than one. Christian
name, and that in the writing of the
name one of these is very commonly
indicated merely by its initial letter.

The use of such initials, in addition to
a fully written Christian name, is the
most common means by which in all

the affairs of life, persons bearing
names otherwise the same are dis-

tinguished. In judicial proceedings
involving and determining questions
of title this should not be ignored.

. . . In view of the facility with
which the title or the rights of any
person appearing upon the public rec-

ords may be apparently transferred
and divested by a deed or other in-

strument executed by any person
bearing the same name, the question
of identity of person becomes one of

the highest importance when title is

in issue and to be adjudicated; and
when, at least, any circumstance ap-
pears casting a reasonable doubt upon
the identity of persons upon whose
identity the title depends, we think
that identity is not to be presumed
merely from the identity of names.
Or to be more precise in our decision

we hold that in the trial of an is-

sue of title to real estate, where dif-

ferent initial letters are used in the

names of persons which are other-
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M. Insertion or Abbreviation of Middle Name. — The fact

that the middle name appears in full in one name and only by the

initial in the other does not destroy the presumption,-'" nor does the

fact that one name contains a middle initial and the other does not.''"

N. AnniTioN of Suffix. — The addition of a suffix to one or two
otherwise identical names does not destroy the presumption of

identity of person.'*^

O. Father and Son of Same Name. — Where a father and son

have the same name, the use of the name prima facie refers to the

fathcr.-*-

3. When Names Are Different. — In support of the contention

that two different names really represented one and the same
person, it is competent to show that such person has chang^ed his

name and passed under l)oth names.^^

4. Physical Characteristics and Dress. — Evidence as to the phys-

ical characteristics and dress of a person seen by the witness is

competent on the question of his identity,** except when they in

no way tend to differentiate or disting'uish him from others.'"*

5. Answering to Name. — The statement of one person addressed

wise identical, and upon the identity

of which persons the title depends,
the party upon whom the burden of
proof rests must present some other
proof of identity; that, with such a

distinguishing feature in the two
names, a presumption that the per-
sons are the same does not arise

merely from the similarity of the two
names." Ambs v. Chicago, St. P.,

M. & O. R. Co., 44 Minn. 266, 46
N. W. 321.

39. Liscomb v. Eldredge, 26 R. I.

335, 38 Atl. 1052.

40. Phillips V. Evans, 64 Mo. 17;
Hunt V. Stewart, 7 Ala. 525 ; Gross
T'. Village of Grossdale, 177 111. 248,

52 N. E. 372.

41. The Addition of the Suffix Jr.

Clark V. Grocc, 16 Tex. Civ. App.
453, 41 S. W. 668.

42. Padgett v. Lawrence, 10 Paige
Ch. (N. Y.) 170, 40 Am. Dec. 232.

See also Lepiot v. Browne, Holt 41

;

s. c. 6 Mod. 198; People v. Collins, 7
Johns. (N. Y.) 549; Kincaid v.

Howe, ID Mass. 203.
" The plaintiff made out a prima

facie case by availing himself of the

presumption of law that the father

and not the son was intended by the

deed from French." Graves z'. Col-
well. 90 Til. 612.

On the trial of an indictment

against L. W., where it appeared that

Vol. VI

there was a father and son of the

same name, but that the latter used

the suffix Jr. and was known and
distinguished thereby from his father,

evidence as to the conduct of L. W.,

Jr., was held inadmissible ; the use

of the name L. VV. prima facie indi-

cating the father and not the son.

State V. Vittum, 9 N. H. 519.

Citing the following English cases

:

Tcpiot T'. Browne, i Salk. 7; Sweet-
ing V. Fowler, I Stark. 106; Wilson
7'. Stubbs, Hobart 330; Rex z-. Bailey,

7 Car. & P. 364. But see King v.

Peace, 3 Barn. & Aid. 579.

43. Howard v. Russell, 75 Tex.
171, 12 S. W. 525.

44. Johnson i: Com., 115 Pa. St.

369, 9 Atl. 78; People V. Burt, 51

App. Div. 106, 64 N. Y. Supp. 417;
Com. t'. Campbell, 155 Mass. S2>7^ 30
N. E. 72. See also infra this article,

" Deceased Person."

Similarity in Size Competent.

Anglcy 7'. State, 35 Tex. Crim. 427,

34 S. W. 116.

45. 'WTiere There is Nothing TTn-

nsual about the height or size of the

defendant, testimony of witnesses

that they met a man about the size

and height of the defendant near
the scene of the crime, at about the

time it was committed, is not com-
petent as affirmative evidence cf
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to another by a certain name and acquiesced in by the latter, is com-
petent evidence of his identity.**

6. Conduct and Declarations. — The previous conduct,*^ repre-

sentations'*^ and declarations^^ of a person whose identity is in

question are competent if made ante litem motam. The declara-

tions of a person under such circumstances as to his name, past

history and family connections are not hearsay, but are admissible

for the purpose of determining his identity,^" although they are not

identification. People v. Gotshall,

123 Mich. 474, 82 N. W. 274.

46, Garrett v. State, 76 Ala. 18;

Howard v. Holbrook, 9 Bosw. (N.

Y.) 237, 23 How. Pr. 64. See Fan-
ning V. Lent, 3 E. D. Smith (N. Y.)

206.

Admission of Identity.— Com. v.

Gay, 162 ]\Iass. 458, 38 N. E. 1121.

Res Gestae Testimony that dur-

ing an alleged unlawful sale of in-

toxicating liquor the witness had
heard the seller addressed by the

defendant's name is competent as

part of the res gestae. People v.

Stanley, loi Mich. 93, 59 N. W. 498.

47. Miller v. State, 130 Ala. i,

30 So. 329'y Bulkeley v. Butler, 2 B,

& C. 434, 9 E. C. L. 133-

48. Bulkeley v. Butler, 2 B. & C.

434, 9 E. C. L. 133-

49, Hintze v. Krabbenschmidt
(Tex. Civ. App.), 44 S. W. 38. See
Sargent v. Lawrence, 16 Tex. Civ.

App. 540, 40 S. W. 1075; Hardy v.

Harbin, 154 U. S. 598; Byers v. Wal-
lace, 87 Tex. 503^ 28 S. W. 1056, 29
S. W. 760.

Where the question at issue is the

identity of a particular person with

the legatee named in a will, this fact

may be proved by the declarations
and statements of such person, who
has since died, and by evidence as to

his appearance, the name he bore,

the account he gave of himself and
family, and his connections and asso-

ciations. Mullery r. Hamilton, 71
Ga. 720, 51 Am. Rep. 288.

Upon the issjje' as to whether the

plaintiff's uncle, " John Palms," was
the grantee of the same name in a
grant of land, the previous declara-

tions of plaintiff's uncle to the effect

that he had been in Texas, where the

Vol. VI .

land was located, and had acquired
property there, held properly admit-
ted upon the issue of identity. Schott
V. Pellerim (Tex. Civ. App.), 43 S.

W. 944. To the same effect see

Brown v. Brown (Tex. Civ. App.),
36 S. W. 918; Minor v. Lumpkin
(Tex. Civ. App.), 29 S. W. 799, in

which for the same purpose the de-

ceased's diary was held competent.
Previous statements of the defend-

ant in a criminal prosecution as to
his name and identity are competent.
State V. Ellwood, 17 R. L 763, 24 Atl.

782.

Declarations of Others.— See Red
River Cattle Co. v. Wallace (Tex.
Civ. App.), 33 S. W. 301 ; The Lovat
Peerage, L. R. 10 App. Cas. 763; and
article " Pedigree."

50. " Such statements made by a
party before any controversy had
arisen in his ordinary intercourse

with those by whom he is sur-

rounded, occurring naturally as part

of his daily life and conduct, and be-

ing the means by which people gen-

erally learn and act upon his iden-

tity and antecedents, afford circum-
stantial evidence tending to show
who he is. They are of a character

not inherently different from his

statement as to his name, etc. Evi-
dence of a somewhat similar charac-

ter has been admitted in a number
of Texas cases. Howard v. Rus-
sell, 75 Tex. 171, 12 S. W. 525;
McNeil V. O'Connor, 79 Tex. 227, 14

S. W. 1058; Hickman v. Gillum, 66
Tex. 314, I S. W. 339; Baker v.

McFarland, 77 Tex. 294, 13 S. W.
1042 ; Chamblee v. Tarbox, 27 Tex.
139; Odom V. Woodward, 74 Tex.
41, II S. W. 925. In these cases the

parties who made the declarations

were dead before the trial, but that
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evidence of the truth of the facts stated, and would not be compe-
tent to establish his pedigree. "^^

Dying Declaration. — A dying" declaration may be competent evi-

dence, in a prosecution for homicide, of the identity of the declarant's

assailant,''^ but it is subject to the same rules that govern the testi-

mony of a witness to identity.
^•''

7. Habits. — As evidence that two apparently different individ-

uals are really one and the same person, it is competent to show a

habit common to both."* So also to identify human remains it is

competent to show any habits of the alleged deceased which would
tend to show his identity with the remains found. '^'^

8. Recognition of Person's Walk. — It has been held that there is

no error in admitting the testimony of a witness that he knew and
recognized a particular person by his walk.***

9. Identification by Voice. — Voice is a competent means of

fact is not thought by the court to

affect their admissibility for the lim-

ited purpose just explained." Neh-
ring V. ]McMurrian, 94 Te.x. 45, 57 S.

W. 943. See also Jackson v. Etz, 5
Cow. (N. Y.) 314.

51. In Nehring v. Mc^^Iurrian

(Tex. Civ. App.), 45 S. W. 1032,

where such evidence was held com-
petent, the court says :

" The issue

raised by this evidence was one of

identity and not of pedigree. If the

purpose had been to establish the

pedigree by the evidence of this wit-

ness, it would not have been admis-
sible, but here the object was to

identify the Frank Conrad known to

this witness as the Frank Conrad
whom the plaintiffs claim had pre-

viously disappeared. . . . Simi-
larity of names is some evidence of

identity. . . . And on the ques-

tion of identity it is admissible to

show the name the person bore, his

personal appearance, conversations,

and the account he gave of himself
and his family connections and asso-

ciations. . . . And the informa-
tion that is furnished upon this sub-

ject need not come from a source
which is related to or familiar with
the family history of the person who
has disappeared. What knowledge
may be possessed by strangers upon
this subject is admissible." On a

rehearing in the same court (46 S.

W. 369) this part of the opinion was
reversed, but on appeal to the su-

preme court the first opinion was ap-

proved, 94 Tex. 45, 57 S. W. 943.

(Sec preceding note.)

52. State v. Kessler, 15 Utah 142,

49 Pac. 293 ; State v. Foot You, 24
Or. 61, 35 Pac. 537; Walker v. State,

139 Ala. 56, 35 So. loii. See article
" Dying Declarations."

53. People t-. Wasson, 65 Cal.

538, 4 Pac. 555.

54. Habit of Becoming Intoxi-

cated On the question as to

whether W. and G. were the same
person, it was held competent to

show that they both had the same
habit of becoming intoxicated. " The
habit is common to many, and alone

would have little weight. But hab-
its are a means of identification,

though with strength in proportion
to their peculiarity." Udderzook v.

Com., 76 Pa. St. 340.

55. For the purpose of identifying

charred remains as those of the al-

leged deceased, it is competent to

show that the latter habitually wore
hairpins like those found among the
remains. State z*. Williams, 52 N.
C. 446, 78 Am. Dec. 248.

56. Reale v. Posey, 72 Ala. 323,
in which case the court said :

" The
point of objection is that it was
mere matter of opinion. So far as

that may be true, it is of opinion
formed from observation, depend-
ent for his value upon the opportuni-
ties of observation, and like the rec-

ognition of the human voice, incapa-
ble of higher evidence." Sec also
State V. liopkirk, 84 Mo. 278.

Vol. VI
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identification if the witness has any previous acquaintance with the
voice of the person identified." It is sufficient that the witness has
heard such person's voice but once previous to the time in question.^*

Sufficiency of Identification by Voice in Criminal Case.— While the

defendant may be sufficiently identified by his voice as the perpe-
trator of the crime charged, yet the testimony should be positive,

and should be based upon some peculiarity, or a sufficient previous

knowledge by the witness. ^°

10. Documents and Articles in Possession of Person. — The docu-
ments, papers and other articles in the possession of a person are

competent evidence of his identity.^"

57. Pritchett v. Johnson (Neb.),

97 N. W. 223; State v. Hopkirk, 84
Mo. 278; State v. Shinborn, 46 N
H. 497, 88 Am. Dec. 224; Com. v
Williams, 105 Mass. 62; Com. v
Hayes, 138 Mass. 185; Patton v.

State, 117 Ga. 230, 43 S. E. 533
Citing Andrews v. Com., 100 Va
801, 40 S. E. 935 ; Givens v. State

35 Tex. Crim. 563, 34 S. W. 626.

Illustration by Person Identified.

Where a witness has testified that he
recognized a person by the peculiar-

ity of his voice, it is not permissible

for such person, who is unsworn, to

give an illustration in open court of

his natural voice. Com. f Scott, 123

Mass. 222, 25 Am. Rep. 81.

Declarations of Person Recognized
Only by Voice A witness may
testify to the declarations or state-

ments of a person, although he rec-

ognized him solely by his voice.

State V. Howard, 92 N. C. 772; Deal
V. State, 140 Ind. 354, 39 N. E. 930.

A witness may testify as to con-

versations held with the defendant

through the soil-pipes of the prison

where defendant was confined,

though his only means of recognition
was the defendant's voice. Brown v.

Com., 76 Pa. St. 319.

Showing Mistake by Witness in
Identifying Another— Where a wit-

ness bases his recognition of a per-

son upon the latter's voice, it is not

competent to show that the witness
had mistaken the voice of another
person on another occasion, unless it

also appears that the conditions

were the same in both instances.

Vol. VI

\, 59 Pac.State V. Hurst, 23 Mont.
911.

58. Com. V. Williams, 105 Mass.
62.

Where the witness knew defendant
by sight and had heard him speak
only once, his opinion that the per-

son whom he heard speak during the

commission of the crime was the de-
fendant was held properly admitted.

Com. V. Hayes, 138 Mass. 185.

59. Com. V. Williams, 105 Mass.

63 ; Andrews v. Com., 100 Va. 801,

40 S. E. 935 ; Givens v. State, 35 Tex.
Crim. 563, 34 S. W. 626; Com. v.

Hayes, 138 Mass. 185.

In Patton v. State, 117 Ga. 230, 43
S. E. 533, the evidence identifying the

defendant as the guilty party con-

sisted mainly of the testimony of a

witness who had only heard the ac-

cused speak twice, some months pre-

vious to the homicide. The defend-
ant, at the time of the killing, was
seventy-five yards distant, and the

witness was unable to understand a

question addressed to him. He tes-

tified that he " thought he recog-
nized " the defendant's voice. This
evidence was held insufficient identi-

fication.

60. Bulkeley v. Butler, 2 B. & C.

434, 9 E. C. L. 133. in which a let-

ter of introduction in the possession
of the indorser of the bill sued upon
was held competent evidence to show
his identity with the payee therein

named. See also State v. McDaniel,

39 Or. 161, 65 Pac. 520, and this ar-

ticle "Deceased Person— Document
Found on Body."
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11. Pointing" by Witness. — A witness may point out the person
to whose identity lie is tcstifNinq'."^

12. Identification of Deceased Person and Remains or Body. — A.
Generally. — Where the question in issue is the identity of a dead
body or certain remains, it is competent to show the similarity of

physical characteristics of and marks upon the body and the alleijed

deceased."- So also the similarity of wearing apparel and articles

found on or near the remains to those known to have been in

the possession of the deceased, may be shown."-"* In disproof that

the body found is that of the person alleged to have been mur-
dered it is competent to show that the latter has been seen alive sub-

sequent to the homicide."''*

B. Documents Found on Body. — The papers or documents
found on the body or in the possession of the deceased are compe-
tent evidence of identity."^

61. Com. V. Whitm.nn, I2i Mass.
361. See also Sylvester v. State, 71

Ala. 17; State v. Johnson, 67 N. C.

55-

62. State v. Jones, IS3 Mo. 457»

55 S. W. 80; State V. Dickson, 78
Mo. 438; Gray v. Com., loi Pa. St.

380, 47 Am. Rep. y^:^ ; citing McCul-
loch V. State, 48 Ind. 109. See Mc-
Gill V. State, 25 Tex. App. 499, 8 S.

W. 661 ; Lancaster v. State, 91 Tenn.

267, 18 S. W. 777.

Peculiarities of Teeth, Hair, and
Shape of Head and Face State z'.

Smith, 9 Wash. 341, 2)7 Pac. 491.

In Linsday v. People, 63 N. Y.

143, for the purpose of identifying

the body found as that of the alleged

deceased, it was held competent to

show the " color of the hair and side-

whiskers of the deceased, the meas-
ure of the body found, and the stat-

ure of the deceased, the evidence of

the dentist of the extraction of cer-

tain teeth of Colvin (deceased) and
peculiar marks upon those remain-
ing, and the absence of the same
teeth from the jaw found, and the

presence of the same marks upon
other teeth in the jaw."

63. State v. Martin, 47 S. C. 67,

25 S. E. 113; Thornton v. State, 113

Ala. 43, 21 So. 356, 59 Am. St. Rep.

97; Taylor v. State, 35 Tex. 97; State
?•. Dickson, 78 Mo. 438; citing State

V. Williams. 52 N. C. 446. 78 Am.
Dec. 248. See Kugadt 7'. State. 38
Tex. Crim. 681, 44 S. W. 989; State

V. Tettaton, 159 Mo. 354, 60 S. W.
743-

A person well acquainted with the

deceased may identity certain but-

tons and articles of clothing found on
the scene of the homicide as part of

the deceased's clothing. Newell v.

State, 115 Ala. 54, 22 So. 572.

A St. Joseph's cord found on the

body of the deceased was held prop-

erly admitted as a means of identifi-

cation, it appearing that the person
alleged to have been killed had at

one time worn such a cord. So also,

pieces of a shirt taken from the body
were held properly admitted in con-
nection with testimony of deceased's

sister that they were similar to a
shirt she had given her brother. State
V. Novak, 109 Iowa 717, 79 N. W.
465-

64. In Rebuttal of Such Evidence
testimony that there was a person
strongly resembling deceased going
about at the time of his disappear-

ance is not competent. Com. v.

Webster, 5 Cush. (Mass.) 295, 52
Am. Dec. 711.

65. In Bryant's Estate, 176 Pa.

St. 309, 35 N. K. 571, a certificate of

citizenship, a photograph of himself,

and affidavits as to his ownership <if

a vessel, found in the trunk of a de-

ceased person after his death, were
held properly admitted as evidence of

his identity, and in the opinion of

the appellate court constituted very
strong evidence. "The papers, espe-

ciallj' the certificate, are the only safe

Vol. VI
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C. Opinion. — A witness sufficiently acquainted with the allej^ecl

deceased may give his opinion as to whether certain remains are
those of the deceased, ahhoui^h they are mutilated and decomposed.""
But it has heen held to the contrary."'^ The opinions of experts who
have examined the remains, as to the age, size, sex, etc., are also
competent on the question of identity."^

D. Identity of Deceased no Part of Corpus Delicti. — The
identity of the deceased with the remains or body found is no part
of the corpus delicti in a prosecution for homicide, and may be
sufficiently proved by circumstantial evidence, even where direct
evidence is required to establish the corpus dclicti.^^

13. Compelling Disclosure of Identity.— For purposes of identifi-

cation the court may compel any person appearing before it to remove

foundation for the whole case.

Everything is more or less depend-
ent on conjecture and inference, but
these are the property and the acts

of the man whose identity is in • is-

sue. He at least knew the truth and
these are his own testimony as to his

own identity."

Memoranda and Papers Tound in
Valise of Deceased held properly ad-
mitted. Campbell v. State, 8 Tex.
App. 84.

66. In Keith v. State, 157 Ind.

376, 61 N. E. 716, it was held that
the father and relatives of the alleged
deceased were properly allowed to
give their opinion that a body taken
from the water, where it had been
for several weeks, was that of the
deceased. " The hair and nails were
gone; the skull fractured in many
places ; the eyes were deeply sunken

;

the nose somewhat mutilated; the
ilesh somewhat decomposed

; the skin
somewhat discolored. But there was
the whole body, contour, size, age,
shape of head and face, tapering' fin-

gers, double ankles, birthmark, a cer-
tain front tooth decayed ; beyond all,

that indefinable impression produced
by the ensemble. To those witnesses,
parent, relative, neighbor, there was
no inability to recognize."

Identifying Skull and Jawbone.
A w^itness familiar with the deceased
and his physical characteristics may
state his belief and the grounds of
it, that a skull and jawbone are those
of the alleged deceased, it appearing
that there are peculiarities in the
jaw and teeth. Gray v. Com., loi Pa.

Vol. VI

St. 380, 47 Am. Rep. 72^. See Peo-
ple V. Barker, 60 Mich. 277, 27 N.
W. 539.

67. Where the question in issue

was whether a body found five

months after the murder was that of

the alleged deceased, and the wit-

ness had testified to all the points

of resemblance between the two,

his opinion that the body found

was that of the deceased was ex-

cluded. The court says :
" Ordi-

narily, the question of identity is one

of fact, and a witness may be asked

whether he knows a particular indi-

vidual, and, if so, whether he is the

person indicated ; but the question

put to this witness is not the ordi-

nary one of identity. It calls for

an opinion relative to a body which,

if that of the deceased, had been sub-

merged in salt water for upward of

five months, and had undergone
many changes. The witness can only

state a conclusion drawn from the

points of resemblance mentioned by
him. The jury have heard his state-

ments, and it is for them, and not the

witness, to decide whether the body
was that of the deceased." People^'.
Wilson, 3 Park. Crim. (N. Y.) 199.

68. Wilson V. State, 41 Tex. 320.

69. People v. Palmer, 109 N. Y.
no, 16 N. E. 529, citing and discus-

sing numerous authorities. See also

Laughlin v. Com., 18 Ky. L. Rep.
640, 37 S. W. 590; Campbell v. Peo-
ple, 159 111. 9, 42 N. E. 123, 50 Am.
St. Rep. 134.
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any disp^uise or artificial covering of those portions of the body
ordinarily left ex{X)sed.''"

n. ANIMALS.

1. Generally. — Animals may he identified by their physical char-
acteristics," and by the opinion of a competent witness.''^

2. Brands. — Evidence as to the brands npon live stock is admis-
sible for purposes of identification, although such brands have not

been recorded as required by statute.''^

ni. IDENTIFICATION OF THING.

1. Generally.— Opinion evidence as to the identity of an inani-

mate object or thing is competent.'^'' Any circumstances which are

70. Rice V. Rice (N. J. Eq.), IQ

Atl. 736, in which the court com-
pelled a party to the action to re-

move a veil. The opinion contains
a discussion of this power in both
civil and criminal cases, and distin-

guishes those cases involving a de-
fendant's privilege against self-in-

crimination in a criminal prosecution,
for a discussion of which, see article
" Privilege."

Producing in Court a Person
Whose Identity is in Question.

See Attorney Gen. v. Fadden, i

Price (Eng. Exch.) 403.

71. See De Armond v. Neasmith,
32 Mich. 231 ; Grumes v. State, 28
Tex. App. 516, 13 S. W. 868, 19 Am.
St. Rep. 853.

72. Gom. V. Sturtivant, 117 Mass.
122, 133, 19 Am. Rep. 401 ; Com. v.

Johnson, 150 Mass. 54, 22 N. E. 82;
Turner v. McFee, 61 Ala. 468.

The owner of an alleged stolen cow
may give his opinion that a cow's
head found two or three weeks after

the larceny was the head of the stolen

cow. Osgood V. State (Tex. Grim.),

49 S. W. 94-

Identity of Horse. — Opinion
Based on Noise Made by Its Feet.

See Gom. v. Best, 180 Mass. 492, 62
N. E. 748.

73. Brooke :•. People, 23 Golo.

375, 48 Pac. 502: Ghcsnut v. People,

21 Golo. 512, 42 Pac. 656; Rcma v.

StatCj 52 Neb. 375, "72 N. W. 474.
See Hester v. State, 15 Tex. App.
567; Keith V. Tilford, 12 Neb. 271,

II N. W. 315. See also article
" Animals."
Expert Opinion as to Identity

of Disfigured Brand, Competent.

Askew V. People, 23 Golo. 446, 48
Pac. 524.

74. Altman v. Young, 38 Mich.

410; State V. Hopkirk, 84 Mo. 27S;
Wiggins V. Henson, 68 Ga. 819.

This was an action in trover for a

bale of cotton. It was held that the

plaintiff was properly permitted to

state that he believed that the cotton

was his because he had traced it to

the defendant's possession, because
it was wet and nappy and had stains

of mud upon it, and also because the

weight of the cotton agreed with the

number of pounds missed from the

bale. See also Jupitz v. People, 34
III. S16; State V. Babb. 76 Mo. 501;
King V. New York G. & H. R. R. Go.,

72 N. Y. 607; Gom. V. O'Brien, 134
Mass. 198; Morrissey v. People, 11

Mich. 2>^.

Opinion as to Identity of Dam.
McLeod I'. Lee, 17 Nov. 103, 28 Pac.

124.

Identification of 'Wagon by Rattle.

In Gom. V. Best, 180 Mass. 492, 62

N. E. 748, it was held that a witness

was properly allowed to identify a
wagon by its familiar rattle, although
he did not see it at the time in ques-
tion.

In Support of the Opinion or Belief

of a witness who has testified to the
identity of a chattel, he may be asked
whether or not he has any doubt as

Vol. VI
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relevant to this issue may be proved/^ Evidence as to marks upon
an object is competent for purposes of identification/*'

The Opinion of Experts as to the identity of a chattel is some-
times admissible.''

2. Document.— A document or instrument in writing may be

identified by peculiar marks upon or alterations in it,'^ as well as

by the handwriting.'^'' A witness may identify it as one previously

seen by him, although he is unable to read.*"

3. Hair. — Opinion evidence as to the identity of certain human
hair not founded upon observations or experiments requiring special

to its identity. King v. New York
C. & H. R. R. Co., 72 N. Y. 607.

75. Color For the purpose of

identifying an alleged check which
had been chewed into a wad, a blank

check is admissible to show that they

were of the same color. People z'.

Considine, 105 Mich. 149, 63, N. W.
196.

Receipt Given for a Note. — Where
the identity and ownership of a cer-

tain promissory note were in issue,

and one of the claimants contended
that it was a note which he had put
into the hands of a certain person
for collection, the exclusion of such
person's receipt describing the note
given to him was held error on the

ground that it was competent evi-

dence to identity the note in question

as belonging to the claimant. Hall
V. Stancell, 3 Tex. 400.

Previous Offer to Sell An action

on an account stated for goods sold

where the identity of the articles sold

is in dispute, and where it appears
that an offer shortly previous to sell

the same articles was made to a third

person, evidence of this offer is ad-

missible to identify the goods sold.

Sager f. Tupper, 38 Mich. 258.

76. State v. Hills, 10 Cush.
(Mass.) 530.

The Similarity of laundry Marks
on clothing found in a satchel with
those found on the clothing in de-

ceased's trunk is competent to iden-

tify the contents of the satchel as de-

ceased's property. State v. Lucey, 24
]\Iont. 29s, 61 Pac. 994.

Identification of Pistol by Num-
ber.— Clay V. State (Tex. Crim.),

6g S. W. 413.
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77. Com. V. Choate, 105 Mass. 451.
Expert Opinion as to Identity of

Watch. _Ruhe v. Abren, i N. M.
247.

Identity of Partially Disfigured
Brand.— Testimony of Experts Com-
petent— Askew V. People, 23 Colo.

446, 48 Pac. 524.

78. People v. Schooley, 149 N. Y.

99, 43 N. E. 536. See also Johnson
V. Morgan, 7 Ad. & E. (Eng.) 237;
Com. V. Miller, 3 Cush. (Mass.) 243,

251 ; Shelden v. Warner, 45 Mich. 638,

8 N. W. 529; Southwick v. Stevens,

10 Johns. (N. Y.) 443.
Identification by Document See

supra, this article, " Persons."

79. See article "Handwriting."

80. An Attesting Witness Who
Made His Mark on a will may testify

that the instrument produced is the

one which he signed, and that the

mark thereon is the one so made by
him. Thompson v. Davitte, 59 Ga.

472.

Identity of Document.— Illiterate

Witness. _ " The mere fact that a

witness cannot read does not neces-

sarily render him incompetent to tes-

tify to the identity of a written paper.

He still has the size, form, color and
general appearance of the paper, the

color of the ink, and the size and
general characteristics or appearance
of the writing, to go by. For exam-
ple, one might be allowed to testify

to the identity of a paper written in

Greek, Hebrew, Sanscrit or Egyp-
tian hieroglyphics, although unable
to read a word of either language."
Com. V. Meserve, 154 Mass. 64, 27
N. E. 997-
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skill has been held inadmissible.*^ On the other hand, it has been
held that the opinion of a non-expert as to the identity of certain

horse hair is competent.*^

4. Footprints. — To establish the identity of the person or animal

making certain footprints or tracks, it is competent to show the

results of comparative measurements.*^ A competent witness may
also describe the characteristics and peculiarities of the tracks in

question, and the shoes, feet or^tracks of the person alleged to have

made them.** The witness need not be an expert.*^ But while

such a witness may testify that the tracks were similar to*^ or corre-

81. Knoll V. State, 55 Wis. 249.

12 N. W. 369, 42 Am. Rep. 704. This

was a prosecution for murder. A
medical expert testified that he had
examined the hair which was found
upon a certain wheelbarrow, and that

he had compared it with other hair

taken from the skull of the decedent,
and " that the hair was precisely the

same in every respect, in length,

magnitude, color, and in every other
respect, so that any person could
have told it as well as himself,"

and that as the result of such
comparison he should say that the
hair from the wheelbarrow was the

same as that from the head of the

decedent. It was held that such evi-

dence was inadmissible. The court

said :
" The witness reached this

conclusion, as we understand his tes-

timony, not from' any scientific test.s,

or peculiarities in the structure of the

hair which an examination by a
microscope would disclose, but from
the length, magnitude, color, or
those obvious marks and resem-
blances which one person of good vis-

ion would observe as readily as

another. The comparison made re-

quired no peculiar skill nor scientific

knowledge. It was no more in the

province of an expert than of an or-

dinary person to make it. It related

to a matter of common observation.

The jury were as competent to make
the comparison from the description
given of the hair, and draw the con-
clusion whether it came from the head
of the same person, as was the wit-
ness. The opinion of the witness as
to the fact that the hair came from
the head of the same person was not
admissible on the ground that the in-

quiry related to a scientific subject—

one which required peculiar knowl-
edge or previous study and experi-

ence to give information about. But
it related to a matter within the ob-
servation, judgment and knowledge
of any ordinary man ; for the resem-
blance relied upon in making the

comparison, as the length, magnitude
and color of the hair, were as open to

the observation of the j ury, or the j ury
could draw their inference from these

resemblances as well as any one. The
witness, then, could not testify to his

opinion on the ground that the sub-

ject-matter of the inquiry related to

a scientific subject, and was expert

testimony."

82. Identity of Horse Hair Tn
Crumes v. State, 28 Tex. App. 516,

13 S. W. 868, 19 Am. St. Rep. 853, a

witness was held properly allowed to

give his opinion that hair found on
a fence was from a horse which the

evidence showed defendant was rid-

ing on the night of the offense.

83. People v. McCurdy, 68 Cal.

576, 10 Pac. 207.

A witness may state as a collective

fact that the measurements of certain

tracks were the same. Gilmore v.

State, 99 Ala. 154, 13 So. 536.

84. State v. Green, 40 S. C. 328,

18 S. E. 93, 42 Am. St. Rep. 872.

85. State V. Reitz, 83 N. C. 634-

86. Hester r. State (Tex. Crim.),

51 S. W. 932; Rippey v. State, 29
Tex. App. 27, H S. W. 448.

A witness may state that two sets

of tracks appeared to be alike or to

have been made by the same shoe.

State V. Moelchen, 53 Iowa 310, 5 N.
W. 186.

In James v. State, 104 Ala. 20, 16

So. 94, where the tracks were
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sponded with®^ the shoes, feet or other tracks of the person alleged

to have made them, he cannot state his opinion that certain tracks

or sets of tracks were made by a particular person,^^ though it seems

to have been held to the contrary.^®

In Rebuttal any facts are competent which tend to show that the

tracks were not^'" or could not have been made®^ by the person sus-

pected of having made them. An accused person may prove his

willingness and desire to have a comparison made.^^

marked by certain physical peculiari-

ties, a witness was asked the fol-

lowing question: "What was the

similarity between the tracks at the

forks of the road and at the seed-

room door?" In holding that this

question was unobjectionable, the

court said: "We think in cases of

this kind, where many, and often in-

describable, peculiarities and charac-

teristics are to be considered in as-

certaining the identity of a thing, a

witness who saw these peculiarities

and had the means of forming a cor-

rect conclusion may testify to the

identity, as a collective fact." See
also cases in the following notes.

87. Clark v. State (Tex. Crim.),

26 S. W. 68; State v. Morris, 84 N.
C. 756; Grumes v. State, z8 Tex.

Apo. 516, 13 S. W. 868, 19 Am. St.

Rep. 853; Clark v. State, 28 Tex.
App. 189, 12 S. W. 729, 19 Am. St.

Rep. 817; Murphy v. People, 63 N.
Y. 590; Blackman v. State, 80 Ga.

785, 7 S. E. 626; Com. V. Pope, 103

Mass. 440, in which the witness who
had examined the boots of the de-

fendant and the footprints near the

scene of the crime was held properly

allowed to testify that he thought
that the boots would fit the footprints

and were of the same size.

A Witness Who Has Applied Shoes
to Tracks may state that they corre-

spond to each other, this being a
matter of fact and not of opinion.

Young V. State, 68 Ala. 569; McLain
V. State, 30 Tex. App. 482, 17 S. W.
1092, 28 Am. St. Rep. 934. See also

State V. Graham, 74 N. C. 646, 21

Am. Rep. 493.

A witness who has measured
tracks may state that they " corre-

sponded," but he cannot be asked
whether a particular shoe " would
have made " such a track as the one
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in question. Rusby v. State, 77 Ala.

66.

A witness cannot state that the

tracks measured by him " corre-

sponded in his opinion " with the

track of the defendant. Livingston

V. State, 105 Ala. 127, 16 So. 801.

88. Hodge v. State, 97 Ala. ^7, 12

So. 164, 38 Am. St. Rep. 145 ; Terry
V. State, 118 Ala. 79, 23 So. 776;
Riley v. State, 88 Ala. 193, 7 So. 149;
Collins V. Com., 15 Ky. L. Rep. 691,

25 S. W. 743; Hester v. State (Tex.
Grim.), 51 S. W. 932; State v.

Green, 40 S. C. 328, 18 S. E. 933, 42
Am. St. Rep. 872; Bluitt v. State, 12

Tex. App. 39, 41 Am. Rep. 666.

89. State v. Reitz, 83 N. C. 634;
State V. Millmeier, 102 Iowa 692, 72
N. W. 275. Citing Crumes v. State,

28 Tex. App. 516, 13 S. W. 868, 19
Am. St. Rep. 853; State v. Ward, 61

Vt. 153, 17 Atl. 483-

Wagon Tracks— In State v. Fol-

well, 14 Kan. 105, a witness who was
familiar with the peculiarities of the

defendant's wagon and the tracks

made by it, was held properly al-

lowed to testify that certain wagon
tracks which he had measured and
examined carefully were made by the

defendant's wagon.

90. Lipes V. State, 15 Lea (Tenn.)

125, 54 Am. Rep. 402.

91. Where the tracks leading

from the scene of the crime have
been traced to the defendant's house,

it is error to exclude evidence on his

behalf that he had not worn or pos-

sessed any shoes or boots capable of

making such footprints. Stone v.

State, 12 Tex. App. 219.

92. The defendant may show his

willingness, when accused, to put his

foot and shoe in the tracks, and his

request that the horse tracks should

be measured and compared with the
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IV. TESTS.

An actual test of the witness' ability to identify a particular

person may be made in court,"^ but evidence as to a test of the

witness' ability made previous to the trial is not admissible.'*

V. PHOTOGRAPHS.

Properly authenticated photographs are admissible for purjxDses

of identification."^

VI. TRAILING BY BLOODHOUNDS.

Whether trailing by bloodhounds is competent evidence of identity

the courts are not agreed. Such evidence has been held incompetent
in one jurisdiction, because too uncertain and unreliable."'* In others

it has been held competent under certain circumstances,"' and with

certain limitations. It must appear that the dog in question not

only belongs to a species capable of following a trail by scent, but

also that it has been specially trained"® and tested in following the

feet and tracks of his horse. Bouldin
V. State, 8 Tex. App. 2^2.

93. People v. Wilson, 141 N. Y.

185, 36 N. E. 230.

Test in Court.— Where the ac-

cused and his brother were sitting

together in the bar of the court, it

was held proper for counsel for the

accused to require the witness to

point out which of the two commit-
ted the assault upon her. Senior v.

State, 97 Ga. 185, 22 S. E. 404.

94. Murphy v. State (Tex.
Crim.), 51 S. W. 940. But see this

article, " Extrajudicial Identification."

95. United States. — \\^'\\s.on v.

United States, 162 U. S. 613.

Alabama. — Malachi v. State, 89
Ala. 134, 8 So. 104.

California. — People v. Durrant,
116 Cal. 179, 48 Pac. 75.

Michigan. — People z'. Carey, 125

Mich. 535, 84 N. W. 1086.

Nebraska. — Marion v. State, 20
Neb. 233, 29 N. W. 911, 57 Am. Rep.

825.

Ne'v York. — People v. Fish, 125

N. Y. 136, 26 N. E. 319-

P enn s y Iv ania. — Udderzook v.

Com., 76 Pa. St. 340.

Rhode Island. — State r. Ellwood,
17 R. I. 763, 24 Atl. 7R2.

C//aA. — State v. McCoy, 15 Utah,

136, 49 Pac. 420.

See more fully the article " Pho-
T0CR.\PHS."

96. Brott i: State (Neb.), 97 N.
W. 593.

97. In Hodge v. State, 98 Ala. 10,

13 So. 385, 39 Am. St. Rep. 17, it

was held competent to prove that

.shortly after the commission of the

homicide a dog trained to follow hu-

man tracks was put upon the trail

leading from the scene of the homi-
cide and followed it to the house of

the defendant, in connection with the

testimony of other witnesses that

they followed the same tracks to the

same house.

98. Allen v. Com. (Ky.), 82 S.

W. 589.

Limitations on Such Evidence.
" It is difficult to lay down a general

rule as to the introduction of testi-

mony of this kind. It is matter of

common knowledge, of which courts

are authorized to take notice, that

dogs of some varieties (as the blood-

hound, foxhound, pointer and setter)

are remarkable for the acuteness of
their sense of smell, and for their

power of discrimination between the

track they are first laid on and others
which may cross it; but it is also

matter of common knowledge that all

dogs do not possess this power in

the same degree, and that some dogs

Vol. VI
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track of human beings. It must also be shown that the track

followed was probably that of the person sought to be identified.^'*

Vn. WITNESS NEED NOT TESTIFY POSITIVELY.

The testimony of a witness if founded on his own knowledge and

observation is not incompetent merely because he is not positive in

his statements. He may state his impression, belief or best knowl-

edge on the subject.^

of purest pedigree prove worthless

upon trial. . . . After a careful

consideration of this case by the

whole court, we think it may be

safely laid down that, in order to

make such testimony competent, even

when it is shown that the dog is of

pure blood, and of a stock character-

ized by acuteness of scent and power
of discrimination, it must also be es-

tablished that the dog in question is

possessed of these qualities, and has

been trained or tested in their exer-

cise in the tracking of human beings,

and that these facts must appear from
the testimony of some person who
has personal knowledge thereof. We
think it must also appear that the

dog so trained and tested was laid

on the trail, whether visible or not,

concerning which testimony has been
admitted, at a point where the cir-

cumstances tend clearly to show that

the guilty party had been, or upon a

track which such circumstances indi-

cated to have been made by him.
When so indicated, testimony as to

trailing by a bloodhound may be per-

mitted to go to the jury for what it

is worth, as one of the circumstances
which may tend to connect the de-

fendant with the crime of which he
is accused. When not so indicated,

the trial court should exclude the en-

tire testimony in that regard from
the jury." Pedigo v. Com., 19 Ky.
L. Rep. 1723, 44 S. W. 143.

In Parker v. State (Tex. Crim.),
80 S. W. 1008, such evidence was
held admissible when supported by
the testimony of a witness that it was
a bloodhound kept for the purpose
of tracking people ; that he knew
from his own experience with it that

it was trained and reliable in this re-

spect, and that if put upon the track
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of a human being he would follow

and keep to the same track until he
reached its destination, and would fol-

low no other track. The court quotes

extensively and approvingly from
Pedigo V. Com., 103 Ky. 41, 44 S. W.
143, 82 Am. St. Rep. 566, 42 L. R. A.

432, as to the necessity of showing
both the dog's natural characteristics

and his special training in tracking

human beings, and the further show-
ing that it was started upon the track

at a point where the circumstances

tend clearly to show that the guilty

party had been, or upon a track

which such circumstances indicated

to have been made by him.

Rebuttal.— Actions of Other Dogs
of Same Breed Evidence that two
bloodhounds of the same breed as

those used to track the supposed
criminal, and trained by the same
man, when put upon the trail of a

human being left it to follow the

trail of a sheep, was held inadmissi-

ble because too uncertain to deter-

mine the reliability of the dogs used.

Simpson v. State, in Ala. 6, 20 So.

572.

99. State v. Moore, 129 N. C. 494,

39 S. E. 626; Pedigo V. Com., 19 Ky.

L. Rep. 1723, 44 S. W. 143.

1. United States. — See White v.

Van Horn, 159 U. S. 3.

Alabama. — Thornton v. State, 113

Ala. 43, 21 So. 356, 59 Am. St. Rep.

97; Mitchell V. State, 94 Ala. 68, 10

So. S18.

Arkansas. — Trulock v. State, 70
Ark. 558, 69 S. W. 677.

California. — People v. Young, 102

Cal. 411, 36 Pac. 770.

Georgia. — Thompson v. Davitte,

59 Ga. 472.
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Vm. IDENTIFICATION FROM DESCRIPTION OR OTHER
TESTIMONY.

While testimony as to identity based upon a liearsay descrip-

tion is incompetent,- such testimony or opinion may be competent
when based upon other evidence in the case.^

IX. BASIS OF OPINION.

The opinion of a witness to identity is not competent when

Iowa. — State z'. Seymore, 94 Iowa
699, 63 N. W. 661.

Missouri. — State v. Reed, 89 Mo.
168, I S. W. 225; State V. Howard,
118 Mo. 127, 24 S. W. 41; State v.

Babb, 76 Mo. 501 ; State v. Cushen-
berry, 157 Mo. 168, 56 S. W. 737.

New York. — People v. Whighain,
I Wheel. Crim. 115. Contra, People
z: Williams, 29 Hun 522.

North Carolina. — Beverly v. Wil-
liams, 20 N. C. 236; State V. Lytle,

117 N. C. 799, 23 S. E. 476, distin-

guishing State V. Thorp, 72 N. C.

186.

Texas. — Dupree z'. State (Tex.
Crim.), 37 S. W. 739; Tate v. State,

35 Te.x. Crim. 231, 33 S. W. 121.

But see Phoenix Ins. Co. z: Padgitt

(Tex. Civ. App.), 42 S. W. 800.

Testimony by a witness that " he
took " persons seen by him to be the

same parties whom he had previously
seen, held competent. Brooks v.

State (Tex. Crim.), 37 S. W. 739.
In State v. Hopkirk, 84 Mo. 278,

testimony of a witness that " she
judged" that the tall man she had
seen on the night of the murder was
the defendant, was held properly ad-
mitted.

The testimony of a witness that he
met a person " whom he took " to

be the defendant, was held sufficiently

certain to warrant its admission.
Alanis z: State (Tex. Crim.), 81 S.

W. 709.

A witness testifying to the identity

of the deceased person in a murder
case may state to the " best of my
impression it was the body of the

deceased," and " I saw a body that I

took to be the body of deceased."
State v. Dickson, 78 Mo. 438.

" Belief."_ People v. Rolfe, 61

Cal. 540.

" Best of His Knowledge and Be-
lief." — Kent V. State, 94 Ga. 703, 19

S. E. 885 ; State v. McDaniel, 39 Or.

161, 65 Pac. 520.

"Best Opinion." — Thornton z:

State, 113 Ala. 43, 21 So. 356.

" Impression " of the witness.

People V. Stanley, lOi Mich. 93, 59
N. W. 498. Citing Long v. State, 95
Ind. 481 ; State z: Harr, 38 W. Va.

58, 17 S. E. 794-
" Best Judgment." — Kastner v.

State, 58 Neb. 767, 79 N. W. 713.

Sufficiency in Criminal Case.

Testimony of witnesses as to their
" belief " that defendant is the per-

son whom they saw commit the hom-
icide is sufficient proof of his iden-

tity. State V. Howkrd, 118 Mo. 127,

24 S. W. 41.

So in Com. v. Cunningham, 104

Mass. 545, testimony of witnesses
that the prisoner " resembled " a

man whom they had seen was held
sufficient evidence of identification to

sustain a verdict.

2. A witness cannot state that the

description given him by the person
who saw the act committed tallied

with the person charged with the
commission of the act. Chilton v.

State, 105 Ala. 98, 16 So. 797. See
also this article, " Basis of Opinion."

3. A witness may state that he
recognized the defendant in a pre-
vious trial, at which he was a wit-
ness, as a person from whom he had
purchased certain coins, when this

testimony is followed by evidence
identifying the defendant in the case
on trial as the defendant in the trial

testified to by the witness. Brown
z\ Com., 76 Pa. St. 319.

A witness who found a mutilated
and badly-disfigured body was held
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founded on hearsay.* Thus, the opinion of a witness as to the

identity of a person seen by him on a particular occasion is only

competent when based upon observations, or the recollections of

observations made at the time in question.'* In support of his

opinion as to identity a witness may detail the facts upon which
he bases his opinion,® and the peculiar circumstances fixing the

properly permitted to testify that the

face resembled a photograph pro-

duced in court and proved to be a

likeness of the alleged deceased for

whose murder the defendant was on
trial, although the witness had never

before seen the person whose body

he found. Udderzook v. Com., 76
Pa. St. 340.

In Taylor v. State, 35 Tex. 97,

•where the identity of the deceased

was in question, and there was evi-

dence minutely describing the body
found, the father of the alleged de-

ceased who had listened to the testi-

mony, testified without objection

that it was a description of the body
of his son.

4. Hopt V. Utah, no U. S. 574;
Darden v. Neuse, 107 N. C. 437, 12

S. E. 46; State V. Lytle, 117 N. C.

799, 23 S. E. 476; People V. Stanley,

loi Mich. 93, S9 N. W. 498. See
Crane v. State, in Ala. 45, 20 So.

590. But see Edmanson v. Andrews,
35 111. App. 223 ; Chrisman-Sawyer
Banking Co. z\ Strahorn-Hutton-
Evans Com. Co., 80 Mo. App. 438.

A witness cannot identify an object

as being the one in question from a

description previously given him by
another person. Reed v. State, 66
Ark. no, 49 S. W. 350; Lewis v.

State, 62 Ark. 494, 36 S. W. 689.

A witness cannot identify goods
stolen by their resemblance to sam-
ples of such goods shown to him
previous to his finding the alleged

stolen goods. Crane v. State, in
Ala. 45, 20 So. 590.

An officer who arrested defend-
ant cannot testify that he acted upon
the description given him by persons

who had seen the party who com-
mitted the crime. Mallory v. State,

2,7 Tex. Crim. 482, 26 S. W. 751;
Com. 7'. Fagan, 108 Mass. 471.

Testimony by a witness that he
saw one W. and " a man they said

was James M. Quimby, together at a
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barn," was held not objectionable as

hearsay, the witness evidently mean-
ing a man who went by such name.
Willis V. Quimby, 31 N. H. 485.

5. Woodward v. State, 4 Baxt.

(Tenn.) 322, in which the opinion of

the witness as to the identity of a

person who ran past him on a par-

ticular occasion was held inadmis-

sible, where it appeared to be based
on his subsequent knowledge. " The
opinion or belief must be based upon
. . . knowledge. It is not neces-

sary that it should be formed at the

time the person sought to be identi-

fied was seen by the witness, but

when formed it must be the result

of the recollection of the person seen

and of the facts connected with the

seeing, but not from information de-

rived from others."

Where the question in issue was
the identity of an engine which was
the alleged cause of a fire, the testi-

mony of a witness who saw the en-

gine when it passed the place where
the fire started that he believed it was
engine No. 44, was held properly ex-

cluded because it appeared that his

conclusion was based not upon his

view of the engine and his impres-

sions gained at the time, but upon
his previous and subsequent knowl-

edge that engine No. 44 commonly
passed the place in question at that

time, and that her engineer was on
the engine which he saw. and also

because the railroad dispatcher re-

fused to deny that it was engine No.

44. Smith V. Northern Pac. R. Co.,

3 N. D. 555, 58 N. W. 345-

6. State V Kaiser, 124 Mo. 651, 28

S. W. 182; Murphy v. State (Tex.
Crim.), 51 S. W. 940. See Nite v.

State, 41 Tex. Crim. 340, 54 S. W.
763.

For the purpose of identifying the

car from which he had fallen, the

plaintiff in an action for personal in-

juries may state that a new hand-
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impression upon his mind.'' The witness may be questioned on

either direct or cross-examination as to the character and extent

of his acquaintance with the person or thing identified."

X. EXTRAJUDICIAL IDEimFICATION.

An identification made out of court by a witness or other person

cannot ordinarily be shown, because hearsay." It has been hehi,

however, that a witness who has previously identified a document

may testify to such fact, in connection with other evidence showing

that the document produced is the same as the one previously

identified."

hold had been put upon the car to

replace the one which pave way and
caused him to fall, although such

evidence is incompetent on the ques-

tion of negligence. Missouri, K. &
T. R. Co. V. Rose, 19 Tex. Civ. App.

470, 49 S. W. 133.

A witness who has identified a

watch found upon one person as the

property of another may testify as

to the extent and nature of his ac-

quaintance with the latter person,

for the purpose of giving additional

weight to his testimony. People i'.

Rohl, 138 N. Y. 616, 33 N. E. 933-

7. A witness who has testified to

the identity of a person seen by him

on a particular occasion may give in

evidence the circumstances and facts

which called his attention specially

to such person's identity. State r.

Becton, 7 Baxt. (Tenn.) 138.

In support of his testimony as to

the identity of the person to whom
he had sold poison, a witness was

held properly allowed to state that

sales of the kind were not very com-
mon, and that he had but three boxes

of the poison sold on hand at the

time. Com. r. Kennedy, 170 Mass.

18, 48 N. E. 770.

8. State V. Bartlett, 55 Me. 200;

Olive r. State, 11 Neb. i, 7 N. W.
444.

9. Murphy v. State (Tex. Crim.),

51 S. W. 940. But see State z'.

Ward, 6t Vt. 153, 17 Atl. 483-

The testimony of a detective, on a

prosecution for robl->ery, that the

prosecuting witness on the morning

after the robbery identified the pho-

tograph of the defendant in the

rogues' gallery as one of the parties

engaged in the crime against him,

was held properly excluded as hear-

say. State V. Houghton, 43 Or. IZ5,

71 Pac. 982.

Testimony of an ofiicer as to the

description of the culprit given him
by the prosecuting witness previous

to the arrest is inadmissible because

hearsay. People z: Johnson, 91 Cal.

265, 27 Pac. 663; People 7-. McNam-
ara, 94 Cal. 509, 29 Pac. 953. So
also is the statement of the prose-

cuting witness to an officer as to who
committed the assault upon him.

O'Toole V. State, 105 Wis. 18, 80 N.

W. 915.

10. In Jackson v. Thompson, 6

Cow. (N. Y.) 178, the subscribing

witness to a will offered in evidence

could not see to read because of his

age, and therefore could not testify

to his signature, but he testified that

some years previous he had seen the

will in the surrogate's office, and that

he then read and recognized his sig-

nature as genuine. As to the iden-

tity of the will produced on the trial

with that which the witness had seen

in the surrogate's office there was no

dispute. This was held sufficient to

warrant the introduction of the will

in evidence. See also Brown v.

Com., 76 Pa. St. 319, and the follow-

ing English cases: R. r. Burke, 2

Cox C. C. 29s: Bailie's Case, 21

How. St. Tr. 319; R- I'- Blackburn,

6 Cox C. C. 338; Annesley v. An-
gclsea, 17 How. St. Tr. 1139, ii95-
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XI. DECLARATIONS IDENTIFYING TIME AND PLACE.

For the purpose of identifying a particular time or place, decla-

rations otherwise hearsay, made at the time or place in question,

may be admissible.^^

XII. HEARSAY STATEMENTS IN CORROBORATION.

The previous hearsay statements of the witness to identity are

not admissible in corroboration of his testimony. ^^

XIII. REBUTTAL.

In rebuttal any facts or circumstances are competent which tend

to disprove the attempted identification or show a mistake of

identity.^^

particular place at a particular time

doing certain acts, it is competent to

show as evidence of a mistake in

identity that another person was seen

at the same place at the same time

under similar circumstances doing a

similar act. State v. Witham, 72 Me.

On a prosecution for the illegal

selling of liquor to show that a wit-

ness was n>istaken as to the identity

of the place where he purchased the

liquor, it was held competent for the

defendant to show that in his saloon

there were no pool or billiard tables

which had been described by the

witness, but that in two other saloons

near by there were such tables. Ben-
son V. State, 39 Tex. Crim. 56, 44 S.

W. 167, 1091.

Expert Opinion as to Impossibility

of Forming Correct Conclusion.

Where the head of the deceased,

preserved in alcohol, had been intro-

duced in evidence and identified by
several witnesses, the opinion of ex-
perts that on account of the changes
which must necessarily occur in such

a case, it was not possible for any
one to identify the head, was held

properly excluded as invading the

province of the jury. State v. Vin-
cent, 24 Iowa 570, 95 Am. Dec. 753.

But where a witness has stated that

his opinion as to the identity of cer-

tain chattels is based upon their

color and quality, it is competent for
a witness experienced in such mat-
ters to give his opinion that a person
could not identify goods from color
and quality alone. Buchanan v.

State, 109 Ala. 7, 19 So. 410.

11. Earle v. Earle, 11 Allen
(Mass.) I. See also:

Georgia. — Barrow v. State, 80 Ga.

191, 5 S. E. 64.

lozi'a. — State v. Dunn, 109 Iowa
750, 80 N. W. 1068; Stewart v. An-
derson, III Iowa 329, 82 N. W. 770.

Massachusetts. — Com. v. Sulli-

van, 123 Mass. 221 ; Whitney z'.

Houghton, 125 Mass. 451.
Michigan. — People v. Mead, 50

Mich. 229, 15 N. W. 95.

Rhode Island. — Agulino v. Rail-

road Co., 21 R. I. 263, 43 Atl. 63.

Vermont. — State v. Young, 67 Vt.

450, 32 Atl. 251 ; Hill V. North, 34
Vt. 604; Wilkins v. Metcalf, 71 Vt.

103, 41 Atl. 1035.

12. Chilton v. State, 105 Ala. 98,

16 So. 797. But see this article,

"Extrajudicial Identification."

13. Cooper v. State, 23 Tex. 331.
In White v. Com., 80 Ky. 480, de-

fendant was charged with stealing

certain bonds. A witness testified to

having purchased the bonds in Cin-
cinnati from a person whose per-
sonal appearance corresponded with
that of the defendant. The testi-

mony of a witness who was well ac-

quainted with the defendant was of-

fered in rebuttal, to the effect that, at

the time of the sale of the bonds in

Cincinnati, the witness was there,
and that he met a person who so
strongly resembled the defendant
that he believed the person to be the
defendant, until very close inspection
showed him his mistake. The exclu-
sion of this evidence was held error.

In rebuttal of testimony of a wit-

ness that he saw the defendant in a
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